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Executive Summary

DEDICATION

This report begins with three tributes, the first to those Ameri-
cans who have been imprisoned in any war. Each person who has

worn the uniform and fought the battle understands the nature of

sacrifice. And there is a sense in which anyone caught in a fire-

fight, flying through flak, patrolling the jungle while sensing

ambush or working desperately to perforin triage in a make-shift

hospital, is a prisoner of war. But we owe a special debt of respect

and gratitude to those who were captured and yet still kept faith,

even while deprived of their freedom, victimized by brutal tortures,

and forced to battle not only their captors, but tire temptation to

yield to self-pity and despair;

In the words of former POW, Admiral James Stockdale:

Young Americans in Hanoi learned fast. They made no
deals. (In the end) the prisoner learns he can’t be hurt and
he can’t be had as long as he tells the truth and clings to

~

r -that forgiving hand 'of the brothers who.are becolnifig his

.

country, his family ... v^.
;

..

What does it all Come down to? It does not come down to

coping or supplication or hatred or strength beyond the

grasp of any normal person. It comes down to comrade-

ship, and it comes down to pride, dignity, an enduring

sense of self-worth and to that enigmatic mixture of con-

science and egoism called personal honor.
1

To the families

America’s POWs and servicemen have met the test of personal

honor, and so have the families of those still missing from past

American wars. For these families, the wounds of conflict nave

been especially slow to heal. For them, there have been no joyous

reunions, nor even the solace of certainty ratified by a flagdraped

casket and the solemn sound of taps. There has been no grave to

visit and often no peace from gnawing doubt. For them, there has

been only the search for answers through years when they did not

have active and visible support firom their own government to the

present day when our ability to get real answers has finally been

enhanced. Their search for answers is truly understandable be-

cause to them, POW/MIA is not merely an issue or a symbolic

figure on a black and white flag, it is a brother, a husband, a

father or a son. These families, too, deserve our nation’s gratitude

and to them, as to their loved ones, we pay tribute.

1 'Tfcrot’a Veep From Hanoi to the Debate”, Wall Street Journal, Oct IS, 1992.

‘

.
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To those who remembered

We salute, as well, the veterans and responsible activist groups

who have never stopped pushing for answers. These are the people

who fought against the forgetting; who persisted in their question-

ing; and whose concerns led directly to the creation of the Select

Committee. The Committee’s investigation has validated their ef-

forts, for they had good reason to argue that the full story was not

being told, to suggest that there was more to learn and to insist

that a renewed focus oh the issue would produce greater pressure

and yield new results.

It is to these Americans, therefore, to the POWs who returned

and to all those who did not, to the families and veterans who kept

the memory alive, that we pay tribute, and to whom we have dedi-

cated the work of this Committee, including this final report.

' ;• ihe committee's PUBPOSE

The most basic principle of personal honor in America’s armed
forces is never willingly to leave a fellow serviceman behind. The
black granite wall on the Mall in Washington is filled with the

names of those who died in the effort to save their comrades in

arms. That bond of loyalty and obligation which spurred so many
soldiers to sacrifice themselves is mirrored by the obligation owed
to every soldier by our nation, in whose name those sacrifices were
made. Y
Amidst tire uncertainties of war, every soldier is entitled to one

certainty—that -he; will not be forgoffen.Asformer PQW Eugene
“Red” McDaniel put it, as an American asked to serve:

I was prepared to fight, to be wounded, to be captured,

and even prepared to die, but I was not prepared to be
, abandoned. "-Y : Y ..

The Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs was created

to ensure that our nation meets its obligation to the missing and to

the families of those still listed as unaccounted for from the war in

Southeast Asia or prior conflicts. As past yedrs have shown, that
obligation cannot fully be paid with sympathy, monuments,
medals, benefits or flags. It is an obligation—a solemn duty—that
can be met only with the best and meet complete answers that are
within our power to provide.

Tragically, and for reasons found both at home and abroad, those

answers have been slow in coming. Our nation has been haunted
by the possibility that some of the missing may have survived and
that, somewhere in Southeast Asia, brave men remain in captivity.

Although we know that the circumstances of war make it impos-
sible for us to learn what happened to all the missing, we have
been haunted, as well, by our knowledge that there are some an-

swers from Southeast Asia we could have had long ago, but have
been denied.

Because our wartime adversaries in Vietnam and Laos have been
so slow to provide the answers, the American people turned to the

U.S. Government for help, but events over the past 20 years have
undermined the public’6 trust. The Indochina war, itself, was
partly a secret war and records were falsified at the time to main-



tain that secreCT. The Paris Peace Accords promised answers to

POW/MIA families, but the war between North and South Viet-

nam did hot stop, and for the families of many, the answers did not

come. Ever-changing Defense Department policies confused fami-

lies and others about the official status of the missing and obscured

even the number of men who might possibly have remained alive.

The official penchant for secrecy left many families, activists and

even Members of Congress unable to share fully in their own gov-

ernment’s knowledge about the fate of fellow citizens and loved

ones and this, more than anything, contributed to the atmosphere

of suspicion and doubt.

Underpinning all this, the POW/MIA issue is alive today be-

cause of a fundamental conflict between the laws of probability and

the dictates of human nature. On a subject as personal and emo-

tional as the survival of a family memoer, there is nothing more

difficult than to be asked to accept the probability of death when

the possibility of life remains. Since Operation Homecoming, the

U.S. Government has sought to avoid raising the hopes of POW/
MIA families; it has talked about the need to maintain perspective

and about the lack of convincing evidence that Americans remain

alive. But U.S. officials cannot produce evidence that all of the

missing are dead; and because they have been so careful not to

raise false hopes, they have left themselves open to the charge that

they have given up hope. This, too, has contributed to public and

family mistrust.

Many of the factors that led to controversy surrounding the fates

ofVietnam-era;POW/MIAs are present, as-well, with respect to the

missing from World War n, Korea and the Cold War. Here, too,

there have been barriers to gaining information from foreign gov-

ernments; excessive secrecy on the part of our own government;

and provocative reports—official and unofficial—about what might

have happened to those left behind.

The Select Committee was created because of the need to rees-

tablish trust between our government and our people oh this most

painful and emotional of issues. It was created to investigate and

tell publicly the complete story about what our government knows

and has known, and what it is doing and has done on behalf of our

POW/MIAs. It was created to examine the possibility that unac-

counted for Americans might have survived in captivity after POW
repatriations at Odessa in World War n, after Operation Big

Switch in Korea in 1953, after Cold War incidents, and particularly

after Operation Homecoming in Vietnam in 1973. It was created to

ensure that accounting for missing Americans will be a matter of

highest national priority, not only in word but in practice. It was

created to encourage real cooperation from foreign governments. It

was created, in short, to pursue the truth, at home and overseas.

Whether the Committee has succeeded in its assigned tasks will

be a matter for the public and for history to judge. Clearly, we
cannot claim, nor could we have hoped, to Have learned everything.

We had neither the authority nor the resources to make case by

case determinations with respect to the status of the missing. The

job of negotiating, conducting interviews, visiting prisons, excavat-

ing crash sites, investigating live-sighting reports and evaluating

archival materials can only be completed Dy the Executive branch.



This job, long frustrated by the intransigence of foreign govern-

ments, will take time to complete notwithstanding the recent im-

provements in cooperation, especially from Vietnam. The Commit-
tee takes considerable pride, however, in its contribution, through

oversight, to improvements in the accountability process, and in

the record of information and accomplishment it leaves behind.

That record includes the most rapid and extensive declassifica-

tion of public files and documents on a single issue in American
history. It includes a set of hearings and Committee files in which
virtually every part of the POW/MIA controversy has been exam-

ined. It includes disclosure after disclosure about aspects of U.S.

policy and actions that have never before been made public. It in-

cludes a rigorous, public examination of relevant U.S. intelligence

information. It includes an exposure of the activities of some pri-

vate groups who have sought inexcusably to exploit the anguish of

POW/MIA families for their own gain. It includes a contribution to

changed policies that is reflected on the ground in Vietnam in the

form of unprecedented access to prisons, military bases, govern-

ment buildings, documents, photographs, archives and material ob-

jects that bear on the fate of our missing servicemen. And it in-

cludes encouraging the Executive branch to establish a process of

live-sighting response, investigation and evaluation that is more ex-

tensive and professional than ever before.

How then, one might ask, does this issue get brought to a close?

There is no simple answer to that question. Clearly, the desire for

closure cannot override the obligation to pursue promising leads.

Just as elearly, our future expectations-must -be confined within

the borders of what the chaotic circumstances of war, the passage

of time, the evidence of survival and the logic of human motivation

allow.

We want to make clear that this report is not intended to close

the door on this issue. It is meant to open it. We knew at the outset

that we could never answer all the questions that exist. In fact,

some questions may never be answered or are more properly an-

swered by other branches of government.
What we set out to accomplish, however, was to guarantee that

the doors and windows of government were opened so that Ameri-

cans would know where to go for information, so that the informa-

tion would, to the greatest degree possible, be available, so that an
unparalleled record would exist on which to base judgments, and so

that a process of accountability would be in place to provide an-

swers over time. We have accomplished our goal.

The Committee believes that a process is now in place that, over

time, will provide additional answers. Americans can have confi-

dence that our current efforts can ultimately resolve this painful

issue. As this Committee’s investigation of World War II and Korea
shows, new information can come unexpectedly, years after the

fact That is why our goal must not be to put the issue to rest, but

to press the search for answers and, in this case, to go to the source

for those answers in Southeast Asia and elsewhere.

We must build on recent progress to guarantee that we reach the

limits of what is knowable through an accounting process that is

professional, open, genuine and unrestricted. We must constantly

measure whether the promises and commitments of foreign govern-
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ments are being fulfilled. We must maintain the momentum that
has built at the highest levels within our own country to continue
the search for new information. And we must ensure that as long
as there is good reason to hope for more answers, our national obli-
gation to pursue those answers continues/as a mattor of honor,
and as a duty to all those who have or who someday will put their
lives at risk in service to our country.

•’
.. THE COMMITTEE’S METHODS AND APPROACH

The POW/MIA issue has proven almost as emotional and contro-
versial as the Vietnam War itself. As mentioned above, vigorous
disagreements have caused some to be accused of conspiracy and
betrayal; and others to be accused of allowing their hopes to ob-
scure their reason. The Committee has sought to transform this
troubled atmosphere by encouraging all participants in the debate
to join forces in an objective search for the truth.
Because the overriding hope and objective of the Committee was

to identify information that would lead to the rescue or release of
one or more live U.S. POWs, the Committee gave first priority to
investigation of issues related to our most recent war, the conflict
in Vietnam. Nevertheless, substantial resources were devoted to
seeking and, reviewing information concerning Americans missing
from World War II, the Korean War and the Cold War.
7 To ensure credibility, the Committee has operated on a nonparti-
san basis,.with a nonpartisan staff, directed by Members equally di-
vided between the two parties. _

~ r~
To ensure perspective, the Committee sought the guidance of

family members, activists, veterans’ organizations and many others
about how to conduct the investigation, where to focus, whom to
consult and what issues to address. Every single individual or
group that has claimed to have information on the issue has been
invited—and in a few cases repeatedly invited—to provide it.

Former U.S. POWs from the Indochina War were contacted and
asked to share their knowledge and all previous inquiries and in-
vestigations on the subject were reviewed.
To ensure thoroughness, the Committee requested, and received,

access to the records of a wide range of U.S. Government agencies,
including intelligence agencies and the White House. Unlike previ-
ous investigators, we refused to accept “national security” as
grounds for denying information and obtained assurances from the
highest levels of government that no relevant information would be
withheld.2 We traveled overseas to Moscow, Pyongyang, and sever-
al times to Southeast Asia for face to face talks with foreign offi-

cials and gained access to long-secret archives and facilities in
Russia, Vietnam and North Korea. And we solicited the sworn tes-

timonies of virtually every living U.S. military and civilian official

Or former official who has played a major role in POW/MIA affairs
over the past 20 years.

.

* There were a few instances where the Executive branch denied the Committee access to spe-
Qflt intellMnn$e sources. The Committee has been assured, however, that the information that
could have been provided by those sources has not been withheld. Also, access to the debrief ines
of returned POWs was granted only to the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
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To ensure openness, the Committee’s hearings were held almost
entirely in public session. Among these were first-ever public hear-
ings on POW-related signal and photographic intelligence and thor-
ough discussions of live-sighting reports. Also, the Committee has
worked with the Executive branch to declassify and make public
more than one million pages of Committee, Defense Department,
State Department, intelligence community and White House: docu-
ments, including Committee depositions, related to POW/MIA mat-
ters. The Committee believes that this process must—and will—
continue until all relevant documents are declassified.3

We believe that the Select Committee’s hearing and investiga-

tory process provide grounds for pride on the part of every Ameri-
can. The Committee's very existence was a testament to the effec-

tiveness of public action. And although offensive to a few and pain-
ful to some, the rigorous examination of current and former high
government officials and some private citizens on a. matter of
public interest is what democratic accountability is all about. Mem-
bers of the Committee asked difficult and probing questions in
order to ensure the fullest possible exploration of the issue. And,
indeed, the Committee’s own work has been subject to rigorous
public questioning and that, too, has been healthy and appropriate.

SUMMABY OF FINDINGS AND BEOOMMENDATIONS

Americans "last known alive" in Southeast Asia

Information available to our negotiators and government officials

responsible for the repatriation -of prisoners indicated that a group
of approximately 100 American civilians and servicemen expected
to return at Operation Homecoming did not.4 Some of these men
were known to have been taken captive; some were known only to
have survived their incidents; others . were thought likely to have
survived. The White House expected that these individuals would
be accounted for by our adversaries, either as alive or dead, when
the war came to an end. Because they were not accounted for then,
despite our protests, nor in the period immediately following when
the trail was freshest and the evidence strongest, twenty years of
agony over this issue began. This was the moment when the POW/
MIA controversy was born.

The failure of our Vietnam war adversaries to account for these
“last known alive” Americans meant that families who had had
good reason to expect the return of their loved ones instead had
cause for renewed grief. Amidst their sorrow, the nation hailed the
war’s end; the President said that all our POWs are “on the way
home”; 5 and the Defense Department, following standard proce-
dures, began declaring missing men dead. Still, the governments in
Southeast Asia did not cooperate, and the answers that these fami-
lies deserved did not come. In 1976, the Montgomery Committee

a Subject only to the deletion of specific information that, if made public, would compromise
intelligence sources and methods.

4 On January 29, 1973, at a meeting of the Washington Special Action Group, a DOD repre-
sentative told Dr. Henry Kissinger that “We have onTy six known prisoners in Laos, although
we hope there may be forty or forty-one.” On February 1, 1973, DIA statistics listed 80 Ameri-
cans as POWs who^were not accounted for on the lists provided by the North. Vietnamese or
Viet Cong. .

1 Richard M. Nixon, Address of the President to the nation, March 29, 1973.
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concluded that because there was no evidence that missing Ameri-
cans had survived, they must be dead.6 In 1977, a Defense Depart-
ment official said that the distinction between Americans still
listed, “POW” mid those listed as “missing” had become “aca-
demic .

7 Nixon, Ford and Carter Administration officials all dis-
missed the possibility that American POWs had survived in South-
east Asia after Operation Homecoming.8

This Committee has uncovered evidence that precludes it from
same We acknowledge that there is no proof that

U.S. POWs survived, but neither is there proof that all of those
who did not return had died. There is evidence, moreover, that in-
dicates the possibility of survival, at least for a small number, after
Operation Homecoming:

First, there are the Americans known or thought possibly to
have been alive in captivity who did not come back; wo cannot
dismiss the^chaqce that some^ofthese known prisoners re-

Second, leaders of the Pathet Lao claimed throughout the
war that they were holding American prisoners in Laos. Those
claj^aere believ^^djip to a^int^validated-at the

Third. U-S. defense and intelligence officials hoped that forty
or forty-one prisoners captured in Laos would be released at
Operation Homecoming, instead of the twelve who were actual-

- ly repatriated. These reports were taken seriously enough at
the time to prompt recommendations by some officials for mili-

-tary action aimed at gaining the release of the additional pris-
oners thought to be held.

Fourth, information collected by U.S. intelligence agencies
during the last 19 years, in the form of live-sighting, hearsay,
and other intelligence reports, raises questions about the possi-
bility that a small number of unidentified U S. POWs who did
not return may have survived in captivity.

Finally, even after Operation Homecoming and returnee de-
briefs, more than 70 Americans were officially listed as POWs
based on information gathered prior to the signing of the peace
agreement; while the remains of many of these Americans
have been repatriated, the fates of some continue unknown to
this day.

Given the Committee’s findings, the question arises as to wheth-
er it is fair to say that American POWs were knowingly abandoned
in Southeast Asia after the war. The answer to that question is
clearly no. American officials did not have certain knowledge that
any specific prisoner or prisoners were being left behind. But there
remains the troubling question of whether the Americans who
were expected to return but did not were, as a group, shunted aside

! R*P°Jt «f the Hou»e Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia, 12/18/76.
’51' Shields, heed of the Defense Department’s POW/MIA Task Force, briefing

Woodcock Commission, February, 1977.
* of the

eacocK uraumssion, reoruary, 1377.

.
Th^discû njefers to V& POWs who were captured prior to Operation Homecoming.

One. civilian pilot, Burnet Kay, wasknown to have beep taken caotive after Operation Home-
comingand was held prisoner from May, 1973 until his release in September, 1974. In addition,
a small number of other Americans, including Private Robert Garwood, USMC, are known to
have remained in Southeast Asia after the end of the war.
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and discounted by government and population alike. The answer to

that question is essentially yes.

Inevitably the question will be asked: who is responsible for that?

The answer goes beyond any one agency. Administration or faction.

By the time the peace agreement was signed, a decade of division,

demonstrations and debate had left our entire nation weary of kill-

ing and tired of involvement in an inconclusive and morally com-
plex war. The psychology of the times, from rural kitchens to the
Halls of Congress to the Oval Office, was to move on; to put the

war out of mind; and to focus again on other things. The President

said, and our nation wanted to believe, that all of our American
POWs were on the way home.

9 Watergate loomed; other crises

seized our attention. Amidst it all, the question of POW/MIA ac-

countability faded. In a sense, it, too, became a casualty of war.

The record does indicate that efforts to gain accountability were
made. Dr. Henry Kissinger personally raised the issue and lodged

protests with Le Diic Tho and leaders of the Pathet Lao. Defense
and State Department spokesmen told Congress of their continuing

dissatisfaction with the accounting process; stressed their view that

the POW/MIA lists received were not complete, and referred to the

cases of Americans last known alive as the “most agonizing and
frustrating of all." 10

However, compared to the high-level, high-visibility protests

about prisoners made public during the war, post-Homecoming Ad-
ministration efforts and efforts to inform the American public were
primarily low-level and-low-key. - -
Before the peace agreement was- signed, those “last known

alive,” Were referred to as "POWs;” afterward, they were publicly,

although not technically, lumped together with all of the others

called “missing.” ..

Before the agreement, Secretary of Defense Melyin Laird and
other Administration officials had berated the North Vietnamese
for their failure to disclose the status of these “last known alive”

cases, while citing their dramatic case histories and distributing

photographs to the press. After Homecoming, Administration criti-

cisms were less vociferous and names and case histories cited only
rarely and, even then, not publicly by cabinet officials, but by their

assistants and their assistants’ assistants.” 11

When the war shut down, so, too, did much of the POW/MIA re-

lated intelligence operations. Bureaucratic priorities shifted rapidly

and, before long, the POW/MIA accounting operation had become
more of a bureaucratic backwater than an operations center for

matters of life and death.

9 In an address to the nation on March 29, 1973, President Nixon said:

/Top the fint time in 12 years, no American military forces are in Vietnam. All of our Ameri-
can POWa are on their way home .. .

‘There are still some problem areas. The provisions of the agreement requiring ah accounting
for all miming in action in Indochina, the provisions with regard to Laos and Cambodia, the
provisions concerning infiltration from North Vietnam into South Vietnam have not been com-
plied with. .

1P Teatimony of Dr. Roger Shields, head of the DOD Task Force on POW/MIA, before the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs, May 31, 1973

1

1

Sen. Brown wishes to stress his view that, based on testimony received by the Committee,
when the Administration discussed those missing in action, they were referring to prisoners of

war and those last known alive; and that significant efforts were made to raiae these issues as a
matter of public Concern.
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From the fall of Saigon in 1975 through the early 1980’s, efforts

to gain answers from the Government of Vietnam and the other
communist governments ofSoutheast Asia bore little fruit. In 1982,

President Reagan wisely raised the issue of accounting for our
missing to a “matter of highest national priority.” In 1987, a Spe-
cial Presidential Emissary to Vietnam was named and serious dis-

cussions resumed. More recently, the disintegration of the Soviet
empire has opened new doors and created compelling new incen-
tives for foreign cooperation—-almost 20 years after the last Ameri-
can soldier was withdrawn. Today, the U.S. spends at least $100
million each year on POW/MIA efforts.

Still, the families wait for answers and, still, the question
haunts, is there anyone left alive? The search for a definitive

answer to that question prompted the creation of this Committee.
As much as we would hope that no American has had to endure

twenty years of captivity, if one or more were in fact doing so,

there is nothing the Members of the Committee would have liked

more than to be able to prove this fact. We would have recom-
mended the use of all available resources to respond to such evi-

dence if it had been found, for nothing would have been more re-

warding than to have been able to re-unite a long-captive Ameri-
can with family and country.

Unfortunately, our hopes have not been realized. This disap-

pointment does not reflect a failure of the investigation, but rather

a- confrontation with reality. While the Committee has. some evi-

dence suggesting the-possibility a POW may have survived to the
present, and while some information remains yet to be investigat-

ed,^iere is, at this time, no compelling evidence that proves that
any American remains alive in captivity in Southeast Asia!7

The Committee cannot prove a negative, nor have we entirely

given up hope that one or more U.S. POWs may have survived. As
mentioned above, some reports remain to be investigated and new
information could be forthcoming. But neither live-sighting reports

nor other sources of intelligence have provided grounds for encour-
agement,12 particularly over the past decade. The live-sighting re-

ports that have been resolved have not checked out; alleged pic-

tures of POWs have proven false; purported leads have come up
empty; and photographic intelligence has been inconclusive, at

best. ;/;.:

In addition to the lack of compelling evidence proving that

Americans are alive, the majority of Committee Members believes

there is also the question of motive. These Members assert that it

is one thing to believe that the Pathet Lao or North Vietnamese
might have seen reason to hold back American prisoners in 1973 or
for a short period thereafter; it is quite another to discern a motive
for holding prisoners alive in captivity for another 19 years. The
Vietnamese and Lao have been given a multitude of opportunities

to demand money in exchange for the prisoners some allege they
hold but our investigation has uncovered no credible evidence that

they have ever done so.

u Senators Smith and Gramley diment from this statement because they believe that live*

lighting reporta and other sources of intelligence are evidence that POWs may have survived to

the present
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Yes, it is possible even as these countries become more and more

open that a prisoner or prisoners could be held deep within a

jungle or behind some locked door under conditions of the greatest

security. That possibility argues for a live-sighting followup, capa-

bility that is alert; aggressive and predicated on the assumption

that a U.S. prisoner or prisoners continue to be held. But, sadly,

the Committee cannot provide compelling evidence to support that

possibility today. <.

Finally, there is the question of numbers. Part of the pain caused

by this issue has resulted from rumors about hundreds or thou-

sands of Americans languishing in camps or bamboo cages. The cir-

cumstances surrounding the losses of missing Americans render

these reports arithmetically impossible. In order for Americans to

judge for themselves, we will append to this report a summary of

the facts surrounding each known discrepancy case. 13 An analysis

of these incidents will show that:

Only in a few cases did the U.S. Government know for cer-

tain that someone was captured;

In many of the cases, there is only an indication of the po-

tential of capture; and -
- v V- -

^
-W;--

In a large number of the cases, there is a strong indication

that the individual was killed.

The Committee emphasizes that simply because someone was

listed as missing in action does notmean that there was any evi-

dence, such as a radio contact, an open parachute or a sighting on

the ground,, of survival. We may make a presumption that an indi-

vidual could have survived, and that is the right basis upon which

to operate. But a presumption is very different from knowledge or

fact, and cannot lead us—in the absence of evidence—to conclude

that someone is alive. Even some of the cases about which we know
the most and which show the strongest indication that someone

was a prisoner of war leave us with certain doubts as to what the

circumstances were. The bottom line is that there remain only a

few cases where we know an unreturned POW was alive in captiv-

ity and we do not have evidence that the individual also died while

in captivity.

There is at least one aspect of the POW/MIA controversy that

should be laid to rest conclusively with this investigation and that

is the issue of conspiracy. Allegations have been made in the past

that our government has had a "mindset to debunk" reports that

American prisoners have been sighted in Southeast Asia. Our Com-
mittee found reason to take those allegations seriously. But we also

found in some quarters a ‘‘mindset to accuse” that has given birth

to vast and implausible theories of conspiracy and conscious betray-

al. Those theories are without foundation.

Yes, there have been failures of policy, priority and process. Over

the years, until this investigation, the Executive branch’s penchant

for secrecy and classification contributed greatly to perceptions of

15 The Defense Intelligency Agency defines a "discrepancy case" as including three categories

of missing Americans: "individuals who were carried as POWs by their respective services

during the war but did not return during Operation Homecoming; "individuals who were known
or suspected to have survived their loss incidents and might have been taken prisoner”; and

"other cases in which intelligence indicates the Indochinese government may know the fate of a

missing man."
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conspiracy. In retrospect, a more open policy would have been
better. But America's government too closely reflects America’s
people to have permitted the knowing and willful abandonment of
U.S. POWs and a subsequent Coverup spanning almost 20 years
and involving literally thousands of people. ~ ?

The POW/MIA issue is too important and too personal for us to
allow it to be driven by theory; it must be driven by fact. Witness
after witness was asked by our Committee if they believed in, or
had evidence of, a conspiracy either to leave POWs behind or to
conceal knowledge of their fates—and no evidence was produced.
The isolated bits of information out of which some have construct-
ed whole labyrinths of intrigue and deception have not withstood
the tests of objective investigation; and the vast archives of secret
U.S. documents that some felt contained incriminating evidence
have been thoroughly examined by the Committee only to find that
the conspiracy cupboard is bare.

The quest for the fullest possible accounting of our Vietnam-era
PDW/MIAs must continue, but if our efforts are to be effective and
fair to families, they must go forward within the context of reality,

not fiction. -

investigation of issues related to PamPeace Accords

Most of the questions and controversies that still surround the
POW/MIA issue can be traced back to the Paris Peace Accords and
their immediate aftermath. If that agreement had been implement-
ed in good faith by North.Vietnam and with necessary cooperation
from: Cambodia and Laos, the .fullest possible accounting of- missing
Americans would have been achieved long ago.
During negotiations, the American team, headed by Dr. Henry

Kissinger, had sought an agreement that would provide explicitly
for the release Of American prisoners and an accounting for miss-
ing American servicemen throughout Indochina. The U.S. negotia-
tors said, when the agreement was signed, that they had “uncondi-
tional guarantees” that these goals would be achieved.
The great accomplishment of the peace agreement was that it re-

sulted in the release of 591 American POWs, of whom 566 were
military and 25 civilian. It also established a framework for coop-
eration in resolving POW/MIA related questions that remains of
value today. Unfortunately, efforts to implement die agreement
failed, for a number of reasons, to resolve the POW/MIA issue.

Obstacles faced by US. negotiators

During its investigation, the Committee identified several factors
that handicapped U.S. officials during the negotiation of the peace
agreement, and during the Critical first months of implementation.
The first and most obvious obstacle to a fully effective agreement

was the approach taken to the POW/MIA issue by North Vietnam
(DEV) ana its allies. During the war, the DRV violated its obliga-

tions under the Geneva Convention by refusing to provide complete
lists of prisoners, and by prohibiting or severely restricting die
right of prisoners to exchange mail or receive visits from interna-
tional humanitarian agencies.

During negotiations, the DRV insisted that the release of prison-
ers could not be completed prior to the withdrawal of all U.S.
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forces, and consistently linked cooperation on the POW/MIA issue

to other issues, including a demand for reconstruction aid from the

United States. Once the agreement was signed, the DRV was slow

to provide a list of prisoned captured in Laos. Following Operation

Homecoming, the NorthVietnamese refused tO cooperate in provid-

ing an accounting for missing Americans, including some who were
known to have bgga-meld captive at one time within the DRV
prison system. Bdrhaps most important of all, the DRV’s continued

pursuit Of a military conquest of South Vietnam dissipated pros-

pects for cooperation on POW/MIA issues.

A second factor inhibiting the achievement of U.S. objectives was
the limited leverage enjoyed by U.S. negotiators. It was U.S. policy,

fully known to the North Vietnamese, that the U.S. sought to dis-

engage from the war. President Nixon was. elected on a platform

calling for an end to U.S. involvement; support was building rapid-

ly within the Congress for measures that would have mandated a
withdrawal conditioned on the return Of prisoners; and the Ameri-
can public had become increasingly divided and war-weary as the

conflict continued; These same factors, along with the debilitating

effects of the Watergate scandal on the Nixon Presidency, weak-
ened the U.S. hand in responding to DRV violations after the peace

agreement was signed.

A third factor limiting the success of the agreement was the ab-

sence of Lao and Cambodian representatives from the peace table.

Although the U.S. negotiators pressed the DRV for commitments
concerning the. release of prisoners and an accounting for the miss-

ing throughout Indochina, the peace accords technically apply only

to Vietnam. Although the DRV, in a side understanding, assured

Dr. Kissinger that it would cooperate in obtaining the release of

U& prisoners in Laos, the fact is that the prisoners captured in

Laos who were actually released had long since been transferred to

Hanoi. No Americans held captive in Laos for a significant period

of time have ever been returned. Neither the peace agreement, nor
the assurances provided by North Vietnam to Dr. Kissinger, estab-

lished procedures to account for missing Americans in Cambodia or

Laos,;.

American protests

The Paris Peace Accords provided for the exchange of prisoner

lists on the day the agreement was signed and for the return of all

prisoners of war within 60 days. It also required the parties to

assist each other in obtaining information about those missing in

action and to determine the location of graves for the purpose of

recovering and repatriating remains.

U.S. officials, especially in the Department of Defense, were dis-

appointed that more live American prisoners were not included on
the lists exchanged when the peace agreement was signed or—with
respect to prisoners captured in Laos—four days after the agree-

ment was signed. The record uncovered by the Committee’s investi-

gation indicates that high level Defense Department and Defense
Intelligence Agency officials were especially concerned about the

incompleteness of the list of prisoners captured in Laos.

This concern was based on intelligence that some Americans had
been held captive by the Pathet Lao, on repeated Pathet Lao
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claims that prisoners were being held, and on the large number of

American pilots who were listed as missing in action in Laos com-
pared to the number being proposed for return. Top military and
intelligence officials expressed the hope, at the time the peace
agreement was signed, that as many as 41 servicemen lost in Laos
would be returned. However, only ten men (7 U.S. military, 2 U.S.

civilian and a Canadian) were on the list of prisoners captured in

Laos that was turned over by the DRV. '

During the first 60 days, while the American troop withdrawal
was underway, the Nixon Administration contacted North Viet-

namese officials repeatedly to express concern about the incom-
plete nature of the prisoner lists that had been received. In early

February, President Nixon sent a message to the DRV Prime Min-
ister saying, with respect to the list of only ten POWs from Laos,

that:

U.S. records show there are 317 American military men
unaccounted for in Laos and it is inconceivable that only
ten of these men would be held prisoner in Laos. 14

Soon thereafter, Dr. Kissinger presented DRV officials with 19

case folders of Americans who should have been accounted for, but
who were not. The U S. protests continued 1

5

and in mid-March,
the U.S. threatened briefly to halt the withdrawal of American
troops if information about the nine American prisoners on the

DRV/Laos list and about prisoners actually held by the Pathet Lao
were not prpvided. 16 By the end-of the month, top Defense Depart-

dment "officials were'recommending a series .of diplomatic^and mili-

tary options aimed at achieving an accounting for U.S. prisoners

thought to be held in Laos.

Ultimately, the Nixon Administration proceeded with the with-

drawal of troops in return for the release of prisoners on the lists

provided by the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong.

Post-homecoming

The public statements made by President Nixon and by high De-
fense Department officials following the end of Operation Home-
coming did not fully reflect the Administration’s prior concern that

live U S. prisoners may have been kept behind. Administration offi-

cials did, however, continue to stress publicly the need for Vietnam
to meet its obligations under the peace agreement, and U.S. diplo-

mats pressed both the North Vietnamese and the Pathet Lao for

information concerning missing Americans. Unfortunately, due to

the intransigence of our adversaries, those efforts were largely una-
vailing. :.‘v.

During the Committee’s hearings, it was contended- by Dr. Kis-

singer and some Members of the Committee that Congressional at-

14 Cable from President Nixon to Pham Van Dong, February 2, 1973
11 For example, Dr. Kissinger sent a cable to Le Due Tho on March 20, 1973 saying, in part:

“The U.S. side has become increasingly disturbed about the question of American prisoners held

or missing in Lao6 . . . the U.S. Bide nas made clear on many occasions that the list of only nine
American prisoners presented belatedly by the Pathet Lao is clearly incomplete.”

16 Some Members-of the Select Committee believe that the U.S. threat to halt troop withdraw-
als referred only to the prisoners on the DRV/Laos list, and have cited testimony by some
former Nixon Administration officials and some contemporary press accounts to support that

view. ,
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btudes would have precluded any Administration effort to respond
forcefully to the DRV’s failure to provide an accounting for mining
American servicemen. These Members of the Committee contend

their view is supported by the Senate’s rejection on May 31,
1973 of an amendment offered by U.S. Sen. Robert Dole that would
have permitted the continued bombing of Laos and Cambodia if the
President certified that North Vietnam “is not making an account-
“S- 1° the best of its ability, of all missing in action personnel in
Southeast Asia.

’ 17

CONCLUSIONS

l^e Committee believes that its investigation contributed signifi-
cantly to the public record of the negotiating history of the POW/
MIA provisions of the Paris Peace Accords, and of the complica-
tions that arose during efforts to implement those provisions both
before ana after the completion of Operation Homecoming. That

^P^^tas that there existed a higher degree of concern
within the Administration about the possibility that prisoners were
being left behind in Laos than had been known previously, and
that various options for responding to that concern were discussed
at the highest levels of government.
.The Committee notes that some Administration statements at
the time the agreement was signed expressed greater certainty
about the completeness of the POW return than they should have
and that other statements may have understated the problems that
would anse during implementation and that—taken together,
these statements may have raised public andlamily expectations
too high. The Committee further notes that statements made after
the agreement was signed may have understated U.S. concerns
about the possibility that live prisoners remained, thereby contrib-
uting m subsequent years to public suspicion and distrust. Howev-
er, the Committee concludes that the phrasing of these statements
was designed to avoid raising what were believed to be false hopes
among POW/MIA families, rather than to mislead the American
people.

Investigation of the accounting process

The Committee investigation included a comprehensive review of
the procedures used by the U.S. Government to account for Ameri-
can prisoners and missing from the beginning ofthe war in South-
east Asia until the present day. The purposes were:

To determine accurately the number of Americans who
served m Southeast Asia during the war who did not return*
either alive or dead;
To evaluate the accuracy of the tI.S. Government's own past

and cumnt process for determining the likely status and fate
of missing Americans;

u i
eaW.what the casualty data and intelligence information

nave to tell us about the number of Americans whose fates are
truly unaccounted for” from the war in Vietnam; and

beli
^
ve ^ 860011,1 amendment to an amendment

d
““f*

far at authorizing President Nixon to continueprosecuting the war in Southeast Asia than to gain an accounting for missing Americans



To consider whether efforts to obtain the fullest possible ac-
counting of our POW/MIAs was treated, as claimed, as a
matter of “highest national priority" by the Executive branch;
To assess the extent to which Defense Department and DIA

accounting policies and practices contributed to the confusion,
suspicion and distrust that has characterized the POW/MIA
issue for the past 20 years; and
To determine what changes need to be made to policies and

procedures in order to instill public confidence in the govern-
ment’s POW/MIA accounting process with respect to past and
future conflicts.

Although 2^64 Americans currently are listed as “unaccounted
for” from the war in Indochina, the number of Americans whose
fate is truly unknown is far smaller. Even during the war, the U.S.
Government knew and the families involved knew that, in many of
these cases, there was certainty that the soldier or airman was
killed at the time of the incident. These are generally cases involv-

ing individuals who were killed when their airplanes crashed into
the sea and no parachutes were sighted, or where others witnessed
the death of a serviceman in combat but were unable to recover
the'body.- :--i;-r -4

Of the 2,264 Americans now listed as unaccounted for, 1,095 fall

into this category. These individuals were listed as “lulled in
action/body not recovered” (K1A/BNR) and were hot included on
the lists of POW/MIAs that were released publicly by the Defense
and State Departments during the-war or for several years thereaf-
ter. It was not until the late 1970’s that KIA/BNRs were added to
the"offrcial lists of “missing” Americans.

- r

The next largest group of Americans now on the list of 2,264
originally was listed by the military services or by DIA as “missing
in action.” These are individuals who became missing either in
combat or in non-combat circumstances, but who were not known
for certain either to have been killed or to have been taken into
captivity. In most, but not all, of these cases, the circumstances of
disappearance coupled with the lack of evidence of survival make it

highly probable that the individual died at the time the incident
occurred.

Approximately 1,172 of the still unaccounted for Americans were
originally listed either as MIA or asPOW. Of these, 333 were lost

in Laos, 348 in North Vietnam, 450 in South Vietnam, 37 in Cam-
bodia and 4 in China. Since before the war ended, the POW/MIA
accounting effort has focused, for good reason, on a relatively small
number of these 1,172 Americans, that is, those who were either
known to have been taken captive, or who were lost in circum-
stances under which survived was deemed likely or at least reason-
ably possible. These cases, in addition to others in which intelli-

gence indicates a Southeast Asian Government may have known
the fate of the missing men, are currently referred to as "discrep-

ancy cases.”

In 1987, Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr. (USA-Ret.) was appointed Pres-
idential Emissary to Vietnam on POW/MIA matters. Gen. Vessey
subsequently persuaded Vietnam to allow in-country investigations
by the U.S. Government of high-priority discrepancy cases. The
DIA and DOD’s Joint Task Force-Full Accounting (JTF-FA) have
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identified a total of 305 discrepancy cases, of which 196 are in Viet-

nam, 90 are in Laos, and 19 are in Cambodia. 18

In 61 of the cases in Vietnam, the fate of the individual has been

determined through investigation, and the Committee finds that

Gen. Vessey correctly states that the evidence JTF-FA has gath-

ered in each of these cases indicates that the individuals had died

prior to Operation Homecoming. The first round of investigation of

the 135 remaining cases in Vietnam is expected to be completed by

January 18, 1993. A second round of investigation, which will pro-

ceed geographically on a district by district basis, will commence in

February, 1993.

None of the discrepancy cases in Laos and Cambodia has been

resolved. Because many of the Americans lost in those countries

disappeared in areas that were under the control of North Viet-

namese forces at the time, resolution of the majority of Laos/Cam-

bodia cases will depend on a process of tripartite cooperation that

has barely begun. The Committee further finds that, in addition to

the past reluctance of the Vietnamese and Lao to agree to a series

of tripartite talks with the United States, both the Department of

State and the Department of Defense have been slow to push such

a process forward.

As mentioned above, the Committee will append a case-by-case

description of the circumstances of loss of each unresolved discrep-

ancy case to this report. Those descriptions demonstrate that the

U.S. Government has knowledqe in only a small number of cases

that the individuals involved were held captive and strong indica-

tions, in only a small number more. -

However, that is not to say that the Governments of Vietnam

and Laos do not have knowledge pertaining to these or other MIA
cases which may indicate survival. Answers to these troublesome

questions will best be obtained through an accounting process that

enjoys full cooperation from those governments.

The findings of this phase of the Committee’s investigation in-

clude::.'
'

By far the greatest obstacle to a successful accounting effort

over the past twenty years has been the refusal of the foreign

governments involved, until recently, to allow the U.S. access

to key files or to carry out in-country, on-site investigations.

The U.S. Government’s process for accounting for Americans

missing in Southeast Asia has been flawed by a lack of re-

sources, organizational clarity, coordination and consistency.

These problems had their roots during the war and worsened

after the war as frustration about the ability to gain access

and answers from Southeast Asian Governments increased.

Through the mid-1980’s, accounting for our POW/MIAs was
viewed officially more as a bureaucratic exercise than as a

matter of “highest national priority.” .V -

J

The accounting process has improved dramatically in recent

years as a result of .the high priority attached to it by Presi-

dents Reagan and Bush; beicause of the success of Gen. Vessey

“Gen. Vessey’s responsibilities are limited to Vietnam. The investigation of discrepancy

cases in Laos and Cambodia is the responsibility of the Joint Task Force-Full Accounting, estab-

lished January 23, 1992, as a successor to the Joint Casualty Resolution Center.



and the JTF-FA in gaining permission for the U.S. to conduct
investigations on the ground in Southeast Asia; because of an
increase in resources; and because of the Committee’s own ef-

forts, in association with the Executive branch, to gain greater
cooperation from the Governments of Vietnam, Laos arid Cam-
bodia. v.

After an exhaustive review of official and unofficial lists of
captive and missing Americans from wartime years to the
present; the Committee uncovered numerous errors in data
entry and numerous discrepancies between DIA records and
those of other military offices. The errors that have been iden-
tified, however, have since been corrected. As a result, the
Committee finds no grounds to question the accuracy of the
current, official list of those unaccounted for from the war in
Southeast Asia. This list includes 2,222 missing servicemen
except deserters and 42 missing civilians who were lost while
performing services for the United States Government. The
Committee has found no evidence to support the existence of
rumored “secret lists” of additional missing Americans.
The decision by the U.S. Government to falsify "location of

loss” data for American casualties in Cambodia and Laos
during much of the war contributed significantly both to public
distrust and to the difficulties experienced by the DIA and
others in trying to establish what happened to the individuals
involved. v

:
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The failure of the Executive branch to establish and main-
tain a consistent, sustainable set of categories and criteria gov-
erning the status of missing Americans during and after the
war in Southeast Asia contributed substantially to public con-
fusion and mistrust. During the war, a number of individuals
listed as “prisoner” by DIA were listed as “missing in action”
by the military services. After the war, the legal process for

settling status determinations was plagued by interference
from the Secretary of Defense, undermined by financial and
other considerations affecting some POW/MIA families and
challenged in court. Later, the question of how many Ameri-
cans remain truly “unaccounted for” was muddied by the De-
fense Department’s decision to include “KIA/BNR’s”—those
known to have been killed, but with bodies not recovered—in
their listings. This created the anomalous situation of having
more Americans considered unaccounted for today than we
had immediately after the war.

The Committee’s recommendations for this phase of its investiga-

tion include:

Accounting for missing Americans from the war in South-
east Asia should continue to be treated as a “matter of highest
national priority” by our diplomats, by those participating in

the accounting process, by all elements of our intelligence com-
munity and by the nation, as a whole.
Continued, best efforts should be made to investigate the re-

m^un^,^unresolved discrepancy cases in Vietnam, Laos and

The United States should make a continuing effort, at a high
level, to arrange regular tripartite meetings with the Govern-
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ments of Laos and Vietnam to seek information on the possible
control and movement of unaccounted for U.S. personnel by
Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese forces in Laos during the
Southeast Asia war. •

. X j;
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The President and Secretary of Defense should order regu-
lar, independent reviews of the efficiency and professionalism
of the DOD’s POW/MIA accounting process for Americans still

listed as missing from the war in Southeast. Asia

A clear hierarchy of responsibility for handling POW/MIA
related issues that may regretably arise as a result of future
conflicts must be established. This requires full and rapid co-
ordination between and among the intelligence agencies in-
volved and the military services. It requires the integration of
missing civilians and suspected deserters into the overall ac-
counting process. It requires a clear liaison between those re-
sponsible for the accounting (and related intelligence) and
those responsible for negotiating with our adversaries about
the terms for peace. It requires procedures for the full, honest
and prompt disclosure of information to next of kin, at the
time of incident and as other information becomes available.
And it requires, above all, the designation within the Execu-
tive branch of an individual who is clearly responsible and
fully accountable for making certain that the process works as
it should.

In the future, clear categories should be established and con-
sistently maintained in accounting for Americans missing
during time of war. At one end of the listings should be Ameri-
cans known with certainty to have been taken prisoner; at the
other should be Americans known dead with bodies not recov-
ered. The categories should be carefully separated in official
summaries and discussions of the accounting process and
should be applied consistently and uniformly.

Present law needs to be reviewed to minimise distortions in
the status determination process that may result from the fi-

nancialconsiderations of the families involved.
Wartime search and rescue (SAR) missions have an urgent

operational value, but they are also crucial for the purposes of
accounting for POW/MIAs. The records concerning many Viet-
nam era SAR missions have been lost or destroyed. In the
future, all information obtained during any unsuccessful or
partially successful military search and rescue mission should
be shared with the agency responsible for accounting for
POW/MIAs from that conflict and should be retained by that
agency.

Investigation ofPOW/MIA-related intelligence activities

The Committee undertook an investigation of U.S. intelligence
agency activities in relation to POW/MIA issues. This included a
review of the DIA’s primary role in investigating and evaluating
reports that Americans missing from the Vietnam war were or are
being held against their will since the end of the war in Southeast
Asia. The investigation also included a review of signals intelli-
gence (SIGINT) obtained by the National Security Agency (NSA), a
review of imagery intelligence (BUNT) obtained by aerial photog-
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.»|E*»jEJg!4# review °f covert U.S. Government activities associated
with POW/MIA concerns.

the area of intelligence, more than any other, the Committee
and the Executive branch had to balance concerns about the pub-
lic s right to know with a legitimate national need to maintain se-
crecy about intelligence sources and methods. The Committee, in-
sisted, however, that the fullest possible accounting of government
activities in the intelligence field be made public and that no sub-
stentive information bearing directly on the question of whether
there are live American POWs in Southeast Asia be withheld.
As a result of Executive branch cooperation; especially from CIA

Director Robert Gates and National Security Adviser Brent Scow-
croft, the Committee gained unprecedented access to closely-held
government documents, including access to relevant operational
files, the President s Daily briefs, the Executive Registry and the

individuals affiliated with the Committee who were given access to
these materials prevented as thorough a review as the Committee
would have preferred. V
At the Committee’s insistence, and despite the reservations of

the Executive branch, public hearings were held for the first time
on the products of satellite imagery related to the POW/MIA issue.
Two former employees of the National Security Agency testified in
public about information they gathered while working as special-
istsin the field of signal intelligence. And two days ofhearings cul-
minated an„ exhaustive Committee investigation of reports that
American captive had been seen in Southeast Asia during the"*
postwar period. In addition, thousands of pages of live-sighting re-
ports have been declassified and made available to the public.
The Committee understands that the process of analyzing intelli-

gence information is complicated and subjective. In most instances,
the quality and source of information is such that it can be inter-
preted in more than one way land isolated bits of information may
easily be misinterpreted. As a result, the Committee believes in the
importance of taking all sources of information and intelligence
into account when judging the validity of a report or category of
data.

' ^
Overall intelligence (immunity

During the Committee’s investigation, all DIA directors since the
late 1970’s testified that the POW effort lacked national-level Intel-
ligence Community support in terms of establishing a high priority
for

,

collecboii, in funding, in the allocation of personnel and in
high-level attention. None of the former directors recalled attend-
ing national-level management meetings to discuss the POW/MIA
issue prior to the mid-1980’s, and only one national intelligence es-
timate was produced on this issue during the first 17 years after
the end of the war.

Senior CIA officiate told the Committee that there was no writ-
ten collection requirement on POWs* but that everyone understood
that POW information was important when obtained. CIA officials
also asserted that this issue was the near exclusive preserve of the
Department of Defense and that the CIA played only a supporting
role.
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Former NSA Director, Admiral Bobby Inman, testified that the

NSA signals intelligence collection efforts in Southeast Asia were
dismantled after the war and was not resumed until at least 1978.

Over the past decade, the Reagan and Bush Administrations

have raised the priority of POW/MIA intelligence collection, have

increased resources and improved policy level management. The
basic structure of responsibilities, however, has not changed.

The role of the Defense Intelligence Agency

The DIA has had a central, two-pronged, role in U.S efforts to

account for our POW/MIAs. First, the DIA is responsible for inves-

tigating and analyzing reports of liye-sightings or other evidence

that American prisoners may still be held. Second, the Department
of Defense relies heavily on DIA’s analysis to reach conclusions

about the fate of missing servicemen.

In addition to these responsibilities, the DIA’s prominent role in

the POW/MIA issue over the years has caused it to become a focal

point for family, Congressional, press and public questions on the

subject.

Criticisms of DIA Operations. The Committee identified and ar-

ranged for the declassification of a series of internal reviews of the

DIA’s POW/MIA operations that were conducted during the mid-

1980’s. A principal concern raised by these reviews were the agen-

cy’s procedures for evaluating and responding to reports that U.S.

POWs had been seen alive after the conclusion of the war. 19

The Committee agrees that the DIA’s POW/MIA Office has his-

torically been: :

:V V'
?' '

Plagued by a lack of resources;

Guilty of over-classification;

Defensive toward criticism;

Handicapped by poor coordination with other elements of

the intelligence community;
Slow to follow-up on live-sighting and other reports; and
Frequently distracted from its basic mission by the need to

respond to outside pressures and requests.

In addition, several of those who reviewed the workings of DIA
during this period also faulted DIA’s analytical process and re-

ferred to a "mindset to debunk” live-sighting reports.

Several Committee Members express concern and disappoint-

ment that, on occasion, individuals within DIA have been evasive,

unresponsive and disturbingly incorrect and cavalier. Several

Members of the Committee also note that other individuals within

DIA have performed their work with great professionalism and
under extraordinarily difficult circumstances both at home and
abroad. .

The Committee recommends that the Secretary of Defense

ensure the regular review and evaluation of the DIA's POW/MIA
office to ensure that intelligence information is acted upon quickly

and that information is shared with families promptly.

** The reviews included Inspector General reports in 1983 and 1984/5; a 1985 inter-agency

review; a September, 1985 review by Rear Admiral Thomas Brooks (USN-Ret); and Task Force

reports conducted in 1986 by Gen. Eugene Tighe (USAF-Ret) and Col. Kimball Gainea (USAF-
ReU

'

'
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The Committee also believes that a central coordinating mecha-

nism for pooling and; acting upon POW/MIA-related intelligence

information should be created as one of the Intelligence Communi-
ty’s Interagency Coordination Centers. . : . . : . .. .

The Committeemotes that the focus of the POW/MIA accounting

process is in Southeast Asia. As a result, DIA analysts are spending

more and more of their time traveling back and forth between

Washington and the region or to Hawaii. The Committee believes

that this would be an opportune time to move the DIA’s POW/MIA
office to Hawaii where it could be closer to JTF-FA and CINCPAC,
which it supports. A number of tasks now sometimes performed by

the office involving public and family relations can be handled* and

handled more capably and appropriately, by the office of the

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for POW/MIA Affairs.

Live-sighting Reports. For the past 20 years, there has been noth-

ing more tantalizing for POW/MIA families than reports that

Americans have been seen alive in Southeast Asia and nothing

more frustrating than the failure of these reports to become mani-

fest in the form of a returning American—-with the single excep-

tion of Marine Private Robert Garwood in 1979.

A live-sighting report is just that—a report that an American

has been seen alive in Southeast Asia in circumstances which are

not readily explained The report could come from a refugee, boat

person, traveler or anyone else in a position to make such an obser-

vation. The information could be first-hand or hearsay; it could in-

volve one_American or many; it could be. detailed or vague; it could

be recent or as far back as the end of the war. ~ -

The sheer number of first-hand live sighting reports, almost 1600

since the end of the war, has convinced many Americans that U.S..

POWs must have been kept behind and may still be alive. Other

Americans have concluded sadly that our failure, nfter repeated ef-

forts, to locate any of these alleged POWs means the reports are

probably not true. It is the Committee’s view that every livesight-

ing report is important-as a potential source of information about

the fate of our POW/MIAs.
Accordingly, the review and analysis of live-sighting reports con-

sumed more time and staff resources than any other single issue.

The Committee investigation used a method of analysis that was

based on the content of a carefully screened set of reports that

dealt only with men allegedly seen in captivity after Operation

Homecoming. The Committee took into account past criticisms and

assessed current procedures while examining and testing DIA’s

methodology for evaluating live-sighting reports. In so doing, Com-

mittee investigators
.
examined more than 2000 hearsay and first-

hand live-sighting files while compiling a list of 928 reports for

“content” analysis. These reports were plotted on a map and

grouped into geographic “clusters”. During briefings and public

hearings, the Committee reviewed the most significant “clusters”

for the purpose of determining whether they would, taken togeth-

er, constitute evidence of the presence of U.S. POWs in certain lo-

cations after Operation Homecoming.
DIA Assessment. It is DIA’s position that the live-sighting re-

ports evaluated to date do not constitute evidence that currently

unaccounted for U.S. POWs remained behind in Southeast Asia
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after the end of the war. Of the 1638 first-hand reports received

since 1975, DIA considers 1,553 to be resolved.20

Committee View. The Committee notes that 40 first-hand liver

sighting reports remain under active investigation ahd that the

nature of the analytical process precludes certainty that all past

DIA evaluations are correct. Accordingly, the Committee recom-

mends a strong emphasis on the rapid and thorough follow-up and

evaluation of current unresolved and future live-sighting reports.

The DIA is urged to make a continued and conscious effort to

maintain an attitude among analysts that presumes the possible

survival of U.S. POWs. The Executive branch is also urged to con-

tinue working with the governments of Southeast Asia to expand

our ability to conduct on the ground, on-site investigation and in-

spections throughout the region.

The role of the National Se^ (signals intelligence)

The responsibility for monitoring and collecting signals (includ-

ing communications) intelligence rests with the National Security

Agency (NSA). During the Vietnam War, the NSA monitored all

available sources of signals intelligence bearing on the loss, capture

or condition of American personnel. Such information would some-

times provide a basis for concluding whether or not a missing

American had survived his incident and, if so, possibly been taken

prisoner. ''-S: — "'-v.

During its investigation, the Committee was disturbed to learn

that the NSA and its Vietnam branch were never asked to provide

an overall assessment of the status of POW/MIA personnel prior to

Operation Homecoming. The Committee believes that this informa-

tion would have been useful both for the U.S. negotiating team and

for those preparing for the repatriation of American POWs. The

Committee also found that neither DIA nor any other agency

within the Intelligence Community placed a formal requirement

for collection with NSA concerning POW/MIA related information.

In fact, the Committee found that NSA end product reports were

not used regularly to evaluate the POW/MIA situation until.1977.

It was not until 1984 that the collection of information on POW/
MIAs was formally established as a matter of highest priority for

SIGINT.
After the fall of Saigon, the National Security Agency and the

military service components that support it largely dismantled

their collection efforts in Southeast Asia. The elaborate collection

capabilities that supported the war essentially ceased or were relo-

cated to other trouble spots around the world. The analytical orga-

nizations that monitored signals intelligence in the region were

also disbanded or sharply reduced as personnel were transferred to

other assignments.

U.S. collection capabilities were further diminished during this

period as Vietnam and Laos developed secure landline communica-

20 According to DIA, 1111 (68%) first-hand live-sighting reports correlate to Americans who

are accounted for (returned POWs, missionaries, civilians jailed for reasoiu unrelated to the war

etc); 45 (3%) of the reports were Correlated to Wartime sightings of military personnel or pre-

1975 sightings of civilians who remain unaccounted for, and 397 (24%) of the reports were found

to be fabrications. Of the 85 reports that remain under investigation, 54 pertain to Americans

allegedly seen in a captive environment.



tions to replace the radio networks used during time of war. If offi-

cials in either country were communicating about live U.S. POWs,

the likelihood that these communications would be detected by the

U.S. had become remote. However, during this period, the NSA did

receive third party intercepts concerning the reported presence of

American POWs in Laos. 21
; . , . ,

In conducting its review of NSA files, the Committee examined

more than 3,000 postwar reports and 90 boxes of wartime files. The

Committee discovered that previous surveys of NSA files for POW/

MIA related information had been limited to the agency’s automat-

ed data base. Hundreds of thousands of hard copy documents,

memoranda, raw reports, operational messages and possibly tapes

from both the wartime and post-war periods remain unreviewed in

various archives and storage facilities. Most troubling, NSA failed

to locate for investigators any wartime analyst files related specifi-

cally to tracking POWs, despite the fact that tracking POWs was a

known priority at the time. This failure made it impossible for the

Committee to confirm some information On downed pilots that was

provided by NSA employee Jerry Mooney.
,

At the Committee’s' request, the NSA and DIA are conducting a

review of past SIGINT reports that appear relevant to the POW/

MIA issue for the purpose of adding to the all-source database used

in the accounting process. Thousands of such reports have been

identified. Although it is not clear that the reports will succeed in

resolving questions about missing American servicemen, they have

- raised- questions about an individual’s status in several cases Md
will, at a minimum, add to the context in which other POW/MLA
information is considered.

. . . ... , XT0 .

The Committee benefitted from the insights of a retired NaA

SIGINT analyst, Senior Master Sergeant Jerry Mooney (USAF-re-

tired). During the war, SMSgt. Mooney maintained detailed ^person-

al files concerning lwses of aircraft and dovmed airmen. Unfortu-

nately, those personal files did not become part of the archived

files maintained by the NSA and have been lost. Although SmSgt.

Mooney has sought to reconstruct some of that information from

personal memory, the loss of the files makes it impossible to check

those recollections against the contemporaneous information.

The Committee found no evidence to substantiate claims that sig-

nals intelligence gathered during the war constitute evidence that

U.S. POWs were transferred to the Soviet Union from Vietnam.

.[ Pilot distress symbols

The Committee’s investigation of pilot distress symbols as a pos-

sible source of evidence of live POWs after 1973 was the first such

investigation conducted by anybody of Congress.

During the war, the military services gave many pilots who flew

combat missions individual authenticator numbers to identity

themselves by radio or other means in the event their airplanes

were shot down or crashed. During their pre-flight training, pilots

were also given Escape and Evasion (E&E) signals to employ either

as an evader or POW to facilitate their eventual recovery. Most

*> A description of the»e intercepts is contained in Chapter 4 of the Committee’s final report
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pilots received training in methods of constructing these E&E sym-
bols in survival courses, prior to assignment to Vietnam. Both E&E
symbols and authenticator numbers were classified.

It was expected that these symbols would be used to attract res-

cuers and would be deployed in ways which would avoid ground de-

tection and yet be visible to overhead collecting sources. Conse-
quently, intelligence analysts have been encumbered with the diffi-

cult task of searching for signals which could be extremely faint, or
a clever blend of natural and man-made features.

The Committee became interested in this area while looking into

intelligence concerning the reported presence of POWs at a camp
near Nhom Marrott, Laos, in 1980. This intelligence included the
discovery of what appeared to be a “52”, possibly followed by a “K”
in the prison garden. It was learned that “K” was a pilot distress

signal used during the war. V
'

%
v

The Committee discovered that the intelligence community had
other overhead photographs; taken by both airborne and satellite

collection platforms, showing what appeared to be symbols or unex-
plained markings.

The earliest example was a four digit set of numbers followed by
what appeared to be the letters “TH” found on a May, 1973 photo-
graph of an area in central Laos. According to the Joint Service
SERE Agency (JSSA),22 the four digit number could be an authen-
ticator number followed by; the primary and back-up distress sym-
bols of a downed pilot. Another example was a 1975 photograph of
a prison facility in Vietnam; in "which the CIA-noted unusual
markings on the roof of one of the buildings. Although the CIA an-
alysts assessed as remote the possibility that this represented a
signal from a POW, they noted that the markings might be trans-

posed to the letter “K” in Morse code. The Committee also learned
of a 1988 photograph of a valley near Sam Neua, Laps, showing
what clearly was a “USA” dug into a rice paddy. Beneath the
“USA”, DIA also noted a possible “K” created by “ground scar-

ring.”

During its investigation, the Committee was surprised by state-

ments from DIA and CIA imagery analysts directly involved in

POW/MIA work that they were not very knowledgeable about the
military’s E&E signals or, in some cases, even aware of the pro-
gram. These analysts were not even tasked to look for such infor-

mation prior to April, 1992. The Committee concluded that there
had not been a purposeful effort to search for distress signals, or a
written formal requirement for symbols, after the end of the war.
The Committee is confident, however, that if a symbol appeared
clearly on imagery, it would be identified by imagery analysts, as
was the case with the 1988 “USA” symbol.
The Committee recommends that the search for possible POW

distress symbols in Southeast Asia be a written intelligence re-

quirement and that imagery analysts be educated fully about JSSA
training. This is because a prisoner under detention is not likely to

have the opportunity to construct distress signals that are blatant
or elaborate; they are, in fact, trained to use discreet methods to

11 The JSSA is the service proponent agency for pilot distress symbols, code of conduct, sur-
vival training and POW resistance training.
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avoid detection. The more familiar images analysts are with JSSA
training, the more likely it is that they will be able to detect such a

discreet signal. Also, given the possibility that past signals could

have been missed, the Committee recommends that past photogra-

phy of suspect detention sites be reviewed to the extent that re-

sources permit.23

The Committee notes that JSSA officials had not been consulted

previously with respect to the suspected symbols, except for the

1973 “TH” photograph, which was shown to them in the mid-

I/O’s. Accordingly, the Committee asked JSSA to evaluate a

number of possible symbols and markings to see if they were con-

sistent with JSSA training methods and distress symbols used

during the war. JSSA concluded that the ‘‘USA, possible K”, the

“52 possible K”, the “TH”, the roof top markings and one other

symbol were consistent with the methods taught to pilots downed

in Laos.24 JSSA analysis of the “USA possible K” concluded that

this should be considered a valid distress symbol until proven oth-

erwise. It should be emphasized, however, that JSSA officials are

not trained in photo analysis, and are not qualified to determine

whether, in fact, symbols that may seem to appear in imagery ac-

tually exist.

The Committee notes that imagery anomalies are caused by reg-

ularly occurring natural phenomena and that JSSA originally

identified 150 such numbers during its review of photography, of

which 19 appeared to match the four-digit authenticator numbers

of U.S. airmen. It was later demonstrated to the satisfaction of all

parties that none of these numbers were man-made,-and all were

naturally occurring phenomena such as shadows, ridges, or trees,

with the exception of one additional symbol identified by one con-

sultant in an altogether different location.

The DIA does not dispute that two of the possible symbols, the

“USA” in 1988, and the 1973 “TH” are intentionally-constructed

man-made symbols. In a message to the Committee received in Jan-

uary, 1993, however, the agency stated that the "‘USA’ symbol was

not a distress symbol and had nothing to do with missing Ameri-

cans.” This finding was based on a December, 1992 on-site investi-

gation which “determined that the symbol was made by Hmong
tribe members.” In the same message, the DIA raised the possibili-

ty that the 1973 “TH” symbol may have been made by a Hmong
tribesman whose name started with the English letters “TH” and

who was a passenger on an aircraft piloted by the American

Emmet Kay which went down in May, 1973, “a few kilometers”

away from where the symbol appeared.

DIA now contends that the “52”, possible “K” seen at Nhom
Marrott is the result of shadowing and in no way represents a pilot

distress symbol. The Committee notes, however, that DIA had ear-

lier discounted the possibility that the symbol was caused by Shad-

ed Some members note DIA’s contention that many DIA analysts are Welljware ofES&Esig-

nalsand have worked with the agency’s analysts for years, searching for E&E signals. The DIA

also points out that the two alleged E&E signals given most prominence in this report were

discovered hy U& government imagery analysts.
m Some members note DIA’s contention that the symbols in question are consistent with ex-

pected actions only because they are symbols; they do not relate to any evader signal in use

during the Vietnam War.
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owing because of the constant shape of the figures over a period of
days and at different times of the day. In fact, the intelligence com-
munity had concluded in 1980 that this symbol had been dug into
the ground intentionally. V "

Due to the complexity of interpreting symbols obtained through
imagery, the Committee decided to hire two independent imagery
consultants. Each consultant was given access to the necessary
equipment and each submitted independently a report to the Com-
mittee, The consultants’ reports, which differed on only the one
symbol referred to earlier, were subsequently provided to the intel-
ligence community for its comments and evaluation.
A joint task group of DIA, CIA and NPIC imagery analysts found

that an unresolved symbol found by one consultant was “probably
not manmade.” This consultant had detected, with “100 percent
confidence” a faint “GX 2527” in a photograph of a prison facility
in Vietnam taken in June, 1992. This number correlates to the pri-
mary and back-up distress symbols and authenticator number of a
pilot lost in Laos in 1969. The joint agency team agreed that there
were visible markings that could be interpreted as letters and num-

bers, but concluded that the marking “appeared” ten “haphazard
and ill-defined” to be man-made distress symbols.

;
Disagreement arose within the Committee about the interpreta-

tion of some of the possible symbols, including the question of
whether there is reason to believe that the “GX 2527” symbol is
man-made, rather than the result of natural phenomena. However,

-the Committee agrees that the benefit of the doubt should go to the .

individual in this case, because the apparent number corresponds
to a particular authenticator number and because it was identified
by one analyst with 100 percent confidence. Accordingly, the Com-
mittee urges the appropriate officials in the Executive branch to
request information about the serviceman involved from the Gov-
ernment of Vietnam.
Although the Committee cannot rule out the possibility that U.S.

POWs have attempted to signal their status to aerial observers, the
Committee cannot conclude, based on its own investigation and the
guidance of imagery experts, that this has definitely happened. Al-
though there is now an adequate collection process in place, the
Committee investigators found unacceptable lapses in time be-
tween the point of collection and evaluation; ana between evalua-
tion and follow-up. The Committee recommends better integration
among the various intelligence agencies, including improved train-
ing and a better system for collecting and acting on information
gathered through imagery.

Covert operations

The Committee investigated whether the United States Govern-
ment may have undertaken or supported covert operations in order
to cohfirm the presence of U.S. POWs in Southeast Asia after Op-
eration Homecoming and, if so, to review the intelligence informa-
tion upon which those operations were based.
The Committee has identified only one operation of this type

mounted after 1973. Although operational details remain classified,
the fact that the operation took place has been reported publicly.
The operation was prompted by a combination of human, photo-



graphic and signals intelligence concerning the possible presence of

as many as 30 American POWs at a detention camp near the vil-

lage of Nhom Marrot in Laos from 1979 until early 1981. The intel-

ligence resulted in extensive and highest-level efforts by the U.S.

Government to confirm the information.' Unfortunately, the results

of the covert operation were inconclusive and subsequent efforts

were rendered impossible by press leaks.25

Intelligence support in Laos during the Vietnam war

During the Vietnam war, intelligence support for the U.S. effort

in Laos was handicapped because Administration policy, at the in-

sistence of the State Department, excluded the significant use of

military intelligence assets. This was true despite the fact that ac-

counting for missing military personnel in Laos was the responsi-

bility of the respective military services, and despite strenuous ef-

forts made by Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird to gain support

for an improved POW/MIA related military intelligence effort. The
Committee believes that an expanded wartime military intelligence

effort in Laos might have increased significantly our ability to ac-

count for the Americans lost in that country.

Cooperation from governments in Southeast Asia

It is not possible to account for the Americans who are missing

from the war in Southeast Asia without Cooperation from the gov-

ernments of the region, especially Vietnam. The U.S. has requested

this cooperation in four, forms. First, we have requested informa-

tion concerning live American prisoners, -former prisoners or de-

serters. Second, we have' asked for the return of any recovered or

recoverable remains of missing American servicemen. Third, we
have sought accesss to files, records, documents and other materi-

als that are relevant to the fate of missing Americans. Finally, we
have asked for permission to visit certain locations within these

countries for the purpose of investigating live-sighting reports and
searching actual or suspected airplane crash sites.

The Committee has done everything it could to complement the

diplomatic and political initiatives of the Executive branch in seek-

ing to encourage a greater degree of cooperation on POW/MIA
issues from the governments of Southeast Asia.

"'/• Vietnam
v

The U.S. has long suspected that the North Vietnamese have

been withholding a considerable amount of information bearing on

the fate of missing Americans. The North Vietnamese maintained

detailed records of U.S. servicemen who came within their prison

system during the war, including many lost in North Vietnamese-

controlled areas of South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. U.S. intel-

ligence agencies are convinced, moreover, that the Government of

Vietnam recovered and stored an unknown quantity of remains of

American servicemen for release at politically strategic points in

time. :• v z
;
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18 Some members note DIA’s contention that U.S. intelligence has interviewed former Royal

Laotian officials held at Nhom Marrott for a number of years, including? the time period inques-

tion. These individt^ stated that no Americans were held at Nhom Marrott.



The level of U.S.-Vietnamese cooperation in accounting for miss-
ing Americans has varied over the years depending on bilateral
and global political conditions and on the degree of emphasis
placed on the issue by officials of the United States. At the time
the Select Committee was created, there was considerable progress
being made in the investigation of discrepancy cases. In addition,
an agreement had been reached with Vietnam to allow an official
Defense Department investigating presence to be established in
Hanoi. These steps were directly attributable to the work of Gen.
John Vessey, the President’s Special Emissary to Vietnam on
POW/MIA issues.

'
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The impetus for Vietnam’s cooperation has come from several di-
rections. Gen. Vessey has provided the Vietnamese with a respect-
ed and influential source of contact within our government. Bush
Administration policies have established a clear linkage between
different levels of Vietnamese cooperation and American response.
The disintegration of the Soviet empire has deprived Vietnam of
many external sources of economic assistance and political comfort.
The rapid economic growth of other Southeast Asian nations has
given younger Vietnamese leaders a strong incentive to establish
their own contacts with the west. And the creation of the Select
Committee has demonstrated anew the high priority attached to
the POW/MIA issue by the American people and government. Ob-
viously, the Committee does not know precisely how all of these
matters have been factored into the calculations,of the Vietnamese
Government, but clearly the overall trends are hopeful.
Over the past year, Committee Members have visited Vietnam

on four occasions to press for further information. Committee dele-
gations met with a wide range of high-level Vietnamese officials,

including those in charge of administering the wartime prisoner of
war system. The Committee visits, coupled with ongoing efforts
from the Executive branch, have yielded substantial results.
These results include;

Permission for U.S. investigators to carry out short-notice in-
vestigations of many live-sighting reports;

Permission for U.S. investigators to use U.S.-owned, main-
tained and operated helicopters in the course of investigations
within Vietnam;
Grants of access to certain highly-secure prison and defense

ministry buildings for the purpose of investigating live sighting
- reports; , ;

Guarantees of full access for JTF-FA investigators to politi-

cal and military archives containing POW/MIA related infor-
mation; •

,

Access to certain key archival documents and personnel that
had been long-requested, and long-denied by Vietnam;

.

The provision of thousands of photographs of American war-
time casualties;

Access to Vietnam’s military museum, including hundreds of
material objects once owned by American servicemen that
might contain clues about the fate of missing Americans;
Declaration of an_amnesty for any Vietnamese citizens ille-

gally holding American remains to come forward with them
without fear of punishment;
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A commitment to cooperate in the conduct of an “oral histo-

ry" program that would seek to record information from Viet-

namese military officials, soldiers and civilians who plight

have information about the fate of missing Americans; _
Promises of full cooperation from Vietnam in working with

Laos and Cambodia to investigate discrepancy cases involving

servicemen lost in parts of those countries controlled by North

Vietnamese forces during the war; and

Permission for POW/MIA families, if they so desire, to come

to Vietnam and evaluate the investigation process:.

The Committee welcomes the very substantial strides towards

full cooperation on the POW/MIA issue that the Government of

Vietnam has made in recent months. The Committee looks forward

to the implementation of those steps in the hope that they will

yield significant additional information concerning miffimg Ameri-

cans and encourages the Executive brahch to^do ml it can to see

that the promises and commitments made by Vietnam are fulfilled,

In noting recent progress, the Committee does not wish to under-

state the fact that the progress is coming very latfr-almost 20

years after the signing of the peace agreement, and after two dec-

ades of noncooperation, stalling and deception on the part of Viet-

nam’s leaders The Committee also recognizes that the recent

changes in policy appear to be the result primarily of Vietnam s

desire.Tor economic contacts with the west. The closed and nonde-

mocratic nature of the'government in Vietnam argues for caution.,

in accepting Vietnamese promises, for pledges given by a govern-

ment unwilling to be open with its own people can hardly be taken

at face value. Nonetheless, the Committee remains hopeful that

recent improvements in POW/MIA cooperation are symptomatic of

a trend in Vietnam that will lead ultimately to dramatic improve-

ments in human rights, and political, economic and religious free-

United States policy towards Vietnam should reflect the_ impor-

tance of freedoms that are central to American society and which

have been central to our investigation. Without a free press orrep-

resentative government, the American people would not have

learned the full extent of our own governments knowledge about

our POW/MIAs. Our policy towards Vietnam, as towards the other

nations of Southeast Asia, should be predicated on a vision of the

same freedoms for the people of that region that we enjoy here at

home.

&aos
;

More than 500 Americans are still listed as unaccounted for in

Laos, including 335 who were originally considered either POW or

MIA. Accordingly, the Committee has attached a high pnonty to

gaining greater cooperation from the Lao Government. Ine current

leaders of Laos, who are successors to the Pathet I^o forces that

contended for power during the war, almost certainly have some

information concerning missing Americans that they have not yet

shared. At a minimum, they should be able to proviite^ecific in-

formation about the fates of a small number of U.S. POWs known

to have been held by the Pathet Lao during the early stages of the

war. Unfortunately, Lao leaders have been significantly less coop-



erative than those in Vietnam The Lao have denied any knowledge
of U.S. POWs; they have refused access to some requested sources
of information; and they have been even more reluctant than the
Vietnamese to grant U.S. access, to their territory for conducting
live-sighting investigations and inspecting Crash sights. The atmos-
phere has improved to some extent in recent, months, however. As
a result, some discrepancy case investigations are underway and
negotiations are ongoing for the establishment of a permanent
POW/MIA investigation office in Vientiane.

;

Cambodia

The present government of war-ravaged Cambodia cannot be ex-

pected to possess documentary information relevant to the fate of

missing American servicemen. Nonetheless, the Committee met
with Cambodian President Hun Sen, who expressed his govern-
ment’s full cooperation with the U.S. in efforts to resolve discrep-

ancy cases. Unfortunately, the Cambodian Government is unable to

guarantee security in areas controlled by the brutal and lawless

Khmer Rouge. The Committee is grateful to President Hun Sen for

his help on this issue, given the scope and urgency of the other
perils faced by his government and his country.

Government policies and actions

Declassification

The Committee believes that much of the controversy surround-
ing the U.S: Government’s handling of the POW/MIA issue could
have been avoided if relevant documents had been declassified and
made available to the public long ago. Unnecessary secrecy breeds
the suspicion that important information is being withheld, while
fueling speculation about what that information may be.

From its inception, the Committee has urged the Executive
branch to identify and declassify all documents and other materials
within its possession that are related to POW/MIA issues, with the
single exception of information bearing directly on intelligence

sources and methods.

A Task Force of the Select Committee, led by Senators Charles
Robb and Chuck Grassley, formulated specific requests and recom-
mendations upon which the Committee acted. For example, the
President was asked, and agreed, to order the expeditious declassi-

fication of POW/MIA records from the Vietnam War, and the U.S.
Senate unanimously approved a resolution calling for the declassi-

fication of POW/MIA materials. A series of letters sent, requests

made and meetings held resulted in a high degree of cooperation
and understanding between the Committee and the Executive
branch on this issue.

The result of the Committee’s efforts has been the most rapid
and comprehensive declassification of materials on a single subject

in American history. More than one million pages have already
been declassified and the Committee is confident that remaining
documents will be made available. The Committee believes that
President Bush and National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft
should be congratulated for their cooperation op this issue.



Although the Committee was generally very satisfied with the

degree of understanding and help it received from the Executive

branch* its request for the release of relevant CIA operational files

has, to date, been denied. - <•.•/- . . :

The Committee recommends that the process of declassification

of current POW/MIA related materials go forward rapidly until

completion and that the relevant CIA operations files be included.

TTie Committee also recommends that policies be put in place to

assure the rapid declassification of POW/MIA related information

from possible future conflicts. It should be enshrined in both atti-

tude and law that the right of a POW/MIA family to know what

the government knows about its loved one is as inalienable a right

as any spelled out in the Constitution. -*

v
Finally, the Committee’s records will be sent to the National Ar-

chives, with specific instructions that they be made available for

public review. We caution, however, that these records include staff

materials, memoranda of conversation, notes and other documents

that may reflect raw opinion, incorrect data, discredited theories,

or bits of fact that may mislead unless placed within a proper con-

text. The Committee emphasizes that judgments reached by the

Committee, after consideration of all available evidence, are re-

flected in this report Other information and judgments should not

be accorded credibility simply because of their presence in the

Committee’s working files.

v.' Inter-agency.group ;[.•//
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Since January, 1980, Executive branch policy-making has been

coordinated by the Interagency Group on POW/MIA Affairs (LAG).

Agencies and organizations represented on the LAG include the De-

partments of State and Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Na:

tional Security Council and the National League of POW/MIA
Families (the League). In recent years, IAG meetings have occurred

every two to three weeks on the average. Meeting? are character-

ized by informal discussions of policy options; decisions are reached

by consensus; and no formal minutes of the meetings are main-

tained.

The scope of IAG discussion covers a broad spectrum of POW/
MIA related matters including intelligence collection, communica-

tions with families, diplomatic initiatives and public awareness ac-

tivities. A major focus of attention over the past two years has

been U.S. policy towards Vietnam. „ .

The presence of League President Ann Mills Griffiths on the IAG

is controversial. During Committee hearings, Members of the IAG

said Griffiths was a highlyinstructive and energetic member of

the group who has contributed significantly to improvements in

U.S. policy. It is, however, extremely unusual for a private citizen

to serve on a high-level panel such as the IAG, and to have access

to sensitive intelligence information without the kind of account-

ability and official responsibility demanded of government repre-

sentatives on that group. '

.
' „ - /. , ,.

- During the summer of 1991, for example, Griffiths actively dis-

couraged the Defense Department from granting access to classi-

fied POW/MIA materials to Senate staff investigators with appro-

priate clearances- The Committee finds it anomalous that a private
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citizen representing POW/MIA families would be in a position to

try to deny Senate investigators the same right to review sensitive

materials that she herself has been granted.

The Committee believes that an. interagency coordinating body

for POW/MIA policies is needed and that the LAG ably fulfills this

role. However, the Committee is disturbed by the lack of formality

in IAG record-keeping and believes that, at a minimum, that the

minutes of discussions at such meetings should be maintained.

Second, although the IAG should consult regularly with the

League and other POW/MIA family organizations, the Committee

believes that the role of the IAG and issues of membership on it

should be reviewed by the new Administration. ;

Govemment-to-govemment offers

The Committee investigated the possibility that Vietnam or Laos

had approached U.S. officials at any time since the end of the war

in Southeast Asia with a proposal that live U.S. POWs be returned

in exchange for money or some other consideration. The Commit-

tee found no convincing evidence of any such offer being made.

There were, however, two incidents which require further explana-

tion. ; ;• y.':'
'

The Committee received information that the Reagan Adminis-

tration may have received an offer from Vietnam in 1981, trans-

mitted through a third country, to exchange live POWs for $4.5 bil-

lion. The source of the information ^vas a Secret Service agent who
reported that He Had overheard a discussion in the White House

concerning this subject. The Committee deposed one of the individ-

uals, former National Security Adviser Richard Allen, said to have

been involved in the discussion, and several individuals who were

said to have been in the area of the discussion. The Secret Service

agent was not willing to provide testimony to the Committee volun-

tarily, and the Committee voted 7-4 not to subpoena that testimo-

ny. A complete description of the investigation and the subpoena

issue is contained in Chapter 6 of this report.

The Committee also received a report concerning a possible ap-

proach by Vietnam in 1984, through officials in an ASEAN nation,

concerning the exchange of American remains and possibly live

POWs. According to the report, the Vietnamese had indicated that

they would welcome an offer from the U.S. on the subject. U.S. offi-

cials traveled to Vietnam late in 1984, but were reportedly told by

Vietnamese officials that there were no live POWs and that the

only issue that could be discussed involved remains. Select Commit-

tee investigators traveled to the ASEAN nation to interview offi-

cials in an effort to determine whether an approach from Vietnam

concerning live U.S. POWs had, in fact, been made. The results

were inconclusive. Two secondary sources disagreed about whether

an exchange involving live POWs had been discussed. The individ-

ual who hted initially discussed the subject with Vietnamese offi-

cials later told the State Department that the issue of live Ameri-

can POWs had not been raised. This investigation is also described

in greater detail in chapter 6.
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Review ofprivate activities

A major part of the 'Committee's invest^
review of private activities related to the POW/MIA issue. This

efforts by such organizations to: educate the

public about the issue, to influence government policy, to raise

funds and to recover information concerning possible American

POWs.
In its review, the Committee asked more than 50 POW/MIA-re-:

lated organizations to provide information, on a voluntary basis,

concerning their activities; Committee staff also interviewed or

took formal testimony from organization officials and from the

family members of some POW/MIAs.
The Committee found that the vast majority of POW/MIA relat-

ed organizations are modest, local groups of volunteers operating

on small budgets and dedicated to public education, grassroots lob-

bying, mutual assistance and remembrance activities. These orga-

nizations, and those who support them, have performed an impor-

tant service for the nation in maintainirig a strong national spot-

light on the need for the fullest possible accounting of our POW/
7 v7

'

77
The Committee investigated several pnvately^orgamzea oper-

ations aimed at physically rescuing or recovering information con-

cerning possible American POWs. These included: (1) the Team

Falcon operation in 1991-1992; (2) a 1988 effort to locate prisoners

in Laos; t3)'C^eration_Skyhopk II, an early 1980' s initiative also-

aimed at finding -prisoners in Laos; and (4) the efforts of retired

Army Lt. Col. Bo Gritz. None of these operations have been suc-

cessful in rescuing prisoners or in uncovering evidence that prison-

ers are being held. '

.

The Committee also investigated a number of photographs of in-

dividuals purported to be of U.S. POWs. In the cases investigated,

we found that such photographs are sometimes used by private or-

ganizations as a means of attracting financial support for “rescue”

or “reconnaissance” operations The Committee concluded, based

on investigative work done by the DIA, that photographs circulated

in 1991 allegedly depicting missing Americans Donald Carr, Daniel

V. Borah, John L. Robertson, Larry J. Stevens and Albro Lundy

are fraudulent. (The Committee respects the fact that the Robert-

son, Stevens and Lundy families have not accepted the DIA analy-

sis). .

In contrast to the large number of small, voluntary POW/MIA
organizations, there are a few private POW organizations that are

relatively large, have paid staff and use professional fundraisers to

prepare arid distribute solicitation materials to millions of actual or

potential contributors. These solicitations have yielded tens of mil-

lions of dollars in contributions since the end of the war. The Com-

mittee was concerned about a number of issues, including the

extent to which some groups have diverted funds for purposes

other than those advertised, the possibility that misleading or false

information has been included in solicitations, the failure of fund-

raisers to disclose information to potential donors and the impact

that these solicitations may have had on the emotions and expecta-

tions of POW/MIA families.



The Committee’s principal findings are:

„
The vast majority of private organizations engaged in POW/

MIA related activities reflect the highest standards of volun-
tary. public service and deserve the nation’s gratitude and
praise. :v.\r

Private initiatives aimed at the “rescue” of U.S. prisoners
have failed in the past and are problematic for several reasons.
In general, such operations are dependent on sources of infor-
mation in Southeast Asia that have a very poor record of reli-
ability and, in some cases, a consistent track record of fraud
Second, it is unrealistic to believe that such efforts will have a
better chance of success than official efforts. Third, the possi-
bility exists that such operations might jeopardize ongoing U.S.
diplomatic and intelligence activities. Fourth, such activities
sometimes involve the violation of U.S. and/or foreign law
.
The manufacture of fraudulent POW/MIA related materials,

including photographs, dog tags and other purported evidence
of live Americans has become a cottage industry in certain
parts of Southeast Asia, and particularly Thailand. Sadly,
these activities have been spurred by well-intentioned private
offers of large rewards for information leading to the return of
live U.S. POWs. The Committee is angered and repulsed by ac-
tivities that exploit the anguish of POW/MIA families for pri-
vate gain.

. ;V\ ;
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The Committeels-examination of POW/MIA-related fundrais- 7

ing activities has created serious reason
-
for concern. In some,

instances, an excessive percentage of funds raised has been re-
tained by the fundraising organization. In others, the fundrais-
ing solicitations have over stated to the point of distortion the
weight of evidence indicating that live U.S. POWs continue to
be held in Southeast Asia.

Information from Russia and Eastern Europe

Although the Committee’s investigation focused primarily on ef-
forts to account for Americans missing from the war in Southeast
Asia, the principle of accounting for lost American servicemen is
the same, whether the war occurred 20 years ago or 50 years ago
Accordingly, the Committee undertook a review of information and
allegations concerning Americans missing from earlier conflicts
and hired a full time investigator to work in Moscow on this and
related issues.

The Committee’s effort was facilitated greatly by the lifting of
the Iron Curtain and by the policies of openness and cooperation
advocated by Russian President Boris Yeltsin. In February, 1992,
the Committee s Chairman, Sen. John Kerry, and Vice-chairman,
Sen. Bob Smith, met with Russian officials and veterans in Moscow
to discuss cooperation on the POW/MIA issue. This visit laid the
groundwork for the creation of the U.S.-Russia Joint Commission
(Commission) on POW/MIA Affairs under the leadership of Col.
Gen Dimitri Volkogonov and Malcolm Toon, former U.S. Ambassa-
dor to the Soviet Union.

*

6 The objectives of the Commission are (1)

jotatemndHtaT^
and Slnith were *PP«»M *n* as

-

the Senate's representative on the
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to gain access to people and documents in Russia that could shed

light on the fate of missing Americans; (2) to pursue reports that

current or former U S. POWs may be alive within the borders of

the former Soviet Union; and (3) to establish a means by which re-

mains identified as American may be repatriated. Investigative

work by the U.S. side to the Joint Commission is carried out by the

Defense Department’s Task Force Russia (TFR), under the leader-

ship of Gen. Bernard Loeffke. —
The Committee’s investigation was conducted, in large part,

through the staff investigator assigned to work with the Commis-

sion in Moscow. In Washington, the Committee reviewed docu-

ments obtained from the National Archives and from private re-

searchers. We also conducted interviews with former officials of the

Eisenhower Administration and others possessing information on

the subject. ' v '

.
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In June,’ 1992, the Committee hosted a meeting of the Commis-

sion with Gen. Volkogonov following Russian President Yeltsin s

public statements on the POW/MIA issue. In November, 1992, two

days of public hearings were held during which both U.S. investiga-

tors and Gen. Volkogoriov testified. Finally. in December, 1992,

Committee investigators participated in fact-finding trips to

Czechoslovakia and Ukraine, and attended a formal meeting of the

Commission in Moscow, ^

_ .
: . v i.

- The Committee emphasizes that firm or precise judgments about

the number and circumstances under which American military and

civilian personnel may have found themselves detained within the

former Soviet Union in the past cannot yet be made. Large quanti-

ties of records, both in Moscow and elsewhere, remain to be re-

viewed. There are also many well-informed former military and in-

telligence officers and diplomatic personnel who have not yet been

interviewed. It is possible that evidence will be uncovered indicat-

ing greater involvement of former Soviet officials in the interroga-

tion, transportation or detention' of U.S. POWs from the Vietnam

War and prior conflicts. Thus, the findings below, which are based

on work to date, must be considered as preliminary in nature:

Gen. Volkogonov ’s assessment

Gen. Volkogonov contends that, to his knowledge, no Americans

are currently being held against their will within the borders of

the former Soviet Unibn.*7 Although the Committee has found evi-

dence that some U.S. POWs were held in the former Soviet Union

after WW II, the Korean War and Cold War incidents, we have

found no proof that would contradict Gen. Volkogonov’s contention

with respect to the present. However, the Committee cannot, based

on its investigation to date, rule out the possibility that one or

more U.S. POWs from past wars or incidents are still being held

somewhere within the borders of the former Soviet Union.

« Gen. Volkogonov did not mean to include in this contention any Americans who might le-

gitimately be under arrest for recent violations of civil or criminal law. For eMmple.«Ul» time

of the Select Committee hearing, one American was under arrest for dealing in contraband reh-



World War fit

The Committee found that the Russians have been particularly
successful in producing World War II archival documents, and is
pleased to report that the fate of some American military and civil-
ian personnel from the World War II era has been determined
through recent investigations in Russia. Moreover, archival docu-
ments provided by Russia indicate that several hundred U.S. POWs
were held against their will on Soviet territory at the end of World
War II In almost all cases, these were individuals Who had been
born in, or who had previously lived in, the Soviet Union, and who
could, therefore, be considered Soviet citizens by the Soviet Govern-
ment. Many of these individuals served in the Armed Forces of
Germany, fought against the Soviet Army and were captured in
combat. Some U.S. civilians from this era survived terms in concen-
tration camps and are still alive today, living freely either in one of
the former Soviet Republics or in the United States.

Cold war

There is evidence, some of which has been confirmed to the Com-
mittee by President Yeltsin, that some U.S. personnel, still unac-
counted for from the Cold War, were taken captive and held within
the former Soviet Union. This information involves several inci-
dents stretching across the former Soviet Union from the Baltic
Sea to the Sea of Japan.
The Committee' is pleased to report that Task Force Russia has

been actively investigating these cases and is keeping surviving
family members fully apprised of its progress to date. The Commit-
tee notes, however, that progress is, in large part, dependent on co-
operation from Russian authorities. In the Committee’s November,
1992 hearings, our investigator in Moscow testified that the U.S.
was “intentionally being stonewalled” by the Russians on the sub-
ject of Cold War incidents, despite pledges of cooperation from
President Yeltsin and Gen. Volkogonov. TTie Committee, therefore,
urges the Joint Commission to place special attention and focus on
obtaining further information on the fate of those U.S. personnel
who are believed to have been taken captive during the Gold War.

Korean conflict

There is strong evidence, both from archived U.S. intelligence re-
ports and from recent interviews in Russia, that Soviet military
and intelligence officials were involved in the interrogation of
American^ POWs during the Korean Conflict, notwithstanding
recent official statements from the Russian side that this did not
happen. Additionally, the Committee has reviewed information and
heard testimony which we believe constitutes strong evidence that
some unaccounted for American POWs from the Korean Conflict
were transferred to the former Soviet Union in the early 1950’s.
While the identity of these POWs has not yet been determined, the
Committee notes that Task Force Russia concurs in our assessment
concerning the transfers. We are pleased that this subject was
raised by the U.S. side in December, 1992 at the plenary session of
the Joint Commission in Moscow.
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The Committee further believes it is possible that one or more
POWs from the Korean Conflict could still be alive on the territory

of the former Soviet Union. The most notable case in this regard

concerns a USAF pilot named David “Markham” or “Markin”,

who was reportedly shot down during the Korean Conflict. Accord-

ing to several sources, this pilot was reportedly alive in detention

facilities in Russia as late as 1991. Although Task Force Russia has

thus far been unable to confirm these reports, we note that the in-

vestigation is continuing.

Vietnam war :

The Committee is aware of several reports that U.S. POWs may
have been transferred to the Soviet Union during the Vietnam

War. Information about this possibility that was provided by a

former employee of the National Security Agency (NSA), Mr. Jerry

Mooney, was thoroughly investigated and could not be substantiat-

ed. The Committee notes that Mr. Mooney testified that he person-

ally believed prisoners were transferred to the Soviet Union but

that he had “no direct information” that this took place,28 Other

reports concerning the possibility that U.S. POWs were transferred

from Vietnam to the former Soviet Union deserve further investi-

gation and followup.

With respect to interrogations, the Committee has confirmed

that one KGB officer participated directly in the questioning of an

American POW- during the Vietnam Conflict. More generally,

Soviet military officers have told the Committee that they received

intelligence from North Vietnamese interrogations of American

POWs and that the Soviets “participated" in interrogations

through the preparation of questions and through their presence

during some of the interrogations. It is possible that American

PQWs would not have been aware of the presence of Soviet officers

during these interrogations. The Committee has also received infor-

mation that Soviet personnel operated certain SAM sites in Viet-

nam which shot down American aircraft during the war.

The Committee notes that the cooperation received to date from

Russia on POW/MIA matters has bWn due largely to the leader-

ship of President Boris Yeltsin. During a visit to Washington last

summer, President Yeltsin declared that “each and every docu-

ment in each and every archive will be examined to investigate the

fate of every American unaccounted for.” Although there is still

much work to be done, Russian officials deserve credit for provid-

ing access to archival material, for cooperating in efforts to solicit

testimony from Russian veterans and other citizens and for their

willingness to disclose certain previously undisclosed aspects of the

historical record. The ultimate success of the Joint Commission will

be judged, however, on whether the U.S. side is able to obtain full

support for its interview program and archival research from all

levels of power and authority throughout the former Soviet Union;

President Yeltsin has made a heroic effort to demonstrate his

own commitment to full cooperation and Gen. Volkogonov has

done a great deal, with limited resources, to meet this standard.

M Committee hearing, Jan. 22, 1992
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Unfortunately, the level of cooperation from within the Russian
military and intelligence bureaucracy has been less extensive and
has, at times, seemed intentionally obstructive. This may well be
due to the uncertainty of the current political situation^
It is vital, therefore, that U.S. officials, both in Congress and the
Executive branch, continue to demonstrate to Russian authorities
that America attaches a high priority to cooperation on this issue
and to ensure that any problems that might develop are raised
with the Russians promptly and at a senior level.

The Committee also recommends strongly that the U.S.-Russia
Joint Commission be continued and that efforts be made to gain
the full cooperation, as needed and appropriate, of the other Re-
publics of the former Soviet Union.

Information from North Korea and China

As part of the Committee’s investigation into the fate of those
Americans still missing from the Korean Conflict, the Committee
Vic^Clmirmam traveled to Pyongyang, North Korea from Decem-
ber 19-21, 1992. This trip was especially significant in that it was
the first time a United States Senator had traveled to the North
Korean capital. Also, for the first time, a State Department official
traveled with Senator Smith to Pyongyang, in addition to two staff
members working with the Committee. The trip itself was a follow-
on to an earlier trip made by Senator Smith to Korea in June,

The timing of the trip was important in that just a few weeks
earlier, the Committee had held the first in-depth Congressional
hearings on American POW/MIAs from the Korean Conflict in
more than 35 years. In view of the fact that the North Korean Gov-
ernment has provided virtually no information on 8,177 unaccount-
ed for Americans in the last 40 years,29 the goal of the trip was to
establish a dialogue which would encourage North Korea to move
the accounting process forward on a humanitarian basis. A second
goal of the fact-finding trip was to gain information from North
Korea on reports which had surfaced during the Committee’s No-
vember hearings on the fate of some American POWs.
The Committee is pleased to report that Senator Smith was suc-

cessful in achieving both of these goals during the trip. Meetings
were held with Supreme Assembly Speaker Yang Hyong Sop,
Deputy Foreign Minister Kang Sok Ju, and a staff of ministry offi-
cials who appeared knowledgeable on POW/MIA issues. The atmos-
phere was cooperative and it was the sense of Senator Smith and
his delegation that North Korea is prepared and willing to move
forward on this humanitarian issue without any preconditions. As
a sign of good faith, the North Koreans allowed Senator Smith and
his delegation to visit their war museum in Pyongyang, although
the request had been made only hours earlier. This was the first
time any American official had visited the museum. At. the
museum, Senator Smith was able to view photographs of POWs,
documents, letters, personal effects and captured weaponry from
U.S, servicemen. Senator Smith’s delegation was also permitted to

Committee not«s, however, that over the past two and one-half years, North Korea has
repatriated the remains of 41 America servicemen.
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photograph and take notes concerning many of the items in the

museum. Important new information was also learned from North

Korean officials concerning China’s involvement with American

POWs, '

. ^ .

•

The principal Committee findings and recommendations concern-

ing this trip are:

Although the North Korean officials with whom 1 Senator

Smith met denied that any American POWs had survived to

the present day in North Korea, the Committee cannot exclude

the possibility in view of intelligence information which has

been received by the United States in recent years. Specifical-

ly, the Committee shares Senator Smith’s frustration during

his trip at not being able to investigate unconfirmed reports

that a small number of American POWs may be teaching Eng-

lish at a military language school on the outskirts of Pyon-
< - gyang. The Committee, therefore, urges the Government of the

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to cooperate fully in

the investigation of these recfent reports, in addition to other

live-sighting reports which have been received by the United

States during the last few decades

It is likely that a large number of possible MIA remains can

be repatriated and several records and documents on unac-

counted for POWs and MIAs can be provided from North

Korea once a joint working level commission is set up under

the leadership of the United States. Accordingly, the Commit-
- tee’ strongly urges the Departments of State and Defense to

take immediate steps to form this commission through the

United Nations Command at Panmunjom, Korea. The Commit-

tee also encourages President-elect Clinton, upon taking office,

to appoint a high level representative to sit on the commission.

The Committee further believes that the proposed joint com-

mission should have a strictly humanitarian mission and

should not be tied to political developments on the Korean pe-

ninsula.
;

v.
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Comments made by North Korean officials during the trip

substantiated indications that many American POWs had been

held in China during the Korean Conflict and that foreign

POW camps in both China and North Korea were run by Chi-

nese officials. In addition, North Korean officials confirmed

that propaganda photos showing POW camps with large num-

bers of U.S. personnel had, in fact, been taken in China, notin

North Korea as purported by the propaganda publications. The

Committee notes that other information from both high level

Russian intelligence sources and from several U.S. intelligence

reports corroborates the comments made by the North Kore-

ans. v v :/

Given the fact that only 26 Army and 15 Air Force personnel re-

turned from China following the war, the Committee can now

firmly conclude that the People’s Republic of China surely has in-

formation on the fate of other unaccounted for American POWs.

The Committee, therefore, strongly urges the Departments of State

and Defense to form a POW/MIA task force on China similar to

Task Force Russia. The Committee also strongly urges the Depart-

ment of State to raise this matter at the highest levels in Beijing.
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In this regard, we are pleased that the first round of talks was heldm Jaiuianr, 1993. We believe that a proposed POW Task Force on
China will need to have several additional rounds of talks with the

. Chinese m prder to search for and receive POW infofoiation in
China over the coming months.^ families of those Americans stUl missing from
the Korean Conflict, the perception has been that determining the
fate of their loved ones is a task that has not been vigorously pur-
sued by their government. We note that this perception has feen
meled by past intransigence and lack of information from North
Korea and China. In addition, accounting for POWs and MIAs from
the Vietnam Conflict has received far greater media attention in
America^ The Committee can therefore understand why the
Korean Confl^^^often been labeled the “Forgotten War” by
veterans and POW/MIA family members.
However, in yiew of the Vice-Chairman’s recent trip to North

Korea, the Committee believes that a dramatic breakthrom n has
been achieved in terms, of establishing a dialogue and gaining
access to new information on POWs and MIAs. Consequently, there
?! opportunity which the Committee believes
shouid be fully exploited by the United States on behalf of the fam-
ilies of those Americans still missing from the Korean Conflict.

Families

By its nature, war claims victims and produces suffering. Some
are killed, and their loved on» mourn. Some become missing, and
their loved ones both mourn and hope. When a loved one is in
danger, the state of not blowing” is emotionally the most diffi-

fo
/ POW/MIA families, that state has now

stretched on for two decades or more.
The Committee understands that it is difficult to generalize accu-

rately about POW/MIA families, whether from the Vietnam era or
from prior wars. The families are diverse in their views, in the par-
ticuiar circumstances surrounding the loss of their loved one, and
ui the experiences they have had in dealing with their government,
borne believe the government has generally done all it could:
others believe it has bungled inexcusably. Some believe we should
put this part of our history behind us; others are convinced live
Americans remain in captivity. None among us can attack the va-

these points of view; for on this question, everyPOWMIA family member has fair claim to be considered an
exp6rt in the truest sense of that word.

,
The Committee owes its creation to the activism of family mem-

bers and, from the beginning, sought to work closely with the fami-
nes and with their representatives. Fitting, family members were
represented at the Committee s first set of hearings and the last.

,

Committee asked not only for public testimony about individ-
ual cases, but directly contacted each of the POW/MIA families
nrom the Vietnam era seeking their advice and participation.
Largely m response to Committee and family requests, the Presi-

dent appointed a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for POW/MIA Affairs m January, 1992 to serve as a central coordinator and
point of contact for families and for the bureaucracy. Even more
importantly, the Committee’s drive for the declassification and
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public release of POW/MIA related documents was a direct result

of past family frustration in seeking answers to legitimate ques-

tions about their loved ones and about the government’s overall

knowledge of the issue. ~ . .

The Committee’s review of past family experiences reflect an

array of problems in dealing with our government that never

should have happened and that can—with proper organization and

planning—be avoided in the future.

Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

Those actually working on POW/MIA accounting in the field

in Southeast Asia should be made available, when schedules

permit, to meet with families in the United States.

Military service casualty offices should be headed by civil-

ians who are not subject to the kind of routine duty rotations

experienced by military personnel. Individuals in these sensi-

tive positions must have experience and a base of institutional

memory if they are to deal effectively and knowledgeably with

family members. .

The resumed publication of a regular newsletter containing

POW/MIA related information would be a useful means of

sharing new developments with the families.

Guidelines should be established immediately for the cre-

ation of a central computerized data base within the Executive
- branch with information on all unaccounted for U.S. personnel

r :. from past military conflicts, to include World War H, Korea,

> the Cold-War and "Vietnam. All relevant casualty and intelli-

gence data, in addition to any recently obtained information

potentially correlating to a specific case should be made read-

ily available to family members and researchers through the

central data base. On-line access to the central data base

should be made available through an easily accessible modem
system.

Procedures also should be developed to ensure that requests

for information contained in the data base can be processed

easily so that family members receive prompt, printed re-

sponses when necessary. Additionally, procedures should be es-

tablished by the Department of Defense and the Department of

State to ensure that the data base is updated regularly. The

Committee further recommends that the Secretary of Defense

authorize the DOD family liaison officer to work with the serv-

ice casualty officers to develop a data base program which

meets the needs of families and researchers who need to use

the system.

Family members of Vietnam era POW/MlAs who would like

to travel to Southeast Asia for direct discussions with appropri-

ate U.S. and foreign government officials shpuld be encouraged

and helped to do so. V-

CONCLUSION

This executive summary began with three well-deserved trib-

utes—to our POWs, to POW/MIA families, and to veterans and

other responsible activist groups. The efforts and contributions of

others deserve recognition, as well. The investigatory responsibil-



ities of this Committee caused it to place enormous demands on the
Executive branch for information, for the processing and declassifi-
cation of documents, and for access to archived files.

- Committee Members questioned current and former Executive
branch officials rigorously, repeatedly and, at times, very bluntly
about important issues of judgment anlHact. These requests and
questions were an essential part of the Committee’s job, but the de-
mands placed on the time and energies, especially of current offi-
cials, was very real.

Accordingly, the Committee wishes to acknowledge the truly ex-
traordinary level of cooperation it received from President Georee
Bush, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, Secretaries of State
James Baker and Lawrence Eagleburger, National Security Advis-

Scowcroft, and many others in the Executive branch.
Further, the Committee must respond to the frequently-heard

criticism that our government is “not doing enough’
7
in behalf of

our missing Americans. There is no question that such criticisms
have been valid at points in the past. Although the answers we
seek are in Vietnam and Laos and other foreign lands, this Com-
rmittee was created not so much because other governments have
failed to cooperate, but because our people did not believe our own
government was doing enough.
We believe that, over the past 15 months, our Committee has

played a major role in remedying past problems. Building on the“* v®terans ^Ps. we urged creation of the
JIJVFA. We have complemented the heroic efforts made by Gen..
John Vesspy to gain greater access to Vietnam so that our investi-
gations of livesighting reports and discrepancy cases in that coun-
try will yield credible results. We helped spark creation of the US -

Kussia Joint Commission and took steps to open the doors of coop-
eration with North Korea.
Today, the improvements are visible on the ground throughout

ooutheast Asia and in Moscow. The level of commitment at the
highest levels of our government has never been greater, and our
Committee has witnessed first-hand the dedication that exists
within the rank and file of the JCRC and the DIA. These are
people who have worked in extremely difficult conditions in South-
aast Asia, often for weeks at a time in remote and hostile locations,
searching for remains, following up live-sighting reports or pursu-

it other evidence about what happened to missing Americans ,

these individuals have earned our admiration and are symptomat-
ic of a revived national effort to gain the fullest possible accounting
for our POW/MIAs. — g

.

^ Committee was created to remedy the atmosphere of suspi-
cion and distrust that has so long pervaded this issue. It is our
hope that this report, and the record of our work, will in fact help
to repair the bonds of trust between our government and the
pu

-2i
ic’^”d heal the woirnds caused by past allegations and anger.

ihe bitterness surrounding the U.S. Government’s effort to ac-
count tor Americans missing from past wars has gone on long
enough. It is time to move beyond past differences to a unified and
intomed commitment to seek further answers within the bounds
°i wnat time and the circumstances of war realistically permit.



Our people, and especially our POW/MIA families, have a right
to know all that it is possible to know about the fate of their fellow
countrymen and loved ones. This Committee, with strong public
support, has pressed both our government and foreign governments
to add to that knowledge—through the declassification of docu-
ments, response to hard questions, access to archives and eyewit-
ness accounts. A process has been established that will permit
timely, in-country investigations of evidence that live Americans
remain in captivity. The search for remains and other evidence
that could bring certainty to families is ongoing. More people are
now employed and working full time on the POW/MIA issue than
at any time since the end of the war, almost 20 years ago. America
is finally being allowed to do what it should have been able to do
long ago. ; ' •
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Unfortunately, the existence of a strong “accountability process”
cannot stop the pain in a family member’s heart, nor can it substi-

tute for the gut belief held by some that one or more U.S. POWs
survive. The qualities of love and faith reflect what is best about
us, and are not answerable to laws of probability or perspective.

That is why some of us will always bring to the evidence a differ-

ent level of passion and a different standard for judging evidence
than others. But this Committee’s investigation demonstrates that
these kinds of differences need not lead to differences of goal. It

does not matter with what emotions we proceed at this point to

seek furthernnswers; it. is important only that we continue looking
as long as there is good reason to believe that additional answers
may be found.

The Committee’s investigation has answered a host of questions
about the past, while opening the door to future progress. With this

final report, the Committee will cease to exist. But that does not
mean that our own work on this issue will also end. To the extent
that there remain questions outstanding that are not adequately
dealt with by the Executive branch, we Will ensure that these ques-
tions are pursued through the normal Committee structure of the
Congress. We will also work with officials in the Clinton Adminis-
tration to see that the major recommendations of the Select Com-
mittee are implemented and that needed, additional diplomatic
steps are taken.

’

v

We undertook our assignments as Members of this Committee
not only out of official duty, but as a personal commitment; a com-
mitment founded variously on prior military service or a concern
for families in our respective states or out of a simple desire to

pursue the truth. For each of us, that commitment has grown over
the past year as we have worked with the families and agonized
with them in trying to sort out the facts. Now, having completed
our work as Members of the Select Committee, we move to a differ-

ent stage of our effort but with no change of goal. We remain com-
mitted, and will ensure that our nation remains dedicated, to ob-

taining the fullest possible accounting of missing Americans. We
owe no less to our POW/MIA families; nor can we accept less and
be at peace With ourselves.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

CREATION OP THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

The Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs was created
because in 1991, .almost nineteen years after the formal termina-
tion of U.S. participation in the Vietnam War, a part of the war
remained very much with us as a nation. For almost two decades,
the questions of whether American prisoners were left behind and,
if so, whether they remained alive somewhere in captivity had
haunted America. The failure to resolve these questions had raised
doubts about the good faith of our government, about whether a
real commitment had been made to the issue, about the wisdom of
past actions taken or not taken and about realistic options for the
future.

The durability of the debate surrounding the POW/MIA issue
caused—it did not result from—creation of the Select Committee.
The committee began its work at a time of swirling controversy
and doubt about whether official U.S. handling of the issue
matched the high priority the government claimed it received.

The Committee was established on August 2, 1991 when the
Senate approved a Resolution introduced by Sen. Bob Smith provid-
ing for the creation of a Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs to
serve during the remainder of the 102nd Congress. By October,
1991, a Chairman, Vice-chairman and ten additional Members had
been appointed to the Committee arid a Resolution providing fund-
ing had been approved. .

~

Despite the passage of time, the work of previous Committees
and commissions, the efforts of countless officials to clarify and ex-
plain and the public status throughout the past decade of this
issue as one of highest national priority, a Wall Street Journal poll,

taken shortly before the Committee was created, found that 69 per-
cent of Americans believed that U.S. servicemen were still being
held against their will in Southeast Asia and that of those, three-
fourths felt the U.S. Government was not doing enough to bring
the prisoners home.
As these numbers indicate, the POW/MIA issue has had a life of

its own. The simple explanation for this is that although no Ameri-
can prisoners are known for certain to be alive, 2,264 continue to
be officially "unaccounted for” and therefore not proven dead. In
addition, the U.S. Government has continued to receive reports al-

leging that some Americans remain alive in captivity. It is only
human nature to hopie, in the absence of contrary proof, that a
loved one has survived. And it is only to be expected, in such cir-

cumstances, that the American people, would demand the fullest

possible effort to establish the truth.

The evidence of the past 20 years is that on a subject as personal
and emotional as the survival of a husband, brother or son, it is

simply not enough to talk of probabilities and the need for perspec-
tive. It means little to the family and friends of a missing service-
man to be told by some that the percentage of U.S. forces missing
after Vietnam is lower than in previous wars or that it is inevita-
ble • that there will be' a certain number unaccounted for in any
major armed conflict and that the opposing side has far more MIAs
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than the U.S. The search for answers to POW/MIA questions is not

about mathematics; it is about the fate of individual human beings

who went to Indochina to fight for their country and who did not

come back. Something very real happened to each of those brave

men, and our country will not be at peace with itself until we are

morally certain we have done all we could to find out what.

In addition to the emotional concerns of families, a second impe-

tus for establishing the Committee was provided by legitimate un-

resolved questions of fact. Why, Americans asked, did so few of the

U.S. airmen downed in Laos return home? How do we explain the

dozens of unresolved, first-hand reports of Americans being sighted

in captivity in Southeast Asia after the end of the war? Were the

hundreds of resolved reports adequately investigated? How can we

trust the assurances of Vietnam that it holds no prisoners when we

have strong evidence that it has stockpiled American remains?

What about the Tighe Commission’s 1986 conclusion that “there is

a strong possibility of U.S. prisoners being held?” And what about

the steady drumbeat of rumors about conspiracy, cover-ups, photo-

graphs, failed rescue missions and mysterious videotapes?

All of this controversy was fueled in the period just prior to the

Committee’s creation by the February 12, 1991 resignation of Colo-

nel Millard Peck as Director of DlA’s Special Office for POW/MIA
Affairs. In his letter of resignation;, Col. Peck criticized what he

called a “mindset to debunk” information that U.S. POWs might

be alive and suggested that a “cover-up may be in progress.” >

Even more dramatic was the identification"by family members in

mid-1991 of individuals in three photographs that appeared to

depict American POWs in Southeast Asia. The photographs gener-

ated enormous publicity and sparked demands for an immediate

government response.

Interest in the issue was stimulated, as well, by discussions of

conditions for establishing normal diplomatic and economic rela-

tions between the United States and Vietnam. The U.S. State De-

partment’s “Road Map” to normalization required, among other

things, full cooperation by Vietnam in resolving last known alive

discrepancy cases, implementing a plan to resolve expeditiously

live-sighting reports on which the U.S. requests assistance and the

rapid repatriation of all recovered and recoverable American re-

mains. :

-.-O"

THE COMMITTEE’S MISSION
.

'
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Obviously, even the fullest possible accounting for U.S. POW/
MIAs will leave some questions unanswered. Investigations can un-

cover information, but not create it. If, for example, neither friend

nor foe had certain knowledge at the time about the fate of a pilot

lost over water, there is little likelihood that the Committee or any

other investigative unit could, at this distance in time, establish

that certainty. ,:'
,
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But the Committee was not created with the expectation of final,

definitive, caSe-by-case answers. That is a task that may well be

beyond mortal power to achieve, and that only the Executive

branch has the resources to attempt. Rather, the Committee s job

was to investigate the events, policies and knowledge that have
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guided U.S. Government POW/MIA related actions over the past
20 years and to do so in order to advance the following goals:

To determine whether there is evidence that American
POWs survived Operation Homecoming and, if so, whether
there is evidence that some may remain alive in captivity; -

To ensure the adequacy of government procedures for follow-
ing up on live-sighting reports and other POW/MIA related in-

;•
' formation;

To de-mystify the POW/MIA accounting process so that the
families and the public can better understand the meaning
behind the numbers and statistics used in discussions of the

/: issue;
, ,

.

'

;
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To establish an open, comprehensive record, and to provide
for the broad declassification of POW/MIA materials in order
to enable both the Committee and the public to make informed
judgments about questions of policy, process and fact;

To lend added weight to Executive branch efforts to obtain
cooperation from foreign governments in Southeast Asia and
elsewhere in accounting for missing Americans;
To review the activities of private organizations who partici-

pate in fundraising and educational efforts related to the
POW/MIA issue; and .- v:

To examine, to the extent time and resources permit, unre-
solved issues pertaining to missing Americans from World War
II, Korea and the Cold War. -

Demystifying the process

Nothing has done more to fuel suspicion about the government’s
handling of the POW/MIA issue than the fact that so many docu-
ments related to those efforts have remained classified for so long.
Rightly or wrongly, the secrecy—especially about live-sighting re-
ports and critical internal reviews of Defense Intelligence Agency
procedures—have fed the perception that government officials have
something to hide. This perception increased in the months prior
to the Committee’s creation because of evidence that some Congres-
sional inquiries may have been responded to with inaccurate or in-
complete information and because then Congressman Bob Smith
and Senator Charles Grassley had enormous difficulty in prior
years in gaining DOD permission to review classified POW/MIA re-
lated materials.

As a result, the Committee sought from the beginning to work
with the Executive Branch to make public all information relevant
to the POW/MIA issue, except that related directly to the sources
and methods of gathering intelligence. The Committee agreed that
“source and methods” must be kept confidential in order to main-
tain America’s ability to gather new information and track leads in
the fqture. The Committee’s goal was to “de-mystify” the POW/
MIA issue and to lay before the public a complete picture of what
the U.S. Government knows. The Committee generally succeeded
in this objective. A full description of the efforts made to obtain the
declassification and public release of documents is included in
chapter entitled “Declassification.”



Accountability and response

A major investigative priority of the Committee was to examine

the U.S. Government’s ability and willingness to respond rapidly to

possible evidence that live Americans may still be held against

their will in Southeast Asia. The Committee also sought to gain

greater cooperation from the governments of Southeast Asia in ef-

forts to obtain answers to questions about specific missing Ameri-

cans. These “process-oriented” issues go to the heart of U.S. prior-

ities. For example, a bureaucracy that assumes that all American

POWs are dead may not respond as energetically to an uncon-

firmed, but possibly credible, report that a POW has been sighted

as a bureaucracy that assumes Americans may still be alive. Simi-

larly, an Administration that attaches a genuinely high priority to

POW/MIA issues is _ likely to devote greater resources of intelli-

gence and response than an Administration that does not. The evo-

lution of U.SI government policies aind procedures from Operation

Homecoming to the present are discussed in the “Accountability”

chapter of this report.

Building a public record

Beyond the questions of process, there exist the fundamental

questions of fact. The Committee understood from the outset that it

could not expect to answer every question, but that it had a respon-

sibility to pursue as comprehensive an investigation as possible. To
this end, the Committee conducted more than 1000 interviews; took

more than 200 sworn depositions; -held more than 200 hours of

public hearings; reviewed tens of thousands of pages of documents,

files* and reports; studied large quantities of intelligence informa-

tion, including raw intelligence; posted a full-time investigator to

Moscow; and sent Member delegations to Russia, North Korea, and

four times to Southeast Asia.

The Committee’s goal was to identify and explore every promis-

ing avenue of investigation. To this end, the Chairman and Vice

chairman sent personal letters to the primary next of kin of all

Vietnam-era POW/MIAs, and to all returned POWs, seeking infor-

mation and advice. During televised public hearings, Members of

the Committee have repeatedly invited all those with information

concerning a POW/MIA related matter to come forward and share

that information with the Committee; The Committee has also so-

licited suggestions from veterans organizations, activist and family

groups, current and former U.S. officials and from the public at

large with respect to possible witnesses and areas of investigation.

The final judge and jury of U.S. Government actions on the

POW/MIA issue is not this Committee; it is the American people.

As previous POW/MIA related inquiries have shown, it does not

matter much what the official view is if the public does not gener-

ally understand and share that view. As a result, the Committee

made a conscious effort to combine its behind-the-scenes investiga-

tive work with public hearings so that the public would learn—

almost contemporaneously with the Committee—about various as-

pects of the POW/MIA issue. For the same reason, the Committee

made every effort to avoid holding hearings in executive session

and to provide for the declassification of Committee-generated doc-
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uments, such as depositions. The goal from the outset has been to
create a comprehensive and unbiased public record that would be
available for. families, journalists, historians and citizens to review
and make their own best judgments about the facts. This report is
an important part of that record.

The investigation

.

The Committee investigation began by tracing the history of the
issue back to its war-time beginnings. Clearly, the chance that
American POWs are alive in Southeast Asia today depends on
whether some were left behind after Operation Homecoming. The
chapters in this report entitled “The Paris, Peace Accords” and
“Accountability” focus in detail on this possibility.

;
The largest share of Committee efforts was devoted to examining

information concerning the possible survival of Americans during
the post-war period and tip to the present day. This required the
review of vast quantities of first, second and third-hand “livesight-
ing ’ reports; the analysis of a wide range of intelligence; examina-
tion of the methods that DIA uses to evaluate information; and the
consideration of indications that POWs may have been transferred
to the former Soviet Union or to China during or after the Korean
or Vietnamese, conflicts. Chapters 4 and 9 describe this aspect of
the Committee’s investigation.

Cooperation ofSoutheast Asia governments

It will be extremely difficult for our government to obtain addi-
tional- solid information concerning the fate of our POW/MIAs
without the cooperation of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
_ Accordingly, the Committee has sought to use its review of
POW/MIA issues to encourage recent trends toward greater coop-
eration between and among these governments and the United
States. Members of the Committee traveled to Southeast Asia in
April, October, November and December, 1992 for talks with for-
eign officials and U,S. personnel deployed there. In addition, Com-
mittee Members have met from time to time in the United States
with representatives of the foreign governments to exchange infor-
mation and clarify outstanding questions.
Below is a very brief summary of the situation that existed in

each of these three countries at the time the Committee’s work
began. A full description of the issue is contained in the “Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia” chapter of this report.

Vietnam

When the Committee was formed, 1656 Americans were listed as
unaccounted for in Vietnam. Since the end of U.S. involvement in
hostilities on January 27, 1973, the remains of 266 Americans have
been returned and identified.

Most of the Americans lost or captured in North Vietnam during
the war were Air Force or Navy airmen who crashed in populated
areas accessible to Vietnamese authorities. The North Vietnamese
made a systematic effort to investigate crash sites, capture and
process American POWs, bury and preserve remains and maintain
centralized records.
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About two-thirds of the Americans lost in South Vietnam were

enlisted Army and Marine Corps personnel. U.S. officials have

found that records and information concerning American prisoners

held in the south are less complete than for those held in the

north. • : S. -7
;

'.
V--’:

Since, the war, Vietnamese officials have steadfastly denied that

any Americans are held captive or that the remains of American

servicemen are being knowingly withheld. v
Cooperation from Vietnam is essential to the resolution not only

of cases involving Americans lost or captured in Vietnam> but in

Cambodia and Laos, as well. This is because the vast majority of

Americans missing in those countries were believed to have become

missing in areas under the control of North Vietnamese military

forces at the time. Thus, Vietnam’s military archives and other

records are an important potential source of information concern-

ing the fates of these men. -
.

- —
Since 1973, the degree of cooperation received from Vietnam has

varied widely depending on the international political situation. A
good working relationship was impossible during the years immedi-

ately after Operation Homecoming because of disputes over viola-

tions of the Paris Peace Accords. After the fall of Saigon in 1975,

some efforts were made on both sides to pave the way for more

normal political and diplomatic relations. That progress, came to

an abrupt halt in late 1978, however, following Vietnam’s invasion

of Cambodia, which the United States strongly opposed. Significant

-bilateral discussions did not resume until the.early 1980’s, but have

since grown steadily in their frequency and depth. "7

One of the most positive outgrowths of recent talks was the ap-

pointment, in 1987 of Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr. (USA Ret.), as the

President’s special envoy to Vietnam. As a result of Gen. Vessey s

discussions with then-Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nguyen Co

Thach, the U.S. established a POW/MIA liaison office in Hanoi in

July, 1991. The purposes of the office are to investigate live-sight-

ing reports, to conduct joint searches for the remains of American

servicemen and to seek access to the relevant Vietnamese records.

The Vessey team has placed a major emphasis on the investiga-

tion and resolution of the “discrepancy” cases. Discrepancy cases

are those where U.S. officials believe there is the highest probabili-

ty that additional information concerning a. missing American can,

with the proper degree of cooperation and investigation, be found.

Currently, 135 discrepancy cases involving Americans lost in, Viet-

nam are under investigation and a preliminary investigation in

Vietnam of each case is to be completed by January 1993.

: Laos 777.7
’

:
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At the time of the Committee’s creation, 528 Americans were

listed as unaccounted for in Laos, of whom 335 were considered

POW/MIA. Only 12 U.S. POWs captured in Laos returned during

Operation Homecoming and one, Emmet Kay, who was captured

after the ceasefire returned in September 1974. Since the end of

the Vietnam conflict, the remains of 42 servicemen have been repa-

triated.-,. .7

U.S>. efforts to obtain information from Laos authorities have

been complicated by the facts that Laos was not a party to the



Paris Peace Accords and the United States was not a party to the

1973 Laos cease-fire agreement that pledged all sides to return cap-

tive personnel. In addition, the Defense Department estimates that

at least 75 percent of the Americans missing in Laos were lost in

areas controlled at the time by North Vietnamese armed forces.

These losses were generally in eastern Laos along the border with
Vietnam and near the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Although the POW/MIA records kept by the Lao have been
judged to be less extensive than those kept by Vietnam, there is

credible evidence that at least a few unaccounted for Americans
were actually held by Pathet Lao forces during the war. Therefore,

the Lao can be expected to have knowledge concerning the fate of

these individuals. Additionally, there is strong reason to believe

that North Vietnamese military were instructed to recover and
record all they could about downed IJ.S. aircraft and killed or cap-

tured pilots. Thus, efforts to account for many Americans will ulti-

mately require tri-lateral cooperation involving not only the U.S.

and Laos, but Vietnam as well.
.

' In recent years, Lao authorities have been more cooperative with
the U.S. in planning and carrying out investigations at known U.S.

aircraft crash sites, often in remote and virtually inaccessible loca-

tions. The government has also cooperated in efforts to evaluate

photographs alleged to depict American POWs.

Cambodia r \

At the time of the Committee’s creation, 83 Americans were
listed as unaccounted for in Cambodia and no prisoners or identi-

fied remains had been repatriated during the post-war period until

recently.30 Cambodia was not a party to the Paris Peace Accords
and no separate cease-fire agreement on repatriation was reached
in the aftermath of the war. The recovery of American POWs or

remains in Cambodia was made virtually impossible after 1975
when the Khmer Rouge seized power and embarked on a bloody
reign of terror directed at Cambodians and foreigners alike.

Throughout much of the past 20 years, the U.S. has had either dif-

ficult or non-existent diplomatic contacts with the Cambodian Gov-
ernment. The years of struggle and chaos leave little hope that doc-

uments or records have survived that would reveal additional infor-

mation about U.S. personnel.

As in Laos, however, most of the Americans unaccounted for in

Cambodia were lost near the border with Vietnam in areas where
North Vietnamese forces were dominant. Thus, the best potential

sources of documentary information concerning those lost in Cam-
bodia may be in Hanoi, not in Phnom Penh.

Fortunately, the current government in Cambodia has demon-
strated a willingness to cooperate with the U.S. in joint field inves-

tigations and other efforts to, obtain accurate information concern-

ing American POW/MIAs. Cambodia’s Prime Minister Hun Sen
has been particularly helpful in this effort.

30 The remains of several people that Have been returned from Cambodia were being exam-
ined at publication time.
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Previous wars

The seeds of the Cold War were sown by the Red Army as it pur-

sued the Wehmacht across Eastern Europe. The Kremlin imposed

Communist regimes on the war-ravaged nations of the region and

war-time alliances were replaced by a deadly rivalry: NATO versus

the Warsaw Pact. The Soviet Union and its client states; from

Europe to the Bering Sea, from the Arctic to the tropics, became

the theater of operations for the far-flung activities of U.S. intelli-

gence agencies and units of each service.

To no one’s surprise, the Soviet Union reacted. It kidnapped in-

telligence agents and “attaches.” It shot down U.S. intelligence air-

craft and, the air crews disappeared. These were America’s “Cold

War losses.” ..

Another tragic outcome of the rapid advance of the Red Army
was the “liberation” of American and Allied PQWs from German
POW camps by the Red Army. Rather than moving these hapless

Soldiers westward toward their own advancing armies, the Soviets

took thousands of them eastward to Odessa. Some boarded ships

and eventually reached their homes safely. Others, and we may
never know how many, became prisoners—not of war, but of the

Soviet gulag.

During the Korean War, thousands of American fighting men
were captured by North Korean and Chinese forces. Estimates

vary, but
-

clearly hundreds were not returned after the armistice

and prisoner exchange. Intelligence infonnation, collected during

and after the war; indicated that many POWs were held in China,

and some were sent to the Soviet Union. Therefore, accounting for

the Korean War missing involves not only North Korea, but China

and Russia as well.31
. ^

The problems the United States faces in recovering soldiers who
have fallen into Communist hands predates even World War n. We
note that the Bolsheviks captured American soldiers on the Arch-

angel and Siberian fronts during the Intervention of 1918-19. Addi-

tionally, the U.S. is not alone in trying to account fully for missing

and captured soldiers in the period immediately following past

wars. Many of our allies from the Korean conflict still have unac-

counted for servicemen.

Because the Committee’s focus concerned the possibility that

American POWs could still be alive, our resources were devoted

primarily to investigating the relatively recent conflict in Vietnam.

Nevertheless; the Committee did focus considerable attention on in-

vestigating previous wars, and conflicts. A discussion of this phase

of the Committee’s investigation is contained in Chapter 9 of this

report.-,

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The Select Committee began its work in October, 1991 fully

aware that the POW/MIA issue had been examined and investigat-

ed by Congress and the Department of Defense many times in the

past. One of the challenges facing the Committee was whether it

** A chronological summary of policy and intelligence matters pertaining to Korean War
POWs is included a* an appendix to this report
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could uncover significant information that previous investigations
into the subject had not.

The Committee,s approach has been to learn from, and build On,
those previous investigations, without necessarily accepting as
valid either^ the methods or the findings of those inquiries. The
Committee's review of earlier studies has helped to focus resources
and attention on areas that had not been thoroughly examined
before or where still unanswered questions had been raised.

It should be noted that earlier investigations have varied widely
in content, method, purpose and work product. Most previous ef-

forts have consisted simply of Congressional hearings or single-pur-
pose studies into the workings of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
The only previous study that was comparable in its original man-
date to that of the Senate Select Committee was that of the Monti
gpmery Committee in. 1975—1976. A summary of prior investiga^
tions and hearings is included as an appendix to this report.

The Montgomery committee

The most extensive and influential of prior Congressional investi-

gations into the POW/MIA issue was conducted by the House
Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia, known as
the “Montgomery Commission report” after Committee chairman,
U.S. Rep. G.V. “Sonny” Montgomery. The investigation included
public hearings, private meetings with U.S. officials, including
President Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and direct
talks with key government ^officials in Vietnam and Laos. The
Montgomery Committee reviewed many of the same issues that
would be considered by the Senate Select Committee 16 years later.

These included the implementation of the Paris Peace Accords, the
possibility that U.S. POWs may have survived in Laos and D1A
procedures for obtaining the fullest possible accounting of POW/
mias. -

The most, significant and widely-quoted finding in the Montgom-
ery Committee’s December 13, 1976 final report was its conclusion
that "no Americans are being held alive as prisoners in Indochina,
or elsewhere, as a result of the war in Indochina.” The Committee
did not, however, exclude the possibility that some American serv-
icemen might have remained behind voluntarily, citing specifically

one deserter and one defector (then listed officially as a POW) who
“were alive in Indochina in the ehrly 1970’s and may still be alive.”

During ite investigation, the Committee reviewed the files of the
33 U.S. servicemen still listed as POW in 1976. The Committee con-
cluded that six of the 33 had been classified improperly as POWs,
and that there was no evidence that 16 others had ever been taken
prisoner. The Committee identified only 11 POWs who had not
been accounted for by the Vietnamese.
Although the Committee found no "dereliction or malfeasance of

duty on the part of U.S. Government officials,” it did cite the mili-
tary security classification system for contributing to “unnecessary
confusion, bitterness and rancor” among POW/MIA families. It

also found that the DOD’s decision to conceal actual loss sites

diiring the secret wars in Laos and Cambodia “contributed to the
mistrust expressed by some next of kin.”



The Montgomery Committee’s report strengthened the view of
those who felt that no American POWs had been left behind, but
failed to persuade others. Representatives Joe Moakley, Benjamin
Gilman and Tennyson Guyer, all Members of the Committee, ques-
tioned the Committee’s basis for concluding that no American pris-

oners were alive in Indochina and the National League of Families
released a 25 page report criticizing the Committee’s methodology
and its overwhelming reliance on data provided by the U.S. Gov-
ernment;
During its own investigation, the Select Committee interviewed

Angus MacDonald, who served as staff director for the Montgom-
ery, Committee. Mr. MacDonald said that the Montgomery Com-
mittee’s inquiry was focused almost solely on the question of
whether American POWs remained alive at that time (1975-1976)

and not on whether some may have been left behind after Oper-
ation Homecoming in 1973. Mr. MacDonald also confirmed that the
Montgomery Committee did not receive access to many of the Exec-
utive branch documents made available to the Select Committee,
particularly intelligence information and those dealing with the ne-
gotiation and aftermath of the Paris Peace Accords.

The Woodcock Commission

In February, 1977, shortly after taking office, President Carter
appointed a Presidential Commission on Americans Missing and
Unaccounted for in Southeast Asia. The five member Commission
was chaired by Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Auto
Workers, and was designed to-help the President gain greater coop-

eration on the POW/MlA issue from the governments of Southeast
Asia. :
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Although the Commission was not empowered to negotiate, it

was instructed to seek all available information from the Govern-
ments of Vietnam and Laos and to listen carefully to the concerns
of those governments on other matters of interest, including possi-

ble U.S. economic aid. The hope was that the Lao and Vietnamese
would be more forthcoming on POW/MIA matters if they sensed a
willingness on the part of the U.S. to consider such issues as nor-

malization of relations and reconstruction aid.

The centerpiece of Woodcock Commission activities was a visit of

several days in mid-March, 1977 to Vietnam and Laos. The delega-

tion was told by leaders in both countries that they were willing to

cooperate on POW/MIA matters, but that the United States should
also take steps concerning economic aid and reconstruction. In
Vietnam, the Commission received the remains of 12 U.S. airmen
and was infomed that a specialized office would be established by
the government to receive information on POW/MIA related mat-
ters. In Vientiane, government officials emphasized the difficulty of

looking for the remains of MIAs in a nation as rugged, remote and
impoverished as Laos, and said that all U.S. POWs captured in

Laos had already been returned.

Like the Montgomery Committee, the Woodcock Commission con-

cluded that “there is no evidence to indicate that any American
POWs from the Indochina conflict remain alive.” The Commission
found that the Vietnamese “have not given us all the information

they probably have,” but cited “a clear, formal assurance” from
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the Vietnamese that they would look for MIA information and re-

mains. The Commission also concluded, pessimistically, that“for
reasons of terrain, climate, circumstances of loss, and passage of
time, it is probable, that, no accounting .will ever be possible for

most of the Americans lost in Indochina. Even where information
may once have been available, it may no longer be recoverable due
to the ravages of time and physical changes.’’

It is worth noting that the Woodcock Commission’s task was
more diplomatic than investigatory. It did not seek to replicate the
work of the Montgomery Committee, to review files, hold hearings
or develop new sources of information. Instead, it relied almost en-
tirely on briefings from U.S. agencies, POW/MIA activists and
others. The Commission clearly operated on the assumption that
further POW/MIA information could not be gathered without coop-

eration especially from the Vietnamese, and that cooperation
would most likely be forthcoming if overall U.S.-Vietnamese rela-

tions were improved.

Live-sighting reports -

Neither the Montgomery Committee nor the Woodcock Commis-
sion had the benefit of the flood of reports from refugees fleeing

Southeast Asia, especially Vietnam and Cambodia, following the
Communist takeover of those two countries. First-hand and hear-
say accounts about live Americans being sighted did much to

revive hopes among families and others that some U.S. POWs
might, have survived, but few reports werejeceived before 1979.
- Livesighting reports, and the U.S. response to them, dominate
much of the POW/MIA discussion during the late 1970’s and
1980’s. :

In the early 1980’s, George Brooks of the National League of
Families conducted a study in which he found considerable fault

with the way live-sighting reports were analyzed by the DIA. In
Congress, however, the House Task Force on American Prisoners
and Missing in Southeast Asia reviewed 80 “live-sighting” case files

and concluded that “all options available to DIA were exercised” in
responding to them. The following year, the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence concluded that the “DIA per-
forms unbiased, professional and thorough analyses of POW-MIA
livesighting cases,” and rejected suggestions that credible informa-
tion about live Americans had been covered up. It should be noted
that this was a limited inquiry into DIA procedures and that no
public hearings were held.

During this same period, Commodore Thomas A. Brooks (USN) of
the DIA wrote an extremely critical internal memorandum on
DIA’s performance in evaluating live-sighting cases. According to
the memo, Admiral Brooks further sought to “damage limit” Mem-
bers of Congress who wanted to review POW/MIA files which were
acknowledged to be “sloppy” and “unprofessional”.
During the first six months of 1986, the Senate Veterans Affairs

Committee, chaired by Senator Frank Murkowski, conducted seven
days of hearings on tne POW/MIA issue, focusing primarily on “li-

vesighting” reports and other information that U.S. POWs were
being held. The Committee received a bewildering array of allega-

tions, claims and counter-claims from agency officials, family mem-
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bers, former POWs, retired military officers and Members of Con-

gress. The Committee issued no report, but the range of testimony

indicated that divisions over whether the U.S. Government was

doing enough in behalf of POW/MIAs and their families were wid-

ening, rather than narrowing.

Also in 1986, two other critical, reviews were written at the De-

fense Department concerning DIA’s POW/MIA efforts. One inter-

nal review concluded that it was a “mystery” that prior Congres-

sional reports had generally praised these efforts. A summary of

all three reviews is discussed below, and the entire reports are in-

cluded as an appendix.

internal DIA inquiries

Meanwhile, several internal Defense Intelligence Agency reviews

were conducted during this period.
~ On September 25, 1985, Commodore Thomas A. Brooks

(USN), DIA’s Assistant Deputy Director for Collection Manage-

ment, reported on his review of the operations and analysis of

the DIA’s POW/MIA Office. Commodore Brooks was critical of
’ r some DIA procedures and concluded that there was an element

of truth to the allegation that the DIA had a “mindset to

debunk” reports of live Americans in Southeast Asia.

On March 18, 1986, Col. Kimball Gaines (USAF), reported to

the Director of the DIA on a review of the POW/MIA Office

: that he had conducted as head of a five member task force.

The Gaines Task Force concluded that it had ~"no confidence

that the current analytical process has adequately addressed

all relevant factors and has drawn totally reliable conclu-

sions."

On May 27, 1986, a survey of DIA’s PW/MIA Analysis

Center was discussed in a report by a Task Force headed by Lt.

Gen. Eugene F. Tighe, Jr. (USAF-Ret.)

Although the body of the Tighe report was classified until mid-

1992, some of the conclusions and recommendations were not. The
report recommended a “complete overhaul” of the activities of the

DlA PW/MIA Center in order to improve the quality and thor-

oughness of intelligence evaluation related to the POW/MIA issue.

The principal conclusions were that:

We have found no evidence of a cover-up by DIA.

It is self-evident that a large number of MIA’s may
never be properly accounted for. Therefore, false hope

should not be offered to those seeking a total accounting of

PW/MIA’s.
DIA holds information that establishes the strong possi-

bility of American prisoners of war being held in Laos and

Vietnam.
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam holds a large number

of remains, some 400 at least, of U.S. military personnel

solely for continued bargaining power.

. . i Major improvements in procedures and resources

are required for the DIA PW/MIA Center to evaluate in-

formation properly.
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The report’s finding that live U.S. POWs were possibly being
held in Laos and Vietnam was based on live-sighting reports pro-
vided primarily by the refugee community which the Task Force
found to be possibly the finest human intelligencejdatabase in the
U.S. postrWorld War il experience,” and on judgments made about
the likelihood, based on intelligence and history, that Vietnam
would seek to retain prisoners as bargaining chips.

Reagan Inter-Agency Group ...

On January 19, 1989, the last day of President Reagan’s second

!?
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cy«®eport Reagan Administration on

the POW/MIA Issue m Southeast Asia” was released.
The report credited President Reagan for designating the issue a

matter of highest national priority,” re-opehing bilateral discus-
sions with Vietnam and Laos, upgrading intelligence priorities, and
discouraging^m privateactivities. „

The report concluded that “we have yet to find conclusive evi-
dence of the existence of live prisoners, and returnees at Operation
Homecoming in 1973 knew of no Americans who were left behind
in captivity. Nevertheless, based upon circumstances of loss and
other information, we know of a few instances where Americans
were captured and the governments involved acknowledge that
some Americans died in captivity, but there has been no account-
ing of them.

CHALLENGE FOR THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Aside from the' Montgomery Committee, no full scale Congres-
sional investigation of the issues to be dealt with by the Select
Committee had ever been conducted. However, the Select Commit-
tee would lmve the advantage of, new information that had become
available since the mid-1970’s, including potential access to infor-
mation and cooperation from nations of the former Soviet bloc.
The Committee was determined from the outset to do as thor-

ough a job as possible. Unlike previous inquiries, the Committee
would focus not on a single issue or a particular point in time, but
on the entire chain of custody of the POW/MIA issue from the war
to the Pans Peace Talks to the present day.
The Committee’s investigative methods also differ from previous

inquiries m several ways. First, the Committee required sworn tes-
timony from government officials and private citizens alike and"
felt compelled to use its subpoena authority on some occasions.
Second, the Committee made a vigorous effort to solicit testimony
not only from policy-makers in Washington, but from professionalsm the field, many of whom have worked on the issue for more than
a decade. Thira, the Committee requested, and received, coopera-
te? from the Executive branch, but also attempted whenever pos-
sible, to analyze information and evidence independently from the
Executive branch. On several occasions, the Committee asked offi-
cials from the Defense Intelligence Agency to respond to altema-
tive theories or interpretations of available information. The pur-
pose was to test the “conventional wisdom*’ and to allow a free-
flowing ex^ange of views for the benefit of Committee Members
and the public. ;
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Finally, .the Committee sought access to all POW/MIA related
materials m the possession of the Executive branch, including Pres-
identtel papers, National Security Council documents and the
records of the _-White House-based Washington Special Action
Group. Much of this material had never before been made avail-
able to Congressional or other investigators of the issue.

Baseline hearings—November 1991

,
initial round of hearings on November 5, 6, 7 and 15,

1991, the Committee sought to establish a baseline of belief and
knowledge about the POW/MIA issue, and to obtain guidance from
family, veterans and activist groups about the areas on which it
should concentrate its work.
The testimony of the first witness, Secretary of Defense Richard

Cheney, marked the first time that a Secretary of Defense had tes-
tified before Congress exclusively on the subject of POW/MIA af-
fairs. The Secretary told the Committee that "to date, we have no
conclusive evidence proving that Americans are being held against
their will in Indochin£u Nonetheless, the importance of the issue
makes investigating live-sighting reports our first priority/^

;
The Secretary and subsequent Defense Department witnesses set

forth in detail the process DOD uses to seek POW/MIA related in-
formation throughout Southeast Asia, including efforts to increase
cooperation with governments of the region. In that connection,
Secretary Cheney testified that: - -

.
v -

‘

Vietnamese cooperation on these joint investigations has
improved, but despite these improvements, we are still not
satisfied with Vietnam’s performance. Too often, our office
finds that public pronouncements of increased cooperation
by Hanoi do not produce satisfactory arrangements on the
ground. Promises to cooperate on live-sightings, improved
helicopter transportation and complete access to historical
records remain only partially fulfilled. Vietnam’s foot-
dragging on unilateral repatriation of remains is especially
frustrating, especially if we ever hope to achieve the full-
est possible accounting in a reasonable period of time, Vi-
etnamese unilateral efforts, as well as their participation
in joint activities, will have to dramatically improve.

Secretary Cheney also described Defense Department efforts to
evaluate the validity of recent photographs purporting to show U.S.
FOWs, and alluded to the “cruel actions by some fast operators
who play on the hopes of families and friends of POWs and MIAs:

We must naturally pursue every lead that comes our
way. . . .

But each time,we rush to answer . . . false alarms, our
resources are diverted from solid leads and productive
lines of inquiry. Individuals who - repeatedly provide false
information, well intentioned or not; should be called to
account for their actions.

General John W. Vessey, Jr. (USA Ret.), the Special Presidential
Emissary for POW/MIA Matters, reviewed the status of his efforts
to gain a fuller accounting of missing Americans. In describing the
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U.S. and Vietnamese approaches to the issue, General Vessev told
the Committee: ^

tMvrar
e
/TJmf

ted has quite consistently urged that the
... ...

PQW/MIA matter be approached as ahumanitarian issue. -----

We nave regularly told the Vietnamese, that resolution of
the issuer not a requirement for discussing normalization
of diplomatic relations. We have, however, consistently
Mid that the pace and scope of any normalization discus-
sions will “ effected ty_the level of Vietnam’s cooperation
in resolving the POW/MIA issues.

With respect to the issue of live Americans, General Vessey said:

; :

We know through extensive debriefings and subsequent
mvestogatoons that all Americans seen by U.S; prisoners of
war who did return in the Vietnamese prison system have
been accounted for either as returned POWs or through
the return of remains or having been reported as died in
Captivity. :

r
.-.

In the years since 1973, other than the 100 or so unre-
eolycd first-hand live-sighting reports under investigation, - :

we have gathered no other intelligence that has been re-
ported to me . . . which indicates that the Vietnamese are
holding hve prisoners or that there was another POW
system other than the one in which our returned prisoners
were held.

'

'

°t l^teterestto the Committee was the advice and guid-
ance that POW/MIA families, veterans and activist groups had
concerning various aspects of the issue and the most appropriate
focus for the Committee s work.

^ F

For example, Robert Wallace, Commander-in-Chief of the Veter-am of Foreign Wars, cited a series of resolutions approved by his
organization calling for accelerated government to government con-
tacts with the nations of Southeast Asia, the establishment of a
non-diplomatic U.S. Government presence in Vietnam, the appro-
pnate declassification of POW/MIA information and more active
efforts to resolve questions about Korean War POW/MIAs
John F. Sommer, Jr., Executive Director of the American Legion

recommended flie review of 1) live-sighting reports and the meth-^ 2) Levant satellite photo-
graphs, 3) the 1986 Tighe Commission report; 4) document classifi-
cation procedures; 5) operation of the Central Identification Labora-

Bad
— 6)the auctions of former DIA official, Col.

J. Thomas Burch, chairman of the National Vietnam Veterans
Coalition, expressed concern about statements that U.S. officials
have made discounhng the possibility that UA POWs are still
^“8 held. It B difficult to understand,” Mr. Burch told the Com-
mittee, ‘how the Government can effectively negotiate for the
return of live prisoners when it lacks the confidence of its own ne-
gotiatmg position. Basically, they’re telling the Vietnamese they
wont information about hve Americans at the same time they’re
publicly saying that they’re all dead.”

y
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Bill Duker, Chairman of the Vietnam Veterans of America^

standing committee on POW/MIA, also testified that the highest

priority should be given to the repatriation of live Americans and

expressed support for the declassification ofJPOW/MLA informa-

tion, “as long as that declassification protects the privacy of the

families and safeguards U.S. intelligence methods and sources.”

Joseph E. Anary, past National Commander of the Disabled

American Veterans, urged the Select Committee to carry out a

dual mission: “The first part of the mission should focus on an ag-

gressive pursuit of live sightings in Southeast Asia. The second

part . . ; should be an encompassing investigation into why our gov-

ernment still has not accounted for 90,000 soldiers, sailors, airmen

and Marines since the end of World War n.”

The Committee also received testimony from the National

League of POW/MIA Families and from individual family mem-
bers. ;r

'

; _ _ ,

Ann Mills Griffith, Executive Director of the National League of

Families, credited the Reagan Administration with efforts to raise

public consciousness of the POW/MIA issue, to upgrade function-

ing of the POW/MIA Inter-Agency Group, and for developing a

strategy aimed at gaining increased cooperation from the govern-

ments in Southeast Asia. Griffiths said that, unlike the past, the

current process has “integrity and priority.”

Other family members who testified during the November hear-

ings included Dr. Jeffrey C. Donahue, brother of Maj. Morgan Jef-

ferson Donahue, lost in Laos in 1968; Mrs. Gladys Stevens Flecken-

stein, mother of Lt. Cmdr. Larry Stevens, lost in Laos, 1969; Ms.

Shelby Robertson Quast and Ms. Deborah Robertson Bardsley,

daughters of Col. John Robertson, lost or captured in Vietnam in

1966; and Mr. Albro Lundy in, Bon of Major Albro Lundy, Jr., lost

in Vietnam in 1970; Captain Robert Apodaca, son of Major Victor

Apodaca, lost in North Vietnam, in 1967; and Dr. Patricia Ann
O
f
Grady, daughter of Col. John O’Grady, lost in North Vietnam in

1967. fiach raised serious questions about the U.S. Government’s

handling of the POW/MIA issue as it affected the investigation

into the status of their missing family member. : /

Chapter 2: The Paris Peace Accords

KEY QUESTIONS AND KEY ISSUES

Most of the questions and controversies that still surround the

POW/MIA issue can be traced back to the Paris Peace Accords and

their immediate aftermath. If that agreement had been implement-

ed in good faith by North Vietnam and with necessary cooperation

from Cambodia and Laos, the fullest possible accounting of missing

Americans would have been achieved long ago.

Obstacles to resolution

The great accomplishment of the peace agreement was that it re-

sulted in the release of 591 Americans, of whom 566 were military

and 25 civilian. It also established a framework for cooperation in

resolving POW/MIA related questions that remains of value today.

Unfortunately, implementation of the agreement failed, for a

number of reasons, to resolve the POW/MIA issue.
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During its investigation, the Committee identified several factors

that handicapped U.S. officials during the negotiation of the peace

agreement, and during the Critical first months of implementation.

The first and most obvious obstacle to a fully effective agreement
was the approach taken to the POW/MIA issue by North Vietnam
(DRV) ana its allies. During the war, the DRV violated its obliga-

tions under the Geneva Convention by refusing to provide complete

lists of prisoners, and by prohibiting or severely restricting the

right of prisoners to exchange mail or receive visits from interna-

tional humanitarian agencies.' During negotiations, the DRV insist-

ed that the release of prisoners could riot be completed prior to the

withdrawal of all U.S. forces, and consistently linked cooperation

on the POW/MIA issue to other issues, including a demand for re-

construction aid from the United States. Once the agreement was
signed, the DRV was slow to provide a list of prisoners captured in

Laos. Following Operation Homecoming, the North Vietnamese re-

fused to cooperate in providing an accounting for missing Ameri-

cans, including some who were known to have been held captive at

one time within the 'DRV prison system. Perhaps most important

of all, the DRV’s continued pursuit of a military conquest of the

south dissipated prospects for cooperation on POW/MIA issues.

A second factor inhibiting the achievement of U.S. objectives was
the limited leverage epjoyed by U.S. negotiators. It was U.S. polity,

fully known to the North Vietnamese, that the U.S. sought to dis-

engage from what had become the longest war in American histo-

ry. Resident Nixon, who had inherited the war from his predeces-

sors, was elected on a platform calling for"an end to U.S. involve-

ment; support was building rapidly within the Congress for meas-

ures that would have mandated a withdrawal conditioned Solely on
the return of prisoners; the antiwar movement had become more
active and visible; and the American public had become increasing-

ly divided and war-weary as the conflict continued. These same fac-

tors, along with the debilitating effects of the Watergate scandal on
the Nixon Presidency, weakened the U.S. hand in responding to

DRV violations after the peace agreement was signed.

A third factor limiting the success of the agreement was the ab-

sence of Lao and Cambodian representatives from the peace table.

Although the U.S. negotiators pressed the DRV for commitments
concerning the release of prisoners and an accounting for the miss-

ing throughout Indochina, the peace accords technically applied

only to Vietnam. Although the DRV assured Dr. Kissinger that it

would ensure the release of U.S. prisoners in Laos, the prisoners

captured in Laos who were actually released had long since been

transferred to Hanoi. No Americans held captive in Laos for a sig-

nificant period of time were returned at Operation Homecoming.
Neither the peace agreement, nor the assurances provided by the

North Vietnamese to Dr. Kissinger, established procedures to ac-

count for missing Americans in Cambodia or Laos.

Purpose

The overall purpose of the Committee’s investigation of the Paris

Peace Accords was to uncover information bearing on the likeli-

hood that U.S. POWs were kept behind in Southeast Asia after Op-
eration Homecoming. A secondary purpose was to determine
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whether there were factors involved in the negotiation of the

agreement, in the agreement itself, or in the subsequent public

characterizations of the agreement by U.S. officials that affected

our ability to obtain the fullest possible accounting of our POW/

MIAs of that otherwise contributed to the ongoing controversy

over the POW/MIA issue. '

, , . .u
In order to make judgments about these larger issues, the Com-

mittee considered a number of more specific issues and questions.

First, the Committee reviewed the negotiating history to deter-

mine the priority attached by the U.S. side to the POW/MIA issue,

the obstacles to a favorable agreement raised by the other side, and

the compromises made before a final agreement could be reached.

Second, the Committee reviewed the POW/MIA provisions of the

agreement itself to determine both their scope and enforceabihty.

Of particular interest in this regard was the ‘side understanding

between the United States and the DRV which obligated the North

Vietnamese to arrange for the release of U.S. POWs in Laos.

third, the Committee examined the relationship between negoti-

ations over the POW/MIA issue and discussions concerning possi-

ble U.S. reconstruction aid to North Vietnam.
. ./I. v . -

.

Fourth, the Committee compared official American expectations

with results in terms of the number and identities of prisonere re-

leased Related to this was an examination of the basis for U.S. ex-

pectations. Clearly, if the U.S. had good reason to expect Ameri-

cans to come home who did not come: home, the possibility that

some prisoners were intentionally withheld by the DRV or by com-

munist forces in Laos would increase.
;
;

; . .

Finally, the Committee examined allegations concerning the ap-

parent disparity in substance and tone between internal U.S. com-

munications during the 60 days after the peace agreement was

signed and official public statements made subsequent to the com-

pletion of Operation Homecoming.

Investigative approach

The Committee began its investigation of the Paris peace Ac-

cords and related matters determined to go beyond the public

record to the private record of negotiations, internal U.S. agency

communications and the sworn testimony of those who participated

in shaping and implementing the agreement.

The Committee requested, and obtained, accws to nearly all Ex-

ecutive branch materials, dealing with the POW/MIA related as-

pects of the peace negotiations, including Presidential papers, the

papers of then-National Security Adviser, Dr. Ifenry Kissinger, and

the minutes of meetings conducted by the Washington Special

Action Group (WSAG). A large quantity of these materials were

then declassified and made available to the public at the Commit-

tee's request.
;

.

'
, ,

;

;

Committee staff investigators took a “bottom-up approach to

interviewing participants in the Paris Peace negotiations beginning

with staff members and those with peripheral roles and continuing

through the deposition of Dr. Kissinger and other senior Nixon Ad-

ministration officials.
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Among those interviewed and deposed with respect to this issue

were the following (affiliations indicated below refer to the 1970-
1973 time period):

National-Security Council Staff: Dr Henry Kissinger, Gen.- Alex-
ander Haig; Mr. Winston Lord, Mr. John Negroponte, Mr. Peter
Rodman, Mr. John Holdridge, Gen. Brent Scowcroft, and Mr. Rich-
ard Kennedy.
Department of Defense: Mr. Melvin Laird, Mr. Elliot Richardson,

Mr. James Schlesinger, Mr. William Clements, Admiral Daniel
Murphy, Dr. Roger Shields, Mr. Lawrence Eagleburger, Maj. Gen.
Richard SecordrLt. Gen. Vernon Walters, B. Gen. George Guay,
Admiral Thomas Moorer, Mr. Jerry Friedheim, and M. Gen. John
R. Deane, Jr.

Department of State: Mr. William Rogers, Ambassador William
Sullivan, Mr. George Aldrich, Mr. Heyward Isham,’ Ambassador
McMurtrie Godley, and Mr. Frank Sieverts.

Central Intelligence Agency

:

Mr. James Schlesinger, Mr. George
Carver, and Lt. Gen. Vernon Walters.

US. Delegation to Four-Party Joint Military Commission: Gen;
John Wickham, Col. PaulMiles, Col. Lawrence Robson, Col, Ber-
nard Russell, Lt. Gen. Larry Budge, and M. Gen. O’Connor.

These interviews and depositions were supplemented by public

hearings on September 21, 22 and 24, 1992.

V'V background _

Outline of the negotiations

The United States and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
(DRV) conducted peace negotiations through two channels. The
public channel began in May, 1968 with bilateral discussions be-

tween the United States and the DRV in Paris, France. In Janu-
ary, 1969, the Paris Conference on Vietnam convened with repre-

sentatives from those two countries and from the Government of
South Vietnam (GVN) and the Viet Cong (Provisional Revolution-
ary Government (PRG)). The second channel consisted of secret

talks, which began in August, 1969, between Dr. Henry Kissinger,
Assistant to President Nixon for National Security Affairs, and
Xuan Thuy, the chief of the North Vietnamese Delegations to the
Paris Peace Conference. In February, 1970, Le Due Tho, a senior
member of the North Vietnamese Politburo, replaced Thuy as
North Vietnam's top participant in the talks.

Public sessions

The Paris Conference on Vietnam held meetings on almost a
weekly basis between January, 1969 and the end of the war.
Throughout most of this period, the Conference served not as a
forum for negotiations, but for propaganda campaigns on all sides.

Minister Xuan Thuy, head of the North Vietnamese delegation,
regularly lambasted the United States for its bombing campaigns,
its “aggression” against Cambodia and Laos, its “neo-colonialist”
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policy towards Vietnam and its support for the “dictatorial, belli-

cist and corrupt Thieu” regime.3?
,

V - \ _„, r

Oh January 21, 1971, at the 100th session of the conference, DRV
Minister Xuan Thuy argued that:

^
;

. . . the Nixon Administration has ceaselessly clamored

about the so-called question of “prisoners of war” to stir

up public opinion, particularly in the United States. Once
again, we think it necessary to state that, although the

American pilots were captured in the act of committing

crimes when bombing the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam, our government has treated them with leniency and

humanity - If the Nixon Administration is really concerned

about Americans captured in the war, it should announce

the total withdrawal from South Vietnam of U.S. troops

and those of the other foreign countries in the U.S. camp

by June 30, 1971 . . . so that discussion may immediately -

begin on the question of releasing captured military-

men , . .
33

:

:
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. The American delation, headed by Ambassador David K.E.

Bruce, concentrated much of its rhetorical fire on the failure of the

DRV to live up to its obligations under the 1949 Geneva Conven-

tion regarding the treatment of prisoners of war. The POW issue

was raised by the U.S. at more than half the sessions and often was

the sole subject of American statements. Ambassador Bruce criti-

cized, in particular, North Vietnam’s refusal to identify all prison-

ers held, including those in South Vietnam and Laosfits refusal to

allow regular correspondence to families; its failure to permit in-

spections by the Red Cross and its unwillingness to release the sick

and badly injured. The U.S. delegation also challenged the DRV,

without success, to accept an October 7, 1970 Nixon Administration

proposal for the immediate and unconditional release of all prison-

ers of war.

Secret talks

Until October, 1972, the U.S. negotiating team for the secret

talks consisted exclusively of National Security Adviser Henry Kis-

singer and several of his staff. Dr. Kissinger’s primary assistants

during various periods of the negotiations were NSC staff members

Winston Lord, John Negroponte, Dick Smyser and Peter Rodman.

General Alexander Haig, Dr. Kissinger’s deputy, also attended sev-

eral of the negotiating sessions and played a major role in convinc-

ing the South Vietnamese Government to accept the agreement.

General Vernon Walters, the Army Attache at the U.S. Embassy

in Paris and later Deputy Director of the CIA, arranged and acted

as translator jit the early meetings. The Defense Department had

no representative on the team, while the State Department was not

included until late October, 1972, when William Sullivan, Deputy

« Statement by Minister Xuan Thuy, Chief of the Delegation of the Government of the Demo-

cratic Republic of Vietnam, 100th Plenary Searion of the Paris Peace Conference on Vietnam,

January 21, 1971.
M Ibid. ,

'

;
.

'



Assistant Secretary of State for Pacific and East Asian Affairs, and
George^Aldnch, a Deputy Legal Adviser* were recruited.

. y the time the secret talks began, the Nixon Administration
had withdrawn 60,000 American troops from Vietnam and adoDted
the policy of Vietnainization” of the war. The goal of this policy
was to shore up the GVN through a massive infusion of military
and economic assistance to enable it to survive despite the gradual
withdrawal of American troops. The policy also called for greater
use of American air power in order to induce the DRV to negotiate
fna to mterdict supply lines running through Cambodia and Laos
to the south. This policy, aimed explicitly at achieving “peace with

provided the context for U.S. negotiating objectives.

•

' U.S. entered the negotiations with three goals foremost in
mind.. The first was to obtain the fullest possible accounting ofA“e

*
n<
?S ^ond was to ensure that the Govern-

ment of South Vietnam’s President Nguyen Van Thieu could stand
alone after U.S. withdrawal. And the third was to establish a
framework for the future political self-determination of the South
Vietnamese people. In order to achieve these ends, U.S. negotiators
sought: (1) the unconditional release of prisoners and a means to
account for the missing throughout Indochina; (2) an international-
ly supervised ceasefire throughout Indochina; (3) the right to con-
tinue supplying military aid, including training and advisers, to
South Vietnam; (4) the withdrawal of North Vietnamese forces

Vietnam
S°Uth; (5) a Plan for free and fair elections in South

, .
The overriding goal of the DRV, on the other hand, was to «£tab-

lish the conditions that would make a Communist military takeov-
er in the south more likely. Thus, North Vietnamese negotiators
insisted on the total withdrawal of U.S. troops (including advisers),
the end of U.& md to South Vietnam, the release of Viet Cong pris£
onere^y the GVN, and the replacement of President Thieu with a
coalition government. North Vietnam also demanded reparations
irom the U.S. as compensation for war-related damage
.

Neither the weekly public talks in Paris, nor the sporadically-hdd secret talks, resulted in progress until mid-1971. Until then
the U.S. insisted on an agreement that dealt only with the military
issues of returning pnsoners, a ceasefire and the withdrawal of
forces. DRV officials, meanwhile, demanded both the removal of
President Tmeu and the unconditional withdrawal of American

t£5 admwl^e
;.*T

* o™
U.S/ troop levels down from a peak of

540,000 to “O.OOO, Ifr. Kissinger offered to negotiate a deadline for
withdrawal of U.S. forces in exchange for a ceasefire and the re-
lease of American POW$. This triggered an exchange of compre-

^^imately lead to £ agreement.
Throughout 19™, however, Le Due Tho held firm to his msistence
that President Tlneu be removed and no breakthrough occurred.On J^uary^25,

T
1972, President Nixon revealed publicly that

secret talks with North Vletnam had been taking place. There fol-
lowed a period increased tensions marked by a major DRV offen-
sive and a UA response which included the bombing of North
Vietnam and the mrnrng of Haiphong Harbor. Despite the fighting,
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or perhaps because of it, the momentum on both sidesfor an agree-

ment bum rapidly. As a result, discussions between Dr. Klinger

and Ite Duc Tho were held on July 19, August 1, August 15, Sep-

tember 15 and daily between October 8 and October 11. By the end

of those sessions, the outline of an agreement had taken sliape. Thp •

key concession from the American side was the willinpess to

accept a ceasefire that did not require DRV withdrawal from the

south. The key DRV concession was a willingness not to demand

the prior removal from office of President Thieu.
. , , ,

Prospects for an agreement by the end of October were dashed

however/ when President Thieu objected bitterly to the proposed

draft. Negotiations resumed between November 20 and December

14 1972 but did not narrow remaining differences. This was fol-

lowed by President Nixon’s decision to order ten days of intensive

bombing of the north. Negotiations started agamm early J^uary

and concluded when Dr. Kissinger and Le Due Tho .initialed the

“Agreement on Ending the war and Itetonng Peace in Vietnam,

^e Agreement was signed formally in Paris on January 27,

1978;

The issue of the prisoners

A major U.S. goal entering the negotiations was to guarantee the

release of all Americans held captive throughout Indochina. This

was repeatedly stated as an absolute condition for reaching agree-

ment Wien me agreement was announced, U.S. negotiators said,

without reservation, that this vital American objective had been

achieved. Oh January. 23,-1973, the day the agreement_was ini-

tialed; President Nixon announced that:

Within 60 days from this Saturday (the day the agree-

ment was to be sienedl.^^ericansheWp^errfw^
throughout Indochina will be released. There will be the

fullest possible accounting for all of those who are missing

in action. . . .
S4

The following day, Dr. Kissinger told reporters that:

We have been told that no American prisoners are held

in Cambodia. American prisoners held in Laos and North

Vietnam will be returned to us in Hanoi.35

Three years later, in 1976, the Montgomery Committee concluded

that: .. .

'
'v v - - > • , '

the provisions of the Paris Peace Agreement relative to

POW’s and MIA’s and the Protocol on Prisoners and De-

tainees appear, at first glance and after more thoughtful

consideration, not only adequate, but efellent . . . The^

provisions constitute an achievement of which the Amen-

£n negotiators and the American orople could be proud.

Their true success, however, depended on their implemen-

tation, and their implementation depended on the coopera-

tion of all parties.36

» Statement of President Richard M. Nixon, White Home, January 23, 1973.

i»Pr. Henry Kissinger, press conference, January 24. 19T3.
. a.;. rw»mbcr

• «• F^al Report of HouM Select Committee on Mining Penons in Southeast Asia, wecemuer

;

13. 1976, p. 112.
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Although the POW/MIA provisions may well have been the best
achievable given the circumstances, it is clear from an examination
of the negotiating record that there were sijgniflcant differences be-
tween the original U.S. position and the final agreement on several
key points. This is not surprising, given the nature of the negotia-
tion process. The Montgomery Committee was surely correct, more-
over, in stating that the success of the agreement depended on its

implementation which, in turn, hinged on the cooperation of all

parties. A review of the issues involved in the negotiation provides
a useful introduction to the problems of implementation that would
follow. - ;

Timing ofPOW release

A key issue early in the negotiations involved the timing of the
release of U.S. POWs. On October 7, 1970, President Nixon pro-
posed that prisoners be returned as part of an overall agreement
requiring a regionwide ceasefire and a timetable for the withdraw-
al of all foreign troops, including the withdrawal of North Viet-
namese troops from Cambodia, Laos and South Vietnam. The U.S.
maintained this position until May 31, 1971 when Dr. Kissinger
told the DRV that the U.S, would agree to a deadline for the with-
drawal of all U.S. forces in exchange for a ceasefire and the release
of U,S. POWs. Both proposals envisioned the return of U.S. POWs
prior to the withdrawal of American troops. North Vietnam, on the
other hand, was insisting that POWs be returned after U.S. troops
had been withdrawn.

In July, 1971, the DRV proposed .that the prisoner release occur
concurrently with the U.S. troop withdrawal. This concept was ac-
cepted by the U.S. side and was incorporated in subsequent propos-
als. Gradually, the period for the combined troop withdrawal/pris-
oner release was negotiated down from the six months proposed by
the U.S. in October, 1971 to the 60 days of the final agreement.

Exchange of lists

The timing of the exchange of POW lists was an important issue
because the United States had ample reason to question whether
the North Vietnamese would provide a complete and accurate list.

One reason for concern about the likelihood of DRV trustworthi-
ness on the issue of returning POWs stems from the experience of
France after its defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954. Although the
1954 Geneva Accords called for the release of all prisoners of war
and civilian detainees, more than 20,000 French Union Forces have
never been accounted for. Because of disputes between the Viet
Minh guerrilla forces and the French about the evacuation of pris-

oners captured at Dien Bien Phu, a large number of the French
POWs were forced to march 600 kilometers to their point of re-

lease. General Vernon Walters told the Committee that a senior in-
telligence officer in the French Army with whom he had spoken
characterized this as “a death march” during which many POWs
died. General Walters said that the French officer had told him
that “something like half the prisoners that were known to have
been captured dive never came back to France after they reached
a deal with the Vietnamese.” The vast majority of the known
French Union prisoners who were not returned, more than 9000,



were Vietnamese Army personnel who had been allied with the

^^second reason for serious American concern about whether the

DRV would meet obligations entered into with respect to .the POW

issue arose after the release of a supposedly mmprehensive list of

U S. POWs in December 1970. The list, which was given _toJJ.S.

Senator Edward Kennedy, included 368 nam<s, with 339 listed as

live prisoners and 29 as having died in captivity, pie U.S. quickly

and repeatedly characterized the list as incomplete because it ex-

cluded prisoners captured outside of North Vietnam and because it

did not include some Americans thought to have been captured

^On AprifKh, G. Warren Nutter, Assistant^Secretary of De-

fense for International Security Affairs, told the House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee that:

We cannot accept the list as defimtive . . • we . . . know

that the other side holds or has held many men not rnclud-

He*also said in response to a question about what the United

States would seek in negotiations in return for troop withdrawal:

. . . let me suggest to you some of the problems we have.

We don’t even know the names of all our prisoners yet.

We would have to negotiate on that question. We would

V have to get a list that would be definitive.*
8

^

On January 207 1972, Heyward Isham, acting head of the U.S.

'delegation to Ihe Pmis meetings criticized, the DRV fol
! ,
ch^a^'

izing the list as “‘complete and final despite cle“. ^
you have further information which you could provide. Amba^a-

fcStan then listed the of 14 d«Md ejmen “»ho >»
known to have been alive on the ground in North Vietnam^or who

were at one time actually identified by you as having been <»P;

tured. None of these men appear on your s<H»lled complete

Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird was inactive during thfe

period in denouncing the inadequacies of the December 1970Jhs.

and in highlighting the cases of Americans believed to be POWs

who were not included in that list. Secretary l^rd s^mfi^dy

urged Dr. Kissinger to question the DRV concerning the shortcom-

ing of the December 1970 list and to insist on an exchange of lists

prior to the signing of a peace agi^ment. Secrete^ Laud

pressed confidence in his testimony before the Select Committee

that his advice on these matters had been heeded:

I’m sure they were asking for specific names and num-

bers. They had the various lists that the North Vietrmm-

ese had been putting out, which were incomplete. (135)

In reality, the timing of the exchange of lists was one of&e first

POW-related issues settled during the negotiations. During the nis-

37 House Foreign Affairs Committee hearing, April 6, 1971.

« Stem testimony before Hoiae Foreign Affaire Committee. September 28. 1972. p. 188.

40 Select Committee hearing, September 21, 1992.
.
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smger-Le Due Tho meeting on August 16, 1971, the DRV proposed
that “the two sides will produce the complete lists of military per-
sonnel and civilians captured during the war on the day an agree-
ment is signed.” 41 This formulation wa^ accepted by the ILS: side
and

^_
the^ea|!»r jippeared-^in substantisdly

posals by both sides and in the final agreement. Despite the con-
cerns expressed at the time by Secretary Laird and others about
whether the DRV could be trusted on this issue, the U.S. side made
no effort to re-open the matter in later negotiations or proposals.
During his testimony before the Select Committee, Dr. Kissinger

expressed the view that the U.S. lacked the leverage at the time of
the negotiations that would have been necessary to gain DRV
agreement to an earlier exchange of lists. He also cited the repeat-
ed and unsuccessful efforts by the U.S. during the public peace ne-
gotiations to obtain a complete list of U.S. prisoners.

Linkage to release of civilian prisoners

One of the mok difficult issues facing the negotiators concerned
the possible release of civilians detained by the Thieu Government
in South Vietnam. To the DRV and Viet Cong, these were the

Pf prisoners of war. Tile Government of South Vietnam,
however, considered many of these prisoners to be either common
criminals or political criminals who had violated the law through
subversive activity. In neither case, argued the South Vietnamese,
should these prisoners be treated the same as POWs.
Dn Kissinger and other U.S* negotiators were determined to

avoid jinking the release of U.S, POWs to the complex questions
-involved in negotiating the release of the civilians in the^ south.
They feared, quite logically, that

v

such linkage would leave U.S.
prisoners hostage to what would certainly be a highly contentious
negotiating process between competing factions in South Vietnam.
This issue of linkage was a frequent topic of discussion during the
secret talks until October 1972, when the U.S, persuaded the North
Vietnamese to leave the issue for the GVN and PRG to decide. In
mid-December, however, the DRV reversed field by demanding that
the release of the civilians in the south occur at the same time as
the release of the U.S. POWs. This demand was a contributing
factor to the President’s decision to break off negotiations and
begin the Christmas bombing. The DRV reverted to its October po-
sition when negotiations resumed in January, however, and the
agreement to leave the issue to be worked out between the GVN
and the PRG Was incorporated in the accords as article 8(c).

Application to prisoners captured outside Vietnam

The most difficult task for. U.& negotiators was to attempt to
gain an accounting for 1LS. prisoners who were captured or held in
Laos or Cambodia. Although North Vietnamese troops Were active
in both countries, the DRV would not admit this in negotiations.
Time and^again, North Vietnamese negotiators insisted that it was
beyond their sovereign power to ensure the return of prisoners
from Laos or Cambodia.

Mraorandumof Convemtioii, with Xuan Thuy, Vo Van Sung. Phan Hien, and Henry Kis-
singer, t'AnSf August I6t 1971..
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U.S. negotiators stressed their concern not only that the accord

apply specifically to U.S. prisoners throughout Indochina, hut that

a mechanism to account for the missing throughout the region also

be established. As Dr. Kissinger noted in a cable to President

Nixon on August 19, 1972t following a meeting a day earlier with

Le Due Tho, the U.S. position was that the agreement “had to in-

clude all men, and account for all missing, throughout Indo-

china.” v
'

Almost to the end, the draft negotiating proposals of the two

sides reflected the different positions. For example, on September

15, 1972, the DRV proposed: v

The total release of people of the parties, military men

and civilians, captured during the Vietnam war (including

American pilots captured in North Vietnam) ; . . The par-

ties will exchange the lists of people of the parties cap-

tured during the Vietnmnwar.:..: I'

The U.S. counterproposal, on the other hand, called for:

The release of all military men and innocent civilians

captured during the Vietnam war throughout Indochina

grinding American servicemen captured in North Viet-

nam . .
.’ The parties will exchange complete lists of the

military men and innocent civilians captured during the

Vietnam war throughout Indochina on the day of the sign-

ing of the overall agreement; As part of the overall agree- -

ment, there will be provision for verification of those still
-

considered missing in action throughout Indochina after
-

POW lists have been exchanged.

At the session on September 26, 1972 Dr. Kissinger and Le Due

Tho had the following exchange:

Dr Kissinger. There is one point about which I can

leave no doubt in your mind. The President will under no

circumstances sign an agreement that leaves any Ameri-

can prisoners anywhere in Indochina. There would be no

support in America whatsoever for any arrangement that

drew a distinction between American prisoners that are

held in Vietnam and American prisoners that are held in

Laos and Cambodia. Now the modalities by which this

may be achieved or the language that is used to express it

is of course subject to negotiation . . .

-Le Due Tho. So you mean by that there is a difference

between reality and language? / .

Kissinger: If we have assurances that all American pris-

oners held in Indochina will be returned as a result of the

agreement, then we can negotiate about the language that

expresses that reality. It is conceivable to me, for exam-

ple and I am speaking here without precise authority,
.

but if we want to make rapid progress I have to say things

sometimes and then check it in Washington—that your

«» Dr. Kiisinger, Memorandum to the President, Augutt 19, 1972.
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allies could turn over their prisoners to you and then you
return all prisoners to us.

Le Due Tho. As I told you last time that the American
prisoners in Cambodia, there are none. In Laos, there are

. very few- But if you satisfactorily solve the political ques-
tion and the question of reparations then we can find an
understanding. But it is a question under the competence
of Laos and Cambodia, and we have to exchange views
with them. And moreover, this cannot be written down in
& signed document.43 :

The following day, Dr. Kissinger cabled General Haig that the
DRV s refusal to include formal provisions concerning Laos and
Cambodia in a draft agreement remained “a major issue” of dis-
agreement between the two sides.44

When it became clear in early October, however, that the DRV
would not insist on President Thieu’s resignation before agreeing
to peace, momentum for an agreement increased. Accordingly, the
U.S. side adopted the more flexible approach hinted at by Dr. Kis-
singer during the September 26 meeting by ceasing to insist on a
formal Laos/Cambodia POW/MIA provision and pressing instead
for a less formal understanding between the two sides on the issue.
On October 20, 1972, President Nixon sent a secret cable to DRV

Prime Minister Pham Van Dong urging him to agree to make the
following “unilateral declaration”:

With respect to U.S. military men and civilians held in

_ Indochinese countries outside of Vietnam* the DRV under-
takes to make arrangements for theirindentification and
return to the United States authority in accordance with
the same schedule established for the release of U.S. mili-
tary men and civilians detained in Vietnam. The DRV will
also assure that the provision in the overall agreement for
the verification of those U.S. military men and civilians
considered missing in action will be applied also in Laos
and Cambodia.45

Prime Minister Pham Van Dong did not agree to make such a
farreaching declaration. Instead, he replied the next day as follows:

In order to show its good will, the Government of the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam wishes to maW clear its

viewpoint regarding the unilateral statements mentioned
by the United States in its message of October 20, 1972 as
follows:

'

(a) Concerning the understandings on the part of the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam as mentioned during the
private meetings in September and October of the current
year, the DRV side will carry out, without any change,
what it has declared to the U.S. side. But it should be
made clear that the questions of Laos and Cambodia must
be settled in accordance with the sovereignty of these two

*mber2? 1972
s6 ^emoran<*um Conversation, between Le Due Tho and Kissinger, Paris, Sep-

44 Cable from Dr. Kissinger to Gen. Haig, 9/27/72.
41 Cable from President Nixon to DRV Prime Minister Pham Van Dong, October 20, 1072.
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countries. . . However, the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam will do its utmost to come to an agreement with its

allies, with a view of finding a satisfactory solution to the

questions with which the United States is concerned. The v
- DRV side is of the view that certainly the ending of the

war in Vietnam will positively contribute to rapidly restor-

ing peace in Laos and Cambodia. . . The Lao Patriotic

Front has informed the DRV side that it is ready to agree

with the other side oh a ceasefire in Laos within one
month of October 31, 1972 or within a shorter period of

time, and that the Americans captured in Laos will be

promptly released, before December 30, 1972.46

It is clear from this record that Pham Van Dong continued to

insist, as the North Vietnamese had throughout the secret talks,

that Laos/Cambodia issues were beyond DRV control, that the re-

lease of U.S. prisoners in Laos would be contingent upon a cease-

fire in that country aind that the tuning would not necessarily be
the same as that in Vietnam. The DRV leader also failed to ad-

dress explicitly the issue of accounting for MIAs—as opposed to the

release of prisoners—in either Laos or Cambodia.

Despite the differences, President Nixon cabled back on October

22 that: .• ')[• ‘

./'"V V
The President notes with appreciation the message from

the Prime Minister of the DRV which satisfies all his

points with respect to Laos and Cambodia as well as US.'
prisoners.4-7 i;

v

In his memoirs, President Nixon summarized the exchange as

follows:

The North Vietnamese were now clearly determined to

get an agreement. . . . Only the matter of the unilateral

declarations, which included the arrangements for a cease-

fire and the return of American POWs in Laos and Cam-
bodia, still had to be clarified . . . On October 21, the

North Vietnamese replied by accepting our position on
unilateral declarations.46

Although the President had expressed satisfaction with the Octo-

ber 21, 1972 correspondence from Pham Van Dong, the U.S. did not

leave the issue there when negotiations resumed in January, 1973,

after the Christmas bombing. Instead, Dr. Kissinger pressed Le Due
Tho for a direct assurance that U.S. prisoners in Laos would be re-

turned within the same 60 day time period as other prisoners cov-

ered by the Accords. On January 9, he succeeded. On that date, Le
Due Tho assured Dr. Kissinger for the first time that U.S. prison-

ers captured in Laos would be returned within the same time

frame as those captured in Vietnam. Le Due Tho repeated his

statement that there were no live U.S. POWs in Cambodia. To sum
up, the U.S. had finally succeeded, two weeks prior to the initialing

of the agreement, in obtaining a verbal commitment from North

44 Cable from Pham Van Dong to Nixon, October 21, 1972.
47 Cable from Nixon to Pham Van Dong, October 22, 1972.
41 Nixon memoirs, p. 695.
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Vietnam that U.S. prisoners detained in Laos would be returned
within 60 days. In a cable on January 11, Dr. Kissinger character-
ized the understanding as providing “ironclad guarantees on our
prisoners in Laos and Cambodia.” 49

A potential problem in enforcing these guarantees was raised
just nine days later, on January 20, in a cable to Dr. Kissinger
from U.S. Ambassador to Laos, McMurtrie Godley. The cable indi-

cates that the timing of the release of U.S. POWs in Laos would
depend, at least from the perspective of the Pathet Iao (LPF), on
the negotiation and implementation of a ceasefire with the Royal
Lao Government (RLG)-^hot on any timetable : established under
the Paris Peace Accords. The cable reads:

During General Haig’s visit to Vientiane on Thursday,
January 18, 1 forgot to raise with him the link which both
the RLG and LPF have established in their draft agree-
ments between the release of prisoners and the withdraw- i

al of foreign forces from Laos. Both draft agreements are
identical and state: “The interested parties will proceed
with the turnover of all military and civilians captured or
imprisoned during the war, regardless of nationality, ac-

cording to modalities adopted by common agreement. This
exchange will begin and end at the same time as the with-
drawal from Laos of all foreign troops and foreign military
personnel.” 80

;

At the time the Paris accords were signed, the U.S. and DRV un-
derstood that the cease-fire in Laos would- take place within 15
days following the signing of the Paris agreement. In fact, the cea-

sefire agreement was signed on February 21, 1973, but the proto-

cols implementing the POW reporting provisions were not signed
until September 14 and implementation of prisoner exchanges by
the two Lao parties did not begin until the following April.

Despite the uncertainties about the timing of the Laos ceasefire, i

Nixon Administration officials were publicly upbeat about the en-
forceability of the agreement. At a White House meeting on Janu-
ary 26, Dr. Kissinger told representatives of the National League of
Families that he did not “foresee any special problems . . . we
have absolute assurance that all American prisoners of war held
anywhere in Indochina will be released. The North Vietnamese
know that one condition on which we have not compromised is the
issue of our men. We will brutally enforce the return of these
men.” When asked about the anticipated prisoner lists, Dr. Kissin-
ger replied that ‘We will not accept them as complete or as defi-

nite. However, we also do not believe they will hide any POWs.” 81

In his testimony before the Select Committee in 1992, NSC staff-

er Winston Lord discussed the difficulties of gaining truly reliable

guarantees from North Vietnam with respect to missing U.S. serv-
icemen in Laos and Cambodia:

49 Cable from Kissinger to Ambassador Bunker, January 11, 1973.
80 Cabfe fr°m Amb. Godley to Kissinger, January 20, 1973.

.,.*
X Memorandum of Conversation, Kissinger to representatives of the National League of Fam-

ilies, January 29, 1973.
•



The general problem we had with Laos and Cambodia in

negotiating this agreement. Hanoi wanted to maintain the

fiction that it had no control over its friends in those other

two countries, that they were sovereign governments. In

~
retrospect with respect to Cambodia, that turned out to be

largely true. In fact, Vietnam invaded Cambodia a few

years later, so they clearly didn’t have control over the

Khmer Rouge and some of the other elements.

But they certainly had large control in Laos, so our di-

lemma was to try to make this agreement as airtight as

we could throughout Indochina, including on the POW/
MIA. question. And we came up with, frankly, compro-

mises that were not fully satisfactory, of unilateral state-

ments and so on . . . ’-v.v

We didn’t get everything we wanted, including the Laos

and Cambodia dimensions were clearly.hot- as good as we

would have liked ... the final agreement was certainly

not airtight.
52

The issue ofU.S. aid

The concept of U.S. contributions to postwar reconstruction in

Southeast Asia was first raised by President Lyndon Johnson in a

speech at Johns Hopkins University on April 7, 1965. Regular,

albeit general, references to such aid were made later by officials

both of the Johnson and Nixon Administrations,

- The DRV made it dear-during the secret talks that Uneconom-

ic assistance was essential to any agreement reached'between the

two sides. During testimony before the Montgomery Committee in

1976, Under Secretary of State Philip Habib, who had attended

some of the secret negotiating sessions during the war as a member

of Dr. Kissinger’s staff, noted:

In one of the first lists of negotiating points put forward

by the North Vietnamese, the Communist side bracketed

the release of prisoners with what they described as U.S.

: responsibility for war damage in Vietnam” in a single

numbered point , . . I know of no instance in which an ad-

versary so openly treated this humanitarian problem in

this way. We recognized from an early date what we were

up against.*3

Also, the following exchange took place during the Select Com-

mittee’s deposition of Ambassador Vernon Walters:

Q: Was there ever any effort by the North Vietnamese

that you were aware of to link the subject of our payments

to them with the release of our prisoners?
,

A: Reparations were sine qua non for peace, return the

prisoners for everything. '

„

Q: From the North Vietnamese perspective, you mean'
- A: Yes.54

** Lord testimony, September 21, 1992.

i3 Montomery Committee hearings, July 21, 1976L •
. .

M Deposition of Vcmon Walters, September 1, 1992, pp. 33-34.
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The clearest indication that the North Vietnamese continued to

link POW/MIA provisions with a commitment for U.S. aid during

the latter stages of negotiations occurred on September 26, 1972.

During a negotiating session on that date, Dr. Kissinger asked for

assurances that all American prisoners, including those in Laos

and Cambodia, would be returned as a result of the agreement. Le

Due Tho responded by saying:

If you satisfactorily solve the political question and the

question of reparations, then we can find an understand-

ing^* -y- y-

-

As Dr. Kissinger and Ambassador Winston Lord both testified to

the Committee, the U.S. understood that the DRV would not have
signed an agreement in January 1973 in the absence of an Ameri-

can commitment to contribute to postwar reconstruction through-

out Indochina. Nevertheless, there was a good deal of haggling over

the possible amounts. The DRV continually upped its demands
based on the ongoing damage being inflicted by U.S. bombing. In

addition, the North Vietnamese referred to the possible aid as

“reparations;” while the U.S. side insisted that it be referred to as

“reconstruction aid.” Finally, Dr. Kissinger argued for a provision

that was as vague as possible, while the DRV wanted a specific and
binding commitment. '

V

Article 21 of the PPA provides that:

v The United States anticipates that this Agreement will

; usher in an era of reconciliation with the Democratic Re- -

public of Vietnam as with all the peoples of Indochina. In

pursuance of its traditional role, the United States will

contribute to healing the wounds of war and to postwar re-

construction of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and
throughout Indochina.

The inclusion of Article 21 caused considerable controversy in

the United States. As described in pages 114-117 of the Montgom-
ery Committee report, Dr. Kissinger and other Administration offi-

cials denied at the time and for years afterwards that any negotia-

tions or agreements concerning specific amounts of aid had been
conducted.

.
-v^Y ‘"YY;

.

Y'-’

These denials occurred notwithstanding a secret letter from
President Nixon to DRV Premier Pham Van Dong that was hand-

delivered on February 1, 1973, four days after the agreement was
signed. The letter, which reflected an understanding reached be-

tween Dr. Kissinger and Le Due Tho during the January negotia-

tions, included the following U.S. commitments:

1. The Government of the United States of America will

contribute to postwar reconstruction in North Vietnam
without any political conditions. 2 . Preliminary U.S. stud-

ies indicate that the appropriate programs for the U.S.

contribution to postwar reconstruction will fall in the

range of $3.25 billion of grant aid over 5 years. Other
forms of aid will be agreed upon between the two par-

** Transcript, Kisringer-Le Due Tho negotiations, Paris, September 26, 1972.



ties. ... 3. The U.S. will propose to the DRV the forma-

tion of a Joint Economic Commission. ... 4 to develop

programs for the U S. contribution to reconstruction of

: North Vietnam. ,
..-•••

In regard to other forms of aid, U.S. studies indicate ::

that the appropriate programs could fall in the range of 1

to 1.5 billion dollars. .
.”

.

56

A separate codicil to the letter contained the heading “Under-

standing Regarding Economic Reconstruction Program.” It referred

to the recommendations of the Joint Economic Commission “men-

tioned in the President’s note” being implemented by each member
“in accordance with its own constitutional provisions.”

The record of negotiations supports Dr. Kissinger’s contention

that he repeatedly informed the DRV that any reconstruction as-

sistance would have to be approved by the U.S. Congress and could

not be guaranteed by the Executive Branch acting alone. ;

Another important issue relating to President Nixon’s promise of

aid is whether it was meant to be linked with any of the POW

/

MIA provisions of the agreement and associated understandings.

During the cojirse of the secret talks, Dr. Kissinger stated consist-

ently the U.S. position that reconstruction aid was a humanitarian

matter that stood alone. In the September 26, 1972 exchange cited

above, however, Le Due Tho explicitly linked the resolution of the

issue concerning U.S. POWs in Laos to “the political question and

the question of reparations.” _

It seems,' given this record, that the U.S. and DRV took mirror

image views of the relationship between the promise of American

aid and the release of POWs in Laos. It was the U.S. position that

the prisoners must be released whether or not aid was forthcoming.

The DRV’s preferred position was that aid be forthcoming whether

or not prisoners were released. Although U.S. negotiators success-

fully avoided any linkage of the issues in the agreement, they obvi-

ously could not prevent DRV officials from subsequently raising

the issue of aid in response to U.S. demands that they comply more

fully with the POW/MIA provisions of the accords.

The agreement

The Paris Peace Accords consisted of the Agreement to End the

War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam and four protocols including

one on prisoners and detainees. On the military side, the Agree-

ment provided for an immediate ceasefire, the simultaneous with-

drawal of all U.S. forces and return of military and civilian POWs
within 60 days of the signing, and a prohibition on the introduction

of troops, military advisers of personnel into South Vietnam

during the 60 day period. It also allowed the GVN and PRG to re-

place worn out military equipment and materiel after the ceasefire

and established military commissions to oversee implementation of

the military provisions.

With respect to political issues, the Agreement provided for the

exercise of the right of self-determination by the South Vietnamese

people, the formation by the PRG and the GVN of a National

M Nixon letter to Pham Van Dong, February 1, 1973.
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Council to organize free and democratic elections, the reunification
of Vietnam by peaceful means, and a U.S. commitment to contrib-

ute to the postwar reconstruction of Indochina, including Vietnam.
Provisions for the release of prisoners and accounting for MIAs

were contained in Chapter III, Articles 8(a) and 8(b):
.

,

ARTICLE 8

(a) The return of captured military personnel and for-

eign civilians of the parties shall be carried out simulta-
neously with and completed not later than the same day
as the troop withdrawal mentioned in Article 5. The par-
ties shall exchange complete lists of the above-mentioned
captured military personnel and foreign civilians on the
day of the signing of this Agreement.

(b) The parties shall help each other to get information
about those military personnel and foreign civilians of the
parties missing in action, to determine the location and
take care of the graves of the dead so as to facilitate the
exhumation and repatriation of the remains, and to take

; any such other measures as may be required to get infor- ....

mation about those still considered missing in action.

The responsibility for implementing article 8 during the 60 day
simultaneous prisoner release/troop withdrawal period was dele-

gated to a Four Party Joint Military Commission (FPJMC) and its

subcommission on captured persons. Thereafter, a Four Party Joint
Military Team (FPJMT) would assume responsibility for account-
ing for MIAs.

In addition to Article 8, the Agreement included a Protocol on
Prisoners and Detainees. The Protocol specified the terms of pris-

oner release including—among other things—the immediate, com-
plete exchange of lists of captured persons; the return of prisoners
at a rate no slower than the rate of withdrawal of the remaining
U.S. forces; a requirement that captured persons be treated hu-
manely; permission for Red Cross visits to all places of detention
within 15 days; and a requirement that the return of prisoners not
be delayed or prevented for any reason, including a possible convic-
tion for war crimes.

With respect to Laos, State Department Deputy Legal Adviser
George Aldrich authored a memorandum following the signing of
the agreement that noted:

The DRV has assured us that, although not covered by
the agreement, ‘all U.S. military and civilian prisoners de-

tained in Laos shall be released no later than 60 days fol-

lowing the signature of the agreement.’ The DRV has also

assured us that it would be responsible for making the nec-

essary arrangements with the Pathet Lao.
Article 8(b) of the agreement concerning the account for

missing in action and the location of graves does not apply
to Laos. Similarly, the functions of the Four Party Joint
Military Commission with regard to dead and missing per-

sons under article 10(a) of the protocol on the return of
prisoners, do not extend to Laos. Therefore, it will be nec-
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essary to conclude further arrangements for tracing the

missing and finding graves in Laos.57

Article 20 of the Agreement was intended to pave the way for a

regionwide cease fire and withdrawal of foreign forces:

• (a) The parties participating in the Paris Conference on -

Vietnam shall strictly respect the 1954 Geneva Agree-

ments on Cambodia and the 1962 Geneva Agreements on
v Laos, which recognized the Cambodian and the Lao peo-

ples’ fundamental national rights! i.e., the independence,

sovereignty, unity, and territorial integrity of these coun-

tries. The parties shall respect the neutrality of Cambodia

and Laos.

The parties participating in the Paris Conference on

Vietnam undertake to refrain from using the territory of

Cambodia and the territory of Laos to encroach on the sov-

ereignty and security of one another and of other coun-

(b) Foreign countries shall put an end to all military ac-

tivities in Cambodia and Laos, totally withdraw from and

refrain from reintroducing into these two countries troops,

military advisers and military personnel, armaments, mu*

nitions and war materiel. . •

Also of interest is Article 21, cited above, which contains a gener-

al U.S. commitment to “contribute to healing the wounds of war
and to postwar reconstruction of the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam and throughout Indochina.” -

-

Finally, Article 22 of the Agreement stated:

The strict implementation of this agreement will create

conditions for establishing a new, equal, and mutually ben-

eficial relationship between the United States and the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam on the basis of respect for

each other’s independence and sovereignty, and non-inter-

ference in each other’s internal affairs.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACCORDS: THE FIRST SIXTY DAYS

General expectations

Given the uncertainties of war, the failure of North Vietnam

previously to provide what the U.S. considered a complete list of

captured Americans, and the prior unwillingness of communist

forces in Laos, Cambodia or South Vietnam to provide any list at

all, estimates of the likely number of Americans to be returned

when the Agreement was finalized varied widely.

On the day the agreement was signed, the DIA listed 667 Ameri-

can military and civilian personnel as POW and 1,986 as Missing

in Action. There was not enough certain knowledge behind these

apparently precise numbers, however, to justify confident predic-

tions as to the number of Americans who would be coming home.

sr Memorandum, George Aldrich, Deputy Legal Adviser, Department of State, January 27,
'

1973.
.

*a Article 20, Paris Peace Accords.
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Between 1970 and January, 1973, when the PPA was signed, the
Nixon Administration had mounted a public campaign around the
POW issue to rally U.S, public support and to put pressure on the
DRV. During this period, both President Nixon and Secretary of
Defense Laird referred to “1600” American POWs and Congress ap-
proveda Resolution, with Adniihistration backing, calling for the
release of the “1500 American servicemen . imprisoned by Com-
munist forces in southeast Asia.” 89

The Committee conducted a deposition of Col. Lawrence Robson,
whose responsibilities as a staff member to the Military Assistance
Command in Vietnam included the maintenance of files on service-
men who had been lost. Col. Robson recalls a meeting of service
representatives at CINCPAC headquarters in Hawaii in August,
1972 ih which the estimated number of returnees varied from 400
to 1600.

_ General Eugene Tighe told the Committee that Admiral Gayler,
CINCPAC, had received a tasking from the JCS in Jflie summer of
1972 to work with the service intelligehce agencies to compile as
complete a list of potential POWs as possible. The goal, said Gener-
al Tighe in testimony before the Select Committee, was:

To compile a list, by military service, of the names . . . ~ .

of each missing individual of which sufficient intelligence
and other data was available to reasonably expert that he
had survived and would be returned on successful conclu-
sion of the Paris negotiations.

The standards we used for determining whether to show
- a-missing individual on the list or not as an anticipated re- -*

tumee may have been more liberal or less than those used
elsewhere. I have no way of knowing. They were intended
to be as accurately anticipatory as humanly possi-
ble. . . .

60
;

.
:

General Tighe remembers that the list compiled by CINCPAC
contained from 900-1000 names and was sent to the Secretary of
Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Unfortu-
nately. the Select Committee has not been able to locate any record
of the list. .. ".v

Admiral Thomas Moorer, Chairman of the JCS from 1970-1974,
told the Committee that the range of expected returnees, to the
best of his recollection, was between 400 and 600, with the possibili-
ty of going as high as 1100, given the uncertainties. Admiral
Moorer attributed the differences in expectations at this point to
differences in criteria used to place names on the various lists.

'

Expectations with respect to Americans lost in Laos

The confident assurances provided by the President and Dr. Kis-
singer with respect to the return of prisoners throughout Indochina
were particularly encouraging to the' families of American airmen
rS??1 .

Laos. In January, 1973, DIA listed 354 Americans asMAuO^but only 12 as POW. The most tangible evidence of
live U.S. POWs, such as letters to family members and the ac-

by 0md'as ’

#0 Select Committee hearing, June 24, 1992.
;
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knowledgement of the enemy that particular individuals were
being held, was lacking in Laos. But the large number of airmen
downed but not confirmed dead, coupled with a variety of other in-

dications, gave grounds for hope that a significant number of those
captured in Laos might be coming home. •

William Sullivan, U.S. Ambassador to Laos from 1964 until 1969,
recalls receiving information during that time indicating the possi-

ble or probable capture of “around 10” U.S. airmen. He tola the
Committee ‘1 got the sense that it (total U.S. prisoners in Laos)
was not a large number. That is . . . less than twenty.” According
to the Ambassador, the U.S. believed that the prisoners were being
held at two locations, Xianghoang and Sam Neua, both of which he
said were under the control of the North Vietnamese. 61

In May, 1970, Mr. Sullivan, now Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, told the House Foreign Af-
fairs Committee that “most Americans captured by Communist
forces in Laos remain in Laos.” 42 ~r :

~ •

Mr. Sullivan’s successor as Ambassador to Laos, McMurtrie
Godley, was less certain in his testimony about the possible pres-
ence of U.S. POWs in Laos. He told the Committee that:

The only reliable sources we had about MIAs or POWs
were, of course, Air Force reports as to losses over Laos
and Air America, which lost several men in Northern
Laos. ... y}
We had, in Vientiane, a special team interrogating

many Pathet Lao ahd North Vietnamese prisoners about
American prisoners or MIAs: The information we gathered
was not, however, hard proof, but you might say collateral

information. . . .
6S

Ambassador Godley and Mr. Ross Perot gave the Committee con-
flicting accounts of Mr: Perot’s visit to Vientiane in April, 1970.

Mr. Perot and two associates remember receiving a briefing from
the CIA indicating that U.S. prisoners were being held by the
Pathet Lao. Although Mr. Perot did not remember the exact
number, his associates recall the number as 26 or 27. Neither Am-
bassador Godley nor the CIA station chief who allegedly provided
the briefing recall the meeting, nor do they confirm that the U S
had solid intelligence of that many prisoners being held in Laos.
However, a former U.S. Embassy officer in Vientiane, James
Murphy, recalled during his deposition to the Committee that he
had, in fact, escorted Mr. Perot to a meeting with the CIA station

chief at the U.S. Embassy.
The extent of roughly contemporaneous U.S. intelligence infor-

mation is reflected in an April 17, 1974 memorandum prepared by
the DIA for the various armed service intelligence agencies. Ac-
cording to the memo, "it is clear that the Pathet Lao had captured
some U.S. personnel.” Among these were Mr. Eugene DeBruin, a
civilian, and Lt. Col. David Hrdlicka, USAF. Photographs of both

61 Deposition of Ambassidor William Sullivan to the Select Committee.
•* Hearing, Subcommittee on National Security Policy and Scientific Developments, House

Committee oh Foreign Affairs; April 29, May 1 and 6, 1970, p.100.
•9 Select Committee hearing, September 2i, 1992. •
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men in captivity had appeared in Pathet Lao publications. Pathet
Lao spokesman Soth Petrasy had acknowledged in May, 1966 that

|
he ,LPF were holding Mr. DeBruin and that he was in good

;
health. 64 .

Pathet Lao Statements. Although the statements were later to be
recanted, other LPF statements made prior to Operation Home-
coming heightened U.S. expectations concerning the release of pris-
oners, as well. For example, in September, 1968, Soth Petrasy told
a U.S. official that pilots are generally kept near the area in
which their plane is downed and therefore may be found through-
out Laos from the south to the north.’’ 65 ^ k

.

In April 1971, Prince Souphanouvong, Chairman of the LPF Cen-
tral Committee, made the following statement concerning prison-

' The LPF has made public a concrete policy toward
enemy soldiers or agents captured or giving themselves up, -

including GIs. All the American pilots engaged in bomb-
' mgs or: toxic .chemical sprays on Lao territory are consid-
ered criminals and enemies of the Lao people. But once
raptured, they have been treated in accordance with the
humane policy of the LPF. The question of enemy captives'
including U.S. pilots, will be settled immediately after the
U.S. stops its intervention and aggression in Laos first,
and foremost, end the bombing of Laos territory.66

- According to a September 30, 1971 report in the Wall Street Jour-
rial:-

;
_

r,. . ..
.
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The Pathet Lao, a Hanoi ally not represented at the
Paris Peace Talks, indicate only that they will “discuss
prisoners when the U.S. pulls out of Laos.” (Mrs. Stephen
Hanson, whose husband a Marine captain, was seen alive
on the ground after his helicopter was shot down over
Laos, says a high-ranking U.S. diplomat confided to her
that there were "70 or 80” U.S. prisoners in Laos. State
Department officials, however, say intelligence sources in-
dicate the possibility of “around 30 men, and that’s low-
level stim—things like reports of Caucasians spotted on
the Ho Chi Minh trail.” 67

.

1“ February, 1972, Soth Petrasy told an interviewer that “some
tens of prisoners are presently being held” by the Pathet Lao.68

j
m. April, 1972, Soth told the press that U.S. airmen were being

detained m various caves in northern Laos. 69

There types of statements continued until as late as February 19
1973, more than three weeks after the PPA was signed, when Soth
smd that the Pathet Lao had a detailed accounting of prisoners and
where they were being held.70

:

•4 PIA Memorandum; April 17, 1974.
•5

Ibid.

••Ibid. .
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rt^ci‘&?bov«. September 30, 1971:'

•• D1A Memorandum, Apnl 17, 1992.
••Ibid.

'

UPI report, Soth Petrasy statement, February 19, 1973



DIA Background Paper—1992. Toward the end of its investiga-
tion, the Committee was provided with a Defense Intelligence
Agency Background Paper on Laos. According to that document:

Prisoners who were captured in Laos by the NVA (North Vi-
etnamese Army) were immediately transferred to North Viet-
nam and detained there until the end of the war. Second, intel-
ligence indicates that after 1968/9, all prisoners captured in
Laos were turned over to the North Vietnamese Army for
transport to North Vietnam, regardless of where they were
captured or by whom.71

January 27, 1973: The lists are exchanged

Under the peace agreement, release of POWs and withdrawal of
U.S. troops were to be completed within 60 days of the signing of

26. The r^ponsibi1 i<y fnr* impiempnting

;

these provisions was vested in a Four Party Joint Military Commis-
sion (FPJMC) headed, for the U.S., by General Gilbert Woodward.
Reports from the U.S. delegation to the JMC were rendered direct-
ly to General Wfcyand, Commander of the Military Assistance Com-
mand, Vietnam (MACVj, and copied to Dr. Kissinger, Admiral
Moorer of the Joint Chiefs (JCS), and others. A POW subcoinmis-
sion of the JMC was formed on January 30, 1973, headed for the
U.S. by Col. B.H. Russell.

The primary objective of the U.S; delegation to the FPJMC was
-to obtain the-return ofAmerican prisoners under both the terms of
the agreement and the -side understanding between the U.S. and
DRV that U.S. POWs captured throughout Indochina would be re-
turned. The unit's historian described the reason this way:

First, they were to ensure the return of the American
prisoners of war. Given the reduced level of U.S. troop in-

volvement in Vietnam by January, 1973, the return of
prisoners was the major emotional motivating force for the
Americans. It was probably also the only issue over which
the United States could justify a renewal of bombing raids
or other measures involving military force, should the
North Vietnamese clearly demonstrate their intent to vio-

late the provisions and understandings reached in Paris
concerning the prisoner return. The return of the Ameri-
can captives was also a goal on which almost all Ameri-
cans in Vietnam or at home, could agree.72

The lists of U.S. prisoners were placed in American hands short-
ly after noon, eastern standard time, on January 27. The lists from
the DRV and the PRG included a total of 586 Americans to be re-
turned, and 64 as having died in captivity. This left 80 Americans
listed as POW (reduced to 73 after the DRV/Laos list was released
on February 1), and 1,276 listed by DIA as MIA.

” Defense Intelligence Agency, background paper on "Laos and the 'Black Hole' Theory, p. 2
. (undated).

.

' Scott, Si*ty toys to Peace. Implementing the Paris Peace Accords. Vietnam.
JfrjNabonal Defense University, Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washington, D.C., 1982, p. 59.



Reaction: Disappointment and dismay

The Select Committee was told by numerous witnesses that there
was widespread disappointment, especially within the Department
of-Defense, about-the number of names on-the listr General Eugene
Tighe, for example, remembers “shock and sadness at the paucity
of the lists of names we received versus what we expected.”73 Simi-
larly, Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird told the Committee that
‘I was disappointed with the list because I hoped that there would
be more. . .

74

U.S. officials were particularly distressed by the fact that the
lists did not include any Americans who were believed held prison-
er m Laos, although two Americans listed as MIA in were on
the list provided by the Viet Cong. The U.S. was certain that the
DRV had information concerning at least some prisoners captured
in Laos, because the DIA believed that at least a small number of
Americans had been captured in Laos by the North Vietnamese
and transferred to prison in Hanoi. _

Families of missing Americans that were not included on the
lists were also dismayed, especially concerning the lack of a list ofBiers captured in Laos, Mrs. Phyllis Galanti, chairman of the

of the National League of POW/MIA Families, told the As-
sociated Press on January 28, 1973 that “Everything we have been
told led us to believe there would be a list.” 75

At a meeting of the WSAG Group on Jan. 29, Dr. Kissinger
asked for the Defense Department’s reaction to the lists: -

- - _ Mr. Kissinger. Were there any surprises in_the list of
- POWs from North Vietnam?

'

JCS Staff Representative (name redacted). It was
pretty close to what we expected. We’re hoping for forty
more on the list of those in Laos.
Defense Dept. Representative (name redacted). Our

list had 591 and the one they gave us consisted of 555
(refers to military POWs only), plus 55 who died in captiv-
ity. Spme of the 555 were not on our lists, although not
many. There remain 56 who were previously carried as
POWs, but are not on either of the lists they gave us : . .

The information they have given us about prisoners in
North Vietnam is quite accurate. We don’t know what we
will get from Laos. We have only six known prisoners in
Laos, although we hope there may be forty or forty-one.
We have known very little about the caves where they
keep the prisoners in Laos. We just got the first photos of
those caves recently and Our impression is that they are
pretty big. We think they are holding a lot more than six
prisoners there.

State Dept. Representative (name redacted). We expect
none from Cambodia?
JCS: They said there were none in Cambodia and we

have no record of any there. 76

I! & 601 Committee hearing, June 24, 1992.™ Select Committee hearing, September 21,1992.

I»
Associated Press, January 28, 1973.

76 Transcript, WSAG meeting, Januaiy 29, 1973.
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American protests

US. protests about the failure of the DRV to produce a list of
POWs captured in Laos were raised immediately at meetings of the
JMC and in direct communications between the American and
North Vietnamese negotiating teams. On January 29, 1973 Deputy
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft cabled the U.S. delega-
tion to the peace talks in Paris that a letter from President Nixon
to the DRV on the subject of reconstruction aid had been prepared,
but that it should not be delivered until the DRV had produced a
list of U.S. prisoners captured in Laos; After the DRV failed to
produce the list at a meeting on January 30, a note was sent to Le
Due Tho the following day warning that the issue could jeopardize
Dr. Kissinger’s planned trip to Hanoi to discuss economic aid

Finally, on February 1, the exchange of the letter from President
Nixon and the list of prisoners captured in Laos took place. Col.
George Guay, who made the exchange for the U.S. side, described
it in a cable to Brent Scowcroft of the National Security Council
staff:

I exchanged the President’s memorandum for the list of
. U.S. prisoners in Laos . . .

. at 1600 (Paris time) today.
When I. arrived, he made a grab for the envelope contain*
ing the message and without breaking his fingers, I told
him that my instructions were to exchange the memoran-
dum for his list. He then said I could read his list while he
read thememorandum and if we didn’t like what we read_
we could, return each other’s papers. At this, with a huge
smile while he again reached for the envelope. I smiled in
return and while picking up the envelope with both Hands
(tight grip) asked him if he had the list. . ... . He went to a
cabinet and produced an envelope from which we extract-
ed what was obviously a very short list of names . . . there
is a total of 10 people on the list, eight military and two
civilians. . . . When he finished reading the memoran-
dum, I asked him if that was the total ’

list available. He
replied that was all “they” gave him and that they (the
NV) were attempting to establish procedures to verify the
existing situation with the Pathet Lao. . . . I did not tell

him that I felt like returning the list and taking back the
memorandum until they displayed a more serious attitude.
In all honesty, though, he did seem to be somewhat embar-
rassed when he said that was all “they" had given him.77

Reactions to the DRV/Laos list ...

As of February 1, 1973; 352 Americans were listed as MIA in
Laos. Of these, two were on the list provided by the DRV. Of the 12
Americans listed as POW in Laos, three were on the list.

American officials were concerned by the small number of indi-
viduals on the DRV/Laos list, compared to the total number of
U.S. servicemen unaccounted for in Laos. They were concerned, as
well, by DIA’s belief that the list appeared to consist entirely of
prisoners captured by the North Vietnamese, not the LPF—even

” Cable fromCoLGiuy to Gen. Scowcroft, February 1,1973.
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?RX officiak claimed to have received the list from the
tPF. Individuals hke Eugene DeBruin and David Hrdlicka, who
were known to have been taken captive by the Pathet Lao, were
not included. In addition, the Laos list, unlike the DRV and PRG
hsts released on January 27, did hot include the names of any
Americans who had died in captivity.
President Nixon s Cable to Pham Van Dong. The official U.S. re*

55“£ «!?d • ZP co»veyed in a cable from President
Nixon to Prime Minister Pham Van Dong on February 2nd:

" The list of American prisoners held in Laos which was
presented m Paris on February 1, 1973 is unsatisfactory.
U.S. records show that there are 317 American military
men unaccounted for in Laos and it is inconceivable that

a?.*
6
?! •

^ men would be held prisoner in Laos.
The United States side has on innumerable occasions

made clear its extreme concern with the prisoner issue. - r
Inere can be no doubt therefore that the implementation
of any American undertaking is related4o the satisfactory
resoiution of this problem. It should also be pointed out
that failure to provide a complete list of prisoners in Laos •-

or a satisfactory explanation of the low number thus far
presented would seriously impair the mission of Dr. Kis-
singer to Hanoi. 78

There is no record in National Security Council or White House
files of a specific response from the DRV to this cable, nor is there
any mdication of further U.$. threats to cancel Dr. Kissinger’s trip

;
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Hanoi because the North Vietnamese had not responded favor-
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ad Persona% delivered the cable

nnv to the DRV representative, Characterised theDRV official s reaction m this way:

He said in effect that one should appreciate the difficul-
ties involved m finding pilots who were downed in Laos.
You must understand, he added, that we have the best of
intentions as we have already proven during the negotia-
tions, but there are real practical problems associated with
the recovery of these people. There were instances where
both sides searched in vain after an aircraft had been ob-
served going down. The brush is a long way from civiliza-
tion and Laos is scarcely populated. I replied that even
under the worst conditions possible it was difficult to
accept the fact that only ten people had been identified.
That even on a percentage basis, he should understand it
would be difficult for anyone to believe the figure
presented. . . . He replied . . . we have not come this far

•
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to a handful of Americans, after all what
would that prove ... .

7 9

A? continued for Dr. Kissinger's trip to North Viet-
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remained publicly dissatisfied with the

Laos hst. In testimony before the House Foreign Relations Commit-
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tee on February 8, for example, Secretary of State Rogers said that;

“we do not regard the Lao list as complete.” 80

Dr. Kissinger’s visit to Hanoi

Prior to the signing of the peace agreement, Dr. Kissinger and Le
Due Tho had discussed the possibility of a visit by Kissinger to

Hanoi for the purpose of dramatizing the peace agreement and ini-

tiating a process of postwar planning that would include substan-

tial amounts of U.S. aid.

Discrepancy doses

In preparation for Dr. Kissinger’s trip to Hanoi, the DIA pre-

pared a list of 80 individuals, many of whom the agency listed as

POW but who were hot on the January 27 DRV or Viet Cong lists.

In some cases, these were individuals who had been photographed

or interviewed while in North Vietnamese custody. Others involved

airmen whom the UiS. had “reatoh" to believe survived their inci-

dent and may have been taken into captivity; According to Dr.

Roger Shields, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, there were
also some cases about whom' the U.S. knew very little, but whose

names were added in the hope that the DRV would provide infor-

mation and also to test the good faith of the North Vietnamese.

Folders on approximately 20 of the strongest cases accompanied

Dr. Kissinger to Hanoi.

The DIA talking .points prepared ior Dr. Kissinger stressed the

fact that the prisoners-on the DRV/Laos list had been captured not

-by the-Pathet Lao, but by the North Vietnamese. The DIA also

stated that approximately 215 men-from the 350 U.S. personnel

missing in Laos “were lost under circumstances that the enemy
probably has information regarding their fate.” 81

Accompanied by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State William

Sullivan, Dr. Kissinger arrived in Hanoi on February 10 for three

days of meetings with DRV leaders, including Pham Van Dong and
Le Due Tho. During a 3 and Vi hour meeting on the first day, Dr.

Kissinger raised the issue of the U.S. POWs and a number of file

folders were given to the North Vietnamese for the purpose of in-

vestigation. As Ambassador Sullivan recalled for the Committee:

I do recall that one of the cases involved, I believe a

Navy Lieutenant Commander, Navy pilot, who had been

shot down and had been photographed and used in a
North Vietnamese propaganda photo.

And Dr. Kissinger pulled that out and we discussed this

and used it as a sort of serious discrepancy which existed,

and therefore merited more study. And we went through, I

would say, a half dozen of them, but I don’t think all of

them . . .
8Z :

i.

Dr. Kissinger recalls in his memoirs:

We knew of at least 80 instances in which an American
serviceman had been captured alive and subsequently dis-

10 House Foreign Affaire Committee hearing, February 8, 1973, p. 7.

#1 DIA Talking Points for Dr. Kissinger, Feb. 6, 1973.
ts Select Committee hearing, September 21, 1992.



appeared. The evidence consisted either of voice communi.
cations from the ground in advance of capture or photo-graphs and names published by the Communists Yet noneof these men was on the list of POWs StJ? X*

Were they dead? How did dSy dS"Were they missing? How was that possible after capture’ I
called special attention to the 19 cases where Sures of
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blished in the CommiKt press.

_VV^have never received an expiahatiori of what could
possibly have happened to prisoners Whose pictures had

newspapers, much less the airmen

JheSmd^ V01ce communications had safely reached

Meanwhile, the two sides went ahead with discussion*!
construction aid and announced the creation of
Commission which would recSvrand^Snlpr n?

After all ttiis anguish of war . . . there mieht be «
turn to the recprSSon rftheir country and improving relations with the outside

world, and if you look at the concluding statements thatLe Due TCio and I made off the top of our heads after a 20

“P0? (the Previous October), you wfll’see that that was a dominant theme.
And m fact when I went to Hanoi in February, that wasone of my hopes I remember one of the neiremen accom-

t“pi,
0n 4

v
pl
f?

e said
’ what you’re really hoping

in HaS?2?8 1“ Do¥’ who was then Prime Minuterin Hanoi, would turn out to a Chou En-Lai and T rj>m
that s right, that’s what I would like to see happen.84

8

Enforcing the Indochina understanding

DWanSRP^cf!
6886 °f Am^can prisoners on the January 27

S^dbv'S T *
he**** n»luS*

onere”^?&X II S fif* *TS “ th$ please of U.S. prij

jertrtthth^P^uio ™<«re«na,t:onthi.8*

_ U.S. hopes were strengthened on February 17 1973 when Pa+hot

tailed accounting of prisoners and where they are bemgdSeld.” He
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also said, however, that prisoners captured in Laos would be re-

turned in Laos—a sign that the LPF did not feel bound by DRV
assurances provided to the U.S. under the PPA.8S

The Laos ceasefire agreement

On February 21, the long anticipated cease-fire agreement be-

tween Royal Lao and Pathet Lao forces was signed. The pact called

for the formation of a coalition government and the subsequent re-

lease within 60 days of all POWs, regardless of nationality, held by

any side. (Although it was hoped at the time that the agreement

would be implemented almost immediately, the coalition govern-

ment was not formed until 14 months later.)
,

. _ .

Also on February 21, Soth Petrasy insisted again that the issue

of prisoners in Laos had not been settled by the Paris Peace Agree-

ment. “Whatever U.S. and North Vietnam agreed to regarding

prisoners captured in Laos is not my concern. The question of pris-

oners taken in Laos is to be resolved by the Lao themselves and

cannot be negotiated by outside parties over the heads of the

Lao.
” 86

The day the Laos ceasefire agreement was signed, John Gunther

Dean, Charge’ at the U.S. Embassy in Vientiane, was told by Soth

Petrasy that the Pathet Lao “does hold foreign prisoners, including

Americans.” "

L, . :

:

,

.

*>. „«
Dr. Kissinger, returning from China, then cabled to the U.S. Em-

bassy in Vientiane suggesting that “Dean follow up his recent con-

versation with Soth by seeking detailed information concerning

those (U.S. prisoners) held_and by proposing arrangements for their

early release.” 87

On March 13, the subject of U.S. POWs in Laos was discussed at

a meeting of the WSAG in the White House:

State Dept. Representative (name redacted). You won’t

complete the withdrawal until the Lao prisoners are re-

leased?
'

Kissinger. Yes, that’s right. '

TT .

Defense Dept. Representative (name redacted). How

many are there in Laos? „ , ,V „ t ,

,

NSC Staff (name redacted). They’ve told us they hold

more American prisoners than the eight on the list we re-

ceived from North Vietnam.
, , , ,

Kissinger. They have? They told us they hold more than

Staff. That’s right.
,

State. We’ve had contact with the Pathet -Lao several

times.
'

.•
. .

Kissinger. And they have admitted they hold more?

yes
Kissinger. I didn’t know that. How many more?

State. They haven’t said. They’ve been giving us the

runaround on the details. This is something you may want

to keep in mind. You may want to notify the DRV that the

•* UPI report, Soth Petrasy statement, February 17, 1973.

•• Soth Petrasy statement, February 21, 1973.

» Cable from Dr. Kiasinger to Ambassador Godley.
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In addition, as the U.S. side has made clear on many oc-

casions, the list of Only nine American prisoners presented

belatedly by the Pathet Lao is clearly incomplete. There

continues to be no satisfactory explanation concerning the

gmallfiMs Of this list nor any assurances that further ef-

forts will be forthcoming. \ i, .

In view of the very short time left before the deadlme

for the release of American prisoners in Laos, the U.S. side

expects an immediate response to this message and the

firm assurance of the DRV side that it will live up to its

solemn responsibilities. Failure to do so would have the

most serious consequences. Certainly the U.S. side cannot

be expected to complete its withdrawals from South Viet-

nam until this closely linked question is satisfactorily re-

: solved.91

US. intelligence assessment

The new DRV position on prisoners in Laos was clearly contrary

to the assurances provided to Dr. Kissinger by Le Due Tho. As a

result,- it invited a tough American resjjonse. On March 21, white

Administration officiate were considering what to recommend,

flfftiPE DIA Director John R. Deane, Jr. sent a secret memorandum

to Admiral Moorer concerning the intelligence community s view

of the POW situation in Laos. General Deane wrote that the DRV s

purported “Laos list” of February 1, 1973 was limited exclusively to

US. POWs captured in Laos by the North Vietnamese and did

“hot represent U.S. POWs captured by the Pathet Lao. General

Deane said it was the intelligence community’s view that: There

is evidence that the Pathet Lao have information on captured/

mining U.S. personnel and should be able to provide a list of alive

PWs in addition to information on the fate of many others 92 -

General Deane’s memo and other intelligence reports and analy-

S6S persuaded Admiral Moorer that it was “highly likely that the

Pathet Lao was holding live U.S. POWs in addition to the nine on

the DRV/Laos list. In discussions with other members of the NSC

and WSAG, the Admiral learned that there was general agreement

on this point among high-level national security officials.
93

Admiral Moorer
J

s March 22 cable

The next day, March 22, 1973, Admiral Moorer sent an urgent

cable to the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific ordering that the .U.S.

troop withdrawal be halted unless and until the DRV provided^

complete list of American POWs, including those held by the

Pathet Lao. The cable reads:

1. . . . The United States position is as follows: "The

U.S. will complete the withdrawal of its military forces

from South Vietnam in accordance with the terms of the

agreement and coinddent with the release of all,
(

repeat

all, American prisoners held throughout Indochina."

•» Cable from Kissinger to Pham Van Dong, March 20, 1978.

•‘Deane memo, March 21, 1973. :
. • ^

• 8 Deposition of Admiral Thomas Moorer to Select Committee, ppe. 227-230.
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2-,Do,n°t commence withdrawal of the fourth increment
until the following two conditions are met: (1) U.S. has
been provided with a complete list of all U.S. PW’s includ-
es those held by the Pathet Lao, as well as the time and
place of release. ©-The first group of PW’s have been
physically transferred to U.S. custody. 94

Admiral Moorer and others testified that such a far-reaching^^^ujd^been issued by the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff without the express approval of the President, the
National Security Adviser and the Secretary of Defense.

In a letter to the Committee, however, former President Nixon
wrote: .

I do not recall directing Admiral Moorer to send this
cable. It appears to be a statement of our policy at the

.
tune, namely that we would, not commence the final phase -

of our withdrawal until we received a complete list of the
last group of POWs to be released, including those from
Laos. We had interrupted our troop withdrawal on several

.
Previous occasions until we received lists of our POWs to
be released. In thfe case, we apparently interrupted our
withdrawal again because Hanoi suddenly disclaimed re-
sponsibility for releasing U.S. prisoners in Laos. As far as I
can recall, I do not believe this cable was based on anv
knowledge that-there were POWs held in Laos in addition
to the nine we were aware of at that point. 95

Ambassador Go&ley’s cable

Also on March 22, 1973, the U.S. Ambassador to Laos, MacMur-tne CocUey, sent a cable to the Secretary of State advocating a two

tured ufkS 10 obtauung release of American prisoners cap-

We believe the LPF holds, throughout Laos,- more pris-
oners than found on the DRV list But we believe that; for
the time being, we should concentrate our efforts on get-
ting these nine listed men repatriated as soon as possible.
IThe release of the nine PW’s already acknowledged seems
possible within the time frame of the Vietnam agreement.

TP?
e
+?

r
iL
we
w
0
?
ot itis reasonable to expect the

^ U oS
eJrle

T^PJ0<llic® M accurate total PW list byMarch 28. The LPF just has not focused on the PW repa-
triation and accounting: problem until very recently and
probably cannot collect, in the next few days, the informa-
tion we require. Therefore, we believe we should continue ^

.release
_
of the nine, acknowledged U.S.

tu
£
e of the Vietnam agreement, but

deal with the questions of accounting for our MIA’s, and
determining whether there are additional PW’s to be repa-
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triated, within the framework and time limits of the Laos
ceasefire and military protocol.96 .

In testimony before the Select Committee, Ambassador Godley
could not remember whether his cable was in response to, or inde-

pendent of, Admiral Moorer’s cable of nine hours earlier.

The March 23 cable

On March 23, 1973, Admiral Moorer sent a second cable to the
United States Command in Southeast Asia. The cable, again trans-

mitting an order approved by the President, the National Security
Adviser and the Secretary of Defense, modified the order set forth

in Admiral Moorer’s cable the day before. The March 23 cable di-

rected that the U.S. troop withdrawal would be completed within
the 60-day period as long as the nine American POWs on the DRV/
Laos list were released. The cable reads:

Seek private meeting with North Vietnamese represent-
~

ative. Our basic concern is the release of the prisoners and
we do not object to the PLF playing the central role as
long as the men are returned to us. We need precise infor-

mation and understanding on the times and place of re-

lease of the prisoners on the list provided 1 February. The
routes and place may be designated by the PLF. However,
the United States must have the assurances, either pri-

vately from you or through other channels, such as the
United States officials in Vientiane, that their release will

take place by 28 March before we can-give assurances that

our withdrawal will be Completed by 28 March. Of course,

we intend to pursue the question of other U.S. personnel
captured or missing in Laos following the release of the
men on the 1 February list. For your information only, the
purpose of the above is to try to get things back on track

and moving again.97

The revised U.S. position did succeed in getting “things back on
track and moving again.” On March 26, the North Vietnamese
agreed to the release of the ten POWs on the DRV/Laos list provid-

ed only that the actual release be made by representatives of the
Pathet Lao. The U.S. accepted the condition, thereby clearing the
way for the completion of American troop withdrawals and the end
of Operation Homecoming.9 ®

Summary

After the March 19 POW Subcommission meeting in Saigon, the
U S. faced the possibility that the prisoners on the DRV/Laos list

would not be returned. As mentioned above, the DRV had switched

Cable from Amb. Godley to Secretary of State William Rogers, March 22, 1973.

Cable from Adm. Moorer to Gen. Woodward, March 23, 1973.
•• In a telephone conversation with Select Committee Vice Chairman Bob Smith on December

29, 1992, Dr. Kissinger said that he had informed President Nixon during the 60 day period
after the peace agreement was signed that US. intelligence officials believed that the list of

prisoners captured in Laos was incomplete. According to Dr. Kissinger, the President responded
by directing that the exchange of prisoners on the lists go forward, but added that a failure to

account for the additional prisoners after Operation Homecoming would lead to a resumption of

bombing. Dr. Kissinger said that the president was later unwilling to carry through on this

threat
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gears on that date and told U.S. negotiators that they would have
.

to deal directly with the Pathet Lao for the return of Americans
captured in Laos.

.

_..As the Adminis^ its response to the DRV, the in-
teUigence community weighed iri with information indicating that
tne LPF was possibly holding U.S. prisoners in addition to those on
the DRy/Laos list. This provided impetus for an even tougher' re-
sponse than might otherwise have been given; The decision was
made, and reflected in Admiral Moorer’s March 22' cable, to
demand the return of all U.S. prisoners, including those held by
the Pathet Lao. . /

J

Almost immediately following the sending of the March 22 cable
however, the Administration apparently had second thoughts. Am-
bassador Godley indicated that the Pathet Lao would probably not
ba able to provide quickly a list of prisoners that it held. If true,
this meant that adherence to the demand that all prisoners be re-
leased might jeopardize and would certainly delay the release of
otter prisoners, including those on the DRV/Laos list. Thus, the
March 23 cable makes it clear that the U.S. would proceed with
troop withdrawals if the DRV would guarantee the release of those
on the February 1 list. Practically speaking, this had been the
policy prior ta March 19, and it was the policy that was ultimately
carried out.

1

..
.

Homecoming complete, Imos unresolved

non /^
aEch

,.
27, Prior t0 the Please of the prisoners on the

DRV/Laos list, U.S. Embassy officials John Gunther Dean add
Richard Rand met in Vientiane with LPF spokesman Soth Petrasy
and expressed the hope that additional prisoners would be released.
The officials reminded Soth of his earlier statements that the LPF
was holding prisonere and discussed, in particular, the cases of
David Hrdlicka and Eugene DeBruin. Soth replied by saying that
he would refer the matter to his superiors in Sam Neua.
That ~me day>. R!chard Rennedy and John Holdridge of the

iNbC staff summarized the situation in a memorandum to Dr. Kis-
singer:

All U.S. POWs listed by the other side as having been

J
captured m Vietnam or Laos are now to be released by
March 29. There still remains, however, the problem of the ••

MIAs. ,00 far, little progress has been made in the Four
Party Commission POW Subcommission on this issue. The
Pathet Lao have indicated that there might be more POWs
than the 9 on the list, and POWs have been identified who
were on no list and who haven't been reported by the
other side as dead."

Although the release of the prisoners on the Laos list, coupled
W1tjj the completion of Operation Homecoming on March 29, was
sutncient to gain the full withdrawal of American troops, it did not
resolve, the problem of obtaining a satisfactory accounting of Amer-
icans lost m Laos. According to a memo sent by Assistant Secre-

•• Memorandum from Richard Kennedy and John Holdridge to Kissinger, March 27, 197S.



tary of Defense Eagleburger to Secretary of Defense Richardson on

March 28:

DIA concludes that the LPF may hold a number of un-

identified U.S. POWs although we cannot accurately judge -

how many. The American Embassy, Vientiane, agrees with

this judgment ... r7
the U.S. is prepared to accept release of the ten men on

the 1 February list along with the other U.S. personnel

being held in NVN as the final condition for complete U.S.

troop withdrawal. However, there has been no accounting

of U.S. personnel in Laos other than the 1 February list of

ten who were probably all captured in Laos by the NVA
rather than the Pathet Lao. Hence, assuming all the pns-

oners currently being held in NVN are released by 28

Match, we still have the Laos MIA question remaining un-

resolved.
100

Secretary Richardson forwarded the memo from Eagleburger to

Dr. Kissinger that same day, including a series of options for fol-

lowing up on the issue. Although Secretary Richardson deleted op-

tions suggested by Eagleburger for direct military strikes against

Laos, he included proposals to: / •; , , , , v .

Tell the LPF that the U.S. knows they hold American pris-

oners, and demand their immediate release as welLas an ac-

counting and information on all those who may have died;

"Conduct intensive and obvious tactical air reconnaissance of

North and South Laos; and
, . . .

direct the movement of a new earner task force into the

waters off Vietnam. 1 0

1

POST-HOMECOMING

Presidential statements

By March 29, 1973, the most critical period for implementing the

PPA had passed The last of American troops had been withdrawn;

the last of the POWs on the lists provided by the DRV and the Viet

Cong had been released. But the President had reason to be con-

cerned that live U.S. POWs might well remain in captmty in Indo-

china. 102 Over a period of several weeks, beginning on February 6,

1973 with a set of talking points provided to Dr. Kissinger by the

DIA, and ending on March 28, 1973 with a strongly corded memo-

randum to Dr. Kissinger from Secretary of Defense Elliot Richard-

son, the White House had received reports indicating the possibili-

ty that the POW release from Indochina had not been complete. As

the intelligence community had made clear to the White House,

the area of gravest concern was Laos, where it was feared that live

U.S. POWs held by the Pathet Lao had been held back despite the

DRV’s informal promise to arrange their release.

100 Memorandum from Eagleburger to Richardson, March 28,1973.

Memorandum from Richardson to Kissinger, March 28, 1973. •

tot to t December, 1M2 letter to the Select Committee, former Prwdent Naon wrote^ttat

“Although everyone was aware of the possibility that therelease mwmplete, I had no per*

tonal knowledge that any U.S. serviceman still alive had been kept behind.
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Nevertheless, the President referred only indirectly to these con-

cerns when he told the American people that night:

For the first time in 12 years, no American military
forces are in Vietnam. AH of our American PGWs are on -

their way home.

A few moments later, the President added that:

There are still some problem areas. The provisions of
the agreement requiring an accounting for all missing in
action in Indochina, the provisions with regard to Laos
and Cambodia, the provisions concerning infiltration from
North Vietnam into South Vietnam have not been com-
plied with v y

:

We shall insist that North Vietnam comply with the
agreement. And the leaders of North Vietnam should have
no doubt as to the consequences if they fail to comply with ~

the agreement 103

The President did not mention that 73 of the Americans he now
referred to as “missing in action” were still officially listed by the
DIA as prisoners of war based on information that they were or
may have been captured alive. Nor did the President cite the con-
cerns of top Administration officials about the possibility that live
Americans remained in captivity in Laos.

It was suggested by some witnesses during the Select Commit-
tees hearings that when the President referred to the return of
all . . * . our American POWs,” he may have meant to~ refer

simply to the POWs on the DRV and Viet Cong lists and not to
downplay the possibility that other U.S. POWs were still being
held; That would not explain, however, why the President essen-
tially repeated his March 29 statement several times thereafter.
On May 24, 1973, in a speech to returned POWs, for example, he^d that 1973 . . . saw ... the return of all our prisoners of
war. l0* And in a speech on June 15, he said that “for the first
time in 8 years, all of our prisoners of war are home here in Amer-
ica. 105

Twenty years later, during the Select Committee hearings, two
high-level Nixon Administration officials (former Secretary of De-
fense Melvin Laird and former CIA Director and Defense Secretary
James Schlesinger) questioned the wisdom and accuracy of the
Presidents March 29, 1973 statement. It is important to note, how-
ever, that the Committee has found no documented evidence to in-
dicate that any senior official in the Nixon Administration—includ-
mg Air. Laird or Mr. Schlesinger-r-publicly or privately questioned
the President s statement at the time it was made. In fact, Mr.
Lan-d had left the government in January, 1973 and Mr. Schlesin-
ger told the Committee that he had spent the vast majority of his
time during the early months of 1973 defending the CIA against al-
legations of involvement in the Watergate scandal.

Pres Nixon address, March 29. 1973.

D.C.
a for Keturned Prisoners of War, Washington,



In response to a Committee question about his March 29 state-

ment, former President Nixon wrote: . '

;

I firmly believe that the Committee’s handling of my

statement has been totally unprofessional, calculatedly at-

- tempting to create the impression that Dr. Kissinger and I

and other members of the Administration knowingly pre-

sented false information with respect to the return of all

our POWs. As Dr. Kissinger has testified, to leave the im-

nression that any President and his associates would delib-

erately leave behind live POWs was a lie. For members of

the Committee to create such ah impression; even for par-

tisan political reasons, is totally unjustifiable. But to

convey the impression to the hundreds of families of MlAs

that an American President deliberately left behind then:

loved ones and that some of them might still be alive can

only be described as obscene. ; ;

The Committee owes to the MIA families and to history

an honest statement of the facts with regard to POWs and

MIAs. Throughout America’s military history, casualties

are divided into three categorie^those imora to be killed

in action; those known to be and acknowledged by the

enemy to be prisoners of war, and all others who are clas-

sified as missing in action. My statement on March 29 was

true to my knowledge then and, in view of what I have

seen of the Committee’s work to date, is true now. Fur-

ther, the fact that I was not satisfied with the accounting ,

we received for MIAs was true then and is true .now. 106

The Administration and the American public had entered into

Operation Homecoming with expectations that wereonly partially

satisfied by the time that operation was. complete. The families of

those still listed as POW or as missing had the greatest cause for

anguish because the answers they hoped would be forthcoming

from the peace agreement had not materialized.

The Clements/Shields meeting

In early April, 1973, Deputy Secretary of Defense WUliam Cle-

ments summoned Dr. Roger Shields, head of the Defense Dep^t-

ment’s POW/MIA Task Force, to b£office to discuss DODs need

for a new public formulation of its POW/MIA policy. According to

Dr. Shields’ deposition:

Dr. Shields. He (Mr. Clements) indicated to me that he

believed that there were no Americans alive m Indochina.

And I said: I don’t believe that you could say that . . .

I told him that he could not say that. And he said: you .

didn’t hear what I said. And I said: you can t say that. And

I thought he was probably going to fire me . . . ••

Question. What did you interpret that to mean, you

didn’t hear me”?
, , ,, v

Dr. Shields. That I was fightmg the problem. You re-

member that there were a lot of people at the time who

Nixon letter, pp. 12.



wanted to declare victory, okay. And I think that maybe at
that point in times he believed that we had what we had
and that was all we were going to get and that there was
no one there.

,

He didn’t have the benefit of the long negotiations that I
had had, the contact with the communists that I had had,
nor did he have the benefit of all the intelligence informa-
tion with regard to all the specifics on a daily basis that I
had.

' :

;

y
' . •; ; ;

.

;

'

So I explained to him my own feeling, not sure whether
I was going to survive the incident or not, because he’s a
very strong man, as you know, a very strong individual
with respect to his feelings. And he did not insist on hold-
ing his point of view. I think that he came around to my
point of view. 107 7.

During his public testimony, Dr. Shields essentially repeated his
version of the meeting with Mr. Clements:

Sen. Kerry. . . . You recall going to see (Deputy) Secre-
tary of Defense William Clements in his office in early
April, a week before your April news conference, correct?

Dr. Shields. That's correct.

Sen. Kerry. And you heard him tell you, quote, all the
American POWs are dead. And you said to him, you
cannot say that. -

Dr. ShieldsJlhat’s correct. _
7'-7

;

Sen. Kerry. And he repeated to you, you did not hear
me. They are all dead.

Dr. Shields. That’s essentially correct. 108

Mr. Clements provided the Select Committee with inconsistent
testimony on this subject. In his deposition, Mr. Clements denied
any collection of a meeting with Dr. Shields and stated that he
and Dr. Shields never would have had such a meeting, because Dr.
Shields was too low in the Pentagon hierarchy. Further, Mr. Cle-
ments testified, he would not have told anyone in April 1973 that

,

they re all dead, because it was not until several years later that
he reached that conclusion. 109

At the public hearing in September 1992, however, Mr. Clements
conceded that he did meet with Dr. Shields in early April 1973. Mr.
Clements testified that he told Dr. Shields that “in all likelihood
those people over there are probably all dead. [Tjhere’s no way that
1 could have said they are all dead, because I didn’t know that.”

The Nixon/Shields meeting

On April 11, 1973, one day prior to a scheduled DOD press con-
ference at which he was to discuss the results of Operation Home-
coming, Dr. Shields met with President Nixon and Gen, Brent
ocowcroft, the Deputy National Security Adviser.

;°ISJu«!ds;dep°s,tion, pp. 509-511.
Shields testimony, September 24, 1992.

•• Cements, deposition.
1,0 Clements testimony, September 24, 1992.



A memo prepared for the
X meeting by ten. Scowcroft indicated

that its purpose was to thank Dr. Shields for his work on the

POW/MLA issue and to discuss the results of Operation Homecom-

hig Among the proposed items for discussion were the following

:qiKsti(^
7V“

5; Now that our prisoners are back, how are we pro-

gressing in respect for our missing in action?

6. Are there any indications that some of our MIAs

^'do

^

u^Ueve the other side will cooperate in helping

us to account for the missing in action?111

The Select Committee has sought to learn as much as possible

ofcnnt tills meeting 112 A Memorandum of conversation concerning

StSSed * *e Committee bg; thd NSC, tdnt^h^ ao

reforpnce to anv discussion of either Dr. Shields upcoming pr^s

briefing or the question whether any U.S. POW/MIAs might ^still

be alive Both Dr. Shields and Gen. Scowcroft told the Committee

tatWdaSi r«all an,«
meeting to instruct Dr. Shields on what he should say djirrng his

prSLwe the following day. Botii also state that theyre<aU

the meeting as being primarily congratulatory in nature, for a job

well done in organizing and coordinating Operation Homecoming,

h a tette“toiie Committee, former President Nixon wrote:

My recollection is that I told Mr. Shields we had an

equd obligation to find the .facts concerning the MIAs as

we did to secure the release of the POWs. I also conveyed

to him my belief, which I still firmly hold, that it would

have been unfair and a disservice to MIA families to raise

false hopes without justification.
115

Shields ’press conference

— Ap
Defense

though his opening reroarns uiuu«vu»* "*“* -**-

the first questions directed at Dr. Shields
re-

survival of American POWs in Laos and Cambodia. Dr. Shields re-

We have no indications at this time that there are any

Americans alive in Indochina. As I said, we do not consid-

er the list of men that we received from Laos, the recovery

of 10 individuals, 9 of whom were American and 7 mili-

tary, to be a complete accounting for all

are lost in Laos. Nor do we consider it to be axorngete

statement of our information known to the LPF (Patbet

Lao) in Laos. With regard to Cambodia, we have a number

uTitoowinitam from Deputy Nntional Security Advieer Brent Scowcroft. to President Rich-

the April 11, 1973 meeting.

letter,>13.



of men who are mining in action there, some that we car-

y®,mtend <» Pursue that, too. With regard
to these men and these uncertainties which we have, even
though we have no indication that there are any Ameri-
cans still alive, we are going to pursue our efforts through

“if
of “counting for the missing. This is exactly

what this procedure is for. And we anticipate that if any
Americans are yet alive for one reason or another, that we
would be able to ascertain that through this process of ac-
counting for the missing. 114 ^

intfS
0^ 41184 he^ ho intention of “declar-

es POWs .dead, newspaper headlines the following day
stressed the. pessimistic nature of his response. “POW Unit BossNo lajni^ Gb Left in Indochina,” read one headline. Dr. Shields
himself, told the Committee that*

omeios,

I was distrwsed about the way it was reported, because
a^lot of family members called me on that, my very good
friends. And I wanted to tell them and assure them that IW ifc had been re-
ported that all Americans were dead, I did not say that. 118

oJw 1
?

1* the
f?

con
,

cei®8
>
.the Department of Defense made no

suDs^uent^answers tram DOD to questions concerning the bossibil-
Americans; may still be held prisoner to Southeast

v Again, several Wixon Administration officials who anneared

Sf
expressed concern about the accuracyof Eh. Shields no mdications” statement. Admiral Moorer for e*.ample, described the statement as “premature.” 117 Lawrence Eair

lebur^er, author of a March 28, 1973 internal PentagS^SorSdum discussing the
.

possibility that Uve America^remS to

steteme^S ffo
- ‘rif

1113® the juxtaposition 0f Dr. Shields’

Amwfoj ur^!f
mtelhgence information on POWs in Laos. 118AmbMsador Winston Lord said he had “no explanation”JbT DrShields statement and described it as “puzzling ’*»

»

It should be stressed, however, that these reactions are made
P®-'

DesPite the contrast between Dr,

hS S, 5«?
t

S
ne
r
t “dmfomation about prisoners possibly being

^“mittee.has seen no evidence of objections from— S“e“8' dlara,!W>Mton of the issue

m ^^‘‘“enirat, April 12, 197S."* Shields deposition, p. 524.Shields deposition, p. 524 .

,,!
MemorydMo from Shields to Amb. Hill, May 24. 1973.117

lit

Xwd testunonylseptember 21, 1992



Memo from Dr. Shields to Ambassador Hill y-

Dr Shields expressed_concern that his April 12 statement might

Kflvp overtaken by events in an internal memorandum^ writ-

ten on May 24, 1973 to Ambassador Robert Hill, the new Assistant

Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs:

only 10 persons, nine of whom were U.S., were re-

leased by the other side as Laos prisoners. Over 300 per-

sonnel remain unaccounted for in Laos . ,
•

1300 Americans who are unaccounted for, and this means

that we have no information to show conclusively that a

man is either alive or dead.
19 1Q7o

In a DoD sponsored press conference held April 14 mi o,

1 made the statement that DoD had no specific knowledge

indicating that any U.S. personnel were still alive and

held prisoner in Southeast Asia. This statement has been

the basis for all subsequent answers from DoD to questions

concerning the possibility that Americans niay stiU be held

prSoner in Southeast Asia. It was a totally accurate and

factual statement at the time it was made.
.

- In light of more recent events; I believe that answer is

no longer fully satisfactory. Specifically, there is reason to

believe
8
that the American pilot of an Air Amenca aircraft

downed in Laos on May 7 may have been captured along

with six Meo passengers, by Korth Vietnamese

• last communication received from the Pilot indicated he r

was landing on a hostile airstrip. A short time after, (mtel-

ligence method redacted) indicated that the U.S. pilot and

the Meo passengers had been captured. Embassy Vientiane

now reports (method redacted) the capture of the Amen-

can and his passengers, . v
. „ . c

On 4-5 February 1973, a USAF EC-47 carrying a crew of

8 U.S. personnel was downed in Laos. The search and

rescue team succeeded in locating arid inspecting the

wreckage of the aircraft. Because the area * h°st“*

one, the inspection was not completed. Nevertheless, parts

of four bodies were recovered, only one of which was iden-

tified. A short time after the shootdown of the EC-47,

(method redacted) indicated that four Americans had teen

captured in an area some forty miles from the EL-47

Cr

Given these circumstances, I believe that the DoD posi-

tion regarding the possibility of men still being held pris-

oner in SEA should be altered slightly. . •
• with

I am scheduled to testify on the MIA issue ... With

your concurrence, I will maintain the position that we do

not know whether those now unaccounted for are alive or

'

dead. 120

The Select Committee’s investigation has yielded no, evidence

that Dr. Shields ever received a response to his May 24, 1973 memo

to the Assistant Secretary of Defense.

la® Memorandum from Shields to Amb. Hill, May 24, 1973.



Effect ofadministration’s statements

^P0®4*011
*.
Dr. Shields said that the Administration told

the Pathet Lao during Operation Homecoming that it had certain
XI*?: WM .holding American prisoners- even

though the Administration was, in fact, not certain. The purpose,
according to Dr. Shields, was to put as much pressure as possible
?n,fre LPF in the event that prisoners warp being held.
TTus was not the approach taken by the Administration in its

post-Homecommg statements. The evidence is that the primary
purpose of the Public statements during this period was not to put

ofPOW/MA fa^mL°
r*5 but *** to avoid raising the hopes

a WSAG meeting, before the Peace accords were sighed,
wie Defense Department official warned against a repetition of the
Korean War experience, when all missing Americans not known to
be dead^were officially presumed to be alive. The DOD official
arpied that such a pokey raised expectations that were unrealistic
and painful and impossible to resolve.

Unfortunately, the approach that was adopted may have served
neither- the purpose of pressuring our former adversaries nOr the
goal of easmg family concerns.
As Ambassador Lord testified:

[pjnc^you announce that [all of the POWs are home,
and that you have no indications any remain alive inlndo-
dunaj you iose toy leverage you have on the Lao and the
Worth Vietnamese. Ifyou re publicly saying we have no in*
dication, how can you press them privately or any other
way to release? So it undercuts any leverage you have
with them. That s one aspect, leaving aside whether it’s a
strange reversal of our actual calculations and whether
there s any dissembling here, but just in terms of pressing

-ru *n
Viet^,^ Laos, you’re losing your leverage.

They 11 say: Well, you announced that you didn’t have any.
... Leaving aside the human and other political dimen-
sions, it s terrible [negotiating strategy]. You lose all your
leverage with the other side. 121

J

-
Meanwhile, the Defense Department’s effort to keep POW/MIA

family expectations in line with its perception of the reality ran

okf
fuman emotion. The Administration’s optimistic

statements about what the peace agreement would produce caused

Skimwv.f??
4V answers than actually were forthcoming.

s statements seemed designed to help
families accept the likelihood that their loved ones would not be re-

Administration spokesman
ever said publicly that all our POWs are dead.” They never ruled

w, vL
PU

v
the Possibility that some POWs might

have been left behind. They expressed dissatisfaction with the lists

1,1 Lord deposition, pp. 239-240.



received from the DRV, and especially the DRV/Laos list, and
stressed the importance of efforts to account for the missing.

£u*,theJ^ .

re
F‘g

fa
?

that the period for public confrontation
with the DRV and Pathet Lao over POW/MIAs ended with Oper-
ation Homecoming.

. The Hard questions that the Defense Depart-
ment had about prisoners were no longer raised at press confer-
ences, but—if at all—in private sessions with the DRV or LPF. The
emphasis on Americans known to have been captured was replaced
by a far broader and less confrontational search for the “missing."
And the ongoing accusations of violations of the agreement and
threats of militaiy action directed against the DRV were prompted
not by the DRV s failure to Comply with the POW/MIA provisions
of the agreement, but by issues of infiltration and military re-
supply of the South.

Meetings between Dr. Kissinger and Le Due Tho, May/June 1973
. Due to continued allegations of ceasefire violations by all sides,
Dr. Kissinger and Le Due Tho met in Paris in May and June of
1973 for the purpose of getting the implementation of the peace
agreement back on track.

;

*

:

In anticipation of these meetings, Secretary of Defense Richard-
son sent a memorandum to the White House in April 1973 urging
^vJQssinger to lean hard on the North Vietnamese on the subject
of POWs in Laos. Secretary Richardson remained v^ry concerned

? ,

the possibility that live American POWs were still being
held captive by-the Pathet Lao, and he granted Dr. Kissinger to do
everything he could to obtain additional information concerning
that possibility.

In testimony before the Select Committee, Dr. Kissinger said
that the POW/MIA issue played an important role in these meet-
ings:

We never accepted the proposition that they (U.S.
POWs) are all dead, continued to express our dissatisfac-
tion with respect to the accounting for MIAs, and pressed
as hard as we could for an execution of their commit-

. ments.

Between May and June, 1973, I conducted 12 days of
talks with the North Vietnamese. I reviewed in detail the
North s violations, including the failure to account for all
of the MIAs, but Hanoi sensed our leverage was rapidly
eroding. A host of Congressional resolutions made it clear
that we would have no support for military action. On
May 31st, the Senate rejected a Republican sponsored
amendment which would have made the cutoff of Ameri-
can military activity in Laos and Cambodia contingent
upon the North Vietnamese making a good faith effort to
account for the MIAs.

In response to my presentations, Le Due Tho disdainful-
ly read me editorials from the American press and speech-
es from the Congressional Record

Despite all these obstacles, strenuous negotiations result-
ed in a joint communique on June 13th, reaffirming and
strengthening all the POW provisions, including those
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with respect to missing in action of the original agree-
ment. It was again violated and ignored. We made no
secret of our outrage with Hanoi’s violation. During 1973,
we delivered at least 30 separate public statements or pri-

- vate messages to that effect. 122

The record does, indeed, reflect that the United States protested
frequently the DRV’s unwillingness to fulfill its obligations under
the PPA concerning Americans missing: in Vietnam. These protests
were ordinarily delivered through the Four Party Joint Military
Team and are discussed below.

During his discussions with Le Due Tho, Dr. Kissinger pressed
his view that Article 8(b) of the Paris Peace Accords, dealing with
accounting for the missing in action, was applicable not only in
Vietnam, but throughout Indochina; Specifically, Dr. Kissinger
asked Le Due Tho for a private pledge that the DRV would assist
in obtaining an accounting of Americans missing in Laos. Le Due
Tho replied only that “we have to cooperate with bur Lao friends
because it is their sovereignty.” Le Due Tho also said that if Dr.
Kissinger wished to assert, "for the purpose of public opinion,” that
article 8(b) is applicable to all of Indochina, the DRV “Will say
nothing about it.” 123

.

In addition, the record indicates that during a May 23, 1973,
meeting with Le Due Tho, Dr. Kissinger asked the North Vietnam-
ese to state publicly that there were no more live American! POWs
in Laos. As part of a “Draft Understanding on Laos,” Dr. Kissinger
proposed that the following language be made a part of the joint
communique: “The DRV side has been informed that there are no
U.S. prisoners being held in Laos.”

Dr. Kissinger . . . we would still like a sentence from
you which I don’t understand why you can’t give us

—

which says that “the DRV has been informed there are no
U.S. prisoners being held in Laos—that all the prisoners
held in Laos have been released.’’ It would be very impor-
tant for us.

Le Due Tho. I have acknowledged to you that all of
them have been released.

Dr. Kissinger. Then why can’t you write it down? 124

Despite Dr. Kissinger’s request, Le Due Tho refused to say pub-
licly that no live U.S. POWs remained in Laos. As during the pre-
Accords negotiations, Le Due Tho would not agree to make any
public statements which indicated either explicitly or implicitly
North Vietnam’s control of the Pathet Lab.

: / ^
Dr. Kissinger was asked about this exchange during a hearing

before the Select Committee:

Sen. Kerry ... So here you are in May with Le Due
Tho saying not . . . we need an accounting, but saying,
give us a sentence that says there’s nobody alive in Laos,
it will be helpful to us.

Kissinger testimony. September 22, 1992.
!” Memorandum of Conversation, Le Due Tho and Kissinger, May 23, 1973.tu Memorandum of Conversation, Le Due Tho arid Kissinger, May 23, 1973.
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Dr. Kissinger. You know, Mr; Chairman, it is a really
bizarre situation when the people who were parading and
keeping us from doing the things we needed to do are now
telling us what sentences we should have used after all
our leverage was taken away from us.

Sen. Kerry. Sir, this is a filibuster. I mean, I am not
doing that. I am asking you why it is that you did not
present the case but said just give us a sentence that there
is no one alive.

Dr. Kissinger. I presented the case, Mr. Chairman, in
February. We-——

•

Sen. Kerry. Why would you have been satisfied with a
sentence?

Dr. Kissinger. I wasn’t satisfied, Mr. Chairman. 1 was
dealing here with a man who knew reality. I had no
means of pressure left. I had no economic aid left. The
Congress was in the process of passing a series of resolu-
tions that banned military action, and all I could do was
bluff my way through this due to the actions that were
taken by the Congress of the United States, and as I said
in my statement, it does not behoove the Senate to blame
me for what sentences I may or may not have used in cir-

cumstances which would have been totally

—

Sen. Kerry. But this goes to the gravamen of the issue,
- Mr.. Secretary. It really does. If you were to be satisfied
with a sentence that says no one is alive, it’ll help us,
rather than to suggest to him that if you don’t tell us what
happened we can resume the bombing, there’s a difference
about what was being done about POWs, and the fact is

that subsequent to this, despite the fact that you sit. here
and now say to me, our leverage is being taken away, you
recommended bombing after this meeting to enforce other
elements of the cease fire, but not POWs.

Dr. Kissinger. Mr. Chairman, you’re just playing with
documents.

Sen. Kerry. I’m playing with the facts.

Dr. Kissinger. Of course, you take the position that
people who were meeting with families all during the war,
who had every incentive to get these—to want these—and
every obligation to get these prisoners returned were
bombing for one reason rather than another reason.

I tell you, Mr. Chairman, if we had had the authority,
we would have had another major negotiation. In the con-
text where every newspaper, where every Congressional
Committee was preventing us from exercising the lever-
age, I—it is very easy to second-guess 20 years (later) . . .

things taken out of the whole stream in which you don’t
even know what I said to Le Due Tho in private conversa-
tions because the record will—well, the record.won’t show
it, because generally when I threatened Le Due Tho I did
not do it on the record. 125

.**• Kiasinger testimony, September 22, 1992.
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The legal adviser to Dr. Kissinger during the Mav/June talks
with Le Due Tho was George Aldrich. His recollections indicate
that, although the question of missing Americans was discussed
the possibility that some POWs might still be alive was not,

Mr. Aldrich. My memories and my notes on those meet-
ings indicate that the principal discussions of nonreturn of
prisoners related to the nonreturn of prisoners between
the Vietnamese parties, not ours. Our concern as ex-
pressed was about the accounting in Laos. It was not a
concern about nonreturn.

Sen. Kerry. But at that time there was an issue of non-
.

return.

Mr. Aldrich. Not in my view. I was not told there was
any issue, sir.

Sen. Kerry. You had no recollection of any issue at that
^erthen, andmo one had put in front of you at that time
in May a question about people not accounted for in Laos.
Mr. Aldrich. It was not, as far as I can recall, ever sug-

gested to me that prisoners in Laos had not been re-
turned. 126 TTfrV?

On June 13, 1973, the United States and the DRV signed a joint
communique pledging mutual support for full implementation of
the Pans Accords. Point 8 of the communique states that:

-In conformity with article 8 of the Agreement, (a) any
captured personnel hovered by Article 8(a) of the Agree-
ment who have not been returned shall be returned with-

~

out delay, and in any event within no more than 30 days
from the date of signature of this Joint Communique .m conformity with Article 8(b) of the agreement, the
parties shall help each other to get information about
those military personnel and foreign civilians of the par-
ties missing in action to determine the location and take
care of the graves of the dead so as to facilitate the exhu-
mation and repatriation of remains, and to take any such
other measures as may be required to get information
about those still considered missing in action. 127

In his statement to the press, Dr. Kissinger interpreted the com-
munique as requiring both sides to make “major efforts to help
each other to account for the missing in action throughout Indo-
china. As promised, Le Due Tho said nothing to contradict Dr
Kissinger s statement. Unfortunately, the Committee found no evi-
dence that the DRV undertook the

,r
major efforts” hoped for bv Dr

Kissinger.
; \

Status change policy

Federal law provides the secretaries of the military services with
exclusive authority to determine initially and later change the cas-
ualty classifications of personnel captured (POW), killed (KIA) or
missing in action (MIA). Although the status classification process -

!” Aldndi teetimony, September 21, 1992.•" Joint Communique, United State* and North Vietnam, June 13. 1973.
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is subjcrt to guidelines set forth in the statute and to certain con-
stitutional due process guarantees, it nevertheless remains within

*0*usive jurisdiction of the service secretaries.

1.1 1
j
lr®uehout the course of the Vietnam War, status changes were

iflSo
accordan<* with the conventional practice. On May 22

1973, however, acting Secretary of Defense William Clements re-
ceived a routine memorandum from the DIA concerning Americans
unaccounted for after Operation Homecoming. The memo stated
that: \

‘

-
"Hie Military

.
Services are not considering any status

changes at this time from missing to captured. However,
one case involving an American civilian—Mr. Emmet Kay
who was lost over Laos on 7 May 1973—is under review by
the Department of State and this Agency for possible
change of status from missing to captured. 128

1
For reasons that remain unclear to the Select Committee, Secre-

tory Clements wrote on the bottom of the memo:

nr *
W
Tno\

a D®e1®0 to all departments (Services-ASD-
U1A-JCS) etc. that any reclassification from MIA to POW
must first be cleared by me/MIA to KIA ok within each
service and no review by me.

The requested memorandum was prepared by Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense - RobertHill and was issued over Secretary Cle-
ments signatore on June 8, 1973. As ordered, the memo directed
that the servicb secretaries present to Him for his personal review
and approval all proposed status changes from MIA to POW. No
tSvnr ™P°sed for proposed status changes fromPOW to MIA or KIA, or from MIA to KIA. The memo, in its entire-
ty, reads: .•

^
I request that all actions which recommend reclassifica-

tion of military personnel from missing in action to cap-
tured status be submitted to me for approval. Proposed re-
classification actions should be first routed through the As-
sistant Secretary of defense for International Security Af-
fairs tor preliminary review before referral to me. 129

In his deposition, Mr. Clements said that the service secretaries
Pre^?? - between 50 and 75 cases to him over the next several
months pursuant to this directive. In each case, according to Mr.
Uements, it was recommended that a serviceman’s status be
changed from MIA to POW. Mr. Clements recalled that, in his
judgment, the intelligence information in every one of these cases
fell short of his standards for POW status. Mr. Clements according-
v denied the status change request in each instance.
Mr. uements’ memorandum and testimony during his deposition

concerning it were peculiar for a number of reasons
First, the memo reflected a departure from legally required pro-

cedures under winch status changes were the exclusive prerogative
of the service secretaries.

, 1973.



Second, the policy reflected in the June 8 memo is contrary to

another memo, sent by Secretary Clements to President Nixon on
July 17, 1973, in which he said that decisions about status changes
should continue to be made by the service secretaries "as estab-

lished by law and experience.” 130 The Secretary did not inform
the President that he had, himself, ordered the Department to

follow a different policy.

Third, Mr. Clements opened his public testimony before the
Select Committee on September 24, 1992 by stating that status

changes were handled exclusively by the services throughout his

tenure at DoD: ;

Within DoD, the services control classification, in the
sense that when you have your POWs or MIAs or KIAs,
those classifications are service-classified. The Department
of Defense, as you would think of my position in the office

r
of the Secretary of Defense, we do not do tbat. We did not
then do that. Now, exactly what they would do at this

time, I don’t know. But at that time, those clarifications

were held within the services. In other words, the Navy
classified their people, Army did theirs, and the Air Force
did theirs.

:

?
:! V;

I want to make that very clear because it’s important
that your committee and the public at large understand
that the office of the Secretary of Defense and/or the State

Department and/or the National Security Council, nor the
' President . . . had any control whatsoever over classifica-

tion. That was strictly within the services. 131

Fourth, during the public hearing, Mr. Clements did not recall or
at any rate seem to grasp the significance of the June 8, 1973
memorandum:

Sen. Smith. Why did you, Governor Clements, make a
decision to not allow your service secretaries . . . to up-
grade an individual from an MIA category to a POW cate-

gory? Why did you make that decision?

Governor Clements. I don’t think that I made such a de-

cision. ;
Sen. Smith. You did not make that decision. Is that your

statement? v/'- .vv:
Governor Clements. I have no recollection of making a

decision of that kind. Let me tell you something, Senator,
it is very, very clear that only classification can be
changed within the service. And let’s don’t get that con-

,
fused.

Sen. Smith, (reads text of June 8 memo aloud) That was ,

June 8th, 1973.

Governor Clements. That’s right.

Sen. Smith. With your signature.

Governor Clements. And there’s nothing wrong with
that .

. v. -V/ ;

:

1,4 Memorandum Iran Clements to Nixon, July 17, 1973.

Qemesti totimoo;, September 24, 1992.
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Sen Smith. Governor, you directed the Secretaries to

route it all through you on June 8th, And on July 17th,

you wrote to the President of the United States and you

said: In my view, the status determination process, as es-

tablished by law and experience, should be allowed to

function as prescribed .........

Governor Clements. I agree with that.

Sen. Smith. That is what you said to the President, but

that is not what you said on June 8th to the service secre-

taries. ; V>.

Governor Clements. I disagree completely.

Sen. Smith. Well ... I am not going to argue with you,

Governor. It is apart of the record.

Governor Clements. Well, you don’t have to argue with

. me, just read it again. . . .

Sen. Smith. Governor, I have got it in your own hand-

writing. TT ‘‘I want a memo sent to all departments, serv-

ices, ASD, DIA, JCS, that any reclassification from MIA to

POW must first be cleared by me.” That is what you said.

Governor Clements. I want to review

Sen. Smith: Ini your own handwriting.

Governor Clements. I want to review every one of them.

That’s exactly right. This was a very, very delicate

iSSUe.
132

The most peculiar aspect of all this is that the Select Committee

has discovered no documentary or testimonial evidence to indicate
-

that Mr. dements ever actually reviewed any particular status

classification cases, let alone the 50 to 75 cases he cited in his depo-

sition. Indeed, Dr. Shields, who would certainly have known if such

a review ever occurred, told the Committee:

Mr. Chairman, I don’t want to interject here, but I can’t

recall of a single case where they (the services) wanted to reclassify

a missing person to prisoner status. 133

Finally, the Committee located a July 17, 1973, memorandum
from Mr. Clements to the President and an August 17, 1973, memo-

randum to the Service Secretaries concerning further status

changes. The July 17 memorandum stated:

Presently, there are 1,278 military personnel unaccounted for

... Of this number, 67 are officially listed as prisoner of war

based on information that they reached the ground safely and were

captured. . . The rest have remained in a missing status. . .In a sig-

nificant number of cases only faint hope was ever held for the indi-

vidual’s survival. Although our returned prisoners could confirm

the death of less than 100 men, they are of the firm opinion that

none of the other missing men entered the captivity system . . .

In addition, high level officials from the other side have repeat-

edly emphasized that none of the missing are still being held cap-

tive. Absence of new information indicating a man is alive consti-

tutes implicit confirmation of prior evidence in those cases where

l” Clements tetimony, September 24, 1992.

>M Shield* testimony, September 24, 1992.
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chances for survival were deemed small. A determination of death

should now be made in those cases.
134

The August 17 memorandum directed: > :

The Secretaries of the Military Departments to proceed

as prescribed by law with changes in status to deceased,

where warranted, of servicemen who did not return from

:./ Southeast Asia. 135

Phase-out of the POW/MIA Task Force

In an internal Pentagon memorandum dated February 13, 1971,

Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird established a POW/MIA Task

Force to serve as the coordinating body within DOD for all POW/
MIA-related issues:

The primary function of the Task Group will be to pro-

vide close and continuing coordination of all activities in

DOD in the PW/MIA area. In accord with policy guidance,

it will ensure that responsible offices and agencies work to-

gether in planning, programming, assessing, and carrying

out All required actions. 188 •
• :

Secretary Laird placed the Task Force under the direction of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

and appointed Roger Shields as chairman of the Task Force.

In a follow-up memorandum dated December 3, 1971, Secretary

Laird reemphasized the importance of coordination within DOD
and directed that all POW/MIA issues be forwarded to Dr; Shields:

The best interests of the Defense Department, the men,

and their families require the closest and most thorough

coordination of every aspect of the conduct of prisoner of

war/missing in action affairs. To this end, Dr. Roger

Shields, of the office of the Assistant Secretary (ISA), has

been tasked with overall Department of Defense coordina-

tion responsibility for all PW/MIA matters. I ask that you

direct all elements of your organization to coordinate

with Dr. Shields, or his staff (PW Task Force), all actions

related to prisoners of war or missing in action. I consider

this to be the only way in which we can satisfactorily

handle this difficult problem, and I earnestly solicit your

cooperation to this purpose. 137

Consistent with Secretary Laird’s directives, Dr. Shields acted as

DOD's leading policymaker for POW/MIA issues right up through

the aftermath of Operation Homecoming. Dr. Shields served as

DOD’s primary POW/MIA spokesperson with the Congress, the

families and the public; as the coordinator of the Department’s in-

telligence assets assigned to the POW/MIA issue; and as coordina-

tor of Operation Homecoming.
Nevertheless, DOD moved to abolish the POW/MIA Task Force

almost immediately after the completion of Operation Homecom-

134 Memorandum from Mr. Clements to President Nixon* July IT, 1973.

133 Memorandum from Mr; Clements to Service Secretaries, August 17, 1973.

1^Memorandum from Laird, February 13, 1971.
137 Memorandum from Laird, December 3, 1971.
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ing. In a memorandum dated April 25, 1973, acting Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense (ISA) Lawrence Eagleburger recommended that the

Task Force be phased out over a four-month period:
‘

~~WithfHe~rM^¥~^
and Laos and the return of our servicemen held captive by

the Communist side, the PW/MIA situation no longer war-

rants the retention of the PW/MIA Task Force in its

present size or configuration. Accordingly, this Task Force

should be phased out over the next four months and those

functional areas currently being performed by the Task

Force should be reassigned to the Military Departments,

Joint Chiefs of Staff, and OSD Component Staff Agencies,

as appropriate.188

Secretary of Defense Elliot Richardson approved Mr. Eagle-

burger’s recommendation on May 1, 1973 and issued a memoran-

dum ordering the phase-out of the POW/MIA Task Force by

August 31, 1973. Secretary Richardson wrote:

The recent peace agreements in Vietnam and Laos,

along with the withdrawal of our military forces from .

Vietnam and the return of our prisoners of war provide a

bhsis for the phase-out of the Prisoner of War/Missing in

.Action Task Force and the functional reorganization of the

DoD PW/MIA program. In this regard, I hasten to add

that the phase-out of the Task Force in no way infers that

those on-going programs and long-range actions on behalf

of our returned servicemen, their families, and the missing

in action will be terminated. Instead, a need exists for a

redistribution of functional responsibilities currently being

accomplished by the PW/MIA Task Force. 139

The Select Committee looked closely at the rapid phase-out of

the Task Force to try to determine whether it was indicative of a

larger U.S. Government effort to downplay lingering doubts about

the completeness of the release of American POWs from North

Vietnam and Laos. Both of the memoranda cited above appear pre-

mised on the view that no live American POWs remained behind

in Indochina—a premise possibly at odds with information known

to the Administration. Yet, Secretary Richardson, Secretary Schles-

inger and Dr. Shields all testified that the phase-out order was a

mere bureaucratic shuffling of resources within DOD that did not

result in any real decrease in the Department’s deployment of

POW/MIA assets. In fact, Dr. Shields was soon promoted to Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense, and he remained at DOD in charge

of POW/MLA matters through 1976.

Joint Economic Commission

As discussed earlier, the formation of the Joint Economic Com-
‘ mission (JEC) was announced on February 14, 1973 following Dr.

Kissinger’s visit to Hanoi. Formal meetings began the next month

u* Memorandum, acting Assistant Secretary of Defense Lawrence Eagleburger, April 25,

1973.
,

-

189 Memorandum; Secretary of Defense Richardson, May 1, 1973.
• f
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in Paris with Maurice J. Williams heading the American delega-

tion. The public position taken by the Administration was still that

no specific dollar figures had been discussed with the North Viet-

namese; that the provision of aid would depend on DRV compli-

ance with the ceasefire and other terms of the PPA; and that no
assistance would be provided without authorization from the Con-

gress. .

By the end of March, although it was not revealed publicly at

the time, the two sides had reached tentative agreement on a de-

tailed five year plan for reconstruction. All that was lacking was

an agreed mechanism for DRV reporting on how the aid would be

used.
'

. ,

On April 5, 1973, the UB. Senate voted 88—3 to bar the use of

any previously-appropriated funds for the purpose of providing as-

sistance to the DRV. Although the amendment did not prohibit the

President from proposing a reconstruction program for North Viet-

nam, the tone of the debate indicated that such a proposal would

not have much support.

On April 19, the JEC talks were suspended by the U.S. as a
result of alleged violations by the DRV of the ceasefire. Talks did

not resume until after the joint U.S.-North Vietnamese communi-
que of June 13, 1973 pledging adherence to the terms of the PPA.
Talks were then held from June 19 until July 23, after which they

were suspended indefinitely due to the DRV’s failure to stop mili-

tary actions directed agamst South Vietnam.

Four partyjoint military team

The Four Party Joint Military Team (FPJMT), based in Saigon,

came into existence immediately after the end of Operation Home-
coming and Was charged with responsibility for implementing arti-

cle 8(b) of the PPA. Article 8(b) provides for mutual assistance in

obtaining information about those considered missing in action, de-

termining the location of graves and providing for the repatriation

of remains.
'

On April 14, 1973, Ellsworth Bunker, the U.S. Ambassador to

South Vietnam, outlined proposed priorities for the FPJMT in a

cable to the Secretary of State. Ambassador Bunker said that the

first priority would be recovery of the remains of those listed by

the DRV and PRO as having died while in captivity. The second

priority would be to seek information on the so-called discrepancy

cases—Americans thought by the U S. to have been captured alive.

The third priority would be to negotiate a process for the air and
ground search of crash sites.

Although meetings of the FPJMT were held regularly beginning

in early April, very little was accomplished. Colonel Laurence

Robson, who served as Deputy Chief of the FPJMT, testified that

folders describing 104 cases of American POW/MlAs about whom
the DRV should have information were turned over to the North
Vietnamese. Many of these had previously been brought to the

DRV’s attention during Dr. Kissinger’s visit to Hanoi in FebrUaiy.

In April, as in February, however, the U.S. received no response.

Despite two visits to purported U.S. POW grave sites in North
Vietnam, no remains were repatriated.
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According to Col. Robson, part of the DRV’s refusal to cooperate

may have resulted from the opposition demonstrated in Congress to

the provision of reconstruction aid. And in testimony before the

House Committee on Foreign Affairs in December, 1973; Assistant

Secretary of Defense Roger Shields characterized the actual meet-

ings as consisting of “propaganda speeches, boycotts, walkouts, and.

general stalling tactics by the Communist delegations.” 140

Efforts to gain an accounting in Laos

At the time Operation Homecoming was completed, there re-

mained hope witmn the U.S. that Pathet Lao officials would admit

holding at least a small number of U.S. POWs and provide infor-

mation on any who might have died in captivity. There was par-

ticular attention given to individuals, such as David Hrdlicka,

Eugene DeBruin and Charles Shelton, who were known to have

been taken captive by the LPF. American hopes were based, to a

significant extent, on previous admissions that the LPF did hold

U.S. prisoners.

Beginning in early April, however, the LPF position changed.

On April 5, U.S. Embassy officials were tola by Soth Petrasy in

Vientiane that the LPF held no U.S. prisoners. The same message

was conveyed by Soth the following day in a meeting with Senator

Edward Brooke.

As a result of these meetings, the U.S. Ambassador to Laos,

McMurtrieGodley, cabled the State Department that:

Although , . . U.S. PW’s may be held in remote areas of

PL (Pathet Lao) zone of control, we i . . received negative

response. Embassy activity is currently being directed

toward program of accounting for MIAs ....
Although U.S. Mission through the years has utilized

every possible means to obtain valid information concern-

ing MIA’s in Laos, we have been unable to identify conclu-

sively any U.S. personnel being held captive or identify

conclusively a specific detention facility for U.S. Prison-

' ers . . . .
141

On April 23, at a press conference, Soth Petrasy was asked

whether it was possible that American prisoners were still being

held. He replied:

It is not possible. First of all* we do not recognize your

list. All who were captured have been released. They came

to massacre us and we had to defend ourselves. If they

reached the ground alive, they could still die without ever

being found. But if they were captured, they were released.

If they wanted to stay alive, they should have stayed in

the United States.

On May 31, 1973, Mr. Frank Sieverts, special assistant to the

Deputy Secretary of State for Prisoners ofWar and Men Missing in

Action, testified before the House Committee on Foreign Affairs re-

garding efforts to account for Americans missing in Laos:

140 Shields testimony before House Foreign Affairs Committee, December, 1973.

141 American Embassy, Vientiane, Message 18647, 05149Z, April, 1973.
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In Laos, U.S. officials have been in direct contact with

representatives of the Lao Patriotic Front (the Pathet Lao)

to press for additional information on Americans missing
"

or captured in Laos. We have told the communist side of

our concern at the small number of Americans listed as

captured in Laos, in view of past hints that a larger

number were held by Pathet Lao forces, and in view of evi-

dence that at least two others had been captured in Laos.

The communist side has repeatedly told us and has recent-

ly stated publicly that there are no more Americans cap-

tured or held in Laos. They have also said that further ac-

counting for the missing must await the formation of a co-

alition government, as specified in the February 21 Laos

ceasefire agreement Our efforts to convince the Commu-
nist side to proceed with this accounting without waiting

for a new government to be formed has been in vain. 142

On September 14, 1973, the Protocols to the February 21 Laos

Ceasefire Agreement were signed between the Pathet Lao and the

Royal Lao Government. Article 18 of the Protocols called for the

“return of all persons regardless of nationality who were captured

and imprisoned for cooperating with the other side during the war
(to be) accomplished in three stages and completed at the same

time as the withdrawal of foreign troops and military personnel.”

The protocol also, required an exchange of lists of prisoners and

those who died in captivity within 30 days of the signing of the

agreement on September 14, a provision that was subsequently dis-

regarded by the LPF.

At the end of the 30 day period for the lists of prisoners to be

exchanged, a group of POW/MIA family members traveled to Vien-

tiane, Laos in anticipation Of receiving information on persons un-

accounted for in Laos. The femily members met with Soth Petrasy,

but no information concerning their loved ones was provided.

On December 5, 1973, Mr. Sieverts again testified before the

House Foreign Affairs Committee:

The Lao Patriotic Front has repeatedly stated, publicly

and directly to senior U.S. officials, that mere are no more
American prisoners captured or held in Laos—with the ex-

ception of a civilian, Emmet Kay, a pilot for Continental

Air Services, Inc., whose plane went down in Northwest

Laos May 7, 1973 .

Our representatives have . . . provided the Communist
side with a detailed listing of our POW/MIA’s in Laos, in-

cluding those listed as dead whose bodies were not recov-

ered, with the request for information on those men.

We have also called particular attention to the cases of

men who were previously acknowledged as captured in

Laos, or for whom there are indications that they survived

shootdowns. . . . As is clear form the foregoing, our repre-

sentatives in Vientiane have maintained continuing pres-

sure on the communist side on this subject . . .

Sieverts testimony before House Foreign Affairs Committee, May 31, 1973.
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: . . said no

the coalition
The Pathet Lao representative, however

information would be forthcoming until . .

government was formed.
, W ^ t

;

On the question of JCRC access to Laos, the Pathet Lao

representative flatly stated that no outside element could

concern itself with POW/MIA’s in what he described as

' the “liberated zone.” ... .

'
..

The vast majority of crash and potential grave sites in

Laos are located in areas under the, control of North Viet-

namese forces. Thus, North Vietnam effectively controls

the basic information on this subject.
, „„„„„

We have attempted to raise it with them in the FPJM1

in Saigon, but they have insisted that POW/MIA’s in Laos

must be discussed with the LPF. 143

Although the Lao Provisional Government was finally formed in

April 1974, no information concerning U.S. POWs or MIAs was

forthcoming from the new government.
:

. x, . 0ft ,

In a report dated August 16, 1974, the DIA reported that 294

Americans remained unaccounted for in Laos, of whom 5 were

known to have been captured. According to the report, Special In-

telligence (SI) indicated that:
; : \ j V i.

Navy pilot Barton S. Creed may have been captured but was

.
probably dead; .

'•
• '/ \ ,

'

" - Air Force pilot David Hrdlicka, a known captive, was bev

lieved to have died in mid-1966; ~ : ; iv . T ;

Eugene Debruin, acknowledged as captive by the rathet Lao,

had probably not survived; V . . , ,

Air Force pilot Charles Shelton, a known captive, had prob-

ably died in mid-1966; and

The civilian pilot Emmet Kay, downed m May, 1973, re-

mained in captivity. (Kay was released in September, 1974)

During his de-brief, Emmet Kay stated that he had no knowledge

of any other Americans being held in Laos. He also said that he

had been told by the Pathet Lao that he was the only American

being held there and that all U.S. POWs were released in 1973

during Operation Homecoming. 145
V;"--: , , • r. ,

The coalition government in Laos was replaced in December,

1975 by a government controlled entirely by the Pathet Lao.

DISCUSSION

Orchestrated confusion—the DRV and Pathet Lao

Throughout the period between January 27 and the completion

of Oberatioii Homecoming, there was both official and public confu-

sion about who controlled U.S. prisoners captured in Laos. As has

been stated, it does not appear that the prisoners on the DRV/Laos

list were ever under the control of the LPF. Rather, they were cap-

tured in Laos by the North Vietnamese and, with one exception,

transferred expeditiously out of Laos to North Vietnam. The U.S.

‘fSieverts testimony before House Foreign Affairs_Committee, Decembers, 1973. v ,,
144 Paper, “Background Information on rW/MIA Situation in Laos , DIA, PW/MIA branch,

16

>^1lemorabduin |br Record. ‘Thai/L»o Debriels”, DIA, PW/MIA branCh,Oct 8. 1974,
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POWs thought to be held in caves in northern Laos were not re-

leased, nor was any accounting given for MIAs in Laos.

Confusion about this issue of control was apparent not only to

the public, but to some officials, as well. For example, the U.S.-del-

egation to the FPJMC, which was responsible for implementing the

accords, believed at least until mid-March that the prisoners on the

February 1 list were actually being held in Laos by the LPF. The
official military history of the U.S. delegation to the FPJMC, writ-

ten in 1974, refers to the American success in obtaining the release

of “the prisoners held by the Pathet Lao.” 146

From the very beginning of negotiations, the DRV sought to

maintain the fiction that its troops were not in Laos and that it

could not take any action that affected Laos without consulting the
Pathet Lao. And yet, according to U.S. officials, the LPF was
almost wholly dependent on, and controlled by, the DRV. Ambassa-
dor Sullivan, for example, estimated that the total number of

armed LPF forces did not exceed 500. Ambassador Godley testified

that ‘‘anything that Le Due Tho said about Laos would be law in

the Pathet Lao areas.
,” 147

Dr. Kissinger told the Committee that: ^
^ '

Our perception of the Pathet Lao was that they were
stooges of Hanoi, that they had no independence whatso-
ever, that they were totally controlled by the communists
in Hanoi. . . we had every confidence that Hanoi could

_ make the Pathet Lao do what they wanted. 1
!
8 ^

Ambassador Sullivan also ridiculed the controversial LPF spokes-

man, Soth Petrasy, as a “figurehead and a nonentity who had no
communications himself with anything going on in the military

zone.” 149 Despite this, the U.S. found itself negotiating with Soth
Petrasy for the release of prisoners he had insisted that the LPF
had, only to be put off first with pleas for delay and ultimately con-

founded by statements that the prisoners did not exist.

During the period immediately prior to the signing of the peace
agreement, and throughout the 60 plus days leading up to the end
of Operation Homecoming, the DRV and LPF played an elaborate
game at American expense. The North Vietnamese made a show of

“consulting” with the LPF about U.S. prisoners who were jailed in
the DRV’s own capital of Hanoi. The DRV promised Dr. Kissinger
that it could guarantee the release of U.S. prisoners held captive
by the LPF, but failed to do so. The LPF insisted it was not bound
by North Vietnamese commitments, although it was clearly de-

pendent on the DRV in almost every way. And time and again,
LPF spokesmen teased U.S. public and official opinion by discuss-

ing the prisoners they claimed to be holding.

U.S. officials tried to break through the charade, but were left,

ultimately, trying to work around it. The U.S. was handicapped by
its reluctance to set a precedent by accepting as reality the fact

that North Vietnam could exercise what amounted to sovereignty

>» Dillard, p. 35.
147 Godley testimony, September 24, 1992.
141 Kissinger testimony, September 22, 1992.
144 Deposition of William Sullivan to Select Committee.
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in parts of Laos and Cambodia. The charade reached its apparent

rOipimr on March 28, 1973 when American officials accepted the

prisoners on the DRV/Laos list not from their North Vietnamese

iailersrbut
;

from“the“PatheVljaor
:“-^'^V-^r-“v~—

The problem of who controlled Laos continued during the post

homecoming period whdn the Administration’s focus shifted from

the possible repatriation of live prisoners to obtaining an account-

ing for the missing. The dominance of North Vietnamese troops in

Laos meant that the DRV would logically know more than the LPF
about MIAs lost in that country. But since the DRV wouldn’t

admit to knowledge about what happened in Laos, that avenue of

inquiry was foreclosed. Meanwhile, as described above, efforts to

obtain information directly from the Pathet Lao bore no fruit.

Within a year, the combination of DRV duplicity; LPF intransi-

gence and American frustration caused DIA to sum up the situa-

tion in amemorandum which concluded that: “One can only specu-

late about the current fate of the Americans who were known to

have been held captive by the Pathet Lao in previous years.” 160

Diplomatic efforts

The obvious and most difficult question facing U.S. decision-

makers during the 60 day period following the signing of the PPA
was what to do about apparent North Vietnamese violations. With

respect to the military issues of ceasefire, withdrawal of advisers,

withdrawal' from Cambodia- and Laos and arms supply;: all sides

violated the agreement to some extent. But with respect to U.S.

POWs, the issue boiled down to whether the American side could

force or persuade the North Vietnamese to do more than it was ap-

parently willing to do to meets its obligations.

As documented above, top-level Nixon Administration officials

were advised by DIA and others throughout the 60-day period of

the possibility that there were live American POWs in Indochina

who were not on either the January 27 lists or the February 1

DRV/Laos list. The area of greatest concern was Laos, but there

were a substantial number of discrepancy cases in North and

South Vietnam, as well.
; . «. . .

At the time the agreement was signed. Administration officials

were unrestrained in expressions of American resolve to obtain full

compliance on POW/MIAs. Dr. Kissinger said the U.S. would “bru-

tally enforce” the return of prisoners.
151 Our delegation to the

FPJMC in Saigon considered tne release of U.S. POWs “the major

emotional motivating force for . i . Americans. It was probably

also the only issue over which the United States could justify a re-

newal of bombing raids or other measures involving military force,

should the North Vietnamese clearly demonstrate their intent to

violate the provisions ... .” 152
,

Despite this, and despite the fact that air strikes were considered

and ordered on ceasefire and infiltration-related issues, nothing in

li0 DIA memorandum, April 17,1974.
. „ ... _ ^

IS1 Memorandum of Conversation, Kissinger with National League of Families, January 29,

1973 .

‘

t»* Dillard* p. 69.
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the records reviewed by the Select Committee indicates that the
President or Dr. Kissinger seriously considered overt military
action on the POW/MIA issue at any time after the signing of the

• PPAy ,
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A number of diplomatic actions were taken during the 60 day
period, but with marginal success. For example:

The U.S. delayed delivery of President Nixon’s letter on re-
construction aid until the DRV came up with a list of prisoners
from Laos; the list was delivered but it was disappointingly
short and incomplete;

The U.S. threatened to cancel Dr. Kissinger’s trip to Hanoi
because of the incomplete nature of the lists, but did not do so;
During the Hanoi trip, Dr. Kissinger demanded an account*

ing of discrepancy cases, but the demand was ignored;
On March 20, the U.S. again protested to the DRV about the

failure to obtain an adequate list of prisoners from Laos, and
threatened “grave consequences” if the failure persisted; once
again, the protest was in vain; and
U.S. diplomatic approaches to the Pathet Lao throughout

February, March and thereafter led nowhere.

Military options

In mid-March, U.S. concern about continued DRV use of the Ho
Chi Minh trail caused the Administration to consider ~a two to
three day .period of bombing in southern Laos. This course of action
was recommended to the President by the"WSAG group and by Dr.
Kissinger. In his testimony, Dr. Kissinger says that the President
ultimately decided against this course of action and sought, in-
stead, another round of talks with Le Due Tho.
The issue arose again in mid-April when DRV forces continued

to operate in northern Laos in violation of the PPA and the Taos
“age'.™*' agreement. This time, the U.S. went ahead with two days
of B-52 bombing raids inside Laos. This step led to an agreement
between the U.S. and the DRV to negotiate PPA compliance issues
in May and June, 1973. In Cambodia, meanwhile, heavy U.S. bomb-
ing raids continued until Congress prohibited further funding for
them, effective August 15, 1973.

®

US. did not threaten or carry out air strikes over
the POW/MIA issue, it did on two occasions briefly suspend troop
withdrawals. The first instance was on February 26th when the
DRV faded to produce the list of POWs due to be released the fol-
lowing day. Dr. Kissinger described the Administration’s response
this way:

We responded very sharply by suspending American
troop withdrawals and mine-clearing operations in North
Vietnamese harbors. Secretary of State Rogers declined to
attend any sessions at the International Conference in
Pans. A terse message was sent to Hanoi simply informing

ts
our actions. In addition, White House press secretaiy

Ronald Ziegler was instructed to read at his noon briefing
a tough statement making clear that the release of Ameri-
cari prisoners was an unconditional obligation of North
Vietnam not linked to any other provision of the Agree-
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ment. A day later, I told Ziegler that 1 was certain the

pressures would work (in a conversation that also clearly

indicates my plan to leave government soon): A year from

• now when rm out of here, they’re really gping to put it to

„s Not for that reason but a year from now, they re gomg

tiger, bit now: they're not ready: The POtVs worn

released on schedule.
153

On March 22, 1973, after the North Vietnamese threatened not

to eo forward with the release of prisoners on the DRV/Laos list,

Sid Jte^DIA reported that the LPF might well be holding other

POWs the U.S. again decided to halt the withdrawal of American

troops’ Initially, the U.S. demand was that the DRV guarantee the

588 prisoners on the DRV/Iiaos^Ust, and attete

held by the Pathet Lao. This decision was modified the followmg

day tomake full U.S. withdrawal contingent only upon the release

of prisoners from the Januapr 27 and February 1 lists. Again, the

DRV essentially acceded to the U.S. demand.
. - r .

Just prior tome completion of Operation Homecoming, Defense

Department staff produced for Secretary Elliot Richardson a series

^r^inmended options, including miliary option^mten^^toin^

crease pressure for the return of possible U.S. POWs m Laos ihe

strongest options, including air strikes against Hanoi mid Laos,

were not passed on by the Secretary to Dr. Kissmger. Secrete^

Richardson did recommend consideration, however, of the move-

ment of a new carrier task-force into the waters off Vietnam s

SSt and the commencement of military air reconnaissance mis- -

cions over Laos. Neither step was earned out. . _
# ,

Ritrinte on the Use of Force. Despite the Administrations

strong concerns about the completeness of the POW release, there

were a number of factors arguing against a decision to suspend

troop withdrawals or move beyond that to the resumed use of mill-

ft™** the stems
mencement of the ceasefire on January 27, 1?7<J naa Deen wei

corned with enthusiasm by the American people and were viewed

as marking an end to U.S. involvement in a tragic and unpopular

war. Any action by the Administration

of the peace agreement would carry risks might, unl^ clearly

and convincingly explained, prove unsustainable m the^face of the

American public’s desire for an end to the war. Nevertheless, the

U.S. did temporarily suspend troop withdrawals for short periods of

time without engendering public opposition.
, . w-nitarv

Second, the Administration was concerned that any military

aCtton token during the 60-day period following the signing of the

SSiswoildSril the release of the POWs whose names had

been included on North Vietnam’s lists but who had not yet been

released; This appears to be the. primary reason

Nixon did not agree to the WSAG s recommendation to bomb Laos

“SS^Administration could not be sure that resuming^

tary hostilities would lead to the release of additional U S. POWs.

in Dr. Kissinger’s memoin, volume II, p. 317.
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The available intelligence information was not sufficient to say
with certainty that any particular individual was alive and being
held in a particular location. This argued against rescue missions
or other military actions aimed at the release of specific POWs.
More general military actions, such as bombing Hanoi or the Ho
Chi Minh Trail, might have been more likely to create new POWs
than to gain the release of existing ones..

Balancing. Ambassador Lord told the Select Committee of his
belief that the Administration’s decision not to use force or to
attach stronger conditions to troop withdrawals because of the
POW issue reflected a balancing of concerns about the possibility
that live POWs were being left behind against concerns resulting
from the deterrents to military action discussed above. As Ambas-
sador Lord testified:

_ in the end decided not to scuttle the
agreement and resume the war over the MIA question. It
was a very difficult decision. I believed then it was a cor-
rect one. I believe that still . . . .

Although we had strongly suggestive intelligence that
the lists [were] incomplete, the American society would
have blown apart if the President overturned the agree-
ment and resumed the fighting. It is doubtful that Con-
gress would have supported such a policy. Indeed, it would

-probably have prevented it. Our remaining prisoners who
were on the lists would not have returned. More Ameri-

” cans and Vietnamese allies would have been killed and
captured .

154
•

Admiral Moorer echoed Ambassador Lord’s testimony. Asked
why the United States completed the withdrawal of its troops with-
out insisting that the Pathet Lao first release the U.S. POWs they
were believed to be holding, Admiral Moorer stated:

When this started and the POWs [on North Vietnam’s
lists] came back and so on, and there was a very euphoric
reception, and the President gave a party on the White
House grounds, and all the wives of POWs came and so on,
and press release after press release were that we were
withdrawing the troops, at that point, no President could
Imve said, “Oops, we’re not going to withdraw the troops
because these people won’t agree with us. They’re not car-
rying out their part.” At that point in history, we didn’t
have the stomach for doing what you’re asking me why we
didn’t do it. .

'-
Don’t forget, [the President] was getting tremendous

;

pressure from the Congress, the public, and the New York
Times, and the Washington Post, everyone you could thinlr

of. They had had a belly-full of this whole war. I think we
almost would have had a rebellion if we had turned
around and started fighting like hell in Laos again. That’s
my explanation of it .

155

1,4 Lord testimony, September 21, 1992
‘•^Moorer testimony, September 24, 1992.



During his testimony before the Select Committee, Dr. Kissinger

blamed Congressional opposition to further U.S. involvement in the

war for the Administration’s inability to obtain DRV compliance

with the POW/MIA and other provisions of the peace agreement:

In theory, we had three sources of leverage available;

bombing the north, offering economic aid to Hanoi mid

giving military and economic aid to Saigon to deprive

Hanoi of the hope of military victory. The Congress took

all -three levers away, denying us both the carrot and the

stick. When the Congress eliminated our leverage, we were

trapped in the classic nightmare of every statesman. We
had nothing to back up our tough words, but more tough

words. Under such conditions, we had no bargaining posi-

tll

^e Paris Peace Accords contained clear and binding

commitments that all prisoners throughout Indochuia

would be accounted for and returned. If the Vietnamese

violated these provisions, it was not because of any omis-

sion by responsible U.S. officials, even less any cooperation

with them, but because we were stripped of the weapons

we might have used to impose that commitment. 158

Former President Nixon views are similar:

-As it became clear to the North Vietnamese that the

- Congress would not permit a resumption of the bombing to

enforce the Paris Accords, their incentiveJor complying

with the agreement regarding MIAs and POWs as well as

other provisions was completely destroyed. The return of

all our POWs and an accounting of all our MIAs was diffi-

cult to achieve because of the intransigence of the North

Vietnamese and the substantial sentiment in the country

and in Congress for an unconditional withdrawal from

Vietnam in advance of any North Vietnamese commit-

ment to return our prisoners and account for our missing

/
.
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Former Defense Secretary Elliot Richardson, on the other hand,

expressed puzzlement and skepticism about the Administrations

failure to act on the limited military options his Department had

recommended immediately Prior to the conclusion of Operation

. Homecoming: 7.

I don’t believe that a degree of uncertainty as to the

numbers or the firmness of the information, given the to*

tality of the information, should have affected what we did

up to at least the resumption of bombing or the use of

force, and the recommendations in this memorandum rep-

resent in substance the most effective combmation of

measures that Larry Eagleburger and Colonel Secord and

Admiral Bigley and those of us who reviewed this memo-

randum could come up with . . . ./ /

1SK Kieinger testimony, September 22, 1992.

Nixon letter, p. 1
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I think ifI had been involved at that time, I would have
argued for some use of force. After all, you don’t have to

restart the whole war to authorize some air strikes as a
way of conveying that we meant business. But those are —
tOUgh Calls .

I can’t even give you conjectural explanation as to the
failure to follow up the recommendations in my memoran-
dum to Kissinger . . . I can only say that had I known the
steps called for in the memorandum to Kissinger were not
being pursued, if they weren’t, I think I would have raised

hell about it. ... .
188

• The Congress

During the Committee’s hearings, it was contended by Dr. Kis-

singer and some Members of the Committee that Congressional at-

titudes would have precluded any Administration effort to respond
forcefully to the DRV’s failure to provide an accounting for missing

American servicemen. These Members of the Committee believe

that their contention is supported by the Senate’s rejection on May
31, 1973 of an amendment offered by U.S. Sen. Robert Dole. The
Dole amendment would have permitted the continued U.S. bomb-
ing of Laos and Cambodia if “the President finds and forthwith so

reports to the Congress that the Government of North Vietnam is

not making an accounting, to the best of its ability, of all missing
in action personnel of the United Statesjn Southeast Asia or is

otherwise not complying with the provisions of article 8’’ of the
Paris Peace Agreement. 159

Other Members of the Committee believe that the amendment
offered by Senator Dole, which was an amendment to another
amendment offered by Senator Mark Hatfield, was aimed far more
at authorizing President Nixon to continue prosecuting the war in

Southeast Asia than at gaining an accounting for missing Ameri-
cans. 7. ! :.v..y-y

;

v7'7 / 7 • v 7:
’

Former President’s Nixon view is that:

The responsibility for denying to our Administration the
means to force the North Vietnamese to comply with the
agreements concerning the accounting for MIAs lies

squarely on those who opposed the use of military force to
bring the war to a conclusion and who later sabotaged our
efforts to enforce the peace agreement by drastically re-

ducing American aid to South Vietnam and prohibiting

the resumption of the bombing in order to enforce the Ac-
cords. 160 7;/..

During the Committee’s hearings on the Paris Peace Accords,
Senator Dole testified that:

When you line up the culprits who got us where we are
today, the Senate itself should enjoy a prominent place at
the front of the line . . . It was the Senate who sent Henry

u# Richardson testimony, September 24, 1992.
Congressional Record, May 31, 1973, ppe. 17668 et seq.

110 Nixon letter, p. 4.
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Kissinger to a gunfight at the OK corral, but gave him

Only blanks,* 6
*

Watergate

A final, highly important factor inhibiting President Nixons

ability to respond forcefully to DRV violations of the PPA was, the

emerging Watergate scandal. Several witnesses told the Select

Committee that, by early spring 1973, much of the President s time

and attention was devoted to this subject. In Admiral Moorers

words, for example, “Watergate was bubbling like mad. And Dr.

Kissinger’s memoirs include numerous references to the rresi-

dent’s lack of focus during this period:

It was a different Nixon in March 1973. He approached

the problem of the violations in a curiously desultory fash-

- ion. He drifted Nixon clearly did not want to add tor-

moil over Indochina to his mounting domestic perplexities.

The normal Nixon would have been enraged beyond con-

tainment at being strung along like this, but Watergate

Nixon continued to dither . . .

Nixon was simply unable to concentrate his energies

and mind on Vietnam The records show that he was en-

gaged in incessant meetings and telephone calls on Water-

gate. The ill omens did not cease, the most extraordinary

..." being an intelligence report I received while en route to

Paris (in May, 1973). It was-a North Vietnamese account

that described how- the Viet Cong leaders were briefing

their subordinates in the field. The report confirmed our

knowledge of Hanoi’s buildup, referring to a general of-

fensive” that was in preparation. But it was being post-

poned, the briefing stated, to give Watergate an opportuni-

ty to complete the paralysis of our Presidency and the de-

moralization of our South Vietnamese ally. It accurately

predicted that the wounded President now lacked the au-

thority to retaliate against North Vietnamese transgres-

.• sions.
'

Nixon could have taken his case to the American people,

arguing that we could not abandon what 50,000 Americans

had died to preserve. A Nixon re-elected by one of the larg-

est majorities in history might well have prevailed, as he

hadso many times before. In the swamp of Watergate, to*e

President’s political strength drained away and this option

did not exist at all.*
62

The executive paralysis stemming from Watergate had several

effects. It meant that the President had less time to focus on com-

plicated political/military issues such as responding to the possiou-

ity that prisoners might be left behind in Laos. p*deed, a tr^-

sciipt of the Oval Office tapes for the critical date of March 23,

1973 indicates that the President spent a significant part of that

day discussing Watergate with his closest aides.)

U1 Select Committee hearing, September 24,18*2.

m 0r. Kissinger's Memoirs, volume U, ppS. 318r®».
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Watergate almost certainly diminished the President’s willing-

ness to undertake difficult and controversial initiatives, while also

reducing the likelihood that his actions would be accepted at face

value and supported either by Congress or the public. :

Finally, the Watergate scandal disrupted the focus and attention
riot only of the President, but of key federal agencies, as well.

During the first six months of 1973, for example, four different

men served as Secretary of Defense or Acting Secretary of Defense
and three as Director of Central Intelligence. This left the F’OW/
MIA issue at Defense primarily in the hands of Deputy Secretary
Clements who was among those most skeptical of the possibility

that any live U.S. POWs remained after Operation Homecoming.
As for the CIA, James Schlesinger, who was the DCI from January
through May, 1973, told the Committee that he was not involved in

the POW/MIA issue during that time. Rather, he spent literally

“90 percent” of his brief tenure as DCI trying to determine the
extent of his agency’s possible involvement in Watergate. 1 63

Pro and con/were POWs left behind?

The range of information available to the Committee about the
possibility that American POWs were left behind after Operation
Homecoming goes beyond that gathered during the Committee’s in-

vestigation of negotiations surrounding the Paris Peace Accords.
Thus, no judgment on this critical point is made jn this section of
the Select Committee’s report. It seems useful, however, to summa-
rize briefly the information obtained and the testimony received on
this subject, including the opinions of expert witnesses.

Indications that Americans may have been left behind

As discussed elsewhere in this report, the United States had hard
evidence that soine Americans who were held captive by the North
Vietnamese or the Pathet Lao did not appear on the DRV’s Decem-
ber, 1970 list of prisoners. This evidence was publicized widely by
Nixon Administration officials, especially Secretary Laird, and was
raised directly with the DRV both during the public peace negotia-
tions and by Dr. Kissinger during his February, 1973 visit to Hanoi.
The possibility of live U.S. prisoners being held back, especially

in Laos, was taken seriously enough by high-level Administration
officials to justify a short-lived decision to halt troop withdrawals
required by the peace agreement, and led to recommendations from
the Department of Defense for military action.

Notwithstanding the evidence that some individuals who had cer-

tainly or probably been held captive were not being returned, the
United States did not have hard, current information that particu-
lar Americans were being held in particular locations.

Witness assessments

The witnesses who appeared before the Select Committee during
its investigation of issues related to the Paris Peace Accords includ-
ed those best informed and best positioned to make judgments

“’Deposition of Mr. James Schlesinger to Select Committee.



about the degree of likelihood that live American POWs may have

been left behind after Operation Homecoming.
. ly

Tn come cases these individuals based theirjudgments entirely

nntheirrecollectionofcontemporaneousknowledge.whileotbers

rtlied“ ftwEm** *» informationS laid the Committee that ‘I

estly did notthink there were any dive m Vi^arn when the w

ended. I have always kept open the possibility in my mind that

™ 'Ido not know and 1 did not know in

CIA Director and Defense Secretary James Schlesinger s

judgment waa that; "I have e hi^1'Pr0‘$ility„^^Sn
^2-

people wete left behind in Laos, and a medium-probability assess

’tSf'SSSS^StSt- Melvin Laird told, tte&mmittee

cans had been kept behind in Laos:

- Gen Record. ; . . I had a lot of years of experience with

"
T ahtifl'n" matters- I served in the Central Intelligence ..

.

feShfaeSd in LaS for 1966, '67 amMSmuiwas

back there again briefly in '69 and then I the Iaos

desk officer in the Office of the Secreta^ of Defense Inter-

national Security Affairs for awhile in 72, and then by the

K^reSng about here, 1 guess I was the head of

the Southeast Asian branch . . ,
. e

what was going on with respect to the WW5,is we

were tracking as carefully as we could all the intelligence

information ?n POWs, especially after it became clear that

“sS Sto Wbfc™ say POWs in Laos,

a

are obviously referring to a larger number than the nine.

= i; :

cated or even heard from since the Paris accords, but we

did know to, I think, a reasonable level of certitude, tha

there were more . . .

»«« Kissinger,testimony , September

1(1 Shields testimony, September 24, 1992.
^

»•* Schlesinger testimony, September21, 1992.

1 i7 Laird testimony, September 21 , 1992.
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Sen. Smith. Do you believe that there were people there

after Operation Homecoming, based on what you knew?
Gen. Secord. Well, yes, of course I believed there were

i '
people after Operation Homecoming.

168
.. / v

;
‘I

:

Former Assistant Secretary of Defense Clements, however, testi-

fied to his belief around the time of Operation Homecoming that

unreturned U,S. POWS were “in all probability dead.” This belief

grew stronger during the remainder of his service with the Depart-

ment of Defense due to DIA’s failure in Mr. Clements’ opinion to

uncover even “one iota’s evidence that there was a single POW in

Vietnam or anywhere in the Southeast Asian theater of oper-

ation.” 169

Finally, Ambassador Winston Lord wrote in a letter to the Select

Committee on October 27, 1992 that:

President Nixon did not knowingly leave American prisoners

behind when he implemented the Paris Agreement . . . The dis-

crepancies with our intelligence were very disturbing, but we had
no conclusive proof that any prisoners were being left behind. 170

. . ;

'

.

Laos: Complicating factors r . / ; ...... :

Three hundred and fifty Americans remained unaccounted for in

Laos after Operation Homecoming. Of these, the DIA had informed
policymakers in February and March, 1973 that approximately 215
disappeared under circumstances where some accounting for their

death or survival should be possible. Of these 215, there is evidence

that a- small number of specific individuals did survive their inci-

dents, and that some number of other individuals, not clearly iden-

tified, also survived. .

One of the great tragedies and frustrations of the POW/MIA
story is that so few of those lost in Laos ever returned. The Com-
mittee’s analysis of why this occurred would not be complete with-

out consideration of the special challenges faced by any U.S.

airman downed in that country. In that connection, William Sulli-

van, who served as Ambassador in Laos from 1964 to 1969, made
these observations to the Committee:

A lot of the casualties taken in Laos were taken in that
Ho Chi Minh trail area by these young fellows who went
in on what I always regarded as suicide missions.

I would say that the chances of anyone surviving as a
POW, in my judgment, pretty nil, although some were sent
back up the Ho Chi Minh Trail . . .

In that brutal environment, anybody captured there was
pret$y soon disposed of with a bullet in the head. So that
would account for in my judgment the high ratio of nonre-
turnees from people who might have been captured in the
area. The second area we had were air missions in Laos
and air missions going toward North Vietnam . . . the
pilots . . . were usually shot down in very terrible jungle.

They were usually captured, depending to some degree on

169 Secord testimony, September 24, 1992.
199 Clements testimony, September 24, 1992.
170 Letter from Lord to Select Committee, October 27, 1992.
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the season, because if it was the dry season, the North Vi-

etnamese regulars might have been in there. If it was the

rainy season, they would be captured by their irregular

forces, highly undisciplined forces and my guess that a lot -

of them even after capture were either tortured to death,

starved to death* treated in such a way that they devel-

oped dysentery and died ...

And I think that accounts in some measure for the high

ratio of people who didn’t return after either we got a

beeper from them and knew they were on the ground or

we even had a sighting and knew they were on the ground

I was in Paris when the Vietnamese finally disclosed

that the number from Laos was ten . : . and there was
enormous disappointment. Admiral Moorer, had a figure

and I can’t reinember where he got it, but it was some- ^

where around 40 that he was anticipating, so we thought

there was a shortfall even given . . . the filter of all these

considerations I’ve just made, we felt there was a shortfall

of possibly somewhere around 30. But the measure of hope

and the quality of hope we had for anybody who got

knocked down in Laos was not terribly high. 171

Dr. Roger Shields explained his uncertainty about the possibility

that any Americans might have remained behind after Operation

Homecoming by emphasizing-the limited extent of U.S. knowledge

about Americans taken captive in Laos. According to Dr. Shields:

The Dept, of Defense carried only four individuals as

prisoner in Laos who were not released during Homecom-
ing .. .

One of these individuals I think we entered into a pris-

oner status mistakenly. That’s George Clark . . .

Another one, a civilian, Eugene DeBruin, was last heard

from directly as he escaped. He never returned to U.S.

control. And I think that the intelligence groups feel they

have very good information that he died.
.

So that would leave two individuals carried as prisoner

in Laos, and the evidence of their capture and imprison-

ment is undeniable . . . David Hrdlicka and Charles Shel-

ton. V V
:

After their capture, though, information was very, very

sparse and was very negative about their continued surviv-

The DIA believed, as I recall, that three other individ-

uals may have been captured, although the services car-

ried these men as missing. And of these men, the remains

of one were found associated with the wreckage of his air-

- craft . . .

No one who was actually held in Laos ever wrote a

letter. . .

Photos of David Hrdlicka and EuGene DeBruin in cap-

tivity came into our possession and a short broadcast made

1,1 Sullivan testimony, September 21, 1992. /



by David Hrdlicka was also heard. And sdl of this occurred
very substantially a long time before Operation Homecom-

. .
ing.

'

'

--Now, Secretary Schlesinger testified this week that our
intelligence information regarding Laos was good . -. . if
that is true, then it is clear that very few men, and per-
haps even none as some people believe, and I don’t include
myself in it, were taken prisoner in Laos. :

Now this supposition is supported, to some extent, by
the far greater number of combat rescues which occurred
in Laos than in North Vietnam . . . we actually recovered
more men from Laos through rescues or returnees than we
had out of North Vietnam. And I think that says some-
thing about the status of the missing in action, because
they were the more difficult cases, where our rescue air-

craft were not able to get in. :
..... .. .

Most of the intelligence about suspected prison camps or
U.S. prisoners in Laos, received while I was in the Penta-
gon, was very vague and impossible to verify. And the fact
remains that we knew, and I believe know today, very
little specifically about our men missing in Laos. 172

Questions ofcontinued links between U.S. aid and POW/MIAs

The Committee looked into questions which have been raised
over the years concerning the extent of any linkage between
United States economic assistance to Vietnam and U.S. efforts to
obtain the fullest possible accounting of missing servicemen.
As noted earlier, there were indications that the North Vietnam-

ese were linking these, issues during the peace negotiations. After
the signing of the Paris Peace Accords, Vietnam continued to at-
tempt to use their obligations under the accords to provide infor-
mationon POW/MIAs as leverage to extort U.S. economic assist-
ance. The U.S. steadfastly rejected the Vietnamese position.
Documents to support the contention that the Vietnamese have

consistently linked the issues of U.S. aid and accounting for POW/
MIAs were compiled by the Committee’s Vice Chairman and were
included in the official record of the Committee’s hearing on Sep-
tember 21, 1992.

CONCLUSIONS

.As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the primary purposes
of the Committee s investigation of the Paris Peace Accords were to
(1) uncover information bearing on the possibility that U.S. POWs

behind in Southeast Asia after Operation Homecoming;
and. (2) determine whether there were factors involved in the nego-
uation of the agreement, in the agreement itself, or in subsequent
public characterizations of the agreement that affected our ability
to obtain the fullest possible accounting of our POW/MIAs or that
otherwise contributed to the ongoing controversy over the POW/
MIA issue. .

m Shields testimony, September 24, 1992.
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Nothing in this chapter, or in this report, should be interpreted

in any way as diminishing the historical responsibility that the

Government of North Vietnam bears for its failure to live up to the

POW/MIA provisions of the peace agreement. If American prison-

ers were, in fact, held back after the war, the responsibility for

that and for failing to provide an accounting for the missing rests

with those in power in Hanoi and in Laos, not with American nego-

tiators or the opponents or proponents of U.S. involvement in the

The Committee believes that its investigation has contributed

significantly to the public record of the negotiating history of the

POW/MIA provisions of the Paris Peace Accords, and of the com-

plications that arose during efforts to implement those provisions

both before and after the completion of Operation Homecoming.

That record indicates that there existed a higher degree of concern

within the Administration about the possibility that prisoners were

being left behind in Laos than had been known previously, and

that various options for responding to that concern were discussed

at the highest levels of government. V :

The Committee notes that Administration statements at the time

the agreement was signed may have understated the foreseeable
-

problems that would arise during implementation and that this

may have raised public and family expectations too high; and that

statements made after the agreement was signed may have under-

stated U.S. concerns about the possibility that live prisoners re-

mained; thereby contributing in subsequent years to public suspi-

cion and distrust. However, the Committee believes that the phras-

ing of these statements was intended to avoid raising what were

believed to be false hopes among POW/MIA families, rather than

to mislead the American people.

Chapter 3: Accounting for Missing Servicemen

/ overview jr;-

The responsibility for accounting for American military person-

nel and civilians missing or held captive as a result of the war in

Southeast Asia resides with the Departments of Defense and State,

respectively. Over the years their efforts have been supplemented

by Congressional inquiries and Presidentially appointed emissaries.

Nevertheless, the fullest possible accounting has yet to be obtained.

The inability of the U.S. Government to achieve this goal over the

last 20 years has spawned criticisms of the process and suspicions

about the integrity of the effort.
.

.^i

The magnitude of work required to achieve the fullest possible

accounting further underscores the need for cooperation from

Southeast Asia governments. For instance, as of 1992, there were

nearly 500 crash sites associated with unaccounted for U.S. person-

nel, according to the Department of Defense. Less than 100 of these

sites have been visited by U.S. investigators. In Laos, there are ap-

proximately 250 crash sites associated with unaccounted for U.S.

personnel, of which less than 40 have been visited by U.S. investi-

gators. As of the publication date of this report, U.S. investigators

have not had the opportunity to visit any detention sites or prison



camps in Laos for the purpose of fully evaluating various live-sight-

ing reports.

to view of this situation, the Committee deemed it essential to

undertake a comprehensive review of the policies and procedures
used by the U.S. government to account for American prisoners
and missing from the beginning of the war until the present. The
purposes of this investigation were:

. To determine accurately the number of Americans who
served in Southeast Asia during the war who did not return,

: either alive or dead;

To evaluate the accuracy of the U.S. Government’s own past
and current process for determining the likely status and fate

of missing Americans;

To learn what the casualty data and intelligence information
have to tell us about the number of Americans whose fates are
truly “unaccounted for” from the war in Vietnam; and

‘

To consider whether efforts to obtain the fullest possible ac-

counting of our POW/MIAs was treated, as claimed, as a
matter of “highest national priority” by the Executive branch;
To assess the extent to which Defense Department and DIA

accounting policies and practices contributed to the confusion,

suspicion and distrust that has characterized the POW/MIA
issue for the past 20 years; and
To determine what changes need to be made to policies and

- procedures, in order to instill public confidence in the govern-
ment's POW/MIA accounting process with respect to the war
in Southeast Asia and in the event of future conflicts,

to analyzing the accounting process, the Committee did not
simply accept “the official view.” Instead, Committee members
asked Executive branch officials to break the process down, step by
step, going back more than 25 years. The Committee asked them
literally to reconstruct their database, and to reply to questions,
under oath, about how and why individuals were categorized as
prisoners of war (POW), as missing in action (MIA), and as killed in
action, body not recovered (KIA/BNR). They were asked to explain
who made these decisions, who kept the lists, and on what basis in-

dividuals were moved from one category to another.

The Committee’s goal was to build a factual foundation upon
which the remainder of its investigation could rely, so that it could
proceed with an accurate understanding about what is possible and
what is probable with respect to the three bottom-line questions:
Were Americans left behind in captivity following Operation
Homecoming? If so, how many? And, what is the likelihood that
some of those prisoners might still be alive today?
Tte need for a solid grounding in fact is essential in any investi-

gation, but it is particularly crucial in understanding the universe
of what is possible with respect to the question of whether there
are surviving POWs from the war in Indochina. Ever since the war
ended, there has been a swirl of claims and counter-claims, suspi-
cions and theories, about this question. By focusing on the details
of the accounting process, the Committee sought to gain a realistic
understanding of the spectrum of possibilities within which the
truth must certainly fall.



Records search

The Committee began its investigation by seeking all data rele-

vant to the accounting process including the lists of all prisoners

and missing from each Defense Department. (DoD) agency tha

maintained casualty and intelligence lists prior to, during, or alter

Operation Homecoming; casualty files from the individual services;

analyses of individual cases; and policy documents. The^Commit-

tee's search of the archival records held by the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA)’s POW/MIA Office also yielded lists of American

POW/MIAs that had been provided to private Americans by the

North Vietnamese. . . , ... „DAC,f P.
ft

Early in its investigation, the Committee received the Post Cea-

sefire Casualty Book", fromjthe former office of

the Defense Department. This book chronicles the Comptroller s

number of unaccounted for servicemen from the signing ot the

Paris Peace Accords on January 27, 1973,
through September 30,

1977. This document reflected the casualty status of servicemen

who had not returned based on information which had been provid-

ed by the three main military services since the end ot tbe war.

As such, the Comptroller’s records provided

line from which to examine the actual status of POW/MIAs. For

instance, the records showed that there were 1,929 servicemen cap-

tured or missing before the start of Operation Homecommg and

more than 1300 captured or missing by the end of Operation nome-

coming. The records also showed that there were an additional

: 1100 servicemen who had been declared dead during the war, but

whose remains had not been recovered. The Committee s task was

to examine the accuracy of these numbers and to compare them

with lists maintained by the services and tbs DIA.
,

Accordingly, the Committee requested

service either microfiche or paper copies of all casualty files. The

Committee was ako provided ac^ to botktbe casualty and^mtel-

ligence files of the Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCKU and

DIA’s POW/MIA Office, respectively. . . TTQ .
. .

In January 1992, the Committee located the fite of a U.S. Army

unit responsible for maintaining files on American and foreign

POWs from 1968 until 1971. The records of this unit describe the

broad history of the DoD’s POW/MIA accounting effort from the

earliest days of the Vietnam conflict.
173 At the request of Com-

mittee, all key documents in this collection were declassified by the

^ Dl^srewrds document an important part of the national intelli-

gence picture before, during, and after Operation Homeroming.

They indicate that DIA had not always reco^ the, same casualty

status for an individual as had the individual s military sendee,

but the Committee found no evidence describing DIA s methodolo-

gy. Analysis was also complicated by the near total unavailabihty

of service intelligence staff documents. , , «,woin
The Defense Department, with layers of command and a wrtam

overlap in responsibilities, produced volumes of material at eacn

>’* 87.5 cubic feet ofarchival files of the.VS.W* 22nd Prisoner of War Information

i at Mafinnal iiethiuK ' Sliitlatlj Rtfeifi&CC BfUlCll
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level in the military hierarchy. For example, each separate mili-

tary sendee had separate casualty and intelligence files and sepa-

rate staffs who developed them. The Committee sought to bring
this material together and to locate mateiM from the key military

commands in Washington, from the Pacific Command in Hawaii,

and from unified and specified commands in the Pacific theater.

Little, if any, of these records had been sought in prior investiga-

tions of the POW/MIA issue.

Today, after more than a year of diligent searching, certain key
groups or documents cannot yet be located. The Committee also

learned that many of the individual service files have either been
lost or destroyed.

For example, the U.S. Army’s Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelli-

gence (DCSINT) has been unable to locate any of his agency’s ar-

chival POW/MIA intelligence staff records from the Vietnam war
era. This includes internal intelligence reports, memoranda, plan-

ning documents and similar records documenting what the Army
knew or suspected about personnel captured or missing in South-

east Asia. It remains unknown whether the records were destroyed

or simply misplaced.
-

In another example, the U.S. Marine Corps initially reported to

the Committee that it had transferred all of its documents to the

Defense Intelligence Agency 11 years ago. When this turned out to

be incorrect, the Corps reported that it had shipped the documents
to the National Archives in 1990 for secure -storage. The documents
were turned over to DIA’s Central Documentation Office in Octo-

ber 1992 for declassification.

The U.S. Navy provided a small, collection of assorted documents
in response to the Committee’s request, but advised that nothing
further could be located. After repeated prodding from the Commit-
tee, the Navy reported that all remaining POW/MIA records had
been destroyed in about 1975. Committee investigators then uncov-

ered extensive Navy records at the Naval Historical Center which
had been transferred there in 1973, including most of the major
files of the Chief of Naval Operations’ Special Assistant for POW/
MIA Affairs. There are indications that certain sensitive Naval in-

telligence files were shipped to DIA in 1981, while others appear to

have been destroyed in 1975 or 1981.

The U.S. Air Force provided no response to the Committee’s
original request for records. Finally, in September 1992, the Com-
mittee was provided a printout of a small portion of the archives at

the Joint Services SERE (Search, Evasion, Rescue, Escape) Agency
(JSSA) in Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. A Committee staff survey of a smell
portion of the JSSA files uncovered wartime Air Force Intelligence

staff files. It appears that the wartime air intelligence files were
transferred to JSSA in 1974, put on microfiche (where they have
become largely illegible when printed out) and the original docu-

ments destroyed. Documents recovered from partially readable
JSSA archives have filled in important gaps in understanding joint

service activities, particularly after Operation Homecoming.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) located in permanent storage its

collection of POW/MIA related memoranda. These documents have
been made available to the Committee through the Central Docu-
mentation Office (CDO). The Committee also located a monumental
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study on the history of covert operations in Southeast Asia, the

MACVSOG Document Study, together with Other appropriate spe-

cial operations annual histories. At publication time, these docu-

ments had beendeclassified, or soon were to be ... ... .. .

Sources indicate that there Were some intelligence reports on

POW/MIAs collected through MACVSOG during the war. especial-

ly in Laos. Unfortunately, the Committee was not able to locate

these reports. ~ ,

"•

-v
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The Joint Task Force Full Accounting (JTF-FA) has yet to pro-

vide the wartime permanent records of the principal Organization

responsible for monitoring the POW/MLA problem on the ground

in Southeast Asia, the special operations related Joint Personnel

Recovery Center (JPRC). JPRC was transformed into the Joint Cas-

ualty Resolution Center in January 1973; the Committee has re-

quested, but at publication time had yet to receive, an index of its

archival files. The Pacific Command has reported it .
has no docu-

ments, even though it was one of the most major command players

throughout the Vietnam war.

Finally, the Committee was hindered in judging the accuracy of

servicemen accounted for and not accounted for during the war by

the fact that Search and Rescue (SAR) reports had been destroyed

following the war. We note that Gen. Vessey confirmed to the Com-

mittee that these records had been destroyed by 1979.

In May, 1992, the Committee located and began an exhaustive

review of DIA’s .1966-1981 archival POW/MIA files. The review

was later expanded to include files at JSSA in Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.

The archival files of both agencies brought to light-a broad range

of wartime and post-wartime policy and accounting documents,

automated data base printouts, and weekly data input sheets cover-

ing the war and post-war period.
. .

The Committee’s investigation disclosed the possible existence of

other collections of POW/MIA related files which have been re-

quested for review and declassification, but which at publication

time had not been received. These include, but are not limited to,

the POW/MIA staff and operational files of the Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam (MACV), J-2 staff element responsible for

management ofPOW intelligence in Vietnam, and the Pacific Com-

mand’s (CINCPAC) POW/MIA staff.

The archival POW/MIA intelligence files from the Department

of State are also undergoing declassification. However, the Commit-

tee has been advised informally by the Department that these files

are poorly organized and never have been indexed.

The Committee located and examined many POW/MIA lists com-

piled by official agencies involved in the accounting process over

the last 20 years. Together these lists document the. evolution of

the U.S. Government’s knowledge about the fate of American pris-

oners and missing. On its own, each list is an imperfect snapshot of

knowledge at one point in time during the past 31 years. Many of

the lists were provided to the Committee by family members aim

concerned individuals who had obtained the lists from the U.S.

Government over the years. Because of automation procedures, the

Committee found that many of these lists had not been archived by

the government at the time they were printed, but rather were

continuously updated in an automated database. Nonetheless, the



Committee was able to make determinations on the comprehensive-
ness of the lists, especially those produced by the DIA.
Many of the lists enabled the Committee to understand better in-

telligence and casualty information pertaining to missing service-
men. For instance, one important list, generated by DIA in 1979,
included analytical comments indicating the possible survival or
death of many unaccounted for U.S. personnel. Taken together, the
DIA and State Department lists also showed that unaccounted for
USAF personnel covered by the CIA at LIMA SITE 85 in Laos
during the war did not show up on official lists until at least 1982,
nine years after the war ended.

In another instance, a JTF-FA list of priority cases in Laos pro-
vided in March, 1992 indicated that several missing individuals in
Laos were believed to have ejected from their aircraft before it

crashed and to have reached the ground alive.

Civilian accounting: State Department

Although DIA included civilians in its accounting process, the of-

ficial responsibility for collecting information and determining the
fate of American civilians missing in Southeast Asia was held by
the Department of State. This was a natural outgrowth of the De-
partment’s ^general responsibility to aid American citizens abroad.

Information was maintained on missing civilians, including pri-
vate citizens, journalists, missionaries, employees of U.S. govern-
ment agencies including DoD and the services, and employees of
firms under contract to the U.S. Government. Sources used

-

to
obtain information included U.S. intelligence agencies, private citi-

zens, press reports, and foreign governments.
During the war, the Special Assistant for POW/MIA Affairs (at-

tached to the office of the Deputy Secretary of State), the East Asia
Bureau, and the Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs had re-
sponsibility for POW/MIA accounting within State. The Special As-
sistant’s office and the Consular Affairs bureau maintained files on
missing civilians. This organizational structure for POW/MIA ac-
counting remained essentially the same in the years after the war.
However, in 1976 the Special Assistant’s responsibility for POW/
MIA affaire was transferred to the newly created Bureau for
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs and the position of
Deputy Assistant Secretary for POW/MIA Affaire was created
within that bureau. The Office of Workers Compensation in the De-
partment of Labor, which was responsible for financial support to
the families of persons covered by the workers’ compensation pro-
gram, also maintained records on many of the missing.

„
Unlike DoD, State did not categorize individuals as “prisoner”,

“missing” or .“killed.” While there was firm information in some
cases as to the fate of the individual, the Department avoided cate-
gorization in the absence of official documentation. In testimony
before the Committee in June, Frank Sieverts, who served as both
the Special Assistant and Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
POW/MIA Affaire from 1966 to 1978, explained the rationale
behind this policy:
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. . . in the absence of official documentation, we did not

label these individuals in this way. We simply kept files

that were as complete as we could make them. 174

In view of this policy, State did not compile or disseminate the

.

types of POW/MIA lists created by DIA or DoD. Rather, State offi-

cials communicated regularly with families in an effort to provide

as much information as possible.

Civilian accounting: Central Intelligence Agency

During its investigation, the Committee also found that the Cen-

tral Intelligence Agency maintained information on missing civil-

ians who had been employed by the Agency in Laos. During the

"secret war” in Laos, the CIA had operated three proprietary orga-

nizations known as Air America, Continental Air Services, and

Byrd and Sons. The Committee received information from CIA that

40 personnel were lost by CIA during the war in. Laos; as of publi-

cation time, the CIA has informed the Committee that the fate of

these individuals is known, except for six who are carried on lists

maintained by DIA.

None of the lists obtained by the Committee includes deserters

because, as a matter of policy, DoD did not consider deserters to be

military casualties. Although the Committee’s principal concern

was POW/MIAs, there was interest in determining whether any

deserters in Southeast Asia might have been the subjecLof reports,

of alleged POWs surviving after 1973. A preliminary inquiry by the

Committee found that the issue of deserters and its relation to

POW/MIA accountability had never been studied thoroughly by

the Executive branch.

Committee investigators identified a master list of 1,284 possible

deserters from nine separate lists provided by various services and

agencies. On March 19, 1992, the Committee provided this informa-

tion to the Administrator of the Social Security Administration

(SSA) and the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI). The Committee asked each agency to review all appropriate

files and identify all known deserters locatable outside Southeast

Asia.

In June 1992, the two agencies responded. The SSA Administra-

tion was able to confirm more than 300 of the deserters located in

the United States after the end of the Vietnam War. The FBI cor-

related the 1,284 names on the master list to 1,198 individuals. Of

these, there were no FBI records on 391 of the reported deserters;

60 names were duplicates or represented an alias. There were in-

vestigative files on all remaining individuals and copies of sensitive

files were provided to the Committee for further review.

In July 1992, the Committee forwarded the information to CDO
with a request that the FBI’s information be compared to that in

the databases of each individual service. To date, it appears that

approximately 50 deserters remain unlocated in subsequent

records.

iu Hearing, Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs, 25 June 1992, p. 19.
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The Committee notes that DIA and CULHI’s assessment that
fewer than 100 (15 in one list; 65 in another) are known to have
deserted while assigned to units in Vietnam. Only two of these in-

dividuals, McKinley Nolan and Earl Clyde Weatherman, are be-

lieved to have been in Vietnam after the fall of Saigon.

The Committee also received information from officials in the
former Soviet Union, and from a KGB defector in the United
States, that a group of American servicemen had deserted a U.S.
carrier in Japan with KGB assistance during the Vietnam War.
These Americans had then traveled to Moscow and from there to

other countries outside the United States.

WARTIME ACCOUNTING

The process

September 1963, the Defense Department began to compile
weekly statistical reports of American casualties in Southeast Asia.

These reports, retroactive to 1961, were based on information pro-

vided by each of the military services in accordance with a memo-
randum from the Director, Statistical Services, Office of the Assist-

ant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). 175 The Comptroller was re-

sponsible for compiling and publishing the reports during and after

the war until 1982, when the duty was transferred to the Director-

ate for Information Reports of the Washington Headquarters Serv-
ices (DIOR). Changes in the statistical information were made only
upon notification from the services because the services had, arid

continue to have, the legal responsibility for making status deter-

minations.

This casualty reporting system was driven primarily by the
needs to re-staff missing personnel and to determine entitlements.
Those who were incapacitated and unable to perform their as-

signed task had to be accounted for and identified before replace-
ment troops could be requisitioned, whether the individuals were
believed to be missing or captured. Since the system was driven
largely by personnel needs, the casualty categories were very spe-
cific, designed to provide precise information as to whether some-
one was dead, wounded or missing as a result of hostile or non-hos-
tile action; whether someone was captured; and if dead, whether
the body had or had not been recovered. Both the services and
DIOR maintained this information, although DIOR’s reports con-
sisted of the aggregate numbers of all service personnel in each of
these categories. DIOR did not begin to keep information on service
personnel by name until the end of Operation Homecoming in

March 1973. •'
'

The information collected by DIOR from the services established
a database which was used not only for personnel reasons but also

to compile information on those who were “unaccounted for”
during and after the war. DIOR’s “unaccounted for” statistics were
the “official” DoD statistics which were disseminated to Congress,
other agencies, the public and the families.

„ *HP1*8 reporting requirement was formalized in DOD Instruction 7730.22, issued December
O 1 GC9 ’ '
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Testimony presented to the Committee by Service representa-
tives in June 1992 suggested that the reporting policies and proce-
dures have Varied little from the early days of the war to the
present or from service to service. In general, the reporting proce-
dure consisted of collecting as much information as possible imme-
diately or as soon as possible, after the loss incident, including eye-

witness accounts; and forwarding that information in the form of a
casualty report from the unit commander through one or more
levels of command to the service headquarters in Washington. In
each service, the commanding officer of the unit held the initial re-

sponsibility for determining the casualty status of an individual

lost under his command. By law this status could be changed only
by the Service Secretary or his designee. None of the services pro-
vided casualty reports on individuals absent without leave (AWOL),
unless information demonstrated that the absence was involuntary,

or on deserters. Deserters were dropped from the military roles by
all services unless they came back under military control.

Early losses V

'

The United States sustained casualties in Laos in 1961, not all of
which were accounted for through the 1962 Geneva Accords on
Laos. .3 ’ •:."

'.’;33,V3; \ v.>; :

The accounting for Americans captured or missing in Vietnam
during the early 1960’s was complicated by the nature of the con-

flict. Much Of the Defense Department’s doctrine at the time was
an outgrowth of lessons learned during World-War II and the
Korean War. These lessons provided little guidance for categorizing

those who became unaccounted for while participating in an ill-de-

fined, counter-insurgent war. This dilemma was illustrated by the
Executive branch’s policy of referring to prisoners during this

period as “detainees,” thereby avoiding a characterization associat-

ed with formal involvement in war.

Even by 1965, after the U.S. advisory effort in South Vietnam
had given way to the deployment of units of division size, there was
still no clearcut definition of the conflict. Without a declaration of
war or large-scale military mobilization, it was questionable wheth-
er the 1949 Geneva Convention governing the treatment of prison-

ers of war was applicable. There was no effort, during these early
years, to spur international efforts under the International Com-
mittee for the Red Cross (ICRC) or similar organizations either to

define the war as being an “armed conflict” in the legal sense or to

designate those captured as bona fide prisoners of war.

The increasing number of casualties, coupled with reports of pris-

oner executions and North Vietnamese threats to try U.S. prison-

ers as criminals, prompted a review of the issue during the first

part of 1966. On July 21, 1966, the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense issued a directive providing that “U.S. military person-

nel captured in Vietnam will be categorized as captured or in-

terned rather than detainees.” 176 Thereafter, the United States

argued (albeit in vain) that its prisoners should be accorded the
protections of the Geneva Convention, including a public account-

.

,7 ‘ TAC Escape & Evasion Bulletin, May 1967, OT 67198.
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ing, access by humanitarian groups and the right to send and re-
ceive mail. :^v-

DIA 's involvement
_

II.S. unite arriving in Vietnam before and during the major
build-up in 1965 collected and reported POW intelligence in accord-
ance with procedures established by the DIA. Selected units in
Vietnam also initiated agent operations in an effort to locate and
recover American prisoners. In addition, the Military Assistance
Command Studies and Observation Group (MACSOG) directed
covert in-country and cross-border agent operations against targets
approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, particularly inside North
Vietnam. These operations were carried out by the Joint Personnel
Recovery Center (JPRC). JPRC’s activation was intended to meet a
growing need for POW intelligence and to respond, if possible, to
the intelligence developed. - V
The loss of servicemen at an ever increasing rate by 1966 in-

creased the urgency of the accounting process and demonstrated
the need for more and better intelligence. The effort to establish a
focal point for POW/MIA accountability led to the involvement of
the DIA in the accounting process. :

Beginning in late 1966, DIA was assigned specific responsibilities
with regard to U.S. POWs by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 1” The Serv-
ices retained the responsibility for accounting for their own person-
nel and for producing their own intelligence about the fate of casu-
allies. DIA’s role was to ensure that a high priority was given to
the collecting of POW intelligence. Beginning at thattime, detailed
weekly casualty data was provided by the military services to DIA
The result was the development of a second system of POW/MIA
accounting maintained by DIA and based on casualty information
produced by DIOR and intelligence information;
DIA’s role in the accounting process grew after 1966, as DIA as-

sumed the chairmanship of the Interagency POW Intelligence Ad
Hoc Committee and participated in the POW/MIA Intelligence
Task Force formed in 1971. The intelligence branches of each of the
military services, the CIA, and the State Department were repre-
sented on each of these entities.

- In October 1969, DIA approved the Pacific Command's request
for a^Human Resources Collection Directive (HRCD), which envi-
sioned conducting agent operations in Laos and North Vietnam for
the purpose of obtaining POW intelligence,1 ?® The Pacific Com-
mand pointed out the need for clandestine agent operations be-
cause the North Vietnamese had not divulged the identity and lo-
cation of U.S. prisoners. Two primary targets were established in
Laos^KhangTJhai and Sam Neua; and four in North Vietnam: Hoa
E°.

Fr)S
n^<

XoSi AP Prison, Cu Loc Prison and the Citadel
Prison. This effort was the start of a high-level clandestine agent
operation, aspects of which remain classified.
D^*8 wartime accountingefforts were focused almost exclusively

on determining who were prisoners and where they were held.

USPri^c^fWaP
1”^9^’ W April Subject: Functions and Responsibilities Related to

171 Human Resource CoUection Directive (HRCD) PH-1001, 1 October 1969.
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Unlike the Services, D1A collected information on American civil-

ians as well as military personnel. However, DIA did not collect in-

formation on any individual until the services or the State Depart-

ment indicated that that person was missing. As information on

prisoners and missing was received, DIA’s POW/MIA Office at-

tempted to correlate that information to an individual POW or

MIA. DIA had no written criteria or procedures, either during the,

war or after, to determine who was a prisoner of war. DIA’s catego-

rization of an individual as a POW was an “analytical judgment.”

Prom 1966 onward, DIA kept an automated database reflecting

who was a prisoner and who was missing. It did not keep records

on Americans believed to have been killed, but whose bodies were

not recovered, so DIA did not maintain wartime files on approxi-

mately half of the 2,264 Americans currently listed as unaccounted

for from the war in Southeast Asia. The only exceptions were those

initially declared dead and later determined to have been captured.

DIA relied on numerous sources of information including enemy

news releases, captured documents, enemy prisoner interrogations,

and intercepted enemy radio communications. Other information

concerning the fate of missing or captured individuals was received

from escapees and early releases. During the war, 84 individuals

either escaped or were returned alive from captivity. Based on

their reports, DIA listed 21 individuals to have died without the re-

covery of remains. "
, , ,

In addition, the DIA relied on the “official” lists provided by

North .Vietnam to private individuals and to Senator Kennedy in-

order to update and judge the accuracy of its own lists. One of the

most important lists the DIA received was from an early releasee

in 1969, Captain Wesley Rumble. While in captivity, Captain

Rumble memorized a list of more than 300 servicemen whose

names he had heard in conversations with his fellow prisoners.

Another important source of information, especially later in the

war, was the receipt of mail from American prisoners in North

Vietnam. Unfortunately, no mail came from either Cambodia or

Laos and little was received from POWs held by the Viet Cong in

South Vietnam. 179
;

.

.

DIA’s correlation efforts resulted in the establishment of what

DIA officials call “working lists” of Americans believed by DIA to

be missing or held captive. Since DIA has no legal responsibility

for making casualty status determinations, these lists were, not

“official”. At various times during and after the war, DIA’s lists

differed from those maintained by the individual services. The ap-

parent reason for this is thatDIA was in a better position to re-

spond quickly to new intelligence information than were the

boards set up by the services to review casualty status determina-

tions. v
The DIA and the military services were not the only agencies in-

volved in the POW/MIA issue. The U.S. Air Force had overall re-

sponsibility for survival, escape and evasion. Within Vietnam, the

JPRC was responsible for planning efforts to rescue U.S. POWs.

i»« Testimony, May 6; 1970, by G. Warren Nutter, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Interna-

tional Security Affaire), before the Subcommittee on National Security, House Committee on

Foreign Affaire.
'



Cro^border operations

Beginning in the mid 1960s the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) decid-
ed to classify and/or falsify the loss locations of many military per-
®on“eI killed, captured Or missing in action from covert; cross-
border operations in Laos and Cambodia and exempt them from
normal casualty reporting requirements. As a result, the casualty
and intelligence files.-for many individuals lost on these "black" op-
erations contained incorrect countries and locations of loss. The
purpose of this policy was to maintain the secrecy surrounding U.S.
operations in Laos and Cambodia. The consequence of this policyw“ ^ service casualty officers unwittingly provided families
with inaccurate casualty data. For example, in One instance, a
woman was tola that her husband was missing after a combat
action in. South. Vietnam when, in fact, he had fallen from a heli-
copter while being extracted from an intelligence Witefoy

jn ram,

DOQIE.

Con-ections in loss locations for these individuals were made be-
ginning m May ^1970 for Laos and in May 1971 for Cambodia.

piffjlpsure of these operations and the admission of
the falsincation of loss locations and coordinates did not occur until
July 1973. Due to the loss and destruction of wartime special oper-
ations records, the process of correcting inaccurate loss locations
continued at least through 1977.
The confusion caused by the falsification of the records was one

of many sources of concern expressed by Brig. Gen. Robert Kings-'
ton, first commander of the JCRC* when he assumed the job ofac-

U S. personnel in the post-war period. The
JLKC^began work with the wartime records it inherited from the
Joint Personnel Recovery Center (JPRC). In, a message to the Pacif-
ic Uommand at the time, Gen. Kingston wrote:

Since its inception the JCRC has been confronted with
the task of attempting to develop a complete and accurate
database of information on missing and KIA personnel for
whom search/investigation operations are required. At the
time of its activation, the JCRC acquired the records of the
Joint Personnel Recovery Center (JPRC). Since that time,
continuous and extensive efforts have been made to cor-
rect deficiencies in the records. The premise that JPRC
records were reasonably complete and accurate was erro-
neous ... Recently, the JCRC initiated search/investiga-
tive operations and inadequacies in the records became ap-
parent . . . Review of our records reveals numerous . , .

cases where there is reference to previous search/rescue
^jatnms but reports of the operations are not available.
Additionally, there are instances of omitted or conflicting
coordinates on crash locations. Due to previous security re-
strictions, some personnel are carried in one country when

vtS5 Tere lost in an°ther . - - We have had cases of
K1A/BNR where research on the part of JCRC has re-
vealed that remains were previously recovered. We expect
there are more such cases. In few cases do JCRC records
contain reports of eye-witnesses to the incident. In many



cases, information contained in the records was obtained

by informal liaison and word of mouth ... 180

Documents related to the falsification of records concerning the,

cross border operations have been declassified at the Committee’s

request. '/. ^

Databases and accounting terms

As indicated above there were two databases which were used

within the DoD to determine the number of individuals unaccount-

ed for in Southeast Asia. The first database, which DIOR main-

tained, was built upon basic casualty information provided by the

services. :
-i C v-v;:..

The second, created by DIA, consisted of casualty information

from DIOR and intelligence information; During and after the war

both DIQR and ,DIA used their respective databases to generate

lists of those unaccounted for.

During the war the term “unaccounted for” was used by DIOR,

and thus officially by the DoD, to refer to prisoners of war and

missing. Until 1973, DIOR included both those “missing in action”

(MIAs) and those “missing in nonhostile circumstances” (MNH)
under the term “missing.” The MNEE are individuals who disap-

peared under non-combat situations. Beginning in 1973, DIOR
began treating MIAs and MNHs as separate categories and report-

ed them as such. :
:

: Vv';’':'

during the war and throughout most of the 1970s, DIA used two

categories to refer to those who were unaccounted for: prisoner of

war and missing in action. The latter included those lost under

both hostile and non-hostile circumstances.

During the war, field units established casualty boards to review

and'make recommendations bn the casualty status of each individ-

ual unaccounted for. Casualty boards were expected to meet while

incidents were still fresh in people’ s minds, witnesses were readily

locatable, and pertinent documents could be made available. In

many cases, particularly with respect to the loss of Air Force and

Navy pilots over North Vietnam, the casualty review boards con-

cluded that an individual had been killed but that the remains

were not recoverable at the time. These casualties were categorized

by DIOR, the services, and DIA as “killed in action/body not recov-

ered”. (KIA/BNR). Individuals in this category were not considered

to be “unaccounted for” during the war years. The Committee

notes, however, that in some cases information later surfaced that

provided an accounting for those listed as KIA/BNR.

Casualty status determinations

The Missing Persons Act gives Service Secretaries the sole statu-

tory authority to make casualty determinations. The law was en-

acted to alleviate financial haraships endured by the dependents of

members of the military services who were officially carried as

“missing.” It requires the Service Secretaries to review the deter-

mination of casualty status within 12 months of the individual s

• 1,0 COMl'SSAG/JCRC NKP THAI Menage 260440Z May 73, Subject; Development of Com-

plete and Adequate JCRC Data Base.
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classification as “missing.” A presumptive finding of death (PFOD)may be made if the service member can no longer reasonably bepresumed to 1» living and if the passage of time, the absence of in-

detennirmtkirf The
^appearance warrant such aPF

S
Dls 8 legal mechanism for permitting the
cannot be made when there is evidence

SSeofff “^ h°WeVer’ tt c?ffl ** made without «*tain

DrS^Pon^^! 3!
31,8 0f the ?ar> the Secretaries ap-proved PFODs for 21 servicemen who were reported to have died incaptivity without the recovery of remains. In some instances thedeaths were reported by POWs released in South Vietnam by the

I^er 1970, N®rth Vietnam released what its officials pur-

x
a comprehensive list of U.S. POWs detained inside

No^ Vietnam Jl
i

h
U*ed 8 ^ of 20 servicemen reported byNorth Vietnam as having died m its custody. Dr. Roger E Shields^t^t0^e Secretary of Defense (ISA), recommended

tliat th® list be accepted “as an official
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tion required by the Geneva Convention . . . A finding of£h m these cases will not foreclose a continuingdei^d for more details from NVN. We suspect most
accept a finding of death, but a few may

protest very vocally . . ... It is doubtful that legal action
of dea‘h wouId successful in over-

;s Service Secretary s decision. Similar actions at-tempted in the past have failed.
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. M the aftermath of the Vietnam conflict . . . one of them^jor problems which will face the Department of Defense
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and several hundred family members will be the resolu-
tion of the status of our men missing and unaccounted for
throughout Indochina. Continuing uncertainty .. , . has re-
sulted in an increasing distress. ..aniorig the next ofkin. . .

pressure will be intense ... to adequately resolve the MIA
cases within a reasonable time frame.

War time lists 'J-

iv/rP*

uri
ml

th5 war
’ kept two broad categories of lists of PQW/

MlAs. The first was the basic casualty lists prepared by the serv-
ices; the second was intelligence casualty lists prepared by DIA and
the DoD for the purpose of tracking those who were “unaccounted
for . Early computer models and automated data processing (ADP)
began to be used in casualty accounting during the late 1960’s Ac-

t

depended on the reliability of information entered and the
care taken by those entering it. At times, errors in one area or an-
other caused the production of lists which were not totally accu-
rate.

. .

•;

„ Although individual casualty reports were often unclassified,
except in the case of covert cross-border losses, the overall lists of
casualties were usually classified as “confidential.” Intelligence
lists were routinely classified as “secret.” The reason for the differ-
ent degree of classification was that the intelligence lists often con-
teined more precise data.abput loss location and analysis of the

",
likelihood of capture. -The estimated location often . reflected a r

range of intelligence estimates and may, or may not, have been
based on firm information.

*i.^
re ûsa^f ^e DRV to apply the 1949 Geneva Convention to

the Vietnam War was an obstacle to U.S. efforts to confirm the
casualty status and condition of American POWs. For example,
very little mail was received from U.S. POWs prior to 1970, despite
prisoner right to send and receive mail under the Convention
DoD did receive some wartime lists and other forms of information
about American POWs from private individuals who were involved
with the peace movement.

_ ^ ]967, Mr. Joseph Elder, a staff member of the American
Fnends Service Committee, traveled to North Vietnam carrying
with him a small quantity of mail to be delivered to POWs.
1 hrough 1969, he and other Friends staff carried mail from next-of-
kim m the United States to POWs in Vietnam and often brought
mail from POWs to their next-of-kin when they returned. The
quantity ofmail on each, trip varied from a half dozen letters to
hundreds. The Friends effort was complemented by anti-war activ-
ists who also traveled to Vietnam^

In October 1969, Mr. Elder met with U S. officials in Hong Kong
and was given a list of U.S. POWs about whom the U.S hoped
North Vietnam could provide information. The U.S. officials soon
changed theirminds, however, and asked Mr. Elder not to share
the list with the North Vietnamese, As a consequence, Mr. Elder
sjroP y ®?ked North Vietnam- to provide its own list of American
POWs. This request was denied.
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On November 26, 1969 DIA received what it described internally
as its “first list.” 183 While perhaps coincidental, the receipt, from
Hanoi of such a list may have been related to Mr. Elder’s visit to
Hanoi the previous month. This “first list”, consisting of 59 names
was provided to anti-war activist Mr. David Dellinger. Of the 59
names on the Dellinger list, 54 were carried by both DIA and the
services as POWs. The other five were carried as POWs by DIA
and as MIAs by their respective services. 184

In January 1970, the Committee of Liaison with the Families
(COLIAFAM), released a list of 156 U.S. POWs detained in North
Vietnam. The Co-Directors of the Committee were Cora Weiss and
David Dellinger. The Committee also released a list of five service-
men “confirmed as being dead by the North Vietnamese.” Of these
five, three were listed by the DRV at the time of the Paris Peace
Accords as having died in captivity, while the other two were never
confirmed as having been held captive. The remains df all five have
been repatriated.

Throughout 1970 and 1971, the list of confirmed POWs grew, as
efforts to facilitate the exchange of mail and to obtain partial lists
from North Vietnam slowly progressed. Mail and other informa-
tion arrived through a variety of channels, including the Friends,
COLIAFAM, other activists, Mr. H. Ross Perot, and even the Swed-
ish Prime Minister, Olav Palme. By September 1970, the number of
confirmed American prisoners had risen to 335. On December 22,
1970, North Vietnam provided Senator Edward Kennedy with a list
of 368. As before,; the North Vietnamese claimed that Tihis was a
comprehensive list of U.S. POWs detained inside North Vietnam.

,

In mid-1972, the Japanese “Nipon Dempa” News Agency re-
leased a list of 390 U.S. POWs. 185 DIA analysis found that 339 of
the names on this list had been acknowledged previously as POWs
by the DRV, 9 were individuals already released, 20 were service-
men the DRV had reported earlier as dead, and 22 were new
?££es’ 311 airmen lost over North Vietnam between December
1970 and May 1972.

In June and August, 1972
s Senator Kennedy announced the re-

ceipt of two new lists, of 24 and 10 respectively. All of the names
on these lists were associated with recent combat activity. By the
fall of 1972, the list of confirmed U.& POWs held by North Viet-
nam had risen to more than 400.

The Sullivan report

:

In June 1972, a high-level interagency report on the POW/MIA
issue was completed under the direction of Assistant Secretary of
State William H. Sullivan, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Group on Viet-
nam. 186 The report examined lessons to be learned from the POW

N*™*8 ofUS. POWs Released Thro US. Mobilization Committee, "First List 26 Nov.

jJVJJij
8 <I*'“*w* i* sympomatlc of the lack of full coordination between DIA and the serv-

^e8ccount“? Process. The reasons for the differencewerethat DIA analysts had deter-
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early releases, that the five should be con-

!
W

'.-
^individuals listed as MIA were later reclassified as POWs and returned

alive from captivity during Operation Homecoming.

a June 1972, Subject Reported "Master List”

JCS 2478/611-1, 20 June 1972; OASD/ISA Memorandum 1-26292/71.



exchange at the end of the Korean war, the French experience in
1954 > and the U.S. experience in Laos in 1962.

J5® Sullivan report concluded that North Vietnam's overridingmilitary and political objective was the withdrawal ofall US milf“4 ttf. takeover of South wSSgflgneighboring countries of Laos and Cambodia. It presumed that

SS Vietnam was usingM POW, SSSt,:

vS,withdraw^ and speculated on the possibility that US. POWs
bargaining chips. The report cited Laos ash

of
.

coPcerP because of the more than 300 Americans

wme Sp0W?S 3 00 indications t£tsome U.o. rOWs captured m Laos had been moved to North Viet-

couM eJln
6^8

! m
88011 *°. that a number of Americanscould still be held as prisoners in Laos. The Pathet Lab had

stonewalled on. any. accounting for U.S. POWs until Xraceas*
fire and the cessation ofall U.S. bombing in Laos
As to how many U.S. POWs might actually be repatriated thereport concluded that an estimated 120 Americans were alive

captivity over and above the approximately 400, officially acknowl-
edged at the time by North Vietnam. ReturningWs %£&&'
m^rSj^°^f

e anS
7
erS a

J°
ut the fat* of many of the missing.With respect to a post-ceasefire accounting, the report stated that

lessons learned from the Korean War suggested it°might not bepossible to account for Americans immediately, or to recover Amer-lcan war. dead from areas of enemy control
-

Jhevreport also noted that North Vietnam had raised the warreparations issue since 1967 and had linked it both to a ceasefire

ShitUhiKflf
eichange- ^viewing the Sullivan report, the

returnof ILS°PO^.
expressed option to any payment for the

Preparations for repatriation
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?11 cb?rged with maintaining dos-siers on each POW and MIA smce August 1966. 187 The dossierswere to include the most recent photogrlph, a summary ofSm
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records ,wtir complete identification biata, the cir-

lthe all information about the individual re-
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e Preparations for Operation Homecoming, DIAadopted an ADP system, originally developed for the Air Force bv
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’ m orde5‘ to • • e3fpedite the determinationof™? of U-S. personnel not returned to U.S. control." 188
^This ADP system was managed by DIA . . for the expeditious
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and to provide intelligence support to the USG
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F°rCe- ®xecutive agency authority over theADP system under DIA management. 189 Information entered into
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the database would be from both military and civilian sources. Ci-

vilian-associated information would be collected by the military,
based on a 1972 agreement between DIA and the Department of
State and would be reported to State. 190

’ "

The ADP agreement specified that the Air Force would deter*
mine the distribution of the initial debriefing reports but, in fact,

the DIA played a key role. 191 It excluded from the distribution list

the JCRC, which was charged with seeking to resolve the status of
MIAs and KIA/BNRs through the recovery of remains. DIAs argu-
ment, put forward by its POW/MIA Chief, Commander Charles
Trowbridge, was that the Phase III debriefings were too volumi-
nous, would require extensive photocopying, were not casualty-ori-

ented and did not provide information of value to the mission of
the JCRC. The CINCPAC was excluded from the list for similar
reasons. 199 ' V

Operation homecomingxummting:

The Paris Peace Accords were signed and POW lists exchanged
on January 27, 1973. The U.S. delegation received what were repre-
sented to be complete lists from the DRV and PRG. The United
States did not at any time during the negotiations, or after, present
the Vietnamese with its list of Americans expected to be returned.
American negotiators feared that prisoners would be withheld or
used as bargaining chips if a U.S. list were handed over.

As of January 27, 1973, the Defense Department listed 1,929
Americans unaccounted for. These included 1,220 missing in hostile
action (MIA), 118 others missing from non-combat related causes
(MNH), and 591 servicemen officially listed as prisoners of war
(POW). These statistics were based on the status determination
made by the service Secretaries. In addition, 1,118 servicemen had
been declared dead by the service Secretaries without the recovery
of remains.

The DIA list was not identical to the DoD list, in part because
the DIA list included civilians. The DIA list of 1,986 unaccounted
for included 54 civilians, of whom 41 were listed as POWs and 13
as missing. The remaining 1,932 unaccounted for were military per-
sonnel including 626 listed as POWs and 1,306 listed as miacing

Unfortunately, the Committee was unable to locate any archival
compilation of names to support DIA’s statistics or any evidence to
suggest that DIA attempted to coordinate its overall statistics with
those of the services or the DoD.
On January 28, 1973, the DIA completed its first analysis of the

DRV/PRG lists and reported its findings to the Office of the Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs. The
DRV/PRG lists totaled 717 persons, including both U.S. and for-

eign nationals. The DRV list had 495 names; the PRG had 222. A
total of 577 Americans were to be repatriated alive, of whom 22

190 Memorandum U-3, 070/DI-6, 22 Jan 73, Subject Processing of U.S. Civilian Returnees
191 Staff Summary Sheet, DI-6, undated in Dec 72, Subject EGRESS RECAP Debriefing R*

ports.
:

- ....
-

,

l#* Memorandum, DI-€> Subject Homecoming Debriefing Reports, undated; JCS 2095/83, 25
Jan 73.
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were civilians. According to DIA, this left 1,325 Americans not ac-

counted for, including 56 listed as POWs and 1,269 Missing. 193

On January 29; the DIA reported the following breakdown to the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense:
566 Americans were to be returned alive; 64 were reported as
having died in captivity; and 87 of those DIA had listed as POWs
and 1,277 listed as MIAs were not accounted for.

194 The break-

down was corrected on January 31 to include one additional unac-
counted for MIA. 19 * In a later report, DIA indicated that of the 64
listed as having died in captivity, 18 had previously been so listed

by the services and DIA, 9 had been listed as MIA, 3 were cases of

misidentificatioh, and 34 had been listed by DIA as POWs.
Also on January 29, DoD’s POW/MIA Task Force provided its

own analysis of DRV/PRG lists.
196

It determined that the DRV list

of 495 names included 12 persons previously released, 23 reported
to have died, and 460 to be released (456 ihuitaiy, 1 civilian and 3

foreign nationals.) The PRG list of 222 included 50 previously re-

leased, 47 said to have died in captivity, and 125 to be released (99

military, 21 civilians and 5 foreign nationals.) '

;

On February 1, 1973, the DRV provided U.S. officials with an ad-

ditional list (DRV/Laos list) of 10 persons who had been captured
in Laos. The DIA reported that, with the new list, a total of 586
Americans were to be returned alive, 63 had died in captivity, and
80 POWs and 1,276 MIAs remained unaccounted for.
~ On February 6, 1973, DIA provided its analysis of the names on
the DRV/Laos list, in addition to expressing concern about the in-

completeness of the list. Of the nine Americans and one Canadian
on the list: three had been listed as POWs associated with Laos;

four were listed by DIA as POWs associated with North Vietnam
and by the services as POWs associated with Laos; and two were
listed as MIAs. DIA also noted, with concern, that 215 of the 350
missing Americans in Laos were lost under circumstances where
the enemy probably had knowledge of their fate.

The DIA report mentioned that the agency had listed a total of

13 Americans as POWs associated with Laos prior to the first ex-

change of lists on January 27. Four of these were accounted for on
the DRV/PRG lists and three on the DRV/Laos list. This left six

individuals—five servicemen and one civilian—listed by DIA as

POWs associated with Laos. It should be noted that, at this point,

the military services listed only two servicemen as having been
confirmed captured in Laos. The reasons for the difference were (1)

the inclusion of one civilian and (2) because, three of those listed as

POWs by DIA did not meet the services criteria for classification

due to insufficient evidence of captivity.

In hindsight, the DIA reports between January 29 and, February
6, 1973, indirectly impinged on the services authority to determine
casualty status by reporting as accounted for all those listed on the

,#a Memorandum for the Director OASD (ISA), PW/MIA Task Force, 29 January 1973, Sub-
ject;. PW/MIA Activities Report (270530 Jan 73-282200 Jan 72 (sic).

li4 Memorandum for the Chairman, JCS, S-3/DI-6C2, 29 Jan 73, Subject: Noth Vietnamese/
Viet Cong Prisoner Lists.

1#i Memorandum, DIA/DI-6C2, 31 January 1973, Subject Analysis of Enemy Lists of U^.
Personnel.

lif Fact Sheet, PW/MIA Task Force, 29 January 1973.



DRV/PRG lists as having died in captivity (or returned alive). In
fact, DOD took no action to adjust its official casualty records pend-
ing actual repatriation of live POWs and a formal casualty board
reviewofthestatusofthosenotsorepatriated.Sincetheevidence
of death for those reported by. the DRV and PRG to have died in
captivity was not necessarily conclusive, these reports may have
contributed to future misunderstandings about who had been ac-
counted for and who had not.

At Operation Homecoming, ten Americans, including one civil-

ian, were listed as unaccounted for over China. Of these, three had
been reported alive in the Peking Municipal Prison as late as De-
cember 1971 and were released in March 1973. The others remain
unaccounted-for. .

POVI numbers ov...
;

As mentioned above, DIA listed 80 Americans as unaccounted for
POWs after the exchange of the DRV/Laos list. This number was
reduced by one with the return of Captain Robert White, who was
not on the Paris lists, but was repatriated alive on April 1, 1973.
This left 79 on the DIA list, 67 military and 12 civilians. At the
same time, DoD listed only 53 servicemen as POWs; two of these
were considered MIA by DIA. Both were later found, to have been
captured and to have died in captivity. Of DIA’s 67 military, one
was a deserter not carried by DoD as a casualty; the remaining IB

were servicemen last known alive on the ground, but not confirmed-
in captivity. With one exception, DIA changed its listing to con-
form to services’ listings within six months of the end of Operation
Homecoming. The exception was U.S. Navy Commander Harley H.
Hall, whose plane had been shot down only hours before the sign-
ing of the Paris Peace Accords. The Navy’s listing of Commander
Hall was subsequently changed to POW.

Information from returned POWs
American POWs from Southeast Asia returned in four major

groups from February 12 through March 28, 1973. DoD reported
that 566 servicemen returned, including 513 of the 591 listed by
DoD as POWs, and 53 others DoD carried as missing. Twenty-five
American civilians also returned.

The returned prisoners were initially interviewed at Clark Air
Force Base in the Philippines. One of the primary objectives of the
debriefing process was to obtain information about the fate of other
Americans known to both military and civilian returnees. For
more information about the debriefing process, see chapter five.

The debriefings produced information that some unaccounted for
servicemen had been alive in captivity at one point, although many
of the individuals were believed by the returnees to have subse-
quently died. By early April, the Homecoming Center at dark Air
Force Base reported that returned POWs had provided information
on 156 servicemen who “may have died in captivity.” 197

The Committee located documentary evidence that DIA kept files

of information it received from the 'debriefing of returning

,#T Homecoming Center message, April, 1973.
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POWs. 19 9 The files indicate, for example, that information about an
unaccounted-for POW or MIA would be transmitted to the service
debriefers in order to obtain corroboration or denial from other
former POWs. However, the Committee was unable to locate any
compilation of records confirming that this was done in every case.
The Committee also failed to locate any plan for Updating DIA’s

database in response to the debriefings.

. As mentioned above, the DIA often had acted on evidence of cap-
tivity to categorize servicemen and civilians as prisoners well
before the service casualty review boards acted. During Operation
Homecoming, however, DIA policy appeared to change. Instead of,

acting on evidence from the debriefings about a missing Ameri-
can’s capture and death, DIA began waiting for the service’s to offi-

cially change his status. The Committee was not able to locate any
documents explaining the basis for this change in approach. For

'

additional information concerning Operation Homecoming, please
see Chapter 5. :

‘

'i; Vv

POST-HOMECOMING ACCOUNTABILITY: APRIL 1973-APRIL 1975

At the end of Operation Homecoming, 591 American POWS had
returned, 566 military and 25 civilians (Including the 10 who were
on the DRV/Laos list). Testimony of DIA and DOD officials in-

volved in the accounting process at the time, and archival DIA doc-
uments, convey disappointment and frustration over the unexpect-
edly low number of returnees and the outcome of returnee debrief-

ings:- w'
;

v •: /-
In June 1992, Gen. Eugene F. Tighe, Jr. (USAF, Ret.), who direct-

ed the CINCPAC effort to produce a list of expected returnees prior
to Operation Homecoming, testified about his reaction at the time
to the enemy lists:

My personal view was shock because I had a great deal
of faith in the approximate numbers of those lists that we
had compiled . . . and my reaction was that there was
something radically wrong with the lists versus our infor-

mation, that they should have contained many more
names. That was my personal judgment and that was a
collective judgment of all those that had worked compiling
the lists.

199

Similarly, Dr. Roger Shields, DoD’s Deputy Secretary for Interna-
tional Economic and POW/MIA Affairs from 1971 to 1977, told the
Committee:

We knew immediately upon receiving this list of those to

be repatriated and those said to have died in captivity,

that men whom we knew had, at one time, been alive and
in captivity were omitted from the list altogether. After
debriefing those who returned, we knew also that the
names of some men who may have died in captivity were
also not on the lists.

200

.
‘“HOMECOMING Intelligence Center (HOMIC) (DI-6) Incoming Message Log, February-

April 1973;

‘“Hffrinfy Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affaits. 25 June 1992, p. 158.
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In his testimony, Admiral Thomas Moorer, Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff from 1971-1975, stated:

. . .... - I expected the; interrogation of the POW’s that,

were released to reveal some information on the POW’s
that were still held in the immediate vicinity of Hanoi. I

also hoped that factual information would be developed as

% to the existence of POW’s in outside areas of North Viet-

nam . . . the returnees added very little to the information

; on hand.201

A DIA memo, prepared in early April 1973, summed up the agen-

cy’s view in the immediate aftermath of Operation Homecoming:

There has been no progress in obtaining the release of,

or an accounting for, US personnel captured/lost in Laos

or Cambodia. There-has been no progress in-obtaining in- :
~

formation from the DRV or PRG on US personnel (last

known alive in captivity and) not released (or accounted

for) . . . With OperationHomecoming essentially complete; it

is anticipated that efforts will be directed toward achieving

sope results in these areas.202

Efforts to obtain a better accounting of missing Americans con-

tinued in Southeast Asia after Operation Homecoming was con-

cluded.
'

,
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The mission of the Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC), acti-

vated in January 1973, was to search for* recover and identify, dead

and missing U.S. personnel in Southeast Asia. JCRC’s assignment

did not mclude investigating the possibility that live Americans

were held against their will in the area after Operation Homecom-
ing, although they did receive reports suggesting that unidentified

U.S. POWs were still alive. Additionally, JCRC remains recovery

operations were limited to areas under friendly control in South

Vietnam. Active JCRC investigations in these areas continued until

December 15, 1973, when one of its teams was ambushed at a site

and an American, serviceman was killed. With the virtual cessa-

tion of JCRC’s field efforts after this incident, the JCRC was essen-

tially going through the motions with little or no success, according

to its Deputy Commander, Col. Eugene Hollis.203

In the months immediately following Operation Homecoming,

DIA continued to adjust its accounting lists. On April 13, 1973, the

DIA submitted its last weekly memorandum to the Secretary of De-

fense and the JCS concerning the prisoner debriefings. The report

indicated that the returnees had provided information indicating

the possible death of 46 of the Americans who had been listed as

POW and 110 of those listed as MIA.
On April 16, 1973, the DIA adjusted its intelligence requirements

for July-December 1973 to include information on the “approxi-

mately” 1,357 Americans “thus far unaccounted for, who may be

Prisoners of War, the location and defense of their PW camps, and

201 Hearing, Senate Select Committee on POW/M1A Affairs, 24 June 1992, pp. 150-151.

203 DIA Memo, undated circa 1 Apr 73, Subject: PW Debriefing Since Mid-March 1973.

203 Select Committee deposition ofCoL Eugene Hollis, March, 1992.



a resolution of the status of personnel officially listed as missing-in-

action/' 204
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In late April, 1973, Dr. Roger Shields, who served as head of the

POW/MIA Task Force with the Department of Defense, met with

representatives of the service Secretaries. The outcome of that

meeting was a goal of resolving, within six to eight months the

status of all armed services personnel not returned to American

control. In Cambodia or Laos, a resolution would await the negotia-

tion of peace agreements in those countries.20 8

On May 18, 1973, the DIA listed “65 prisoners of war not ac-

counted for on any enemy lists” and “1,238 personnel missing in

action not accounted for on any enemy lists."
2® 6

In a report to Deputy Secretary of Defense Clements on May

1973, DIA noted that 1,303 persons were still officially unaccounted

forjnotincluding^TreportedbytheDRG/PRGashaving^diedin

captivity whose remains had not been recovered. Returnee debriefs

indicated that approximately 100 of these 1,303 were probably

dead”; at the time the status of approximately 70 of those was

being changed from POW or MIA to KIA/BNR.3P7- ; „— ..

On May 24, 1973, Dr. Roger Shields wrote in a memorandum to

his superiors that “we have over 1300 unaccounted for, and this

means that we have no information to show conclusively that a

man is.eitheralive or dead.” 206 ~
. • .... ..

By June 30, 1973, the DOD Comptroller’s Office was. still listing

- by name 67 U.S. miUtary personnel as “Hostile Captured. Only

two POWs had Laos as the country of casualty, although there

were more than 300 servicemen missing there.
_ . .

As of early July 1973, 142 Americans previously listed as missing

or POW had been declared dead based on a PFOD; 9 had been re-

ported to have died in Captivity.

Live Americans

At the end of Operation Homecoming, DIA continued to carry in-

dividuals in the POW category. However, statements by DoD offi-

cials at the time, and in testimony before the Committee suggest

that DIA was agnostic about the chance that any unreturned

POWs had survived. In an April 12, 1973 press conference, Dr.

Shields stated that, “We have no indications at this time that there

are iany Americans alive in Indochina.” In testimony before the

Committee, Dr. Shields commented about that April 12, 1973 state-

ment:

My statement was about current information. There

were questions . . . We had questions about the status of

Americans. Did we leave anyone there? And did we know

so we could go get them? The answer to that was we did

not know at that time about any man that we could put

our finger on and say he was there. We carried some mdi-

*°< DIA Memo, S-041/DI-1C, 16 April 1973, Subject: Critical Near-Term Defense Intelligence

°^»^MMionnKUmC^
r

579/DI-€C, 24 May 1973, Subject Trip Report.

U.S., Personnel Unaccounted for After

^“™Memc«mdum^om Dr. Shields to Ambassador Hill, May 24, 1973.



vidMs as prisoners. My statement here was echoed many
times. Official Defense Department policy was that there
was an open question. We did now know whether thev

: were alive or deed. 209
•—

Dr. Shields stated further:

The issue at the time the men came home was one
where we had Article 8(b), providing for a full accounting
of the missing. Now, the missing at that time were the
people who had not been repatriated, who were carried asMIA because we did not know, carried as prisoner of war
because we hoped and had reason to believe that they
were prisoners of war, but did not come home either. 210

Commander Charles Trowbridge, Director of DIA’s POW/MIA
told the Committee that “.

. . .we had no current
information at the time where we could go and put our hands on
some individual that was alive at that tune.” 211 Brig. Gen. Robert
Kingston, first head of the JCRC, testified that he did not recall

evi
»

that Americans were being held, alive at that“ Sieverte, the State^pepartmenfs Chief Official for
POW/MIA Affairs beforehand after Operation Homecoming ex-
pressed a similar view: “I don’t think we had any indications of
Americans m captivity ." 213 ' /v

.

hi the wake of Operation Homecoming, DoDs official position, as
affirmed by Dt Shields, was that it did not know whether-those
unaccounted for were alive or dead. State Department representa-
tives, on the other hand, claim to have taken a somewhat different
approach in diplomatic discussions, especially with the Pathet Lao.
Mr. oieverts discussed the Department’s approach during an ex-
change with Senator McCain at the Committee’s June 25, 1992
hearing:

Mr. Sieverts. Our approach during that entire period
was to present information in a positive spirit through the
channels that were available pursuant to the Paris agree-
ment and, to the extent that it was possible, and it was not
at all easy, to do so in Laos, as well. At every opportunity,
we would shade the interpretation of cases and lists in a
favorable direction.

Senator McCain. What do you mean by favorable?
Mr. Sieyerts. In the direction of saying we know you

have more information. This is a list of prisoners V
Senator McCain. You were assuming they were alive?

!

Mr. Sieverts. For the very purpose the committee is

; S?!
06™*1 ab°ut, w« w^e going on that assumption. The

difficulty was that at the same time if you overstated- that
assumption for a domestic audience you would create what
was clearly an exaggerated and possibly an entirely false
hope among families, among many thousands of Amen-

g?^;;Senate Select,Committee on POW/MIA affairs, June 25, 1992.

* 11
Ibid-

'

. ibid.
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cans who were needing to deal, suddenly with the reality

and the grief that their men weren’t coming back.? 14

StatusrevieWs

Instructions in .Tune 1973 permitted the JCRC to recommend

that an MIA be recorded as “dead-remains not recoverable” when

no remains were locatable at the loss location. At that point, the

Services convened casualty review boards in accordance with the

Missing Persons Act to review the status of all those who remained

in the MIA or “captured” category and began making PFODs
about those listed as MIAs and POWs.
: Reviews were halted in August 1973 because of litigation by MIA
families over provisions of the Missing Persons Act. A New York

federal court injunction prohibited casualty status changes without

the approval of next-of-kin until 1977. At that time, the review

process resumed with next-of-kin present at the deliberations.

Meanwhile, in response to the lawsuit in 1973, the Deputy Secre-

tary of Defense instructed the Service Secretaries to take an active

and personal role in the status determination process.

The; subject of status review is covered in more detail in chapter

two, dealing with the Paris Peace Accords.

Shifts in intelligence priorities u V

- As Operation Homecoming was drawing toa finish, DIA’s intelli-

gence collection- priorities began, to shift. The Committee’s investi-

gation uncovered evidence that DIA’s efforts to gather intelligence

for the purpose of accounting for missing Americans diminished

substantially after the Paris Peace Accords were signed.

On March 13, 1973, the DIA’s POW/MIA Branch ordered the end

of requirements to collect intelligence on U.S. prisoners held by the

People’s Republic of China; the rationale was that all prisoners

held by China had been, or were being, released.
216 By deleting

this area of informational need, the DIA eliminated the authority

for human intelligence operations relating to China and U.S.

POW/MIAs. This decision was questionable given the evidence that

there were large numbers of Chinese troops inside the northern

provinces of North Vietnam during the war, and that this was an

area in which a number of U.S; aircraft, with unaccounted for

pilots, were shot down. There is also evidence that Chinese military

advisers served at the division level with Viet Cong forces in South

Vietnam.
On March 27, 1973, the DIA reviewed its need for continued

weekly overhead imagery of known or suspected POW camps in

North Vietnam. All but three prisons in the immediate Hanoi

area, Hoa Lo, Cu Loc, and the Citadel, were dropped to an inactive

readout exploitation priority. The remaining three prisons were

downgraded to semi-annual coverage. The POW/MIA Branch felt

that if a readout was desirable, it could initiate imagery coverage

on a one-time basis.216

1,4 Ibid., pp. 49-50.m D1A/DI-6C Memorandum to DI-6X, 13 March 1973, Subject: Revision of IPC List 362-675-

773-401.
'• V

.

1 'V'

DI Action Control Form, 27 Mar 73.



°n April 17, 1973, the DIA reassigned most of its POW/MIA per-
sonnel to strategic arms limitation and Soviet missile intelligence
related areas. The POW/MIA branch was informed that:

... As the POW-MIA project is brought to a conclusion,
a new manpower survey of DI-6 [will] be conducted near
the end of 1973 to determine residual requirements in this

, area.217
'

,^n June . 1973,
^
the Chief of Naval Operations' dismantled the

,?Vr ,
® Special Assistant to the Chief of Naval Operations for

TOW/MIA Matters.218 In addition, the JCS 10-year operations

^„revj8*d,“ 1973> “ consultation with the DIA, to cover the
1973-1982 period. In the plan, POW intelligence, and evasion and
escape were priorities 49 and 56, respectively. These “priorities”
followed sociological data (priority 16), exploitation of physical envi-
ronment (priority 46) and civil defense (priority 48).

"
i

"

In August 1974, overhead imagery coverage of POW camps in

"^210 ;
was moved to the lowest annual coverage priori*

Si..
Threemonths later, the decision was made to terminate the

Prisoner ofWar Intelligence Task Forced220 r

* .

l

J?
lrou8hout this period, efforts to collect human and signals in*

telligence began to diminish, although some reports were received.
After Operation Homecoming, the Army’s 500th Military Intelli-
gence Group and an Air Force Air Intelligence Group were -the pri-
mary intelligence-collection resources left in Southeast Asia. Both

- supplemented the Defense Attache Office in Saigon with profes-
sional agent handlers and intelligence staffs collecting information
from South Vietnamese counterparts. Both groups were based in
Bangkok, Thailand, and also conducted operations in Cambodia
Laos, and China. .

’

However, in 1974, at the direction of the U.S. Ambassador in
Bangkok, all military agent operations from the Thailand base
were put on hold; no new operations, could be developed. Following

Sfr™?1* mg
x°
f the

-
U£- Army’s Pacific Command that year, all

HUhflNT operations in Southeast Asia relied on support and ap-
proval from Washington.

^
The available record indicates that military HUMINT operations

decluied dramatically after 1975 and were terminated

Disposition ofrecords

On January 31, 1974, the Army’s 22nd Detachment began to be
dismantled. Its casualty files were transferred to the individual
semces and its non-casualty records transferred to the National
Archives.222 The Army had hoped to be able to write a history of
its Operation Homecoming activities but this was disapproved by

$*2"° Fw® W-a
t
W/Dl-lB, 17 April 1978, Subject: CC Manpower Survey

’!! Chief <rf Naval Operations, 26 4 28 June lM*'*«»«* .'•'uensuons, co a £6 June 1373.

North WeS ” F0r^ 19 Aupist 1974
' ***# ((Deleted)) Coverage of PW Camps in

74.

Adj tant G*11*™1 tetter of Instruction to the Provost Marshall General's Office, SI Jan
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the Army’s Secretary of the General Staff, General Stilwell.
223 In

the fall of 1974, the Air Force Intelligence staff records associated

with -the POW/MIA- issue.,.were . apparently transferred to the

7602nd Air Intelligence Group and, are today “ the archival files

of JSSA. In 1975, the U.S. Navy’s compartmented POW/MIA files

were partially destroyed,

POST-WAR ACCOUNTABILITY: APRIL 1975-PRESENT

Accounting efforts

In 1975, communist forces seized full control of governments in

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. The fall of the U.S-allied govern-

ments in Indochina precluded any further on-site excavations by

the Joint Casualty Resolution Center.

It also led to an enormous outflow of refugees from these three

countries, particularly in 1977 and 1978. Refugees were regularly

debriefed by U.S. officials, and refugee reports became an impor-

tant source of information in the POW/MIA accounting process. In

1978, at the request of POW/MIA family organizations, the United

States began putting up pasters in refugee camps notifying refu-

gees of the U.S. desire to obtain information about missing Ameri-

cans. These outreach efforts have led to a steady flow of reports

over the years. .

; ;

.

:

:

r > .''C
The-fall of Saigon in April, 1975 led to the severance of diplomat-

ic -relations with Vietnam and an extension of the U.S. trade em-

bargo to the entire country. Daring the next three yearn, U.S. ef-

forts to gain information about missing Americans were focused on

refugee debriefs and high-level diplomatic discussions with the Vi-

etnamese. Although no breakthroughs occurred, these discussions

did lead to the resolution of a substantial number of cases through

the return of remains.
,

. „ .
; ,

Shortly after taking office in 1977, President Jimmy Carter ap-

pointed a Commission, headed by United Auto Workers President

Leonard Woodcock, to visit Southeast Asia in an effort to obtain

POW/MIA-related information. A Defense Department bnefing

provided to the Woodcock Commission in March 1977, provides a

useful snapshot of the accounting process at that point in time.

According to Dr. Roger Shields, who briefed the Conutnssion,

DoD listed 2,546 Americans including 41 civilians, as prisoners,

missing, or as dead/body not recovered. Dr. Shields told Commis-

sion members that 758 military personnel were being carried on

the books as POWs or “missing” but that the distinction between

the terms was “probably academic.” Shields went oh to say that:

We have no evidence to indicate that any American

servicemen are being held as prisoners in Southeast Asia,

but whether a man is alive or dead does not relieve us of

the responsibility to seek an accounting for him. We want

the fullest possible accounting for the entire 2,546 and,

where possible, we want the remains of our dead returned.

We cannot attain this goal without complete cooperation

by the Vietnamese . . . We do not expect them to have

«*» Office of the Provost Marshall General, June 1970, Input to Army Chief of Staff Memo 70-

198, 8 Jun 70, with coordination notes-



knowledge of every one of our missing, but we do want to
.

know what they do have.224

*ygj*!* walked the Commission through the five cat*gnri»cthat DIA had established to determine which men the Vietnamese
and Lao should know about. The categories consisted of: (1) con-
firmed knowledge, (2) suspected knowledge, (3) doubtful knowledge,
(4) unknown knowledge, and (5) a category for those who were
known to be dead but whose remains were not recoverable,

o 7s£'- *•
179 “tegory 1, 1160 in category 2, 344 in category

3, 428 in category 4, and 436 in category 5.
222 Dr. Shields told the

Commission that it would be reasonable to expect an accounting
for all those m the first two categories, that is 1,339 men out of the
total of 2,546.

2*6 He also indicated that American teams needed to
be on the ground to do the accounting job “properly".227

OirieradrAinUtm^ -
- - -

During the late 1970’s, the efforts by the U.S. Government ac-
tively to seek and evaluate POW/MIA information was hardly evi-
depf to the public. This led to severe criticism, especially by the
National League of Families of American Prisoners and Macing jn

.
Southeast Asia.

Although the remains of more than 40 Americans were repatri-

Inu^^A
77 19

7
8, the Carter Administration’s efforts to gain

i,
information through improved relations with Vietnam

?ogo
pse

i
Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia in late

1978 and early 1979. Moreover, efforts to gain POW/MIA informa-
tion from Laos during this period were virtually non-existent and
no information was obtained.
The National League of Families commented:

In 1979 and 1980, no remains were returned government
to government and no negotiations of substance occurred
During the 1970’s, the POW/MIA branch at the Defense
intelligence Agency was slowly being put out of business
as was Central Intelligence Agency capability and focus on
Southeast Asia. The government had written off the possi-
bility of anyone being alive, and our missing family mem-
bers were being presumptively declared dead.

NSC memoranda during this period, shed additional light on the
extent of the U.S. Government’s accounting efforts. For instance,
foHowmg the return of Marine Corps PFC Robert Garwood in 1979
an NSC staffer wrote:

It would be politically wise for the President to indicate
his continued concerns with the MIAs . . . since the Ad-
ministration had implied earlier that it believed Vietnam-
®se

TT
assu

.

ra?ces that there were no Americans left behind
in Hanoi.222 .> /.•/v.-'

224
Transcript,

229
Ibid., p. 7.

229
Ibid., p. 13,

227
Ibid.

221 Memorandum from Dr. Michael Oksenbei£, March 12, 1979.

Dr. Roger Shields, p. 2.
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In April, 1979, National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski ad-

vised President Carter that:

. . .. The National League of Families.remain.convinced that ..

live American POWs remain in Vietnam. They also be-

lieve you are. not being Adequately informed and that the

bureaucracy is not pursuing the matter aggressively . . ;

This case has little merit. 229
_

By the last year of the Carter Administration, an NSC staffer re-

ported that the National League of Families had “nothing new to

say”. However, the official advised Dr. Brzezinski that it was:

important to indicate you take recent refugee sightings

of Americans seriously. This is simply good politics; DIA
and State are playing this game, and you should not be

the whistleblower. The .idea . is. to say. the President is de-

termined to pursue any lead concerning possible live

MIAs. Do not offer an opinion as to whether these leads

. . are realistic.230 V
Seogart administration e//or<s

Efforts to re-open dialogue on POW/MIA matters with Laos and

Cambodia began following; President Reagan’s election in 1981. Si-

multaneous efforts were made to develop intelligence information

on possible live American POWs. -

- i-In early. 1981, the U.S. Government attempted to confirm evi-

dence that Americans were held in Laos, although the results were

inconclusive. Also in 1981, two Congressmen, Bill Hendon and John

Leboutillier, traveled to Laos with the support of the Administra-

tion to try to find a way to establish a dialogue on POW/MIA
issues. :

According to the National League of Families:

Mr. Hendon was primarily involved in efforts with the

Lao to move forward the level of cooperation on account-

ability for nearly $00 Americans still unaccounted for in

that country. Toward that objective, he and former Repre-

sentative John LeBoutillier were instrumental in gaining

executive branch agreement to provide, in 1981, medical

disaster relief to a hospital in Vientiane, Laos. This step,

paved the way for cooperative acceptance of the League’s

delegation in 1982, a visit which was termed a ‘‘significant

breakthrough” by the State Department, soon followed up

by high level discussions to gain further cooperation. The

resultant crash site visit was the first of its kind and led to

the official survey and subsequent joint excavation at

Pakse, conducted in February, 1985 ./ P l

During President Reagan’s first term, significant efforts were

also made to improve POW/MIA cooperation in Vietnam, through

several high-level trips to Hanoi. For the first time, the National

League of Families was also included in these diplomatic efforts. A

/ *** Memorandum for the President; NSC, April 18, 1979.

aao Memorandum from Dr. Oksenberg, January 21, 1980.

191 League of Families Report, 1985.
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key step occurred m January 1987, when the President appointed
“. Ws Special Emissary to Vietnam

oil POW/MIA Affairs. ITus appointment followed a private trip to
Hanoi earlier that year by Mr. Ross Perot, during which thpViet-

POWMA matters
m®ness to accept a President Emissary on

(Jen. Vesse/s overall goal has been to obtain the “fullest possible
accounting for all Americans missing from the war in Vietnam.
Delegations led by Gen. Vessey, along with visits to Southeast Asia
by members of the Select Committee, have resulted in significant
improvements ui cooperation on the part of the Vietnamese. This
is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

Gen
v
V^sey’s_efforts have been supplemented and enhanced by

the Joint Task Force-M Accounting (JTF-FA), which was estab-
lished on January 23, 1992 under the direction of CINCPAC The

J<*C,
.range, ofPOW/MIA operations _ahd its first priority is to investigate live-

saghung reports and discrepancy cases. The JTF-FA has Vietnam-
based, Bangkok-based and Hawaii-based search teams which con-
duct intensive 30-day investigations and began conducting remains
recovery operations in Vietnam in April 1992. JTF-FApersonnel
mteryiew Vietnamese officials and citizens, survey and excavate
crash sites and graves, and examine archival records provided by
the Vietnam^. Smilm operations occur in Laos and Cambodia.

.

By the end of October 1992, JTF-FA had completed 217 Uve-
sightmg invest^ations (186 in Vietnam, 18 in Laos, and 13 in earn-ed13); 114 inspections of crash or grave sites (88 in Vietnafii, 23 in -

Laos, and 3 m Cambodia); and 30 excavations of crash or grave
sites. It recovered remains (15 sets in Vietnam, 8 in Laos, and 7 in
Cambodia). Twenty-two sets of remains had been recovered (14
trom ,Vietnam, 3 from Laos, and 5 from Cambodia) and ten sets of
remains (7 from Vietnam, 1 from Laos, and 2 from Cambodia) had^ ?

f r??ains (4 from Vietnam,

identfficato^
—d^ ldentlfied

•*** another 151 pending

iooFcsV
e
?2

rte
i receiving,, between January 1 and October 30,im, 65 first-hand hvfrsighting reports, 51 in Vietnam, five in

Laos, and june in Cambodia. JTF-FA conducted 38 investigations
- hyc sighting reports, some advance-notice and others upon im-
mediate request of the host officials, during this period. In all, 113
live sighting sports have been investigated and resolved; 85 more
remain unresolved. JTF-FA has found no evidence to date to sug-

^y. Americans who was last known alive is alive today
£<**£ that JTF-FA efforts are in cooperationM s Stonv Beaph teain and augmented by forensic experts^ Iden«fi<»tion

Statistics alone do not convey the magnitude of the JTF-FA
effort or the commitment of those involved in it. In testimonyK WlU

?m 9»do“iy. an investigator for the

tS ui.I^os, described its operations in detail. The
1“k Force has 44 priority cases in Laos-three of these are indi-

Z
6T
r *u

nc
!
P^^s

.

a“d rest were last known alive
there. Because of the terrain in Laos, excavations are particularly
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difficult. Mr. Gadoury described one of the team’s recent excava-

tions in an exchange with Senator Kerry at the Committee’s De-

cember 4, 1992 hearing:
-

Mr. Gadoury, r . . this particular excavation was one of

the more challenging ones we’ve had. It was on a remote

mountain-top location. We had to set up a base camp ap-

proximatley 30 kilometers away because we had no access

by road: to an area near the crash site. We ended up lying

by the helicopter every morning [so we could] at first light

get the teams up there, conducting the excavation during

the day with villagers who would walk up from the nearby

village and work with us, and then we would fly back in

the evening.

•^^WKile this was going on, we had.a smaller investigation .

which would go off in separate directions during the day

with our Lao counterparts to investigate a number of dis-

crepancy cases that we had. And with the time we had

available, we were pretty successful..

Senator Kerry. You literally had to cut a little landing

place in the mountain, comet?
Mr. Gadoury, That’s correct.

Senator Kerry. And you spent how many days up there

in what kind of heat? -

- Mr. Gadoury. I believe it was 28 days. It gets pretty

warm in Laos, especially in the jungle. It’s hot, humid
weather; difficult working conditions.

Senator Kerry. What did you find?

Mr. Gadoury. In terms of

—

Senator Kerry. What did you pull out of this crash site?

Mr. Gadoury. The aircraft involved was an AV/OV-2,
which crashed into the side of a mountain. It’s scattered

over a large area . . . I don’t recall the exact dimensions,

but it was over 100 meters wide, and probably about the

same distance going from the bottom of the slope up a 60

degree slope to the top. And there was a wide distribution

of wreckage. As we started going, meticulously following

the Identification Laboratory’s excavation procedures from

the bottom to the top

Senator Kerry. So, you literally began to sift through

soil, right?

Mr. Gadoury. Right
Senator Kerry. You would sift through soil, and you

would clean it out, and you would find fragments of bone;

you find fragments of teeth.

Mr. Gadoury. On this last situation, we were not able to

finish the site, but we found over 300 bone fragments, and

a number of teeth and quite a few personal effects and

personal equipment.

Senator Kerry. How does this affect you, to do that?

Mr. Gadoury. Well, obviously it’s work that’s important

to be done. The people on the team are all dedicated. It’s

satisfying to get the results after we’ve worked so hard to

get the team in place and get the work done.



twJ^e I?*Ru-
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-1’
1 011 a personal level,

though as a soldier, it can’t be very pleasant sifting
- through remains.

9 6

_ -Mr GadouryTNo. One example is, we found a lady’s
high school class ring. Obviously, there were no women on

5“^ it was probably being carried by someone on
the aira-aft. You find somethmg like that, and obviously itbnnp back the personal nature of the work that we’re
doing.

Senator Kerry. The reason, obviously. I ask this is that,
you know, we ve been sitting here, for a year, and people
come to the table here and say, we’re not doing enough,
and were not doing this or that, and here we’ve got guys
kke you, Bill Bell (Negotiations Assistance Officer, $TF-

- v Bill, how many years have you been at this?
Mr. Bell. Off and on, about 27 years I think.232

Redefining Unaccounted fair”

DI 11, and_ DIA continued to maintain statistics on Americans
racing m Southeast Asia. In March 1973, DIOR also beganto keep

nrnn
iu

?
1 “tyiceman in its database. In early 1971

v rec0rd statistus ofthose servicemen who had diedwith bodies not recovered (Died/BNR).
end °f 1975, DIA also began to seek information and keeps^facs on ftose^ho/had died but whose bodies ware not reco£

ered. Notwithstoiding the drop in national priority for POW-relat
lligence, DIA expanded its. area of responsibility by adding

to the appropriate national intelligence priority a need to obtain
. . . information concerning ... killed in action whose boffies

’>
* ' 283 TWs action coincided with DIA’s

decision to include Americans considered KIA/BNR in its public^“ssiona of those who were “unaccounted for.”
P C

,n5
yrS

80’ d“e litigation initiated by the POW/MIA familiesand Congressional pressure, the DOD included all those initially
88 G>u.t presumed dead administratively)and nil those originally categorized as KIA/BNR in their total ofAmencans missing or otherwise unaccounted for in Southeast AsiaThm decision to include KIA/BNR in the definition of “unaccomit-

^crease in the number of thoseun-
— to confusion about the number of individualswhose fate really is in doubt. However, the Committee notes that

accountability, including the return of remains, has occurred on

E'?w°i
r^nally “togonzed as KIA/BNR. ffis re-

the fart that U.S. categories were not always complete,

^tm Vietnam
eCeSSanly C°htam mformati°n that could be obtained

J
1
?
80, ca

f
ri«d 2.500 that it called unaccount-^Lm0re

j
at any time during or after the war. In 1977, the

mta
016^ then process of reviewing the status of thoseImted as MIAs or POWS. By 1982, a PFOD had been issued for all
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who remained unaccounted for, except Colonel Charles Shelton, a

pilot shot down in Laos. Today, DIOR carries Colonel Shelton as

the only POW and 2263 others as Died/BNR or "missing” for a-

total of 2,264 Americans unaccounted-for in Southeast Asia.

Laos: The DIA view

The fate of Americans lost in Laos has been a source on contin-

ued controversy; According to DIA, of the 1,200 airmen shot down

in Laos during the war, 61 percent were rescued. Another 62 men
were accounted for by the release of U.S. POWs and the post-war

repatriation of remains. To date, 519 of the 1200 lost in Laos

remain unaccounted for. Of these, 189 were declared killed in

action by their service commanders at the time of their loss but

since the bodies of these 189 have not been recovered, they contin-

ue to be listed as "unaccounted for”. The remaining 330 service-

men were declared MIA because there was not enough information

during the war to determine their fate. Subsequent investigations

by DIA suggest that some of these men were also killed in action.

DIA believes it unlikely that POWs were left behind in Laos for

several reasons. First, the rescue rate for men lost over Laos, 61

percent, was substantially higher than the rate for those shot down

over North Vietnam, 45 percent. Second, intelligence indicates that

after 1968 or 1969, all prisoners captured in Laos were turned over

to the‘North Vietnamese, regardless of where they were captured.

DIA can confirm only 16 POWs were captured by the Pathet Lao

during the war; this is less than 2 percent of the number missing

in Laos. Of the 16, one was immediately turned over to the North

Vietnamese; six were subsequently released; two escaped; and

seven remain unaccounted for.

The fact that all the confirmed Pathet Lao prisoners were cap-

tured before, 1966, or after the war ended, is further indication, in

DIA s view, that it is unlikely that men were left behind in Laos.

Few losses occurred in Pathet Lao-held territoj7 after 1966 because

U.S. operations concentrated on the Ho Chi Minh trail. In addition,

by the late 1960s it became apparent that the Pathet Lao did not

have the capability to care for captured U.S. prisoners and thus the

Pathet Lao were called upon by communist regimes in the region

to turn all U.S. prisoners over to the Vietnamese, regardless of

where they were captured or by whom. DIA also argues that only

160 of the live sighting reports received to date relate to Laos and

that fewer than 10 of these remain unresolved. Finally, DIA main-

tains that interviews of sources who saw American POWs in caves

and ad-hoc detention facilities in Laos affirm that there were no

Americans in these areas after the war.

DIA’s views were supported by the testimony of William Ga-

doiiry, a former JCRC official and now a member of the JTF-FA
team in Laos:

... I have talked to hundreds and probably thousands

of refugees, Lao refugees predominantly* in the camps and

they include low land refugees, Hmong, hill tribes people

from all over Laos, from North to South. I have not re-

ceived any credible reports of live Americans after 1973
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with the exception of Emett Kay [who was returned in
1974]. -VA.-wS'':

T--'-

On.the. other. hand, it’s .been, brought, up, many times.
It’s hard to prove a negative. But there’s nothing that I
have seen from my interviews with refugees, from my field

activities, that has indicated that anyone remains alive.234

Discrepancy cases

Since before the war ended, U.S. officials have focused special at-
tention on a relatively small number of Americans who were either
known to have been taken captive, or who were lost in circum-
stances under which survival was deemed likely or at least reason-
ably possible. The first major attempt to press the case of these
Americans resulted from the release in December 1970 of a sup-
posedly comprehensive list of U.S. POWs held by. the North Viet-
namese. ;y.

:
y.y

;

: V:-y

On January 20, 1972, a document containing the summaries of 14
cases of U.S. military personnel who were not on the December
1970 list was presented to North Vietnamese officials , in Paris.
When no response to the document was received, Secretary of De-
fense Melvin Laird decided to dramatize the issue by holding a
press conference. During the March 1972 press conference, Secre-
tory Laird said, “All 14 men were known to be alive, on the ground
in North Vietnam, or were at one time actually identified by the
North Vietnamese as. having been captured." 235

Although the United States did not have firm information in
each case that the individual had been taken prisoner, Administra-
tion officials believed strongly that the North Vietnamese should
at least have information about whether or not the missing Ameri-
can was alive or dead. At his press conference, Secretory Laird was
surrounded by large poster hoards containing photographs of the
missing Americans and, beneath each, the logo: “Hanoi refuses to
disclose the fate of this man."
The "last known alive" cases arose again at the time of Oper-

ation Homecoming. The U.S. Government identified 87 individual
cases to be raised specifically with the North Vietnamese; most
were thought to have survived their incidents, some were known to
have been taken into captivity, and none was included on the POW
or “died in captivity” lists released when the Peace Agreement was
signed. During his visit to North Vietnam in February 1973, Dr.
Henry Kissinger presented 19 of these case files to the North Viet-
namese, and the remaining cases were presented soon thereafter.
During the period after the war, the fist of cases of special con-

cern was modified by several factors. In some instances, cases were
resolved through the repatriation of remains. This was true, for ex-
ample, with respect to nine of the 14 on the original “Laird list.”

Meanwhile, additional analysis of intelligence prompted other
cases to be added to the list of those “last known alive.”
Asdiscussed above, in his February 1977 briefing of members of

the Woodcock Commission, Dr. Shields explained that DoD had es-
tablished five categories for missing Americans, ranging from those

|
Committee on POW/MIA Affair*, December 4, 1992.

‘Set of Defehae Melvm Leurd, Pentagon Pram Conference, March SO, 1972.
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about whom DoD was sure Vietnam could provide information to

those about whom DoD had no reason to believe Vietnam could

provide information. A separate category contained the names of

individuals known to have died whose remains were not recover-

able.
'

. .y ;
' V/

At the time of the Woodcock Commission briefing, 179 Ameri-

cans were listed in category 1 by DoD. Among those in the first cat-

egory (Confirmed knowledge) was Navy Lieutenant Ronald Dodge.

Lt. Dodge was shot down on May 17, 1967 in North Vietnam. Evi-

dence that Lt. Dodge was captured included a photograph of him in

captivity that appeared in a 1967 edition of Paris Match magazine.

(The remains of Lt. Dodge were repatriated, without explanation,

in 1981.) '>v

v

;

:. VV; VV-'-vv" : i
Priority attention to cases of Americans “last known alive” or

thought jjossibly to have survived was the goal, of the Reagan Ad-

ministration throughout its negotiations with Vietnam and some of

these cases were, in fact, resolved through the repatriation of re-

mains between 1982 and 1986. /

One of General Vessey’s top goals as the President’s Emissary to

Vietnam, was to obtain agreement from Vietnamese officials to

permit in-country investigations by the U.S. Government of high-

priority “discrepancy cases.” According to DIA:

There are three categories of discrepancy cases: ^
1. individuals who were carried as POWs by their respec-

;
r

tive services during the war, but'did not return during Op-

eration Homecoming;
2. individuals who were known or suspected to have sur-

vived their loss incidents and might have been taken pris-

oner; and '.'-I

3. other cases in which intelligence indicates the Indo-

chinese Government may have known the fate of a miss-

ing man.286 ;
.vx-x x

'

V

According to testimony to the Select Committee in December

1992, the DIA and DoDs JTF-FA have identified. 305 discrepancy

cases; 196 in Vietnam, 90 in Laos, and 19 in Cambodia. In 61 of the

Vietnam cases, the fate of the individual has been determined

through investigation, leaving 135 cases unresolved. The first

round of investigation of all 135 is expected to be completed in Jan-

uary 1993. A second round which will proceed geographically by

district, will commence in February.

Because of the number of Americans lost in areas of Laos and

Cambodia controlled.at the time by North Vietnamese forces, reso-

lution of the majority of cases in those countries will depend on a

process of tripartite cooperation that has barely begun. The Com-

mittee notes its strong recommendation in its Executive Summary
that the U.S. pursue tripartite meetings with Laos and Vietnam.

The vice chaiman’s list

On December 1, 1992, the Committee’s Vice-Chairman, Senator

Robert Smith, released a "working” list of 324 still listed as official-

131 Memorandum, Defense InteUigence Agency Background Paper on Lao® and the "Black

Hole” Theory, undated, provided to the Select Committee in December, 1992, p, .4.
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ly imaccouhted-for. The^ the list as follows
during the Committees hearing on that date:

• V
;^
alive m captivity in Vietnam and Laos, last known alive,
out of their aircraft before it crashed, or their names were
passed to POWs who later returned. A handful of the cases
involve incidents where the aircraft was later found on the
ground with no sign of the crew. This listing is based on
all-source U.S. intelligence suid casualty reports, lists of
POWs and/or last known alive personnel prepared by the
Defense Intelligence Agency, and other information made
available to the Vice-Chairman

, .
237

Senator Smith further stated that the listing was based on infor-
mation and lists he had reviewed from the DIA, NSA, JTF-FA, andsumm^^
1973, and on other information.
The Vice-Chairman added his view that* given the large number

of MIAs at the end of the war, it was probable that MIAs not on
his listing could have survived their incident without the U
eminent being aware of that fact;^ stated
that his list was “at best, conservative/;

'

On December 4, 1992, the DIA provided a response to the list
prepared by Senator Smith in testimony by Robert Sheetz. Accord-
ing to theJDIA:

The office pf Senator Bob Smith based its list on several
factors, some of which are indeed valid indicators of possi-
ble survival of the incident, capture and captivity. Others,
however, are based on incomplete, out of date, or inaccu-
rate information, or on data taken out of context . . .

The 324-name list consists of a mix of cases that include
individuals whose remains have been repatriated and iden-
tified, .persons known to have died during wartime Or in
captivity, persons for whom there is no analytic basis to
indicate survival, and still others who can be considered
potential candidates for having survived the loss incident,
capture and/or captivity. Hie individuals among the last
group—those who can be considered potential candidates
foriive^prisoners---make up less than 50 percent of those
on the 324 name list. All of these persons have previously
been identified by the Department of Defense as priority
discrepancy cases.23 ®

, ^ 324 names indicates that in more than
half of the cases, the individuals either died in their incidents or no
analytic basis exists to indicate survival. In five cases, the remains
of the individuals have been returned to the families. This analysis
is consistent with the views of DIA presented above concerning the
possibility that American POWS were left behind in Laos.

V̂ May Have Survived in Captiv
tor Bob Smith, ViceOhauraan, Senate Select Committee on

red by the Office of Sena-
Affairs, 12/1/92.

provided tbtte^ert CcSttoeon
0friceo(SenAUiT Bob Smith, undated,
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As of the date of publication of this report, Senator Smith, notes

that because of his trip to Southeast Asia and North Korea in De-

cember, 1992, he has not further reviewed the cases which he se-

lected in his working document of December 1st. The Senator also

notes that he cannot accept DIA’s analysis on 50 percent of the

cases on his list without further reviewing the actual casualty and

intelligence information noted next to the names on his list. As a

result, Senator Smith continues to have questions pertaining to

these cases.

CRITICISMS OP U S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING

Over the years, the U.S. Government has been severely criticized

by some members of the public and iPOW/MIA families for failing

to obtain a more complete accounting for those Americans lost as a

result of the war in Southeast Asia. U.S. Government officials,

from President Nixon on down, have been accused of misleading

the American public and of failing to make the POW/MIA issue a

matter of “highest national priority,” despite pledging to do so. The

Defense Department has been criticized for its unwillingness, until

recently, to dedicate adequate'manpower and resources to POW/
MIA efforts. Its accounting process has been described as sloppy,

inaccurate and uncoordinated. DIA has become the focal point for

those who find the XJ.S. Government’s process wanting. DIA offi-

cials have been accused of having a “mindset to debunk" and of

being part of a Government-wide conspiracy to keep the American

people in the dark about the fate of Americans unaccounted-for in

Southeast Asia.
. .,

In investigating the U.S. Government’s process of accountmg, the

Committee sought to determine to what degree these charges are

valid. At the same time, however, the Committee understood that

the United States cannot achieve the desired goal of a fullest possi-

ble accounting on its own. This objective ultimately depends on the

cooperation of the Governments of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.

Without it, a faultless process from the U.S. side—and to be sure,

the XJ.S. process certainly was not faultless—could not and will not

guarantee success.

Committee findings

The findings of this phase of the Committee’s investigation in-

elude: v' v’

By far the greatest obstacle to a successful accounting effort

over the past twenty years has been the refusal of the foreign

governments involved, until recently, to allow the U.S. access

to key files or to carry out in-country, on-site investigations.

- The U.S. Government's process for accounting for Americans

missing in Southeast Asia has been flawed by a lack of re-

sources, organizational clarity, coordination and consistency.

These problems had their roots during the war and worsened

after the war as frustration about the' ability to gain access

and answers from, Southeast Asian Governments increased.

Through the mid-1980’s, accounting for our POW/MIAs was

viewed officially more as a bureaucratic exercise than as a

matter of “highest national priority.”



The accounting process has improved dramatically in recent

years as a result of the high priority attached to it by Presi-

dents Reagan and Bush; because of the success of Gen. Vessey
and the JTF-FA in gaining permission for the U.S. to conduct

investigations on the ground in Southeast Asia; because of an
increase in resources; and because of the Committees own ef-

forts, in association with the Executive branch, to gain greater

cooperation from the Governments of Vietnam, Laos aid Cam-
bodia!

•

. ,
.

' : ’•

After an exhaustive review of official and unofficial lists of

captive and missing Americans from wartime years to the

present, the Committee uncovered numerous errors in data

entry and numerous discrepancies between DIA records and
those of other military offices. The errors that have been iden-

tified, however, have since been corrected. As a result, the
~

- Committee finds no grounds- to question the accuracy of-the

current, official list of those unaccounted for from the war in

Southeast Asia. This list includes 2,222 missing servicemen

except deserters and 42 missing civilians who were lost while

performing services for the United States Governmentr The
Committee has found no evidence to support the existence of

rumored “secret lists” of additional missing Americans.
The decision by the U.S. Govomment to falsify “location of

- loss” data for American, casualties _in Cambodia and Laos
- during much of the war contributed significantly both to public

distrust and to the difficulties experienced by the DIA and
others in trying to establish what happened to the individuals

involved.
:vv v ;

"

The failure of the Executive branch to establish and main-
tain a consistent, sustainable set of categories and criteria gov-

erning the status of missing Americans during and after the

war in Southeast Asia contributed substantially to public con-

fusion and mistrust. During the war, a number of individuals

listed as “prisoner” by DIA were listed as “missing in action”

by the military services. After the war, the legal process for

settling status determinations was plagued by interference

from the Secretary of Defense, undermined by financial and
other considerations affecting some POW/MLA families and
challenged in court. Later, the question of how many Ameri-
cans remain truly, “unaccounted for” was muddied, by the De-

fense Department s decision to include “KIA/BNK s”—those
known to have been killed, but with bodies not recovered—in

. their listings. This created the anomalous situation of having
more Americans considered unaccounted for today than we
had immediately after the war.

The Committee’s recommendations for this phase of its investiga-

tion include:

Accounting for missing Americans from the war in South-
east Asia should continue to be treated as a “matter of highest

national priority” by our diplomats, by- those participating in

the accounting process, by all elements of our intelligence com-
munity and by the nation, as a whole.
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Continued, best efforts should be made to investigate the re-

maining, unresolved discrepancy cases in Vietnam, Laos and
•Cambodia. :V ; :

V- V. r •..

The United States should make a continuing effort, at a high
level, to arrange regular tri-partite meetings with the Govern-
ments of Laos and Vietnam to seek information on the possible

control and movement of unaccounted for U.S. personnel by
Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese forces in Laos during . the
Southeast Asia war. ;.

The President and Secretary of Defense should order regu-
lar, independent reviews of the efficiency and professionalism
of the DOD’s POW/MIA accounting-process for Americans still

listed as missing from the war in Southeast Asia.

A clear hierarchy of responsibility for handling POW/MIA
related issues that may regretably arise as a result of future
conflicts must be e^blished. This requires fuU and rapid co-

ordination between and among the intelligence agencies in*

volved and the military services. It requires the integration of
missing civilians and suspected deserters into the overall ac-

counting process. It requires a clear liaison between those re-

sponsible for the accounting (and related intelligence) and
those responsible for negotiating with our adversaries about
the terms for peace. It requires procedures for the full, honest
and prompt disclosure of information to next of kin, at the
time of incident and as other information becomes available.,

And it requires, above all, the designation within the Execu-
tive branch of an individual who is clearly responsible and
fully accountable for making certain that the process works as
it should.

_

In the future, clear categories should be established and con-

sistently maintained in accounting for Americans missing

during time of war. At one end of the listings should be Ameri-
cans known with certainty to have been taken prisoner; at the
other should be Americans known dead with bodies not recov-

ered. The categories should be carefully separated in official

summaries and discussions of the accounting process and
should be applied consistently and uniformly.

Present law needs to be reviewed to minimize distortions in

the status determination process that may result from the fi-

nancial considerations of the families involved.

Wartime search and rescue (SAR) missions have an urgent
operational value, but they are also crucial for the purposes of

accounting for POW/MIAs. The records concerning many Viet-

nam era SAR missions have been lost or destroyed. In the
future, all information obtained during any unsuccessful or

partially successful military search and rescue mission should
be shared with the agency responsible for accounting for

POW/MIAs from that conflict and should be retained by that
agency.

’



• Chapter 4: Intelugence

OVERVIEW v V.

•

The intelligence community is set up to minimize needless dupli-
cation without endangering the longstanding policy that the intelli-

gence agencies should be competitive in their assessments. A key
document approved by the National Foreign Intelligence Board
(NFIB) is a directive, approved and published annually by the Di-
rector of Central Intelligence (DCI) that establishes the budgetary
and collection priorities for all the agencies. ;

This document is the product of a formal mechanism and is the
official statement of priority for all members of the intelligence
community. For example, for most of the post-war world, topics
dealing with the capabilities of the former Soviet Union to attack
the U.S. and NATO have had a number-one priority assigned the
Board. Thus, Soviet affairs have eiyoyed primacy in all claims for
budgets, resources, collection and publication.

Regarding the POW/MIA issue, Lt. Gen. Perroots testified that
he succeeded in having the NFIB assign a number-one priority to
the POW issue for the first time only in 1985, as an exception to
national policy.2® 9 In the same hearing former National Security
Council staff member Richard Childress testified that in 1983,
during the first Reagan Administration, he was the first to have
the intelligence community raise the national intelligence priority
of the POW issue from seven, where it had been since theend of
the Vietnam War in 1975. 240 -

The information-handling process in the intelligence industry,
simplistically, consists of collection of information, processing, anal-
ysis, and dissemination of finished or semi-finished intelligence.
The information flow is controlled at every stage by normal organi-
zational functions, including management, budgeting, quality con-
trol, training, assignment of priorities and allocation of resources.
Although agencies have much latitude in their internal manage-
ment, the end results are governed by the Board-approved national
intelligence priorities.

There are two ways in which individual agencies can pursue im-
portant national intelligence objectives with others acting only in a
supporting role. On occasion and for subjects requiring special ex-
pertise or reflecting narrow interest, the NFIB may designate an
agency to take the lead. In his deposition, Rear Admiral Thomas
Brooks (USN-Ret.) indicated that the Navy has the . lead on a
number of nationally important intelligence issues.

Without a formal statement of national priority, collection, anal-
ysis and publication on a topic might still occur by exception. Thus,
an agency might retain a small analytical effort on a subject of its
own interest, by justifying it against some other national priority.
A senior official of the National Security Agency (NSA testified in
his deposition that NSA maintained a residual collection effort
against Southeast Asia between 1975 and 1978, based on the Soviet
interest in the region as manifest by its occupation of naval facili-

Perroots testimony, Dec. 1, 1992.
140 Childress testimony, Dec. 1, 1992.



ties at Cam Ranh Bay and the priority attached to Soviet matters.
The expenditures for this effort were justified, according to the
senior ,®®cial - .?

eitl
^er -

by the militaiy capabilities of Vietnam
Which had a million-man army at the time, nor by the POW/MIA
issue. .v 7 r

;

The Defense Department’s primacy on POW issues came about
by directive from William Casey, belatedly, in 1985.

Intelligence and intelligence analysis '
;

Intelligence is often defined by the source from which the infor-
mation is obtained. Human intelligence (HUMINT) refers to infor-
mation observed and reported by human beings. All live-sighting
reports, whether first- or second-hand, are human source reports
Technical collection of electronic signals (SIGINT) includes infor-
mation obtained by eavesdropping on- radio conversations. Imagery
intelligence (IMINT) includes photography, including pictures or
images obtained by various means, including by a person taking
pictures with a hand-held camera
- There are many, techniques for performing intelligence analysis
which is the term used to describe the process of endeavoring to
understand the larger meaning of information obtained secretly.
All intelligence information consists of two parts: the source and
the content. Both must be analyzed in evaluating the larger mean-
ing of secret information by means of separate techniques. For this
reason, intelligence agencies normally separate the -evaluation of
sources from the analysis of the content to avoid the dangers of
bias and conflict of interest.

One common intelligence analytical practice is to compare infor-
mation obtained in each of these separate channels to determine
whether the channels corroborate each other. This matching is the
simplest and easiest form of analysis, and matches are seldom pre-
cise. More sophisticated analytical techniques include pattern anal-
ysis, cause-and-effect analysis, cost-benefit analysis, the use of prob-

technfue
Utaities’ & variety of advanced computer modeling

Intelligence information, by its very nature, is a glimpse of reali-
ty- « is never conclusive because the methods of acquisition are
surreptitious. On the other hand, the probabilities of reality that
can be established by intelligence information are necessary and
sufficient to enable national decision-makers to make reasonable
judgments about courses of action. While intellience information is
never complete, good intelligence often has made the difference be-
tween life and death, victory and defeat.

Regarding the quality of information obtained on the POWs, suc-
cessive retired senior CIA officiers involved in collection activitiesm Southeast Asia have testified that the sources of information of
POWs were not materially different from those used for obtaining
information on other topics.

241 Often they were the same people.
Thus, a single human source might report on military develop-
ments as well as on POW matters in the same report. Many files

1992
Depo,itiont ofretir*d CIA officen taken May 29, June 9. Aug. 21, Sept 18, and Dec. SO.
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provided by the intelligence agencies included reports of this

nature.

Investigating the intelligence agencies ’performance——- .

The intelligence investigators determined that any evaluation of

DoD’s work had to be best understood in the context of the intelli-

gence community’s support of the DoD. The accuracy of this judg-

ment was reflected in the testimony of former DIA Directors Lt.

Gen. James Williams and Perroots and present DIA Director, Lt.

Genl James Clapper.242 This investigation was conducted primarily

through the deposition of key intelligence officials in light of intel-

ligence administrative documents found in the files of the agencies.

The Committee’s investigation discovered that the normal proc-

esses of the U;Srintelligence community have not been followed in

the intelligence aspects of the POW/MIA issue. In depositions,

former Deputy Director of Central Intelligence Admiral Inman and

a former senior CIA official testified that the POW issue was con-

sidered exclusively ther>rovince of DoD; all other agencies played a

supporting role only. The CIA officer stated that it was his under-

standing that it was usual to defer to DoD in POW/MIA issues.243

No official could recall just how this grant of exclusivity was made,

but none could recall a formal determination.
.

• _

Priority^
. ;i'.\

-V ; :V '

After Operation Homecoming in 1973, virtually every intelli-

gence official from whom the Committee received testimony con-

firmed that the collection of intelligence on POWs was not a high-

priority issue. Despite repeated Presidential statements about the

issue’s importance, Lt Gen. Perroots confirmed that the POW/MIA
issue was first listed as priority “one” as a national intelligence ob-

jective only beginning in 1986—as an exception to policy.244 The
low priority resulted in no demands on the intelligence community
to provide resources to this issue for most of the period after the

Vietnam War.

Analytical priorities

The Committee was provided with only one national intelligence

estimate concerning Vietnam and its policy towards the POWs.
The Community produced no inter-agency assessments nor any

joint studies of the issue. In his deposition,245 Rear Admiral

Brooks, a former director of the DIA POW/MIA analytical effort

and former Director of Naval Intelligence, stated that during his

time as an intelligence official, there was no written inter-agency

or Intelligence Community studies of any kind. Dr. Schlesinger said

that in ms time as Director of Central Intelligence in 1973, he or-

dered the Intelligence Community to write the first National Intel-

ligence Estimate on Vietnam of any kind in over a decade.24 *

142 Dec. 1, 1992 testimony.
949 Ibid., and Aug. 21, 1992 deposition.
944 Perroots testimony, Dec. 1, 1992.
945 Deposition of Bear Admiral Brooks, October 7, 1992.
941 Deposition of Dr. James Schlesinger, September 4, 1992.



The September 1987 Special National Intelligence Estimate is

the only discussion of the intentions of Vietnam regarding POWs.

Admiral Inman states that during his tenure as Deputy Director of

Central Intelligence, no national intelligence assessments of this

issue were requested or written.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ACTIONS

Management actions

The Central Intelligence Agency management retained no formal

responsibility for POW/MIA collection and analysis and has de-

ferred completely to the Department of Defense. CIA maintained

no analytical effort on this topic after the Vietnam war. The orga-

nizations that had performed this work were disbanded. This may
Ibe.the ™*ly supposedly national-level issue in which CIA has taken

this position.

The Directorate of Operations maintained a residual effort for a

short time after the war, but this has long since been disbanded.

Responsibility for follow-up collection- actions feU to specific area
^

desk: officers mid was a function of personal interest One such offi-

cer in the mid-1980s was highly diligent in following up reports of

prisoner sightings.*
47

Collection and special operations after homecoming

-The testimony provided by retired officials indicated CIA field of-

ficers knew to report information on POW/MIAs. The investiga-

tions found that in the 19 years since Homecoming, CIA executed

one collection operation, conducted one special follow-up operation,

and considered, but rejected, a third special follow-up operation.

The investigation found no evidence that any live-sighting leads

in the 1970s resulted in a single follow-up operation by the Central

Intelligence Agency. Former senior officials based overseas stated

that they found no intelligence reporting on this topic to be credi-

ble. However, one official admitted that a large amount of data was

destroyed in 1975 to prevent it from being lost to .the enemy. Copies

of this information allegedly are still held in Thailand. 2* 8

CIA primacy in Lads and information sharing

All intelligence officers who testified to the Committee, including

Ernie Brace who was a contract pilot held longer than any other

POW, stated that CIA had the dominant intelligence interest in

Laos. All information is provided to the Department of Defense. On

the other hand, CIA retained no analysts assigned to analyze

POW/MIA information. A former senior CIA officer admitted that

this arrangement produced an anomaly whereby CIA collectors and

• desk officers were ostensibly accountable to DIA intelligence ana-

lysts regarding the quality of the reporting.20

Interview with CIA officer, October 30, 1992.

*« Deposition of senior intelligence official, December 30, 1992.

t4i Deposition, August 21, 1992, op. dt
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Analysis or tack of it

The investigation found only one study of the POW/MIA issue

written by GIA, and that was in the mid-1980s and concerned Viet-

namese policy towards the U.S. That study was written by a politi-

cal affairs analyst. The Directorate of Intelligence at CIA has no
POW/MIA analysts. The first recent background studies written by
the CIA relevant to the POW issue were two on prisons in Laos

and Vietnam. These were done at the behest of the Select Commit-
tee.280 ;',;v '

y:

Currentrole ..V.-

CIA’s supporting role, management attitudes and of formal task-

ing reflect lukewarm support for the POW/MIA effort. The intelli-

gence files do not suggest an aggressive posture in collecting infor-

mation nor great diligence in following up." Since 1981, the POW/
MIA intelligence topic has made virtually no demands for re-

sources of any kind on “the President’s intelligence agency."

THE ROLE OF THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.. L

Background

The Defense Intelligence Agency’s intelligence role in POW-MIA
affairs is extensive. According to testimony provided by the Secre-

tary of Defense, DIA is at the center of the two-tier approach used

by his Department to determine the fate of U:S. service members
missing in Southeast Asia. As part of the first tier,'the Defense In-

telligence Agency investigates and analyzes current reports of

Americans being held against their will. These are called live-sight-

ing reports.

The Secretary noted that as part of the second tier, the Defense
Department relies “heavily” on DIA’s analysis to reach a final con-

clusion on the fate of each service member for whom there has not

been a final accounting. In this category, they emphasize service

members who were last known alive after being reported lost or for

whom the U.S. Government believes that the governments of Laos,

Cambodia or Vietnam should be able to provide additional informa-

tion as to the service member’s status. These are called discrepancy

cases.
;

: v/

DIA’s management issues /.

As of Nov. 23, 1992, DoD had received 1,629 first-hand livesight-

iiig reports, most of which described real events; 85 remained unre-

solved but were being investigated.251 It must be noted that each
report does not necessarily correlate to a different missing service

member. Numerous reports are traceable to the same individual.

Nonetheless, the Secretary stated that 109 reports remained under
active investigation by the Defense Intelligence Agency. In his tes-

timony, the Acting Director of DIA identified the Agency’s role in

these live-sighting cases: DIA determines “the facts pertinent to

.

1 " 1,1

/ O . .

•

180 These studies are contained in the annexes to the Transcript of the Hearings of the Select

Committee, August 4 and 5; 1992.
151 Letter of Noy. 23, 1992 from Duane P. Andrews, DOD Assistant Secretary for Command,

Control, Communications and Intelligence.
:

.
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the report and follows them to. their logical condusion” According

to him, during the process DIA "is to keep policy and decision-

makers and the families informed.” DIA’s Executive Director noted

to Committee-Members that DIA supports POW-MIA families di-

rectly, and also assists POW-MIA organizations. He emphasized

that DIA’s role is intelligence support and not policy making.

In a prepared statement to the Committee, the Principal Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

indicated that DIA’s role in assisting service casualty officers in

their responsibility to keep families informed has been "problemat-

ic.” According to him, Casualty Affairs Officers from each of the

Military Services are responsible for discussing individual cases of

POW’s or MIA’s with family members. He added that DIA person-

nel “are not trained for family outreach.” The Committee agrees

with his comment that DIA is an intelligence collection and analy-

sis organization and family outreach programs are not an appropri-

ate function for its personnel to perform!.

The Committee believes that the Department of Defense must

make every effort to ensure that properly trained personnel pro-

vide the necessary and-fundamentally important interaction with

family members. It is no secret to members of the military services,

or to families, that casualty affairs has traditionally been a back-

water and has not received the kind of priority it deserves. At a

minimum, personnel must undergo sensitivity training before un-

- dertaking the^e sensitive.positions. - _T ...

DIA supports the-Pacific Command's Joint Task Force—FuirAc-

counting efforts to resolve POW/MIA cases, according to the Secre-

tary of Defense. He testified to the Committee that DIA prepares a

case file that provides “detailed explanations of the incident of loss,

biographic data, search and rescue efforts, and other information

that will assist Vietnamese and U.S. investigators in focusing on a

particular case.” DIA then becomes the focal point for analyzing

all data that is received and for making a recommendation to the

Department on whether further investigation of a particular case

is required.

The Chief of DIA’s Special Office for POW/MIA Affairs support-

ed this in his statements to the Committee. He said that DIA main-

tains a single database which includes refugee camp reporting, first

hand live-sighting reports, Department of State cables, National Se-

curity Agency reports, and Central Intelligence Agency reports.

But during its review, Committee investigators found instances

where relevant information may not have been provided to DIA on

a timely basis. The Committee has not been able to identity a spe-

cific procedural cause for the problem, but believes that it is impor-

tant enough to warrant continued review by the Executive Branch.

In addition, Committee investigators were unable to find a

single, comprehensive database for all relevant intelligence infor-

mation on POW’s and MIA’s. While DIA may feel that it possesses

this single database, investigators continued to find information

from different sources that DIA apparently did not have on hand.

Moreover, there is no single location for the consolidation of all In-

telligence Community files pertaining to POW’s and MIA’s. The

Committee believes that since the original reason for maintaining

separate files in separate agencies—that is, to support different



policy-makers who required different information for different rea-

sons—no longer exists; it is important to bring together all previ-

ous intelligence information into one location, ana to continue to

add to these same files as new intelligence information is devel-

oped.
' ' ''< "

In his testimony, DIA’s Executive Director noted several addi-

tional DIA roles. According to him, the Agency provides intelli-

gence support for operations conducted to recover human remains.
Additionally, DIA supports POW-MIA activities handled by others

in the executive and legislative branches. For example, the Assist-

ant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs testified

that at least from his perspective, the POW/MIA Inter-Agency
Group relies “very extensively” on DIA.
DIA also attempts to keep track of the location where useful in-

formation might be found in Vietnamese files. In testimony before
the Committee, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen-
eral John W. Vessey, Jr. (U.S. Army—retired), testified that DIA
has studied the problem of determining which Vietnamese units

might possess information on missing Americans and knows which
records the Vietnamese needed to produce in order to satisfy the
search of the Vietnamese historical record. It is clear from the in-

formation available to the Committee that DIA’s focus on this part
of the historical record has been extremely important and quite

useful. There is anecdotal information which indicates that even
the Vietnamese have benefited from the information DIA has told

them that exists in their own files.
~

'rf

In his testimony, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Com-
mand, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (ASD-C31) stated
that he had staff responsibility within the Department of Defense
for overseeing the operations of DIA. He indicated that POW-MIA
matters are now "treated as one of the highest priorities in the col-

lection of intelligence.” This attitude was echoed by testimony of

the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Interna-
tional Security Affairs; unfortunately, these lofty words never were
translated into real action.

Several witnesses provided a different perspective on the priority

that DIA has placed upon the POW-MIA issue. From their testimo-
ny, it is clear that priorities have changed throughout the period
following the Vietnam War. While the history of these changes is

addressed in more detail in the section of the Committee’s report
titled, "Change in Intelligence Priorities,” the question of prioriti-

zation often arose in the more general context of DIA’s ability to

discharge its responsibilities. In that regard, DIA has conducted
several internal reviews to assess its handling of its responsibil-

ities.
..

. . ..
.

-

DIA internal criticisms

Witnesses described to the Committee several DIA internal re-

views of the Agency's support for POW-MIA affairs. The reviews
identified shortcomings and provided recommendations for im-
provement Significantly, several recurring themes are found in
each of the reviews. ;

, In February 1983, the DIA’s Inspector General conducted a rou-
tine inspection of the POW-MIA Office as part of its overall
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annual inspection schedule for the entire Agency. 2 * 2 According to

the Inspection Team Chief at the time, the IG’s Office found that

the POW-MIA office was “overexposed to outside pressures’ and

that it was not organized for efficient operations. The Team Chief

remembered that DIA’s senior management focussed on taking cor-

rective actions to the problems that his inspection team identified.

The Inspector General’s Office conducted another investigation

of the POW-MIA Office in late-1984 and early-1985. The investiga-

tors were trying to determine if inappropriate procedures were

being used to deal with people who reported information concern-

ing POW’s and missing in action. It had been alleged that valuable

information was being lost because people who had come forward

were being discouraged from offering further assistance.

The inspectors found that:

There was no indication that DIA interviewers used any

- procedures that intentionally downgraded* humiliated, em- -----

barrassed or abused the witness.

There was no evidence to suggest that any truly knowl-

edgeable witness could be discouraged by DIA methods for

- - making information known. - - - - -v • •;

, . . these allegations of mistreatment were judged to be

responses from individuals who had attempted to use the

Pw/MIA issue for their own purposes.

V . . . there can be no improvement to the worsening situ-

- ation [regarding relations with members of Confess or

- - with the public] until the policy and public relations inter- -

face is inserted between the DlA and the rest of the world.

There was evidence that DIA had been and continued to

be manipulated on the PW/MIA issue by entities outside

the U.S. Government.”

In early 1985, DIA conducted an additional internal review by

having other Agency analysts critique the work of the POW-MIA
Office. These analysts concluded that the Office’s analytic effort

was of high quality. They also commented that the Office s per-

ceived need to respond to numerous outside requests diminished its

analytic activities. Moreover, they believed that an “inordinate

amount of time was being spent on a “legalistic approach to evi-

dence and analysis” but that outside interest in the issue probably

made this expenditure of time necessary. They also believed that

HUMINT in the field could be improved by adding additional col-

lectors.

.In September 1985, DIA’s Assistant Deputy Director for Collec-

tion Management, Rear Admiral Thomas A. BrooK, _(USN-Ret.)

prepared an internal DIA memo critical of the POW/MIA effort.

*»» The independence and objectivity of the Inspector General s officers a long-held and re,

Spected tradition within the militaty that dates to the American Rwduten. During the penod

of the investigations in which the Committee we* interested, the DIA Inspector General was
UIV Ml -7 .

.

die state of the Agency in regard to its compliance with

the various Executive Orders, statutes, DoD Directives, and internal regulations, as well as such

problems and deficiencies as may be fouhd.V
.

•
.

: • . . v . ,
- •

Inspectors General report directly to the DIA Director, which ensure his or her ndapendoice

of any influences, either from within or from outade of DIA. He or she was specially tr
?i***~ J*

the US. Army Inspector General Course and had unique credentials which added credence to

the authority and importance of his inspections.
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This memo was prompted by approximately four months of experi-

ence during which he had responsibility for DIA’s support of POW-
MIA issues. In his testimony, Admiral Brooks belated that during

the period when he had POW-MIA responsibility at DIA, he had

been surprised by the small number of people who were dedicated

to analyzing POW-MIA questions since it was supposed to be the

Nation’s number one priority. He was also disappointed by the ana-

lytic process, the way that files were kept, and the lack of disci-

plined analytic techniques.

In March 1986, Col. Kimball M. Gaines (USAF-Ret.) led an inter-

nal task force at DIA which also was highly critical of the POW/
MIA effort. Col. Gaines and his task force made the following find-

ings: ,! -'V .V

Unhealthy attitudes; ,

Almost total lack of management—’working hard but not

working smart;
- ; — ~rr:" - —

• ~ •

Haphazard approach to problems and functions;

Too much direct exposure of the working-level analysts;

Inadequate planning, internal communication, and written

Database is a wasteland;

Working files unprofessional, sloppy, incomplete, no stand-

ard procedures;

No disciplined, coherent, collection management effort;

Too much detective work, not enough analysis;

Not nearly enough administrative] and intelligence techni-

cian support; and .

Significant ADP [automated data processing] deficiencies.

Other senior DIA witnesses commented on the Agency’s perform-

ance. In his testimony to the Committee, Lieutenant General Leon-

ard Perroots (USAF-Ret.), the Director of DIA from 1985-1989,

summarized his findings concerning DIA’s handling of the POW-
MIA effort. Concerned about how well DIA was fulfilling its re-

sponsibilities during his tenure, he had directed two separate re-

views of DIA’s POW-MIA procedures.

A major valid criticism was that insufficient resources

were being expended to adequately do the collecting, anal-

ysis, and follow-up mission . . . this was especially true

from ’73 to ’85.
.

Another valid criticism ... is the over-classification of

information on this subject.

Another valid criticism that we ultimately fixed was the

criticism that there was insufficient coordination among
the intelligence agencies to ensure an effective database

and integrated collection and analysis effort.

Another valid criticism was the lack of an adequate v

follow-up effort within the intelligence community. The
National collection priority for POW/MIA prior to 1985

ranged from priority 7 to priority 3. We raised it to priori-

ty 1. ;.vV7 /' v-V,,-'

Another valid criticism: DIA was too involved in activi-

ties which detracted from its primary mission . . . some of

this was the result of our efforts to respond to every query
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. from every source, whether it be the Congress, the press,

the League of Families, or just interested public.”

Another valid criticism .v . is that we not always ade-

quately conducted timely followrup of reports __

General Perroots emphasized that there was never a conspiracy

to cover-up information concerning prisoners or missing in action.

He also emphasized that during his tenure, he worked hard to

ensure that there was not a mindset to debunk intelligence reports

of live Americans being held in Southeast Asia.

In his testimony to the Committee, General James A. Williams,

Director of DIA from 1981 to 1985, also emphasized that there was

“no mindset to debunk consciously and there was certainly no

effort to cover up." Similarly, the 1983 DIA IG inspection team con-

cluded that “analytical work in the POW/MA office was being

conducted on the assumption that some Americans were still held

captive in Southeast Asia
" "

.
7

*

The testimony of Col. Joe Schlatter, the head of DLA’s POW-MLA
Office from 1987 to 1990 was especially noteworthy. He had been

part of an official review of DIA’s effort prior to becoming head of

the office. During his earlier review, he reached two important con-

clusions that he later found! to be false:

Earlier, he believed that DIA’s analytical process was

flawed and that there was a mindset to debunk on the

part of the Agency’s analysts. _ : "
.

After becoming head of the office, he determined-that

the analytic process was not flawed because the answers to

the important questions could only come from files or offi-

cials of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Furthermore, he

found that a mindset to debunk did not exist. During his

testimony, he also noted that the recommendations of the

most critical reports of DIA’s efforts were implemented.

Col. Peck requested relief from his position as chief of the POW/
MIA office on Feb. 12, 1991 because of frustrations over the man-

agement and activities of the office. Peck’s letter restates most of

the criticisms contained in earlier reviews, including extensive out-

side interference in the operations of the office. In his valedictory

letter, Peck drew seven conclusions, including that people were

abandoned, that the office is manipulated, that the League’s direc-

tor is an impediment to DIA’s POW/MIA work, and that DIA is

used as “the fall guy” to cover the tracks of others.

Ronald Knecht, Special Assistant for Command, Control, Com-

munications and Intelligence, headed a management review of

Peck’s allegations in April 1991. A small, senior management team

examined files, conducted interviews, and reviewed past reports on

the organization. The team found that Peck was not qualified as an

intelligence manager and was “too close to the Vietnam POW/MIA
issue to be objective." V

-

However, “the management inquiry team could not find any

facts that support Col. Peck’s various allegations of impropriety in

the POW/MIA resolution process,” the report added. Peck had

been warned several times by the DIA’s Director, Lt. Gen. Harry E.

Soyster, about his managerial shortcomings.
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The DIA has essentially assumed Lead Agency responsibility

within the Intelligence Community for POW/MIA affairs. Since

theMili^ryServicesafaprimarilyrespbnsiblefoFm
aison with family members of POWs or MIAs and since DIA is the

primary coordinating agency for defense intelligence matters,

DIA’s central role in providing intelligence support for POW-MIA
affairs is understandable. But this role has created some problems.

On the One hand, the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency
is not routinely responsible for coordinating the efforts of the Intel-

ligence Community. This responsibility belongs to the Director of

Central Intelligence. While the Director of DIA has access to the

collection, processing, analysis, and dissemination systems of the

Intelligence Community, nis focus traditionally has been—and
should remain—on supporting the Department of Defense. Numer-
ous examples arose as a result of the ^Committee’s investigation

where intelligence activities outside of the Department of Defense

produced relevant information on POW’s and MIA’s. It appears

most of this information eventually found its way to the appropri-

ate personnel within DIA. Timeliness and the requirements of all-

source analysis, however, demand that relevant intelligence infor-

mation is available for immediate analysis and action if necessary.

It is imperative that the Intelligence Community's activities on
behalf of POW-MIA affairs be streamlined and centralized.

On the other hand, the closeness of DIA to the Military Services

has drawn the Agency into a relationship with family members for

which its personnel are untrained and unprepared. As a result,

some family members have focused their frustrations on the

Agency. Objective intelligence support and a sensitive understand-

ing of family member attitudes are very difficult roles for a single

agency to perform. Intelligence analysis demands a rigorous exami-

nation of ambiguous information. Family member liaison demands
a sympathetic viewpoint tempered by a sense of realism. DIA has
experienced great difficulty in bringing the two perspectives to-

gether. "’VV. V v,

.

Part of the reason for the sense of frustration felt by some family

members over DIA’s performance can be found in DIA’s own inter-

nal investigations. Their self-generated internal reviews have cre-

ated a lot of the criticisms which others have since echoed. These
critiques reveal recurring themes: a diffusion of the POW-MIA
effort among several agencies; diffusion of DIA’s own effort; exces-

sive influence by activities outside of the U.S. Government; dis-

agreements over analytical judgments; defensiveness when con-

fronted by external criticisms. Frustration also has arisen because

external expectations have exceeded DIA’s ability to provide many
of the conclusive answers that some believe are possible. As the

current DIA Director noted in his testimony, intelligence, given its

inherent limitations, simply on its own cannot resolve these issues

[e.g., the ultimate fate of POW/MIA’s].” With the new openness in

Southeast Asia, intelligence analysis is no longer the driving force

behind U.S. efforts to account for missing servicemen.

The Committee believes that the Secretary of Defense must con-

tinue to improve procedures so that relevant intelligence informa-



tion is acted upon quickly by the Department, that it is provided to
.

family members on a timely basis, and that family members are

part of a competent outreach program. The Committee farther be-

lieves that effective Intelligence Community support of POW-MIA
affairs could be improved significantly by the creation of an inter-

agency “Center for POW-MIA Affairs” under the Director of Cen-

tral Intelligence. The Committee envisions that this center would

be created from existing Intelligence Community resources and

would be staffed periodically by many of the same intelligence per-

sonnel who are currently spread throughout the Community. Effec-

tive and efficient intelligence support will continue to be funda-

mentally important to the POW-MIA effort for the foreseeable

future.':;-'
. 0 >
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There should be consideration given about the direct intelligence

support of the POW.function being moved from DIA to a more ap-

propriate spot—perhaps to CINCPAC to support the Joint Task

Force—Full Accounting in a more timely fashion.

LIVE-SIGHTING REPORTS

For the past 20 years, there has been nothing more tantalizing

for POW/MIA families than reports that Americans have been

seen alive in Southeast Asia, and nothing more frustrating than

the failure of these reports to become manifest in the form of a re-

turning American—with the single exception of Robert Garwood in

1979. _ _ -
-

The sheer number of first-hand live-sighting reports, almost 1,600

since the end of the war, has convinced many Americans that U.S.

POWs must have been left behind and may still be alive. Other

Americans have concluded sadly that our failure, after repeated ef-

forts, to locate any of these alleged POWs means that the reports

are probably not true. ;V

Because of its importance as possible evidence that U.S. POWs
are alive, and also because of its contribution to the ongoing con-

troversy over the POW/MIA issue, live-sighting reports were a cen-

tral focus of the Committee’s investigation. Committee Members

and staff investigators spent thousands of hours going over DIA

files; hundreds of requests were made to DIA for additional docu-

ments and information; several staff and Member briefinp were

conducted on the subject; and two full days of public hearings were

held. ; > V:.;^

;

;
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Background

A live-sighting report is just that—a report that an American

may have been seen alive in Southeast Asia in circumstances

which are not readily explained. The report could come from

anyone—a refagee, a Mat person, a former political prisoner, a dip-

lomat, a traveler—who is or has been in a position to make such an

observation. The information could be firsthand or hearsay; it

could involve one American or many; it could be detailed or vague;

it could be recent or as far back as the end of the.war.

The point is that every live-sighting report is important because

it is potential evidence that a U.S. POW may have survived; until



recently, these reports were not treated as important, arid accorded

a high priority by DIA, however.

Conversely, there is a significant difference between a livesight-

ing report about a Caucasian and one that positively ideritifies an

American, which admittedly is difficult at any difference, Other

identifying information increases the credibility of any live-sighting

report; however, all of these reports must be pursued.

A majority of the live-sighting reports received by U.S. authori-

ties have come from Southeast Asian refugees, many of whom were

interviewed at refugee camps in Thailand or Hong Kong. In addi-

tion to reports of actual sightings of Americans, other evidence of

live or missing Americans is investigated, as well. This includes re-

ports of the location of airplane crash sites or the discovery of dog

tags used as military identification by American soldiers. The total

number of first-hand and hearsay livesighting reports and other re-

lated reports is more than 15,000 since 1975.

Of the 15,000 total, approximately 1,650 are first-hand livesight-

ing reports. According to DIA, more than 70 percent Of these re-

ports have been judged accurate and relate to individuals who re-

turned at Operation Homecoming, to American civilians stranded

in Vietnam in 1975, to Robert Garwood, or to individuals whose re-

mains have subsequently been returned. Fewer than 100 first-hand

livesighting reports remain under active investigation. Of these, ap-

proximately 60 involve Americans reported to be iri a captive envi-

ronment. With the exception of two deserters and Garwood, none

of the reports have been correlated to an Arnericain military POW
or MIA alive, in Vietnam after Operation Homecoming.
At least since the early 1980’s, the handling of live-sighting re-

ports has been one of the most controversial aspects of the POW/
MIA issue. During 1985 and 1986, three separate internal DIA re-

views criticized the agency’s procedures, including its methodology

for analyzing reports, evaluating sources and following up.

In 1986, for example, a Task Force headed by Gen. Eugene Tighe

found that:

. . . Over the years, the perceived mission of the PW/
MIA center at DIA has changed, officially and unofficially,

from analysis of the intelligence flowing into DIA on this

issue to ‘resolving the issue’ whereby doubt is cast on the

veracity of the intelligence.

The modus operandi of the PW/MIA center evolved

toward undue emphasis in establishing source bona fides,

at the expense of analyzing, from every angle, information

provided by these sources . . . an example of the effort is

one case where four years were spent trying to prove that

a re-education cainp which was a key part of one live-

sighting report did not exist (this to disprove the report),

: only to find that the camp did indeed exist. During the in-

tervening years, the report was not analyzed for its contri-

bution to the overall issue

.

There is a total absence of rigorous, standard, disci-

plined, professional, administrative' procedures . . .



A . . . basic problem is the bias in expectations that ref-

ugees are not reliable reporters unless proven to be so . . .

yet refugee accounts are the major database . . . : > ;

The refugee community that has provided the bulk of

the eyewitness reports strikes us as possibly the finest

human intelligence database in the U.S. post World War II

experience . .
.

;

Current operations

Since the Tighe report and other critical reviews were written,

the DIA POW/MIA office has expanded substantially, working con-

ditions have improved and the ability to conduct meaningful intel-

ligence collection activities overseas has increased. The United

States now has live-sighting investigators stationed permanently in

Bangkok and Hanoi and expects to have similar positions filled

soon in Laos and Cambodia.

.

Throughout the past year, the U.S. has been negotiating with the

Vietnamese concerning the extent to which the American investi-

gators would be able to carry out short-notice inspections of prisons

and other facilities in order to follow up on live-sighting reports.

Efforts to develop k formal agreement with the Government of

Laos are ongoing. The Cambodian Government has no objections to

U.S. investigators traveling within that country, but there is no

guarantee of protection in areas controlled by the Khmer Rouge.

It is important to note that live«ghting_investigations are con-

ducted jointly with Vietnamese and Cambodian officials. They are

an effort to learn more and an opportunity to reach people who

may provide additional information; they are not “Rambo” mis-

sions conducted covertly. Indeed, the presence of Americans in

remote areas—especially when they must fly or drive in—often cre-

ates such a stir that surprise is all but impossible. The argument

always can be made that a prisoner was hidden at the last

moment, but these are sovereign nations and the U.S. must work

with the agreements reached with them about access to their

people and sites. In sum, the Committee agrees with DoD that it is

better to take the opportunity to conduct live-sighting investiga-

tions than to ignore it—in the hope that U.S. investigators will be

able to piece together information, and reach out to citizens.

During its first year in operation, the Joint Task Force—Full Ac-

counting received 81 live-sighting reports, 34 of Americans said to

be in captivity and 47 said to be living freely. Of the total, 64 were

in Vietnam (23 captive, 41 free), five were in Laos (four captive, one

free), and 12 in Cambodia (seven captive, five free). The JTF-FA

conducted 40 advance-notice investigations, and 16 short-notice in-

vestigations; all but one of each were in Vietnam (Laos has not yet

granted permission to conduct joint live-sighting investigations). In

all, 99 live-sighting reports remain unresolved; 59 are reported to

be living in captivity and 40 freely. Of these, 82 are in Vietnam (46

captive, 36 free); six are in Laos (all reported in captivity), and 11

are in Cambodia (seven captive, four freely).

In its first year, JTF-FA had provided families with 1,906 new or

requested pieces of information, and 143 live-sighting reports have



been resolved, passing muster with the Inter-Agency Group

•charged with reviewing them .
253

In testimony before the Select Committee, Mr. Robert Sheetz,

Chief of the DIA’s PQW/MIA office explained his agency’s method-

ology for evaluating live-sighting reports:

The cycle begins with collection of the (live-sighting) in-

formation and preparation of an initial report . . . ''L

When we receive the report, it is promptly entered into

our database, and an analyst is assigned responsibility for

conducting immediate initial analysis. This first analytical

look includes a complete search of all oiir databases to de-

termine if we have any prior reporting that might shed

light on this report. We look at all reports from the same

geographic area. We look for similarities in stories. We
" check not only humahi source re^rtingrbut adro infonM-

tion from other sources available to us. When relevant, we
consult special sources, such as our prison database. Once

the analyst has completed first stage analysis, he or she
“

determines whether additional follow-up is necessary and,

if so, what that follow-up should be.

... it may be necessary to reinterview the source to ask

additional questions or to clarify certain issues. It may also

be necessary to interview additional people, for example,

persons identified by the source himself or other persons

who have come fh>m the same village or b^ interned in

the same prison . . .

Within the last year . . . DIA has finally been able to

employ an additional collection method, sending personnel

into Indochina to investigate reports on the ground.

... as additional information is completed, findings are

collected, and the report is reanalyzed. During this phase,

we may decide to collect additional information, sending

the report back to the collection phase. At some point,

however, analysts in this second, more detailed stage of

analysis, determine that sufficient information has been

collected to evaluate the report.

In the evaluation and validation stage, our analysts pre-

pare a formal evaluation that summarizes the report, out-

lines other information collected, provides our analysis of

the total, and indicates how the report was evaluated.

These summary findings are first reviewed inhouse by

other analysts and management.
If approved, the summary findings are presented to a

formal review panel made up of members of the intelli-

gence community, including representatives from the De-

partment of State, the Central Intelligence Agency, the

Military Intelligence Services, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and

the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Secu-

rity Affairs. . .

tM Dec. X 1992 Information Paper, submitted with Dec. 3, 1992 testimony of Admiral Charles

Larson and Maj. Gen. Thomas Needham.



The outcome of our approved evaluations are dissemi-

nated. all go
.
into oiir information base . • • All reports

correlated to unaccounted' for persons are forwarded to the

: ---appropriate-servicecasualtyofficesior-release„to_thenext:

—

of kin. Cases of high interest are briefed to the inter-

agency group during DIA’s weekly briefings to that body.

Unusually significant cases are briefed to the Congression-

al oversight committees and to Members of Congress on a

regular basis. / .
v '>4
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During the Select Committee’s hearings, DI4 officials cautioned

about reliance on a single source of information and stressed its

own reliance on “all-source” intelligence for evaluatmg the validity

of live-sighting reports. These sources include human intelligence,

signals intelligence, imagery or photographic intelligence and infor-

mation provided by other agencies of the U.S. Government.

Committee investigation

During its investigation, the Committee' sought to evaluate care-

fullvsome of the past criticisms that hare been made of DIA^ meth-

odology. These include allegations abott a so^ed mindset to

debunk” live-sighting reports, an over-emphasis on evaluatmg the

source as opposed to the content of a report, a failure to correlate

reports involving the same geographic area and a failure to follow

up more rigorously on hearsay reports.
, „ . v.T

The examination of intelligence concentrated on the live-sighting

intelligence reports. In the course of the investigation, over 2,000

sources were actually examined page by page by the investigators.

Over 1,300 of these reports have been declassified and all will be in

th

TheC™mittee engaged in a spirited and lengthy debate on live-

sighting analysis—its methodology and meaning, hi fact, the

review and analysis of live-sighting reports consumed more time

and staff resources than any other single issue. - .

The Committee concentrated on two differing approaches for

analysis of the live-sighting reports: one, put forward by a group of

Committee investigators, called a “ClusterAnalysis/’ and the other

articulated by the Defense Intelligence Agency. Both approaches

are described and commented on below so tihatreadere can judge

for themselves on this contentious question. The Committee divided

over the validity of these approaches—ten senators finding the

Committee approach sufficient only to raise additional questions

but meaningless in its capacity to make a judgment that a ruw

remained alive. Two senators believe that the .chister analysis pro-

vides evidence Americans remained alive until 1989.

Cluster analysis methodology

Some investigators adopted a suggestion that put forward a

Memorandum written by Rear Admiral Thomas A. Brooks, when

he directed the DIA POW office that recommended plotting the

live-sighting reports on a map to see now they cluster. It was

«•« Brooks Memorandum, published in the appendix lo the transcript of the Hearings of the

Select Committee. 1 December 1992.
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believed that the key advantage of this analytical technique was as

an alternative method for reaching analytical judgements based on

this information contained in a selection of the best; sighting ac-

CQUnta'.
'

:

.
.

’

:
v v v:

The live-sighting intelligence investigation began in earnest in

February 1992, when the Department of Defense Central Document

Office began sending live-sighting files in redacted form—to protect

intelligence sources and methods and to honor source requests for >

confidentiality—-to the Office of Senate Security. In March, Room

,

B-78 in the Russell Senate Office Building was cleared for storing

materials up to the secret classification because the Office of

Senate Security ran out of space to store the files referred by DIA.

Most of the analysis of live^sighting files was performed in this

room until it was closed in June because of a security breach.

A printout of a DIA database containing summary information

oh 15,559 live-sighting reports received since 1973 :was a vital tool

in accomplishing the analysis. The summary is sufficiently detailed

to enable significant correlations in the information even without

having the actual file. Thus, work on assembling information, re-

fining the universe of data^Md worlung'tbwards building the clus-

ter map could proceed without the actual files. p ^
The investigators applied 16 filters to reduce the 15,559 to a man-

ageable universe relevant to the charter of the Senate Select Com-

mittee—to investigate intelligence reports on men alive and in cap-

tivity after Operation Homecoming. Therefore, the investigators’

working data base was purged of all information obtained after

1973 but which described sightings prior to Operation Homecom-

ing. This reduced the universe to about 6,600 sighting files, both

hearsay and eyewitness accounts.

Application of other filters further reduced the working data

pool to about 1,500 reports. Filters used in this phase of reduction

included the following, all of which were rejected: _

Information that DIA correlated to returned POWs or men
known to have died in captivity during the war, unless an ex-

amination of the file proved that correlation to be not sustain-

able; : V
All reports of single individuals living freely or in conditions

that did not indicate captivity; .

Reports of well-known individuals who returned alive after

1973, including Emmet Kay; the civilians captured during the

fall of South Vietnam; Robert Garwood; and civilians who were

captured by the Vietnamese after the war, such as those lost in

the wreck of the Glomar Java Sea;

Sightings of individuals who proved to be drug and gun run-

ners, smugglers and other scofflaws;

Sightings of men with wives and families;

Reports of men living singly without indications of captivity;

Reports from sources who retracted their story without indi-

cations of coercion;

Reports of grave sites, dog-tags, and remains; '

.

Reports equated plausibly to other Europeans, dead or alive;

Reports from sources who were clearly lying, based on a

careful review of the file.
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As the Final filter, the investigators rejected from the. pool of

1,500 reports those that lacked specific locational information. This

reduced the pool to 928 reports that were posted to a large map of

Southeast Asia, hased on the coordinates that were included as an

entry in the printout of the DIA data base. /

Using the same data base, and applying the same filters, with

the same controls, the investigators worked so that any , team of in-

vestigators could at least replicate the result of this team and un-

derstand how it conducted its analysis, even if *t disagreed with the

result N; y '
. .v'' '>(’- y

:

.

Review of the live-sighting fles arid DIA source evaluations

The review of the actual files continued while the information

for the map was presented, The aim of the file review was twofold:

to act as a check in the validity.of. the baseline to bund the

data pool for the cluster analysis and to examine the quality of the

intelligence analysis and follow-up performed by the original ana-

lysts. In order to preserve their own credibility, the investigators

iudeed that they-could not accept a priori.any findings by Defense

Department analysts as to the reliability of the sources. The docu-

ments and information in the files either supported or failed to

support assessment of the source. In some instances, files that had

been accepted by the investigators for inclusion in the cluster anal-

ysis were rejected for plotting based on the review of the actual

- file. Others that had been rejected were added, based on the con-

tents of the files. :< ,'v
~

Tbe investigators early on found that most of the so-called hear-

say source files contained few pieces of paper in them and little

follow-up. The most profitable files to examine were those labeled

first-hand live-sightings or eyewitness accounts. About 225 were

used in the cluster analysis. These files contained lots of paper and

lots of follow-up. Every one of the first-hand accounts posted to the

cluster map by the investigators had been determined to be a fabri-

cation or a mistaken identification. A key part of the investigation

was to determine whether these judgments had been fairly

'lTG&cll&cL 'i

The guidelines for file review involved a simple test: whether the

documents in the file contained sufficient information for tiie in-

vestigators to reach the same conclusion that was reached by the

original analyst. In other words, was the DIA analysis legitimacy

replicable. Thus, when a source passed one or more polygraph tests

but was labeled a fabricator; such as source 995 in Laos, a close ex-

amination of the documents in the file was undertaken to deter-

mine whether the file contained evidence that supported a finding

of fabrication or mistaken identification of the same quality as that

provided by the source. Thus, an attempt by the original analyst to

refute the direct testimony of an eyewitness by using generalized

information, i.e. “We knew there were Soviets in the area, he prob-

ably saw Soviets" was considered insufficient reason to reject a

report (Source 724).
2 * 5

**» Testimony, Hearings, August 5, 1992, op-cit
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Refutations based on general statements by inmates and others

that they did not hear of or see any U.S. POWs ware accented at

face value. The fact the many inmates did hot see; POWs, while few

did under special conditions, was not considered a sufficient basis

to reject a report of direct, eyewitness testimony by one of the few.

The investigators examined alleged discrepancies in various ac-

counts to determine whether they were fatal to the sighting report

as was often alleged. The litmus test was always replicability based

on the contents of the files provided by the Defense Department.

By clustering information based on military grid coordinates and

then organizing the information in each cluster chronologically,

the investigators were able to perform cross-referencing of informa-

tion. In one closed session briefing on 2 July 1992, the investigators

briefed the Members that intelligence reports showed that POWs
were taken into Laos from Vietnam at two periods, most promi-

nently during the buildup of tensions that-led to the Chinese inva-

sion of northern Vietnam and in its aftermath. Defense Depart-

ment analysts present testified that “there was no evidence that

any POWs had ever been taken to Laos.” The investigators read a

list of 12 Defense Department sources that contradicted that state-

ment. This disclosed a pattern of reporting from separate sources

that was otherwise apparent. None of the 12 files contained any
evidence that they had ever been cross referenced to each other.

Similarly, the investigators found 13 source files in which the

source claimed to have seen POWs in the Hanoi- Ministry of Na-
tional Defense Complex, known as the Citadel,- or to have worked
on underground facilities used to house POWs. None of the files

showed indications that they had been matched or related to each

other.

Key events in the investigation

Gosed session briefings on the analytical approach used by the

investigators and on what the approach showed about the intelli-

gence were held on 9 April,286 on 12 May, and on 2 July 1992. De-

fense Department analysts were present at each session. In prepa-

ration for the hearings on live-sightings, a final closed session

meeting was held on 29 July to enable the Defense Department an
opportunity to preview the hearing.

Other analyses W'" • -v.

The investigators pursued other lines of analysis as a compli-

ment to the cluster map and to check it. One of these analyses,

contained in a Memorandum to the Chairman and the Vice Chair-

man, was a cluster analysis of the source files that the Defense De-

partment termed “unresolved live-Sightings." At the time of the

analysis, about 110 eyewitness accounts remained unresolved. The
plot of these files failed to show cluster patterns. Statistical analy-

sis indicated that over half of these files were sightings of persons

who stayed behind by their own choice and were not in captivity. A
substantial portion of those files were sighting prior to Operation

Homecoming.

**• The text of the briefing presented on April 9, 1992 is contained in ah annex to this report
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Other lines of analysis included a statistical comparison of war-

time and post-war fabrication in the data. During the war, the De-

fense Department determined that only about 14 percent of the re-

porting was fabricated. Beginning in 1973, the rate jumped to about

85 percent of the reporting, within a month. This analysis was per-

formed on Louts 123 and graphed.

Source analysis versus content analysis

Vice Chairman Bob Smith outlined the philosophy behind this

aspect of the Committee’s investigation in his opening statement at

the August 4, 1992 hearing:

Eight years ago, when I first came to Congress, I got in-

volved in the POW/MIA issue. That involvement mostly

consisted of meetings with DIA personnel and listening to

• ; briefings on sources. The meetings always dealt with the;

;

sources of information.

Source analysis as it was presented usually meant

taking interviews, talking with other refugees about a

source, conducting various background checks, and some-
/' times giving polygraph tests.

; , .

But the focus was clearly on the source more than what
v he said. ’Die analysts always concluded that a source fabri-

cated his story based on source analysis.

My colleagues and I felt that something was missing. We
” never saw-raw data, had no personal contact and saw no

messages. /-V:?;.:

What I now realize is that there is a second way of ana-

lyzing information called content analysis. The two other

approaches complement each other in establishing the ac-

curacy of information.

Minority view

Everyone agrees that bad intelligence sources produce bad re-

sults. Therefore, if all the sightings of U.S. POWs in captivity since

Operation Homecoming are erroneous, then these reports are irrel-

evant. But this is not the case. Even the DIA accepts that a

number of the intelligence sources sore credible, such as the source

known as the “mortician”
, ;£ . .

The minority could hot accept at face value many of DIA s final

evaluations of sources. For example, the minority would not accept

DIA's resolution that a live sighting was not credible when the

source passed multiple polygraphs and every item of his account

had been verified. Some investigators contend that it is reasonable

to draw a conclusion that a source of this quality provided credible

' information. ,

More than any other document, the Brooks Memorandum of Sep-

tember 1985 led the minority to accept a broader, more thorough,

and more all-encompassing approach to the analysis of the intelli-

gence. Use of a cluster-map analysis enabled Committee investiga-

tors toi

Assess together both the hearsay and the first-hand live-

sighting reports;
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Mesh technical intelligence information with human source

rsDortinc '

Discover patterns and relationships in the intelligence not

evident in DlA files; and .
• „ ...

...
.

Establish a baseline to check the validity of the source eval-

uations done by DIA.
, .. .

,

One of “the clearest differences betweenjhe two, approaches is

seen in the results. In every instance that found the source of

fui “sighting report afte/ 1973 to be credible, the DIA anal^ts

left the resolution of the sighting open-ended, ?r. thahthe

source had to have been mistaken as to the identity of the person

seen regardless of what the source said. In the former case, no ad-

ditional analysis was evident. In the latter, none was needed.

The minority assessed, that credible sources produced believable

reports and credible information. Additional anal^is could lead to

additional results. By using cluster and other forms of pattern

analysis, the minority learned, for example: ^
-The existence of logistic and administrative relationships

- . among camps in„.northwestern Laos and among cam^ in

northwestern Vietnam that are not reflected in DIA docu-

m
&tidence of a possible second set of camps in Vietnam from

which no prisoners returned; and

Differences in the policies, the patterns, and the characteris-

tics ofPOW incarceration in Vietnam and in Laos. .

Most importantly, the cluster-map analysis created a context for

interpreting and understanding the limited amounts of simals in-

telligence of POW movements is Laos and Vietnam, and for the

photography of alleged distress signals. In every instance, the

signal intercepts and the alleged distress signals coincided with a

cluster of live-sighting report posted to the map. This integration

had never been done before.
, , . ,

.

In conclusion, the minority believes that, based on this analysis,

the intelligence indicates a strong possibility that Americans re-

mained alive until 1989; however, we cannot prove it.

Majority view of the committee

Ten senators concluded that while cluster analysis can possibly

. assist in raising legitimate questions, without adequate sources and

fundamental report verification, the analysis m meanmgleK. Wot-

ting ten or twenty flags representing individual reports in the close

proximity on a map means very little if the reports themselva are

not valid. While it may raise questions depending on the vdi«hty of

the reports, it cannot in and of itself be taken as evidence of some-

one being alive.
All

In the view of the majority of senators, the plot presented by

some staff investigators is fundamentally flawed because the items

posted have not passed a validity test. Any meaning a cluster

might purport to present is clouded when such plots include re-

ports that are known fabrications, possible fabrications, ana m
some cases are characterized by a generalized reporting which in

many cases lacks precise geographic location or other factual speci-
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As DIA pointed out to the Committee, the map-plot presented by

some investigators included only 215 first-hand live-sighting re-

ports, 70 percent of which the Department of Defense has judged

-and an inter-agency review board has approved as being complete „

fabrications. In addition, DIA emphasized that the other plotted re-

ports, many of which have only limited analytic value because they 1

lack specifics on the time and/or place of sighting.

DIA view v-
: ''

DIA asserts that notwithstanding the limited value of plotting

nonvalid or unverified reports; they have used cluster analysis as a

“tool.” During the hearings on August 4th, referred to above,

Major Jeannie Schiff (USAF) testified as follows:

DIA has analyzed clusters since the mid-1980s. In fact,

when a new source report is received at DIA it is standard

procedure to look at all previous first-hand and hearsay-re- —ri

ports in the same geographic area and to look at any

report that contains similar information regardless of

source or location.
, . ... -

DIA briefed the results of cluster analysis to Members of

Congress in 1987 , . . V'v
After careful analysis, we did not find a single report or

group of reports within any of the . . . areas identified by

the Senate (Committee staff) which could confirm that a

U.S. POW was held against his will after the war. _
DIA-asserts that the Brooks Memorandum is in errorTDIA main-.

tains that, contrary to Brooks’ finding (‘basic analytical techniques,

such as plotting all sightings on a map to look for patterns and

concentrations, have never been utilized”), their analysis invoke a

computer-generated plot which is more thorough than any hand

plotting by analysts. DIA adds that Brooks was never responsible

for the day-to-day management of the POW office and even that

limited command lasted only a few weeks.

ANALYSIS OF CLUSTERS

During public hearings on Aug. 4 and 5, 1992, the Committee re-

viewed the DIA’s overall handling of live-sighting reports and dis-

cussed, in depth, “clusters” of reports, totalling 155, in four par-

ticular areas: 1) the Hanoi Ministry of Defense area; 2) the Son La

region of northwestern Vietnam; 3) northeast Laos (Viengxay area)

and 4) the part of northwestern Laos known as the Oudomsai

region. ;
;.y.

Hanoi ministry ofdefense (Vietnam)

One cluster of 22 firsthand and 48 hearsay reports centers

around a secure area in downtown Hanoi that houses the top mili-

.

tary and intelligence offices of the Vietnamese Government.

During questioning, Senator Smith cited six unresolved reports,

and one previously resolved report, that mention, to one degree or

another, an underground detention facility in the area, including

several that refer to a prison beneath the Ho Chi Minh Mausole-

um. The reports allege that American POWs had been held during

certain periods in such a facility after the war.



In response, Mr. Robert DeStatte, a senior DIA analyst, pointed

out discrepancies among the reports with respect to the location of

the alleged detention facility and_tited conversations with area

residents who denied seeing any U.S: prisoners after the time of

Operation Homecoming. He also expressed skepticism about the ex-

istence of an underground prison because the high water table in

Hanoi would, in his judgment, make the construction of extensive

underground facilities impossible. -
, : i'

Under questioning, DIA officials said that they had not asked the

Vietnamese for permission to inspect all of the buildings cited by

sources as containing a prison, nor had they examined aerial pho-

tography for evidence of construction of a prison beneath the Ho

Chi Minh Memorial. ^ ",
;x ,

'•

A delegation of Committee Members visited the area of the De-

fense Ministry on November 16, 1992 and found two underground

bomb shelters, but no evidence that there is or Kas'been to under-

ground detention facility at the location. Nonetheless, the state-

ments by DeStatte at the Committee’s August hearing proved to be

During7 the Select Committee s final week of hearings m early

December, 1992, Vice-Chairman Bob Smith noted that:

Our intelligence agencies have confirmed the existence

of, and ! quote, “a below-pade infrastructure far more

elaborate than one would find at a mausoleum.” We have

also heard from the Russian Ambassador that there is a .

restricted underground" area beneath the Ho Chi~Minh

mausoleum ... there is a very large underground area

beneath Ho Chi Mihh’s mausoleum and the Citadel that

certainly would have been large enough and secure

enough to detain any number of American POWs in the
"

1980’s: ^ ..

v
.

> v •'".V

During the hearing on December 4, 1992, DeStatte responded:

. ; V whether one can build an underground facility

there or not, you'd have to check with qualified engineers.

It would be my guess that if you’re willing to devote the

resources and the money, that you can build an under-

ground facility anywhere. V .y.

.y . (but) if the stories of an underground prison were

true, then we should be able to replicate those stories, to

corroborate them by interviewing other persons who are

familiar with the same area, the same events, the same

'';time;,periods.'.V
:; '

;

. . . our investigators have spoken with many persons

who could have corroborated the stories if those stories

were true. In the end, we’re left with a large number of

credible witnesses whose testimony has refuted the unsub-

stantiated stories of the few . . .

Mr. DeStatte also cited the statement Russian Ambassador to

Vietnam Rashid Camadolin to the press on Aug. 15, 1992 in which

he stated that there is a restricted underground area beneath the

mausoleum in which there is a cooling device and a triple genera-

tor for protection against power outages. According to Mr. DeS-



tatte, the Russian Ambassador dismissed the possibility that US

POWs were ever held in the area. V.:

.

v
.

. • •

During the
.

same hearing, Select Committee Chairman John
:

Kerry mentioned that:
-• - ; -•••' •

r
-

:

When we were on our trip Ito Vietnam) last week, we

were given access to classified information. Through both

technical and classified sources, we have learned at least

to the satisfaction of those on the trip, that in fact there is

no underground “prison” or facility in that particular loca-

tion. >'• \:V 1
;

v

:::

_ ;

Viengxay (Laos)

Viengxay is located in a remote area of northeastern Laos and

served as wartime headquarters for the Laotion Communist forces,

also known as the Pathet Loa or LPF. During-the war,. LPFJeadexs

lived in caves in the area as a protection against American bomb-

ing raids. There is also evidence that some U.S. POWs were held

prisoner in the caves during the

.

: Committee investigators identified 35 post-war reports of AmerirV

cans in captivity in the Viengxay area, of which 13 are first-hand.

Many of the reports come from individuals who claim to have

worked as guards or as prison trustees in the area in which the

Americans were allegedly held captive. The reports were spaced

throughout the 197.0’s and early 80.’s, with the most recent dating

from;1986. The reports-generally cite a small number of American

prisoners (no more than a dozen), held separate from other prison-

ers, although three reports from the 1980’s cited more than 200

. prisoners. ' •'

'.'vv -

According to the DIA, the LPF did capture some American pris-

oners and detain them at Viengxay during at least the early part

of the war. None of these prisoners returned at Operation Home-

coming. In May of 1973, the plane of civilian pilot Emmet Kay

went down in Laos, Mr. Kay was captured and sent to Hanoi but

then returned to Viengxay where he was held captive in a cave

until his release in September, 1974. Beginning in 1975, large num-

bers of Soviet agricultural and medical advisers began operating in

the area. Sightings of the Russians and of Emmet Kay may, accord-

ing to DIA, account for some of the subsequent live-sighting re-

ports. DIA has interviewed 157 refugees who formerly resided in

the region who deny that any other U.S. POWs were he d in the

area after 1973. The DIA dismissed as completely unrealistic the

three reports of more than 200 U.S. POWs being held captive in

the mid*1980’s. / •

Son Ia ana (Vietnam)

The Son La area is a large and relatively remote area of north-

ern Vietnam, bordered on the south by Laos and extending almost

to China. It includes a series of prisons and is about 100 kilometers

west of the Yen Bai prison, which is where Robert Garwood spent

most of his time. A number of the resolved sightings from ihe Son

La area have been correlated by DIA to Robert Garwood. Between

1976 and 1978, the North Vietnamese Army operated a senes of de«



tention camps for former South Vietnamese military personnel

<ABVN) in the area. .

Committee investigators identified 19 reported sightings of Amer-

icans in captivity, in. and_around.the.Son La area. Of these reports,

9 were first-hand and 10 hearsay. Thirteen of the sightings were in

the mid to late 1970’s. Most involve brief, apparently accidental,

sightings of a group of alleged prisoners held separate from the

rest of the prison population. For example, in separate reports in

1976, one U.S. person was reportedly seen cutting bamboo, a group

of 60-70 U.S. POWs were allegedly seen on a soccer field, and six

POWs were apparently seen working. In 1977, there was a hearsay

report that American prisoners were about to be moved, a report

that 24 foreigners were seen under guard and a reported sighting

of 40-50 Americans in a camp. In 1978 and 1979, there were an-

other four reports of sightings of relatively large (30-50) groups of

PQWc in the area! Towards the end of 1979. China invaded this

part of Vietnam and the reported sightings of large numbers of

Americans stopped. Subsequent reports, all hearsay, involve the al-

leged sighting only of individual or small numbers of Americans.

Mr. Sheetz of DIA testified that the U.S. Government had re-

ceived a total of 30 reports about the possible presence of U.S.

POWs from individuals who had been under detention in the Son

La area during the late 1970’s, aside from the many reports corre-

lated to Robert Garwood. Of the 30 reports, 18 were thought to be

fabrications and 12 had been correlated to other types of individ-

uals—such as Swedish development workers or Soviet advisers.

’Mr. Gary Sydow, Chief of the Analysis Branch of the DIA’s

POW/MIA Office, testified that DIA does not believe there is any

evidence that American POWs were ever held in the ARVN deten-

tion camp system in the Son La area. According to Mr. Sydow,

“We’ve learned a lot about this system. But to hunt for PW’s, this

is not a place I would look.” DIA officials also testified that they

had interviewed more than 3700 former inmates of the prison

system and been told by only a very small number about the possi-

ble presence of Americans other than Robert Garwood. According

to Mr. DeStatte:

There was a tremendous flow of information there. None
of these camps existed in isolation, and while . . . there

was a small number of people who said that there was a

number of PW’s, of Americans other than Robert Gar-

wood, I would point out that a tremendous number—a tre-

mendously larger number of people were in that same
system who were exposed to the same information flow.

,

’fhey say no. y-

The DIA officials did testify, however, that a 1979 reported sight-

ing of 40—50 Caucasians, while under guard, bathing in a stream

alongside a road in Son La province remains under active investi-

gation.

Oudomsai (Laos) .

/.'

The Oudomsai region is a very remote area of northern Laos in

which few, if any, American operations occurred during the war.

Committee staff investigators identified 30 reported sightings of
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American POWs in the area following the end of Operation Home-

coming. Of these, six are first-hand, the rest hearsay. The reports

generally relate to the detention of small numbers of Americans in

caves or camps, separate from those holding Lao prisoners, in or -

near the five prisons in the region. "
, ,

Sources of the reports were usually Lao prisoners out on work

detail or individuals providing services to the prisons. The reported

sightings extend in time from 1973 until 1989. The reports during
:

.

the 1970’s generally referred to less than 10 American prisoners,

three reports from 1986 to 1989 cited between 16 and 21 prisoners.

Mr Warren Gray, Chief of the Current Operations Branch of the

DIA’s POW/MlA Office, testified that there is no evidence that

Americans were held in the Oudomsai region or elsewhere m Laos

after Operation Homecoming. According to interviews with more

than 1000 Lao refugees conducted by the DIA and other U.S. agen-

cies, there were no U.S. POWs“ in the Oudomsai region. The refu-

gees did say, however, that there were large numbers of Soviet ad-

visers, usually travelling with an armed escort because of the pres-

ence of Lao resistance forces in the area. Several of the alleged

sightings of U.S. POWs were attributed by DIA to sightings of the

Soviet advisers.
. . „ . , , .

Asked to summarize the DIA s view of sightings in the Oudomsai

region, Mr. Gray said:

There are several points that should be made with

regard to Oudomsai, Luang Prabang, and Phong Saly, the

three areas for which this cluster (of reports) was brought

together. First of all . . . the Lao resistance has complete

access to all three provinces. They were well-attuned to

the fact that there are reward offers of millions of dollars

if they bring out live POWs.
j ^ u •

They have been looking for live POWs on a daily basis.

Early on, the Lao resistance turned in some hearsay re-

porting. They made up some of the reporting on their own

and we said through their channels, knock it off. If you

have valid information, we want it, otherwise do not use

the POW issue for monetary gain . . . because its not

going to be accepted;
- w v

But the resistance has access to those areas. We have

access to the resistance leaders. They have told us to a

person that if they get POW information, we 11 be the first

to know. They’ve had no valid POW information from any

of these three provinces.

Summary
;

’V

The question of methodology with respect to evaluating liyesight-

ing reports was revisited on December 4, 1992, during the Commit-

tee’s final hearing, in the following exchange between Mr. Robert

Sheetz ofDIA and Vice-Chairman Bob Smith:

Mr. Sheetz. ... it’s not enough just to take individual

reports and throw them up on the map. You've got to look

at them in the context of all that you know. This is an-

other way of talking about doing all-source analysis . . .
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evaluating each report in terms of what you know about

the area and how the report fits in. v
Senator Smith. But, Bob, nobody is representing any-

thing differently than that on the map .
"

•

"
"

; :
;

.T~
.

. ;

Obviously, a firsthand report is better than a hearsay

report in terms of the source. But in terms of the plotting,

if 10 different hearsay reports, all independent, plot in the

same grid coordinates it ought to send a signal out (that)

you ought to take another look at it.,. .
;

What is being misrepresented here is that somehow

every one of these reports are valid. Nobody has said that.

We just simply took the grid coordinates that were in your

information and put them up there just to see where they

came. And that is the way they clustered. Many of them
- - will be bogus, as you havesaid. : „ . . v

But the point is . . . if you missed something in the past

because it was not done, then it is worth a second look.

And I think we ought to be . V.; working together to go v:
;

through those opes

Other live-sighting reports

In addition to the examples mentioned above, there were other

reports which the Committee focused on in Vietnam. An ethnic

Chinese refugee -left Vietnam in 1979 and related a story which

; DIA deemed credible. ; vW kkkkk !.’, r
:

.

While employed as a mortician in Hanoi, responsible for treating

the stored remains of American MIAs, the refugee stated that he

saw two unidentified Caucasians as late as 1979, whom he believed

were “progressive” Americans who remained after the Vietnam

War under the custody of the Vietnamese Government. The mor-

tician” has passed a polygraph examination to this effect and was

deposed by the Committee during its investigation.

Another example in Vietnam on which the Committee focused

were the live-sighting reports by former Marine PFC Robert Gar-

wood, who remained in Vietnam until 1979. During a week-long

deposition, Garwood told the Committee that he had seen what he

believed were live American POWs between 1973 and lj)78. Most

notably, Garwood stated that he had seen American POWs in a

prison camp at Thach Ba Lake in 1977 arid in a box car at a rail-

way crossing in 1976. Although the DIA stated as recently as June

1992 that no such prison ever existed at Thach Ba Lake, the Com-

mittee notes that the presence of this prison was confirmed by the

Vietnamese to the Chairman and Vice Chairman in December

1992. Whether Americans ever were held in this facility and were

moved through a railway crossing, as Garwood claims* remains

under investigation.
257

*87 There is no consensus by Committee members on the validity of Garwood’s sighting re-

ports! The Vice Chairman wishes to note that he believes Qarwood is telling the truth about

these sightings; Sen. McCain does not find <Garwood credible^because ^^jon^rt^ of col-

laborating with the North Vietnamese and of assaulting an American POW between 1967 and

1969. Garwood's deposition^ and those of all other witnesses, are available through the National

Archives.’ \"
.

. ‘'.y:



Current Status of live-sighting investigations

In April, November and December Members of the Select

traveled to Vietnam and Laos for discussions with offi-

in the investigation of live^sighting reports. . •
.

In Labs the Committee has"found recent^iihprcwi^eiits in cpoP".

o^aphy mid element weather that characterizes the Laotian

C
°inS)

d
meetines in Vietnam, the Select Committee repeatedly

pressed officials (1) to accelerate the pace of jointly run .bve s^ht-

Fncr investiffations particularly those identified as priorities by

SSSSSikt
ports could be investigated bytoe end

,

fij /pv to permit what have become known as short notice live

? OT1 TT g investigators present Vietnamese officials with the de-

tails of a iive sighting report and receive permission to conduct an

ss^ssesjsaf
’

l?

ri

?992 however the Select Committee obtained a promise from

accelerate thej^ sot^^^^
the 18 remaining priority cases would be completed by e y

“tofart the Committee delegation was able to participate ]»rson-

ally to ttie investigation of six of the eighteen priority

fh? toadersWD ofthe DIA, and with the cooperation of the Viet>

namese? Committee Members and staff conducted on-site inquiries

mto U^lg

^a|e{*J
<

j2Ure militaVcomP°un
^
“ CiH

to the U.S. Pentagon (two reports emanating from the utauei

(
tot. -

The Rach Gia Prison in Ha Tien Province;

A mountaintop in Chau Doc Province, an

The An Diem Prisonto Da Nang.
. „ j r»T a tovestiea-m

live Americans remain in captivity in Vietnam.



$$3s^«s=ssWferwSSS
etnamese citizens. Despite this, the Vietnwnese ^
ly cooperative reoentljr ^v *espo:

December1992^3 investigators

spite the increase?
*-Ba1/\oA for future-investigatory action

atfoS SS?the Select Committee’s hearing on December 4 1992.

Sen Daschle We talked about trying to complete the

^WSBSBsiesem:
l^e^l l^^^rSolved cases, so^ come in^

we resolve them. We’ve picked out the priority ones. DIA

has assessed those as priority, have
I tWnk

the
PlSTn?i^p1.^e^^lwder now^ the folks are

we left [Vietnam in November 1992], and you say now

those priority cases are all—

—

Admiral Larson. This is the last one.

K
.; : istsi

:

couple of days to get up there and a couple of days to get

ba
&neral Christmas. But as ,an sample, we have 24

more cases that have just amved^m Bangkok.

Sen. Daschle. 24 more live sighting rases. .

General Christmas. That’s correct. And we^^7
Aiofet nf fhnse are reinvestigations, but we will begin a pro-

ffgggmS *£** * 8.- ftv^,fers
Sen Daschle. Now are those hve sightmgs that nave

or «r« thy dd.torgStoO>M
are being turned over to you for the first tune.



Admiral Larson. Most of these are old live sightings

that, have been screened and presented to us for either in-

vestigation or re-investigation. Most of the ones I screened

wre^probably four- or flve-^ome of them were probably

fomoV five years old, but they’re not all current that are

happening right now. .

In early January 1998, the caseload of live-sighting investigations

tote done totaSS 40; JTF-FA teams; returned to Southeast Asia

to undertake these and other investigations on Jan. A iwo.

Example: PUiku, Novetriber 1992

Another live-sighting investigation^
fpp staff investigator and a member of Joint Task rorca-ruii ac

count* (JTF-A) November 21-25, 1992, following the degirtme

of thTcommittee delegation. TJe
H

•

Aiir*,.u n; ^nAbr\ in PlfeikU, Gib Lai-Kontuni Province*-

-j.: Vitr a r»v»inoeA-Vifttnam
/finh fHtv and ended in rieiKu, uoa ww-xumirum * *y/***~-

Acting on information provided By a Chinese-Vietnainese resi-

for^king Missing Persons* and Col. William

E LeGro, Committee investigator. , .

MrLuuhad provided Col. LeGro with the name and ggresstfa

Vietnamese resident of Ho Chi Minh City who^ “formation

about “William George Morgan, allegedly an Amenc^ POW

living freelv or being hold,- in the central highlands of Vietnam.

As ttdevdopei Mr. Torn bad :o lensoruJ d™?
“Morgan” but agreed to lead us to someone who <hd. He also pro-

dHfc buSeTof human remains (bones and skulls), which

SSSSdoid, rather than Cateasian. l^re
cEed by the Vietnamese for joint ^“““f’fSjSute drive
Mr; Toan accompanied the team to Xuan Loc, a 90-nunute ari

east of Ho Chi Minh City. Here they “terviewed Mr. Bao who also

had no personal information about “Morgan, but
$ j’JJL.

us to a man who did. Mr. Bao also offered ^bundles of bones

which also appeared upon casual inspection to be Mongoloid.
_

The following morning, the team picked up Mr. Bao m^rnnlg

and continued east and north on National 1J
Hoa by dark. The journey resumed the next dawn and by

morning the team was passing through the
iSre Mr

twpen An Khe and Mang Yang on National Route 19. Here oar.

Bao directed a halt in front of a small, thatched shelter and mtro-

duted the team to Mr. Anhi who teld them that the source of infor-

Somw^Sg in Pleiku and that he would guide them to

“ite meeting with Mr. Long is described in the lighting

report follows:
t j

At 1200 hours on 24 November, the team amvedm
Pleiku town. At 1210 the team arrived at 83 Nguyen Viet

Xuan Street, which is located on the south side, and uptell

from, Route 19 on theway into^the roam wdion rf Pleiku

town. The team stayed close to Mr. Bao and Mr Anh when

they exited the vehicle and walked to the residence of Mr.



Long, Mr. Bao knocked on the door, and a Vietnamese

male answered the door. Another man then came to the

door, and Mr. Anh said that it was Mr, Long. Mr. Long in-

vited us in and we entered the building;— - _

The living area of the residence smelled strongly of alco-

hol and the man who identified himself as Mr. Ho Xuan

Long appeared to have been drinking heavily. Mr. Long

identified himself as a 40-year-old ethnic Vietnamese.

After introducing the team, we informed Mr. Long that we

had been following information leads about an American

living in the Central Highlands in a remote region. During

the introduction, team members noticed that Mr. Long’s

left arm was heavily bandaged. Subsequently, during the

interview, Mr. Long occasionally appeared to be in severe

pain. The team explained that Mr. Toan in Ho Chi Minh

City had led us to -Mr. Bao in Xuan Loc, and that Mr. Bao

;

had led us to Mr. Anh in Ha Tam, and that Mr. Anh, in

turn, had led us to Mr. Long’s residence in Pleiku. The

team then asked Mr. Long if he had any information on

live Annericans.
: —T7V„,.

Mr. Long expressed some initial surprise that a joint

U.S./SRV team would be visiting him and then said that

he had gone with “some others to a veipr remote area

where an American was living. Mr. Long said that 12 or 13

Other men had gone to a border defense post with him. At

this point, the team asked Mr.-Long who the other men

were and who did the men meet with at the border defense

post. Mr. Long responded in vague terms and said that the

group of men had gone to the border defense post “to the

west" of Pleiku at a location about ten kilometers from the

Cambodian border. Mr. Long said that it took the group

two days to travel to the border defense post. Mr. Long

then said that he himself had never seen an American

alive in that region, but he knew that the American was

alive. The team asked Mr. Long how he knew the Ameri-

can was alive, and Mr. Long responded that he just knew

the American was alive because he had heard others talk-

ing-about the American. The team asked Mr. Long to iden-

tify anyone who knew of the live American, and Mr. Long

refused to answer. After Mr. Long refused to answer sever-

al questions from the team members, Mr. Long responded

that he would not answer any more questions. The team

asked Mr. Long to reconsider, and Mr. Long changed his

story. Mr. Long said that he knew that the American was

alive because he had gone to a Montagnard village where

all of the villagers talk about the American. The team

asked Mr. Long for details about the village and the villag-

ers. Mr. Long refused to answer.
.

At this point, Mr. Dich and Mr. Manh of the VNOSMP
tried to impress upon Mr. Long the importance of his re-

sponding to questions from the joint team. Mr. Dich and

Mr. Manh reintroduced the American members of the

team, then reintroduced the Vietnamese members of the

team. After reexplaining the purpose of the team's visit,
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Mr. Manh asked Mr. Long if he had ever seen the Ameri-

can living in the highlands. Mr. Manh also asked for de-

tails about the border defense post, its numerical designs-

tor, and who..was in charge of the border defense post; Mr.

'

, Long refused to answer. i;:.'

;

£ :

Mr Bao and Mr. Anh, who were present, but had re-

mained silent up to this point, then asked for Mr. Long s

assistance. Both Mr. Bao and Mr. Anh appealed to Mr.

Long to find a way to lead the team to the locatiomwhere

the American was living. Mr. Bao and Mr. Anh also ap-

pealed to Mr. Long to do so as a humamtariamact and not

for monetary gain. Mr. Long refused to respond to their re-

quests. Instead, Mr. Long said that he was afraid to

answer. The team informed Mr. Long that if he would de-

scribe precisely where the remote location was, the team

. would-proceed thereJmmeihately. rMardless of what ^pe

of transportation was required. Mr. Bao and Mr. Anh l»th

asked Mr. Long to find a way to tell the team what he

knew. Mr. Long said he was sorry but he would need tune

. to think about it.. Mr. Dich then asked Mr. Long if tbs

border defense post in question wm .Border Defen^Pwt '

93 . Mr. Dich also asked Mr. Long if the man in charge of

the border defense post was Mr. Bien. Mr. Long said that

he Would not answer those questions. Mr. Bich then told

Mr. Long that the team would leave him alone to think

about the situation and would return in the evening to

^ talk some more. -Both Mr. Dich and Mr. Manh assured Mr.

Long that he had nothing to fear so long as he told the

truth. The team left Mr. Long’s residence after notifyin|

him that we would return at 1800 hours the same day.

The interview continued, with Mr. Long becoming increasingly

evasive and nervous. Finally, Mr. Long departed from his assertion

that he had seen the American:

Mr. Long, noticeably shaking, said the[n] he knew a man

at a border defense post near the location where the Amer-

ican was kept hidden. Mr.

only go to the location alone. Mr. Dich and Mr. Manh both

encouraged Mr. Long to cooperate and tell the team what

he knew. At this point, Mr. Long said that the only reason

he only knew the story of the American living in the cen-

tral highlands was because he had met a man named ttuy

Luu in Ho Chi Minh City at a coffee house operated by a

young man named Toan. Mr. Long quickly changed the

. subject and said that he knew of approximately g sets of

remains of U.S. servicemen. To substantiate this, Mr. Long

went to a room at the rear of his residence and then re-

turned with the photocopy of an identification <mrd._
Q

The team consulted field listings of unaccounted for u.o.

personnel and informed Mr. Long that the identification

data oh the card did not correspond to any known Ameri-

cans missing in Vietnam.

“•JTF-FA Detachment 2 live-sighting report, Dec. 3, 1992, pp. 11-13.



The tppm then questioned Mr. Long about his knowledge

of remains alleged to [be] the remains of U.S. servicemen.

mains When asked where the remains were and who had

custody of them, Mr. Long said that he only knew of the

remains because the local people who had them in their

custody had approached him and asked him to help them..
.

,

Mr Long said that each of the remains was available for a

price of $5,000 (USD) in gold or that all 20 of the remains

could be purchased for $100,000.
259

The team agreed that Mr. Long was evasive and probably had no

information on any living American in the highlands. Mr. Inch in-

formed Mr. Long that the People s Committee would meet with

Mm later tViflt. evening to decide on what to do about Mr. Long s

^palinoR in false information about Americans. This meeting took

place, but the American members of the team were not invited to

following morning Mr. Flanagan and Col. LeQro attended a

meeting with the People’s Committee and heard from Mqjor Hien,

the commander of the border post in question. Information present-

ed at this meeting appeared to show that the story of the American

m the highlands was a venerable rumor, probably founded m the

Caucasian resemblance of an old, blind tribesman who lived in a

village southwest of Pleiku. It was quite apparent that Mr. Inng
.

was attempting to make his living trafficking m POW reformation

and remains, but it was unclear whether he was a leading figure in

this enterprise or part-agent/part-victim. Mr. Luu s role was also in

question, as were the involvements of Toan, Bao, and Anh.

Discussion

As long as live-sighting reports remain under investigate, they

constitute a measure of potential evidence that US POWs may

have been left behind and survived in captivity, at least for a time.

It is also possible that one or more of DIA’s past report evaluations

is incorrect. As rigorous as the current analytical process appears

to be, it remains dependent at times on deductions that, although

highly logical, are still less than 100% certain. Examples of this

are cases where DIA has correlated sightings to Soviet advisers be-

cause advisers were present in an area or discounted reports be-

cause multiple other refugees from a particular area have reported

seeing no U.S. POWs. The existence of a small degree of uncertain-

ty is -inevitable in making such judgments and a small degree of

uncertainty is all that is—or should be—required to ensure that

the live-sighting followup process continues to be taken very seri-

ously and that evaluations be done with enormous care.

Arriving at a firm judgment about the overall significance of

live-sighting reports is complicated by several factors. Many such

reports ate obvious fabrications. Others are so vague as to make

meaningfiil follow-up impossible. Nailing down specific information

about incidents that may have occurred ten or fifteen or more

years ago is, at best, extremely difficult. And as mentioned above,

pp- i3-i4.
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analytical judgments, even when professionally arrived at, often

retain an element of subjectivity. 5

.

v . _! •

Another complicating factor in assessing live-sighting reports is

the frequent need for foreign country cooperation. In that sense,

the U.S. Government's official investigators are caught in what is

perhaps the ultimate “Catch-22”. If an apparently credible report

should be received concerning the possible presence of Americans

in Vietnam or Laos, cooperation froni the govenunfente of those

countries may well be required to check the report out
;
But the

very process of asking permission jeopardizes the credibility of the

investigation. As a result, the DIA supplements its official requests

with other means of gathering information, but these other meth-

ods may be relatively slow and uncertain. One routine but increas-

ingly available method of gaining information consists simplyof

talking to average Vietnamese in their own cities-and villages. The

presence of full time American investigators in Hanoi and hopeful-

ly, in Laos and Cambodia, as well, should augment the amount of

information collected by this method.
v , • >1

The Committee notes tlmt poUtical changes-particularly rn Carn^ .

bodia, but also in Vietnam and Laos, have greatly expanded the •

number of Caucasians living or traveling freely in southeast Asia.

This creates a likelihood that there will be a rising number of well-

intentioned, but inaccurate, reports concerning possible American

POWs.. It is important that procedures be established so that the-

limited resources of DIA investigators are not squandered- on re-

ports that obviously do not pertain to possible U.S. POW/MIAs.

It is DIA’s judgment that the live-sighting reports they have re-

ceived and evaluated do not constitute “evidence that any U.S.

POWs remained in captivity in southeast Asia after the war, al-

though the possibility that this did occur cannot be ruled out.

‘There was considerable discussion by Committee Members during

the course of its investigation about DIA’s use of the term evb

dence” in that statement. Some Members felt that the number and

detail of live-sighting reports clearly constituted “evidence that

Americans were left behind, even if serious questions about the va-

lidity of individual reports had been raised. Other Members agreed

with DIA that a large number of reports does not necessarily signi-

fy anything if there are strong reasons to discount each of the re-

ports, No Committee Member would argue that existing reports

constitute hard proof that American POWs remained behind or are

still being held captive in southeast Asia.

The Committee investigation also found that:
..

There is no evidence that officials or investigators from DIA.

have concealed or covered up information concerning the possi-

ble presence of live Americans in Southeast Asia.260 ,
_

The current DIA staff, especially those based in southeast

Asia, deserve credit for an enormous and steadily increasing

amount of work performed under very difficult and uncomfort-

able conditions.

Sen. Smith withes to atate hit belief that there is evidence that officials or investigators

from DIA have withheld information from Members of Congress about the possible presence of

live Americans in Southeast Asia.
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In order to ensure objectivity, there must be a continued and
conscious effort on the part of DIA leadership to maintain an
attitude among analysts that presumes the possible survival of-

U.S. POWs in southeast Asia to the present day.

The DIA should routinely review its analytical methods for'

the purpose of ensuring the most rigorous possible, all-source,

evaluation of live-sighting reports, including hearsay reports

where feasible.
: Continued emphasis should be placed on establishing a
strong, on the ground, live-sighting investigatory capability in

Laos and Cambodia and on expanding that capability within

Vietnam. .

The highest priority should continue to be given to credible

reports that live Americans are currently being held.

PIWT DISTRESS SYMBOLS

The purpose of this part of the investigation was to determine

the possibility that a number of symbols and markings, identified

through the use of overhead reconnaissance photography, might

have been attempts by American POWs to communicate their loca-

tion to U.S. intelligence collectors. These possible distress symbols,

several of which match pilot distress symbols used during the war,

span a period from 1973 to 1988, and as late as June 1992.

The Committee also undertook an examination into actions

taken by the Government to investigate those symbols. U.S. inves-

tigators did not act on one provocative symbol, even after four U.S.

Senators travelled to a remote area of Laos to investigate it them-

selves. It was not until the Committee scheduled a public hearing

on it six months later that U.S. investigators began their work. In

contrast, while it took the U.S. six months to request permission to

visit the site, the Government of Laos granted permission in just

two days. .

Background :

As part of their overall training, U.S. Air Force pilots received

survival training. The Air Force’s Joint Services Survival, Evasion,

Resistance, and Escape Agency (JSSA) developed and conducted

much of the training program. Some of the survival training

during the Vietnam War-era was conducted at Fairchild Air Force

Base. Another part, focused specifically on jungle survival, was con-

ducted at dark Air Force Base in the Philippines. The length of

the courses varied. Depending on the year in which the training

was conducted, the Fairchild phase could have been 12—20 days in

length and the Clark phase might have been 3-5 days long. Al-

though the program was conducted by the Air Force, some Army,
Navy and Marine Corps personnel also participated. Many subjects

were taught during these programs, but training that focused on
ground to air signaling was of particular interest to the Committee.

Ground to air signals could consist of pyrotechnic signals, sea dye
marker, mirrors, or signals based on sticks, rocks or soil which

would be arranged in patterns clearly recognizable from the air.

Pilots were taught to use shadows to enhance and add a three di-

mensional effect to the letters.
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: Specific letters used for the ground symbols were determined by

the U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM), the military regional com-

mand responsible for the conduct of the war in Southeast Asia. The
signal's-were'changed 'periodically so that the secrecy of their mean-

ing could be maintained. It appears that the practice of using let-

ters for ground-to-air signalling started in 1966 and the style of the

letters evolved throughout the war with the directive to add ap-

pendages to the letters taking effect in October 1971.

The preferred means of signalling, of course, was by a survival

radio, voice conunumcaiions over uiese ramus reuuu upuu opcuioi

authentication procedures. Normally, this would be a four digit

number or "authenticator number/’ Once a downed pilot estab-

lished communications on a survival radio, he would use the au-

thenticator number to verify his identity with the search or rescue

aircraft. This method of authentication would make it more diffi-

cult for enemy forces to mimic a downed pilot and lure unsuspect-

ing allied aircraft into a trap. Ground-to-air signalling was an es-

sential part of pilot survival training.

Military escape and evasion program . .. : ,
. ... , :

.

; .

During the war years, the Services gave many pilots who flew in

Southeast Asia individual authenticator numbers to identify them-

selves by radio or other means in the event of their shootdown or

capture. Combat squadrons also gave their flyers primary and

back-up Escape and Evasion (E&E) signals to use to identify their

location, as either an evader or a POW. Some Army Special Forces

troops were also given E&E distress signals for their use. These dis-

tress signals were classified and changed periodically. Pilot authen-

ticator numbers were also classified. During the years of the South-

east Asian conflict, both national level and Service intelligence or-

ganizations were required to be alert for any Escape and Evasion

(E&E) symbols marked on the ground, as part of the overall effort

to recover downed pilots or identify possible detention sites for

POWs. A number of Search and Rescue operations were mounted

during the war, based on the detection ofE&E symbols.

Investigation procedures

The Committee held hearings on this issue on October 15, fol-

lowed on the 16th by a closed hearing on a 1981 covert operation,

which was triggered largely by a possible distress signal. A number

of depositions and interviews of DIA, CIA and JSSA personnel, re-

lated to the Symbols investigation were also completed. The inves-

tigation focused on identifying all possible symbols detected by

Overhead photography, all contemporaneous written documentation

and, analysis pertaining to such symbols, and on what efforts were

taken by DIA to investigate the origin of the symbols. Most docu-

mentation has been declassified and line drawings of the possible

symbols were prepared by CIA and DIA.

Possible POW signals

Because a photograph of a possible pilot E&E symbol equates to

a form of physical evidence, this investigation examined possibili-

ties, to which a tangible comparison could be made to known facts.

As a hypothetical example, would a four digit number seen on a
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photographic print from the mid-l980’s, and which matches a clas-

sified authenticator number of a pilot listed as MIA, constitute evi-

dence of a living POW? This was a critical question to be addressed

by this investigation. -
.

'
•. ..V-

If a POW still were being held captive in Southeast Asia after

Operation Homecoming, he would, inter alia, rely upon his survival

training to attempt to communicate with potential rescuers, l his

assumption led investigators to an examination of “overhead im-

agery—photographic copies of images obtained by vanous collec-

tion methods as viewed from an aerial perspective— to determine

if symbols were being written on. the ground in Southeast Asia

after Operation Homecoming. Not only was the. existence of the

symbols important to the Committee, the Committee was also in-

terested in follow-up actions taken by the Government to any sym-

bols that had been detected.- ^
It rapidly became quite clear that part of the answer to the exist-

ence of symbols lay in “imagery interpretation” or “imagery analy-

sis” Because of the technical characteristics of the form of collec-

tion; the resolution—or precision of detaiL-of the objects sho^n on

an image can lead different viewers to different interpretations of

what is depicted. The interpretations are based partly on scientific

analysis—the measurement of the size of an object, for example

and partly on subjective reasoning. All-source analysis helps to put

an object’s origins into context. _ .

In several aerial photographs of Southeast Asia, Committee in-

vestigators detected the appearance of suspicious markings on the

ground that could have been made by people wishing to signal

their presence to an airborne viewer. The significance of this to the

POW issue was immediately obvious. The Committee asked JsSA

to detennine if the markings corresponded to symbols provided .to

pilots during the war. During the course of this evaluation, JSSA

identified what appeared to be additional symbols and numbers,

some of which corresponded to authenticator numbers, escape and

evasion symbols, western-style surnames, or numbers relevant to

years of the Vietnam War. ",
:

.

•

'

The Committee was faced with two principal arguments put for-

ward by DIA. First, while DIA concludes that two symbols clearly

existed on the ground, DIA’s analysis concluded that the remaining

markings were unintentional phenomena of man, nature or the

photo process. For example, DIA resolved that some of the possible

symbols were the results of a combination of thickened rice paddy

dike walls; shadows, bum marks in field, tree, logs, and nee resi-

due from stacking of harvested rice. JSSA testified that the use of

thickened rice paddy walls, bum marks, lop, trees, man-made ob-

jects such as stone wails and leaving rice residue in the ground as

a means to leave a signal, are consistent with SERE training. On

the two symbols which DIA concluded were intentional symbols,

the 1973"TH” photo and the 1988 “USA-possible K,” DIA cannot

explain their origin. ; v-

ft was thus necessary for the Committee to detennine if such

symbols would be consistent with standard methods and training

taught to pilots during the war. In this regard, the Comnuttee has

received written assessments from the* proponent agency for train-

ing the creation of pilot distress signals, the Joint Services SERE
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Agency (JSSA), as well as testimony in . depositions and hearings,

whether these symbols appear to be consistent with SERE training.

JSSA was not asked to perform photo interpretation, only to

asMffi whether the possible symbols seen on photos match known -

distress symbols used during the war and judge if they appeared to

conform to methods of manufacture taught to pilots during surviv-

al training.

As the Committee learned during the course of its investigation,

these judgements became very problematic. The fundamental prob-

lem was to determine if the symbols actually existed as markings

on the ground. Nevertheless, JSSA j>ersonnel identified what ap-

peared to be other symbols on the print, including a number of 4-

digit authenticator numbers at sites of possible symbols detected by

V-f. y ,"
They correlated 19 of those authenticator numbers with numbers

belonging to Americans still missing in Southeast Asia. They also
~

identified what appeared to be a name scratched in a field near a

prison compound, in a 1992 photo. The significance of this possible

symbol is reflected in testimony received during the Committee’s

hearing on symbols:
• - - -

Senator Geassley. Mr. Dussault, did you also think that

you saw faihtly scratched in the field?

Mr. Dussault. Yes, sir.

Senator GbXssley. Without telling us the name, did you

try to match it with the names on the missing list?

Mr. Dussault. About three days later, yes,- sir. At first I

didn’t realize it was a name.

Senator Geassley. Did it match any names?

Mr. Dussault. To my recollection, it did.

Senator Geassley. Did you see, 72 TA 88?

Mr. Dussault. Yes, sir. To my recollection that’s what I

'SAW. '**,
•

Senator Geassley. How did you interpret that?

Mr. Dussault. At first, my first interpretation of that

is—72 was the year the guy went down. TA was his E&E
code letters. And 88 could have been the year he arrived

there or the year he left. And that was my interpretation.

I don’t know if that’s even close. That’s just speculation.

Senator Geassley. When you saw 72 TA 88, did it match

a person that was missing? .

Mr. Dussault. Sir, again, we are talking a year, two let-

ters, TA—and those are E&E code letters that applied

during 1972.

Senator Geassley. When you found the name, though,

did it match when that person went down?

Mr. Dussault. Yes, sir.
881

Intelligence community assessment

In testimony bn October 15, 1992, the Assistant Secretary of De-

fense for Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence

(ASD C3I) provided the results of DIA’s assessment. During his tes-

*•* Dunault testimony, Oct 15, 1992.
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timony, he emphasized several points which helped to clarify the

importance of experience in understanding overhead imagety.

He noted that the photograph used for the original analysis was

a poor medium from which to draw conclusions. Imagery analysts

do not use photographs. Instead they analyze the medium used by

the imagery collector. These media are either film or digital repre-

sentations. When other media—such as photographs—are derived

from the original form and used for analysis, new information is

entered into the image because a photograph represents an “aver-

aging” of the information contained in the original medium. This

could provide a potentially false view of what was originally col-

lected by the aerial platform.

The ASD C3I also noted that imagery analysts use several impor-

tant tools to assist their analysis: high technology high resolution

work stations, laser light, or powernil optics. Since some of this

technology is classified, he mentioned that"durihg the CohMttee’s

open hearing, line drawings would be used to approximate the

images that DIA analyzed. In a classified session, however, Com-

mittee Members had the opportunity to view the original imagery.

With this background, the ASD C3I testified to DIA’s assessment of

the suspicious markings found on the photographs.

According to the ASD C3I, two sets of symbols are clearly man-

made. The first is the symbol, 1973 TH, taken on July 10, 1973, on

the Plain of Jars in Laos. Some interpreters believe that the “TH
could be a “TA” and the 1973 could be “1573.’’ DIA attempted to

correlate the four different interpretations (1973 TH* 1973 TA, 1578~

TH, 1573 TA) to classic distress symbols, escape and evasion sym-

bols, or personal authenticator numbers. Although there was no

exact correlation, the ASD C3I offered several alternatives as possi-

ble explanations for the ground symbols. These included: markings

made by the crew of a CIA-operated aircraft downed eight kilome-

ters from the site on May 7, 1973; symbols made by Thai personnel

captured in the area by Pathet Lao forces; markings made by mem-
bers of the crew of a U.S. AC-130 gunship downed 300 miles away

in southern Laos in December 1972. DIA believes that none of the

alternatives are definitive and has concluded that “the origin and

meaning of this symbol is unexplained and probably will remain

SO:” .

'• 7 7:7' "
'

\
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According to DIA, the second obviously man-made symbol is a

USA and potential K image taken on January 22, 1988 in a rice

paddy in northern Laos near Sam Neua. The ASD C3I testified

that CIA discovered the symbols on the image m December 1988

and immediately brought them to DIA’s attention. By then, the

symbols were no longer visible on the ground, but, according to the

ASD C3I, “investigative steps were promptly taken.” In the period

since the testimony, DIA has furnished information to the Commit-

tee which indicates that in November 1992, a joint DoD investiga-

tion team has discovered a reasonable explanation for the symbols

that existed in January 1988.

The investigation team traveled to the rice paddy in November

1992 where the symbols had been seen four years previously. Per-

mission was granted two days after requesting it from the Govern-

ment of Laos; it was the DIA that “sat on” the investigation for

four years. They interviewed the owner of the field who revealed
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that his son had "made the USA symbol by copying it from an en-

velope because he liked the shape of the letters.” The envelope had

contained correspondence to. the .owner sent by ; a family relative

living in Colorado in the United States. The owner explained that

the 1988 envelope no longer existed, but he produced two recent

letters from his relatives in Colorado. The investigators also talked

to the son who confirmed his father’s explanation and noted that

in addition to the USA symbol, he also had made a stick figure of

an airplane and “a symbol he called a dragon head.” The son said

that he made the symbols by forming arm loads of rice, straw into

shapes of the letters or symbols and setting them on fire.

The investigation team accepted the explanation and noted that

local Lao officials seemed surprised by the revelations of the two
' men.

According to the ASD C3I.-DIA discounted all of the other sym-i

bols. Explanations of the various suspicious markinjgs varied con-

siderably. Some were discounted because all-source analysts be-

lieved that there was no evidence that American prisoners were

being held in the area at the time toe symbol was made. Other

rnarlfings were attributed to: shadows; trees; combinations of shad-

ows, bushes and trees; natural scarring of the ground; limestone

outcroppings and logs. In his testimony, the ASD C3I emphasized

that JSSA personnel are trainers and are not responsible for and

have little experience in accounting for MIA’ s. Moreover, they are

not imagery, interpreters, do not have imagery interpretation

equipment, and do not have access to intelligence information that

would enable them to conduct all-source analysis. While well-inten-

tioned, their original identifications lacked the experience and

training essenthd to making such judgments.

;

.• JSSA findings

JSSA, formerly the Air Force Intelligence Support Agency, has

been the DoD executive agent for POW code of conduct, survival,

evasion, resistance and escape training. In 1991, Secretary Cheney

designated JSSA the “executive agent for DoD U.S. POW/MIA
matters and is responsible for developing, in coordination with the

services and DoD agencies” a new DoD directive on managing the

services escape, resistance functions and related code-of-conduct

issues. It is JSSA that devises pilot distress symbols and trains how

to employ them.262
.

JSSA, as documented in written evaluations, deposition and testi-

mony before the Committee, indicated that the 1973 “TH,” the

1975 roof-top markings, the 1981 possible 52K,” the 1987 possible

“arrow P”, the 1988 “GSA possible K,” the possible 1988 markings

at Mouang Tan, and the possible name and associated numbers at

Dong Mang in 1992 are consistent with standard SERE trainings

and expected actions that could be taken by a POW in captivity, or

having escaped detention. They did not address whether the sym-

bols are shadows, photographic anomalies or unintentional mark-

ings, only that they appear consistent with known symbols and

methods. ,

*ea ASD Memorandum to Service Secretaries and Director DIA, Dec, 23, 1991

«



In regard to those markings which DIA assessed to be thickened

rice paddy walk, burn marks or residue from rice stacks, JSSA had
invested that any of these would be reasonable methods of clan-

destinely manufactured symbols and- are consistent with SERE
practices. Even the clever use of shadows can be used to cast sym-

bols, during certain times of the day. The potential use of natural

geographic features to produce symbols, or even portions of sym-

bols, is in fact a method JSSA uses to train pilots under the most

restricted types of conditions. ,
:

.

Although downed pilots ideally would be able to construct signals

large enough to be seen from any passing aircraft or satellite, it is

the individual's security situation on the ground that dictates how
blatant or discreet he must be in the signal’s construction. Wheth-

er a detainee, under close or continuous observation, or an evader

hiding in an area of high enemy activity, either would probably

have-to muster sill his ingenuily to conri;ruct a symbol. Accepting

the premise that intentional symbols may be scarcely visible or a

clever mixture of natural and manmade objects has contributed to

the extremely difficult task of confirming the presence of several

alleged symbols. .. — --- —

-

Conversely, one reasonable criticism of the “USA” symbol, is the

question of how a POW could have made such a blatant
-

symbol

while under detention. The “USA” is clear and unmistakable,

while the possible “K” nearby is faint. Of course, assuming the

symbols to be legitimate and not a hoax, the “USA K” would not

necessarily have to be made by a POW, who .was at that time

under detention. In theory, it could have been made by an escapee

or the boy who allegedly made the USA because he liked the shape

of the letters. However, in its June 29, 1992 written analysis of the

“USA” symbol, JSSA outlined a possible scenario in which the

symbol could have been made by a POW under detention: 263

If an American crew member were living in this area

and part of a labor force working these (redacted) and was

part of the (redacted) where he definitely could have made
a "K” in the marshalling area by repeatedly walking the

same path and ensuring he stacked (redacted) where he

needed them to create a “K.” If the crew member hap-

ned to become frustrated after receiving no response to

ro-

gressively more blatant signals, including a “USA.”

. JSSA goes on to state that: .

While some may consider it unwise to use blatant sig-

nals, history has shown that sometimes such signals are

the only ones that get the appropriate attention.

DIA determined that with the exception of the “USA” and the

1973 “TH" that all other possible symbols were the result of unin-

tentional acts of man, nature, or photographic anomalies. This gap

between what appears on photographic prints as consistent with

Nick Rowe, a POW in South Vietnam, was allowed freedom within an area of fields and

rice paddies to tend crops and snare animals for food. Such a loose detention environment could

provide ample opportunity for a prisoner to manufacture a symbol over a period of time. JSSA
testimony during Oct. 2, 1992 briefing and Erickson deposition.
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known SERE training and what disappears on the light table, or

appears as shadows or vegetation, is why an independent evalua*

tion wek required by the ^irimittee. ;

Intelligence community search for evader symbols since 1973

This is the first Congressional investigation to inquire into this

aspect of the POW issue. No other Congressional investigative con*-

mittee or body has conducted a general investigation into the possi-

bility that markings observed on the ground may be evidence of

live POWs in Southeast Asia. v ,

The Committee was rather surprised to find that neither DIA or

CIA imagery analysts were familiar with Vietnam pilot distress

symbols, or had a requirement to look for possible symbols, prior to

the Committee's inquiry. This was confirmed under oath by image-

—ry analysts- from -both . agendas. ~^th_agenries :lmvei_sinQeJ^
briefed on the symbols program by JSSA, and now possess this, but

there was no evidence to indicate the intelligence community was

attuned to watch for possible signals in Southeast Asia after Oper-

ation Homecoming. - - i___l . .

In the deposition orWairen Gray, an aU-sour^ ^al^ at DIA,

was the statement that DIA imagery smalysts have always looked

for evader signals. This statement is inconsistent, however, with

interviews and depositions of DIA and CIA imagery analysts.
,

-

Chuck Knapper, DIA imagery analyst, stated he was unfamiliar

with distress symbols before committee investigators asked-him

about symbols in an interview, in April of 1992. 2 Mr. Kriapper is

DIA’s principal imagery analyst (One of two) dedicated to the DIA’s

POW imagery task.

He also stated under oath, that although Committee investiga-

tors suggested he contact JSSA to become educated in the distress

symbol program, he did not arrange for such a briefing until

June.265 During his deposition he was asked:

“So for the first six to seven months that you were workin^POW
imagery analysis you were not familiar with evader symbols?”

Knapper answered, “That’s correct.” '

v
v .•'/' •’

In response to the question whether he had been looking for

evader symbols in the photography before he met with JSSA he re-

.
plied, “ I was not.” 266 v '' ,,

V'

When asked if his predecessor had ever given him the indication

that evader symbols were something DIA was looking for in prior

years, Knapper indicated that he had not.
267

# , _
The Committee found a similar lack of knowledge on pilot dis-

tress symbols at CIA, both in interviews and depositions. In a meet-

ing with members of CIA’s Office of Imagery Analysis (OIA), ana-

lysts admitted they were unfamiliar with distress symbols and had

no records or tables of symbols used during the war. Unlike DIA,

the analysts at CIA admitted they should have been aware of the

program, and expressed sincere interest in receiving as much infor-

mation as possible. Acting on the suggestion by the Committee,

*•* Chuck Knapper deposition, page 21.

Knapper deposition, page,21."..'

Knapper deposition, page 22.
*fT Knapper deposition, page 28.
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CIA immediately arranged a briefing by JSSA and distributed

tables of Vietnam ear evader symbols to their analysts. ^
In a subsequent deposition, Roger Eggert, a CIA imagery analyst,

confiraied what had been learned in interviews regarding his agen-

cy’s lack of knowledge about this program. He was asked:

“Were pilot distress symbols something that you had ever stud-

ied before spring of this year?”

His answer: “No

”

“Was it anything—were pilot distress symbols anythmg that you

ever looked for in any of your imagery analysis before spring of

this year?”
/• His answer; “No.” 268

.

1

This lack of knowledge about pilot distress symbols is but an-

other example of bureaucratic jealousies or incompetent coordina-

tion in critically important analyses... —T_ .

Contrary to the suggestion Of Some Committee investigators that

“there had not been a purposeful effort to search for distress sym-

bols,” some Senators agrewi that there has indeed been such an

effort. In fact, the two alleged E&E signals given most prominence

by the Committee were discovered by U.S. Government imagery

analysts. The Committee believes that a recommendation to review

old photography, starting from 1973, would divert substantial effort

from current operations, would duplicate efforts that have been in

place for years, and would cause the expenditure of large amounts

of manpower and money with no expectation of success.- ;;
:
w -

Some Members also agreed that JSSA has no imagery analysts

available, has no intelligence collection or analysis capability, and

has no background in current intelligence operations or analysis

relative to the POW/MIA issue, JSSA was not consulted because it

was not in a position to offer assistance or information.
_

.

The Report states that JSSA concluded that the four symbols in

question were consistent with the SERE methods and actions ex-

pected of downed pilots; some Members agreed that this statement

is misleading to the point it reflects adversely on JSSA. The sym-

bols in question are consistent with expected actions only because

they are symbols, they assert. These “symbols” do not relate to any

evader signal in use during the Vietnam War.
.

Another indicator that DIA has done little to address the possi-

bility of distress symbols appearing on photography is its inability

to account for the Army’s, Navy’s or Marine Corps pilot authenti-

cator numbers. JSSA still preserves those for the Air Force. As re-

corded in the hearing of October 15, DIA does not know what hap-

pened to the numbers.2*9 •"

ix

This is a significant failure for several reasons. First, it supports

the theory that DIA has never taken the possibility of spbok seri-

ously. Mr. Andrews’ contention, in the hearing of October 15, that

authenticator numbers were not meant to be laid out on the

ground is misleading. Authenticator numbers were intended to be

used as a mehns for pilots to identify themselves, primarily over

their survival radio, immediately after shoot-down. This was a safe-

st deposition, page 21.

Committee hearing, 15/15/92.
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guard against deceptive enemy radio broadcasts, attempting to lure

rescue helicopters into an ambush. .

•

, i u
L_ In reality, authenticator numbers were used through a number

of different media during flie war, including ground signals. The“

“1973, 1573 or 1933 TH” symbol is a probable example of an au-

thenticator being used as a signal, in conjunction with that individr

ual’s primary and backup evader symbols.

In theory, therefore, if a POW still living in captivity, were to

attempt to communicate by ground signal, smuggling out a note, or

by whatever means possible, and he used his personal authentica-

tor number to confirm his identity, the U.S. Government would be

unable to provide such confirmation, if his number happened to be

among those numbers DIA cannot locate.

DIA investigation ofpossible symbols

DIA attempted to investigate the 1973 “TH” and 1988 “USA”

and, in fact, still consider both as open investigations. DIA became

aware of the 1973 photograph in 1976 and the USA symbol

nearly one year after it .was.t^6n._The.delay in recmyuig these

photos for evaluation must be attributed to DIA inaction and a pas-

sive approach to indications of the possibility of live Americans.

The area of the USA site had not been visited before the Com-

mittee delegation landed in that valley in April 1992, nearly four

years later. According to the testimony of DIA s POW Operations

Chief, no other-investigation or site visit was undertaken for the

other symbols prior to 1992.*70 The possible “arrow and P sym-

bols detected on 1987 imageryhear Ban Nampo, Laos were not dis-

covered until a 1992 review of old imagery, responding to a Com-

mittee request. This site is currently under DIA investigation.

1 DIA Investigation of the "1973 TH” Symbol. A senes of low-level

photographs clearly showing a set of four digit numbers, followed

by the probable letters “Hr or “TA” was first imaged on May 20,

1973, in north central Laos. The site was apparently imaged again,

with tiie numbers and letters still visible, as late as 10 July 1973.

DIA did not receive the film, taken by a low-level reconnaissance

platform, until 1976. JSSA first received the photograph for review

in the mid-1980s. .

,

Some have referred to the photograph as the Thomas Hart

symbol, because of the “TH” letters stomped in the tall elephant

grass. Both DIA and JSSA rule out the possibility that Captain

Hart could have traveled some 300 miles from the crash site of his

AC-130 aircraft to the location of the “TH” symbol. DIA believes

that the symbol was possibly made by one of Emmet Ray s Hmong

crew members who went down with Kay’s civilian aircraft on 7

May 1973, some 8 kilometers away. Because Emmet Kay has con-

firmed he did not make the symbol, DIA has made several air

tempts to locate Kay’s former crew members, but has been unable

to substantiate that any one of them made the symbol.
..

JSSA contends that it is unlikely the symbol, a possible authenti-

cator number followed by a possible primary and back-up distress

symbol, was manufactured by Emmet Kay or any of his crew, rirst,

*7* Gray depoeition.
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he .
and his crew members were captured in a relatively short

v

period of time, and it would have been difficult to travel 8 Kilome-

ters to the site of the symbol. Second, non-U.S. employees were not

permitted access to classified authenticator- numbers and -distress

symbols. And most importantly, JSSA notes that all were captured

within three hours, yet someone had to maintain the “TH” symbol

by continuously keeping the elephant grass stomped down, until at

least 10 July when it was still clearly visible, nearly two months

later.
'

' y} " :

; >
; JSSA also notes that the 20 May 1973 photograph, which had the

best resolution among the photos, seems to reveal the number to

more probably be a ‘1933.” JSSA stated in their 15 October testi-

mony that they would compare this number with these authentica-

tor numbers still available, to determine if a specific name could be

matched. DIA’s investigation of this symbol remains open, al-

though-determining the fate of its maker after so many years is

DIA Investigation of the “USA” and Possible “K” Symbols. In

December of 1988, CIA discovered what clearly appeared to be a

large “USA” etched into a rice paddy near the northern Lao vil-

lage of Sam Neua. It was discovered in a routine search not related

to the POW issue, nearly a year after the photograph was taken. It

was referred immediately to DIA for evaluation.

DIA imagery analysts determined that the “USA” was man-

made and made intentionally to be seen from the air. It.measured

37.5 feet by 13.5 feet. Beneath the “USA” some scarring was noted

that “may be interpreted as the letter “K” or the numbers “31” or

“34, according to a 23 December 1988 DIA imagery analysis. Lack

of recent coverage prior to the January 1988 photograph prevented

DIA from determining how long the symbol may have been

present. :

’.-V ~'yr'r.. y-':
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The Committee investigation found no evidence that DIA origi-

nally considered the possibility that the possible “K,” beneath the

USA, might be a pilot distress symbol. Though the “USA” does not

conform to any recognized evader symbols used during the war,

“K” was in fact a legitimate symbol.

The appearance of a possible appendage on the “K” seen near

Sam Neua, which conforms to a classified symbol used during the

war, should have triggered a far more aggressive and timely re-

sponse to investigate the symbol’s origins. In fact, however, not one

document in DIA’s files dating from 1988 and 1989, mentioned the

possibility that the “K” could have been a pilot distress symbol.

When shown the photograph, for the first time in 1992 by Com-
mittee investigators, members of JSSA were previously unaware of

the photo’s existence and moved to the conclusion that the “K”
could possibly be a valid distress signal. Mr. Erickson and Mr. Dus-

sault of JSSA restated this opinion in testimony during the hearing

of October 15:
'

Chairman Kerry. Now, with respect to the K up there,

it has been referred to occasionally as a walking K. With-

out getting into great details about walking, does that

appear to be a walking K?
Mr. Erickson, JSSA. To me, it does.



Chairman Kerry. It does?

Mr. Erickson. Yes, it does. V-

Chairman Kerry. And it has the walking appearance,

whatever that extra—I don’t want to get into any classi- :

fied area. Do you believe it’s distinctly a K?
Mr. Dussault, JSSA. It to me looks like a K, and that’s

how I think we ought to consider it. . .. .

Mr. Dussault went on explain why the “USA,” though not con-

forming to known distress signals, should not be dismissed:

Mr. DussauIt. Sir, in our training we tiy to bring out

the bottom line, and that is communicate any way you can

who you are and that you’re there. And if the individual

has tried a particular method and it hasn’t worked, try

something else. And in this case, in my mind, it’s a possi-

bihty .that the individual may have tried over the last 15. ...

years various signals. None of those got aiiy attention, so

he’s going to go with a blatant USA.
Chairman Kerry. Fair enough. Mr. Secretary (Andrews),

: do yon have any comment on any of this?
’

: .
-

: v ;

. Mr. Andrews. No, I don’t have a disagreement with Mr.

Erickson.

Chairman Kerry. So, you people would accept what they

have said as the possibilities and, in fact, you are treating

it that way. Is that correct?
'•

- >
7

Mt-'Andrews. Absolutely. We don’t rule out that it was
made by someone deliberately trying to make aK.m

The Committee was unable to resolve its concern over DIA’s fail-

ure to bring JSSA in to evaluate the “USA” photo, at the earliest

stage of DIA’s investigation. When DIA was asked in writing to ex-

plain why JSSA had not been shown the “USA and possible K” in

1988, DIA responded ina 23 July 1992 memorandum, signed by Mr.
Robert Sheets, DIA, that:

It is the judgement of DIA that the possible “K” evader

symbol is most likely not an evader symbol, but is merely

the spoil created when the USA letters were constructed

by scraping away harvested rice stubble to expose the bare

earth. . . . Having judged that the supposed letter K was
most likely not an evader symbol and lacking other confir-

mation that US. POWs could be held in the area, DIA did

not involve JSSA.*7*

This explanation failed to allay Committee concern, when DIA
imagery analyst, Mr. Chuck Knapper, testified in a deposition that

the conclusion that the “K” was created by dumping rice spoil, was
new analysis from his own evaluation completed in 1992. His anal-

ysis thus differed from original DIA analysis in 1988, which re-

ferred to the possible “K” as ground scarring, not spoil. This raises

the obvious question of how DIA could dismiss the possible “K” as

an evader symbol in 1988 because it was merely spoil, as Mr.

1,1 Hearing, Oet. 15, 1992.
1,1 Memorandum signed by Robert R. Sheets, Chief POW/MIA, DIA, subject: Senate Ques-

tions Regarding “USA Symbol", dated July 23, 1992.
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Sheetz described it, when DIA did not conclude it was spoil until

1992. Therefore, the question as to why JSSA was not shown the

photo in 1988, has not been answered satisfactorily.
.

•

Through much of the Committee’s investigation of the USA
symbol, DIA implied that the "USA” symbol was possibly made at

the direction of a POW activist operating from Bangkok. DIA

admits this has not .been substantiated by any evidence, but offers

one plausible explanation. As previously mentioned, in late Novem-

ber 1992, however, a U.S. defense team again visited the site of the

USA symbol. On that visit they talked to a farmer and his son who

stated he made the USA symbol in the rice paddy, based on postal

mnriring on an envelope mailed from relatives in the U.S. It should

be noted that the son said he made the symbols by burning piles of

rice stalks, versus either dumping spoil or digging.

The Committee has asked DIA what follow-up actions would be-

taken to confirm the validity of the farmer’s, and his son’s story,

and if they considered the USA case closed. In a letter dated De-

cember 17, 1992, forwarded by CDO, DIA responded that:

None of the previous actions underway to investigate

the area of the symbol have been halted; as a matter of

fact, classified, sensitive collection actions remain active

and will be expanded as a means by which to check into

the background and credibility of the rice farmer and his

sons, and may well be expanded to cover all Lao officials-

intrbduced to the DoD team that investigated the

symbol. . . . No one ever said the symbol was fraudulent

or that the case is closed.
27 ?

Changing DIA analysis of the Possible Symbols. The Committee

found it interesting that current DIA analysis often contradicts

earlier DIA or CIA analyses, particularly in cases when previous

analysis lends credence to the validity of a symbol’s authenticity.

DIA attributes this to “reevaluations.” There are no cases where

DIA changed its analysis in the opposite direction. There are two

principal examples of this.

On the 1975 Dong Mang roof-markings, where a possible K
was spelled out in morse-code, DIA dismissed the possibility that

this facility would hold Americans by calling it a reeducation facili-

ty, that held primarily ARVN prisoners in the late seventies. Their

determination was based on refugee reporting. DIA supported their

contention that the facility would not hold sensitive American pris-

oners by showing the Committee a photograph of the facility with

its front gate open. -
.

:

.

.

'

.. \ „ .

CIA, however, noted in 1976 that the facility was unique in the

way it was constructed:

Walls within the compound physically and visually seg-

regated the prisoners. ... It is Becluded in a relatively

remote area and has an access control point on the road

leading to the camp. ... The visual segregation of the

prisoners indicates this was not a forced labor camp.

Letter forwarded by CDO to the Select Committee, U-1684, December 17, 1992.
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CIA went on to note that the “only other known prison that used

internally walled compounds to segregate prisoners was the former

POW compound at Dan Hoi.” 274

In the.case of the “52” seen inside a prison, garden at.a camp in

Laos in 1980, DIA states in 1992 that the “52” probably did not

exist because of “variations' in the size and structure of the possible

numbers from observation to observation.” 2 78 This, however, di-

rectly contradicts DIA's own analysis from 1980/81, which states in

a February 23, 1981, compilation of imagery readouts over a

number of days, that “the number “52” is still visible with no

change . . . this lack of change indicates that the numerals may
have been dug into the earth.” 278

CIA analysis at the time is summarized in an extract from a Jan.

6, 1981 "Spot report”: .

Analysis of further imagery of 30 December 1980 located

what appears to be the number “52,” possibly followed ag-

ricultural plot inside the outer perimeter of the above fa-

cility. DIA is unable to ascribe any particular significance

- , to the number, but “K” was given to U.S. puots as a

ground distress signal. It is thus conceivable that this rep-

resents an attempt by a prisoner to signal to any aircraft

that might pass overhead.

In referring to the “52” symbol in testimony before the Commit-

tee, Assistant Secretary Andrews stated that when you look at the

“total all-source picture, then I believe -that jt is not an unex-

plained symbol.” It is noteworthy that multiple reports of possible

POWs under detention in this vicinity, including other intelligence

sources, met the priority requirement to look for this camp on im-

agery. (See Covert Operations Section.)

In conjunction with multiple HUMINT reports pointing to

POWS being interned here; it was the discovery of the symbols in

the camp’s garden that energized the intelligence community and

triggered a serious i reaction by our government, the details of

which can not be discussed in an unclassified format.277 The ac-

tions taken do not correspond to intelligence information deemed

to be low in confidence. Andrews’ conclusion in 1992 clearly was

not shared by the Intelligence Community in 1981.

Committee independent imagery analysis

The Committee hired two consultants, with years of experience

in the field of imagery intelligence, to provide an independent eval-

uation of those possible symbols presenting the most controversy.

Each conducted his own analysis independent of the other and ar-

rived at his own individual conclusion. DIA provided each consult-

ant work space and the necessary equipment in which to perform

his analysis, primarily through the use of the IDEX-2 and Zoom-

500 work stations.

*u CIA Imagery Analysis Memorandum, Dong Mang Prison Camp, dated July 6, 1992.

t,B Assistant Secretary Duane Andrews testimony, hearing of October 15, 1992.

11 e Imagery Analysis Memorandum, DIA/DB-5C, February 23, 1981.
• *T7 In weir depositions, the former Deputy Director of CIA for Operations, and his deputy,

both confirmed that it was the appearance or the symbol in the prison garden which convinced

officials at the time, that further action was warranted. Their names may not be released;
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In addition to being asked to evaluate the "USA posdble K” at

Sain Neua, the “Arrow P at Ban NampO, and the A5 LO

markings at Muang Tan, all of which had been previously identi-

fied by DIA, the consultants were asked to evaluate the alleged

numbers and markings seen by JSSA on prints. This included nu-

merous numbers in the Muang Tan area, JSSA believed to be pos-

sible authenticator numbers, and the name and niunbere seen in a

field outside Dong Mang (Dong Vai) prison, in which JSSA

matched to the name of a MIA. '
-V •

,

After his initial evaluation, each consultant presented ms nnd-

ings in a written report to the Committee. A second evaluation was

performed by each consultant on possible symbols where differ-

ences arose. Those symbols on which reconciliation could be

achieved, and those where it could not, were then presented to the

Committee in a joint report, outlining each consultant s rationale

for his final position. Although a consensus was reached on the ma-

jority of symbols, key differences remained. •

'

Committee’s Independent Consultants. Because DIA asserts these

authenticator numbers and names identified by JSSA disappear

when enlarged or put on the light table, the C6iiimittee“employ«i

two independent photography consultants to determine why these

“symbols” appear on the prints and if they, in fact, exist.

Ilie two consultants’ analyses reaffirmed the conclusion that im-

agery analysis is an art as well as a science. It often fell ^profes-

sional judgement calls on whether faiht traces or textures seen on _

the image were intentionally made, or the normal photographic

anomalies common to film processing and mixture of natural

shading arid ground vegetation. The principal problem centered on

determining whether extremely faint appearances, could have been

aged symbols made weeks or months before the image, or possibly

discreet attempts to place a symbol, simply because the maker

would have been risking his life to construct a more blatant signal.

To accept the premise that a POW under detention would only com

struct large block letters is limiting and wouhl seriously undercut

any attempt to conduct an open-minded evaluation.

Both consultants discounted most of the symbols identified^ by

JSSA personnel at Mouang Tan. Most of these were, attributed to

tonal textures of the imagery media, naturaUy occurring configura-

tions of terrain, vegetation, soil texture, farming products, ana

manmade objects (such as buildings). One consultant put a 30 per-

cent probability of the “K” near the “USA” being intentionally

man-made as a symbol, while the other assessed a less than 20 per-

cent probability that it was a legitimate symbol. :•••;
. ^ .

One consultant mitially identified two other suspicious looking

markings. He later discounted these as intentional distress sjnnbols

for the same reasons as he discounted those identified previously.

He noted that even dedicated analysts might initially be led astray

by the imagery.

The “fuzziness” of the paper prints and the eye-catching

nature of the shadows provided the environment for a

dedicated analyst to visualize what he hoped to see

through the integration of the random objects—similar to



a “connect-the-dots” puzzle or interpreting a Rorschach

test ink blot.278

He also added comments concerning the use of shadows to create

a symbol on the ground: —77
_-^—

~

:

i

The reason that shadow identification is necessary is

that they change relative to the terrain, based on the time

of day, season, and the taking parameters of the image col-

lection system; therefore, they cannot be used to produce

symbols.879

The second consultant gave a 60 percent call of confidence on a
portion of a possible name seen by JSSA at Mouang Tan. In his

final report, he identified seven markings that in his opinion repre-

sented either purposefully made symbols or merited further analy-

sis and “special processing." Several of these were possible mark-

ings not previously detected by JSSA.

At Dong Mang (Dong Vai) prison, on June 1992 photography, he

observed what he believed to be a “GX 2527” etched in a field near

the prison. He rated this at 100 percent level of confidence in his

initial report, and -did not change his position during the joint

review. JSSA has confirmed that “2527” matches the authenticator

number of a serviceman still unaccounted for in Southeast Asia.. In

the same vicinity, he also found a possible name, in which he origi-

nally gave a 70 percent confidence call. His position remained un-

changed after the joint review. _ u _
-

: _
He also identified what he believed to he the number “1285”, ps-

sibly followed by a “K” or “2”, and “2852” followed by an “X in

1988 photography of the Sam Neua site. He originally attributed a

50 percent confidence level to those possible symbols, however he

determined they were not purposeful symbols in the joint review.

Review of these symbols by the other consultant did not result in

agreement. His opinion attributed the symbols to shadows, vegeta-

tion or man-made features, such as walls. Nonetheless, the joint

review did result in the negation of several other symbols including

the “NT 2222”, which had been originally identified by JSSA and

initially given a 50 percent level of confidence by one consultant.

Since his conclusions left open to question the interpretations of

several markings, the Committee requested DIA to conduct a final

review of the relevant imagery. For this review, the Committee

asked DIA to include analysts from the National Photographic In-

terpretation Center and CIA.

The special task force reported its findings and conclusions to the

Committee in late December 1992. Six analysts, ranging in experi-

ence from sue to 25 years (for an average of over 19 years of image-

ry analytical experience) and representing the CIA s Office of Im-

agery Analysis, DIA’s Office of Imagery Analysis, and the National

Photographic Interpretation Center, sought to reconcpe the final

differences between the two outside consultants. The six task force

members agreed that, “none of the suspect symbols could be identi-

fied as intentionally prepared man-made markings.”

*?• Autometrici Imagery Report
«”IWA vY'-; V
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Their conclusions on each of the six unreconciled symbols were:

Reported Symbol GX 2527: The consensus of the team

was that although portions of what could be interpreted as

letters/numbers were observed in the field, they appeared;—*- .

to be too haphazard and ill-defined to be a man-made dis-

tl

Re^^
S

Symbol PAI/RA1: The consensus of the team

was that some of .the letters could be discerned; however,

the team concluded that they were probably a combination

of trails and vegetation and not intentionally prepared

man-made markings. ;

Reported Symbol 232?: The team had great difficulty in

confirming the presence of these numbers, leading to the

concluginTi that whatever was present was a natural con-

figuration and not intentionally prepared man-made mark- ^

Reported Symbols 1104 and WRYE: The team was able

to discern portions of what could be interpreted as letters

and numbers; however, the team concluded that these

“symbols” were-probably a result of a combination of shad- :

ows and vegetation along the side of the road/trail and not

intentionally prepared man-made markings.

Reported Symbol VASYA: The team concluded that it

was extremely difficult to discern this “symbol” and

judged that it was a combination of shadows and vegeta-

tion on the edge of a field and not intentionally prepared -

man made markings. '

.

•

Reported Symbol 14192: After a detailed review of the

area in question all of the team members concluded that

the recorded symbol could not be identified on the imagery.

Once again the Committee was confronted with an Intelligence

Community consensus countered by a few dissenting opinions.

Discussion ,

A number of questions remain open regarding the issue of possi-

ble POW distress symbols. The 1988 "USA” and 1973 “TN” sym-

bols remain unresolved, according to DIA, and they do not dispute

they were man-made. Regarding the "K” next to the “USA , As-

sistant Secretary Duane Andrews, stated in testimony on 15 Octo-

ber 1992, that “We don’t rule out that it (K) was made by someone

deliberately trying to make a K.” The Committee, further notes

the inconsistency between past and present DIA analysis on the

“52 possible K” symbol at a detention camp in Laos.
_ .

The Committee cannot conclude, based on its investigation and

the guidance of imagery experts, that U.S. POWs in Southeast Asia

have attempted to signal their status to aerial observers. This has

been a particularly important part of the Committee’ a review be-

cause the logic of the investigation was clear. .Prisoners .held

against their will might conclude that the best hope for obtaining

outside help would begin by them being detected from the air.

During their survival training, Air Force—and some Army, Navy

and Marine Corps—pilots were taught how to construct signals

using readily available material. These symbols might be visible on
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imagery obtained by the U.S. Intelligence Community. Therefore,

this imagery needed to be examined in detail.
. ^

For example, CIA had noted the USA symbol found on imagery

taken in
- Laos and provided it to DIA -for further- review. -.DIAs.

evaluation confirmed the symbol but could not determine its origin.

It is important to note, however; the relatively long period between

the collection of the imagery and its provision to DIA: January-De-

cember : 1988. This severely hindered any immediate follow-up

action that DIA could take.
. . ... , . .

'

,

The symbol probably disappeared with the end of the seasonal

rice harvest. Its maker, if a prisoner, might have been moved in

the period between its construction and its discovery. But it took

too long to resolve the symbol’s origin. While the Committee recog-

nizes that the changing political climate on the POW/MIA issue

that is occurring between the Lao and United States Governments

largely assisted in allowing DIA- to investigate the symbol on ^the

ground in Laos, four years is excessive. The Intelligence Communi-

ty must respond more rapidly to potential ground-to-air signals

identified on overhead imagery.
. /

'

-Comments concerning JSSA’s survival training on ground-to-air

signalling is beyond the purview of this Committee. Nonetheless, it

must comment on the techniques that are being trained. The use Of

naturally occurring objects to construct signals is fundamentally

sound. But the severe difficulty of definitively identifying these sig-

nals on overhead imagery is equally obvious. On those images in

which the Committee-was interested, experienced-image^ analysts

disagreed with each other's analyses. In addition, the Committee

has been shown overhead imagery of areas around the world on

which these symbols appear to exist. The relationship of these

other symbols to U.S. POWs is extremely tenuous at best. It ap-

pears incontrovertible that large-scale alphanumeric combinations

exist naturally. These natural occurrences can be quite misleading

to any rescue attempts. They certainly caused the Committee to

become concerned over POWs signalling their presence in South-

east Asia. JSSA must deal with this in the development and con-

duct of its training programs on ground-to-air signalling.

Recommendations

The intelligence community must respond more rapidly to poten-

tial ground-to-air signals identified on overhead imagery. If a possi-

ble symbol is the work of a POW, it is vital we visit that site imme-

diatelv.

ft is strongly recommended that an interagency task group

of experienced imagery analysts be formed to review all avail-

able imagery of prisons or suspect detention areas in Vietnam

and Laos, after 1973, for indications of possible distress sym-

arid CIA should establish a closer and more formalized

working relationship with JSSA. JSSA should be consulted im-

mediately, whenever suspect symbols or questionable markings

appear on imagery. "•“/ V n
It is recommended that JSSA be permitted to attend IAG

meetings, in an advisory capacity as an additional representa-

tive of the Joint Staff.



Pilot distress symbols should, immediately, be designated a

priority collection requirement for Southeast Asia.

All imagery analysts with responsibilities pertaining to

POW/MIA analysis, should be thoroughly briefed and prefer-

ably trained in SERE techniques and methods. ~"7

In the case of the “GR 2527” because the number corre-

sponds to a specific individual, the Committee agrees that the

benefit of doubt should go to that possible individual, certainly

enough to warrant a “by-name” request by an appropriately

high ranking U.S. official to the Vietnamese government, for

information on that missing serviceman. In making that re-

quest, it should be emphasized to the Vietnamese that there is

a basis for questioning whether he could be alive.

These symbols have been energetically pursued and explained to

the satisfaction of all reasonable critics, some Members believe. It

is also germane-tn point out that some inexperienced analysts also

have been able to find “symbols” in Africa, in the state of Utah;

they also can be seen in vestiges of the photo-development process.

These “symbols” are in fact indicators which are not man-made,

not on the ground and have no realistic basis in fact. Professional

examinations have found all of these so-called “symbols” to be in-

valid. 'v W- V v% .

In addition, some Members agree that the treatment of the

“USA/possible K” symbol, the “1953/1973 TH” symbol, and the al-

leged “52” at a site in Laos are misleading in the extreme. The

Report does not describe the extensive investigations_eonducted by

the U.S. intelligence community into these symbols and the find-

ings which relate to the probable origins of these symbols.

Specifically, the December 1992 on-site investigation of the

“USA” symbol determined that the symbol was not a distress

signal ana bad nothing to do with missing Americans. Some Mem-
bers believe that the results of the investigation determined that

the symbol was made by Hmong tribe members from Ban Houei

Hin Dam village, Huoa Phan Province, Laos.

COVERT OPERATIONS
'

The purpose of this investigation was to determine what, if any,

official U.S. covert operations may have been launched after 1973,

or specifically after Operation Homecoming, to confirm the pres-

ence of live American POWs ih Southeast Asia, and what intelli-

gence information may have been available that necessitated the

need for such operations. •

There have been numerous allegations made of possible clandes-

tine intelligence or military operations conducted by the U.S. gov-

ernment into Southeast Asia. Many of these allegations contend

that such official operations succeeded in returning with confirma-

tion of live POWs in captivity, but that information was kept secret

from the American public. In May 1981, the Washington Post and

other newspapers printed a story of an official incursion into Laos

by American sponsored mercenaries, to confirm the presence of

POWs at a specific camp monitored by U.S. Intelligence. In addi-

tion, there have been several unofficial operations mounted by pri-

vate groups, attempting to penetrate Laos in search of POWs and



allegations that some ofthese attempts were secretly sanctioned by

the U.S. Government.

Investigative procedures ' y-
:v .v .

-v

This Committee held a closed hearing on October 16 into the Cir-

cumstances of the alleged 1981 covert operation reported by the

Washington Post. The Committee has spent many months, and con-

ducted numerous depositions of present and former officials to de-

termine exactly what occurred in this case. Because of the level of

classification of some of this material, and in order to protect cur-

rent operations and capabilities, the details of this case remain

classified. Much of the intelligence information, however, leading

up to this event may be ultimately declassified.

The investigation into unofficial or “private” operations focused

primarily on whether there was official U.S. government sanction

or support for any of these operations. Other aspects of these pri-

vate forays were examined under a separate Committee investiga-;

tion pertaining to oversight of private POW/MIA organizations

and their activities. The private operation commonly known as

“Grand Eagle”has been investigated, in regard to government sup-

port of that private initiative; We have obtained, enough documen-

tation from Army intelligence files to allow the Committee to draw

rather conclusive findings regarding official U.S support for that

operation.

Discussion r -S' -S-

The Committee has identified only one official operation mounts

ed after 1973, to confirm the presence of American POWs in South-

east Asia; this makes the distinction between major cross-border in-

telligence, military Or paramilitary type operations and normal in-

telligence operations involving collection agents or clandestine

sources. There have been numerous intelligence operations involv-

ing individual sources or collection agents, with requirements relat-

ing to the POW problem.

The Intelligence relating to the 1981 operation was perhaps the

most compelling and multiple source intelligence ever made avail-

able to intelligence officials and policy-makers of “possible” live

American POWs still in captivity up until that time. The actions of

U.S. officials in response to this intelligence attest to the quality

and quantity of that intelligence. ^ i
The U.S. intelligence community had several human intelligence

sources reporting the presence of American POWs held in a par-

ticular area in Laos from 1979 through early 1981. One of these

was a sensitive source with unusually good access. That particular

source provided a series of reports, indicating possibly up to 30

Americans working at a detention camp in Laos. The source mdi-

cated the prisoners were periodically moved from, then back to the

camp on work details. Based on the HUMINT reporting, the intelli-

gence community was able to locate a detention facility through

overhead photography near a Lao village in late 1980.

A second-hand DIA source, in November 1979, reported the camp

held an American POW named “Ltc. Paul W. Mercland.” DIA

stated in a briefing to the HFAC on 25 June 1981 , that although

they could not correlate a "Mercland” to any missing Americans,



there was a Paul W. Bannon lost in Laos in 1969. Lt. Gen. Tighe,;

then Director of DIA was at that briefing and told its members

that “Mercland” could have been a mispronunciation of “Ameri-

can" and speculated that “Bannon” may have been inadvertently

dropped as the information was passed out by the sourcerThe sec-

ondary source passed a polygraph test given by DIA.

Admiral Tuttle, who was Deputy Director of DIA at the time, tes-

tified in his deposition that he also recalled SIGINT reports refer-

ring to American POWs at a detention camp in Laps. NSA has not

been able to confirm Admiral Tuttle’s memory of SIGINT reporting

of Americans in Laos. Among the declassified reports found at

NSA, however, was a copy of an intercept that originated from a

allied government, that did report the movement of American

POWs from Attepeu in late December 1980. This report, which was

deemed to be unreliable by CIA at the time, was remarkably simi-

lar to an independent HUMINT report within days of intercept,

tw tfo AmencanPOWa whdhadbeen wOrkihg afAtfepeu. were
bring moved back to a detention camp in Laos.

In late December 1980, what appeared to be the number “52”

scratched in the row crop area within the compound was detected

on photography. CIA, ih a Jan. 6, 1981 “Spot Report” stated:

Analysis of further imagery of 30 December 1980 located

what appears to be the number “52,” possibly followed by

the letter "K,” traced on the ground in an agricultural

^ plot inside the outer perimeter of the above facility. DIA is

unable to ascribe any particular significance to the

number, but “K” was given to U.S; pilots as a ground dis-

tress signal. It is thus conceivable that this represents an

attempt by a prisoner to signal to any aircraft that might

pass overhead.280

The “52” was observed over a period of time. DIA imagery ana-

lysts in 1981, stated in an Imagery Analysis Memorandum dated

February 23, 1981 that “the number ‘52 is still visible with no

change. The lack of change indicates that the numerals may have

been dug into the earth.” This contradicts current DIA analysis,

provided during the Committee’s Oct. 15, 1992 hearing that because

the “52” changed shape in different photographs, it therefore is

questionable as an intentional symbol.

The “sensitive” HUMINT source reported that the American

POWs had been moved to Vietnam for security reasons by the end

of January 1981. Imagery analysts reported the “52” had begun to

fade away by February. Other aspects of the intelligence and ac-

tions taken to confirm the presence of Americans at the camp
remain classified.

i

,/

A report of a sighting of one possible Caucasian at the suspect

camp was received by CIA, but not reported outside the agency.

CIA has been unable to answer exactly why this was not reported

to DoD, State and the White House, but contend they must have

had a valid reason why it was not. They have speculated that they

may have determined the possible. Caucasian was a Chinese prison-

er, or that the reporters were fabricating.

*B0 Declassified excerpt from CIA Spot Report . .
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The CIA and others conducted an investigation in 1981. A key

Lao member of the investigation testified to the Committee in

closed session that some members of the Lao resistance tried to

phmuade him that he saw an American at the suspected camp. He
told them he could not say that.

Later in 1981, the intelligence community interviewed a refugee

who was at a camp similar to a detention camp in Laos and saw no

Americans or Europeans. They admit, however, they are not cer-

tain it was the same camp, and it was during a different period

than when the American POWs were allegedly detained there.

Efforts taken by the intelligence community and the U.S. mili-

tary to investigate and prepare for the possibility of a rescue of live

American prisoners were extensive. President Reagan and his Na-

tional Security Advisor, Bichard Allen were aware of this intelli-

gence and the actions taken. It. had the highest national inter-

est.
281

:

The intelligence community’s actions to confirm the presence of

American POWs at this camp were inconclusive. Steps were under-

way toresume. efforts to obtain a conclusive answer, when a press

leak killed any further efforts.
'

Private operations with official support

On the question of official U.S. support being provided to the pri-

vate operation known as “Grand Eagle,” U.S. Army intelligence

documentation confirms that a component of Army intelligence did

in fact provide a long range camera, polygraph and other equip-

ment and financial support to Mr. Gritz in support of his group.

This equipment and financial support, however, was provided in

advance of that intelligence component receiving full approval to

provide such support, and in fact the request (or CIOP proposal)

was ultimately denied. The equipment and money had, however, al-

ready been released. (Army contact reports.)
.

_

The Committee also became aware of allegations of off-line U.S.

Government (NSC) support to private organizations in regard to

fundraising and movement of funds to indigenous rebel groups. Al-

legedly, this activity was related indirectly to the POW issue or

used as a cover for providing financial support to resistance groups

using non-appropriated funds. Due to time constraints, the Com-

mittee was unable to pursue these reports. This is discussed in

some detail in the chapter on private fund-raising.

In 1982, the U.S. Government monitored the communications of

a private organization operating from Thailand, attempting to un-

dertake a private foray into Laos in search of POWs. DoD request-

ed a determination from the Justice Department as to the legality

of monitoring the communications of American citizens abroad.

This was in fact carried out. (NSA file documents forwarded to

Committee.)
;

v
-y

"

Allen and Tuttle depositions and notes.
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THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

Background

Signals intelligence (SIGINT) is one of the principal sources of in-

formation used by intelligence analysts. Successful interception of

communications (COMINT)—a component of SIGINT—provides an

analyst with an important insight into the knowledge of the sender

and receiver of an intercepted message. As is the case with the

other sources of intelligence information (the so-called "INT’s”), an

intercepted message does not necessarily indicate that the actual

contents of the message are true. On the one hand, the sender may
purposely be sending an incorrect message to mislead any foreign

intelligence agency that might be attempting to intercept mes-

sages. And on the other hand, the sender may not be transmitting

accurate information simply because he or she does not have either

a complete picture or understand the true circumstances,sprround-

ingthe contents of the message. For this reason, COMINT is an im-

portant intelligence source, but it is only one source. Experienced

analysts use it with other intelligence sources in order to derive a

more complete intelligence picture of a set of circumstances.

COMINT is one part of a complete all-source intelligence analysis.

Successful and unsuccessful SIGINT operations are closely guard-

ed secrets. Obviously, when the capabilities of a foreign power to

intercept communications becomes known, it is very easy to cut off

this source of intelligence. Alternative methods of communications

can be used, radio frequencies can easily be changed, encryption

devices can be used or altered. Even though the Vietnam War lies

twenty years behind us, there remains a strong tendency by the In-

telligence Community to want to keep information developed from

signals intelligence carefully controlled. The Committee continual-

ly ran into difficulties in trying to discuss this type of information

during its open sessions. Nevertheless, Committee Members and

Committee investigators were able to obtain relevant information

during classified briefings and hearings as well as during its open

sessions. Significantly, much important information has been de-

classified as a result of the Committee’s efforts.

National Security Agency ’s responsibilities

SIGINT was a source of information on U.S. POW’s and MIA’s

both during the War and during the years afterward. In a prepared

statement to the Committee, senior NSA officials indicated that no

mission had a “higher priority” than information pertaining to

downed fliers or captured Americans. Committee investigators

found that special reporting categories were established within

both intelligence and operational channels to ensure that there

was a rapid and clearly identifiable flow of information concerning

downed fliere and prisoners.
..

The same NSA officials believed that there were approximately

2,000 SIGINT reports throughout the period of the focus of the

Committee’s interest concerning the loss, capture, or status of U.S.

personnel in Southeast Asia. They stated that these reports al-

lowed intelligence analysts during the war to develop some infor-

mation that some crew members of downed aircraft did not survive

the shootdown. Other reports provided information on the initial
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capture and subsequent movements of prisonersJnr a capturing

unit. The officials emphasized that all of the SIGINT information

was manually processed during the war years which indicated to

the Committee that retrieval and correlation of mformation was

then quite different and more difficult than it is today using auto-

mated databases. The data from the Vietnam War era still is

manually processed.
\ ^ -x a j ^

After the fall of Saigon, the National Security Agency and the

military service components that support it lately dismantled

their collection efforts in Southeast Asia^The elaborate collection

capabilities that supported the war essentially ceased or were relo-

cated to other trouble spots around the world. The analytical orga-

nizations that monitored signals intelligence in the region were

also disbanded or sharply reduced as personnel were transferred to

°*U S^^ctioncapabilities weird farther diirdnidied during this :

period as Vietnam and Laos developed secure landline cominmuca-

tions to replace the radio networks used durim time of war. If offi-

cials in eitner country were communicating about live XLS. POvvs,

the likelihood that these communications would be detected by me

U.S. had become remote. However, during this period, the NSA did

receive third party intercepts concerning the reported presence ot

American POws in Laos.
,

^ '

As a result of the Committee’s efforts and a new retrieval stiat^

gy initiated at NSA, more than 4,500 reports were later idenMed

Sat pertained to POW/MIAs. An NSA study showed that 878 of

these reports could be correlated to possible POW/MIAs, 448 of

these could be considered “resolved cases/^ That is, either an indi-

vidual returned to U.S. control during Operation Homecoming or

human remains were returned. By using all-source analysis, D1A

further refined the conclusions that could be reached on individual

cases based upon NSA’s information. From this analysis, it is clear

that many of the original, on-the-spot NSA analyses were under-

standably in error.
^ v , w, A ,

But in feet, the Committee found that NSA end-product reports

were not used regularly to evaluate fee POW/MIA situation until

1977, ft was not until 1984 that the collection of information on

POW/MIAs was formally established as a matter of highest pnon-

ty for SIGINT. There was insufficient all-source information avail-

able to NSA at the time to make either a correct or final judgment

Nonetheless, four reports correlated to individuals^as wing last

khown alive and in captivity mid seven reports indicated individ-

uals whose status was unknown.
• j

In conducting its review of NSA files, the Committee examined

more than 3,000 post-war reports and 90 boxes °f wartune files.

The Committee discovered that previous surveys of NSA files for

POW/MIA related information had been limited ^to the agency's

automated data base. Hundreds of thousands of hard copy docu-

ments, memoranda, raw reports, operational messages and .possibly

tapes from both the wartime and post-war periods remam unre-

viewed in various archives and storage facilities. Most troubling,

NSA failed to locate for investigators any wartime anmyst files re-

lated specifically to tracking POWs, despite the feet that tracking

POWs was a known priority at the time. This failure made it lm-
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possible for the Committee to confirm some information on downed

pilots that was provided by NSA employee Jerry Mooney.
' The Committee believes that DIA’s review of NSA s correlations

highlights the weakness of single toutte mteUigence analysis.

Many of the NSA reports indicating possible capture of an unac-

counted-for American were, based on returnee debriefs ana other

intelligence sources, actually related to a fellow ^w member who

was captured and eventually repatriated to the U.S. Furthermore,

according to DIA’s analysis, many of NSA’s original correlations

were incorrect. Often several aircraft were lost at the same time

within ft short distance of ©ftch other, and because the NSA reports

rarely identified specific locations, crew members who survived the

shootaown and later were rescued frequently were mistaken for

unaccounted-for personnel.
'

.. . .

Moreover, Vietnamese units often exaggerated the number of

aircraft shot down and the number of U.S. puote mb^uently cap-

tured. Similarly, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the

overlap of multiple reporting of the same reported shootdovm by

adjacent Vietnamese units or nearby observers. In any event, doubt

concerning the final outcome of an individual incident will always

exist in some cases because signals intelligence can never provide

sufficient evidence in all cases to provide conclusive proof of the

specific date, time, and place of capture-or death. SIGINT can add

to the quality of the analysis, but it can rarely provide unqualified

.conclusions.;'

SIGINTand VIA individual case files

The recent NSA identification of numerous relevant reports that

are in addition to the 2,000 reported to the Committee in January

1992 appears to be important nevir information. The Conmuttee

cannot make a determination that this information will alter the

status of any unaccounted-for U.S. personnel. NSF and DIA ana-

lysts now have completed a review of the additional reports ana

have found no new information to change the status of any missing

person.

The Committee does believe, however, that pertinent reports

should be placed in each individual’s case file and redacted only if

absolutely necessary. Having continued to emphasize to this tk>m-

mittee the importance of all-source intelligence analysis, DIA must

ensure that all sources are made available to the analysts and in-

vestigators who have the responsibility for resolving cases both in

the field and at headquarters. It is not clear to the Committee why

this has not already happened in all cases.

Post-1973 reports of intercepts on possible POWs

As mentioned in the Committee's Executive Summary, by the

late 1970's, the level of U.S. Government intelligence collection m
Southeast Asia was far less than it was during the war. However,

between 1979 and the mid-1880's, various unconfirmed reports re-

lating to possible American POWs in Laos were collected.

As examples, in December, 1979, a third-party intercept was re-

ceived indicating that three U.S. prisoners were being moved from

Muoung Vieng Sai to Muong Attopeu to work in the mines. In De-

cember 1980, a third-party intercept indicated that 20 American



POWs were about to be moved from Oudom Sai province to Vien-

tiane. In 1984, an intercept referred to the movement of 23 umden-
: titled prisoners from Muong Sepone prison to the Tha Vang Center

in.laos..-In the 1984 report, NSA noted that this number corre-

sponded with collateral information concerning the presence of 23

American POWs at a camp in Southen Laos.

Finally
,
in 1986, an intercept referring to the movement of un-

identified “prisoners of war” to Nong Tha, Laos raised Questions at

NSA, because "the Lao do not normally refer to captured Thai sol-

diers or Lao expatriates as “prisoners of war.” The Committee

notes that these mid other reports have raised questions concern-

ing the possibility that American POWs might have been present

in Laos after 1973. The Committee cautions, however, that none of

the reports have been judged to be accurate by either the National

Security Agency or the Defense Intelligence Agency.

An
-

The Committee was fortunate to have Senior Master Sergeant

Jerry L Mooney (USAF-Ret.) come forward and provide important

inciphte into the problems associated with analyzing SIGINT rnfor-

mation concerning POW’s and MLA’s. He has had a long Associa-

tion with the issue, both while assigned to the National Security

Agency and also following his retirement from the Air Force. In

closed and open Committee sessions, he gave an analyst s viewpoint

which helped tabling into focus many of the problems associated

with SlGINTs relationship to thePOW-bDA issue. . , ,

Mooney stated that while assigned to the Vietnmn. branch m
NSA, he maintained detailed files concerning losses of U.S. aircraft

and the names of downed crew members. He did this through per-

sorial interest and because he was assigned the task by his superi-

ors. His efforts were well known to his colleagues and supervisors.

In the words of one supervisor* “If you wanted to know about

POW-MLA’s or AAA [anti-aircraft artillery], you wanted Verry

Mooney. He was the guy because he was the gatherer of uiforma-

Unfortuhately, Mooney's personal files are no longer availaWe.

According to Mooney and some of his colleagues, he developed his

“working aids” in order to correlate SIGINT information with loss

reports given by TJ.S. units. Witnesses disagreed over whether he

maintained lists of information or kept the information in a file

box of index cards. The difference between the two^ methods ap-

pears inconsequential. In either case, he maintain^
.

mformation

that he felt undoubtedly would be useful when a final accounting

was made of crew members from lost aircraft. But since these files

were working aids for an individual analyst, they did not become

part of the archival material maintained by NSA. ^
NSA archivists reported to the Committee that Mooney s files

were no different than the personal working aids developed by the

thousands of analysts who have worked at NSA over the years. Ac-

cording to the archivists, his personal working files would have

been destroyed upon his departure because they were not part oi

the official NSA reporting process, and because NSA was not re-

sponsible for maintaining historical information that correlated

with U.S. loss reports. Furthermore, because of the sensi-



tive nature of their primary source—SIGINT—Mooney’s files could

not be maintained separate from the normal archival process.

According to Mooney and his NSA supervisor, the Vietnam

branch of NSA was never-asked to provide , an .overall .ljrtjof their
.

assessment of POW-MIA personnel prior to Operation Homecom-

ing. The Committee finds this surprising. Even though NSA was

not the Lead Agency for maintaining information on POW s and

MIA’s, it appears that it would have been routine for a senior Gov-

ernment official to have directed an Intelligence Community-rode

search for information relevant to POW’s and MIA s. NSA s infor-

mation could have been useful both for the U.S. negotiators at the

peace talks and for those responsible for supervising the final repa-

triation of US. personnel.
„ . •

. ... n
;;

.,

Because the inter-agency process of the Intelligence Community

is subject to the same flaws in information flow as any large orga-

nization, Ihe Committee tasked NSA to examine whether Mooneys,

files could have been important. Analysis indicates that with few

exceptions—involving personnel declared as KIA/BNR—all rele-

vant SIGINT was part of the casualty folders of missing personnel.

,, While SIGINT was.used during the war to phce pereonneLm the

POW category, only a handful who were ever confirmed by SIGINT

as actually being POWs did not return at Operation Homecoming.

The review requested by the Committee failed to identify any m-

stance where the appropriate SIGINT indicating capture had not

been associated with the missing individual prior to Homecoming

although there was one instance resulting from the Committees

review in which an additional piece of information was located and

added to an individual’s file.
. .

'

, .

In fact, it was standard procedure during war-time for analysts

at field intercept stations to put “analyst notes or comments at

the bottom of SIGINT reports to list potential loss candidates who

might or might not correlate to the incident described in an inter-

cept. While one can surmise that greater involvement by NSA
could have somehow helped during the Homecoming accounting

process, the fact remains that three separate reviews of SIGINT

materials by NSA and DIA have failed to uncover any significant

SIGINT materials missed or omitted relating to possible POWs.

Mooney remained concerned about the POW-MIA issue after his

retirement from the US. Air Force. He permitted Committee in-

vestigators and NSA officials to review the extensive information

thathe has collected since his retirement. He reconstructed some

of the information from memory, and because his NSA. workmg

aids apparently no longer exist, it was impossible to check his

recollections against his Vietnam War-era information.

However, it was possible to check his “reconstructed informa-

tion” against war-time SIGINT reports. Each one of Mooney s alle-

gations was investigated by NSA, and a corresponding all-source

investigation was conducted by DIA. Neither agency was able to

confirm any of Mooney’s allegations, particularly those involvmg

the Buspected movement of American POWs to the Soviet Union.

Interestingly, as part of his research he has identified several

names of members of the foreign news media who had access to

U.S prisoners. If contacted, these individuals might be able to pro-

vide additional information on U.S. POW’s. The Committee be-



lieves that this would be an appropriate tesk ^ part of an inteUi-

gence community open-source collection effort. In any event, Moon-

ey’s material has allowed Committee investigators to bring togeth-

er a great deal of material as an additionsd check oirthe informa-

tion that NSA lias onhpd. His efforts on behalf of the POW-MIA^

issue are greatly appreciated.

NSA and Baron 52

During the Committee’s August, 1992 hearing, the Vice Chair-

man raised the subject of NSA reports dissemmated on February 5,

$73, the same day that an EC-47Q aircraft with 8 U.S^emcemen

was shot down by North Vietnamese units in Laos. The aircraft

has been referred to as “Baron 52." The Vice Chairman expressed

concern over the substance of the intelligence reports andthemci-
i

•
• .1 fVisit it nrp.nired after the si£h>

jjurrng me same nearing,

the contention that the intercepted l^omation^rtained totoe

EC-47. Mr. Destatte also attacked the May, 1973 NSA report possi-

bly correlating the traffic to the EC-47 stating the report was the

“musings” of NSA analyst Mr. Jerry Mwney.My. Mr.^estatte .

contended he had spoken wth_ one of the SAR ^^^m^nbem^Mr.

Ron Schofield, who he said discarded the possibility that anyone

could have survived from Baron. 52. According to ms testunony,

Mooney .believed at the time of the incident that four of the eight

crew members survived the shootdown.; ..

In January 1592, Mooney noted in his testimony that at the time

the incident was reported, an unnamed DIA analyst agreed with

him on the telephone that the four crew members were gone for-

ever” The inference in Mooney’s testimony was that because of the

sensitive nature of the aircraft’s mission, captured crew members

had been taken to the USSR. ^ Ton
Under questioning by one Committee member during ^ ^ *

uary hearing, Mooney admitted that he never had direct xnfonna-

tio?
1

that American POW’s were taken to ^Soviet £
sponse to another Committee member’s question, he said that he

‘

‘saw no evidence that they [prisoners] went to the Soviet Union.

On several occasions during his testimony he said that he believed

that American prisoners had been taken there, but he

to provide any conclusive proof to the Committee to support his

^Ites^dmg to a Committee inquiry, in October 1992 IHAprovi^

ed a detailed examination of many issues surrounding
f]}®

incident. Enclosed with ^examination were declassifi^ testa-

tions of the enemy report that has led several people to different

SpwSnS ofthe^te of theore^of Baron 52. Some beheve

that four crew members survived; DIA disagrees.
. • .

According to the information provided to the Comnutt^, the ini-

tial declassified translation of the enemy s February o, 1973 report

states: “Group is holding four pilots captive and the group is re-

may provide many answers.
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questing orders concerning what to do with them.” According to

DIA, soon after the enemy report was received, a second, more

careful translation was made, and it stated, "Group has four pi-

rates. They are going from.,44 to. 93. They are
i

haying difficulties

moving along the road.” According to information provided to the

Committee, this report with its two translations were the only

sources of enemy information that led Mooney to issue an informal

message on May 2, 1973. His message states’

1. Have reviewed all available information concerning

. the four fliers mentioned in the 5 Feb. message and no ad-

ditional reflections or amplifying information concerning

the disposition of the fliers were revealed. For your infor-

mation and consideration the following is a recap of the

intercept and some other observations concerning this sub-

' ject.
• • '-v

2. Four fliers, whose- nationality was not disclosed, were

located on 5 Feb. in the general area north of Moung

Nong. The fliers were to be transferred from “44,” a proba-

ble reference to kilometer marker 44 on route 914 (XD

495254 16-30N 106-25E) to "93,” a probable reference to

kilometer marker 93 on route 1032 (XD 549505, 16-43N

106-27E), and were apparently en route to west of the

DMZ in Laos. Two persons were to be contacted concern-

ing movement of the POWs and if problems were encoun-

tered, high HQS was to be notified to supply “ways and

means” (references to trucks) to move the fliers. Sufficient -

~ water was to be given to the fliers. •.

:

i

' 7
There had been some difficulties in transporting the

fliers and asked to see if these problems had been resolved

so movement could continue. The person/also asked that

he be notified of their time of departure as he was waiting

for them.
Although the initial location given, is some 65 km from

the crash site it is possible that at least part of the crew

were able to bail out prior to the crash and therefore could

have been closer to this point than the crash site when

they were captured. Further, since vehicle transportation

was indicated, rapid movement is reasonable. It is possible

that these four fliers were part of the crew of the EC-47.

Since Mooney’s May 1973 message refers to a single enemy Feb-

ruary 5, 1973 report and the translations of the report available to

the Committee appear complete, the Committee finds it difficult to

arrive at the same conclusions reached by Mooney in his May 1973

message. For example, it appears that the enemy report contains

no information concerning the pilots being located near Moung
Nong. It does not mention water being given to the fliers. It does

not refer to the supply of “ways and means,” making Mooney’s

conclusion concerning trucks pure conjecture. , .

Nor does the Committee agree with the DIA belief that it was

unlikely that the enemy unit would have used kilometer markers

as reference points in this type of report because using them violat-

ed basic operational security (OPSEC) practices. Other, similar

types of reports have been furnished to the Committee, and enemy



units used kflotiaeter markers as reference points in those reports.

But the Committee concurs with DIA’s view that even if the enemy

report referred to kilometer markers 44 and 93—which ^specula-

tive—more detailed all-source intelligence „lnformatipn^tham .
that

available to Mooney would have been necessary in order to place

the theorized kilometer markers on routes 914 and 1032 in Laos.

For example, DIA conducted a terrain analysis and found that a

chain of mountains exists between the two routes identified by

Mooney in May 1973, and that^
directions. Substantial distance exists between the Baron 52 crash

site and the spots determined by Mooney to be the locations of the

possible kilometer markers. Furthermore, the aircraft s^speed and

reported flight path would not have brought it close to these mark-

In addition, in order to ascertain that the numbers 44 and 93

contained in tie-enemy report referred.to specific kilometer mark-.

.

ers, Mooney would have had to confirm that the kilometer markers

existed as landmarks in that war-tom country in February 1973

and were available to enemy units either as land navigation aids or

as reference points. Having evaluated the information provided by

Mooney and the intelligence information and analysis provided by

DIA, the Committee believes that Mooney's analytical judgments

regarding the Baron 52 incident are largely speculative and unsub-

stantiated. There is no firm evidence that lixiks the Baron 52 crew

to tiie single enemy report upon which Mooney apparently based

-hi
Tte^^nittee

_
notes'that it cannot prove or disprove whether or

not the intercepted information pertains to the capture of crew-

members of the Baron 52. Evidence from the crashsite indicates

that no crewmembers survived, although there was a chance, how-

ever slim, that crewmembers bailed out before the crash. Moreover,

the Committee notes that written documents dated in May, 1973

indicate that Dr. Shields, NSA, and DIA representatives all be-

lieved that there was a possibility Americans had been captured

from this incident. Finally, we note that during an October, 1992

deposition, Mr. Ron Schofield disputed Mr. Destatte’s characteriza-

tion of his comments pertaining to this incident
.

At publication time, an excavation of the Baron 52 crash site was

planned for January 1993. JTF-FA teams returned to Southeast

Asia on Jan. 2, 1993 to begin another 30 days' work.

Intelligence support in Laos

During the Vietnam War, intelligence support for the U.S. effort

in Laos was different than for the other countries in the war-time

theater of operations. According to testimony by former Secretary

of Defense Melvin Laird, the Secretary had to felyiipon. intelli-

gence information from CIA and the Department of State. DIA did

not have much of a collection capability in Laos. He mentioned

that human intelligence reporting was weak. Secretary LainL testi-

fied that he recommended a program to the U.S, Ambassador to

Laos which was designed to improve intelligence support there. Ad-

ditionally* in a memorandum dated September 9, 1971, Secretary

Laird articulated a concern to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, Admiral Thomas Moorer, that poor intelligence support was
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affecting the POW effort. He feared that the lack of ratable intelli-

gence was “hindering United States Otovernment efforts to recover

prisoners of war and MlAs." There was an inference in the memo

that-the -U»S. embassy in^ taosjyas

^AmbisS MacMurtrie Godley, U.S. Ambassador to Lao?* 1969- r

73, denied in his testimony that any such reluctance existed. He

rioted that a Military Intelligence team operating from Thailand

had been a problem because it was responsible for intelligence re-

porting that often was inaccurate and required correction by the

Embassy in Vientiane. Under questioning by one Committee

Member, he indicated that the collection of information on,POW s
;

and MIA’s in Laos had “top” priority. He said that any intelligence

assistance that could be obtained at the time was most welcome.

Under additional questioning by the same Committee Member,

however, the Ambassador agreed that he turned down
:
an offer by

the Joint Chiefs of Staff for additional intelligence assets. He was

unaKlp to provide little explanation for his decision other than,

“What would you do with them?”
, , ... , .

Committee staff reviewed declassified and unredacted material •

relating to the U.S. Army’s HUMINT Exploitation Team in Laos,

Project 5310-03-E. The staff did not review extensively either all

Attache archival reports or documents of Project 404, the organiza-

- tion providing augmentation to the Attache system m Laos, but did

review hundreds of war-time HUMINT raw intelligence reports re-

ceived from Laos, many from this one team. - -
.

, ,

The dossier of the Exploitation Team, supplemented by intelli- s.

gence reports declassified by DIA in December 1978, provide evi-

dence that Ambassador Godley fully supported the U.S. military s

presence in Laos. There is direct evidence the Team s organization,

mission, and structure was appropriate to war-time conditions

there. However, there is also evidence that DIA was less than en-

thusiastic about both the team and its operations.. _ ,, .

The Team’s concept of operations began in 1970, when the Army ;

Attache, Lt. Col. Ed Duskin, invited an Army survey team to Laos

to explore what more could be done, particularly in the area oj

POW/MIA intelligence. The Team concluded that experienced

HUMINT personnel were needed. Declassified messages demon-

strate that a recommendation to this effect was wholeheartedly

supported by the attache staff, the OA station, and the Ambassa-

dor. The first U.S. Army interrogation officer and a member of the •

initial survey team 283 arrived in Vientiane in March 1971. A field-

grade team officer arrived that summer- Two additional case offi-

cers arrived in 1972 to augment the Team. .
. . . ,

Operating within U.S. Embassy guidelines^designed to downplay

the U.S. presence, the Team employed a small staff of locally hired

arid Team-trained interrogators, including former North Vietnam-

ese Army Capt. Mai Dai Hap. Hap was the major contributor to

the Rand Corp. ‘s war-time study on Laos. _ . ,

The Team operated as a joint U.S. effort with the Royal Lao

Army intelligence staff, which from the outset included daily con-

Presently a Committee investigator.
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tacts With the Lao Army Headquarters and Military Region 5. By
1972, this was expanded to include all other military regions in

Laos, and was done with close coordination and cooperation with

CIA station staff. ......

Beginning in 1971, the Team ensured all North Vietnamese

Army and Pathet Lao prisoners and defectors were interrogated in

detail on a wide variety of in-country, theater, and national intelli-

gence requirements. Declassified documents confirm that informa-

tion on U.S. POWs and MIAs was the first subject covered with all

these sources. This small Exploitation Team produced all military

HUMINT originated reports from Laos during 1971-75 and aver-

aged one report per day.

Every North Vietnamese Army and significant Pathet Lao sol-

dier arriving at Vientiane was interrogated in detail; however,

with the majority of U.S. POWs who survived into captivity being

taken to North Vietnam within a .matter of dajp or.weeks,, there

were no known prison camps for U.S. POWs available for exploita-

tion by the Joint Personnel Recovery Center or U.S. led paramili-

tary forces. ‘v'v-
,

1

.

.The team’s archival records confirm that the problem with war-

time HUMINT reporting in Laos was the lack of pnsonSrs iuxd de-

fectors (called ralliers by the North Vietnamese). For example,

during 1964-74, there were slightly more than 150 North Vietnam-

ese Army POWs who reached Vientiane. The precise number of de-

fectors may have been a similar amount. Tins was a drop in the

bucket from the tens of thousands of North Vietnamese Army
forces from Military Region IV and the 559th Group operating the

Ho Chi Minh Trail.

However, these prisoners and defectors were primarily from

frontline tactical units, had recently been rotated into Laos, and

were not from the rear-area logistical groups where most U.S.

airmen were lost. Thus, the prisoners and defectors often had more
information about aircraft losses over North Vietnam than over

Laos. . V, ' > ’

"

:

..

The Pathet Lao saw little sustained combat after the mid-1960s,

being almost entirely a North Vietnamese by-controlled effort, and

their force structure in Laos was negligible. It shrank to almost

nothing in southern Laos in 1972, when nearly the entire South

Laos Regional Command Headquarters, and all major subordinate

units, defected to the Royal Lao Government. A key ingredient in

Laos was its severe underpopulation—less than four million people.

Laos was half the geographical size of Vietnam, with onetenth its

population.

The Team did not operate in isolation to the remainder of the U.

S. intelligence organization in the region. The team regularly co-

ordinated with the Order of Battle Center in Udorn, Thailand; in-

telligence exploitation centers in South Vietnam; and with both

Lao and Thai military intelligence officials. The Team was with-

drawn from Laos in the Springof 1975, after local staff came under

increasing pressure from the Pathet Lao in Vientiane. The project

was terminated at the end of 1975.

Archival records of this Tea confirm that the Team conducted its

first behind-the-lines agent operation in 1972. Other operations fol-

lowed later, and declassified documents confirm that DIA was op-



posed to them, notwithstanding its objective to gather POW/MIA '

i

intelligence. : T..
:

All such agent operations had to be conducted from Thailand

and were suspended in 1975 upon the direction of the U.S. Ambas-~

sador. The focus of these operations was POW/MIA intelligence

from Pathet Lao areas of Laos and from Hanoi in North Vietnam.

They did not take place for the obvious reason, demonstrated else-

where in this Report, that DIA and others at the national level no

longer viewed the subject as the nation’s intelligence priority.

Other NSA sources ;’ ;
”

The Committee found no evidence to corroborate claims by Ter-

rell Minarcin; sources Minarcin suggested investigators interview

and others said his claims were unfounded. Although Barry Toll

did occupy the position of Intelligence NCG on the CINCLANT Air-

borne Command Post and did have access to sensitive message traf-

fic, Committee investigators were unable to locate any former crew

members of his team who could corroborate the messages he claims

to have seen. His former Army JAG lawyer did corroborate partly

his allegations that DIA continued to^monitor- his whereabouts

after his military discharge.2®4

Chapter 5: Goverment Policies and Actions

PRESIDENTS NIXON, FORD, CARTER AND REAGAN

As part of its effort to conduct the most thorough investigation

possible, the Select Committee asked former Presidents Richard

Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan to grant the

Committee access to POW/MIA-related materials in their Presiden-

tial libraries and to submit to formal depositions regarding the

handling of POW/MIA-related issues during their administrations.

The Committee recognized that the doctrine of Executive Privilege

applied to former administrations, but hoped that the former Presi-

dents, realizing the volatility of the issue, would agree to waive the

privilege. Because of unique concerns about Executive Privilege

and the Constitutional separation of powers, the Committee did not

make the same requests of President Bush.

All four former Presidents granted the Select Committee access

to relevant materials in their Presidential libraries, but none pro-

vided a sworn deposition. The Committee chose not to attempt to

challenge any claims of Executive Privilege and not to attempt to

compel the former Presidents’ testimony. The Committee attempt-

ed to negotiate less formal arrangements for obtaining the former

Presidents’ views on points important to the investigation.

These negotiations resulted in several different arrangements.

President Ford agreed to meet informally with Chairman Kerry

and Vice Chairman Smith. Presidents Nixon and Carter declined

to meet in person with members or staff of the Committee, but

agreed to provide signed, written answers to written questions.

Only President Reagan declined to answer the Select Committee’s

questions in any form or setting.

*M J. Iawrence Wright, Attorney Affidavit, Aug. 19, 1992.
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The questions posed -to Presidents Nixon and Carter, along with
the answers provided, are reproduced in full in the appendix. The
informal meeting between Senators Kerry and Smith and Presi-

dent Ford will be scheduled as soon as all parties can meet.

DECLASSIFICATION

Overview ;

.

:

.y::

From its inception, the Committee recognized that a successful

investigation of the FOW/MIA issue could not stop at searching for

or even obtaining—answers: to ensure that the American people

could have faith that the investigation was comprehensive, it

would be necessary to give the American people the documents and
other information they need to reach their own conclusions.

At the same time, the Committee had to identify and obtain all

relevant POW/MIA infoimation^to burrow, through .the mountain
of paper toward answers, to put those with information oh record

ana pursue the leads they suggested before stories were squared

among witnesses or information disappeared. The Committee
r
s first

priority was to examine any evidence of live Americans; its second

was to lay out for all Americans the evidence to let them judge its

merits for themselves.

In the past, the classification of most POW/MIA documents had
incurred public distrust and hampered the ability of Congress to

exercise its oversight responsibilities and the public’s ability to un-

derstand the actions behind the words “highest national priority.”

This stalemate has lasted nearly 30 years in the case of Vietnam
War POW/MIA information, and longer for Korean War and
World War II documents which remain a secret even from the

POW/MIA families. V..;

To ensure that it could meet its two-pronged goals, the Commit-
tee first sought to reduce the amount of information withheld on

national security grounds and then to find ways to expeditiously

declassify and release to the public as much of that information as

possible.

To get all essential materials declassified, the Committee agreed

that some secrets must be kept: the names of intelligence sources

who may be needed for information in the future; the methods the

U.S. employs to gather intelligence; and materials generated as

policy makers debate options. No other country in the world dis-

closes these secrete—or as much as the U.S. is disclosing by declas-

sifying the vast majority of its POW/MIA documents.

The Committee’s commitment to full public disclosure was re-

ferred to frequently in many of the Committee’s hearings, includ-

ing in June 1992:

There is no disagreement between Senator Smith and
me whatsoever as to the direction of this committee or

what we will do with respect to information. Senator

Smith and I have announced since the inception of this

committee that we will seek full declassification of all ma-
terial relevant to this issue and that it will take a major

showing of national security concern in order to prevent

us from seeking that declassification of material now 20 or

more years old. We have been in touch with various par-
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ties and we have gotten much of that. And we appreciate

the cooperation. I might add that the Defense Department,

the State Department, and the National Security Council

have provided to this committee documents that have
never before been viewed with respect to this issue.

,
Both Senator Smith and I believe that we could still do

better. Both of us believe that there are procedures in

place that could be simplified, and both of us believe that

the agencies of our Government could frankly be more
forthcoming by dumping it on our doorstep rather than
waiting for us to have to request it and go through a tug of

war.*88 V

In all, the Committee sent nearly 500 individual requests for in-

formation and obtained and reviewed millions of pages of docu-

ments from scores _ of U.S.: agencies, offices, and other sources.

These unprecedented steps were taken to assure that all that can

be done to get the American public answers is being done, and that

as much information as possible about the POW/MIA issue is

available to POW/MIA families and others. v

The Committee believes that its legapy will be that it removed
the shroud of secrecy which for too long has hidden information

about POW/MIAs from public scrutiny. The Committee’s Members
believe that this legacy should become an enduring one, and that

secrecy never again becomes the watchword of U.S. accounting for

pow/mias. - v ...

Existing law: Executive Order 12536

When the Committee started its work, there was little evidence

that DoD, the armed services, or any Government agency or de-

partment was systematically reviewing classified POW/MIA relat-

ed information with a view towards determining whether that in-

formation should be given to families. This apparent government-
wide failure to even consider declassifying POW/MIA information

was inconsistent with the requirements of Executive Order 12536,

in effect since April 1982:

This Order prescribes a uniform system for classifying,

declassifying and safeguarding national security informa-

tion. It recognizes that it is essential that the public be in-

formed concerning the activities of its government, but
that the interests of the United States and its citizens re-

quire that certain information concerning the national de-

fense and foreign relations be protected against unauthor-
ized disclosure. Information may not be classified under
this Order unless its disclosure reasonably could be expect-

ed to cause damage to the national security.

The Executive Order specifically limits how classifications are

applied:

In no case shall information be classified in order to con-

ceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error;

to prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or

*•* Kerrey, June 24. 1992.
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agency; to restrain competition; or to prevent or delay the

release of information that does not require protection in

the interest of national security.
--- -- Information shall be declassified or downgraded as soon :

-t

as national security considerations permit.286

The fact that the relevant POW/MIA related documents were
classified did not prevent the Committee from obtaining them,

however, either in redacted form (with portions blacked out) or in

their entirety. In virtually all instances, the portions redacted pro-

tected intelligence “sources” or “methods” from being identified, a

longstanding practice the Committee recognizes as valid. In a few

instances, the redacted information concerned deliberative process-

es which the agencies sought to protect in order to assure that its

personnel would not be inhibited in discussing the pros and cons of

various policies. ..V -

;V; '

Prior disclosure efforts :

In 1988, then-Congressman Bob Smith introduced legislation re-

quiring the declassification of POW/MIA records. That effort was
incorporated^^ inTahram^meriTto the Intelligence Authorization

Act for FY 1989 which codified into law the DOD’s responsibility to

provide to POW/MIA families any information “Which potentially

correlated to their missing loved ones.”

In 1990, Congressman Smith -introduced legislation (“the Truth

bill”), co-sponsored by-more than 200 Members of the House of

Representatives,- to require the release of airPOW/MIA informa-

tion, including live-sighting reports, unless a determination was
made that the release of a particular report would jeopardize the

safe return of any American still held, or would invade the privacy

of a primary next of Kin. Due to time constraints, no action on this

legislation was taken by the 101st Congress.

A day before the Committee was created, the Defense Authoriza-

tion Act of 1991 was signed into law. This measure included an
amendment sponsored by Sen. John McCain that requires the Sec-

retary of Defense to declassify live-sighting reports or other infor-

mation in DOD’ s custody about the location, treatment, or condi-

tion of any Vietnam-era POW/MIA. It also requires that the de-

classified information be made available in a suitable library-like

location within the Washington, D.C. area for public review and
photocopying. A second library for families’ use also will be estab-

lished. McCain’s amendment protects families’ privacy rights,

which reserve information correlated to a serviceman for his fami-

ly’s use. : ;
j'y’-

Senate Joint Resolution 125

The Committee’s widely shared concern about the declassifica-

tion issue next was reflected in Senate Joint Resolution 125, which
memorialized Congress’ intent to enact legislation directing federal

departments and agencies tp make public, information relating to

POWs or MIAS from World War II, the Korean Conflict, and the

Vietnam Conflict. It also directed DoD to make a list of all people so

1,6 Executive Order i2356, April 2, 1982.



classified. The joint resolution was agreed to by the Senate on Feb-

ruary 11, 1992 and by the House of Representatives on February

26. 1992;: -:-v
;
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:

^
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Committee task force on declassification

As the Committee’s investigative efforts intensified, it recognized

the need to press harder for declassification. In May 1992, the Com-
mittee established a Task Force on Declassification, headed by Sen-

ators Robb and Grassley to identify the POW/MIA documents

needing declassification, prioritize them, and propose a schedule for

their public release at the earliest possible date;
.

; {

The Task Force interviewed CDO representatives and learned

that CDO’s initial intention was to declassify live-sighting reports

first, and then, if approval by POW/MIA families was granted, de-

classify some DIA and JCRC casualty, files; that was the limit of

CDO’s declassification authority. On May 13, 1992, DoD transferred

641 declassified live sighting reports to the Library of Congress in

Washington, D,C. which began indexing the reports for use by the

public. Following initial review of its files of iive^sighting reports,

DoD indicated to the Committee that approximately 1,600 first*

hand live-sighting reports, and approximately 2,700 hearsay reports

would be declassified by early fall 1992.

The Task Force believed that declassification should go further

and be done by other agencies as well—to the Defense Intelligence

Agency, the National Security Agency, the
-

Service Intelligence

Agencies, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Centra] Intelligence Agency,

the National Security Council, and the State Department among
them. The Committee planned to include all of its own documents

in the National Archives, but the use of classified materials in

depositions and interrogatories required an additional effort to de-

classify those depositions and interrogatories.

On July 1, 1992, Senators Robb and Grassley recommended, and
the Committee unanimously agreed to:

:

Transmit a letter to the President requesting expeditious de-

classification of POW/MIA records from the Vietnam War;
Direct the Chairman to introduce a resolution to the full

Senate on declassifying POW/MIAs;
Reconvene a Committee meeting within a month to evaluate

progress and consider initiating alternative formal declassifica-

tion means.

Seriate Resolution 400

The Committee’s alternative was contained in Senate Resolution

400, adopted May 19, 1976. This never-before-tried avenue estab-

lished the authority for the Senate to declassify, on its own initia-

tive, information in its possession:

Sec. 8. (a) The select committee may, subject to the pro-

visions of this section, disclose publicly any infonnation in

the possession of such committee after a determination by
such committee that the public interest would be served by

such disclosure. Whenever committee action is required to

disclose any information under this section, the committee

shall meet to vote on the matter within five days after any
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member of the committee requests such a vote No
member of the select committee shall disclose any infor-

mation, the disclosure of which requires a committee vote,

prior to a vote by the committee on the question of the dis-

closure of such information or after such vote except in ac-
“

cordance with this section.

(b) (1) In any case in which the select committee votes to

disclose publicly any information which has been classified

under established security procedures, which has been sub-

mitted to it by the executive branch, and which the execu-

; tive branch requests be kept secret, such committee shall

notify the President of such vote.

(2) The select committee may disclose publicly such im
formation after the expiration of a five-day period follow-

ing the day on which notice of such vote is transmitted to

. . the President, unless, prior to. the expiration, of such five- y
day period, the President notifies the committee that he
objects to the disclosure of such information, provides his

reasons therefor, and certifies that the threat to the na-

tional interest of the United States posed by such disclo-

sure is vital and outweighs any public interest in the dis-

. closure. /;•' y :

y.;. : •;>/ y,
;
:-.W

(3) If the President notifies the select committee of his

objections to the disclosure of such information as provided

in paragraph^), such committee may, by majority vote,

referthe question of the disclosure of such information to

the-Senate for consideration, such information shall not r
'

",
thereafter be publicly disclosed without leave of the
Senate. /y'' ;yy

(4) Whenever the select committee votes to refer the
question of disclosure of any information to the Senate
under paragraph (3), the chairman shall, not later than
the first day on which the Senate is in session following

the day on which the vote occurs, report the matter to the

Senate for its consideration.

The primary drawbacks with S.R. 400 were:

That it had not been tested;

It required the material to be identified in advance—requir-
ing the Committee to know exactly what it sought, rather than

getting a wholesale declassification that may have produced
documents whose existence was unknown;
Only the materials in the Senate's possession could be de-

classified; and ':y.:

Putting the law into effect would require a vote of the full

Thus, the Committee tried to obtain a wholesale declassification

by asking the President for an executive order.

Members* ktter to President Bush

To appeal for the best help in getting full declassification—by en-

listing the aid of the Commander-in-Chief—the Committee sent a
letter to President Bush oh July 1, 1992. It stated, in relevant part:



We are writing to request that you issue an executive

order to declassify and publicly release all documents,
files, and other materials in the government's possession

that relate to American POWs or MLAs lost in Southeast

Mistrust and suspicion of the government’s role and ac-

tions on POW/MIA matters through the years have hin-

dered efforts to resolve questions related to our lost Ameri-
can servicemen, and we believe declassifying documents
will begin to provide POW/MIA families the answers they
nsod and dcsfervs

Pursuant to Section 1082 of the FY 1992-1993 National
Defense Authorization Act, the Defense Department has
begun to declassify certain documents, but the effort tar-

gets only a fraction of POW/MIA. materials in the govern-

ment’s possession. We believe it is in the interests of all

those concerned, to achieve much broader declassification,

and have attached a list of documents that encompasses
the full range of information that we believe shouldhe re-

leased as expeditiously as possible. We reserve the right to

„ add to our request should we desire additional documents L .

needed to complete our investigation.

We understand that for reasons of national security,

some materials to be released to the public require redac-

tion. However, our investigation has convinced us that the
vast majority of materials related to the POW/MIA issue

now protected by the National Security Classification

System could be released to the~public in full with abso-

lutely no harm or risk to national security or to the fami-

lies’ right to privacy. . . .
287

Among the documents the Committee sought were the papers of
Henry Kissinger, former Presidents Nixon Ford, Carter, Reagan
and President Bush, WSAG minutes and other materials, live-

sighting and other reports, casualty files (except as protected by
families’ right to privacy), DIA’s historical, current, and intelli-,

gence files, the files of top Administration officials, including
former Secretaries of Defense Caspar Weinberger and Frank Car-
lucci, wartime and post-war NSA product reports, service intelli-

gence files, imagery files, and documents from the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, CIA, NSC, and State Department.288 The list was a starting

point, Sen. Grassley explained in a statement to the full Senate:

This list is by no means meant to be finite. During the (

course of further investigation, we may discover additional

batches of documents that are as yet unknown to us. If so,

we intend to identify those documents and communicate
our desire to add them to the list Our objective in creating

'

the list was to be as specific as possible in defining the uni-

verse of documents to be declassified, yet general enough
to avoid precluding newly discovered documents from de- /,

;

classification.289

*"T July 1, 1992 letter to President Bush.
Attachment to Bush letter.

Grassley floor statement, July 2, 1992.
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Senate Resolution 324

While the National League of Families condemned the move, re-
sponse from POW/MIA families was overwhelmingly to demon-
strate the support for declassification that the-Committee believed
was widespread, it also sought the backing of the full Senate for its

efforts. On July 2, 1992, Senators Robb and Grassley introduced
Senate Resolution 324 which provided, in pertinent part:

It is the sense of the Senate that the President of the
United States expeditiously issue an Executive Order re-
quiring all Executive Branch departments and agencies to
declassify and publicly release without compromising U.S.
national security all documents, files, and other materials
pertaining to POWs and MIAs.*90

In introducing the resolution, Sen. Grassley stated:

' v'~

. The reasons this committee, indeed thepublic and, I

believe the Senate support this request for declassification
are self-evident. Mystery and suspicion have shrouded this
issue from Day One. National security secrecy merely

- -- feeds the suspicion; -
:

--v;-- ... •

Let there be no doubt-—in adopting this resolution, the
Senate is firmly committing itself, in the public interest, to
full, public disclosure of all documents, safeguarding only
legitimate risks to national security and families’ right to

.privacy.
291 - -

”
'

.

By a unanimous vote' of 96-0, the Senate agreed to the’ resolu-
tion. The Committee kept up the pressure to have relevant docu-
ments declassified, sending one of many letters to the Executive
Branch.292 The letter set forth a timetable and a priority schedule,
to be fully implemented—and all requested documents declassi-
fied—by Oct. 31, 1992.

Executive Order 12812

President Bush lent his support to efforts to have declassify
POW/MIA documents on July 22, 1992, as set forth in relevant
part below:

... by the authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America,
I hereby order as follows:

Section 1. All executive departments and agencies shall
expeditiously review all documents, files, and other materi-
als pertaining to American POWs and MIAs lost in South-
east Asia for the purposes of declassification in accordance
with the standards and procedures of Executive Order No.
12356:

Sec. 2. All executive departments and agencies shall

make publicly available documents, files, ana other mate-
rials declassified pursuant to section 1, except for those the

• ««SR324. . ':v
1,1

Ibid.
. .

. v'.-; •

, V.v

.

*•* July 9. 1992 letter to the ftesident'i Deputy lap] Adriier and Special Aoutant ior Na-
tionii Security AffaiA.
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disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy or returnees, family members
or POWs and MIAs, or other persons, or would impair the

deliberative processes of the executive branch.893 ;

Central Document Office

In December 1991, recognizing the scope of the Committee’s in-

tended inquiry and in order to comply with the provisions of the

McCain Arnendinent, Defense Secretly Cheney created the POW/
MIA Central Document Office (CDO) under the Assistance Secre-

tary of Defense Command Control, Communications and Intelli-

gence.
: /'. ).y-y

" yV:- , ij
'y

In compliance with Executive Order 12812, departments and
agencies have begun the task of reviewing and declassifying, to the

fullest extent possible, all documents, files, and other materials

pertaining to American POWs and MIAs lost in Southeast Asia.

CDO, which has coordinated most, but not all, of the declassifica-

tion efforts; a November 1992 progress report detailed its accom-

plishments: 'y^iy'y'y^ ^ \ .''^ry.y'rj-jyy .y';...

, . .- l ; Hesponded to over 400 written Committee requests for

records, documents, files, lists, memoranda, briefings,

notes, summaries, and other material. Served as liaison be-

tween the Committee and various DoD agencies in sched-

uling depositions and arranging for witnesses at hearings.

2. Organized, trained, and equipped a staff of over 70

military and civilian personnel to redact and declassify

Vietnam-era records and other material requested by the

Committee.

3. Expended over $2,000,000 in purchased services, sup-

plies, maintenance, and utilities and rents (not including

the salaries of over 70 DoD military and civilian person-

nel). Specifically,

a. Over 3,000,000 pages of copy paper and seven
copying machines

b. Over 28,800 rolls of correction tape used to redact

sensitive inteUigence sources and methods. (If laid end
to end, this tape would extend over 318 miles, or

almost five times around Washington’s beltway.)

4. Driven over 7,000 miles in the Washington metropoli-

tan area retrieving documents from over 20 archival stor-

age sites and delivering specifically requested documents

.

to the Committee.

5. Declassified over 60 depositions taken by Committee
investigators to support open hearings and related activi-

ties including coordinating with external agencies to de-

classify non-DoD material.

6. Made available for committee review an estimated 1.5

million pages of Vietnam-era records. Established an “on
call” delivery and courier service for the Committee staff,

delivering to the Committee offices 100-200 files daily, pro-

*** Executive Order, "Declassification and Release of Materials Pertaining to Prisoners of
War and Missing in Action."



vided trained personnel to redact “on the spot” sensitive
intelligence to facilitate the Committee’s investigation.

7. Served as the focal point to coordinate declassification
of documents which contained multiplejagency_equities,in-
cluding those of the Department of State, Central Intelli-

gence Agency, National Security Agency, National Securi-
ty Council, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the De-
fense Intelligence Agency. . . .

294

• On Dec. 1, 1992, the DoD issued its mid-course review of CDO
project. Portions of its report are set forth below:

The task set by Congress required that the CDO:
(1) Task Defense components for documents and support-

ing analysis; -''''V
’--

7

(2) Locate, retrieve and consolidate records pertaining to

V Vietnam*ra POW/MIAs;
- Redact - classified records, when required to protect

sensitive sources and methods, prior to transfer to Con-
gress; 7'7 ;

.77.7 V
:
'77

(4) Prepare documents for public repository, and
(5) Serve as the focal point to respond to [Committee] re-

quests for specific Vietnam-era POW/MIA related docu-
V.vV Y 'ments.-v;-- 7,7 Vv :

In practice, the CDO devoted extraordinary amount of time,
effort, and resources to support the [Committee], On a typical day,
the CDO simultaneously

. 777V
- Su^poi^ Cmmittee investigators' review of classified files

in CDO spaces;
:

;

V-77;
Transported classified files to the Office of Senate Security

in the Capitol;
'

;

Redacted files for Committee investigators on-the-spot in the
Office of Senate Security;

Delivered as many as 40,000 pages of declassified material to
the Committee offices for investigators to review;
Located, retrieved, and transported from local area archival

storage facilities specific files requested by the Committee; and
Answered literally dozens of Committee and investigator

questions by telephone or fax. The committee submitted daily
to the CDO as many as ten letters requesting information.
Each letter contained up to 50 separate requests for docu-
ments, lists, printouts, notes, minutes, and other forms of
record material. The CDO has answered over 400 Committee
letters requesting information by retrieving information from
DoD sources at all levels and making it available to the Com-

;

mittee. 7:%;. 7» : V-.7
;
7/ ,;;;7 77: 77.v7'7'7 .7 :,7

7'- ;

v
The Committee held eight sets of multiple-day hearings on

POW/MIA related subjects during 1992. It frequently tasked the
CDO, most often on short notice, to declassify hundreds of pages of
specific reports to support these hearings.

_

The CDO reviewed for declassification over 60 Committee deposi-
tions of up to 250 pages each. Materials submitted by the Commit-
tee for declassification often required multiple government agency

1,4 Attachment to Andrews letter, November—, 1992.
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review of each document, including the Central .Intelligence,

Agency, and Department of State. The Committee encountered dif-

ficulty in obtaining timely, multiple reviews and requested that the

CDO serve as the government-wide focal point for coordinating this

multi-agency review process; The CDO coordinated and completed

all requested reviews, including the weekend delivery of declassi-

fied depositions to former Cabinet officials.

The CDO also reviewed for declassification numerous documents

the Committee requested which were originated by non-DoD agen-

cies but reflected DoD equities. These included such organizations

as the Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Council,

State Department, Federal Bureau of Investigation and Drug En-

forcement Agency. This material is conservatively estimated at

10,000 pages.29® ..

-
.

According to the CDO review, DoD’s obligations under the

McCain Amendment suffered; at publication time, roughly one-
~

sixth of the work due by November 1994 is complete. The review

detailed progress on its McCain-Amendment duties:

Simultaneously, and in response to the .disclosure re-

quirement in Section 1082 of the National Defense Author-

ization Act, the CDO provided over 100,000 pages of declas-

sified material to the Federal Research Division of the Li-

brary of Congress to be indexed and microfilmed for access

by the public. The pace and volume of work accelerated in

July when the .President directed, by Executive Order

- 12812, that all records pertaining to Vietnam-era POW/
MIAs be reviewed for declassification. This order enlarged

the volume of material to be reviewed for declassification

and public release to any estimated 1.5 million pages.

As a result of the heavy workload imposed by the [Committee]

during late 1991 and 1992, the majority of the original task levied

by Congress in Section 1082 remains to be completed.

DIA records include over 17,500 source files from Vietnam, Laos,

and Cambodia. To date, the CDO has declassified 1,613 source files

(9 percent). The frequent interruptions of source file declassifica-

tion to support Committee requests have hampered an accurate

production estimate on source fue declassification. ...

The second major collection of records covered by Section 1082

are the DIA, service, and Joint Task Force-Full Accounting casual-

ty files. In compliance with Section 1082 family consent require-

ments, the CDO drafted and coordinated the submission, through

the service casualty officers, of letters to the designated next-of-kin

of the 2,266 unaccounted for servicemen requesting consent to re-

lease to the Library of Congress records pertaining to the service-

men’s location, treatment, or condition. To date:

871 (38 percent) have granted consent;

187 (8 percent) have denied consent;
. , , ,

62 (3 percent) have withheld consent; next-of-kin have asked

to be provided a completed, declassified file prior to providing

a decision granting or denying consent; these files have been

Report on COO, Dec. 1, 1992.
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declassified and submitted, through the service casualty offi-

'

cers, to the appropriate next of kin.

No reply has been received from the remaining 1,146 (51 per-

-cent); a second follow-up letter has been sent-by the service

casualty officers as a good-faith effort to elicit a response.

In summary, the CDO has supported the Committee’s inves-

tigation with a totally unconstrained document location, re-

trieval, declassification, and delivery (courier) service.

Discussion 'o

.

The results of the Committee’s efforts to declassify POW/MIA in-

formation are unparalleled in U.S. history. When the declassifica-

tion process is complete, well Over one million pages of previously

classified information will have been made available to the public.

The investigation met significant resistance from certain agen-

cies of the U.S.- Government in the release and declassification of '

' the requested materials:

The DIA refused to declassify the “sources” and “methods”

which they had used to build up their files. The Committee un-

V derstood the grounds for not declassifying these materials to

the general public since the sources lives could be endangered,

information resources compromised or hard-won crypto-analy-

sis work lost It was less understandable why the DIA refused

to disclose the names of sources to appropriately cleared staff

of the Committee so the_ source’s, story could be checked with

the,original source. _ -

The CIA initially refused to allow even appropriately cleared

members of the Committee staff to review past and current

operational files (with the notable exception of a detention

camp in Laos). This matter was partially resolved in December
when a single selected staff member was allowed to review the

files.
;

CIA officials did not allow the Committee to have access to

their Presidential Daily Briefs. Instead, they reviewed the doc-

uments themselves for POW content and wrote short summa-
ries of POW related material. These summaries were made
available to the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Commit-

tee. Also, the CIA did not allow Committee investigators to

have access to the Executive Registry which are the DCFs per-

sonal Office files. .

The NSC refused to allow anyone but Senators to review the

current administration files and limited the review of past ad-

ministration files to the Staff Director, Chief Counsel and

three senior staff members.
The BoD refused to allow anyone but the Chairman and

Vice Chairman to review the POW returnee debriefings from

1973. This was in spite of a release that the Committee had ob-

tained from several hundred of the POW returnees involved.

The DoD OSD/ISA initially refused to provide certain cur-

rent files to the staff of the Committee, but later allowed

access. The Committee was disturbed to learn, through inter-

nal CDO E-Mail notes, that ISA had intentionally delayed pro-

viding files in order to pre-screen them.
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The Nixon Archives refused to allow access by the Commit-

tee to any of the Watergate tapes that had been requested.

Former President Nixon’s refusal to allow even the most limit-

~ ed " access in the "face of repeated requestsrletters and en-

treaties at the highest levels caused the Committee to draw

sound unfavorable inferences about the actions of the former

President on this issue.

It is unfortunate that the former President had the power to

limit the access and frustrate the wishes of a constitutionally

created Committee of Congress to what was clearly the best

evidence available. • V v
;

The Committee believes that it has had access to the main mate-

rials on POW/MIA issues within the control of the U.S. Govern-

ment. However, it should be noted that the Committee relied on

the good faith compliance of the agencies and departments to its

subpoenas and requests. The Committee had neither the ability nor

desire to storm into a department or agency and “sei2e” its files for

its review. ' ^

In a Government of laws, the Committee relied upon the lawful

compliance of the agencies and departments and found its reliance

well-founded. The areas listed tiove illustrate this: where the

agency or department would not comply on a good-faith basis, the

issue was joined and the department or agency and the Committee

resolved it in a manner acceptable to the Committee. \.:V

The only significant area of non-compliance occurred with re-

spect to the Watergate tapes, where former President Nixon’ ? at-

torneys were able to frustrate the desire of the Committee to

review the tapes for POW/MIA discussions.

Summary

The declassification effort has opened a substantial body of evi-

dence to public scrutiny, but declassification cannot provide all of

the answers. For the U.S. Government and its citizens, the facts

contained in these documents require a judgment. The answers are

notin the blaeked-out portions of some U.S. document; if there are

answers, they are in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.

. PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN .

The problem of Americans in enemy hands was a visible and

painful reminder of the Vietnam War’s cost. Uncertainties about

the prisoners and missing combined with the numbers who came
home in body bags to erode public support for the war.

Vietnam had signed the Geneva Convention governing treatment

of prisoners of war. In an apparent attempt to circumvent the

Geneva Convention, Americans captured by the Vietnamese were

regarded as “international bandits” or “air pirates;” within the

prison system, they were referred to as “criminals,” the American

public learned after Operation Homecoming.
,

v
Given Vietnamese rejection of any limit on their treatment of

American prisoners, families were prepared to believe stories about

abusive treatment of their kin. When the Vietnamese broadcast

antiwar statements made by, or attributed to, American prisoners,

their cvnical manipulation intensified the anger of Americans at



home. Even when Hanoi released Americans in 1968, it sought to

manipulate public opinion by releasing the POWs to war protesters

instead of to U.S. authorities.
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When the Nixon Administration took office in 1969, the Vietnam
War dominated American politics. Having promised a plan where-

by the U.S. could bring the war to a close, the Nixon Administra-

tion had to balance international needs against domestic support

and questions about the fate of Americans missing in Southeast

Asia posed a severe complication—and an opportunity.

The Nixon Administration found one solution for the two related

problems—how to gain better treatment for American prisoners,

and how to maintain public support for the war until it could be
favorably ended—a publicity campaign.

LaifdinitiaUve

Two months after Nixon took office in 1969, Defense Secretary

Melvin Laird demonstrated the United States’ new policy on Amer-
ican prisoners and. the U.S. thrust the plight of the prisoners into

the public spotlight.

Laird’s decision was controversial at the outset. Some critics

thought the prisoners would be better served by quiet efforts

rather than a public campaign. In this view, shared by Kissinger

and Averill Harriman, public criticism would only harden the Viet-

namese and Lao positions, and make it harder to negotiate on this

and related issues. This position was especially attractive to those

who assumed the Vietnam War would be a short one.

Other observers, among them Laird, noted that a quiet approach

had not brought positive results yet, and argued that the Vietnam-

ese were using prisoners to manipulate American public opinion.

POW/MIA families long had pressed the case for more public sup-

port. In late 1966, Sybil Stockdale, wife of Admiral James Stock-

dale, began organizing meetinp among wives of downed pilots.

Eventually, they obtained some official attention from DoD. In Oc-

tober 1968, the American media picked up the story of how few let-

ters from prisoners had been allowed out by the Vietnamese—only
623 since the beginning of the war from 108 prisoners.

Laird introduced new attention to POWs publicly on May 19,

1969, by highlighting North Vietnam’s refusal to provide a list of

prisoners and strongly criticizing their position at a press confer-

ence:

I am deeply shocked and disappointed by this cruel re-

sponse of Hanoi’s representative to such a basic request for

humanitarian action. Hundreds of American wives, chil-

dren, and parents continue to live in a tragic state of un-

certainty caused by the lack of information concerning the

fate of their loved ones. This needless anxiety is caused by

the persistent refusal by North Vietnam to release the

names of U.S. prisoners of war.

I want to reaffirm the continuing hope that Hanoi will

provide a list of American prisoners and permit a free flow

of mail between U.S. prisoners of war and their families.



We continue to urge the immediate release of sick and
wounded prisoners, the neutral inspection of prisoner of
war facilities, and the prompt release of all American pris-

f“~::rdners:2#6
- ;-—

—

The same month, the Viet Cong put forward a 10-point peace
plan stating that prisoner releases would have to be negotiated by
the parties to the conflict as a part of the total settlement of the
war. Similarly, North Vietnam argued that repatriation of prison-

ers must wait until the end of hostilities. The U.S. position was
consistent with the provisions of the Geneva Accords, although not
heavily supported by precedent. ^;.V

Search for allies

That year, the U.S. Government sought to bring the issue to
international attention, including by pressing for United Nations
resolutions and action by the Soviet and Chinese Government,
allies of—and potential conduits to—the Hanoi Government.

Similarly, the State Department stressed the Geneva Convention
on Prisoners of War, generating a debate over North Vietnam’s
reservations about that Convention. In general, North Vietnam
argued that the conflict was not a war, and the Geneva Convention
did not apply—an argument not widely accepted by the interna-
tional community. Hanoi also argued that the prisoners were war
criminals, ,and thus not entitled to the protection of the Geneva
Convention. .

•

-V. 'V /,

The Nixon Administration also worked with a variety of private
organizations, including the fledgling National League of Families.
By the end of the first year, it added an informal partnership with
VIVA, which originally supported a policy of victory in Vietnam
that had evolved into a POW/MIA awareness promotion. In 1970,
DoD also dealt with the Committee of Liaison with Families of
Prisoners and Missing (COLIAFAM), which opposed the war but
was able to provide for exchange of mail with POWs. By 1972, sev-
eral regional organization also became devoted to supporting
POW/MIAs as anticipations of their seemingly imminent return
grew. V

H. Ross Perot
.

In the Fall of 1969, Secretary of the Navy John Warner ap-
proached H. Boss Perot to discuss the POW/MIA issue. Perot told
Committee investigators that at that time Warner, Perot’s friend,
and Warner’s aide (Col. William Leftwich) visited at length about
the POW issue. Warner arranged for Perot to talk with Col. Chap-
pie James of the DoD, which in turn led to a meeting with Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense Capen. Eventually, Perot said he talked
with Kissinger, who asked him to mount a private effort to assist

American prisoners. The objective was to embarrass the North Vi-
etnamese into improving treatment of American prisoners to im-
prove their chance of surviving. Col. Alexander Haig was Perot’s
liaison with the NSC, he said.

‘"Pentagon praai conference, Mayl9,1969.
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Perot said he responded vigorously to the White House request,
launching a spectacular mission that Christinas. A chartered plane
was loaded with carefully designed packages for each prisoner even
for the missing so as to avoid the appearance of having decided
their fate, no matter how strong the evidence of death. At the same
time, Perot financed a trip to Paris for POW wives and children,

where they appealed directly to the Vietnamese mission there.

At home,- Perot founded “United We Stand,” 287 a POW/MIA
awareness group with chapters in most states, which coordinated a
letter campaign to the Vietnamese mission in Paris. Later, Perot
learned from returned prisoners that their treatment did improve
in direct correlation with his efforts.298

A further discussion of the impact of Mr. Perot’s work during
these years can be found in chapter 7 of this report.

WW bracelets :Y

The most memorable private effort was distribution of bracelets

engraved with the name of American POW/MIAs. Begun by Voices
in Vital America (VIVA) and headed at the time by Carol Bates,

this approach raised millions , of dollars for travel by families to

Paris and Moscow to repeat Perot’s 1969-70 efforts. VIVA also

staged POW/MIA rallies, with guarded help from the DoD.
Nearly a million bracelets have been distributed during the cam-

paign and since, according to the League.

&b Toy raid% ; Y yYy ,•? ;_-Y Y. .--YYv > Y\:7Yw;Y,

The Nixon Administration’s effective use of the Son Tay raid

supported its efforts to promote public awareness. Launched under
the most stringent secrecy in late November 1970, the raid pene-

trated North Vietnam to the prison site at Son Tay, some 75 miles
west of Hanoi. The raiders ibade their way in, found an empty
prison, and flew out.

Subsequently, with genuine heroes to fed, the country celebrated

the effort and honored the j»rticipants. The message that the U.S.
was capable of such an action, and the connection between their

efforts and the plight U.S. POWs endured was obvious and over-

came the mission’s failure to rescue POWs. The Nixon Administra-
tion also used nationwide commemorations to undergird the public

awareness efforts.

OPERATION HOMECOMING

To date, the United States’ best opportunity to learn about the
fates of unaccounted-for servicemen came in February and March
1972, when 591 Americans were returned during Operation Home-
coming. '

,
:

v
Of the 591 POWs returned between February 12 and April 1,

1973, 457 returned from North Vietnam, 122 from South Vietnam,
nine from Laos, and, following additional diplomatic negotiations,

three returned from China.

Aug. 12, 1992. In 1992, the group became the vehicle for Perot's bid for
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In all, 566 were servicemen—325 were from the Air Force, 138

belonged to the Navy, 77 were Army and 26 were Marines. The 25

civilians were members of various U.S. Government agencies.

ilie Vietnamese listed 55 as having died in captivity; returning -

POWs put the number at 111. On April 13, 1973 the Pentagon an-

nounced that there was no evidence that any more U.S. POWs
were still alive in Indochina.29? During this same period, however,

the DOD’s Homecoming Center at Clark Air Force Base (the

Center) reported that returning POWs had provided information

indicating that 156 servicemen "may have died in captivity". ,•

POWs'vietv

In captivity, American servicemen made learning the names of

fellow prisoners the highest priority and pledged to each other that

they would all go home together.
-

: Admiral James Stockdale, who won a presidential citation for his

service to the U.S. while the senior officer held captive,300 said the

pledge was central to POWs’ survival, because it kept them going

through unspeakable torture and other adversity:

In the matter of accountability for Americans in the :

prisons of North Vietnam, what appears to be chaotic to

the outside after-the-fact investigators seemed by contrast

comparatively orderly to the self-governing, self-accounting

body of Yanks who spent considerable time there. Self-gov-

erning, self-accounting. That’s important. It had to be a ^
team operation. ~

•
. - - y

' -
We who struggled for years to maintain unity over self,

keeping, memorizing, cross-checking names of all Ameri-

cans physically sighted or whispered to or tapped with, we

had stringent requirements to get into the system. It

couldn’t be hearsay, it couldn’t be anything. The guy had

to have been seen or whispered to or had some physical

contact with somebody.

Found in those dungeons—all of this activity found in

those dungeons* a meaning of life centered on being your

brother’s keeper emerged, keeping a memorialized chronol-

ogy of contacts and acquaintances that could some day,

See discussion of President Nixon’s statement to the nation and Dr. Roger Shields's state-

ment in the Paris Peace Accord chapter and numbers chapter.
*00 The award, bestowed by Prtsldent Gerald Ford, is:

,

“For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life, above and beyond the call of

duty; 4 September 1969, while senior Naval officer in the prisoner of war camps of;North Viet-

nam, recognized by his captors as the leader in the prisoners of war resistance to interrogation

and in the refusal to participate in propaganda exploitation, Rear Admiral, then Captain, Stock-

dale, was singled out for interrogation and attendant torture after he was detected in a covert

communications attempt .

“Sensing the start or another purge and aware that his earlier efforts at self-disfiguration to

dissuade his captors from exploiting him for propaganda purposes, had resulted in cruel and

agonizing punishment, Rear Admiral Stockdale resolved to make himself a symbol of resistance

regardless of personal sacrifice.

-He deliberately inflicted a near mortal wound to his person in order to convince his captors

of his willingness to give up his life rather than capitulate. He was subsequently discovered and
revived by the North Vietnamese, who convinced of his indomitable spint, abated in their em-

ployment of excessive harassment and torture toward all of the prisoners of war.

‘^By his heroic action at great peril to himself, he earned the everlasting gratitude of his

fellow prisoners and of his country. Rear Admiral Stockdale’s valiant leadership and extraordi-

nary courage in a hostile environment sustained and enhanced the finest traditions of the

United States Naval Service.”
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God willing, when papers and pencils were available, allow
you to present to the world a history, in the worst case, of
who was last known to be where.
There were four-very tough years from late ’65 through

late ’69 when many of us were in solitary most of the time,
under the gun of a carrot-and-stick extortion and torture
program, when the deepest fear in many of our hearts was
to be stashed in isolation in some part of this prison or one
of the satellites, where you could scream to the top of your
lungs and nobody would understand English, to be stashed
in isolation, there to expire by one means or another leav-
ing ho audit trail with your surviving comrades that, might
some day reach your family as a creditable account of your
last days. y -/ "y. yy,v

.'

Morbid stuff, but real, and in the last instance, the trig-
ger that in the strange high-mindedness of solitary exist-
ence drove many of us to be compulsive communicators,
risking all, sometimes when you couldn’t be sure the hall
was cleared of guards, to get a position report out of who
you were and what your predicament was, and we’d do
that

.

with that old shave and haircut and our code that
was initiated, that message initiated by that second nature
tap code we had so luckily inherited from the reconstruct-
ed faint memories of a fellow prisoner named Smitty
Harris. yvy ,'y Vy

.

‘ft was not part of a—the Government never came up
with -that. This was prisoner-generated from a memory,
from an enlisted prisoner in Korea that an Air Force cap-
tain named Smitty Harris remembered talking to him
about. That was our lifeline.

What started in August 1964 with the imprisonment of
Ev Alvarez in cell 24 off the Heartbreak Courtyard in Hoa
Lo Prison in downtown Hanoi, he the first American air
crewman captured in North Vietnam, grew over the years
to hundreds of Air Force, Navy, and Marine pilots and
backseaters attuned to one another’s presence only by that
tap code, but kept not only in the hub of the North Viet-
nam prison system, this Hoa Lo Prison, but spilled over
into a family of satellite prisons, some few within the city,

but several in the countryside within a radius of some 60
miles from that old French prison, Ministry of Justice and
its companion piece, Hoa Lo Prison. ...
Americans were picked out, blindfolded and handcuffed,

and shuttled around in Jeeps during the night, totally up.
rooted and taken away from what had become their dear-
est friends, clinging to that memory list of 100 or 200 or
eventually 300 or more alphabetically arranged names of
those they knew to have been seen; tapped with, or whis-
pered with in that private American Hoa Lo universe of
ours, while in the meantime our underground resistance
organizations coalesced, became disciplined, resolute and
effective, and then inevitably fell to purges and were dis-
persed when these organizations were compromised or
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became so effective that they threatened the commissar’s
fulfilling the propaganda quotas of the general staff.

Build an organization and have it torn down. Build an
organization and have it torn down: That was the rhythm —
of our lives. The American prison population grew, the
cycles continued, and familiar names kept popping up at
Hoa Lo Prison. It was our loop, and the same names kept
going round and round..

But it was the Son Tay Raid of November 1970 that
prompted the North Vietnamese to bring them all—all of
these chickens out in the satellite camps back, all back to
Hoa Lo Prison, where in January 1971 every American
prisoner—with two exceptions which I’ll cover in a
minute—where every American prisoner who had ever
been sighted, whispered to, tapped to by any other Ameri-
can over the last 6V4 years were all locked up in a ring of- -

contiguous large cell blocks around the largest west court-
yard of Hoa Lo prison, and it’s half the prison.

The prison occupies about a square block, and this is

almostia half a block, and there we were, a place we im-
mediately named Camp Unity, 342 of us. That was—the
time was January 1971. ...

There were some exceptions, Stockdale added,501 and some
groups were kept separate:

Little did we 342, in our splendid isolation of that Janu-
ary 1971, know that a new mixture of American prisoners
was being brought up to Hanoi, not Just flight crews that
had been the case all those first 6% years, but Army and
Marine troops. Prisoners from South Vietnam and a few
from Laos were being moved in unbeknownst to us and
only known to Ted Guy.
We and these last were never mixed until Operation

Homecoming was effectively underway, but by 1971 the
war was in a new phase. Of course, more shot-down flight
crewmen would join us late ’71 and ’72, and particularly a
few they took over in 1973, what I call the second air war
in Vietnam. Three Marines, for instance, joined us, 24
Navy, and something just short of 100 Air Force, counting
what were the B-52’s. . .. .

.
We memorized the shot-down pilots as their names came

in, but my memory of them and their numbers is nowhere

*°VStockdale's testimony continued:

options. At the time the 342 shared tap tales of reunion between these big cell
blocks the master name list was actually 861 people sighted in the last years, or tapped to.
Where were the other nine?
Eight were_a group we called the Lonely Hearts, eight who had been part of us and shared

comradeship with us by were now known wtaiobt dead or dying, and there was one other, a
3U
S
utS1¥1

J
t colonel named Ted Guy, who had been taken away from Hoa Lo.

bUndfolaed and handcuffed in the jeep in the night the previous spring. We knew that We had
that tad of accountability. We knew Guy was gone. Hundreds of people in there, but Guy was
eone. We remembered that. •

• Now let me clear up these nine. We would never see the Lonely Hearts again, but all
eight of their bodies would get home about the time that we would, two yean later, and as for
Ted Guy, we jnuld see him on Operation Homecoming. He was a Lao ihootdown. We had five of

lauTied thb late

^ 1970, h^had been taken to a^amgynamed Farnsworth where he—we



as vivid as those of my 6% year sample which I’m concen-
trating on, because that is the—that’s the centerpiece.
That went all the way. Men who went through storms of
isolation and torture and lost track ofnobody . 351 of them.
We all came home together, as we promised each other

we would, but it was 9 and not 8 that came home in body
bags because Marine Warrant Officer John Frederick,
alive and well at our muster in January of ’71, died of an
illness a year later. Ted Guy, Of course, joined in and
filled in wherever the number of living—and kept the
number of living at 342.

Nothing untoward happened to the additional 125 or so
live pilots that joined us that last year—no abductions—
and that group brought up the rear at Homecoming, which
was designed to be first-in, first-out.302 ^ ^

In addition to increasing the U.S. Government’s information
about life in prison, the returning prisoners brought painful news
about the difficulties they faced even before they got to the prison
system. As Stockdale testified: : .

V ; ....

Now, I’ve said nothing about Americans who died after

they pulled the ejection handle or before they were cap-
tured, or after they were captured and before they got to

the.gate of Hoa Lo, and I expect there were many.
For most of my imprisonment, I carried the name of a

’

-Navy Lieutenant^ Randy Ford, who one of my fellow pris- -

oners at Hoa Lo told me he whispered to in the darkness
at a holding point near Vinh on the way to prison. He said
Ford was badly injured and [he] never caught sight of him,
but the way he was moaning and barely talking, and prob-
ably would not make it to prison alive.

There were lots of people out there like that, I think.
Ford did not [make it to the prison system], but I noticed—
I kept track. His remains were returned to the States.

Another witness, Donnie Collins, described the ordeals her hus-
band, Thomas E. Collins HI, suffered before getting to the prison
system: : ;

V '"‘.X

Tom doesn’t talk about the war and what went on
there. . But he did tell me that he went down just short
of the target, which was a bridge. The airplane was rolling

at 1,000 feet when he went out of it. He got his backseater
out. But he was almost—the plane was almost upside
down when he went out, which basically ejected him into
the ground. It broke his back.

He crawled off under a bush and waited. The townspeo-
ple came out, not too happy to see him, but maybe thrilled

top because they beat him severely. After they beat him
severely, he was taken into the village and ques-
tioned. . . . When he ejected was the number-one time he
could possibly have not made it to Hanoi. Number two

•“Ibid.
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decided to beat him unmerci-
time was when the villa

fully.
'

HnninS t“ne was when he was taken in and ques-tioned, and refused to give any information He was then
the nS tim? TaSnSand put in front of the firing squad the next time^e w2

back “- At this time he was deaf. They had
until they burst his eardrums. He was one

toe, unable to walk

Now, this, isn’t enough. He survived all that. Two weeks
later, they put him in a truck to take him to Hanoi andon the way there the truck was bombedtwicebyour
troops. Both times, he said, had they had a direct hit therewas gasoline in the back of the tVuTwhSTthey w^ha
Th?if^f18 ’ He

,f
)uld have not made it both times.

KrSt 7 •
wasn t enough-the truck fell through thebndg^ dumpingMm into the river with his hands and feettied. And just before he took his last breath thev found

v^P ?
ve

u’.“
dark of night, and pulled him

?0r ?e .
fi»aUy made it to Hanoi. !TDuring all this period of time, Tom could have been on

name
P™°n system, and never made it into the

fm^oifnT
“ Hmmi and caused trouble, he was movedfrom camp to camp. He was not really in the bie svstem

out and put him there because he was a-good communica-tor and set up communications [among American
1

POWslSo, they never wanted him to be anvwhera
kept movinrhim from place toBSlSS

all 12 camps, and alSuin
a jJ*88 a®Pt many tunes in a cave of “one-stenoerg ”
And those of you who have been in Vietnam knovnwhatone-steppers are, which meant that he was just one steD

^ceSmentw^S^ the cave. At the time ft?KSf' WMsiraed he was not in Hanoi. He wasup^on the border and had to be brought back. . .

x p
one wt\en an American Congreracirinn enggaefpj

to General Giap that the best thing to d?w“to?5S
®yery c% in Vietnam so that they woSd not

7let
rS’

the7 ^tbat to heart and fastened
the other POWs to the power pS tomake sure that the Americans didn’t bomb that He tmn<r

’f't^-he nearly died ninth theiS fficSbSting into his wrists. When he was at the St ofdithfrom starvabpm they took him down and moved him inHe wie very dose at that moment, as he didSySy nfnis life, to not surviving.
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Tom only survived because he is the toughest human
being inside that I have ever known. If I had to go to hell
today and only had one person I could choose to take with

• me, I would take Tom and go gladly.303
- -

Debriefings

Phase I of Operation Homecoming was the POWs !

repatriation.
The exit point for all but nine returned POWs was Hanoi.
Phase II of Operation Homecoming was debriefing at Clark Air

Force Base by the Joint Debriefing and Casualty Reporting Center
(JDCRC), under the direction of CINCPAC. JDCRC had representa-
tives from each military service. Civilian :and foreign returnees
were debriefed by the Service with which they were associated or
by members of the U.S. Embassy, Manila. Each Service handled its

own debriefings, differing in approach, but following common de-
briefing ixistructions. The TAnny and"Marine Corps used profession-
al intelligence debriefers whose sole job was debriefing. The Navy
and Air Force used a combination of escort and debriefer. The
Navy used only Air Intelligence Officers. Air Force escort/de-
briefers were not chosen from specific specialties.

The Committee attempted to examine the process of debriefing
returning POWs at Clark Air Force liaise in the Philippines, and
again when they returned to the U.S. to determine:

The objectives of the debrief program;
Its planning—what assets were devoted to the task and how

were they organized, deployed and funded? — .i

Its implementation—how adequately DoD debriefed the
POW returnees and how well they processed the POW/MIA
debrief reports. What all-source information was requested and
collected by DIA as a result of the debriefs? How were leads
(such as names, photos, etc.) followed? How fully were the de-
briefing results reported to the Executive Branch and Con-
gress?

DIA made no final report aggregating the results of the individ-

ual debriefings after Operation Homecoming. 3?4 While DoD has
provided a substantial amount of material to the Committee, the
collection suffered with the passage of time. Without a final report,
and without complete files and access to information, it is difficult

to fully assess the adequacy of Operation Homecoming debriefings
nearly 20 years after the fact.

The returnees were processed in five cycles. Each group consisted
of 20-150 returnees, arriving at 8-10 day intervals. The debriefs
were transcribed, edited by the senior officer of each service, and
transmitted. When a returnee’s debriefing was completed, the in-

telligence packet, including the debriefing tape, transcribed debrief
and/or assessment report, would be assembled and sent by the
escort officer for relay to the appropriate CONUS hospital.

A summary of the debriefings included:

Returnees debriefed:

Collins testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.

Letter, DoD POW/CDO U-1482, dated November 4, 1992.
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Suspicions have surrounded the debriefing of returned POWs for

nearly 20 years, primarily because access has been restricted based
on debriefing agreements with the, returnees. 308 Did the govern-

ment leave men behind? Did key officials know it? WerTtHiTire^
turnees told to not report certain information? Was the prison

system a closed circle of knowledge; could there have been separate
prison systems not known to the returning POWs? Was the Ameri-
can public told the truth?

Debriefing wult$ '

Life in captivity

Post-Homecoming debriefings and a DIA Intelligence Appraisal
of them, now unclassified, provide a summary of the prisoners of

war’s experience in Southeast Asia.309

•
• Captivity ranged from several hours in South Vietnam to more
than eight years in the North. Most servicemen were captured
during the height of the bombing of the North between 1966 and
1968. POWs captured prior to December 1971 were known as the
"Old Guys.” The majority of POWs were Air Force and Navy pilots

shot down over North Vietnam and virtually all were captured
within minutes because they descended directly into populated
areas. Many suffered ejection injuries and shock which made eva-

sion impossible; while others evaded successfully for up to 12 days.

Evasion in Laos was somewhat easier and many more downed
airmen were recovered in the sparsely populated and otherwise

more permissive environment. POWs captured in Laos and taken
to North Vietnam had spent less than three weeks in Laos itself.

The PEG returned 122 U S. POWs; 28 were released in South
Vietnam. All but one had been captured by the Viet Cong and de-

tained near the Cambodian border and the last POW was held in

the Delta region. The remaining 94 POWs were captured north of

Da Lat City after 1968 and moved to North Vietnam for detention.

Living conditions in the South were primitive and life was hard.

POWs often were chained or bound for long periods, primarily as a
security precaution. Movement was frequent and involved walking
several weeks between camp sites, and the daily survival routine

varied little through the years. There was no overall policy or sys-

tematic torture of POWs in South Vietnam, but treatment varied

by individual camp commanders and guards. It was more difficult

to survive captivity in the South, but escape was easier, and 26

POWs (about 12 percent) captured in the South escaped.

Treatment in North Vietnam varied over three eras. Until late

1965, there was little use of torture. From late 1965 until late 1969,

torture and mistreatment was common. Beginning in late 1969, tor-

ture and mistreatment declined. “Camp rules” were the basis for

punishment, and they specified that all American POWs were

criminals. This was consistent with North Vietnamese protests

30" Letter, Assistant Secretary of Defense, Command, Control, Communications and Intelli-

gence, dated January 15, 1992.
*0f DIA Intelligence Appraisal, DIAIAPPR 35-73, dated 8 May 1973, subject A Summary of

Prisoner of War Experience in Southeast Asia, A Briefings and a 1973 7602 Air Intelligence

Group Brief on Captivity in South EastAm
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servicemen named by returnees had not returned from Southeast
Asia. 3 12 Upon the; Committee’s request, DIA prepared a case-by-
case review of these 51 cases and 313 determined that 51 names in
the USAF listing were inaccurately correlated:3 1

4

A summary ac-
companying the DIA review explained:

These debriefs were reviewed for intelligence value im-
; mediately after Operation Homecoming in 1973. It must be
emphasized that the returnees were asked for information
they may possess on unaccounted for Americans, not just
for information on known prisoners of war:

Of the 51 listed, the following observations remain true:
Many POWs reported on individuals they personally saw

dead.
]

Many names reported to debriefers were heard in the prison
communication, system; when . investigated after. Operation
Homecoming, most of these reports were cleared:

Many reports came from queries by one individual,
about what happened to a particular individual; they were
questions, not answers. (58 percent) v

Where the source was identified, it was determined that
he had never seen the listed man. (16 percent)
Some individuals were reported as seen in the company

of a group, but no other member of the group reported
. ;

having seen the individual. (14 percent)

SeveraLreports of possible PbWs~ih a particular camp
were based upon phonetic Spellings seen on camp walls or
elsewhere, or on radio broadcasts. (6 percent)

One report correlates to an individual (Howard Lull) who
was captured but killed before entering the camp system
(Howard Lull, XX)
Five of the individuals on the list of 51 names are Vessey

cases. (Hestle, Lane, Eidsmow, Entrican, and Finley) 315

Some of the returning POWs also provided debriefers with
“memory lists” of fellow POWs believed to have been in the prison
system at some point in time. These included the “LuLu Group”
(POWs captured in Laos who entered the prison system in North
Vietnam), the “Lost Sheep List” (POWs wno “disappeared” in the
prison system) and the “Lonely Hearts List” (POWs seen dead or
dying in the prison system). The committee requested copies of all

such lists. The DoD response is included here for the record 316 and
discussed elsewhere in this report chapter dealings with govern-
ment knOwledgeability and actions.

No information about live Americans was reported from the de-
briefings of returned POWs to any member of the U.S. delegation
to the Four Party Joint Military Commission. 311

Committee letter, dated June 25 1992 to Margaret R. Muiuon, Director, DoD POW/MIA
CDO, Office of the Secretary of Defente, Washington DC 20301-3040.

,
?'* 9om™,tt“*«ltimCin>’ of Mr. Robert Sheetz, Director of the DIA Office for POW/MIA Af-

fairs, June 24, 1992.
3^DoD, CDO Letter, dated: 29 June 1992, TAB A: Alleged .POW Nantes Reported by Return-

ees During Homecomings (Does Not Include U. S. Government Priority Cases).m DIA Paper, Homecoming Debrief Analysis, undated.
DoD POW/MIA CDO Letter, U0948, dated 13 July 1992.

"

317 Depositions of Wickham, O’Connor, Budge, Ruasell and Robcon.
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Other indications

After Operation Homecoming, U.S. officials and others looked to

new information about POWs’ experience for additional leads. For

many years, POWs were not permitted to send orreceiveletters.

When mail finally was allowed by the North Vietnamese, the U.S.

gained new information about its POWs.
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird recalled that about 5000 letters

had been received and, through them, about 470 POWs in Vietnam

and five in Laos had been identified.32 *

Five individuals verified in captivity by war-time letters but did

not return at Operation Homecoming:
Dennis W. Hammond (USMC) was captured on February

1968. He wrote a letter that was never mailed by his captors

that positively identified him as captured. A 1968 Vietnamese

radio, broadcast indicated that Hammond made a statement.

Hammond subsequently died in captivity; his death and burial

were verified by a POW who returned. Hammond’s remains

have not been repatriated. ./ •/:.

; PFC Donald L. Sparks (USA) was captured on June 17,1969.

A letter written nearly a year after his capture was found on

the body of a dead North Vietnamese soldier. PFC Sparks re-

mains unaccounted for and is one of the 135 Vessey cfiscrepan-

. .cy-'caseso'
’ V’

Capt. Robert Young, (USA) was captured on May 2, 1970. A
statement dated in 1970 purported to have been made by

"Young was found among captured enemy documents. A 1971

FBIS report reported a statement from Young and other U.S.

captives. Capt. Young’s name appeared on the PRG’s died-in-

captivity list, but his remains have not been repatriated.

Daniel Niehouse, a U.S. civilian captured on November 25,

1966 sent a letter to his family in Scotland by prisoners re-

leased in 1967. Niehouse appeared on the PRG died-in-captivity

list, but his remains have not been repatriated.

W4 John W. Frederick (USMC) was captured in December of

1965. He wrote letters to, and received letters from, his family

while in captivity. Frederick died in captivity and his remains

were repatriated to the U.S. in March, 1984. 323

Were specialists kept behind?

Suspicions continued about whether some POWs with particular

military specialties may have been segregated into a separate

prison system and kept behind. The committee requested DoD to

advise it about whether any abnormal statistical patterns were ap-

parent based on military specialties; DoD’s response included a stu-

dent research report, “Analysis of Academic and Military Back-

ground of Released U.S. Prisoners of War and Those Unaccounted

For,” which was completed in March 1981. Inrthe study, "the back-

grounds of 478 USAF officer POWs/MIAs were statistically ana-

lyzed to determine if there were any significant differences be-

tween the backgrounds of those that returned and those that did

Laird Testimony, September 21, 1992, Hearings on the Paris Peace Accords, pages 70-71.

>” Letter, ASD/ISA 1-92/43943. dated September 25. 1992.
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A review of debriefings of returnees reveals that prisoners
w

.
ere not interrogateoi to any extent on their technical knowl-

edge. While some interrogations asked limited technical ques-“
tions, the overwhelming thrust of interrogations and torture
was to elicit political statements from the prisoners. Technical
information was a very low or non-existent priority for ques-
tioning. •

M

^ U.S. personnel were not subjected to interrogation by
anyone other than Vietnamese, except:

In one incident involving several prisoners and a few
cases where Americans were initially captured by Chinese
military units operating in North Vietnam (these units did or
did not conduct simple interrogations before turning the
Americans oyer to the Vietnamese).
The KGB interrogated at least one American of Russia^

wha was on assignment to the Navy from the
U1A. KGB officer Oleg Nechiporenko also prepared a ques-
tionnaire which may have been used in the interrogation
of American POWs.
_ Some returned POWs report being interrogated by

v Cubans.
; y

The idea that U.S. technical specialists, such as an “electron-
ic warfare officer” or a radar navigator, could provide valuable
engineering, design, and operational data to the Vietnamese or

I .

to -some third country is questionable, In the first place, much
technical information about even sensitive systems is available
readuy through exploitations of open sources. A magazine such
as Aviation Week and Space Technology” is a better source
than an injured, frightened, hungry B-52 radar navigator. The
Soviets provided to the Vietnamese technical data about U.S
systems which they had obtained through their normal intelli-
gence operations. Second, the information which the Soviets
sought on U.S. systems simply could not be provided by the
tactical operators captured by the Vietnamese. The Soviets
sought design, research and engineering data—information

l
e more reliably and readily through penetrations of the

U.S. defense electronic industry. 325

Possibility ofJfOWs outside returnees’ knowledge

Returning POWs could not fathom a parallel prison system in
Vietnam, the possibility that there was another captive world out*
side their own. According to Stockdale, they first considered the
possibility when asked by then Defense Secretary Elliott Richard-
son: ";7

:

v

In February or March 1973, 1 and several senior prison-
ers visited Secretary of Defense Elliott Richardson in his
office at the Pentagon. He said, did you leave anybody over
there? I answered as spokesman for the group and said no,

dunv U°?6M/‘pw Sf,?LW!!W dated December 17. 1992, with DIAMemorandum U-1690/PW, dated 16 December 1992 arid Air Command and Staff College Student Re*
MiHtary Background of Relessed JJ%. Prisoners oi
by Hugh S McCle^, USA «,d »Nor Noel N.
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Vice Chairman Smith. Did any POW that you came
back with, ever indicate to you that there was any type of

'

segregation in the Camp system, that you were a part of,

concerning military specialty, where people or specialty in
the military?

Admiral Stockdale. No, I don’t know of any. . . .

At the Committee’s request, Admiral Stockdale examined a list
of men last known alive.

Mulligan
.

~

Stockdale’s first concern was about a POW named Mulligan:

Senator Reid. Admiral, it is my understanding that yes-
terday you reviewed a list that Senator Smith gave you of
324 names. ... Did you review that list yesterday?
Admiral Stockdale; rr 7 1 was alarmed about the fact

that eight of the entries were from the debrief of one
James Mulligan. There were names I’d never heard of , . .

So, I called Mulligan [a former POW in North Vietnam]
. . v We went through all eight . ; . He said not one of
those was in my name [memory] bank.

Vice Chairman Smith. I just want to say, Admiral, that
I respect your answer. ... But, I want to have the oppor-
tunity to enter- into the record . . . the document which

- does mention those names in regard to Mulligan.

The Mulligan extracts 327 were provided to DoD for recheeking
the names against the debriefs. JSSA’s response of December 11,
1992 noted that:

Col. Brown and his deputy, Mr. Dussault, personally
went over each page of the lengthy transcript and list of
POWs memorized by Capt. Mulligan. They found no refer-
ence to the MIA Collamore. However they did locate
Homecoming debriefing reports that corrected “Collar-

,
more” to “Col. Lamar.” Due to the misinterpretation of
the taped pronunciation the name Cullamore was in fact
determined to have been Col. Lamar, who has been re-

turned to U.S. control.32 *

A second response stated:

1. We have reviewed Capt. Mulligan’s debriefing file and
the following names of MIA personnel were apparently re-

ported by Capt. Mulligan: Beene, James A.; Collins, Rich-
ard F.; Davies, Joseph E.; Lawrence, Bruce E.; Raymond,

;

Paul D.; and Pierson, W. C. ID.

2. Capt. Mulligan also related knowledge of James Q.
Collins (Capt. USAF) and William P. Lawrence (Cdr, USN)
who were repatriated during Operation Homecoming. 329

Extraet, Hsmceoaung (Egress Recap) Report, Summary of All Non-Returnees Reported
and Candidate D1A Identifier, dated 5 May 78 from returnee Mulligan, Jemes A. M131.

’“tetter. Joint Services Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Eicape (SERE) Agency, dated De-
cember 1 1, 1992.

1991
****** Department of the Air Force, Joint Services SERE Agency, dated December 16,
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Col. Donald “Digger” Odell
More recently, Col. Donald “Digger” Odell, a former POW, was also

reported in the press as stating that two American POWs were taken
away prior toHomecomingand not released.TheCommittee requested
a DIA analysis ofthe news article, and DIA’s response stated that Col.

Odell mentioned the names of two individuals he speculated might
have remained behind alive: Capt. Earl Cobell (USAF) and Lt. J. J.

Connell (USN). DIA further noted:

The record seems to indicate that both men died prior to
Operation Homecoming. Their names appeared on the
DRV died-in-captivity list, passed to the U.S. Government
on 27 January 1973. . . . Both individuals’ remains were
repatriated in March 1974. . . . Other returnees reported
that Captain Cobell, a particularly recalcitrant prisoner,
had been beaten almost to the point of insanity, possibly
by a Cuban, in Auprt or September 1969 and had to be
force-fed by his roommate. Lt. Connell reportedly tried to
deceive the Vietnamese into believing that torture had
crippled his hands and had caused him to be mentally de-
ranged.881

' ' ‘ -

The DIA’s analysis was read to Col. Odell by phone. He acknowl-
edged the press report accurately depicted his statement, said he
had no knowledge of the reported deaths, and offered no challenge
to the DIA statement of death.332

Defense Intelligence Agency assessment "

Testimony by the DIA’s Bob Sheetz included an undated paper
entitled "Defense Intelligence Agency Commentary on Names Ap-
pearing in Returnee Debriefs,” which makes the following points:

The DoD position is that all Americans known to have
been in prison system in North Vietnam are accounted for.

In the prison communications system such as tap codes,
using various signalling systems, clarity and completeness
of communications sometimes suffered. Partial names,
nicknames and names were arrived at phonetically.

The fact that a name was mentioned by a returnee does
not mean the individual was in the prison system, it could
merely mean that someone was asking about him, intro-

ducing his name into the system.
The objective of the debriefings was to get a listing of

every name the returnee knew. DoD believed they could
construct a “fairly tidy” list of names of men who did not
return. The result, hoivever, was not usable.

The lists had full names, partial names, nicknames, gar-
bled names, names of men seen alive and names with no
explanation. It was clear detailed analysis was needed.
Tins initial listing is the "pink pages. This is the list

431 DoD POW/MIA CDO Letter, dated 4 November 1992 with an undated unsigned letter to
the Committee from DIA and the unclassified files of Cobell and Connell.

.

*** Memorandum for Record, dated ‘December 9‘, 19SZ, subject: Telephone Interview with
Colonel Donald “Digger" Odell.



which the committee has now. Tliat list, is a list of raw
unevaluated names from the debriefs at Clark APB

’

Detailed briefings sorted out the names initially provid-
- earAnalysis-^ four

years, the last published list was September 1977

"^Pages” was published inmu in the final list of names these are no Concrete indi-
cations tliat ainy of the mfen in the prison system and re-
marns of some men on the 1977. list have been returned.333

^On Dec. 23, 1992, DoD provided an additional response from theDefense Intelligence Agency. The substance is quoted in full:

i olio
In r

?
sP°nse to the Committee letter of 10 December

1994 on mfoimafaon found in the returnees’ debriefs, the
•

fen? »
teDl

S!3S?
A^ncy wishes to clarify. the facts at

issue. In June 1992, at the request of the Committee, we
re-analyzed a list of 51 names in debriefs which were pre-
sented as potential priority discrepancy cases, and found
.at they were, in fact, all references to accoupbed-for serv-
icemen. We stated at that tinie informally, and again in
our September letter, that we would be happy to provide
specific analyte support on specific name questions, but
would not provide analysis on the total set (that is, a re-
working of the whole), requested once then, and now againm your 10 December letter. We are unaware of outstand-
ing questions on the Hay- 1978 computer listing. -This com-
plete listing was thoroughly analyzed in the 1973-77 time
trame. We offer the following generic description of that

/. -. process.

2. The Committee should be aware of the details of anal-
ysis devoted to names provided by returnees during Oper-
ation Homecoming and subsequent debriefings. When re-

American prisoners arrived at Clark Air Base in

tJ3 '
they were debnefed immediately and asked to

provide the names of other Americans they had seen or

;^»L“,?f, pn80n
,,
S3^m- At tids Point- “aximum

noij
rt

*

Was P aced on fleeting names; little attention was
paid to accuracy, spelling, or circumstances under which
tfie name was heard, An additional problem, here and -

was $at of names were mistakenly identi-
from the actual tapes of the interviews and had not

actually been stated by the debriefees. The names provided
at this time were submitted by message to the military
service ea^afty.offices and to the Defense Intelligence
Agenqy. On 24 April, 1973, this list of initiaUy-re^rtS

fhe^^inf
Paper and became known as

chLJ^,
pa?eS ' Analysie of these names at the time

SeSnes^1EMtt* ®f .^P^lT’ ames of retum-
ees, names of men still missing, partial names, and phonet-
ic names for which the correct spelling was not available.

^Defense Intelligence Agency Commentary on Names Appearing in Ketumee Debriefc, r
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3. The military services and DIA began analyzing these

names. Their objective was to remove from the list names
of men who had returned or names which were deter-

mined to be invalid; -Throughout this process, each agency

cross-checked its work with the other agencies and inter-

agency agreement was reached on names which should be
removed from the listing. As a result, on 9 May and 5

June 1973, a second list of names was published. Names in

the ‘‘pink pages” which pertained to returnees or in other

ways did not pertain to missing men were not on this May-
June 1973 list.

4. The list which the Committee notes is dated May 1978

is, in fact, a reproduction of the April 1973 ‘‘pink pages.”

That is, the list of the initial, unevaluated listing of names
provided by the returnees during their debriefings at

Clark; This list' contains' names Cof' niett in the 'prisbh
-

system as well as names of men who never appeared in

the system but whose fates were the subject of discussion

through the prison communication system. The appear-

ance of a name on this list m no way offers definitive evi-

dence that the man named was in the prison system.

5. By this time, the returnees had been dispersed from
Clark to bases and homes in the United States and de-

tailed debriefings were begun. During these debrief ings,

.every effort was made to obtain from the returnees details

of names they had provided during the initial debriefs at

Clark: Especially important was the necessity to differenti-

ate between the name of an individual who was actually in

the prison system as opposed to the name of an individual

who had been lost and whose name was being passed

,

through the system in an attempt to locate him, though he
was never in the prison system.

6. After this, the names provided by the returnees were
subjected to exhaustive analysis over a four-year period

from April 1973 until September 1977. They were then

checked, cross-checked, and analyzed by the services and
by DIA. The objective still was to develop a list of men
who did not return. When this process was completed, the

resulting document, known as the “white pages.” was pub-

lished on 2 September 1977. This document is the defini-

tive compilation of information on missing men provided

by the returnees. In virtually every case, the information

which the returnees furnished dealt With the missing

man’s loss incident of his death in captivity. Four years of

analysis of information provided by the returnees led DoD
to the following determination: all of the men who were
known to be in the prison system either came home during

Operation Homecoming or were accounted for at that

time. DoD stands by that conclusion.

7. To reiterate, the Department stands ready to assist

the committee with specific, bounded requests for analytic

assistance. We cannot honor the request to do all of this
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work over again especially since the initial work has been
shown to be valid.®34

• Committee review pfjiebnefing reports. -

s
;

To examine inconsistencies in the record and the hearings, the
Ummittee requested Operation Homecoming records and informa-
tion from DoD. 335 The responses indicated that no final analysis
had been completed of the debriefings other than the Air Force
computer listing. The Committee advised DoD that records provid-
ed by DoD showed that the Army had been tasked to provide an
historical record and the committee requested a copy, but none was
received by publication of this report.33 *?

The Secretary of Defense declined to allow Committee staff
access to the actual debriefings, citing confidentiality commitments

.
made to the POWs - at the time of their debriefings. “The formerrows were assured that under no circumstances would these re-
corded debriefings be released to anyone. The Department of De-
tense has and will continue to honor that pledge.337 The DOD
agreed to make transcripts of the debriefings available to the
Chairman and Vice Chairman, however, although it retained con-
trpi of the transcripts.338 Both the Chairman and the Vice Chair-man reviewed several summaries arid debriefing transcripts, but

^n
t'
0 conduct more than a limited review. 3 33

L
Committee also sought permission Ifr-zOTew de-W*™ab

T
le t0 proyi

?
e^ Besses of the former

POWs, but Nam-POW, Inc. gave the Committee an updated list

pnwr° “vl r®
mailing list.

340 A survey was sent to the
POWs with known addresses in October 1992.

The Chairman amT Vice Chairman directed that the mailing
assure each former POW that the Select Committee’s sole interest
was information on non-returnees to provide casualty resolution. Itwas not a general screen of debriefing reports, but a specific search
for names of those m captivity who did not return. Senator
McCain, a former POW, approved the questionnaire before it was

' sent.

i

A* Plication time, the committee had received 368 responses:

JLRS* ^returned, 285 returnees agreed to the review and 19
declined. Another 27 acknowledged the Committee’s request, buthad iio information. In all, 18 had additional information or re-
quited a commiUee intemewr, however; this information could not
be followed up without access to the debriefing reports.

&Drmber “a

gence,

I

dJted'*^!
1

i5
S
iM2

UU7 °f De^ Comn“ I><|. Control, Communications and IntoUi-

Inc.

Otters, October i t 1992 from Colonel Ben MPollard, USAF (Ret) President Nain-POWs,
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Biased on these returns, which included a formal release granting
the Committee permission to review that portion of their debriefing
that related to (1) the returnee’s knowledge of any individual in the
prison system or (2) to his knowledge of any individual who may
have survived capture, the Committee on November 13, 1992 re-

quested that the Secretary of Defense make available the debrief-
ings of those returnees who had granted permission for review.
Cheney declined the committee request.341

At the December 1, 1992 Hearing on DoD Oversight, Carl Ford,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs in
an exchange with Senator Kerry and Senator Smith agreed to
work with the committee to seek a compromise on staff access to
the returnee debriefings.342 In response to committee letters, An-
drews noted on Dec. 28, 1992:

- - -We continue to allow the Chairman and Vice Chflirman
of the Select Committee access to the POW debriefings. We
are aware that a number of returnees have consented to a
review by staff of the Committee on POW/MIA Affairs of

-f~ that portion of their debriefings which -relates -to their

knowledge of the presence of othe* POWs in the prison
system or of their knowledge of any individuals who may
have survived their incident of capture.
These former prisoners were asked to grant access to De-

partment of Defense records that .they, do not control. If we
.

were to permit" staff access to those records where the
~ Select Committee has obtained a release it would be unfair

to the others who might feel pressured concerning their

decisions to maintain the confidentiality of their experi-

ences and would set an unacceptable precedent for return-
ees in future conflicts.

If the Select Committee determines that the very signifi-

cant cost is warranted, the Department could once again
review all these debriefs and extract the text containing
the names of the unaccounted for Americans. This effort

would take several months to complete.
We have a high degree of confidence that the effort to

glean names of unaccounted for Americans from our re-

turnees during Operation Homecoming was thorough and
that those names are accurately reflected in the 1978 list

referenced by Senator Smith on December 3, 1992, during
the open hearings of the Committee. In the context of Sen-
ator Smith’s concern that the 1978 list might be based on
flawed analysis, the Joint Services SERE Agency (JSSA)
conducted an extensive analysis of the Mulligan-Collamore
example cited by Senator Smith. The original analysis was
reconfirmed by the JSSA review which is summarized in
enclosure 1. We believe that the accuracy of the remainder
of the 1978 list would be substantiated under similar scru-
tiny.

; ,

v
/:

:

;
?
v - :

' v ,

y'y :

*? Chen«y, Nov. 13, 1992 and Cheney respohseiDec. 28, 1992.
See testimony and discussion PP 862-372, Transcript of Hearings, December 1, 1992.
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JSSA. has examined the four debriefs reviewed by Senator
Smith for any name anomalies and none were found. The
JSSA is willing to conduct a similar review of a limited
number of Committee-selected debriefs of special concern, in
order to satisfy any specific questions the Committee may have
regarding the 1978 list. However, the transcript analysis proc-
ess is lengthy and the analytical resources available to the
JSSA necessarily limit the cases that can be reviewed prior to
issuance of the Select Committee’s final report.

Your letter also asks whether returnees may review their
own debriefs. We have a long standing policy that returnees
may have visual access to the transcript of their debriefing but
may not retain copies of the debriefing records. The debrief
remains classified secret.

Finally, Mr. Codinha’s letter requests the source of informa-
tion for the homecoming computer listings andW
copy of the final list of the names of missing men about whom
the returnees offered information. The original sources for this
database were principally the Phase I, n and m Egress ItaW
debriefer report messages. These reports were prepared by the
officials who conducted the debriefings and were transmitted
to Headquarters United States Air Force for entry into a data-
base. As additional information was gained concerning the fate
of missing Americans this database was updated. For A*nmpK
names of-individuals the returnees mentioned but who had re-
turned to-U.S. control, or whose remains were recovered, were
not retained in this database. The Joint Services SERE Agency
has researched its files for documentation relating to other
possible sources for entry into this database, but has so far
found none. The unclassified copy of the final list is at Enclo-
sure 2.343 : ... ...

The committee request was in furtherance of a complete record,
the suspicions surrounding the debriefing process, the DIA com-
mentary on names appearing in returnee debriefs,344 and because
the committee was denied access for a detailed review of the de-
briefings, the Committee again requested 345 that DoD combine the
work previously done on 51 of the approximated 350 names on the
United States Air Force computer listing of the HOMECOMING
debriefings, the work done on Senator Smith’s list of 324 with those
not completed to provide a comprehensive analysis of all the lists
of names from the Homecoming debriefs. 346

Discussion ;•

The Committee repeatedly requested that DoD again conduct a
full review of returnee debriefings. DoD declined to do so. The
Committee Chairman and Vice Chairman were allowed access to
the debriefinp, but the volume precluded more than a sampling.

Assistant Secretary of Defense Letter, dated December 28, 1992 with enclosure 1 JSSAMemo, datedllDKember 1992, subject: Response to Sen. Smith's Comments in Open Hearing,

^R^l^tio^Re™ rtdated
8
2 Se* WW

*"<1 enclo6Ure 2 HOMECOM-

jp* Commentary on Names Appearing in Returnee Debriefe December hearings.
! Committee request to DoD, dated December 10, 1992.
USAF listing and DoD analysis please cite properly and add relevant portions to Annex.
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The Committee then requested access by staff to conduct this

review. DoD declined. ‘Therefore, the Committee has placed into

the Archives the computer listings of the debriefing results and
encourages the public to review these comments and draw their

own conclusions. ‘

.

The Committee Urges DoD to conduct a full, independent review
to clarify this issue for the public. The review should be undertak-
en by DOD staff and not assigned to the DIA, and the results

should be provided to the appropriate oversight committees of Con-
gress "arid made, public. -

INTER-AGENCY GROUP A

As part of its review of Executive branch policy-making on POW
MIA issues, the Committee examined the origins and operations of
a group that is little known, to many Americans, but a group that
has been the focus of POW/MIA policy-making for more than a
decade: the Inter-Agency Group on POW/MIA Affairs (lAG).
The IAG’s members include representatives from the Depart-

ment of State (State), the Defense Department’s International Se-
curity Agency (DoD), the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Joint Chiefs), the
National Security Council (NSC), and the National League of Fami-
lies (League). The Select Committee sought to determine:

The IAG’s precise role in formulating and implementing
- POW/MIA policies; .

*

;

j" The IAG’s^ierating procedures;
;

V-;- \

The effects on the IAG'Of the participation of a nongovern-
mental organization; and
The extent to which IAG deliberations are accountable to

Congressional and public review—or should be.

History of inter-agency groups

Inter-agency groups are common in the Executive branch of the
U. S. Government. Since many problems involve overlapping juris-

dictions or responsibilities, inter-agency groups have emerged as a
means to coordinate policy and improve communication among
agencies.347 They often pass recommendations up the line to

“Senior Agency Groups” or “SIGs,” to Deputy level meetings, and,
if appropriate, to the Cabinet/Presidential level.

Several witnesses at the Committee’s Dec. 1, 1992 hearing on the
Inter-Agency Group testified that such bodies are useful in dealing
with issues. Richard T. Childress, former Director of Asian Affairs

in the Reagan Administration NSC, commented that:

Every important issue of priority in any administration

has an inter-agency body that meets . . . to receive brief-

ings, develop or implement policy, review progress, or com-
plain to each other about how one participant or another
is wonderful or defective in the overall task.348

*4’Fora discussion of this in the intelligence community, especially, see John And's The
The Rise and Decline of the CIA (New York: Simon and Schuster/Touchstone, 1987),

341 Statement of Richard T. Childress before the Select Committee hearing on the Interagency
Group, December 1, 1992.



Deputy Assistant Secretary Carl Ford agreed:
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*)een 811 IAG, I would have been
forcefully advocating that one be formed .

3* 9

Creation of the IAG on POW/MIA affairs

The Inter-Agency Group on POW/MIA policy is unusual, howev-
er, because of its longevity. Most such groups have a much shorter
lifespan and go from issue to issue,” Ford said, citing IAGs which
C^TArd^hCy

.
d,K the Persian Gulfand Korean Wjm.as0 -

The IAG was established m January 1980 "to review and assess
current events and policies [and] to consider future direction/Dolicv
to resolve the POW/MIA problem.” 95

1

it offered a means ofdeafm with most key players: DoD, State, the I?^and^£S'
a reXised statement of U.S. poUcy toward

°Ut ofVietnam ^d^ with fg

A year later, under the Reagan Administration, the DoD referred

+2
ed hoc PW/MIA inter-agency group in which

the DoD was actively participating.” «« ^ethn?th£eafter thew 0f thep Ranged to^omit the Congr^sional compS
nent. It wss unclear why that change was made, and the nrac-
tice was not followed; the U.S.-Russia Joint Commission on POW/^ “staffSScommittee mid staffers from the executive branch working together
•

•. • #»g the investigations together . .
” and that “the ^Com-

mission [inj-which the Congress and Executive"branch have woAed
together, has worked very well."

worxea

Public accountability %ASfM focal point of U.S. policy formulation onthe POW/MIA issue for 12 years. The IAG as it now operates
oversees the ^overall U.S. Government effort.” Further it “cuts

rl?
executive branch that have a role[m the POW/MIA issue]. 355

Its participants argue that the vari-era agencies, departments, constituencies, issuefahd poliw mat-

ttielAG to the effective pursuit of U.S. policy on this issue.
central role, penetrating the IAG’s working has beendifficult, and even such a basic question as how. often it meets is

jttSI” Wr.WBd mJS-8g$l*
suggest there were at least as many meetings in

Odnn
8 Assistant Secretary of &ate Kenneth

Lewe ofFW,« on Jun7S 19^ DyUtnt™1 RichardL ***** USAF, to the National

Ipw^Wctbootm
: ;

committees were repSented on the IAG
’

9jfp!f
ssion®1 intelligence

?*fe2S^KcDr^' 1992- 289-ao-
1
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, Other documentation of the IAG’s working was elusive, a situa-
tion that generates natural concern:

When you are dealing with an issue that i$ as volatile as
this, and you have got as many people crying conspiracy as
you have, and then you have . . . . this sort of entity 1

making decisions which has a special interest group, a
non-governmental entity represented on it which has been
the subject of criticism . . . do you not feel that you are
just contributing to the problems of this issue by not
having a record of openness? 856

The IAG members’ response cited the importance of the coordi-
nating body, without addressing the central point about its secrecy.
During the first years of the IAG’s existence, the chairmanship

rotated among the executive agencies represented, as intended at
its inceptionrln the early 1980’s, however, because the issue is pri-
marily a foreign policy matter, the Reagan Administration decided
to maintain State Department representative as chair.357 From
1981 to 1989 chairmen were successively Ambassadors Daniel
O’Donahue, Jolm^MonjoraadDayidtiamberteoa:

- ~

In October, the Committee wrote to IAG Chairman Quinn, re-

questing all records of IAG meetings—agendas, background papers,
minutes, etc.—from 1981 to the present. He responded that records
before 1991 were difficult to locate and later testified that "there
was no record from [before] 1991.” 3,8 The requested documents
were delivered in classified form in late November and State later
notified the Committee that it would not declassify five memoran-
da.359 Rules about the treatment of classified materials precludes
the Committee from characterizing these memoranda, but investi-
gators with the appropriate clearance have reviewed them.
During the Committee’s hearing, Senators questioned the IAG’s

failure to keep regular minutes of its meetings. In the IAG’s early
days, there were informal notes of its meetings, Childress testified,
but when the IAG “got rolling,” its members considered keeping
minutes a waste of time. Common understanding of tasks and fre-

quent telephonic communication made formal minutes unneces-
sary, he said.360

In this connection Ford noted that because actions flowing from
IAG deliberations are taken by departments, the “records of the
IAG are really found” in departmental records. In his words,

... ifwe came back from an IAG and tried to write up what
had happened, it would have already changed before it

could have made any impact . . where you find the paper
is when the IAG would get to a japintyirhere it was impor-
tant that our superiors knew . . . what was going on, had
to make a decision, and at that point a decision memoran-

**" Committee hearings, December 1, 1992, 284.
Statement of Ann Mills Griffiths, December 1, 1992.

351 Transcript of hearing, December 1/ 1992, 281.

,

3,”Phon6 message from Mr. “Ike Eisenberg" (as heard) to Jon Hoistine, Tuesday, December
1, 199?. The other memos referred to include memoranda dated March 8, 1991, March 12, 1991,
March 29, 1991, and April 27, 1992, and an undated memorandum from Kantor to (Assistant
secretary) Solomon.
*“ Ttanieript December 1, 1992, 281.
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dum from Defense, and, I’m sure, State and the NSC
would go forward to the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of
State [and] the President on these issues.

In fact, Ford said it was not his' organiiatioh’s practice to tairo

notes at IAG meetings.36

1

In other words, a paper trail was left by
the agency taking action—not the group recommending that it do
SO. ,

•;
_ ;

.

' “ '

'

rTCurnEfiii'.'y^'Gi. -'jRnBifffifcda

tajheamg, The Select Committee learned that the IAG on
POW/MIA matters still meets at least twice a month. The agenda
for the meetings is set by consultation among participants, and
each agency prepares in advance for meetings. Regular attendees
are representatives from the Joint Chiefs, DoD’s OSD/ISA, NSC,

League. In addition, the head of the Special Office
on POW/MIA Affairs within DIA is normally present in an adviso-
ry capacity.382 h':.

According to testimony before the Select Committee, the IAG
works by consensus. Participants provide in advance some idea of
their concerns for the ineeting, and the Ipeefii^ those
concerns in a fairly informal manner. None of the witnesses specif-
ically answered whether the LAG normally conducts formal votes
on issues; it appears that general agreement is reached by informal
discussion. v- : f.

Ford explained that repeated telephone calls among the partici-
pants made the IAG -s deliberation an ongoing process. The Com-
mittee questions the practice of at once conducting closed-door
meetings while—at the same time—discussing the meetings’ sub-
stance^by. phone. The purpose of secret meetings should be either
(1) to discuss classified information inappropriate for discussion by
phone, or (2) to discuss policies which require the coordination of
several participants.

Policies affected by the IAG on POW/MIA affairs

The IAG affects a broad range of issues, characterized by League
representative Ann Mills Griffiths as: a wide variety of POW/MIA
related actions, such as intelligence collection and analysis, diplo-
matic initiatives, communication with family members, Congres-
sional endeavors, and public awareness activities.368

A frequent subject appears to be the “Road Map,” the still classi-
fied declaration of U.S. policy of April 1991 that the U.S. relies
upon to measure Vietnam’s cooperation on POW/MIA and other

moves toward normalization of relations.364 Other
POW/MIA-related topics have included the Orderly Departure Pro-
gram, by which the Vietnamese permit their citizens to emigrate
through normal channels rather than by fleeing in boats or over-
iana, and potential private assistance to the Vietnamese in human-

itanan areas such as prosthetics for the war-disabled. Because of
the significant Vietnamese influence in Southeast Asia, and its im-

gjarirf tanscripV^
*•* Sheetz testimony, December 1, 1992.

!" gaterowtcifAim^MillriGriffiths, December 1. 1992. 3.
Statements of Carl Ford and Kenneth Quinn, December 1, 1992, 3 and 1, respectively.
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plications for other nations of the region, the progress of relations
between the United States and Vietnam involves broad diplomatic
issues. Not least of these is a final, internationally acceptable peace
-inGambodia,r whichisTeportedlyanelemeht"iir"the‘‘RdadMap;”

A survey of conversations between the U.S. and Vietnam from
1982 to 1992 suggests that IAG membership was a fair indicator of
involvement in the conduct of bilateral relations. Griffiths partici-
pated in at least 20 of the 25 official and semi-official meetings
with the Vietnamese examined. In view of Griffiths’ membership
on the Inter-Agency Group, it can be argued that she can not con-
duct an unofficial conversation on the POW/MIA subject.

Griffiths identified intelligence management as an issue in which
the IAG has been active. Because of the close connection between
the policy and intelligence functions in the POW/MIA issue, two
related questions arise: _ _ .

How often has the Inter-Agency Group gotten involved
in examining live-sighting reports during or prior to the
analysis of intelligence information? The IAG apparently

-
. reviewed live-sighting reports for a year in 1986-1987, as '

:

appears in the “SI report.” 365 Childress told the Commit-
tee that the IAG injected itself in the live-sighting review
process for two reasons. First, during the period in ques-
tion, DIA was being criticized for the way it handled live^

- ? sighting reports and the IAG wanted to" better measure
- DIA’s performance. Part of.that effort involved conducting
final reviews of DIA’s decisions. The IAG also sought to
provide protection, where appropriate, to the DIA’s ef-

forts.366
:

A related question is whether the IAG was involved in
work with casualty files. For example, the Committee
found that Ford was involved in a late November 1992
meeting that reached a final determination about several
casualty cases. One explanation of this kind of interaction
of policy-making arid intelligence analysis, put forth by
Childress, is that the whole (addressed by policy-makers) is

the sum of its parts (resolving individual cases or changing
their category, such as from MIA to KIA/BNR). Another is

the link the IAG can provide between DIA and service cas-

ualty officers, ensuring family members learn quickly
about new developments.367

PM»ed on liv* righting reports for almost a year, from April 28
19S6, to March 2, 1987. Thereafter (as of March 27, 1987), the Interagency Committee or IAG
took over this function. Chaired by the Director of the Special Office for POW/MIA, the 1AC is

of rwreeentatim from the CIA, each service intelligence agency, the Joint (chiefs)

Staff, ISA (office of the DASD for POW/MIA), and the State Department’s Bureau of Intelli-
fence ana Research, The LAC requires unanimous agreement to approve DIA recommendations,

S^raiSbn
1 JCCUPe *rtt8, Report’

1

is one of DIA’6 computer data bases for POW/MIA

^
sM Xelephonic conversation between Jon D. Holstine, Select Committee investigator, and

& IWL Mr. Childress agreed to speak for the record.
«nWephone xonvamtion between Holstine and Children December 9, 1992. Childress also

pointed out that dueto norma] rotation of casualty officers, patterns of cooperation had to be
constantly renewed. Thus the IAG sought to “re-educate” the new casualty officers.



The league s influence over government policy
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^ague mfliience in POW/MIA matters is

SiS?o= “e UG
8 'Pto” *“ i”>:3r-am .„ league in-

aro^Kwt the i97S. the POW/MIA issue received a' low priori-ty despite public statements of concern; in 1979. the national intellgence priority assigned the POW/MIA issue was at the lowestU.S. national priority—Priority 7.3«s
tne "est

In 1979, .with the increase in refugees from Vietnam followingVietnani s invasion of Cambodia and the onset of open border fieht^

crfn^
t

w1v1tK
,6t

r
am an- tberfe came a hot unexpected^-

f^ease in both refugees mid reports. Many of these reports were
firet hand live sightings and they energized the National League

i^m 168 1?t0 B««fawrte.greater emphasis on the POW/lJlA

«th aomy eight, a team of field interviewers was organized asa ^n^
u

nieasur^ to handle to increased reporting.371
*

^
Ihe reports came hot only from Vietnam thev alon ramp frAWi

Lace, one asserting that U S. POWs had be^n moved fom NorthVietnam to northern Laos^and then southward to the area inKhammouane Province.37 * This was one basis for a^stiU classffiedcovert foray from Thailand into Laos in the shrine of 1981 Thp An.

sumrnpffw ,

ot
5
er American POW/MIA operatives later thatsummer that he had no information on any live POWs, challenging

£ ordTrS lt
- rU

he report/nd suggesting that it was fabricatedm order to win U.S. support for the Lao resistance.
Other reports about live POWs in Laos arrived but were often

Hes associate^ Robert^Sehw^
0 0ne National League 'of.A.

me^earcMn?tr Thailand at this

.

u,f°matlon. Information Schwabiorwaraed to the League (which m turn provided it to DLA) inclnrt.

terUKtoS
S

^
f

i
i,e *?*>2^»4e^n“iShad

Numerous documents detailed the League’s position that thesp

there^bre^s^fifveTOWs^^
^e^nsfrated the likelihood that£5?

v

1 llve P0Ws in Indochina and demanded immediate

JS'Sj*0*" Garwood returned from Vietnam in early 1979 thePOW/MIA issue rMaiued national attention and a Sfevel•WW was formed.*'* The National Slri^SnSl toff

:

:

*70 Refugee Committee Report November 20 1981m
,v
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I®"* Meeting Refugee Commits November 20, 1981^
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member responsible for the area coordinated issuance of a White
House statement on the increased volume of reports from refu-

gees.57 ® : : '

: ;
-V.':; \ V.

'

-S.

By 1981, the number of reports of live POWs was increasing. The
“

principal office receiving such reports was the Joint Casualty Reso- .

lution Center field element in Thailand, under the direction of

Lieutenant Colonel Paul Mather. The office had several field inter-

viewers but was soon swamped by the quantity of information it

received. Few reports could be given the detail they deserved.

While DIA and the JCRC were focusing on live-sighting arid dog*-

tag reports, reports of human POW remains received little atten-

tion. A spate of activity began in the early summer of 1981 with

the arrival in Thailand of four skulls. Schwab advised DIA he
would get information from Ann Mills Griffiths on July 13, 1981,

about the possible ,recovery of four skulls by the Lao resistance .in

southern Laos.377 DIA was already aware of the report, having

been advised by Griffiths on July 10th that a resistance group with

four skulls had been taken into custody by the Thai.378

.• TheJJ.S. Embassy in Bangkok, Lliailand viewed this sudden
flurry of reports about remains and the heavy involvement of

Schwab and ABC News as an orchestrated “.
. . major media

event. .
379 The Embassy added “.

. . both Schwab andthe ABC
rep clearly implied initially that they would make it known that

we were being less than cooperative on this issue if we didn’t agree

to~4heir condition.” The remains came into U.S. custody within

three hours of the time the Embassy first learned of the skulls’ ex-

istence. S :'

''

On July 28, 1981, a meeting, of State, DoD and NSC staff, chaired

by then-Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Af-

fairs, John Holdridge, discussed the issues of working with the Lao
resistance forces in order to get the remains of American service-

men, and the U.S. policy not to pay for remains. 380

On-going negotiations were also discussed, with John Negroponte
and Richard Armitage mentioned as potential emissaries to the Vi-

etnamese Ambassador at the United Nations in New York. A high

level mission to Vietnam was also considered.

On July 30, 1981, Admiral Paulson requested the appropriate

DIA element research the Lao resistance forces to help answer the

question . . as to whether it may be more profitable (strictly in

terms of accounting for U.S. MIAs) for the U.S. to deal with the

Lao resistance forces or attempt to continue to secure a full ac-

counting from the LPDR.” 331 The assessment was also to consider

the possibility of penetration by Lao or Vietnamese hostile intelli-

gence services or even allied resistance groups such as those under
former South Vietnamese Army Colonel Vo Dai Ton.

National Security Counsel Memorandum from Robert M. Kimmitt to. Michael Gellner,

April 30, 1981.
317 DIA (DI-7C) Message; 15 July, 1981, Subi; Recovery of Human Remains From Laos.
373 Ibid, •

, .
. v;.-'..;

379 Message From American Embassy, Bangkok, 191041Z Jul 81, Subj: Prisoner of War - Miss-

ing In Action Matters.
3,0 Memorandum For Record, Charles F. Trowbridge, 28 July 1981, Subject- PW/MIA Meeting.
311 Memorandum to DI-7, Subj: Assessment of Lao Resistance Forces, 30 July 1981.
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seen as a threat to the Lao government and was ".
. . a poor single

focus for the U.S,MIA efforts.” 391

Nevertheless, the DIA analysts concluded the Lao resistance
could travel through Lao government control areas" to search for
grave sites using small covert reconnaissance teams. Such an effort
would be feasible “.

. . if the resistance element was strongly moti-
vated and the U.S. interests represented by trusted indigenous per-
sonnel.” Lao tribesmen could also assist in searching for crash and

' grave sites.
392 ^

.

/

v>- :

As to hostile intelligence, there was . ..

a

possibility that the
LPDR or SRV intelligence services have infiltrated the resistance
movement. The group least likely to be penetrated was non-Lao.
DIA concluded with a recommendation ... to pursue both overt
pressure on the LPDR and their Soviet and Vietnamese supporters
and covert .efforts through-Lao- resistance forces the potential
for success appears greater utilizing a covert action program. How-
ever, the. “risks” inherent with such a program are also greater .

393

In its more formal assessment, DIA analysts clearly favored two
major resistance groups; the Hmong in northern Laos and the Lao
People’s United National Liberation Front headed by Phoumi No-
sovan .

394 v ;

/

The DIA assessment was completed just as a message arrived at
DIA from the. U.S. Embassy in Bangkok .

395 It provided the most
recent information on the Lao resistance and -the operations by the
Thai Government’s Special Group .917 which had coordinated a
meeting of Lao resistance groups on June 1, 1981, in Udorn, Thai-
land. Splintered and with close links to the Khmer Rouge, Chinese
and Thai, one acknowledged resistance contact was former Lao
General Phoumi Nosovan.
On August 31, 1981, Paulson forwarded DIA’s formal assessment

to the State “.
. . for consideration and possible use in the develop-

ment of new approaches/initiates in support of U.S. Government
PW/MIA efforts.

396 With the assessment, Paulson forwarded what
he described “a summary of recovered American remains reported-
ly obtained by resistance elements . .

.” Two Americans, Vincent
Donahue and Robert Schwab, were private citizens who, in addition
to JCRC, had recovered remains since December 1979 which, on
the surface, would support DIA’s carefully worded endorsement for

the resistance option.
397

On September 16, 1981, Paulson submitted CIL-HTs analysis of
human remains obtained by U.S. citizens from the Lao resist-

ance.
393 All turned out to be Mongoloid remains and not remains

of the Americans lost in the incidents to which they purportedly
related.

** l 0588/DI-7, Message to Department of State. 27 Aug 81. Subj: Assessment of Lao Resist-
ance Force, and related memoranda.

•••Ibid.
'

•••Ibid.

•••Ibid.
;

.*’* Message to Secretary of State, 171S08Z Aug. 81, Subj: Lao Resistance Continues to Find
Unity Elusive. ,

^•Summary, Remains Received From Laos.
.

a#7
Ibid. ;,v

9#i 10647/DM Memorandum, 16 September 1981, Subj: PW/MIA Daily Report
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J** Schwab had turned over approximately two pounds ofbone fragments to JCRC on July 13th. He described receiving themfrom Lao resistance associates who stated they came from a C-130
- - downed m wu&em-^os on^i^m^
JCR^mf SS,

S

ct
P fl

rP
nen

^d re“^ins froin four individuals toJCRC on August 13. They* too, had reportedly come from amember of the Lao resistance. Both turn overs and their linkL to.“© Lao resistance were described as receiving considerable net-

^e qiLs^comiliisiion theTemains were Southeast Asian Mongoloid^"can-
.
Fe"? attributed the incident to another

example of the jnayer in which the communist imvernmerit

pw/WUPS m ^ Lave attempted to manipulate the

hKSf^ to *** advantage.” Nevertheless, there wS nohint that any members of the fragmented Lao resistance, or anvpnvate Amencans worjdng with them, were part of the mk^pX
3
!

^*j^® â^ars ^ be singular in its longevity and the close
connection between pnvate interests and U.S Government actions

l
mem

^
ershiP on the lAG effectuates. This unor-thodox situation has-only a tenuous parallel in the occasional use

Si?* League s central re!e-often as the driver of Govemnint
S^cies—r^es senous questions about whether it has unduly in-
fluen<»d U.& policy, and whether official Government bodies haveunduly interfered m the operations of a private group.400
Oertamly the presence of an unelected, unappointed citizen—with access to both classified material, including intelligence and a

oii?^
I””

11 an“,no^ *?; group purporting to represent them—to the
which the intelligence is analyzed and evaluated,

the time it is being analyzed, is unique.

^cized by some activists, includingsome families. It is a criticism publicly leveled by Col. Millard Peckwhen he resigned as head of the Special Office for POW/MIA af-fairs mJMarch, 1991. And it was critically mentioned in a DIA In-spector General’s report of March, 1983.
a uia in-

. . . Ms. Griffiths was to have visual access to . . se-

•'KnfSSSfefi* TO48' £**1 access to (and reten-

PW/MTA^Ar^ da^ beeame so pervasive . . . that the

interact in the League'i opeSti^t
01 ^ Boardof Director*, which suggect Childracc's



Ms. Griffiths would exercise her contacts in J-5 [Joint

Chiefs] who would order up DIA information for her; More
recently, her entree to PW/MIA intelligence has been

. principally through a
-

staffer"on the“NSC who . . rappar-
~

ently supplies her with whatever she desires. She present-

ly sits on the LAG on PW/MIAs, which deals With policy

matters at the national level . . . While her direct access

to DIA intelligence had been largely suppressed . . . she
still had access through the IAG and her contact at

; NSC.401 V//'':;:-.'
^

''V
,v

Griffiths’ complete access to the DIA’s PW/MIA office, including

an ability to assign tasks to intelligence analysts, the report added;
had a “chilling effect” on them.402

There are acknowledged benefits to Griffiths’ involvement as

well. Witnesses noted that her involvement had “been useful to the
U.S, Government in that much of the acrimony of the post-war

years had subsided.” Rear Admiral Allan G. Paulson; then Director

of the PW/MIA office, found Griffiths’ security clearance and in-

volvement-to have been a - net advantage to DIA and the Govern-
ment for the reason addressed in the commentary [improved rela-

tions between the Government and the families].” 403

At a public hearing on the IAG, Griffiths’ IAG colleagues gener-

ally defended the League's participation—as represented specifical-

ly by Griffiths—as productive and helpful. Ford responded to Com-
mittee questions concerning her involvement with high praise:

. the National League of Families, represented by its

Executive Director, Ann Mills Griffiths, has been the heart
and soul of the IAG since its inception ... much of

what the IAG has accomplished would not have been possi-

ble without Ann’s tireless efforts over many years.404

Similarly, Childress said:

An inter-agency group without the League represented

would lead to a higher level of destructive “group think.”

Being an NSC staff member I was able to interface with
all relevant departments and agencies at all levels, both
here and in Asia. To institutionalize the effort, it was nec-

essary. The League representative on the IAG, Ann Mills

Griffiths, due to her 20-plus years of experience and conti-

nuity on the issue, now through five administrations, was
the only other participant in the IAG who could reach out

easily to all levels . . . without the National League of

Families, POW/MIA would not be a national priority today,

there would be no IAG, no DIA POW/MIA division, no

Presidential Emissary . . .
40# -

401 The DIA/IG Report. 24 March. 1983. 12.
408

Ibid.
4,5 The DIA/IG Report, 24 March. 1983, 5-6. 10.
404 Ford statement, December 1, 1992, 2.

Childress statement, December l, 1992, 3.
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difficuh to say whether statements from interested parties

'a fle®ihYe^swerL.to.the questions raised-by-the central
involvement ofjin unelected, unappointed private citizen with sen-
smve ana significant negotiations, and in forming the policies that
undergird those negotiations. Throughout the Committee’s investi-
gation, it has heard private comments of officials at all levels of
Government that refute the praise .accorded Griffiths in public
comments. It has heaid tales of political terror from those who
Have crossed her, as well as stories of productive works.

Griffiths long involvement in the POW/MIA issuemakes her an
rmusually_ influential figure without formal membership in the
tAU; whether different policies would have been developed had she
not participated will never be known, f .

.

- .^Committee finds wisdom in the principle of Government’s
maintaining .an arm s-lepgth relationship with private organiza-
^°ns,^na matter how, noble the issue £^id efforts of the organiza-
tion. To be accountable to the American public, a proper relation-
®™p shpmd, delineate Government from private-sector efforts,
therefore, the committee recommends that the role of the 1AG.
and its present composition, be re-evaluated by all involved agen-
cies and Congressional oversight committees, with a bias against its
continued joint operation with a private organisation

INVESTIGATION- OF OFFERS

* ^surprised at all if they had, three
months later, [after the Pans Peace Accords], told us that
they had just discovered 50 prisoners and wanted $2 bil-
lion for them. But that did not happen.*06

°P^on> voiced by Henry Kissinger during his deposition to
the Select Committee in 1992, reflects a suspicion maintained over
20 yeasty some POW/MIA families and others that POWs both

signing of the Paris Peace Accords
and would be the subject of Government to Government contact

Kl?n^ a —? of American POWs. The Committee has
found no convincing evidence of any such offer being made. There
were, however, two incidents which require further explanation
and prove illustrative of the problems relating to this issue.

The 198} alleged offer

The Committee .received information that President Reagan hadrepe^ed an offer inearly 1981 transmitted through a third coun-ty (Canada and/orChina) of an offer by the government of Viet-nam to seU live PQWs to the U.S. for $4.5 billion dollars. The
“^othtetion was a Secret Service agent who allegedly

nfS® overheard President Reagan discussing this
Ge

?T
ge Bush

> Richard Allen (National Se-
William Casey (CIA Director). The conversation

reportedly took place in the Roosevelt Room, as the four were

" ,M Kknnger deposition, pp 158-159-
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' H \ ^^
walking from the Oval Office to a meeting in an adjoining confer-
ence room. The agent reported that James Baker (Chief of Staff),

Michael Deaiyer (Deputy Chief of Staff) and Edwin Meese (Attorney
General) were waiting in the’ area of the conference room for the
meeting to begin, but he was unsure whether these individuals
would nave heard any of the conversation;

The Committee treated this report seriously and first attempted
to depose the Secret Service agent. Objections were raised by the
Department of the Treasury and the Secret Service claiming that
such a deposition would forever impair the ability of the Secret
Service to guard the President.

The attorney for the agent, J. Thomas Burch (Chairman of Na-
tional Vietnam Veterans Coalition), explained that the agent would
not testify without permission of his agency or a subpoena from the
Committee. As an interim alternative to taking the deposition of
the Secret Service agent, the Committee told the Administration
that it would attempt to substantiate the source’ s story through
the deposition of other potential witnesses.

The Committee deposed several of the individnals reported to be
in the general area where the conversation allegedly took place,

but none of these individuals said they could recall such a conver-
sation. Of those reported to have actually

:
participated in the con-

versation, only Mr. Richard Allen was deposed.

Mr. Allen testified as follows:

Q: Changing to another"subject, soon after taking office,

did' the Reagan Administration become involved ’ in an
offer made by the Vietnamese government for the return
of live Prisoners of War, if you can recall?

A: Very shortly after they came over?

Q: Well, at any time while you were National Security
Adviser. I don’t want to limit it.

A: The figure of $4 billion seems to stick in my mind,
and I can’t remember whether that was during my time in

all of this or not.

I do recall having once written in my life, either in notes
or in a memorandum that it was certainly worth talking
about, $4 billion for the return of POWs and MIAs, and
that under any . . . I might be able to fmd those papers

Q: Okay, do you recall whether the $4 billion was for

live American prisoners?

A: Yes, I do. If it was for $4 billion, it was indeed live

prisoners ...
... First of all, my reaction (was that) $4 billion for live

hostages sounded somewhat preposterous to me at first. I

was obviously for getting into a discussion, %t least getting

into a discussion about it.
407

Mr. Allen sent a letter to the Committee on July 21, 1992, clari-

fying his testimony. He said he had located a copy of his notes
(which he attached) of a meeting on September 24, 1986 at which
Capt. Red McDaniel, John M.G. Brown, John Malloy, Mike Milne,

407 Allen deposition on June 23, 1992, pp. 83-84.
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J. Thomas Burch, and Bruce Rehmer told Allen of the alleged
meeting in 198L Rep. Billy Hendon also appeared in Allen’s notes

^S-— 3Uegedaneeting:j»ithllh*sumnaa^

It appears that my uncertainty during the deposition
was justified, and that there never was a 1981 meeting
about the return of POWs/MIAs for $4 billion.- - r~-

•

-It becomes clear that my recollection of having written
;

- these notes referred to events of 1986, not 1981. During the
meeting with Capt. “Red” McDaniel and others, I recall
having been surprised by their view that some sort of
C0V®r*"P or conspiracy” had taken place, and I now

recall advising them there were no such meetings in the
Roosevelt Room. President Reagan rarely came to the Roo-
sevelt Koonirand for very sensitive mattere such ds a “dfe

7
-

the^afoffiS*
11^^’ 11 W0Uld haTO token place only in

Contact was also made with the Government of Canada as well

^ sweral lower devel^mpbyees of the Department of State and^°wn
/

about this incident if it occurred.
None of the deposed individuals (with the exception of Allen previ-
ously noted) confirmed that such an offer was ever made.408 An ex-Sye

rrA^ MQP f&e
!l-

d
,

ocuments from the State Depart-m^t« CIA and NSC failed to disclose any evidence of this offer.
~

The Committee regrets that the Secret Service agent was unwilh

Faced with this unwillingness, the Committee was divided aboutwhether to compel the agent’s testimony by issuing a subpoena
tJ1? Adminmtration tlmt

the testimony of a Secret Service agent concerning a conversationmvoNuig the President would set a : harmful precedent, and feltthat the agents report was, at best, uncorroborated by the testimo-ny
-°L

a
?y i”

tnes^ ^her Members felt that the agent had

3K*J» <^
aim to_ special consideration by talking to others aboutwlmt he had reportedly heard, and that his testimony might con-

gatJESWt to Committee’s inwsUgetLTffier e«« M. one Senator absent,

mu
^Poepa the testimony of the Secret Service agent,me vximmittee notes that, during its investigation, information^^cating that Mr. AHen ha«fa discussion with

January» ^86 concerning his recollection of

earlvJ^nwrv^lo^
118 c®?ve^sati®n.

was allegedly the result of an

IKw meeting >nvolinng President Reagan, the Vice-

Rnfwfn^n
C

!

on^®ssman Bob Smith and former Congressman
Bill Hendon. During the meeting, the Congressmen inquired about

so under subpoena. During Ms deoosiUon^he t yme *n twtl^but would do

remembered ’ hetestiriedthath« had no knowledge of an offer, nor
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a possible offer involving live POWs in 1981. Both President
Reagan and Vice-President Bush told Congressman Smith that no
such offer concerning live POWs had been made. Notes from then
Vice-President Bush and'froni former Congressman Hendon’s office

confirm that a conversation was reported to have taken place be-

tween Mr. Bush and Mr. Allen concerning the alleged offer.

The third country (ASEAN) offer

I, Irving Davidson (a civilian with NSC contacts) reported in 1984
that, according to his contacts with highly placed officials of an
ASEAN nation, it appeared that individuals in the government of
North Vietnam had indicated that the Vietnamese would welcome
an approach by the U.S. to discuss the POW issue. The early re-

ports relating to this subject indicated that the discussions were to

cover the sale of both warehoused remains and live POWs (“breath-

In late 1984, a high-ranking retired general, who was a member
of the National Security Council of the ASEAN nation, discussed
this matter with Richard Childress of the NSC who, with the con-
currence of Robert McFarlane (National Security Adviser to Presk
dent Reagan), traveled to Vietnam to investigate this report. De-
classified documents indicate that Assistant Secretary of State
Paul Wolfowitz informed Secretary of State George Shultz of a
plan to pay for remains and “possible live POWs” in a January,
1985 memorandum marked “super-sensitive.” The memo stated

that Mr. Childress intended to fund the initiative with either CIA
or private funds. Mr. Childress later reported that he had followed

up the possible offer, but that it led to. a discussion only of remains.
The Committee did not consider the matter satisfactorily resolved

by the reports filed and viewed that open questions remained as to

what had actually occurred.

In 1992, the Chief Counsel to the Select Committee and a Com-
mittee Investigator travelled to the ASEAN nation to investigate

the alleged 1984 live American offer. Committee investigators met
with Government officials and with the General and his brother,

the individuals allegedly knowledgeable of the earlier offer. Their
stories proved inconsistent. The general’s brother remembered
offers for live POWs having been made, while the general stated

the offers were for remains only. More specifically, the general said

that the Vietnamese wanted several hundred million dollars in

return for the remains of 50 Americans. The general also said that,

at some point, Mr. Davidson had called him to say that the “deal

was off because of leaks.” Both men indicated that if the Commit-
tee desired, the North Vietnamese channel could be reopened for

the continued discussion of purchasing remains. The Committee in-

dicated that the U.S. Government was always interested in recover-

ing remains Of missing servicemen but that the U.S. Government
position remained that no payment would be made for the remains.
Subsequently, the U.S. Embassy in the ASEAN country contact-

ed the individual who had initially travelled to North Vietnam to

discuss the remains/live POW subject. According to the Embassy’s
report, the individual says that although the Vietnamese official

with whom he dealt did not say specifically that there were live

POWs, he did say that his government did not control all lower



level Vietnamese officials, and that Vietnam needed financial as-
sistance if it were to find missing Americans or their remains.

In summary, the Committee could not conclusively determine
whethermdividualsinthegovernmentofNortHVietnanrdiscussed
the possibility of there being live POWs in 1984; the Select Com-
mittee does find that the sale of remains was discussed. ^

REMAINS RECOVERY EFFORTS .

For many families, a serviceman’s remains may be the only an-
swers there are to questions about his fate. Crash and grave-site ex-
cavation remain a high priority, just behind investigating live-
sighting reports because, in the words of Maj. Gen. George Christ-
mas: v. - ^

[Families] want them to walk out of the jungle and come
home, but they will tell you very quickly that “if that
can’t be the case, please end the uncertainty for me. Give
me something so that I can put this to rest, I’ve been with
it so long.” 409

Recoverable remains

Of the 2,546 unaccounted for servicemen as of 1977, no more
than 1,339 were expected to be accounted for, according to a March
1977 DoD briefing of the Woodcock Commission. Of these, the re-
mains of 436 men were determined by their battlefield comrades to
not be recoverable; many were lost over water, or disappeared in a
fireball when their planes were hit by enemy fire or crashed.
Another 772 were men whose fates DoD did not think the Viet-

namese and Lao knew (344 in Category 3 “Doubtful Knowledge,”
plus 428 in Category 4 “Unknown Knowledge.”)
To get the fullest possible accounting, however, American te&ras

need to be on the ground to do the accounting job properly. That
was the message Dr. Shields delivered to the Commission in 1977-
U.S. teams had not gotten access.410

Vessey “Sensibility Check”

Another approach to attempt to gauge what remains are recover-
able was suggested by Gen. Vessey:

General Vessey. Well, I think that we need to look at
what we know about remains. And there are certain
things we know. One is that the Vietnamese did have—did
issue instructions to their subordinate military and politi-
cal authorities for what to do with American casualties,
whether they were alive or dead. And if they were dead,
what to do with them.
And the DIA has constructed a good briefing on the

steps that were in this Vietnamese process, and the first
was that they were to—for example, if there were an air
crash they were to find—the local people were to find the
crash, find the pilot if he were alive, capture him; if he
wasn t alive, find the remains then bury them on the spot

40i Christmas testimony Nov 5 1991 %

*»Wript, BrieSngoT Woodcock Commioion by Dr. Ropr Shield.. p. 7.
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and then report the location of those—of the grave to the
central authorities. And then the central authoritiesdear-
ly had a system for recovering those remains, at a later

date,- some 2—some -ly 2, to 5 years later, and then sending
those remains to central storage.

Now there are a wide variety of theories, now, on what
that produced in central storage. We have the case of the
mortician whose evidence at least is credible in the terms
of he said he saw this and that’s one set of eyes. It’s not
clear how many he counted and so forth, but clearly he
says he worked on 230 sets of remains himself. So that’s

quite good evidence.

Now, the question of whether or not there are still hun-
dreds in storage is the basic question. I’ve taken the four-

step DIA model, which some people say produces X hun-
diw stiU there despite' the fact that 500 sets—or actually
about 400 of might-be-Americans have been returned—
that it still produces maybe 500 sets in storage;

So what I did is I took the four-step model and assigned

subjective probabilities to each of the four steps, because
it’s a compound probability problem. I went to the Air
Force and I said what percentage of peacetime crashes

produce remains, and the answer is 70 percent. So you
start out with the .7, and certainly the war-time probably

can’ t be any better than .7. .- \
Then you

-

say well, what’s-the probability, then, of the
people finding the airplane and theremains and recover-

ing them and burying them. Well, if it crashed in a local

area I’m sure it’s close to .1—or it’s 1, but if it crashes in a
remote area, I don’t know what it is. So I said well let’s

just say .7. Maybe that’s good, maybe it’s not, but it’s not

bad for starters.

Then what’s the probability of the grave being reported
accurately from people who buried the remains without a
map reporting its location, and then its surviving the three
things that would effect it. That is the Southeast Asian
weather and scavenging, which was taking place, we know,
and general shifts in the terrain due to other matters.

I don’t know what that probability is, but say it’s .7.

Then what’s the probability of going back 2 to 5 years
later and finding that grave that was reported—whose lo-

cation was reported by people who didn’t have a map. Say
it’s .7. If that—if all those are .7, then the product of the
compound probabilities is about .24, which means about a
quarter of the air crashes in North Vietnam would have
produced remains in central storage.

If you don’t like those probabilities, raise all the other

probabilities except the .7, and you still only come up—if

you make them all .9 it doesn’t get any better than .5.

Now maybe the Vietnamese were better than that. I doubt
it. So what I say is the number of remains that some
people expect to be in storage is too high. It doesn’t stand
the sensibility check.



Warehousing remains V

For
J[
cian fr®1

? Vietnam defected. He testified before
Jngress during the early 1980s that he had processed 452 sets oflKT^ wete tho^e of U.S servicemen, during1975-76 and that the Vietnamese had “warehoused” them. Themontician expressed the belief that the remains were to be used togam diplomatie and other concessions from the U.S.
the mortician met with Committee investigators in late 1991 fnrtwo days of depositions. He testified at lehgth^S hkpSiottestimony, including a statement that he had seen Robert Garwoodmid. two other Caucasians whom he believed wereAmeS^nVietn^ during the late 1970’s. The mortician statedSSadadvised DIA as early as 1982 that he could identify certain remainsupon which he had worked by the wav theSe

"geftota,« related totheW he ha^rfiStSS

ciS to'feiSL™ nr
a hrieflng fcr Vfetnmiese Offl.D-c< cpnceraing the evidence of warehousingremains that had be«n provided by the mortician.

g
The text of the briefing included the following:

• . . comparison of the number and type of those n»-
mains returned to the U.S. in subsequent years with thosethe mortician saw reveals a significant shortfall .

v
not able to conclude that all the remains processedor^observed by the mortician have been returned to the

rvrnmt
0" forensics experts tell us that approximately 70percent of U.S. remains returned by your government

’ SMwSen
-

C* °f
T*-*™ fiy^ weSThey

exhibited minimal bonemass loss, commingling with Otherremains of mividuals lost in widely disparate areas andcoatmg with preservatives and/or disinfectants. Thuswhile your government has returned many sets of remains

f theWomS,S
the “n^10n *at there are still Americanremains that are readily available or easily retrievableand that could be repatriated to the UnW States Si a

VpS n»S
rt 'pen

?|,
<* t“ne. By storage, we mean remainskept abow or below ground, collected into one or morecentralized facilities, or located in documented graves 411mm the DIA. dfer^ !

.urging py tne committee, took the mortician to CIL-HT for him fr.

St? c°*s^ s

iv-i
1

®®f
8es familiar with current Vietnamese approaches ‘testified

4,1 DIA briefing, May, 1992.
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to Vietnamese archives after their denials of the archives’ exist-

ence for 20 years, believes:
:

'

There is no such warehouse, sir. If at one point in the

. ‘70s or early-‘80s,:.if there were some remains somewhere .

in Hanoi, those remains have by now—as the officials re-

tired who were in the program, as they went back to their

provinces, various memorabilia, maybe even remains,

[went] back with them.41

2

According to Garnett Bell, a U.S. investigator who has worked

throughout Southeast Asia on POW/MIA issues for 27 years:

My view, sir, is that there certainly was a warehouse in

the Hanoi area at one time. The mortician, I think, after

he defected in 1979, testified here in Congress that he proc-

essed some 452 [sets of] remains.
: The Vietnamese were confronted -with that information.

They denied it. They indicated that they thought the mor-

:
ticiari was fabricating. .

. , The Vietnamese, I believe, came
to the conclusion that we were confident that the man was

. -telling the-truth.

Since the mortician gave his testimony, they have re-

turned to us approximately 450 [sets of] remains. Approxi- -

mately 260 to 269 [sets of] remains have now been identi-

fied • and they have also informed us, as well as Mr.

- [Robert] Wallace from the VFW, that we did have a ware-
~ house but we don’t have one now, and what that indicates

to me is that they halve admitted that the mortician was

telling the truth. They’re telling us that we have given you

those remains back, and the warehouse here in Hanoi is

now empty.413 ;
V-

,:

;

Vietnamese Amnesty Program

In early December 1992, Vietnam announced an amnesty pro-

gram for citizens holding Americans’ remains. Vietnamese laws

forbid citizens to have possession of American remains, an effort to

curtain the rampant dealing in American remains by bones deal-

ers. To encourage those who are holding remains to return them*

Vietnam offered to pay a small amount for remains (to coyer ex-

penses); after Senators Kerry and Smith visited Hanoi December

17-18, the Government extended the amnesty program the reward

signalled.

Early response was encouraging; — sets of remains were re-

patriated by publication time and are awaiting identification by

qL-ffl. V;'
; .

Excavations

The slow process of excavating crash and grave sites is the tedi-

ous work of archaeology, as U.S. investigators sift through 20 years

of soil and debris to find bones, teeth and wreckage. An example of

a recent excavation illustrates the work:

411 Schweitzer testimony; Dec. 4, 1992.
414 Bell teeUmony, Dec. 4, 1992. ,



Admiral Larson. . . •. I've had the opportunity to visit
our teams out there in the field.. And after watching the
excavation in a very difficult mountainside out in the

...„-Ste^y,„hot:jungles of~I^os in a- VGry difficult^hclicopter
landing zone, as many of you have experienced out there
in the field, you appreciate the real enormity of the prob-
lem, but also the dedication of the fine young Americans

are out there working in the field to try and solve the
fullest possible accounting of this difficult issue.

I visited our group out in Laos in the field, where
they re living m a very primitive base camp there in the
jungle, where they even have to fly in fuel to refuel the
helicopters there bemuse there are no facilities whatso-

• _And^then, they’re doing an excavation with about moretlm 30 people, workrng up on the countryside, on the hill,
side, up m the mountains area just off the trail. Very hot,
very steamy You get leeches. You get dirt. You get a lot of

Trkin
^
^ local villagers up there.

Its a 2i hour hike from the bottom of the hill up to the

by^riic^pter
6 *** workin& We fly our people in

Theyworked-I think that last tiling was over 20 days. I
tiunk it was almost 30 days they were in the field there, -
workmg from the base camp, going up there every single

^awn til dark, and then returning to

Chairman Kerry. And how many people are on the
ground m Vietnam and Laos?

F ne

lhw °{?r teams have varied in size from alow of about 28 to a high of about 63. It depends on howmany teams we actually have. We shoot for about 70. We
lari ^Vietnam*

SUt “ the field at a time, particu-

Needham, if you could relate
to the committee-I was struck. 1 mean, most people sit in

say, well, why can you not goto the

^ou H let us just go look.

B.™V?
I think it is important for people to have an under,

standing of the logistical difficulties and of the realities
out there. I mean, when we are talking about helicopters
we. are not even talking about bur ownri^ow'S the
living conditions are really difficult, to say the least.

juSt t
t share 1,8 y°“r personal

I you have spent a lot of time out inthe field, and we talked about it when we were over there,and you were suffering from it when we were over there. Iwish you would sort of share that.
1

Needham. Well, first of all, Senator, let me goback to the numbers. We presently have 40 United States
servicemen in Cambodia today. Less than half of those

fWim^v
0
nc^P*

b®pa)“e
,

the helicopter support is coming
from the U-S. Army s 25th Infantry Division. And therein



lies the support that we get from the CINCPAC compo-

nents^ It’s virtually unlimited.

In Laos today we have 30 people, less than half, again,

that belong to the Joint Task Force. The majority of the -

other half belong to the Central Identification Lab.

In areas that we operate on in the three countries, there

are a number of considerations that have to go into the op-

eration. First, the weather. The weather is very dependent

on what we can do over there / <

Secondly, the mountainous terrain that you observed is

very difficult to get into. Some of the cases of extremely

high altitudes—for example, a case that you’re very much
interested ini case 1983, which we will be going into in

January, is located at approximately 7,000 feet. There’s

only about three months of the year that we can get in
.

A helicopter coming in to a landing zone at that location

is reduced in what it can carry, and if anything happens,

it has very few options. Many of these LZ’s are very small;

can only take small helicopters that require a large

number of runs to get the force in there.

Lastly, I have forgotten over 20 years how hot it is in

that country, how difficult the terrain is, how many bugs

there are, and how difficult it is to support logistically

when-we have to carry in everything from water to food. It

is ^extremely tough. Some of the toughest I have seen in

terrain that is very hard to explain unless' you’ve actually

seen it yourself, yet our people are out there day in and

day out, under very trying circumstances, trying to solve

. these cases. s'.;

And, lastly, as the Admiral said, when it comes to exca-

vating a site, it’s like looking for a needle in a haystack,

and it’s very slow, meticulous, tedious work.

Admiral Larson. I might just add, Mr. Chairman, to

that. The helicopter landing zone that I landed at this

little excavation site, which is about 2,200 feet upon the

mountains, at a slope of about 60 degrees, where they were

doing the excavation, the villagers and our people had to

walk up there and clear the helicopter site out of dense

jungle and trees. And the helicopter site was smaller than

this space between our two tables here, where we brought

the little Squirrel helicopter in and landed, with about

four people in it. So, it’s very difficult to get there.

Current operations

The JTF-FA has conducted 35 excavations since it was created

in early 1992 (18 in Vietnam, nine in Laos, and eight in Cambodia),

plus inspecting crash or grave sites at 149 locations (114 in Viet-

nam, 27 in Laos, and eight in Cambodia).414 In all, JTF-FA has re-

covered the remains believed to be those of 30 American service-

Dec. 1, 1992 information paper submitted with testimony of Admiral Charles Larson and
Maj. Gen. Thomas Needham Dec. 4, 1992.
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Future plans '' .' • '
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:

:

.

*n April 1992, JTF-FA had a full schedule of crash-site excava-
tions for the next five years. CINCPAC Admiral Charles Larson o?-dered that pace increased to take advantage of recent Vietnamese

Aether they held reniaina or not.
What 1 believe though, now, is that we have in our hands

Sp-Sll? fr
et k the answer to that question. I just talked

t° Gerjeral Needham and said, you know, if you just have
a quick-reaction remains team out there with Vietnamese

.
*™. the archives -
that shows that so-and-so was killed and his remains were
in the hands of the Vietnamese at a given time, that’s the
set of remains we ought to start looking for right now.

:•v ..
j..'. •; ^ oyer there and . saying you’re .

•

^mainS havu»g tbum say we’re not holding
remains is a wasted exercise. Whether they are not we
don t know, but lets start with what we do know . . [this^ h

j
^ at one time, what hap-

|«ned to the remains, and start from there. And I think
that will get us to the answer.415 ~ _

REMAINS REPATRIATION EFFORTS

identification Laboratory in Hawaii (CIL-HI) ir re-
sponsible for searching .for, recovering, and identifying the remainsnfm h^pe^nue^ or missing in action.

g 8

CIL-HI S primary duties are:

WT°1j
C
^?r

du
TT

s®arch and recovery operations in the Pacific forWorld War II, Korean, and Vietnan/war dead-

nJ° «f
r<X

^i,
rem^"s

-
establish identification through the

emergency support world-wide in searching for
recovering, and identifying the remains of service
killed or missing in current operations.

memoers

’ Cn
il
HI

x
has identified the remains of 537 U.S. service-

the
Yi
etnam W?r> 115 from World War II and

&87^?il&£°n
°ther

?
per?tl0ns

J;

CiL-HI’s current staff num-pers 87 military personnel, whose focus is primarilv field oner-

tiS rem£
mg records

’ 311(1 16 civilians, wLse focus is on iden-

OAO investigation ofCIL-HI

«*

;

; Vessey testimony, Dec. 4j 1992.
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That CUfHi’s techniques did not meet scientific standards,
That it lacked- capable staff and adequate facilities and

'>. equipment, and yv /
[;,

That it-used questionable review procedures. ~ -

In December, 1991, the Committee asked General Accounting
Office (GAO) to determine whether there had been improvements
in CIL-HI operations since Congressional hearings during the
1980s sufficient to minimize the possibility of making erroneous
identifications; and whether controls in day-to-day management
allow CEL-HI to oversee effectively the remains identification proc-
ess. In response, the GAO determined that, with some exceptions,
CIL- HI has taken the steps needed to improve its accuracy and
thoroughness.416

The GAO was charged with examining operations designed to
minimize the chance of making erroneous identifications; and with
determining whether controls in day-to-day management are suffi-

cient. As part of GAO!s investigation, it sought the technical assist-

ance of outside experts.

:
Summary ofGAO’s Endings - ....

The General Accounting Office concluded that, on the whole,
CIL-HI effectively instituted the necessary reforms. Specifically,

the GAO found that CIL-HI: ; ;

Used scientifically accepted techniques;
~

. v
.

Appointed a world-renowned, board-certified forensic anthro-
pologist as the laboratory’s first scientific director and hired
other qualified staff;

Upgraded its facilities and equipment; and
Incorporated extensive review procedures to minimize the

possibility of errors in making identifications.

Finally, GAO determined that critics’ charges to the contrary,
the long tenure of CIL-HI’s commander did not affect the scientific

judgments of his staff.

GAO noted several problem areas in CIL-HI’s operations; DoD
pledged to make the recommended corrections by March 1993.

Most troubling to the Committee was the destruction of bone
fragments—mostly splinters—in 25 cases in the mid-1980s. The in-

cident appeared to be a one-time occurrence, and verbal instruc-

tions are to keep all remains, however small or impossible to iden-
tify. At the time, technology was incapable of identifying the re-

mainsr-and still is—but GAO, its panel of outside experts, and
CIL-HI itself agree that options should be preserved in the hope of
future scientific advances. In addition, GAO recommended that
CIL-HI develop written guidelines to buttress the standing verbal
directions. VvAT/.V
Also of concern was the resignation of two top staff members, al-

though a preliminary review suggested that their problems were
not with CIL-HI’s scientific operation.

Other systemic problems identified by GAO were:

"‘•GAO Report, October 1992, GA0-NSIA1M3-7.
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CIL-HI’s inadequate and ineffective file locating system that
resulted in difficulty finding files and, at times, finding skele-

CIL-HI’s inadequate tracking system of pre-death informa-
tion requests that can hinder the identification effort; and
DOD’s lack of guidance on the control of remains sent to

family-appointed experts—a problem .that has resulted in the
loss of some of those remains

Outside experts’ findings

In addition to its own review, GAO convened an external panel
of experts to examine the technical integrity of CIL-HT s work.
Panel members were selected based upon experience, knowledge,
and their lack of connection to recent affiliated work on identifying
remains The panel interviewed CErHI staff and others, inspected
its facilities, equipment, and file review procedures.

In general, the outside experts lauded CIL-HI’s current oper-
ation, citing its commitment to “maintaining high standards of pro-
fessional performance, as manifested by its use of modem facilities,

equipment, and analytical methods” and noted that “CIL-HI per-
forms more in-depth analysis to establish identifications than most
other forensic laboratories in the world."417 They offered the follow-
ing specific suggestions:

. _ v:.-.: •

' Consolidate records and store originaPdocuments in a cen-
;:-

:

tral'.file;'-;"

; Maintain radiographs;

Modernize and standardize operating procedures;
Improve the chain of custody of remains, including taking

steps to prevent the disappearance of remains by examination
by outside experts hired by families to evaluate CIL-HI’s work;
Hold unidentified remains, even where identification may ho

exceedingly improbable, in the hope that advances in technolo-

gy will improve the chances of identifying them;
Restrict staff comments to those areas where they are ex-

perts; .. .

-

Segregate scientific personnel from the military chain of
command in order to resist the possibility of undue influence
over the scientific decisions;

Require CIL-HI’s forensic pathologist to play a larger role in
the identification process; and
Grant CIL-HI’s laboratory director additional authority over

the scientific operation.

On-going work at CIL-HI

Much of the frustration that POW/MIA families have with CIL-
HI is precisely because of its plodding approach—that it is at once
slow to make identifications and lightning-quick to render them as
soon as one tooth, or any other bit of evidence, supports a scientific
finding. In fact, the completeness of skeletal remains is rarely as
important as locating key portions. As Thomas D. Holland, CIL-
HI s physical anthropologist explained:

417
Ibid., Consultants' Report Appendix.

'
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• : :
(70 percent) of remains at CIL-HI fall

into the. GIL-Portion category, i.e., small fragments of bone
unassociated with REFNO [POW/MIA case reference

_——hHniber]..or valid .name..Most CIL-Portions are -undiagnos- -

tic fragments less than two centimeters in diameter. Other
; sets of remains are more complete.

It should be remembered, however, that the degree of
skeletal completeness is correlated only weakly with iden-
tification potential. CIL-HI has in curation at least one
skeleton that is approximately 99 percent complete, and
yet .no identification currently is possible. On the Other
hand, CIL-HI has effected identification based on single
teeth.418

Of the larger bone fragments, just 1.3 percent of the sets of re-
mains at CIL-HI in mid-December 1992 were more than three-

® ful1 skeleton; '23.9 percent were less than one-quarter
of a full skeleton; the remaining 4.5 percent were between one and
three-quarters complete.419

CIL-HI presently has 938 .sets Of. remains—882 from
Southeast Asia and the rest from Korea—that have not yet been
identified. These are not necessarily 938 different individuals, how-
ever:

•'

The remains repatriated from North Korea are a good
example of why the completeness of a skeleton is not nec*

_v essarily a good indicator of- identification-potential. All
three of the Korean War skeletons listed as at least 75 per-
cent complete are commingled In other words, even
though the skeleton may have a skull, two arms, two legs,
and the axial elements, the arms and legs may not go to-
gether, and neither necessarily is associated with the skull
returned in the same box. In fact, there is an average of
over 1.6 individuals represented in each of the boxes offi-

cially repatriated by the North Korean government.420

Discussion

The GAO concluded that CEL-HI uses techniques that exceed
those used in othermodem forensic laboratories In its view, the op-
eration has minimized the possibility Of erroneous identifications
and provides sufficient day-to-day management to effectively over-
see the remains identification process.
The Committee notes, however, that even a fully professional for-

ensics laboratory is going to have difficult overcoming the obstacles
that ex

J^ *9 the rapid and confident identification of war-time re-
mains. The ravages of time, the incompleteness of medical records,
and the limits of science dictate that progress, if it is to be as sure
as we demand, will also be far slower than we would like.

41 • Holland letter, Dec. 21, 1992
41# Ibid
4,0 Ibid.



CONCLUSION: CONSPIRACY THEORIES AND MYTHS

Chairman Kerry. The reason I measure it against you
-
~ years of service is that the minute somebody draws that :

kind of conclusion or says there is not evidence, I cannot
find the evidence, some people in this country immediately
take that person and, rather than look at the evidence ob-
jectively or rather than analyze how you may have come
to that conclusion, they jump and suggest that you are

: there for part of a conspiracy because you have not come
to the conclusion they want you to come to.

Now how do you feel with that? What is your advice to
us as a former battlefield commander and general? How
do you speak to that? You are obviously not a traitor to
your country , and you are obviously, at least in my judg-
meht, hot somebody joining in a conspiracy. But you have

: sat here, after dedicating years of your life in retirement,
to finding answers And you cannot find credible evidence,

_

,

;
correct? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

General Vessey. Thus far, we have not. That’s right.
Chairman Kerry. So what do you say to those people

who throw you in a conspiracy?
.

^

General Vessey. I guess what I would say, what I’ve said
to those who have confronted me personally, 4s this is not
a religious issue. It’s not a religious issue of faith. It is

something—it’s a human issue, a material human issue on
this earth. And there are facts that will disclose the
answer to the questions we are seeking. Let’s find the facts
and let the facts speak for themselves.

In the meantime, you can have all the hopes that you
want. But don’t turn it into a religious faith that some-
body’s alive when we don’t know whether or not they’re
alive. 421

Cries of “cover-up” or “conspiracy” are used often by people dis-

satisfied with the U.S. Government’s progress on accounting for
missing servicemen. The conspiracy charge is an easy one to make,
but difficult to prove. 422

A prominent investigation of whether a conspiracy exists or ex-
isted on POW/MIA issues was conducted by Lt. Gen. Eugene Tighe,
whose efforts are praised by the very activists who subscribe to the
conspiracy theory. The Tighe Commission found:

4,1 Veney testimony, bec;4.1992.

:
IKcWBwwSfir.JSiP* BdiKton,'d«S»Hi u: •

•

combination or confederacy between two or more persons.
“A conspiracy may be a continuing one; actors may drop out, and others drop in; the details of

operation may change from time to time; the Members need not know each other or part played
by others; a member need not know all the details of the plan or the operations; he must, how-

*now the purpose of the conspiracy and agree to become a party to a plan to effectuate
that puroose. A dvil conspiracy is: The essence of a “civil”, conspiracy is a concert or combina-
tion to defraud or cause other iiyury to persons or property which result in damage to the
person or property or plaintiff.

'



No evidence that anyone in DIA (or anywhere else in the
U.S. government) has intentionally covered up anything
at»out the POW/MIA issue. 428

Its first conclusion was, "We have found no' evidence "of cover-up
by DIA.” 424

For a conspiracy theory to be valid, it would entail hundreds or
even thousands of people from the military services,488 from the
very lowest-rated enlisted person (El—l) through four-star admirals
and generals; and in the civilian sector it would encompass civil

servants from a GS^-1 through the Cabinet level. This would have
been accumulated since 1973 and by this time would have encom-
passed in the millions of people that had access to sensitive infor-

mation on the POW/MIA issue.
''

Gen Vessey, a widely praised 46-year veteran, former Chairman

?f.
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the President’s Special : Emissary to

Vietnam since 1987, and recipient of the Presidential Medal of
Freedom, shares this view:

Senator McCain. In order for there to be a conspiracy or
a cover-up of this issue, do you agree with me that it

would have required the active participation of hundreds
of members of the military?

Vessey. Yes, sir. And I think that’s an improbable sort of
thing. American soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines are
not conspirators. It's hard to keep, military secrets long
enough to. get the operation going along without the .

enemy knowing what’s going on. Even at the time when
we were at low ebb, we still had 100-and-some-odd people
involved, and those rotated. Many of them rotated every
two or three years. So I’d say the prospect or probability of
a conspiracy being kept without it being blown wide open
is almost zero.

Senator McCain. Have you ever seen any evidence of any
conspiracy or cover-up?

Vessey. No, sir, I have not.

Senator McCain. Did you when you were in your position
as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff?

:

:VEKEY/No,;sir.'-''r: ;:

.

Senator McCain. Or at any other time in your military
career?

'

Vessey. No, sir .
426

Another witness, the ranking officer in the Hanoi Hilton, was
equally incredulous:

Senator McCain: We have had witnesses, Admiral, that
there was after that a conspiracy, and that is why I was
interested in the part of your statement that you remained
involved in this issue for some years afterwards, that there
was a conspiracy or a cover-up orchestrated by various ad-

'***
tight Report.

4,4 n»d.
4t* Perroots testimony, Aug. 12, 1992.
4 *§ Vessey testimony, Dec. 4, 1992.
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ministrations in the intervening years. Have you ever seen
any evidence of that?

Admiral Stockdale. No.
Senator McCain. Do yoti believe that it would brpossi-

ble?
:

vr'. yV:/'
Admiral Stockdale. No, I think . . . to go into it as a

venture, you’d be a fool because there are so many possi-

bihties of leaks and so forth.
••

Nor did Henry Kissinger place any credence in the idea:

There is no excuse, two decades after the fact, for

anyone to imply that the last five Presidents from both
parties, their White House staffs, Secretaries of State and
Defense, and career diplomatic and military services either
knowingly or negligently failed to do everything they
could to recover and identify all Of ohr prisoners ana
MIA’S.

Howard Baker, formerly President Reagan’s White House Chief
ofStaff and Senate Majority Leader, testified similarly:

I cannot think of a single thing that suggests to me that
there was a conspiracy of silence or any active conspiracy
or any other kind of conspiracy . . .

428

Others with. long experience found charges of a. conspiracy to be
baseless as well. Maj. Gen. George Christmas:

Mr. Chairman, my experience is that most people who
become well-informed on this issue have no trouble agree-
ing fiiat the accounting of our missing men means obtain-
ing information from Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Those
who maintain that there is some secret set of files being
kej)t by misguided U.S. Government personnel intent on
maintaining some bizarre cover-up are deluding them-
selves mid the American people. The answers are in South-
east Asia and that is where the U.S. Government is, cor-
rectly in my view, putting its emphasis 429

General Leonard Perroots:

Senator McCain. In order for a cover-up to be successful
as has been alleged, it would have taken the active partici-

pation of hundreds if not thousands of military personnel?
V

: General Perroots. Yes, sir.
430

Maj. Gen Richard Secord:

Senator McCain. Do you believe that there was any con-
spiracy to cover up existence of any live Americans either
in Laos or anywhere in Southeast Asia?
General Secord. No, sir, I don’t. I’ve never seen any evi-

dence of that.
Senator McCain. Do you believe that it would have been

possible, without the knowledge of a number of military of-

«« Kissinger testimony, Seel. 22, 1992.

Baker testimony, Aug. 12, 1992.
4** Christmas testimony, June 25, 1992
450 Perroots testimony, Aug. 12, 1992.
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fleers and enlisted people such as yourself who were in

some way in the loop?

General Secord. No, There are so many people in that
loop, that it would not have been possible, in my opin*. :

ion.* 31 '

;

vr'/v
'

And witnesses who recently have spent time in the field testified

about the possibility of a conspiracy:

Chairman Kerry. I want to ask you a question. You are
under ; oath. You are either ex-service people or people
committed to this effort. But there remains at large in this

country a body of suspicion about people involved in it,

and it comes largely from the way it’s been handled and
resourced in past years I ask you this question under oath
so that people can have some sense of where you’re Coining

from. _ . : ,
. _ :

\ _ ,

'

And I want to know whether anyone here has ever seen
any evidence or believes that there was a conspiracy to ac-

tually tube this or cover it up. Mr. Sydow?
Mr.

S

ydow.

N

o, sir. \
Chairman Kerry. Mr. Sheets?

~

Mr. Sheetz. You’ve always seen me in civilian clothes.

I’ve been in the Navy. I’m still in the Navy Reserves since

1965, so I consider myself sort of also a uniformed person.

I’ve seen nothing to indicate conspiracy or cover-up.

Chairman Km?. Colonel Cole? : - V :

- Colonel Cole. Certainly not, sir.
~

.

-

Chairman Kerry. Mr. Gadoury?
Mr. Gadoury. Never.

Chairman Kerry. Mr. DeStatte?

.

• Mr. DeStatte. Never, sir.

Chairman Kerry. Sergeant Deeter?
Sergeant Deeter. No, sir.

Chairman Kerry. Mr. Bell?

Mr. Bell. No, sir, I don’t have any indication of a cover-

up, but I think we should always stress objectivity in our
work.

The Select Committee examined allegations of conspiracy and
heard testimony about the allegation. No witness gave credible evi-

dence that a conspiracy ever existed on the POW/MIA issue;

nearly all called the notion an impossibility and found it highly un-
likely that military personnel would ever be involved.

Myths V
Another difficulty in separating fact from fiction in POW/MIA

efforts has been the prevalence of myths. The amount of inform*,

tion on the issue overall is monumental and fictitious claims often
contain just enough shards of truth to make them believable. Oft-
repeated myths have become popular lore in the vast collection of
stories about the Vietnam War and the POW/MIA issue in particu-

411 Secord tetiaony, Sept 24, 1W2.



Island ofsyphilitic souls theory

One of the stories perennially told in Vietnam and remembered

today by many veterans, is about a secret island, to which, were

sent, there to spend the rest of their lives, persons who had con-

tracted a dangerous and incurable sexually-transmitted disease

The premise was that the consequences of the disease were such

that society could not risk the possibility of an epidemic in the

United States. The existence and location of the island needed to

be kept secret, so the story goes, so people sent to the island were

listed as MIA or KIA/BNR
Logic exposes the story’s flaws. Veterans were not routinely

given physical examinations immediately before leaving Vietnam

or upon arrival to the U.S.—foiling the island’s purpose, because

persons contracting a disease would carry it back to the USA unde-

tected As immediate “social” contact was common for many vets

returning from Vietnam, the spread of any disease would have

been inevitable—and yet no such disease has surfaced in the U.S.

population (AIDS’ origins having been traced elsewhere). Logic not-

withstanding, the mjrth prevails to this day as an explanation for

the fate of some unaccounted-for Americans.

Systematic lie theory

Other stories are more difficult to disprove, but even their defi-

ance of common sense does not stop their spread, which in turn

mainstream media, fuels these rumors. For example, one persistent

story is that the U.S. Government has been bringing POW/MIAs
back secretly and providing them with new identities such, as is

done in the federal witness protection program or, in the alterna-

tive, incarcerating them in mental hospitals. The ostensible reason

for this secrecy is presumably to avoid contradicting official policy

since 1973 that all live POWs were returned home. Another theory

argues that since no amputees or mentally deranged people re-

turned at Operation Homecoming, these men have been smuggled

back and are kept hidden.

Committee investigators interviewed a newspaper reporter who
printed this story as fact, his sources, and others with variations of

this story; they found no factual support for it. One supposed

source summoned to testify, and subpoenaed, was the victim of his

ex-wife’s fantasies.

"Black ops” theory

Another publication printed a suggestion that 2,454 men should

be added to the list of 2,265 POW/MIAs—because the additional

2,454 was the number involved in highly classified operations

whose inclusion on the list of missing would have compromised the

operations’ secrecy.

“Crazies'’ and amputees theory

This belief and the belief about secretly smuggling individuals

into the country and providing new identities assumes that no

family members or friends who would miss these men or else,that

they willingly participated in a conspiracy of magnitude—ideas
that flout common sense. It is also belied by the testimony of Admi-
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ral James Stockdale, who testified about the return of at least one
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Perhaps the most persistent kind of rumor grows out of events

with simple, straightforward explanation:

-

-

• The' opening of a bigger, permanent office with the

standing in the military hierarchy needed to get things

done fueled suspicions that the move was designed to si-

lence an investigator. Garnett Bell, a key player before

Hanoi agreed to U.S. terms’ full-time presence in-country,

remained a key player after the office was changed to take

advantage of the new opportunities.

In another case, the illness of a senior Vietnamese diplo-

mat was twisted into accusations that he had been killed
"

trying to defect over the POW/MIA issue and blaming
fjnngri^innfll offices for botching the defection. The diplo-

mat’s efforts to correct the story, through a letter to the

editor, were then manufactured into a story that the diplo- 'y

mat only wrote the letter because there was a “gun to his

I-ilhead.’^:;^^
The Committee investigated both charges and found them base-

less. vV - ;
'. .v'--

l
'
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Chapter 6: Private Efforts

Overview yiv ~\f’.= Wv.y/y

One of the most active grassroots efforts during the past decade

has been that of Vietnam War activists. They have pressed success-

fully on several fronts, and it is these activists, and the families of

unaccounted-for servicemen that have kept the POW/MIA issue at

the forefront of public attention. At times, private groups have

prodded the Government to act, at times (such as at the Commit-

tee's formation) they have demanded investigations into the Gov-

ernment’s actions. Jdost of these activities have been both altruistic

and effective; some have been well-intentioned, but have not served

POW/MIA families; and a few have been outright scams of the

most reprehensible kind.
; ; . i .

To examine private-sector POW/MIA activities, the Committee

documented a wide range of public-awareness campaigns and other

activities, investigated recent reconnaissance and rescue operations

conducted overseas, reviewed the role of various groups in distrib-

uting photographs purporting to depict POWs in Southeast Asia

after Operation Homecoming, and reviewed professional fundrais-

ing conducted in the name of various POW/MIA organizations.

Public awareness campaigns

Many private organizations engage in a range of successful

public-awareness campaigns designed to educate the public about

the POW/MIA issue. These efforts include rallies, marches, educa-

tional forums, newsletters and newspapers, television and radio

programs, holiday ceremonies, the sale of memorabilia (such as

POW bracelets and t-shirts), the creation of memorials and parks

to honor POW/MIAs, foot races, and vigils. Some have funded

scholarships for the families of POW/MIAs; others have sponsored
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legislative initiatives across the country. The accomplishments of

these organizations are too extensive to be fully explored in this

report, but a summary of the achievements of several organizations

is included in this chapter. —— r— —I--

Reconnaissance/rescue missions

During the Committee’s year-long investigation, a reconnaissance

and rescue operation known as “Team Falcon,” was undertaken by
the private sector, ostensibly to locate and rescue American POWs
believed to be held in Laos. Lauded at first by activists, it was dis-

avowed by them when it was determined that contributors were
misled, money lost, participants duped, and no POW was identified,

located or repatriated.

The Committee also examined a reconnaissance and rescue oper-

ation known as Skyhook II, led by former Congressman John
LeBoutillier. It learned that U.S. Government officials illegally at-

tempted to provide handguns for members of the Lao Besistance
associated with Skyhook II. It also found that other U.S. Govern-
ment officials helped to solicit funds for Skyhook II; and that
money raised was nmnelled through a Bangkok bank account.-

The Committee reviewed certain activists conducted by Lt. Col.

James “Bo” Gritz (USA, Ret.) and found that, despite Government
attempts to repudiate and minimize its involvement with Gritz, the
Government sanctioned, encouraged, funded, approved, and provid-

ed logistical support to some of his overseas reconnaissance and
rescue operations. Those operations serve as additional evidence of

how Government attempts to use the private sector-in clandestine

overseas operations can go awry.

Photographs '

Another activity of great concern to the Committee Was the dis-

tribution of fraudulent reports of live POWs. These reports, usually
attributable to notoriously unreliable agents in Southeast Asia
with proven track records of failure, were cited by private groups
as evidence of live POWs and incorporated into fundraising ap-

E

jeals. In some cases, fundraisers themselves concocted fantasies
oosely based on these agents’ reports and peddled them as verified

facts. In no instance did any overseas agent locate a live POW or
produce reliable evidence that U.S. servicemen are in captivity in

Southeast Asia.

The most readily believed stories were accompanied by photo-

graphs. The Committee’s investigation of several of these photo-
graphs revealed evidence of fraud in several instances, including

those circulated in 1991 that allegedly depicted Donald Carr,

Daniel V. Borah. John L. Robertson, Larry J. Stevens, and Albro
Lundy.

Fundraising

The Committee’s investigation revealed that millions of dollars
have been raised for the POW/MIA cause, but the bulk of the
funds are frequently retained by the professional fundraisers hired
by certain POW/MIA organizations. Heart-wrenching statements
purport to confirm thats POWs are alive in Southeast Asia and
that their rescue by a private group is imminent are the basis for
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the appeals—but donors are virtually precluded from learning how
their contributions are spent:

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has almost no incentive

to audit financial reports of non-profit organizations: non-profit

status is granted on the condition that the organization give

donors basic information about its operations—but, once ob-

tained, non-profit status also means the IRS won’t collect reve-

nue by looking closely enough at the organization to see that it

is keeping its promise.

The Supreme Court has held that certain aspects of charita-

ble fundraising are protected by the first Amendment guaran-
tees.

432 Accordingly, state and federal regulators face substan-

tial barriers to regulating the claims of non-profit organiza-

tions that operate both within states and across state lines.

The emotions surrounding the POW/MIA issue, until recent-

ly, have effectively dissuaded congressional oversight and news
coverage of shady operations: it is far easier to tell the story of

a POW/MIA familys anguish than to examine the groups who
prey on that anguish.

V "

?

:
•

POTUC-PmATE AUJANCES
.

'

Lao resistance

In its efforts to learn more about rumors of live Americans held

in captivity in Southeast Asia, the U.S. Government considered

working with Lao resistance forces. In August 1981* DIA!s assess-

ment'of the Lao resistance included the following:

Although the [Lao resistance] is weak, it does offer the
potential for supporting U.S. MIA efforts. A recommenda-
tion would be to pursue both overt pressure on the LPDR
and their Soviet and Vietnamese supporters and covert ef-

forts through [Lao resistance] forces. On balance, unless

Hanoi and Vientiane change their established MIA ac-

counting policies dramatically, the potential for success ap-

pears greater utilizing a covert action program. However,
the “risks” inherent with such a program are also greater.

There is no “one” Lao resistance group/element. The
movement is fragmented with the most stable elements

being among the northern tribesmen and the Lao People’s

National United Liberation Front (LPNULF), a loose coali-

tion of various resistance elements. Other framnented re-

sistance elements operating in Laos include the Lao Lib-

eration Movement (LLM) and the “21-18 Group,” a forma-

tion of political elements. Although total strength of the

resistance in Laos is estimated at 6,000—8,000, it does not

pose a near-term threat to the stability of the current

regime. The resistance lacks a dependable support base
and there is little coordination between resistance groups.

Without a significant increase in external aid accompanied
by improved discipline and organization, the Lao resist-

ance will remain nothing more than a minor irritant to

4,1 See, eg.,- Riley v. National Federation of the Blind, 487 US. 781 (1988); lee also, Village of
Chaumburg v. Citizens for a Better Environment, 444 US. 620 (1980).
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the Lao People’s Democratic Republic and a poor single
; focus for U.S. MIA efforts.

.

:;Ya^Y'Y.'Y
The resistance movements have gained a limited amount

- of sympathy and support by propagandizing and recruiting
at the village level. They have not yet, however, been able
to establish secure bases of operation within Laos. They
primarily operate from base camps a long the Thai-Lao
border and, less commonly, the Lao-China border area. In
the northernmost provinces, aid is provided to the Hmong,
Yao* and Kmou tribesmen by China. In the panhandle .

region, Democratic Kampuchean (DK) resistance elements,
supported by the Thai, provide nominal aid to Lao resist-

ance forces. The Thai also provide assistance and direction
to select resistance elements in the central area.

Regarding actual MIA-related activity, Lao resistance
elements could travel throughT government controlled
areas in search of U.S. crash/grave sites and could provide
information concerning the locations of such sites. These
operations could be covertly accomplished employing small
reconnaissance teams to avoid detection by LPDR or Viet-
namese military forces. The small covert team concept ap-
pears feasible if the resistance element was strongly moti-
vated and the U.S. interests represented by trusted indige-

nous personnel. .

There is a possibility that the LPDR or SRV intelligence
- services have infiltrated the resistance movement The

likelihood of a penetration is greater among the ethnic Lao
resistance elements than with the tribesmen whose ethnic
association is closer and whose long-standing animosity
toward Lao and Vietnamese is traditional. The non-tribal
Lao resistance elements are more susceptible to infiltra-

tion due to the fragmented nature of their movements and
their varying ethnic, social, and political composition and
objectives. These same weaknesses are the primary reason
we see no near-term chance of success for unification of
the Lao resistance movements.

Although the Committee found no clear evidence that the U.S.
Government actually worked directly with Lao resistance forces,

the Committee did obtain evidence of indirect efforts by the-U.S.
Government to fund Lao resistance elements in the hopes that
those elements would provide information concerning the possible
existence of POWs in Laos. This is ironic because, as set forth later
in this chapter, the Committee found evidence that Lao resistance
forces have been responsible for the dissemination of false and mis-
leading information concerning the existence of POWs in Southeast
Asia. . YY; Y Y'-Y Y



Questions about (J,S. Government involvement with private Efforts

to fund Lap resistance

The Committee received evidence in the form of deposition, docu-

ments and affidavits *as indicating that in 1982, officials of the Na-

tional Security Council apparently had approved a proposed project

intended to raise private funds for POW/MIA-related activities in

Laos that ultimately resulted in funds being received by the Lao

resistance. It was alleged that Richard T. Childress, a former

member of the NSC responsible for Southeast Asia, Ann Mills Grif-

fiths, Executive Director of the National League of Families, and

former Congressman John LeBoutillier participated in raising

these funds. The project ultimately would become known as Sky-

hook II.

Both Griffiths and Childress were fully cooperative with the

Committee’s investigation and both strongly deny any allegation or

implication that they helped raise funds for Lao resistance groups.

Griffiths has asserted that: 'o'
;':" V

: '-'Yi-V'"-”""-

The truth is that money which went to Thailand was so-

- licited and spent by John LeBoutillier, not by the Whited -

House, in his attempt to gain proof of live prisoners . . .

LeBoutillier asked for a valid non-profit group which could

accept contributions and disperse them in support of his

efforts to seek information and evidence of, living U.S.

• I' . POWs- Since it was not a League project and knowing that

SupfKirt Our POW/MIAs still-retained that status, I con-

tacted Betty Bartels about the possibility ...

Betty agreed to receive and disperse the funds, based on

LeBoutillier's assurance as a sitting Member of Congress

that nothing illegal would be undertaken and that the ef-

forts were not counter to U.S. Government policy or law;

however, neither the League nor Betty knew how the

funds were spent.434 v-
:

In his Jan. 8, 1993 letter to Sens. Kerry and Smith, Childress

wrote: s;
: ;

.
:.:v.

Apparently the press has a staff draft of the SSC report

that alleges I, as a member of the NSC staff, supported the

Lao resistance and facilitated gun-running. I labeled it as

a smear and warned against publication.

As noted in my deposition, which appears to have been

ignored in the draft report, to the contrary, I personally

intervened with Congressmen Hendon and LeBoutillier in

1982 and indicated the White House could not deal with

them if such activities were contemplated. We learned of

this through a State Department cable that alleged Con-

gressman LeBoutillier’s representatives intended on rais-

ing a private army. I asked for and received a letter from

453 See particularly; 1) Ivan Kalister deposition and associated exhibits; 2) Bert Hurlbut depo-

sition and affidavit; 3) Errol Bond deposition and associated exhibits; 4) Francos Mullen deposi-

tion and associated exhibits; 5) John Fisher deposition and affidavit; and 6) John LeBoutillier

memorandum to Ted Sample dated October 10, 1992. * V
414 Memorandum to the Board of Directors of the National League of Families, from Ann

Mills Griffiths, June 8, 1987.
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Mr. LeBoutillier which was distributed in the government
that he and his representatives would desist from such ac-

tivities; I have never even met Congressman LeBoutillier's

“agents,” and they attempted to interfere directly in our
negotiations with Laos, a matter of record.

Further, I ensured that official U.S. government intelli-

gence activities would not use Lao resistance personnel,

discouraged support for the Lao resistance by other groups
(again it is a matter of record), deleted known resistance

personnel from White House public events, and negotiated

a joint communique with the Lao government that the

U.S. would respect their independence, neutrality and ter-

ritorial integrity due to their concerns over the Lao resist-

ance and potential U.S. support. This was done to build

the requisite trust between our governments to make
POW/MIA cooperation possible.

I covered in my deposition the events surrounding Con-
gressman LeBoutillier’s requests of DEA and their subse-

ouent disconnect wife him due to some involvement with

arms. I did not learn of the arms angle Until later when
called by Mr, LeBoutillier’s attorney, ATF and subsequent-

ly DEA. I was informed earlier by DEA that the initiative

could not be approved due to DEA budget restrictions. Mr.
LeBoutillier asked me about arms on one occasion and. I

turned him down flat. That too is in my deposition. —

I request that this letter be made a part of the record or

appropriate corrections be made to reflect what actually

transpired. Such blatant inaccuracies and omissions smack
of an apparent attempt by someone on the Committee
Staff with agendas other than the issue. If true, it will cer-

tainly detract from what all hoped would be an objective

report on a serious national issue that does not fuel more
domestic attacks and allow concentration where it belonp,
on Hanoi.^ 35

In August 1982, a 501(cX3) (tax-exempt) POW/MIA organization

known as Support Our POW/MIAs, Inc. (SOP), headed by Betty
Bartels, began receiving tax-deductible donations, which were then
transferred to bank accounts in Southeast Asia and elsewhere for

the Skyhook II project. Thereafter, as set forth below, approximate-
ly $200,000 was raised from various donors for the Skyhook II

effort
; V ." •> -jp':.'"

''h

Approximately $156,000 of the donations were wire-transferred
by SOP to a Bangkok bank account in the name of Mushtaq
Ahmed Diwan upon instructions communicated to SOP by Grif-

fiths. Information provided to the Committee indicates that Diwan
is a friend or associate of Col. A1 Shinkle (USAF, Ret.) and that the
$156,000 transferred to the Diwan account was subsequently pro-

431 Sen. Smiths letter to Childress, Jan. 16, 1993, explains omission of Childress' complete
letter was an omission; clarifies that Sen. Grassley referred a case to the Justice Department
after the Committee's authority expired; and outlines factual inaccuracies corrected before the
Report was filed with the Senate and printed by the Government Printing Office. A complete
text of Sen. Smith s letter is contained in the Annex to the Report



vided to Lao resistance forces, presumably to fund efforts on their

part to locate, identify and repatriate American POWs. •

The chronology of SOP’s involvement in the “Diwan Project” is

well-documented in- contemporaneous notes kept by -Betty Bartels.

According to those notes, Griffiths telephoned Bartels ana request-

ed SOP’s federal tax -number and the names of the members of

SOP’s board of directors.

June 22, 1982— .. . Ann wanted to use the [SOP] bank

account to deposit some funds, from undisclosed sources,

and later cable the funds to a bank account out of the

country. Ann requested that I check with our bank how
funds could be telegraphed overseas, i.e., by telephone call,

in person, by mail, etc.

10 July 1982—1 met with Ann Griffiths and Carol Bates

in their room to the Stouffers hotel. There was no one else

present. I was assured by both Ann and Carol that this

project was completely ‘legal’ and involved nothing that

was against the State Dept, policies, DoD policies, etc. ...

I was given pemission. to. discuss this plan with my hus-
'

; band, George Bjartefe and ask hot to dkcuss it mth anyone

else. I was again reminded that it was most important this

entire matter be kept in strictest confidence; that the Na-

tional League of Families Boards were not aware of this.

Only a U.S. Senator, to remain unnamed, and the White

Hpuse, Ann, CaroLand myself were aware.

.
Errol Bond, SOP’s Vice President and accountant, testified that

he: ^
:

.V-;-;.;.' ;

y
U-\.

assumed that Dick Childress was involved because Ann
had indicated that it [the Diwan funding] had the blessing

'

-

1

of the White House.436

Bond further testified that it was his understanding that the ap-

proval for the project:

.
.
probably came from the President or somebody tell-

ing Dick Childress to go ahead.437

Thereafter, commencing on August 2, 1982 and continuing

through 1985, SOP received checks totaling approximately {200,000

and deposited them into its account at Security Pacific National

Bank in Palm Desert, California. During this period, Bartels would

telephone Griffiths and advise her of the receipt of the various

checks and Griffiths would, by telephone, instruct Betty Bartels to

wire-transfer the funds to certain accounts. Pursuant to instruc-

tions received from Griffiths, SOP wire-transferred these funds to

certain accounts. Most of the money, approximately $156,000, was

transferred to an account at Bank of America, Bangkok, in the

name of Mushtaq Ahmed Diwan. A smaller portion was trans-

ferred to an account at Chemical Bank in New York in the name
of Narinder S. Saluja.

Narinder Saluja resides in Bankok and was interviewed by the

Committee via telephone in November 1992. He informed the staff

,M Bond deposition, p; 28.

«»n>id.,p. 26.
-
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that when monies were deposited in his New York account at
Chemical Bank as described above, he would then transfer a like
amount in cash to Shinkle in Bangkok. Saluja claims that Shinkle
asked him to use his bank account as a conduit for money because
Saluja had businesses in New York and Bangkok, enabling him to
transfer money overseas quickly. c:

The Committee received evidence that most of these contribu-
tions discussed above were solicited by Bert Hurlbut, a Texas
oilman who is convinced that live POWs remained in Southeast
Asia; Hurlbut testified that Griffiths asked him in 1982 to raise pri-

vate funds to try to bring POWs back from Southeast Asia.438 Ac-
cording to Hurlbut, he agreed to assist and was told that a tax-de-
ductible had been founded in California to handle the money; infor-
mation about the account came via Griffiths.439 Hurlbut was led to
believe that the project had the blessing of Judge Clark and Rich-
ard Childress at the NSC.W , - - - - - - —
The money Hurlbut raised was transferred to the Bangkok ac-

count of Mushtaq Ahmed Diwan and then given to Shinkle and
Patrick Khamvongsa.^41 According to DIA, Patrick Khamvongsa is

a former member of the Royal Lao Air Force with ties to Phoumi
Nosavan and other members of the Lao resistance. In 1984, Patrick
began to work for Brig. Gen. Heine Aderhold (Ret.).

Evidence and depositions received by the Committee indicate
that the funds transferred to the Diwan account went to a Lao re-

sistance group for operations.442 Bond testified that he learned in
1987 that some of the hinds had been used to buy arms and ammu-
nition for the Lao resistance.443 U.S. intelligence agents contacted
Hurlbut about his activities,444 but he was not asked to cease fund-
raising for the Lao operations.445 During that time, Hurlbut was
an active member of the World Anti-Communist League and an as-
sociate of Gen. John Singlaub (Ret.) during the time Singlaub was
actively raising funds and providing equipment to the Lao resist
ance.446

Staff notes from a June 21, 1990 telephone interview with Shin-
kle in connection with the work of a prior Committee state;

. . . Shinkle was asked if he had ever received any
money through a bank account bearing the name Mushtaq
Ahmed Diwan. Shinkle stated that he had. He continued
by stating that he received approximately $154,000.00 from
this account. He believed the exact amount was
$153,212.00. The money was obtained through donations by
former Congressman John LeBoutillier. The arrangement
for the monies to be received in the Diwan account was
done by Ann Mills Griffiths and Richard Childress. Tlie ac-
count was established by a friend of his who is of Indian

433 Hurlbut deposition, p. 7.
438

Ibid., p, 10.
440

Ibid., p, 11;
441

Ibid., p. 14.
442 Hurlbut affidavit
443 Bond deposition, p. 72.
444 Hurlbut deposition, p. 27.
443 Hurlbut affidavit.

"Haarious I)uty," J.K. Singlaub, Suromtt Books; New York, 1991, p. 456.
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origin that he has known for some years; When asked

whait he spent the money on, Shinkle replied “Field Oper-

ations.” The money [was] used to buy boots, field packs

and other items for resistance groups in Laos -.- 7^—-
Records of the Diwan bank account show that, during a portion

of the relevant period; a total of $578,689.42 was wire-transferred

into the account from a variety of sources from various banks

throughout the world. Other than as set forth above, the Commit-

tee was unable to locate Diwan, or determine either the sources or

ultimate recipients of these funds.

In a deposition, Griffiths provided her account of the origins of

the Skyhook II project. She stated that in June 1982, LeBoutillier

sought to raise funds for a POW intelligence/rescue project which

ultimately would become known as Skyhook II. LeBoutillier would

discuss ms proposed activity with both Griffiths and Childress.

Griffitiri said "shelihderstQbd"^
obtaining intelligence information on live POWs and that it was

his intention to then provide that information to the Government.

Griffiths did not dispute the accuracy of Betty Bartels’ SOP notes

which reflect that officials at the NSC approved of the proposed

project and that it was important that the existence of the project

be kept secret.447

Griffiths agreed to help LeBoutillier by finding an existing chari-

table organization which would receive tax-deductible donations on

behalf of LeBoutillier and then transfer those funds to Southeast

Asia for the proposed Skyhook II project. Accordingly, she contact-

’

ed an acquaintance who was an official of a dormant California

501(cX3) (tax-exempt) organization known as Save Our POW/MIAs,

Inc. Griffiths explained the situation to the official, Betty Bartels,

and it was agreed that SOP would receive donations on behalf of

LeBoutillier’s project and then transfer those monies to bank ac-

counts as directed by Griffiths and/or LeBoutillier. Approximately

$200,000 was raised from a handful of private donors who under-

stood that their donations would be used to fund a clandestine

POW project in Southeast Asia which had “the blessing of the

White House.”

Other efforts related to Lao resistance forces

The Committee learned of an attempt by LeBoutilier and others

to obtain Government identification, radios and 10 handguns for

Skyhook ITs contacts within the Lao resistance movement. 448 Fol-

lowing discussions with officials of the Drug Enforcement Adminis-

tration and the NSC, LeBoutillier purchased the handguns in Vir-

ginia in 1984 through an acquaintance. The handguns were intend-

ed to be shipped to Thailand for Skyhook II. Prior to purchasing

the handguns, LeBoutillier had attempted to secure the assistance

of DEA in providing Government identification and radios for Sky-

hook H’s operations in Thailand. Although DEA apparently took

preliminary steps towards providing government identification to

7 Griffiths deposition. •

. .
_ ..

•As part of its investigation of this matter, the Committee reviewed Bureau ofAlcohol, To-

bacco ana Firearms case Wes and other documents, and took testimony from government offi-

cials. The depositions and files are archived as part of the Committee record.



Skyhook ITs agents in Thailand, those efforts and any efforts to
provide radios.apparently were short lived. In addition, LeBoutil-
hersought PEA s assisfanee in transporting the handguns to Thai-

ai^v i

°f the purchases of the handguns, the Bureau of
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms conducted an investigation of possi-
ble «r6a™s eolations. As

?

a result of its investigation, ATF recom-
mended that LeBoutilher be prosecuted for firearms violations re-
lated to his straw purchases of the handguns.
In 1986 the U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Virginia

declined to proswute, based in part upon the fact that there was
evidence that LeBoutilher s activities had been sanctioned by theU-S

;
Government. The investigation failed to determine what ulti-

mately happened to the handguns.

BECEWT RECONNAISSANCE AND RESCUE MTgCTQWS

From at least the early 1980s, there have been several well-publi-
cized attempts by American citizens to locate and rescue POWsbe-
lieved to be held captive in Southeast Asia. Set forth below is a de-
scription^dM^y^ of two recent such missions. The first was
conducted in 1992. The second, conducted by three POW/MIA ac-
tivists from Florida, took place in 1988.

Team, Fakon

rec?nnaiss
?
n“. and rescue operation, raised

5M& 560,000 fn>m_concern^ citizens, including a POW/MIA
famdy .member. It was a futile exercise, doomed to fill from its in-
ception because it lacked reliable information about the existence
and location of any POWS; second, the participants lacked the
technical and logistical resources needed to ensure a mission’s suc-
cess; and because they relied almost exclusively upon an individ-

. In late 1991, Ted Hendrickson and Charley Taylor, members of
the Arkansas POW/MIA Verification Task Force, planned a mis-
sion to Southeast Asia to locate and rescue three American POWs.
Hendrickson and Taylor are retired Vietnam veterans who are re-cemng 10° percent disability payments from the Veterans AHmin .

istration for health problems relating to Post-traumatic Stress Dis-
order. They claimed that the mission was planned because they re-caved intelligence information” from Howard Funkhouser of^

!
d
?
ntyy ^e location of live AmericanPOW/MIA srn Southeast Asia.449 This information allegedly was

^ by two Lab Americans, Bo andHiet Phayboun, yet this remains unclear. fWkhouser has written

l&lefi 2to?so
tUne’ he mamtained^ belief that there were no

^oUowiM a rtries of meetings in the Fall of 1991, Team Falcon

v^^^trgan
-

80
]
1

?
tmg money- Approximately $60,000 isknown to have been raised from a variety of private sources.451 In-

I**1
!! dejpoMticm exhibit 3. p. 8.

4,0 Ron Martin dentition exhibit 7, p. 2.

Buckner deposition exhibit 4, page 9. ftylor depoeition, pp. 84-44.
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dividual participants in the mission also spent considerable sums of

their own money in connection with the effort.
_

The individuals primarily responsible for raising the money for

the operation were Hendrickson, Taylor and Ted McGarry. By al-. .

luding to the possibility that they knew where POWs were being

held, and withholding details about the mission in the name of “se-

curity,” these men appealed to the hopes and fears of potential

donors. Their urgent* emotional pleas extracted large sums of

money with a minimum of explanation or evidence to support their

Maims This demonstrates vividly the appeal of purported first

hand live sightings. •, \
'

The U.S. component of Team Falcon consisted of McGarry and

Pam Heidinger, who had rented a “safe house” in Jacksonville, Ar-

kansas. Their function was to maintain lines of communications be-

tween Thailand and the U.S, operations and to arrange the logis-

tics of the POWs’ entry into the tfhi^
“rescue.” Thousands of dollars were spent on phone bills,: rent for

the safe house, food, travel, etc. Additionally, the Canadian Viet-

nam Veterans of Toronto was asked to provide “security” at the

airport upon the POWs return from Southeast Asia; 20 Canadian

Veterans were said to be available on 24 hours notice. Mike Gill-

hoolley, Chairman of the Toronto group’s POW/MU committee

majo several trips made between Canada and Arkansas and spent

‘more than $9,000 on the Team Falcon project.

At the end of January, 1992," HendSckson, Taylor, Ken Carr

(MIA Capt. Donald Carr’s half-brother) and Baron Harris traveled

to Bangkok to begin the mission.452 They were preceded by

Howard Funkhouser and his two Lao-American friends, Bo Novilay

and Phet Phayboun.453 There are conflicting accounts regarding

the role these men played, but they returned to the U.S. in mid-

February having done little more than paper work in connection

with POW/MIA search effort.
484 Their departure left Team Falcon

in need of a translator/interpreter. McGarry contacted Khambang

Sibounheuang and asked him to go to Bangkok to meet the mem-

bers of Team Falcon. Khambang traveled to Bangkok in April

1992.455

According to Khambang,
he travelled to a village near the Thai-

land/Laos border to assist Hendrickson and Carr in crossing the

border. Khambang did not accompany Hendrickson and Carr into

Laos. Poor planning, expired visas, and a lack of appropriate fund-

ing and equipment caused several delays. According to Khambang,

: members of Team Falcon spent approximately three days in Laos,

no time in Vietnam or Cambodia, and two-and-one-half months in

Thailand Taylor claims that Team Falcon members Hendrickson

and Carr spent up to 6 days away from the safe house in Thailand,

but it is unclear where they were during those days. Team Falcon

returned to Arkansas on April 13, 1992.486

493 Khambang deposition exhibit 11; p. 3.

4M Martin deposition exhibit 7, p. 4.

414
Ibid., p. 5.

4*5 Khambang deposition, p. 81.

4M ftid, exhibit 11, p.i
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.
An After Action Report summarizing Team Falcon’s activities

in Southeast Asia was prepared by Team members in May 1992
this account states, in part:

• there are Amencan POW/MIA’s from the Vietnam
conflict who are still alive in Southeast Asia.
While not imprisoned in the traditional sense—Team

Falcon found no evidence whatsoever of the existence of
any current PpW camps, cages, caves or other restricted
enclosures—neither are these individuals free to return
home . .

Team Falcon personally investigated over 50 of these re-
ports by actually visiting the alleged sites. We found no

v
evidence, either physical or by interviewing area residents,

.

that any of these sites currently serve as the location of aPOW camp or confinement area of any type .... . In fact,
' found no evidence whatsoever that there is any POW :

camp, cage, cave or similar restricted enclosure housing
Amencan POW/MIA’s anywhere in Southeast Asia at this
tune. : vk\. -v-. . v

Based on the accounts of those who either contributed money or
participated dirwtly or indirectly in Team Falcon, it would have
been impo&ime for the Team Falcon members to have investigated
the alleged POW camp sites, or the Ideation known as “Site 85’’ as
claimed m the Report4 *4

1988 Mission to Southeast Asia -

. Three POW/MIA activists from Florida, Ron Martin, Tim Wil-
liams and Leonard Hood travelled to Thailand in 1988 fcr the pur-
pose Of rescuing certain PQW/MIAs from Laos. Martin testified
that:

. , . [W]e got some intelligence through activists—people
who had been going back and forth for years and building
relationships with Free Lao, mostly, such as Phoumono
Nosavan, the son of General Phoumi, people like that. And
we,had information that Tommy Hart, the son Vera Hart,
and Morgan Donahue and one other person—we didn’t
know his name—were near the border in Savannakhet. So
we went over initially expecting to spend 2 weeks. And 2
morphs later we were still there . . . And we were unsuc-

Like others who contacted Phoumono for assistance, Martin and
his colleagues paid him for information and assistance in their
search for missing American servicemen. Phoumono coordinates
teams .of armed escorts for cross-border forays. Martin describes
these teams as follows:

These guys don t stay in camp. They’re not regular
troops. When Phoumono puts together a group, he goes to
homes. And we picked up a number of them in a van-like

447
Ibid.

,

^ _
,

uiionRM»rL
CP°Siti0n Exhibit 6’ ®n analysis of the errors contained in the Team Falcon Alter

441 Mirtin deposition, pp. S-9.
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vehicle. You go to individual homes. They kiss their wives

goodbye. I mean, some of them live in huts and real horri-

ble conditions. And I think they probably paid them
maybe-500 bhat [approximately $25] to go. Any that’s the

way a lot of these people—that’s the only income they

have. . . We crossed the Mekong with about 29 indigenous

people. Then we went towards Savannakhet, up and down
hills, not on roads. We had no firefights. We ran into no

concentration "of troops. We stayed hidden mostly during

the day. We only went about 70 klicks [approximately 44

miles] into the country. . .
46°

Martin further described the role of the 29 indigenous “troops”

hired by Phoumono:

[They were t]o be on call when Phoumono
.
needed them.

In other words, when -he would -say, we’re rgoing to go

check out a POW camp in the Phong Sali area or some-

thing like that, sometimes they would go, sometimes they

wouldn’t. If they needed money, they would go. If they

wanted to feed their family, they would go. Perhaps if they
:

found a job, maybe they’ll not go.461

During their foray into Laos, Martin’s team, along with Phou-

mono and his 29 “troops," reached the point where the POWs were

supposed to have been. When they approached the supposed camp,

Phoumono insisted the group leave at once as there were too many

enemy troops in -the area. Martin testified that he did not see any

of the troops but, not anxious for a confrontation, left the area;

Martin testified that his share of the expenses for the trip (includ-

ing travel, food, lodging, and payments to Phoumono) came to ap-

proximately $14,000. /’;
'

Martin’s experience is evidence that a cottage industry in POW/
MIA hunting has emerged in Southeast Asia as a result of the will-

ingness of U.S. citizens to pay for “intelligence” and “mission sup-

port.” For a few thousand dollars, people like Phoumono can

secure weapons and hire a small force of armed escorts. Martin

and others who have dealt wito Phoumono have learned that his

industry is riddled with deception:

If you want me to tell you after hindsight, I wouldn’t be-

lieve Phoumono, I wouldn’t trust Phoumono with any-

thing, to tell you the truth.4®*

When asked why Phoumono provided false or misleading infor-

mation, Martin posited:

It’s got to be for money. It’s the only reason I can guess.

Also, I guess it gives him a little power. Money gives him a

little power in his own community. That’s the only reason

I could guess, because with his operation he will certainly

never regain Laos or become—or gain the status of his

father, General Phoumi.463

«•• Ibid., pp. 18-14. V>
. ‘•‘Ibid., p. 22.

"
'

H* Ibid., p. 34.
' Ibid., p. 41.
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James “Bo” Grits

James “Bo” Gritz’ forays into Southeast Asia have been well
publicized _inJhe_inedia .and_in-lx)oks,?l± and he-is regarded- by
POW/MIA activists to be the inspiration for the “Rambo” movies.
An excerpt from a report prepared in February of 1988 and dis-

tributed by the NSC in response to a congressional inquiry follows:

James “Bo" Gritz is a retired Army Lieutenant Colonel
who became active in the POW/MIA issue during the late
1970s. At that time, the issue did not have the policy prior-

ity it does today. Relying on a variety of supporters, he has
attempted to put together several “rescue attempts" in
Laos based on unsubstantiated hearsay reports.

In the Spring of 1981, Mr. Gritz received considerable
publicity when he disclosed “Operation Velvet Hammer,"
a POW-rescue venture

-

sponsored by private" citizens; and
some family members of Americans missing in Southeast
Asia. Operation Velvet hammer was not connected in any
way with the U.S. Government. This effort, which was not
carried through, involved a “training camp”~at a~“cheer-

^

leading academy" in Florida, among other things. Later,
Mr. Gritz was publicly disavowed by his associates and
supporters, the media and the National League of Fami-
lies. The legality of his fundraising was questioned by vul-
nerable family members, one of whom lost $30,000. After
receiving adverse publicity, Mr. Gritz surfaced a letter, .

which he alleged was from the late Lieutenant General
Harold Aaron, USA, former Deputy Director of the De-
fense Intelligence Agency, implying a connection between
his activities and the Defense Intelligence Agency. An FBI
analysis of the letter revealed a number of differences be-
tween the signatures on that letter and that of General
Aaron, inconsistencies in the language of the letter, and
other facts that led to the conclusion that the letter is not
authentic. General Aaron was not alive when the letter

surfaced. - ;•

In October 1981, a low-level Department of Defense orga-
nization submitted a proposal for an operation that includ-
ed Mr. Gritz’s participation in a collection capacity. This
proposal, submitted by an acquaintance of Mr. Gritz in the
organization, never rose above the first level in the ap-
proval process. However, in unwarranted anticipation of

y
the concept being approved, the organization prematurely

v

provided Mr. Gritz with initial travel funds and some
equipment. Following disapproval of the proposal, this or-
ganization informed Mr Gritz that he did not enjoy any of-

ficial support. .V-j

With this exception, there has been no U.S. Government -

sanction, encouragement, funding or approval of Mr.
,

Gritz’s activities by the White House or by any Executive
department or agency of the government. In fact, the U.S.

ingCa
e
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Government has attempted in every way to oppose his ac-

tivities and has advised him that he was operating counter

to Government policy. He has attempted to fund his al-

leged POWr^cue operations through use of a now defunct :
tax-exempt veteransniganizatioh, thousands ofdollars re-

portedly donated by a religious organization, and dona-

tions from MIA family members and other private Ameri- .

can citizens. \-
;

In 1983, Mr. Gritz commenced new activities with new
supporters, including Hollywood personalities. He made
his way to Thailand with a group of veterans and POW/
MIA daughters whom he placed in a “command headquar-

ters.” From Thailand, he crossed a short way into Laos

with a faction of the Lao resistance and some veterans.

After confrontation with a rival Lao resistance group, Mr.
Gritz’s group immediately . left Laos. Mr... Gritz. and. his .

party were arrested by the Thai Government, declared

persona non grata and expelled. Mr. Gritz’s allegations

that he had evidence that POWs were being held and that
'

: the U.S. Government supported his activities were, exposed

as untrue in hearings conducted by the House Subcommit-

tee on Asian and Pacific Affairs in March 1983.

Following these . events, Mr. Gritz produced “evidence”

implying to Confess and the public that he had proof that

- a specific individual was held prisoner. It subsequently

was demonstrated-that the "evidence” consisted of altered '

;

T documents. Mr. Gritz was subsequently expelled from the ;

Special Forces Association and was the subject of media
scrutiny.

Throughout his years of involvement, Mr. Gritz contrib-

uted nothing of value to the POW/MIA issue. In fact, his

activities have been counterproductive. Supposed MIA re-

mains he turned in were determined to be animal bones.

His rescue “missions,” based on faulty or fabricated intelli-

gence, have been assessed as being so undermanned and
poorly planned that they had virtually no chance for suc-

cess. His alleged foray into Laos was used as a basis by

that country to suspend govemment-to-govemment coop-

eration on this issue for a year. He has distributed leaflets

in Southeast Asia that falsely claim Presidential support

for his activities and that falsely describe himself as an
active duty full Colonel. . . .

In his testimony, Gritz said he was covertly funded by the U.S.

Government for certain of his operations. With the consent of the

head of a POW/MIA organization known as United Vietnam Vet-

erans Organization (UWO), Gritz opened a chapter of UWO and
established a UWO bank account at Tokai Bank in Playa Del

Bay, California in or about 1986. Gritz testified:

If I got the word to go on the operation, I said fine. If

the money shows up in this UWO account, then we will

go. If it doesn’t show up, we don’t. And so the money, if it

showed up we went. •

'

.
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Where the money came from, I didn’t know and didn’t

care. As a matter of fact, when we trained Afghans we got

our checks from Stanford Technology. I didn’t know what
; Stanford Technology'was, didn’t give a hoot. It was just

standard procedure until, when Ollie North’s thing started

coining around here’s Stanford Technology is part of
Albert Hakkim’s organization. So what does that mean?
Well, so we 'used UWO as a depository where covert

funds could be placed for these operations.465

Gritz further testified the covert payments from the Government
were received via a Florida bank account and that on one occasion

his wife picked up a cash payment of $25,000 at a Washington area
supermarket.466 Gritz’ code name for these activities was “Bear”
and he testified he was in frequent contact withlSA and CIA about
his covert operations. In November" 1992, the Committee received
declassified documents evidencing that the U.S. Army began using

Gritz in mid-1981; however, it appears this was done to track his

private activities to ensure they did not interfere with other U.S.-

initiatives.
----- - -•

Much of Gritz’ activities appear to bid for public attention. While
first avoiding Committee investigators’ requests for a deposition,

and then pleading for an extension so he could finish his presiden-
tial campaign, Gritz launched a mini call-in campaign by support-
ers demanding that he be deposed. ^ .i--

~DISSEMINATION OF UNREUABLE INFORMATION
‘

A cottage industry specializing the creation and dissemination of
false POW/MIA information and “POW/MIA hunting” has
emerged in Southeast Asia, particularly in Thailand. Certain indi-

viduals provide, for a fee, illegal cross-border transportation into

Laos, armed escort, mission coordination and related services. It

appears that these same individuals and others provide the “intelli-

gence” that prompts the mission in the first instance—a textbook
perfect industry because it creates the demand and fills it, too. The
market for this “intelligence” exists in part because of Government
failure to inspire credibility that it is working honestly and effec-

tively to provide a full accounting for POW/MIAs; and in part be-

cause the information vacuum created when the Government sus-

pended the release of new POW/MIA information in 1980.

In the course of its investigation, the Committee was unable to
determine the identities of persons who create bogus POW/MIA in-

formation. All involved say they got information that they believed
to be accurate, and that they were diligent in deciding who to
trust. However, the Committee did learn that over the years cer-

tain individuals in the U.S. and abroad have, wittingly or unwit-
tingly, been involved in the dissemination of purported POW/MIA
information which subsequently was determined to be unreliable, if

not fabricated.

4,, Gritz deposition, p. 123.
;

4" Ibid., p. 128.
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Col. JackBailey

'

Col, Jack Bailey (USAF-Ret.), a veteran of World War'll, Korea
and Vietnam, and a highly decorated pilot, is the founder and
chairman of Operation Rescue, a nonprofit organization involved in

the POW/MIA issue.

Founded in 1981 to rescue Vietnamese refugees, according to its

filing for an exemption from taxes as a non-profit organization, Op-
eration Rescue turned its attention

. to the POW/MIA issue in the
mid-1980s. Its fundraising solicitations and press releases told sto-

ries of how the Vietnamese “boat people” were often sources of

POW/MIA live sighting reports. Operation Rescue sought to rescue

these individuals from the high seas as they attempted to escape

Vietnam and debrief them about any information they might have
on missing American servicemen. To accomplish these nigh-seas

rescues,' Operation"Rescue used a rusting, World"War E-era ship

;
called the Akuna; after a time, the Akuria Was at anchor in

Songkhla Harbor for years at a time, never leaving to undertake
rescue missions. .

Solicitations and other information put out by Operation Rescue
often contained statements to the effect that Bailey knew the iden-

tities and locations of missing American servicemen being held

against their will in Southeast Asia. Bailey’s information supposed-

ly obtained during intelligence-gathering missions. None of the in-

formation has ever been corroborated or "otherwise deemed accu-

rate.
J

.

- ’ -
' -

Bailey has been associated with the release of the photographs
that purport to depict U.S. Army Capt. Donald Carr, but were in

fact photographs of a German exotic bird smuggler, Guenther Dit-

trich. An account of the dissemination of the bogus Carr photo ap-

pears later in this chapter.

In 1987, Bailey claimed to have repatriated the remains of a
missing American serviceman, remains later determined to be
those of an Asian woman. Bailey used the remains, wrapped in an
American flag, as a prop when asking for donations to continue his

search for POW/MIAs. :

Col Albert Shinkle

Col. Albert Shinkle (USAF; Ret.) has resided in Bangkok, Thai-

land since 1976 and is a major player in the POW/MIA issue. He
has received numerous awards and decorations including the Dis-

tinguished Flying Cross, two Bronze Stars, 15 Air Medals, an Air-

man’s Medal, two USAF Commendation Medals, two Joint Service

Commendation Medals, and more than a dozen battle campaign
stars. Acting as an agent for POW/MIA groups, Shinkle provides

field reports that contain purported evidence of live PuWs in

Southeast Asia. During the last nine years of his military career,

Shinkle was involved in military espionage and was stationed in

Southeast Asia where he developed a number of contacts with Lao
people. One of Shinkle’s sources of information is Patrick Kham-
vongsa, a former member of the Royal Lao Air Force with ties to

Phoumi Nosavan and other members of the LAO resistance.

Shinkle testified before the Committee and later failed to appear
for both a scheduled public hearing and a deposition. Copies of
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some of the field reports that Shinkle used as the basis for state-
ments by Skyhook II and Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc in
fundraising appeals are misleading, as Set forth below.

ffiiambmig Sibounheuang is a Lao national who has become a
naturalized U.S. citizen. He is the source of a considerable amount
ot information from Lao freedom fighters. According to Khambang.
he receives this information from people in Laos who he has never
met and who do. not ask him for remuneration of any kind; To
date, no mformation provided by Khambang has resulted in a seri-
ous lead a^ut the identification, location or repatriation of a live
American POW/MIA, and most of it has been determined to be
fraudulent. According to DoD:

Khambang Sibounheuang is a former Royal Lao Armv-

-

T serviceman, now a naturalized UiS." citizen residing in 7
“7

Memphis, Tennessee. He states he was a Captain in the
Royal Lao Army. Our best information is that he was an
enlistecunan in the Royal Lao Army, He is now bailiff for
-“dfe Hamilton Gavden, a self-described POW/MIA activ-
ist. Khambang has been active in the POW/MIA issue for
a number tfyeaift This paper will outline KhamKWc^ documented by the Department of

Khambang is a former member of the Neutralist faction

rr
resistance. -He led- the organization in the t

United States for several years and at one point may have
been its elected leader. Khambang was removed from bite
position with the Neutralist faction after the leader of the
Neutralists fomer I*o General Kong Le learned thatpambang had fabriMited PCJW-reiated information and
had attempted to use the POW issue for personal gain
In the past, Khambang was associated with Bo Grit? and

!£ onw? ir?
en<
£ Pr?aary 8Q»«» of information? ,

s
- JyWjnbank later became associated with re-

tired Major Mark Smith, another POW/MIA activist. His
oowwit relationship with Smith is unknown.
. ^ involvement with Khambang occurred in
1985 when he approached DIA and offered to work the
Ppiy issue m exchange for $4,000, which was to be used to
support the Neutralist faction of the Lao resistance.
Khambang s offer was rejected by DIA.

4
Ma^zine published an article

about POW/MIAs. A prominent portion of that article was
devoted to a photograph purported to depict an Air Force

;
Lieutenant Colonel Charles S. Rowley. The photograph
was provided by Khambang to Captain Eugene “Red”

nh^n^/fniF^A®
6^’ Malaniel provided the

photo to DIA m August 198*, and investigation was Under-way when the photo was published by Life Magazine.
Photo analysis established that the individual pictured was
not Uontenont (Monel Rowley. TV Ro.lev'tonfirZ!
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In 1990, Khambang passed bogus dog-tag information to

his superiors in the Arlington (Virginia) Police Depart-

ment where he worked as a clerk. The information was de-

termined to be fabricated and DIA traced the information

back through the Arlington Police Department to Kham-
bang. The Department was informed that Khambang was

an established POW/MIA source of questionable reliabil-

*t3

In the fall of 1990, Khambang passed a roll of film and

other information related to the purported Borah photo-

/ graph to Judge Hamilton Gayden, then his employer in

Tennessee. Khambang received the information from a

blood relative now residing in Thailand. Judge Gayden

provided the information to the family, who then contact-

ed Senate Bob Smith for assistance. The photos had not

been made available to DoD until July 1991, when Senator

Smith appeared on Today Show with Daniel Borah, Sr.

and the photographs. After receipt of the information, a

joint Lao-U.S, team interviewed, photographed and finger-,

printed the individual identified as Borah and photo-

graphed in Laos. The photo depicted not Lt Daniel V.

Borah, but rather a 77-year-old Lao highland tribesman,

Mr, Ahroe. Khambang told Bill Gadoury, a .U-S. POW/
. .MIA. investigator in Bangkok, that the individuals who

- passed .him the roll of film did-so for the purpose of obtain-

. ing a reward. •-

.

Sometime during the summer of 1991, Khambang ob-

tained another photograph, this purported to depict Navy

Lieutenant Commander Larry Stevens, USN. (Stevens was

also said to be depicted in the photograph of three individ-

uals, positively identified by their families as Colonel John

L. Robertson, LCDR Stevens and Major Albro Lundy. The

Stevens photo was said to have been taken in Vietnam and

the individual identified as Stevens is pictured with is arm

around an Asian woman. At the request of members of

Congress, the staff of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee was provided a DoD aircraft to transport Kham-

bang to Southeast Asia to locate his sources of the “Ste-

vens” photo. Khambang produced his source and the indi-

vidual was polygraphed. He failed the polygraph and indi-

cated deception in nearly all of his responses. DoD is con-

tinuing to investigate the “Stevens” photograph.

To date, Khambang has provided information on a

number of occasions to POW/MIA activists and others in-

terested in the POW/MIA issue. The descriptions above

are illustrative, not exhaustive. Every dog-tag report,

every report of remains, every photograph and every other

report about POW/MIAs, with the exception of the as yet

unsolved “Stevens” photo, provided by Khambang has

proven to be false.

In his sworn deposition, Khambang was asked about his motives

and observations: V
.

.

,"
; v

'

i
.
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Q. \W»at Fm struggling with and what a lot of people are
struggling with is if the freedom fighters have the capabil-
ity to apparently go out and find and locate these POW’s
why. don t they have the ability to physically rescue them?
Why hasn’t that happened?

A. I’m not in Laos with the freedom fighters. I think
that s a good question. It’s not easy to rescue Americans in
the captive by freedom fighters. To me that I know that
freedom fighters also explain to me, they say day-by-day in
Laos they try to avoid conflicts mth the Laotian Govern-
ment, with the Vietnamese soldier. They are not trying to
fight with those people, but they try to stay in Laos and

(

keep on struggle for their country.

Q. [W]hy haven’t American POW’s been rescued by free-
dom fighters?

A. I don’t know. I don’t know why the freedom fight-
ers—-you asked me why—if the prisoners of war still alive
over wiere, why the freedom fighter cannot rescue them.

Q. Yes;

A. I cannot answer. I don’t know why. Because I just can
tell you like I told you before, the freedom fighters, it's the
1|KS amount of the military struggle with the Vietnamese.

Y*
et;n®inese are 125,000 soldiers in control of

Laos. The freedom fighter is a small amount of the livingm the individual section in Laos. So T think they .don’t- -

have any capability to launching the operation to rescue
American from 10,000 of Vietnamese control. I don’t think
they can do that. That’s all I can answer you.

PHOTOGRAPHS

O
most compelling “evidence” of Americans alive in

southeast Asia are photographs of persons allied to be POWs. In
July 1991, three photographs purported to be American POWs
were made^public. The photos became known as the Borah photo

* tTt
Robertson-Lundy-Stevens photo. Analysts

anH rt,PnT?
P
?f

/M^iec
J
tion

’ the Stony Team Bangkok
and the JTF-FA conducted extensive investigations into each photo
and determined they were not photos of American POWs. The
Committee reviewed DIA s reports of its investigation of these pho-
tographs and Committee staff interviewed and deposed some of the
people involved in the transmission and investigation of the photo-

McDanie?
10 U<^Dg K^^bang, Carr family members, Bailey, and

learned there are numerous copies of the

«
a ^°k °l ?T^pture Photos compiled by DoD for use

in debriefing returned POWs. Hundreds of copies of the book of
Photographs were printed and circulated within the Armed Serv-

g&HJjlWSlch iTT heaved to have been lost at the fall of

Sen dedSed^
6^ wth corresponding names redacted, has
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The Rowley photo

In 1987, a Lao freedom fighter and member of Kabounkanh
Kousat, a Lao resistance group stationed near the border of Thai-

land andLaos, mailed photographs of- a Caucasian identified as-

"Roly" to Kambang in Tennessee. The letter accompanying the

photographs indicated that the Lao man had obtained the photos

by bribing a Pathet Lao guard of American POWs. Khambang had

never met this man prior to receiving the photos. He delivered the

photographs to a friend, Dr. Frank Lockhart, who is an electronics

salesman with a PLD . in psychology. After reviewing of a list of

MIAs, Lockhart concluded that the name “Roly” could be correlat-

ed to Lt; Col. Charles S. Rowley, an MIA since April 1970 when his

aircraft was shot down over Laos.

Photo analysts at the FBI, CIA and DIA compared the photo

with a photo of Rowley and concluded that it was not him.

The Borahphotos

In the summer of 1991, Khambang received additional photo-

graphs from unknown members of the Lao resistance who claimed

that they depicted MIA Daniel V; Borah. Khambang provided

these photographs to Judge Gayden, who publicized them. Mem-
bers of the Borah family remain convinced that the pictures depict-

ed Borah.

Judge Gayden and Khambang are in the process of writing a

book about their involvement with these and other photos. Kham-

.bang provided the Committee with synopsis of the book, titled “Sit

Down and Shut Up," which contains the following passage about

the Borah photo: :

The “Borah" photographs actually consist of 23 photo-

graphs of a man Judge Gayden identifies as “Dan Borah.”

The photographs were developed here in America. The in-

dividual who took the photographs in Laos in July 1990

immediately threw the camera into a river near the site

where the photos were snapped. He is presently living in

another country and is partially supported by Khambang
and Judge Gayden. The man who took the photographs

knew the subject only as “Ahmee,” Laotian for “Ameri-

can.” After months of research Gayden recognised a 1987

Life Magazine photo of Borah, and we believe it is the cor-

:• rect identify.

Following publication of the Borah photo in July 1991, the Gov-

ernment requested the Lao Government’s assistance in seeching a

region in southern Laos from which Khambang had previously ob-

tained photos. Shortly thereafter, the Lao Government found the

individual shown in the alleged Borah photos and determined that

he is a Lao hill tribesman from southern Laos named Ahroe. Rep-

resentatives of the Government interviewed, finger-printed and

photographed the Lao man; concluded that the individual shown in

the photo had been found and that he was not Daniel V. Borah;

and made a public statement to that effect.

The DlA’s investigation determined that the photo was taken by

a Lao national in cooperation with Lao refugees in the Na Pho



2“P* northeastern Thailand. One of the refugees, Khambane’scoibuv asked a Lao national to take the pictures after the Laoclaimed that he had observed Americans in Laos. When the
,y members Chdlengedtthe-piAVworlETsa-'

leging it was fabricated, arrangements were made to introduce twofemdy members to Ahroe inlaos; It was the first time theSovem-

The Carrphoto

In July 1991, Bailey (USAP Ret.) publicized a photo of a Cauca-^ W claimed was Captain DonaM G. Carr (UsSBailey Imd ^obtained the photograph through an intermediary and

wiv^wwted mt*5actlon^h the man depicted in thephrto-
was

.

being held prisoner in Laos bv Viet-

W*ie polo shirt andwatch that Bmley claimed he had provided the photographer with
instructions that the subject be instructed to wear them m order tohelp authenticate the picture. The intermediary told Bailey thatthe man in the photo was named “Garr.”

' "^ey mat

% 1992, following an intensive investigation by DIA and the

cSher D^r.vl
te

a
1

r
ied that the individual in the photo wasGuenther Pittnch, a. German national then in jail on charges of

exoticBirds. Dittrich admitted that he-was the individ-ud m the alleged Carr photo and said that the photo had been* .^uigkob 4fter Lt. GoL Norman TuSer
"Pehtoorf^^

aSS0
+iS

te
*
of BaJey 8. suggested Dittrich was aPentagon twin created to end publicity about the Carr case

£rwi
S*wWu

e travelled to Germany to meet with Dittrich andtes-^^^she was.sa^sfied that not Carr: ^^
the Carr photograph incident clearly illustrates the ability ofthese persons intent on disseminating bozos PO^MTAihE«

StkeStei
convincing evidence that POW/jffi^emain^divTh

Southeast Asia. Some is so convincing that it has fooled the exnerts
that these photos depicted MIAs. For examplej)rMichael Charney, a forensic anthropologist and Director of the Fo-

tkafri,*
51®1106 .Laboratory at Colorado State University reported

subject photo was in fact Donald ^en/S?and stated scientific bases for his conclusion. In fact, the subiect
0f a mucb slighter build, according to C&r’s

The Roberison-Stevens-Lundyphoto
'

1990. DIA obtained a blnn? black.and.whiu photo-
men holding a whiu ato conuSthe numbers. 25-5-1990. In November, 1990, POW/MIA famUi^obtained copies of the photograph. In Julv 1991 nhAtrumvik

puWkized, including on the cover of Newsweekend on
citiesV^e^hreemenshown in ^ephotowerereported to be Col. John Leighton Robertson (USAF), misdng in

mittee,^i»nW«^
t*r *° Uwy’ *'hief Inv®*ti8*tor, U.S. Senate Foreign Relation! Com-



North Vietnam; M%j. Albro Lundy (USAF), missing in central Laos,

and Lt. Cdr. Larry J. Stevens (USN), missing in southern Laos.

Capt. Eugene “Red" McDaniel (USN Retired) was also involved

in the dissemination^of.this photograph.. McDaniel, founder of the

American Defense Institute, has been a major player in the POW/
MIA issue for more than a decade. He is a retired Navy Captain

who was held as a POW in North Vietnam from 1967 to 1973 and

was brutally tortured. He was twice awarded the Legion of Merit

Award, the Navy Cross, tWo Silver Stars, a Distinguished Flying

Cross, three Bronze Stars with combat "V,” and two Purple Hearts

for wounds resulting from the torture he endured as a POW.
As part of his efforts, McDaniel has disseminated information he

and others (including many family members) believe to be evidence

of live POWs in Southeast Asia. This evidence includes photo-

graphs for purported POWs and statements from purported eyewit-

nesses. None of this information has been corroborated, but it has

been used in ADI solicitations and- public statements for many
years. v

:
-

.

v

Set forth below is a portion of DIA’s report on its investigation of

the Rol»rtson-Stevens-Lundy.photo:. .1; ; —
:

;i.

Although the photo was made public in July 1991, it ac-

tually came to DIA’s attention in August 1990, however,

there were no names associated with it. In early November

1991, the photo was forwarded by a Cambodian national in

the Unitecl Stated by fax machine to-State Department

and to'DIA/TOW-MlA.. The names Robertson and Sievens

(a variation of Stevens) were reported as being two of the

three individuals shown. According to the Cambodian, the

individuals were alive in Caihbodia and could be released

for a reward.

In December, 1990, the photo surfaced in Site 2, a Cam-
bodian refugee camp in Thailand. A Cambodian refugee re-

ported that two of the individuals shown were Robertson

and Stevens. In early 1991 the name Lundy was also asso-

ciated with the photo.

The investigation into the photo took State Department

and DIA personnel to Hanoi, Vietnam; Vientiane, Laos

and Phnom Penh, Cambodia, as well as throughout Thai-

land. The DIA Stony Beach team determined that a Cam-

bodian fisherman/refugee in Thailand received the photo,

along with four others, from a Cambodian national in

Kampong Som, Cambodia around May or June, 1991, and

that the fisherman took the photos to the American Em-
bassy in Bangkok. Other than the several names scribbled

on some of the photos, there were no names associated

with the individuals shown in the photos, especially the

photo of the three.

In July 1992, a DIA team travelled to Phnom Penh and

with the cooperation of the SOC Government interviewed

several sources relative to the origin of the photographs.

In the Soviet Cultural Center in Phnom Penh the team

found a Soviet magazine which included three of the origi-

nal five photos which surfaced in Thailand; the photo of
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the three was not found. In August 1992, the fourth photo
was found by DIA in Washington, DC in a Soviet journal.
The DIA Stony Beach team in Bangkok continued its in-

vestigation into the photo of the three and in early 1992,
with the cooperation of researchers from the SOC Govern-
ment, found the fifth and final photo, the photo alleged to
be Robertson, Lundy and Stevens, in a [1923 edition of]

Soviet Life magazine in the National Library in Phnom

Thousands of man hours were expended by DIA person-
nel in pursuit of the origin of the photo of the three. With-
out the: cooperation of the SOC Government this' case
might well still be unresolved. In the meantime, the fami-
lies of Robertson, Lundy and. Stevens have been informed

. .. that the photoof the. three,was nothing more than a cniel—
hoax perpetrated by Cambodian nationals.

DOG-TAG REPORTS

- The Committee reviewed DIA’s analyses of several thousand
“dog tag” reports and hundreds of live sighting reports which pur-
ported to be associated with POW/MIAs. In addition, the Commit-
tee has reviewed DIA analyses of several prominent photographs
which were represented by their sponsors to depict POWs in a cap-
tive environment after Operation Homecoming. Following analysis,
DIA determined that nonejrf these photographs and none of the
“dog tag" reports provided any credible evidence of the existence of
POWs following Operation Homecoming. Similarly, with the excep-
tion of live sighting reports correlated to Robert Garwood, none of
the live sighting reports are currently believed, by DIA, to relate to
any POW after Operation Homecoming.

Set forth below is a July 1, 1991 statement from DIA’s Special
Office of POW/MIAs concerning “dog tag” reports.

Over the past decade one type of report has been re-

ceived most often by the Defense Intelligence Agency’s
Special Office for POW/MIAs. These accounts are referred
to as “dog tag” reports. Since mid-1982, over 6,300 of these
reports have been received and more arrive daily.

In most dog tag reports a person or persons—many of
them residents of Vietnam—claim to possess the remains
of one or more Americans. As proof they offer data copied
from military identification tags (dog tags), tracings or
photographs of dog tags, authentic dog tags or other identi-
fication documents. More than 5,100 U.S. military men
have been named in these reports. Of these, 91 percent
served in the United States armed forces, but were not cas-
ualties of the Vietnam War. Another 6 percent were
killed, but their bodies were recovered, identified and re-
turned to the U.S. for burial. Thus, it is impossible that
their remains are held by the people claiming to have
them. Only three percent of the dog-tag reports name a
man who is missing, suggesting that his remains or per-
sonal effects have been recovered from battlefields or



crash sites. However, the evidence indicates it is unlikely

that these items were recovered by private citisens.

In many cases several different people claim to have the

remains~and/dr personal effects of each of the named men.
Frequently, sources profess to have recovered the same
items on a different date or at a different location. This in-

dicates that the people did not obtain their data by recov-

ering items from battlefields or crash sites. For instance,

two of the men whose remains and dog tags several per-

sons claim to have found, are in fact former POWs who re-

turned alive—their dog tags have been kept by their cap-
'

tors.
1

:;. V
:

; V
Further, throughout the war the communists enforced a

policy to find ana bury Americans killed in action and to

send to central authorities a report of the burial site along
- with the personal effects and identification taken from the

body. They continually stressed that this was important to

the “political struggle.” Thus, the governments of Vietnam
and Laos should nave knowledge of the missing men
whose names have appeared in dog tag reports.

Often there are tragic aspects to the dog tag reports.

Many of the sources nave been led to believe that posses-

sion of American remains will assist in their resettlement

to the U.S. This has prompted some people to pay for the
dog tag data. In fact, the U.S. provides no rewards or as-

sistance for-POW/MLA information. '
. - . -

Considering the policy and practices of the Indochinese

governments to collect material on U.S. war dead, coupled
with the patterns in the dog tag reporting, the evidence in-

dicates that the majority of reports reflect information and
personal effects recovered by Vietnamese forces, not pri-

vate citizens. Years of investigation and analysis have
shown that the dog tag reports nave been instigated by ele-

ments of Vietnam’s government in an effort to influence

and exploit the POW/MIA issue. Nevertheless, each report

is carefully analyzed to determine its validity.

Discussion
;

It is a relatively easy task to assemble identifying information
about MIAs and then use that information to support a bogus
POW/MIA report. In addition to the hundreds of copies of the clas-

sified “blue book,” which contained the names and precapture pho-

tographs of unaccounted-for personnel, both the Government and
private groups jmblished numerous lists of POW/MIAs with the

kind of information typically included in bogus POW/MIA reports.

In one case, flyers advertising a reward for the return of a missing
serviceman contained his parents’ zip-code; a response that includ-

ed that information was considered credible because of it. It is not
surprising therefore, that bogus dog-tag reports and photographs
usually contain some evidence which can be correlated to MIAs.
As part of its investigation, the Committee sought to determine

why bogus reports of POWs continue to surface in view of the Gov-
ernment’s longstanding and publicly stated policy of not pajring for

POW/MIA information. One possibility is that some are being dis-



seminated as part of a conspiracy to discredit or otherwise destabi-

lize the Lab Government, it has been suggested that various fac-

tions of the Lao resistance movement have been selectively "plant-

ing” information through Khainhang and others, to obtain support

for their cause and to continue the enmity between the Govern-

ment and the communist Lao government. \ .

Gritz advanced another theory. The case of the “Can:” photo in-

cident was “too sophisticated an operation for the Thais or the Lao

living ini Thailand, the Phoumi’s [of the world], to pull off.” 468

Gritz further speculated that Bailey:
'

would have been a perfect set-up for [the “Carr” photo].

Jack would have jumped on that photograph, and he did,

just like a robin on a June bug. , . . But it’s too sophisticat-

ed. I still don’t believe that the Thais did that. I believe

that- our-own folks [Government] did that and set- old Jack

up. It was just too slick to have whoever it was, ABC or

somebody, right there. So I think Jack was stung and I

think it hurt him. You know, hurt him personally. He got

real mad about it, I understand, and it may have curbed -

his operation.469

, Other theories are:

that these bogus reports are the work of organizations hos-

; tile to the Government which are seeking to “tie up” its _

resources by forcing it to track down -the bogus reports;

that these reports are a predictable response to leaflets,

flyers and other announcements, circulated in Southeast

Asia, which promise rewards by private groups for POW/
MIA information; that dissemination and publication of

any POW/MIA information, bogus or not, keeps the POW/
MIA issue, and million-dollar fundraising operations, alive.

It has become apparent that in both Southeast Asia and the

United States, information that purports to demonstrate that

POWs are alive POWs is eagerly consumed by those who are eager

to believe. Despite the fact that none of the information has ever

resulted in the return of a live American, the demand for and hope

resulting from such information appears to be as strong as ever.

Unscrupulous individuals throughout Southeast Asia are aware of

this, and the volume of false POW/MIA information continues to

rise.
470 To one committed, but frustrated, activist, it seemed that

“every cab-driver, vagrant and baggage handler in Thailand runs a

POW scam.” 471

REWARD OFFERS

Commencing as early as the 1960’s the U.S. Government provid-

ed its servicemen in Vietnam with “blood chits” which were docu-

ments promising a reward for the safe return of the serviceman to

U.S. authorities. The “blood chits”, which were written in local lan-

488 Gritz deposition, p. 108.
488

Ibid;, p. 109;
470 “Eveiy caMrivftr, vagrant and baggag^handler in Thailand runs a POW scam." Martin



mages, were to be used by American servicemen to secure their re-

lease in the event they were captured. In addition, in the 1970 s the

National League of Families endorsed the use of rewards to encour-

age the release of POWs; ; ; ; , .

Since the mid-1980’s several highly-publicized reward initiatives

have been undertaken. Some believed that the most effective way

to return a live POW would be to offer a financial incentive to

those who might be able to help an American escape. To date,

nobody has collected publicized rewards by producing a live POW.

DIA and others have suggested that these reward offers have fos-

tered the dissemination of false POW information by those who be-

lieve they will eventually be rewarded.

In 1987, out of frustration, 21 members of Congress, includmg

Sen. Bob Smith, the Committee’s Vice Chairman, and Committee

member Sen. Hank Brown jointed with McDaniel’s American De-

fense Institute (ADI) in pledging a reward totalling $2.4 million tor

the release of an American POW from Southeast Asia. The reward

was to be for the release of a POW to U.S. authorities, and not for

information about POWs, or for rescue/reconnaissance missions.

Under its terms, the; reward could only be paid to persons mdige-

n0£t

jSh^
a
i,
A
W88, the ADI launched “HOME FREE!/The

Committee of 40 Million,” a campaign to raise bulioo» that

would be enough rewards for more than 400 POWs, through

pledges of $25 each from 40 million Americans to serve as a reward

for the release of AmericairPOWs from Southeast Asia. _
Also in 1987, Hendon, who worked for ADI, signed a solicitation

letter which sought to raise $500,000 in order to publicize a $1

lion reward (in gold) in Southeast Asia. The fundraising letter

stated in part:
.'v. • v- .

I can clearly picture some impoverished prison guard in

tattered fatigues, enticed by the offer of a huge reward, es-

caping with nis family and one of our men. Can t you just

picture that too?

We' re ready to buy time on Vietnamese language radio

stations in the Philippines and elsewhere in
^

Southeast

Asia to broadcast news of the reward. We’ll be placing full-

page ads in every Vietnamese language paper and maga-

zine we can get our hands on. -
- A ;

>v.
,

We plan to purchase 10,000 copies—in the Vietnamese

language—of hit movies like ‘‘Rocky ,
- Indiana Jones

,

and “Rung Fu”, and intersperse our reward offer into the

In August 1988- Hendon announced that the ADI would opeiran

office in Thailand to spread the news of the reward, due .to thedif-

ficulty they had encountered in securing advertising fame. You

just can’t buy any news ads in the Hanoi daily ... . Hendon ex-

plained 472

In 1989, Hendon, through the POW Publicity Fund, sought to

publicize the $2.4 million reward by launching helium balloons

from a boat in the South China Sea* Each balloon was to carry a

47 * Asheville, North Carolina dtuen-Times, August 5, 1988.
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message in Lao and Vietnamese, sealed in a Zip-Loc bag. The POW
Publicity Fund ran a series of advertisements to raise money for

this endeavor. .
-

Hendon also planned to launch balloons into Laosand-

Thailand,

across the Mekong River. When Thai officials refused to permit
this on the grounds that it might damage Thai-Lao relations,

Hendon and his group obtained permission to float the rewards
offers down the Mekong River instead. Several POW/MIA family

members travelled to Southeast Asia to assist in the distribution of

the reward offer. DIA, however, opposed the reward offer, claiming

that it fostered bad information.473

Others also have criticized the ineffectiveness and negative

impact of reward offers. Gritz testified that:

Very frankly, the Lao people would not know what to do
vdth amilliondoUars. They’rehvmg in a land ofcommu-
nism. They can't have it. They wouldn’t even conceive

what a million dollars would be. That’s 26 million baht.

They’re happy to have 20 baht [approximately one dollar].

i : So those kind of figures don’t translate over there

... high rewards are not the name of the game. It

doesn’t work. It doesn’t compute to real terms. And so that

one, and then Hendon’s $2 million where the Congressmen
all got together—it could be $2 billion. It wouldn’t^-well,

as a matter of fact, maybe $2 billion, the Vietnamese Gov-
ernment might-decide or the Lao may decide hey, now
we’re talking turkey here, end they would be willing to ex-

change prisoners for that amount of money. But those

kind of things, as far as I’m concerned, never helped over

there. They only hurt the operation there.474

The Committee notes, however, that Gritz’ is not the only opin-

ion on the issue. Family members who travelled to Southeast Asia
with Hendon to assist in the distribution of the reward offer hold

different views.

FUNDRAISING

In stark contrast to the vast majority of volunteer POW/MIA or-

ganizations, stand a few private organizations who solicit money
from millions of American households. In response, the American
public has contributed tens of millions of dollars to the POW/MIA
cause since Operation Homecoming. In many instances, however,
well over half of the money raised was spent on fundraising. This

exorbitant rate, while not illegal, would certainly come as a sur-

prise to those who contribute and is inconsistent with standards set

by nationally recognized organizations which monitor the fundrais-

ing activities of public charities.475

Congress, Government officials, POW/MIA families and mem-
bers of the public and others have raised questions about the pro-

473 Gray deposition, November 16, 1992, pp. 35-36.

:

474 Grifc deposition, pp. 149-150.

„
474 See, e.g. , Standard #6 established by the National Charities Information Bureau, Inc. in

“Standards in Philanthropy," which provides that the organization should (a) spend at least

60% of annual expenses for program activities; (b) insure that fundraising expenses, in relation

to fundraising results, are reasonable over time.



priety of fundraising activities conducted by the handful of POW/
MIA organizations which raise millions of dollars with the help of

professional fundraisers who have a financial stake in the cam-

the Committee found that professional fundraisers created solici-

tation materials designed to maximize the emotional impact of the

POW/MIA issue by stating that POWs remain alive in Southeast

Asia and by stating that for a few dollars; more, a private organiza-

tion can rescue them. In virtually every case, materials relating to

the existence, identity and location of POW/MIAs and attempts to

rescue them were held out as factual but were based on circum-

stantial and hearsay evidence far weaker than claimed. Solicita-

tions to millions of potential donors consistently omitted critical

facts about the failure to actually locate and/or repatriate any
POW after Operation Homecoming such as, in one case, the fact

that the boat used in the operation had not left port' for three

years. V;.-V

These materials were misleading—not because they asserted that

POWs remain alive in Southeast Asia, but because they failed to

disclose critical information including that the reported informa-

tion was usually second and third-hand rumors.

The Committee’s investigation was hampered by the refusal of

the most active fundraising organizations to cooperate, in particu-

lar when it tried to verify statements made in the fundraising ap-

peals of Account for POW/MIA, Inc. (Skyhook II), Operation

Rescue, Inc., American Defense Institute, Inc., Homecoming n, Inc.,

and Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc.476 The Committee did not

seek court orders requiring these witnesses’ testimony because

most fundraising information was available from their professional

fundraisers and tax forms that non-profit groups are required to

file.

\

:
>- V ..V

Amounts raised

Operation Rescue, Inc. reported on federal tax forms that during

the period 1985 through 1990 it received $2,283,472 in contribu-

tions; spent $2,028,440 on fundraising expenses and $312,125 on
program expenses. According to Operation Rescue’s own figures, its

fundraising expenses constituted 88.8 percent of contributions.

Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc, reported on federal tax forms
that from 1983 through 1990, it raised $11,366,557 in contributions.

For years in which it filed relevant information regarding its fund-

raising expenses, they ranged from 28.1 percent to 42.8 percent of

its contributions.

Skyhook II (Account for POW/MIAs, Inc.) reported to the IRS
that from 1988 through 1991 it raised $1,528,223 in contributions

and had fundraising expenses of $395,327. However, information

contained in these tax forms can be misleading. For example, infor-

476 The leaders of these organizations—John LeBoutillier (Skyhook II), Billy Hendon (Account

for POW/MIA, Inc.), Capt. Eugene “Red” McDaniel (American Defense Institute), and Ted Sam-
pler (Hon^ming II), also refused to testify. Lt. Col. Jack Bailey (Operation Rescue, Inc.) testi-

fied before the Committee in November, 1991 but took no questions and was deposed over a two-

day period. However, he refused to provide additional testimony about his fundraising activities,

informing investigators that he would invoke his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimina-

tion if called to testify.
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mation obtained from Skyhook II’s fundraiser revealed that from
1987 through late 1992 the fundraiser collected $1,897,730 in contri-
butions on behalf of Skyhook II and retained $1,678.890 of that
amount.rTHu^ $218,839 of the
$1.9 million raised. The fundraiser’s figures show that the organiza-
tion actually received only 25.8 percent of the money raised.
Homecoming II reported to the IRS that it paid Ted Sampley, its

founder and the publisher of U.S. Veteran News and Report, more
than $300,000, ostensibly for t-shirts sold at Homecoming n’s stand
at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.477 Sam-
pley has fought all efforts by the National Park Service to stop
merchandising the t-shirts and other merchandising on national
park property, and at publication time was involved in a lawsuit
over his right to use the picture of the memorial statue without

L paying the. artist. Another, lawsuit, against the .National-League of
Families, also is pending. Despite promises of cooperation, Sampley
refused to provide financial records to the Committee for his tax-
exempt organization.

„The Committee ,notes with concern that its survey of amounts
raised by various POW/MIA organizations was hampered by the
unwillingness of some POW/MIA organizations to disclose their fi-

nancial information to the Committee.

Professional fundraising techniques -

_ In their depositions before the Committee staff* professional
fundraisers consistently stated that for a fundraising appeal to be
successful, it must be based on a current event and it must have a
strong emotional appeal.

The POW/MIA issues clearly meets both of these criteria.
Indeed, the POW/MIA issue was exploited by fundraisers Who, rec-
ognizing its income potential, actively sought out, and sometimes
even created POW/MIA groups. For these fundraisers, this activity
offered an opportunity to expand their client base.
The business of raising money typically involves the creation and

use of mailing lists (for direct mail campaigns), and phone lists (for

telemarketing campaigns) which identify potential donors who sta-
tistically can be determined to be susceptible to the particular
charitable appeal. For example, in the case of raising funds for
POW/MIA organizations, professional fundraisers have determined
that females over the age of 50 ate the most likely demographic
group to donate.

cally give the fundraiser sole responsibility for designing solicita-
tion materials or scripts; the client’s role is to review and approve
these materials or scripts.

Solicitation materials used by professional fundraisers on behalf
of POW/MIA organizations frequently include petitions which the
prospective donor is asked to sign and return; a representation is
generally made that the petition will be presented to the Congress,
the President or some other government official. These petitions
are called “engagement devices” because they seek to actively

4n The payments were made to Sampley's for-profit company, Red Hawlt Construction Co.



engage the prospective donor in the cause associated with the solic-

itation. Frequently, these engagement devises were not delivered as

promised but rather were used to expand the. client’s potential

donor list. In at least one case, these engagement devices were rou-

tinely discarded or warehoused.

Operation Rescue, Skyhook II and Vietnam Veterans of the War
all used such engagement devices, but paid little attention to the

petitions, concerning themselves only with the money which often

accompanied the petitions.

Once solicitations are prepared and approved by the client, they

are routinely mailed to hundreds of thousands of persons, at bulk

rates available to charitable organizations. In the case of telemar-

keting campaigns, thousands of telephone calls are placed. Contri-

butions from as few as 2 percent of those solicited by mail can be

deemed successful. For telephone solicitations the figure is som^
what higher.-:”^'”

1™;";'^ —
In some instances, fundraisers and charities will engage in “pro-

specting” appeals, at a financial loss to the charity (but not to the

fundraiser), in order to generate a list of known contributors. Dona-

tions are expected to exceed expenses as the known contributors

are subjected to repeated, urgent solicitations for money. Because

the' professional fundraiser’s profits are considered expenses of the

prospecting appeals, it is possible for the professional fundraiser to

earn a profit even when donations from a particular campaign do

not exceed expenses.

^ The fundraising materials and scripts used by various POW/MIA
organizations typically contain themes designed to have maximum
emotional appeal. One common themie is that the group is on the

verge of rescuing a POW and if the recipient does not send money
promptly, boys who have survived against all odds for 20-plus years

will die.478 For example, the following are sample statements con-

tained in direct mail solicitations of the American Defense Insti-

tute: V 'V.
:

v\.

It is important to get American People to support action

to rescue our POW hostages.

Too many years have passed now for us to let our men
languish in torture cages any longer. Our national honor

hangs in the balance.

I promise to tell all of our hostages, when they are final-

ly freed, of the vital role you played in their release. I wish

you would write a brief note on the enclosed donation

card, which I will personally hand to the first man to

regain his freedom.

Samites of statements containedin direct mail solicitations sent

If I can’t raise $13,671.77 by October 31, vital intelli-

gence gathering cannot continue.

You may wake up tomorrow morning and hear that the

first American POW has been rescued. We are that close.

’•Utter U-1520/VO-PW, November 28. 1987. from DIA to Hon. Stephen J. Solan, Chair-

man, Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives.
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Those of us here have only until December [1987] to get

them out. After that, no telling what the savage commu-
nists might, do. ^
We are very, very close to freeing one of our valiant

Americans. [December, 1988]

Samples of statements Contained in direct mail solicitations sent

out on behalf of Skyhook II:
479

We’re close to making contact with an American POW
who has been alone since his fellow prisoner died of natu-

ral causes less than a year ago. That effort could fail for

lack of funds. [This quotation is part of a letter that Sky-

hook II mailed one time to its donors in March, 1987.]

They relocated the 17 we were trying to contact. [This

quotation is-part-of a- letter that Skyhook H mailed to its

donors one time in March, 1987.]

If enough concerned citizens respond . . . we should gain

the $64,300 we need to launch a carefully planned mission

. . . bufit around a small elite force. . . . [This quotation is

part of a letter that Skyhook H mailed to non-donors in

March and September, 1988.]

We must move quickly before they get word of us and
force-march the POWs . . . Timing is critical to make sure

Papa has the financial backing to rescue the first POW,_
[This quotation is part of a letter that SkyhookTI mailed .

one time to its donors in April, 1988.]

Operation Rescue, Inc.

Operation Rescue employed Eberle and Associates as its profes-

sional fundraisers from 1983 through 1986. Bruce Eberle is the’

chairman of the board and a majority owner of Eberle & Associ-

ates, a Vienna, Virginia based direct marketing company which
provides fundraising services to nonprofit and for profit organiza-

tions. Linda Canada, an employee of Eberle & Associate^ and han-
dled Jack Bailey’s Operation Rescue, Inc. account.

In approximately three years Eberle prepared more than 40 so-

licitations on behalf of Operation Rescue and mailed them to hun-
dreds of thousands of potential donors at bulk rates. They brought
in contributions of approximately $2 million.

According to Eberle, the basis for the representations in the so-

licitation letters came from Jack Bailey. Eberle believed Bailey,480

although he had no more than Bailey’s word that POWs were alive

and suffering from malnutrition.

Canada designed most of Operation Rescue’s solicitations from
1984 to 1986, sending solicitation letters along standard emotional
appeals to Bailey for his approval before disseminating them to the

public. She never questioned the reliability of Bailey’s state-

ments 481 and told investigators that she could not provide the

• 478 Dunne the Committee's public hearing on December* 2, 1992, Committee members incor-

rectly stated that certain Skyhook II solicitations had been mailed continuously over a six year
period, when in fact they were mailed as set forth herein.

4,0 Eberle deposition, p. 82.
411 Canada deposition, p. 43.
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Committee with any facts to back up her statement in a 1985 solici-

tation that “men are in terrible shape. Their time is running
out,”* 8?

. /. : ::
*

In a 1986 letter, Operation .Rescue told potential donors that
unless it received $13,671.77, vital intelligence-gathering missions
might have to be stopped. If those missions did not continue, there
was no. hope for the return of POW/MIA’s held captive in Viet-

nam, the letter stated.483

In April, 1985 solicitations stated that Bailey had just returned
from an intelligence-gathering mission and confirmed the location

of live American POW’s. The solicitation stated that the men were
in terrible shape and their time was running but. The solicitation

was designed as a “Post Gram” stating that Operation Rescue had
more evidence of live Americans. This Post Gram and another so-

licitation purporting to be a copy of a letter written by Bailey
while aboard his rescue ship, the A&una 17 in the South China Sea,

were not what they appeared to be.

These scenarios were concocted by Bailey's fundraisers. A memo-
randum dated April 2, 1985 from Eberle to Canada laid it out:

In addition to the two fundraising appeals which -I- drafted

today, I have an idea for three more packages on behalf of Op-
eration Rescue. Here they are:

1. Some sort of an international cable gram sent from Thai-

land to the donor describing the "evidence” that Americans
are still being held captive and the urgent need for tax-deducti-

ble contributions in support of the rescue efforts.

2. A handwritten or hand printed letter on lined note paper
written by firelight during an intelligence gathering mission
either inside of Cambodia or Vietnam, or at least on the banks
of the river which divides Thailand and Cambodia. Same mes-
sages. :

.

3. A letter originated in i^iSrilarid, either on hotel stationery

:

or on Akuna H stationery stating that the Akuna is in port

and can’t leave again unless a certain amount of money is re-

ceived. Letter could even be drafted on the deck of the Akuna.
Once again, this letter should either be handwritten, hand
printed or typed on a portable typewriter. Same message.
Linda, obviously these are take-offs on your current package.

They could be used as “challenger” packages to test against

your current control package. They should be tested head to

head with the control package and any other challenger pack-

ages which you mail.

During the relevant period, the Akuna never left Songkhla
Harbor according to a telegram from the Department of State

dated September, 1986, which quotes a letter from the Harbor
Master

. V >;

. . • [the Akuna) has been anchored in Songkhla for

roughly two years (Actually three), never leaving its moor-
ing . . . The Akuna has not performed any useM service,

and that it has not received maintenance for a long time.

*•* ibid* p. 54.
'

v.:
«»Ibid. ;V

:

K-. :/ j: :
"
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In this regard, it notes that the skeleton crew of two

watching over the ship has absolutely no knowledge of

. how to maintain it. ;
. -V

,

'

,

The Post Gram and the handwritten letter are clear examples of

misleading solicitations.

Skyhook II

Skyhook II’s modus operandi is similar to Operation Rescue’s.

One 1985 letter claimed that POW’s are starved and clad in filthy

rags and airmen are kept chained in tiny bamboo cages and made
to work like animals.

484 Another 1986 letter stated that brave

fighting men are treated worse than animals cooped in jungle

cages.485 Skyhook II’s materials state that these recent reports all

come from refugees whose claims have been verified by lie-detector

tests. In 1986, Skyhook H represented that “we aredose to making
contact with an American POW who has been alone since his

fellow prisoner died.” 486

Fundraising techniques used by Skyhook II included a script

used by Akron, Ohio telemarketer, Infocision Management, Inc. on

October 13, 1992 which claimed that:

. . . our effort to have the government admit to live

POW/MIA’s in Southeast Asia has been so relentless that

last week the Senate Subcommittee subpoenaed our

records. . . . We are now-closfr than ever to bringing these _

war heroes home . . .
- ’

'
.

Additional scripts were drafted to prepare telemarketers to over-

come objections by people who were on fixed income, unemployed

or ill, or the widows or widowers of prior donors.

From July, 1985 through August, 1992, Skyhood II used the serv-

ices of Response Development Corporation, a professional fundrais*

ing organization which has been in the direct mail business since

1945. v y^ ; v- :

.

'

J-'
: -

''^
'

RDC prepared and sent solicitation letters using POW/MIA in-

formation provided by former LeBoutillier, and Skyhook IPs agent

in Thailand, A1 Shinkle. RDC’s writers never independently

checked the veracity of this information, which included purported

live sighting reports and photographs determined to be unreliable

by DIA.487 However, RDC routinely collected information and

media reports concerning the POW/MIA issue in order to corrobo-

rate, to the extent possible, the information provided to them by

LeBoutilier and Shinkle. RDC’s highly emotional, urgent appeals

for money, often promised that the money raised would be used to

rescue live POW/MIAs; in some cases, however, 100 percent of the

money raised was used to pay debts LeBoutillier owed to RDC.
In August, 1992, RDC terminated its efforts for LeBoutillier and

Skyhook II, citing a dearth of “good conservative donor files” and

4,4 Letter U-lMO/VO-rPW,.November- 23v 19B7, from DIA to lion. Stephen J. Solan, Chair-

man, Sub-Committee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives.
4,4 Ibid. ..

'

i

'

4,6 Ibid.
,

'

417 RDC was unaware that DIA had investigated these matters and informed the staff that it

would have ceased mailing the questioned materials had it known of DIA's conclusions.
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media attention which discounted the evidence used in the fund-
raising: appeals before the donors had a chance to respond to them.
Of the nearly $1.9 million raised by RDC for Skyhook II, RDC

kept nearly $1.7 million. Despite the fact that RDG-kept- 88.5 per-
cent of the money it raised, accounting regulations allow charities
to include portions of the fundraising packages into program ex-
penses (as opposed to fundraising expense) if the package contains
certain information/educational content. This is accomplished by
counting the lines bf text in the letter that actually asks for

money, and then calculating a percentage Of the letter that is “edu-
cation” as opposed to “solicitation.” In this way, Skyhood Us fund-
raising expenses are reported as closer to 50 percent of revenue
than 88.5 percent. In some solicitation packages, however, as much
as 75 percent of the content was considered "program” rather
than” solicitation.” This technique is a standard industry practice,

but unknown to the donating public.

Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc.

Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc. (WnW) engaged The Cre-
ative Advantage, Inc., a professional fundraiser to prepare its mail
solicitations. Marilyn Price of Fairfax, Virginia is the President
and majority stockholder of the Creative Advantage, Inc., a compa-
ny which provides fundraising services to national and internation-
al nonprofit organizations. She is also owner and president of Cre-
ative Management Services, WnW’s management consultant.

Price’s testimony explained how a professional fundraiser can
virtually create a client. According to her testimony, Price "first

learned of WnW in the summer of 1982 by reading an article in
Life magazine about veterans and their children injured by Agent
Orange exposure. The article contained a photograph of Michael
Milne, executive director of WnW. Price found the Life magazine
article compelling and sought to contact Milne because another
client also was interested in Agent Orange.
At that time, Price was working for another fundraiser, Re-

sponse Dynamics. Shortly thereafter, she left Response Dynamics
and formed her own company, The Creative Advantage, Inc.

Milne s organization, WnW, was Price’s client, first at Response
Dynamics and then at The Creative Advantage, from 1982 until

September, 1991. From 1985 through 1991, more than 2.5 million
highly emotional, urgent solicitations were mailed on behalf of
WnW claiming thatlive U.S. servicemen were being held captive
and that rescue could be achieved through WnW. One, sent in

1991, stated:
;

" ^

Thanks to your support, Veterans of the Vietnam War,
Inc. has sent a delegation to Vietnam to negotiate for the
release of our PQW s. During these meetings in Vietnam,
the Vietnamese leaders told our representatives that Ameri-
can POW’s are still alive in Southeast Asia! They admitted
it—‘finally! This confirms live sighting reports collected by
the other “core” groups. We’re making some important
progress as negotiations continue.

Marilyn Price drafted and signed a solicitation letter in January,
1991 on behalf ofWnW which stated in part:



Our representatives have been to Southeast Asia to meet
with government leaders to break the deadlock. The Viet-

namese have admitted that some of our men are still alive!

Another solicitation from VVnW claimed that Norwegian work-
ers in Vietnam had seen POW’s who had called out to them. In all,

solicitation materials prepared by Price were sent to hundreds of

thousands of Americans netting more than $11,000,000 since 1984.

In one fundraising campaign, Price of The Creative Advantage,
Inc., arranged for the production and broadcast of a television com-
mercial asking viewers to call a toll-free telephone number to get a
petition to the President of the United States. They would sign and
return it to WnW for delivery to the U.S. Government to show
the wide-spread desire to bring missing servicemen home. The peti-

tions urged the Administration to “do everything humanly possible

to secure the immediate release of our brave American Vietnam
War heroes, held hostage in Southeast Asia, under sub-human con-

dition.”

The commercial contained footage of prisoners (taken during the
war, prior to Operation Homecoming), government officials, a
family member and an appeal by actor Orff Robertson. Broadcast
over the Christian Broadcasting Network and Numerous cable tele-

vision channels, the advertisement was extremely successful, re-

sulting in more than 125,000 requests for petitions. Those who
signed the petitions were requested to provide their addresses and
phone numbers. When these petitions' were signed and mailed to a
post office box controlled by the fundraiser, the petitioners’ identi-

fying information was transferred to mailing lists and telephone di-

rectories for future fundraising use.

Rather than delivering these petitions to the President of the
United States, as promised, WnW simply collected and stored the
petitions, adding the names on those petitions to its mailing and
phone lists to be used in additional randraising solicitations. This
petition drive was little more than a way to build a list of potential

donors to be subject to repeated solicitations, both to fund addition-

al television commercials and to contribute to WnW’s “rescue” ef-

forts.

According to ah affidavit provided by Michael Milne, National
Executive Director ofWnW:

1. Between 1987 and 1992 we collected 126,812 signa-

tures on petitions.

2. These petitions were delivered to Veterans of the
Vietnam War, Inc. i'

1

:;;:):;.

3. We continued to receive the petitions. We changed the
name on the new petitions from “President Reagan” to

“Mr. President.”

4. All of the petitions we collected are stored in a
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania warehouse. Veterans of the
Vietnam War, Inc. provided photographs of these petitions

to the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs.

In response to the Committee’s request to substantiate the infor-

mation in its solicitation materials, WtiW provided field reports
from overseas agents, including A1 Shinkle who apparently worked
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for. WnW after he ceased working for Skyhook II. The field re
porte document the thrust of some, but not all, of the statement!
contained m WnW s solicitation materials. .

One report, ^in the form of a letter dated December 10, 1989 fron
Shrnkle to Milne, warned Milne about an agent whom Shinkle hac
learned was being sponsored by WnW:

I found [the agent] to be of average or slightly below av-
erage intelligence but with a vast amount of energy and a
deep-set conviction that he could collect intelligence infor-
mation from inside Laos and recover living POWs better
than anyone else.

During that short time frame he distinguished himself
by being bilked out of a respectable sum of money by con
artists (not his money, but that of another), being arrested
for violating Thai Internal Security Operations command
and placed on a watch-list for actions not in keeping with
then current Thai foreign policy, wenching and drinking
go frequently that he still has a reputation for

1 so doing in
Nakhon Phanom, Thailand.

. . . In my opinion, he is a rank amateur with some kind
of personal mental problem which makes him unreliable
and controllable. In short, and in words that are easily un-
derstood, he is an accident looking for a place to happen.

,-Ij July. 1989, the agent wrote a letter to Milne discussing what
he'had learned: y'?: -'V-:. v;:4\ '.yyv---. ',-yy

During my stay I learned more in a short time than the
Government has learned in 15 yrs. I learned where many
of our people are, arid actually negotiated for the release
of several of them. I worked with many of the agents who
have been scamming Americans for yrs. but in my case we
were working under a different set of rules. I worked with
former Pathet Lao military personnel, and some still in
the service. I worked with refugees from Laos, and Thai
nationals also. / -v

'

I learned that there are 253 Americans still being held
in Laos, with a total of approx. 500 in all of S.E. Asia, A
great nwnber of the men being held in Laos are constantly
bemg observed by friendly agents working for other Amer-
icans in the area, to maintain a knowledge of their pres-
ence at all times. ;j;y

:
v

Another tiding I learned is this, no one in S.E. Asia
thmks the Government is interested in live Americans.
[Ejveryone, Everyone that I talked to especially from Laos
18 underthe impression that remains are the only thing of
value. This is because live Americans are not, nor ever
have been mentioned in any talks or negotiations with the
government of Laos.

moo
1 e*?mPfe this particular case in point is this—In

*988 a, Pathet Lao soldier brought a fresh set of remains
arid Dog-tags to an American in Bangkok, to sell. The sol-
dier, believing that the only value to this American POW
was his remains, Killed him and cooked the flesh from the
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bones, bleached them, and then tried to sell them. If he
.

’ had been successful and gotten a good price for them, he

actually intended to kill. the remaining. 2 PQWs .in. his

care.

This soldier was shocked, and disappointed to learn that

we wanted LIVE Americans. Negotiations are presently

under way to try to gain the release of the 2 survivors.

Our government’s policy of remains only “caused this

man’s death.” There is no telling how many more have

lost their lives in a similar fashion.

Price also arranged for WnW to utilize the telemarketing serv-

ices of Infocision Management Corp. During its campaigns approxi-

mately 300,000 telephone calls were placed 488 to prospective

donors, using urgent,
emotional appeals seeking money_to rescue

POWs. As part of this arrangement, Price elicits from infocision a

three-percent kickback.489 /

In addition, Price entered into a management consultant agree-

ment with WnW that was to net her $5,000 a month plus 10 per-

cent of the net income ofWnW. At her insistence, agreement

stated in part:;';.

Expenses related to the performance of this agreement

will be categorized as program expenditures [not fundrais-

ing expenses] on the client’s financial statements and tax

returns. Neither the existence nor the details of this agree-

ment will be discussed by either party with any members)
of the press.

WnW has balked at paying some of Price’s fees and was in liti-

gation with her at publication time.

DIA ’s analysis offundraising solicitations

In 1987, DIA analyzed representations such as those set forth

above and found that unwary potential donors might easily con-

clude that the organizations making those representations pos-

sessed substantial intelligence from reliable sources who were in

direct contact with American prisoners of war. The little noticed

report concluded in part that:
:

. . . nothing could be further from the truth. Some of

the claims are undoubtedly the invention of the authors.

, v . [F]or all their proof and untold millions of dollars

raised, none of these groups or individuals have yet to fur-

nish even the slightest shred of evidence of POW’s, much
less secure the return of a living American captive.

In reviewing the materials, we find they include little or

no substantive data but instead are rambling discourses

filled with inflammatory rhetoric.490

4,1 Getzinger deposition, p. 29.
4” Price deposition, pp. 74 and 81.

••Letter U-1520/VO-PW, November 23, 1987, from DIA to Hon. Stephen J. Solan, Chair-

man, Sub/Committee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, US. House of Representatives.



Use ofproceeds: Fundraising vs. program expenses

In many cases fundraising expenses, top 50 percent of the total

amount donated by the public. The issue of how much money a

charity should spend to raise money and whether and how the

public should be informed of the high cost of fundraising has been

the subject of much debate.

In 1989, the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monoplies and Business

Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee held hearings on abuses

in charitable gift giving that showed how professional fundraisers

sometimes dupe well-meaning charities into contracts that result in

huge consulting fees with little or nothing left over for the charita-

ble purpose.491 Of concern to the Select Committee is that while

professional fundraisers often raise enormous sums, very little goes

to the cause. The Committee’s investigation revealed that many
POW/MIA organizations receive as little as 13 percent of the

monuy generated by their professional fundraisers. Creative ac-

counting often boosts that figure closer to 50 percent, as in the case

of Skyhook H :v
;.v .,'v

In at least one instance, state regulators have attempted to chal-

lenge excessive fundraising expenses. A pending civil suit in Illi-

nois seeks injunctive and other relief against the fundraiser for

VietNow, a Rockford, Illinois based POW/MIA organization. The

State alleges that:
’

Since July 1, 1987 to the present, Defendants . . . have

acted as professional fundraisers and solicited
-
charitable

donations from the public for VietNow’s charitable pur-

poses through their own acts and in concert with others in

an amount of at least $1,524 million, with VietNow receiv-

ing only $224,000 (14.6 percent) in that period. . . . By
taking possession and control of said charitable funds upon

the Defendants’ representation to the public that the funds

would be used for charitable purposes, the Defendants had

a fiduciary duty to fairly and reasonably deliver said funds

for VietNow’s purposes, but in charging the fee amounts

they charged they breached their duty and defrauded the

donating public.492

Disclosure offundraising expenses /

Another concern of the Committee and others, including the Na-

tional Association of Attorneys General, is what donore are told

about where money donated to the cause actually goes. According

to a recent law review article: !

Legislatures and courts have engaged,in a tug-of-war

over the regulation of charitable fundraising. Legislatives

have tried to control overall fundraising costs by limiting

the amount a charity-can spend on fundraising if it wants

to continue to solicit funds. Fundraising cost limits, howev-

er, sacrifice the rights of individual charities that have

411 Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopolies and Business Rights of the

Committee on the Judiciary, US. Senate, December 15, 1989, Serial No. J-101-55.
,

People of. the State of Illinois vs. Telemarketing Associates, Inc. et aL, No. 91-C4926, Cir-

cuit Court of Cook County, Illinois County Department, Chancery Division.
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high costs for good reasons. They also restrict the donating

public’s choice of which charities to support. The judiciary,

~ beginning with the
-

United States Supreme Court’s 1980

decision in Village of Schaumburg v. Citizens for a Better

Environment, [444 U.S. 620 (1980)] moved to protect both

the rights of charities with inherently high fundraising

costs to solicity funds and the public’s right to choose to

give to these charities. Unfortunately, following Schaum-

burg, the Court moved too far in protecting the rights of

charities and ignored the contributors’ interest in ensuring

that charitable contributions be used for charitable pur-

poses. In 1987, in Riley v. National Federation of the

Blind, [487 U.S. 781 (1988)] the Court extended the striking

of fundraising cost limits to include a statute that required

charities to (hsclose fundraising costs at the time of solici-

tation. ..49S

Given the current state of the law, the public’s ability to inform

itself of a charity’s fundraising expenses depends largely on the ac-

curacy and clarity of information filed with the IRS. The Commit-

tee has reviewed several Forms 990 filed by various POW/MIA or-

ganizations and found that in some instances these forms are in-

complete and inaccurate on their face, even when prepared by

major accounting firms. r .

Since these charitable organizations are exempt from taxation,

there is little incentive for state and federal regulators to audit

them closely. This, combined with the complexities of accounting

standards governing the allocation of expenses forces the public to

rely on private watchdogs such as the National Charities Informa-

tion Bureau.
'

Canada, the account executive for Operation Rescue, testified

that it would undercut the success of a fundraising campaign to

disclose the involvement of a professional fundraiser.4 9 4 A typical

donor wants to believe that one person is writing to them as a

donor: if the fundraiser disclosed his or her role it would “com-

pletely destroy the success of the mailing.495 Hie issue of public

disclosure is an issue that states have tried to address but recent

Supreme Court decision have restricted states’ ability to regulate

raising costs.

Price, the fundraiser and management consultant to WnW,
drafted a contract with WnW specifying that the charity record

her management fee as a program cost not a fundraising cost in

their financial statements and tax returns.496 Such accounting

measures have been a concern to not only this Committee but to

the states which attempted to regulate accounting practices of the

charities. In 1989, Connecticut’s Attorney General testified that

new accounting rules permit a charity to shift a generous portion

of the cost of raising money into program services in its expense

493 Leslie G.i Espinoza, "Informed Charitable Giving," Southern California Law Review, Vol.

64, March, 1991, p. 607.
494 Canada deposition, p. 44. .

V

4,4 Ibid. •

499 Pride deposition, pp. 61-62.
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statements. This exaggerates the amount of money spent on the

cause.497 \

OTHER POW/MIA.GROUPS: ! : .

The staff invited more than 50 of the hundreds of grassroots

POW/MIA organizations to provide information on a voluntary

basis concerning their educational, fundraising and other activities.

More than 30 organizations responded and investigators took testi-

mony from officials and members of numerous POW/MIA organi-

zations and families.498

Most POW/MIA groups are all-volunteer efforts ranging to mem-
berships of several thousand. Most operate on budgets of less than

$20,000 per year and raise funds through local activities, member-

ship dues and personal mailings. Most have done an exemplary job

in keeping-the POW/MLA. issue tdive, and it. is_fiieir. voices that

have sounded a continual demand for the return of any remaining

POWs and the fullest possible accounting of all MIAs.
.

The Committee believes the following sampling is representative

of the tireless efforts of hundreds of. bona fide organizations

throughout the country. The listing is alphabetical and it is by no
' means intended to be exhaustive: ;

487 Hearing Before the Subcommittee op Antitrust, Monopolies and Business Eights of the

Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, December 15, 1989, Serial No. J-101-55, p. 103.
,

»« The Committee contacted over 50 randomly chosen organizations that are concerned, vrith

the POW/MIA issue. While riiost responded favorably to; the committee’s request, some either

chose not to respondror indicated that they would not provide information. The following list

reflects those oi^anizations that responded to the committee’s request for information by No-

vember 1, 1992, whether or not they provided information:

Americans Abandoned In Southeast Asia (Milford, DE)

.
American Ex-Prisoners of War (Arlington, TX)

The Baron 52 Project, Inc. (St. Petersburg, FL)

Bravo (Casabas, CA)
Bring Them Home! (Walnut Creek, CA)
Brotherhood of Vietnam Veterans, Inc. (Houston, TX)

Freedom Now of Virginia, Inc. (Newport News, VA)
Georgia Committee for POW/MIA (Norcross, GA)

Heart of Illinois (Pekin, IL)

Lima Area MIA/POW (Columbus Grove, OH)
Live POW Committee of Colorado (Fort Collins, CO)

Maine Vietnam Veterans Vigil (Bath, ME)

.

Minnesota League of Families of POW/MIA (Eagan, MN)
NAM-POWs, Inc. (Poway, CA)
National Alliance of Families-Maryland Chapter (Rockville, MD)
National Forget-Me-Not Assn. (New Port Richey, FL)

National League of Families (Washington, DC)

National League of FamilieeOhio Chapter. (Columbus, Ohio)

National Vietnam POW Strike Force (Houston, TX)

National Vietnam Veterans Coalition (Washington, DC)

Operation Rescue (Garden Grove, CA)
POW/MIA Coalition of Long bland (Freeport, NY)

P.O.W. Network (Skidmore, MO)
Prisoner of War Committee of Michigan (Union Lake, MI)

Red River Valley Fighter Pilots Association (Derby, KS)

Rolling Thunder-PA (Phoenixville, PA)
Seaside Support League POW/MIA iTabor City, NC)

Task Force Omega, Inc. (Glendale, AZ)

Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc. (Wilkes-Barre, PA)
Veterans Support Group of Dickinson County (Abilene, KS)

Vietnam Veterans of America, Inc. (Washington, DC)

Vietnam Veterans of America-Chapter #82 (Hicksville, NY)
Vietnam Veterans of America-Chapter #233 (New Brunswick, NJ)

VietNow, Inc. (Rockford, IL)
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bravo
BRAVO, The Brotherhood Rally of All Veterans Organization,

r
,aS

A
<

?
rgan“edin l971 as an annualpicmc for-veterans,their

fam9ilies and friends and has developed into a multi-media commu-
nications vehicle for military and veterans related activities, oppor-
tunities and events. :,-v

'

From, 1982 through 1985 BRAVA published "The. Veterans Ob-
server, and since 1985, publishes “The Veteran’s Outlook,” a bi-

military/veterans^ publication distributed internationally.

. ,
V9 also produces the only weekly television program exclu-

sively dedicated to veterans affairs. Over 600 half-hour segments of
“Sound Off!” have been produced and distributed over the Public
Broadcasting System. BRAVO has been instrumental in dissemi-
natmg information about Agent Orange, post traumatic stress dis-

e^-ROW/MIA-and- a-hbstrbf-bther-niilittuy.'and" veterans isstiesr
BRAVO has participated in rallies, vigils and other events through-
out the nation, collecting and distributing information, and report-

.
mg to the veteran community . .

BRAVO’s efforts are worldwide in scope. In 1990, BRAVO mem-
bers were part of the delegation of the National Vietnam Veterans
Coalition which travelled to the former Soviet Union to assist in
establishing their own POW committee. In addition, Tony Dia-
mond, BRAVO s Executive Director, travelled several times to the
region, working with high level officers and Afghan leaden to de-

r °J?
of

,,
muttlal assistance, working toward thff release
“^o^and all wars. In addition, on March 6,

1992, BRAVO participated m the first International Veterans Tele-
marathon in Moscow, Russia—a television broadcast aired around
the world which asked that anyone who knows of POWs to inform
the organization, or the powers that be far from exhaustive.

Georgia Committee for POW/MIA, Inc.

The Georgia Committee was formed by JoAnn Shaw, the sister of
Major James William Reed (MIA in Laos since July, 1970) and itsmam objective is the return of, or accounting for, missing service-
men. It furthers its goal through public awareness activities and
relies completely on volunteers to produce a newsletter, public ad-dre^, slide pr^ntetions, ceremonies, and to meet with elected
officials about the POW/MIA issue. Georgia Committee officers
nave made numerous appearances on television and radio, and

Jl^nsiveiy, at their own expense, to appear on
behalf of the POW/MIA issue. In addition, the Georgia Committee
maintains close ties with the National League of Families, and dis-
seminates League information to its membership.

,i„~ fc
8 t *¥ (^lj?,,^I?mittee com,es fro™ membership

the sale of POW/MIA memorabilia (POW bracelets, T-

prmMiaW^^OOO
donation. Its average annual budget is ap-

The Lima (Ohio)Area MIA-POW
The two principals of the Lima Area MIA-POW, Jack and

Wilma Laeufer, are cousins of USAF Col. Owen G. Skinner, an
American pilot missing in Laos since 1970. The Laeufer’s sell
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POW/MIA items by mail in order to raise public awareness of the
POW/MIA issue and do not solicit public donations. From 1984 to
1991, the Laeufers also have donated $107,300 to 24 other non-
profit organizationswho devote their efforts full-time to the return
.of:busdhg:^eri6m%s^cfemen>' : :

v:; r ..

The Laeufers also have been involved with planting “freedom
trees,” building and displaying simulated POW cages, conducting
candlelight . vigils, participating in Christmas tree festivals and
many other POW/MIA related activities. In October, 1992, the
Laeufers attended the dedication of the Australian Vietnam Forces
National Memorial in Cahberra, Australia at their own expense.

Minnesota, League of Fanilies/Miiinesota Won’t Forget PdW/MlA
Minnesota Won’t Forget POW/MIA and the Minnesota League

of Families are “sister” organizations which function independent-
ly but coordinate with each other for special events and functions:
Minnesota Won’t Forget POW/MIA is comprised of veterans and
concerned citizens; the Minnesota League of POW/MIA Families is

comprised of family members of missing servicemen from Minneso-
ta. Both are volunteer organizations whose efforts have effectively

raised the level of awareness of the POW/MIA issue in Minnesota.
MWF/MLF’s accomplishments include lobbying for State legisla-

tion requiring the POW/MIA flag be flown over the State Capitol;

pressing to nave an 18’x28’ POW/MIA flag flown in the Metro
Dome; initiating State legislature hearings on the POW/MIA issue;

organiang petition drives resulting in the delivery of thousands of
petitions to the President, the Vietnamese Mission in New York,
the Lao Embassy, the Russian Embassy and the Pope; and the Min-
nesota Won’t Forget POW/MIA 46-member flag unit has marched
in more than 100 parades.
Their current work includes placing billboards and flags through-

out the state, provide speakers and donate videos to a variety of
organizations, maintain a POW/MIA merchandise booth at the
Minnesota State Fair, produce a free newsletter with a circulation

topping 2,000; and co-producing programs for POW/MIA Recogni-
tion Day and Prayer Day.

'

POWNetuiork

The POW Network was founded in 1989 by Chuck Shantag of Da-
vanport, Iowa, It offers a bulletin board service that lets users ask
questions, obtain information and post new information as it be-

comes available. The service is available 24 hours per day and is

free of charge, but its operators ask for a five-dollar monthly dona-
tion. The POW Network is an all-volunteer organization.

Prisoner of War Committee ofMichigan

The Prisoner of War Committee of Michigan (“POWCOM”) was
organized in 1970 for the purpose of protecting and furthering the
interests, rights and welfare of American prisoners of war, missing
in action and their families. Of the 2,264 servicemen still unac-
counted for from the Vietnam war, 73 are from Michigan. POW-
COM’s primary function is to raise public awareness about POW/
MJAs and the many discrepancy cases that have yet to be resolved
and its efforts to educate tne public include publication of a news-
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letter and reading list, speeches, an annual foot race, advocacy of

POW flag legislation, memorial construction, and vigils any many
other events. POWCOM also coordinates activities with other
POW/MIA and"veterans organizations. It funds its operations

through private donations and has hot used professional fundrais-

ers to send out mass mailings.

Red River Valley Fighter Pilots Association

The "River Rats” was formed during the Vietnam War by pilots

who flew missions over Route Pack VI of North Vietnam. Original-

ly intended as a series of tactical conferences, the participants con-

tinued meeting after the war to maintain the fellowship among air

crewmen who fought together.

The River Rats
T
mission nationally is to provide scholarship as-

sistance to the chi^ killed or ..missing in

action in Southeast Asia, Iran, Libya, Grenada, Panama, and
Desert Storm. To date, the River Rats have awarded more than 600
scholarships totalling more than $760,000, based on scholastic abili-

ty and new. In addition, several local chaptere/have organized per-

sonal assistance for POW/MIA families; including picnics, house
repairs and chores, ball games, camping trips, family outings and
other social events. As of 1992, there were more than 70 local chap-

ters, who meet at a “practice reunion” (practicing for the reunion
with pilots lost during the Vietnam War until all are accounted
for).'

'

:
/.Vv'W'
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Clearly the intentions of the vast majority of those involved with
POW/MIA issue at the private level have been honorable and the
commitment to keep the issue alive has been genuine. Only a small
number of organizations have employed professional staffs and
slick fundraisers. Among those who did, however, fundraising goals

often outweighed the concern for making sure that representations

were in fact accurate and that what was promised, such as peti-

tions or action, was in fact carried out.

While all of the fundraisers who were deposed laid responsibility

on their clients for the representations made in solicitation materi-
als, it is equally clear that they all played a major role in crafting

and disseminating the misleading representations. The Commit-
tee’s examination of the professional fundraisers reveal skilled pro-

fessionals who engaged in practices that the Committee finds trou-

bling.***

Professional fundraisers specifically targeted and exploited

women over 50 years old based on emotional appeals of anxiety and
hope.500 Canada admitted (as did all the other fundraisers who tes-

tified before the Committee) that the POW/MIA issue was success-

ful due to the strong emotional response it evokes from the Ameri-
can people.801 All of the fundraisers deposed by the Committee
conceded that solicitations stating there was "evidence of live

POW’s” would be more successful than solicitations without such

499 Canada deposition, p, 64.m Ibid., p. 64.
Mlibid., p. 51.



evidence. 502 Therefore, claims of live POWs can in part, be traced

to fundraisers’ carefully crafted emotional solicitations and not to

reliable intelligence or genuine information.

Many of the issues raised in the Committee’s evaluation of the
professional fundraising methods used by POW/MIA organizations

should be addressed in the next Congress with appropriate legisla-

tion. Clearly, legislative initiatives designed to make corporations

and individuals more accountable for the representations appear-

ing in solicitation materials are warranted. In addition, legislation

is needed to address the creative accounting methods which cur-

rently permit charities to distort their fundraising expenses in re-

ports filed with the IRS. The Committee recommends that these

issues . be addressed by the Subcommittee on Consumer of the

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation as

well as the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of

the Senate Finance Committee. '
Itv- ,

v

: ^ f".
Significantly, the continuation of misleading solicitation materi-

als over a period of years was fostered, in part, by a DIA directive

classifying POW/MIA reports received after August, 1979. This

well-intentioned policy, imposed to protect the whereabouts of any
Americans who may be alive, had the effect of denying the public

access to professional intelligence assessments of evidence, and fos-

tered a cottage industry of bogus claims.

This policy was inconsistent with a long-held, view within the

armed services mid the organizations ofPOW/MIA next of kin that

there be full disclosure of all information about the fate of POW/
MIAs. It also may have indirectly led to a belief in the existence of

thousands of credible POW/MIA live sighting reports which to date

are open to interpretation.

The failure of the U.S. Government to account for its POW/
MIAs created a situation in which a broad spectrum of citizens in-

cluding decorated war veterans, former POWs and others, sought

to force an accounting through the dissemination of photographs of

purported POWs and the use of solicitation materials predicated on
the assumption that POWs remained captive in Southeast Asia
after Operation Homecoming.

It also led to an environment ripe for adventures and would-be.

rescuers who sought to find answers by conducting their own re-

connaissance and rescue missions overseas—sometimes with the

covert assistance of the Government. Those missions serve as fur-

ther examples of how Government attempts to use private organi-

zations in clandestine overseas operations can go awry. Contribu-

tors were misled, money lost, time wasted, participants duped, and
international relations between the U.S. and foreign governments

tarnished. A:\y-
4
;.;k

The reconnaissance and rescue missions also raise questions

about the role that the Lap resistance forces have played in produc-

ing questionable evidence about the existence of American POWs
in Southeast Asia.

Ibid., p. 53. Eberle deposition, p. 79, Price deposition, p. 53.



Chapter 7: POW/MIA Families

MISSING A LOVED ONE

.

Nothing can produce emotion, passion and controversy like war.
How could anyone ever forget the scene of a returning POW from
Vietnam kissing the ground as he first set foot on U.S. soil after
years of captivity, and the thrill of watching his wife and children
run across the tarmac and into his open arms? When a soldier
comes home, it is a joyous reunion.

,„
War dso claims victims and produces often untold suffering.

Men and women are killed, and their loved ones mourn. Taps,
flags, military funerals, tears of sadness and shattered dreams are
all products of war. One of the worst tragedies of all is that some
simply become missing." Their loved ones both mourn and hope.

on»;Md.,thedpng,wait_for answers can become un-
bearable. In this regard, the Committee notes with sadness the
toagic death last year of Mrs. Marion Shelton, the devoted wife of
Capt. Charles Shelton, USAF, the only serviceman still officially

>y the Department of Defense as a "POW” captured in Lacs
during the war.

• emotional turmoil of "not know-

When a beloved son becomes missing in any war, par-
ents like us become the living dead.503 _ i

i
He loved the Air Force and because of that love, I chose

to serve in the same branch. I feel I owe an awful lot to
my big brother, Buddy. Not a day goes by that I don’t
wonderwhat happened to him and if he could still be
alive.504

-'-.f :
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Korean War POW/MIA families, this anguish has

lasted for four decades; for Vietnam War POW/MIA families,
many have hoped and prayed for 20 years.

^National security is no longer a valid excuse for events
that happened 40 year ago. ...
_
I feel the American people need to understand some of

the anguish that families experience when a father is
taken away and there’s no explanation given to the child
as to why.

.

PMy daughter] writes, “I recently returned from Russia
where I spent two weeks with my mother searching for—'e l spent two weeks with my mother searching for
clues regarding my father's disappearance. I found no an-
swers, just more questions. I don't know what to say,
except that as I write this memories of my childhood
haunt me, and I am crying. They are tears of sadness, for I
never met my father.

I ^ wondering what he was like. I Was told he
was dead. Then a year ago I found out he was probably
tekmi prisoner of war at the time of the incident and
might still even be alive: These days I cry, wondering

so!
“ryioeman mbsing inaction.*04 Sister of serviceman shot down in December; 1972.

;f
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about all the pain and suffering he must have endured,

and I wonder if he’s still alive somewhere in Russia, or

maybe someone else is still alive.

---^---^Please-keeprworking^-on-the- exchange of^information-—
between our two countries. There are many good people on
both sides willing to help.805

Another Korean War veteran and POW/MIA family membe
also has wondered—and persisted in his efforts to find the truth-

for more than 40 years:

I was a Korean War veteran; two tours of duty in Korea.

I had four brothers on the front line at one time. My
youngest brother was captured on November 4, 1950 at

Anju, northeast of Anju, right up here on the map.
m 1953, when the last group of prisoners of war were re-

:
: leased on.September:3rd or 4th, and I looked.at theieievir ~

sion set after I had gotten home—I came out all right—
and I didn’t see my brother’s name on that list, I told my
mother and father there are three things wrong here. You

. have to be a prisoner of war, killed in action, or missing in

action. That’s three categories. And I’m sure he was one of

those three, and I was hoping he would have been alive,

; V. and is still alive today.

So, I made a promise to my mother and father in 1950

thatj would never stop looking for him until I brought

him.home, dead or alive.80®
- — -

_

Families' views and experiences

'the Committee understands and it is impossible to make genert

statements about specific family members who have all suffered i

their own way from the tragedy of having a “missing” loved on<

Whether we speak of Vietnam or prior wars, the pain is the sam<

Families are diverse in their views, in the particular circun

stances surrounding the loss of their loved one, in the experience

they have had in dealing with their government, and in the feelin

toward the Communist governments who hold answers.

Some believe the U.S. Government had done all it can over th

years; others believe it has bungled inexcusably. Some of thes

families have decided to accept death and move on with their live:

others wait, convinced that living Americans remain in captivity

No one among the Senators on this Committee is qualified t

criticize the beliefs of the families. None of us has a missing love

one from a prior war. On these questions, every POW/MIA famil

member has fair claim to be considered an expert in the saddesi

truest sense of the word.

The families have suffered the indignities of Communist goverr

ments who have refused to provide even basic humanitarian info)

mation and answers over the past half-century. They have endure
the emotional roller-coaster ride of hope and failure year after yea
after year. They have watched governments in Southeast Asia aril

m Jane Reynolds Howard totimony, Nov. 10. 1992.
Robert Dumas testimony, Nov. 10, 1992.
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ble out remains and heard flat denials that records exist—and then

seen that these documents existed all along.
:

‘ ^
With the full cooperation of these governments in past years, re-

sults would have been obtained for many POW/MIA families long

ago. Former President Nixon himself said in January 1992:

It has been obscene, the way they have, just dribbled out

information to these poor families who simply want to

know what happened.507

The families have been the victims of fraud and they have seen

their own ranks divided by intense differences oyer the best way to

obtain results. Through it all, they have persevered.

Through years of not knowing, both during and after the war, of

bearing the brunt of bureaucracies incapable of answering ques-

tions or responding to. requeste, of grapplying with wrenchmg and
sometimes conflicting information, and of dealing with the inhu-

mane actions of former enemies, POW/MIA families have unfail-

ingly kept their hopes alive and realistic.

Jj

T

hefeelinpl: and._coininitnient.-Of;

have been summed up by the son of a serviceman shot down oyer

Laos:

I was 16 years old when my dad was shot down. Dad was
42. He was a big man with a good sense of humor and a
big appetite for life. He liked sports cars, bagpipe music, -

Irish whiskey; he fished, he rode broncos in the Rodeo; he
loved New Mexico and the Air Force.

I remember him vividly, and miss him terribly. Nonethe-

less, I have long been resigned to the fact that he’s almost

certainly dead, and resigned to the fact that I will prob-

ably never know what happened to him. But that does not

relieve me or you of the obligation to try to find out what
did happen to him.

I don’t expect the impossible, only the confidence that

, the Government that ordered my father into combat is

doing all that it can to determine his fate and that my
family knows all that this Government knows.508

Families’ central role in Committee’s work

The Committee owes its creation to the activism of family mem-
bers, and from the beginning we sought to work closely with POW/
MIA families. Family members were represented at the Commit-
tee’s opening and closing hearings. In addition, the Chairman and
Vice Chairman addressed the 1992 conventions of the National
-League of Families and the National Alliance of Families.

To ensure that families’ concerns were addressed, the Commit-
tee’s Chairman and Vice Chairman wrote to the primary next-of-

kin of all 2,266 then unaccounted for servicemen in January 1992,

seeking thejr advice and participation. Over the course of the Com-
mittee’s year in existence, more than 100 responded, and both the

40T Richard M. Nixon comments, ‘‘tarry King Live," Jan. 8, 1992.
401 Testimony of Steve Morrissey, Dec. 3, 1992.
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League and the Alliance have actively monitored the Committee’s
.work. ;

-v
;• V^ ....

In addition, C-SPAN coverage of 18 of the Committee’s 22 open
hearings has kept an audience of 59 million viewers informed.

“Please talk to as many families as you can—they are the only

ones holding the truth,” one family member wrote. “I was glued to

TV [coverage of the hearings] and watched until 5:30 a.m.”

The questions before the ^nerican public are the ones that still

gnaw at the families. If there are leads that can be traced to a
living American serviceman, then there must be facts, places,

dates, and descriptions or names. Some of the rhetorical questions

of activists have "been provocative, but at the same time the Gov-

ernment has jealously guarded its documents.

Through ail of this, the families simply want answers arid re-

sults. The Commit^,has focused oncompellingleadsand ques-

tions based on facts. The families deserved no less than an honest

search to understand the truth. We sought information from all

sources, public and private, including activists and current and
former government officials.

The families of the missing deserve not merely words, but ac-

tions, answers, and—above afir-the truth. The Committee has la-

bored tirelessly in their behalf to provide them the truth. It is a
labor of love, devotion, and gratitude.

plfi search answers

-In families’ -search for answers, two ingredients' are essential.

First, they must know the U.S. is pressing Vietnam, Laos and Cam-
bodia for all information they have. As the wife of a serviceman

missing in Laos, explained:

If these men are not alive today, it’s because they were
either starved, executed, mistreated, or simply died of

broken hearts in the last 20 years it has taken to go look-

ing for them. They [the Lao or Vietnamese] know where
my husband is. I know this. My family will not rest until

we find the fate of David.509

Second, families must know that the U.S. is doing all it can on
behalf of missing servicemen. As Ann Mills Griffiths, the League’s

Executive Director told the Committee:

The vast majority of the POW/MIA families are realis-

tic. We don’t expect miracles. We expect seriousness by
our own government, Executive and Legislative branches,

rather than spontaneous reaction to the squeaky wheel or

the latest editorial.510 .

Beyond that, however, what constitutes an answer about the fate

of a missing loved one varies from individual to individual. To sat-

isfy U.S. Government "accounting,” policy requires “the man alive,

the man’s remains, or convincing evidence of why it’s not possi-

ble.” 511 For families, the standard is generally different: photo-

*0# Hrdlicka testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
4,0 Griffiths testimony, Nov. 6, 1991.
,M Griffiths testimony, Dec. 4, 1992.
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graphs are compelling for some; for others, positively identified re-

mains are the only acceptable proof; for still others, even remains

are not convincing. V-
,; - -X

'£'''

T Many faMies^know^ t^
merely ekes and not full answers; but few can accept inexplicably

conflicting information as satisfactory, even in a partial answer;

[At the time of my^
told us that every effort was^^^te made to locate him, in-

cluding dropping leaflets with his picture. Three months

later, the story changed. They said he had been engaged in

a skirmish, that he was ahead of the majority group and
,

then shot. No other information was provided at the time

and we never got his body or any of his personal effects.

As far as my family is concerned, there are still many un-

i answeredquestions: -What-reaUylmppened? Wto
men with him? Where are his things? 612

•,

I am not expectmg a niiracle, but I do want to know and

have an explanation/accounting of what took place. Were

there, tor Example,: eyewitnfcteesLkl^
has previously been excavated? ^What is the terrain?

$

My personal goal is to do for [him] what I couldn’t do then

and resolve my grief issues. . . This is the least I can do;

Len and others like him made the ultimate sacrifice .

5 * 3

It was during a monsoon, and due to the terrain, a

-- ground crew could not get to the plane and a helicopter

could not land. After about ^ven dsra, to
them dead

* * * we have wondered for 23 or 24 years. Just

to know for sure--^mething---would help. My mother has

never remarried, thinking that someday a miracle might

happen and he couldcome home. We all need to know . . .
8 14

He saved seven men and carried them to a safe place

and then returned to his post. All of the men he saved

have since died. This is just a father who is still hoping for

that “someday” when we will hear more.
515 v

.

If my father is dead, I want him brought back and

buried at Arlington with the rest of the dead heroes. Be-

cause no matter what anyone thinks of the futile and

tragic war in Vietnam, the men who fought there were

heroes. If my father is alive after all these years, he must

think we’ve forgotten him. I want him to know that we

haven’t. Tliere is still time to bring him home. If others

are alive, we must bring them all home. My wish is

simple. If my father is alive, I want to know him, not

things about him. If he is dead, I want to be able to put a

flower on his grave.
5 *5

This search for the truth by the families was fhistratedover the

years by limited information from the governments of Southeast

3.3 Siittr of servicenutn mining since August, 1968.
1.3 Sister of serviceman mitting in South Vietnam since September, 1968.

,
3H Son of serviceman missing since 1968.
313 Father of son missing in action.
3.3 Letter, son of pilot ihot down over North Vietnam.
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Asia, and by our own government’s failure to provide satisfactory

answers. In fact, according to many families, the policies and ac-

tions of the U.S. Government during and after the war not only

failed to resolve the problems, but the lack of attention and focus

in past years actually made things worse.

For families whose experience with the Government has shat-

tered their faith in it, only fully disclosure of everything the Gov-

ernment knows will reassure them.51

7

U.S. GOVERNMENT ACTIONS DURING THE WAR

If there is one facet of the POW/MIA issue that is without ambi-

guity, without disagreement, it is that the treatment accorded fam-

ilies of missing Americans has deepened their anguish, not less-

ened it.

War-iinie secrecy

The difficulties confronting most families were rooted not only in

their kin’s loss, but also in the secrecy surrounding the loss. At
first, families were not told—sometimes .for years^that ..their, hus-

bands, sons or brothers had been captured. The impact of war-time

secrecy on the lives of families can best be described in their own
words. As Donnie Collins, wife of then-Captain Tom Collins (cap-

tured in October, 1965), testified:
:

' :
:

Mrs. Coums. Tom was missing four years, two months,

and two weeks, and I received a letter from him' in Christ-

mas of ’69. Now, I knew before then, but not through any-

thing the Government did. I found on my own that Tom as

seen alive in Hanoi in 1966. ... I was more fortunate

than most family members. I had friends in high places.

Sen. Smith. Do you have any reason to believe that any-,

body in the United States Government knew he was alive

and did not tell you?
Mrs. Coluns. Oh, yes, I’m certain that they did.

When families were informed of their loved one’s fate, they

rarely were given important details. As Mrs. Collins explained:

I, as an MIA wife, was frustrated by knowing little,

being left out of the loop, and it seemed at times being

treated as the enemy, more feared by the administration

and military intelligence than the North Vietnamese
whom we should have been unified against. This was typi-

cal of the attitude of the Government in those years.

Another MIA Wife, whose husband was lost in December, 1967,

• . was notified about my husband’s MIA status by

telephone. When I asked if my husband’s navigator, who
he had trained with, was with him, Air Force would not

give me an answer. . . . since [his] navigator’s wife was

a 17 At publication time, almost half of all POW/MIA families had responded to a poD ques-

tionnaire asking their permission to include their kin’s casualty files in the materials to be de-

classified (in accordance with the McCain Amendment). Of the total, 88 percent assented; eight

percent declined, and three percent asked to review their casualty files before making a deci-

sion. '

..
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pregnant, I did not want to call and upset her if her hus-
band had not been on that plane. It took a sideways call to
the Pentagon from one of the colonels on base to get the
needed information. He told me never to tell who gotw :

the information. y.;; - >// •vyy;v/

And all were cautioned to say nothing about their husbands, sons
and brothers, so as not to give their captors leverage over the men.

. . . [T]hey said, “you don’t need to know this. ... if

you were to let this out, this could cause his death—now,
you wouldn’t want to do that, would you?” I love that old

. hang-that-guilMrip-on-them. 5 1

8

The effect was devastating for many. As one MIA wife explained:

I needed the support of other families who knew what I

was going through. I asked my Personnel Affairs officer
’

and sergeant to deliver my hand written notes to other
wives who lived within 100 miles. There were only a few,
but I did not know the names and right-to-privapy laws de-
manded that I go through the casualty roflfice; In nay notes

:

I offered my home as a rest or coffee stop when other
women came to shop. When I received no word of reply
from my notes, I accepted the fact that the other women
wanted their privacy and I’d have to go it alone.
Everyday some well-meaning civilian would call or come

by and say, '^My dear, 1 don’t know how you doit” Fd just
be devastated! When they’d leave or hang up I’d think,
“Yes—how do I do it?’’ I really needed the support of the
other women; the other wives of POW and MIA.

I did not learn for four years that my notes had not been
delivered to the single hearings or picture viewings at the
base. Why were we never allowed to get together? Why
were my notes withheld? 5,9

To her, the Government lost all credibility when its directives
not to publicize the POW’s fate 520 didn’t change as soon as the
U.S. knew its men were being tortured:

‘"Ciomns testimony, Dec. 3. 1992.
“i* Letter Dec. 8 1992
»*° Mrs. Stoekdale described the directives this way:

months before Jim was shot down, a Commander Hill from Naval Air
racinc Headquarters had snven a bnefincr to i» hhum in Air qmuh ia

v* hiwuuw uwore uwn was snoiaown, a uommanaer tnu from Naval Air
had given, a^bnefina to us wives in Air Group 16 about how we should

“jjjve tf our husbands were shot down and captured. . . ;/

„ [of notes I took to share with wives who could not be there] was about
^th every effort being made to do this in person. And if this was not

Setoedia!
1611 by tdegra^1 or pbone

*
to prevent the primary next-ohkin hearing the news from

JZPS- about immediate recommended action by primary next-of-kin. Par-^ Prisonem should be notified by telephone, we
be warned not to relewe any information about the prisoner and not to

.be mtorviewed by the press concerning his huckcmuind .

r”.
owiuu mb frwiicu uuk vo mease any mi

should engage someone to act as her telephone operator. This

22?
“o^bejMtructed toajxept no^Efrom foreign cities outside the limits of the United

any ton'd!iahould[be released about the prisoner or his family. All such
in
5w?^i£>

0
y x

$

e_?HbIlc baformation Officer at Air Pacific Headquarters.
^af tbf atyidard answer to all news agencies should be, Mrs. Blank has no

SSSSi-fTi'ff
8
l/P*

688 this tame. The reasons for maintaining press silence are in the best
mterests of the prisoner. Any information other than name, rank, serial number and age can be

'
/ Continued' .



Giving the Johnson Administration and its Ambassador

at Large in charge of prisoner of war affairs, Averill Har-

riman, the benefit of the doubt, some might assume that

these guidelines really were engendered in the best inter-

est of the wives.

, That rationale became totally invalid for me, however,

when the Johnson Administration learned for a fact cer-

tain that American prisoners of war were being brutally

tortured, but continued to insist that we wives remain

silent in order to continue our husband’s so-called good

treatment by the North Vietnamese.

I know the Government knew of the brutal torture for a

fact certain, because I was the conduit who delivered the

message to the Johnson Administration. Averill Harriman
never came off his insistence that we wives must keep

quiet in order to ensure the Bewailed good treatment of
;

It was not until more than two years’after Averill Harri-

man knew our men were being tortured that Melvin Laird,

Secretary of Defense in "the newly elected Nixon Adminis-

tration, publicly acknowledged the gross mistreatment of

our men and the violations of the Geneva Convention rela-

tive to the treatment of prisoners of war;

On the 19th of May, 1969,“when Secretary Laird first ..

; made this public announcement, Jim-Stockdale had been

in prison for almost four years. . .

.’

No one in the Johnson Administration, not McNamara,
nor Rusk, nor the Bundy brothers, nor Clifford,' ever

‘

seemed to realize that we wives were not so stupid as to

not be able to figure out that they wanted to suppress the

skillfully used in psychological warfare to coerce the prisoner to aid the Communist propaganda

Pr
^ctunes of the family of the prisoner can also be used as coercion and thus be detrimental to

the welfare of the prisoner.
1

v .

“Treatment of the prisoner. We were told prisoners at present are being well treated by the—
excuse me; Prisoners at present are being treated and authorities have every reasonto believe

that this condition will continue. If present conditions do continue, the prisoner will probably

not have to undergo brutal torture. The family of the prisoner can expect that eventually the

Communists will announce that the prisoner has signed some paper which he would not sign

under normal circumstances. The family should not comment on this announcement as the in-

formation is probably correct
,

“All prisoners to date have signed some paper which they would not be expected to do unless

victims of psychological warfare. \

,

“Any medals awarded the prisoner in his absence should be accepted by the family of the

prisoner when they are offered, The family may expect to see pictures of the prisoner m various

compromisihg roles released by the Communists for pfopagahda purposes. Comments about such

pictures only help serve the purposes of the enemy. I , . . V
“Communication with the prisoner. We were told the family will be given an addmathrough

which they can write to the prisoner. All letters should be of a very general nature. Children or

friends should not be mentioned or referred to other than in general terms. Families are warned

to delete terms of endearment from their mail, as these can be used to the prisoner’s detriment

“No letters Should be written that one would not be able to tolerate if printed on the front

-7 newspaper.
. .

;
' - :

'

•

1 may eventually be received from the prisoner and will probably be forwarded through

the International Red Cross. These letters will also be of a very general nature and will not

contain any of the usual terms of endearment used by the prisoner.

“Packages may be mailed to the prisoner but there will be no assurance of delivery.

“My final entries say, families are strongly urged not to intercede on behalf of the prisoner

without State Department approval. Independent intercessions on the part of the individual

could seriously damage negotiations being conducted on behalf of the prisoner by the State De-

partment •



truth about our men’s circumstances in order to keep the

American; public from being emotionally involved in the

Vietnam War.

;
Just as they' never called up the reserves or imposed;

rent controls, they didn’t want the truth about pur men’s
torture to emotionally involve the American people in

their stick and carrot war.

I knew only too well they had started their war under
false pretenses, because my husband had led all of the air

strikes in the Tonkin Gulf incidents. President Johnson
had even doubly endangered all of the lives of the men in

the first air strike against the North Vietnamese main-
land by announcing their arrival to the enemy on the

radio an hour and a half before they arrived.

The gag cn^er was too much for some:- -

Mrs. Coluns. Let me just go back and point out a couple

of things. That Tom was heard on the radio. He was seen

coming out of the plane. He had a wing man, there were
another two in the formation. He was seen on the ground.

So they did know he got on the ground. They did talk to

him. Yet even later on, they never allowed anyone who
was with him on his wing or behind him, the two behind
him, to tell me anything at all, even that bare little ele-

ment to hang onto.
"

As I say, I can deal with dead. . ^ . But missing, they
didn’t know how to deal with missing. So they decided that

the best thing to do was don’t tell the families anything.

I want to remind you that Tom was security ops officer.

Because of that, he had such a security clearance you
would never achieve to, Senator. John will tell you that.

And because of that, I was brought into the loop and I was
also part of the security clearance. So Tom didn’t marry a
dodo who fell off the turnip truck When it went through
town on Saturday. Most pilots did not.

Vice Chairman Smith. That is yeiy obvious, by the way.
Mr. Collins. Thank you. And because of that, why they

could not sort out and tell the families the basic elements.

When I later found out in early ‘68 that they had had this

information in his jacket, I was angry but I told no one,

including his parents, what was in the jacket, no one
Now, if you read my testimony you realize that I was

jumped on by big-time people. I mean State Department
threatened me with you’re going to shut up or else, and I

never could figure out what or else was. I guess the firing

squad, send Tom to Hanoi, something equally obnoxious.
As I responded to them finally, no military has control

over a wife. Only the military member himself may disci-

E
line her. So if you can find Tom and get him home and
e wants to kick me in the rear end, let him go at it, but

don’t threaten me. And finally I had to call friends in high
places to get the State Department off me because I decid-

ed, in ’66, to ask some questions in the public. So I was
probably the first one to get swatted.



Secrecy's effects ...

• •.
:

The secrecy had two distinct ill effects. First, it back-fired:

.
, the -old mihta^ cliche that wives and families —

should be told nothing and should know nothing was, and
I presume to some degree is still, the rule. This is an over-

reaction to legitimate military security needs, and has

probably resulted in more inadvertent leaks through igno-

rance than if the spouses and families had been brought

into the network in matters that concerned them. . . Had
:

they brought us into the loop, telling us the things that we
had a right to know from the onset, we would never find

. ourselves in this position today.

Secondhand far more damaging to both families and subsequent

Government efforts, the secrecy made families an easy mark for

any con artist with information to peddle. In Collins? words:
:

The closed-door attitude of the Government, which start-

ed and became ingrained in the early war years, has con-

tributed greatly- to making the familiesvulnerableand
prey for the antiwar activists on the left and the con art-

ists and mystics on the right. If the Government was silent

to their questions, then where were they to go for informa-

tion and help? Some elements of both groups meant well,
' but their impact has been cruel to the families.®21 ;

Another 'witness, Carol Hrdlicka, laid the blame for fraudulent

schemes more forcefully at the Government’s door:

I can appreciate these other scams, but I have to tell you

that if our Government had done their job in the first

place, I wouldn’t be in the situation where I could be a
victim or Carol Collins could be a victim.522

In sum, another MIA wife said:

I tell you as I told the [PFOD] hearing: if a situation like

this happens again I hope you all are smart enough to

know you can trust the families with inside knowledge to

protect them from con artists. I did not bite when asked

for a donation to bring home the men. I felt I had paid

enough.523

Mis-reporting

When evidence suggested death

Tragically for many families, strong incentives existed for

combat veterans to soften the blow that reporting a buddy killed in

action would deliver to families. Admiral Stockdale felt the pres-

sures after he witnessed a plane go down:

He was in an AD—last called a Mayday, hit about 1,000

feet going in a 6teep dive, and of course, as you know,
John, [there was] no ejection seat in that plane. They went

M

1

Collins testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
,a* Hrdlicka testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
»« Letter, Dec. 8, 1992.
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our there the next morning and they found that the Viet*

namese had removed the debris. V ^

.

And the squadron commander said the guy is—he’s
dead.-And -I-went up-to-see Gaptaih-Bart CJonnally and I ;•

said I’m just getting started in this thing. And I sent the

message, whether I should have called him KIA or MIA.

A-.: . . He said, “I did this in World War H, of course, and, he

said, there’s a great temptation to do the wife a favor. But

in the long rim I think you do her an injustice, because

you’re giving her the wrong message. If you think he’s

dead, say he’s dead.
;
Aav-A AA

Now, I did that [reported the man killed in action]. ...

I’ve been told that people who were seen to spin in the

traffic pattern and crash in their plane were listed as MIA
for that same darned reason. We ought to think of a better

way to compensate families besides lying to them. A 7

Gen. Vessey had experienced the same situation:

Sen. McCain. You and I have discussed, and I men-

tioned to Admiral Stockdale yesterday, this very tragic sit-

uation that exists when a person is listed as missing or

captured, especially in the case of the air war.

There were cases that we know of—Admiral Stockdale

cited one yesterday, where the plane hit the ground and -

exploded and no chute was cited; but with the knowledge

that if that person is declared dead, all benefits cease after

his death (gratuities, insurance, etc.), [his buddies listed]

that person as missing. Then the pay and benefits contin-

ue for an indeterminate length of time.

Do you have any idea how we can get around this dilem-

ma, General?

Gen. Vessey. . . . It’s something that drives our making
inaccurate reports. The very fact that you deprive your

comrade’s family of their livelihood by declaring him dead

. . , so the inclination generally has been, if there’s any
doubt at all, move [the status report] toward the missing

rather than face the facts. . . ; I think the present system

will drive us to the same problems that we had from the

: war in Vietnam. a;,' :

In 1973, Lt. Cdr. George Coker cited two examples of what he

had seen as a Navy pilot in an address to the National League of

Families:

A guy is flying, he does see his wingman shot down. Two
guys go in, and they’re deader than a doornail. He’s think-

ing to himself, “If I report that they’re dead, .the wife’s

going to be brokenhearted, she’ll get death gratuities, and
that’s it. If I report him MIA, his pay keeps going, and it

will cushion the blow for ajittle while."

“I just saw your son fly into the ground.” Do you think

I’m going to tell you that? Hell, no, because the way I

think, if 1 tell you your son got target fixation and flew

into the ground, to my way of thinking, what I would be



wu is, “You, know, what you had for a son is a
realidiot. / ^

, That’s not true, so what am I going to say? “Well, he—
^

down,-Biid he-probably-lost control,"he^was probably
hitby a 57 or something and lost control of the aircraft
and went in. But I’m not going to say, "I think he had

.

target fixation. . ....

But now I’ve given you a shred of hope. It’s not an out-
and-out false report. I told you he flew into the ground,
but I just twisted why.’ So now he has the option of eject*

When evidencepointed to life

However, the Committee edso uncovered cases where servicemen
Were^ reported as dead, in view of information suggesting survival.
Moreover, the families were never provided vnth this information.

.For example, the Committee notes the following comments from
the family members of two cases in particular:

uMD^
ce

ii.?
orp

'i.^
ei
i«?S

1 P^adore was officially listed as KIA/
’ fl
W
r-n,^tS?T

Ufh a 1992 case narrative from the JTF-FA indicates
that PAVN forces may have captured him. In 1992, Plumadore’s
sister wrote to the Pentagon:

If what I am told is correct and the government contin-
ues to withhold intelligence data on my brother’s capture
that has been concealed from his family for 25 years, I
submit to you the following questions: What reason is
there for secrecy now? Why am I not entitled to know ev-
erything about my brother that you know? 525

USAF, was listed as missing in Laos since
l»o9. riis family was only provided the initial loss report, but re-
cently discovered that there was additional information which sug-
gested that Coady may have survived his incident. In 1969, the U.S.
embassy in Laos reported a possible correlation between Coady
and a similar name reported by a POW who returned in 1969.
Coady s sister wrote to the Committee in August 1992:

When my family asked if there was any information on
my brother, we were told there was nothing but the initial
report of his loss. I could not believe that after 17 years of
believing the Air Force I found but that there was infor-
mation regarding my brother not given to the family. I
find this totally unacceptable.826

A final example concerns a serviceman believed dead during the
war, but subsequently determined' to have been captured. This ex-

°r
?
u^t to the Committee’s attention in November 199.1

by Dr. Patricia 0 Grady, the daughter of Col. John O’Grady, who
was captured ui 1967 in Vietnam:

O’Grady. I testifr before you today on behalf of my
lather, Col. John 0 Grady, who is finally known to have

•“Coker, Oct 27, 1973.

u! ^^Plunudore letter July 14, 1992.•“ Judith Coady Rainey letter Aug. 29, 1992.



been captured alive. This information could Have been ob-

tained many years ago, but after 24 years, I can finally tell

you hovrmany cigarettes were in his pack* and 1-can- also

tell you where his actual captors live today. Yet this infor-

mation was not released to me directly or readily. This in-

formation was only released to me accidentally. . . . up

until 1991, August of this year, they have disputed that

my father was in fact captured alive.

Sen; Smith. . . . but now they say otherwise?

O’Grady. Now they say it, based upon the fact that they

have finally found his actual captors and they interviewed

. them in detail.
527

v;

Public relations campaign

Late into the war and after enormous pressure from POW/MIA
families, the U.S. Government began to publicize the plight of the

POWs in order to keep pressure on the North Vietnamese and gain

support for the war at home.
t

V.
The courageous attempts by H. Ross Perot are particularly note-

worthy. KBs efforts to bring food, medicine, and Christmas pack-

ages to POWs in 1969 and 1970 and to publicize their condition im-

proved the way they were treated, as returned POWs later de-

scribed when they returned. President Nixon’s description details

Perot’s activities and their impact: .
"

Ross-Perot supported what we were trying to do in Viet-

nam, unlike many other people in the business community

who took a walk, and I appreciate that. He did everything

he could to help the POWs while many others were doing

nothing at all. At a time when many people in the Ameri-

can establishment were not supporting the POWs, Ross

Perot was doing so.
528

Sen. Smith noted Perot’s accomplishments when he welcomed

him to testily in August:

My words of thanks for your efforts, Mr. Perot, pale in

comparison to the recognition you have already received

from former POWs themselves, the families, and our na-

tion’s veterans groups. As many know, Mr. Perot has a

painting proudly hanging in his office which is signed by

all the POWs who came home in 1973, thanking him for

drawing public attention to their plight. I also note that

the Department of Defense awarded Mr: Perot its highest

civilian honor for his efforts—the Defense Medal of Distin-

V guished Public Service!529 .v-''

But the P-R campaign had a stark down-side ps well, as families

learned when -the war ended and many forgot the POWs. In 1972,

Defense Secretary Melvin Laird held a ptess conference to pressure

Vietnam by focusing on 14 men not on Hanoi’s list of POWs. “All

14 men were known to be alive, on the ground in North Vietnam,

MrO'Grady testimony, Nov. 6, 1991.
**• Nixon interview, July 1992.
”• Sen. Smith, Aug. 12, 1992,



or were at one time actually identified by the North Vietnamese as
having been captured, He told his audience.® 30

__
In 1973, when not one of those 14 came home—including Ronald

Dodge, who was shown in captivity in 1972 in a Paris Match
p£°“>—there was n0 follow-up press conference. No similar U.S.
effort was mounted again publicly to raise families’ unanswered
questions about their loved ones’ fates to public attention. The fam-
ilies feeling of being abandoned, with their men, still persists: As
Dodge s widow explained:

Sen. Rod. What more do you think we as a committee
could do that we have not done? ; .

.

Ms. Otis. . . . what I’ve been wanting is for the public to
reaUy care. And I know it’s been really too long, but the
Government and the media didn't press this in the begin-
ning. They just assumed everybody was dead. And we felt
so abandoned because not only did our Government or the
media care, but the public didn't seem to care. 53 *

POSTWAR GOVERNMENT POLICIES

Presumed findings ofdeath

For years after the war ended, few Americans wanted to re-ex-
amme its effects; families' questions were greeted with silence.

-J
eri

» beginning in 1978 and continuing through 1981, came pro-
|e®pg? tp declare missing servicemen dead. The “presumptive
findings of death” pitted families against the Gdverhmient, with
many trying to prove life against a presumption so strong that
event post-capture photographs and other “hard evidence” failed to
persuade the judges. Only one, Charles Shelton, remained listed as
the symbolic POW.

For those who accepted the death of their kin, the proceedings
were welcomed. They provided finality for a situation that left fam-
fiies dangtag, letting families go on with their lives. But for those
wha had not gotten satisfactory answers, the rulings were traumat-
1C. Their own words best express the experience:

These men—many—were declared dead not on informa-
tion, but on the lack of information, that we had.
... Your comment that /this thing has taken on a life of
its own’ is so very true. It has taken over my life, and
many others’ unable to go through the steps of grief and
dying and acceptance because of this limbo.532

Commander Dodge’s status change hearing was in Feb-
ruary 1979. The next-of-kin had to prove the missing serv-

^included onereporti by a returned POW to have

four J°
by neither the DIA nor their own services, and

^DIA, but not their own service. To date, the remains of

«“ *“—*****-•
>Z5ssis susssesLira 1t« ?aj’tLfesk , 7

***« ui Mums uus uooge, wire 01 ruw lost in May. 1967. Ronald
Dodge sremains were returned in the early 1980s; in December 1992, Senators Kerry and &nith

letaareeee a document, believed authentic hy the DIA, indicating that he
Csntivifv

obtained from the Vietnamese i

aurvived five days in captivity.
*” L*tter ^e^ of * serviceman missing in South Vietnam since March, 1968.
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iceman alive. The Government, with all of their resources,

did not have to prove him dead.583

.. In 197.7, the Air Force Casualty Office contacted me and

advised me that they were going to review David’s case,

and unless I had any new evidence that he was alive, they

were going to declare him dead. I then stated that I had no

evidence since I was not allowed access to intelligence.

Why is it that the burden of proof is always on the fami-

v
:

:lieS?®
8^.- o.:-; ££

:

The process, and not only its conclusion, worsened the matter for

many families. As the wife of a serviceman missing in Laos in De-

cember 1967, explained:

He said the hearing would be held and told me the day.

T mid him I’d get in touch with my children and we'd be

down. He said, “Oh, you don’t need to come. It is just a A
hearing. We will let you know about it.” I said, “You are

talking about killing off my husband legally. The way
you’ve talked to me so far,J don’t ttust you”. . I
.... He said, “Isn’t there anything I can do?’’ I said,

"You can make reservations for me at the visiting quar-

ters. There will be my son, two daughters, my mother and

myself.” He said, “Oh, I can’t do that. You can’t stay

there. You’ll have to get amotel.”
"

"
; ;

- They closed my husband’s case and declared him killed

in action as of August 17, 1979. He was snch an honorable,

straightforward man; he would not be pleased with the sit*

uation I’d been placed in all of these years.885

The League of Families chronicled the process from families’ per-

spective:

Immediately after the signing of the Paris Accords, Jan-

uary 27, 1973, the Department of Defense planned to initi-

ate presumptive finding of death rulings based on U.S.

knowledge of incident circumstances and lapse of time

without information to indicate the individual was still

living. What was obviously not yet available was knowl-

edge from the Vietnamese, Lao or Cambodian

. governments . . . the families, under the umbrella of the

League, initiated a class-action suit to stop the status re-

. views . . . t'

The court decided . . . that PNOK primary next-of-kin]

receiving compensation must be provided hearing rights.

The Defense Department extended these rights to all >

PNOK, whether or not currently receiving government

V'V benefits. . . , .C
Some in the League publicly offered to return their gov-

ernment pay if activeduty status could be retained. This

was to prevent the Indochinese governments from throw-

ing back the claim that our own government had legally

iM Otis testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
gu Hrdlicka te nony, Dec. 3, 1992.
•» Letter, Dec. 8. 1972,



determined our relatives were

cessful. 1

.

dead. This, too, was unsuc-

With the presumptive findings of death came another

problem; the more presumed dead, the fewer it appeared

were still prisoner; missing or unaccounted for from the

Vietnam War. We, the families, knew that legal adminis-

trative rulings had nothing to do with accountability and

that the numbers were actually more [than mere num-

bere}—they were Americans. ... 536

Changing definitions Vj'

At the same time, the U.S. Government added to the POW/MLA
list. At the end of 1978, 224 were listed as POWs; by the end of

1980, that had grown to 2,500—simply by changing the definition

tn include war-time killed-in-action.

Taken together, the action seemed to signal that the Government

had made a decision was being made to move on—that one service-

man, whose fate was uncertain, now would, get the same level of

attention as the next, whose death was witnessed by his comrades.

The solution was satisfactory to no one,

changes, based not on facts but on some other consideration, raised

even more questions about the sense and sincerity of Government

efforts.

Live*jghtingrepoii$
:

-• '

For scores of families—including some whose kin’s remains had

been returned—the next information to be confronted came with

the flood of Vietnamese refugees: reports that Americans were

alive in Southeast Asia. The reports were tantalizing, and the

heavily blacked-out sections of classified information made them

more so. The slowness of live-sighting investigations, and the fruit-

less efforts of families to gain access to the intelligence contained

in hundreds of these reports, marked a new battlefront for many
families.

Questions during the mid-1980s about the sincerity of U.S. efforts

heightened families’ concerns. While some of the allegations of con-

spiracy or incompetence came with fund-raising appeals, others

were leaked by insiders with no readily apparent motive besides al-

truism. A spate of internal DIA reviews spelled out the agency s

shortcomings and, for many, confirmed fears that the “highest na-

tional priority” label assigned to POW/MIA efforts by the Reagan

Administration was nothing more than words.

Repatriation of remains

For some 379 families, the next development was the return of

remains from Southeast Asia. In many cases, the remains were

only fragments of bone, sometimes commingled in the casket with

another serviceman who had died in the same crash. Sometimes,

they were determined to be the remains of Asian people; in a few

cases, they were found to be animal bones. Serious questions about

the capability of the U.S. lab that identifies remains to make accu-

Griffiths letter, Aug. 6, 1992.
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362 J ^v x
rate determinations further shook families’ faith in the U.S. Gov-
ernment (see Chapter 5X :/v

In the halfecentury: since :World War II, technology has bettered

the chance of identifying remains, but the science is fat from an
exact one.

There have been so many conflicting reports concerning
Bill. We have always felt he was alive, and being held in

Russia, even though remains (a few single teeth said to

compare favorably with Bill’s) was sent home in November
of 1957. When we had the casket opened by court order,

we found a sack with a few single teeth and a few bone
fragments so that identification was impossible as far as
we were concerned. We buried the body as Bill, even
though we still believed that he was in Russia.

We have felt so helpless all these' years, trying and
trying to get positive proof of whether he is in Russia or
not. My parents both died believing that the U.S. Govern- J

ment had not been honest with them S37

The combination of;

past experience with the Government on POW/MIA matters;
only partly conclusive results; and
the new number of bones available to make the determina-

tion . '.v- ,
. -;.,

L

'

' XX'-
makes it impossible for many families to accept' the remains as
proof of their kin’s death. : ;

Each day I wait, and look, and hope for some revelation
as to how did my son die—if he did! Oh yes, I know my
Government considers [his case] a closed book because
Hanoi sent back a box of bones with his name on it. But
there was ho identification tag, nor picture, nor anything
in the way of personal effects found on his person returned
to us. No fingerprints! No dental records!

I dp know Hanoi had David either dead or alive—the
Pravda (1965) article told me that. He did not go down in
his plane as previously thought. I want any and all infor-

mation my Government has on David—my family can
handle it! ... .

538

Casualty officers

I was shocked, surprised and stunned . . . . It took some
getting used to, ana I can’t describe the overwhelming
relief I felt, knowing how, where and when he died, and
that it was quick. ... Mjr baby, Sue, was six weeks old
when the telegram was delivered to me. ... In an instant,

I [had] lost my husband, home, status as a wife, social life,

my planned future—and I was just getting over childbirth.

heard nothing from the three surviving crew members.
All official business was handled by mail. I had no advisor
or advocate from the military to help me sort out my life

Letter from the enter of a eervicei

“•Letter, December 1992.



figure out what I should do; I felt abandoned; . . a
way must be found to see that dependents of men who died
serving their country are given the personal support they

- need.539
;

;

' ;7 •; y
The Defense Department has come a great distance since the

days of telegrams announcing the loss of a serviceman. Today, offi-
cers serve the point of contact for families and the efforts of most
are well-regarded by the families they serve.
However, few have the experience and clout needed to pry infor-

mation out of the DIA, and their stints in the job are short: except
in the Air Force, assignments last no more than three years. This
forces families to drive the information-gathering process—and
their lack of security clearance and knowledge ill-equips them to
get the answers they seek.

;
Simply put. thejigencies of our Gpyernment responsible ^

for the MIA issue do not provide us of their own volition
and in a timely manner all information that they had
about my father’s fate, despite their often-repeated prom-
ise to do just that.640

The inability of. casualty officers to satisfy families’ legitimate
needs for information often worsens communication. Tn (heir eager-
ness to learn all they can, many families have turned to other
channel—pressing intelligence analysts or private activist for more.
The different interpretations, and sometimes different facts, ob-

• teined through, these channels have exposed a bureaucracy that is
- lumbering and often senseless in its operations. It has left many
families unsure about who to believe.

Our family has never been officially told that Steven
was taken prisoner, but we had received a declassified doc-
ument from another POW/MIA family, that stated Steven
was positively identified by photograph in November of
1968 (three months after his disappearance) as being taken
prisoner. I do not know which list he now falls under, the
111 confirmed to have died in captivity or the 133 of whom
no other information is available. I’m sure we will be noti-
fied in time.

'

I just wanted to say we are proud of Steven for his un-
selfishness in fighting for his country, and how proud we
are of you and the committee for having the courage to
look into this matter to the extent you have in order to re-
solve the issue.541 .

^Secretary Cheney’s plan to use the POW/MIA office to trouble-
shoot is commendable, but further efforts to unify POW/MIA oper-
ations are needed. Too much is lost in “translation” between the
men women in the field and POW/MIA families, because informa-
tion goes first through DIA and then casualty office channels. Of-
tentimes, information also is passed through the Inter-Agency

*5°^**®“ "“<* October, 1952; advised by telephone in November, 1992
that Soviet* hid recovered hu remains.

tit f!2v
n ,on °f M^j. Robert Momrney, lost in Lao* in November, 1972.4

. Brother of serviceman captured in [place] in 196--.
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Group (see Chapter 5), further delaying notification of the individ-

ual’s family. .

- '
;

j While the Committee recognizes the need for some '‘channels,” it

also urges DoD to lit the public, and especially family members,

hear directly from those who have first-hand information about

searching for unaccounted-for servicemen.842

FAMILIES TURN ELSEWHERE FOR HELP

S
National League of Families

he League’s origins can be traced to the West Coast during the

1960s. Sybil Stockdale, wife of Admiral James Stockdale, the

ranking POW in the “Hanoi Hilton," initiated the movement
which evolved from a loosely organized, small group of families

into the formal organization now known as the National League of

Families of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia.

The impetus for this action was the strong belief by these POW
families that the U.S. Government’s policy of keeping a low profile

on POW/MIAs was unjustified and causing the families undue

pam^-^d perhaps even risking the lives, health and the very

return of their missing loved ones (as described above in “War-

Time Secrecy.’’)

In October 1968, the first media account of a POW story was pub-

lished. As a result of that story, many families began to communi-
cate directly with each other. What once was a small group grew to

hundreds and ultimately several thousand family members.
The League’s first major activity was to directly confront the

North Vietnamese delegation in Pans with inquiries about the fate

of their loved ones. On other occasions, family members travelled

to Laos and Vietnam on their own to seek answers.

Over the past 25 years, both during and after the war, the

League has pressed hard through its public awareness programs

and its intense pressure on the U.S. Government to get answers.

The League's goals are:

to obtain the release of all prisoners;

repatriation of all recoverable remains;

to provide the fullest possible accounting for all of the miss-

ing. : v -'/'V :

Through the U.S. Government’s POW/MIA Inter-Agency Group,

the League has participated over the last decade in the develop-

ment of official policy in the areas of intelligence and diplomatic

efforts on the POW/MIA issue. The participation of the League’s

Executive Director, Ann Mills Griffiths, as a member of the IAG
has led to great controversy and division among family members
(see Chapter 5), but even critics recognized that Griffiths’ participa-

tion on the IAG has given the League a key role in influencing gov-

ernment policy on the POW/MIA issue, however. In addition, the

Committee recognizes that the League has provided a continuity to

changing U.S. officials’ responsible for policy on this issue spanning

25 years and five Presidencies of both political parties.

Until the Committee’s November 1991 hearings, field investigators had not spoken public-

ly about their work.
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06 was founded in Seattle in June 1990 under the lead-

ership of Dolores Alfond, sister of Maj. Victor Apodaca who is miss*
® Vietnam"Warrlhe Alliance hag been a leader in the

effort to unite family members, former POWs and other citizens
Who seek information on missing personnel from World War II, the
Korean Conflict, Cold War incidents, and the Vietnam War.

;

The Am^jce also has been a strong advocate for the declassifica-
tion of all Government documents pertaining to the missing from
these wars. Another primary purpose of the National Alliance has
been to educate communities (including public and civic organiza-
tions, schools, and the general public) about POW/MtA issues. Like
the League, the Alliance also has held major forums with family
members and Government official in ^Washington, D.C.

Fellow coirtbcLl- ijetei*citTs~?u"—

^

Another

>

; natural alternative for families hungry for information
was the men who served with their k^ were ad hoc and
often

^
secretive: offfcially

, the Government observed servicemen's
privacy i^hts; unofficiaIly, individual semcemen
information as personal favors, and witnesses regularly reached
out to their buddies' families voluntarily. For untold numbers of
families, the stories that these witnesses told made the difference.

-I know my brother went down into the^Sou^^ China Sea.
TKf radar technician was a very good friend ofthe family \
and he watched the:pla^^;da^^ .JbSmu' 'Sp':i''

r

fcel^i

;

r
..‘

know where by brother is. I feel he was not captured, so as
far as I m concerned, he's gone. Let him lie in peace.548

For some veterans, though, the requests continued—from family
members unable to accept their necessarily incomplete stories, or
trom children who wanted to hear it first-hand. Often, the requests
were not only .for the facts of a 20-year-old incident, but for an ex-
plmiation x>f trie war itself, an answer to rumors, and more. In one
letter to the son of an MIA, his co-pilot struggled to answer cosmic
questions with a careful recounting of facts:

What happened to your dad and I was the real definition
of rotten coincidence . . ... [We were on a mission to make]
strikes into Laos and Cambodia to stop supplies from get-
ting into South Vietnam from the North. We didn't talk
much about them only as a matter of policy. There were
not secret missions" or GIA-driven . . « .

As we rolled in and released the bombs, two anti-aircraft
rounds, struck the airplane on the starboard (right) side
forward of the engine intake. The explosion caused the^ and the right wing blew off at the
told. At this point, we looked at each other and ejected
trom the aircraft. I went out a second or so before Mike
and wound up on the west side of a small river. He was on
tne east . . the material and people we were after were
there.

449
sister of K1A-BNR.



I gathered my stuff, hid it, called our wingman and tried

to talk to Mike on the radio kind of all at once. I also

found that my hands and face were burned pretty well and
* there was some shrapnel in my arm and head. At this .

point, these were the least of our problems. I then tried to

find MikO by wandering around in the jungle in the dark

(12:30 a.m.). Not a good idea as I fell down a small cliff (8-

10 feet) and had to climb out. At this time I could see

down to the river and saw 4-6 troopers come across the

river and head my why. I hid in a bamboo thicket and
waited. .

There was enough evidence that Mike might be held in

the general area where we were hit that a “bright light”

team was interested to attempt to find and rescue him.

They are mercenaries that “lived in the area.” They found

nothing indicating his having been there. You’ve been told

the rest and most likely more than I. It was hard to

accept, but I feel he was killed that first night. I would
hope that I was wrong, --v.'.'

.. ..
- your dad was a great guy and a good friend. He did his

job better than most, but unfortunately was killed. The
best part is he was doing what he loved the most.544

Private groups

.. . . you become obsessed. You cannot sleep, eat, work,

because you would waltz with the devil to bring one man
home.545 .

The Government’s shortcomings in live-sighting investigations

and elsewhere prompted some families to turn to latter-day

Rambos, as well as to responsible veterans and family organiza-

tions, for additional help.

Most of us have been tempted at some point to partici-

pate in some form of POW rescue based on nothing more
than questionable and circumstantial information at best,

such as unverified photos, live sightings, and anonymous
reports. If it sounds hokey and mystic, it probably is, and
it almost always plays a very cruel hoaz on the families by
raising false hopes. . . I am very pleased to know this

committee will take up these issues and problems in the

near future, and hope this will eliminate once and for all

the con artists, and clear the way for those who are credi-

; ble and knowledgeable to resolve the long standing trage-

dy of our MIAs.546

'

Another POW/MIA wife was not able to ignore the information

profferred by a private group: ...

After the [positive] analysis had come out from Los

Alamos and Dr. Chamey I began to doubt my own view of

the picture, which was there was a slight possibility that it

444 Co-pilot of serviceman missing in Lao6 since December, 1968.
144 Carr Collins testimony, Dec, 3, 1992; former wife of serviceman missing in Laos since 1ft—.
444 Collins testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
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could be Don. I mean I just—I did not know. But some-
th^ “ft my son said; to me sort of turned me around; He
said, Mother, that picture is obviously an American. I
mean hedooks like an American to- me. . . , he’s some-
body s father, he s somebody’s brother, husband, cousin. If
there s a chance in a billion that it’s my dad, you’ve got to
do something.” ^

So with that, that’s when I started.
547

fi^chiBy
1* of ^“counters are devastating, emotionally

f>
n
? .former Congressman was shown on a nation-wide

television show telling a national audience that he knows
who the prisoners are and where they are. He should be
made to go on nationwide television and retract his lies.
One former Lieutenant Colonel has been exposed on tel-

evision for claiming a photo he obtained was of an Ameri-
can prisoner still in captivity. This was nothing more than
a diabolical plot to raise money; [it] caused the family in-
volved untold grief and tompelled our Government to
expend untold assets to track down this ‘prisoner.’
One extremely convincing former Lieutenant Colonel Bo

Gntz hoodwinked me into believing his story that he knew
Where prisoners were being held in Laos and could get

^
them out. In 1981, the prisoner and missing issue was get-

- rang little of no attention and 1 saw this as ,aif opportuni-
ty—11^ necessarily to recover my son, but to get at least
one prisoner out to prove what we had been working for.
Since my wife and I had been notified by the Navy Depart-
ment that our son “had survived to evade” and were in-
formed by his squadron commander that Nick had been
captured and escaped, I am sure you can appreciate the™

,?
r
r •, ,

situation we were “•^ “secret rescue mis-
sion failed very quickly; it never got out of the state of
Florida and cost us $30,000, with nary an apology.

' ,v I em not bemoaning the loss of money since that op-
eration is one-tenth of the amount our family has Spent in
our 23 years of involvement. But I do believe that this
Committee has a responsibility to investigate and, where
necessary, prosecute these incredible liars. . . .

M«

,
The fraudulent sideshows also sidetracks U.S. investigators away

from serious leads and force them to chase phantoms:.

Sen. McCain. “How much of the effort that your organi-
zation is engaged in has been—how much of your assets
nave had to be diverted to tracking down the bogus pic-
tures and the hoaxers?
Mr. Sheetz. At times, Senator, I would tell you that

proce% has literally precluded us from doing anything
else. Because the political pressure has been so intense

I"
Carr Coffin* testimony, Dec. 3, 1992.
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and the high interest among the people in the Govern-

ment, this committee, the American public, to know what
is the truth on those cases. . . . It’s an opportunity-cost ar-

gument. Essentially, what you’re doing is dropping the

work that would probably have more payoff to chase after

things that ultimately turn out to be useless exercises.®49

. discussion
.

.
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The committee wishes to commend the families and advocacy

groups for their strong leadership and perseverance over the years.

They have moved the issue in a positive manner in spite of incredi-

ble obstacles. The most difficult obstacles were the intransigence of

the Communist governments and the lack of focus and attention by
the U.S. Government at many points during the last 40 years.

At the Committee’s first round of hearings, in November 1991,

all witnesses—families, activists, and government officials—agreed

that, . . one of the most important things that could come out of

the early days of these hearihp is a new structure, and a new rela-

tionship process with the families.” 550 Assistant Secretary Carl

. . we didn’t lose our credibility with you, with the

families, with the American people overnight and we’re

not going to gain that credibility back overnight. . . . The
only thing that is going to persuade people is our actions

and our results, and to prove over time_that we are seri-

ous, that we do mean what we say, and that despite occa:

sional setbacks, despite occasional human errors, we’re

going to demonstrate over the next months and weeks,

years, that we can do it better than we have done it in the

past. That’s our only commitment, to try. And if there are

problems that this committee uncovers, we’ll try to fix

them. .

In addition to other steps noted aboye, two actions taken on
behalf of POW/MIA families during the last year have been signifi-

cant:
'

.
V:-\

; \ Y>- y.\ •••'; ,yc'. 7,7
To answer families need for an ombudsman that both DIA

and casualty officers would respond to, Defense Secretary Rich-

ard Cheney created a top-level liaison office at the Pentagon in

January 1992. The job of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

POW/MIA Affairs is to spearhead TOW/MIA policy-making

and to try to get answers when casualty officers cannot.

POW/MIA documents were ordered declassified in July 1992

by President Bush, at the unanimous request of the Senate.

Tms step was taken in copjunction with the establishment of a

central “library” that families can turn to for consolidated in-

formation about their case and others, in accordance with an
amendment sponsored by Sen. McCain and enacted in Novem-
ber, 1991. (See Chapter 5, Declassification).

The most substantive response to families’ concerns, however,

has been field operations that have put American troops on the

Robert Sheet* testimony, Dec.1, 1992.

Kerry, Nov. 5. 1991.
"
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a0S “iCimbodiB to search for answers. For

forth P4 “^eaters shuttled back and
tortn from Bangkok to Hanoi whenever they could get permission

tom^^HT^^DnuVfiirrAn^before-the-Gonunitteewas^o^^^a

tSa?kI
ar^ POW/MIA office in Hanoi was permitted to open;

that became permanent m November, 1992.
Increased Vietnamese cooperation, won by Presidential Emissary

I# Secretary of State RichaS
Sotomofl, and three Senate delegations to Southeast Asia, widened
1™, letting them go to places where Ameri-
cans were reported seen alive after the war, talk to prison guardsand other? who may know what happened to missing Americans
and examine archives and top-secret files that hold* promisesof

. more answers. •

.

,
F®.r manvTOW/MA families, however, 20 years’ experience

dealing with the Government makes it difficult to accept these new
promises. Answers about their kin’s fate are still necessary—but
they are not sufficient to explain the intervening 20 years of USbovemment run-around and worse-and the lack of concern by

The Committee’s review of past family experiences reflects anmay of problems m doling with our government that never
should have happened. With proper organization, planning sensi-
tivity and openness, the Committee believes these problems can be
avoided1

in the future.

-Recommendations. '

.

The Government has wavered repeatedly in its efforts to account
The* families never have.

a ud families want action, not more promises. The best
that the U.S. Government can do for them is to do its best for their
missing kin. The Committee believes the following steps must be
taken to assure families that the Government is doing its best, and
not simply assigning a priority that is merely words.
Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

.
«iose actually working on POW/MIA accounting in the fieldm Southeast Asia should be made available, when schedules

to meet with families in the United States.
Military service casualty offices should be headed by civil-

ians who are not subject to the kind of routine duty rotations
experienced by military personnel. Individuals in these sensi-
tive positions must have experience and a base of institutional

KyLembT
^ ©fffectively and knowledgeably with

publication of a regular newsletter containingrOW/MlA related mformation would be a useful means of
sharing new developments with the families.

Guidelines should be established immediately for the cre-
ation of a cent^ro^^ base within the Executive
branch with mformation on all unaccounted for U.S. personnel
from past mihtary conflicts, to include World War ft, Korea,
the Cold War, and Vietnam, All relevant casualty and intelli-

£x?«
e
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a’ m addition to any recently obtained information
potentially correlating to a specific case should be made read-
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ily available to family members and researchers through the

central data base. On-line access to the central data base

should be made available through an easily accessible modem
”

system;.-;
’'' r

-

r>
Procedures also should be developed to ensure that requests

for information contained in the data base can be processed

easily so that family members receive prompt, printed re-

sponses when necessary. Additionally, procedures should be es-

tablished by the Department of Defense and the Department of

State to ensure that the data base is updated regularly. The
Committee further recommends that the Secretary of Defense

authorize the DOD family liaison officer to work with the serv-

ice casualty officers to develop a data base program which

meets the needs of families and researchers who need to use

the system.
.

.

- v. „v.
:

v.' rt
Family members of Vietnam era POW/MIAs who would like

to travel to Southeast Asia for direct discussions with appropri-

ate U.S. and foreign government officials should be encouraged

and helped to do so.
_ ;
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Chapter 8: Gauging Cooperation of Southeast Asian
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It is not possible to account for the Americans who are missing

from the war in Southeast Asia without cooperation from the gov-

ernments of the region, especially Vietnam. Over the years, our

government has requested this cooperation in four forms.

First, we have requested all information about live American
prisoners, former prisoners or deserters.

Second, we have asked for the return of any recovered or re-

coverable remains of missing American servicemen.

Third, we have sought access to files, records, documents and
other materials that are relevant to the fates of missing Amer-

V leans.;' v

Finally, we have asked for permission to visit certain loca-

tions within these countries to investigate live-sighting reports

and search for actual or suspected airplane crash sites.

VIETNAM

The U.S. has long believed that Vietnam knows a great deal

more about the fate of missing Americans than they have acknowl-

edged. This view was based on our belief that the North Vietnam-
ese maintained detailed records of U.S. servicemen who came
within their prison system during the war, including many lost in

North Vietnamese-controlled areas of South Vietnam, Cambodia
and Laos. U.S. intelligence agencies are convinced, moreover, that

the Government of Vietnam at one time recovered and stored an
unknown quantity of remains of American servicemen, apparently

for release at politically strategic points in time.

The level of U.S.-Vietnamese cooperation in accounting for miss-

ing Americans has varied over the years depending on bilateral

and global political conditions and on the degree of emphasis
placed on the issue by U.S. officials. At the time the Select Com-
mittee was created, there was considerable progress being made in
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the investteation of discrepancy cases, and an agreement had been
reached, with Vietnam to allow ah official DoD investigating pres-
ence to be established in Hanoi.
Over the past year, Committee members have visited Vietnam on

occasions to press for further cooperation. Those visits, cou-
pled with ongoing efforts from the Executive' branch/have yielded
substantial results. Below is a discussion of the evolution of U.S.-
Vietnamese cooperation on the issue, from the end of the war to
the present.

Froth Operation Homecoming until 190
Article 8 of the Paris Peace Accords required the exchange of

prisoners of war, the exchange of information abodt the missing in
action and the return of all the recoverable remains of those miss-
ing men or prisoners who have died. Although the agreement did
not extend technically to Cambodia or Laos, the U.S. negotiators
were assured that North Vietnam would cooperate in efforts to re-
patriate American prisoners captured in Laos.

^ described elsewhere in this report, the atmosphere of reconcil-
-riatio#' produced by the peace long. TO
North Vietnamese continued to funnel arms to their allies in the
south; the U.S. continued to bomb Camb^ and, at times, Laos;
the South Vietnamese did not cooperate in releasing civilian pris-
oners; and the Viet Cong continued doing all it could to increase its
military and: political strength. Amidst this atmosphere of conten-

^$cpu$ati6ni efficrts i^ account for Americaiis missing in
North Vietnam, Laos or Cambodia did not get off the ground.
A total of 591 American prisoners were repatriated in Operation

Homecoming, a lower-than-anticipated number that disappointed
the nation. U.S. officials had hoped for the return of more than 80
others who were listed by the DIA as prisoners of war, and at least

niany hundreds who Were listed as missing in action.

-
r .

FfomW eniiof the Operation Homecoming to the fall of South
Vietnam m 1975, the United States Government pressed the North
Vietnamese to cooperate in accounting for our missing, but suc-
ceeded only in obtaining the remains of 23 servicemen. The United
States focused its appeals to North Vietnam on what later came to

r?*^ed discrepancy cases. These were men for whom we had
information that they had survived their incidents of loss and were
knpwn or appeared to have been captured by the enemy, and for
whom we had received from Hanoi neither their remains nor infor-
mation about their fates. Even before Operation Homecoming was

^**1 * number of these cases directly
with the North Vietnamese in Hanoi.65

1

The North Vietnamese
were unresponsive to U.S. requests.
The responsibility for carrying out the technical work involved in

awimting for missmg Americans was assigned to the Joint Casu-
alty Resolution Center (JCRQ, established in January 1973. Work-
ing under difficult and sometimes hostile conditions, JCRC teams
were able to recover some American remains from old battlefieldsm South Vietnam, Among the last American servicemen to be

** * ^ee Copter 2 for more detail on Kissinger's February 1978 visit to Hanoi
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killed by hostile fire in Vietnam was a member of a JCRC field

team who was shot and killed by the Viet Cong on Dec. 15, 1973.882

All JCRC Held activity ended with his death; diplomatic efforts

to. obtain an accounting through the,.Foui:-Party Joint Military

Team ran into a brick wall as a result of the overall problems of

implementing the agreement; and virtually all official U.S. contact

with Vietnam was terminated after the fall of Saigon and the unifi-

cation of Vietnam under the North’s control. :

In November 1975, the House Select Committee on Missing Per-

sons in Southeast Asia, chaired by Representative O-V. “Sonny"
Montgomery, sought to meet with Vietnamese officials for discus-

sions about unaccounted-for Americans. To accommodate Hanoi’s

insistence that such POW/MIA questions be part of broader discus-

sions on a range of U.S./Vietnamese bilateral issues, the Montgom-
ery Committee agreed to include members of other committees in

ite.deliMptiifo.:.;,.^;-;^

In a Nov. 14, 1975 meeting with Montgomery Committee mem-
bers, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger had recommended that

the members discuss the “MIA issue in the context of normaliza-

tion rather than in a. framework of the Paris accords, which the

North Vietnamese had violated.” 588

Vietnam agreed to meet with the Montgomery Committee, and
on Dec. 6, 1975, members of the Committee accompanied by four

members of other committees met with North Vietnamese Ambas-
sador Vo Van Sung in Paris.

During their meeting, which included discussions of trade and
aid, Ambassador Sung claimed that Vietnam had released all pris-

oners of war, and had organized efforts to collect information about
missing Americans who had been killed in action. Sung committed
his government to the repatriation of the remains of three Ameri-
can pilots as a first step towards better understanding between
Vietnam and the U.S. Sung made clear, however, that the con-

struction of a warmer relationship between the United States and
Vietnam would require reciprocal actions on the part of the U.S. A
meeting in Hanoi was scheduled for four days later.

On Dec. 18, 1975, four members of the Montgomery Committee
traveled to Hanoi with a letter from President Ford which de-

scribed the President’s views oh reciprocity and offered the assur-

ance that the U.S. would be forward-looking in its relations with
the new governments of Indochina.
Three sets of remains were turned over to the delegation in

Hanoi. Meetings were held with Vietnamese Prime Minister Pham
Van Dong and Vice Foreign Minister Pham Hein. The Vietnamese
reiterated their contention that all American POWs has been re-

leased.888 The Congressman appealed for documented evidence on
the missing, and for the recovery of the remains to two Marines
who had been killed at the end of the war. The Vietnamese prom-
ised to supply information about the two Marines.

Two U.S. Marines died in a rocket attack on Tan Son Nhat Airport in the final days of the
evacuation.

Final Report of the House Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia, Chap-
ter n. Section Four.

•'

At this time, a number of American civilians were imprisoned or detained in Vietnam
after the fall of Saigon. Most were released in 1976.



The North Vietnamese officials then raised the question of prom-

ised reconstruction aid from the tLS. end their understanding of

such as referred to in President Nixon’s February 1, 1973 letter to

Pham Van I)ongi- -The Congressmen stated their -view that grant as-

sistance from the U.S. to Vietnam was highly unlikely.

In March 1976, the Select Committee met with Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger and unanimously recommended to him that the

Department of State begin direct negotiations with the Vietnamese

in an effort to resolve POW/MIA questions. That same month, the

U.S. sent a communication to Hanoi requesting preliminary talks.

This and other appeals by the Montgomery Committee for addition-

al meetings with Vietnamese officials were rebuffed by Hanoi.

In 1977, the Carter Administration, acting on the recommenda-
tions of the Montgomery Committee, explored the possibility of ob-

taining additional POWMIA information through unproved over-

all relations between the United States end Vietnam.
' - ^ ~

In February 1977, President Carter appointed a commission

headed by United Autoworkers President Leonard Woodcock and
assigned it the task of seeking additional information from Viet-

nam and Laos. The Commission whs to listen and report back on

matters of interest to the governments of those countries,

The Woodcock Commission visited Laos and Cambodia in March
1977. In both countries, the delegation received assurances of coop-

eration on POW/MIA matters, coupled with expressions of interest

in the possibility of economic aid. In Vietnam, the Commission re-

ceived the remains of 12 U.S.C. airmen and was informed that a
specialized office would be established by the government to re-

ceive information on missing Americans.

The Woodcock Commission recommended the resumption of reg-

ular talks between the U.S. and North Vietnam, and encouraged

the normalization of diplomatic relations as a means for obtaining

a fuller accounting of missing Americans.

In May 1977, U.S. and Vietnamese representatives held two days

of talks in Paris, during which the U.S. offered to normalize rela-

tions without any conditions. The Vietnamese refused, arguing that

normalization of relations should be contingent on the payment of

U.S. reconstruction aid.

In July 1977, Vietnam joined the United Nations with U.S. sup-

port. A.-;.

' ''

In 1978, Vietnamese officials met with JCRC officials in Hawaii

as part of a general move toward better relations. Apparently be-

cause the Carter Administration appeared intent on improving re-

lations with Vietnam, Vietnam repatriated more than 40 sets of re-

mains during the Administration’s first two years.

The Carter Administration scrapped further consideration of im-

proved relations with Vietnam following its invasion of Cambodia
in late 1978. This brought progress in obtaining an accounting for

missing Americans to an abrupt halt. Meanwhile, continued vio-

lence in the region accelerated the exodus of refugees, and with

them, reports that American prisoners had been seen alive in

Southeast Asia after the war.



Reagan administration initiatives (1982-1987)
’

• •

In 1982, the Reagan Administration began to revive efforts to ac-
coimt-for-missing.-In Jebruaiy4982rPeputy- Assistant- Secretary o^^

Defense Richard Armitage led a delegation to Hanoi for POW/MIA
discussions with a Vietnamese delegation headed by Deputy For-
eign Minister DinhNgo Liem. .

In the course of these discussions, Vietnam agreed to further
technical meetings among officials of the JCRCand Central Identi-
fication Laboratory in HaWau (CIIr-HI) auid personnel from Viet-
nam's Office for Seeking Missing Persons (VNOSMP). Vietnam fur-
ther agreed to consider four such meetings a year, and to dispatch
a working-level team to JCRC/CEr-HI. Lastly, Vietnam agreed to
consider a U.S. proposal to begin joint U.S./Vietnam crash-site
searches for information about missing Americans.^ from the“ National League of
Families visited Hanoi, The delegation, Jed by

;
the League's Chair-

man, George Brooks, gained an agreement from Vietnam to hold
four govemmeht-to^overnment technical meetings a year on

Four sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and identified
"as tho^ of Americans in 1982.

In July 1983, Vietnam suspended technical meetings in reaction
to what Hanoi termed “hostile statements" by senior U.S. officials.

This was a reference to Secretary of State George Shultz' com-1

mepts at an ASEAN meeting in Bangkok that Vietnam was hold-
ing more than 400 sets of U.& remains.
In October 1983, Dr. Richard Childress, the National Security

Council s Director for Asian Affairs, and the League's Executive Di-
rector, Ann Mills Griffiths met in New York with Vietnam's For-

eign Minister, Nguyen Co Thach. In the course of the ensuing ih-
f^al discussions, Thach agreed that Vietnam's cooperation on
POW/MIA questions would be undertaken on a humanitarian basis
mid would not be linked to diplomatic or economic considerations.
He further agreed to receive a senior U.S. delegation in Hanoi to
mscu^ion expanding US./Vietnamese cooperation to resolve the
POW/MIA issue.

Eight sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and identified
as American in 1983.

^InJanuaiy 1984, the following joint communique was issued by
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, the Lao People's Democratic Re-
public and the People's Republic of Ksunpuchea:

With the spirit of friendship between the American
people and the three Indochmese peoples which was
strengthened in the struggle against the war of aggression
waged by the U.S. leaders in Indochina, on the basis of hu-
manitariamsm, and understanding the American people,
each country of Indochina will try to inform one another
about the Americans missing during the war in Laos, Viet-
nam mid Kampuchea. ^

A. delegation led by Armitage traveled to Hanoi in February
1984. Pnor to the delegation's departure, Vietnam and the United
States released the following statement:
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By mutual agreement, the governments of the United
States and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam believe that
the issue of Americans missing in Vietnam is a humani-
tarian one to be dealt with through mutual cooperation r r
and good will.

Vietnam’s commitment to treat the resolution of POW/MIA
questions as a humanitarian issue appeared to allow the United
States to pursue cooperation with Vietnam without having to deal

constantly with the entanglements of economic aid and diplomatic
recognition. This expressed lack of linkage has done a great deal
since 1984 to facilitate our dialogue with Vietnam, even through
Vietnam's call for “mutual cooperation and good will” carries with
it an implication of anticipated progress in these and perhaps other
areas. ^ v -v

; _
The February 1984 delegation led by Richard Armitage. obtained

a formal agreement from Vietnam to accelerate accounting efforts;

to focus initial efforts on easily accessible discrepancy cases in the
Hanoi/Haiphong area and on easily recoverable remains; to pro-

vide new imorn^^ missing Americans; and to resume
technical meetings in the near future.

Later in the year, Vietnam’s cooperation as outlined in the Feb-
ruary agreement stopped. Hanoi cited U.S. “hostile rhetoric" over
Vietnam’s continued occupation of Cambodia, and the sale of U.S.

radar equipment to China as reasons for the setback. • v
' In October, Childress again traveled to New_York for meetings
with Thach, who repeated Vietnam’s promise to accelerate resolu-

tion of discrepancy cases in the Hanoi/Haiphong area. He further
agreed to focus on resolving cases of Americans listed by the
former Viet Cong as died in captivity; to send teams into the coun-
tryside to investigate first-hand live-sighting reports; ahd to contin-

ue Vietnam’s overall commitment to resolve the POW/MIA issue

as a humanitarian endeavor.

Six sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and identified

as those of Americans in 1984.

Childress, Griffiths and Thach next met in New York in March
1985 to discuss a U.S. initiative to expand joint efforts in a compre-
hensive two-year plan. Thach promised his Government would con-

sider the two-year plan; He also agreed to expand the number of
technical meetings from four to six, or more if necessary; to expe-
dite the return of remains promised in February to the U.S. techni-

cal team; and to reaffirm Vietnam’s focus on Hanoi/Haiphong dis-

crepancy cases. :
:

Later that month the remains of six Americans were repatriated,

including two Americans who were on the PRG list addressed in
Thach’s October 1984 commitment.
In July 1985, following discussions with Childress, Griffiths and

Thach agreed to renew negotiations with senior U.S. officials with
the intention of resolving the POW/MIA issue within two years.

Childress led a U.S. delegation to Hanoi in August 1985 for meet-
ings with Acting Foreign Minister Vo Dong Giang. The U.S. pro-

posed a comprehensive two-year work plan to resolve the issue,

which included the establishment of a U.S. technical presence in
Hanoi. The technical office was rejected by Hanoi because the U.S.
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rejected Vietnam’s proposal to open a reciprocal office in Washing,

ton. Vietnam offered a counter-proposal to the U.S. which included
language unrelated to POW/MIA questions.

- Both sides -agreed -to-meet again- in New York in September toV ° ™ ir,.- q6au‘ i urs m oepcemDer to
resolve differences m the two-year plans. In those follow-up discus-
sions, the U.S. accepted in principle Vietnam’s unilateral, two-year
plan mth modifications. Vietnam agreed to conduct a joint crash
site investigation, and pledged the repatriation of additional Amer-
ica® remains. The U.S. noted that Vietnam’s cooperation on POW/MIA questions would facilitate an improvement in relations follow-

“? Heno^h!oo e“ent of a P®8®® settlement in Cambodia.

•j j ’
3°; sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and

identified as those of Americans. This was the largest single turn-
over of remains since the end of the war.
In January 1986, Childress and Armitage led a delegation to

and Griffiths. Their meetings with Thach produced an agreement
for cooperative, multiple field activities, and Vietnam’s reaffirma-
tion of its commitment to investigate live-sighting reports and to
all earher agreements.

_ Vietnam’s failure to implement its previous agreements with theP r*f^dr^led delegation to New Ywk inMay 1986 to meet with Vietnam’s Deputy Foreign Minister Hoang

1986

S°n’^ 3 subsequent meetin8 “ Hanoi with Thach in July

In New York, Childress received assurances that Vietnam would
resume a schedule of technical level activities in keeping with prior
commitments, and a promise that Vietnam would increase the per-^ne1 and other resources committed VNOSMP, Vietnam’s MIA

P^uced the usual reaffirmations

Vietaamurderffito-
1011 humanitarian purpose. Additionally,

and Octolfer'
^ro^uc^ve " t^bnical level meetings in August

Allow consultations between American and Vietnamese fo-
rensic specialists in Vietnam;
Provide in writing the results of its unilateral investigations

of live sighting reports (few details of which had theretofore
been provided to the U.S.);

' Allow U.S. experts to accompany Vietnamese officials on in-
vestigations in accessible areas; discuss with the U.S. specific
crash sites for joint excavation; and

tj
Send to JCRC and CIL-HI.W v- +

- 1986, 14 l^d become abundantly clear to the U.S.

[ifj “d, reaffirmations did not translate

Irirt,
action. U.S. appeals to Vietnam to match deeds

mt^ rePeated assurances of Vietnam’s good

rS»U
i^

<^we
/MT?

r(^uce ^e level of cooperation necessary to

frame
6 4^e ^O^/MIA issue in the agreed-upon, two-year time

"patria“ by Vi*tM" “*
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Gen. Vessey ’s contributions, 1987-1991

In April 1987, after months of internal discussion, the Reagan
Administration attempted to overcome the prevailing absence of
meaningful Vietnamese cooperation on POW/MIA questions by ap-'

pointing General John W. Vessey to be the President's Special Em-
issary to Vietnam for POW/MIA Affairs.

Vessey retired after serving 46 years; his ..last post was as the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He returned from retirement
at President Reagan’s request and was awarded the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 1992 for his efforts on bbhalf of unaccounted-,
for servicemen.

Childress led a U.S. delegation to Hanoi in May 1987 to elicit

Vietnam’s agreement to receive the President’s emissary. After dif-

ficult negotiations, and a recitation of Hanoi’s grievances with the
United States, Vietnam agreed to accept General Vessey. .

As described by Vessey, President Reagan’s instructions were to
negotiate with the Vietnamese to establish a mechanism with
wnrch to pursue the fullest possible accounting of missing Ameri-
cans. The first priority was to ascertain whether any Americans re-

mained in captivity in Southeast Asia.
;

y. The President added to Vessey’s portfolio three humanitarian ob-

jectives: the release of former South Vietnamese political and mili-

tary officials from so-called “re-education camps”; the implementa-
tion of the Orderly Departure Program to reunite Vietnamese with
their families in the United States and to gaining permissions for

the emigration of Amerasian children to the United States. Vessey
also was authorized by the President to consider Vietnam’s human-
itarian concerns and to recommend limited U.S. initiatives to ad-
dress some of those concerns.

Due to the dedication and skill of Vessey, enormous progress has
been made toward these objectives, Today, the re-education camps
are empty, the Orderly Departure Program is approaching its suc-

cessful completion, and there is a mechanism in place in.Vietnam
which should ultimately provide the United States with the neces-
sary information to achieve the fullest possible accounting for our
missing men.

Vessey’s first mission to Vietnam occurred in August 1987. The
first priority of his discussions with Thach was to extract a recogni-

tion from the Vietnamese of discrepancy cases was required thor-

ough investigation of discrepancy cases was required if the U.S,
was to accept Vietnam’s assurances that it held no American pris-

oners. -y
1

- V : V

Vessey succeeded in gaining Vietnam’s acceptance of the view
that resolving discrepancy cases was essential to the accounting
process. His initial negotiations with Thach produced Vietnam’s
agreement to renew cooperation on POW/MIA questions by focus-

ing on discrepancy cases and on those cases of Americans who were
listed as having died in captivity in the South.

,
It was further agreed that the focus of discrepancy case investi-

gations would be on 70 cases which Vessey termed “most compel-
ling.” Vietnam agreed to specific measures to accelerate progress
toward accounting for our missing, and to subsequent meetings of
U.S. and Vietnamese experts to facilitate this progress.
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Additionally, both the U.S. and Vietnam affirmed that coopera-

tion on POW/MlA and on other humanitarian issues would be pur-

sued separately from other bilateral matters. The U.S. agreed to

address cei^n humanitarian concerns of Vietn'aiarand tb 'sehd a
team of experts to Vietnam to collect information such as prosthet-

ics requirements and capabilities on the problems of Vietnam’s dis-

abled.

: In September 1987, Vessey led a delegation to New York for fol-

lowup discussions with Vietnam’s Deputy Foreign Minister Nguyen
Dy Nien. Vietnam’s cooperation still lagged behind its formal as-

surances, and in December Childress traveled to New York to meet
with members of Vietnam’s delegation to the United Nations to

urge more rapid cooperation. Vietnam agreed to hold technical

talks in January 1988.

In 1987, 8 sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and iden-

tified 'as thoseof Americaiter '^7~ _— - ~

Vessey met again with Minister Thach in New York in June
1988. Along with promises to accelerate cooperation and reaffirma-

tions of earlier agreements, Thach agreed- in principle to permit
joint field survey and excavations. ;

In the following months, Vietnam’s cooperation with U.S. efforts

improved substantially. Joint field operations were increased, and a
large number of remains were repatriated.

In 1988, 62 sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and
identified as those of Americans. '7

After reappointment by President 'Bush -as Special Emissary,
Vessey led a delegation to Hanoi in October 1989. In addition to

seeking expanded joint field operations, Vessey’s negotiations prior-

itized the United States’ need for information from Vietnam’s war
archives.

Thach agreed in the October discussions to search for additional
data regarding discrepancy cases, and to accept for investigation
new discrepancy cases, including those involving Americans who
were lost in areas of Laos controlled by North Vietnam during the
war. Additionally, Thach agreed to expand cooperation in the field,

recognizing the U.S. need for specific data and access to eyewit-
nesses.

; . 'V'7 /'
:

7 ;

Vietnam’s familiar reluctance to implement its public and pri-

vate assurances with the agreed-upon actions prompted a Decem-
ber 1989 meeting between Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
David Lambertson and Vietnam’s U.N. Ambassador Trinh Xuan
Lang, during which Lang reaffirmed Vietnam’s promise to increase
cooperation; 'y,v

In 1989, 33 sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and
identified as those of Americans.
In September 1990, Vessey and Assistant Secretary of State Rich-

ard Solomon met with Vietnam’s Vice Foreign Minister Le Mai for

discussions on Cambodia and the need to resolve the POW/MIA
issue. :

. '•.•vy \7--;

y

Later that month, Secretary of State James A. Baker, HI, met in
New York with Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach. Baker stressed
to Thach the importance the U.S. attached to resolving the POW/
MIA issue and appealed to Thach for Vietnam’s full implementa-
tion of the commitments it had undertaken on POW/MIA coopera-
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tion, recognizing that once a Cambodian settlement was achieved,
Hanoi’s cooperation on POW/MIA questions would govern the
speed with which the U.S. and Vietnam improved their relations.

The. following month, .Thach .and his delegation, came . to ..Wash-
ington for discussions with Vessey. This was the first visit by a
senior Vietnamese official since the war and was intended to sym-
bolize the promise of improved relations portended by cooperation
on the POW/MIA issue.

U.S. officials had long suspected that Vietnam’s war-time records

included substantial information about the fate of missing Ameri-
cans. Accordingly, Vessey’s efforts were increasingly focused on se-

curing U.S. access to Vietnamese military archives which con-

tained this information.

Vessey’s discussions with Thach in Washington yielded Viet-

nam’s agreement to form a joint research “information seeking”
team with the U.S.„to. locate and make available Vietnamese, his-

torical documents which contained information relevant to POW/
MIA cases.

Also during the Washington meeting, Vessey resurrected the
U.S. proposal to establish a POW/MIA office in Hanoi He stressed
that me U.S. would have to be assured that a resident U.S. team in

Hanoi would have sufficient work to justify its presence; this would
include access to archival information.

Thach’s interest in establishing a U.S. POW/MIA office in Hanoi
was immediately apparent Not only in discussions with Vessey,

but in subsequent discussions with members of Congress and other

Interested American’s Thach frequentlystressed his desirethat the
office be opened quickly.

:

S:

The question of an official U.S. presence in Hanoi had become
more than a mechanism to hasten resolution of the POW/MIA
issue. Thach, who was Vietnam's leading proponent of rapproche-
ment with the U.S., perceived the opening of a U.S. POW/MIA
office in Hanoi as evidence of progress toward normalization of re-

lations. S :v./ ,
'•

,

i

Despite its Foreign Minister’s interest, Vietnam did not move
quickly to ensure U.S. confidence that its POW/MIA team would
have the access to documentary evidence required. Progress stalled

over Vietnam’s insistence that U.S. access to military documents
would compromise Vietnam's national security. Accordingly, only

Vietnamese personnel would search the archives, after which they
would share with the U.S. their summary notes of any information
related to U.S. POW/MIA cases they discovered. This arrangement
was not satisfactory to the U.S.

In 1990, 17 sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and
identified as those of Americans.

1991: The pace of activity quickens

In April 1991, Senator John McCain traveled to Vietnam for

meetings with President Do Muoi and Foreign Minister Thach in

an effort to advance the establishment of a U.S. POW/MIA office

there. McCain sought Vietnam’s agreement to allow U.S. investiga-

tors the kind of access to archival information which would meet
both Vietnamese and U.S. concerns. McCain was also authorized by
the Bush Administration to discuss in general terms a forthcoming
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U.S, proposal for bilateral cooperation leading to the full normal-

ization of relations, which came to be referred to informally as the

“Road Map.” <
Thach was initially reluctant to modify Vietnamese strictures on

access to their archives, but near the end of their discussions

Thach asked McCain to offer his assurances to Vessey that Ameri-

can investigators would be granted the level of access that the U.S.

had requested. <

In April 1991, Assistant Secretary of State Solomon outlined to

U.N. Ambassador Lang the United States’ road-map proposal for

improved relations. In general terms, the Road Map provides in

four phases for the normalization of economic and diplomatic rela-

tions between the United States and Vietnam conditioned on Viet-

nam’s cooperation in the achievement and implementation of a set-

tlement to the Cambodian civil war and the fullest possible ac-

counting of American POW/MIAs. 855
.v,

: ^
Vietnam never formally accepted nor rejected this outline of re-

ciprocal steps toward full normalization of relations, although Viet-

,

namese officials have often expressed resentment at its terms. Nev-
ertheless, Vietnam appears to recognize that U.S. terms for nor-

malization are unlikely to be improved (from their perspective).

Since the Road Map proposal was put forward, Vietnam has fully

met the standard of cooperation requested with respect to the

peace~plan in Cambodia. Although serious problems exist with re-

spect to the implementation of that plan, the responsibility for

these problems does not rest with Vietnam.
Vietnam’s cooperation on the POW/MIA issue over the last 20

months is not as satisfactory as its constructive cooperation in the

Cambodia settlement. However, when judged as a whole, the steps

Hanoi has taken since April 1991 depict dramatic albeit irregular,

progress in joint efforts to account for missing Americans.
Unfortunately, the number of Americans accounted for has

fallen dramatically during the same period. The impetus for Viet-

nam’s cooperation has come from several sources. Vessey has pro-

vided the Vietnamese with a respected and influential contact with
the U.S. government.

The Bush Administration’s Road Map establishes a clear

linkage between increasing levels of Vietnamese cooperation

and American responses.

The disintegration of the Soviet empire has deprived Viet-

nam ofmany external sources of economic assistance and polit-

ical comfort. Vietnam’s relations with China, which have been
tense traditionally, have worsened over territorial disputes.

With its Soviet allies gone, Vietnam now lacks a counterweight
to Chinese influence.

The rapid economic growth of other Southeast Asian nations

has given younger Vietnamese leaders a strong incentive to es-

tablish their own contacts with the West.
The formation of the Select Committee has demonstrated

anew the high priority attached to POW/MIA issue by the
American people and Government.

•“ The road map remains classified. Vietnam has released !L
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Obviously, the Committee does not know precisely how all of

these matters have been factored into the calculations of the Viet-

namese Government, but the overall trends offer hope for better
-cooperation on POW/MIA" issues.

-
> y :

:
-

Shortly after Solomon discussed the Road Map with Lang,

Vessey led another U.S. delegation to Hanoi. In the course of their

discussions, Thach reiterated Vietnam’s humanitarian purpose: an
implicit, though not formal, rejection of the Road Map’s linkage of

normalization to POW/MIA accounting.

The most important accomplishment of the April 1991 Vessey

trip was an agreement to establish a U.S. POW/MIA office in

Hanoi. Although the office was originally intended to be tempo-

rary, it remains in ;full operation today, staffed by the Joint Task
Force-Full Accounting (JTF-FA). The office, informally referred to

as the “Ranch,” coordinates archival research, helps to plan field

investigations, and serves as a base of operations far live-sighting

investigations.

Although establishment of the Ranch was a step forward in U.S.-

Vietnamese cooperation, U.S. investigators did not gain promised

access to archival information on a timely or rejpilar basis for

many months. In July 1991, prospects for farther cooperation ap-

peared to suffer a setback when Tnach was relieved of his ministe-

rial portfolio and his seat in the Politburo. As previously observed,

Thach was considered to be Vietnam’s leading senior advocate of

better relations withthe U.S. His removal was seen by some ob-

servers to be at least partly .attributable to dissatisfaction -jnside

the Politburo with the pace of progress toward lifting the U.S.

trade embargo against Vietnam.
In August 1991, Vietnam’s Vice Foreign Minister Le Mai met

with Solomon in Bangkok. Mai argued that Vietnam and the U.S.

had resolved already the discrepancy cases, presumably clearing

the way for rapid progress towards normal relations. Solomon re-

sponded by suggesting that greater progress on these cases was still

expected by the U.S.

In September 1991, the United States announced a grant of $1.3

million to assist the war-disabled in Vietnam.
In October 1991, Vessey returned to Hanoi for a meeting with

the newly-appointed Prime Minister, Vo Van Kiet, and newly-ap-

pointed Foreign Minister, Nguyen Manh Cam. During the meeting,

the Prime Minister pledged "unconditional cooperation" to resolve

the POW/MIA issue, which gave U.S. officials encouragement that

Vietnam had not forsaken such cooperation in the new internal po-

litical environment in Hanoi.
Also in October, Secretary Baker announced that the U.S. was

prepared to take some steps toward normalization with Vietnam in

light of Vietnam’s support for the Cambodia peace plan. In Decem-
ber, the US'. Government lifted its ban on organized travel to Viet-

nam by Americans and began implementing other steps within

Phase I of the Road Map.
About this time, U.S. investigators in Vietnam received part of

an 84-page military record documenting U.S. air losses in Military

Region Four. The U.S. made frequent appeals for the rest of this

valuable document. Vietnamese officials assured the U.S. that they

would turn over the complete document, but did not do so.



In 1991, three sets of remains were repatriated by Vietnam and
identified as those of Americans.

-l992:Administrationandcomrnitteeeffortsto-encourage-.CQQperar
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The Select Committee has worked closely with the Executive

Branch, and especially with Vessey, to encourage greater coopera-

tion from Vietnam and the other countries of Southeast Asia.

During 1992, a series, of high-level U.S. delegations traveled to the
region for the purpose of demonstrating American interest and
conveying specific U.S. requests. The continuing series of visits

helped greatly to maintain diplomatic pressure on the governments
of the area and to see that assurances given one month were fol-

lowed up the next
In January 1992. General Vessey lead a military delegation to

Hanoi for meetings with Foreign Minister Cam, and for the first

time with Defense Minister Doan Khue. Additional meetings were
held with vice ministers of the Interior and Defense ministries.

the mission’s primary objectives were.Machieye access to archi-

val information consistent with past Vietnamese assurances by se-

curing Vietnamese permission to field multiple XJ.S. teams of archi-

val researchers, and to establish a credible way to conduct live-

sighting investigations on short notice.

The results of the January mission were disappointing, with one
exception: the long-delayed release by Vietnam to-the U,S. of the
remainder of the 84-page anti-aircraft battery record of Military

Region Four. However, the Vietnamese were unwilling to accede to

U.S. requests for a live-sighting investigation agreement and a for-

malized structure for archival research.

According to senior members of the delegation, Vietnamese nego-

tiators all seemed to speak from the same list of talking points.

They agreed only to establish a point of contact to coordinate with
the U.S. on live-sighting investigations; to strengthen existing

measures for acquiring documentary information about POW/
MIAs; and to reconsider U.S. requests at a later meeting.

Shortly after the Vessey delegation returned, the XJ.S. began con-

sidering a higher profile delegation to Hanoi as a means of encour-
aging Vietnam to accept Vessey’s proposals for live sighting inves-

tigations and archival research. In March, a delegation headed by
Solomon traveled to Hanoi.
The Solomon delegation found a much different attitude prevail-

ing in Hanoi than that which Vessey had encountered in January.
The causes for Hanoi’s change of heart are open to speculation; all

that can be said with certainty is that, with surprising ease, the
Solomon delegation was able to conclude agreements on the afore-

mentioned proposals. The U.S. now had a very specific commitment
on short-notices, live-sighting investigations, and a detailed- plan to
provide the U.S. with access to Vietnam’6 war archives.

One month later in April 1992, the Select Committee would test

the sincerity of Vietnam’s commitments to Solomon, and, in some
areas, expand those commitments.
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April 1992: Select committee delegation ;

On April 16, five members of the Select Committee—Senators

KenyrSmith^RobbpBrow
mission to Southeast Asia. Members of the delegation spent three

days in Vietnam. Their purpose was twofold: first, to obtain the

necessary assurances of cooperation from senior Vietnamese lead-

ers; and, second, to ensure that those guarantees of access would be

carried out. ,

.

The Senate delegation’s stay in Vietnam demonstrated both the

significant progress that had been made on the POW/MIA issue as

well as the formidable obstacles which still remained to obtaining

the fullest: possible accounting for the 1,655 servicemen lost in or

over Vietnam. The senators arrived in Hanoi on April 21, shortly

tors had arrived for the nineteenth “joint iteration” and had divid-

ed into five tea^ to conduct 30 days of excavations and investiga-

tions in seven northern and central provinces in Vietnam.

During meetings with numerous senior Vietnamese officials in

Hanoi, the Senate delegated received assurances of continued coop-

eration on theJPOW/MIA issue. Initial meetings on April 21 with

Foreign Minister Cam and Defense Minister Khue, while promising

in'tcme, did not yield specific plans toradvance. Vietnamese coopera-

tion. Both ministers adamantly reasserted that there were no

American prisoners of war in captivity or living freely in Vietnam.

The senators repeatedly emphasized the importance of immedi-

ate access to areas of live-sighting reports, access to war-time ar-

chives and officials, better logistical support for joint investigative

teams, and a resolution of the issue of warehousing remains.

Senators also met with Interior Minister Bui Thien Ngo whose

Ministry controls the Vietnamese prison system. Ngo promised co-

operation in providing U.S. investigators access to prisons where

Americans were alleged to be held after the Operation Homecom-
' ing. •• ' /-y..

. .. /.
v'

,

y :/.

Other meetings with VNOSMP officials focused on the procedur-

al and administrative difficulties U.S. investigators encountered in

attempting to conduct thorough live-sighting and crash-site investi-

gations. ..fie delegation also visited the Army war museum in

Hanoi where flight gear of downed American pilots is displayed.

yy (fenemf Secreto

.

Of great significance was the delegation’s meeting with Vietnam-

ese Communist Party General Secretary Do Muoi and Interior Vice

Minister Le Minh Huong, held on the morning of April 22. The

senators received from the General Secretary direct guarantees

that the delegation and JTF-FA personnel would have whatever

access to places, persons and records they determined essential to

resolving the POW/MIA issue in 1992. In fact, Do Muoi asked the

delegation on three separate occasions to tell him exactly what the

Select Committee expected from Vietnam to resolve the issue.
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Do Muoi also agreed to grant U.S. investigative teams access to

border sites in Laos through Vietnam if Lao officials agreed. And
he steadfastly maintained that no American prisoners were kept

after Operation Homecoming, and denied that' Vietnam had ever

warehoused American remains.

The use of U.S. helicopters in POW/MIA investigations was one

concession which Do Muoi and other Vietnamese leaders were un-

willing to make, citing the probable negative reaction of the Viet-

namese people to the sight and sound of U.S. choppers as a reason

for their refusal.

Inspection of Thanh Liet Prison

On April 21, the Senate delegation informed Vietnamese repre-

sentatives that the senators wished to go to Thanh liet prison lo-

cated about 20 kilometers south of Hanoi in the Thanh Liet dis-

trict. Thanh Liet had been the detention site for about 10 Ameri-

can POWs between 1968 and 1972, and had served as the location

of three first-hand live-sighting reports of alleged American POWs
since 1984. U.S. investigators had been denied permission to inspect

Thanh Liet several weeks earlier.

On April 22, when the senators arrived at Thanh Liet Prison,

their access initially was restricted by the camp commander to

those areas where Americans were held during the war. Calls to

the Foreign and Interior ministries by Vietnamese personnel ac-

companying idle delegation won the delegation unrestricted-access

to aQ prison quarters. - :

Although the delegation found no evidence of Americans being

held at Thanh Liet in recent years, their inspection of the prison

established a precedent for the conduct of similar short-notice in-

spections by JTF-FA personnel.

Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, and. Mekong Delta visits

On the morning of April 23, Senators Kerry and Smith flew to

the Mekong Delta; Senator Brown flew to Da Nang; and Senator

Grassley met with Vietnamese officials in Ho Chi Minh City.

Senator Grassley and Select Committee staff talked extensively

to Bui Dac Cam, a Vietnamese official involved since 1975 in the
search for American MIA remains. Cam acknowledged that it is a
crime in Vietnam to file a false live-sighting report and attributed

many of those reports to the rumors of a two-million dollars

reward for a live American. The need for communication on live-

sighting reports between Vietnamese and American live-sighting

investigators was emphasized.

Grassley later met with former Vietnamese “re-education camp”
inmates, most of whom had been interned in North Vietnam for

many years after the fall of Saigon. Several of the men said they
had seen Marine Private Robert Garwood working in a re-educa-

tion camp in North Vietnam. None reported seeing or hearing of

any other Americans in detention camps after the war;
During his visit to Da Nang, Brown met with the KGB station

chief at the Russian Consulate in Da Nang. He had been in Viet-

nam since 1972, and despite hearsay reports he had received, he
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was convinced that there were no Americans presently held prison-

er in Vietnam. 856

Senators Kerry and Smith flew by helicopter to three sensitive

military areas in southern Vietnam to further test. Vietnamese

.

commitment to short-notice live-sighting investigations. The Sena-

tors touched down on Phu Quoc Island, an active naval base; Dong

-Tam, former headquarters of the U.S. 9th Infantry Division, and

Can .Tho, a former U.S. Cobra helicopter base.

At each site there was initial local resistance to the visit which

in most cases was eventually overcome. The stops highlighted sev-

eral of the procedural and administrative obstacles to be dealt with

if U.S. investigations of live-sighting reports are to be effective and

credible. V.'- j;-
The Senate delegation’s activities in Vietnam were successful in

a number of respects. First, while Vietnamese leaders steadfastly

denied holding any Americans after the war, they gave specific as-

surances that Lt. Col. John Donovan, Chief of JTF-FA for Viet-

nam, and his investigators would be given access to all the places,

persons and records necessary to achieve the fullest possible ac-

counting. The delation identified particular individuals which

the Vietnamese should make available, records they should

produce and places they must provide access to for the Select Com-

mittee to report favorably on Vietnamese cooperation.

Second, Senators had put Vietnam’s assurances to a vigorous

test, particularly the short-notice, live-sighting investigations—

more than previous delegations had attempted, :77'

Third, the delegation identified some of the logistical problems

which Vietnam must resolve to enable ILS. investigators to investi-

gate live-sighting reports, examine crash sites and otherwise freely

pursue evidence about the fate of our POW/MIAs.

Recent developtnents ...

In April, following the Senate delegation’s return the Bush Ad-

ministration took the next reciprocal steps on the Road Map by al-

lowing the commercial sale of certain products required to meet

basic human needs, by easing restrictions on American non-govern-

mental and non-profit groups working in Vietnam, and by agreeing

to the establishment of telecommunications links between the U.S.

and Vietnam. These steps were followed shortly by permission for

Vietnamese-Americans to make direct money transfers to relatives

in Vietnam.
:

'

.7 7
'

.7/

In July, the Select Committee’s staff director, Frances Zwenig,

traveled to Southeast Asia to meet with Vietnamese and Lao offi-

cials. The purposes of Zwenig’s trip to Vietnam were to impress

upon Vietnamese officials the urgency of completing all current

live-sighting investigations and to explore the possibility of holding

an informal U.S./Vietnam hearing to discuss the status of unre-

,#e A few days earlier, the former number-two Soviet diplomat in Hanoi had described to the

delegation a 1985 directive by the Soviet leader to the 9 ,dOO Soviet advisera then in Vietnam.

Seeking improved relations with the U.S., Mikhail Gorbachev had ordered all Soviet advisers to

search for signs of living Americans—in captivity or living freely—in Vietnam. They found

none, the diplomat said. It was the first time the extent of the Soviet presence was acknowl-

edged. v .
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solved discrepancy wises. Her visit to Vietnam coincided with JTF-
FA Commander Maj. Gen. Thomas Needham’s trip to the area.

Zwenig’s discussions with Vice Foreign Minister Le Mai yielded
Vietnam’s agreement to an expedited schedule for investigate
prisons and military facilities on a priority list at DIA’s detach-
ment in Bangkok (Stony Beach). Further, Vietnam agreed to add a
second investigator to its live-sighting team.
During this period, the U.S. was beginning to receive significant

amounts of information from Vietnamese archives through the
work of an American, Mr. Ted Schweitzer, who had been granted
access to these records by the Government of Vietnam. According-
ly, on October 8, Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger
and Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney met with Vietnam’s For-
eign Minister Nguyen Man Cam, and the Director of the Americas
Department, Le Bang, to discuss the information which the U.S.
haa been receiving ^ an agreement fit fnrimafep'tt S
access to this type of information. .

Vietnam responded by inviting Vessey to Hanoi. Vessey departed
for Hanoi on October 15; included in his delegation, at the request
of President Bush, was Seled (Xmmitteelnember Senator Marinin

McCain carried with him to Vietnam a letter from Chairman
Kerry, encouraging and authorizing McCain’s participation in the

The delegation arrived in Hanoi on October 17. In the first

-formal meeting on the following day, Vice Foreign Minister Le Mai
led Vietnam’s negotiators; Shortly before the meeting began,
Vessey and McCain had an informal discussion with Mai, during
which Mai indicated that the U.S. would receive the agreements
we sought.

Progress in achieving U.S. objectives in the meeting proceeded so
rapidly that the negotiations adjourned in considerably less time
than anticipated by the delegation. Mai explained that the Govern-
ment of Vietnam was currently collecting widely dispersed docu-
mentary evidence showing the fates of American POW/MIAs into
Vietnam’s military archives, where it would all be made available
to U.S. investigators, and that Vietnam would sign an agreement
to that effect before the delegation departed for the U.S.
Vessey then suggested that the delegations divide into teams to

draft the formal agreement for access to this information and a
memorandum of understanding detailing the mechanisms for that
access. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Ken Quinn led the
team drafting the formal agreement, and Needham led the team to
draft the memorandum of understanding. All U.S. personnel in-
volved in the initial negotiations, and in the subsequent drafting
sessions remarked on the relative ease with which the agreements
were concluded.

The delegation departed Vietnam on October 19. Upon their
return to the United States, Vessey and McCain characterized the
agreements as a “breakthrough” that had established finally the
mechanism through which the United States could receive the full-
est possible accounting for our POW/MIAs. In a Rose Garden cere-
mony a few days later, President Bush also hailed the agreements
as a breakthrough.”
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A Senate delegation returned to Vietnam in November 1992 to

follow up on Vessey’s accomplishments of the month before and to

push for further cooperation. The delegation’s primary objectives

To accelerate the pace of joint American-Vietnamese investi-

- gations of live sighting reports;

To press for specific answers to questions raised by the most
troubling of the remaining discrepancy cases; .

To expand research capabilities within the archives of Viet-

nam’s military museums;
.

,

- ,

To obtain access to Vietnamese veterans of the war, for the

purpose of taking oral histories; and
To push for the repatriation of remains held by private indi-

viduals throughout Vietnam.
Senators Kerry, Daschle and Brown held three days of meetings

in Hanoi with President Le Due Anh, Foreign Minister Nguyen
Manh Cam and other officials of the Defense and Foreign Minis-

tries, including working-level officials of the VNOSMP. Kerry de-

livered a letter from President Bush to President Anh encouraging

Vietham -to continue to increase its level of cooperation on the

POW/MIA issue.

The delegation made great progress in the area of live-sighting

investigations. As discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, the

members of the delegation personally conducted investigations of

six high-priority live-sighting reports and won assurances that

American officials stationed in Vietnam,would be permitted to con-

duct investigations of aU of the remaining priority live-sighting re
ports by Dec. 10, 1992.

The members of the delegation also asked the Vietnamese hard
questions about specific discrepancy cases in which it appeared
most likely that the Vietnamese could provide information. In two
meetings with officials of VNOSMP, the Senators discussed the fac-

tual details of several discrepancy cases and learned of archival,

anecdotal and other information known by the Vietnamese about
the fat of unaccounted-for Americans. Similar meetings at the

working level are to continue.

The delegation stressed the great importance that the United
States places upon access to Vietnam's war archives. Photographs,

documents, artifacts and other materials already have provided an-

swers to questions which have lingered for more than 20 years in a

small number of discrepancy cases, and the Committee expects that

more answers will be forthcoming as U.S. officials gain access to

the wealth of information that exists within Vietnam’s archives. In

response to delegation requests, the Vietnamese promised to open

new archival research offices in Da Nang and Ho Chi Minh City, in

addition to the office already open in Hanoi.

The delegation also sought and obtained a promise from the Viet-

namese Government to make Vietnamese veterans of the war
available to American investigators for the taking of oral histories.

Both sides recognized that Vietnamese soldiers have an enormous
amount of information about individual battles and other incidents

which will complement archival information as it is uncovered.

The Committee expects that oral histories obtained from Vietnam-



ese veterans will answer many outstanding questions about what
happfened to unaccounted-for servicemen.

Finally, the delegation pressed the Vietnamese on the subject of

remains. The Vietnamese assured the Senators that, the Govern-

ment was not holding any American remains and promised to take

actions to encourage private citizens who might be holding remains

to turn them in for repatriation to the U.S.

Committedhearings

During its final public hearing, on Dec. 4, 1992, the Select Com-
mittee reviewed the status of progress in securing cooperation from
Vietnam. Vessey testified that:

That long-sought agreement to get at the Vietnamese
war-time archival material puts in place what I believe to

_ be the Jast piece of procedural machinery thatjye needed ...

to get to the fullest possible accounting

I believe we now have in place the necessary agreements
with the Vietnamese Government. We have correctly orga-

_ nized within our own Government. We have competent
people working on the matter. But again I say there is "a

:
’

lot of work ahead. And a lot of cooperation will be re-

quired on both sides if we’re to get the answers we
; seek.557

•
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Needham, head of the JTF-FA, told the Committee that:

In the last year, the cooperation in Vietnam has been
__

steadily improving . . .

Recently, with the visits of General Vessey and Senator
McCain, and your Committee, there’s been some dramatic
improvements.

I think the Vietnamese could still do more, but right

now we see cooperation getting better and better every day
‘

at the central level, m the field level, cooperation is

mixed. In some provinces, its better than others. In some
areas, it depends on the central government team leader

or the local officials as to whether it’s up or down. We are

still, across the board, seeing better improvement . . .

558

A long-standing issue in U.S.-Vietnamese relations concerns the

possibility that the Government of Vietnam has stockpiled the re-

mains of American servicemen to be doled out at politically con-

venient times and, if so, whether that stockpile has by now been
depleted. On this point, Vessey testified:

. the number of remains that some people expect to

be in storage is too high. It doesn’t stand the sensibility

check . . . we don’t know whether they hold remains or
. not.55 ®

.

Needham testified:
’

,

I just don’t know the answer on remains. I do know that
there are many remains being held by private citizens and

“7 Vessey testimony, Dec: 4, 1992
,M Needham testimony, Dec. 4, 1992.

“•Ibid.
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tl^ the Vietnamese, because it’s
,

;

; against their law. They tell me that they are trying to find
a way to solve that problem . . .

* B ma

Wai
b^V®^J^ere are some remains being held by

tiie local district and village officials, all of this in hopes
.that there wiU be some monetary reward at some point.® 60

f«d-

T ^aniett 86 ’ JTF“*As negetiations assistance officer, testi-

There certainly was a warehouse in the Hanoi area at

ioto
4 “ortlc

.

ian'’’ 1 think’^ he defected in
that he processed some

452 remains. The Vietnamese were confronted with that
information. They denied it. They indicated that they
though the mortician was fabricating.

actua|ly provided about seven differ-

verifiM

18 °f m ônnatlon> * think six of those have been

,
The Vietnamese, I believe, came to the conclusion that

i»llmg_aie ..truth: -

cmce _the mortician gave His
: testimony, they have re-

turned to us approximately 450 running
.

_ Approxi^teljr 260^269 remains have noW been identi-
fied, and that indicates to me (that) ... they’re telling us

,
that we have given you 4hose remains back and the ware-
house here in Hanoi is empty.86 \ _ V -

I*r8^rt
i
ve °n the issue of cooperation and ac-c^dity was presented to% Committee by Schweitzer, an in-

18
??e

employed fay the DoD and who played a major

bp
U
jl®'

a^ess to Viftnam’s militaiy archives, where“ had been working for more than a year first as a private rS

s3Sm
r

schwSf^
g for a

J
book and then as a DoD con-

^^Hchwertze^said that a great deal of evidence and informa-twn concerning lost Americans is in the hands of private Vietnam-
bu* that those citizens have lacked a strong incentive

£ rTw ' “ S<
f
h
yeitzers opinion, Vietnamese citizens willX *0 .respond, to appeals for information from the cen-M eovejnment m Hanoi and from the U S. if they see the U S.bcginmng to act more favorably towards Vietnam.

imSrf# questioned the degree to which the central Gov-
“ h““ "* us *boul

There were orders from Hanoi throughout the war thatE who was captured or any American who
was killed, there was to be a complete report mad* and
rent to Hanoi. But in the heat of battle in the war . . . aIWtmes these rerorts just didn’t get made. Sometimes
|hey_did get made emithey didn’t arrive in Hanoi one
specific ^as^ I was told about a report was made and then
before the group taking the report back to Hanoi could get

Ibid.
:

:

*• 1
Bell testimony, Dec. 4, 1992,



there, they were all killed in a bombing attack. So that
report never made it.

Another case*, a Navy..flyer. who. was. shot down,, his air-

plane crashed in the sea. The Vietnamese went out with a
boat and they actually pulled up the airplane, got it, got

the pilot mid buried huh on the beach. The Very next day,

a bomb struck right on top of that pilot’s grave where they
buried him and absolutely nothing is left; Even though
they had remains and pictures the remains are now com-
pletely unrecoverable

—

Schweitzer also had sbme provocative observations about the
slowness in getting answers from Vietnam about some of our miss-

ing servicemen: c.
'

- ry

........The methods employed by the U.S. side in searching-for -

MIAs were basically unsound. The U.S. would provide the
Vietnamese leadership with a list of names of missing
Americans and expect the Vietnamese to come up with in-

1... formation on them. The Vietnamese leadership had no
—

'

idea how to approach this problem. .

.

The Vietnamese archive system; such as it is, is not ar-

ranged by name, but rather by date and location of inci-

dent. Thus, if the U.S. side had requested a search of the
Vietnamese archives by date and location of shootdown,

: many pilots would have b0n-fouQd,'whereas a search by :

name would yield nothing . . . .w'
;

v

Another factor delaying the process is the U.S. side’s

failure to show any interest whatsoever in Vietnam’s own
300,000 MIAs . .

.

Further, there is almost a religious resistance among the
official and unofficial POW/MIA community and the U.S.
against any serious scholarly research on dead MIAs .. .

.

I

personally spent tens of thousands of dollars, and nearly
three years of my life, trying to get someone, anyone, to

believe me that there was a mountain of information on
dead Americans in Hanoi ...

December 1992: Kerry-Smith trip

Senators Kerry and Smith returned to Hanoi on Dec. 17-18, 1992
for a final series of meetings with Vietnamese officials. The visit

followed closely an announcement by President Bush that author-
ized American companies to open offices in Vietnam and to sign
conditional contracts there; contracts would become effective upon
the lifting of the economic embargo.
The delegation met in Hanoi with President Le Due Anh, Gener-

al Secretary Do Muoi, Foreign Minister Cam and several high-
ranking officials of the general Political directorate of the Ministry
of Defense. The purpose of the delegation’s visit was to press the
Vietnamese officials one final time to cooperate fully with U.S. ef-

forts to resolve the POW/MIA issue by providing access to every
source of POW/MIA-related information in Vietnam. The Vietnam-
ese officials responded with promises of full cooperation and open-
ness. ‘/.V

'
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In a written memorandum presented to Senators Kerry and
Smith at the conclusion of the visit, the Vietnamese officials de-

.. scribed.six.new or expanded areas.of.cooperation,.promising, to:

Kii'-r. Make available to U.S. investigators all POW/MIA-related
documents, files and other information, including documents in
the custody of the General Political Directorate of the Ministry
of Defense, the successor to the Enemy Proselytizing Division
and reputed to be Vietnam's most hard-line Communist bas-
tion: its war-time archives include debriefing records of U.S.
POWs and other documente which the Select Committee ex-
pects will shed light on the fates of many unaccounted-for serv-
icemen. The Vietnamese also promised to U.S. investigators all
POW/MIA-related information received from the possession of
private citizens. . > :

:''-v /. :>v
4 -Search their files for-information relating to the capture or

loss of U.S. personnel along the Ho Chi Minh Trail and else-
where in Laos and to coordinate this research with their Lao

-C counterparts. //v
Strengthen the operations of the VNOSMP by adding senior

personnel from other ministries of the government
Grant amnesty for private citizens who turn in remains of

U S. servicemen. It is illegal in Vietnam for private citizens to
hold remains, and Vietnamese officials believe that many pri-
vate citizens who are holding remains have been reluctant to
turn them jn for fear of prosecution. The- amnesty program is
expected to result in the repatriation of many sets of remains.
Permit American "MIA families” and veterans to visit Viet-

nam to participate in the process of obtaining the fullest possi-
ble accounting.562 -

The Vietnamese also reaffirmed their on-going efforts to assist
U.S. investigators in following up on all remaining unresolved live-

sighting reports. By the end of December 1992, Vietnamese officials
will have assisted in 65 live-sighting investigations in Vietnam.
Kerry and Smith both expressed satisfaction with the progress

made on this final trip. All of these promises will require the coop-
eration of numerous officials at all levels of the Vietnamese Gov-
ernment, and many initiatives will take time to complete. If Viet-
nam’s Government follows through on its assurances and provides
access to all of the information and materials it has promised,
there will be little more Vietnam could be asked to do to assist in
accounting for missing Americans.

5'; LAOS

U.S. efforts to obtain information from Lao authorities have been
complicated by the facts that Laos was not a party to the Paris
Peace Accords and the United States was not a party to the 1973
Laos cease-fire agreement that pledged all sides to return captive
personnel. In addition, the DoD estimates that at least 75 percent
of the Americans missing in Laos were lost in areas controlled at
the time by North Vietnamese armed forces, generally in eastern
Laos along the border with Vietnam and near the Ho Chi Minh

Memorandum, Dec. 18, 1992
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Trail. Although the quality of information and record-keeping in
Laos is low, there is reason to believe that North Vietnamese mili-
tary were instructed to recover and record all they could ahnjit

downed U.S. aircraft. Thus, efforts to account for these Americans
require a tri-lateral effort, involving not only the U.S. and Laos,
but Vietnam, as well.

The current leaders of Laos, who are successors to the Pathet
Lao guerrillas who contended for power during the war, may have
some information concerning missing Americans that they have
not yet shared. In general, Lao leaders have been far more reluc-
tant than the Vietnamese to grant U.S. access to their territory to
conduct live-sighting investigations and inspect crash sights. The
atmosphere has improved in recent months, however, and negotia-
tions are on-going for the establishment of a permanent POW/MIA
investigation office in Vientiane,-the capital.

During the Senate delegation’s trip to Southeast Asia in Novem-
ber 1992, Senators Kerry and Daschle flew to Vientiane for meet-
ings with Foreign Minister Phoun Sipaseuth and Vice Foreign Min-
ister Soubanh Srithirath. The Senators reported to the Lao officials

on the agreements that had been made in Vietnam and pressed the
Lao officials to show a similar level of cooperation. Specifically,

they asked Laos:

To permit the U.S. to have a full-time, live-sighting investi-

gator stationed in Laos,

To permit y.S. crash and" grave-site "investigation teams to
use Lao-Americans as translators during their investigations,
To open the Laos Government’s archives to U.S’ investiga-

;
: tote, :

To loosen restrictions imposed on U.S. investigative teams
operating in Laos.

During the Committee’s public hearing Dec. 4, 1992, Vessey testi-

fied: ...
Personally, I think more answers are deserved from the

present Laotian Government than we are getting. I think
that they need to be continually pressured for more an-
swers. ; 'r

''iv; V

A Secondly, there’s another good reason that the account- .

ihg will not be as good from Laos as it was or as it is likely
to be from Vietnam. You’ve flown over the area. It’s very
rugged terrain, but the other thing is it is very sparsely
populated. Compared to Vietnam, which is quite heavily
populated, Laos is very sparsely populated. The second
thing is that Laos is not as homogeneous a nation as is

Vietnam. It’s tribal ethnic groups that are split up in vari-
ous places, the communication during war-time was miser-
able, and I doubt that it's much better today.

All that contributes to it, but I think more answers are
deserved.*63

Later, Bill Gadoury, a casualty officer working at Stony Beach,
testified:

Vessey testimony, Dec. 4. 1992.
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,
' • • starting in 1985, 1 personally have seen a dramatic

change inihe level of cooperation that we get in the field
; - .PPlteinly. .itts .not . anywhere near where we !d like to
have it in taps of being able to field multiple teams and
things of that nature, but just recalling back to my first
tiela operations in Laos, just to show the contrast of where
we W6re;then and where we are now . .

1 In Februaiy.Of 1986, we went On our first excavation in
bavannakhet Province. And our team went into Savannak-
net . . . and we had to spend the night because the land-
ing site wasn t prepared. We were put up in a hotel. They
put armed guards outside the door and they advised us not

:• to go walkingaround. y r™:;;:-:'.
More recently, on the operation I came back from a few

yyeeks.ago. we.were.given pretty much-unlimited- access in-
-

the area . . .to address the cases that we had agreed upon
before going out to the field. The Lao were very coopera-
tive. . .

®64 r

.. The Committee believes that, in general, cooperation' from Laos
has been ^disappointing over the years. Moreover, the Committee
notes that the Laos Government has permitted only a handful of
live-sighting investigations in the field and to date, U.S. investiga-
tors have not visited any detention camps in Laos. The Committee
concurs with Gen. Vesseythat more answers are deserved.

3' :V~tS«ka»cflp(K'-
’’

"7. '

V

Cambodia was not a party to the Paris Peace Accords and no sep-
arate agreement on repatriation was reached in the aftermath of
the war. The recovery of American POWs or remains in Cambodia
was made virtually impossible after 1975, when the Khmer Rouge
seized power and embarked on a bloody reign of terror directed at
Cambodians and foreigners alike that left a million people—out of® total Wuiation of seven million-dead. Throughout 'much- of the
past 20 yeare, the U.S. has had either difficult or non-existent dip-
lomatic contacts with the Cambodian Government The years of
struggle andxhaos leave little hope that documents or records have

sonneT*
thiat would reveal additional information about U.S. per-

As in Laos, however, most of the Americans unaccounted for in
Cambodia were lost near the border with Vietnam in areas where
North Vietnamese forces dominated. Thus, the best potential
sources of documentary information concerning those lost in Cam-
bodia may be m Hanoi, not in Phnom Penh.
The present government of war-ravaged Cambodia cannot be ex-

pected to possess documentary information relevant to the fate of
missing American servicemen. Although the government has ex-
pressed its willingness to cooperate fully with the U.S. in efforts to
resolve discrepancy cases, and has taken nearly eveiy step request-

U-S. investigators—-including granting permission to fly U.S.
helicopters around the country—the Government is unable to guar-
antee security m areas controlled by Khmer Rouge guerrillas.

M4 Gadoury testimony, Dec. 4» 1992
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Chapter 9: Information from Russia, North Korea and China

BACKGROUND /
•

review of the fate of Americans still listed as missing from World
War II, the Korean War and the Cold War.565 Accordingly, the

Committee has conducted and investigation of reports that unack-

nowledged U.S. prisoners had been held by Soviet, Chinese and
North Korean officials during and after one or more of these con-

flicts, and that U.S. prisoners might have been transferred to the

Soviet Union during the war in Vietnam.

U.S.-Russia Joint Commission on POW/MIA Affairs

The disintegration of the former Soviet Union and the establish-

ment of a democratic government in Russia.have created new pos-

sibilities for investigating reports concerning U.S. POWs. In mid-

February, 1992, Sen. John Kerry and Sen. Bob Smith met with

Russian officials in Moscow to discuss the prospects for cooperation

on this issue. This visit laid the groundwork for the creation on
March 26, 1992 of the U.S.-Russian Joint Commission for POW/
MIA Affairs (Commission) under the leadership of Col. Dmitri Vol-

kogonov and former U.S. Ambassador of the Soviet Union, Mal-
colm Toon. Sen. Kerry and Sen. Smith were designated as repre-

sentatives of the U.S. Senate and the Commission. -

The objectives of the Commission are (1) to obtain access to

people and documents in Russia that could shed light on the fate of

U.S. servicemen missing from World War II, and Cold War, the

Korean War and the war in Vietnam; (2) to pursue all reports al-

leging the presence of U.S. POW/MIAs in the former Soviet Union
and assist in facilitating their repatriation if they desire; and (3) to

establish a mechanism by which remains identified as American
can be returned to the United States.

A full description of the activities of the Commission may be
found in Section 3 of this Chapter,

'.

y - Task Force Russia

An organization had to be created to convert the Commission’s
policy objectives into action. The Secretary of Defense directed the

Secretary of the Army to form such an organization. The Army re-

called from retirement Maj. Gen. Bernard Loeffke to be the direc-

tor, Task Force Russia (TFR); the deputy director is Col. Stuart

Herrington, USA, a career intelligence officer.

The responsibilities of the Task Force are to acquire and analyze
data provided by the Commission. In Moscow, archivists, historians,

and an interpreter were assigned to pursue leads concerning U.S.

POWs through interviews and access to archival records. Staff in

Washington, DC were assigned to translate, analyze and compare
the new information with information in existing U.S. databases,

and to assess its value and reliability before releasing it to family

m In this chapter, the term “POW” is sometimes used to include American airmen downed
in the former Soviet Union during the Qold War.



members through DOD casualty affairs offices. In all, Task Force
-l

mL •^
i

a °* p^i*son^,: including seven in Moscow.
The close coordination between the committee and the U.S. Dele-

V1?^^h^ission^ was enhanced^through^th^rdir^bt^iiaigon^
established between the Committee staff and TFR resulting' from
the assignment of a Committee investigator, A1 Graham, to the
Task Force element in Moscow.
A more detailed description of the organization and activities of

Task Force Russia may be found in Section 3 of this Chapter.

,
Investigation in progress vA

While substantial progress has been made, the investigation re-
mains incomplete. The reasons for this include the relatively brief
duration of the life of the Committee; the voluminous nature of the
materials stored in Russia; logistical impediments to reviewing ma-
terial^held^roadiandlimitedcooperationonthepartbfihdiVid-
ual officers in Russia assigned to work with the Commission and
the Committee,
The difficulty in reaching a firm judgment based on current in-

formation is illustrated by the present status of data regarding the
8, 1Y7 Americans still listed as missing from the Korean War. Of
that number, the U S. Government has information that 2,177
people died m POW camps; 293 were missing in action at sea; 412
died ui aircraft incidents over North Korea; approximately 300
were buried m abandoned graves in United Nations cemeteries in
-North Korea; and another 576 were buried in isolated, unidentified
graves. Tins leaves more than 4,600 soldiers who did not return
who could be, as RAND researcher Paul Cole put it, “anywhere [in
North Korea]

, . . literally, anywhere.” 566 Further complicating
the anthinetic is the uncorroborated testimony of Lieutenant Colo-
nel Phillip Corso, who was posted at the National Security Council

the Eisenhower Administration, that at least 900 U.S.
POWs were.taken to the Soviet Union from North Korea.*67
Although firm conclusions remain elusive, some progress on the

issue of U.S. POWs in the former Soviet Union has been made.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin has stated that some Americans

were imprisoned in the former Soviet Union after World War II,
that a small number of U.S, prisoners were interrogated by the So-
\nets during the Korean War, and that approximately a dozen U.S.
airmen were captured and imprisoned during the Cold War period.
The Russian Government has stated, however, that there are no
Amencans now being held in the former Soviet Union against
their will.

*

Based on the research to date, the Committee cannot make defin-
ltive judgments that go beyond what the Russian Government has
stated iS

g
the case. Reports alleging the transfer of prisoners to

Soviet soil during the Korean and Vietnam conflicts remain under
investigation, as do the specific circumstances of Cold War shoot-
aowns. Large quantities of archival material remain to be exam?
mea; and many potential sources of first-hand information have
not yet been interviewed.

icy
Select Committee hearings, November 10,. 1992.MT Committee hearings, 11/11 /92 ,
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The Committee recommends that the U.S. continue to attach a

high priority to cooperation with the Russian Government in ef-

forts to resolve the fate of missing Americans. Efforts to obtain co-

operation from
:

the Governments of China and North Korea should

also continue. 777

7

77.7 .;..:77V 7
7’-

7',

COMMITTEE HEARINGS

The Committee held public hearings on this subject on November
10 and 11, 1992. The first day featured testimony from, eight wit-

nesses: 7
•

,

7-; 7 :

,7 '" 7. .7
.

’/-.'v-’-V '..77 '7.
'•

Alan C. Ptak, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

:

POW/MIA Affairs;

Dr. Paul Cole, researcher for RAND corporation;

Capt. John P. Gay, USN, director of the Asia/Pacific Divi-

siOn, Joint Chiefs of-Staff;- -—— ~ - - — ~

Lt. Col. Phillip Corso (USA, Ret.), of the National Security

Council staff under President Eisenhower;

Serban Oprica, a former Rumanian engineer,mow.
an' Ameri-

- can citizen, who served in North Korea; • — - . - r
: . . . :

Col. Delk Simpson, former U.S. military attache in Hong
Kong; and ;:':;7 7 77 77 "7 /'7.; ; 7 7'- • '7;:

7.-

Steve Kiba, a POW from Korea held in China.

The second day of hearings, November 11, featured testimony

from an additional twelve witnesses:
:

7-

Richard Boylan, archivist at the National Archives;

James Sanders, co-author of Soldiers ofMisfortuhe;

John tyLG. Brown, author of Moscow Bound (unpublished

manuscript’);

Thomas Ashworth, researcher, author, and speaker on

POW/MIA issues;

Col. Gen.. Dmitri Volkogonov (ret.), military adviser to Presi-

dent Boris Yeltsin and Co-Chairman of the U.S.- Russian Joint

Commission;

Richard D. Kauzlarich, Assistant Secretary of State for Euro-

pean and Canadian Affairs and member of the Joint Commis-
sion; 7.;, '7.7' 77 - 777"7 .'7' 77 /

Gen. Bernard Loeffke, USA, director, Task Force Russia;

Albert Graham, the Committee investigator posted to

Moscow; 77
?

.’

Dolores Alfond, the chairperson for the National Alliance of

7pamili®;77'7.;777;.7-;:777y7'7777'-\7.7-7

;

v

Robert Duams, the brother of a soldier lost in Korea;

Bruce W. Sanderson, whose father was lost in a Cold War
shootdown;

; 7 777": 777

.

7777 :

Jane Reynolds Howard, whose husband suffered a similar

fate; and ....
.

: , . 7 7777 7-7 7'
:

-

7

.

7

Gregg Skavinski, the nephew of Master Sergeant William R.

Homer, a member of the crew of a USAF RB 29 shot down by
a Soviet Air Force MIG-15 over the Sea of Japan in 1952.

These witnesses provided the Committee with a wide spectrum of

sometimes irreconcilable viewpoints concerning Americans missing

from World War II, the Cold War, Korea and Indochina, and on
Soviet involvement with American POWs in these conflicts.
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Testimony of General Dmitri Volkogonov

t^.e Committee received testimony from

dent Boris Yeltsin and co-chairman of the Commission.

thS^h^ fevLT*1

!
3 PreIi“jnary statement which noted

:® Blle anw leaders from Khrushchev to Gorbachev said
ihat this problem did not exist, the new democratic government of
Russia has said that the problem of U.S. POWs in Russia did exist
and continues to exist today. Gen. Volkogonow stat^that he had
1°^ PrMid«rt Yeltsin on the eve of his departure for
Washington, and that President Yeltsin wished to present the Com-
mittee with a statement. That statement follows: £v

elJhe
r
i

?u
fer^emn

?
e5tal commission established by deci ^

S&SwS an
f
d R

f̂
ia
^ Pre?idents.

for the purpose of
determining the- fate of American citizcns missinfir in

neuter
.

kS k!
Russian-U.SI. relations. The commission is

Toon
by 00 °ne General Volkogonov and Ambassador

Over a short period of time the commission has done a
great deal of work m^studying Russia’s enormous state and
agency archives, including those that had been closed to
the public until recently, from the ministry of security, the
ministry of defense, the foreign intelligence service/ the

a^re’ ^°re*^n Mfaktty.and mili-

It has questioned dozens of participants and witnesses of
the events inyohnng American citizens on the territory of
the former USSR. During the plenary meetings held in
March, May, and September of this year, the U.S. side was
given documents on American citizens who found them-

ifS ??ar
e
i^w

t0ry ^er USSR in World War
11 and the Cold War period, and some documents that con-
tained information, on several U.S. citizens who had been
taken prisoner during the Korean and Vietnam Wars.

,

Afts c
9
mmission has found evidence of American citizens

staying in camps and prisons of the former USSR, and dis-

AyI^«tli
S
K
C)C

f»,

ng
G*

a<
i^

of 8
.

0me of them being summarily
- executed by the Stalin regime and in a number of cases

being forced to renounce their U.S. citizenship. Some of

ite
st
^u

?'eside 0,1 the territory of the former Soviet
union. Their names and addresses have been identified
and communicated to the U.S. side.
A number of former U.S. citizens have stayed in Russia

voluntarily after World War U and still reside here. Of

S!’X ^n
?
oc,™t,c Russia they have the right to

Mly guaranteed*
1* ^ themse,ves

- a11 their rights are

J^Aresult the work done, one may conclude that

wnf^n fh^*
ar
®i
no ^citizens.held against their^^thatomtory of RussiajJowever, all the questions

oLv “ f
V

y answer
?d- There are cases that still re-

quire additional examination. For my part, as Russia’s
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president, I express the hope that the Joint Russian-Amer-
lc&h Commission will Continue its vto
able to find answers to the. outstanding questions.

stated-hisdesiretoiniak^^
Russians fully understand the moral significance of the

possibility that Americans might still be living on the territory of
the former Soviet Unionv Second, the issue is of significance in
Russia because for many decades, human lives and individuals
were considered nothing more than statistical data in the Soviet
Union. Accordingly, the search to determine the fact of Americans
missing in action in the former Soviet Union is an example to the
Russians of how the government needs to be concerned with the
fate of individuals, and thus the issue has enormous humanitarian,
^oral and

.

legal significance for Russia. Third, conditions in Russia
are^difficult, and the issue of whether or not reform will continue

W- Russiar^
should recognize the significance of the fact that the Russian gov-
ernment and President Yeltsin are paying such close attention to
the issue.

. 7 ^

7 't.

In his ~written^ statement,"Genr Yolkogondv described the cdiiclu-
sions of the investigations conducted by the Joint Commission to
date: ,

, 1 . No U.S, citizens are currently being detained within
the territory of the former USSR. The conclusion is based
on a thorough analysis of all archival, documents, inter-

- views with witnesses, and on-site inspections of possible
American housing sites.

t .
?• A group of Americans is living in Russia as either po-

litical refugees from the USSR period or individuals volun-
tarily remaining in Russia. A list of these individuals as
well as their addresses, and ah agreement to meet with
representatives of the American contingent of the Commis-
sion have been obtained and the Russian side is prepared
to provide this list. In addition, one American, Marcus Lee,
a Florida businessman, was arrested in Moscow in the
spring of 1992 and is currently being detained at Lefortovo

^°mL
c^ar®e^ with attempted export of contraband icons.

3- Thousands of American citizens traveled overland
across the former USSR beginning with the Second World

The majority of these were Americans liberated by
the^Red Army from Nazi camps and subsequently repatri-
ated (22,454). The second major group consisted ofAmeri-
can pilots forced to land within the USSR and interned
here (730), There were also several dozen individuals who
were detained in Germany, in Austria, in the USSR and
other socialist nations for ^‘espionage” as well as a few
Pilots from American aircraft shot down over the USSR.
The Commission has succeeded in accounting for virtually
all of: these individuals. The Russians are convinced that
they are not presently located

.(with the exception of those
who have died) within the territory of the USSR.

4. The Russians were successful in identifying the burial
sites of virtually all U.S. citizens who died in the USSR
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Jin"!- ‘Je Second World War, with the exception of a few ywho died en route to or in prison-of-war camps or those
The,Russians intend to continue

their efforts-to ldentify the remarning buriel sites of U.S

!f
nS

'v
ere les

?
s“ccessful in obtaining infor-

mation on U.S. citizens missing during the Vietnam orKorean Wars, events taking place outside the Soviet

TTn«!
n

' wn?e dp
?
u
??ant® were located concerning theKorean War, including information on the numbers of

pnsoner-of-war camps for Americans in Korea; their loca-
tion; and, the number of pnsoners housed in these camps.Some interrogation materials and fragmentary evidence

iinlL^T?
8® serviceman captured in Korea were found.

Upfortunately, virtually nothing has been found tn on
the Vietnam War located. ITie only documents concerning
the Vietnam War to date relate to the fate of nine Ameri^
can deserters sent by the KGB to the USSR and on to”eu-

-M countries. The Russians have not been successful in-
- recovering anythmg new br significant from conversations

:

or eyewitnesses or participants in these events.

ttc M have appreciated the assistance of the
U.b. side of the Commission for its willingness to provide
assistance in searching for Russian prisoners and MIAs in
Afghanistan. The Russians believe approximately 100 of

.

^hein are still alive and that many of these are being heldSe
AfS

U“ane in Prisons belonging to war-
ring Afghanrgroups. The Russians, while appreciating the
assistance offered

_
to date, believe the U.S. could do more

AfgStoiji®
hberation of Russian prisoners-of-war in ^

. Gen. Volkogonov testified that the six Americans recorded ashaving been in captivity in the Soviet Union in 1954 were held in

ed
P
in

a
pnr^

Prnd claSSified as
.

sp^1
- Prisoners. Each was arrest

the Umted%£«
eS
Ai
0
th
Ee

*'
Or ‘Ptelhgence activities on behalf oftne Umted States. At the time, any foreign citizen who was de-tamed was automatically charged with espionage, according toGen. Volkogonov, whether or not there was any substance to the^ th^ ^^ six pri^nersf^^ ^>£2

.\y two people, Hopkins and Clifford . . . were held for
su%^ ®hot T^is is M,« who

d
Kii

ght Pars ““^r an espionage sentence and then

hf? aJ u
tence

L
expired he should have been released,

but Abakumov who was then Interior Minister, reported
to Stalin that this was a person who had seen too muchand proposed that he be liquidated, and Stalin gave the
order allowing him to be executed . . .

“

Three of them were given back, were released to Ameri-can representatives in Berlin. Subsequently, two died, one

**' Submitted for the record of the Select committee's hearing, 11/11/92.



took Soviet citizenship,.and the fate of another is still un-
known. 569

Gen. Volkogonov provided to the Committee the names of Ameri-

cans now living in Russia wHo are "pdlitical refugees or voluntarily
remaining in Russia. He also cited American citizens living in the
former Soviet Union who were American citizens from childhood,

but who ended up in the Soviet Union in the 1930’s and were then
forced to renounce their U.S. citizenship and become Soviet citi-

zens. Many of these individuals pissed through the prison camps
and some died there. Some made their Way back to the United
States eventually. The Russians have identified five of these people
now living in Russia, each of whom is elderly, and each of whom
wishes to receive help in locating and contacting relatives in the
United States.

Gen.-Volkogonov also, testified concerning the possibility that a
secret camp exists or existed for American prisoners in Russia:

If you had asked me that question before 1985, 1 would -

have allowed for the possibility that such a secret camp
~ could' have existed. However, since 1985, such : large and
dramatic changes have taken place in our country that I

can no longer imagine that it would be possible for such
incidents or events to be concealed . . .

.
If there were a secret, camp, or a jail, or even a single

American' held against his will secretly, we would know
about it sooner or later. The moral climate in our country
makes it, I believe, psychologically impossible for this in-

formation not to come to light.

I believe we still find more information about the fate of
Americans who were in the Soviet Union. We may find
their graves or more information about their tragic fate.

Not all the documents have yet been examined, but I can
nearly exclude the possibility that we will find any live

American being held in Russia against his or her will.570

In closing, Gen. Volkogonov stated that he believes joint efforts

will be necessary for another three to six months to complete the
process of determining the fates of all American citizens located
within the former Soviet Union, including those who have emigrat-
ed and those who died. Gen Volkogonov also said that:

It is possible that some may be disillusioned with the re-

sults of our efforts. However, we are convinced that we
have done everything possible on this side to answer all

questions submitted to us. You should also keep in mind
that conducting this work is difficult while attempting to
maintain the course of reform. The Government of Russia
and President Yeltsin, personally, in spite of his severe
work load and difficult problems, continue to devote enor-
mous attention to this effort. President Yeltsin views the
work of the Commission as a "test” of trust and willing-

S«lect Committee hearing, 11/11/92.
4,0 Select Committee hearing, 11/11/92.
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Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Alan Ptak testified that,

as of November, 1992, the Defense Department was still evaluating

the information it had received concerning the possibility that

some U.S. POWs may have been transferred to the Soviet Union or

to China during the Korean War. \

Assessment of Committee investigator
::

\V

Beginning in May, 1992, A1 Graham, a Committee investigator,

was posted to Moscow to undertake interviews, archival research,

and related investigatory work under the aegis of the Commission.

During that time, he arranged for and conducted interviews with

Russian officials, citizens, and retired officers who served in South-

east Asia and Korea. During the Select Committee’s hearing on

November 10, 1992, Mr. Graham testified that Soviet military offi-

cers interrogated some U.S. POWs during the Korean War and

that some of these interrogations may'have taken place on Soviet

According to Mr. Graham, one problem experienced by U,S. in-

vestigators in Russia was that several high-ranking Russian offi-

cials whom they interviewed subsequently changed their testimony:

. , . perhaps the most flagrant case of turnaround

during a reinterview concerns a well-known Russian colo-

nel, scholar, and renowned Far East expert, who was sta-

tioned at Khabarovsk-from 1950 to 1954. This individual

was asked by the chief of the general staff to review ail

documents on Korea * * * currently supposedly in their

hands. '•

r: V
'/J.

During the first interview with him conducted on August 19,

1992, he told five Joint Commission respresentatives—four U.S.,

one Russian—that Soviet military specialists had been given ap-

proval to interrogate American servicemen in Korea, and that

some American servicemen with experience, seniority, and specific

specialties were selected for transfer to the U.S.S.R. for further in-

terrogation. ;.'V
.

/

He mentioned that in the confluence here between
Russia, Manchuria, China and North Korea, there was
. , . a naval base called Posyet, which served as a transit

point for the movement of Americans north bjr rail or

plane to Khabarovsk, the Far East military district head-

quarters. He maintained that the number of Americans
processed through Khabarovsk was in the hundreds and
they were under KGB control, both during and after the

interrogations. He did not know their fate after the inter-

rogations.

He personally claimed to have interrogated two Ameri-
can POWs. One he recalls was a Lieutenant Colonel Black.

Efforts were made according to the Colonel to recruit and
gain cooperation of Americans. (During) a follow-up inter-

view of this individual, on September 29, 1992, at which
General Loeffke was present, he admitted he received a
phone call from a Foreign Intelligence Service representa-

tive the night before. He then considerably modified his
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Although the project is not yet complete, Dr. Cole was able, to

provide the Committee with an overview ’of the work done to date,

as well as some conclusions. With regard to the Korean war, Dr,:

Cole concluded the following: “
! , 1A„ A /bnw

'

, :
Concerning Korea, the record on mdividua MIA/POW

cases is extremely detailed, and was originally organized

chronologically 'and geographically • ,beffi*re , being : i*®*®*? '

nized alphabetically. The original chronological and geo-

graphic databases are now being recreated, and few flues-,

tiotts would remain unanswered once the effort is complet-

Two groups of Korean War prisoners remain unaccount-

ed for: prisoners who made it alive to a camp, and those

who did not Those who made it alive to a camp, but were

not repatriated, are known as POW, body not recovered, or

POW/BNR. The' location arid number of morerthan 2,WO
POW/BNR remains can be estimated with great certainty,

although the state of the remains is unknown. Prisoners

who did not survive the time between capture and arrival

at' a wimp, characterized by Dr. Cole as post-capture -

killed, body not recovered’’ or PCK/BNR, should not in his

view be characterized as POWs. Approximately 900 .or

more PCK/BNR’s occurred during the Korean War, with

the remains of those who died last located in scattered lo-

cations throughout North Korea. • ^ -
.

-

The location of approximately 3,o00 MIAs may never be

determined because the U.S. has not been able to deter-

mine where they died. By contrast, the location of remains

left in burial sites, UN cemeteries, and aircraft crashes on

North Korean territory can be stated with precision.

Since 1953, the U.S. has received nearly 900 sets of un-

identified remains from North Korea, collected by the

North Koreans in a manner that has precluded association

with any individual MIA, with the result that all of these

names are still on the full list of 8,177, with the individ-

uals buried in Hawaii without identification.
.

American POWs were transferred to the territory of

Communist China during the Korean War to be interro-

gated by Russians and Chinese, The majority of these

POWs were returned to camps in North Korea; those

known to be held as political prisoners were repatriated in

the mid-1950’s. . ...

There is no documentary evidence suggesting Americans

were left behind in China; however, interrogations end

interviews offer some testimonial support; for such allega-

^American POWs were interrogated by people identified

by the POWs as Russians, but only a small percentage of

U.S. POWs reported this type of contact. Evidence shows

that perhaps two dozen repatriated American POWs were

successfully recruited by foreign intelligence services. U.S.

authorities were aware of this soon after the Korean War.

Seven American missionaries who spent three years in a

North Korean prison camp were repatriated in May I90o,
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through China, Moscow and Berlin, after having been held
as internees. Circumstantial evidence suggests that Ameri-
cas.were._transferred.from Korea or China.to.the territory^

of the Soviet Union, however, to date this evidence is hear-
say which is not supported by corroborative documentary
evidence. 5”

;

;

In response to questions, Dr. Cole stated that there is evidence,
consisting of TFR interviews with prison guards and others, that
some U.S. POWs may have been transferred to the Soviet Union
during the Korean War. However, Dr. Cole expressed caution about
making any firm judgments based on the information provided:

In this last trip to Moscow the Commission was present-
ed various documents, some of which didn’t even relate to
POWs. But as a gesture, they were handed over to Ambas- :

'
:

sador Toon and to the commissioners. Well,
,
right in those

documents that were given to us in Russian and translat-

ed, it talks about how the information can be either-

changed, distorted and so forth, in order to-keep the truth
from anybody who might fall upon the documents. Now
these documents go back to World War II, specifically I be-

lieve it was 1949. But nevertheless, there is a pattern here
of deception on the part of the Russians, with a lot of their
documentation. So in my judgment, we have to be very
very careful before we make a judgment about an occur*

^
t
rence, or something like that, until we have documentary
evidence, archival evidence, and sources.578

In response to further questions, Dr. Cole testified that the total

number of U.S. POWs who might have been transferred to Soviet
or Chinese territory was certainly less than 100. He also noted that
one of the documents provided to the U.S. by the Russians on this

subject related to an Australian; and that other documents were in-

terrogation transcripts that had been made by the Chinese and
then summarized by the Russians. In addition, most of the individ-

uals who had been interrogated by non-Korean officials were ulti-

• mately repatriated v r-

Dr. Cole testified that the RAND review of POW/MIA issues re-

lated to the Korean War was also subject to ambiguities because of
inaccuracies in the original casualty data and because casualty re-

porting methods changed over time.

In addition to the losses in captivity and the difficulty of docu-
menting the fates of American POWs who lost their lives as a
result of criminal mistreatment by the Korean Communists, post-

war records in the U.S. are, to quote Dr. Cole, “contradictory, am-
biguous, inconsistent, or a mixture of any of these.” According to

Dr. Cole:

In 1991, the Department of Defense stated .in testimony
before Congress that 389 U.S. servicemen who had been
POWs in North Korea had not been repatriated or other-

177 Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.
*71 Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.



wise accounted for by the Korean People’s Army and the
Chinese.57 ® \;;; '-.“T;

T7 "
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f.'f

Yet according to Dr. Cole, casualty status data maintained by the- U^rgovernment contradicts these figures7irfact,'He says", the list
of 389 contains the names of 197 MIAs, 180 Americans who may or
may not have ever been prisoners, and one case which has in fact
been resolved. According to Dr. Cole, “prisoner status means that

• the indmduaLwas lost under circumstances that were consistent
with a probability of live capture. There is no evidence in many
cases that those listed as POWs were ever seen alive in a POW
camp. Dr. Cole notes, for example, that the majority of the 188
Army names on the list belonged to individuals who were lost
during the first eight months of the Korean War. Given the brutal-
ly Per*°^> anS the conditions of imprison-
ment for U.S. POWs at this time, according to Dr. Cole, “thp liMi-
nood ot survival for this group was very low.”
5ANP also reviewed information concerning the alleged trans-

portation^of U.S. POWs to the USSR from Korea. It is well docu-
Wfls a significant Soviet presence on the ground

n^w0rth a,irinS the waj. In addition, some returning U.S.rows and Army personnel reported having been questioned by
Russian officers m North Korea or China. A 1974 Air Force assess-me?t rJhe Korean War POW experience, quoted by Dr. Cole de-
scribed Soviet interrogations of U.S. POWs in Korea as follows:

’

Interrogators of three nationalities, Chinese, North
Korean, and Caucasian (presumably Russian) questioned
USAF personnel during the Korean conflict. The prepon-
derance of interrogators were Chinese who, after their
entry into the conflict in late October of 1950, took over
fhe responsibility for POWs from the Koreans. Evidence
indicates that the Koreans reluctantly gave up this respon-
sibility, and that often tense feelings rose concerning who^sto have custody of a new POW. Not infrequently,
POWs reported that they were captured by North Koreans
and turned oyer to the Chinese only after much heated
discussion and sometimes near violence between the two
groups. In some cases, a POW remained in North Korean
custody for prolonged periods of time.580

The most detailed discussion of the interrogations now available
is contained in the recent interview by Dr. Cole or Victor Alexan-
drovich Bushuyev, Deputy Chief of Intelligence for the 64th Soviet
Air Corps. On September 16, 1992, Mr. Bushuyev made the follow-
ing statement:

•we^ contacts with the American POWs, mainly the
pilots.. We weren t. interested in anybody else. I was re-
sponsible for organizing the interrogations and for process-

°f the information received during the interroga-

PW Analysis
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How were the interrogations organized? AH arrange-
meiits, the structure of the interrogation, its content etc.,
were completely in the hands of the Chinese: We prepared
questions dn advance. Then we gave the questions to "the
Chinese; They^asked the questions while interrogating the
American p°Ws. When was there, I believe all American
POWs were completely in Chinese hands on the territory
of North Korea. ....

AU American pilots, with no exception, would be interro-
g^ted m the town of Sinidju. It was the very northern
most point in Korea, near the Yalu river across from
An Dung where we were stationed. There was a special
building there—the interrogation point. Americans would
be brought there. We could see it from An’Dung. We
would go there about twice a week to accommodate the
prisoners. Sometimes there were just a few of them so we~
didn t need to go.

u
I wa

?
responsible for the interrogations of the POWs,

but neither I nor the translators ever saw any of the
POWs with our own eyes. Contact on our level was com* 1

pletely prohibited. We only had to get questions ready and
then receive the answers.

;,.
w^,uld ente

.
r the building from a different side before

the POWs were brought there. We would go to our room
and would sif there very quietly. Only then would they

* ^ POWs. We had. no visual contact. We" would
sit behind the wall, a thin wooden wall, and the transla-
tors would sitwith us. We hear everything. The interroga-
tions were in English, of course.
We were prohibited from seeing the Americans ... The

Main Intelligence Directorate in Moscow would give us
questionnaires: ask this, ask that, whatever we thought
was^ interesting. I don’t want to offend the American
pilots, mainly we would deal with the pilots, but they were
of no value. They didn’t know anything. They were aver-
age pilots, and good athletes.

I was there for more than one year, the most tense
period. Practically all the POWs went through may hands,
not in person but their files and interrogation materials.
Several hundred of them. But, again I want to say that
none of them was any serious Value to us. We knew twice
as much as they could tell us . . . Practically all of the
American POWs belonged to the Chinese. The war was
conducted not by the Koreans but by the Chinese and Sovi-
ets. The Koreans were under pressure and had no rights.
They would just load and unload stuff, build reads, that
sort of thing.

There was no need to bring Americans to Russia. Mili-
tary personnel, location of bases and all that were already
known. We had no questions of this sort. We had the
planes as well, all their parts, so it didn’t make any sense
[to take pilots to Russia]. If someone had asked for political
asylum we would have, but I haven’t heard of any such
cases. As far as I know, our counterintelligence people
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didn’t express any particular interest in the pilots. We
would have known this.581

Regarding the issue of post-capture deaths of American MIA-
POWs in the Soviet Union, Dr. Cole has stated the following:

I have.interviewed two Soviet military advisers in Korea
who had contact with two American POWs who were not

,

: repatriated. The first, tentatively identified as First Lieu-

tenant Niemann, was definitely seen and perhaps interro-

gated by Soviet military advisors. Niemann, who is on the
RAND and TFR lists, is listed in several records as de-

ceased. :y/ y : .

"
.;.;.y

Another Soviet military adviser recalled having contact
with "Lt. Colonel V. Black” in order to arrange an inter-

view with Pravda. Colonel Vance E. Black of California,

who has not been accounted for since he was shot down in

May 1951, was seen alive by an American POW in Pyon-
gyang in March 1952. Lt. Colonel Vance E. Black may be
the "V. Black," who was identified in the Pravda article

and seen by a Soviet military adviser. -

According to a retired KGB Major General, Soviet intel-

;

ligence wanted to recruit agents. George Blake’s decision

to work for the KGB, whether it was the result of recruit-

ment or simply a walk-in, gave the KGB additional incen-

tive to find other potential agents among the UN prisoner-

of-war population,„ Amy G-;2 analyses of repatriated
American POWs turned up an alarming number of cases
that fit this pattern. In June 1954, the U.S. advised the Air
Force that “evidence had been uncovered which concerned
the assignment of Sabotage and Espionage missions to re-

patriated American prisoners of war during ‘‘Big and
Little Switch,” and that quite recently new cases of this

type have been discovered.” No evidence has yet been ob-

tained that points toward a similar North Korean or Chi-
nese interest in recruiting agents. There have been reports
over the years that American POWs were used as guinea
pip in Sino-Soviet biological experiments. None of this has
been documented thus far.

Intelligence reports located in the U.S. archives are
nearly silent on the issue of whether American MIA-
POWS were transferred to the territory of the USSR, If

this activity took place, it was not discussed in Eighth
Army G-2 daily reports or annual summaries. If this activ-

ity took place it was not widely known to repatriated
POWs. Thus far only one repatriated POW affidavit has
been located that mentions this activity.582

In this affidavit, repatriated POW John T. Cain said that he had
been told by a Nationalist Chinese officer that a U.S. helicopter
pilot with the rank of Second Lieutenant had been taken to Russia
in March, 1952. The Captain did not know the branch of service,

.

Col* * interview with Viktor Alexandrovich Buthuyev, Deputy Chief of Intelli-
gence, 64th Air Corps. Moscow, September 16, 1992.

*** Submitted for the record of Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.
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and had communicated this information to POW Cain through
sign language, in broken English, and by pictures drawn on the

ground then erased/ •

In the early and mid-1950’s, according to Dr. Cola, the ITS. Gov-
eminent took the position _that Americans may well have been
transported from Korea or China to the territory of the USSR. For
example, according to press reports, in May 1954, the U.S. Depart-
ment of State delivered a note to the Soviet Foreign Ministry ac-
cusing the_Soviets of having transferred American prisoners to the
“S'!*®? Soviet Union from Korea. The Soviet Government’s
rejection of the U.S. note was the first public notice that the U.S.
had made such a protest^As Dr. Cole stated, “reports were appar-

U,
*U

intelligence and diplomatic channels
that U.S. POWs during the Korean War were seen in Soviet
camps. "

^
Yet, the following, year, the coordinated inter-agency position of

the United States took precisely the opposite ixSionf excluding:

With regard to the question of United States personnel
captured in Korea, the Department of Defense has in-
formed us that all American servicemen, missing or unac-
counted for m that conflict, have been presumed dead. In
close cooperation with the Department of Defense, howev-
er, we intend to continue to seek information from the
Communists about their fate. Further, we have no evi-
dence that any United States personnel captured in Korea

- -were ever taken to the Soviet Union.*® 3 ~ y
As Dr. Cole stated:

'

' ;'y':y'

—There has been no official explanation that squares
these two^contradictory positions, The possibility that
American POWs were moved from Korea or China to the
territory of the USSR cannot be ruled out. Thus far, no
docurnentary evidence has been found to support such a
position. Circumstantial evidence (viz., missing POWs,
Smo-Soviet intelligence cooperation, Russian presence in
Korean POW camps) and eyewitness testimony (former
prisoners, Soviet military sources) point to the possibility

TT<soi?
0I

fnu
American POWs may have been taken to the
motives for this activity have been estab-

lished.884

Testimony ofGen. Volkogonov on Kona
In response to questions from the Committee, Gen. Volkogonov

^rio nnw no *vl
<l
et

l
ce that large numbers

of U.S. POWs had been held in the Soviet Union during the
Korean War. As he testified:

6

I have examined an enormous number of documents, in-
eluding the documents of Stalin, Beria, and all the special
services, and these are documents which would have con*

1955
* p̂0*n Asswtaint Secretary Thurston B. Morton to Congressman Vorys, February 10,

M4 Select Committee hearing, 11/20/92.
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tained evidence of American prisoners being taken
through Soviet territory.

I want to bring your attention to one document empha-
sizing thatthe leaders of these secret agencies; the KGB,

to one another in the totalitarian system because it was
extremely dangerous for them not to do so. They may have
deceived America or the Soviet public, but among them-
selves they were forced to tell the truth.

And here is a document giving evidence to the following.

This is a document of February 4, 1954 of Interior Minister
Sergei Kruglov, written to him, indicating that in special

prisons on the territory of the Soviet Union there are six

American citizens being held in special prisons and camps
of the ministry of internal affairs. This document was
never intended to be made public. It was top secret, and it

contains the naimesofthese persons, but again, was purely
for the internal use of the Interior Ministry. .

And this was immediately after the war in Korea. De-
spite all of our work—and we have many archivists work-

r ing, rdozehs~of experts searchiiig, ^nTTth^r.-dw^"-1^cBe:

TS&"
~ v

volunteer basis, a great many archives. Despite this, we
have found no confirmation of the presence of other Amer-
ican citizens located on the territory of the Soviet
Union.*®5

Gen. Volkogonovrtestified that apart from the February-4, 1954
document, the Russians have found only one other document con-
cern Korean-era U.S. POWs. This document concerned two U.S.
airmen from a helicopter forced to land in North Korea, in behalf
of whom the U.S. Embassy in Moscow requested Soviet assistance^
According to Gen. Volkogonov, the Soviet government decided not
to respond to the note. The Russians have no information on the
fate of these two men.
With respect to the location of interrogations of U.S. prisoners

during the Korean war, Gen. Volkogonov has told the Committee:

.
Based on testimony by G.I. Korotkov, who participated

in interrogations of American POWs from the Korean War
period, interrogations were conducted in an especially
equipped site at a junction of the Korean, Chinese and
Soviet borders. So far we have been unable to determine
the exact location of this site. The Soviet side was not en-
gaged in transporting American POWs to this site. Prob-
ably they were brought by Korean servicemen, who then
took them away after interrogations.588

•

Testimony ofLieutenant Colonel Phillip Corso, USA, Ret

On November 10, 1992, the Committee heard the testimony of Lt.
Col. Phillip Corso, USA, Ret., a member of the National Security
Council staff during the Eisenhower Administration. Lt. Col. Corso
was head of the special projects division of the Far East Command

“‘Select Committee hearing, 11/11/92
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during the Korean War, in the G-2 section, with responsibility for
keeping track of North Korean POW camps. During the closing

^®,r' H CoL Corso participated in discussions on the
exchange -of sick, and wounded prisoners of war (the “Little Switch"
operahon),^and the full exchange of prisoners (“Big Switch").

Lt. Col. _Corso testified^ that at the end of the exchange of sick
l?we Operation, he prepared a docu-

ment showing that all U.S. sick and wounded were not returned,
and that about 500 prisoners who were not returned would be in^ not receive treatment. Lt. Col. Corso
testified that U.S. officials brought this to the attention of the pre-

general who responded simply by snapping a nencilm two and doing nothing. According to Lt. Col. Corso, the U.S. con-
cluded that approximately 8,000 prisoners who should have come
home during Operation Big Switch did not. Lt. Col. Corso drafted

Umted„Nations.by Dr. Charles Mayo
and Henry Cabot Lodge. As Col. Corso testified:

'

Dj- Charles Mayo gave the statement on bacteriological
warfare, and Ambassador Lodge on the United Nations
prisoners of^war.: And we found out that at the time the : -

Chmese, under Russian tutelage, had a detailed, scientific
process of Pavlovian type experiments which they were
conducting on our prisoners.

V® hnew about this information, but were hindered
from sending agents to the North to find out more about
this because this was handled mostly by OPC, which was a
umtoftheCIA.

'

Now, during my tour in Korea, I compiled the evidence,
I was receiving this daily, that prisoners had not been re-
tumed from North Korea and had been sent, in fact, to
thn&met Union. Jhe war was still going on at the time.
The information that I had was compiled, and I was

amazed to hear that there was no evidence in the archives
on this. There were actually hundreds of reports. The re-

i

cAme “9™ prisoner of war interrogation reports of
North Koreans, prisoners of war, Chinese prisoners of war,
and defectors, and some photographs that we took, our re-
connaissance planes took.

These reports were compiled and kept in files; and I’d
say offhand there must have been 300 or 400 of these re-
ports easily in my file of knowledge from prisoners of war
and so forth that our prisoners had been sent up through
Manchurm to Man-chou-li (by train). There they were
transported or changed. There they were changed because
of the gauge ana sent to the Soviet Union. I had very defi-
nite information on two train loads . ; . 1 from Chinese pris-
onere of war, North Korean prisoners of War, civilian de-
fectors, and photographs. We had some photographs of the
camps.587

Xt. Cel. Corso estimated that each of the two train loads of U.S.rOWs contained about 450 prisoners, for a total of 900 POWs

T
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transported to the Soviet Union. He stated that he had some incon-
clusive information as to the possibility of a third, similar tfain-
load. Ip ml, Lt. Col. Corso said he had 200 to 300 reports about
these 900 POWs or related information. Eventually, he was asked
to brief President Eisenhower personally on the situatiohy in a five-

t0°k Place in mid-1953, or possibly as late as
1954. This meeting took place while Lt. Col. Corso was serving on
the staff of the National Security Council. As Lt; Col. Corso testi-
fied: '• ^ - .-/•v :

one day,
who was special assistant to the President. He said, get
over, we have to go see the President. Bring your prisoner
of war report. My prisoner of war report that I handed
him was one page. I walked in the oificei The President
was in^the Oval Office, the three of us, and I saw him, and

. you have a report on prisoners-of - -

war going to the Soviet Union? I told him, yes, thafs what
Im here for./

I compiled this report not only here but from ihforma-

.
: tfej»J^a,wh^
pect, but about 90p certainly did go there, Our information
is solid, as solid as intelligence information can be, because
that s the nature of intelligence.

I handed [President Eisenhower] the report, and he read
it. And he. had a very serious look on this face. ... This

.
was not a pleasant meeting. It did not last long.-w . He
said, Colonel, he said, do you have any recommendations,
because in the military, generally the writer of the report
has. to make a recommendation to his superior who then
decides on what to do with it.

I said, yes. The nature of this report—these men will
newr come back alive because they will get in the hands
of the KGB who will use them for their purposes. Espio-
nagey play-backs, or whatever. This is not uncommon in
the intelligence business. Once they fall in their hands ,

there s little hope of them coming back.
And I told him, Mr. President, you are aware of the

system of the KGB, how they use prisoners of war and de-
fectors? And he said, yes, I am. He said, is your recommen-
dation not to make it public? I said, my recommendation is
not to make public the part—the KGB operation. It’s diffi-
cult to understand at its best. It hasn’t been revealed. The
part on prisoners, that I don’t know.

So, the President said, well, I accept your recommenda-
“on

.,-.
• r said, well, I agree, we cannot give it to the

families. Then I said, Mr. President, though, may I send a
copy of this report to the Department of Defense? He said,
yes.888

Lt. Col. Corso, the effort to locate and retrieve U.S.

j' j
S
l
6
l '

^ the Communists during the Korean War were im-
peded by the U .S. policy of not making strident and confrontational

Select Committee hearing, 11 /10/92 .



statements directed at the Soviet Union, North Korea and China
Lt. Col. Corso testified that "The big policy was the policy of fear
Fear of general war. That was the policy that was stopping us.” Lt.
Col. Corso added that the families were not told because:

[Y]ou’d have to tell the families that these boys were
going to be tried, used, exploited for NKVD operations
which, were espionage, sabotage; and take their identities.
And that we felt would have been damaging to the fami-
lies, but it’s hard to explain, sir ... .They were going to be
exploited in a very sinister way. As far as telling them
they were alive, sir, I put in a speech at the United Na-
tions that 1,800 prisoners of war had gone to the Soviet
Union, had been transferred to the Soviet Union. Now,
there was no mention that they were dead or not dead, but
that was put in the statement and released, and he gave
me permission to put that in.

589

.

According to Lit- Col. Corso, he is the only person alive who par-
ticipated in the decision not to tell the families the information
concerning U.S. POWs in the Soviet Union. The Committee has not
been . able; to. find any documentary corroboration of his informa-
tion.

•

'

•; f/,: -

Testimony of Col. Delk Simpson

The testimony of Col. Delk Simpson (USAF-Ret.), a former U.S.
military attache in Hong Kong, alk> supported the possibility that
large numbers of U.S. prisoners were transferred to Soviet terri-
tory during the Korean war period. Col. Simpson testified that he
had received and passed on to U.S. Air Force

,
Intelligence head-

quarters in 1954 an eyewitness account concerning the transporta-
tion of approximately 700 American prisoners from Man-chou-li,
China into Siberia. According to Col. Simpson’s source, a number of
the prisoners were black soldiers.

Col. Simpson testified that he has worked since his retirement in
1961 to bring this issue to the attention of the government, includ-
ing visits to offices in both the executive and legislative branch.
Col.

(

Simpson said that he had learned that DIA considered him to
be senile ’ and that the prisoners he had reported were French
trom the French-Indochinese War, being taken to Siberia for
return to France. /

As Col. Simpson testified:

It was not until six months ago that I came to under-
stand the possibility of why I received such official inac-
tion. At that time, I met Colonel Corso, and Colonel Corso
told me that in 1953, he was the author of a policy While
on the White House staff to abandon all prisoners being
held by the Russians. He said the policy was approved by
President Eisenhower. Senator, it is incomprehensible to
me that anybody would make such a decision to send our
boys to a sure death. 590

M* Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.
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Col. Simpson testified that his original source was a Polish man
trying to get to Australia, who was afraid the U.S. was going to try
Jo stop him. Co}. Simpson promised to keep his name and destina-
tion secret. He sent the information as a classified report to the
Pentagon, and never received a response.

Testimony 6fSgt. Steve E. Kiba

The case of Sgt. Steve E. Kiba demonstrates conclusively that
whether or not prisoners were transferred from North Korea to the
fonper SovietIJnion, atleast some were transferred to the People’s
Republic of Ouna (PRC). Sgt. Kiba was interned in China for 32
months as a POW dunngjhe Korean War. An Air Force pilot, Set
Kiba was transported to Red China about three days after his cep-
ture on January 12, 1953, and remained there until his release on
August 4

, 1955. Throughout his time as a POW in China, he expert-
encea degrading and harsh conditions. As Sgt. Kiba testified:

- - sadistic .and .barbaric . , .- threatened me - - -
with all kinds of horrendous tortures, and they even did

them . . .
. They toldmeTwould never go home

M? .
I cooperated. And they threatened to keep me for

life. And they kept some of my friends for life. They’re
. still there.591 v ;>

tes^e^ American POWs were abandoned after
the 1953 cease-fire, and thatjhe was one of them, but that others,
unlike him, never returned. He stated that either he or others in
•!?

crew saw ten to fifteen Caucasians whose fates remain undeter-
mined. As he testmea* ;

•: .

-

K is a known fact that we abandoned American service-
after {World War II, Korea, and Vietnam] and let

their families down. I know we abandoned some because I
saw some of them.

President Harry Truman was the first President to leave
Americans behind. Then President Eisenhower abandoned
American POWs after the Korean War in North Korea,^ Union. In a press Conference on
Apni 29, 1959, President Eisenhower acknowledged that
not all American POW’s were repatriated after the
Korean War ceasefire.592

According to Sgt. Kiba, The Communists he met while he was in
captivity demonstrated to him that they were sadistic and needed

a®
Al

^
eric!% because, “a Communist is different.”

As he testified, for almost 40 years, I’ve been trying to inform the
and the new media of the heinous crime of en-

““es and minds of our courageous fighting men by
the godless communists. Mr. Kiba said that in the final analysis,
he could understand why he was so badly treated by the Commu-

could not understand why his own government had

haKirfil,
^remain si^t aftei^^return about the others hehad seen in China while he was a POW.

” 1 Testimony, Nov. 10, 1992.
*•* Testimony, Nov. 10, 1992.



State Department testimony on North Korea

Until recently, the Government of North Korea has provided
little cooperation to the United States in accounting for missing
U.S. seryicemen.despite its .obligation to do so under the armistice
agreement that ended the Korean War. As a result, no archival re-

search in North Korea has been possible. A series of diplomatic ini-

tiatives over the past five years, however, give grounds for hope
that progress may be possible in the future. As Charles Kartman,
director of the Office of Korean Affairs, U.S. Department of State,

told the Committee:

In 1988 . , . we announced a modest policy initiative

aimed at enhancing the prospects for resolving the prob-

lems of the Korean War, by drawing North Korea out of

its isolation. As part of that process, we opened a diplomat-

ic channel with the North Koreans throughout respective

embassy political “cbunselbre in Beijing. At our first meet-
"

ing in 1988, and subsequently on many occasions in that
channel, we told the North Koreans that in order to im-

prove relations with us they should take steps in several
' T“

areais, including Kor&n War POW/MIAs.
In 1990, oh Memorial Day . . . North Korea returned

five sets of remains to a Congressional delegation headed
by Representative Sonny Montgomery. In June 1991, they
handed over .11 more sets to Senator Smith, who had par-

,

ticipated in arrangements forjthis action. Senator “Smith ,

used' this
-

occasion to reinforce our position on the impor-
tance of regularizing the process.

On both occasions, the North Koreans made it plain that

they hoped to derive some political benefit from their ac-

.

:
7 tions ...

In January of this year, undersecretary of State Kanton
discussed with a high-level North Korean delegation in

New York the full range of issues, focused of course on our
concerns regarding the North Korean nuclear program,
but including the MIA issue. Then in April. [1992], North
Korean President Kim II Sung, in an interview with the

Washington Times, said that North Korea was prepared to

resolve the MIA issue in a humanitarian manner.
In May [1992], the North Koreans returned 30 sets of re-

mains in Panmunjon directly to the United Nations Com-
mand. The North Koreans said explicitly at the time that

they were willing to discuss formal arrangements to

return further remains to the United Nations command

We have asked the DPRK to give us any available infor-

mation on POW’s and MIA’s. In reply, we have only been
told that there is not a single POW in the DPRK. We have
raised this issue with both Russia and China repeatedly

this year, and will continue to do so with them and with
North Korea . . . the best answers will come from a
longer-term process, which will bring about not only the

return of remains, but also the resolution by other
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means-archival research for example—of questions sur-
rounding the fate of Korean War MIAs.593 '

On November 11, 1992, the Committee received testimony from
Mr. Robert Dumas, whose brother"PPC Roger A. Diimas of Compa-
ny C, 19th Infantry Regiment, 24th Infantry Division, was captured
northeast of Anju, North Korea on or about November 4, 1950. Mr
Dumas testified to his belief that a large number of POWs were re-
tained by the Koreans and are still there, working on collective
farms. V

^

Furthermore, Mr. Dumas, who has had personal contact with
senior North Korean officials at the United Nations for several
years, including the Ambassadors, said that only a comprehensive
approach, involving all outstanding issues, could bring results on
the POW issue with the North Koreans.

'

Mr. Dumas testified that he met with the North Korean AmW
sadorin New York in July 1992 and the Ambassador said,

Bob, all you want is your brother home. That’s all. And
he said talk to the man in the White House, get somebody
to sit down with us, and let’s go over the whole thing, the
whole category. Let’s go over everything, the whole catego-
ry

Mr. Dumas then related for the Committee a meeting he attend-
ed in New York on December 9, 1987, .with the Reverend Jesse
Jackson and Ambassador Pak Del Yan of the DPRK. He said that
Reverend Jackson opened the discussion with:

:

- r
"

Mr. Ambassador, if you have live prisoners in North
Korea right now, I will come to North Korea on Christmas
Eve and bring some home alive. And in the springtime, if
you have any remains, we will go back in the spring and
exhume those with an organization of human rights people
from our side and your side.595

Mr. Dumas continued, “And the first thing the Ambassador said,
yes, Reverend, that would be good for both our countries.”
Mr. Dumas interpreted this discussion to be an admission by the

North Korean Ambassador that his country continues to hold U.S.
POWs. The Committee Staff has requested an opportunity to dis-

cuss this meeting with Rev, Jackson, but such a discussion has not
taken place.

: engineer

Mr. Dumas’ belief that American POWs are laboring in North
Korean collective farms was consistent with the testimony of
Serban Oprica, a former Rumanian engineer now living in Hart-
ford, Connecticut. Mr. Oprica worked for the Romanian govern-
ment in North Korea during 1979 and 1980, assisting in the con-
struction of a television production factory in Pyongyang Mr.

•”Sdect Committee hearing, 11/11/92.
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Oprica testified that, in late October or early November, 1979, he

mw! £oup
. ?^.

Caucasians
J *h°m he believed to be American

wS'lopriM teSiS
occurred dunnS a bus ride in the countryside.

JVe see a land-like a camp where vegetables, and my at-^
—

i®nt»on was to—because I saw a person With a European
tace, wth blue eyes very close the bus. And I was very
shocked. And everybody on the bus was shocked. And I

y86 lo<?“ng behind him (and) I saw 7 or 10 peoples with
Caucasian face. And behind them,;! saw more people work-mg the canm . . . They were dressed with North Korean
drep, like Chinese, but they worked in the camp and was
dark color.596

.

According to Mr. Oprica, the men were not guarded. In his depo-
aitron, he specified that he saw no less than five and as many as

file immediate vicinity of. the bus and.
as many as 50 others in the distance. All wore the same gray drab
clothes and were working in a farm field, without restraints.
Mr. Oprica testified that at another place in North Korea, at a

museum, he and his wife saw parts of American soldiers in alcohol,
which, were used as a means of fiightehihg people! These body
parts included limbs, hands, and heads, and were displayed in the
vicinity of American armament items, including uniforms and

Mr. Oprica also remembered witnessing an altercation between a"
•Rumanian and a North Korean while he was on aw siting to the
west coast portuity of Nampo, Mr. Oprica remembers hearing the
Rumanian angrily accuse the Koreans of holding American POWs
from the Korean War. Mr. Oprica said that the Rumanians had
spent a_longer time in Korea than he had were certain that Amen-
canPOWs were still beingheld by the North Koreans; ,

debriefed by U.S. Army intelligence in 1988 in
behalf of the DIA, and by the FBI, but he believes that little or
nothing was done with the information he provided.

y.Si PO\VS FROM WORLD WAR II

RAND Prqject/Cole

The RAND research on World War II, conducted by Dr. Paul
Lole, focused on the European theater of operations, looking intome question of how many Americans, “liberated” from German

by the Soviets, were not repatriated.
RAND found that 76,854 Americans were estimated to be in

German POW camps as of March 15, 1945, but that the total
number of American POWs recovered from German POW camps
was 91,252, nearly 14,000 more than expected. Moreover, Soviet
forces liberated a substantial number of these POWs—28,662 ac-

to U.S. records; but only 22,554 according to Soviet records,
a “fference which Dr. Cole attributed to poor Soviet recordkeeping.

in the years that followed, several dozen, and possibly as many
as several hundred, inquiries were made by the United States gov-

•••Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.
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eminent on behalf of U.S. MlAs, usually based on requests from
family inembers. The Soviets responded by creating an American
Missing Persons File at its National Archives, which included some
of this correspondence, as well as files derived from Missing Air
Crew,.reports and Enemy-Evasion Aid -reports, some of which cov-
ered creimen who had been repatriated to the United States, As

•'Dr. Gole found:,/ :> ..v
1

There is no question that many bomber crews survived
after, parachuting or crash landing on territory controlled
byrkmet forces. Many of these crewmen were repatriated.
U.S. and Soviet records suggest, however, that an undeter-
mined number were not. The U.S. Embassy at Moscow’s ef-
forts to obtain information about American citizens held
on the territory of the USSR were severely limited by the

fchat some American citizens were consid-
ered by Soviet authorities to be Rumanians, Hungarians

,

other eastern Europeans, or evenlcitizens of the USSR. In
these the Soviet government always refused to give
the U.S. Embassy even the slightest bit of information in
response to inquiries concerning people the Soviet authori-
ties considered to be Hon.TT:S:iqfaVns s»T ~rr

~

.
^r

-
.C°le found no evidence to support charges that thousands of

American POWs liberated from Nazi German POW camps were
never repatriated. Moreover, his research raises questions exen

?fS
ut
T.Slfr

re
,
*iyely few individuals identified by the Russians asU^POWs who were never repatriated-by the USSR As- Dr. Cole

Some explanations of what happened to unrepatriated
American POWs do not hold up well under scrutiny. In
December 1991, the Senate Select committee on MIA-POW
Affairs visited Moscow. During this visit, Gen. Dimitri Vol-
kogonov gave the U.S. delegation a list, containing the
names °f fourteen Americans who died [who] were alleged
to have died in Soviet custody during World War H There
is no mformation concerning the sources used to compile
this list. The list does not correspond to unaccounted-forruW records of the Adjutant General. There is no correla-
tion between this list and the mandate of the Joint U.S.-
Kussian Commission on MIA-POWs either.59*

, QPA
r- Cole then Teriewed the efforts in the late 1940’s and early

19oQs, which by 1956 had resulted in the release from Soviet block
captivity of nineteen American citizens. There was little subse-
quent activity in this area until December 5, 1991, when the U.S.
submitted data to the Russian government "concerning certain in-

mw^S
b-

ho
*
C<M# have; been .detained in the Soviet Union in the

1950s. ..Russian President Yeltsin later advised that “two of the
people the U.S. side inquired about . . were returned to U.S. au-
wonties tiearly 36 years Another individual about whom the

requested information had his remains recovered, identified,

Committee bearing 11 /10/92.



and buried at his family’s request in the United States in 1957

^the uT°
reCOrdwith respect to other individuals identified

On July 30, 1992, Gen. Dimitri Volkogonov, chairman of the Rus-
to the U.S;-Russiah Commission on MIA-POWs

• published an^article -in .Jzuestia listing the
1

names of 39 American
citizens who had been illegally detained by the Soviet government
According to Dr. Cole, however, none of the 39 was an American

In summary, the initial phase of the Rand review, while incom-
plete and inconclusive, tends to discredit the idea that a substan

World War II and not repatriated.
“ luuowmg

CoIe t°ok “sue with the authors of Soldiers of

a®
“^..^seow^und concerning the number of POWsthe Red Army liberated from German POW camps and failed to

repatriate. His conclusions:

The number of American POW’s who were not repatriat-
ed from German POW camps in World War II appears to

Amteflnbpnw®
0,

• ^r
w®5

th*£ tens of thousands of

pSSet A«hiveS
CA
Sugg^t that fewer than 100

American POW s, perhaps 50 or fewer, were held on the
territory of the U.S.S.R. after World War II

rJ&j undetermined.number of American air crews—not
- POWs-were detained by the U.S.S.R. after making forced

t landmp on temtoryit controlled. Most, if not all, of these
crews were repatriated from the U.S5.R, Some others may
not have been repatriated from Soviet-occupied territory
butanswermg this question requires further research.
The U.S. government located the graves of hundreds of

American servicemen on Soviet-controlled territory. These
were not POWs; most were on the territory of Sortet-occu-

®?™an
y;
®ecor(

?
s show few of these remains were re-

covered from the territory of the U.S.S.R.899

Sanders, Sauter, and Brown

_ John M.G. Brown and James D. Sanders, assisted by Mark A
Sauter, have conducted years of research in U.S. archives search-
ing for information relating to U.S. and allied POWs who feU into
the hands of the Soviet Army as it pursued the rapidly retreattog

w— %°Pe in 1945. Thousands of sdSv
truck and

.

foot eastward, not westward; and
th

!i?
"^cauntry journey at the port of Odessa, on^ ,

t

S?
nsp

?rt “a to their homelands,much is not in dispute. What is m question is how many of
Wei

?*u
0t2“°^ ^°ar^ ship, hut were destined for

w® .

wstpular of the Russian-Siberian interior. Mr. Sanders andMr. Brown estimate that between 20,000 and 23,500 were POWs ofthe Germans and became prisoners of the Soviets.

Select Committee hearing.il/i0/92.



It is Mr. Brown’s theory that Communist mistreatment of

POWs—that is, retaining them as hostages for political purposes—
can be traced to the behavior of the Bolsheviks. According to Mr.
Brown, the Bolsheviks kept at least 60 American soldiers they cap-

tured during the Allied-intervention of- 1918-1919 at Archangel^
and a few from the Siberian front. In his view, this was a prelude
to the retention by the Soviets of thousands of soldiers taken from
the German POW camps after World War II.

Mr. Sanders furnished the . Committee with a critique of Dr.
Cole's research in a letter on November 15.600 Pertinent excerpts

follow: •

V;.".' Let me start by stating that the World War II portion of

Dr. Cole’s report is hopelessly incompetent. Any investiga-

tor/analyst/historian researching a possible Government
cover-up of historic proportions, would begin by testing the
official Government history against the available data. Dr.
Cole, however, failed to do this.

Instead, he relied exclusively on the RAMPs Report (Re-

covered Allied Military Personnel) to formulate his work-
ing hypothesis. Since the RAMPs report, completed in

1946, is the" dfficial'Gdvernment version of the recovery of

POWs, a competent historian would first demonstrate that
'

the Official history is correct. It is incorrect in virtually all

:
/; critical areas. ;

Cole quotes the RAMPs disinformation line that only
“76,854 were estimated to be in German POW

:
camps.

Here are the correct confirmed American POWs held by -

. the Germans: v'.

European Theater ....................................................... 76,474
Mediterranean Theater....i...........;..;........'............„.,..„....;....„.;..........

;

. 20,171

North African Theater.....;........ 1,667

V- Total.

•

98,312

Mr. Sanders went on to say that his archival research turned up
“Battle Casualties of the Army,” which support his figures. He also

asserts that his research shows that the U.S. actually expected
106-107,000 POWs to be returned, which included between 8,000
and 9,000 men carried as MIA but not definitely known to be in

captivity. On May 19, 1945, a document found by Mr. Sanders-
signed by Gen. Eisenhower—shows that 105,000 returnees were ex-

pected. \

How many returned? Dr. Cole, using the RAMPs report, says
91,252. Mr. Sanders says that his research shows that the number
did not exceed 85,000. ;

Mr. Sanders letter continued with its summary of his findings:

Between February and April 1945, 5,159 Americans
should have been evacuated through Odessa. . v . Only
2,858 were recovered, however. At least 2,301 Americans
disappeared. A June 1945, State Department study in the
MIS-X files confirms this, stating that 5,200 Americans
should have come out through Odessa.

600 Letter to Select Committee from James D. Sanders; li/15/92.



On May 19, 1945, Eisenhower informed General George
C. Marshall, stating that an estimated 25,000 Americans
were still held by the Red Army. It should be noted that

this message was sent during the height of the hostage ne-

gotiations that were in progress in Halle, Germany; Ohljf
~

4,165 Americans returned from Soviet control after that

date. . . . We lost 2,500 out of Poland and the Ukraine be-

tween February and March 1945, and 21,000 along the

western front during May 1945, for a total of 23,500.6<n

Joint Staff report on cold war POWs

Early in 1992, President Yeltsin said publicly that some Ameri-
can airmen lost during the Gold War period were captured and
held prisoner in the Soviet Union. In response, the Joint Staff for

POW/MIA matters was tasked to collect all the available informa-
tion on Cold War losses. Working with the Office of the Secretary

of Defense, the CIA, the DIA, the NSA, and the State Department,
the Joint Staff reviewed U.S. Government files for communications
between the U.S. and“the- Soviet Union, China, and North Korea
concerning the issue. In addition, the Joint Staff worked with serv-

ice casualty officers at the various services to review what families

were told and what information they knew. In all, the Joint Staff

found 133 men who were missing or captured by the Soviet bloc

during the Cold War. As Captain John P. Gay, director of the Asia/
Pacif!(>Division of the J-5, Joint Staff testified: A

We defined the parameters of what we wanted to look

at, and we opted for 1946 all the way through 1991 . . . We
collected all the data, generating a computer-based data

report. We submitted it to the Secretary of Defense on the

25th of June. We made one minor update to that report

since that time. To the best of my knowledge, prior to us

collating all this data, there was no Government-wide
effort to include all the Cold War data into a single report,

from 1946 through 1991. I’m convinced that we made as

comprehensive and as complete a look as we possibly could

have. . .
:

In my examination of all the material associated with

Cold War losses, I see, saw nothing that would support

that any of the 133 missing or captured were held in the

Soviet Union, China, or Korea. However, as many of you
'

know, because of the circumstances surrounding some of
• these incidents, this possibility—and I stress that, possibili-

ty—can certainly not be ruled out, because of the circum-

stances surrounding the crashes.602

In summary, the Joint Staff found no evidence that any previous-

ly unacknowledged Americans had been captured and imprisoned
during the Cold War period by the Soviet Union, China or Korea,

801 Sanders letter.
801 Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.



but that this possibility could not be ruled out because of thenature and circumstances ofsome of the incidents involved.

Befeme Department view
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l^®d on 10 incidents between 1950 and

evidence, we do not ruleout the possibility that members of these crews may have
survived the loss incident long enough to be rescued by
Soviet units. U.S. debriefs from the 1950’s provide second^hand evidence that individuals matching the descriptions
of members of a few of these crews were sighted in Soviet

oners*

8’ however, we lack conclusive evidence of such pris-

'nieU.S.has provided the Russians with highly specific data in

i°

fA me»bers involvXthe dates
their flights, their last known locations, and their aircraft types

7
SeivSfrSlhf W^ia^WfhasS
SI .

resP?nse. 4<spite continuing coinmit-
Sg?J *?

September, 1992, representa-

with thVn «!

RUSS1^ Guards were included in discussions
of the Commission, arid the Commission iscontinuing to seek information from the archives maintained by

Joint pommissiori visit to Ukraine

_ In December, 1992, the Joint Commission visited Kiev UkraineDunne a meeting with Ukrainian officials, the U.S. side turnedover j^ts of all known citizens of the former Soviet Union capturedin Afghanistan and of all known former Soviet citizens whd hadbSen resettled in the United States. Ambassador Toon also held apress conference asking Ukrainians to come fomariith Lforma
tion concerning U S.

:
POWs and MlAs. Ukrainian officiaksStheir willingness to investigate their records and archives and to

^uT/£°r“f°n th£y .
fl
?
d with the United State!During the visit, an official of the DIA pressed the Ukrainiansconcemum: ten incidents in the Cold War inwhfch AmeriSns wSlost and did not return. One of the incidents Sredin 196?

ocatipn that would be within the UkS^ nStionS Storv
S&oM

°

ffi— ““tonnly stated that all recoris had t2enS** the orders of Soviet officials of thTcentralSernment Nevertheless, they promised to research whatever filesand archives remained^
BAND project/Cole testimony

Dr. Cole had this to say about Cold War losses:

During the early period of the Cold War, the US Gov-

Snorte S* ^50s systematically collected live sightingreports of American citizens, military and civilian in
Soviet bloc control This information provided the basis for
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dozens of U.S. requests for information and protests to the
Soviet Government Between 1945 and 1959, U.S. govern-
ment protests resulted in the repatriation of at least nine
American citizens held in the Soviet Union. 1

Between 1945 and 1969, at least 23 U.S. military aircraft
were shot down by Soviet forces. On at least three occa-
sions, live crew members were repatriated. During the
1950s, the U.S. government believed that some crew mem-
bers were imprisoned by the Soviet Union and made many
protests to the Soviets on their behalf. .

Other protests were made on the behalf of American ci-

vilians not permitted to leave the Soviet bloc.

The U.S. also kept detailed records on the whereabouts
of American defectors in. the Soviet bloc, the majority of
whom lived in East Germany or Czechoslovakia. Few lived
in the-Soviet .Union, and some U;S. defectors were impris- -77-
oned by the Soviets as suspected spies.603

Family members and Task Force Russia

.TFR and some members of families who have lost servicemen in
Cold War situations take a more positive view on the possibility of
survivors, One of the most intriguing and convincing cases that can
be made showing Soviet duplicity in retaining members of U.S. air-
crews shot down by Soviet fighters during the Cold War involves
the USAF RB-50,„tail number 47-145A, Which was attacked by two
MIG-15s on July 29, 1953, over the Sea of Japan. The sons of one of
the crew, Ist Lt. Warren Sanderson, have made an intensive search
for the truth regarding possible survivors. One of the sons, Bruce
W. Sanderson, of Fargo, North Dakota, testified before the Commit-
tee. 77777 7-,- 7;.v 7-

.

Bruce Sanderson has enjoyed the full support of and considerable
assistance from TFR, including personal attention from Gen.
Loeffke and Col. Herrington in his research and visit to Russia,
where he participated in interviews with Russian sources and was
given access to Russian archives. He has been partially successful
in obtaining U.S. Government records involving the case, but the
search for relevant documents is incomplete.
Facte that make this case particularly important are:

The Soviets admitted that they shot the aircraft down.
Survivors, beyond the sole individual who was rescued by a

USN ship, were seen in the water by search and rescue air-
craft. ;;; 77 'v -'?,v

North Korean patrol boats were seen in the area, moving to
. and away from the crash-site.

'
'

The co-pilot was rescued 22 hours after the crash, 17 miles
, from the coast. . .,7 .:/

y-p: ;>

Mr. Bruce Sanderson provided the Committee with a possible in-
sight into what might have happened to his father and to other
American servicemen who flew missions to collect intelligence
along the Soviet frontiers during the Cold War. He told the Com-
mittee that he located a Russian citizen who was personally in-

,u Select Committee hearing, 11/10/SZ
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voWed in the interrogatiwi of American servicemen in the U.S.S.R.
from 1950 to 1954. According to Mr. Sanderson, this is what he was
told:

Ile^also reaffirmed the information from the first meet-
mg that all _U.S. personnel under Soviet control were pho-
tographed, finger-printed, and given Russian names, that
these men were then moved frequently from camp to
camp. It was common practice to create a false death cer-
frnp&te or record when a prisoner was moved. .

Ja“e,^?olds Howard presented testimony concerning her
search for the facts concerning her husband’s loss over the Baltic
Sea, Robert D. Reynolds (USN Class of ’45; graduated in June 1944
because of tha war) was in a Navy PB4Y2 "Privateer” shot down
by four Soviet MIGs on April 8, 1950. U.S. searches found no survi-

"vors and all 10 of the crew were presumed dead. ^ T •

Mrs. Howard testified that she had originally accepted the
Navy s account of her husband’s death. But 16 months ago, she fi-
nally learned, through an article in the Los Angeles Times, that
her husband s true mission was not "trsdning,” as the Navy had
toid her at the time. This led her to consider the possibility that
Kobert Keynolds had been captured and to begin a search for an-

She traveled to Russia where she was assisted by the TFR during
a 10-week visit. There, she conducted an intensive search, induing
-Sf Photos of her husband as he would appear at

age 70. She does not know if her husband survives, but she is abso-

fptoly convinced,that he was captured by the Soviets,

v A third femily member, Mr. Gregg Skavinski of Virginia, testi-

SOUt
TT^^?,0Lhis,

unc?e
’ MSgt William R. Homer, who was

aboard a USAP RB-29 when it disappeared over the Sea of Japan
on June 13, 1952. The Air Force recorded the loss as an “accident,
a nonbattle casualty But Mr. Skavinski testified to information

EjE w
«
eW aPP*:oaching the plane just before it

disappeared, that a Russian radio transmission discussed the
rescue of a member of the crew; that an empty six-man life raft,
that might have been from the RB-29, was sighted; and that Sovi-
ets reportedly interrogated ah American aviator in Manchuria
about M^or Sam Bush, the commander of the RB-29. What was
the Soviet interest m Major Bush, Mr. Skavinski.speculated, if hewas at the bottom of the Sea of Japan?

8“™mary. toe book is not closed on the missing from the Cold
War. There can be little doubt that much more information lies in
theerchives and in the recollections of the ex-Soviets who partici-

THE VIETNAM WAS

^^TJm^mmittee examined reports and allegations that U S pris-
oners were interrogated by Soviet military and intelligence officiate

. 11/10/92.
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during the war in Vietnam and also that some U.S. POWs may
have been transferred to the Soviet Union during that conflict.

Defense Dq?artment testimony '
? r ; 7 ,

.

..y.-'
:

- ^

Assistant Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense A1 Ptak testified
concerning efforts by the Commission to determine whether there
is evidence that U.S. prisoners were transferred to the Soviet
Union during the Vietnam war:

Despite having vigorously examined every lead, to date
we have no conclusive evidence supporting claims that
U.S. POWs were transferred to the Soviet Union. It is also
important to note that some of these key individuals, in-
cluding the former Soviet Ambassador to Laos, have re-
fused to be interviewed by the Commission.605

To date, the Commission has found no documents indicating that
any U.S. POWs from the Vietnam War were interned in the Soviet
Union, or that Soviet personnel participated ' in interrogations of
U.S. POWS during the Vietnam War. - >
Assessment o/eowmttteeini^gafor

~

-

Committee investigator A1 Graham testified that:

As with the Korean War, the Russians are very sensitive
to their possible role in the Vietnamese War. Although
they claim that they did not take [part] in any interroga- -

:

.

tions in Vietnam and that no U.S.JPOWs were-transferred
from Vietnam to the Soviet Union, there is at least some
circumstantial evidence that such interrogations did take
place and that at least a few U.S. POWs may have been
transferred from Vietnam to the Soviet Union.

If so, there is a good chance that some of them could
still be alive. Again, there are possibly several former U S.
POWs who might have cooperated with the Soviets and
who might not wish to be found. In such cases, it would
probably be worthwhile for representations to be made to
the Russian government at the highest level that such in-

dividuals would not be persecuted by the U.S. and that on
humanitarian grounds, it would be quite useful to be able
to resolve these cases.606

Testimony ofBui Tin

During its first set of hearings, in November, 1991, the Commit-
tee received testimony from Bui Tin, former Senior Colonel in the
Vietnamese People’s Army. During the latter part of the Vietnam
War, Col. Bui Tin had been the official spokesman for the North
Vietnamese Army. According to the Colonel:

At that time, I had the right to read all the documents
and the secret telegrams from the politburo on this (POW)
issue. In addition, I had special authorization from the
General Vo Nguyen Giap, then defense minister to go to

•M Select Committee hearing, 11/10/92.
•0# Select Committee hearing, 11/11/92-
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?’ to meet with any officers, and to interview anyPOWs and read their files.607

C°L Bui Tin ^tified that he believed some U.S. prisoners were

^
1®tnam *)y Soviet and Cuban-military intelligence

offieere and that the purpose of this questioning was to obtain in-
about tbeir knowledge of advanced aircraft technology

Se So4t Unto"
^ hat any U,S

' W* Were transfe"ed^

Other reports

A number of those who have written books about POW/MIA-re-
lated issues, including John M.G. Brown, Thomas Ashworth, MarkSauter, James^^nders, and Monika Jensen-Stevenson have assert-
e<^ or speculated that some Americans captured during the Yiet-nam War were transferred to the Soviet Union. For many the

'SIS u/r '?8 >*“ Mr •wEiy,.rwu^USAF Msgt who served a long career in communications in-

of ^- Committee re-

H
it
u’ n North Vietnamese who has sought politicalasylum m the_ Umted States, was interviewed by Committee

***£ 5 Jl
i
ne 1992. In_an interview, Hieu said that the entire

•:
r £2?

vl,f t°
j"52 va

f
tunjed over to the Soviet Union in

a*ay from his assertions during his sworn
deposition. (Mr. Hieu, by virtue of his occupation as a photos-

.^i^ture may have had access to ?l
$*** wmM toe-lrnd

Terry’ A. Minarcin was also in communications in-

fhit
SSC

f
Force- ,Mr. Minarcin; told the Committee

that he tracked special flights of Soviet aircraft in 1977 thatearned American POWs to the Soviet Union
a

.
retir*l Map. Gen. in the Czechoslovakian Army,
8 d*°sltion ^ stated in interviews that

iW^«1^
P
h
Ws^ to the Soviet Union, transit-

of
g
un SfSi ?ueh^Pnw

knowledge of the transfer

wFcMl?ucl
Y
P0^? trough Prague. Gen. Senja defected

fcnf.i^^jP0811100 ln the Ministry of Defeiise^-where

- rioJan omWin®
had a^ss to such information-in 1968, and fenow an employee of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
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said that the allegations must be taken seriously, that the commu-
nists were capable of anything, and that his Ministry would turn
over to the U.S. Government everything it found concerning
Czechoslovakia’s involvement in the Korean and Vietnam Wars; 608

Mooney testimony

Considering the fact that Jerry Mooney was the principal source
cited by those who assert that American POWs Were “Moscow
Bound,” his testimony was remarkably equivocal on the subject. He
testified and presented the Committee with a volume of Affidavits
on January 22, 1992. The most defmitive part of his testimony, as
it relates specifically to American POWs going to the USSR, was
elicited through questioning by Sen. McCain:

\ Senator McCain. . . . . Mr. Mooney, I believe you said on
.

a television program that there were several movements of
American POWs to the Soviet Union, is that correct?

“ r

\

’

Mr. Mooney. I have never said that sir. What I have
said is that there was a tentacle Moscow-bound. The men
were collected. There was a connection by the “friends.”

; We knew where they were transport^ within'North"Vief-‘
ham. | have no knowledge of Laos, and we knew where
they went. We knew where the “friends’ ” primary prison
camp was and we knew how they were transported from
North Vietnam over to Sam Neua, Laos, which we desig-

- - nated as Tentacle MB. I never saw an American prisoner
“ being transported out of Southeast Asia and I have never

said that. -v.

Senator McCain. My question is, do you have informa-
tion Or do you believe that American POWs were taken to
the Soviet Union?
. Mr. Mooney. I have no direct information, but consider-
ing the Tentacle Moscow-bound nature of Sam Neua, I •

would consider it a probability and, as I have 1 said many
times, they would go only if they were broken.
Senator McCain. So you believe that some Americans

were taken to the Soviet Union?
Mr. Mooney. Under those conditions, sir.

Senator McCain. I am not sure I understand your
answer. ; X .

Mr. Mooney. Well, sir, let me—

-

Senator McCain. You either believe that some were
taken to the Soviet Union or you do not believe some were
taken to the Soviet Union, Mr. Mooney. I think it's a
pretty straightforward question.609

Mr. Mooney then explained why he believed that flights of IL-
14s carried American POWs from a prison camp northwest of Vinfa
to Sam Neua. He said the Soviets had no need for POW labor, but
‘were after minds/’ The flights to Sam Neua were unusual in the

,
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.

offaialswere assured, during the December, 1992 visit, that the break*

SP Bcpublie into two countries would not affect cooperation with
the US. on POW/KOA matters, Czech Interior Minister Cennak aaid that all research assign*
menu on the subject would be taken over by his Ministry. •

.
r.

#0f Select Committee bearing, 1/22/92.
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Soviet psychiatric hospital. Gen. Volkogonov later admitted that

the David Markin story also played a role. During this Joint meet-

ing, ten archival directors gave their reports. They all claimed hot
to have found any information indicating U:S:

;

soldiers were sent to

the USSR from Korea or Vietnam or that Soviets took part in in-

terrogating American POWs from these wars. When it was pointed

out that oral interviews were not consistent with President Yelt-

sin’s statements, Gen. Volkogonov pledged to continue the inter-

views of former Soviet military personnel with Vietnam and
Korean experience. Gen. Volkogonov also admitted at this time

that he had not been through the GRU or KGB archives.

December 1992 meeting

During the Joint Commission’s Plenary session in December,
Gen. Volkogonov stated three Russian positions:

^ Nc> Americans are detained against their wiU Tn Russia arid

that is believed to be the case throughout the former Soviet

Union; V;-' -'•

The Russian side has established the fate of over 23,000 U.S.

persohnel held after World War II and considers this issue now
closed;

"
’

The Russian side considers the remaining work of the Com-
mission to be the resolution of questions concerning the Cold

:
'i War era. .

'y}'‘
v ;>\

The Russian side of the Commission provided a number of docu-

ments to the;U.S. side, including a list of cases of persons who had
been in Russia but were later returned; a document listing four

POW camps in Korea during the war and the number of persons

held in each; a list of 109 Americans who did not return from the

Korean War but who Russian research indicated were not in

Russia; and a document containing data on the Cold War incidents.

Gen. Volkogonov stated categorically that there has never been a

KGB General named Gregoriyev. Thus, any report attributed to

this man is false. Volkogonov reviewed the many files that had
been researched in response to U.S. requests, including more than

40,000 files of the Ministry of Public Health. None of these investi-

gations has produced information that U.S. persons were held in

Russia. :
v

:

-V;v/.
Ambassador Toon agreed that the World War II issue could be

considered finished, although not all U.S. members of the Commis-
sion agreed. For example, the Commissioner from the National Ar-

chives raised several outstanding issues from World War II, which

the Russians have not satisfactorily addressed.

After a U.S. Commissioner referred to “strong evidence” that

American POWs had been taken to the Soviet Union during the

Korean War, the Russian side said they found no evidence in their

archival research that this had taken place.

In working group interviews, two retired Russian Colonels, veter-

ans of the Korean War, indicated that it was plausible that a limit-

ed number of American specialists had been taken from Korea to

Russia in connection with efforts to defeat radars used by U.S. F-
86 Sabre Jets during the war. They did not, however, state categor-

ically that U.S. personnel had been taken to Russia. One retired
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1611 that RUSSia archives hold the answers to

-^n. Volkogonov told the U.S. Commissioners that answers to

War Museum in Korea, which he had visited six years earlie!- and“ Su?-
8

’ ?u
also stated that political turbulence in Russia' wasovertaking the work of the Commission and that there continued tn

^ oppwitionumthin. the Russian Oovemment tSKrk ifo £
stated President Yeltsin’s support for the Committee, however andproposed another meeting in the spring of 1993.^e^two agendaitems he raised are the Cold War incidents and investigation of re-mains.recently found on Sakhalin Island. He proposed that the,:^Cmh^::puhlid» i.
with supporting documentation.

flings,

Task Force Russia—- —

—

Force Russia (TFR) was formed on June 29 1992 Tfc KociVm™ has ten to field a Task ForecastcoilisLlfcmg and using mformation provided from Russian archimaiS Stsens to achieve the fullest possible accounting of American POW/

.

Personnel >./ V.'.

'

un oepyemoer i, imt. He presently supervises a staff nf 9-in
people including a Deputy, an historian, an archivist three fieldinterviewers, an interpreter, and administrative NCO an adminic
trative clerk and a secretary. The Senate SpWi

m
tentative also Works out of the TFR Moscow

repre'

ently located on the

- Mission "

The Principal mission of the TFR Moscow Office staff ia tn
achieve the fullest possible accounting of American POW/MTA **»>•

Objectives .

-

jlSST
“ ef5feCtiVe research

’ “terview and analytical team in

whe“ever possible, in overcomine
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Reduce perceived barriers between General. Volkogonov’s com-
mission and the MOD, General Staff, GRU, KGB, and other gov-
ernmental entities pursuant to TFR’s requirements;
- Obtain Russian agency acquiescence in TFR’aniission;

Maintain and improve upon the positive development of the U.S.-
Russian relationship in POW/MIA affairs as well as for the long
term with emphasis on the Russian military;

Satisfy the priorities up and down both U.S. and Russian "chain
of command;”
Develop and maintain cooperative work relationship with

AmEmb and DAO Moscow;
Provide respectable work environment and personal care for

TFR’s Moscow Office personnel.

Russian joint office

The United States requested that a physical joint office be estab-
lished for the purpose of conducting interviews. The proposal was
formally raised at the Joint Commission meeting on May 28th. On
June. 8th, Gen..Volkogonov announced ..that the .POW/MIA Team
consisting of A1 Graham, Col. William Saxe, and Mr. James Con-
nell, would be permitted to conduct interviews at the Joint Office
which was to be located at Ilyinka, 12, near Staraya Ploshchad [Old
Square] the former headquarters of the Central Committee of the
cpsu.

“ Joint interview program in Russia l-

Background

Committee investigator A1 Graham was posted to Moscow in

May, 1992 to represent the Senate Select Committee and work
under the aegis of the Joint Commission on POW/MIA affairs. One
of his principal tasks while in Russia was, in conjunction with
TFR-Moscow team members, to arrange for and conduct interviews
with Russian officials, Russian citizens and retired officers who
may have served in Southeast Asia during the Korean and Viet-
namese Wars and therefore might be knowledgeable about possible
U.S. POW/MIAs. Often, as a consequence of these interviews, other
leads were developed. ^
The majority of interviews have been conducted at Ilyinka 12,

the former headquarters of the Central Committee of the Commu-
nist Party. The Committee investigator found that some inter-

viewees were intimidated by this location and somewhat reluctant
to reveal all they Imew, and many believed the room and telephone
to be under surveillance by Russian authorities. Since mid-to-late

October 1992, some interviews were held elsewhere to respond to

these problems.; •,

Initial interviews were scheduled in early June. Interviewees, at
that time, were drawn from the Soviet Vietnamese Veterans Asso-
ciation and a few parliamentarians. Others later learned of and re-

sponded to the inquiry as a result of media appeals on Kiev and
Moscow TV, and Ambassador Toon and Gen. Volkogonov’s TV
broadcast on June 28, 1992. Advertisements were also placed in a
number of newspapers. Other interviewees were developed from
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’ interview results moved the Russians to admit
were involved in interrogating American POWs in Korea

Moreover, although the Committee has no direct evi-

Soviet territory during the Korean War
’ ransferred to

experiences with ^the Russians to date
-

Interviews with Russian officials

rift interviews with Russian active-duty servicemenGULAG officials,
,
Security service personnel, doctors, archivists

historians, linguists, and parliamentarians. -
vists,

Interviews with Russian citizens

Primarily of interviews with retired military offi-ce foreign service officers and correspondents who serod in

tgffe
8’t***wH as with former prLnere?ho serffitS

who M of^
Officers: The first interviews were conducted bvCommittee staff investigator Bob Taylor during his trio to MoscowonFebruary 17th, 199? with Senate KeJreffi Smith anfhk
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meeW' On those occasions, he succeeded in interviewing
senior Soviet officers who had served in Vietnam
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vidual POWs. This information, however, may have been forwarded
to Moscow, he thought.

During a second interview with Gen. Abramov on June 1, 1992,

the-Generaldenied havingtoldinvestigatorsduringtheearlier-
meeting that he had received a report on every American pilot cap-

tured in Vietnam. He also denied saying that a high-placed Viet-

namese friend told him at a May 1975 reception in Vietnam that

there were still American servicemen being held in Vietnam as

thattime. ’

.

Perhaps thedearest case in which Russian testimony changed
during the course of the investigation came during a re-interview

with Col. (ret) Gavriil Korotkov, who was stationed in Khabarovsk
from 1950-54 and reported directly to the Commander of the Far
East Military District. During the first interview with him, con-

ducted on August 19th, 1992, he told five Joint Commission repre-

sentatives that Soviet military specialists had been given approval

to interrogate American servicemen in Korea and that some of the

senior, more experienced Americans as well as those with specific

specialties were selected for transfer to the USSR for further inter-

rogation. He asserted that the SovietNaval Base at Posyet.served

.

as the transit point for the movement of Americans North [by rail

or plane] to Khabarovsk. Col. Korotkov further maintained that

the number of Americans processed through Khabarovsk was in

the hundreds and that they were kept under KGB control during

and after the interrogations. v
’

He claimed not to know their fate after the interrogations. Col.

Korotkov saidlhe personally interrogated two American EOWs on
Russian soil. One was a Lt. Col. Black. Efforts were made, accord-

ing to Col. Korotkov, to recruit and gain cooperation of Americans.

He stated that interrogation reports were sent to the Far East Mili-

tary District Headquarters, the 7th Directorate of the Main Politi-

cal Directorate and the GRU. He further maintained that Col. Gen.

Shtykov, the Soviet Ambassador to North Korea at the time, pre-

pared reports for Stalin’s eyes only.

In a follow-up interview on September 29th, 1992, Col. Korotkov

modified his previous statements. He now denied that American
Korean War POWs were ever interrogated by Soviets in Khabar-
ovsk. He categorically denied ever interrogating an American POW
named Black but did admit to interrogating two American POWs
in North Korea. He also asserted that there were between 10 and
25 Soviet interrogators involved in this process, indicating that a

large number of American POWs may have been interrogated

during the Korean War. Although not completely ruling out the

fact that these interrogations may have taken place On Russian

soil, he now maintained that the interrogation center existed for at

least 18 months and was located at a non-demarcated juncture

along the North Korean, Chinese and Soviet borders. He also de-

clared that a 150 question questionnaire used to interrogate Ameri-

can Korean-war POWs was prepared in Khabarovsk. Col. Korotkov

added that similar type questionnaires were used to interrogate

American POWs during Vietnam. A possible explanation for the

modifications in Co]. Korotkov’s statements is that he received a
call the night before the interview from an Official of the Foreign

Intelligence Service (formerly the KGB).



Th^ 1M992, Co1. Korotkov tertified fit a meeting of the

iSa
that approximately 100U.S. POWs were interred
dunag

,

the .Korean war era and that poRsiKlytens of these were taken by the special forces to -the SovietUnion. Col. Korotkov said that the Soviets tried “to get first-hand
information from theni and then to turn them ”

a
^“or^ng to Col Korotkov, the Soviets employed fear, pressureand appeals to material interests in their effort to “turn °orison-

ers. He also said that it was common for the American prisoners tochange their names and that it is likely some died in the SovietUnion under names different than their own. .

ine *»viet

Col, Korotkov characterized the Korean-era U.S. POWs withwhom he came in contact as “great patriots” and said:
'

®j^het

n‘~AmOnS“the"(Soyiet) speciatots,~
:^r "

how *fficult it was to work with the Ameri-
cans. The tone of our conversation was that Americans
were self-assured, they never gave up hope.

Additional testimony on these subjeefe was revived from ^number of other retired Soviet officers:
a

Col. Aleksandr Semyonovich Orlov (Bet.), who was brought

wvwc
1

!.

Orlov _said he had no knowledge of American- POWs having been taken to the USSR. He d& say, however
,

that he had reemved special MVD[KGB] permisS'toXS
LTC Blflck m Pyongyang in July, 1951 primarilyfor propaganda purposes. Col. Orlov acknowledged that aues-

AmeS Pnw
™Uti

£
el? used ift obtaining information lornAmencan POWs in Korea but that the interrogations werepnncipaUy carried out by the North Koreans.

5

Col. (ret.) Viktor Aleksandrovich Bushuyev, former intelli-gence analyst m North Korea with the 64th Air Defense Cornstold mvestigatom that the Soviets had access to the interroea-
pUots- He claimed not to know

tioS?
S°TOt officials had taken part in the actual interroga-

Col. (ret.) Georgiy Kuzmich Plotnikov, assistant Soviet mili-

SiSSh S8*rankmg North Korean officer told him in 1953 that some

"""rrtMhn/hj
S

l

We^ S
n
n* ^ Union. Moreover, he

Sdn a capered American

^^^cdttemtwogation while dressed in a North Kotmm

rt,?®
1
;

(ret;
l
Va^epy Ivanovich Ukolov, said in an interview

h **

:

^t]?at
.
he hfd no knowledge of Russian par-

of^encan prisoners. He did saythat the Russians may have provided some questions to the
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North Vietnamese to be asked of captured Americans. He does

not know what happened to the resulting interrogation re-

ports. ’",yy: vy y yyyy'yy
; ;

y

:

Walk-ins: A ritimber of individuals have conie voluntarily to the

U.S. Embassy in Moscow. Information provided by these individ-

uals have included an account of an alleged American POW, David

Markin, whose case is discussed later in this report; Other informa-

tion
.
has been provided by naturalized American citizens and by

Russian citizens who had previously spent time in the GULAG. In

addition, three Vietnamese nationals living in Moscow handed over

dog tags, ID cards, photographs, bone fragments and body parts of

alleged Americans. Two of the three did this out of humanitarian

concern, while the third claimed to know where the remains of at

least .20 Americans were located in Vietnam and asked $75,000 for

each set of remains. All of this material was turned over to Ameri-

can .eitpertsfor verification and analysis ... L'.__

.

:

Write-ins: Since June, 1992, approximately two dozen letters or

telegrams have been received from citizens of the former Soviet

Union. Many of the writers claim to have knowledge about Ameri-

cans in Soviet prison camps or psychiatric hospitals. Others claim

_

to have information about grave sites where Americans are alleg-

edly buried. The writers are being contacted by members of the

Commission for the purpose of obtaining additional data. Several

have asked for guarantees or assurances from the highest authori-

ties against recriminations before they speak with the Committee.

Recently, the flow of letters to the Commission has slowed to a

-trickle. This'may be because publicity on the POW/MIA issue has

died down or that all letters sent to the Joint Commission on

American POW/MIAs are now initially screened by the Office of

the President for Letters and Appointments.

Call-ins; Most of the call-ins received so far resulted from televi-

sion programs on which Ambassador Toon, Gen. Volkogonov, and

Committee representatives appeared. After the Toon-Volkogonov

appearance on June 28, 1992, six people called the Ilyinka-12 “Hot

Line.” Likewise, several people called this number after Ambassa-

dor Toon’s press conference in Khabarovsk on September 25, 1992.

Committee representative Graham, TFR Moscow officer director

Pusey and other POW/MIA team members have frequently ap-

peared on TV on Moscow and other cities throughout the former

Soviet Union asking those with information to call Ilyinka 12 or

the Embassy. Newspaper advertisements have also resulted in call-

ins with information.

Summary of requests to the Russians '

Correspondence files

Correspondence has been sent to the Russian side of the Joint

Commission since early September 1992. These letters serve two

general purposes. The first is to provide the Russian side with spe-

cific data from the U.S. side on individual servicemen or the cir-

cumstances surrounding Cold War incidents. The second is to re-

quest meetings, interviews with particular people or types of

people, and access to archives. To date, requests for interviews with

specific individuals have met with little or no success.



Archival research

Structure ofRussian :Archive$~
'

•

“

The Archives in the former Soviet Union and Russia are not
under the same kind of unified control that we have at the Federal
level in the United States. Archives of the Soviet government could
be found in a large number of archival institutions, and many of
the main ministries kept their archives indefinitely in their own
facilities and under separate departmental control.

The Soviet Union did have ah archival agency which was sup-
posed to have administrative control, over archival institutions

throughout the USSR. This agency was called the Main Archival
Directorate or "Glavarkhiv." Even this body, however, did not
secure control over-the archives of such msgor ministries as the~
KGB, Foreign Affairs and Defense. After the August 1991 coup,
President Yeltsin was quick to see the importance of securing the
archival records and removed the leadership of "Glavarkhiv.” In
its -place, he established the Committee of Archival Affairs of the
RSFSR Council of Ministers, called “Roskomarkhiv," with control
over various archival institutions, including the older bodies of im-
perial and pre-revolutionary archives. Some ministries, however,
have remained outside its ambit and others have been slow to
transfer records. Vi; 'v-;:'./V'v~';

Visits and Trips to~Archives
'

The U.S. members of the Joint Commission have made a series of
visits to Russian archives to enable

:

staff to better understand the
structure of the archival system and to appraise the prospects for
finding material relevant to the POW/MIA search.

It has become apparent to the American team that the archival
institutions now coming under the administrative umbrella of Ros-
komarkhiv are more forthcoming and willing to cooperate than the
officials who were responsible for the ministerial archives in the se-

curity and defense establishments. These older archives contain
substantial amounts of material that might be relevant to the
movement of American POWs from German camps into Soviet
hands and Soviet territory in the closing days and the aftermath of
World War II.

Archival Research Agreements

To ensure progress on all fronts, the Commission Staff decided to
seek the Russian archivists’ help in exploiting these earlier records
by entering into research agreements whereby staff archivists
would be paid for working extra hours on the POW/MIA project.
By late November, four research agreements had been approved
and two of them were operative. These agreements cover the Cen-
tral State Military Archives, the Central Historical Documentary
Collection, the Military-Medical Museum and the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs. All of the research agreements are for initial trial pe-
riods of either 60 or 90 days, after which the American side will
evaluate results to determine whether continuation of the effort is

justified. -v;.- av-
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Documents requested

Among the kinds of documents that the U.S. has requested are:

World War II

Lists of Americans liberated from German POW_. camps
_

and

transported into Soviet territory, especially records that indicate

medical treatment or death and burial, and records that indicate

sentences for crimes, charges and conviction, and transportation to

camps on Soviet territory.
.

Cold war

Reports of aircraft shootdown incidents, including rescue and re-

trieval operations, reports of sightings, interrogations, and treat-

ment of air crews, recordings and films of shootdowns, log books

plus any reprts that may be discovered in files of political and dip-

lomatic reaction to such incidents. ? _ , »

For the entire Cold War period, the U.S. has also sought, so far

without success, access to records of psyduatnc hospitals (or any

bl under control of the KGB, MVD and predecessors) and-

those of prison and labor camps. In addition,_there is a pro^ct unr

derwav to compare fingerprints from the FBI collection with those

rnSfcolleS of the Ministry of Internal Affairs With respect to

'the fingerprint files, high hopes have been

' tionthat in both collections such files areregularly purgedofolder

records on actuarial terms. The U.S. seeks ^^ve access to

records of the Border Guards for the entire Cold War period be-

cause such units may have played a significant role in shootdown

incidents during the Cold War period.

Korean war V , \

Any documents that indicate the role of Soviet civilian or mili-

tary officials in the control, interrogation, or transP°r^
t
i
on
X.;J;

POWs wherever located, or in the shootdowns ^of U.S.^ aircraft

during that conflict, or any documents in Russian that- contain

information about control, interrogation, or transportation of U.S.

POWs in North Korea or China.

Vietnam war
.

?

.

. ^ V;
: V. >.

Any documents that indicate the role of Soviet military or
,
c
jy

i
i‘

ian officials in the control, interrogation, or transportation of U.S.

POWs wherever located, or in the shootdown of AmeriMn aircraft

during that conflict, or any documents in Russian files that contain

information about control, interrogation, or transportation of U.S.

POWs in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia or China.

- Documents received
,

/y,

Russian researchers have discovered relevant materials on the

POW/MIA issue which they have released to the American side.

Early in the process, Gen. Volkdgonov and his aides released

batches of materials during Joint Commission meetings. More re-

cently, the flow of documents has increased and become more regu-

.
lar.



Documents: received thus far from the Russians are too numer-
ous and varied to be summarized effectively in this report. They
are listed, analyzed and described in the series of reports printed
bi-weekly by the' U.S. Army’s Task Force Russia, copies of which
may be obtained by Members of Congress from the office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for POW/MIA Affairs In
very general terms, the documents have concerned Americans of
otherthan militarv origin who were caught up in the throes of
World War ITor who deserted or otherwise sought political refuge
in the Soviet Union, as well as some lists of U.S. military men and
some diplomatic exchanges concerning repatriation efforts or shoot-
downs. Little of this information has been new to the U.S. side.
Some documents, however, have provided new and useful infor-

mation. For example, interrogation reports on American POWs
which the Russians professed to have received from the Koreans
revealed that arleast fen men who were~fieretofore entirely unac*
counted for lived long enough to be interrogated. Unfortunately,
their fates have still not been determined. ^

Assessment. o/
!

areAina/reseancA ;

„ The following preliminary judgments can be made based on the
Committee s review, thus far’, of Russian archival documents-

Soviet archivists did an excellent job of record-keeping, and
current research efforts have barely scratched the surface of

.

wfeat is potentially available throughout the vast archival
system of the former Soviet Union. Even the strategic “fires”- and other destructions that have taken place do not seriously
detract from completeness;
The traditional archival community is ready and willing to

respond to American inquiries, especially in return for fair
compensation;

Officials of the Security and Defense Ministries are currently
more resistant to U.S. inquiries, but this may change if the po-
litical situation becomes more stable;

A
time

.
gradual diiKlosure of information

about American POW/MIAs may be determined as much by
the internal political requirements of the Russian regime as by
the needs of Americans for that information;

It could take many years to carry out a comprehensive pro-

°/ research witHrn the centralized and regional archieves
of the former Soviet Union, even if the political atmosphere is
hospitable to such an effort;

rS* Russian archival material passed to the American side
ot the Jomt Commission appears thus far to constitute a care-
fully-controlled release of information by the Russian govern-
ment to convince the U.S. side that the Soviet Union did not
capture, detain, interrogate, move or eliminate U.S. POW/

POW/MIA family members efforts in Russia

Committee and TFR representatives in Moscow have met with
the relatives of several American POW/MIAs who might possibly

been on Russian territory at one time. The Committees/TFR
staff also made arrangements for the family members to meet with
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Robert Strauss, U.S. Ambassador to Russia, and 'with Gen. Volkog-

noriv and other Russian officials. The family members asked the

Russian authorities to help find information on the fate of their

loved one.TFR members also passed on. correspondence from about ...

two dozen individual family members requesting any additional

documentation that the Russians may be able to find concerning

their missing relatives.

Repatriation of U.S. citizens buried in Russia

The Committee notes that a report on the ABC television pro-

gram “20/20” that four Americans are still buried in Odessa is not

accurate. The remains of at least three, and possibly all four, of the

individuals have been repatriated.

TFR is looking into the alleged existence of graves of American

servicemen from World War II on Iturup Island in the Kuriles. Ac-

cordingly, correspondence .has . been sent to. the Russian, side re* ..

questing a check of the archives of the Far East Military District,

the Pacific Fleet, the Central Army, the Foreign Intelligence Serv-

ice and the Ministry of Interior [MVD] for any information on the

location of U.S. graves. . . _ ...

Mutual cooperation

The effort to find POW/MlAs is a two-way street. The United

States Government may be able to overcome some of the reluc-

tance of the Russian Security Services by addressing similar Rus-

sian POW/MIA issues where possible. The U.S. should strive to

provide the Russians with more information from our records on

Soviet MIAs from World War II, Cold War incidents and Afghani-

stan. Genuine reciprocity may lead to greater progress.

Russian inquiries on Afghanistan Veterans

The Russian side has asked the American side for information

concerning 19 former Soviet soldiers who served in Afghanistan

and are currently living in the west, and for information on serv-

icemen presently held captive in Afghanistan. In September, Am-
bassador Toon provided a document to the Russian side listing

Soviet POWs from the Afghan War who resettled in the West.

Soviet submarine incident

The Russian side has also requested information on the fate of

Soviet submarine 574 which sank in the Pacific Ocean in March of

1968. On September 21, 1992, Ambassador Toon handed over a doc-

ument to the Russians listing three crew members from this sub-

marine. Moreover, the CIA has provided the Russians with copies

of a film made during the "Glomar Challenger’s” raising of sec-

tions of this submarine in August of 1974.

The Case of “David Markin"

An individual named Vikto Pugantsev claimed to have spent

1982-1986 in labor camp PL-350/5 near Pechora (some 900 miles

northeast of Moscow) with an alledged downed U.S. pilot from the

Korean War called david Markin (Marken).
;

According to Mr. Pugantsev, Mr. Markin told him that he had

been shot down about 40 years ago in North Korea, after which he



and 50 other U.S. POWs were flown to the Soviet Union. According
to the story, Mr. Markin spent the next three decades in one prison
or psychiatric ward after another, ending up in PL350/5 in 1982.
He^was apparently sent to

_
Soviet psychiatric hospitals when he

told people he was in American. While there, he claimed to have
been put in a straitjacket, given drugs such as amihazin and an un-
known drug which caused his hands to "twist inward.”
Mr. Pugantsev described the American as a toll, frail, polite,

soft-spoken, psychologically-broken and stooped 60 year old, who
had a shaven head, scars on his left shoulder and left forearm and
a name tag on his prison uniform identifying him as “Markin, D.”
Although, Mr. Markin kept a low profile in camp, Mr. Pugantsev
said he was treated worse than other prisoners and was harassed
by guards for minor infractions like wearing his cap askew. Three
such reprimands earned him a stay in the "solitary-confinement
box where; according to Mr. Pugantsev he spent a good deal of
time Mr. Pugantsev maintained that Mr. Marlon was still alive at
the same camp in 1989.

The Committee and TFR personnel launched ah intensive inves*
tigation into this; matter despite the fact that no David Markin (or
any close approximation) appeared on U.S. Government lists of un-
accounted for Korea. Commission investigators flew to Pe-
chora^on June 18, 1992; No person or record found there confirmed
Mr. Pugantsev s claims. After the disappointing trip to Pechora,
Mr. Pugantsev identified another initiate, Vladimir Bageyev- who

;
be_able tchconj5rni‘ histstOiy;^mmittee investigator Graham

flew with a Russian foreign service officer to the city of Elista to
interview, Mr. Bageyev. Mr Bageyev confirmed that there was an
individual by the name ofMarkin in Pechora and that this individ-
ual matched the description given by Mr. Pugantsev.
_.In response to this news, Gen. Volkognov arranged to bring the
Director of Operations for the Pechora camp to Moscow to meet
face to face with Mr. Pugantsev to determine the truth. Although
the meeting took place* the differences in the respective stories
could not be resolved. During the course of the discussion, however,
not be resolved. During the course of the discussion, however, addi-
tional names of other inmates and camp officials who might be
able to provide more information on this matter were disclosed.
Seventeen individuals were identified, including 8 officers, 7 in-
mates and 2 doctors. Five of the eight camp officials provided virtu-
ally identical written statements to the effect that there were no
Americans at PL350/5 during their tour there. U.S. investigators
asked to see the camp hospital records because Mr. Pugantsev, Mr.
Bageyev and Mr. Markin were reportedly in the hospital at the
same time. The official reply to this request was that the records
were destroyed in a fire that took place between August 30 and
..September 1, 1989. :• v; ,

V

At the Committee hearings in November, Gen. Volkogonov dis-
counted Mr. Pugantsev’s story and suggested that he was motivat-
ed by a desire to emigrate to America. Mr. Pugantsev, on the other
nand, has told investigators that he has been harassed and threat-
ened as a result of his testimony. He claims that he was summoned
to npp^rat the Security Service [former KGB] office in his native
town of Chernovtsy in the Ukraine and queried about his contact
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with the Moscow POW/MIA team members. According to Mr. Pu
;

gantsev he was told "not to stick his nose where it did not belong.

The Committee has continued concerns over reports pertaining to

^Djavid Markin.^ ....
:

:

.

• FUTURE ACTIONS

Levels of cooperation ,

The interview program pursued by the American side of the

Joint Commission has been extremely pro-active while the Russian

side’s response has been reactionary at best. The U-S. side has re-

ceived little response to correspondence requesting that specific in-

dividuals be made available for interviews. Part of this problem

may be due to the fact that Gen. Volkogonov has only two assist-

ante. It might expedite things greatly if the number of staff people

on the Russian side were increased. ^ ^^ 1
The level of cooperation from the Russian side has not met the

standard of official statements. For example, a long-standing re-

quest to interview 20 intelligence and security service [former

KOR1 officials who served during the Korean and Vietnamese War

forth between Col. Kobaladze, the Bureau Chief for Public Affaire

of the Russian Intelligence Service and Col. Mazurov, the Fweign

Intelligence Service representative on the Joint Commission. Final-

ly .after several months, Col. Kobaladze replied by expressing sur-

prise that his superiors wished to answer a type of request that the

‘ CIA would hot have. He then informed Committee investigators

that of the 20 people we requested to interview four were dMd,

four were unlocate-able, six had no knowledge^American POWs,

two Sed for other agencies [MFA St MOD], another never

worked for them, one was in England during the entire war effort,

one could not be identified and one refused to be interviewed due

kflaerfare a number of' other examples of a failure to proinde

basic information about individuals despite the fact that the infor-

mation must be readily available to the Russian side. For months,

the Russians said they were unable to provide information concern-

ing one individual who, when finally located through U.S. efforts,

was found to live scarcely a kilometer from the hotel where the

TFR team is housed. .1 . inxm/
Media appeals for people with information on American POW

MIAs to come forward have also met with limited success^DuMo

doubts about long term political stability in the country, some citi-

zens may feel reluctant to speak but. Several potential interview

candidates have requested assurances and guarantees from^the

Kt^thoritieslefore they would talk to investigators. Others

may be afraid to become involved with foreigners, either because of

the sensitive nature of their employment or because of a general

apprehension based on what has happened in the past to Russians

who had contacts with foreigners.



Trips and visits
,

The Russian side has agreed to a 48-hour notice policy for on-site

-inspectionsofanycamporarchive.Futureplansaretovisit-those
camps where Americans were reportedly held;

Planned interviews

The interview program is critical to developing the body of evi-

dence necessary to open the doors to the official records. Inter-

views, especially of retired officers, have provided the most lucra-

tive source of new or significant information to date. One key to

such an -effort is publicity. Therefore, the United States needs to

publicize widely the efforts of investigators and the desire to obtain

additional information.

FollowrUp action leads: . ... . , .

These include finding and interviewing several former KGB gen-

erals, military officers and pilots who are alleged to have been in-

volved in or to have known about the possible transfer of American
POW/MIAs during the Korean War and the- war in Vietnam. It

also may be worthwhile exploring if any of the ex-Republic ar-

chives, especially those dealing with KGB documents, might have
been capped. ;

Investigation ofindividual leads -

With the break-up of the former USSR, many of the individuals

who need to be interviewed and many of the archives of impor-

tance are now beyond Moscow’s control. More time and effort

should be placed on developing parallel programs in some of the
other Republics. Moreover, since much of the information devel-

oped to date points to the KGB as the institution most likely to

have been involved in arranging transfers and escorting Americans
onto Soviet soil, the United States may want to look into which
former Republic archives containing KGB records were capped
after the coup and whether we can gain access to these records.

CONCLUSIONS

Gen. Volkogonov ’s assessment

Gen. Volkogonov contends that, to his knowledge, no Americans
are currently being held against their will within the borders of

the former Soviet Union.610 Although the Committee has found
evidence that some U.S. POWs were held in the former Soviet

Union after WWII, the Korean War and Cold War incidents, we
have found no proof that would contradict Gen. Volkogonov’s con-

tention with respect to the present. However, the Committee
cannot, based on its investigation to date, rule out the possibility

that one or more U.S. POWs from past wars or incidents are still

being held somewhere within the borders of the former Soviet

Union.

t,0 Gen. Volkogonov did not mean to include in this contention any Americains who might
legitimately be under arrest for recent violations of civil or criminal law. For example, at the
time of the Select Committee hearing, one American was under arrest for dealing in contraband
religious icons. •

-
)

;
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World War II

The Committee found that the Russians have been particularly

successful in producing World War II archival documents, and is

pleasedtoreportthatthefate-ofsomeAinenQanmihtary andcivij-_^

fan personnel from the World War II era has been determined

through recent investigations in Russia. Moreover, arc«}''^l docu-

ments provided by Russia indicate that several hundred U.S. POWs

were held against their will on Soviet territory at the of World
..

War II. In almost all cases; these were individuals who had been

bom in, or who had previously lived in, the Soviet Union, who

could, therefore, be considered Soviet citizens by the Soviet Govern-

ment. Many of these individuals served in the Armed Forces of

Germany, fought against the Soviet Army and were captured in

combat. Some U.S. civilians from this era sumved terms in concen-

tration camps and are still alive today, living freely either m one of

the former Soviet Republics or in the United States,

Cold war

There is evidence, some of which has been confirmed to the Com-

mittee by President Yeltsin, that some U.S. personnel stdl unac- -

counted for from the Cold War, were taken captive and held within

the former Soviet Union. This information involves several inci-

dents stretching across the former Soviet Union from the Baltic

Sea to the Sea 6f Japan. ^ . < ..

The Committee is pleased to report that Task Force Russia has

been actively investigating these case and is -^P1^
family members fully apprised of its progress to date. The Commit

tee notes, however, that progress is, in large part, dependent on co-

operation from Russian authorities. In the Committee s November,

1992 hearings, our investigator in Moscow testified that the U.o.

was "intentionally being stonewalled” by .the Russianson the sub-

ject of Cold War incidents, despite pledges nf cooperation from

President Yeltsin and Gen. Volkogonov, 'The Committee, therefore,

urges the Joint Commission to place special attention mid focus on

obtaining further information on the fate of those U.S. personnel

who are believed to have been taken captive during the Cold War-

. Korean conflict

There is strong evidence, both from archived U.S. intelligence re-

ports and from recent interviews in Russia, that Soviet military

and intelligence officials were involved m the interrogation of

American POWs during the Korean Conflict,

recent official statements from the Russian side that this _did not

happen. Additionally, the Committee has reviewed information and

heard testimony which we believexonstitutes strong evidence mat

some unaccounted for American POWs from the Korean Conflict

were transferred to the former Soviet Union in the early 19o0 s.

While the identfy of these POWs has not yet been determined, the

Committee notes that Task Force Russia concurs in our assessment

concerning the transfers. We are pleased that this subject was

raised by the U.S. side in December, 1992 at the plenary session of

the Joint Commission in Moscow.
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The Committee further believes it is possible that one or more
POWs from the Korean Conflict could still be alive on the territory

of the former Soviet Union. The most notable case in this regard
•concerns a USAF- pilot named David -“Markham”-or “Markin-V
who was reportedly shot down during the Korean Conflict. Accord-
ing to several sources, this pilot was reportedly alive in detention
facilities in Russia as late as 1991. Although Task Force Russia has
thus far been unable to confirm these reports, we note that the in-

vestigation is continuing. /;
•

Vietnam war :

.’
v

r 7
:
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The Committee is aware, of several reports that U.S. POWs may
have been transferred to the Soviet Union during the Vietnam
War. Information about this possibility that was provided by a
former employee of the National Security Agency (NSA), Mr. Jerry
Mooney* was thoroughly investigated and could not be substantial -

ed. The Committee notes that Mr. Mooney testified that he person-
ally believed prisoners were transferred to the Soviet Union but
that he had "no direct information” that this took place.6 11 Other
reports concerning the possibility that -U.S.- PGWs were transferred
from Vietnam to the former Soviet Union deserve further investi-

gation and followup. v

-

v
r

With respect to interrogations, the Committee has confirmed
that one KGB officer participated directly in the questioning of an
American POW during the Vietnam Conflict. More generally^
Soviet military officers have told the Committee that they received
intelligence from North Vietnamese interrogations of American
POWs and that the Soviets “participated” in interrogations
through the preparation of questions and through their presence
during some of the interrogations. It is possible that American
POWs would not have been aware of the presence- of Soviet officers

during these interrogations. The Committee has also received infor-

mation that Soviet personnel operated certain SAM sites in Viet-
nam which shot down American aircraft during the war.
The Committee notes that the cooperation received to date from

Russian on POW/MIA matters has been due largely to the leader-
ship of President Boris Yeltsin. During a visit to Washington last
summer, President Yeltsin declared that “each and every docu-
ment in each and every archive will be examined to investigate the
fate of every American unaccounted for.” Although there is still

much work to be done, Russian officials deserve credit for provid-
ing access to archival material, for cooperating in efforts to solicit

testimony from Russian veterans and other citizens and for their
willingness to disclose certain previously undisclosed aspects of the
historical record. The ultimate success of the Joint Commission will
be judged, however, on whether the U.S. side is able to obtain full
support for its interview program and archival research from all
levels of power and authority throughout the former Soviet Union.

President Yeltsin has made a heroic effort to demonstrate his
own commitment to full cooperation and Gen. Volkogonov has
done a great deal, with limited resources, to meet this standard.

Committee hearing, Jan. 22, 1992.
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Unfortunately, the level of cooperation from within the Russian

military and intelligence bureaucracy has been less extensive and

hflg, flt times, seemed intentionally obstructive, This may well be

due to the uncertainty of the current political situation in Russia.

It is vital, therefore, that U:S. officials, both in Congress and the

Executive branch, 'continue to demonstrate to Russian authorities

that America attaches a high priority to cooperation on this issue

and to ensure that any problems that might develop are raised

with the Russians promptly and at a senior level. VI.

The Committee also recommends strongly that the U.S.-Russia

Joint Commission be continued and that efforts be made to gain

the full cooperation, as needed and appropriate, of the other Re-

publics of the former Soviet Union, y
-:yy.; )

Infamation from North Korea and China

As part of the Committee’s investigation into the fate of those

Americans still missing from the Korean Conflict, the Committee

Vice-Chairman traveled to Pyongyang, North Korea from Decem-

ber 19-21, 1992. This trip was especially significant in that it was

the first time a United States Senator had traveled to the North

Korean capital. Also, for the first time, a State Department official

traveled with Senator Smith to Pyongyang, in addition to two staff

members working with the Committee. The trip itself was a follow-

on to an earlier trip made by- Senator Smith to Korea in‘June,

199-1. ;

The timing of the trip was important in that just a few weeks

earlier, the Committee had held the first in-depth Congressional

hearings on American POW/MIAs from the Korean Conflict in more

than 35 years. In view of the fact that the North Korean Government

has provided virtually no informaton on 8,177 unaccounted for

Americans in the last 40 years,612 the goal of the trip was to estab-

lish a dialogue which would encourage North Korea to move the

accounting process forward on a humanitarian basis. A second goal

of the fact-finding trip was to gain information from North Korea

on reports which had surfaced during the Committee’s November

hearings on the fate of some American POWs.

The , committee is pleased to report that Senator Smith was suc-

cessful in achieving both of these goals during the trip.

Meetings were held with Supreme Assembly Speaker Yang

Hyong Sop, Deputy Foreign Minister Kang Sok Ju, and a staff of

ministry officials who appeared knowledgeable on POW/MIA
issues. The atmosphere was cooperative and it was the sfense of

Senator Smith and his delegation that North Korea is prepared

and willing to move forward on this humanitarian issue without

any preconditions. As a sign of good faith, the North Koreans al-

lowed Senator Smith and his delegation to visit their war museum

in Pyongyang
,
although the request had been made only hours ear-

lier. This was the first time any American official had visited the

museum. At the museum, Senator Smith was able to view photo-

graphs of POWs, documents, letters, personal effects and captured

weaponry from U.S. servicemen. Senator Smith’s delegation was

“«The Committee notes, however, that over the past two and one-half years. North Korea

has repatriated the remains of 41 American servicemen.
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in January, 1993. We believe that a proposed POW Task Force on
China will need to have several additional rounds of talks with the
Chinese in order to search for and receive POW information in

China over the coming months. ' ^ •

./
.>’/

For the surviving families of those Americans still missing from
the Korea Conflict, the perception has been that determining the
fate of their loved ones is a task that has not been vigorously pur-

sued by their government. We note that this perception has been
fueled by past intransigence and lack of information from North
Korea and China. In addition, accounting for POWs and MIAs from
the Vietnam Conflict has received far greater media attention in

America. The Committee can therefore understand why the
Korean Conflict has often been labeled the “Forgotten War” by
veterans and POW/MIA family members.
' Howver, in view of the Vice-Chairman’s recent trip to North
Korea, the Committee believes that a dramatic breakthrough has
been achieved in terms of establishing a dialogue and gaining

access to new information on POWs and MIAs. Consequently, there

is now-a window of opportunity which the Committee believes

should be fully exploited by the United States on behalf of the fam-
ilies of those Americans still missing from the Korean Conflict.

'); Chapter 10: Retrospective

'c..
:

CONCLUSIONS AND A LOOK AHEAD 'yV;
;y

" The U.S. Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs has ac-

complished most of the goals and tasks that were assigned to it by
the U.S. Senate at its creation. However, as with any assignment to

review matters occurring over a 20-year period and involving thou-

sands of individuals, there remain areas of inquiry that still must
be completed. These areas fall into the following broad categories:

.
Russia

The Committee recommends that the U.S./Russia Commission
continue to pursue those leads which involve the countries of the

former Soviet Union, including, but not limited to:

Interview Vladimir Churkov, head of the KGB 6th Division

(Southeast Asia) during the mid- to late-1970s. It was General

Kalugin’s testimony that Gen. Churkov would be the most
knowledgeable individual as to whether U.S. POWs were held

in Vietnam after 1973. The Senate Select Committee has not

been able to obtain an interview with Gen. Churkov.

Re-evaluate the testimony of General Kalugin versus the tes-

timony of Oleg Nechiporenko. Gen Kalugin testified at his dep-

osition that U.S. POWs in Vietnam were interviewed by KGB
agents (Nechiporenko) after 1973 and possibly as late as 1976.

Oleg Nechiporenko told Senators Kerry and Smith in Moscow
that he interviewed a POW in 1973. He also said he prepared a
questionnaire for use by the Vietnamese. Both the CIA and the

Vietnamese confirmed the KGB interrogation of the CIA
agent. ';.>• '>

S

Interview the Soviet Ambassador to Laos (1973). Gen. Kalu-

gin testified that this Soviet Ambassador was very knowledgea-

ble about this matter. He stated that if such POWs were kept,
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ttie Soviet Ambassador would almost certainly have known.
The Senate Select Committee has been unable to schedule an

..
interview with the Ambassador :

t
Continued pursuit of the KGB, GRU and Soviet Military Ar-

c ‘

I
.records. The records of these organizations, if made

available to the U.S., will assist in finally determining whether
any Vietnam-era POWs were taken to the former USSR.

Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia

The Committee recognizes that many answers to the questions it
posed this year lay in Southeast Asia and recommends that the De-
partment of State, the Department of Defense and the Joint Task
Force for Full Accounting (JTF-FA) continue to work with the gov-
ernments of these countries to find answers. These matters should
include: ;-.y :

.

The continued pursuit and evaluation of information from
’ the Vietnamese archives;

The continued pursuit and evaluation of information from
and about Lao official records.

Interviews of former Pathet Lao leader Prince Shouphano-
yang and former Pathet Lao spokesman Soth Petrasy concern*
mg their war-time statements that they (Pathet Lao) were
holding U.S. POWs in Laos. The Senate Select Committee was
unable to obtain permission from Prince Souphanovang or
from Mr. Petrasy for an interview. Neither individual felt able
at this time to add to the statements' they had Already made.
_ Access to and evaluation of the information available on
Lima Site 80. The Senate Select Committee was unable to
obtain Lao permission for JTF-FA to examine the site of this
incident. The Lao military commanders who are knowledgea-
ble about the

:
fate of the Americans who were present when

the intelligence site was overrun should be interviewed.

China and North Korea

Committee recognizes that the Governments of China and
North Korea continue to hold information concerning the fates of
y.h. senncemen. The Committee recommends the following:

Continued pursuit of information from museums, archives
and government officials in North Korea that was begun bv
the Committee;

' '

The formation of a commission similar to the U.S./Russia
Commission to work with the Government of China;
The formation of a commission similar to the U.S./Russia

Commission to work with the Government of North Korea.

Thepe^rinuntofikfense ,

'>.'-

S* Committee recognizes the accomplishments of the Depart-
ment of Defense but also recommends the following areas of contin-
ued pursuit:

Continuation of the JTF-FA approach to information gather-
ing in Southeast Asia;

6

Declassification and release to the public (in cooperation
with Garwood s attorneys) of all records that relate to PFC
Robert Garwood;
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Full analysis of the Operation Homecoming debriefs. The de-

briefs should be reexamined to answer finally and with abso-
lute certainty no FOWs.remain unaccounted, for who .were
in the prison system. The. Senate Select Committee was not al-

lowed to do an independent examination of the debriefs be-
cause of promises made to returning POWs by DoD at Home-

. coming.

Interview of former Sqjuth Vietnamese President Thieu.
President Thieu should be interviewed to determine how much
information the South Vietnamese military intelligence had
concerning American POWs in both North Vietnam and Laos.
Continued analysis and evaluation of the 4500(+) photos re-

ceived from the Government of Vietnam;
Continued analysis and evaluation of all material received

- from-the -Vietnamese archives; - - : -
r

Continued support of the Vessey initiatives.

Ihter-Ajgency group

The Committee believes that an inter-agency coordinating body
for POW/MIA policies is needed and that the IAG for POW/MIA
Affairs ably fulfills this role. However, the Committee is disturbed
by the lack of formality in IAG record-keeping and believes that, at

a minimum, that the minutes of discussions at such meetings
should be maintained:

‘ /V \v ;v

-In addition, although the IAG should consult regularly with the
League and other POW/MIA family organizations, the Committee
believes that the role of the IAG and issues of membership on it

should be reviewed by the new Administration.

Department ofJustice

The Department of Justice was very supportive of the Committee
and was able to accommodate almost all of its requests. There are
areas, however, which will require continued independent investi-

gation, such as: Vw
Muatipnofpreviousreferrals from the Committee to the

Department of Justice to assess the appropriateness for pros-

ecutions of fraud cases; v - V

Review of the materials to be provided to the Department of

Justice from the December Oversight hearing;

Evaluation of any new referrals coming at the end of the
Committee life.

Watergate tapes

The Committee was denied access to the Watergate tapes and
strongly believes it is in the public interest that Congress pursue
that information. -,-v

"

Progress on declassification

All records used by the Committee in the Office of Senate Securi-

ty (U.S.-407) have been declassified, except for National Security
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Agency records;613 these are to be declassified soon, according to

theNU.S.A.6U •

•. y_.i ; / y
Approximately one-sixth of the 1.5 million pages of material or-

dered declassified by the 1991 McCain Amendment to the DoD Au-
thorization had been declassified by publication date. That law
gave DoD until November 1994 to establish libraries of POW/MIA
information correlated to unaccounted-for servicemen for their

families; and a library of uncorrelated information for all con-
cerned citizens.

Information about the committee

Copies of the Committee Report and hearing transcripts will be
available from the Government Printing Office beginning in Febru-
ary 1993. They also are available through the U.S. Government De-
pository JMbranes located at most colleges .and listed in the „ at-,

tached directory.616

Non-published Committee records will be available to the public
through the National Archives beginning in early February 1993.

These include staff materials, memoranda of conversation, notes
and other documents that may include incorrect data, discredited

theories, incomplete pieces of information, or staff opinion, howev-
er; the Committee’s judgments, after consideration of all evidence
available to United States Senators, is reflected in this Report.
Other information and judgments should not be accorded credi-

bility simply because of its presence in the Committee’s working
files; the staff was structured to provide the Committee’s Members
with the strongest arguments on all sides of each issue, and their
comments must be taken in toto. All Committee documents are
available through the National Archives; please contact its Center
for Legislative Archives, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
20408, telephone 202/501-5350.

Annex: Members’ Floor Statements

Some of the statements Committee members made on the Senate
floor are appended. For statements made after publication date,

please check the Congressional Record.

Statement ofJohn Kerry.Chairsian, January 25, 1993

On January 13, after more than a year’s work and investigation,

the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs released its

final report. ,
'

•y:,'.

.

That report did not resolve fully the POW/MIA issue, nor was it

intended to. But I believe that it, and the body of the Committee’s
work, have done much to heal the wounds of distrust and division
that have characterized this controversy for 20 years.
The Members of the POW/MIA Committee are of differing back-

grounds, temperaments and ideologies. Some Members had devoted
years of effort to studying POW/MIA matters; others had only a
general familiarity with the issue. Some came to the issue with

,,a CDO letter to Committee, Dec. —, 1992.
•H NSA letter to Committee, Dec. 1992.
•u Directory of U.S. Government Depository Libraries.



emotions forged in the personal experience of service in Vietnam;
one was a former POW.

If anyone had predicted at the outset that these eleven men and
one women would come together at the end of fourteen months to

add their names to a single document on this most emotional and
controversial of issues, that person would not have been believed.

And, in fact, our investigation was characterized, at times, by

sharp disagreement about fact, focus and process. Up until the very

end, there was a possibility that we would not agree on the final

report. And that report does cite a lack .of unanimity on a few sig-

nificant issues. >

But I am convinced that the final product of this Committee’s

work reflects the combined strengths of its Members, and that we
were able to transform our differences of perspective into a tool for

digging out the truth. !

There is not a single significant finding or recommendation in

the report that was not subject, at some point, to challenge or ques-

tioning from within the Committee. Key sections were the subjects

of lengthy debate. Any thesis that could not stand up in the face of

evidence gathered -by the Committee was excluded; and only those

findings that could be supported, after consideration of all avail-

able information, were left in.

The result is a report that I believe is as close to the full truth as

we. could hope to come. Because we were so demanding, and be-

cause-POW/MIA family members and activist groups were so de-

manding about declassification, this report reflects the sum total of

what the US Government knows about the POW/MIA issue, par-

ticularly as it relates to the .Vietnam era. No longer can anyone
fairly claim that knowledge on this issue has been locked away; or

that there exists a conspiracy of silence; or that the basic param-
eters of truth are in doubt.

We know, as a result of our investigation, that there were not

2,264 Americans whose fates were truly unknown following the

Vietnam War. This is the number of Americans who went to

Southeast Asia and who have not returned either alive or dead.

But we know that the vast majority of those Americans died

during the war—pilots who crashed over water, soldiers injured

beyond recognition in combat, servicemen buried in graves that

were subsequently destroyed by allied bombing, airmen killed in

the remote jungles of Laos or Cambodia. For most of these 2,264,

although there is not proof positive in the form of a body that they

are dead, thee is also absolutely no evidence that they survived or

were taken captive.

For a small number of these 2,264 American perhaps around 100,

the story is somewhat different. In some cases, individuals were

known to have been taken captive. Others were known to have sur-

vived crashes and to be alive on the ground. Others disappeared in

circumstances where the possibility of survival and capture was
very real. Even here, however, the number of Americans known for

certain to have been taken captive is quite small and—in some of

these cases—there are indications that the individual may have

died or been killed at the time of their incidents.
,

Although the Committee, unlike previous investigations, uncov-

ered evidence that a small number of Americans may have sur-
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vived in captivity after Operation Homecoming, there is, in my
view, no reason to believe that any Americans remain alive today.

Yes, the possibility exists that a prisoner or prisoners could be held

deep within a" jungle or behind a locked door under conditions of

greatest security. But there is no evidence of that, and it is hard to

conceive of a reason for it. Moreover, the nations of Vietnam and
Laos are becoming more and more open. Foreign businessmen, dip-

lomats, tourists and aid workers have poured into both countries,

especially Vietnam. But neither these foreigners, nor any of the

thousands of individuals who have worked in the Lao or Vietnam-
ese prison systems have come forward with a confirmed report

than an American not yet accounted for is being held alive. More-
over, the Select Committee conducted an exhaustive review of files*

records, photographs and other materials without developing a
single, solid lead indicating that an American is currently being

held in captivity. We are operating, and- we should continue to op^

erate, on the presumption that one or more Americans may still be
held alive; but we cannot say that we have found evidence in the

form of live-sighting reports, signals or imagery intelligence or

other sources that make us optimistic about that possibility today.

Although we have reached some important conclusions based on
our own analysis Of the evidence, the Select Committee was not in-

tended to serve as final judge and jury of the POW/MIA issue. Our
principal task was to get the facts on the table so the American
people could decide for themselves. That’s why we put such an em-
phasis on declassification, it’s why we insisted on open, public hear-
ings; and it’s why we have included such a wealth of information
in our report. It is inevitable that different people will view the
data differently. The important thing, however, is that the infor-

mation is now available; and that a process for following up effec-

tively on this and possible future revelations is in place.

It is ironic—and revealing—that more Americans are now offi-

cially working on the POW/MIA issue than at any time since the
end of the war. According to figures received by the Committee,
the Defense Department is now spending $100 million annually on
the problem. Teams of investigators are based in Hanoi and Bang-
kok and are increasingly being granted access to Laos, as well.

The fact is that we can do more now because we are being al-

lowed to do more now. Particularly over the past 12 months, there
have been dramatic improvements in the level of cooperation from
Vietnam. I personally find little mystery in Vietnam’s motive for

this cooperation, for it is clearly in their best interests to establish

economic and political ties to the west now that their allies and
trading partners within the old Soviet bloc have disappeared. Obvi-
ously, current cooperation does not erase the memory of 20 years of
broken promises, noncooperation and outright lies. But we remove
the incentive for the Vietnamese to change if we refuse to recog-
nize change when it occurs. And the evidence that there has been
real change in the area of POW/MIA cooperation is abundant.
Within the past year, Vietnam has given:

Permission for U.S. investigators to carry out short-notice in-

vestigations of many live-sighting reports;

Permission for U.S. investigators to use U.S.-owned, main-
tained and operated helicopters in the course of investigations



within Vietnam;
Grants of access to certain highly-secure prison and defense

ministry buildings for the purpose of investigating live-sighting

’"T-reports;—

'

t
f~

Guarantees of full access for U.S. investigators to political

and military archives containing POW/MIA related informa-

tion; :1V;:

Access to certain key archival documents and personnel that

had been long-requested, and long-denied by Vietnam;

Access to thousands of photographs of American wartime

casualties* ;

v

Access to Vietnam’s military museum, including hundreds of

material objects once owned by American servicemen that

migh t, contain clues about the fate of missing Americans;

Amnesty for any Vietnamese citizens illegally holding Amer-

ican remams who coiiie forward with them; i ~

A commitment to cooperate in the conduct of an “oral histo-

ry" program that would seek to record information from Viet-

namese military officials, soldiers and civilians who might

^iave information about the fate of missing Americans;
" Promises of full cooperation from Vietnam in working with

Laos and Cambodia to investigate discrepancy cases involving

servicemen lost in parts of those countries controlled by North

Vietnamese forces during the war; and
:

Permission for POW/MIA families, if they so desire, to come

to Vietnam and evaluate the investigation process.

Although some have dismissed the significance of these recent

developments, the fact is that there is little left for us to ask of

Vietnam that we have not already been granted or promised. Obvi-

ously, we cannot, given the history, simply take Vietnam at its

word. We must insist that the promises that have been made will

be kept. But I personally believe thaWif those promises are kept,

and if we maintain our own commitment to the issues—we are now

on track with a process of accountability, investigation and coop-

eration that will resolve the POW/MIA issue to the best of our

ability to do so. ;-v- :
-V.
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In this connection, I think it is particularly helpful when repre-

sentatives of veterans groups and the POW/MIA families are able

to visit Southeast Asia and talk directly to the leaders of the gov-

ernments involved. The Vietnamese have made it clear that they

welcome such visits and that they believe it is useful for those di-

rectly affected to be in a position to understand and evaluate the

investigatory efforts now being made.
,

Because of certain controversies that arose while our Committee

was drafting its report, one additional point needs to be made. The

POW/MIA issue should be above partisanship. The Americans who

are missing did not risk their lives for a political party, but for a

country. The process of investigating their fate becomes invalid if

we allow it to be colored by concerns of party affiliation or histori-

cal reputation. Moreover, the. two major political parties contribut-

ed amply and in roughly equal measure to the decisions, deceptions

and divisions of the wartime period.
, o

For years ago, in his Inaugural Address, former President Bush

said that: .



Our great political parties have too often been far apart
and untrusting of each other. It’s been this way since Viet-
nam. That war cleaves us still. But, friends, that war
began-in^earnest-aquartcrof-a-century-agojandrsurely:
the Statute of mu;. a

, L
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fv
e Limitations has been replied. This is a fact:

the final lesson of Vietnam is that no great nation can
afford to ba sundered by a memory.

,
The recent campaign demonstrated how hard it is—even for the

former President~4o live up to those sentiments, but also how im-
portant it is that we do so. Our nation faces a multitude of chal-
lenges today at home and abroad. How well and how aggressivelywe respond to these challenges has nothing to do with the divisions
of generation and outlook that characterized our nation a quarter
century ago; and everything to do with our ability now to pull to-

Select Committw’s unanimous report is an indication ofwhat ^possible when diverse Americans focus on what is agreed
rather than what divides; and on future recommendations, rather
than past rationalizations.

;
\

As Chairman of the Select Committee, I am proud of the Com-
mittees work and proud of its staff and Members. The POW/MIA
^sue has not been resolved, but the ball has been advanced fardown the field. The families of those missing, not only from Viet-
nam, but from previous conflicts, have reason to believe that their
government is now doing^what it should to find out what itrcan.

.

J
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^ all those who served on the Commit-5^"”“ Bob Smith, and Senators Hank Brown, Tom
Daschle, Chuck Grassley, Jesse Helms, Nancy Kassebaum, Bob
Kerrey, Herb Kohl, John McCain, Harry Reid and Chuck Robb. Ido not know of a Committee that has worked harder or with great-
er c^itnientte this one. The conclusion of the Coriimittee

mafmW Pnw/im
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r^ns together to see that re-maming POW/MIA work is done—either by the Executive branch
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u
nate Congressional oversight, Our commitment

continues even if the Committee does not.
Finally, I must close with a tribute to the POW/MIA families.

Sjey are, at bottom, what this investigation has been all about
^“r
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nce through years of partial neglect and inexcusable
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va^ldated by the work of the Select Committee.
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®®r|to the story than had previously been
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truth about their loved ones reflects something very
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Statement of Senator Bob Smith

Let me begin by thanking the staff, who-in the closing days of
this investigation have really been tough people staying up all
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night until the wee hours of the morning trying to get documents

typed and accommodating the views of Senators.

There have been some difficult times throughout the course of

this investigation, and .I want to single out two members of the op-

position party, who in extremely difficult times, did seek me out

and talk to me. One is Harry Reid and the other is Tom Daschle

who sat next to me through the hearings. I appreciate their advice

during the more challenging and trying moments in our investiga-

tion. iv-:

And of course, to the chairman—John Kerry and I were thrown

together by the discretion of our leaders. We did not know each

other, and we took the time to try to get to know each other. And
the interesting thing is when things got very difficult, and many
times they did, we turned to each other, not against each other.

Have we had differences, yes, we have. The American people have

-hM^diffefreiicBS^^
But when it came down to getting q report written, nobody

threatened to walk out. We extended our hands to each other and

we shook hands and we were able to do it. And Senator Kerry de*

serves a tremendous amount of credit for- the fact that we were

able to come to this agreement that we have today. -{-V
Is every single thing in the report what I would have written

myself? Of course not. But where there were differences, I had the

opportunity to express those differences in the report. You cannot

be any fairer than that. And 1 commend the dhairman for his

strong leadership in getting us to this point
. :l-/ . ..

This investigation was bipartisan, indeed non-partisan, through-

out the last year. Members did not sit at one side or another at the

hearings depending on their party affiliation. There was absolutely

not one word uttered of partisanship throughout all the hearings,

public and private. The private conversations, informal procedures,

I never heard a word of partisan debate on the central issues in

our investigation.

Our work represents the most comprehensive, investigation that

was ever done in the history of this issue, and hopefully that will

be our legacy. In fact, we started by reviewing other investigations

that have been done in the past, and we built upon those.
'

Our goal was to know what our own government knew, and to

get that out to the American people. We did not and could not

expect to get all of the answers from the Vietnamese or the Lao or

any other government. But we could expect to get information

from our government, and I believe, we’ve done that to the greatest

extent possible during the last year.
:

Hearing records, depositions, government documents, extensive

declassification—that is our legacy. The President of the United

States, George Bush, and especially Brent Scrowcroft, Dick Cheney,

and Robert Gates were extremely cooperative. They went out of

their way to make documents available to us that had never

before been seen by Members of Congress.

Did we see everything? Was it complete? We certainly believe

the review of materials was extensive, although there will always

be doubt on whether we saw everything that was truly pertinent to

resolving our questions.
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Americans can take pride in the fact that this issue has now
been opened to scrutiny, moreso than at any time in the last 40

years . We did not close the books. We opened the books. : v -y yv

This committee was formed because there as distrust. We tried to

allay that distrust by getting the books opened. The issue has been

an emotional and a contentious one for the past 20 years in Viet-

nam, and longer than that in Korea and the Cold War. It has been

contentious and emotional for veterans and families, and it was

contentious and emotional for the committee members as well.

I would like to briefly lay out some observations on key areas in

.
our report: p. py 'p;y

y

y/
:
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1. Paris peace accords.—-'

We are here today because Vietnam and Laos did not fully

comply with the Paris Aocords.and the Laos. Cease-Fire Agreement.,

in 1973. That is the primary reason we are here. If they had com-

plied fully, I think the issue would have been resolved, and we
would not be here 20 years later. We are also here today because in

1973, Americans had become weary with the war, there were, anti-

war protests, Congress voted to cut off funds and it did not support

legislation such as the Dole Amendment. We are also here today

because by March, 1973, Watergate was consuming the attention of

the President. In this framework, I am convinced Dr. Kissinger

tried his best to negotiate an agreement and implement accords

with an intransigent enemy who exploited the American political-

situation. And they did-it well. ^

So, in this environment, did we get a full accounting? The

answer is no. But there is no doubt that everyone is united today

in demanding the fullest possible accounting from Vietnam and

Laos. v'
;N vp- V:/yvy ;;; y v
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2. State of the evidence on POWs in Southeast Asia

This was the most contentious area of the investigation. We
knew it would be contentious, so we tried to conduct the most thor-

ough examination of the intelligence ever done to see if consensus

could be reached on the question of evidence of live POWs after

1973. Staff investigators worked thousands of man hours investigat-

ing every single available lead that we could find. For the most

part, we were successful in pursuing the majority of leads. The ex-

ceptions are noted in the report.

Based on our review of all available intelligence information, the

Committee unanimously agreed that there is evidence that indi-

cates the possibility of survival (of American POWs) after Oper-

ation Homecoming. As of today, we also agree that there is evi-

dence that some POWs may have survived to the present . . . and

some information still remains to be investigated. However, at this

time, there is no compelling evidence that proves Americans are

still alive. v yyy y: :

In the Final Report, readers will note that there is a majority

and minority view on the state of some of the evidence which the

Committee explored—mainly the live-sighting reports analyzed by

our investigators using basic techniques such as plotting relevant

sightings on a map to look for patterns and clusters. These reports
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and the analysis by Committee staff will be available for the public

at the National Archives.

The essence of the minority view on this portion of the investiga-

tion- is that the Committee staff analysis indicates to me and to

Senator Grassley a strong possibility that some American POWs
could still be alive. I would also stress that my conclusion on the

intelligence
,
is based on all-source information, to include signals

intelligence, imagery, and the live-sighting/hearsay reports. I also

agreed with Senator Grassley that in the case of one possible

symbol which corresponds to a known MIA’s authenticator

number, the benefit of doubt should go in favor of the individual.

This case is especially disturbing in view of the fact that the possi-

ble symbol is located only 400 feet from a secure detention facility

in northern Vietnam.
Finally, concerning intelligence reports which have not yet been

fully investigated in Vietnam or-Laos, the question we were faced,

with as Members is “What do you believe?” It is my judgment that

many of the live-sighting reports of Americans in captivity are

compelling and appear credible. The sheer volume of this evidence

cannot be summarily, dismissed when one considers the fact that in

Laos alone, we have not visited any detention facilities.

I also find the live-sightings from Robert Garwood who returned

from Vietnam in 1979 to be very credible. Even the Vietnamese

have confirmed many of the details concerning Garwood’s move-

ment and prison visits in northern Vietnam, to include his work in

1977 to repair a generator at a prison complex in Thach Ba Lake

on the outskirts" of Hanoi. In typical fashion, I believe DIA used

pending convictions against Garwood upon his return to the U.S. as

a basis for discrediting his reports about other American POWs.
They have also consistently stated, as recently as June, 1992, that

no such prison as Garwood described at Thach Ba Lake ever exist-

ed, even though the Vietnamese have confirmed Garwood’s descrip-

tion of the facility. These actions by DIA have often been referred

to as the “mindset to debunk” possible information on live Ameri-

can POWs. / '
\

3. Defense Intelligence Agency

As noted in the Executive Summary, several Members of the

Committee, including the Chairman and myself, have fomally ex-

pressed our concern that some individuals involved with DIA’s

POW/MIA activities have, on occasion, been evasive, unresponsive,

and disturbingly cavalier. I hope that this situation will be re-

viewed by the new Administration to ensure that we have dedicat-

ed personnel who are objectively committed to finding the truth

about our POWs and MIAs.

Past wars

The public should realize that the findings of the Committee con-

cerning evidence of Korean War POWs who did not return contra-

dicts statements by U.S. Government officials in recent years that

there was no evidence to suggest POWs from these wars did not

come home. The Committee found strong evidence that some Amer-

ican POWs were transferred to the Soviet Union during the

Korean War. The Committee has also firmly concluded that China



surely has information on the fate of unaccounted for POWs from
the Korean War.

Finally, based on its investigation and review of intelligence in-

formation, the Committee cannot rule out the possibility that one
or more POWs could still be held against their will in North Korea
and on the, territory of the former Soviet Union. Concerning the
Cold War, it is important to note that the evidence is convincing
that some unaccounted for American servicemen lost during the
Cold War were actually captured and held in the Soviet Union.
Their fates are unknown. We are hopeful that a continuation of

the U.S./Russia Joint Commission on POW/MIAs along with the
very recent increased level of cooperation from North Korea and
China will result in answers to these questions.

5. Vietnam and lads

' The Executive Suimnary descHltes in detail the overall judgment
of the Committee concerning the level of cooperation on POW/MIA
matters from Vietnam and Laos. We are pleased with recent coop-

erative efforts by Vietnam, although disappointed that it took 20
years to get to this point. In Laos, we are disappointed by what we
believe is a general lack of access to allow investigation of live-

sighting reports and discrepancy cases. We strongly encourage Lao
leaders to match the new level of cooperation our investigators are
now experiencing in Vietnam. .

-•

6. families . '%

Certainly the families of unaccounted for POWs and MIAs have
had the most at stake following past military conflicts. They have
literally been on a rollercoaster ride perpetrated by a historical

lack of cooperation from Communist governments and difficulty in
securing information from our own government. It these families

that have consistently motive me during the last 8 years to help
them in their search for answers. “Not Knowing” ana uncertainty
can be even more difficult than knowing that death of a loved one
has occurred. We rightly pay tribute to these families in our Final
Report. Moreover, we have urged our government to centralize and
declassify POW/MIA records to ensure families and the public
have access to what our Government knows.
The Committee has worked tirelessly during the past year to

open this issue to the American public so together we can all try to

seek the truth on our POWs and MIAs. We owe no less to those
who make the ultimate sacrifices on behalf of their nation’s free-

dom, as well as to their families and their comrades who fought
with them.

Statement op Senator Nancy Landon Kassebaum, January 21,

1993
’’

Mr. President, the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Af-
fairs has culminated its work with the release of its report, which
provides a very extensive review of the issue.

I would like to join my colleagues in commending the chairman,
Senator John Kerry (D-Mass) for his leadership on this committee.
Senator Kerry, despite ,the committee’s differences on various as-



pects of this issue, kept the committee non-partisan and kept our

eye on the central fact that we were all working for the families.

In this same regard. Senator Bob Smith (R-NH), our vice chairman

also deserves our commendation.
”\ The' members of this committee started with a wide range of

views on this issue," but every' member shared the determination to

find answers and provide recommendations on how our govern-

ment could better serve the families whose sons and daughters had

made the greatest sacrifice for our nation. It was this shared spirit

that the chairman arid the vice chairman tapped and were success-

fully able to mold into a productive force. : v

,

As someone who had not had an extensive knowledge of this

issue when this process began, I have come to know firsthand the

pain this tragedy has caused for countless families. This experience

has Only served to reinforce my own commitment to ensuring that

our government is responsive to its citizenry, particularly in areas
~ ;TT

~ ~
In my view, the most important accomplishment for the commit-

tee has been the release of an unprecedented amount of informa-

tion that will help ultimately resolve the questions about U.S. serv-

icemen still unaccounted for in Southeast Asia. While the commit-

tee was not able to resolve all of the questions surrounding this

issue, its main success was to put in place a process in which ques-

tions can be answered about missing Americans and that over time

this process will provide additional answers.
; *

This process includes the most rapid and extensive declassifica-

tion of public files and documents on a single issue in American

history. The release of these documents, combined with our hear-

ing record and with this report will now provide an unprecedented

amount of resources which can help resolve this issue.

TThe report is a unanimous report supported by all 12 members of

the committee. It is a very honest and direct report. Where there

are differences among the members, these differences are noted.

While it provides a review of the background of this issue, includ-

ing an analysis of the Paris peace accords, it would be beyond the

scope of this report to give a complete history of the more than

twenty years covered, What we tried to do was highlight those

areas and factors over the years which had an important impact on

this issue. I believe the result of this effort is the most comprehen-

sive review of the POW/MIA issue that has even been provided.

The committee’s main conclusion was that there is no compelling

evidence that any American POWs are alive today in Southeast

Asia. Nevertheless, the Committee also determined that despite of-

ficial statements to the contrary, our government expected over

100 more Americans home at Operation Homecoming. While we do

not believe that American officials had certain knowledge that any

specific prisoner or prisoners were left behind after Operation

Homecoming, the fact that these individuals were not accounted

for began the twenty year agony on this issue.

Ultimately we are still dependent on the Southeast Asian coun-

tries, particularly Vietnam and Laos, for cooperation on this issue.

But, a more effective and responsive policy on the part of our gov-

ernment can help heal the wounds and answer remaining ques*

tions. ' /'v; ' V’'K
:
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It is in this regard, that I would strongly recommend the imple-
mentation of the committee’s recommendations for the executive
branch on how to improve its handling of the POW/MIA issue.

By far the greatest obstacle to a successful accounting effort over
the years has been the refusal bf the foreign governments involved,
until recently, to allow the U.S. access to key files or to carry-out
in-country, on-site investigations, But, I would like to underscore
the committee's conclusion that the U.S. government’s process for
accounting for Americans missing in Southeast Asia has been
flawed by a lack of resources, organizational clarity, coordination
and consistency. These problems had their roots during the war
and worsened after the war as frustration about the ability to gain
access and answers from Southeast Asian government increased.

The committee’s recommendations include encouraging the Exec-
utive branch to establish a process of livesighting response, investi-

gation and evaluation that is more extensive and professional than
eve before: They also include:

Accounting for missing Americans from the war in Southeast
Asia should continue to be treated as a “matter of highest national
priority’’ by our diplomats, by those participating in the accounting
process, by all elements of our intelligence community and by the
nation, as a whole.

Continued, best efforts should be made to investigate the remain-
ing, unresolved discrepancy cases in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
The United States should make a continuing effort, at a high

level, to arrange regular tri-partite meetings with the Governments
of Laos and Vietnam to seek information on the possible control
and movement of unaccounted for U.S. personnel by-Pathet Lao
and North ' Vietnamese forces in Laos during the Southeast Asia
war. > .• ; :'v-

v
:.r v :

:

The President and Secretary of Defense should order regular, in-

dependent reviews of the efficiency and professionalism of the
DOD s POW/MIA accounting process for Americans still listed as
missing from the war in Southeast Asia.

A dear hierarchy of responsibility for handling POW/MIA relat-
ed issues that may regrettably arise as a result of future conflicts
must be established. This requires full and rapid coordination be-
tween and among the intelligence agencies involved and the mili-
tary services. It requires the integration of missing civilians and
suspected deserters into the overall accounting process. It requires
a clear liaison between those responsible for the accounting (and
related intelligence) and those responsible for negotiating with our
adversaries about the terms for peace. It requires procedures for
the full, honest and prompt disclosure of information to next of
kin, at the time of incident and as other information becomes avail-
able. And it requires, above all, the designation within the Execu-
tive branch of an individual who is clearly responsible and fully ac-
countable for making certain that the process works as it should.
In the future, clear categories should be established and consist-

ently maintained in accounting for Americans missing during time
of war. At one end of the listings should be Americans known with
certainty to have been taken prisoner; at the other should be
Americans known dead with bodies not recovered. The categories
should be carefully separated in official summaries and discussions



of the accounting process and should be applied consistently arid

uniformly. .

Present law needs to be reviewed to minimize distortions in the

status determination process that may result from the financial

considerations of the families involved. '

Wartime search and rescue (SAR) missions have an urgent oper-

ational value, but they are also crucial for the purposes of account-

ing for POW/MIAs. The records concerning many Vietnam era

SAR missions have been lost or destroyed. In the future, all infor-

mation obtained during any. unsuccessful or partially successful

military search and rescue mission should be shared with the

agency responsible for accounting for POW/MlAs froiri that con-

flict and should be retained by that agency.

If. these reforms are implemented, we will be even further along

in answering the outstanding questions. It is important to empha-

size that the release of this report is riot the end of our concern

here in.the Senate or in the government. One of.the committee’s,

most significant conclusions is that we must keep the door open on

this issue until it is ultimately resolved, i,;.-/'-'

Statement of Senator j. Robert Kerrey, January 21, 1993

The work of the Senate Select Committee on America’s prisoners

and missing from the War in Vietnam is finished. In the beginning

I was deeply skeptical of the value of this effort; in the end I was

convinced—thanks, in particular to the work of Senator John

.Kerry—the - Committee had measurably advanced the cause of

knowing more_about the tragedy of this war’s ending. . .

In the end we reached a conclusion which is supported by ex-

haustive investigation: There is no compelling evidence to reach a

judgement of proof that American prisoners are being held against

their will in Vietnam or any other foreign locations. ^
There is compelling evidence that our Federal Government did

not do all it should have done to make certain we did not leave our

men behind. We expect and are not disappointed when Vietnam’s

government lies to us, but we cannot excuse and should not be sur-

prised when the lies of our government anger those who have the

greatest right to know—the families of the missing. For there IS

compelling evidence that our government withheld information

from family members which had the perverse effect of increasing

their pain and suffering.

Further, there is compelling evidence that much more needs to

be done before we are through with this issue. This report makes it

clear that the failure to obtain evidence sufficient to stand the tests

and burdens of proof does not mean we have eliminated all doubt

and ambiguity. This report makes clear our belief that much more

work must be done by the American and the Vietnamese govern-

ment before we have removed this stain from our consciences.

In the beginning, I was concerned about the work of this commit-

tee because I have grown weary with the self-indulgent moaning

which often accompany Vietnam post-mortems. In spite of having

wounds which provide a daily reminder of how the war changed

me; in spite of the uncontrollable sadness and longing which builds

inside when I stand at the Vietnam Memorial and consider what
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might have been; in spite of the anger I feel towards policy makers

who were too blind or too frightened to see and tell the truth; in

spite of the heart-breaking passion I feel for those veterans whose

spirits were shattered in the war; in spite of all of the negatives, I

still feel I was lucky to have had the experience.

Money could not buy the lesson I learned in service to my coun-

try. In short, the debt is still on my side. That I consider it impor-

tant to make this declaration reinforces the uniqueness of the Viet-

nam War in American history. Having served on this committee,

and having faced the angry accusations of my fellow citizens, I am
reminded again how terribly divisive and destructive this war was.

Thus, I know it is unlikely this report will “heal the wounds of

Vietnam.” , v/p' - v
-

'

,
-

However, the fate of missing Americans and the larger questions

prising from America’s participation in the war dictate that we

risk the .emotionaLfipe arising from legitimate differences of opin-

ion. As I have listened to testimony and reviewed documents over

the past year, my feelings about the war and about our efforts to

account for POW/MIA’s have shifted between anger and sadness.

Despite the disagreements that have sometimes arisen, I believe, in

the end, the committee has always managed to retain its focus on

the most important objective: obtaining the fullest possible account-

ing for missing Americans. v
r
:-i' ri'L'

Over the past year, the committee has examined information

from every available source, from refugee live-sighting reports to

satellite imagery, in the hope that some Americans might still be

found alive. In addition, the committee has been able to draw on

substantial resources on the ground in Vietnam, Laos, and the re-

publics of the former Soviet Union to investigate reports and

gather information. . -
.

Our conclusion does not change our commitment to achieving

the fullest possible accounting for missing Americans. The United

States has expanded its presence on the ground in Vietnam and as

a result of the recent cooperation by the Vietnamese government

has considerable opportunity to pursue information relating to

missing Americans. Coordination between the federal agencies that

are responsible for accounting for POW/MIAs has improved and

more resources have been devoted to intelligence analysis. Finally,

with the ongoing declassification process, all the information that

the committee has reviewed will be available to the American

people to decide the quality of the evidence for themselves. After

too many years, the U.S. government finally seems to be pursuing

POW/MIA issues as a matter of the “highest national priority.” .

The movement towards resolving this issue will affect the

present direction of IJnited States policy towards Vietnam. Some in

the United States seem to believe that we can achieve the goal Of

obtaining a full accounting in isolation of the goals of political and

economic freedom for the people of Vietnam. I believe the issue of

accounting for missing Americans is inseparable from the larger

context of American objectives in the war and. relations with Viet-

nam today. ''V:-'-

At its best, the Vietnam War was a struggle against communism

for the principles of self-determination ana political freedom for

the people of Vietnam. At worst, the war was a misguided exercise
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in balance of power politics, For myself and many other Americans
who went to Vietnam, and who believed that we were fighting for

democracy and for freedom, the reality of the war and its outcome
were profoundly disillusioning experiences.

I believe that sometime during the war we lost pur resolve. Read-
ing the too-heavily classified documents of the negotiations over
the Paris Peace Accords and Operation Homecoming, this loss of
resolve to fight for the principles that were at the heart of its most
noble aspirations for the people of Vietnam is painfully clear. Viet-

nam had become a political liability to be shed like an old set of
clothes. We, as a nation, wanted out of a continuing war that was
threatening our society and our economy, and we were willing to

accept what was expedient to accomplish that purpose. Rather
than self-determination for the people of Vietnam, or even “peace
with honor,” we got a decent interval between our withdrawal and
the fall of Saigon. Rather than pursue every means that we might
have to resolve POW/MlA questions, we settled for less.

The record of the negotiation and implementation of the Paris
Peace Accords makes it clear that the principles of self-determina-

tion for the South Vietnamese and obtaining a full accounting for

missing Americans were subordinated to the dominant American
concern: to end U.S. involvement in the war. The compromises in

the Paris Peace Accords set the stage for the failure of the United
States to secure either freedom for the South Vietnamese or a full

-accounting for missing Americans. i.

,

- We are "all familiar with the outcome: Two years after the Paris
Peace Accords;- the North Vietnamese made a mockery of the
agreement by invading South Vietnam and imposing a totalitarian

communist government. The North Vietnamese were not coopera-
tive in returning US prisoners and after twenty years there has
still not been a satisfactory accounting for missing Americans.
Americans lost sight of the principles 'that were the .basis for our
involvement in Vietnam and we were willing to make compromises
for what was expedient at the time, We must not make the same
mistake again. ;v’v'V. V
For twenty years the United States has maintained a trade em-

bargo and refused to establish diplomatic relations with the Social-

ist Republic of Vietnam. This policy is consistent with the US
Treatment of other hardline communist states, notably North
Korea and Cuba. Current US policy towards Vietnam is based on
two considerations: cooperation in accounting for missing Ameri-
cans; and the removal of Vietnamese troops from Cambodia. The
United States has established a “road map* that matches progress

by the Vietnamese in these areas with improved trade and diplo-

matic relations with the United States.

The most noticeable aspect of the current road map is the con-

spicuous absence of mention of human rights or political freedom
for the people of Vietnam. For North Korea, progress in human
rights is one of the central conditions for improving relations. It

must also be for Vietnam. The United States was willing to fight

for political freedom and human rights for the people of Vietnam;
58,183 Americans died there, countless billions were spent, and
since that time the US has refused to establish relations in part

because of the repressive nature of the Vietnamese regime.
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It is ironic that after twenty years we appear willing to sacrifice

these principles for the people of Vietnam just as .demwsracy^s^tn-

umphing around the world, and perhaps once again subjugate, tins

time probably forever, the question of a full accounting for those

iution in the former Soviet Union and throughout.
_

,
;

Eastern Europe was the hard line

against the repressive communist regimes that dominated those so-

cieties. Today the leaders of those nations thank us for our tough

stand, even though that stand meant economic hardship and lsola-

^What is missing in our discussions today is a vision of 70 million

Vietnamese with the freedoms for which we fought and for which

our nation stands—freedom of religion, speech, travel, due process

under the law, and the right to protest the policies of ^eu- gove™-

God hdp us ifwe coihe back to Vietnam just to make a little

“a free Vietnam is the best way to honor the

cans and to help the Vietnamese people. We do not need to go to

whr to win this battle, nor do we need to stop moying towards

Sd Sons: We hkl to believe it is des^rand we need to

^ThT Uiritetl States should be willing to take a stand for the

people of Southeast Asia, Obtaining a full accounting for our miss-

ing soldiers will never happen as long as Vietnam remains a closed

society. Before opening the door to Vietnam, the United States

should demonstrate its Support for democracy and human rights by

raising these issues with the Vietnamese government.

Statement of Senator Herb Kohl

Mr. President, one of the central problems which faced the

Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs, and one of the cen-

tral problems which faces this country, is how to overcome the cyn-

icism which surrounds almost any statement made by government.

When I was growing up, in an earlier and perhaps more innocent

age, people took comfort from government: the firwide chats i^ve

us hope; the Truman walks gave Us confidence; the Eisenhower

Johnson administration became a chasm under Nixon; the malaise

of Carter surrendered briefly to the charm of

peared as deficits mounted, arms and money were diverted, and <h

vided government flourished; and while the Bush administration

strengthened our standing in the world, last years campaignen-

dirined “running against Washington as a major part of our polit-

ip

ftfe'S^at more cynical environment which this Committee bp-

erated. And in that environment, conspiracy theones^ven it they

are based on minimal and marginal evidence-flourish. From^tne

Space Aliens which the government is keeping in d®«P forage

somewhere out west to the CIA’s role m killing Elvis—if you have

a conspiracy theory which involves the government, someone will

: believe it
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But this Committee, Mr. President, did not operate in a realm of

speculation and fantasy. In this case, conspiracy theories—-while

dubious and incomplete—at least have some substance to them.

As I evaluated the testimony presented to us and looked at the

records made available' to usrl concluded ' that when our govern-

ment said that all American POWs had returned, it had reason to

believe that was not the case. That is not to say that our govern-

ment "lied;” it is to say that- it did not tell us the whole truth. I am
making more than a semantic distinction here: "lying” implies

some intention to deceive; “not telling the whole truth” suggests

that a statement does not fully describe a complex reality.

Whatever the difference in actual meaning, it is clear that our

government did not reveal everything that was known and was less

than truthful when it talked publicly about POWs and MIAs at the

end of the Vietnam war. As a result, when people charge that

there was “a government conspiracy to hide the truth from the

ffierican people,” there is at least some factual basis for their

A-.’

The problem that creates is obvious. This Committee, as a part of

the government, is asking people to believe that we are telling the

truth. But it is the very government which the Committee repre-

sents which did not give it’s citizens all the facts in the beginning.

Based on the overall credibility of government, why should people

believe we are telling the truth now about how we mislead people

in the past?. yyy
There are, in my judgement, several reasons; But, Mr. President,

the most important is simply this: we are making virtually all the

information upon which we relied available to
-
the American

people. They do not have to believe us: they can read the same
records we did, evaluate the same testimony we heard, go through

the same investigation and evaluation that we engaged in—and
they can reach their own conclusions. We are not asking anyone to

take anything on faith; we are giving everything we received to ev-

eryone and allowing them to draw their own conclusions:

But the issue here, Mr. President, is broader than the credibility

of the Committee’s work. In truth, I feel no need to defend the

Committee and no sympathy for those who doubt the sincerity of

our efforts. Personally, I believe that Chairman Kerry and Vice-

Chairman Smith, along with the other members of the Committee

and the superb staff they assembled, have done a magnificent job.

They have been fair. They have been thorough. And they have

been able to disagree about what conclusions the evidence supports

without in any way demeaning each other’s intelligence or patriot-

ism or dedication to finding out everything that we can. \

The issue is not the credibility of the Committee. But an issue of

credibility is at the heart of the POW issue. Indeed, it is at the

very heart of a government’s moral right to ask men and woman to

risk their lives for our country.

Our military might is based on our ability to persuade young
men and women to risk their lives for this country. That willing-

ness to face death is based on many factors: love of country, cour-

age, comradeship. But perhaps most importantly, service is based

on a belief in, and trust of, their government: that it will train



them well, equip them superbly, and do everything it reasonably

can to protect them and care for them.

It is the credibility of those promises which the POW/MIA issue

strains. For if, after all, the government does not keep its promises,

then why should our soldiers honor- their- pledge to follow, orders

even at the risk of their own lives?

This report demonstrates that the government has riot kept its

promises to those who served in Vietnam. Even more disturbing is

the evidence which suggests—strongly suggests—that the govern-

ment failed to keep its promises to those who served in World War
II, the Korean war, and the Cold War as well.

This trail of failure suggests that Vietnam may not have been a

unique situation. It Was not just the nature of that “dirty” war
which led the government to act in less than full faith. The con-

tinuing controversy about the fate of POWs and MIAs could have

raged after other conflicts—but in the less cynical environment of

those times, even the suspicion.that the government would do any?

thing less than everything possible was so incredible that it was
not entertained.

The saving grace in all of this is that the American people now
..know more of the facts. Knowing .the facts, can helpjis establish

more of the truth. And that can prevent us from repeating the mis-

takes of the past.

The Committee report contains suggestions to help the families

of our POWs and MIAs—structural reforms which should make
more information and more help available to them. Even with

those reforms, however, we have to recognize that the fog ofwar
makes.it impossible to provide ekact answers to every question. We
can not account for every MIA, we may never be able to know the

exact fate of those who once were held as POWs. Even under the

best of circumstances—and these are far from the best of circum-

stances—“truth,” in any absolute sense, is difficult to come by.

Some level of uncertainty is inherent to the human condition.

The report also makes suggestions for ways to minimize the

forces which lead to uncertainty about the fate of POWs and MIAs
in the future. Without impugning the integrity or efforts or mo-
tives of any one, the report makes it dear that if we had done
some things differently during negotiations to end the Vietnam
war, some of the problems ana questions we now face would have
been resolved then. The report does not simply point out those mis-

takes: it makes specific suggestions for changes in negotiating

strategy and tactics which should be adopted; in the fiiture. In that

sense, the report attempts to help prevent the past from being re-

peated in the future.

The report does not answer every question. In many ways, our

investigation simply opened the door to further inquiry. And that

inquiry will be made. The executive and legislative branches of our
government can not burn back now. We have come so far and done
so much in terms of declassifying information and becoming more
open, that it will be impossible to return to the days when “top

secret” was used as a way to extinguish legitimate criticism and
questions. !

7 V''
1 V

I would like to add one final word of a more personal nature.

Service on this Committee has been difficult. I have seen my col-
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leagues struggle to resolve doubts and differences; I have been

touched by the bravery, the love, the loneliness, and the frustration

of the POW and MIA families I have met, many from my own
state;! have been appalled by what I have learned about our own
government’s behavior. But at the same time, I have experienced a

senseofliberation as the ghosts of the past have been exposedrThe
willingness of the Committee—and ultimately of the executive

branch—to uncover the mistakes that were made and bring them
to light has vindicated the validity of the democratic process.

Though some may believe that our government tried to create a

form of Orwell’s “Newspeak,” this report proves that in a free soci-

ety such distortions can not be sustained. We have dug through the

mud and muck; we have had our hands in the dirt of distortion;

and we have emerged cleaner, and healthier and freer for the

effort.

Statement of Senator John McCain ;

:

I am pleased to join all twelve members of the Senate Select

Committee on POW/MIA Affairs in endorsing the final report of

the Committee. I want to thank, first and foremost our Chairman

and Vice Chairman for their leadership throughout the last fifteen

months, and for their intense determination that has ultimately

produced a balanced and thorough report.

Senator Kerry has exhibited throughout our proceedings fair-

ness, determination and true non-partisanship that should earn

-him the respect of every American who is concerned with this

issue.-He has certainly earned mine,
.

~
. "d /

; Senator Smith, with his passionate commitment to and tireless

concern for our missing men, is responsible, more than any other

member of Congress, for the creation of this Committee. While Sen-

ator Smith and I may not have always agreed about every aspect of

our investigation, I have always admired his dogged pursuit of an-

swers to the most troubling questions about our POW/MIAs. This

report is a testament to that commitment.

All members of this Committee have been engaged for over a

year in the pursuit of the truth. We haven’t always agreed with

one another, and when we haven’t our disagreements are noted in

the report. It hasn’t been an easy pursuit. It has been, in truth, one

of the most arduous and, at times, unusual undertakings of my
public life. But it has been an honest pursuit. That is all we were

charged with by the Senate, and we have met in full our responsi-

bility. r V. .v,'"'
; V »?". ~

Committee staff also worked diligently to fulfill our obligations. I

think it is appropriate to single out two members of the staff for

special commendation. Our counsel, Bill Codhina left the responsi-

bilities of his private law practice and the comfort of his family to

help out in tins difficult endeavor, and he quickly proved himself

indispensable. .

Our indefatigable and splendid staff director, Francis Zwenig,

proved herself to be tireless in her devotion to the truth. Both Bill

and Francis undertook an assignment that placed them in the

center of some pretty contentious issues, and they acquitted them-



selves brilliantly. They have served the Committee, the Senate and

the nation with distinction.
; the fruits of

Ae the American people now view for themselves the jrvuis oi

ouflabSs I urge everyone to read the executive summary and our

ftiirH^Yrcatefullyandthoroughly—Despitesome-prep_accou^„_^

ed
Tw

f

often in the past year, leaks, which are, of course, tenden-

Hmis bv nature and the inconsistent attention of the press t0

iesiiA have resulted in untruths, half truths and; sometimes, pur

fiction*being attributed to this committee by reporters should

know better. I want to identify three exceptions to thm fmhug^aj

there are a number of reporters who deserve therCommit- „

1S

Briice Van Voorst of Time Magazine could have broken a story

ta+'miaht have undermined a
- very - important mission.-He chose ...

tu« -ratitude I am certain, of all members of the Committee.

^Jmes BamfonTandJamesWalker ofABC Newswere, £
not the

firist then c<»rtg’hiy the reporters who were most dedicated to re-

SL? m-S^merican Jublic the .
extent to which .fraud and

hoaxes have deepened the anguish of families and comP^^[
t

0'ir

efforts to secure the fullest possible accounting of our POW/MlAs.

» fgwSt* » flashed. y« American

nnrthlp should look to our report for the whole and unvarnished

tmth We have not hidden anything from the public, neither our

protect or enhance the reputations of anyone are false. We have

souri? the truth. It is clear in this summary and report when all

members of the Committee are fully in accord on what constitutes

the truth It is just as clear when we have been unable to fo™ a

perfect consensus on some aspects of the issue. Those few instances

where there are varying shades of opinion are fully documented in

^waymemberofthis Committee fish6! t*1®1 we could have to-

cated and secured the repatriation of a livmg American.

clear in our report, we found no compelling evidence to prove that

Americans are alive in captivity today.
n„iv the nos-

There is some evidence—though no proof^
1

suSg^?IyVSf* *5®*

sibilitythat a few Americans may have been kept behind after the

end of America’s military involvement m Vletnam. .

The Committee found absolutely no credible evidence to suppwt

the contention that the United States Government, under fivepr^

idential administrations, conspired to

from knowing that Americans remained captive in Southeast Asia.
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All members are in accord on these conclusions although there

are some remaining differences over the quality of evidence that

supports the possibility of survival. \-c

There have been a number of press stories—few of them, 11 any,?

accurate—about the so-called cluster or pattern analysis of reports

of-live-Americans in captivity in- Southeast Asia.There, is a differ-

ence of opinion among Committee members about, the utility of this

form of analysis. That difference is noted and described fully m the

report. For ten members of the Committee, a cluster of live sight-

ing reports from a specific location raise questions and is cause for

a close examination of these reports. But when the reports that

form a cluster include fabrications and contain unspecific geo-

graphical and other data, or data which.is contradicted by known

facts, then the cluster analysis is of marginal utility.
, j . . u

For instance, a cluster of live sighting reports could simply be

the product of one known fabricated report. One witness reports a

false live sighting, tells a friend or relative who then goes on to tell

other friends or relatives, who then provide additional-heareay re-

ports to American investigators. Sometimes this reporting is done

in the expectation of financial gain or permission to emigrate to

the United States. Obviously, despite the frequency of reports, if

they are based on an original lie, the clusters are meaningless. In

one instance of our investigation, we discovered that a cluster had

been based on a report that was ultimately recanted by the wit-

I want to emphasize Here that the Committee s conclusions—in

the wiseS words.- of.prie
;

dtmy^&itotiitueh^^ MorrisTOyT^p:-npt
;

relieve us orthe tinited States Government of the responsibility, to

continue pursuing the fullest possible accounting of our missing

men. As long as there are serious questions about the fafe of spme

of our POW/MlAs, the governments of Indochina and the United

States Government are morally obligated to pursue the answers.

It is also clear that due diligence in the pursuit of these answers

has not always been executed consistently by all officials who were

charged with that responsibility. This Committee has correctly rec-

ommended steps to ensure that our Government's efforts to achieve

the fullest possible accounting be in keeping with the highest na-

tional priority and be of such quality to serve our missing, the fam-

ilies of our missing and the
,

American people with the dedication

It is just as important to note, however, that many officials in-

volved in our accounting efforts have too often been maligned

wrongly by critics who have not had or did not want to have fair

grounds to make such allegations. Many honorable people, in and

out of uniform, have dedicated themselves, some for many years, to

the pursuit of the truth. This Committee respects and. appreciates

their commitment. • ,,
•

. , . \

No one has been more committed to this noble undertaking than

General John Vessey, the President’s Special Emissary to Vietnam

for POW/MIA Affairs. This Committee has contributed greatly to

the progress we all recognize has occurred in our amounting ef-

forts. But we also recognize that General Vessey has been, success-

fully searching for answers much longer than we have. We salute



him and thank him for his tireless efforts on behalf of our missing

men and their families. He is a true American patriot.
,

I want to also thank President Bush, members of his Cabinet and

other officials of his Administration who have cooperated closely,

and"worked ”diligehtly"tb ensure this Committee would have the im

formation and support necessary to fulfill our obligations. They

have accorded this issue the attention that is required for the high-

est national priority. I believe all members of the Committee

deeply respect and thank the President for his firm commitment to

the fullest possible accounting of our POW/MIAs.
,

wish also to briefly discuss a subject which received consider-

able attention from this Committee—the negotiations of the Paris

Peace Accords which concluded our war in Vietnam. I am one of a

number of Committee members who believes that the accords were

the best achievable under the prevailing political and military cir-

cumstances of the time, and that the Nixon Administration de-

"sefv«n^r®c<^^
I think our report does briefly describe those circumstances

within which Nixon Administration officials operated at the time,

though they bear further elaboration. The agreements concluded in

Paris in 1972 were not perfect. Buti know of no instance in history

where negotiations of comparable importance or the agreements

they achieve were perfect, v; .'

the Paris Peace Accords provided for an immediate ceasefire, a

military-withdrawal, the return of our POWs within sixty days,

and, in a side agreement, Vietnam’s cooperation insecuring an ac-

counting for our missing-in-action throughout Indochina. As was

accurately noted in the Montgomery Commission report, the POW/
MIA provisions of the Accords were the most extensive of any post-

war settlement in history.
;; .

If some of these objectives were not ultimately achieved, the

fault lies in the implementation of the Accords, and not in the Ac-

cords themselves.

The fault for failures in the implementation of the Accords

should be attributed to several quarters. Primarily, as the report

notes, the fault lies with the Government of Vietnam which violat-

ed virtually every provision of the Accords as rapidly as it could.

Almost immediately, Hanoi moved an army south. Throughout the

phase of U.S. military withdrawal and the repatriation of prison-

ers-of-war, Hanoi frequently ignored its specific commitment on the

timings and other modalities of the prisoner exchange. And only

recently, has Hanoi acted in keeping with its commitments to help

account for our missing throughout Indochina.

I believe the Nixon Administration acted forcefully, on at least

two occasions by suspending temporarily the withdrawal of our

forces, to force Hanoi's compliance on the release of our prisoners.

Whenever the Nixon Administration knew with certainty that a

specific American was in danger of not being returned during Op-

eration Homecoming, they acted.

Yes, there were, indeed, concerns among Administration officials

that the Pathet Lao or, more accurately, their masters in Hanoi

were not returning all Americans whom we had reason to believe

had survived their incident of loss and may have been held, at

least for a time, as prisoners of war. However, in these instances
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there was no current indication that these men were alive or

where they were being held. When they had such certain knowl-

edge, as was the case with the nine Americans who had been cap-

tured in Laos, but held in Hanoi, the Administration acted forceful-

ly to securetheir return. - ~ - -

The accounting for our remaining missing, especially those

Americans, who are classified as “discrepancy cases,” and who were

the focus of most of our concern, quickly broke down after Oper-

ation Homecoming, leaving
.
Administration officials and many

Americans with nagging fears that some Americans had been kept

behind by our adversaries. The fault for this failure, as I just noted,

lies squarely with Hanoi.

Neither can the failure of the United States to force Hanoi s

compliance be attributed solely to the Nixon Administration. A
war weary nation, an increasingly forceful protest movement, a

Congress that was acting unilaterally to forbid all U.S. involve-

ment in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia figured prominently- in the

failure of the U.S. to force compliance. In my opinion, they figured

far more prominently in that Mure than the. Nixon Administra-

tion.

i There was no popular support for a resumption of military activi-

ty. Congress had terminated all funding for combat operations in

Indochina and economic aid to Vietnam. Particularly instructive is

the report’s description of Senator Dole’s amendment to legislation

that forced the termination of bombing in Cambodia. His amend-

ment would have conditioned the cessation of military activity on

cooperation in-securing the release and amounting for our missing.

It was defeated by an overwhelming margin. • -

The Administration was, at that time, succumbing to the tragedy

of Watergate; This, of course, factored in the post Operation Home-

coming implementation of the Accords. Also, while both President

Nixon and Roger Shields mentioned in their statements concerning

the return of our POWs, that the accounting of our MIAs was not

proceeding to our satisfaction, the wording of those statements may
have incorrectly given the public more cause to believe that all

Americans had returned than the situation warranted. However, I

must repeat that the Administration did make clear in public

statements, and in the testimony of its officials before concession-

al committees that Vietnam was violating its pledge to help us ac-

count for our missing.

Neither Watergate nor imprecise wording of some public state-

ments nor any other act of the Administration constituted the

knowing abandonment of American POWs by their government.

That allegation is as unfounded as it is malicious. President Nixon

accurately described this false charge as obscene.

I think it is also fair to mention that the National League of

Families, its director, Anne Mills Griffiths, and former National

Security Council member, Richard Childress took strong exception

to a portion of the report which dealt with Ms. Griffiths’ and Mr.

Childress’ alleged participation in private efforts to fund the Lao

resistance. They have cited inaccuracies in the report, and raised

other important concerns which may have not be addressed fairly

in the report Since one member of our Committee announced his

intention to refer the case to the Justice Department, I feel it is
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important that officials of that Department know that, at a mini-

mum, there are two conflicting sides to this story, and that Ms.

Griffith’s and Mr. Childress’ refutation deserves serious consider-

ation. Moreover, Mr. Childress sent a letter to the Committee ad-

dressing these charges which deserves inclusion in the appendices -

of the report.
,

•
.

Chapter Six of the report deals with private efforts involved in

the POW/MIA issue. Let me strongly emphasize one caution that

is based on our findings in that chapter: The remaining questions

about our POW/MIAs do not entitle anyone to trade on the an-

guish of families by fabricating evidence, or intentionally dissemi-

nating information they know to be false for any purpose—whether

to profit from it financially or to garner publicity for themselves.

Sadly, this Committee found substantial evidence that this has oc-

curred all too often in the past. Also, everyone involved in this

issue has a moral obligation to be extremely careful in publicly dis-

seminating any information which they cannot be certain is credi-

ble, for if such information proves to be fraudulent, as it usually

does, its public promotion only adds to the anguish of families and

complicates our efforts to secure the fullest possible accounting.

Many, indeed, most Americans-who-have dedicated themselves to

the resolution of this issue have acted honorably and with the best

of intentions. Those few whose motives and methods are dishonor-

able cannot diminish the good work that so many private citizens

have done to pursue answers about our missing, to draw the na-

tion’s attention to the issue, and to keep our government focused

oir achieving the fullest possible accounting of our missing. The

committee applauds their faithfulness”

Statement of Senator Hank Brown

Mr. President, last week’s issuance of the final report of the

Select Committee on POW/MIAs marks the end-point of 15 months

of the most extensive investigation of the POW/MIA issue yet com-

pleted by the Congress. Numbering more than 1,000 pages, the

final report covers in detail the wide range of the Committee inves-

tigation.
. / V

As important as the final report, though, are the myriad of other

initiatives resulting from the Committee’s work. For instance, our

investigation resulted in the most rapid and extensive declassifica-

tion of public files and documents in American history. This effort

is nearing completion. The Committee conducted the most rigorous

examination yet completed of U.S. intelligence operations concern-

ing the possibility that Americans survived after the war. We re-

viewed more than 3,000 National Security Agency intelligence re-

ports and 90 boxes of wartime NSA files and conducted the first-

ever review of pilot distress symbols and their relationship to phb-

tographic interpretation.

The Committee’s efforts were significant in moving the Vietnam-

ese government toward increased openness and assistance in ac-

counting for Americans missing in action in Southeast Asia.

During a Committee trip to Vietnam, the Vietnamese government

announced its intention to provide increased access to American in-

vestigators. The result has been unprecedented American access to



Vietnamese prisons, military bases, government buildings, docu-

ments, photographs, archives and materials—all of which may
assist our own government in answering the many questions still

surrounding the fate of our missing servicemen.
" .The Committee has'worked with the Executive Branch to estab-

-

lish a process of live-sighting response, investigation and evalua-

tion that is the most extensive and professional ever conducted.

Even as the Committee’s efforts draw to a close, the live-sighting

investigations are moving ahead rapidly.

Furthermore,; Committee efforts in coordination with the Execu-

tive Branch led to the beginning of a significant joint process with

Russia to uncover information the Russian government might have

concerning American POW/MIAs. Never before has the Russian

government opened some of its most secret files to U.S. historians

and archivists. Although Russian Army intelligence, the GRU, has

not opened its files to the Russian-American team, the Russian

KGB’s willingness to open its own files is a significant first step.

The Chairman,
Senator John Kerry, deserves special recognition

for his tireless efforts to ensure the Committee s investigation was

brought to a successful conclusion. John Kerry provided an effec-

tive
-
environment for tough discussions of heart-rending issues. He

acted as both a peacemaker, an arbiter and an organizer of a pack

of headstrong legislators.
v

The Ranking Member, Senator Bob Smith, should be recognized

for his efforts to ensure that the Committee’s staff used every

imaginable investigative method in reviewing available data. It is

in large part due to these efforts that the Committee was able to

reach a unanimous, conclusion on the state of the evidence concern-

ing Americans unaccounted for in Vietnam.

.

Vietnam: the heroes

During the course of our investigation, the Select Committee was

struck by the heroics of the Americans held in captivity in Viet-

The commitment and sacrifice of these men under the meet ex-

treme conditions was truly remarkable. In spite of discord at home,

propaganda, and torture, the conduct of most of the POWs stands

as inspiration and example to all who wear our country s uni-

^
Following am few examples of those who were captured and de-

tained in North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. ,
'

v . ,

Vice Admiral James B. Stockdale, (U.S. Navy). Vice Admiral

(then Commander) Stockdale’s A4E aircraft was shot down over

North Vietnam on September 9, 1965. Injured during the ejection

sequence and woundea by his captors, Stockdale was the senior

American imprisoned in Vietnam. His organization of the prisoners

into a cohesive military chain of command earned him numerous

WtiiiEB and time in solitary confinement He was recognized by

his captors as the leader in the POWs’ resistance to interrogation

and in their refusal to participate in propaganda exploitation.

Admiral Stockdale was singled out for interrogation and torture

after being caught in a covert communications attempt. Sensing

the start of another purge, and aware that his earlier efforts at

self-disfiguration (beating his head against a wall so that he could
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not be photographed by the North Vietnamese) to dissuade his cap-

tors from exploiting him for propaganda purposes, had resulted in

.cruel and agonizing punishment, Stockdale nonetheless resolved to

make himself a symbol of resistance regardless of personal sacri-

fice.
. , x

He deliberately inflicted a near-mortal wound to his person in

order to convince his captors of his willingness to give up his life

rather than capitulate. He was subsequently discovered and re-

vived by the North Vietnamese who, convinced of his indomitable

spirit, abated in their employment of excessive harassment and tor-

ture toward all of the American prisoners. His courageous resist-

ance, his efforts to account for the prisoners that were his responsi-

bility and his inspirational example for all American servicemen in

North Vietnam’s prison system ied to his receipt of the Nation’s

^highest award following nis release—the Congressional Medal of:
;

Honor. '
£:\ v - ;

v

Master Sergeant Terrill J. Salley (U.S. Army). In March 1971,

Viet Cong ana Hanoi radio broadcasts recounted the capture of two

Americans. Circumstances correlate one of these Americans to

MSgt Salley. Former POWs confirmed that Salley died in captivity.

In addition, his name was on the “Died in Captivity List” of the

Provisional Revolutionary Government of Vietnam.

Colonel Fred Vann Cherry (U.S. Air Force). Then-Major Cherrys

F-105D aircraft was shot down while striking military targets in

northern Vietnam. He was observed on the ground by his wing-

man, and beeper contact was established and maintained through-

out the remaining daylight hours, but could not be reestablished. -

Colonel Cherry’s subsequent captivity was marked by senseless,

violent beating by his North Vietnamese captors; Cherry refused to

compromise his beliefs and training and stubbornly resisted his

captors until his eventual release.

Master Sergeant Isaac Camacho (U.S. Army). Master Sergeant

(then Sergeant First Class) Camacho, a special forces non-commis-

sioned officer, was captured early in the conflict in South Vietnam.

On November 24, 1963, the unit he was advising was overrun. He
and three other U.S. servicemen were captured. MSgt Camacho’s

assistance to Ms fellow prisoners and his resistance to his captors

remains a legend in tha U.S. Army. Camacho eventually escaped

and returned to U.S. control. For his gallantry, this brave sergeant

was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. „ ,

Private First Class Donald J. Sparks (U.S. Army). PFC Sparks

was captured on June 17, 1969, when his patrol was ambushed in

South Vietnam. Sparks and another soldier were wounded, and as

members of the patrol withdrew, they observed North Vietnamese

personnel stripping Sparks of his clothing and weapon. The follow-

ing day a U.S. patrol returned to the ambush site and recovered

the body of the other American, but there was no si^n of Sparks.

Almost a year later, two letters written by Sparks m April 1970

were found on a Viet Cong soldier. In one of the letters, which was

determined to be authentic, the young soldier mientioned that he

had received a foot wound, but that it has healed. He added that he

had not seen another American during his ten months in captivity.

There Americans released during “Operation Homecoming re-

ported that in the spring of 1970, while they were enroute to a new
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camp in the same province where Sparks was lost, a Vietnamese

guard mentioned that a POW named “Don” was moving slowly be-

cause of a foot wound, but would soon join them. The POW the

guard mentioned never arrived. Sparks is still carried as “Missing
:

In Action.” .A V
.

_V.
:
X

'

Captain John S. McCain, III (U.S. Navy). Captain (then Lt. Com-

mander) McCainVA4E aircraft was shot down over Hanoi in Octo-
’

ber, 1967. Captain McCain ejected from an inverted aircraft and

broke both arms and a leg during the ejection. North Vietnamese

soldiers quickly pulled him from a lake near Hanoi and beat him

severely. Near death, McCain recovered slowly. Because his father,

Admiral McCain, was then Commander of the Pacific Fleet, Lt.

Commander McCain was singled out for repeated torture and

brutal treatment. Numerous beatings, bones rebroken by his cap-

tors time and again and months of solitary confinement further

slowed recovery. The Vietnamese offered him early repatriation

several times in an attempt to dishearten the other prisoners, but

McCain refused to be repatriated before other POWs. His spirit

could not be beaten." He continued to resisrhis captors and to in-

spire other prisoners by his patriotic determination.

Furthermore, during the long internment, McCain served the

other prisoners both as Chaplain and as an educator. As Chaplain,

he cohducted relipbus services, provided spiritual guidance and in-

stilled constructive rehabilitative thinking for the benefit of his

fellow prisoners. In addition, despite constant harassment and the

routine harsh treatment, McCain devoted long hours to preparing

educational lessons that would improve the morale and well-being

of the other prisoners. - _ , ,

Colonel Charles Shelton . (U,S. Air Force). Colonel Shelton was

shot down over Laos in April, 1965, in a photo reconnaissance mis-

sion over northeast Laos. Nearby aircraft had been diverted to

assist in search operations, and the pilot of an F-105 aircraft ob-

served Colonel Shelton on the southern slope of a small ridge,

about 30-40 yards from his empty parachute. Shelton waved his

hands and indicated he was okay, but before rescue helicopters

reached him, cloud cover completely obscured the ground, making

rescue impossible. Weather conditions continued to prevent heli-

copter recovery for the next few days, and when friendly ground

parties landed in the area and conversed with indigenous Laotians,

they evaded questions concerning the fate of the downed pilot

A friendly search team of Meo team tribesmen sent in one week

after the crash confirmed Shelton was taken captive by enemy

forces but could provide no further information on his fate. Intelli-

gence received later cannot be correlated with complete certainty

to Colonel Shelton, but it appears to indicate that he continued to

resist his Pathet Lao captors, even making attempts to escape.

However, no concrete information has been provided by the govern-

ment of North Vietnam concerning Colonel Shelton. Consequently,

he is still carried on the rolls of the missing in the symbolic status

of “missing/captured”—the only U.S. serviceman in that status.

Lt. Colonel Daniel F; Maslowski (U.S. Army). Lt. Colonel (then

Warrant Officer 1—WO 1) Daniel F. Maslowski’s UH 1H helicopter

was shot down in eastern Cambodia on May 2, 1970. Lt. Colonel

Maslowski subsequently rallied his crew and attempted to resist



North Vietnamese forces until they were overrun. During his

follow-on captivity in Cambodia, Lt. Colonel Maslowski continued
to assist arid care for injured crewmembers. His efforts to resist his

captors continued until their release. For his actions, Maslowski
was awarded the Bron2e- Star and the 'Distinguished Flying Cross.

Colonel William Thomas Mayhall (U.S. Air Force). Colonel (then
1st Lt.) Mayhall’s B-52 was struck by multiple surface-to-air mis-
siles during a daylight strike on military targets in the Red River
Delta of North Vietnam on December 21, 1972. When his ejection

seat mechanism failed, Lt. Mayhall “bailed out” through a hole in

the aircraft and, upon landing, was captured by armed civilians

and militia.
'

Throughout his captivity in Hanoi, Mayhall assisted more senior
POWs in maintaining morale and cohesiveness among his fellow
prisoners. His strict adherence to the rules of the Geneva Conven-
tion and his aircrew training were a constant example to the other
POWsrUpon-return, he received the" Distinguished Flying Cross
and the POW medal.

"•

Captain Lance P. Sjjan (U.S, Air Force). Captain Sijan’s F-4C
was shot down over Laos in November, 1967. During his ejection,

he was seriously injured, breaking-both l^srln this conditioni he
successfully evaded capture for several weeks by dragging himself
through the jungle with his hands.
After his capture, Sijan, even though in weakened condition,

overpowered his guard and crawled into the jungle, only to be re-

captured a few hours' later. During subsequent questioning, the Vi-
etnamese, interrogator pulled and twisted his broken limbs in at-

tempts to break Captain Sijan’s spirit and force him to divulge
classified information.

Despite intense pain frequently causing unconsciousness, Sijan
never gave information other than that required by the Geneva
Convention. Thus weakened, Sijan died in captivity. He was post-

humously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor for his hero-
ism. '

:

- .
-

Colonel Robert R. Craner (U.S. Air Force). Colonel (then Major)
Craner’s forward air control F-100F was shot down near Vinh on
December 20, 1967. He was initially held with Captain Lance Sijan,

whom he tried in vain to keep alive. Craner’s refusal to be used in
Hanoi’s propaganda campaign, and his efforts to improve the
morale of his fellow American prisoners and their covert communi-
cations efforts, inspired continued resistance by the POWs. His ef-

forts earned him frequent interrogations, torture, and long periods
in solitary confinement. Upon his return, Colonel Craner was
awarded two Silver Stars for his actions while a POW.

Colonel Floyd James Thompson (U.S. Army). Colonel (then Cap-
tain) Thompson was an aerial observer abroad an OIF observation
aircraft when it was shot down on March 26, 1964 near the Laotian
border in South Vietnam. Captain Thompson was then held in sev-
eral primitive detention facilities over the next nine years. Thomp-
son was held longer than any U.S. prisoner; his steadfast courage
under extreme conditions was model for all U.S. servicemen to

emulate. . . 0 v :
'

Commander Richard Allen Stratton (U.S. Navy). Then-Lt Com-
mander Richard Stratton was shot down over North Vietnam on



January 5, 1967 when his A-4 aircraft came under intense anti-air-

craft and surface to air missile attack. Commander Stratton s fierce

resistance to his North Vietnamese captors earned him many fero-

-cious-beatings and hours.of. solitary .confinement.„He_resisted; all efi

forts by his captors to use him in causes detrimental to the United

States. Stratton maintained good order and discipline among his

fellow prisoners. Despite! constant harassment and the routine

harsh treatment, he devoted long hours toward improving the

morale of other prisoners as a member of the entertainment group.

His spirit and audacity inspired the rest of the prisoners to contin-

ue resistance to their North Vietnamese captors. V
.

Colonel George Day (U.S. Air Force). Colonel George 'Bud Day

was shot down over North Vietnam in August 1967. His right arm

was broken in three places and his knee badly sprained. He was

captured by hostile forces and immediately taken to a prison camp

where he was interrogated and severely tortured. After causing-the

guards to relax their vigilance, Colonel Day escaped into the jungle

and began the trek toward South Vietnam. He was the only POW
to escape from prison in the North. . '.-'S'-- V, ^
- Despite injuries inflicted by fragments-of a bomb or. rocket, he

continued southward surviving only on a few berries and uncooked

frogs. He successfully evaded enemy patrols and reached the Ben

Hai River, where he encountered U.S. artillery barrages. With the

aid ofja bamboo log float, Colonel Day swam across the river and

entered the demilitarized zone. Due to delirium, he lost his sense of

direction and wandered aimlessly for several days. After -several

unsuccessful attempts to signal U.S. aircraft, he was ambushed and

recaptured by the Viet Cong, sustaining gunshot wounds to the left

hand and thigh. S: - , ; , , , ,

He was returned to the “zoo , the prison from which he had es-

caped and later was moved to Hanoi after giving his captors false

information in response to their questions. Physically, Day was to-

tally debilitated and unable to perform even the simplest task for

himself. Despite his many injuries, he continued to resist. Further-

more, thirty-seven months of his five-and-a-half year imprisonment

were spent in solitary confinement. Upon his release in 1973, Colo-

nel Day was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor for his

heroic efforts. 7 7 '.'SS 7
:

'

7

'

,i Warrant Officer 1 Solomon Goodwin (U.S. Marine Corps). War-

rant Officer Goodwin’s residence in Hue City came under fire at

the beginning of the Tet offensive. Realizing that an American ag-

ricultural advisor was occupying the building adjacent to his own,

Goodwin exposed himself to the enemy fire to bring the man to the

relative safety of his own position.
; . „

With a total of six defenders, Goodwin’s position repeatedly re-

buffed enemy attack, killing at least 20 enemy soldiers and captur-

ing one Viet Cong. While retreating from a final, all-out assault on

their position, the men were captured by the enemy on February 5,
:

1908
'

•• S'. ••/;..
'•

WO 1 Goodwin was detained in the hills outside Hue until July

1968 when he and another American POW, who returned to the

US during Operation Homecoming, began their journey to North

Vietnam. WO 1 Goodwin’s health deteriorated rapidly and he died



during the march northward. He was posthumously awarded the
Silver Star medal.

Rear Admiral Jeremiah Denton (U.S. Navy). Real Admiral Den-
ton’s A6 aircraft wasshot down near Thanh Hoa, North Vietnam
in July, 1965; North Vietnamese soldiers quickly captured him as

his parachute landed in the Ma River. He was soon transported to

a prison in Hanoi. There, Denton was tortured, put into solitary

confinement and repeatedly beaten. It was Denton who provided

the United States the first evidence of torture by the Vietnamese
of the American prisoners when he blinked the word “torture” in

Morse code in a televised interview. This brave stunt led his cap-

tors to increase the frequency and harshness of Denton’s interroga-

tions and beatings during the next seven years of imprisonment.

At one point, Denton perceived a high-level shift in enemy tac-

tics in dealing with the prisoners which imposed new limitations

on the North Vietnamese captors. Denton then directed increased

resistance by the American prisoners which resulted in a signifi-

cant reduction in enemy demands to use prisoners for propaganda
purposes. In May 1970, Denton personally led and directed a period

of
<r
fasting” by the prisoners to demand better treatment and pro-

test solitary confinement. ...
In September 1972, Denton refused to appear at a public presen-

tation of the POWs planned by their North Vietnamese: captors.

Annoyed by his refusal, the North Vietnamese ordered guards to

torment him to complete'physical exhaustion. After being overpow-
ered by Ms guards, Denton was transported to the museum where
he displayed such disinterest and disdain toward the North Viet-

namese that he proved to be an embarrassment in his captors’ at;

tempts to use the appearance for propaganda purposes. Conse-

quently, the North Vietnamese never again attempted a similar

display of the prisoners. Rear Admiral Denton’s stubborn resist-

ance was an inspiration to his fellow prisoners.

Defense Intelligence Agency

During the course of our investigation, we received testimony
from many POW/MIA family members that the Defense Intelli-

gence Agency has been less-than-helpful in its responses to their

requests for information and assistance.

After working closely with DIA in this investigation for more
than a year, it is evident that the families’ concerns are well-found-

ed. Some of the DIA’s responses to questions put to it by the Com-
mittee were evasive and non-responsive.

From the beginning, DIA’s assessment that hundreds of sworn
live-sighting reports md not constitute evidence was disconcerting.

Certainly our investigation determined the reports may not consti-

tute proof, but to dismiss them as evidence implied as
,

unwilling-

ness to conduct an objective inquiry.

Obtaining straight answers to straightforward questions was
often difficult. In some cases, DIA’s broad assertions that no evi-

dence existed on one point or another were cavalier and misled the
Committee. Here are two examples: .

a. On August 4, 1992, when asked about the possibility of an un-
derground prison beneath Ho Chi Minh’s Mausoleum in Hanoi, the
DIA testified to the Committee that they could not “find any evi-
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dence that there is even a basement in any building in the coun-
try. . . .”

.

.

:

"’V
;

V,
'

In fact, DIA’s testimony was contradicted by a September 1992
Defense Intelligence Agency message that stated: 7 r

* * * DNA and DIA analysts have identified items associ-

ated with the construction of Ho Chi Minh’s tomb that in-

dicated a below grade infrastructure that is far more
elaborate than what one would expect from simply a mau-
soleum. [DIA/PW message, dated 101522Z September 1992,

Subject: Collection Support Requirement, paragraphs A, B,

andC.]
. ,

: .
.

' - 1 /:•- 1

•'

Although the September message did not prove the existence of

any sort of underground facility, it certainly brought to the Com-
mittee’s attention once again DIA’s propensity for categorical deni-

als not supported by the evidence, or even by thorough analysis;

b. DIA officials testified that a November 25, 1979 radio intercept

concerning possible U.S. prisoners in Viengxay, Laos was followed

up completely. They further stated the intercept contained no in-

formation regarding American prisoners.- However, in direct con-

tradiction, the Committee uncovered the fact that the actual Na-
tional Security Agency memorandum discussing NSA’s attempts to

follow-up on the intercept stated that none of NSA’s follow-up at-

tempts had been successful—not that the intercept contained no in-

formation of American prisoners (NSA. Central Security Service

Memorandum, NovT 18, 1992); 7 • 7 . 77. 7;

The Paris peace accords

Mr. President, no single element of the investigation generated

more controversy than did the Committee’s attempt to characterize

what it learned concerning the Paris Peace Accords. In the view of

this Committee member, some on the Committee attempted to arti-

ficially limit their focus on the Accords to such an extent that the

picture the report communicates of events occurring in 1973 and
1974 is skewed. Consequently, I would like to take a moment to

clarify the record on these important events.

At this point, I ask unanimous consent that a recent editorial

from the Washington Post be included in the Record.

[There being -no objection, the article was included as ordered.]

The accords.

Mr. President, as a casual reader reviews the body of our report,

he would get the distinct impression that during the development

of the Accords in late 1972 and early 1973, somehow, some way,

U.S. negotiators developed a defective document that let the Viet-

namese “off the hook” and did not require a complete and full ac-

counting of U.S. prisoners and those missing in action. That im-

pression left by the report is simply inaccurate.

What is not included in the report is the simple fact that

EVERY witness heard by the Committee during the course of its

investigation of the Accords stated that the “Accords were the best

achievable under the circumstances.” We took sworn testimony

from the full range of negotiators, experts and other government
officials involved in the negotiation of the Accords. Not one of the



many who appeared before our Committee contradicted that asser-

tion. The Chairman, Senator Kerry, perhaps summed it up best

during Dr. Kissinger’s testimony when he stated: .
;
/

— .1 think you got-the best-agreement you-could. And -I -

said that at the very beginning. And -I am proud to ac-

knowledge there were, as people have written many times,

extraordinary moments of your deftness, brilliance, capac-

ity to negotiate with very difficult levels. And I want that

on the record . . .
you have made your mark in history on

that [the Accords]:

The ACcords were signed after four grueling years of negotiations

with the North Vietnamese. They provided for the withdrawal of

all U.S. forces and the release of all U.S; POWs held throughout

Indochina within sixty days.

Internationally and at home the Agreement was hailed as a sue-,

cess. U.S. negotiators had successfully achieved peace with honor

for the United States. Critics became advocates. Kissinger was

awarded a Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts. At the time, the New
York Times, no fan of the Administration, hailed the Accords as "a.

diplomatic triumph” which had been achieved “under merciless

cross fire” and “Complex pressures.” The Washington Post ap-

plauded the Administration for not trying to iron out every

nuance:
v v

.

v r / ''• ;>V ;v

y

.

:

Ambiguities necessarily—providentially—remain, For y

Americans, they are not defects: they are assurances that

the unresolved questions at issue will be left for resolution

to parties other than the United States. The alternative

would be for the United States to fight on. y

The POW/MIA provisions of the Accords were the most exten-

sive of any post-war settlement. In 1976, the House Select Commit-

tee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia thoroughly reviewed

these provisions and concluded that they were “not only adequate,

but excellent
* * * These provisions constitute an achievement of

which the American negotiators and the American people can be

proud.” ", r • /yyyv
'V

;
'y'Vy :

;
,yVyy' '.'/yy "yv. ':'\':-y. -"y

Although some during our Committee’s investigation have tried

to argue the Administration should have achieved more definite as-

surances or more “iron clad” guarantees, according to testimony

received by the Committee, there was no support in 1973 for more
definite assurances. In fact, throughout 1972 the Administration

was castigated in congressional hearings and in the media for con-

tinuing to n^otiate rather than withdraw unilaterally.

Furthermore, it is not apparent that the North Vietnamese

would have acted differently if the language of the Accords been

more specific, if the Laotian provisions had been part of the text of

the agreement itself rather than a side understanding, or if lists of

POWs had been exchanged prior to the signing of the agreements.

The plain fact is that Hanoi violated all of the agreements, wheth-

er formal or informal, written or oral.
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Some have contended that once the Paris Peace Accords were

signed,, the. Nixon Administration made few .efforts to ensure a

complete accounting for those missing in action. Further more,

some claim that once it was evident the North Vietnamese were

not abiding by the Accords, the Administration did not bring its

concerns that Americans might still be held in Indochina to the afc

tention dfthe Americanpublic;">:/'''''Xp-:;.-

One the Accords were signed, what actions could the Administra-

tion have taken to ensure the North Vietnamese complied with the

requirement to provide a full accounting for American servicemen

missing in action?

First, Congress and the Executive Branch could have spoken out.

The record shows that the Executive Branch repeatedly and public-

ly expressed its concerns about Hanoi’s refusal to help account .for

the MIAs, especially those known to have been; alive and in captiv-

ity. Dr. Kissinger included the following as examples of Adminis-

tration efforts in a letter he provided to the Committee:

r
: -•• On February 8, 1973, Secretary of State Rogers told the - - ~

House Foreign Affairs Committee “As you know, we do

not regard the Lao list as complete.” He expressed concern

about some 1800 American MIAs not on lists and pledged

efforts to obtain “the fullest possible accounting.”
- - On February'21, 1973, Secretary Rogers testified to the

; Senate: Foreign Relations Committee stressing that the

U.S. was pushing for a full accounting of MIAs and ex-

pressing concern those “missing or captured” in Laos.

On February 25, 1973, Dr, Kissinger told Barbara Wal-
! ters that much of the time in Hanoi was spent on MIAs.

On March 2, 1973, during Peace Conference meetings in

Paris, Secretary Rogers noted U.S. unhappiness with MIA
accounting and warned against any delay of POW releases.

On March 29, 1973, President Nixon addressed the

Nation and stated as part of the same address in which he

made the oft-quoted statement that
“ * * * all our POWs

are home * * * ” that the United States was not satisfied

with the North Vietnamese accounting for those missing

inaction.

On April 12, 1973, during his much cited press confer-

ence, Dr. Roger Shields stated that the US had “no indica-

tion” that Americans remained alive in Indochina. Howev-

er, he also repeatedly stated “we have not yet received all

information concerning our men in Laos and Cambodia.”

On April 20, 1973, the United States issued a public

statement listing all violations including the DRV failure

to provide information on MIAs or those who had died

there, -vv-
On May 3, 1973, the President’s Foreign Policy report

notes that the U.S. focus is on MIAs.

On May 31, 1973, the Special Assistant to the Secretary

of State for POW/MIAs, Mr. Frank Sieverts, testified to

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee noting U.S. un-

happiness with the North Vietnamese accounting, and
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stating that the United States would continue pressing for

a full accounting.

On June 13, 1973, in a press conference following the is-

suance of tKe joint' U.S7DRV communique on- the Pa^

Peace Accords, Dr. Kissinger stated that “We are con-

cerned about inadequate accounting for MIAs.”

On July 29, 1973, the U.S. issued a public protest to the v.

government of North Vietnam concerning its failure, to

comply with the article in the Accords on accounting for

;

; '

those missing in action.
;

~ \ 77".

;

In September, 1973, during his confirmation hearmg as

Secretary of State, Dr. Kissinger testified to the Senate

Foreign Relations . Committee that he was “extremely dis-

satisfied” with Hanoi’s refusal to provide additional infor-

. nation about the MIAs, especially those men known to

have been alive in captivity. .

On January 25, 1974, President Nixon proclaimed a Na-

tional MIA Awareness Day” and called upon all Ameri-

cans to express their commitment to seek a full accounting

for the missing!
-- -

However, even in light of these many actions some have com-

plained that although the Administration at the time was raising

the issue of the lack of Vietnamese cooperation in providing a full

accounting, the Administration did not point out to the public that

this group of “the missing” included men who we had reason to

suspect might still be held as prisoners. That complaint ifrflatly

controverted by the facts. Beginning in May, 1973, both the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Com-

mittee held a series of hearings focusing on the problem of obtain-

ing an accounting for American servicemen still missing in action

in Indochina after Operation Homecoming. A review of these hear-

ings and of the Congressional Record from 1973 and 1974 makes it

clear that both Congress and the Executive Brpch were well

aware that the large grouping of men termed “missing in action

included a number who were last known to have been in captivity.

The report compiled by the Defense Department’s Comptrol-

ler on March 31, 1973 listing 81 servicemen as “current cap-

tured” was printed in the Congressional Record on June 4,

1973* 'x'/ v--

" -

'

ll

A similar report, compiled by Dr. Roger Shields, was printed

in the Congressional Record on May 31, 1973 at the request of

Senator Dole. :
- ^ w .

In a memo sent to the Select Committee, Dr. Kissinger noted

that “Representatives of the National League of Families also

provided Congress on numerous occasions with specific uifor-

mation about individual servicemen, such as Lt. Commander

Dodge and Donald Sparks, who were known to be alive in cap-

tivity and who continued to be listed as prisoners of war. Na-

tional League representatives repeatedly stated that they be-

lieved some of these men were alive. For example, on May 25,

1973j Joseph McCain, brother of now-Senator John McCain,

showed slides of men known to have been captured alive, in-

cluding Lt Commander Dodge, to a congressional fact-finding
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delegation in New York City. McCain concluded: “I think all of

us here are saying unless there is something done, and hope-

fully_by .Congress,r those. men .are_going .tp. remain, as slide? in

that machine, and in those photographs, and they are just

going to remain question marks.” [House For Aff Cmte Hear-

ings, 1973, p. 134]. , :• v ;

,v\

On June 4, 1973, demonstrating congressional awareness

that the term “missing in action also included those last

known to have been prisoners, Congressman Montgomery

stated, “.
. . in Laos alone, some 311 men were shot down, but

we have received only 7 prisoners from the Communists in

Laos. The law of averages tells us many more of these men
should still be alive.”

In yet another demonstration that Congress was fully aware
that the list of MIAs contained those who were last known to

be prisoners and might still be held as such, Congressman

John Ashbrook stated on October 4, 1973 that "Eight-three

Americans have been identified in either pictures or by those

POJVs who returned home as having been held prisoner by the

North Vietnamese. The North Vietnamese have release no in-

formation on these men. While the likelihood of these 83 still

being alive is slight, there is no military reason for the North

Vietnamese being as cruel and inhuman as they are being in

:

1

“this matter.”
'

On December 5, 1973, Dr. Shields testified to the House For-

eign Affairs Committee that “The most we can say today is

that these men were alive, some definitely captured, and the

other side knows what happened to them. If the men are not

alive today, we certainly should receive information about

what happened. If they are dead, we should receive the re-

mains.” V:
’/

During the same December 5, 1973 hearing, when asked how
many were in the above status, Shields stated "Today, I believe

we carry 57 men as prisoners of war.
* * *”

In an April 10, 1974 report on “Missing In Action In South-

east Asia,” issued after a year of hearings, the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee stated that “some 56 servicemen who
were previously acknowledged as captured are still officially

listed on Defense Department rolls as POW.” [Rpt 93-982,

Secondly, after speaking out—and the record is clear on that

point, it seems that the Administration should have demanded a

full accounting at the negotiating table. Did they? The record un-

covered by the Select Committee is clear. In February, 1973, Dr.

Kissinger raised specific cases with Le Due Tho of U.S. prisoners

not on Vietnamese lists. In bi-weekly meetings with the North Vi-

etnamese negotiators that lasted until June 1974 when the DRV
began to boycott the meetings, the U.S. team made specific re-

quests for information on particular cases of Americans missing or

last known to be in captivity. v . i
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Frank Sieverts testified in

December 1973 that the U.S. side had “followed up as intensively

as we can every one of those cases. We have raised them with the

other side individually, in small groups, and in larger groups.” He
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Sf&n>rsohSl of ’the .United States m soutiM*

Asia, or Is otherwise not complying mti the.pnwnaof
•'V. Side 8 of the agreement signed in Paris on January 27,

1973, and article 10 Of the protocol. . . .
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By a 2-1 margin, the Dole-Helms amendment was defeated by
£he .Senate and the Eagleton amendment sustained, cutting off all
funds that might have provided the President leverage and sending
aclearsignal~tothe-NorthVietnamesethatAmericawouldnotre-~
taliate^for any reason whatsoever. We could not. In other words,
we had a clear vote in Congress on the question of demanding an
accounting from the Vietnamese, and if they did hot comply with
that, {having,,the ability to bomb. Twenty-five members of the
Senate voted to demand a full accounting with the threat of bomb-
ing. Fifty-six members of the Senate, including twelve that are still

members,
.

voted to deny funds for bombing, even if the North Viet-
namese did not account for our POWs.
•
During the debate on the Dole amendment, the Senate. Majority

Leader, opposed to the Dole-Helms effort, stated:

:i i i; ^isjdenti tfe
to face up to our responsibility. The only way to do it effec-
tively is to cut the purse strings^ And that is what the
Eagleton amendment does, because it locks of funds from

Confess speaks on this basis, it will mean that we will at
long last—13 years too late—get out of Southeast Asia all
the way. And as far as the MIAs are concerned, his Gov-
eminent is making every do ;

io;
:

to attempt to identify them. But if we want more MIA’s,

:

^ot® amendment-rand we will -

get them, just as we are getting them now in Cambodia.
If we want quicker action as far as the MIA’s are con-

cerned, we should keep the Eagleton amendment intact.

Seeing imminent defeat of his attempt to give the Executive
Branch much-needed leverage to ensure all those missing in action
were accounted for, Senator Dole remarked prophetically:

I would hope those who read the record and those who
sit down next year or 20 years from now to read the
record, in the event the North Vietnamese do not carry
out the agreement, will know that there were those of us
in the Senate who stood and let our views be known.

.On September 18, 1973, G^ngressman Huber stated on the floor
of the House of Representatives:

Almost anything would be better than what the Con-
gress is now doing about the issue [POW/MIAs], which is

,

almost nothing at the moment. ;

On December 17, 1973, Congressman Sikes noted that:

The Congress has stripped the President of any power he
may have had to deal with problems in Indochina by
taking from him authority to use the military forces to

7 : : America's interests. -.'Y;

^jDne member of Congress attributed congressional inaction on
BOW/MIAs to Congress’ complete absorption with the unfolding
political situation. On June 4, 1973, Congressman Montgomery
pleaded with the House of Representatives:
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Mr. Speaker, in my opinion, it is time to push the Wa-

tergate off the front pages of the American newspapers

arid start focusing our atterition on the plight of these

1,300 Americari~seracdmemT alsobelieve it is tune for
~

Members of (Congress to stop trying to make political

points out of Watergate and turn their attention: to the

humane task of finding information on our fellow Amen-
" cans missing in Southeast .Asia; Our time will b© much

better spent working on behalf of these men rather than

becoming self-appointed prosecutors in a case that proper-

ly belongs within the jurisdiction of the Department of

Justice.

Mr. President, Congress removed any possibility of leverage the

United Sates might have held over the North Vietnamese. They,

like-thePresidentatthetimerwereabsorbedbythe^nfolding^Wa-

tergate scandal. Despite repeated attempts to bring the North Viet-

namese failure to provide a full accounting for those missing in

action and those last known to beheld as prisoners to the attention

of the Congress, the Congress blocked all efforts to increase the Ad-

ministration’s leverage.
'

. . ,

.

These are the three main issues surrounding the signing and im-

plementation of the Paris Peace Accords. I would ask that a memo

prepared by Dr. Kissinger in response to his testimony before the

Committee as well as the full text of President Nixon s-answers to

Committee questions be includedat the end of my statement. ;

(From die Washington Post, Jan. 19, 1993]

Putting the MIA Issue Behind.

Were any of the American military men classified as

missing in the Indochina war alive then and are any aliva

now? Neither part of this painful question can W an- „

swered with conclusive proof. The Senate MIA.Committee,

however, has done what duty demanded and circumstance ;

permitted to wrap up an inquiry that has roiled the na-

tional conscience and national politics for 20 years. Its con-

clusion that some Americans may have been left behind

but that there is "no compelling evidence
_

any are now

alive deserves a sober hearing. Some anguished families

may be unable to accept it. Some conspiracy theorists may

refuse to. It is notable, however, that on the committee the

unanimous support for this conclusion reached from Chair-

man John Kerry to Jesse Helms. -

Much of the public discussion of MIAs has been an in-

tensely partisan inquiry into whether the Nixon Adminis-

tration or the Defense Department abandoned American

fighting men and then covered up the abandonment. The

committee found evidence of sloppiness, secrecy and fa-

tigue on the bureaucratic level and of evasion on the polit-

ical level, but not of a coverup or conspiracy. Even as they

soft-pedaled the MIA issue in home debate, President

Nixon and his secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, pressed

the North Vietnamese hard. One reason a full MIA ac-



counting eluded them was that Congress, to end the war
on its own terms, had removed from the executive’s hand
a plausible threat to resume military action. This is the
point that Mr. Kissinger, altered by leak of a staff draft,

sought, without full success, to have made in the final

report

The American debate should not impede understanding
of where the principal onus for the failure to obtain a full

accounting lies: on Vietnam. Hanoi saw in American con-

cern for MIAs a level with which to bargain successively

,
for: (1) reparations, which the United States flatly refused
to pay: (2) economic aid, a tenuous possibility that disap-

peared when Hanoi broke the peace accords, and (3) more
recently, normalization of relations. Its bargaining in-

volved constant lies so that each new slice of disclosure in-

evitabiy became a confession of past deception.

No one can know what secrets Vietnam may still be
hiding. Anyway, 20 years is a long time.The committee has

• ; made a useful contribution to American comity. •

;

Inaccurate POW/MIA Committee assertions

Adequacy of the POW/MIA provisions

Allegation 1. Contrary to assertions by Nixon and Kissinger, the
POW/MIA provisions were not “ironclad.” - /

Response. -The POW/MIA provisions of the Paris Peace Accords
were the most extensive of any post-war settlement in history and
were the best achievable by the U.S. side under the circumstances.

The House Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia
(the “Montgomery Committee”) concluded in 1976 that they were
"not only adequate, but excellent. ... These provisions constitute

an achievement of which the American negotiators and the Ameri-
can people could be proud. “Hanoi has never questioned its obliga-

tions to release .all U.S. POWs and to account for U.S. MIAs
through Indochina. If, in hindsight, the provisions do not appear to

be perfect, the reason is that in any negotiation, perfection is never
achievable. Those who today assert that better provisions should
have been achieved should be obliged to specify precisely which
provisions they would have changed in what way and how they
would have successfully negotiated such provisions given the politi-

cal, diplomatic, and military environment in early 1973.

AccountingforMIAsinLaos :

Allegation 2. The side understanding on Laos and Cambodia did

not cover MIAs as well as POWs. Hanoi had no obligation to ac-

count for the missing in Laos.

Response. False. In the first place, Hanoi has never questioned

its obligation to account for the missing throughout Indochina. In-

stead North Vietnamese officials cynically claimed that the task

was difficult and that they were doing all they could. Additionally,

a close examination of the exchange of messages in October 1972

disproves this allegation. In its message of October 21, 1972, the

U.S. stated that it needed an assurance from the North Vietnam-
ese that “the provision in the general agreement for verification of
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those U.S. military men and civilians considered missing in action

will be applied also in Laos and Cambodia." In its reply dated Octo-

ber 22, Hanoi stated that it would “do its utmost to come to an

agr^ment with its alli^ with a:view of finding a satisfactory solu--r

tion to the questions with which the United States is concerned.

Since the question of accounting for MIAs in Laos and Cambodia

was Obviously one with which the U.S. was concerned (as the U.S.

had stated the previous day), the statement satisfied the U.S. re-

quest. Hanoi also stated that.“the DRV side will carry out, without

any change, what it has declared to the U.S. side.

The side understanding on Lads and Cambodia

Allegation 3. U.S. negotiators made a mqjor concession in agree-

ing to cover U.S. POWs in Laos and Cambodia in an informal side

understanding rather than in the formal agreement
,

ifesfrohee. False. The U.S. concern was hot whether POW/JflA

issues would be covered in any particular agreement, but whether

it would be covered by cny agreement between the parties at all.

From beginning to end, the U.S. negotiators insisted categorically

that the North ^ViethSmese agree to: releaae^d?account7ior:all

:

U.S. POWs and MIAs throughout Indochina. To address North

Vietnam's insistent position that it did not control its allies in Laos

and Cambodia and because we did not want to legitimue North

Vietnam’s control over the governments of Laos and Cambodia, we

ultimately agreed to have the issue covered by verbal assurances

and a side understanding. In the endrthe U.S. side_got.what it

wanted—firm guarantees regarding U.S. POWs and MIAs through-

out Indochina.

Linkage of reconstruction aid and release ofPOWs

Allegation i Hanoi linked the issues of reconstruction aid and

return of the POWs/accounting for MIAs. The U.S. inadvertently

strengthened this linkage in the North Vietnamese mind by condi-

tioning the delivery of the Nixon letter upon delivery of the Laos

list. When the U.S. ultimately did not deliver reconstruction aid,

Hanoi felt justified in not complying with the POW/MIA provi-

sions. ":.

Response. The U>S. side was very careful throughout the course

of the negotiation of the Paris Peace Accords to asst^that there

was never a linkage between actual release of our POWs ana the

actual delivery of reconstruction aid. We did not see a problem,

however, in using the Highly conditional Nixon letter about future

aid as leverage to ob^ or shortly after the agree-

ments were signed. Surely, no one would suggest that, with hun-

dreds of POW families clamoring for information about their miss-

ing men, we should have delivered the Nixon letter without the de-

manding the prisoner list, or that we should not have delivered

such a letter. •

Whether or not the North Vietnamese considered the two issues

to be linked in their own minds, Hanoi did not cite the U.S.lailure

to provide reconstruction assistance as the reason for its refusal to

provide an accounting until 1975. The Montgomery Committee ex-

amined this issue in detail and concluded:
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the fact is the Vietnamese did not begin to link Articles
8(b) and 21 until well after North Vietnamese military
forces overran the South in April 1975. Then, and only
then-when their drive to- the south had been completed in
gross violation of Paris Agreement, did they begin to link
these two issues and begin to make overtures of bargain-
ing and accounting for American reconstruction aid, claim-
ing a binding obligation of the Paris Peace Agreement still

existed!

In any event, Hanoi has finally begun to provide information
about U.S. MIAs without any demands for U.S. economic aid.

(Suspension of troop withdrawal in March 1973

Allegation 5. In late March 1973, Admiral Moorer ordered a sus-

pension in troop withdrawals until Hanoi provided information
about the final group of U.S. POWs to be released, including those
in Laos, but then, on White House instructions, reversed his orders
and completed the troop withdrawal despite the fact that Hanoi
had not provided any information , about the more than- 300 U.S.
MIAs in Laos. The U.S. “gave in.” We “completed our troop with-
drawal without insisting that the Pathet Lao give us our prisoners
baClC. .

• 'y
t

.
yu'./'V.

Response. Although Dr. Kissinger was on vacation during this

period and has. no specific recollection of this incident, it appears
that the dispute in March was not over the fate of the 800 missing
Americans in Laos; about whom the US Government had no cur-

rent information, but rather was over whether Hanoi would release

the nine known POWs listed on the February 1, 1973 list. After a
ten day impasse during .which time Hanoi initially denied that it

was responsible for the release of the nine POWs on the list, the
Pathet Lao announced that the nine would be released and Presi-

dent Nixon ordered the withdrawals to resume.' Thus, the impasse
was resolved because the Pathet Lao agreed to release the nine
known prisoners in Laos, not because the U.S. Government decided
to declare the remaining MIAs in Laos to be dead.

The minutes of the March 16, 1973 WSAG Committee make clear

that Admiral Moorer’s March 22 cable simply reflected the execu-
tion of Administration policy. The Committee had agreed that

“US. troops in the third tranche who are still in Vietnam will not
be withdrawn until the third tranche of POWs have been released.

The withdrawal of the remainder of the troops will not begin until

we have received the list of the last group of POWs, and the with-
drawal will not be completed until all of our POWs, including those

in Laos, have been released.”

:
‘See. e.g., New York Tints, March 24, 1973 ("The dispute centered on the United States

demand for the release . . . of nine Americans held bv the Pathet Lao in Laos") (also noting
that US. officials had told the North Vietnamese on March 22 that the US. troop withdrawal
was contingent upon receipt of a list of all US. POWs, including those held in Laos); New York
Times, March 26, 1973 (' the deadlock centers on the United States demand that nine American
captives of the Pathet Lao in Laos be freed . . . "); New York Times, March 26, 1973 (reporting
that President Nixon had ordered US. forces to stay in South Vietnam until the issue of the
nine American^ captives was resolved); New York Time$t March 27, 1979 (reporting that Presi-
dent Nucon had ordered resumption of the troop withdrawal after the Pathet Lao agreed to re-

lease the nine American POWs in Laos).
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These were precisely the instructions articulated in Admiral

Moorer’s cable of March 22 and in the letter delivered^ General

Wickham* to~ the North Vietnamese the same^ day. 4n addition,^

General Scoworoft’s cable to Colonel Guay dated March 20, 1973

emphasized that the U.S. Government’s principal concern was to

ensure that Hanoi recognized, as a legal matter, its obligation

under the Paris Peace Accords to release U.S. POWs in Laos. Scow-

crofts cable mentions as an additional isstie^ the adequacy of the

February 1 list, but does not condition U.S. withdrawal upon a res*

olution of the question.
.

Adequacy of administration ;disclcmres to Congress and the

American people

Allegation j After March 29, the Administration failed to dis-

close to Congress .antflfie American people evidence that

POWs were still alive in Vietnam and Laos. Senator Kerry hM

said that “Information was withheld from the American people

and that "The Administration did not level with the American

neonle ” The Eagleburger Memorandum and Godley cables are al-

ieged to be the “smoking guns” proving that U.S. officials knew

that U S POWs were alive in Laos but did not tell the American

Response. False. Administration officials repeatedly stated pub-

licly and- testified before Congress .that they did .nat^cpnsider

“Hanoi’s accounting for U.S. servicemen to be complete. Moreover,

all of the evidence cited in the Eagleburger Memorandum mid

Godley cables—statements by Lao officials, the fact that a number

of men had been known to have been captured alive, and the statis-

tical inadequacy of the February 1 liste-was on the public record

and well known to Congress as well as to the MIA families. Dr.

Kissinger had presented essentially this same evidence to the

North Vietnamese on his trip to Hanoi in February 1973. The Ad-

ministration disclosed all credible information to Congress and the

MIA families. :

:

Did the administration revealgpecific names?

Allegation 7. The Administration did not tell Congress and the

American people that specific men whom it believed to be POWs—
e.g., Dodge, Hrdlicka-did not return. Senator Kerry has said that

“We have not found one document; one conversation, one debate,

. Record statement, not one, pertaining to real in-
one
dividuals who did not come home. Not one. , .

Response. False. Roger Shields and Frank Sieverts testified

before the House Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign Relations

Committees on several occasions in 1973 and 1974 about the ap-

proximately 80 cases of men who were known to.have been cap-

tured alive but who did not return. The famous discrepancy cases

of Commander Dodge, Colonel Hrdlicka, and Donald Sparks, among

others, were referred to repeatedly by Administration officials and

were well known to Congress and to the American
~
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On May 31, 1973, Roger Shields told the House Foreign Affairs
. Committee that

:

:

,

y-'~

V As for those who are thought to have been captured
alive hut who have not: been returned, let me say that this

is perhaps the most agonizing and frustrating issue of all.

These are the cases of . men who were seen on the ground
of whose pictures were released subsequent to capture but
who, for one reason or another, have not returned and for

who the other side has yet to provide a satisfactory expla-

nation. '.'v

On December 5, Frank Sieverts told the House Foreign Affairs

Committee that

We have called particular attention to cases of men who
were previously acknowledged as captured in Laos, or for

£faiey^v(ryiy^l slibdfdo'wnSr
“

Two of the most obvious cases are Air Force Lieutenant
Colonel David Hrdlicka, whose capture May 18, 1965 was
openly confirmed by the Pathet Lao, and the American ci-

: vilian, Eugene Drebruin, of Air America; also confirmed as
~ ~

a prisoner following his capture September 5, 1963, who is

known to survive as recently as 1966. We continued to

hope that lists and information we provided will help con-

vince-the LPF to provide additional information on our

1 - missing men.
' '

~
.

; On December 5, Roger Shields told the House Foreign Affairs

Committee that V'.'

,

We have information that shortly after these men
became missing, were prisoners in the case of Lt. Col.

Hrdlicka and Commander Dodge, that some of them sur-

vived the initial incident and were indeed captured. In
most cases, this goes back a number of years, 1965-1966,

and we have heard nothing since that time. The most we
can say today is that these men were alive, some definitely

captured, and the other side knows what happened to

them. If the men are not alive today, we certainly should
receive information about what happened. If they are
dead, we should receive the remains.

The “current captured” lists

Allegation 8. The Administration did not disclose to Congress or
to the American people that it continued to list between 81 and 67
men as “current captured” after Operation Homecoming.
Response. False. Frank Sieverts and Roger Shields testified on

numerous occasions that the Defense Department continued to

carry a number of men as prisoners of war. Indeed, the very same
DOD Comptroller’s report of March 31, 1973 listing 81 servicemen
as “current captured,’’ which has been alluded to as the “smoking
gun,” was printed in the Congressional Record on June 4, 1973.

Roger Shields explained that the fact that men continued to be
listed as prisoners of war did not mean that the government
“knew” them to be alive: “The most we can say today is that those
men were alive, some definitely captured, and the other side knows



what happened to them.” According to Roger Shields, the fact that

certain men continued to be listed as prisoners of war was specifi-

cally-disclosed to. the affected familyimembers. 4

Adequacy of. efforts to obtain an accounting after operation

homecoming

Allegation 9. After Operation Homecoming, the Administration

ceased its efforts to bring the POWs home. The “mood” changed.

Senator Kerry has said that “Once the war was over, it didn’t seem

to matter to get them back anymore.” Senator Kerry has suggested

that the reason for the Administration’s failure to take action on

the POW issue in 1973 was that the Presidency was “crumbling”

and that the Administration needed to put the Vietnam War

Response. False. The Watergate incident did not affect:the com-

mitment or the efforts of the U.S. Administration to achieve a full

accounting for U.S. MIAs in Indochina. Both the 1973-1974 hear-

ings and the Montgomery Committee hearings in 1975-1976 chron-

icle the U.S; government’s persistent efforts to obtain a full ac-

counting for U.S. MIAS after Operation Homecoming; The Mont-

gomery Committee found that:

After the war, when the provisions for gaining an ac-

counting failed to be followed, the State Department tried

.other- means to achieve that end. It tried government to

government appeals, demands, and protests. It enlisted the

assistance of international humanitarian organizations,

sought the aid and support of third party nations and the

pressure of world opinion. That the results proved less ef-

fective than hoped for and desired cannot be attributed to

lack of effort. Critical factors were beyond American con-

trol, including the enemy’s general perception of humani-

tarian obligations and specific application of humanitarian

principles. 7 >>"
/

The Montgomery Committee specifically examined the charge

that the State Department did not attach sufficient priority to ob-

taining an accounting for the missing, a charge the Committee

noted drew “its credibility from the widespread distrust of govern-

ment officials generated by the War itself and by the Watergate

affair.” The Montgomery Committee concluded:

Plausible at first glance, the charge of State Department

disinterest appears far less credible after closer examina-

tion. In fact, rather than a valid charge that provides in-

sight into the failure to gain an accounting, it appears as a

symptom of the deep dissatisfaction and frustration that

the failure to gain an accounting, a frustration vented on

the State Department because of the State’s responsibility

to gain that accounting. It is doubtful that State could

have gained an accounting by being more insistent. The
main problem was not that gaining an accounting was low

on the State Department’s list of - priorities. The primary

reason the American people have not gained an account-
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was the recalcitrance and the intransigence of the
Indochinese communists leaders.

~~K~7Wkyd^^

Allegation 10. The .Administration made the “hard decision” not
to resume military operations in Vietnam in order to get the POWs
back because it did not believe it has the support of the American
people. 'y -Jy

. Response. Dr. Kissinger has written that in light of Hanoi’s mas-
sive violation of the Peace Accords, including those covering POWs
and MIAs, he favored resuming bombing in late March 1973. How-
ever, President Nixon decided not to do so then because he wanted
to be sure he first got back all the POWs on Vietnam’s lists. Then
the President decided to try one more negotiating session with
Handover their violations. By the time this took place in mid-
May, Congressional pressures against further military action had
reached a crescendo. Congress itself specifically removed the Option
of using military operations when on May 31 it voted to bar them
even, if Hanoi was . not cooperating on MIAs and POWs. It can
scarcely be said that it was the Administration which “decided”
not to resume military Operations.

The statement that alt the MIAs are "dead"

Allegation 11: The Administration -explicitly or implicitly stated
to the American people that all of the MIAs were “dead.”

Besponse. False. Although this perception is wuieiy held, we
have been unable to find any public statement by an American of-
ficial that all U.S. MIAs were dead. With respect to Mr. Clements’
alleged private statement to Mr. Shields, Mr. Clements has denied
making the statement. Administration officials repeatedly stated
H^t they had “no indication” that any U.S. servicemen were still
alive after Operation Homecoming, but they did hot state that they
wlr®dea(1 ‘ The 1973-1974 hearings make, clear that Administration
officials repeatedly left open the possibility that American service-
men might still be alive in Indochina.

“No indication that anyone is alive”

Allegation 12. Rather than saying that "we have no indication
that anyone^ is, alive, Senator Kerry has said that the Administra-
tion should have told Congress and the American people that there
were a number of servicemen who were last known to be alive,
whom we continue to list as captured, and whom we are deter-
mined to get information about.

Response. This is exactly what Frank Sieverts and Roger Shields
told Congress and the American people; Shields and Sieverts re-
peatedly stated that the U.S. government was dissatisfied with the
accounting for its missing, particularly with respect to those men
who were to known to have been alive in captivity.

_ For example, on December 5, 1973, Roger Shields told the House
Foreign Affairs Committee that

v",
: We have information that shortly after these men
wcame missing, were prisoners in the case of Lt. Col.

Hrdlicka and Commander Dodge, that some of them sur-
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vived the initial incident and were indeed captured. In

most cases, this goes back a number of yearv 1965-1966,

and we have heard -nothing since that time.:The^most we

can say today is that these men were alive, some definitely

captured, and the other side knows what happened to

them. If the men are not alive today, we certainly should

receive information about what happened. .If they are

dead, we should receive the remains.

Would Congress have taken action?

Alligation 13. If Congress had been aware that the Administra-

tion believed that specific people had been left behind, it would

have taken some action. "
,

'-y
,
_

Response. The 1973-1974 hearings clearly demonstrate that Con-

gr^swas"wellawarethatHanoihadnotprovidedafullaccounting

for U.S. missing in action and that there were a number of specific

individuals who were known to have been captured alive but who

had not returned. Although both houses of Confess ultimately

passed resolutions calling for a better accounting for the missing,

on May 31, 1973 the Senate voted down Senator Dole’s amendment

that would'haVe authorized the President to continue to use force

in order to gain an accounting for U.S. MIAs. Senator Dole present-

ed a name-by-name list of all U.S. servicemen unaccounted for in

Indochina after Operation Homecoming and in ‘ missing or cap-

tured status.” Senator Dole also presented to the Senate the entire

statement made that same day by Roger Shields to the House For-

eign Affairs Committee, which specifically referred to the continu-

ing problem of those thought to have been captured alive, but who

had not returned. Accordingly, it cannot be said that Congress was

unaware of the possibility that American POWs might still be alive

in Indochina.
Miller, Cassidy, Larroca & Lewin,

Washington, DC December 30, 1992.

US Senate,

Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs,

Washington, DC,

Attention: J. William Codinha, General Counsel

Dear Mr. Codinha: Enclosed is the memorandum response of

former President Richard Nixon to the questions asked by the

Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs.

Sincerely yours, „ ,, y
Herbert J. Miller, Jr.

Enclosure.
Woodcuff Lake, NJ,

December 30, 1992.

Mr. Herbert J. Miller, Jr., Esq.

Miller, Cassidy, Larroca & Lewin,

Washington, DC. ^'.7'- • 'yv:

Dear Jack: I am enclosing my memorandum in response to the

Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs’ request for information

dated December 18, 1992. Please deliver the attached memorandum

to the Committee.
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I again wish to emphasize that the questions cover in detail mat-
ters that occurred eighteen to twenty years ago and that some of

them do-reflect a predetermined viewpoint. - -*

Since I only returned from a trip outside the country on Decem-
ber 23rd and, obviously, have not had an opportunity to review the
myriad of documents involved in this matter, .1cannot be more pre-

cise.^.
'

‘

\ '

.. V. ...

Sincerely,

;
RlCHARD NIXON.

.

Memorandum of Richard M. Nixon in response to the committee’s

As the members of the committee are aware, Dr. Kissinger had
primary responsibility for conducting negotiations to end the war
we inherited from the Kennedy/Johnson Administration and to

obtain the release of our POWs and an accounting for those miss-

ing in action. On the basis of that direct involvement, Dr. Kissinger

already has addressed in his testimony to the committee most of

the issues raised in the questions you have submitted to me. I will

not elaborate on his answers. I will, however, respond to questions

that he did not cover or that involve my personal assessment of the
POW/MIA issue.

'
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Dr. Kissinger addressed this question in detail in his testimony
before the committee. I have nothing further to add except to ob-

serve that throughout the negotiations which led up to the Paris

Peace Agreements and thereafter my position was that the return
of our POWs and accounting for those missing in action was the
highest priority. The testimony of Dr. Kissinger and General Haig
clearly demonstrates that key members of my White House staff

shared that conviction and did everything possible to attain that

objective in the negotiations with the Nortii Vietnamese.

Dr. Kissinger has testified at length on the issues raised in this

question. I should note, however, that the distinction the commit-
tee draws between “formal agreements” and “informal side under-

standings’’ is meaningless in the context of the committee’s ques-

tion. International agreements frequently include non-public provi-

sions that are just as binding as the public provisions, but that for

domestic public opinion or other reasons one party or the other is

unwilling to make public. In this case, it was North Vietnam’s
public position that Communist-dominated areas of Laos and Cam-
bodia were not under North Vietnamese control. We acceded to

Hanoi’s request that the formal accords not address prisoners in

Laos and Cambodia because we did not believe that it was in the

U.S. interest to codify Hanoi’s right to intervene in the affairs of

Laos and Cambodia. It was also obviously better to have a separate

agreement with North Vietnam that committed. Hanoi to the

return of POWs and MIAs in Laos and Cambodia than to have no
agreement at all. The North Vietnamese never contested the fact

that this separate agreement obligated them on POWs and MIAs
throughout Indochina.



I would add that I had no confidence whatever that the side

agreement” by itself would result eitherinjthe accounting of our

missing nr in the repatriation of live U.S. POWs held m Laos and

CambcSia within the fiO^day period set forth m Article 8 of t^Ac-

cords for the release of POWs held in Vietnam. I never relied on

the words of the North Vietnamese then or now. Throughout the

war we found that the North Vietnamese responded only to force

or threats of force. Our December 1972 bombing,, which was so vio-

lently criticized by some of the members of this committee, was

what broke the logjam in the negotiations. As one of the POWs

told me when he returned, “When we heard the bombs falling we

knew we were on the way home.” Admiral James Stockdale, who

was awarded the Medal of Honor when he returned, later described

the scene when the prisoners heard the explosions as the bombs

began hitting their targets. He wrote, “Cheere started to go up all

over the cell blocks of that downtown prison. 'Riis was^a newvreali-- -

ty for Hanoi, One look at any Vietnamese officers face told the

whole story. It telegraphed accommodation, hopelessness, remoree,

fear The shock was there. Our enemy s will was broken. Our

POWs knew then that they were coming home, even- if our ontics

in the Congress and many of the nation’s editorial wnters_did not.

As it became clear to the North Vietnamese that the Congress

would not permit a resumption of the bombing to enforce, the Pans

Accords, their incentive for complying with the agreement regard-

ing -MIA’s and POW’s as well as other, provisions was completely

destroyed. The return of all our POWs and an accounting of all our

MIAs was difficult to achieve because of the intransigence of the

North Vietnamese and the substantial sentiment in ttie country

arid in Congress for an unconditional withdrawal from Vietnam in

advance of any North Vietnamese commitment to return our pris-

oners and account for our missing. Indeed, in the midst of the final

negotiations of the agreements in early January 1973, the House

and Senate Democratic Caucuses both voted to cut off immediately

U.S. combat activities in Indochina. I can only presume that those

who urged such a course of action naively believed that following a

unilateral U.S. withdrawal the Vietnamese would voluntarily

return our POWs and account for our missing. :

;
• •

,
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The responsibility for denying to our Administration the means

to force the North Vietnamese to comply with the agreements con-

cerning the accounting for MIAs lies squarely on those who op-

posed the use of military force to bring the war to a conclusion and

who later sabotaged our efforts to enforce thepeace agreement by

drastically reducing American aid to South Vietnam and prohibit-

ing the resumption of the bombing in order to enforce the Accords.

Question £

Dr. Kissinger has responded to this question at length.

I note, however, that the committee’s questions appear to ignore

completely the realities of international negotiation, especially ne-

gotiation with the North Vietnamese. Adversaries m general, and

the North Vietnamese in particular, are not in the habit of giving

the other side everything it wants. We asked for an assurance,^d
while the response may. not appear as “definite and specific as

this committee sitting twenty years later would like, we did receive
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an assurance that we thought was the best obtainable under the

circumstances. In the negotiation of the Accords, the North Viet-

namese never questioned that the separate agreement obliged

JtheWto’laleasei3uirPOWs'r
aird^^k^dhVfor^the^ffijssii^th^^hr

out Indochina. Therefore, whether a more precise form or wording

of these terms could have been negotiated or would have led to

greater North Vietnamese cooperation is beside the point.

Question

4

In response to this question* it must be borne in mind that the

North Vietnamese demanded that the United States agree to pay

reparations for war damages. We categorically rejected this

demand. We agreed to provide reconstruction aid to North Viet-

nam provided they complied with the terms of the peace agree-

ment, including but not limited to the return of POWs and the ac-

counting for all missing in action.
•

' V~'
;
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The rationale for reconstruction aid was similar to the justifica-

tion we gave for providing billions of dollars of aid to our former

enemies in Japan and Germany at the end of World War II. Presi-

dent Johnson had previously promised that at the end of the war
the United States would prcivide reconstruction aid. We believed

that such aid would serve not only the interests of the people of

North Vietnam and South Vietnam, but also our own interests in

creating amore peaceful environment in Southeast Asia.

/We consistently and deliberately refused to link the demand for

reparations to the release of POWs and accounting for MIAs and

other provisions of the peace agreement because to do so would

mean that we implicitly were accepting the concept of reparations.

That was the reason why reconstruction aid was raised in a con-

fidential letter rather than in the peace agreement. Since the

North Vietnamese did not comply with the peace agreement, in-

cluding the separate agreement with regard to MIAs, the question

of reconstruction aid became moot. ^
At the present time, to normalize relations with the government

of Vietnam and to provide trade or other aid would be a tragic mis-

take. It is astonishing to me that many, including some members of

this committee, have so effusively praised Hanoi for taking steps

today to facilitate resolution of the MIA cases that any humane
government would have taken twenty years ago. The North Viet-

namese continue to torture the families of MIAs by disclosing only

as many bits and pieces of bodies, clothing, and other effects as

their diplomatic campaign for normalization requires.

Even if they completely satisfy our demands on this issue, nor-

malization should not go forward because of a profoundly impor-

tant issue that has been completely ignored by most of the mem-
bers of Congress and the media who advocate normalization:

Hanoi’s continuing massive abuse of those in South Vietnam who
were our allies. Hundreds of thousands—including the children

and grandchildren of many who served in South Vietnam’s govern-

ment and armed services—are treated like second-class citizens.

Until Hanoi not only fully accounts for the MIAs but also ceases

its brutal treatment of those who were aligned with the U.S.

during the war, and until North Vietnam complies with the other
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terms of the Paris Peace Accords, it would be a diplomatic travesty

and a human tragedy to go forward with normalization.

QuestjonJ :
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Dr. Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony, and I

have nothing to add.

Question 6 Vy
Dr Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony, and I

have nothing to add.

;
Question? \

Dr Kissinger has covered this question m his^tiinony. We had

no wayof actually knowing whether the Laos POW .tot wa*

olete or not. Although everyone was aware of the possibility that

. V :. T Uoirl ha nArchnfll IfTlOV
the-release-was ihcomplete,..Lhadmo^Mi^imltaw^®4pJh^smy

U.S; serviceman still alive had been kept belund- Wiftout better

evidence, more than suspicion, we had no ophcms ote to to

continue to demand a better accounting from Hanoi in the strong-

est possible terms. Congress was unwiUmg to s^^^
;

of mihtary operations which would involve the loss of additional

American lives simply to resolve this issue. Indeed, Congress soon

tiSS hands by cutting off funding for military operations m
Indochina and specifically rejected a

" ment offered by Senator Dole that would have allowed the resump-

'
tion of- force if the President found that the North Vietnamese had

violated their obligation to make a full accountmg for the missing.
,

Question

8

.
_

tit, Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony, and I

• have nothing to add.

Question 9

Dr. Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony,^and I
•;

have nothing to add except to observe that in

29, 1 strongly expressed my concern with regard to the accountmg

for '-all missing in action in Indochina, the provisions with regard

to Laos au& Cambodia", and other provisions of the apeement. I

stated that we shall insist that North Vietnam comply with the

agreement, and “the leaders of North Vietnam should have np

doubt as to the consequences if they fail to
.

ment." In view of my having ordered the December bombmg m

1972 despite the enormous political risks, the North Vietnamrae

cbuld not have misread this implied threat. Unfortunately, tiie ac-

tions of many members of Congress, including some on this com-

mittee, in limiting my power to enforce the agreement by a re-

sumption of bombing made such threats, as the Chinese would put

it, “an empty cannon."
'

Dr. Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony. I do not

recall directing Admiral Moorer to send this cable. It appears to be

a statement of our policy at the time, namely that we woidd not

commence the final phase of our withdrawal until we received a



complete list of the last group of POWs to be released, including
those from Laos. We.had interrupted our troop withdrawal on sev-
eral previous occasions until we received lists of our POWs to be
released. In this case, we apparently inteitupted~ouf witharawal
again because Hanoi had suddenly disclaimed responsibility for re-
leasing U.S. POWs in Laos. As far as I can recall, I do not believe
this cable was based on any knowledge that there were POWs held
in Laos in addition to the nine we were, aware of at that point.

Question 11

Dr. Kissinger has covered this question in his testimony. Like the
earlier cable, the March 23 cable appears to be a restatement of
our policy, but in the affirmative rather than the negative, namely
that we would resume our withdrawal provided we received a list
of POWs to be released, including the nine from Laos. I do not
recall that we changed our position on this issue.

~

Question 12

As I have already indicated, the only option that I believed
would affect-the North Vietnamese was the use of m
The Congress denibd me that option. The suggestion by various
members of this committee that the Congress would have approved
a resumption of the bombing is ludicrous supposition. The over-
whelming consensus among those who opposed the use of force was
summed up by Senator .Ted Kennedy when he observed, “If we
realjy want peace in and cease fire agreements foir all of
Indochina, then we shpuld.be sending our diplomats to helps nego-
tiate these arrangements instead of sending our B-52s to tomb.”
We tried on every front to convince the North Vietnamese that
they should comply with the peace agreement as well as the sepa-
rate agreement on POWs and MIAs in Laos and Cambodia by di-
plomacy. In view of the outrage of our critics when we resumed the
tombing in December 1972—the very action that lead the North
Vietnamese tp accept the peace agreement and to release our
POWs—it is highly ironic and cynically irresponsible for anyone to
insist twenty years later that we should have resumed the bombing
in order to get the North Vietnamese to give a full accounting for
MIAs and that the Congress would have approved it.

As I pointed out in my book No More Vietnams, “Antiwar sena-
tors and congressmen launched a frontal assault on our policy in
May and June [1973]. Initially, their target was legislating a halt to
bur tombing in Cambodia. But soon they raised their sights to a
prohibition of all dirqct and indirect American military actions in
pr around Indochina. They also sought to forbid the sending of re-
construction aid to North Vietnam. When they succeeded with both
efforts, Congress had withdrawn both the carrots and the sticks
built into the agreement. Hanoi as a result had no reason to
comply with its terms

”

Question 13

I am astonished that the committee's question to me takes my
statement with regard to POWs on March 29 out of its full context.
On the other hand, I am reminded that General Haig too found it
necessary to call to the Chairman's attention that my statement,
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"All of our American POWs are on their way home,” was directly

-^^ere^are^iU^ome^proWem areas,.The provisions of the agreo*

ment reauirinff an accounting for all missing in action ^in Indo-

china, the provisions with regard to Laos^and

sions prohibiting infiltration from North Vietnam into South Viet

nam have hot been complied with. We have and will continue to

comply with the agreeinent. We shall insist that North Vietnam

comply with the agreement. And th^ leadei« of North V^taam

should have no doubt as to the consequences if they fail to comply

W
ffiml^heve

nt

tkat the committee's handling of my statement

has beer, totally unprofessional, calculated!,. artempungto km*

AHmihistration-knowingly presented false mformation-with Tegard

to the return of all of our POWs. As Dr. Kissinger has testified, to

leave the impression that any President and Ms associates would

deliberately leave behind live POWs was a lie. For members of the

comMttM to create such an impression, even for partisan political

reasons, is totally unjustifiable. But to convey theampresaon to the *

hundreds of families of MIAs that

ately left behind their loved ones and that some of them might still,

be alive can only-be described as obscene. Vv 7 .
.

The committee owes to the MIA farail
,
ie

® S.d°MIAs
~

• honest statement of the facts with regard to POWs and MI^.

Throughout America’s military history, casualties are divided into

three categories—those known to be killed in action; those known

to be and acknowledged by the enemy to ^ P^J8

all others who are classified as missing in action. My statement on

March 29 that all of our POWs were on the way home was>ue to

mv knowledge then and, in view of what I have seen of the com-

mittee’s work to date, is true how. Fp^rythe^^I^sr^
satisfied with the accounting we received for MIAs was teue then

and is true now. The inclusion of my full answer in this regard in

the committee’s report is owed not only to those in “y
v
Ad™n

^J'
tion who worked tirelessly on thkissue at a tune many of our criV

ics were sabotaging our peace, efforts by denying us the^ ijr^

enforce the peace agreement, but alto, and above all, to the MIA

families.

Question li

It is mv understanding that General Scowcroft and Mr. Shields

have testified concerning the April H,
19J3,

meeting.
>vffonfrid

tion in your questions that I pressured Mr. Shields mthtenerM

Scowcroft present to announce there were no indications that live

U.S. POWs remained in captivity mjndochum is iwty*and

untrue. My recollection is that I told Mr. Shields we had an^equad

obligation to find the facts concerning theMIAs fwedidtosecure

the release of POWs. I also conveyed to him my belief, which I still

firmly hold, that it would have been unfair and a disservice to MIA

families to raise false hopes without justification.



Question 15

Dr. Kissinger has addressed this, question, and I have nothing to

add except to emphasize that, as he has testified; we continued to

hittheissueoverandoveragainintheKissingernegotiationswith

the North Vietnamese. The Dole Amendment that would have au-

thorized use of force to bring about compliance with the Peace Ac-

cords was an indication of our continued interest in finding ways to

maintain pressure on Hanoi to comply fully with the agreement.
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Chronology

8/65

7/21/66

5/14/69

8/69
’ ~

• -
<r. [

•

9/3/69

5/70

10/7/70

12/70

5/31/71

7/1/71

International Committee of Had Cross appeals to
combatants to observe the Geneva Conventions with
respect to the treatment of prisoners of war.
United States, South Vietnam (GVH) accept; Vietcono
(FRG) , Democratic Republic of Vietnam(DKV) reject”

8/16/71

10/11/71

:

Def*»ae Department issues directive saving that
Americans captured in Vietnam should be considered
prisoners rather than ‘detainees*; thereby
providing grounds for the US to invoke the Geneva
Convention.

President Riduird Hixon proposes eight points for
ending the war, including the release of all POWs.

Secret talks btqi* between President Hlxcm's
national Security Advisor, Dr. Henry Kissinger* and
representative of the DRV. •

Ho Od Mixdir President of Jtortt dies

Ambassador William Sullivan testifies before House
Poreign Affairs Committee that "Host Americans
captured by Communist forces in Laos remain in
Laos."

Hizon proposes the immediate/ simultaneous,
unconditional release by both sides of all POffs in
Indochina . Defense Department lists 458 Americans
as PONs at the time.

DR7 turns over a list of 339 American POtfs to
Senator Bdvard Kennedy.

in eecret talks, ns proposes POH return upon

®J
a d*1* for US withdrawal . Dejectedly

HVH d/26/71* "

DRV proposes publicly a 7 point plan in which it
agrees to return PONs as part of an overall
settlement.

In secret talks, DRV proposes that FOR lists be
exchanged on the day a peace agreement is signed.
US agrees. , . ..

In secret talks , US proposes an 8 point plan,
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1/72 ;

1/25/72

3/72

4/23/72

5/8/72

10/8/72

10720-22/72
-

10720-24/72

10/26/72

11/20/72

12/16/72

12/18-30/72

i/8-13/73

promising a total withdrawal from South Vietnam of
0S fortes within sir months of an agreement,
contingent upon release of all militaxy and
^Aviliaa„:prisoners„ia : Indochina _that ..would, begin
and end simultaneously with the troop withdrawals

;

DRV release 451 letters of POWs held in North
•• Vietnam.

Nixon reveals secret Kissinger-DKV talks '. Makes
public US proposal of 10/71.

DRV release 251 POW letters to US journalist
Seymour Hersh.

Pathet Xiao (I.PP) spokesman Soth Petrasy ties
discussions on a POW release to a total US bombing
halt and claims that US prisoners are detained in
secure places inside various caves in northern

—rlaOBs—

~

Hixoh announces the mining of Worth Vietnamese
ports.

Breakthrough in Kisainger-Le Due Tho discussions

,

US agrees
: to settlement without North Vietnamese

withdrawal from South Vietnam? DRV agrees to
settlement without immediate resignation of South
Vietnamese President Thieu. Agreement virtually
complete.

.

Exchange of messages -from Nixon to DRV Prime
Minister Pham Van Dong regarding •understandings'*
concerning the release of US PCWs in -Cambodia and

Draft peace agreement falls apart due to opposition
from President Thieu.

Kissinger press conference, "Peace is at hand"

.

Negotiations resume in Paris.

. Kissinger announces deadlock in talks and blames
' DRV *

’

•
:

Christmas bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong.

Kissinger and Le Due Tho resume talks and arrive at
a draft agreement, including understandings and
protocols. a
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1/21/73 Shim agrees to settlement.
_
.y/

1/23/73 Paris Peace Accords announced • Nixon states

,

•Within 60 days from this Saturday/ all Americans
held^prieohcir nTwr throughout Indochina wilTbe
released. There will be the fullest possible
accounting for ail of those who were missing in

/'action. f;/:.

l/2f/73 Kissinger states, "we have been told that no
American prisoners are; held in Cambodia. American
prisoners held in Laos and North Vietnam will be
retimed to us in Bahoi."

i/26/73 Kissinger tells members of the National League of
Families that the peace agreement's •understandings
on Laos are absolutely clear concerning POW
releases in a time frame similar to that in

;• Vietnam."

1/27/73 Paris Peace Accords signed. Ceaserfire goes into
effect. A supplementary protocol provides for the
release of PONs in roughly equal installments at 15
day intervals during a 60 day period. The DRV/PRG
prisoner lists contain, 717 names# of which 577 axe
American (555 military/ 22 civilian). The lists do
hot include any American prisoners held in Laos .

1/29/73 A State Department spokesman states# "We firmly
expect - to have a list of POWs to cover Laos."
During a meeting of the Washington Special Actions
Group (WSJU3) , representatives of the Joint Chiefs
~of Staff and DoD express hope. for the return of "40"

or 41" American POWs from Laos. DIA compiles a
list of 87 personnel recorded as POW by DIA yet not
on either the dead or alive lists presented to the
DS by the DRV or PPG.

2/1/73 North Vietnam provides a list (the DRV/Laos list)
of 9 Americans ( 7 military, 2 civilian) and 1
Canadian which is reprai«ted as the list of POWs
captured in Laos. The DRV receive a secret letter
from Nixon dealing with Article 21 of the Paris
Accords (reconstruction funding)*

2/2/73 Nixon message to DRV labels the DRV/Laos list as
•unsatisfactory," since it contains only 9 of 317
American personnel unaccounted for in Laos.

2/3/73 First meeting of the Prisoher of War Subcommission
of the Four Party Joint Hilitary Commission (FPJHC)
in Saigon. '/.
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2/5/73

2/10-12/73

2/12/73

2/14/73

2/17/73

2/21/73

3/13/73

3/14-16/73

3/19/73

3/20/73

3/21/73

3/22/73

509

tJSAF EC47, with a crew of eight, shot down over
Laos « Some intelligence analysts later suggest that
oux -bf-tie crew^may-have ;been^captured ~

-

Kissinger visits Hanoi for talks with DRV leaders.
POW and economic aid issues discussed.

First release of American POWs i 116 by DRV, 27 by
;

';;; ;'PRfi;‘':7 ;;'y

US and DRV announce Joint Economic Cammission (JBC

)

to oversee reconstruction in north Vietnam.

LPF spokesman Soth Petrasy says that the Pathet Lao
is holding American POWs who will be released after
a cease-fire goes into effect in Laos.

vj. AgxjMmMLtyenj..'Restoring ^Peace„,and^^„
National Concord in Laos* signed between the Pathet
Lao and Royal Laotian Government. US ceases
bombing Laos. US embassy official John Gunther
Dean informed by Soth Petrasy that the Pathet Lao
does hold foreign prisoners, including Americans .

”

WSAG meeting discusses POWs in Laos. Results in
message from Kissinger to DRV asking for an
explanation of statements by Soth Petrasy about the
presence of additional U.S. POWs in Laos.

US sends message regarding POWs in Laos to DRV, but
nonresponse is received. China-releases 2 US POWs .

DRV representative infoms the US that the LPF is
responsible for the release of US POWs in Laos and
gives no assurances that those on the DRV/Laos list
will be released by the deadline of 3/28/73.

Kissinger message to Pham Van Dong protests the
inadequacy of the DRV/Laos list and failure of DRV
to take its obligations seriously.

DIA memo indicates that the DRV/Laos list does not
contain US personnel captured by the LPF, but
rather only those captured in Laos by DRV forces.
DIA further states LPF should have information on
live US POWs beyond those; on the DRV/Laos list.

. Admiral ; Thomas Hooter, Commander of JCS, sends
cable suspending U.S. troop withdrawal pending
receipt of assurances of release for "all, repeat
all American prisoners held thronghout Indochina .
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3/22/73

3/23/73

3/26/73

3/28/73

3/28/73

3/29/73

4/1/73

4/4/73

4/5/73

4/5/73

4/6/73

4/12/73

0 .S . Ambassador to Laos/ Xdfnrtrie Godley, sands
cable advocating two step approach t 1 ) conditioning
U.S* withdrawal on release of prisoners: on the
DRV/Laos list and 2 )

follow upon additional PCWs
in Laos within the framework of the Laos peace

:
agreement.

Admiral Moorer sends cable directing that U.S.
withdrawal will be completed contingent on release

*;/ of prisoners on the DRV/Labs list.

/

DRV tells US that the LPF will agree to release
prisoners on the DRV/Laos list and that the
prisoners would be released in Hanoi on March 28

.

US PONs on DRV/Laos list released.

Defense Secretary Elliott Richardson sends memo to— Kissinger-recommending options for obtaining an
accounting for U.S. PON/MIAs in Laos.

President Hixon announces "All of oar American PONs
axe on their way home. 11 Last American troops leave

The last PON released throng Operation Homecoming,
Army Captain Robert White, is released by PRG. A
total of 591 Americans return alive during
Homecoming*

- Pour Party Joint Military Team holds first meeting,,
discusses accounting r

of 1,328-HIAs and 1,100 as
. -v-//

r-
vl-. r

Cable from Ambassador Godley indicates that the
U.S. Embassy in Vientiane has become pessimistic
about possibility that LFF holds additional U.S.
PONs. I 'y

.

U.S. Senate votes 88^3 to bar the use of any
previously-appropriated funds to provide economic
aid to the DRV.

US senator Ed Brooke is told by Pathet Lao
spokesman Petrasy that no more American prisoners

. are held by the LPF.
.

At press conference. Dr/ Roger Shields, head of the
DOD's POff/KXA task force, says *we have no
indications at this time that there are any
Americans alive in Indochina. *
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4/16/73;

4/19/73

4/25/73

5/1/73

5/7/73

5/21/73

5/i3/73

6/8/73

6/13/73

7/29/73

8/15/73

8/17/73

9/7/73

9/14/73

10/14/73

U.S. begins two days of air strikes along the Ho
Chi Minh Trail in Laos

US breaks off talks with DRV concerning economic
aid in response to alleged cease-fire violations.

LPF spokesman Soth Petrasy s the Associated
Press that there aire no American POWs in Laos.

Secretary of Defense Richardson directs that the
DOD's P0H/H1A Task Force be phased out.

American civilian pilot Emmet Kay and among
intelligence team are shot down and captured by LPF
in Laos. Kay is released 9/74. .V

:

'

'

;

Brig. General Robert Kingston, Commander of the
JCRC, tells the Associated Press that "There is no
;indibation^that

-
any^A^iosiM Usted as missing-

action in southeast Asia are still alive,v

Le Due Tho tells Kissinger, regarding American POWs
in Laos, that *1 have acknowledged to you that all

•-:: j

:
,ibf-:thTO';;haye-*been^releasedfV-w'7~“rT^r-;-^~^

Acting Secretary of Defense William Clements
directs that no changes in status from MIA to POW
are to be made without his specific approval.

US and DRV issue joint comannique pledging to renew
. - efforts for full implementation of the Paris

v *’ Accords.^ •.

US protests to Vietnam about failure to cosily with
MIA accounting provisions of the Paris Accords.

US ceases bombing Cambodia. All official US
military operations in Indochina ended.

Clements issues memorandum directing service
secretaries to proceed with change of status
determinations as provided by the law.

Kissinger testifies at hearings on his confirmation
as Secretary of State.

Agreement on joint provisional government in Laos

is signed.

POW/MIA families meet with Soth Petrasy in

Vientiane, but receive no information.

ABPKHDIX 1 - Page 6
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12/15/73 An American is shot and killed by Vietcong forces
while investigating a crash site near Saigon.

1722/747-’— General
Pang Pao that ?8 to 10 young American pilots were
being held by the North Vietnamese.> . • Gilman also
reports that Soth Petrasy has assured him that
there are no US prisoners in Laos other than Emmet
Kay.;,, a o .v,,

1/28/74 Sieverts tells Senate Foreign Relations Committee
that the General Pang Pao report is
unsubstantiated.

3/6-13/74 North Vietnam returns the remains of 23 US POWs
listed as died in captivity.

3/8/74 Exchange of Vietnamese PONs under Paris Accords
^ -completed*—- - ' — .Tvr-

:

-
7
-^,

4/5/74 Provisional Government of Laos is formed. Under
the teas of the 2/21/73 Laos Cease-Fire Agreement,
any US PONs must be released within a 60-day period

;followingtheestablishiBent of this goverinnent.-

4/17/74 DIA memo reviews reports of US PONs being sighted
in Southeast Asia following Operation Homecoming.

4/17/74 Cambodian communist guerrilla force, the Khmer
~ Rouge, captures Phnom Penh.

8/9/74 Nixoir resigns* Gerald Ford becomes President.

9774 Emmet Kay is released by the Pathet Lao

4/30/75 Saigon falls to DRV and PRG forces. US institutes
trade embargo against all of Vietnam.

6/21/75 North Vietnamese Premier Pham Van Dong sends a
letter to 27 US Representatives in which he links
U.S. contributions to healing Vietnam's war wounds
with information on American XXAs.

8/23/75 Laotian capital of Vientiane falls to the Pathet
Lao.

8/29/75 North Vietnam releases 9 American civilians
captured earlier in the year in South Vietnam.

12/2/75 Pathet Lao establish Lao People's Democratic
Republic.

APPENDIX 1 - Page 7
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12/21/75 Remains of 3 US pilots returned in Hanoi following
meeting with Members of the House Select Committee

.

on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia (The

7/21/76 Philip Hhbib, Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs/, testifies that there has been no

.
accounting of the 320 MIAs in Laos by the Pathet
Lao or the DRV. Further, Habib notes that the DRV
has continually linked the issue of cooperation in
accounting for missing Americans to the issue of
U.S. reconstruction aid. v-

1 --;-';

7/31/76 Hanoi announces repatriation of 48 Americans
stranded in Vietnam after fall of Saigon. /

11/12/76 Vietnam and US representatives hold talks in Paris.
Talks break down as Vietnam says it cannot

_ 1 11 implement Article 8 (MIAs) as long as the US
/l

~ r

'“l 'refuses' -to honor Article!! (reconstruction aid j

.

11/15/76 OS vetoes Vietnamese application for entry into the
United Rations.

12/13/76 "7
"

“ House" Select ^ Committee ?^

^
on Missing r Persons in1

Southeast Asia , the Montgomery Committee, files its
report. Major conclusion i6 that "No Americans are
still being held as alive as prisoners in
Indochina, v

1/20/77 Jimmy Carter is sworn in as President.

2/25777 —President Carter appoints Commission headed by-

Leonard Woodcock "to seek information on missing
1 U.S. personnel," and to receive and report back on

the views of Vietnam and Laos "pn matters affecting
mutual relations .

"

3/16/77 Woodcock Commission arrives in southeast Asia for
talks with DRV and Lao leaders. Discussions deal
primarily with MIAs aind reconstruction aid.

3/19/77 Vietnam returns remains of 12 US pilots.

3/24/77 Woodcock Commission reports to the President that
"There is no evidence to indicate that any American
POWs from the Indochina conflict remain alive.

"

5/3/77 The U.S. and Vietnam begin two days of talks in
Pari6. The US proposes mutual and unconditional
restoration of diplomatic relations . Vietnam turns
the proposal down and insists that it will not

APPEHDU 1 - Page 8



5/19/77

5/25/77

6/2/77

7/20/77

9/77

8/21/78

3/79

4/80

1/20/81

5/13/81

8/81

2/82

514

aoiaw llf relations until os _
eonsltMat to prprlde eceooalc aid.

State Dspartaent declassifies 2/1/73
President Hixon to BW
reconstruction aid.

(rood on

letter iron
premising

Secretary of Defense Barold Brown recosoends to
President that status reviews of alssing OS
personnel be ruined. The mho expresses pesslnlss
about the possibility that ai^ of the Uhs will be
found ftlivt, and argues that tm(pty Rmericans
in missing status adds to the pressure on the
United States to make concessions to Vietnam.

US and DRY begin two days of talks in Paris. HO
agreements are reached, but the US is given
information on the deaths of 20 US pilots during

Vietnam joins the united Rations, US supports the
applications r

-r.-— Vietnam returns 11: sets of reaming of HiAs;.

A delegation led by U.S. Rep/ Sonny Montgomery
arrives in Vietnam. Delegation later receives the
remains of 11 US pilots.

Marine private Robert Garwood, a defector during ^

the Vietnam war, returns to America from Vietnam.

Vietnam's Ministry of Poreign Affairs releases a
•White Paper- on the •Question of Americans Missing
in the Vietnam War. * She MIA issue is linked to
economic aid. '

/

Ronald Reagan is sworn in as President.

The Washington post reports on an inconclusive US
reconnaissance operation aimed at confirming the
presence of live Americans in Laos.

Vietnam issues a statement on the MIA question,
which refers to the cases of lmericans who were
•reportedly captured but not registered* and who,
because of 'war circumstances,* died or became
•missing* on their way to detention centers.

President Reagan formally designates POW/HIA issue
as a matter of "highest national priority. •
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11/11/82

1/5/86 1.

5/27/86

2/87

8/1/87

8/19/87

1/19/89

1/20/89

4/8/91

8/2/91

11/6/91

1/92

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial is dedicated in
Washington D.C.

USr and Vietnam begin two days- of talks in Hanoi .
-

Two aides agree that the MIA question is , a
"humanitarian one that cannot be used as a
political condition for normalization of

• relations,"

A DIA Task Porce/ chaired by Gen. Eugene Tigbe,
concludes that there is "a strong possibility" that
American POWs are still alive and being held
against their will in Vietnam.

General John Vessey (ret.) is appointed
Presidential Emissary to Vietnam on POW/MIA

'

matters.

General^ Vessey arrives in Hanoi for three days of
"talks. Resulting joint statement says that

•specific measures were agreed upon to accelerate
progress towards accounting for Americans missing
in action, and to address certain humanitarian
concerns of Vietnam."

'

VS and Vietnam reach agreement concerning searches
for American MIAs.

"Final Interagency Report of the Reagan
Administration On the POW/MIA Issue in Southeast
Asia" is_released. Report: finds that there

-

exists
"ho Conclusive evidence" of live US POWs being

-.•held. •/, '^
:r

'

.

George Btish is sworn in a6 President. General
Vessey is reappointed as Presidential emissary on
POW/MIA matters.

.i The US presents its "roadmap" to Vietnam, linking
steps towards the normalization of relations to
progress in POW/MIA matters and Cambodia.

The US Senate passes legislation (S.Res. 82) to
create a Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs

.

Select Committee hearings begin.

US Joint Task Force Pull-Accounting is created
under the Pacific command. General Thomas Needham
is named chief.
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2/13/92 Senators Kerry and Smith arrive in Moscow to
disease the fate of American MXAs in ww II, Korea,
and Vietnam. One Vietnam XZK case is resolved.
Russian government acknowledges that same American
deserters wire brought to the Soviet Union after
the Vietnam War, but there is no evidence that any
still remain in Russia. ,•

3/4/92 A US delegation headed by Asst. Secretary of State
Richard Solomon arrives, in Vietnam. US agrees to
provide small scale humanitarian aid to Vietnam in
return for increased efforts by Vietnam to resolve

.

the POW/MIA Issue. ’ f\T,

4/20/92 Senate Select Committee delegation begins week long
fact-finding mission to southeast Asia.

9/92 US gains access to more than 4,000 Vietnamese
Photos of American casualties taken during the war.

10/92 Existence of photos acknowledged publicly.

10/17-19/92 General Vessey leads a delegaUon of US officials,
including Senator John McCain, to Vietnam to
discuss ways to improve MZA accounting.

11/16-21/92 Senate Select Committee delegation visits Vietnam
and Laos.

12/17-18 Senate Select Committee delegation visits Hanoi

.

12/19-21 Senator Bob Smith visits Pyongyang and Beijing.
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cm
™?iSSL2LpS5cI i® ^^bujsencb kmters concerning
UNACCOUNTED PCR U.S . MXLXMUtY PERSONHEL AT THE END
PP SHE KOREAN COHFLICI1 AND puhthb ync COUP WM>.

Prepared by the Office of Senator Bob Smith
Vice-Chair—

n

, SelectCoBeitte* on POWrtOAAffairs

June 25,JISSO — North. Korea, at the direction of President xia
II Sung crosses the 3Bth parallel invading South Korea;
beginning the Korean Conflict.

June 27, 1950 — She Doited Rations Security Council passes
Resolution 83 renwontUng that Masher States furnish
assistance to the Rspublie of Korea (South Korea) . o.S. Air

: Porees are iiMdiately coanitted. y

July 7 i 1950 — She United Nations Security Council passes
Resolution 84 reconsnding that the military forces provided
by Meaber. States be nade available to a onified Conmand

—

!£
d
*2L£!?J

,

2
lt?* »* authorising that Cosnand to use

the Dnited aations flag at its discretion in the course of
its operation.., 8;.s, and aeaber nation ground forces axe
*™*J*at*ly eceeitted under the cosnand of u.S. General
Douglas Nachrthur.

Oct^er j. -lSSO — n>_a telegraa to Stalin in the Sbvisit Union,.
:rf; - Chairman Mao lsdohg states *Ne have •

decided^to swl^part of the anned forces into Korea, under
the title of Volunteer Aimy, todownbatwiththeforces of
Aeerica and to assist our Korean edoxades. He recognise
this course of action as necessary. • ^

0ct°b
!5,

1?' 1
?
50 ~ • talegran, to China's Prine Minister Zhou

Enlai, then in Moscow seeking Stalin's support, Mao states,% . .we unanimously believe that having our troops enter
Korea,U acre advantageous... If we do not send troops,
alloying the essay to press to the Tala border and the
arrogance of reactionaries at head to grow, this will be
disadvantageous to all sides . Above all, it will be eost
disadvantageous to Manchuria; all of the South Manchurian
electricity will bo threatened. *

November 24, 1950 — By this date, the North Koreans are driven
northward by the DR Mseber state forces under General
MacRrthur and eventually back to the talu River (the
boundary between China and North Korea).
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Ndvebber 26| 1950 — A laige Communist Chinese army, under Mao's

directive, invades the north in support of the North Koreans

and help them drive the UN forces south after much bitter^
fighting* Thousands of Jwricans are killed, wounded, end

captured during this Communist offensive.

January X f 1951 — By this date, the North Korean-Chines® army

has forced the UN forces back to the 38th parallel , and the
^ Seoul had fallen iito eneay hands. •

March 12, 1951 -- Trench intelligence sources inform the U>S. Par

Bast Command that According to report valued C-3 and dated

December 9 1950, 3, 000 American PONs have been moved to the

Korean border with China by December, 1950. The report adds

that another 1,200 "lightly wounded* American PONs had been

placed at an Air Defense hospital in An Tung, Manchuria.

(now known as the Three Eastern Provinces of China .
) ^

^^ (SourcerllMarchlSSldeclassifiedStateDepartmentCable)^:

March 14 , 1951 .%. A counteroffensiveby the UN retakes Seoul;

April 9 i 1951— The Central Intelligence Agency reports that
.vj^..„gource-:(etiU~'classified:ll/10/9.2J^has-.reporte4:jibaX~~^—

•Officers captured in North Korea by the Chinese Communists

are now interned in a foxaer axay prison in Mukdeny •

Manchuria . Enlisted men are confined in concentration camps

in T'unghua. The daily routine includes physical exercise,

political training in Marxism and Leninism, and analysis of

the Korean War by Communist political directors .
" The date

of information is early" April, 1951, according to CIA. CIA

notes that another report, SO-54598, had also referred to

U.S. POW camps in Mukden. .

(Sources S0617354, Central Intelligence Agency, partially

declassified.)

nay 8, 1951 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports that,

according to a source, 25 American prisoners of war from

Korea arrived in Canton by rail from Hankow at 6:00 p.m. on

April 11, 1951 and were being held by 50 armed police and

some plain-clothes men at facilities at Tung Bua Road.

(Source: Declassifed Report Mo. S063715 , CIA)

On May 8, 1951, according to a 6 September 1951 CIA report,

30 American prisoners of war depart Mukden, Manchuria for

Hankow by rail . The prisoners are reported in good spirits

and tidily dressed. (Source: CIA-declassified report dated 6

.'September 1951).-'.
v

'-

Kay 29, 1951— The central Intelligence Agency reports that,

according to a source, 45 American prisoners of war arrived^

in Canton at 6:00 p.m. on April 23, 1951 on two special cars

of the Canton-Hankow Railroad, and were being held at .
.
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facilities on Tong Hua Road. it is reported that on tori!
30, 1951, Chinese Communist authorities in Peiping ordered

-_^t~Aroican-POW^^
is further reported that at 3:00 a.m. on May 2, the POWs
were moved in two trucks, accompanied by four armored cars

,

,
to the Tashat 'oa Rail Station. (Source: Declassified CIA
Report Ho. SO 65066. 29 May 1951) - ;

Juiie 27, 1951,:-- the- Central Zntelligence Agency reports that;
• :;accordingcto^a%

.»du^e,; Ajpril " 15,. 1951, approximately 500
American prisoner of ear from Korea had arrived in Hankow,
and oh April 18th, some of them were paraded through the
streets of Bankov under heavy guard.. .In mid-April, 60
prisoners of war , most of idiom were American, arrived in
Canton via the Canton-Hahkow railroad, and were being
detained at facilities' at Tung Hue road in Cahton.v.In mid-
June 1952, 52 American ^s from Xorea were still

Canton.* -V v • rV/.'; ••
.••••• '*

=

.\ s

(Source: Declassified CIA Report HoV SO66740 dated June 27,
; l?5U0v :

July, l951—~ Peace negotiations coomehce at Kaesong; ;

~r

August 11 , 1951 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports
information from a subsource that, according to a north
Korean staff member of the State Security Bureau in Seoul on

- 12 February 1951, "all American prisoners of war were sent
to camps in Mukden, Tiinghua, and Antung Provinces of
Manchuria, where they were put to hard labor in.mines and
factories . :(Hotes February 12 is before the U.M. forces
retook Seoul on March 14, 1951) 7

(Source: CIA Report Ho. S065823, declassified)

In another Central Intelligence Agency report, a source
states that *Oh August 2, 52 American POWs from Korea, who
had been held in the Baptist church on Tung Hua Road,
Canton, left Canton by train for Peiping via Hankow under
guard of a platoon of Chinese Communist soldiers."
(Source: CIA Declassified Report Ho. S069870)

August 22, 1951 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports that,
according to a source, tame 40 U.H. POWs in Canton,
including British and American officers and enlisted men,
have participated in 'propaganda tours and street
demontrations* in Canton in early May, 1951.
(Source: CIA declassified report Ho. SO70338)

August 24, 1951 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports that,
according to a source, "78 American prisoners of war are in

• a camp at Ho. 35, Lane 1136 Jtoyen Road, Shanghai. They have
no freedom of movement and are not free to talk. They must

/’ A !

-

;

3

’
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attend meetings daily to study Communist doctrine. Camp
officers are appointees of the East China Bureau and the

~?r~“r Ed»t"Chin«^ cmr^glish^sjNwto^
Soviets." Ten naa«s of alleged U.S. servicemen, written in
Chinese , are provided "from a scrap of paper picked up in
the PCW camp . * The identities ate hot evaluated by CIA.
(Sources 24 August 1951 declassified CIA report no.

September; 6 1951 ^ war axe reported
being held in Canton as of aid*July, according to a CIA
source. (Note: According to another source (11 August
1951} , 52 American POWs were moved from Canton on August 2,

. 1951 by rail to Peiping.)
(Source: declassified CIA report dated 6 September 1951)

September 27 , 1951 ^ According; to a CIA source, as of late :

~r
August, "19517 *Many American prisoners of war ate being used

•

, in Peiping for propaganda purposes."...';''.'

September 26, 1951 The Central Intelligence Agency reports
information from a source that as of Mid-September 21 V

v'T 1

;.- American prisbhers df war axe m Shanin
Wuch'ang, Comnrunist China, and that their political
instruction is being carried out by a former Chinese student
in America and a Soviet major.

:

(Source: Declassified CIA
report Ho. S072900, dated 28 September 1951) .

October 4/ 1951 ~ The Central Intelligence Agency reports, that
according to a source , the Chinese. Communists held a meeting
on August 1,

’ 1951 to celebrate Ar^y Day . "During the
meeting, 5 American prisoners of war, captured in Korea,
were escorted by Communists soldiers to the rostrum. Two of
them addressed the gathering. 11 (Source: Declassified CIA
Report Ko. S073337, dated 4 October 1951.)

October 23, 1951 — 170 jJ.H. prisoners of war are reported by a
CIA source to have arrived in Canton by train from Hankow on

.

'
.October 3 , 1951.
(Source: CIA declassified report no. S074469)

October 25, 1951 — A CIA source reports the existence of an
American and British FOR camp at Shaasen, Canton, and lists
some of the names, in Chinese, of ?»S. 8th Army personnel.
The names are not further evaluated by CIA. (Source:
Declassified CIA report no. 8074807 dated 25 October 1951)

October 27 , 1951 — A CIA source reports that 125 American
prisoners of war were observed walking to Antung, China on
the night of march 25, 1951. (declassified CIA report)

October, 1951 -- Peace negotiations between the Communists and

'..V :

v
;. i'-VVv

:

^.,.4
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the United Nation* Command continut at Panmunjom, Roma.

I^eeaber^lSSl .^^ Psychological; strategy Board-under—

-

President Truman, in a Top Secret memorandum, makes the
following observations concerning the question of forced
^•pajs**^** Borth Korean and Chinese prisoners of War,
•in the contest of an exchange of PONs following the Roman
Conflict:

. (

•Our . treatment of Soviet and satellite expatriates has an
unfortunate history , ee you idll mcali; As a result of an
agreement at Yalta, the United States in the years
insediately after World War XX assisted the Soviet Union in
the repatriation Of various categories of Soviet bloc
persons — chiefly prisoners of war> escapees, end displaced
P®*8*11** The result of our cooperation was that more than

;
four million Soviet citizens warn returned to the soviet

-^r-^-^^lhli^ritta^that^tl^H^eel>ds^llemre«eeil^^oig-pMhilhed•"ih^other•• ,
^

ways without regard to the conditions which caused their
displacement from Soviet-controlled territory."

persons escaping from the Soviet area after
world Nar II were forcibly returned to Soviet control as a
matter of U.S. policy up until well into 1948. This
treatment of Soviet expatriates became well known to the
populations within the Soviet area, and, as has been well
documented, became the cause of widespread despair ; It •

practically stopped the flow of defectors , and it would make
- it very_difficult to wage effective psychological warfare

-against the Red Army in event of. war. • - - -
•

•Our policy was subsequently changed so that persons
entering the Allied areas of Germany and Austria are no
longer forcibly returned. The treatment ve have given
defectors has, however, not been sufficiently good or well
publicised to erase the former pictum. 11

•This is the background within which the question of
forcible repatriation of Chinese and North Roman prisoners
o* war must be examined. Repetition of our previous mistake
would discourage defection by Chinese communist forces in

.

' any
,

future conflict. •
.

It would therefore in the long run cost us more American
lives than am involved in the exchange of prisoners
problem. *

The writer of the mworandm concludes stating i

•2 have learned by way of hearsay that the President is
informed on this question and is Inclined to oppose forcible
repatriation.

•
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(Source: declassified memorandum December, 1951, Truman
Presidential

;

Library) ^ ;

;y- y -

y'',. •

January, 1952 — Army Captain Mel Gile of the Far East Command
Liaison Group reports that one of his agents had found that
63 U.S. POW* were being shipped by truck and rail from
Pyongyang* North Korea to Chita, in the Soviet Union. Gile
states the U.S. command cancelled air strikes on the railway
he reported would be carrying the PONs. (Source: 1990 Nash.

-Times and USA Today interviews with Gile)

Q

January 2, 1952 — U.S. Army Intelligence receives information
that more than 500 U.M. prisoners were in a camp in Tung
Kuan Ting, 10 miles east of Mukden* Manchuria *to be given
short-term training pending transfer to the Soviet Union on
order of central authorities.” 1 The same reports states that

„ L. .494 _U POWs had been observed inside China since December,^
'

r
;!

V-.

:
•••" ^ ' :

-

r ‘

January 4 , 1952— A CIA source reports that in mid-November,
1951, ”the U.H. prisoners of war who had arrived in Canton
on October 3 Were removed and sent elsewhere. Complete

.

secrecy was maintained during ibe move from Shamsen, Canton
tb^evdestination uhkrtown. •

(Source: declassified CIA report No. 79124)

January 5, 1952 — A CIA source reports that 13 American and 8

British prisoners of war were transferred by rail from
Canton to Hankow. - CIA also reports they have another report
of U.S. POWs in the Canton area ^performing' herd^ labor on
airfields;”
( Source : 5 January 1952 CIA declassified report

;

)

February 6, 1952 'Wji CIA source reports that around December 27,

1951, "the Chinese Communists moved 300 U.S. POWs. . .into a
concentration camp near Tat'ung. The prisoners are under
the instruction of Europeans* CIA reports that the report
is possibly a fabrication as the information appears

y doubtful.
(Source: CIA declassified report dated 6 February 1952)

February 14, 1952 A CIA source reports that about ths first
week of January, the Chinese Communists were parading U.S.
captives (prisoners of war) in Paoshan, Yunnan Province, for
propaganda purposes. The source reports the Communists
pointed the U.S. soldiers to the spectators, saying “these
are the people we've been fighting -- and have conquered.”
(Source: CIA declassified report dated 14 February 1951)

February 19, 1952— The declassified ”post-agenda discussion

"

suggested notes for a meeting of the Psychological Strategy
Board under President Truman state*
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"Stsbjiicts The Stcat^gie Significance of Involuntary FOW
• Repatriation in Korea.

"At the present tine, there is no widespread active concern
^n~tha~D7S7:©tt^^estiOTr6f~j^sii^^
of the Chinese to return all American prisoners ; But
articles now beginning to appear inthepressraisethe
specter that the issue eight be presented to the Aaerican
public as an "exchange *of Chinese lives for Aaerican lives .

-

Should this develop^ it is likely that the publicoutcry
would obscure the basic aoral issue and jeopardize the
effectiveness of thfl| IKS* policy decision.

"

•At the present tine/ it appears that the Department of
State and the Department of Defense are engaged in the
collection and careful analysis of the facts pertaining to

.
this problem; Preliminary indications are that perhaps
3,000 Chinese and up to 10 percent of the Rorth Korean POWs
will fall within the category of those whose return to their

“T~ hbjielahds wottld resulteiis: thiir^
reasons do not wish to be repatriated.

"

(Source: Declassifed notes from Truman Library 19 February
1954 -- Q.S. Psychological Strategy Board

March, 1952 -- Admiral R.B. Libby, U.S. negotiator in Korea,
advises his communist counterparts, -Ton denied that you
hold in Korea more than 11,500 prisoners whose names you
gave us. ••Ton denied that you ever held any of our captured
personnel outside Korea. ..we have evidence which clearly
convicts on both counts’. Earlier, he states "We have

" convincing evidence you are holding prisoners in retention
camps outside Korea without reporting thin to our side. 11

Libby had further stated "a number of captured communist
soldiers have told of escorting tJH prisoners to camps in
China." Libby states one of the captured Communist Chinese
soldiers "described in detail a prisoner of war processing
center in Harbin (deep in Central Manchuria) to which he had
helped escort captured United Rations personnel. The
soldier stated he had seen "more than 1,000 till prisoners -

Americans, South Koreans and others — at the Harbin
processing camp."
(Source: South China Morning Post March 9, 1952)

April 15, 1952 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports, that
according to a source, "In Movember, 1951 about 50 American
prisoner of war were brought under guard from Shanghai to
Hangchow, and were taken to Maochiafou and placed in the
detention center there." The report further states that as
of February 10, 1952, 15 of them were taken elsewhere,
leaving only 35. Maochiafou is reported as "probably near

. Hangchow.

"
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(Source : CIA report dated 15 April 1952, declassified)

May 2, 1952 ^-jThie Cjwtral^Intelligence ^ency report^ that _

according to a source , "In Apfill952~, there were35

"

T
American prisoner of war at the Maochiiafou Camp. The
following is a partial list of the Americans .

" : Ho
evaluation of the names is done by CIA.v (Source: CIA
declassified report dated 2 Kay 1952)

June 13 , 1952 — B-29 is donned by a Soviet KIG over the Sea of
japan. (Source: DoD, Russian Archives .

)

July 17 , 1952 •- the Central Intelligence Agency, in a report

;

from a still classifed source, states:

• in Kay, 1952 , the War Prisoner Administrative Office in
P Pyongyang . * .under the control of an intelligence Officer

£ ^attached

.

Eastern Military District, controlled prisoner of war camps
in Manchuria and north Korea. The office, formerly in

.. Mukden (Manchuria ) , employed 30 persons , several of whom
were English-speaking Soviets. -

•The office had developed three types of prisoner of war
camps. Carps termed •peace carps” detained persons who
exhibited pro-Communist leanings , and , were characterised by
considerate traatsient of the prisoners and the staging
within the carps of Communist rallies and meetings .

”

x •Reform carps r el* of_which are In Manchuria, detained anti-

,C Communist prisoners possessing- certain technical skills

.

Emphasis at these carps was on indoctrination of the
;

. prisoners.

-

•Normal prisoner of war camps, all of which were in North
Korea , detained prisoners iAom the Communists will exchange

.

Prisoners in the peace and reform carps will not be
exchanged. Officials of North Korean prisoner of war camps
sent reports on individual prisoners to the War Prisoner
Administrative Office. Co^erative prisoners were being

.

transferred to peace camps.*

•On 6 January 1952 , four hundred United States prisoners

,

including three hundred Negroes, were being detained. ..in

. Mukden, Manchuria. . .All prisoners held there, with the
exception of three second lieutenants, were enlisted
personnel*. .The prisoners, dressed in Communist Chinese Army
uniforms were not required to work*, .two hours of
indoctrination were conducted daily by staff mmabers of the
Northeast Army Conaand . Prisoners were permitted to play
basketball in the courtyard*
(Source: CIA Report No. SO 91634, dated July 17, 1952)

8
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0ct0b& $5?

Janua^ 2> 1951 ~ Oesplte th« Mcenber> 1951 report by President
truaan'a Pychploglol Stratayy Board, D.s. Senator Wiley “g

°* *•<«*• t*»t "no information is
•available vhieh mid enable the Department of Defenae to

« statistical and daaeriptiva aeeonnt of the
• bltiiate ; fate.-of- theae- individuals after their repatriation

; to Soviet authorities pursuant to the teru o£ the Talta .

- -9
r
?,

ll|a|iy * W>e Peciaber, 1951, in discussing th. ooestion
*or *oreen Harrow*, states that four

Billion Russians at the end of World War II ware forcibly
aent back, and that thousands of then were snbseoaentlv •

.

axscutad and punishsd by the Russians.
7

(Sourcs: Oefenae Departaent letter dated January 2, 1953)

Jan?tL?y is. ahot.down in
the South China Sea. A U.S. Coast Snard Seaplane crashes
daring zescae operations in the vicinity. According to the

tagaged in operations for
the taited MaUons Ceuand. Tha U.S. later expresses the
belief that personnel frpa these incidents fall into
Coanunist custody (Scarce: 5 May 1954 Defense Departaent
summary) r- ,';j- *.

y;

February 24 , 1953 — An Army Combined Command for Reconnaissance
Activities Korea memorandum states:

•The following information was received from Ministry of ,

— ^public of iKoren GoverimenU Rtport
originally cane from Rationalist Chinese Embassy -«•

•According to ratable information, the Communist Chinese
Forces have transferred TO PCWs to Russia in violation of
the Geneva Conference. These POffs will be specially trained
at Moscow for espionage work. PCWs transferred to Moscow
are grouped as foUows* British 5,A*ericanslO, Canadians
3, and 50 more from various countries."

•Russia has established a Higher informant Training Team at
Oran, Bodasong (phonetic) in Siberia in October, 1952. 500
persons axe zeoeiving training, one third of them Women.
Japanese constitute the largest group and the others are
Korean, Filipinos, Burmese, and American*

•

She date ofinfox
1952."

ation is given is "October - 22 December

Consents in this report by the U.S. Army Combined Command
for Reconnaissance Activities, Korea state:
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•This office has received sporadic report* of POWs being
moved to the USSR since the very inception of the
hostilities in Korea. These reports came in great volume
through the -earlier -months- of
to a standstill in early 1951 r being revived by a report
from January of this year (1953) . It is definitely possible
that such action is being taken as evidenced by past
experience with Soviet authorities. All previous Sports
state POWs who are moved to lie USSR are technical
specialists who are smployed in mines, factories, etc. This
is the first report that they are being used as espionage
agents that is carried by this office.*
(Source: U.S. Arxy Combined Command report dated 24 Peb.53

)

April 20-26; 1953 — Peace talks are resumed and Operation Little
;

i Switch, the first prisoner exchange! takes place. The
Communists release 600 United Rations •sick and wounded*
prisoners. The United Nations releases 6,000 "sick and

'^~^''^*^%X)ttnded*^CofflBuhist™prisoners!^-^”,"
i

T*''~
rrt"*^” :~~'~~""~7r~:*~‘^

Hay, 1953 — Esquire Hagasine reports that the Foreign News
Service had obtained information from a "reliable" source
they encountered in 1952 that American POWs were being
screened by Chinese-“and*Soviet persoiUiel who^^ s^
English . The source reports that an initial decision to
keep these POWs back or place them in POW camps on the North
Xorean side of the Talu River was made during this initial
screening. The source reports that very important personnel
were flown to the USSR, while others were shipped by rail to
the Soviet Union for further processing.-. The Foreign News—

' Service reports that they have ho way of confirming the
story, but that the extensive detail provided brought them
to the conclusion that the information was accurate.

July 15, 1953 — The Central Intelligence Agency reports
information from a source that "In late May, 1953,
approximately 1,500 United Nations prisoners of war were
confined in a camp at Tungchutin, Tientsin, in Communist
China. The majority of these prisoners of war were American
Maxine officers and men who were sent to this camp after
recovery from wounds.* CIA comments that "a POW camp once
tentatively accepted in Tientsin, was dropped from available
listings in January, 1953 because of a lack of recent

••reports concerning it .
k

(Source: CIA declassified report dated 15 July 1953)

July 22, 1953— During the peace negotiations, the Communists
report they are holding 12,763 prisoners to be repatriated.

July 27, 1953 — The Armistice Agreement is signed between, the

Communists and the U.N. Forces at Panmuhjoo, Korea. A
Military Armistice Commission, a temporary Neutral Nations
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Repatriation Commission, and a Heutral Nations Supervisory
Commission are established to enforce the term* of the

4;4_-aa^ treatyis-ever-cbncludedv^ -^-

Paragraph l3f Of the Armistice Agreement provides for the
voluntary repatriation of POWs and for the repatriation of
remains.

.

July 29 / 1953 — An RB-50, with a creiw of IT neBbera, is shot
down by Russian HIG-15 Jets over the Sea of Japan. An
American vessel rescues the co-pilot who had parachuted.
The U.$. Government infoxms the Soviets that *it appears
highly likely that the other; crewmembers survived and that
they were possibly rescued by the Soviet vessels."

August 5,1953 — Operation Big Switch commences with the
exchange of POWs •desiring repatriation- by both sides. The
Pnited"KationsCoamand-begihs~the jtran8ferof~75>823-POWs“-
directly to the communists in the demilitarised tone (m2).
The Communists begin the transfer of 12,773 Allied POWs
(3,597 H.S. PONs ) in return.

A\agust 67 1953 —TheCoBnanderinCMefoftheUnitedNations
Command General Hark Clark returns to Washington from Korea,
after signing the Armistice on July 27th. He holds a news
conference at the Pentagon, which is covered by the New York
Tines as follows :

r
~

"General Clark pledged to press the Communists for further'
,

"infornation on the additional-troqps he believed they held
and for a possible exchange *•••: He said that he pointed out
the wide discrepancy between his information and that -

supplied by the Communist on prisoners during the truce
negotiations. He had been advised by his superiors in the
Pentagon,, he said, not to delay the armistice negotiations
over the discrepancy but to reserve the privilege of later
protest. This will be done, the general said, first at the
Hilitaiy Armistice Commission, and , if there is no
satisfaction there, later at the political conference that
will follow. General Clark, stating that the only thing
that the Communists respected was force, declared in a
detailed discussion of the prisoner question:

-

"They respect force and X know of no way except through
political and diplomatic means of getting any reaction from
them on this prisoner of war question other than the
application of force, which is not in the cards, in ay
opinion,* said Clark.

•Conceding that itoimy authorities in the fax East could not
prove that additional US soldiers and airmen are being held
captive , . • , General Clark said there nevertheless remained

'

"

7 V.-'

; ’ "
; 11



"other information that leads ns to believe that they have

more.
' _ _

• _ :

’
-we do have certain evidence that indieates that there are

;

additional prisoners alive who should be returned , and I

assure you , as commander in Chief , while 1 am there , I will

press that in the military and political conferences," Clark

declared.

At the same brass conference, General Clark announces his

retirement effective October 31 , 1953

.

(Source: NewTork Times article dated hugust 7, 1953)

August 7, 1953 — General Jiases A. Fleet, Commander of the

U.S. 8th Army in Korea, states:

missing in action in Korea are still alive."

.

Auoust 7,. 1953 ~ Communist controlled radio in Peiping, China

resorts that United nations POTs had now been informed that

thhy had a right » refuse “to return and" that •ifaiqrr
.

-

prisoners of war do not wish to be repatriated directly, the

United nations would be informed of the number "as soon as

possible." (Source: Hew fork Times, 7 August 1953, Tokyo

byline, same day)

August 10, 1953 — A Combined Command for Reconnaissance

.. , Activity Korea Army^Kemorandan states: ^

•A. A compilation of reports indicate that during the past
’

two years, several POHs have been transferred from PQ» camps

' in Worth Korea to points in Manchuria, China r and Siberia.

These points include Mukden, Harbin, Antung, Tench eng,

Chiasusso, Kiensien, Peiping, Shanghai, Chungking , Tinesxn

,

.

Canton.ee*

•B. Figures show that the total nuaber of ^KZAs pin*

eapturedless those to be US repatriated leaves a balance of

over 8V000 uhaocduntad for.*
. .

(Source: declassified 10 August 1953 Army Hemorandum)

August 31, 1953 — The Assistant Chief of Staff 82 4

memorandum from the Army General Staff listing 23 U.S.

personnel "believed not deairing repatriation." The

information is submitted "from interrogation Big Switch

repatriates ihcluaive to 23 Angirtt 1953."

yv/
;

(Source: 31 August 1953 Army memorandum)
.

September 1, 1953 - The Joint Intelligehce

Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces, Par Beat (ABV) prepares



32 Baited State. Prisoner, of Her whohave
j
•elected to refuserepatriation .

*
• information is~ - h»»«d 00 ^““tion provided by reltased Jte»ri"can“ KJWs

.

Tbe report farther states that *ueh of the information is

to'evaluata?**
h“n“y “* consequently quite difficult

(Source: 1 September 1953 Army Keaorandum)

September 6, 1953 ~ She United lations Ccuand and the
Counnista announce that repatriation (Operation Bio Switch)

had elected to be
returned. (Source: 12/22/53 Memo to SecAxmy from Ass. Sec.

Septeaber .9, 1953 ~ She United lations Ccmaand presents a listto the Cpaaunista of 3,404 0.1. and South Korean personnel
Jtill_ unaccounted for. She list includes the naaes of 944

’

;
personnel-;,- of'which CIO were Army. '

- it is
:

later
"

reported that General lark. I. Clark handed over the list to
tae Communists demanding that they be returned -or else.*
General Clark is reported to say that the list was compiled
from statements of the communists themselves, radio

a,t* originating in P^ing, letters written from
'

prisoners camps, or free the observations of footer D.H.” *** i* Red prisons. (Soure: 31 December 19S3
CIMCTOC aessage, lews Article by Joseph F. Ictaughlin,

Septeabu 12, 1953 — Canonist correspondent Burchett indicates
that the Chinese Cosssunists continue to retain in a non-

^

prisoner of war status certain Onited states Air Force
personnel, alleged to have overflow Chinese territory.
Burchett indicates that their return wist be sought through
diplomatic negotiations. (Source: larch 5, 1954 state

' Department aeaorandua)

Sept“5®5 CttMnist broadcasts over the Governaent-mt* that the 3,400 roster froa
^•^gcdJtatioas Command is *fake* and is designed by the

obscure the fact that the Allies
.

are forcibly detaining prisoners on our side.
(Source: lew Tork Times, Tokyo byline. Sept. 16, 1953)

September 21, 1953 — the Coaunists, in response to the
Septt^r 9th UH message, state that 518 of the 3,404 had
already beam repatriated, and another 380 had previously
been reported to the tn as dead, escaped, or already
returned, lo idutifieatioo of these individuals is aade byt^pp^tty* though the B.S. subsequently learns on
P?f>h«r 3!2££«Ua O* the tgjjAl figure were Americans.

..(Source: 12/22/53 Msmo to Seclrby from Ass; SacArmy, 4/29/53Any Assistant Chief of Staff asamrandum)
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Oh the Bane day, the Communists submit a roster of 98,742
POWs for Whom they demand an accounting (15,584 Chinese and

September 23, 1953 --.The United Nations Command turns Over
22 , 604 "non-repatriatesV (ie : POWs who had refused
repatriation) to the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission.

September 24, 1953 ~ The Communists deliver 352 United Nations
CoBD&and "npn-repatriates" {23 D.S.).

September 25, 1953 — The 0.N. Command makes a second demand for
the accounting of the 3,404 UN/South Korean unaccounted for
personnel stating that the first reply ifcs completely
unsatisfactory.

’

brtob^37i953 ^WeCOTm^st^a
1953 demand by referring to a list of 98,783 names of
Communists who they claim are being held in United Nations

’

'Custody
;

» vj;; '-vV V -V -.;

4

'••v
>

Command personnel of the 3,404 UNC total referred to on
.

’ September 21# 1992 •
.
The Communists statd : XXi 'df ;; the total

Were U . $ . personnel who had either died , escaped , or were
released at the front, (the U.S. privately notes that 70 of
the 112 names had been reported as dead by U.S. returnees at

'.''.Operation'- Big- Switch.)
message. from CINCUNC)

October 20, 1953 — The Communists by letter to the Commander in *

Chief of the United nations Command claim that they have
accounted for the 899 UNC personnel (bn October 3rd), and
demand that the UN Command account for their September 21st
list of 98, 000 POWs

. (Source: 31 December 1953 C1NCUNC Memo)

November 21-23, 1953 — Three former members of the Republic of

Xorea Army, escaped through the demilitarized zone ’and
reported to the United Nations Command that Communists still
held large numbers of prisoners of war.*

The United Nations Command protests in the Military
Armistice Commission and demands that the Communists "hand
over to the custody of the Custodian Forces of India all
those prisoners that your side still retains."

December 1, 1953 — The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
declines to conduct an investigation into the allegations of

the three Koreans idio escaped on November 23, 1953
concerning large numbers of POWs still being held.

14
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December 7, 1953 -• The U.N. Representative to the Military
Armistice^ Commission requests the Communist side to agree to_^n_imj^r|ia

r
l .investigation .of^the^evidenc^^

three defectors . The Communist side rejects the proposal.

The COTmunists^again reiterate their demand that the United
?5

t
i2?

s
^
Connand account for the persons on the list of

1953°°
Cos®unist POW personnel provided on September 21,.

'

December lO, 1953 The eenior United States'meBtoe^

Str*??7 C?®*8®*?* charges the Communists with
violation of the Armistice by retaining custody of prisoners
of

,
war idio' desired repatriation • The Communists counter

* demand, for the_ accounting of 27,000 prisoners of war
^illegally reieased by President Rhee with assent of the
United Rations Forces

.

M

December 14, 1953 -- Two additional Koreans escape to South Korea
and confirm the statements made by the three escapees in
November that prisoners were still being held by the
Communists. ••••••/

'

December 16, 1953^—•' Verification of the 2 Koreans who escaped on
December 14th as bona-fide members of the Republic of Korea
Army is made.

,

f-

December 18, 1953 -4 The British Government offers to make on
behalf of the Unified Command an approach to the- Chinese

_ Communists at Peiping to seek the return of United Nations
Command personnel who may -still be. in Communist custody.
(Sources 5 March 1954 State Department memorandum)

U.S. News and .World Report writes that 944 Missing Gi's have
'

become slave laborers in Communist hands. The report states
that "there is substantial evidence now, for example, that a
number of American prisoners were marched through the
streets of Mukden, deep inside Manchuria, in a victory
parade. As far as is known here, none of those men has
returned. No repatriated prisoner has said he participated
in that parade...There are (also) reports from returning
Japanese prisoners , repatriated this month from Russia , that
some Americans have been seen in a prison not far from
Moscow."

December 22, 1953— Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
instructs the U.S. Commander in Chief of the United Nations
Command to *continuously press Communist members of the
Military Armistice Commission to account for missing
personnel." (Sources Letter to Secretary of the Army from
Assistant Secretary of the Army.

)

15
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The state Department also inform* the Comander in Chief of

the United nation* Command that the British through their

r6»im^0ffiee-in-Jeipfag-wi-ll-*«*lc -t®-c“‘£il®-2i
of
^
i
?i®i-

reports that communist China 1* holding in custody United

Nations personnel in China* (Sources -Ibid.

)

December 23. 1953 •~ Assistant Secretary of the Arey,
:

-

Milton asks the Aasy Chief of Staff to provide information

concerning 610 A^p^so^elJ^^s^sonerr 0^^
and still unaccounted forJT Com^s^ra
tor information on educational baekgrbtidr technical

. .
.

racial^# and if they have a background which would aake

^hAa ausceotible to Communist indoctrination. (Source:

n^2/53^etter to Chief of Staff £ron Amy has. Secretary)

ri 1053 -«• in a memorandum to the Department of the

^Syf
X

the cLnand Chief of the Pnited Mations Command :

makes the folIwia|~
rpointsi;

"Question of tactics to be employed in pressuring Communists

fS accounting of about 3,400 TOC POHs has bwn under
.

continuous study here since the conclusion of Operation Big

SVitCh.“
- y~~y - V '~ ”

TT”7

•During the period September 9 ,^1953 to date,

* Nations Command has presented ^e Connuidsts wil* lis^ of
^

Nations Command personnel who are believed to be# or

-2yW b£n*:In^SS/Sitody. .(Note: includes 965 IKS.

:
personnel)* ;/>;/. V. v-V-.;-

•On Septambw 21, 1953, the Ccasen^

9BT742 POWs for shorn they demand an accounting. *****

exhaustive research by ATFE WIB, we have es of December 26,

iQ^i hMn able to establish reasonably accurate

identification as follows, none of *hith has yet been given

. to the Communists

:

(1) Duplications, 668 «
(2) Escaped! Chinese, 50 Korean, .26,803

(3) Repatriated during Uttle Seitch:
' '

Chinese, 15 Korean, 332 —
. . „*

(4) RepatrlSaddaring Wf Beitdht Chinese 4, KorynJ,2i9

(5 )
Delivered to UBCi Chinese, 14,495. iorean, 7,«79

(7) SSe^ot^gnSfyinB as K»e «d >ter released, 142

8 Deceased* Chinese 4. tt»an 250
•

, oos

~*»y dv of Kotow
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conflict when FOW registration was riot fully established..."

canexpectnothing~from~the~Cpna^gts~on^^
the 3400 UNC personnel unless we are willing to provide them

with the information they have demanded ; while we may

realise some public benefit by a reiteration of our demands,

they can produce a logical argument that we must do
,

likewise. . . Ifne account for the 98,000, they nay submit

additional list! with just enough accuracy to keep us on the

defensive intexainably. Zf we continue to demand accounting

of tJNC personnel, they can m to demand return of

additional alleged POWs, and fro® there to civilians (of

whom there are hundreds of thousands in South Korea , r

"At the conclusion of- Operation Big -‘--laiie
: cbefinmilftM

reported they had returned all UNC POWs desiring

repatriation

.

1 It is highly unlikely they would now return

-^':any"additionhl-persons-whQttrthey-Mghtbe^holding f since,_
r

they would be hard put to develop a logical reason for their

retention* Net on the other hand, have no way to force them

to do so. Our only bargaining weapon - a weak one at that -

is answering this demand for the 98,000; ^ ^

"Regardless of our efforts the .CoDnnnists Mwill > in ;the *nd,

give us only that infoimtion which they wish to supply,

wen they want to.

"

•In view of the above, it is extrewly doubtful that either

“an accounting or recovery of UNC personnel will result _from

further demands on the Communists; or by the exchange of_

listsr However/ we are prepared to adopt the following,

course of action: •••.’•we shall inform the Communists m the -

Military Armistice Commission that we are prepared to submit

an accounting (as soon as the list can be properly

prepared). Before handing it over, we will demand that a

satisfactory accounting be first supplied for the 3,427 UNC

names. If the Communists are interested, they will

undoubtedly refuse to produce the UHC list without a

simultaneous receipt of their rosters . We will have to

agxbe, realising that we shall probably find their ;;.
,

accounting wholly unsatisfactory. From this point, we feel

sure weshall awe into the usual phase

counter charges without any real results
^

obtai^le- .

request your comments and/or concurrence on course of action

proposed.**'

January 12, 1954 — The Department of the Army.conveys the views

of the State and Defense Departments to the Coianderin

Chief of the Baited nations Command concerning his December

31, 1953 message. The message states:

•1. State and Defense agencies r^ort continuing interest



being expressed by congressional and private sources.

2 . Nevertheless , both departments .agr#* with, your analysis

-viewpoints and -in-probable -undesirable .. —

—

3. ihetefore^'suggest that the eonrse of aetionyou^ .

'

v outlined be held in abeyance pending farther study in

Washington.* •

(Sourest 12 January 1954 Any massage to CMCOHC)
;

t>nn>rv i« 19S4 -> in a aMoranduB to the Secretary of the Any
Se iisisiant Secretary of the Amy writes under the .

heading. *Jhe Unaccounted for Americans Believed To Be still

Held Illegally by *ha Communists

t

l There are approximately 954 UnitedStates personnel

fallinc into this group. What the Department of the Army

“ and~bt2efTinterested
Tageneies^i^doisg^about-tteir-reeovwy-

falls into two parts# first/ the direct efforts of the uwe

Military Armistice Commission .to obtain an accurate
..

. sssswS* «=«>.““w « «
“fi'ntr

overt and covert, to locate, identify, and^recoyw^se

individuals."" C2 is naleing an intensive efforvthrough its -

information collection system world-wide, to obtain
.

information on these people and has a P1”,*”
action to obtain the recovery of one or more to est^lish

the case positively that prisoners are still being held by

the S£u£sts...lhe dirert efforts of the TOC are being
.

held in abeyance pending further study of the problem by the

State Department.’ _ _ . -
.

2. A further complicating factor in the.

continue to carry these personnel in a aissing status is

costing over we millio^dollars annually. .It may

necessary at some future date to drop them from our records

as "aliasing and presumed dead.*

(Sourcei 16 January 1954 memorandum to Secretary of the

Army)
,

;

v./
tjiTit«NTv ifi. 19S4 — The TJeH. Representative to the Military

^Armistice Coeaiseion egaitf requests^the

Suoervieory Conission to investigate charges that the .

CCTranisuwerTwithholding prisoners of war. (Source* 29

January 1954 Army memorandum)

January 22, 1954 - the Any responds to the Jsesmbw

'"^"wquest from the AssistanvSecretary. of the Ar^r ro the

breakdown by certain categories of 610 Amy perswanei

listed as ^isohers of war still unaccounted for by

Canonhist forces."
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January 26, 1954 — Again, • •the IWCHAC; raquests the NHSC to
investigate charges that prisoners of war were being
withheld by the Communists. •

:

January 27, 1954 — A Japanese repatriate from POW Camp #21 at
Khabarovsk from 1950 - 1953 reports the following to the

*

U.S * representatives in Tokyo. He states that during the
period April -May, 1953, he /heard from Soviet guards,
prisoners and laborers that the crew of a military plane
shot down by, Soviets was in Khabarovsk prison; 0 (Source:
Declassified Report Ho. 1835 from Air Force filed —
portions still redacted)

January 28, 1954 - The Chief of Staff of the Army instructs that
a neap be prepared by the Secretary of the Army
"recommending that the Secretary of Defense forthwith
propose that the United States Government officially and

.pubUcly-press_for.-aConmunistaccounting^bfmissing^,-..:.
American. military personnel.* (Source: 28 Jan. * 54
memorandum) ^

:
.

.

•

January 29 , 1954 — After coordinating with Army, Navy, Air
^—.^pOrce,-Jthe:Assistant Chief of .Staff , iG-3~prop9»es- three-

courses of action to be undertaken, other than those already
undertaken by the Military Armistice Commission, to gain a

•Communist Accounting of Missing UNC Personnel. * :

>1 Seek the release Of personnel through the diplomatic
;

-/•• •• efforts of the United. Kingdom./.
2v In-the United Nations General Assembly, charge the

-• Governments of Consist China "and North Korea with a
violation of the Armistice Agreement.

3. Release to the press a joint State-Defense public
announcement. *' vvV‘ .•

Under item #1, it is noted that a disadvantage is that "to

obtain the release of US personnel , the United States would
almost certainly have to pay a "price". Such "price" could
be acknowledgment of violations of the Manehurian borders,
admission of "germ warfare"; withdrawal of support for the
Nationalists Government Republic of China on Formosa,
admission of Red China and North Korea to the United
Nations..";-

Under item #2, it is noted that a disadvantage is that it
"would almost certainly assure that any individuals still
alive would never live to return to the United States and

that it would offer an opportunity to the Coenunists to
demand in turn an accounting for 98,742 personnel on their
side. Efforts to answer this demand would evoke violent
protests from the ROK and the Nationlist China Governments."

19



Under item #3* it is noted that UNC evidence concerning the
survival of 944 Americans "is based on letters written home

- ' “ by prisoners , prisoner of war: inttMncogationsv questioning of
returnees , communist radio broadcasts , and the actual
circumstances of their disappearance from UK Command

'• -control. V ?' ••••
:•; .•

February 5, 1954 A reliable friendly foreign intelligence
service reports to the U;S. information they had received
from a Turkish source traveling in Central Asia. She
source « who had bean interrogated in Turkey, states that
while at Mukden, Manchuria, he "Saw several coaches full of
Europeans who were also taken to the USSR. They were not
Russians. Source passed the coaches several times and heard
them talk in a language unknown to him. * Source states that
one of the coaches was full of Wounded Caucasians who were
not speaking at all. (Sourest Charity Interrogation Report

; ^Ko; 6l$^refereneed"in~deelassified^cables~dated 23 rHarch^'-
~

1954) •

February 8, 1954 Secretary of the Army Robert T. Stevens sends
a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense . Stevens

formulate plans "for the initiation of; diplomatic
negotiations through the offered assistance of the United
Kingdom." Stevens also recommends releasing a joint State-
Defense public announcement, "now held in abeyance by the
Operations Coordinating Bbi^ r to -reassure
concerned and the American people that our Government is
taking all feasible action in seeking an accounting for the
missing servicemen listed as prisoners of war in the Korean
conflict,"

Following the sending of this memorandum, an informal
conference is held with representatives of the three
Services, Defense, and State. "It was agreed that by
memorandum the State Department would describe in some
detail what diplomatic actions would be initiated by the
United Kingdom, and would seek Defense concurrence in such
an approach."

February 23, 1954 — Seventy wives and mothers of U.S> POW/HlAs
from the Korean Conflict travel to the United Rations in New
York. They asm not received by either the UK General
Secretary or the U.S* Ambassador to the U.K. They are told
by the General Secretary's assistant, "The UK has no

authority over the for^gn affairs of member states .
•

March 5 , 1954 In a letter to the Assistant Secretary of

Defense, Frank Hash, the Assistant Secretary of State Walter
Robertson states that they have no objection to the December

18, 1953 British offer to mske an approach to the Chinese



Communists at Peiping to seek the return of UNC personnel
Mho nay still be in Communist custody, it is noted that
vthete are.18 PSAF personnel who have beep retained whosemurn

,
should be sought through diplomatic negotiations .

Department .of Defense concurrence in this proposal ia
requested . the letter further notes that the Defense
Department had already signed off on an approach being
undertaken by the British on behalf of 11 non-tmc Navy and
Coast Guard personnel missing on January 18; 1953,

March 9, 1954 — During a classified session of a Senate
Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on
Government Operations, the Senators are told the following
by the Department of Defense concerning numbers of POWs and

;

:'HIAS: from the Korean Par (transcript now declassified)

:

(G-2 Department of Defehse): *^/ the
~ _ . considered

,

*or ell .services, that there were 1,012 persons where there
was evidence that they were alive, that they had been alive
at one time in Communist hands. Also, on that same day of
those idiom the Adjutant General had listed as known

.

captia^ werenotaccounted for.

Senator Potter: -120 that the Adjustant General had
classified -- " •

' .';v
;

’

'

.Colonel Trammell ; "Classified as known captured were not
accounted for. .In other words, both the Adjutant General

r 0-2 agreed that this certain number were known captured
-and yet in (Operation

)
Big Switch {August/Sept.1953 ) , 1 20

bf the known captured were not accounted for. .

.

• • .of those that G-2 , has listed : in Section 3 as having been
in Communist hands alive at one time , as of the 18th of
January, 892 were not accounted for. Among those we had
some evidence as late as April 1953 which we consider a
positive indication that the man was alive as late as that

. time.",

Senator Potter: "As late as April 1953?"
:

Colonel Trammell: "As late as April 1953 we had convincing
evidence that the man was alive and in Communist hands. But
892, as indicated, were not accounted for in that group.
The two figures X have just given you, that is, the 120 and
the 892 total the 1,012 which is the figure I started with
as of January 18.

March 10, 1954 — The Department of the Army, G-2, requests the
Army CiC center at Ft. Bolabird, Md. to detail six CIC type
investigators for a period of two weeks to comply with a

21
,



Senate request 'for the most recent information on Americans

captured in Korea, and on whom the Commnnist forces in Korea.

TSaw'faile'd'Wrender~suffieient-acepnnting ^Senator-———
Potter, ai a eubcdsmittee consisting Cf one member, is .

examining the basis on which the United states is demanding

the return of, or aecoanting for, from the Communist Forces,

Americans taken as prisoner* of war and. on whom sufficient

accounting has -not; been rendered.*-.

(Sources 10 March 1954 G2 ArmyHemorandua)

March 11. 1954 — the 62, Department of the Arm? informs the Air

Porce that Senator Potter, Acting Chairman for a Special

Study being conducted by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee

oh Investigations, l»s requested that he be furnished^ith

the number, by Services, of personnel still carried in a •>

missing in action or captured status.* The G-2requeststhe

AirPorce to_furaiah_th«m_'with acopy of any findings and

determinations of deatiFnade by your office aubeequentto.-—

Operation nig switch. These findings and determinations of

death will be used to adjust the rosters prepared as a

result of information previously furnished pursuant to

Reference Disposition Porm, file G2-CDOR dated 25 August

1953.*
-

J

4 ..

v. on the same day, the Assistant Chief of staff, G2, is

informed that 'the Senate Permanent Subcemmittae on .

investigations is attempting to formulate a course of action

to follow to effect the recovery of American personnel ‘

believed to be alive and still in Communist custody. . .I have

'requested the D.B. Air Porce to furnish a roster of all
;

'persons carried as KIA or captured 'at the termination ot .

. -Operation Big Switch' for incorporation in a final
.

consolidated roster from all sources of personnel who might

possibly remain in Conunumst custody .

"

March 15. 1954— The Army C1C center complies with the March 10#

1954 request from the Army <fc2 for six additional personnel

to help respond to Senator Potter's request. (Source: 15

March 195V Army CIC memorandum)

T* . the Acting Chief of the Returnee

£cL£nri£p«S£trf the Army, mentions .that 'Senator

Potter has recruested that the figures (presented .to his

’admitted on*Mareh 9 , 1954 ) ,^ ^“i'^bien^er
captured and personnel considered ky S^ to^haye been under

.

Communist control, be broken down as of 18 January 1954/ by

miUttry services. Returnee section possess certain^wsters

enumerating American personnel in the^category^mentioned

above. All personnel named in the *G2 Believed Captured

Roster* ore taown to have been alive in tomnunist custody at

> some time after their having been reported missing in.

action . Copies of these rosters were furnished CGAFFE

r, : 22
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: ^ iamediate^ coopietton of Operation Big
Switch. Currently, these rosters are in the process of
being brought up to date, at which time, a final accounting

Hatch 16, 1954 — The Air Force Liaison Office in Hong Kong sends
a report to the G2, USAF, in Washington. The report is
filed by Colonel Delk Simpson, the Assistant Air Liaison
^officer who had arrived in Hong Kong for duty on November 3,

.v 1953. The report reads, in pertinent part:

/This office has interviewed refugee source who states that
he observed hundreds of prisoners of war in American
uniforms being sent into Siberia in late 1951 and 1952.
Observations were made at Manchouli on USSR-Manchttrian
border. Source observed POWs on railway station platform
loading into trains for movement into Siberia. In railway
restaurant source closely obseryed three POWs who were under

r '

•'guard^and were conversing inEnglish. POWs wore sIeiMe
r

insignia which indicated POWs were Air Force nencoaBdesiphed
officers. Source states that there were a great number of
Negroes among POW shipments and also states that at no time
later were any POWs observed returning from Siberia. -Source

' T " dees3hot- wish to' Be identi£ied~‘for';"fear 'of^ reprisals against
friends in Manchuria, however is willing to cooperate in
answering further questions and trill be available in Hong !

.Kong .••for .questiora^fpi^the^ :.v
!

Marehr 17r 1954 ~ The Department of the Air Force forwards to the
- _ Department of the Army a list of 18 USAF personnel "alleged

to have been .captured
:

in Hanchuria, and who are being Q :

retained as political prisoners . Three of these persons , .

identity unknown, were reported to have died." (Source: 17
March 1954 Memorandum)

The Department of the Army, 62, forwards to the Senate
Permanent Sub-Committee on Investigations (Att: Senator
Potter) a "breakdown by service of American Personnel
Unaccounted for in Korea as of January 18, 1954:

A. Officially captured - 120 (98 Amy, 18 Marines, 4 USAT)
B . Personnel Considered by C-2 to have been in Communist

custody - 892 (827 Army, 1 Havy, 6 Marines, 56 USAF)

Recap for all services, Officers 85, Warrant Officers 2,
.

. , Enlisted: Men, '805'."

.

(Source: 17 March 1954 Army G2 Memorandum to Senate)

March 19 , 1954 The Deputy Secretary of Defense responds to the
Secretary of the Army's February 8th memorandum on
formulating plans for United Kingdom participation on

securing an accounting of missing TJHC personnel. In regards

.

23
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to releasing a public statement on D.S. efforts to gain an

accounting, "the Department of Defense and the Department of—“Staterhdve“jointiy~agreedrrhowever,-that~ho^^^^
release on the subject!* desirable at the pre8ent time. , .lf

the subject remains relatively quiescent in the public mind,

it is not felt that a formal release will be necessary."

Kerch 23 , 1954 — The American Consul General in Hong Kong ,

Julian F. Barrington, sends an updated cable to the

Secretary of State, entitled, •American POW* reported en
route to Siberia. " The eable refers to. the Kardh 16; 1954

interview with the refugee and states, in pertinent parts ;

•A recently arrived Greek refugee from Manchuria has

reported seeing several hundred American prisoners of war
being transferred from Chinese trains to Russian trains at

Kanchouli near the border of Manchuria and Siberia; The
~

“•POwa'wertr seeirlatein 1951-and;in~thespringof -1952 by7the

informant and a Russian friend of his* The informant was

interrogated on tub' occasions by the Assistant Air Liaison

Officer and the Consulate General agrees with his evaluation

of the information as probably true and the source as of

:nehkfli^

Barrington concludes stating that the refugee was leaving

by ship today. The reporting officer at the Embassy further

states, Source is very careful not to exaggerate

information mid is positive of identification of American

PONs." The cables contain amplifying information on the

substance Of the report in great detail .
(Sources 23 March

1954 cable.) ^ -

April 12, 1954 -- The Department of Defense by letter concurrs in

the British proposal outlined in the State Department's

March 5, 1954; They also forward to the Department of State

a list of 18 TJSAF personnel retained by the Communists in a

non-prisoner of war status. (Source: 12 April 1954 DoD

letter to State with attached list. )

April 19, 1954 — Secretary Of State John foster Dulles sends a^

cable to the American Embassy in Moscow instructing that the

Soviets be given ah Aide-Memoire from the United States on

D.S. PONs having been trsnsported into the Soviet Onion.

Dulles tells the U.S. Embassy that the Soviets should be

told "we have reliable eccounts of tranfers of PONs at

Kanchbull. Dulles also refers to a recent report from Bong

Kong on PON transfers which "corroborates ^evious
.

indications that t»C PONs might have been shipped to Siberia

during Korean hostilities." Finally, Dulles .notes^that the

Department of State had just accepted a British offer to

make representations in Red China to gain the release of

PONs. (Source: declassified cable dated April 19, 1954)
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J
9
b
4.7" In„* JB"®r*ndna ' the Commander in Chief of the

,
United nations Comwmd states, ‘Senior Member UNCMAC is of

Coonnimist Contiadeat: Geneva will demand an accountfoar 98 ,74 2 alleged Communist POWs; 'Recommend immediate
account by category and number if questions raised, withreaeons for objecting to account by name; that is, fear of

faadliea, pressures against subject
individual, and to forth. Believe such an accounting willhave jaxiama propaganda and p^choXo^ical value for me.

disconcerting to Coanaiata and might jeopardize ,additional Ccmunizt .preparing atateaanta for Genevauee.^ao jeeoTOiid.g.^foUoif upby demanding accounting for orreleased 3,405 OHC POWs . . .This office concurr* in the
URCMhC recommendation.

;

^>ril^29, 1954 ~ In a memorandum to the Assistant Secretary of
the Army from the Assistant Chief of Staff. 6-1. Major

1:

Se po««H>ili^ that some American personnelay atill he in the hands of the Communist Forces. Bovever.
identification has been established

and the reports are lacking confirmation." '

The'asadrandui further states that the Depaxtaent of the
awjy, under the provisions of Public Law 490, ‘has placed
618 soldiers, known to have been in enemy hands and'

tjii Communist Foros jj the following
categories ~_313 - rinding of Death (Administratively
determined), 275 - report of death, 21 - dishonorable

'

• discharge, 4 - under investigation (missing in action for

iw2f-^5r °^? Investigation, prognosis
undecided, missing in action for over one year."'?.

General Toiing itate#, "Efforts by the U.S. to negotiate forw return or information relative to these personnel have
been hampered by Communist forces' claims that ve have not
^operly eccounted for $1,742 POWs allegedly held by the
United Nations Command."

General Young concludes his memorandum stating:

*jhe intelligence agencies are making an intensive effort
through world-wide information systems to obtain reports on
missing personnel that may still be in Communist hands. A
plan has been formed by use df clandestine systems -to obtain
recovery of one or more such persons to establish the ease
beyond doubt before the world that such persons are being

"It is the established position of the Army to obtain the
return of any UNC personnel which may remain in Communist
control and all feasible efforts will be taken to accomplish

'v-V-S-,- -

:

;1;.' • • • 25
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this result.
11

\

: v H-fninmAtic nessaore is delivered tip the. USSR by

;• :iimwl <hn4 ifcVij e»iitii Government has recently received' report®

^
aSi-ss.

1?«s:i
,w»‘ss5?s5tt

at tK^elv^.Sible ti«,* (Sourer

'.,/ declassified cable.

)
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::; ; £&S3£?i?2&Si£&? «i» “*
Ceramist cause. " ••



(Source: Department of Defense Memorandum of Conversation
datdd May II, 1954);

;

May iS^I^-^TherSovle^tft^^
diplomatic meSsw PONs stating:

•The assertions in the note of the United : States Government
that American war prisoners, participants in military action

,:,.:,.,in4toreaf have been transferred to the Soviet Union and are
at the present time maintained under Soviet guard are
without any kind of basis and are; clearly invented, as there
are not and have not been any such persons in the Soviet
Unions V

v'.'

(Source: Mew York Times article, May 13, 1954

)

May 17, 1954 —The Department of the Army, G-2, in a memorandum
for the record , statesi

_ __ '

_

•This letter complies with the request by Senator Potter
that he be provided with new statistics approximately six
weeks subsequent to the hearing. The listing in paragraph
2.b. , is composed of those US personnel, identified through™.

r;^ bradi»sTe"ahd~pt^
names appeared on the return address of POW mail,, who are
considered: to have been admittedly held by the Communists i

In addition the Communists have not declared these
individuals as dead and no witnesses to their deaths have

- been uncovered. These revised statistics, when compared
with the official casualty figures based on the original UNC
request -for accounting of

. 944 (616 Assy) reveal only minor
. -difference in' total numbers.*

-

•General Powell of G-I has discussed the subject of the two
lists, the Adjutant General Casualty Roster and the G-2
intelligence roster, with General Hieble and (Assistant
Secretary of the Aasiy Hugh Milton) Mr. Milton. In the event
the G*2 statistics are publicised in an attest to show that
G-2 and the Adjutant General axe not 4a agreement# it may
place the Army in an unfavorable position temporarily from a
public relations standpoint. G-2, G-l, and the Adjustant
General have been working together on this matter, and it is
believed that any misrepresentation of the G-2 statistics
can be quickly refuted. It must be pointed out that the
Returnee Section does not possess azy infoxmation which
indicates any Army individual believed to have been in
Communist custody, is alive today.*

•It should be noted, however, thst this office has on file
seven reports which indicate that there Still may be
Amsricans in Communist custody.*
(Source: 17 May 1954 Army Memorandum)



May 25 , 1954 -- In a memorandum to Senator Potter from the
Department ••of the Army, "currently adjusted statistics of
American personnel which G2 believes to have bew^^^

^Coma^nt on% time" are forwarded to the Senate -

subcommittee . The memorandum provides the following new
breakdown of the 1,012 personnel provided to the Committee
on March 17, 1954 —

.

"Personnel accounted for by US reports of known deaths,
return to military control, and dishonorable discharge (21 )

i

Personnel accounted for by US administrative presumptive
findings of death: — 393

.

Alleged 'diplomatic prisoners t 18 (furnished by Air Force )

;.;r:..;
v
:^talV; 1,012";:

The memo further states "Even though a presumptive finding

the authority of the Missing Persons Act, a basis exists for
believing that 393 US personnel were at one time in the

*

hands of the opposing forces and are, therefore, maintained
by this office as active cases until a more conclusive
accountingcanbeobtained/

July, 1954 ~ The O.S. Air Force initiates "Project American", a
secret project of the 6004 Air Intelligence Service Squadron
and the 6002 Air Intelligence Service Group at Shiroi Air
Base, Japan. The purpose of the project is "carrying out
extensive research with regard to 0SAF: personnel unaccounted

_;=
for after the Xorean conflict ." The 1957 Historical Report
olrtihe Squadron ‘(then classified) , states: ‘r ,

"Through information collected from repatriated U. S . and
U.K. prisoners of war, Japanese repatriates, foreign
refugees, and numerous intelligence reports, a strong
possibility emerged that a large number of the personnel
listed as missing in action may still be alive and interned
in Communist prison camps. The objective of this project is

to investigate the identification of as many of these man as

possible. This Objective is to be accomplished by the
exploitation of all possible documentary and human sources;

"

(Source: declassified Semi-Annual Historical Report, 6004

Air Intelligence Service Squadron. #1)

July 29, 1954 — The Stnate Peraanent Subconaittea on
Investigations sends a letter to Department of Defense
asking for a breakdown of U*S. personnel held in Iron-
Curtain countries.

August 17, 1954 — The United Hattons Command and the Communists

agree at Panmunjom to an "Understanding" on the delivery and

return of remains •
;

28
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( Source : UNCMAC Point Paper dated 4 January; 1988)

August IB, 1954 — An Army memorandum, in anticipated response to
—return Senate- subcommittee

'

b~July^^29^i954~requestT states~that
the Adjutant General of the Army has submitted a list of 526

,0 names ; The memo also lists 18 Army personnel who were held
in Manchuria as prisoners of the Chinese and North Korean

• communists , and later repatriated • ,

The memo states :
:

"While there is reason to believe that these persons were,
at one tine, alive and in the hands of the Communist Forces
in Korea, there is nb positive evidence that any of them are
alive as of this date..."

•Of the reports received to date on material provided by
repatriated Japanese prisoners of war, there have been nine

personnel; however, in no ease was a name remembered nor any
other information furnished which Could be considered
positive for identification purposes..."

taken into China after having been captured in the Korean
conflict has been received from intelligence sources other
than the military . ” \

September, 1954 — The United Nations Military Armistice
j. Commission and the Communists conclude negotiations

regarding the recovery of deceased servicemen who were
'"v interred in territory imder the control of the opposing

forces. The Communists turn over approximately 4,023 United
Nations deceased personnel, including 1,869 alleged remains
of U.S. servicemen. The exchange takes place at the
Demilitarised Zone. The U.S. later states that not all of

the remains of U.S. servicemen actually interred in the

North were turned over.
(Source: 16 January 1956 Army Memorandum, 16 November 1954

Army letter, October 1987 Defense Department Memorandum)

October 30, 1954 — The United Nations Command and the Ceramists
agree to terminate the August 17 * 1954 "Understanding" on

the return of remains, but to keep in effect Paragraph 20 of

the Understanding, which provides that any remains

discovered subsequent to the termination of the agreement

would be returned through the Military Armistice Commission

(MAC) Secretaries • Morth Korea interprets this to msan that

"the MAC is not competent or obligated to deal with
searching for remains, but that any remains discovered by

chance will be returned through the MAC secretaries in

accordance with Paragraph 20 of the Understanding. *

VV • v‘.v
:
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(Sources .4 January 1588 UNCMAC Point Paper)

November 16 ,_1954 iThelndxt -of-k^^^^ is 1

informed by the Department of the Anny that the remains
turned over by the Communists in September"have been

- evacuated to ©or scientifically equipped laboratories at
Camp Xokura , Xyushu, Japan, for examinations by professional
anthropologists and identification specialists. ••this task
may be :guit*;‘timercoi»usd^

January 12, 1955 -- John Hoble, an American, is released from a
Soviet prison camp after getting word to the United States
of his existence, via a postcard to Switzerland sent by an
inmate. Be reports that while he was in prison at Putma,
Irkutsk* end Taichety he is told by various German prisoners
about American officers and enlisted men, mho mere captured
in Xoreai mho mere then in the Soviet prison system.

„,X(Source: declassified S

Noble also reports being told by a German Yugoslav living in
the Soviet Thdon hhait he had seen 8 American fliers mho had
been shot down over the Baltic Sea and "picked up by a

-SoHmt-Cph^-Gtt^^isei^^Npbld-etates^he^is-told by-tjie-v
German Yugoslav that the plane mas shot down in 1950, which
correlates the information to the April 8, 1950 shootdown.
(13 January 1955 declassified Berlin communication 421)

The State Department reports that,; according-to the source f

"the flier* stated that they feared being lost or hidden in
USSR because the Soviet authorities had reported that they
had been )dll^^^ . i they were
on their may to the north or had just arrived in Vorkuta as

of June 30, 1954.*
(Sources State Department Berlin Communication 12 January

; 1955 declassified.;) ::
:•

The State Department reports information from a German POW
who had been i^risened in the Soviet Union that 9 American
fliers from Korea mere at Kirov, in the Soviet Union.
(Source: declassifed State Dept. Berlin communication 420 12

January 1955, No.4-32)

Nay 31, 1955 — Fifteen aethers of U.S. POW/KIAs return their
son's medals to President Eisenhower, stating, "Our sons

want your loyalty, not your medals.?

June 8, 1955 ~ The Chief of Special Operations, Office of the

Secretary of Defense, prepared a memorandum concerning the

"recovery of unrepatriated prisoners of mar . V

The memorandum concludes:



•We have been unable under existing national policy
considerations, to bring about an accounting by the Connies
on the original 944 list > With regard to the„"political
prisoners " ^is uSAP personnel .^heSa !::i®;||im&iiU)y;: diplomatic
and political pressure nust be credited with effecting
partial release, but only in the context of an emerging
Chinese Communist strategy of making a play for world public
Opinion to gain political objectives vis-e-vis the o.sT-

•Various alternate courses of action have been developed by
the military. They have never been implemented because of a
Presidential decision, publicly announced, that •all
peaceful means* must be exhausted before any other course
would be considered. Host often mentioned alternate courses
have been in the general field of sea and air blockade of
the China Coast or V.S. supported retaliatory measures by
the Chinese nationalists against the mainland. Current

characterised as "stand-by" alternatives) are on file in JCS
and Secptf offices, •

(Source: 17 June 1955 declassified Defense Dept, memorandum)

War meets to discuss the June 8, 1955 memorandum from the
Office Pf - Special ; OperationsV (

The results - of i this meeting
are not known.

) y ;

v

(Source: 17 June 1955 declassified Defense Dept, memorandum)

June 28, -1955 -- A O.S. Special Agent for Army Intelligence 441st
Counter intelligence Corps files a report entitled ^United

r. ' States nationals Held As Prisoners of War in Chinas The -

report lists six (6 )
accounts of observations of POWs in

various locations in China, to include An Tung, Shen Tang, a
Peiping penitentiary, Bsi Hua Farm, Ts'ao T'an Farm> and a
Tai Tuan Machine Factory in Shanhsi Province.
(Source: declassifed Army Special Agent report.)

June, 1955 -- The list of 526 unaccounted for POWs from the
Korean Conflict is reduced by this date to 450 . (Source:
1960 JCS Cable)

July 25, 1955 — An 82 page report on POWs is issued by a ten-
member eoismittee of the Secretary of Defense. The panel
consists of four generals and one admiral. The report is
entitled, "The Fight Continues After the Battle. • the
report applies a survival ratio of 62 percent to 4,735
American servicemen who have been declared "missing and
presumed dead." The report concludes that the Communists
should be held "strictly accountable" for (then) 470
Americans still missing."

July, 1955 — Three of the 21 "voluntary non-repatriates* are
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returned to U.S. control. (Cowart/ Griggs, and Bell)

August iy 1955 — The Department of the Air Force 6004 Air
Intelligence Service Squadron/ responsible for Projeet
American begun in July, 1954, prepares a report entitled
aUSAf Personnel Possibly Alive in CoaoBunist Bands , ^ The
report begins, "This report, prepared by the Escape and
Evasion Section 6004th is a smeary of information collected
on USAP personnel *«issing in action* during the Korean
hostilities.” She report "lists 137 personnel who may be
alive in communist prison casps." She report states that
•it does not include 'possibly Missing' personnel."
(Sourcer Declassified August 1, 1955 report, including list

• ''of' names and intelligence information.) v

August 1-4, 1955 r- She remainder of the 15 USAF "political
prisoners" are released. Shis includes, USAF serviceman
Steve Kiba who reports to , Air Force Intelligence , XIA, and
the State Department! that he had seen other U.S. servicemen
alive in captivity who had not been returned. (Riba later
reports that he "was ordered to forget shat I had seen. ..and
to never discuss this matter with anyone." (Source:

August 17, 1555 — President Dvight Eisenhower signs an Executive
Order committing all facilities of bur Government to

;

•establish contact with, support and obtain the release of

all of our prisoners of war. " (Source: 27 October 1956
' declassified memorandum signed by Deputy Secretary of
Defense.) .

*•

Kovember 26, 1955 -- The United Mations Command representative to
the Military Armistice Commission passes a list to the
Communists of unaccounted for UNC PONs.

January 16, 1956 -- The Department of the Army in a notice to the
next of kin of a U.S. PON states, "Available evidence

indicates that many of the casualties which are carried on
the records of the Department of Defense as missing in

action ini south Korea were actually captured and transported
to Horth Korea where they subsequently died; houever,

specific information is lacking as to the number, identity
or circumstances surrounding their disappearance. • (Source

:

16 January 1956 Army Board of Officers Memorandum on Sfc

Lewis W? Sowles.)

February 25, 1956 — The Communists, during a Military Armistice
Commission meeting at Panmimjam, Korea, gives an accounting

of acme of the individuals on the UNC lists which had been

passed on Hovember 26, 1955. According to the United

nations Command, "finil revisions result in a United Motions

Command list of 2,233 unaccounted for PONs." \

V 1

^- ^ Vfe ' V. ;32;
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April 28 r 1956 -- General Mark Clark, former Commander in Chief
of the United Nations Command in Korea/ states to the New

captured in Korea,, including 1/000 Americans, are being held
£* ^•ta^s •by^the Communists . These prisoners will be usedto bargain with us at some future tisie — perhaps to get aseat for Red China in the Xtoited Nationsv

P 9

(Soui^cei New York Times, April 28, 1956)

Nay 29, 1956 -- The Assistant to the Secretary of Defense
(Special Operations) sends a memorandum to the Service
Secretaries stating, •...it has become apparent that only inthose instances where solid evidence of the identity and^
location of U.S. personnel is displayed, can the Communists

negotiate on a practical basis. .;ih order to

??
ad 0f ®*P“t»ent representatives

at Geneva as well as our military representatives at

Department to consolidate any and all information now on
hand and to prepare an intelligence estimate in each of the
?£*** representing missing personnel from your services.”
The consolidated estimates are requested by July 1 , 1956

.

June 20, 1956 -- State Department reports that a crew member, of
the B-29 downed over the Sea of Japan on June 13, 1952 had
been

,

observed in October, 1953 in a Soviet hospital north of
^jadwi near the crossing of the Kolyia River between Eigen

-• >•:• and Debin at a place called Narionburg. ” - The crew member
reportedly had stated that he had been convicted wrongfully
under^itear 6 of Article 158 : of the Soviet Penal Code.

Secretary of State Dulles sends a cable to V.S. Embasssies
in^ Moscow and Tokyo concerning Aether it was "desirable at
this time to question the Soviet Government specifically -
with reference to the detention of American fliers whose .

presence has been reported ^y repatriates from Soviet prison
camps .

"

Dulles further states, "There have been reports mentioned in
the communications under reference, from American, Japanese,
and other sources indicating specifically the detention of
American aviation personnel since 1949 and the possibility
that among them are included air crew members of such lost

•

;

or destroyed aircraft.*

Dulles recommends an Aide-Memoire be presented to the
; : Soviets statingi ..

,

"The United States Government has for some time received

,

from persons of various nationalities froed from Soviet
Government imprisonment during the last several years

,

; ’

;
33
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resorts that they have conversed with. Seen or heard reports

states military aviation personnel,

— belonging,either_to_thsJnitsd_SMtSBAirTor^oxtothe _

nnit*d stattE ltovy Air &xtt, in ncrtual detention in -,tn6

Soviet Union .. .the reports concerning

now becoae to p«c»i»t«it and detailed# and so creqi&iei

that.' it tmiMtB tht Sovitt GovtrCMflt to inforp the ..

Sited ' Statef°Gdv«rnment in detail concerning each American

military person who has’ been detained. .

•

V i«s — The Department of the *agr responds to the Khy
J ly « itLleSranSmand encloses 'Data Sheets' on 188 U.S,

?9 * 1956 .e«:eo> it is stated that the

SeeS^are
1
iaintained hy the Adjutant General and that

SfSmaSon^Sweted Serein is based on interviews of

J^nuToeraonnal returned to military control, eneny and

snhlications, enemy radio broadcasts, command

_ domestic nevsjttBlica^o"*
me' names of 188 peraopnel are r

“
T. Si S SSSiind»»r(S0ttcce> i95‘6 «i»orandim

containing listing of 188 Amy names.).

J
-*iide^

20th concerning the presence of American POWs in^tne soviet

n.ij» Bhft lets :iwii oh to cite Specific .

.

5)^1,, statina 'the United States Government is informed

!!ir?« eim»lled
9
to believe that the Soviet Government has

had and continue to have under detention the following:

1 One or more members of the crew of_a Itaited States Napr

yrivateer-twe. cS^tP
l»s“

' :

area on April 8 , 19Mv tte^e^Sta^Gove^^
ef

cr«w*o?this
1

uts”aircraft were, and are, *e2in
toviet

S0Viet

Sttntion places in the Par Eastern area of the Soviet

. Union.

2. one of more members of the crew o(a.^tedjmes_Air

Force B-29 which came down on June 13
> J

9”* ^ of«cer,

believed by the United Slates Government to ***** *

miYtt- hf thU ertv '"ms observed in October# 1953# im®
;

SS tos^L north of Magadanjear_ the croastogvOf the

i&gtny

' code.* '

•;
. -V ;•

“’’“IsS'uis^n^s^.^ScSSKiiS hoSSTaS SniA
y

States military

August 21 , 1956 - State Department ditpateh *** Vienna;

34
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detail* infonnation from.a returned Austrian

Sho “h!d
an American PON named It. Racek,

ns was capturwcL law Austrian *Msw»i yapay

.

r L
Racek was held with hla ia^Sisdn #2, I^tS^ *Sd

t Lt ‘

in Vienna reports t "Source did appear sincere i* h(i

(Source: State Department declassified cable 21 Aug.56)

October 13, 1956 -- W.C. Daniel, National <v— 0£ ThaAmerican Legion, sands a telegram to President DwightEisenhower, expressing concern about u.s. PONs.
*

0CtOl

LeoiM sISLm S!!
1
?!?? f

i,“hwwr »*Ponds to The Americanj*9i°n stating .that "all American servicemen known to be
in Korea -were-released bySeptember 6, 1953 (the last day of Operation Big switch^’

’there, remained 15 OSAF personnel who had been illegally
retained in Communist China, in violation of the Korean^

--- ^^^fg.JW*ww»»-~Bbi»iig^l«wold^^the-gdod--bf'fines-crf-^

ff*_g**g j£* «**i»tahee of friendly countries

,

we secured the return of these men to their homes in 1955.*

“Still of concern to the United States government is a group
®£ eoyeral hundred missing military personnel feared dead ofwhose exact,fate we have reason to believe the Communists

.
*fetld .

have knowledge. He hard- never ceased to press the
v Communists, through both military and diplomaticchannels,

for an accounting of these men.* ,
»

.

(Source
j

19 October 195(5 White House Communications Center
copy.-.of message from Eisenhower to Daniel)

“ s«»t^ of Defense'’ Reuben Robertson
sends a memorandum to the Service Secretaries reauesting
that you initiate a program to screen exhaustively all®

files and records on each case in order to provide as
completely as possible the identifying data about each

aecona1b ot **• circumstances surrounding

rt. ! fff*?* F disappearance, and any evidence which will
demonstrate when and where the individual was in the hands
of the Communists.* Robertson requests that an initial
report be prepared no later than 1 December 1956 and
quarterly_thereafter until further notice.
(Souce: 27 October 1956 declassified maorandum. )

November 27 , 1956 — On behalf of the Dwpartment of the Army,

i!fil!!
an

2,
8,

fS?5*
rjr of the Army Hugh Hilton responds to the

.

October 27 , 1956 memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of
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Defense. Hilton writes, "a program has been initiated to

screen ail files and records and to document all information

available concerning each of the men believed to
,

have been

^ptT^d Si Korea ^ accounting
"

has currently been obtained. 1' Milton encloses three;

stannaries concerning Corporal Richard 6 . Deaautels , Private

First Class Archie walker, and Private Frank Worley, and

states "further repor^^^ be forwarded quarterly

hereafter. "V"-
••••'/ 1

:

(Sources 27 November 1956 Army memorandum)

January 22 , 1957 — Ra^ Admiral iia Runn at Panamajom states to

Wire services, -I am sure some of these prisoners are still

alive . Todays* s meeting (with the Communists) was called in

the hope we will obtain further information on these

unaccounted for prisoners we believe are alive. Also, the

meeting would give some comfort to the families."

ai^Pacffi
House Foreign Affairs Committee holds a hearing on American

. .prisoners- of war. \ v .../ ;‘j ;V.
:

V
:

.

The Deputy Assistant Secretary
Personnel, and Reserve), Stephen S. Jackson, states:

"Shortly after the official exchange of POWs had been

completed in • September of 1953 officials of the U.H. Command

handed the Communist side a list of 3,404 names of missing

D.N. Command personnel, including the names of .944 United

_

States servicemen of: yhoai we had reason to believe the ,

- Communists should have soar knowledge. . .Our belief that the

Communists should have knowledge of the individuals was

based upon several sources of information:"

"First, interviews with repatriated personnel who stated

that had seen certain named individuals who had hot been

repatriated, who had not otherwise been accounted for, and

who had been alive and in Cowunist hands ; secondly,
, ^

Communist radio broadcasts giving the names of certain U.N.

Command personnel and admitting that they were under

Communist control; thirdly, propaganda pictures^in our

possession which had been taken by the Connnunists and .

circulated for propaganda purposes showing American military

personnel on forced marches taking part in parades in

Comomunist-held cities, undoubtedly against their will?

fourthly, mail which had been written by POWs to their v
friends and relatives ih the United States attesting to teh

fact that they were in a POW status? fifthly,, air crews 1A0

had seen our airmen parachute from disabled aireriaft and,

after safe landings, surrounded enemy forces or civilians.

In addition, other intelligence reporting supported our

.

;

:
:"v contentions."

.

•'••7.'/''



The point i am trying to sake here is that there is
conaiderable^cireuastantial evidence £rd« irtUch^to draw theconclusion that these individuals were alive and under,.__C^^nist controlinrelativelystablesituations,-renoved

*?Sw!'i55
d hVfcriods^ranging froa several days to

“ft*r had become aliasing in action from
• tn«ir own U.N. Command units.*1

•M»e efforts of the Paired States Sovernaant to get theCnyunists^to fulfill their commitment* (under the XoroanAaistice Agrwmatnt) have boon continuous
, parsiatant,

frustoting, and largely unrewarding . . .in addition to

f?
accounting (by the Communists) through

Annistice Commission r the graves registration
n.H.^Coamhad^^ cwtinued their investigations,

®®ntinttad the sifting of thousands ofreports, interviews with returned POWs, and the
of sources of Korean and other

-.^ui^ti^li^e^-atte^pt^g-ropiecetpgetheraliavailable-^^1

information which would throw light on the fate of the
missing e"

efforts of the Onited States^ern^t,,wUch.,XtoveJust-Btttionedrtheli8tof 944 had
1954* This reduction came

5*e®“* t
^J*5

f£
®fJ*

,
'; h«d aade produced conclusive

evidence of death for 418 of the original list.*

(Motes The coamittee subsequently releases the names of 450
£or prisoners of war , and by resolution

?_.^e.?0ll,c s*na
.
t> > calle on the Executive Branch to ~

aaka the return of the four hundred and fifty American
®£ prisoned by Communist forces the

foremost objective of the foreign policy of the Onited
St***®*’ H.Con.Res.140 introduced in March, 1857)

Octob
*f

1997 ~ The American Consulate in Strasbourg, France
receives information from a Polish national who had been
“®, ** * prisoner in the Russian concentration camp of
Bulun, in the province of Tshutalc. The source reports
having been held with three American soldiers who had been

Vtx - (Source: State Department
daclaaaifiad cable dated 21 October 1957)

9ebrn“y 28, 1958 — The Director of Collection and Assistant
Chief of Sttff, Intelligence, Department of the Air Fores,
Colonal Barry 3 . Ueliag, sends a memorandum to the
Commander in Chief of Pacific Air Ibrces, Atti Director of

• totelligamee, entitled ‘Collection Requirements Pertaining
to American Prisonarm Bald in Comxml st rm.i-fjw .

«

Xieling forwards ‘dossiers of 187 missing OSAP personnel fdr
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your retention. " ;

Kieling requests CINCPAF to prepare, on a one-time basis, a
status report on Project American and to continue; to
maintain and update this program consistent with USAF
objectives in recovering personnel.

'

July 1 - December 31 1 1958 — The U*S. Air Pofce, 6004 Air
Intelligence Service Squadron in Japan formulates plan to

'"expand theatre collection efforts" on Project American.
Discussions are held with It. Colonel Showaiter, J-2, USFJ..

The Squadron reports, 'it is hoped that these plans may be
• implemented in the near future. *

: .

July 7, 1958 ^ The United; Nations Command passes the list of

: unaccounted-for -POWs Jto:^the Communist,side„at Panjmmjom^ .L
/ asking for an accounting. y. .;,v

July 9> 1958 rr In a letter to Senator Xnovland from the Office

of the Secretary of Defenser it is stated:

•At the present time, there are approximately 450 American
military personnel on idiom the Department of Defense has

information which indicates that they vere at one time in
the hands of the Communists and for whom we have not

received a satisfactory accounting.*

January' 29, 1959 -- The United Nations Command to' the Military

r Armistice Commission at Pasmunjom inquires .to the Communist

side on the list of unaccounted for UNC POWs . . 7

April 28/ 1959 — North Korean Ha jor General Chu Chang Joon

states, "We did our duty of counting your prisoners
satisfactorily. The issue is all settled as far as our part

is concerned.* > ;

''

:

April 29, 1959 — President Dwight Eisenhower, at a press

conference, states in response to a question on the number

of POWs unaccounted for and efforts to recover them, "Now, I

recall from memory that there were a great number of people

that Ve couldn't account for, and we have had long, serious

and even continuing discussions with the Chinese Communists,

trying to make them disclose where our prisoners were

held. . .We have gotten back a few and there are still some

left there...but t^e- details we would have to look up for

you, and you could get them from Hr. Hagerty (White House

Press Secretary Jiarts C. Hagerty.

)

: /Hagerty later states, *1 think X can add...the chances are

they are not alive, but there may be some. We just don't

:v :
s

. ;'V/
: ^ 38
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know. It is because of those who nay survive that we cannotgive up any hope«"

(Sources Public Papers of the President, No. 89 p.88)

October, 1959 — In an interview with Pulitzer Prize Newhouse
Newspaper reporter Bd Mowery, the former chief of
intelligence (G-2) ol .the Par East Command under General
Dougiaz iUcAuthur , state* ,

*! suggest that the assumption of
. W***®?"00 death (on unaccounted for POH/KlAs) in this
instance is a unilateral act by our own (Pentagon)
*tati*^?^ansv The Defense Department, administratively^
has eliminated them fro* an accounting . Why not presume
them alive?"

June 24, I960 — She United Matrons Command representative to the
Military Armistice Commission passes the list of unaccounted
for POWs to the Communiat side;

"— — '—
July 28, 1960 — she Joint Chiefs of Staff reduces the list of

450 unaccounted for POHs from the Korean War (earlier
reduced from 944) to 391 "largely through the efforts of

Graves Registration Units aiid the US Intelligence
agencies , working with little or no cooperation or
assistance form the North Koreans or Chinese Communists .

*

states that "definite evidence of death has been
established (in reducing the number) through the continuing

:
efforts, of phe military services to establish the facts in -

^ each individual case;

’

In a public release by the Department of the Defense, it is
stated:

"Although the possibility cannot be completely foreclosed
that some few of them (the 391) might still be alive, there
are no reliable facts to support such a conclusion •*

(Source i Joint Chiefs of Staff cable dated 28 July I960)

1961— A Chinese defector, Mu Shu-jen claims to have seen 70-80
Americans at a machine tools factory in Tsingtao, China
(Shantung province) . Be claims that a factory official told
him they were American POWs, (Source: testimony before the
House Committee on Internal Security.)

January .18, 1961 — The Department of the Air Force Manual Ho.
200-25, in an Official Use Only document, provides data
information "oneachof the 187 Air Force officers and
airmen still missing in action as a result of the Korean
conflict. It is provided for us# by intelligence personnel
of the United States and its allies in acquiring additional

;
information regarding theit fate,"

39
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October 11. 1961 -- President John F . Kennedy, in response to a^ Pt. talks, - the' Chinese.

Communists, states, "He have bean meeting periodically for

r
most recently at Warsaw, in which we talked about the

. exchange of prisoners, or rather the release of

prisoners. -V*

December 2> 1961 -- ^e Satu^
that the prisoners referred to by President Kennedy on

.

October 11th are "presumably

were captured by the Chinese Coamnnists during the Korean

War arid for whom the Communists have never made any adequate

accounting; Although the State Department takes the .

attitude that the majority of these men are presumed dead,

while *some few of them might still be aliye% it is .

apparent that seme of them 1 at least are -still considered a

:.L matter !or negotiation, and that the Chinese^Connunists

regard them as pawns in the game ~bf powr^politics .
" If we

surrender on (the question of recognizing) Formosa, it is

implied, the Coamunists might talk about prisoners. Of

,

course, these men may be dead but, unless many have been

_• V shot/- itjLS hard^to ^ beli^ that all of. them young men in
'

the prism of life -7 have succumbed." :

' '"T
T'

~

January 16, 1962 -- The United nations Command representative to

the Military Armistice Commission passes the* list of

unaccounted for UHC POWs to the Communist side at Panmunjom,

Korea. Z ’

..
o

.

February 5 , 1962^--' .-A , Miami Hews;^ article .refers
;

to-POW '/_
v

information from a Russian KVD intelligence officer who

defected to the West in Tokyo in 1954. The agent is ..
reported to have stated the officials in the Soviet Embassy

ixrTokyo . had reported to him that P,S. POWs fpn Korea had

been taken to Russia. (Mote: The defector,

was interviewed by Colonel Philip Corso in the mid-1950s)

June 4 ; 1962 — P . S . Senator Thomas J . Dodd is informed, ^letter

from the Department of State that they have a. classified

list of United States citizens imprisoned in^Communist

countries." The State Department writes that "this is a

matter of considerable sensitivity .

"

February 23, 1963 :Cpm»aund to

the Military Armistice Commission passes the^list of
.

unaccounted-for UHC POWs to the Communist side at Panmunjom,

Korea. •

:

7 .

",

August 11 , 1964 — The list of unacowmted for UHC POWs is.again

passed to the Communist side at Panmunjom.

40
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June 4, 1965—? The list is again referred to during & MAC
meeting wit* the Communist side.

October-ll7~l966' --^The listTls-again; referredrtb^uri^
meeting/with the Communist side.

1967— Chinese defector, Wu Shu-jen, claims to have seen
Americans again at a factory in Qingdao, China.

November 7, 1967 W The list of unaccounted for UNC PONs is again
referred !to during a MAC meeting with the Communist side at .

Panmunjomj Korea. y

January 23, 1968 — The U.S. Navy reconnaissance ship Pueblo is
captured by the north Koreans off the North Korean East
Coast with a crew of 73 persons on hoard. Negotiations lead
to the subsequent release of the crew.

; August7^I968’ ^r A North" Korean d
American PONs on the outskirts of P'yongyang, and is
reportedly told that there were 10 American pilots at this
location that had been sent to North Korea during the

;V Vietnam Conflict, v,- -
:

y •//;•••

The defector is debriefed by U.S. and South Korean sources ;

in 1960 ifo
1

;.

Seoul

(In March, 1992, the Department of Defense refuses to honor
a Select Committee request for access to the source, without
compromising This identity . • Source: 9 March 1992 meeting

_ between OmcJc Nells of Defense, Staff Director Frances j
7' Ewenig, and Deputy Staff Director Dinb Carluccio, subsequent *

March 1992 Defense Department letter to Senator Kerry/Smith)

May 26, 1969 r-‘ The United Nations Command Senior Member sends a
letter to his Communist counterpart requesting information
on unaccounted for UNC PONs.

April 10, 1970 — The United Nations Command Senior Member sends
a letter to his Conmunist counterpart requesting information
on unaccounted for UNC PONs.

April 16, 1971 — Another letter is sent to the Communist side by
the UNC requesting an accounting.

May 5, 1971 —> The Communist side at Panmunjom responds to the 16

April UNC request stating that they had "repatriated all
prisoners to the UNC side* and that the United Nations
Command "must return 11 North Korean PONs.

April 25, 1972 — The United Rations Command sends a letter to

y the Communist side requesting information concerning

;y Vy •,
'

s

:

• y ,
•

.

;•

:

ii
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unaccounted for UNC POWs,

rHay~26:r~1972^'-~Th^ stating- that' the UNC
must return all North Korean POWs and that all UNC prisoners
had been repatriated.

February 1 , 1973 — At a Senate hearing by the Judiciary
Committee , investigating internal security lavs , a former
Soviet prisoner, Avraham Shifrin, testifies that he was in a
concentration slave^labor camp near. Kazakhstan from 1953 to
1963. He states, "First, 1 must ask you to excuse my
English, because 1 cannot speak like you. 1 learned my
English in concentration camps and ay first teachers were
kidnapped American officers .

• • •/

Hay 31, 1973 -- The United Nations Command requests an accounting
of POWs from the Communists at Pahmunjom. •

:
v';

June 18, 1973 — The Communist side at Panmunjoa provides reply
•.V^slmilair

!

tpJpievious- ytoi,

Hay 17, 1974 — Accounting requested by UNC side. .

’

Hay 28, 1974 — The Communists provides reply similar to previous

.

ydars.

1975 — A Romanian PON since 1945, George Risiou, escapes from
the Soviet Union with. five others. He reports 900 American
POWs still held in a secret KGB prison- camp-. He states that

;
; Soviet authorities had assigned Russian names to American,
English, French, and other POWs there, for deniability.
(Source: John Brown, 2 December 1990 Sunday Oregonian. )

While speaking with a staff member of a communist embassy
based in Algiers, Reverend Paul Linstrcm of Illinois reports
being told that nine U.S. crewmen from a plane shot down in

the Sea of Japan in 1953 were seen in August, 1973 in a

Soviet slave-labor caqp at Gandala. (Source: Los Angeles
Times, July 8, 1990)

According to a 3/8/92 Associated Press account filed in

Seoul, U.S. officials from Seoul and Washington meet in 1975

in Hawaii to plan a potsible prisoner release through North
Korea of Vietnam Conflict U.S. POWs. The Associated Press
cites "a reliable source who attended the talks."

June 19, 1975 — The UNC requests an accounting at Penmenjom.

June 28, 1975 — The Canonists reply similar to that of previous
‘ years.

• 42
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Novaaber 2, 1975 •— In reference. to the Baltic tea chootdown of a
P'S- aircraft and eobtequent report* that tone of the crew
ware captured and held in Soviet pritone, the O.S.

:^ha*e_no-reaton-to-believerepotta---
that 8 of the 10 creween were pritonera in Soviet canos .*
(Sotircet international Berald Tribune arucle.)

July 2, 1976 — The ONC requeata an accounting at Paiuranjan.

July 12, 1976 — The Coanuniat* reply alailar to that of previous
ytar8.

August 17 , 1977 — The UNC requests an accounting at Panmunjoa

August 22, 197T — The Communists reply similar to that of
.previous -years'; .

August; 17, 1978 — The UNC requests an accounting at Panmunjdm.

August 24, 1978 — The Communists reply similar to that of

June ^0, i979"-i- A cable to the Secretary of Slarte from the U.S.
..Embassy in Seoul- discusses -the annual ^ submission-to the
Communists by the United Nations Command, Military Armistice
Commission of the list of unaccounted for American POWs.
The cable states:

•We are aware that UNC attempted in 1971 to terminate annual
submission of letters but was instructed by Defense to-
continue with the ritual* Although there may be lingering
bureaucratic reasons for perpetuating the submission of
these letters, we think it is time to stop."

August 20, 1979 ••• The United Nations Command sends a letter to
the Communist side at Panmunjom requesting information on
witccoonted

^

August 29 1 1979 — The Communist side refer to their previous
:
letters. • /

'

'

October, 1979 — Romanian design engineer Serban Oprica claims to
have seen in 1979 11 Caucasians working on a collective farm
north of Pyongyang while in North Korea on a bus tour . He
is told that they were "American prisoners

, prisoners of war
in North Korea."

Rev . Paul Lindstrom meets with a Soviet dissident who served
time in Gandala prison. Lindstrom states, "He told me that
at Gandala he had spoken to two American men from the downed
flight (over the Sea of Japan in 1953) as recently as 1975."
(Source: Los Angeles Times, July 8, 1990)
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p raon — The UNC sends letter to Communist side

rajiestihg information concerning unaccounted for TOC POHs.

August 13 , 1980 ~ Conmmnist side' referTtt their previous

; letters..-’^;
*'

'

.‘V

-V 19R1 — The UNC sends letter to Communist side .

^ requesting iafotiM^pn csttresrning unaccoxinted for PKC POWs.

September 17 # !i981
; r-

;:^,<^“^
' letters* •

.

• r
'•

;
•

;

IV 1002 — The UNC sends letter to Communist side

requesting information concerning unaccounted for UNC POWs.

August 17, 1982
letters

.

The Communist side refer to their previous

November. 1982 - In reference to the ewirt. wee-of^l^ ««ger

ThmiAR captured during the Korean Conflict/ a USG memorandum

to the Office of the Secretary of the Army states, *we ere

in „reemaht that every effort to keep this matter out of

that you wish no additional information be provided to the .

Justice Department, tour course of acticm seems
:

appropriate.’

December 21, 1982 - the United Nation^ Conaand Senior Member

• v, reouests the Communist side to conduct a search of the

buSal sites df TOC KWs at ^(^i^o^for.possib^^
TOC remains and passes a map depicting the burial site, me
Communist side ignore* the raquest.

Jal!

Dumas’ brother a full hearing on the matter. Asa £**u '

in 1984. the status of Roger Dumaa is changed from m* to

poh for the period ! November 1950 until 26 February 1954.

Ss5£ti^ Stndinrofd««th dated 26 February 1954 is

affirmed by the Adjutant General of the Department of the

V •' Army.

August 17, 1983 - The TOC Senior Hwber CoS?mt™
side for information on unaccounted for OTC Witt, *£•

alw Mte the Coawmist side for the return;of OTC remains.

August 22, 1983 ~ The Ceramist side simply refer to their

previous letters#

: 44
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August 17 i 1984 — The ONC Senior Member requests the Comaunist
side for information on unaccounted for ONC POWs. The unc
also asks the Ccmumhist side for the return of UNC remains

August 24, 1984 — The Communist side simply refer to their
previous •letters.. :

•

August 28, 1985 — The ONC Senior Member requests the Communist
side for information on unaccounted for UKC POWs. The UNC
also asks the Communist side for the return of UNC remains.

August 31, 1985 ihe Washington Post does a report on the
March, 1954 Bong Kong report filed by Colonel Simpson on the
refugee who claimed to have seen several hundred US POWs
being transferred to Russian trains in late 1951 and 1952.
The Pentagon informs the Post that "they Suspect , but are
not certain, that they were French troops being repatriated
after the French negotiated an end to the Indochina war in

":~jiayTI

The Pentagon fails to mention that the sightings actually
took place in late 1951 before the end of the French
Indochina war and the return of French POWs . • ^ :

October 20 , 1985 — The Morth Korean Forei^ Minister tells Mr.
Frank Kerr of the U.S.’ Chosin Few veterans organization in
New Fork that North Korea will cooperate in returning
military remains if the United States formally requests a
search for and recovery of U.S. war dead. (Source 4 January

'• ,1988 UNC Point Paper)

October, 1985 -- A North Korean staff officer comments informally
at Panmunjom to the ONC side that North Korea "might start
looking for remains if asked to do so."

November 23, 1985 — The United Nations Command follows up asking
the North Koreans to search for and repatriate UNC remains.

January/February , 1986 — The following positions are outlined by
the ONC and Cr—un1st side during discussions at Panmunjom
on searching for and repatriating mains.

"ONC positions The subject of military remains i$ a
humanitarian issue. Remains should be returned through the
Military Armistice Conzission

"North Korea positionr The Armistice does not cover search
and exhumation. It is recommended that the O.S. and North
Korea have bilateral pegotiations on this issue.

(Source: 4 January, 1988 ONC Point Paper.)
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February Hr 1986 — The nnltrt Sat^bn* ««nd^ letters to

the 16 United Nations Command Member nations requesting all

~“';aTOilable'ihformation'0n“ther8tatus'Of^HIh'-8~:--—
:~

February 14, 1986 — the TOC sends letter to Conmunist side

stating that the Military Armistice Commission should handle

the remains issue, and that the remains issue involves all

. --TO/ROR forces,- not Just -the 4KS.

March 4, 1986 v- Worth Korea responds at Panmunjom stating that

military remains will be returned when recovered, but the

. v„ Armistice Agreement does not reguire search and erhumation
.

of remains. 'V/VAr'-’--;

June , 1986 — The Pentagon states in writing that ’there is

a possibility that the soldiers (referred to in Colonel

repatriated after the Indochina Mar." Again, the Pentagon

fails to mention that the sightings took place before the

repatriation of French prisoners,

June. 1996 -- Coionel_8enry Land ,of the Office of the Secretary

Conflict POW/HlAs, ’the bottom line is that until the North

Koreans get to a position and they want to release prisoners

and the remaihi that are dp there., They will do it when

they feel it is to their advantage.

®he Department of Defense in its PW/MIA FactBook states,- v

•At every opportunity, the U.S, Government continues to

press for the fullest possible accounting of Americans still

unaccounted for as a result of the Korean War. *

August, 1986 ~ The Onited Nations Command representative to the

Military Armistice Commission passes to the North Koreans-

information pertaining to the location of TOC remains v^^The

materials pinpoint burial sites associeted with 13 former

PON camps and a FON hospital, seven former TOC c«®Jjjterie* in

the North, and Usted 291 crash sites from which TOC airmen

had not been recovered.

Seofritex 11 , 1986 — North Korea responds stating the

information had been passed to the ’appropriate agencies,

December 11, 1986 — The United Nations Ctmssand meets with

representative of the Chosin Few veterans organisation and

briefs them on the tlnited Nations Cosmand position on

remains negotiations.

December 18, 1986 — The TOC tends following up letter to North

Korean side ashing if they have had any success in

discovering remnins, ,v;
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December 29 , 1986 — North Korean side responds stating the
information had been passed to "relevant organs .

»

1987 — The U . S . Government receives information that a high
ranking North Korean: diplomat is reported to have told a •

visiting Westerner in North Korea that his country was
holding up to 2,500 sets of remains of U.S. servicemen*.

July 30, 1987 — The United Nations Command representative to the
Kilitary Armistice Commission mahes the following points to
the North Korean 5ide:

.

1 . North Korea has an obligation to return UNO remains which
North Korean officials have told US veterans that they have

,
discovered.

_ rt

^ 2 . -The remarks made by North Korean staff officer, (October,
, toTbelieve' ;No^"

,

'Korea^':

may have already discovered UNC remains .

3 . The question of remains is not only an Armistice issue
but also a humanitarian issue. The MAC is the appropriate"

;-3

^

:

’-‘^agehcy
r

'to":tiear'yiW 7\”

4. The UNC is prepared to negotiate a subsequent agreement
similar to the one of 1954 (17 August

) to eliminate any
technical; problem involving the question of seaching for and
discovery of remains.

: -is prepared to dispatch a multinational team, l
r \.

accompanied by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
representative, to assist North Korea in locating UNC
remains. •

6 . North Korea must return the UNC remains through the MAC

.

North Korea states in response that the search for and
recovery of remains is not an Armistice issue.

Following the MAC meeting, the UNC Senior Member holds a
press conference and states that North Korea is using the
remains -issue in

.

an attempt • to force bilateral hegottations
tilth nations that currently do not recognize North Korea.

October, 1987 A factsheet on "Americans Unaccounted for in the
Korean War* is released by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, International Security Affairs . The
factsheet begins , *The U.S . Government has ongoing efforts
to achieve the fullest possible accounting of Americans

’ missing and unaccounted for while serving their country.

"

The factsheet concludes , *V. .the lack of responsiveness thus



far by the KPA (HorthKorea)on this issue will not blunt

the determination of the U.S. Government to achieve the

fullest possible accounting -of Americans missing, ana

unaccounted for a* a result of the' Korean War .

"

November 14 , 1987 — the United Nations Ccenand in a letter to

the North Korean side, requests that they return UNC remains

which Horth Korea already has in its possession, and that

the war trill he the appropriate agency to handle the issue.

November 21, 1987 — the North Korean side responds agate statins

that the issue of Kbreto lWr remains is ‘outside the purview

of the Military Armistice ConaiMion.*

January, 1988 — North Korea advises the United Nations Command

that they wild be interested it meeting to discuss.the

return of UNC remains. Just before the meeting to discuss

returning rs*Bains;-South- Korea accuses -the North of — ;--~-

complicity iKe 'KM, November, 1987 bombing. Outraged by

the adverse publicity generated by South Korea, North Korean

withdraws from its proposed arrangements for the return of

two sets of remains which they identify by name and serial

^sonrcei"March .~"1989~ letter* to Senate from --

:
;

..assistant Secretary of Defense.)

August 7, 1989 — She Defense Intelligence Agency states, in
,

response to a Preedem Of Information request, that it holds

no records on those missing or captured during the Korean

,

conflict".*
_ -

^ _/

October 23, 1989 — She Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Public Affairs informs a U.S. Senator that an 18 month •

inquiry and review of documents, alloying researchers from

the National Archives, the O.S. Ansy Center for Military

History..., had concluded that allegations that the p.S,

Government abandoned PONs in World war II and Korea were

•unfounded.* The letter further States, ’This detailed

investigation failed to discover eny eyidence that American

military personnel are being detained inthe^Soviet Onion,

China, North Korea, or any third country, this was not a

preconceived conclusion, but we an not surprised. The

United States has always placed a high
.

accounting far all its military personnel, living and dead.

November 9, 1989 — fhe Chief of the POB/JOA Office aV the

.

Defense Intelligence Agency, Colonel^Joseph A. Schlatter,

responds to a letter from a nest Of kin of a missing

servicemen from the Korean Conflict. He states*

' ‘There is no evidence to suggest that any U.S. P“*a”>

f
1
in

mere not released from captivity in »rea. SST
to be held in North Korea* is a misleading statement that



unfortunately mi gained public acceptance...There is no
evidence that 389. (or any other number ) Americans were held
in captivity and not released at the end of hostilities. ”

(Sources 9 Hoveaber-1989' letter ei^ed' lyrcoirsehiattef )'

December, 1989 Ihe Department of Defense, in a written
»ays, . far a« we. ean tell, no American PONs

f”* 5«2“ were taken out of North Korea and
into the USSR or China, and not ever accounted for*. We
dra't know if the Camunlata continued to hold any Americans
after the armistice_ was signed, because we have never been
fully satisfied with their accounting for our missing
aen. . .At present, we have no evidence that there are
XMrican^PWs

.
from^that conflict being held against their

will . . .The United States Government has never 'written off'
any American service members in Xorea, or anywhere else.'

toy 28, .1990 — North Korea returns five sets of B.S. servicemen
remains' to a' Conigressional delegation led by Congressman
Sonny Hontgamery.

:
. ; y.,

June 28, 1990 — In testimony before the House foreign Affairs
. Committee, Subcommittee on Asian and Pacfie Affairs, Defense~ intelligence Agency'Depiiiy Director Rear Admiral Ronald

toriyott states:-

Although stories have surfaced from time to time alleging
that Americans are still being held by the North Koreans,

~ Chinese, or the Soviets, there are no intelligence
.

indicators that U.S._ personnel from the Korean conflict were
~ :.L < tP \U»Sv~

;
tsphtroi;.: at' -the .. ehi;.of 1;

•. s;.7Z.^

"Likewise, the Soviet Union has been the central focus of
U.S. and Allied intelligence activities for most of this
century, and China has been watched for almost 50 Wars. 1
believe this scrutiny would have likewise revealed at least
?
“‘t of American prisoners held in either country had they

been taken there. Again, no such evidence has ever
surfaced.-

July, 1990 — In an interview with Major Garrett of the
Washington Times, Retired General Eugene Tighe, a former Air
Force intelligence agent during the Korean Conflict, states,
•Let ae say that intelligence reports X received left no
doubt at all to ae that American POWs left Worth Korea to go
to the Soviet Union and China."

July 8* 1990 — American Red Cross spokeswoman Donna Schneider in
Seattle >

' Washington * states that her agency knows of 12
reported sightings of American POWs in Siberia, gone as
recently as the 1970's. (Source: Los Angeles Times)
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. In response/ the Defense Department states, •%/ .the reports
nay at one tine have been believed. ..(but) there is ho
Ireasoh-toi-th^-aay-Anericans are-currentay^being held as -a^

:

result of the Korean War anywhere in the world."

In the sane article, former director of the Foreign Hews
Service, lygmunt Bagoraki, Jr. states that during the i950<6
his foreign reporters had an extensive "source network" of

" truck drivers and^ Soviets employed at or
near prisons in Molotov, Khabarovsk, Chita, Omsk, Cherooz

,

and elseidiere. Sagorski clains his sources informed him
that there were still up to 1,000 American POBs in Siberia
from the Korean War when he last had contact with then in
the late 1950's. (Sources Los Angeles Tines, July 8, 1990)

September 14, 1990 — former DIA Director Lt. General Daniel
Graham, states on CBN, "They (the Soviets) would come with a^-listerof-^specialtidsehd 'find-out/whether-such- specialities

-

existed among the U.N< prisoners in the canps in North Korea
and China...and then they would ship then off.*

January 2, 1991 - A report by the Congressional Research Service
..d,.:

r!
.jro£rthe~Libi»i7~^^

•the end of the Korean War in 1953 was followed by a period
of intensely bitter political relations between the US on
the one hand; and the North Koreans and the Chinese on the
other . The temper of the times thus could suggest that the
twb CaDBiinist enemies of the United States during the Korean

•' War, as well as a-Stalinist Soviet Union/ night be inclined
to hold live Americans — perhaps even more so than Vietnam

:

in the 1970's." -
•

February, 1991 — At the request of the Korean War Veterans
Association, Senator Bob Smith begins a series of
discussions with a North Korean diplonat in New fork on the
subject of unaccounted for PONs and MXAs from the Korean
Conflict.

June, 1991 — Senator Smith travels to Pannunjam, Korea where he
meets with Vice Foreign Minister Kang Sok-Chu at Tong il Gak
in North Korea. North Korea returns the remains of 11 U.S.
servicemen following the meeting.

September, 1991 — Senator Smith holds a follow-up meeting in New
fork with North Korean Vice Foreign Minister Kang Sok Chu,
with the concurrence and participation of the State
Department in an effort to establish a process to grtn
information on unaccounted for PONs and MZAs.

In preparation for the meeting, and in conjunction with
urging from Senator Smith, the state Department proposes

. ;
;

:

,

’

"
-

•

v^ ;.

C:
;

7
\ V

;

•

1

,

' so
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in writing that "a Committee be established as a
humanitarian organization separate from the Military

,— ^^.Asmistice.Coinmission^ahd„separaterfromthe-auspicesof-the -

United Nations Command to regularize the return, of MIA
remains and the exchange of information about Korean War

.

. POWs .'.and • MlArV'"

;

(Sources State Department talking point paper Sept. 1991

)

The proposal is presented to the Vice-Poreign Minister/ and
he is informed that the U.S. would soon be presenting it
formally through its Beijing channel with Worth Korea.

The Vice-Poreign Minister accepts the proposal "in
principle.

'

(Source: Meeting notes Sept.91, U.N. visit)

December s, 1991 -- 96
,

D.S. Senators *end a aetter ^ to :Russian~
President Boris Keltsin urging him "to facilitate the
release of GRU and MSB intelligence reports, files or
information that may ease the pain for thousands of American
families who have never learned the fate of their loved
ones.

January 6, 1992— The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Select
Committee on POW/MXA Affairs both receive correspondence
from retired Colonel Philip Corso, former National Security
Staff Assistant to President Dwight Eisenhower,

Corso states s "When I was rt member of the National Security
Council *on the White House staff under President^senhower
(1953-1957) , I interrogated Yuri Alexandxovitch Rastvorov, a
Russian KGB officer who defected to the U.S. from the USSR
embassy in Japan in January, 1954 . y .Rastvorov revealed that
Russian diplomats coming to Japan had seen U.S. POWs in the
USSR. Rastvorov personnally had seen a trainload of U.S.
POWs heading into Siberia after changing trains at the
Manchurian-Russian border. . .1 submitted my report. ..in a few
days, President Eisenhower decided not to make thi6
information public because he vat concerned about adverse
effects on the families of missing POWs."

After a chech with still classified documents on file with
the, Eisenhower Presidential Library, it is confirmed that
Corso did interrogate Rastvorov after the Korean Conflict in
January/February 1955. Rastvorov remains under Central
intelligence Agexicy protection in the United States . Be is
interviewed by Select committee staff in February, 1992.* ••

February, 1992 -- During the trip by the Select Committee on
POW/KXA Affairs to Moscow,. Chairman John Kerry and Vice-
Chairman Bob Smith are provided with a list of 536 names

;
V/ ;

•,/ v'/*’"; ^ si
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which is described by a high-rankingRussianintelligence
official as t.S* POWs from the Korean Conflict who were

—— - interrogated by~the Soviets, ^sceeof-whcm-hhdthen-to
/•': to Commnist China .:;/•*

A subsequent check of the nants with the national Records
Center in St. Louis reveals that up to 125 of the 536 names
are unaccoimted for TJ.S. strvicenen froe the Korean
Conflict.

Also," during ^
the Select Coeidttee's trip r 6^^

Volkogohov infone the Ghairtn and Vice Chairman of a
specific incident "after the Korean War when an American
helicopterlandedinitorthKorea.*Volkoganovetatesthftt
records shoved the Communists denied any knowledge of the
incident, hat internally, north Korea had informed the USSR
that ."two of the film alive." •

Finally/ during the trip, the Senators posh for the
formation of a Joint Coaaission on POWs. •

May 13 , 1992 — Borth Korea releases 15 sets of U.S. servicemen
-rreaains-at-'FaiBBdnjonr-Koreav-- —

May 28, 1992— north Korea releases 15 more sets of U;S.
servicemen teasins at Panannjoa, Korea

.

Jons, 1992 -- In response to a press question, Pentagon. POW/MIA
spokeswoman Captain Susan Strednansky

;

states :

"We don't have any evidence that anyone Was transported from
.

Korea to the Soviet Onion. *

June 9, 1992 -• The Select Coanittee investigator in Moscow
interviews e Mnssian ex-prisoner who claims he was
imprisoned with a Korean War Aasrican POW in the 1980's at a

prison camp in the Oral Mountains, the name of the POW is

reported as David harken. Harken, according ^
prisoner, had told him he left for Korea in 1952, was shot
down in 1953, was wounded and captnred, and spent six months
ih a Morth Korean

^
hospital. Madcen told the ex-prisoner,

during the tims they spent together in prison, that there
were apprmrleately 50 Americans in a group in Worth Korea
awaiting transfer to the Soviet Union, hot he was
transferred bj military aircraft as part of a group of 5 to

10 Americans. Harken reportedly told the source he did not
know where the others were, the source arrived at the
Pechora damp, 500 idles north of Moscow, in September, 1982

where he net Harken and knew him until he was released in
1985; Harken was reported to be about 52 years old in 1982.

the source went back to bring Harken a package of
cigarettes; tea, onions, and sausage in 1989, and was told

:

:
.

i

v :

v ; v.

v'
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by one of the inmates that Marken was still alive.

June-''18yl992-'-“-^
Russian Chairman of the Joint Commission on POWs, General
Volkogonoy, arrangements .are made five days , following the
request for U.S. investigators to travel to the Pechora
prison damp to search for Harken.; The investigation is
inconclusive at best . following the trip, another former
inmate of the prison confirms that Markin had been a

.. prisoner assigned to his work de^^ Finally, another
source ha6 since surfaced from the Ukraine who reports that
Harkin was last . seen at Knyazhpogost, Russia in January,
1991 . The investigation continues

.

June 19, 1992 — In response to a request from the Secretary of
Defense, the Joint Staff prepares a summary of 39 Cold War
personnel involving a total of 132 U.S . personnel who are

'~8till~unaccountedfer^ statemehtsby"
:J Russian President Yeltsin about the existence of D.S.

servicemen on the soil of the former Soviet Union following
World Was: 11, the Korean Conflict, Vietnam, and during the
Cold War, and his letter to, the Select Committee of P0W/MIA

June 23, 1992 — Senator Smith releases the list of up to 125
;

names (from February, 1991 Moscow trip and subsequent
research) of U.S. servicemen who were reportedly

; interrogated by Soviets during the Korean Conflict and sent
'

,
to China.

,

Senator Smith requests the
.

Secretary of State to
•

^ Republirc of* Ghi.na .
-

June 25, 1992 — Malcolm Toon, head of the U.S. side of the U;S.
Russia Joint Conmission , states ,

-

1

think we .?re going to end
up with absolutely zero. . .my gut feeling is that there's
nobody alive under Russian control .

"

July, 1992 -- The People ' s Republic of China Embassy in
Washington releases a statement saying, "The Chinese side
settled the issue of American prisoners of the Korean war
long ago. • .all the POWs were treated in a humanitarian
manner. None of the POWs under Chinese control was
transferred to a third country or to Chinese territory."

August 4, 1992 — A U.S. representative to the Joint. Commission
on POW/MIAs interviews a former Russian prisoner at.

Khabarovsk, Siberia who reports having observed three
Americans who arrived at his camp in October 1952, and left
three months later. Joint Commission investigators are
following up on leads, provided during this interview.

August 12, 1992 -- The Department of Defense releases a POW/MIA
Pact Sheet in which it is stated, in reference to Korean War

, :^-V
:

o '

. v;v;V-‘"/v :V.

;V
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era PDW/KIAs, and what is being done to search of them:

Unfortunately, there are no detailed records available form

the Korean war, making today's searches difficult. . The ,U.S.

Government is prepared to accept any remains that the North

Koreans may have on a purely humanitarian basis and not tied

to any political;^ agenda s
*

•Records for the Korean War era are not nearly as extensive

as those for the Vietnam War, making the search for those

POW/MIAs much more difficult. •

In regards to Cold war incidents, it is stated:

•There are 135 individuals still unaccounted for as a result

of 14 air losses during the Cold War: 10 related to the
r.~r :—£ormex"Soviet Unionrthree-China^felited,^and-one~K6rea- » ~

7

related incident i The Defense Department has done a

thorough review of these incidents and each will be

discussed with the appropriate governments . .

All information

held by the Department of Defense has been shared with the

4cted"/famiiies'''and''With“-'the rf'CongresS'i"™'-“-rr-~.'-r-j.'-'-'--;-“'-^"-:’ —

August 19, 199? — Select Committee
.
investigator iii Moscow V;;

. interviews Russian Colonel (retired) Gavril Ivanovich

Korotkov, a Par East expert with the Scientific Research
~ Institute, formerly part of the Soviet Ministry of Defense

.

Colonel Korotkov reports he served from July 1950 tonic-

1954 -as part of a General Staff analytical group, reporting
•••

‘"tp' the
:

Comriander' in'
v^ .

of
;

the: "S.oviet • Par -East •Military.

District on developments from the, ongoing war in -Korea.

Korotkov : outlines in great detail the fact the Soviets.
• . :

.

'

interrogated American POWs in Korea . Korotkov states tnat

on several occasions he had visited the Soviet Naval Base a r

Pos" let, •located in the. USSR/China/North Korea Tri-Border
^
\

Recior., which served as a •transit, point, for the .movement, of

American servicemen north to Khabarovsk, Siberia . Although

there was an airfield nearby, he believes that the bulk,

the Americans transported from Pos'Tet to Khabarovsk were

transported by rail, but most likely at least some of the

American POWs were moved from North Korea or China by air

.

Although Xorotkor did not know the exact nuaber, he states

that the number of American Korean War POWs processed

through Khabarovsk was in the hundreds. Korotkov states

that operational directives during the Korean Conflict siad

that Americans should be captured alive, not W-lled.
, :

Korotkov further states that the North Koreans were
,

guite
.

willing to allow the Russians direct access and eventual

control Anericah P0H6. finally, Korotkov^ststes that_
he had personnally interrogated two American POWs . He. could

hot remember the names of any of the American POWs who .were

54
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processed through Khabarovsk, except for a Lieutenant
Colonel Black.:. (Note: Possibly Lieutenant Colonel Vance

^^9517^—^
Korotkov is reported by Select Coramitttee investigator to be
"highly credible and forthcoming."

v„.l?.9,2. iP •$!• investigators on the U. S . /Russia Joint
Commission interview a, Russian citiren who served four and a
half years in prison in Zimka Camp near Xnyaehpbgost, J

Russia. Be reports that in the fall of 1952 or the spring
of 1953, he had an encounter with an American pilot who had
been shot down in North Korea and forced to land in Soviet
territory near Vladivostok. The pilot said
of three, and that his radioman had been in 2imka as well.
The pilot did not know what happened to the third member.
The pilot remained at fioka for three to six months, and was

-^.^.then-transferred^

November 9, 1992 — Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East
Asian and Pacific Affairs Ken Quinn is scheduled to raise
the P0W/H1A issue during an bn-gbihg visit to the People 's

November 10, 1992 -- Kim II Sung continues his 44 year reign as
the leader, of North Korea . He undoubtedly knows the fate of
several thousand unaccounted for American MIAs from the
Korean Conflict. -

. V; - 55
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,:/•
••• APPENDIX 2

individual POB , MIA , and KXA/BKR Cases

Committee investigators;, reviewed the case files of all priority
cases and the majority of ail other unaccounted-for cases on the
list of 2,265 unaccounted-for servicemen.

Current Administration Lists

Since 1987# the Defense Department (DoD) has developed a list of
priority cases totalling 269 , less 73 resolved, for a total of 196
.cases as; of Angust 1992;

Inducted \ jLSffr- ‘'/XaS ' was designated "Inst Known
-Alive " cases • - These involve Americans idiose loss incidents include -

facts suggesting that one of the Southeast Asian governments should
have additional details about their fate . The results from U .S.
investigations in Vietnam and Laos confirm this analysis, in
September 1992, DoD added more cases to the priority list, all
xases

:
..ihvolving-iOsBes-.-.^^Im6s,---r

-
:
*-.~.--v------^—^-

Priority List Development

In 1987, President Ronald Reagan appointed Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr.
(USA-Ret.) to be the. President's Special Emissary to Vietnam on the
POW/HIA. issue. This was the beginning of a renewed effort to
resolve the fate of those

. unaccounted-for from the war in Southeast
Asia*_ “

_
t . /

In August 1987, Gen. Vessey7 s effort led to the preparation of a
list of 380 individuals of priority interest.' This compilation,
often referred to as the Vessey I list, included 80 of DoD's
current priority cases and became the focus of U.S. field
investigations in Vietnam.

.

'
iv/:.*

in November 1989, 39 more cases from the original Vessey I list
were added to the priority category, producing a list of 119
priority cases, referred to as the Vessey II list. The priority
cases that Gen . Vessey pursued were not developed by him
personally, but represent the overall efforts of the DoD. Each list
developed over the past five years has represented an expanding
process qf contacts and cooperation*

Today, 61 of those on the Vessey II list have been accounted for:
22 through the repatriation of remains; 39 through the discovery of
compelling evidence that the man died, even though his remains have
not yet

. been recovered.

.

APPENDIX 2 - Page 1
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She Last Known Alive List

M the time of the development of the Veasey II .
the •

Administration' 8 accountability efforts ware expanded — from field

investigations only in Vietnam to include a program of expanded

cooperation and more regular field investigations in Laos* This

resulted in the selection of 47 additional priority cases in Laos

not previously included in either the Vessey I . or Vessey XI lists .,

It also coincided with DoD's development °f e ^.isjt of^_135

individuals last known by the U .S . to
;
have been alive . The effort

was part of a continually expanded process that never was intended

to be an inflexible or all-enconpassing list. It included 58 cases

not yet resolved from the vessey II list, plus ,77 additional

priority cases compiled after a focused,
;
case-by-case .review

undertaken by DIA early in 1990 of the intelligence files of every

unaccounted-for American; the review was similar in scope to those

in the Vessey II list (some last known alive in captivity, others

^d:c6ttld"have~been rc»ptured alive)v~ Cases- on-DoD' s priority case^^

list are investigated in conjunction with Last Known Alive cases

when they are in close proximity to n Last KnownAlive case.

.,.ii„r .:

;rr
,.w—..i-u- H-r- :--:---

:

-

:

Case -Snamaries

The Senate Select Committee staff has prepared case summaries for

the priority cases that the Administration is now investigating.

These provide the facts about each case, describe the circumstances

under which the individual was lost, and detail the information

learned since the date Of : loss ; information in the case: sunnaaries

is limited to information from casualty files, does not include any
‘ judgments by Committee staff , :and^atteapts to relate essential

facts. The Committee acknowledges that POff/MIAs f <primary next-of-

kih know their family members f cases in more comprehensive detail

than summarized here and recognises the limitations that , the report

format imposes on these summaries.

On Dec. 1, 1992, Vice Chairman Smith published a compendium of 324

compelling cases: A copy of the analyses of Committee staff and the

Defense Intelligence Agency is attached.

These listings include abbreviated column headings with the

following meanings s

RBPNQ s Case reference number

HOME ! Last Same ;

PMN t First and Kiddle Name initials

HSA t Information reportedly based ion correlation by

the National Security Agency ^
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JSSA i • information from returning debriefings in JSSA
documents' .

jlI^._„_s__DoD_Last_Jtoown,Mive_categoryj-.,- .!

DIA79 : Information in a 1979 DIA printout obtained by
Committee staff from Senate Foreign Relations
Committee investigator Tracy tJsry

JTF

:

Joint Task Force casualty code now obsolete

NOK • Correlation from nert-of-kin

POW : Listed POM by the Defense Department at
Operation Homecoming

HISC Other sources of information
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VBSSEY 135 DISCREPANCY CASES

South Vietnam .
Daniel A. Gerber
Eleanor A. Vietti
Archie B. Mitchell

;
,

••/
(
0011

)

Mr; Gerber, Dr. Vietti and Mr. Mitchell were taken prisoner on May

30, 1962 while at a leprosarium near the. South Vietnamese mountain
town 'of Banmethuot . In November 1962, documents, which stated that
the three individuals captured on May 30th were killed were taken
from hostile forces 50 kilometers southwest of the leprosarium.

Mr . Gerber ' s passport was recovered in February 1963; missing were
,

pages containing his name and photograph.
:

The three civilians were reported captured. Returning U.S. POWs
had no information on their presence in the Vietnamese prison

Since April 19897 the Joint Casualty Resolution Center has

interviewed subjects in Vietnam, concerning this, incident., All
information obtained to date confirms that the three were captured

and' -killed-'because they- were suspectedofbeing Americaiispies . -

Their remains . were reportedly, disinterred in 1980 by unidentified
persons , and they can not now be located.

;

J South Vietnam V •

•' Donald G. Cook

; r^cjposp j;;

On December. 3l7 1964, Captain Cook was serving as ah advisor with
a South Vietnamese Marine battalion at Binh Gia, Phuoc Tuy
Province . , His unit was hit by a large Viet Cong force, and; Captain

Cook was captured. He was initially reported missing but was

confirmed a prisoner in good health by 'Sergeant Comacho, who, was

released from captivity on July 9, 1965.

On December 2, 1965, Captain Cook joined two other, BIS. POWs, Staff
Sergeant Harold G. Bennett and Private

;
Crafts , at a Viet Cong

prison camp. They were held together at four different prison

camps.'

On December 22, 1970, the Provisional Revolutionary Government

released a died in captivity list which included the name of

Captain Cook whom it stated had died of malaria. 6n December 8 ,

1967. /, ,/
7;', .

;

;v ,U ;
. V v.;;--'.,:

One American POW repatriated during Operation Homecoming reported

being told by a prison guard that Captain Cook died of malaria in

December 196 7 while being moved between prison camps in northern
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Tay Ninh Province. •

CaptainGook'sname-was-included-on^theProyisiona.l^R^olutioriary

Government's list of died in captivity released on January 27,

1973. In February I960 Captain Cook was declared dead/body not

recovered. /
!

v .

:

v''

South Vietnam Kurt C. McDonald
Edward R. Dodge

(0051)

On December 31, 1964 , Captain McDonald, a U.S. Air Force pilot, and

Sergeant First Class Dodge, a member of the 5th Special ^Forces

Group, took off from pa Nang, Quang Nam Province,, in an 0-OF to

conduct a visual reconnaissance mission en route to a^Special

Forces camp in the A Shaujralley, Thtu^Thien Province . .
They did

not arrive and were declared missing- They were last seen by

another aircraft approximately 12 nautical miles northwest of Da

Nang while flying .over Quhng.. Nam Province.

On the morning of Decfiiiber 31, 1964, one homer beacon was broadcast

onane^
to an NRS-8 radio set that Sergeant Dodge was carrying to .A Shau^to

be used in covert operations. A woodcutter reported in AprilJl965

that’ during that month he observed two D.S. POWs in Thua^Thien

Province at a point on the Lao/Vietnamese border . He learned thav

one of the Americans was a pilot and one was an infantryman . They

were said to have been captured in June 1964 and were being marched

bff- to,the northwest. In .1966, a report was received from a former

North-Vietnamese Aimy soldier identifying ;

&

photograph of Sergeant

Dodge as an. inmate he saw at Hoa Lo Prison.. ;
pther reports Oj.

sightings of Americans passing.through the particular area in wnicr.

these individuals were lost were placed in their files.

Neither serviceman was ever confirmed alive in the Vietr.amese

V orison svstem. Captain. ' McDonald was: declared .
dead/body tot

recovered in August 1982. Sergeant podge, was declared dead A-ody;

hot recovered in October 1977.,

South Vietnam James H. McLean
(0054)- ,

On February's, 1965, Sergeant McLean was assigned as a. medic with

an American advisory team working with .the South Vietnamese Army s

876th Regional Force Company . He. was reported captured when; their

position was overrun by Viet Cong forces and was identified, in

captivity by an prison escapee who. .stated -Sergeant. McLean was

suffering, from malaria when last seen alive.
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Sergeant McLean was carried in a POW status at the time of
Operation Homecoming * After the end of hostilities, he was
.declaredldead/body-not. recovered .- Return i ng -P . S . ~POWs.were-unable -

to provide any information on his fate.

U.S. field team interviews in South Vietnam in March 1992 located
a former nurse who worked at the Phuoc Long Province hospital. She
described the arrival at her hospital of an individual
corresponding to Sergeant McLean. He arrived at the hospital in
April 1965 suffering from severe malaria. -He died there
approximately ten days after his arrival. The investigation of his
loss incident is -continuing.''.

;

South Vietnam Charles A. Dale
David S. Demon

' -'y.' (0094) -J
_• .__j.

First Lieutenant Dale and Specialist 4th Class Demnion were flying
reconnaissance in ah OV-1C on June 9, 1965 and were last known
located over Vinh Binh Province . They did not return from their
mission . They were initially listed as missing in action, although
U.S .intelligence began -to -receive reports -indicating they haa been

.''captured.;'.- /:/'{.
-

.•/%'. y',/.v. ;V

In December 1970 r .

a prisoner identified Demon 's photograph as the
picture of an individual imprisoned in a POW camp in Kampong Cham
Province, Cambodia . This led to his reclassification from missing-
in action to prisoner of war . Another report Was received in March
1971 stating “Demon was alive in a* prison at Kratie , Cambodia in
January^ 1970. The sdsrce\was given. a polygraph, and there was_.no

indication, of deception, Other reported sightings of unnamed
-Caucasians were- placed it-DeiRmoh 1

s .file , as possibly correlating to'

him, including one in 1966 which placed him in Central Vietnam.

Demmon was. carried as a POW at. the end of- Operation Homecoming.
Both Demmon and Dale were later declared dead/body : r.ot recovered.
T'.eturninc U.S . PO‘ris were. unable to provide any -information on their

'

•fate."'-' .y
"

Ir: March 1992; a U.S. investigating team in. Vietnam attempting to

: locate witnesses to the loss of the two-man crew interviewed
residents of Cuu

.
Long Province, the new name for

.
Vihh Binh

Province . They provided information concerning the downing of Van

aircraft correlating to the 0V-1C involved in this, incident . Local
villagers stated that the aircraft crashed, and the. bodies of the
aircraft's two occupants washed up on the shore where they were
buried by local residents. Efforts to locate their reported grave
sites have not been successful to date,
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South Vietnam Walter L. Hall
Bruce G. Johnson •

Fred H. Owen
-ijj__Qoiriee—n

r
—

Donald R. Saegaert
:••" *• Joseph J. Compa, .Jr..

Craig L. Hagen
•

'

(0096)

On June 19/ 1965,. those involved In this loss incident’ were on
board .a.. UH-IB helicopter, on a combat . operation into a landing zone
six kilometers from the town of . Dong Xoai, Phuoc, Long; Province

.

Their helicopter was hit by ground fire and crashed. Captain
Johnson, an advisor to the South , Vietnamese Army's 5th Infantry
Division! reported to another helicopter in the area that the
aircraft ' s crew and all others on board were dead, and his position
was receiving incoming enemy jmortar fire. There was no further
transmission from Captain Johnson after the end of the mortar fire.
A later search. of_the area ..failed to produce any sign of the seven
servicemen. -7

;.
.-V.,

-

.

:

'In late 1965/ a Viet Cong produced film was captured which appeared
to depict a portion, of the battle at Dong Zoai. The film, appeared
to show the dead

,

bodies of Sergeant First Class Owen and First
Lieutenant HallT/'JrifOrmatiph'w^'l^
source that the seven U.S. were killed in this incident , four found
in the helicopter and three others at the airstrip. Intelligence
reports of unidentified U.S. POWs sightings several months before
this incident occurred were received later and were placed in the
file of these servicemen. One report associated with the capture
of an American at the battle of. Binh Gia was placed...in Captain
.Johnson's file# but may" have correlated to -the capture of- another

,

Captain several months earJier -

Captain Johnson was initially reported missing. Returning U.S.
PpWs were unable to provide information about, his precise fate or
the fate of the others . : Captain Johnson was declared dead/body hot
recovered in February 1978. ,

South Vietnam Richard' C. Bram
John F. Dingwall''.-

•

‘ (0108)

On July 8, 1966, Staff Sergeant Bram and Gunnery Sergeant Dingwall
left their unit at Chu Lai Air Base for a hike in the surrounding
countryside . They were last seen in a local hamlet.

Local South Vietnamese police reported on July 8th that the Viet
Cong had captured and killed two Americans and then buried their
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bodies , This report led to a roster of the unit and the discovery

that Sergeants Brea and Dingwall were missing. A search of the

area in which they were last seen produced hearsay information that

the t^fiadTfieen captured, but there was conflicting informstiba on

their fate. They were never seen alive again, and their remains ,

were never located.

Both individuals were initially declared missing. In September

1978 they were declared dead/body not recovered. Returning U,S.

FOWs were unable to provide any information on their survival in

captivity# and U.S . investigation teams in Vietnam have been unable

to learn anything further concerning their precise fate.

South Vietnam Fred Taylor
Henry J. Gallant

• •./'•V .v V.;
:
(0109)

,

On July 13, 1965, Sergeant!.;/toyi6r^ fibers ,
of

Detachment B-52, 5th Special Forces Group, with a Vietnamese

reconnaissance patrol which encountered a hostile force: 18

kilometers northwest Of An Xhe, Plsiku Province;, Surviving patrol

.members reported last .seeing^Taylor assisting .
Ga l

3

ant_ tp_ccyar as

hostile forces pressed toward them. A search of the area after the

engagement bailed to 16^
declared missing in action and, in Jhly 1966, were declare

dead/body not recovered. Returning U.S. PONs were unable to

provide any information on their final fate.

Horth Vietnam ... Charles J. Scharf •

jtortin J. Massucci
(0158)

On October 1, 1965, First Lieutenant Massncci and Captain Scharf

were the crew of an F-4C, one in a flight of three aircraft on a

strike mission over Son La Province, North Vietnam. Their aircraft .

was hit by hostila fire. After jettisoning their external tanks,

one member of the flight reported seeing one fully deployed chute

with the jettisoned material . There was no electronic contact with

the crew. Both crewmen were declared missing.

Returning U.S. PONs were unable to provide any information on their

precise fate. Lieutenant Massucci was declared dead/body .not

recovered in February 1978. Captain Scharf was declared dead/body

not recovered in January 1978.

In January 1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam interviewed several

witnesses to the crash of a U.S. aircraft which closely

corresponded to this loss incident. Several witnesses stated that

they observed two bodies at the crash site and had no information
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that one might have survived the crash. Information from witnesses
conflicts with information from U.S. personnel at the time of their
loss who reported observing one fully deployed parachute.

South Vietnam Samuel Adams
Charles G. Dosing

Thomas Moore

u
' (oisp)

On October 31, 196X> four U.S. Air force sergeants were traveling
by bus from the coastal resort town of Vung Tau toward Saigon.
They were stopped by local Viet Cong forces and taken prisoner. On
November 2 , 1?65> the four sergeants attempted

. to escape from
custody, and Staff sergeant Jasper N. Page was successful. He last
saw Sergeant Adams as the Viet Cong were chasing him and shooting
at him. •

•;'/
; :

/
;‘V

The status >of thei three was changed from missing in action to
prisoners .of war

;
/All appeared on the Provisional Revolution

Government s: died in captivity list provided to the ,u . s . in January
1973 . Their date of death was given as December 1965 . The remains

, ;of .....the..other .three sergeants have ~never -been- returnedv^^All were 1

declared dead/body not recovered after the end of hostilities

.

Returning U . S . POWs were unable to provide any information on their
•

. fate.;
;

• r
-

;; ; ;
:.v -V"

'

'

•
• "•••

V"’ , •:£
:

: ^
/.> ",

In; March 1992, the Joint Task Porce interviewed a witness in
Vietnam who described sightings of the four servicemen shortly
Jifter their capture at way-station B50. Information was also
‘feceived that .. one prisoner escaped and . the remaining three"
prisoners were shot. After burial, their bodies were later exhumed
and reburied at a new location which has since been deforested, and
the grave site can not be located.

North Vietnam George J. Mims, Jr.

On December 20, 1965, First lieutenant Mims and Captain Robert D.
Jeffery were the crewmen of an F-4C in a flight of four P-4 on a
combat mission over North Vietnam. While over Ha Bac Province,
their aircraft was hit by antiaircraft fire, turned into a fireball
and fell apart; Captain' Jeffery bailed out/ landed safely, was
captured and was repatriated during Operation Homecoming , . During
his post-release interviews. Captain Jeffery stated he never saw or
heard anything about Lieutenant Mims from the time he, Jeffery, was
captured until he was released;however, based on their loss
incident he believed Lieutenant Mims may have been killed after
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ejecting at a low altitude.

•

Lieutenant kins was initially declared missing in action. He was
laterdecla^dead/bodyhpt^recoveredrT^-;--^1-1--:;——^”---™—-:

The Joint Casualty Resolution Center has investigated this incident
and determined that Lieutenant Mims r

s aircraft crashed in Hun Lung
District, Lang Son Province, and not, Ha Bac Province as initially
believed. ,

. Witnesses interviewed to date have stated that one
crewman was killed in the c»sh of’ah aircraft which correlates to
this incident. The case is still undergoing field investigation in

• 'Vietnam.. -V/ '"V "V

South 'Vietnam James T. Egan
•. (0235); v\'.; >: ‘v.

Oh January 21 , 1966 Lieutenant Egan was serving as Artillery
Forward Observer with a patrol element of the 1st Force
Reconnaissance Company. Their patrol was fired upon, and after the
skirmish, Lieutenant Egan could not be located. The next day Lance
Corporal Edwin R. Grissett, Jr. (Case 0236) was also declared
missing when* he became separated from the same patrol.

In April 1966, information was received that both Grissett and Egan
were captured alive from a South Vietnamese Popular Force soldier
who had just escaped from Viet Cong captivity. The soldier
asserted that Corporal Grissett told hiA Lieutenant Egan was
wounded and later shot by the Viet Cong* Another report was
received' ffom a different source that an American with an
individual correlating to Corporal Grissett had. been shot and
billed.- -.TV. ;

Corporal Grissett was reclassified as POW during the war, but
Lieutenant Egan whs not * Neither were accounted-for at the end of
Operation Homecoming, after which both were declared dead/body hot
recovered. Corporal Grissett 's remains were repatriated and
identified in June 1989.

In August 1990, 0.8. field investigators in Vietnam interviewed
eight witnesses concerning the capture of the two Marines . The
information they provided did not lead to the recovery of any
remains of Lieutenant Egan.

Vietnam Cecil J. Hodgson
Frank H. Badolati
Ronald Ti. Terry .

(0242)
'
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On January 28, 1966, Sergeant First Class Hodgson and other patrol“embers were on a combat patrol in the An lao Valley, Binh DinhProvince. They encountered a hostile force and evaded. Followina
the. three could not .be..:.lbcated.. and. were - declared

missxng.

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any information on the
three servicemen, and they were not reported alive in the
Vietnamese prison system. After Operation Homecoming they were

•• aeClareddead/bodynOtreCOVered.
7

South Vietnam Donald S. Newton
(0258)

On February 26 , 1966, Sergeant Nerwtoh and private First Class Willswere members of a long range reconnaissance patrol. They departed
their patrol ^base on a short mission and were never seen again.
Aftertheir-disappearanceinf^
servicemen had^ been captured during a firefight. One was killed,
and the^ second, named -NeWton>- was found wounded and was then
captured alive . y„

B°th were declared missing in 1 actionv Neither was classified as
captured . After Operation Homecoming both were declared dead/bodv

Neither of their
; remains have been repatriated .

In August 1990, D.S. field investigators in Vietnam interviewed
witnesses in Vietnam who described the ambush of two Americans

;

toe was shot and killed, his body left behind oh a river sandbank.
.3® ®«c®n

5
'»8 taken prisoner. Bn route to a higher headquarters,

the Viet Cong unit; found itself having to move to avoid detection
from a. D.S. heliborne Operation. The American prisoner, believed
to possibly correlate with Sergeant Newton, was shot and killed to
ensure

,
the unit could move and avoid detection. A grave site of

the dead American was identified, but no remains could be located.
In March 1991, D.S. field investigators interviewed another witness
'2 provided generally similar information concerting the killing

and burial of an American which closely correlated to this
incident

.

South Vietnam William H. Collins
Delbert R. Peterson
Robert E. Poster

(0267)

to March 9, 19 67> Captain Collins, Lieutenant Peterson and Staff
Sergeant Poster were part of a six-man crew providing close air
support to a Special Forces camp. Their aircraft was hit by
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hostile ground fire and crash landed to the north of the A Shau

Valley in Thiia Thien Province. According to survivors, enemy

„smalInarms„fire;hit and killed Foster and Collins . A-1E aircraft :

struck the surrounding enemy positions. Lieutenant Peterson was

last seen moving, into undergrowth. The survivors called; out to.

Lieutenant Peterson but received no response. Special Forces

personnel arrived later that day and found the bodies of Sergeant

Foster and Captain Collins but were unable to recover them due to

enemy activity. They could -not locate Lieutenant Peterson.

Lieutenant Peterson was declared missing; Returning TJ .S, POHs had

no information on his fate. He was declared dead/body not

recovered in February 1978. '•

North Vietnam :

'

. . William R. Wpp
V ; (0304) ; /

On April 17, 1966/ Lieutenant JQ Tromp was the pilot; of an A-1B

from the Kitty Bavk on a night armed reconnaissance mission

over the coastal area of southern north Vietnam. A surface-to-air

missile was launched at their flight of two aircraft while over Ha

Tinh Province. Trompis -aircraft. „imB;:last„re^rted ;c»
coastline heading out to sea and descending in altitude. His last

transmission was ,
*1 have some kind of ezierg .>;•.• ,

• ending in mid-

sentehce. An air and sea search proved negative. He was declared

missing in action. Radib Hanoi later announced the Shoot down of

several aircraft on April 17th and stated that several pilots were

captured in Quang Binh and Ha Tinh Provinces . Tromp 's aircraft was

the only^one lost that day

v

: X;

July through September 1973, Lieutenant Tromp' S under* water’ brash

site was' searched by U.S. forces testing the recoverability of

remains of IT. S. airmen lost on over water losses. No remains could

be located at his crash site. In July 1974, he was declared dead

,

remains unrecoverable.

On December 8, 1988

D

• 8 . investigators in Vietnam met with

witnesses from the area lieutenant Tromp had been last seen

crossing the coast. They described the shoot down of one of two

aircraft which corresponded to the circumstances of Tromp' s loss.

They Stated that the aircraft crashed in the sea off the coast,

there was no visible wreckage and no indication anyone had

survived. V.
.

In July 1989, U.S. investigators received additional hearsay

information about the same shoot down associated with Cam Xuyen

District, Ha Tinh Province. A refugee source in Hong Kong reported

that an aircraft had been hit by groundfire as it was descending in

altitude and that it soon burst into flames. The underwater crash

site; was reportedly surveyed by Vietnamese salvage officials in
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1987/ but the week was not salvaged.

South Vietnam 'v /

!

s. .. Jimmy M. Malone

>.- v-:,v''-

^

'v>“

On Hay 4 r 1966, Private Malone was serving as a radio operator with
his unit in

v
Tan Dyeh _District , Bien Hoa Province* Bis ~ unit , .

.

participating in Operation Hastings , had just completed its combat
assault and was establishing

.

its position with Private Malone ' s
platoon on the unit * s perimeter.

Private Malone was detailed to pick up mail from his weapons
platoon. He departed his position along a trail outside of the
perimeter but never returned ; A search pf the area located jungle-
boot prints, believed to have been made by Private Malone. The
impression of the search party was that Private Malone had taken
thetrailbuthadmaderawrong-turnawayfromhisunit^sperimeter.
The boot prints were later joined by sandal prints, and they both
led to a fortified Viet Cong position. . His squad came under
hostile sniper fire during their search. The next day another
platoon swept the area and located still more foot prints
approximately- lSWLmeters away,, but ;there:ws
Malone v - v

V:'

Private Malone was declared missing in action. Returning P . S . POWs
had no information about him. . After Operation Homecoming he was
declared.killed in action/body not recovered based on a presumptive
finding of death. •

\

In June 1984# thenjoint \CaisuaJ.ty Resolution Center; received a
report about the recovery"of remains in Tan Byen District; how a
part of Song Be Province . The remains and a dog-tag were
reportedly turned over to local authorities . This report was
placed in Private Malone * s file due to the coincidence in lbss
location. V'‘

On March 12 , 1992 , a joint U .S . /Vietnamese investigation in Thu Dau.

Mot District, Song Be Province, led to an interview with a former
Political Officer from the 4th Artillery Company, 3rd Battalion,
Dong Nai Regiment. The officer stated that a reconnaissance
element from his unit had killed an

:
American in the area where

Private Malone disappeared and that he had recovered one web belt
and a .45 caliber sideazm. The soldier was part of an American
force which had just come to operate in the area . The body was
buried along a trail near a stream in the area. A helicopter later
appeared and broadcast an appeal for information about a /missing
serviceman. U.S. investigator's tended to discredit the account
they were offered.
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South Vietnam Bennie Lee barter
... (0333)

On May 9, X966 r Ajgnan Second trass-t^er departed Pleiku City for

Banmethuot City by jeep. He never, arrived at his destination, and

an ensuing search turned up his jeep on Hay 11, 1966. Local

civilians reported he had been stopped and taken prisoner. There

were wartime reports about an American POW in captivity whose

circumstances of capture were similar to that of Airman Oerter

.

One report asserted that he died of starvation in February 1967 •

. Airman Dexter was carried in a POW status at the end of Operation

Homecoming; He was later declared dead/body not recovered.

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to confirm his fate.

joint Casualty Resolution Center field investigations in Vietnam;

during April 1969 led to the interview of witnesses who described

Dexter's . capture and imprisonment near Banmethuot. . The same

witnesses Stated that he was shot;and-Jd.l^ escape

attempt and that his remains were buried, nearby. U«S.v

investigators were unable to locate any evidence of his grave or

remains,. ’

.

:

' .

•

v

South . Vietnam. . , • Louis Buckley, .Jr..., .,/•.•

. . .

:

(0344).
;

;

On Kav 21, 1966 ,
Sergeant Buckley, a member of the' Motor platoon of

the 12th; Cavalry, was with his unit in Binh Duong Province

.

;
His

unit -came under enemy attack at Landing Zone Hereford ana was

forced- to'tohdraw,- ,,Serg€ant:.V3iackley' • was., last se'en,an;;;the • area

with blood on his shirt and arm. . Friendly reinforcements arrived,

but Sergeant Buckley could . not be .
located .

•

He was initially declared missing in •action-. • Returning .U.S . POWs

were unable to' provide any information on ,his ^ate . In jen*4ery>

1S78 . he was declared dead/body not' recovered.

In October 1981, U.S. intelligence received
.

information from a

Vietnamese refugee concerning the death of an American soldier in

the area. Sergeant Buckley .

disappeared. • It ' could not be

specifically correlated to Buckley.

South Vietnam
,

William Ellis, Jf.
' (0372)

-

On June 24, 1966, Ellis Was declared missing while on a combat

operation in Kontum Province. After the end of hostilities he was

declared dead/body not recovered.,;
.
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In December 1990, e H.S. field team in Vietnam reported the results
of their recent field trip into the Central Highlands of South

-vietnam.r- : During“their-visit^-they^interviewed'-a-doctor^who-saw
several American POWs during 1967 or .1968 : :in western Kontum
Province Tlie doctor was aware that one African-American had died
at his hospital and that a dead American's body was preserved for
use. as a' medical training aid*

; ;

!y/'
.'.fv.

:

The : doctor also stated that -three Caucasian Am^ there,
and he believed they were buried nearby., / These reports . were

; tentatively correlated to Schiele (Case ill 2 ):y Van Bendegom ( 0762)
and a then unidentified third Caucasian American . The report about
the African-American appeared to correlate to Ellis (0372). Other
information, possibly concerning Schiele, traced his; movements from
the area of his capture to his turnover,

:
then to. the 62nd Regiment

and later to B-3 Front .Headquarters. ./

:

.

v

South Vietnam . Robert H. Gage

On July 3, 1966, Lance Corporal Gage and another Marine from the
“1st ;Division’ ;ie^
their laundry and entered Thanh Thuy Village, which is 15
kilometers south-southeast of Da Nang City, Quang Nam Province.
When last seen, Corporal Gage was engaged in conversation with a
woman. He never returned to his platoon's position and was
declared missing . Friendly forces detained local village women on
July 3rd and 4th but were unable to obtain information on Corporal
-Gage' s fate ;• _ On July 5 , 1966, the ; Marines learned that the
Corporal had actually entered a Viet Gong controlled hamlet; :

'.• •rv

Returning U.S. POWs had no information on Corporal Gage's fate. In
August 1974, he was declared killed in action/body

. not recovered
based on a presumptive finding of death.

North Vietnam Roosevelt Hestle, Jr.
• Charles E. Morgan

.

(0386) ;

On July 6, 1966 , Major Hestle and Captain Morgan were crewmen in an
F-105 in a flight of four aircraft over Bac Thai Province. Major
Hestle f

s, aircraft was hit by hostile ground fire and crashed
approximately 15 kilometers southwest of Thai Nguyen; Other
aircraft on the scene neither saw chutes nor heard beepers.

Wartime intelligence information from a People's Army prisoner
describing the capture of. an African-American from an aircraft shot
down over Tam Dao Mountain was tentatively correlated to the
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capture of ont crewmen from this tiw.

Both individuals war* initially reported missing in aF^i<3f0Sd

laf#r dftfld/bodies not recovered.—In-KoyWnbag-1970 r~U *S. -

military intelligence received infornation that Major Bteatle and

two other U.S. POHs lim alive at a *0* ^
believed this report was not true but was the product of a highly

rmMiei.*®d visit by three POW wives to Vietnam early ixi 1970*

Returning U.S. POWb .wportedh.araay infornation

mis seen alive on a stretcher in a prison in Hanoi * Be eas aot

reported alive as of ,1973.

;

o s l investioators in Vietnam in January 1989 located a- possible
_*

* v .if. associated with this incident and received hearsay

US““o“w£ buri.d .t that .it., topt** **,^ZjS Jl in July 1969. Vietnam turned «*wr. the

iSJntity «Sd o?Kajor He.tle in October 1982, but hi. r«ain« h*v.

not kNB MCOVWMd.

south vi.tn.» »"b”t
!:•

Dmmtl. R. Carter
.

. Robert C. Boston

•',e
;•/'' (0439) .

On August 28, 1966, the four PPCs .ere members 4*. ffi jjjffi*!?

Division and were with a fire tea. at an ambiah

couthwest of Da Hang City, Quang Baa

return from their mi.sion^^
i • rogR. Bodenschats' dog-tags and a partial wrist watcn were

lb«!ed. ScaT».id*iti did mi provide any tafoaation about the

.
fata of the four an. •

Returning D.S. PC*. war* unable to provide any Intonation about

their fate. They were declared dsad/bwiy 'ecovered based on a

presumptive finding of death in Bovahber 1924

.

South Vietnam Lawrence B.

(0453)

On September 10, 1966, Tatum was the pilot of an *-10

ua. hit by hostile antiaircraft fire and crashed eight kilometer,

north ofthe too Thanh River currently in Trung tooag

Quang Tri Province. A forward air controller did n«rt Tatum

fail*but but did beat an .mergeney beeper for approximately one

SSStT S u£r olmerved a pwem-ble ^.chuta^ladc^ the,

SLg on a hillside . Be never saw Tatum safely on the^ ground.^ Be

obssrvsd hostile forces approach the parachute and evidently pull
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it out of. the tree.,

7JatSoSs^^xKialIy”decll«¥d
r

^m!ssiSg7
he was declared dead/bbdy not recovered.

In April 1990 a D; S, team in Vietnam located a crash - site with

material consistent with that of an A-1E, but no personal artifacts

• were found . r-- I^cal -,witnesses /.were unable . to provide any

information. 7 A U.S, team located information in the records of

People's Army Military Region 4 indicating that a U.S. pilot died

in a crash on the date. The place and time correlated to Tatum's

loss incident, but the pilot's name was not available.

North Vietnam John L • Robertson
(0459) 7

On September 16 , 19 66 , Major,Robertson and First Lieutenant Hubert

F. Buchanan were in one in a flight of four F-4C aircraft on a

mission over North Vietnam. They were engaged by hostile. MIG

aircraft while en route to their target. Major Robertson '

s

aircraft was last seen„in anlaerial engagement^
; aircraft in their flight .

7

' '
.’

7 ,

First lieutenant Buchanan was captured alive and released in March

197 3. During his post-release debriefing he described how their

aircraft was attacked by d MIG-17 and that he was forced to eject.

He did not have contact with Major Robertson during, or after, his

ejection. Other U.S. POWs reported being questioned about Major

Robertson on September 17th and haying been told 'Major Robertson

was dead. -

Major Robertson was in MIA status as of Operation Homecoming, in

June 1978 , he was declared dead/body not recovered based on a

presumptive finding of death. 7

In January 1987, . O.S. intelligence received a report about the

wartime crash of an F-4 aircraft which appeared to correlate to

this incident. One crewman was reportedly captured, and one died

in the crash. From February through April 1990, IKS. field

investigators in Vietnam visited Hai Hung Province and interviewed

witnesses who described ah aerial encounter between a U.S. jet and

a MIG aircraft. . One crewman ejected and was captured. The team

visited the crash site and determined the aircraft's wreckage had

been dug up and removed to a nearby warehouse. The team was

provided a small packet of remains, allegedly from the crash site,

which were determined to be hon-human. Also during April 1990

,

Vietnam repatriated remains it identified as Major Robertson which

were later determined to be the skeletal remains of a large animal

(possibly a horse or cow) and a piece of non-bone material

,

possibly a rock.
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During November and December 1991 , the site was ercavated and

personal property of an individual, prdbably toaricany 'was.,

recovered andTiient for analysis. Parts of the aircraft were

riet^rea7; ~inclu^
material . This case continues to undergo investigation.

South Vietnam Daniel L. Kiehouse
(0529)

On November 25, 1966, Mr. Niebouse, a salesmwi for Ford Jtotor

Company, was driving between Saigon and Dalat when he was stopped

a^detained by Vietnamese communist forces 20 kilometers north of

the town of Xuan tocv Three foreign civilians released frets

captivity on January 1/ 1967 (Thomas ft. Scales, Robert W, Monahan,

Mrs. Ofelia T. Gaza) last Anew Mr. Kiehouse^ to be aUve in

Captivity with them. Prior to their release, Mrs. Gasa's husband

-and-an-Anstralian -civilian-ctted^in-eap^

Hr. Niebouse was reported missing and then captured. /_^He
Jf*

8

identified by the Provisional Revolutionary Government at .(jperation

Homecoming as having died in captivity on April 12, 19j>T. His

remains_have not yet been, repatriated. Other returning POWs were

unable to provide inforwition on his e^^

South Vietnam Burt C. Small
(0607)

On March 6, 1967/ Specialist Small was assigned, to

Province from the 5th” Special Porces Group as a aenber^orhdviswy

Detachment 108. X SouthPietnamese irregular force unit (CIDG^ims

ambushed, and, after the skirmish, SmaU w.miss^g. . A C^G

soldier later escaped and reported that Specialist Small had been

captured alive.

His status was changed from missing in action td PON.
^
After

Operation Homecoming he was declared dead/body not recovered. His

mains have never been repatriated and other returningJ9.S. POWs

ward unable to confirm that he was alive in any of the Vietnamese

prisons in South or North Vietnam.

The Joint Casualty Resolution Center conducted field investigations

in the area ©f Specialist Small's capture. ^'Shey rec®i3®^
information that Specialist Small had been captured alive smd was

wounded at the time of his capture. All members of the capturing

unit are reportedly deceased.
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North Vietnam john S. Hamilton
(0644) ;

on Xoril 19,' 1967/ Major las^ltpn\ was tie pilot of an ArIB, one^in -

a flight of two aircraft searching for two pilots d°wn^ P^r. North

Vietnam. 'While over Hoa Binh Province, Hamilton

:

four hostile MIG-17 aircraft, and his vxngman observed pieces of

his aircraft's outer wing fly off after it waa hit
citv*

Hie aircraft crashed 24 kilometers southeast of
,

Moa,.:
Binh City

•

Hajor Hamilton not seen ejecting from, his^^
uas no electronic beeper' beard. He was declared missing In action.

on *»rll 19th. that sane day, Hanoi radio reported the shoot down

of wn toerican^rescue air«aft over; Hoa Binh .
Mrovinee, _^his

report, While not mentioning the fate of the pilot, was believed to

correlate to Major Hamilton's incident of loss

.

in September 1970, a People's ta^of ^e?*“
'Caucasian' pilots captured -in tac-Thuy-District- in. April _19$.8. eft®.* -

being shot down in aerial combat with HIG jet direref^-. 9S»e

soldier identified a photograph of Major Hamilton as similar to one

ofthose captured, and the report was placed in Major Hmitton s

file as possibly relating to his capture. After Operation

H^coaih^a-rewaluation:ofi.this^repott_led„to_a,.revew^o£^the_

wartime evaluation. It was determined that this incident acstuaUy

correlated to Major Thomas Madison and Major Thomas Starting who

hadbeeeftst “described and who returned alive during Operation

. Homecoming.;';,. •.

Retumina U.S. POWs had no information on Hamilton,1
s precise fate.

?nK9
1979, he was declared killed in action/body; not .recovered

based on a presuigptive finding of death. ^ ,y

in January 1991, a report was received about a grave with the

remains W? a TJ.S. pilot in the area where_Hajor. Hamilton was lost.

Then, in May 1991, a source provided the rubbing of a ^09-tag

associated with Major Hamilton and a bone f»9Pent and clMmed that

remains were recovered from an area near Vinh City, Hghe JijA
province. This is a considerable distance away ft™
crash site. In October 1991, another source isited the Joint Task

Porce office in Hanoi and turned over a bone fragment and

identifying information about Major Hamilton. The

his friend found. Major Hamilton's remains at another location, this

time in Quang Binh Province.
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South Vietnam Thomas JL. Mangino
Paul*.
David M. Winters

^DanielR.-Iidda„
(0646

)

from XOcaTresidents to make the return trip wajanding .

tStr mit in Binh Son District, Quang teal ftcffriaee .^ . Vwe^d
sampan, the lead boat, reached the dock but was

of^the other sampan following with only .the tomrew^icemin^

board. Shortly thereafter cane the Bound of a burrt of jejpone

firings Twenty minutes later# the four patrol members had still

not xeachedTthe dock, and a search party vas sent to locate then.

Based on available intonation, the four nan sere last

with several Vietnamese in another sanpan. Later reports wwe

received that four Mwcieans had been-eaptnred by local Viet Cong

^^»I^nn^aM-i? ^lst. Other reports sere received that

unidentified Americans were teaching
*Sese

cadre and that Americans had been buried in tbs
“f?

8
’ «?!??

• „p£ts%S*? placed inthe individuals' files as possibly

“pertaining"tothem•~y?~?7^7
“

'

.• ^ „ .

ti; wmr I't'ir n w S.teamwas dvised by a Vietnamese official that

PTC Winters Was dead. In August 1992, a .joint

in the area of this incident interviewed witnwse^with.fitst b^
or hearsay knowledge of it. Ihe sources stated the *®nr ****

^h...h»<
f

Y
iuid their bodies were thrown into ,tte-.-4ver

:

-,tojBis^h».
:

'

KbSh^SbSetsed ^search:;and

OnMar ^ciSl^ln^three separate locations
,

in
glSect

today is under the Song tea River. In HoweSber 1992, .Seyte Select

CoaJttee on POB/HIA Affairs Chairman Jdhn
fmuflTS^

diuy, describing the capture and subsequent
r nninn fms 9flool6 ' i Azonr of Vietnam Central Kilitfliy Kuseum

SSrtSTs^iS cSKlVS? Senior Colon*

to contain infoanatidn correlating to t
5f

, .*acJ£f
lt
_i?-

,,^c
^1

.|v1
fSurservicemen are recorded as haying, died. ms
under active investigation by Joint 5ask yorce-Pull Accounting.

Returning C.S. POHs had no information °® .SX not
initially declared

daad/body not

recovered on separate dates between 1973 and 1978.

South Vietnam Roger D. BamiVtom
(0647)
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began receiving heavy enemy fire and. was forced to withdraw.
Corporal Hamilton was last known wounded and was left behind during
the unit's quick retreat. A search operation in the area through

• ApfiT"22hd“faiied' to~Idcat^hiB'r
- He^tims^eclared 'missingr';

—
In August 1967, ; U . S intelligence received information from two

Vietnam People' s Army prisoners that a U. S . Marine had been
captured in April. 1967 in circumstances similar to that of the loss

of Corporal Hamilton... They : were unable to. provide;;any specific

information on his eventual fate. .

•

Returning U. S . POWs were unable to provide an; information on the
fate of Corporal Hamilton*; After Operation Homecoming he was

,

declared' dead/body not recovered

.

in August 1989, U.S. field investigators in Vietnam interviewed
witnesses concerning the fate of Corporal Hamilton, but the U.S.

investigators only received vague statements. Additional
-investigation winwJanuaryw499l~J.edJJJ* S. ^.invesligators_tdl,his

:

reported burial site. They recovered one partial set of remains at

one location and small bone fragments at a second site nearby. The

reports were vague about wham the remains were associated, and it

was not possible to correlate the remains to this incident.

North Vietnam Michael J» Estocin
y/{0tS6)^

On April 26, 1967, Lieutenant Commander Estocin was the pilot of an

A-4E on a SAM suppression mission over North Vietnam. His aircraft

was hit by a surface-to-air missile-ahcLwent-Out of control, but he

later regained Control of it. Defense; Dejpartment records state he
was last seen entering overcast at 3,500 feet and crashed into
coastal waters off Cat Ba Island. A search and rescue effort was

suspended April 27, 1967. On that date. Radio Hanoi broadcast a

reference to a shoot down and capture of-v a U.S. pilot possibly
correlating to Commander Estocin ' s shoot down.

On April 29th, a People's Army newspaper article referred to the

shoot down of an aircraft and a rescue helicopter coming to rescue

the downed pilot . This report was placed in Commander Estocin'

s

file as a possible correlation.

Commander Estocin was initially declared missing. His casualty

status was later changed to POW based on sensitive source

information. He was not reported alive during Operation

Homecoming, and* in November 1977 , he was declared dead/body not

recovered-
;

’

.’V
'. '•

•••: ’y.:

A returning U.S. POW reported that another U.S. POH, whom he met in

prison in North Vietnam, relayed a discussion he had had with Mrs.
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Bstocin prior to his own shoot down: Allegedly, the U .6. POW,

Commander Stratton, had written, that Commander Bstocin was alive

and a POW. In January 1974, the Defense Department confirmed that
Commander Bstocin had; been misidentified as a POW in sensitive
source material.

(

:
• v ; (yi '.••• V" ; , ;

i

In July 1990, 0.8. intelligence received information from a

northern Vietnamese refugee about an aircraft shoot down which
occurred in 1967 neat Cat Ba Island. Remains were reportedly found

in the water near the crash site. Also, skeletal remains were
reportedly seized by . Vietnamese ; officials froa: a refugee boat

captured near Cat Ba Island in February 1989 . In March 1991, U. S.

;

investigators in Vietnam visited Cat Ba Island but were unable to

develop any information regarding this loss incident. They were
told by Vietnamese officials that Commander Bstocin was believed to

have drowned twenty nautical miles off Cat Ba Island* Other
reports were received of a body washing up along the shore to the

north of Cat Ba Island.

Commander John B. Nichols , retired, recently wrote of his own

wartime combat experiences ,
published by the Naval Institute Press,

entitled On Yankee Station . v Commander Hichols was on the scene

when Commander Bstocin was hit and crashed. Commander Hichols

described seeing Commander. Bstocin* s aircraft .invert, his tank blow
off and his missiles fire. Be followed him to the ocean and saw

him impact, still inverted, but did not see a parachute come from

the aircraft. ^

North Vietnam ,'V. Roger H. Hetherland /\-
'

1- .
, -

. , (
0667

) _

On May 10,1967, Commander Hetherland was launched in an A-4C from

the U.S.S. Eancock as the leader of a flight of aircraft on a

mission against Xien An Airfield near the port city of Hai Phong.

Three surface-to-air missiles were launched at his flight, and the

third missile exploded below his aircraft. Bis wingman reported

observing him drop his external tanks and begin a left turn

streaming fuel. His aircraft then did an inverted roll and

crashed. There was no ejection seen. A search for sign of him was

negative. He was initially declared missing in action. After the

end of hostilities he was declared dead/body not recovered.

Returning U. S. POHs were unable to provide any information that he

was alive in the northern Vietnamese prison system.

In December 1982 , a Vietnamese refugee reported the downing of a

U.S. aircraft and described the recovery and burial of remains from

the crash site. The incident appeared to correlate to that of

Commander Hetherland.

In September .. 1989 , Vietnam returned the alleged remains of

•
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Commander Motherland together with his identity card and wallet.

Forensic examination of the remains concluded they belonged to an

adult male but a~bpard-decided ;
Jthat-they-cduld.neitherjnile_out.npr_

recommend identification of the remains

.

A U.S. team in Vietnam during July 1990 conducted a survey of the

crash site associated with Commander Netherland. The site location

and information concerning the circumstances of the crash were

consistent Witothe known^
iactB surromxding CoimBander Hetherland # s

loss. A return to the site in December^1991 ^suited in witness

interviews who provided their toowledge of the crash, including a

description of human remains located in a position consistent with

the results of a high angle high speed dive into the ground*

South Vietnam Carlos Ashlock
,>

"•
.. (0678) •

On Kay 12, 1967 * Corporal Ashlock and Lance Corporal Jose Agosto-

Santos, members of the 5th Marine Regiment , were with their unit on

an operation in Quang Ham Province* Their unit encountered two

reinforced battalions of the Vietnam People's Axay and withdrew,

After the withdrawalr neither Ashlock nor-Aigosto-Santos could be

located* Soon afterward , one «tft^
Armv troops carrying away Agosto-Santos . A report was also received

from a local Vietnamese official that two wounded; U.S. Karinas had

been seen in the custody of the Vietnam People's Army. This report

was viewed as possibly correlating to Ashlock and Agosto-Santos *

In June 1967# a former Viet Cong doctor at Hospital B-25 reported

cAshlock was alive and; had been treated at his hospital. ^ was

last seen alive in July 1967 . Both individuals were initially
' declared missing in aiction. / r

•

. Corporal Agosto-Santos returned alive at Operation Homecoming,

neither he nor other returning POHs were able to provide any

information on the fate of Corporal Ashlock. Corporal Ashlock was

declared dead/body hot recovered, in July 1976.

In March 1991, Vietnam repatriated remains identified as those of

Carlos Ashlock; U.S. examination of those remains resulted in a

determination that neither the remains identified by Vietnam as

those of Corporal Ashlock nor any other remains turned over in

March 1991 could be associated with Corporal Ashlock.

Recent field investigations in Vietnam have located witnesses who

provided information concerning the capture of Corporal Ashlock.

Witnesses reported burial sites, but they could not be positively

confirmed* and no remains were recovered. The /information these

witnesses provided does not increase the knowledge jalready known

that Corporal Ashlock was last known alive and in captivity.
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Cambodia Joe L. Delong
(0689)

On Hav 18, 1967, Private Piret Class Delong was a xoachine gunner

from*the let Battalion, 8th Infantry, in Phu Pah District, Pieiku

Province, South Vietnam. Hie unit ' e position, approximately 14

kilemtera northwest of the village of Due Co,' was attadeed and

ovemn by hostile forces. PPC Delong waa missing after the unit

On Kay 28, 1967, a Viet Cong prisoner described an kmxleanM
wptiyity who correlated to PPC Delong. Delong was listed as a P(W

at the tine of Operation Homecoming.

in June 1967, a People's Army. of Vietnan publication fre« the B-3

•Theater of Operation, entitiedJtjyJBi^a. 51
Battalion had captured aD.S. POT, and this unit wae transferrwito

regimental level. Shis was believed to refer to the capture^ of PPC

^M^a^ldieregiaenttO'which^lt'referredwasbelievedto-be^^-

the 320th Regiment. '•

lv;

PPC Delong was Uated by the Provisional Revolutionary Government

as having died in’ captivity . His date of death waa given as

THOysadte'“i96?“‘--;:^;"“”

D. S . PONs repatriated during Ration H^cwigg>tatWg|C_De^Mig

sjsrxyryzjs

Vietnam. Several days later, the

Delong' B-trouaers% t^
Delong had been killed resisting capture . The two other U.S* POWa

were recaptured.

South Vietnam

)

Valter F. Wrobleski
(0703)

On May 21, 1967, VroblesJci vas the pilot of aJffi-lC helicopter, one

in a flight of seven helicopters on an extraction mission into the

k Shau Valley, TbuTshien Province. On board with him veto Warrant

Officer Corkran, Specialist Fourth Class Hall and

Claes Sawed. While Mking a etrafing run, their helicopter waa hit

by heavyMChins gun fixe which taocked out their engine. After

Sing St by another buret of fire, their helicopter wentjwt :of

cotitrol and crashed, rolling down into a small

minutes later a red ground panel was teen. jren_aliu^a_latmrjjhe

helicopter exploded. A white;, ground panel waa alao seen three

boura later. .
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PFC Szwed was rescued alive. HO Corkran and Specialist Ball were
also located alive, and a line was dropped t6 them on the ground.
While being lifted to Sie helicopter, it began to receive heavy
enemy fire, and it lifted off , dragging Warrant Officer Corkran and
Specialist Ball into trees which knocked then off the ladder to the
jungle below. / South Vietnamese Army forces recovered the body of

Specialist Ball on May 22 and, on May 23rd, the body of Warrant
Officer Corkran . All survivors stated Wsobleski was never seen
alive after the crash . .

" <

'During the war years, a former member of the People's Amy : of

Vietnam stated he saw an American with a South Vietnamese Amy POW

being escorted north along the Bo Chi Minh Trail in May 1967. This
report was placed in Wtobleski's file as a possible correlation to

; his • case' . . 'i
]’:

>

Wrobleski^ initially declared missing, in Pebruary 1978, he was
ideclared dead/bqdy not-recovered based pn a presumptive finding of

death. Returning U.S. POWa were unable to provide any information
' on his' eventual' fate. •> V.;; j;:.v

In January 1991/ U.S. investigators in Vietnam interviewed two
witnesses to -the crash of a heUcopter correlating ^
loss incident. They reputed observing a body at the crash site*

and other soldiers/ possibly from neaadjy wmmo-liaiflon station T52,

retrieved a watch from the dead serviceman. The team was taken to

the crash site, but was unable to locate any human remains or other
artifacts.

Rorth~Vietnam ' Kenneth F. Backus
Elton L. Petrine

:
;;(;0706)'

:
,

V

^
On May 22, 1967, Captain Petrine and First Lieutenant Backus were
the crew of an F-4C, one of two aircraft in a flight against the
Kep railroad yard. The second aircraft observed Captain Perrine's
aircraft make a bomb run on the target and, five seconds later,

observed a large erplosion three miles east of the target in Lang
Son Province. There were no chute and no beacon signals. There
was 37mm and 57mm anti-aircraft fire in the area. Bowever, the

other aircrew could not cmfirm that Captain Perrine's aircraft was
hit by hostile fire, and they could not pinpoint the crash site's
precise location. ;/

On Kay 24th, the Mew tiiina News Agency reported the downing of a
U.S. aircraft over Lang Son Province on May 22nd and stated that
the pilots were captured. This aircraft was the Only aircraft lost

in the area on that date. Both crewmen were initially reported
missing in action.

.
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Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any information on the

crew's fate. In February 1979, each was declared dead/body not

recovered based~on~a-presumptive -finding

South Vietnam Brian K. McGar
Joseph E. Fitzgerald

John E . Jakovac
(0715)

On May 30, 1967, Sergeant Jakovac and PPCs McGar and Fitzgerald

were members of a five nan reconnaissance patrol in Quang Rgai

Province. The team was deployed to counter hostile fire, from a

nearby hedgerow and to set up an observation point on a hill top.

They failed to make a nightly radio cheek an hour and fifteen

minutes after climbing the hill. A search and rescue effort

locatedtwo.dtherpatr^
the area. There was a trail of blood leading from the area, hand

grenade fragmentations and U.S. and foreign shell casings which

gave evidence to an engagement, the search effort continued for

three days but failed to locate the other three missing patrol

members, -y
;

‘ 0- y y \V.- . -v

Following their disappearance, .-tiVs
.

reports about grave sites in the area. In July 1972, a former Viet

Cong stated that he had seen two U.S. prisoners in Quang Tin

Province in. July 1967, and this report was placed in the files of

these MIAs, although there was no specific correlation to them.
;

All three Marines " Were declared dead/body not recovered on

different' dates'^ during 1975 and 1976. Mone of the three was

reported alive in the Vietnamese prison system by returning U.S.

POWs. vy;y : 'V
, .V : V.V.'V,.. /:

South Vietnam Di Reyes Ibanez
(0723)

On June 5, 1967, Sergeant Ibanez was a member of a 3rd Marine

Division reconnaissance patrol in Quang Tri Province . Shortly

after midnight, a guard heard a moan and the sound of brush

breaking from the area where Sergeant Ibanez was sleeping . A later

search party recovered his rifle and pack. In the morning a patrol

located a partial dental plate and blood trail. The blood trarl

led along a path from his last known location to a nearby village.

A search of the area turned up freshly dug fokholes with evidence

of recent occupancy and signs that something had been dragged along

the trail. TtoApartial plat* was described by the unit's dental

surgeon as identical to the teeth artificially replaced. Sergeant

Ibanez was never found. y
1

..

.
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Sergeant Ibanez was initially declared missing. In March 1978 , he
- was declared dead/body not’ reccr7eredT^He was:not^reported alive in
the Vietnamese prison system by returning D.S. pOWs.

South Vietnam Robert L. Platt, Jr.

On June 10 , 1967, Private First Class Platt was a
Airborne Division patrol ambushed while on a seArcf
mission in South Vietnam. Platt, reportedly woundS
was left behind during his unit's withdrawal, is
missing. >

In 1968, U.S. intelligence received a captured V;
apparently belonging to the 270th Transports

iftt

Primal
died

itary Region 5, a imit operating in the area
Platt was last seen. It noted that an American
had been captured on June 10, 1967 and that he
on June 11, 1967. This was viewed by U.S. intellii
a correlation to PFC Platt. K Viet Cong pris<
-shortly tharhafter^described^

-

brought to his medical unit which was destroyed^?
The prisoner did not know if the American was kiT
and this report was also thought to possibly period

In March 1978, Private First Class Platt was declared
recovered. Returning U.S. PONs were unable |to
information on his fate*. •

In January. 1991, U.S. investigators in Viel
potential witnesses who were thought to be Ahk
information about Platt . No new information on
was learned. "•

South Vietnam James Lee Van
(0762)

of a 101st
and destroy

Several times ,

was declared

1W

png document
Regiaant:of

if* First Class
First Class
his wounds

gfnfe as possible
interrogated

prisoner being
S. bombing,

or survived,
to Platt.

aft

Idead/body not
provide any

interviewed
to provide

precise fate

On July 12, 1967/ private First Class Van Benfabn and other
members of his 4th Infantry Division were on pStmol when they
engaged a hostile force in the la Drang Valley, BliEnx Province.
PFC Van Bendegom was wounded and treated by a medlcX He was left
behind when his unit's jpsitioa was overrun, and hfc ibs captured.

According to other U.S. PONs released during Operation Homecoming,
it was rumored that PFC Van Bendegom was taken fronaPleiku Province
into Cambodia and was treated at a field hospital. ThIs name did
not appear, on the. PRG died in captivity list • . fae I was declared
dead/body not recovered in May 1973.
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In April 1989 r a U.S. field team in Vietnam ini

officers assigned to the B-rf front, the People's

theater-headquartersr-in-coBBDand of-operations .in .

Thev were unable to provide, any, information on ]

During 1992 , U . S • investigators in Vietnam rect-r

describing the death of three Americana in captitft

was correlated to PFC Van Bendegqm. I

.iu

dewed former
Uay of Vietnam
ifcfcu Province t „

pan Bendegom.
information

tfr. One death

Horth Vietnam: AonaldM.Sittner
(0804).

Lane, Jr.
(0805)

On August 23/ 1967, First Lieutenant Lane an 1 his aircraft

conaauder, Captain Larry B. Corrigan (Case 0805), ' w e. tiie crewm^

of an P-4 aircraft on a etrijce miasion againa ; the Ten.Vien.:

fired bv a MIG-21 making it one of two aircraft Ln their flight

Th^r aircraft was 1 >1

cracked in Thai Hguyan Province, North Vietnam. ( a] tain Corrigan

was captured alive and was repatriated during Opera ii a Homecomiag.

.

C^er meabers of their flight _re^rted^see^g thrM p rwbutes frffl

the crewmen of the two downed aircraft . Three cli as beepers were

heaitraavell as cine' weak beeper idlieh was >e -ieved_tobe

associated with Ueutanant Lane. Captain Corrig in was .the «aiy

individual shot down who was able to establish voice contact with

those overhead.

hfe
mod his. release, . Captain Corrigan reported

individual moving around in hia parachute, and

individual to be Lieutenant Lane. Ha Hoi pi

aircraft downing but did not specify the nu.

captured. In August 1968, U.S. intelligence bel;

Lane had been captured alive and that he was in

although hia casualty status remained as missing

The other aircraft's crew included Hajw ChMlet
r

Captain Ronald H. Sittner (0804). Major Tyler landed|««* —
prisoner. He, too, was released alive during Operation Homecoming.

In October 1973, Lieutenant Lane's case vssj
Department of Defense at the requestofhis next;

casualty status was changed to dead/body not rec<

Sittner' s case was reviewed at a later date, i

determined to be dead/body not^recxve^. Retumir

unable to confirm either individual alive in c

northern Vietnamese prison system; \

in Hovember 1991, the JointTask Porce interviewed^

downing of the two P-4 aircraft and the reported si

Isdeing another
Relieved that
reported the
• of crewmen

immd Lieutenant
enemy custody,
Taction.

Jr. Tyler and
and was taken
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3 or 4 parachutes . The location of their downing was {determined to
be in Tuyen Quang Province, not in Thai Nguyen Province. Witnesses
reported Idie eaptiire bf tw6 ;aixmen~^
to locate the other two crewmen until 1970 Whte thelpirtial remains
of one of the two was located . Local witnesses also (stated that a
nearby People ' s Republic of: China military unit arrived at one of
the crash sites and recovered the wreckage of one of the downed
aircraft. They provided no other details about the incident. The
Joint Task Force concluded that the reported partial remains may
have correlated to the remains of Lieutenant Lane, who was not
confirmed to have ejected from his aircraft but cgu&dihave done so.
In April 1992, a U.S. team interviewed additional witnesses and
recovered personal artifacts from both grave sites ; that did not
correlate to the two airmen.

South Vietnam Kenneth L. PXumadore ^ i

(0839) • j V ri
On September 21, 1967 , Lance Corporal Plumadore, a member of the
4th Karine Division, was wounded in action while engaging People's
Army of Vietnam forces, during Operation Kingfisher hn the area of
Dong Ha, Quang Tri Province. He and fourteen other members of his
unit were left behind in the^thdraWal frte-the-bartle-^
friendly forces retook the area they located fourtejajdead Marines,
two of bodies there were difficult, to identity. Information later
surfaced that one survivor was reported captured and (was last seen
being escorted North. Corporal Plumadore was declared dead/body
not recovered in September 1967;,'

. v ; '

••

7
/’:';.

In :April 1986 , Vietnam returned reinains of someone
j
captured in the

same engagement fas the one during itCwhich .Corporal Plumadore
became unaccounted-for * Information provided with) tlie remains was
that the remains belonged to an American serviceman) captured at Con
Thien who had died on September 27, 1967 at Vine Linh, North
Vietnam. Corporal Plumadore' s records could not be used in remains
identification because they were lost in an aircraft crash on
October 2, 1967. ,

•

j

Subsequent to the return of the remains, U.S. intelligence located
archival intelligence information, usually highly tellable, that
indicated for the first time that someone, probably Slumadore, had
been captured and taken North to Vinh Linh. He. was last known
alive on September 23rd in the area of Con Thien. He was the only
individual who remained missing in the Con Thien area.

South Vietnam Paul L. Fitzgerald, Jr.
Olln Hargrove

(0867)
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On October 17, 1967, Specialist Fitzgerald and Private First Class

Harcri^e 'were "Witt”their - imit on -a -search - and destroy mission^in

Binh Load Province. Their unit engaged a hostile force and

suffered heavy losses.'. The
:
two soldiers were last seen alive

midway between U . S . forces and advancing Viet Cong. PFC Hargrove

was reported wounded at that time . •

tti yoKTMxry
"£

fbnn^r Viet Cong reported observing one

American captive in 1967 in the area where the two soldiers were

lost. This report was thought to possibly correlate>to one of the

two missing soldiers . In December 1984, U.S. intelligence received

reports about the recovery of U.S. remains from the general; area

where the two had last been seen.

Both soldiers were initially declared missing; Each fas eventually

declared dead/body not recovered in March 1978. Neither individual

-was : -:re^Hed-alive.lihJ*e:^atnanese.;|M^spji.systw._^>1^'_u:jw_ i:_ ;

North Vietnam James ^Morgan
(0903)

tt—
' James A. Crew

\ ••
• (0904) •••; r

.

On November 10 , 1967 , Major Morgan and First lieutenant Charles J.

Honeycutt were the lead aircraft in a flight, of two, P-4 striking a

targetin Quang Binh Province. A forward air controller lost radio

and radar contact With them at the point of their fcomb release .

Contact was also lost with tte otter P-4 crewrLiOTtenant.Coionel

Cook and First Lieutenant Crew. On November 10, 1967, Radio Hanoi

reported two F-4s were shot down on that date in Quang Binh

Province;
;

\ .

Ali four airmen were initially reported missing in action.

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any sightings of any of

them alive. However, one returning POW reported hearing a Radio

Hanoi broadcast naming Lieutenant Honeycutt as one of the U.S. POWs

hlld ftlire in captivity by Sort* ^ of

hostilities, the four pilots were declared dead/bodymot recovered

based on a presumptive find ing of death.

In May 1987, U; S . intelligence received information concerning/tth

recorory: of identification nodi# awi.

Lieutenant Honeycutt. In December 1988, JCRC staff interviewed

wittesses in Viettaa concerning Case 0903, They were taken the

alleged crash site and shown two purported graves which were

excavated in April 1990. No remains were found.

tKS. investigators in Vietnam during March i991 visited W Hitt

District and received information regarding the shopt down of Major
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Morgan's aircraft . Vietnam turned oyer the identity card of
Lieutenant Honeycutt together, with his remains

.

Based on intensive investigation in Vietnam, information in
Vietnamese archival records and witness statements, it appears that
one crewman in each aircraft died in; the shoot downs. Available
information; also indicates the likelihood that Major Morgan and
Lieutenant Crew both perished in their aircraft, but both
Lieutenant Hoheifcutt and Lieutenant Colonel Cook ;panchutei alive
from their aircraft and reached the ground seriously wounded. Both
were -later • reported' - to ; have' died'. 7

-- • ;

r
•••

North Vietnam
,

Herbert O. Brennan
Douglas C. Condit

(0928) . • 7 \.'^ .7
':

'

On ^ November: 2T,~19i^
were the crew in one of two F-4C jet aircraft on a strike mission
over North Vietnam . During their first pass over the target , their
aircraft exploded causing the wreckage to land in the area of their
target . There was no hostile fire noted at the time of their
crash ;" There were mo~c!hfctw“er~^

Search and rescue aircraft arrived and drew hostile fire from the
crash site area . In addition, it appeared their signaling devices
had been captured and were being used in an atteoqrt to luxe SAR
aircraft' into a trap. 7

'

~Both crewmen were initially declared missing. During Operation
Homqpoming, neither was accounted-for • as alive, .r". Moreover,
returning U.S. PCWs were unable to confirm that Brennan and Condit
were alive in captivity* Both were later declared dead/body not
recovered. ':••• ‘v:- • r _=*

U.S. investigators in Vietnam during November 1988 interviewed
witnesses in Bo Trach District, Quang Binb province.A The team also
located a crash site within 500 aeters of Colonel Brennan's loss
location and confirmed the wreckage as that of an F-4. The team
was unable to locate any infozmation regarding the crew; The team
did learn that the aircraft was shot down while attacking a
People's Army of Vietnam anti-aircraft unit that was providing
security for an engineer road building unit. One witness stated
Vietnamese officials had already recovered seven Skeletal remains
associated with U.S. aircraft lost in the area.

South Vietnam Michael Millner
(0930) '..r-;.
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On November 29, 1967, Staff Sergeant Millner, a member of

Detachment B-34, 5th Special Forces Group, vac with a provincial

.recoMurtsshnceijmit^hen^it^ J>y_a_Vie^
approximately 35 kilometers north of Loc Ninh, Phuoc Long Province.

A member of his unit, Sergeant Paul Posse, later stated he saw

Sergeant Millner being captured , when last seen he was not

wounded. U.S. intelligence received a report in October 1974

concerning the sighting of a captured American circa October 1967

in the area Sergeant Xillner was last seen, but it could not be

correlated specifically
:

to him

•

Sergeant Millner was initially declared missing. In July 1974 he

was declared dead/body hot recovered. Returning U.S. POWs had no

information about him.

Cambodia Robert H. Grxyb

In the late morning of December 11, 1967, a U.S. Army private

assigned at Pleiku City, South Vietnam, reported to his unit that

he, Mr. Grzyb, and two Koreans had been ambushed by the Viet Cong

-on^fche-afternoon -of ^December-lO/aPS?.:
wounded in the am, and one of the Koreans was killed/ when they

were ambushed north of Pleiku City where they had gone to buy pigs

.

A subsequent investigation revealed a Vietnamese police officer , a

neighbor, and Mr. Grxyb departed Pleiku at noon an December 10th

in a Vietnamese- police jeep.
,

It was located by an aircraft spotter

late that afternoon at -the village of Plei Pok 25 kilometers north _

of Pleiku. The damaged jeep, was; recovered, , and

battery had been removed. The body of the dead policeman was found

there with a bullet wound in the head which had apparently-been

fired at close range. Plei Pok villagers said Mr. Grxyb and the

policeman were ambushed by Viet Cong just outside their village

after buying five small pigs for 500 Vietnamese dong, equivalent to;

approximately $4.00. The policeman was killed, and Mr. Grxyb was

apparently abducted. •

Further police investigation determined Mr. Grxyb, a former U.S.

Army serviceman and unemployed U.S. civilian in Vietnam without

proper identification at the time, had been arrested in Pleiku .on

September 30th by the Vietnamese Rational Police following the

discharge of a pistol which blinded a young Vietnamese boy. Mr.

Grxyb was attempting to sell the pistol to another serviceman nt

the time of the incident. A search of his residence led to the

recovery of a i 45 caliber sub-machine gun* Also during that time,

he was wanted for the illegal sale of 384 cases q£ stolen .U.S.

Government C-rations. Mr. Grxyb was jailed

released from jail on. —
.

.
. --v- ^

authorities he wanted to apply for Vietnamese citixenship.
November 11, 1967, at which time he told U.S.
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American private who claimed be was with Mr. Gcwb was on an
unauthorised absence from Pleiku at the tine of the incident,
having been confined to the city after his release from a tr.s!
military~3ail^itt~^ 7r^WhWl^ptur^ never

-

aentioned any Koreans with hib. He said he was in the u.s. Army,
wounded in the side when captured, and had been due to rotate from
Vietnam the day after his capture.

Hr. Grr^b was first listed by Department of State and DU in 1970
as unaccounted-for after receiving his file from jprc. Be was
listed as a POW at the tine of Operation Homecoming and; in January
19 73., was 'lUsted?!^ having died In captivity

.

Seven returning U.S. POWs described Hr. Grzyb's incarceration with
them at a People's Army of Vietnam B-3 Cheater of Operations prison
along the Vietnam/Cambodia border where he died oneiSeaing late in
1968 while suffering from malaria and malnutrition. Wartime
reports related his name as -6*ip" or -Gseb." One wartime report
from^a iVietnam People 'sAnnyCaptain described Hr . Grryb *spresence
at the prison while suffering from malaria. Two other reported
Sightings of Americans in captivity were placed in Mr. Grzyb's file
but, apparently, did not pertain to him.

y

north Vietnam Hoger B
Leonard M.

(0952)

On December 27, 1967, Lieutenant Commander Lee and Lieutenant JG
tones were crewmen of an P^B on a strike mission over Nghe An
Province. Their aircraft was seen on radar as it started its bomb
-run on target , but other flight member were unable to actually
observe the aircraft during its boob run. The aircraft disappeared
and could not be located during a subsequent search. There were no
chutes and no beepers, v

to May 1972, a People's Army of Vietnam soldier described the
downing of two ^U.S. aircraft in Quynh Luu District, Nghe An
Province. He heard that one airman was killed and one was
captured. The captured pilot was last se« being escorted north on
Highway 1. This^report was believed to be a possible correlation
to this aircrew because it was the only loss in the area at that
•time'.

Both crewmen were initially declared missing and, in April 1977

.

ware declared dead/body not recovered.' Neither aiym*™ was reported
alive in the Vietnamese prison system by returning U.S. POWsT

South Vietnam Richard V. Fischer
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.
(0977) -y.'

•; yy ‘

:

On January 8/ 1966, Lance Corporal Fisher was with an ambush team
~ih Diem Ban^Dlstrict/Isouth of^Da Nang Ci^, Quang JNam PTOviA .

He left his ambush site with a one-legged girl and was never seen
again. A search and rescue party attempting to locate him was
fired upon- A later search failed to locate any trace of him but
an older local resident did say that an American had been taken
prisoner. The non-commissioned officer in charge of rthS ambush was
recommended for court-martial for permitting a member bf the team
to; leave the :site.;;,

: .
ln. 1970, a foraer; Vietnam People's Army

Lieutenant Colons! provided information, possibly hearsay, that
Corporal Fisher had been killed and buried •

Corporal Fishier was initially declared aissing. In December 1978,
he was declared dead/body not recovered. Returning f.S . PONs were
unable to provide any information about him beihg- alive in the
Vietnamese prison system.

South Vietnam William D. Johnson

(0997)

S August 19, 1968, jiivate First Class Johnson was a rifleman from
the 4th Infantry Division on a search and destroy mission with his
unit in the mountainous central highlands area of Sa Xhay District,

;

Kontum Province. His 'unit encountered hostile forces and six men
were declared missing; four were last seen at the initial point of
contact, one of whom was PFC Johnson. PFC Johnson was reported

.

alive after the hostile -fire had' '.stopped.
;

The partially desbimposihg bodies of five . of the -sir missing
soldiers were later located. Their remains showed major
destructive injuries associated with fragmentation munitions.
PFC Johnson was not located with the others .

Returning U.S. ‘POHs ’had no information on his eventual fate. In
March 1979 , he was declared killed in action/body not recovered
based on a presumptive finding of death.

In 1974 , DIA received a report of a possible collaborator seen in
coastal Quang Ng&i Province. The American was reportedly captured
from a truck convoy, and two others with him had escaped. While
not correlated to PFC Johnson, a copy of the report was placed in
his file for unknown reasons.

North Vietnam Michael Dunn
man X. Kidsaoe

(1004)
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On January 26, 1968, Pirst Lieutenant Dunn and Lieutenant Commander
Eidsmoe were on a solo mission against Vinh Airfield. Their
aircraft disappeared ~^fronr fadsr cctotact'A^
kilometers north of Vinh City, and both airmen were declared
missing. *;;•••

.

v
;‘

. •/ •'/
^ V.: t

'.

In April 1972, a former People's Any of Vietnam soldier reported
observing an American POW in Hghe An Province in January 1968Y^ The
report was placed ib the case files of those involved in the
incident a# only a possible

;
correlation to Cbmmanddt Eidsmoe.

Several returning U .S . PCWs aborted hearing a similar to his
while in Son Tay Prison in Hovember 1968, but it was never
confirmed that he was alive.

Lieutenant Dunn was declared dead/body not recovered in November
1973. Commander Eidsmoe was declared dead in January 1978.

South Vietnam Henry F> Blood
(1017)

Blood was a missionary with the Christian Hissionary Alliance (CHA)
in the South Vietnamese mountain town of Banmethuot. On Pebruary
1, 1968, the CMA xoo^otmd was overtun by Vietnamese ccdanunist
forces during the craning phase of the 1968 Tet Offensive . Another
American civilian who was also captured and returned during
Operation Homecoming , Michael D. Benge , described being held with
Blood until July 1968 when Blood became iH,. died and was buried
near their prison. camp in the Central Highlands . ; ^

:

At Operation Homecoming Blood's name appeared cm the Provisional
Revolutionary Government died jjTcaptivity list. The date of death
was recorded as October 17, 1972.

Blood's burial site location was investigated in December 1990 by
A H.S. field team. During that investigation, the Joint Casualty
Resolution Center learned that Blood's grave had been opened in
1987. The remains recovered by Dae Lac Province security
officials, which were reportedly Blood's remains, were given to
U>S. officials in Pebruary 1988. TJ.S. records confirm there was a

iR April 1988, but the remains have not yet been
identified.

South Vietnam Elisabeth "Betty" A. Olsen
(1018)

Hs. Olsen was captured on Pebruary 1, 1968 at the Christian
Missionary Alliance compound in Banmethuot City, South Vietnam. A
returning POW, Michael Benge, reported Olsen was brought to his
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prison coup nftsr captor#. Shoy ware being taken on Coot toward
Cambodia when Olsen died . Benge buried her near the Cambodian
border. —

:

—•_ ^ ~

Olsen appeared '-.at'' Operation Homecoming on the Provisional
Revolution Government s died in captivity listr the dote of death
was September 26 , 1968. ;

in December 1990, the Joint Casualty Resolution Center interviewed
witnesses in Vietnam who described her burial near como-liaison
station ?8 in Quang Due Province,- South Vietnam. Her remains have
not yet been located.

South Vietnam Joseph 6* sawtocki
Dennis W. Hammond

••• 11042v ' •>/

.

•y. -v
:

".'••
v

•

On February 8, 1968, Corporals Xawtocki and Hammond were captured
in South Vietnam during the 1968 •.•Tit; Offensive. They were
initially held with other tJ.S. POWs who were present when Sawtocki
and Hammond died in captivity. Hammond's name appealed on the
Provisional^RevolutionaryGovernaent'sdiedinca&tivity'liStp'and
his date of death was recorded as March 7, 1970 . Both were later
declared dead/body not recovered,

In August 1985, the remains of American PONs who died in captivity
in South Vietnam in Quang Ham Province, the same prison camp where
Hammond and Sawtocki were held, were repatriated by Vietnam.
Sawtocki ' s remains irere. identified. The -remains . attributed to
Corporal Hammond were determined to be the ; remains- of a Southeast
Asian Mongoloid. Based on all

-

available information,; the remains
of those who died in this jungle prison had been recovered by
Vietnamese officials during the 1970s.

South Vietnam Alan W. Gmm
Made L» Broth

.
Barry W. Brown ,.'.

Jerry L Roe
T;

1"
‘ (1046)

On February 12, 1968, Gunn, Broth, Brown and Roe were members of a
0H-1B on a night medical evacuation flight. Their aircraft
disappeared in Darlac Province. A search and i^scue effort failed
to locate them; The four crewmen were initially declared missing.

In July 1971, a Vietnam People* s Army defector identified a
photograph of First Lieutenant Brown as an individual he had seen
at a POW camp near Vinh City in August 1970. U.S. POW returnees
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were never able to confirm that Lieutenant Brown and the other

*-Ih-^ly-l974>^the-t«ckage:--6f-'the“UIHlH~wa8 ^ located"by "a" wbodsiM^
but there was no trace of the crewmen. All four crewmen wore
declared dead/body not recovered on different dates between October
1973 and September 1978.

South Vietnam Robert W. Hunt
"•-

•(1065
)

' ;v-p

On February 28, 1968, Corporal Hunt was a member of an M-41 tank
crew in combat with hostile forces in Hoc Mon, a suburb of Saigon.
He was last seen standing on the tank when it took! a direct hit
from two rocket propelled grenades. The next day friendly forces
recovered the bodies of two tank crewmen, but there was no sign of
Corporal;,. Hiuit._;_He.j^ _ .

In January 1973^ the Provisional Revolution Government reported the
death of PPG James J. Scuiter while in captivity* However, PPG
Scuiter's remains were located and recovered from the scone of the
combat where Corporal Hunt was declared missing. It was believed

7ttot :~the~;PRG^had : misidentified the7ximiini.

Corporal Hunt was declared dead/body not recovered in September
19 78. He was not identified alive in the Vietnamese prison system.

In 1975 U.S. interviewers located a former soldier from the
People's Army 84th Regiment, 9th Infantry Division. He described
himself as_ the individual who Md fired tha rocket propelled
grenades which disabled the M-41 tank and stated t^t an^AfScan-
American had been captured' on that date.

Since 1985, U »S . intelligence has received several reports about an
African-American killed in action and buried in the .Hoc Mon area,
tlhile not identified as Corporal Hull , these reports are similar to
the location and circumstances pertaining to Ms Loss .

South Vietnam
. James i. Hamm '•

• > .

(1086) V

On March 14, 1968, First Lieutenant Hamm and Major iGafy L. Tresmer
were flying an F-4D> one in a flight of two aircraft on a close air
support mission over Thua Thien Province. Their aircraft was Mt
by hostile fixe on the fourth pass over the target. Both crewmen
ejected and good chutes were seen. Search and rescue forces
established radio contact with the crewmen, but icescue attempts
were hampered by a large hostile force in the area. Lieutenant
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Hamm radioed that he thought he had a broken leg , butiradio contact

In June>.,1971,. a U.S. Army unit located the back seat from the F-4D.
it was confirmed to be from lieutenant Harm's aircraft because it
was seat installed in his M after the aircraft wirSSined
from Iran and issued to the 356th Tactical Fighter Wing.

Lieutenant Hham was • initially declared missing in action. OnFebruary 2* 1974 he was declared dead/body not recovered based ona presumptive finding of death1

. Returning U.S/ POWs were unable toprovide information on his eventual fate.

During April and Kay 1992, U.S. investigatocs in Vietnam
illtervi?wed witnesses concerning this incident, lone witness/ a

* wit on the scene, described havingTapproached awounded pilot who pointed his pistol at her. ShejSiotandmied

pther material to members of a nearly unit of the Vietnam People's
Army who then retrieved the pilot's body and buried it.

^

South Vietnam James K. Ray
(1093)

Pirst Glass Ray was captured in South Vietnam on March 18,
1968. He is reliably reported to have died in captivity in 1969.

l
.
97?' ^provisional Revolutionary Government reported

that he -died in captivity on Novraber 6, 1969 . After Operation
Homecoming, - he was declared dead/body not recovered based on
information from returning u;s/ POHS .

— -

South Vietnam Walter A. Cichon

(
1112 )

Specialist Cichon was a member of the 4th Infantry Division which
encountered People ' s Army of Vietnam forces in Koritum Province on
torch 30, 1968. He was hit in the head while moving! up a hill. A
member of his unit found him, and he had a gash above the ear and
a hole in the back of his head. He was hot movind and had turned
imite. Believing that he was dead, his unit pulliad back, and he
was left behind . He was declared missing in action.

in April 1988, the U.S. Amy's 525th Military Intelligence Group
forwarded information from two former North Vietnamese Atmv
soldiers who reported that their 320th Regiment had captured an
American soldier in Kontum Province in torch 1968 . The soldier had
a head wound and was taken to facility T-3 in the tri-border area
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of Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia. Facility T-3 was Jmoim by U.S,
intelligence to be a commo-liaison way station . This report was

'-•believed~-to-poaaibly-coTOlate-to::C^chw.^r-^-^7^--^-^--^^-.r

U.$. intelligence later obtained a document which described the
capture of an American on March 30, 1968 in the dm Tang area by
elements of unit K-7. The American was taken to a surgical station
of Group 21, a designator of the 1st Division to which the 66th and
320th Regiments belonged •

;

, Unit X-7 has been associated id.th: the
7th Battalion, 66th Regiment. This report was believed

4to possibly
correlate -.to- the 'capture

^

of-Cichon

'

In January 1972, DIA changed its internal casualty status for
Cichon and listed him as a PON* although the U.S . Aary continued to
list him as missing in action. During Operation Homecoming,
returning U.S. PONs were unable to confirm his prpqLse fate; In
October 1974 , he was declared dead/body not recovexed based on a
presump iye finding of death . , _ ,

- .

In December 1990, U.S. investigators visited Sa ThayiDistrict, Gia
Lai-K6n Turn Province as part of a joint U»S. /Vietnamese
investigation team* They interviewed witnesses in the area where
Cichon was last seen who had served with People' s fAsmy of Vietnam
forces during: the"war yearsv personnel: who iseryed in the
area described an American brought to the £6th Regiment treatment
station in 1968 . The information appeared to correlate to Cichon

.

Medical personnel from Hospital V84 also described anjAmerican with
a head wound whom arrived at the B3 Theater Headquarters treatment
station and who seemed to resemble Cichon. These witnesses also
described a half doseh American POtts brought -into ,their hospital .

They were, however, unable to describe_the precise) fate of each
American and could not provide the names of the : sir -or seven
Americans taken to this •hospital.'

South Vietnam John V. Held
,

'('^131 )";'
‘

On April 17, 1968, Captain Held was the pilot of an(Af37A scrambled
from Bien Hoa Air Base for a mission in Phuoc Long Province. His
aircraft was hit by hostile ground fire, and Captain Held ejected
and landed approximately 300 meters north of the aircrafts crash
site . Rescue forces landed and located his parachute; in trees , but
no one was in the parachute. There were foot prints beneath the
parachute and four trails leading from the area • (The search team

fanned out and searched the area but could not locate ahy sign of
Captain Held. Aircraft hovered over the area fon five hours but
were unsuccessful in locating him. Later, a voice! that sounded
Vietnamese broadcast from his radio, and these (transmissions
continued until April 19th, but it was never f©llowpdl by the proper
authentication signal. Captain Held was initially declared missing
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' in action. :.v
,;

i
•

,

•'

•

-In January ^19757 intelligence received "*~rqpcnrt~ ofanwirtime'
sighting of three Americans and one Korean being moved north along
the Ho Chi Minh Trail. This report was filed in: Captain Held's
file although the description of the three Americans did not appear
to correlate to Captain Heidi .

After the end of hostilities, Captain Held was declared dead/body
not recovered based on a presunptive finding of death* Returning
U.S. POWs had no information on his precise fate.

In March 1992, U.S. investigators in Vietnam traveled to Bu Dang
District; Song Be Province add interviewed three witnesses who
described locating a dead pilot in the area where Captain Held
landed. They also located ah apparent crash site,i however, the
witnesses provided different accounts of the recovery of the body,
.and„the„investigators. were unable to~rule .out -the-possibility that
one of more of the tribesmen had been involved ,in the pilot's
death. The team was unable to locate any human remains .

SouthVietna^/^:
- ^ Walter R. Schmidt, Jr.

v“"‘:

•••;. (1205> .

’

V

On January 9, 1968# Lieutenant Schmidt's A-4B aircraft was shot
down by hostile ground fire over the A Shau Valley in Thua Thien
Province, South Vietnam. He -ejected and landed safely and
established voice contact with search and rescue forces to wfacaLbe
reported, that he had a -hurt hand “and a possible broken Lag. SAR
forces observed him on the ground and established that enemy forces -

were within 20 meters^of his location.

Lieutenant Schmidt was carried as a POW at the time of operation
Homecoming and was declared dead/body not recovered after the end
of hostilities. Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any
information on his fate.

Joint Casualty Resolution Center ; investigations
j
in the A Shau

Valley during August 1989 failed to locate any witnesses who could
provide informationonthecrash Site or the repeated capture of
Lieutenant Schmidt . They were also unable to locate any evidence
about his aircraft or his grave site.
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South Vietnam Donald R. Fowler
Steven K. Hastings

f

y-\ *:' •• •••
•

•
- Peter J. Russell

.

WilliamJtenian

On August 1,; 1968, Warrant Officer Feman, ^Pirst ^Lieutenant

Russell i Specialist Fourth Class Fowler and Specialist Pifth Class

Hhstiiigs disappeared while on board -a 0H-1C hellc^ter during, a

flight through b^ in Song Be Province . Alsearch for then

was unsuccessful.
.

.
,

-
.

^

On August 6 , 1971 local woodcutters discovered i the helicopter

wreckage. Partial remains belonging to Warrant Officer Peman were

recovered, but none were recovered of the other thtpclcrejimen. The

possibility that the other three crewmen might hav$ Survived arose

due to the condition of the wreckage.

•Th* four-crewmen-were iidlially declared missing-an^^t^ the end-^

of hostilities, were declared dead/body not recoysjwjd. they were

not reported alive in the Vietnamese prison system. .

In June 1989, U.S. field investigators in Viet&m located sir

individuals who- witnessed an~Americah .being.captujmd_«t^^e was

injured in an aircraft crash in 196$. The American}was taken first

to Bu Ding District Headquarters and then to jfcme Phuoc long

Province PCffl camp. As a result of malaria, the pri*^dr nns tak«i

to Hospital 370 where he died one week later and was buried nearby.

This report is viewed as possibly correlating to tte JEate of one of

the aircraft's survivors. Additionally, a doctor recently

interviewed in Vietnam identified the i^otograE^j>f Ueuten^t
Jlusseli as the patient;brought to Ms hospital fot a nearby pow

cainp . He stated that the American died at the hospital and was

buried nearby . Ho reports correlated to other survivors .

South Vietnam Hnhberto Acosta-Rosario
(1258)

On August 22, 1968, Private First Class Acosta^saii^ a element of

the 25th Infantry Division was attacked by hosti]m Iforcesjn the

Ben Cui Rubber Plantation east of Tay Hinh City, WJinn Province.

After his unit withdrew, PFC Acosta-Rosario was dWfermined to^be

missing, and he was declared so. When his unit* aeoccupied the

abandoned position, they could not find any trac$ of Ida. Sane

freshly dug graves were located and bodies were eihnmed, but it^was

determined that they wete probably members of the People' s Army

unit which encountered PFC Acosta-Rosario's unit.

PPC Acosta-Rosario was last seen with his M-60 madhine gun as his

unit was receiving enemy 60mm mortar fire. His platoon sergeant
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stated that he believed PFC Acosta-Rosario had beisoj hit by enemy
fire prior to the unit ' s withdrawal

. _ _

Subsequent to the engagement# friendly forces carftifced documents
from the Vietnam People's Army 7th Infantry Division dated August
23, 1968. The documents reported the capture of two Americans on
August 22nd . Although the names of the two were not {provided, the
so^ificity::pf ,.;the' date and area Of capture permitted a tentative
correlation to the capture of PFC Acosta-Rosario ; and PFC Walter
Ferguson .(Case; ;1260}v ;.{^

After Operation Homecoming , there was an effort to locate any
information . about PFC Acosta-Rosario 's fate. In

j
1074 there was

information that an. American had been captured alive in the Ben Cui
Rubber Plantation, but it could not be correlated to him.
Information Was received in the late 1980s whic$ Mentioned the
recovery of remains of a deceased American, but this also could hot
--be.cor]»lated.-t6^Acosta-Rosario.l-^:^-_^

:

:^^^~:-~^..'^.^l-;.^.^„.-™L:...„.

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any
\
ihformation on

Acosta-Rosario' s eventual fate. In March 1978, Acosta-Rosario was
declared dead/body not recovered based on a presumptive finding of
death. • '1.

.

••

South Vietnam Halter Ferguson
•:

•

;
(1260)

On August 23, 1968, Private First Class Ferguson, ja member of the
25th-Infantry Division, was captured east-of the town of Loc Ninh,
Binh Long Provincer Returning U * Sr POWs captured inJsouth Vietnam
were held with him 'in Tay Ninh Province. In pine 1970, PFC
Ferguson appeared to have been mentally affectep Jby months in
captivity. For example, he would frequently jump! an guards/ put
voodoo hexes on them and would then be beaten by the guards.

In approximately June 1970, the D.S. POWs held in Tay|sinh Province
were moved across the border into Cambodia. During this move, PFC
Ferguson asked to go to the toilet, and he was taken away. Another
D.S. POW heard a guard call Ferguson's Vietnamese! name several
times, and then there was a shot followed by a moan. (

One returnee
was told by the prison commander than Ferguson had been shot and
killed during an escape attempt.

In January 1973, the Provisional Revolutiohkxfr Government
identified PFC Ferguson as having died in captivifey: in May 1970.

His remains have not yet been recovered. In M^y [1973, he was
declared dead/body not recovered based on a presumptive finding of

death.' ;

;
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South Vietnam Dallas R. Pridemore
(1274)

on September 8/ 1966, Staff Sergeant Pridemore was^SitingKa local

Vietnamese fauiily in the suburbs of Saigon in Thu DuelDistrict , Gia ;

Dinh Province. He was abducted during the visit* JrofUme reports

indicated he was last seen alive in Svay Rieng Province, Cambodia

in January 1969* and he was believed already dead when a skull ,

said to ^ be-hisy was found ^-in J^il7 1969v^^^: ^
received of the sighting of an individual resembling Sergeant

Pridemore in Meaot, Cambodia in April 1974.

,

Sergeant Pridemore was listed as a POW at the endj of Operation

Homecoming. He was later declared dead/body not recovered.

D.S. investigators in Vietnam in Johe and October » 9 interviewed

witnesses who stated that Sergeant Pridemore had seen captured

alive. They said lie was initially imprisoned) i tt Bihh Duong

Army Headquarters . Other witnesses stated Sergeant {Pridemore was

being detained at a rustic prison in Cambodia when hejwas allegedly

killed in a tl.S* bombing. Further investigation conducted in April

1992 resulted in interviews with the former; commander of the 1st

Specie!'Action Group;--Sub-Region -who- stated that Sergeant

.

Pridemore ' s Vietnamese girlfriend was a local agent who compromised

him and arranged for his Capture;

In February and March 1992, U .S. investigators received additional

information that Pridemore was sent to Binh Duong Hrovince after_

capture. - From there, he was taken -toward the B-3 -Front Theater

Headquarters. He may have been taken into Cambodiia jin 1969.,-

South Vietnam Dickie F. Finley
(130B)

On October 21, 1968, Private First Class Finley andi four other unit

members were conducting a reconnaissance patrol ajpgacoxi^ately 45

kilometers northwest of Banmethuot, Darlac Province.

encountered a hostile force and evaded to a helicopter pickup

point. The helicopter which arrived to pick up the unit had to

take off due to heavy enemy fire, and PPC Finley) could not be

extracted. A search effort on October 23rd proved negative.

PPC Finley was initially declared missing. In Nowwaber 1976, he

was declared dead/body not recovered . Returning I H.S. POHs were

unable to provide any information about his pretence in the

Vietnamese prison system nor his fate.
i j
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South Vietnam Jack D. Brskine
'v •• ^.'(1.32iX ,-.v

-0n-Novamber"13ym
a road survey, was driving along the coastal highwayi south of Phan
Rang in the Binh Thuan/Ninh Thuan border area when he was stopped
at a Vietnamese communist ambush. Documents recovered in February
1970 were artist renderings of Hr. Erskine in (cfetivity. In
January 1975 *

- a South Vietnamese Army Regional Fofcce battalion
found his identity card in an abandoned house.

Mr . Brskine was initially reported missing and .was carried in
captivity at Operation Homecoming. Returning: tJ.S. PORs were unable
to provide any details regarding his fate.

Recent Joint Task Force Full Accounting interviews |of witnesses in
Vietnam has produced statements from former Vietnamese communist
officials attesting to the capture of Mr. Erticfne . He was

. prisoner escort officer whilfc being taken to
the Military Region Headquarters . She escortJ officer was
reportedly killed in action during the war. NeithirWr. Brskine's
remains nor his burial site has been located.

j
»

.

Morth Vietnam Bradley 6. Cuthbert
Hade J. Rnhling

(1327)

On November 23, 1968, Captains Cuthbert and Ruhling were in an RP-
4C on a reconnaissance mission of a surface-to-air{missile site in
North Vietnam. While over Bo Trach District, Quang Binh Province,
Captain Cuthbert * s wingman observed their aircraft hib, break apart
and burst into flames. No chutes were observed.

Two to three minutes later, Captain Ruhling wad safely on the
ground and in contact with his wingman . Be was) llater captured
alive by North Vietnamese ground forces. During his (debriefing he
reported seeing Captain Cuthbert alive in his chute with his hands
up in the risers. Captain Cuthbert was not seen (alive in the
northern Vietnamese prison system. On November 21, 1968 Morth
Vietnam reported the shoot down of an RF-4C and that death of one of
the

x
aircraft's crewmen.

.

In August 1989, Joint Casualty Resolution Cenher personnel
interviewed witnesses in Quang Binh Province concerning this case.
They recovered the dog-tag of Captain Cuthbert from local
villagers. They also received hearsay information that after
landing safely on the ground, Captain Cuthbert was (beaten to death
by' local wood cutters . JCRC was taken to the purported grave site
which appeared to relate to an entirely separate air loss incident.
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Captain Cuthbert was initially declared missing injection. In Hay

1975 , he was declared dead/body not recovered i BLb remains have

-not-yet^en-repatriated^T-^-^—-

-

t~

North Vietnam San D. Francisco
Joseph C. Morrison

: ' v
- (1329) r

On November 25, 1968, Hajor Morrison and First tteutawmt Francisco

were the crewmen in an F-4D on an reconnaissance} ycort mission

over Quang Binh Province, North Vietnam. Their aircraft was hit by

hostile fire while over the target. The crash site location vus

not observed, but there was a beeper . Search and redcue^personnel

zeroing in on the beeper were driven off by small (aams fire. -SAR

personnel continued with a good beeper and ^

vpit^^^runications

with Major Morrison until contact was lost on the 26th* BAR forces

xepoKed
r which appeared • to come

-

from Lieutenant Francisco.';

pn November 26, 1968 the Vietnam People's Army publia&ed news which

referenced the shoot down of U.S. aircraft and th^ capture of two

UiS. pilotSr although it" did: not specifically mention of either

crewman by name.
i 1

Both crewmen were initially reported as missing in, action.

Lieutenant Francisco was declared dead/body not recovered in June

1978, Returning U.S. PONs did not ; report either one being alive in

the northeni Vietnamese prison system. ...V; v...

A Joint Casualty Resolution Center investigation in Quang Binh

Province on August 9, 1989 located the crash [site -of their

aircraft. They also received hearsay information paiat one or two

crewmen Were buried in the area.
]

;

In July and August 1991, JCRC was provided documents ifrpm Bo Trach

District, Quang Binh Province idsich identified bopi crewmen as

casualties . There was also an indication that U.S .
|wartime remains

had already been recovered from the ires. The J®u also visited

the museum of the 280th Air Defense Regiment raLch contained

wartime memorabilia. This included Major Horrison'b jJ.S .Air Force

issued revolver and a data plate from their aircraft Which credited

the 105th Air Defense Battalion, 280th Regiment,
j

wj.th the shoot

: down.
. . .

•

'

j

South Vietnam Samoa X. Xalil ;

(1375)
'

On February 8, 1969 , Hr. Kalil and two other citjukan technical
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representatives, James A. Newington and John J. Brits, all under
contract to the U . S . Army' s 34th General Support] Group, were
traveling in a convoy in the area of the town of hong] Thanh in Dong
Nai-Province^ Mieir"CpnvoyrWas^aabusted-by“VietiJ^se comnninist

forces , and the three were captured . ,

Hr* Kalil was listed as a prisoner at the tinp of Operation
Homecoming. The Provisional Revolutionary Government reported he
had died in captivity on June 13, 1969. His remains have not yet
been repatriated.

‘Mr. Newington and Mr. Frit* returned alive from cadtivity. They
reported that! Mr. Halil was extremely ill and incoherent in June
1969 as a result of a kidney problem. On June 10,1 he was given

four injections by camp staff ; it appeared that he died after those
injections.’ Be was removed from the prison. Guardi later returned
and removed all Mr. Kalil '8 belongings. They saififie was merely
being taken to a hospital and was not dead. . j

North Vietnam John K. Brucher

j (1388^)

Captain Bruchier was the pilot of ah P-105", one in (a (flight of two

aircraft under the control of a forward air controller in Laos and

in the area of the Ban Karai Pass* Captain Brufcfer's aircraft

.

roiled in on the target and released his ordnance. I On pull out

from the attack r two fireballs came from the rear eflhis aircraft.

His bombs hit the target area, exploded, and apbibrimately two

seconds later his own aircraft impacted in the groundjand exploded.

Fifteen seconds' later a forward air controller observed a good
parachute, heard a good beeper, and established radio contact with

Captain Brucher who had a dislocated shoulder and mzuj suspended in

a tree unable to free himself . His location was plotted to be in

Bo Trach District, Quang Binh Province.

Hostile ground fire and darkness suspended the ssptph and rescue

effort until the next day, February 19th. His parachute was

located, but it appeared slack, and no radio contact was made.

Captain Brucher was declared missing in action. On February i9th,

a Vietnam People's Anny unit reported this incident which occurred

in the area of Cammo-Liaison Station T-6, Route 20, land Binh Tram

14, Group 559 to Military Region 4 i In 1972, Secretary of Defense

Laird referenced Captain Brucher' s case as one on Ik cases which

the D.S. called on the Democratic Republic of Vicpmm to account

for because it was known he had been captured. Inifact, there was

no hard evidence confirming him alive in captivity.
|

Returning U . S . POWs were unable to account for Captain Brucher . In
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January 1974# he was declared killed in action/bodjy jnot recovered

based on a presumptive finding of death.
.

In August 198
k9, a joint team of U.S

.

'
and Vietnamese {investigators

visited the area of Captain Brucher/s loss but were)neither able to
locate his crash site nor witnesses to his incident of loss.

During a January 1991 visit# a joint team was told Itljat Vietnamese
officials had recovered seven sets of U.S. remains: from the Ban

Kara! Pass area during the 1970S.

South Vietnam John T. McDonnell
(1402) .

On March 6, 1969, Captain McDonnell was the pilot of an AH-1G Cobra
helicopter hit and downed by hostile fire in Thua Mien Province.

His crew member# a First Lieutenant# was rescued, alive oh March 7

but was unable to provide any infozmation on the j£ste of Captain
McDonneirr ^“ATsear&'missionwas^alsoruttsucceSBf

Captain McDonnell was declared missing and, in Peltuary 1977 # was
declared dead/body not recovered. Returning U.S. POws were unable

to shed any light on his fate.

.

U.S. investigators in Vietnam during January 19?i interviewed

witnesses who described the capture of an American) pilot in the
area where Captain McDonnell disappeared . They repqrted he. had a

broken and bleeding arm when taken prisoner and brought to a
People's Army of Vietnam regimental headquarters) iq&ch received

instructions to transport him td the Tri Thien Hue Military Region
Headquarters. He died eh route, was buried# and the U.-S. field
team was-shown his purported burial si^e. :;^
but no remains were located.

j J

South Vietnam Charles V. Hewton
Charles F. Prevedel • J v •

.

Douglas S. Dahill
(1428)

On April 14, 1969 # Specialist Fourth Class Dahill] Staff Sergeant
Hewton and Sergeant Prevedel, Special Force {personnel from
Detachment' B-52# 5th Special Forces -.Group# were ,on a reconnaissance

mission in Quang Ham Province. They made contact] with hostile
forces on April 16th. On April 17th, Dahill radicjed his location

at noon and reported that they wean under attack andjzequested air
extraction. There was no further contact with the

j
team. A search

of the area between April 18 and 25 failed to turn up any sign of

the' ' three .missing servicemen

,

;

,

and-' they' were declared missing in

action. Later, a Viet Cong FOW reported sighting tairojAmerican POWs

in Quang Ham Province in May 1969 . This report was placed on the
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files of those in this loss incident as possibly conflating to the
survival of two of the patrol numbers.

The three missing Green Berets Were not accounted for during
Operation Homecoming. In September 1978 they were (declared killed
in action/body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of
death.. •'

.

'

In March 1991V Vietnam returned one tooth, uniform parts and a
small quantity of human remains that were purportedly associated
with the three missing servicemen. A review board Idetaaiined that
the limited quantity of material could not conclude}any correlation
to the missing servicemen.

South Vietnam Donald L. Spades

On June 17, 1969, Private Pirst Class Sparks, at member of the
Americal Division, was with his platoon when it was ambushed in
Central Vietnam. He fell to the ground wounded] J Reports were
received that he had been captured, and, in May 1370, a letter of
his^was loeat^ iMch had ^ been written'm was

•reclassified as a POM.
; ; A wartime report,; from a §onth Vietnamese

soldier described the death of an American named '•Don* held with
him at a POM camp in 1971.

PFC Sparks was- not accounted-for during Operation (Homecoming , and
other 0.S. POMs were unable to confirm his fate. In Bovember 1979,
he was declared dead/body not recovered.^

/In April 1989, TJ.S. investigators interviewed witnesses in Vietnam
who described the evacuation by elements of the 31st Regiment of an
American POM. This information was correlated to IPBC Sparks . In
August 1990, a U;S ^ team received additional infprmation from
witnesses about the capture of an American by the Vietnam People's
Army 31st Regiment, 2nd Division which was again correlated to PTC
Sparks. In January 1992, a U.S. field team in Vietnam interviewed
an individual that described an American POM withj ej leg wound in
Quang Tin Province. This case is still under active investigation

.

South Vietnam ' Gary B* Scull '

(1572)

On March 12, 1970, Second Lieutenant Scull was an jaovisor serving
with a South Vietnamese battalion at a bridge outpest in Quang Tri
Province . Their position came under heavy attack,; and the bunker
In which he was located appeared to have partially coflapsed. Mhtn
the bunker was recaptured and dug out, there fas no sign of
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Lieutenant Scull.

Lieutenant Scull was not reported alive in the Vietnamese prison

system.- He" was tialTy de^ t • aster the end Of-

hostilities i was declared dead/body not .recovered.*

In December 1974, a former soldier of the Viethak People's Army

reported seeing an American POW in June 1971. dfceS American had

been captured by elements of :the 52nd Regiment , 320th Division , in

Quang Tri Province. He was being taken to ithe B-5 Front

Headquarters . This report possibly correlates to Lieutenant Scull

.

An account of Vietnam People* s Army Operations published in North

Vietnam after 1975 included a wartime photograph which ajppeared to

be taken from the vantage point of the bunker wneare Lieutenant

Scull wa6 last seen. •

A u.S. field team recently visited the area where ii&tenant Scull

was last seen in his bunker. They excavated a sttalllow grave and

recovered-a small amount-pi-human- remains..^Theyj were- unable - to. .

locate any witnesses to the.’ engagement. • \

South Vietnam Eugene L. Wheeler
I i

•'/
• ;V;-

:

(1S98)
'

On April 21 1 , 1970, Major Wheeler and Captain Charlis B. Hatch were

the crewmen in an 0V-10A on a reconnaissance mini >n over South

Vietnam. Their aircraft was hit by hostile aht-a|rtbaft fire and

crashed in Quang Ham Province. Both airmen were able] to emit their

aircraft and landed alive on the ground. Captain Hatch was in

contact by radio with search and rescue forces. The jnext morning,

Captain Hatch reported that Vietnam People's Aany forces were:

closing in on Major Wheeler ' s position. He then hejasrf automatic

weapons firing , the sound of pistol Shots and then had no further

contact with Major Wheeler.

Captain Hatch was rescued alive , and Major Wheeled was declared

missing in action. He was not accounted for during Operation

Homecoming and was later declared dead/body not recovered based on

a presumptive finding of death.
|

In April 1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam locajtek a member of

the militia unit which claimed it shot down the aircraft associated

with this loss incident. The witness stated he heard that Vietnam

People's Army forces had shot and killed the pilot who, at the

time, was resisting capture. The team received hearsay information

the pilot was buried nearby, but the information did{not appear to

be credible. U.S. investigators also received information on the

location of the crash site and confirmed its
|
location after

receiving a data plate from the aircraft.
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South Vietnam James X. Roso
;

• ''
•'

;
Robert P* Phillips ;

,
•

'

.

-

Joe P. Pederson
(1639). ;

6n June 23, 1970, Sergeant First Class Joe P. Pederson* Private
Robert ?. Phillips and Specialist Fourth Class Rozo* members of the
595th Signal Cospany, departed the town of l*ai Zhe to drive to
Phuoc Vinh. They never arrived at their intended (destination and
were declared missing Informationculled from enamy POWs during
the ear claimed that two individuals were captured alive during the
stttoudi of their vehicle* Additional information was ireceived that
the two were initially taken to the Sub-Region 5 Heddquarters and
were then taken in the direction of Cambodia* Otter information
alleged they were in a prison from which they attempted to escape,
resulting in one of them being killed and the ctiferi successfully
escaping*"';./ //:•/.„;..v-.A.'-v

Roto, Phillips and Pederson were ail liisted as Pop kt the end of
Operation

.
Homecoming . They were later declared lead/body not

recovered* Returning U.S. POWs were unable toi provide any
.'information on their fate.

The Joint Casuaity Resolution Center field investigators in Vietnam
have located witnesses to the imprisonment of the three Americans.
Two were in captivity when they reportedly attested to escape from
a jungle prison and were killed by mines around the (prison.

South Vietnam Bernard Hi. Plasbmeyer .

On September 11, 1970, Plassmeyer was the pilot efian A-4E on a
support mission near the A Shau Valley, Thua Thieh Province, it
appeared that his aircraft was downed by hostile-, gproundfire and
crashed in the target area * There was no evidence of a parachute ,

and no beeper signal was heard. A later search located the
wreckage and from its condition determined that) Plassmeyer f s
aircraft Had disintegrated upon impact* . That same day, a forward
air controller saw a parachute and torso harness] ill some nearby
trees. There appeared to be blood on the harness. Plassmeyer was
initially declared missing in action*

] [

Returning U.S. POWs had no information on his precise fate, and he
was later declared dead/body not recovered based anV presumptive
finding of death.

In March 1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam locatek the crash site
associated with this incident* they were unable to locate any
witnesses to the shoot down and could not locate any remains.
However/ they did locate fragments of the aircraft's (ejection seat
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and a face piece which indicated the pilot did notf eject from the

aircraft prior to impact. \ !

South Vietnam Douglas F. Strait
(1668)

On October 18V 1970, Specialist Fourth Class Strait and two others

were in an OH-6A observation helicopter on a flight to Phuoc Vinh

Province;' Their helicopter was ^ hit^ hdrtile
crashed 28 kilometers northeast of Tan Uyen. The remains of two of

the crewmen were later recovered as well as three crew helmets .

One was badly burned, one was destroy and one? was undamaged*

There were ground signs suggested the third Crewman imay have been

captured.

.Specialist Straight was initially declared nissing.{^_ In November

1975, he was declared dead/body not recovered . He was not reported

alive in the VietnameS prison system.

In 1983 , U.S. intelligence received information ab?ut the crash

site of a U.S. aircraft and buried remains in (the where area

Specialist stwiit was"lost, ' but^ this report could not|be c

..specifically to Specialist Strait.
;

:

South Vietnam Clive 6. Jeffs
- (1723)

On March 12,; 1971V First Lieutenant Jeffs was the^^^
100D, one of two aircraft on a combat mission over Hrlac Province

.

His engine flamed out, and he was forced to eject,

heard a good beeper but could not establish vd.‘

Lieutenant Jeffs .
' A search and rescue effort' for

locate any sign of him, and he was declared miss,'

aircraft
contact with
days did not
action;

information on
Lared killed in

finding of death*

Returning U.S* POTs were unable to provide any
Lieutenant Jeff 's eventual fate. He was later d<

action/body not recovered based on a presumptive

In August 1974, an F0199 crash site was local

District. From all available evidence, the pilot
the aircraft prior to its crash, and the Site a[

to Lieutenant Jeff ' s crash site . There was no

at the crash site*

In December 1990, U.S* investigators in Vietnam visited Kron Bong

District. They interviewed witnesses Wto reported finding a

parachute they believed had belonged to the pilot^.
j
The team was

unable to obtain any information on the pilot's fate.
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South Vietnam David P. Soyland
(1747)

On May 17, 1971, ; Warrant Officer Soyland was the aircraft commander
of an 06-IH extracting a reconnaissance team ferpm Qiaang Tri
Province. The helicopter took hostile fire and began to turn over
in the air as a rocket propelled grenade round severed the tail
boom. . A recovery team deployed in the area bn May i&fch located tiro
crew members .alive and recovered remains assocmilbed with the
aircraft's pilot, Warrant Officer Pearce. The seQch and rescue
forces did hear a loud beeper and saw a nan in a white T-shirt
running along a ridge line. They lost contact (i

’

search continued through May 27th but was unable he
• Officer Soyland. •

•/••V'

Enemy documents captured later that were dated May
a Vietnam Peopled Ariajy unit had captured one Arne?
and.the circmastances did not permit. a specific
^M«axiOificei' Soyland.

' ,
•..A- •

. ’AA ''*

Warrant Officer Soyland was declared missing in a<

reported in the Vietnamese prison system by reti_
and, after hostilities ended, was declared dead/body

him. The
ite Warrant

71 indicated
.dan, The date
..correlationi..to^

He was not
ig U .S . POHs
recovered.

South Vietnam Danny D. Bntrican
(1748)

On May 8, 1971, First Lieutenant Bntrican was the
long range reconnaissance team on a mission in Th
His team 'was attacked by hostile forces at which
became separated. Bntrican was last seen at
was apparently wounded. a search and rescue
locate, him,

"•

Vietnam People's Assy documents captured after
was declared missing stated a unit based in Sw
Laos had captured an American in Kay 1971. DU<
in this general area during the month of May, this
be specifically correlated to Lieutenant Bntrican
a Vietnam People's Army soldier reported bbs<
First Lieutenant captured in May 1971 at a radio
Vietnam. This report was placed in Lieutenant Eni

a possible correlation to him.

Returning 0.S. PONs were unable to provide
Entrican being alive in the Vietnamese prison
end of hostilities he was declared dead/body not

apphdix 2 - y<

it Bntrican
Province,
1 losses
could not

Jin June 1973 y
an American
.on in South

s file as

tion about
After the
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Madison A. Strohlein
(1756)

others were
ein radioed
evacuation,

ie team, and

On June 22 , 1971,. Staff Sergeant Strohlein and
parachuted into Quaag Nam Province* Sergeant ,S;

after landing that he was injured and requested med
Near noon on June 22nd, hostile forces attack®

t

Sergeant Strohlein' s radio Went silent. A search and {rescue /effort
in the area the following day found weapons an<^ evidence of a
firefight, but there was no sign of Sergeant Stroaldin

Sergeant Strohlein Was initially declared missing ptjdr in October
1974, was declared dead/body not recovered. Aetujmjing U.S. POWs
were unable to provide any information about him.

In August 1990, a O.S. field team traveled to Hi
area Sergeant Strohleiii was declared missing
witnesses who described an engagement and provided!
bonerfragment~vhieh’was~;detez^edwto"be^&on»huBianl
a further trip back to the area led to an interjr;

residents who’ described a large engagement between
unit and a joint O.S. /Vietnamese unit. One Amer:
have been shot and killed during the engagement
engagement could not be correlated - specific&llfy
incident of Sergeant Strohlein due to the absengi
Vietnamese force with him.

South Vietnam James F. Worth

( 1810 )

pistrict , the
interviewed

t$e team with a
in^July 199ir

iAw with local
local guerilla

was said to
jUlis particular

'to the loss
of any large

of a gunfireOn April 1,^1972, Corporal Worth was the naval
liaison team in Gio Linh District, Quang Tri Province. This
incident coincided with the launching of the Spring 1972 offensive
by the Vietnam Peopled Army- I

Corporal Worth's team was hit by a heavy ground attack and was
forced to withdraw. At that point, Corporal Wortd

;
Was determined

to be missing. On the afternoon pf April 2nd, CorfoJal Worth came
up on his radio with a message that he was on hisTw^y overland to
pong Ha. He never arrived.

Corporal Worth was initially declared missing and| in December
1976,; was declared dead/body not recovered. Be was never reported
alive in the Vietnamese prison system.

North Vietnam B. Dunlop
(1816)
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On April 6 , 1972, Commander Dunlop was flying anl li-7E r one in a
flight of two aircraft* Bis wingman observed Dvhlbp ' s aircraft
beihg~"tot”bvraT«*rfhce-to^Airr^ssilfe^anjd-^^breaRiijg—a^rtT^the^
wreckage landing in an area approximately 14 kilometers south of
the coastal town of Dong Hoi, Quang Binh Province*

|
There was no

chute or beeper. His seat was found two days later*

In .. 1975, a member of. the Vietnam People'S:.Army apprted that on
April 6, 1972 he observed an American airman being captured after
landing in Quang Binh Province* The location and the date closely
correlated to Commander' Dunlop' S shoot down and Was the only
aircraft downed that day in

;
Quang Binh Province,

j
I V

Commander Dunlop was initially declared missing ancA in April 1973,
was declared dead/body not recovered * He was not reported alive in
the northern Vietnamese prison system. * I

South Vietnam Bruce C. Walker
Larry W. Potts

;

•

'.(1820-)
:

;

On" April 7, '
71971,"

^
ideutHiant Wal^

Nang Air Base and flew north to Hue City and picked kp Lieutenant
Potts, a naval artillery observer, to coordinate namal gunfire on

hostile ground targets in the area south of the Demilitarized Zone

separating North and South Vietnam. A forward aiir fcontroller in
the target area received a radio report from Limubenant Walker
confirming that the 0V-1O had.been shot down. Search and rescue
forces^ located two' parachutes on- the ground and ettogblished radio
contact with both Lieutenants , but hostile ground! fjLre drove off"

the SAR aircraft . Visual and radio contact was maintained with
Lieutenant Walker, but all contact was lost with Lieutenant Potts.

Lieutenant Walker was able to use his signal mirror over the next
several days to help SAR forcer pinpoint his location as he
directed air strikes against camouflaged enemy ground targets.

Finally, on April 15th, a survival kit was dropped tojhim. The SAR
forces worked with Lieutenant Walker to have him poire toward the
east, and, on April 18th, they determined his eastwM movement was

much quicker anticipated. That morning Lieutenant Walker
radioed that he had encountered hostile forces and! j{t 0718 hours,

was receiving enemy fire. This was the last transmission from him.

An F-4 dropped ordnance around his position and this caused hostile

ground forces to partially withdraw. When last deen. Lieutenant

Walker was lying in a ditch within 50 yards of 20 enemy soldiers

coming after him. Shortly after that, two U.S. officers reported

that hostile forces came upon Lieutenant Walker's radio and that

there was whistling, yelling, and laughing before the radio

transmission was apparently turned off.
•

t
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On April 7th, a Vietnamese unit reported firam Quang {Binh that two
pilots had been captured'the previous night * Others: reports on'
April 7th mentioned one aircraft shot down, bur Jthere was no
mentioned of the fate of the crew. Also on April Btll, Radio Hanoi
broadcast a report about the downing of aircraft ip $uang Binh and
the Vinh Linh Special Zone, but there was no reference to the
capture of any aircrews.

,

in April 1972 , a People's Arey of Vietnam soldier {reported seeing
an American POM

^
approximately se^ kilometw nora

Walker's last known location. Be was reportedly one of two crewmen
from an GV-10 downed by a heat seeking surface-td-air missile on
April 1, 1972. A second crewmen, an African-American * was killed
trying to escape. Other reports of the sightingj oC an African-
American who was wounded, captured alive, and diedlcirca July 1972

in prison caup K-4 in Quang Binh Province were reUred.

A joint U.S. /Vietnamese investigation was coMuctea in Gio binh
District, Quang Tri Province in July 1990. A repdrtjad grave site
was excavated, but no remains were recovered • Witnfesees stated the
remains were exhumed several years after they wens {first buried.
:Ihe team .wasiuhable tojsrisit the; area of the .form^
in Quang Binh Province. ‘

|

Lieutenants Walker and Potts were declared missing, iand returning
U.S. PONs were unable to provide information on thelxiprecise fate.
By January 1980, both had been declared dead/body not recovered
based on a presunptive finding of death. * *

. South Vietnam .
;; ~lany X. Morrow .

'yrr
:
n.:

:
•••;•/

(1868) . ;:yi/
|

'i;\

On Kay 29, 1972, Specialist Fourth Class Mwcjcow was the
gunner/observer on an 0B-6A helicopter condudti ng a visual
reconnaissance in Xontum Province. Bneny groom fire hit his
aircraft causing it to crash and burn. On June B9 r 1972, South
Vietnamese Army forces searched the crash site i ind recovered
Specialist Morrow's flight helmet and the skeletal zm tains of other
crewmen who perished in the incident. the erase Site area was
later struck by a B-52 airstrike.

Specialist Morrow was initially declared missing in action.
Returning U.S. POMfs had no information on his prfcc .se fate. In
November 1973, he was declared killed in action/bo^y not recovered
based on a presumptive finding of death.

On December 21, 1973, a Vietnam People's Amy deft rtor reported
having seen an American POM in June 1972 |&t " a location
approximately 55 kilometers from the crash site. RQ is report wss
placed in Specialist Morrow's file. Zn August 1974L i he crash site
was searched again, but no further human remains we recovered.
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South Vietnam Daniel Borah
(1927)

On September 24 ,1972, -Lieutenant Borah was
aircraft on a strike mission against People
troops vest Of Quang Tri City, Quang fri Prov:

from 37mm anti-aircraft guns in the area of
‘

aircraft, and it burst into flame ^ Be Was seen
aircraft..:^
parachute. Then, several short beeper bursts were
was no further voice contact With him .

4

Be landed
parachute Was observed being pulled down through

pilot- of- an
of Vietnam

Barrage fire
.tion hit his

from the
do»m]: ih .‘hisi

, but there
Itrees and his:

m foliage.

On September 24, 1972, a People's Army of Vietnam unit reported
that it shot down an A-7 and capturedjthe live pilot J This report
was believed to ibe evidence of his capture, ..and Hisjutenant Borah
was subsequ^ly reclassified missing in action to PQW.

On September 24, 1972, a People's Amy unit also reported firing at
and hitting an F-4B. In another report/ one F-« was reportedly
downed with one pilot captured and one killed. OnjSfjptember 24th,
Radio Hanoi reported its forces in the Vinh Linh tone area of the
Demilitarized Bone had shot down an P-4

.

gn Homecoming,
ate. In July
based on a

Lieutenant Borah was not accounted for during
and returning POWs had no information on his
1977, he was declared dead/body not reo
presumptive finding of death.

A January 1989 TJ. S; /Vietnamese joint investigation ^ the area of
Lieutenant Borah's crash site did locate aircraft vpetdcage, but the
specialists were unable to conclude the specific type of aircraft
to which the material pertained and were unable to(correlate it to
Lieutenant Borah's loss incident. Local witnesses pith information
about the fate of Lieutenant Borah could hot be located.
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South Victual nak i. ^Mwcmo !

'

•• Georgs 1. Karris, at. •^ (ijeij-
|~j ;

-

On January 27, 1973, Lieutenant Peterson and Captain Morris were

the crew in an 0V-1QA from Hakhon Phano© Air Base, [Thailand on a

forward air control mission against a target, in QuangjTri Province

,

South Vietnam. Their aircraft was apparently hit^
fired SA-7 ground-to-air missile and went into a: spin; and both

crewmen ejected . A witness heard the ti^^ *°

be captured, * and identified it as Lieutenant Pabmon's voice.

Another witness observed hostile forces on the gxoftnfl gathering up

the airmen's parachutes approximately 25 to 35 mimes alter they

were shot down. A search and rescue force was fenable later to
;;iocate

:

' then:.;:

At the time of their shoot down, a Vietnanmse PecbJs's Army unit

-radiori: -that^ it^-had -shot- down^one^OV-lOr^ane^ifotr~ P-4~at :

approximately nine 6 'clock on; the morning of January 2?> 1973 ;

Another radio report confirmed the shoot down vi I an OVtIO on

January 26th. These reports were correlated to tM loss of this

crew and the loss of Commander' s Hall and Kientxler in an P-4D

v-iddLcdV“'bccdrred--ia^the-saM'-area.-..i^p<hi-his^*eieaseif«^^captiy|^i....

Commander Kienttler stated that he saw the 0V-IO mb hit and the

crewmen eject. Be also ; sair am^ Vietnam

people's Arsy soldiers on the ground firing their attfatic eaponfi.

at Lieutenant Peterson and Captain Morris as they wsaje coining down

in their parachutes, commander BaU eas not acqomted-for, and

Commander Kientxler was told in Hanoi by his -captbrp that he was

the last (live) ILS. POM of the. war.
_

*

Peterson and Morris were declared missing in action. Returning

g.S. POWs had no direct knowledge of their precise! fate. After

Operation Homecoming they were declared dead/body pot recovered

based on a presumptive finding of death. ;
'

| J

.

in March 1973, D ,S. intelligence received informatim from a former

People ' s Army soldier describing a crash site in the area where the

aircraft of Peterson and Morris crashed. The wreckage was said to

be of an aircraft shot down three days before the cease-fire. Two

U.S. airmen were buried in graves at that location! In another

report in 1974, one U.S. pilot was reported tahripjmen captured

alive and seen in the area on January 30th, and mud second pilot

was reportedly killed. Both reports were placed M the files of

those associated with this loss incident. I

The area of this loss location was visited
. j
by a joint

U.S^ /Vietnamese team in May 1990. Witnesses intfexpiewed stated

that both pilots had landed safely and had engaged surrounding

Vietnam People's Army forces . Both pilots were killed in the

exchange of fire. One witnesses reported two bodies were seen on

the ground where the two pilots had landed.

'
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South Vietnam Barley'S. Ball •’

’

V,:'.
-'(1982). •

.•

to January 277~19737 Gbniiiaer ^
Commander Phillip A. Kientzler were crewmen in on MJ in a flight
of aircraft attacking People's Axmy of Vietnam supplies and mowing
vehicles in Quang Tri Province; South Vietnam. Their aircraft was
hit by hostile anti-aircraft fire , and both ejjebted. Other
aircraft heard beeper signals but were unable to jeajtablish voice
contact with either crewmen*

, ..

.

Commander Xi^ntzler was captured by People's Army of > ietnam forces

and was repatriated during Operation Homecoming. Bn ing his post-
release debriefing he stated that both he and Cossnu der Ball were
fired upon ty ground forces while they were still! c aming down in
their parachutes. Be was wounded in the leg. Be ( Ld not hear a
beeper from Commander Ball after landing. After rapture, he was
told by a People's Army guard that Commander Balliwas dead.

Both crewmen were initially reported as missing in action# and both
were later reclassified as prisoner. Comnmdfer Ball was
subsequently declared dead/body not recovered. 1 2

^

During~1989, the. Joint •CasualtyiltesoluU^
of Commander Ball's shoot down and received in£< isnation from
witnesses that he was seen dead oh the ground with a : iresh wound in
the right thigh. He was reportedly buried in thjp pea# and his

grave has reportedly been dug up on several oceanic as by persons

searching for his remains. Ho evidence of his remains could be
£ound at his purported grave site. _ i i

South Vietnam Clemie McKinney
Joseph G. Greenleaf ;‘.

/•

’

’

;

v
:

;

'*' v •
: ;

v

On April 14# 1972# McKinney and Greenleaf were the crewmen of an

P-4# one in a flight of three aircraft on a combfad mission over

Quang Tri Province , South Vietnam. Their aircaafk was hit by
hostile anti-aircraft fire and crashed approximately twenty-five
kilometers northwest of Quang Tri City. * r

Both individuals were initially reported missingland, after the

war, were declared dead/body not recovered. Beithe : Individual was

reported alive in the northern Vietnamese prison lymtem.

McKinney's remains were repatriated on August 14, 3685. Vietnam

reported that he died in Bovember 1972.
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in July and August 1991 , a Defense Intelligence Agtkdr 6ffloir trlth
a field team in Vietnam inspected documents and «|rtH.facts at the
museum belonging to thePeople ' Elnny of Vietnam 280th Air Defense"
Regiment. Included in the war memorabilia was a ahcjvel captured
from an unidentified U. S . pilot by elements of the lOlrd Battalion

,

280th Regiment. tout date and location correspondjto this loss
incident. This case still continues under ac^ve [investigation.
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United States Senate
Washington, dc 20510-2103

Prepared by the Office of Senator Bob Smith
Vice-Chairman, Senate Select Connittee on POW/KIA Affairs

December 1, 1992

This listing contains the names of 324 still unaccounted for
O.S. personnel from the Vietnam Conflict. Approximately 300 of
these personnel were last known alive in captivity in Vietnam and
Laos, last known alive, out of their aircraft before it crashed,
or their names were passed to PONs who later returned, A handful
of the (cases .tjittfiiPiejr'tsKiira£|»BcaD^

found on the ground with no sign of the crew. This listing is
based on all-source U.S. intelligence and casualty reports,
information provided by PONs who were returned, lists of PONs
and/or last known alive personnel prepared by the Defense
Intelligence Agency, and other infoanation made available to the
Vice-Chairman, Select Committer on PON/MIA Affairs . (The_
difference between 300 and 324 accounts for known incidents when
one or more unidentified crew members were captured from a crew
of more than one, or the aircraft was found with no trace of the
crew.) \

Based on the high number of KXAs at the end of the war who
are still unaccounted for (currently 1,170 persons for whom the
USG does not know their fate), it is probable that a significant
percentage of the KXAs not on this 324 list actually survived
their incident and could have been captured. Apparently, only
the Vietnamese and Laotians would know their fate, as the U.S.
Government does not.
ulaimMsMEu

a

Moreover, it should be noted that this number is consistent
with the overall numbers represented in the volume of detailed
eyewitness and hearsay accounts of reported O.S. PONs in
captivity following the war in Vietnam and Laos which have been
the focus of investigation by Committee staff.

(Mote: This is a working document ejected to be revised and
updated as selected MIA files, eyewitness and hearsay post-war
PON reports, special intelligence, returnee debriefs, and other
information continue to be analysed by the Vice Chairman.)



Acosta-Rosario > Humberto USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991
'

;

• list).
;

...

•

Adam . John G. USAF - Laos, name mentioned by Soviet
correspondent. (NSA intercept correlation)

Adams. Lee Aaron USAF - Heasay second hand knowledge of Adams
survival provided by POW returnee Hich&el
t . Brazelton. (See Bratelton debrief
B050)

Aloard . Harold L. USA - possibly captured alive according to NSA
intercept correlation (intercept - three
out of five from JU21A incident alive and

.

• captured.)

Allard . Richard M . USA - POW identified by family members In ^

Vietcong film clips. Mother claims to
r —

~ Associated Rres7
r
(3/9773)?te :hav^

allowed to see Allard in NVN prison camp
in Cambodia, (see AP story 3/9/73)

Allinson . David J. USAF - good chute observed.
.

r*r(gab" yoajggpand "Smith ~debriefs#"9032“and “

• S104))v
good chute, DIA 1979 report.

Anderson . Gregory Lee USAF - beeper heard for short period.
DIA analytical comment 1979 •

Anderson . Robert D. USAF - believed^to have ejected from aircraft
'• •• • according to POW Returnee Latella

debrief L079.

Andrews . William R. USAF - voice contact made on ground, wounded.
DIA analytical comment, 1979:.

: - POW according to second hand hearsay
information obtained through prison
communication (see POW Returnee
Brady and Talley debriefs, B096 and
T001)

Ard . Randolph J. USA - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code lj

Armstrong . John W. USAF - Laos, known captured. Interviewed by
Soviet correspondent. (NSA intercept

•correlation.)’

Ashlock . Carlos USMC - last known alive (DoD Aprtl 1991 list)

Averv . Robert D. USMC - POW according to passed down list.
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v paw Early Returnee Morris Charles
memorised a list of reported prisoners

, ,
whlch included Avery'g full name*

,

Avers . Gerald P. USAP - POW held ftt-i^io Lao prison
according to hearsay information
hartley debrief (6006

)

Avers. Richard L. USAF - Laos ,
possible correlation as POW in Cu

Loc and Zoo prisons according to hearsay
information provided by PON returnee Leo
Hyatt H097)

- Shoot-down of aircraft confirmed by
Hanoi radio with no mention of fate of

:

;.'
:

crew;.;' -/'j.v V.;-; y.V .V '

V'

Babula

.

Robert L. USKC - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Batikusv Kenneth-pripsir-y believed ^ to have-soccessftaiy qot^ont

"

of Mi aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

y-; / im list)

-paker. - Arthur b. PSAP - Laos^-believed -to have rsuccessfullyrqot—
out of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

Balcom . Ralph C. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-PA Survive Code 1)

Bancroft.WlllianW. ioSAE^ possibly captured according to NSA
"

intercept correlation (one known
captured from crew of two)

Bannon . Paul W. PSAP - Laos, possible correlation to live-
sighting information and intelligence
pertaining to 1981 Whom marrot activities

(25 June 1981 Defense Department closed-
. door testimony)

Barden . Howard 1. USAF- Laos, survival possible, DIA 1979 rpt.

Beene . James A. DSN - name heard in prison communication
according to hearsay knowledge by POW
returnee James Mulligan M131.

Beolev. Burriss H. PSA? - Mama scratched on floor at Ha lo
prison, (see Stutx debrief 123)

- last known direct vbict contact with
Begley was during incident when Begley
stated he was ejecting from his

•

•; : aircraft.



Gannett , William G. USAF - POW according to second hand Info.
V'.

'

:

'

' Reported as prisoner on Hanoi radio
broadcast. (see Overly debrief .'

)'
:

•

Bodensehat2 . John £ . USMC - last known alive (DoD April 1991
.."'•'.list);.

Boaiaoes . Christos C.,USAF Laos , out Of aircraft before crash

<

(JW-PA Survive Code 1)

toaiiiel y; USN - hostile -.captured,:' (DoDJune,1973 list

)

'believed .to "have .successfully, got' out' /

of his
: aircraft and was alive on the

: ground. Last Jaiown alive. (DoD April
- ;1991 list) ;-5

- known captured according to HSA intercept
correlation.

Robert C. DSMC r last known alive (DOD April 1991 list

)

Bouchard. Michael dsn - Laos , possible POW in good health
according to notes obtained in prison by

u PWreturneeRogerMiller. Thename.,--
Boucher" was passed.

Bran . Richard C* USMC * last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
- reported as POW by SVN Pol. (DXA 1979

*.
*

i

report) /•
> ••vV

Dale OSAF - Laos# BC47Q, Baron 52, believed to have
.

1
..

been captured according to analysts v:

1973 based on ^telligence^^
l£fi£h£S£r William J. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-FA Survive Code 1

)

- believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DOD April

:

,

1991 list)

fimmSBr Herbert 0. USAF - believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 .list-);

'
'

•

,

l£Sfi££r Donald C. USMC - Laos, good parachute reported by enemy,
enemy reports they are attempting
capture according to HSA intercept
correlation.

Brown. George R. USA r Laos, known to be alive on the ground
during helicopter exfiltration. When the
rope ladder broke and hostile forces
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approached, the helicopter departed
leaving Brown and Huston, alive and

- - - - - unwounded.— Search team inserted, four-days
later. Ho sign 'of Brown or Huston. (JCRC

,v report^-' •••

Brown . Harry W. OSA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Brown . Robert M . USAF Laos/HVN, Captured alive according to
sane day intelligence report indicating
capture of pilotfB) of a low ilyiag
aircraft in ease location and giving

f orders to "conceal the accomplishment."
(No other shootdowns correlate to this
report. ) Intelligence report one week

1 later requested special Vietnamese team
to transport the hulk of an F-lll.
NSA analyst recalls Brown on list of POWs

to San Neua ' for eoveaent" to • USSR

.

Brown's military ID card has surfaced in
good condition at military museum in
Vinh. NVN defector states intact portion
of F-lll sent to China sane month as

“:^ :~:-;;-rBroim'-shootdown>-::NVH'-photographers;-not“--r---'-

allowed to keep photos of the F-111.

Brownlee; Charles R. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash;

(JTF-FA Survive 1

)

Brownlee . Robert W. USA - Evaded on ground with RVN Lt.

: 7 .
(POW Returnee. William Reeder debrief

)

Brucher . John H . USAT •••- voice contact made, injured in parachute
in tree. DIA report, 1979.

last known alive (DoD April*.1991; list)

Bucklev . Louis USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Buell . Kenneth R. USN - possibly captured according to NSA
intercept correlation (one pilot captured

from incident)

Bunker . Park 6. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Burnett. Sheldon J. USA - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-PA Survive Code 1)

Bynum . Neil S. USAF - Laos, one pilot parachuted and probably
captured according to NSA intercept

,

•

correlation. (F4D-two seater)

Carlock . Ralph L. USAF - Laos, PON, captured by PL forces
according to FBIS intercepted PL radio
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- believed to hove successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
groundr last known alive. (DoD* April

V:
^

* 1991 list)

Carr ; Donald Gene USA - Laos, reported as POW (DoD DOI Rpt * July,
v /: / 1971)

Carroll . John L. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
.(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Carter . Dennis R. USMC - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Champion . James A. DSA • Survived helicopter and was observed
walking away from site in good physical
condition armed with an M-16 rifle.
Ml54 debrief.

Chestnut . Joseph L. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1) .

- captured according to MVR records.
(Source r Sob Destatte, Bill Sell

7.7.;; V „ JTF-PA
> sighted alive in captivity after the :

war , Sources; Bill Bell , JTF-FA

Cichon . Walter A. USA - possibly captured according to DIA
analytical comment, 1979.

- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
7>- - listed as POW by DIA, 1973.

j'. - • - » USA correlation as captured.
“—

'

;v : -'wartime ralliers reported “Cichon as
captured (DIA 1992 analytical cooment)

• U.S • field investigation has identified
Vietnamese witness who states Cichon was
captured and transferred to higher

:
;
authorities...

Clark . Richard C. USN - good chute observed. (DIA analytical
comment, 1979.)

- hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
• listed as POW by DIA, 1973. V
- name on memorized list of POW# according
to information from POW. returnee C.P.

.

,

. Zuhoski. • V
•

Clarke. Fred L. USAF - Laos, one parachute observed from mid-air
collision, possible correlation. (DIA
report , 1979) ;

V

'

:

Clarke. George W. USAF - Laos/VM, hostile captured.
(DoD June 1973 list)

- listed as POW by DIA, 1973.



- last known alive, Laos.

TCfifiteT"Robert^ F7~ USAF~-~L£6s^ FOR ~R^Iend^rie£^“^"'^
(DIA 3 Oct. 1969, state 25 Sept. 1969)

Cohron. Janes D. USA - Laos, last known alive (DoD April 1991
• v'- ;> .•• list.)

•

Collaaore. Allan P. USN - first hand contact by tap code in
prison systna aade by POR returnee
Janes Mulligan.

Condi

t

. Douglas C. USAF - believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground, last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

Cook# Dwight W . USAF • identified as P0S7 by Thai returnees , 1973.
- possibly captured according to KSA
intercept correlation.

;

Cook. Kelly F. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of
..^X. : . i:: .

Last known alive. (DoD April 1991 list)

Cornwell . Leroy J. USAF - Laos, none reported by POW returnee
Arthur Cornier. (JSSA). r' :

.

£Bffi*£r Donald R. USA - Dane passed on a note in Cu-Loc/Zoo
prison according to POW Returnee Charles

.

•7.-1: :

: .
.!*»« ip the POW neaory bank according to

- 7 POW Returnees Jeffrey and Charles.

Creed , iarton S. USN - Laos, voice contact on ground, DIA 1973.
*aay have been captured* DIA rpt. 1979*

- JTP-FA Survive Code 1 (13 March 1992)
- listed as POfT by DXA, 1973*

' '

- last known alive* (DoD April 1991 list)
- MSA intercept Correlation.

Creisnan. Peter R. USAP - Laos, BC47Q, Baron 52, believed to have
been captured according to analysts in
1973 based on USA intelligence reports.

Crew. Janes A. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of
his aircraft and was alive an the ground.
Last known alive. (DOD April 1991 list)

Criftaan, Frederick L. USA - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTP-FA Survive Code 1)

Crockett . Killian J. USAF - possibly captured according to RSA
t interceptcorrelation. (one pilot
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captured front two-seater aircraft)

Cushman . Clifton E/ USAT - POW according to .hearsay.; information

,

V"T' ::

;

:T:
’

r: ’’

obtained by POH returnee Byatt (H097
. debrief

) Kane mentioned in French
news report following incident.

gn<^rt- Bradley G. DSAF - 6een alive in good chute (according
-^t»\Bidtiii^»4ebrief = R053) •

• believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive (DoD

: April 1991 list

)

PfthlU/ Douglas B. USA - last; known alive (Dot April 1991 list)

PAl&r Charles A.
.
DSA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Danielson, Benjamin F.‘ DSAF - Laos,: Out of aircraft before crash.—— — (JTF-FASurviveCodel)

PfttWr Joseph B. DSAF -
: beUeved to be alive according to prison
communication information obtained by
FCW returnee Mulligan (K131 debrief)

Davidson. David A. USA - Laos, captured aUve by enemy forces
according to MSA/DIA intercept

.

correlation. •

PflXifr Edgar F; DSAF.> Laos; out of aircraft, before crash.

A

rPFfealn 7 -Eugene H. Laos^ pilot of Cr46. Shown alive in photo . 7 ;

Joe L. USA - listed as PON by DIA (Cat. 3) (31 January •>

1992 deposition)

Bengnon . David S. DSA - hostile, captured (DoD June 1973 list)
- listed as PON by DIA, 1973.
- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

fiSSS&fr Bennie L. DSAF • FOB, capture witnessed, DZA 1979 rpt.
- hostile captured, (DoD June 1973 list)
- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
- hearsay information obtained by PON

returnee* Donald Bander (R047)

Dickson . Edward A. DSN - ejected from aircraft
DIA analytical comment, 1979.

ginOU, David T. DSAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Dinowall . John F. DSMC - possible POM according to SVH Pol.,
Search negative. DZA report, 1979. /r-
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- lest known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

JtetoS.f Edward R. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Sonahne , Morgan USAF - one parachute observed from aid-air
collision# Donahue subject of subsequent
live-sighting reports (CIA/DIA) . .

USSlSlf Janes E. USH - identified as ROW by Thai returnees, 1973.
T . POW Returnee Daugherty heard that his name

had been been on wall.. (Daugherty debrief)

la£hs£tf Tho®as A.OSAF- Laos; out of aircraft before dash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

DWllgp.r Thoaias E. OSH - believed tot have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

•

:

•
•• • - 1991 list)

;

-

•

l&ZUL# Michael E . OSH - believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

j
•

Edwards. Hsxry S. OSH - possibly a ROW according to hearsay
infoasation in the prison system. (Flam,
Mahoney debriefs) ^

igfiRr Janes T. OSMC - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Honaan E7 USH - ROW according *o second hand: info. ,

-

....a -

; .
possible Son tay (Haughton debrief

.

)

• * believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

Robert M. DSAF • captured, POW according to several
•reliable* intelligence reports (NSA/DIA
analytical comment)

aiU# William USA - last known alive (DoD April 199i list)

alifiSR# John C, DSN positively identified as a ROW in picture
shown to ROW returnee Robert Flynn by
Chinese cadre while in captivity. Ellison
appeared in good condition in picture,
which showed a group of 10-12 guarded •

American PORs being marched through a
crowd of people. Ellison was in the front

• row. .

%; Ellison's name carved in tree at Dbigpatch
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prison camp near Chinese border according
to two unidentified returnees that

• -.contacted Ellison's family.
•

Entrican . Danny D. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list

)

- radio interception indicated Entrican
had been , ahd was to be moved
north to Hanoi according to POW returnee

,

(see Mtmee debriefJon Cavaiani C139
)

'

Estocin . Michael J. USN • possible DOM according to second hand
'‘~'/';'iDfontati’M^'

r

ftoai ' HiverSf / Ma^ieWf ' and •

' ' Saithdebriefs.
.

- hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
- listed as POTby DIA, 1973.
- last known Alive (DoD April' 1991 list)

XftUfiU# Patrick X. USAF - Laos , out of aircraft before crash •

Finlev. Dickie w. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Fischer . Richard W. USHC - last known alive (DoD April .1991 list)

Fitsoexald ; Joseph
v
BT' QSA - last khd^ 1991

“

'--v: W'-.T-'-V:-:. V;

Fitroerald . Paul L. USA - last known alive. (DoD April 1991 list)

Fors. Gary H. USHC - Laos, out of aircraft before crash* -

V/:'2y ~ _ (JTF-FA Survive Code 1)
"

•'

r ;v-

Foulks

v

Raldh E . PSN- possible POW according to POW returnee
Ballard debrief and DIA possible
correlation in 1973.

Fowler . Donald R. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Francisco. San D. USAF - voice contact on ground, DIA rpt. 1979
- POW according to MSA report, 11/27/68
• listed as POM by DZA, 1973.
- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Frver . Bruce C. USH - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Robert H. USXC - last knoim alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Galbraith. Russell D. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Gallant. Henry J. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Garcia. Ricardo X. USA - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
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J#-FA Survive Code 1 )•.''.•>•
'•

Gassman , Fred A, USA - Laos, captured dllve by enemy forces— ,jA_..^.,„„.^_ac^ording~toA-HSA/D^„integcept.^:..,,:,-x.^-,-.-,L.

. correlation.. •

•

Gates , Janes W. USA - Laos,. radio contact on ground, (DIA rptv)
- out of aircraft before crash (JTF-FA

' Survive Code 1)
* believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list) v

Gerstel

,

Donald A. DSN - known captured according to USA
intercept correlation.

.

;

Glasson, William A. DSN - Down and, captured in China according to
Peking Bulletin and Peking Radio*“~ ^ ~ m
Phillip smith.

Gould . Frank A. USAF - Laos, alive and awaiting rescue according
to Giroux, Peter J. returnee debrief G104 .

- out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-PA Survive Code 1) .

.

- SAR team reported seeing mirror flashes

from area tdiere rest of crew eas picked

up, butnightfalX prevented: further rescue
.. .1 V attempts.' (JCRC) . •

...
:__

r
v

•

J - parachuted onto hill, awaiting rescue,

voice contact and beeper heard. Ground

search following day found helmet and

parachute, but no sign of Gould.

- Gould is the subject of live-sighting
reports from Laos in the 1990's.

* (DIA Stonty Beach reports )

Grace. James W.1ISAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)
attempted rescue unsuccessful,
family member post-capture identification

in Ccsmmn i it propaganda film. (PL guard)

Graf. John G. DSN - Believed to be alive as POW in VietCong

controlled area in 1973 according to POW

returnee Robert White. .

- hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
* listed as POW by DIA, 1973.
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Green . Frank C. USH - known captured according to HSA intercept
correlation.

la^mleaf ,' JosepjrGTUSR ^belil^iarhi^
of hit aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

'•

- one parachute seen according to
"generally reliable sources" (DIA. ..

analytical conwant

)

Greenwood . Robert R. USAF - Laos, POW at "Soo" prison in Vietnam
according to second hand info ~ see
Brunhaver B102 debrief.

- out of aircraft before crash.
JTF-FA Survive Code 1

Greillng . David S. USH - PW according to second hand info.—— Kama- heard-in system (Anderson debrief

)

- Hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
- listed as POW by DIA, 1973.

Groth. Wade L. USA - list icnoim alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Gunn . Alan W. PSA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Hamilton . John S. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of

his aircraft and was alive on the

ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

;

V..'
;

' ;

' 1991 list) V
;

•

bm Roger D. USMC - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Hamm. James E. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of

his aircraft and was alive on the

ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

1991 list) "

,, Olin USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Harris . Jeffrey L. USAP - possibly captured according to HSA

intercept correlation.

Harris . Reuben B. USH - Crew Down and captured in China according

to Peking Bulletin and Peking Radio.

Information obtained by FOR returnee

Phillip Smith.

Harrison . Donald L. USA - POP according to FOR Returnee Wesley

Rumble - based on second hand list.

Haeenback . Paul A. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Hastings . Steven M. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
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flSlir John W. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of
his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

Helwic . Roger D. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTP-EA Survive. • Code i;)'
'

.

Hentt , Richard J. USA - possibly captured alive according to NSA
intercept correlation (intercept - three

'

out of five from JU21A incident alive and
V;* • Captured.

)

••• V-r
.

Herold . Richard W . USAF - Laos , out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Resford . Peter D. USAF - Laos, believed to have successfully got
out of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

Bess . Frederick W. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTP-FA Survive Code 1) W: •’

. • ,

Beetle . Roosevelt USAF -- Seen alive at Heartbreak;prlsonr~

^

possibly tortured and carried on
stretcher.' (Bolstad debrief, B091

)

believed to have successfully got out of

his aircraft and was alive on the C
ground. Laist known alive. (DoD April

1

i
_i??l list) '.v ;"v

:

;

Hicks . Terrin D . USAF - Believed to have been captured alive and

taken to Dong Hoi for eedical Ixeatnent
of a broken leg, according to information
from P0W returnee debriefs. (Uyeyama.and
Shanahan, U004 and S021)

Hodoson . Cecil J. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Holland . Melvin A. USAF - Laos , possibly captured, based on
report the following day by Thai
survivor of Lima Site 85 incident, and

comments by former PL General Singkapo

in 1991, whose subsequent recanting
remains suspect. (Both sources stated
three Americans were captured by HUH
tzoops during the incident.)

Hollev. Tilden S. USAF - POW according to. hearsay information
obtained by returning FOWs Ellis , Fisher

and Heiliger - see debriefs B028, F045,

and H085 . )
; El-list: reported full name

.

Possibly held in Cu Loc and the Boo



•

.

prisons. •;

Holmes . David H.JUSAP ^ Laos ,
’ oat of aircraft before crash /

,r "(JTPrPA Survive Code 2)
•

•

• .-..T-

Search and Rescue unable to locate pilot.
(DIA 1979 report)

Holmes . Frederick L. USH - MW believed to have been held
vat: CuLoc-- and too prisons. •

(Kiern debrief , 1046)

known to have ejected from aircraft.
(Source* DlA analytical comment)

Hrdlicka . David L. USAF - POWinLaos, voice recording and$:?

.

/Pravda photograph including his name

.

- letter signed by Hrdlicka while in
captivity appeared in HVK/PL magazine.

Hubert

h

. Eric J. USAF - Cambodia, possibly captured according to
NSA intercept correlation. (F4D two
seater - one known captured)

Hunt # -Robert . OSA ^ Possiblv captured accordinq —i—:

to DIA 1979 analytical comments.
- last known alive in proximity to enemy :

.

:'

forces. (DbD April 1991 Ust)

Hunter. Russell P. DSAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
^

(JTF-FA Survive Code 1) .

Huston . Charles 6. USX - Laos, known to be hlive on the ground
during helicopter exfiltration. When
the rope ladder broke and hostile forces
approached, the helicopter departed
leaving Brown and Huston, alive and
unwbunded. Search team inserted four
days later. No sign of Brown or Huston.

(J01C report)

Ibanez . Di R. DSMC - last known alive. (DoD April 1991 list)

Jackson . Paul V. USAF - Laos, known captured according to NSA
intercept correlation. (L19, 01D)

Jakovac . John A. USA - last known alive. (DoD April 1991 list)

Jeffs . Clive G. USAF - believed to have successfully got out of

his aircraft and was alive oh the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

1991 list) .

Jewell . Eugene H. USAP - hearsay information on possible inw
of Jewell obtained by POW returnee



. Edvard Brudno.
.

(Other possibly related
hearsay information obtained by POW
returnees Risner, Rivers, and Rutledge

"
. . bnr liiime "Jual * hehrd on Voice of"Vietnam

or camp radio. Closest correlation is
./Jewell, Eugene M. USAF

Johns , Vernon Z. USA - hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)

- last seen alive (DXA 1979 report)

Johnson # Bruce G* USA - .’last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

iStoS2Rf William D. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Johnston # Steven B, USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-PA Survive Code 1)

j2S2^, -Bbbby K.^USAT ^ PpW~seien alive-in^camp-in Noveaiber , -i972 *-

(Metzger debrief H133 ) . Hearsay
information/of Bobby "M. * Jones obtained
by returnee Mulligan* A "B. Jones* was
also seen alive in prison by returnee

;Orson.G._Sirt^ ...POW.. returnee.:
Richard Vogel also had hearsay information
of a PCW named Bob Jones.

- twb beeper signals believed to have been
heard following Bobby Jones # incident.
(DIA analytical comment)

Jordan , Larry M. USK - Crew Down and captured- in China accordizig
"

" to Peking Bulletin and. 'Peking' Radiol'
Information obtained by POW returnee
Phillip Smith.

Kennedy# John W. USAF - known captured according to MSA intercept
correlation.

Ketchie. Scott D . USMC - Laos , out of aircraft before crash

.

(JTP-PA Survive Code 2 )

- known captured according to HSA
intercept correlation.

Kiefel. Ernest P. USAF - Laos, out Of aircraft before crash.
(JTP-PA Survive Code 1)

USS.f Larry G. USA - possible POW held in isolation (S098
; debrief -USA? correlation.) ;'

Knutson , Richard A. PSA - POW shot down in January, 1973.

/ .- Contact and discussion with POW
returnee LeBlanc.
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Boons . Dale F. USAF— POW in good physical condition held in the
Plantation prison according to first-hand
and hearsay reports hy returning POWs.
( Doss D057,-Smith SI 07 , Schvertfeger S182)

Kosko . Walter USAF - military ID card seen in prison (Berg
• debrief B083) v

known to have ejected from aircraft.

Kryszak, Theodore E. USAF - Laos y. notraceofcrev, wreckage
.

“
;;;

•, sited.

Rublev . Rov R. USAF - Laos, survival possible according to DIA
1979 analytical coaaents.

LaFavette . John W. USA - Laos, radio contact on ground.
(DIA 1979 report.)

- out of aircraft before crash.

:
(JTP-FA Surviye Code I j

believed tohave successfully got out Of
his aircraft and was alive on the
ground . last known alive (DoD April 1991

7Lanev
v
'Charles‘

:

:USAP~»^Two:~qbod"'Chttt^t»eenv?'Ope
:,

of-t
i

tl>i-~,tafo
,:

-~:.
::-?‘-‘'--

crewneabers (unidentified) was known to have
been alive on the ground according to
Carrigan debrief C078.

Lawrence . Bruce E. USAF • Kane heard in prison systen.

ccsamnication according to POW returnee
. v

•' 'HL31V

.

Lee . Leonard M. USN - believed to have nuceessfully got out of

his aircraft and was alive on the ground,

last known alive (DoD April 1991 list) Dead

(DIA 1979 analytical consent

)

Leeser. Leonard C. USAF - beeper heard for short period.

Leaon. Jeffrey C. USAF - Laos, possibly captured aliTo, according
to ISA intercept correlation. (F4D Two-

seater, one captured, one found dead.)

Lerner . Irwin S. USAF - survived incident, down okay according to
creuaenber debrief Klanann (K0B2)

Lester. Roderick B. USH - orders given by •n«F to capture the

two pilots fro® this aircraft according

tom intercom correlaUoh.

t^wendowtki

.

Leonard J. USMC - nine heard on radio and photo seen

in magazine according to hearsay
information fro® POW returnee Leo
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, V, ... . - ,a" V- •/•-•Hyatt*' ' i
’’ v

:

/ ;• V
;
:

Levis / James W. USAF - Laps, believed to have successfully got
-—--.-I.,.

^

. out of-his- aircraft.and_wasalive on . the1 -

ground, lest known, alive (Dob April 1991
• list)

Lono . John H . USAF POW held in Hanoi in good physical condition
according to first-hand observation by POW
returnee Brande.Brande reported •Long's ••••-

full name. Seen in Citadel, Holiday Inn,
.

• Vegas - prisons . ,
• ••

Lull # Howard B . USA > POW, seen alive and evading, and
subsequently captured according to POW
Returnee Hark Smith and Albert Carlson

*'•.. debriefs..:’ ’/V',

'

Luna . Carter P . USAF - Laos , voice contact on ground

.

• :~
- listed as POW by D2A, 1973.
- likelihood he was captured (DIA 1992
analytical comment)

Lundv . Albro L. DSAT - Laoir out of aircraft before crashr -

(JEF-PA Survive Code 1)
- alleged post-capture photo positively
identified by family members

.

Malone . Jimmy H. USA - last known alive (DoD April -1991 list)

Mamiva . John M. USAF - identified by Thai returnees^ 1973; -

Mancino . Thomas A. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Marik . Charles W. USN - good, chute. (DIA report 1979)

Marker . Michael: W. USA - possibly captured alive according to NSA
intercept correlation (intercept - three
out of five from JU2LA incident alive
and captured.

)

Martin . Russell D. USAF - Laos, no trace of crew, wreckage found.

Massucci

.

Martin J. USAF - possible last known alive (one of the
two crewmembers were known to have
been last known alive - see Scharf

,

Charles J. ) DoD April 1991 list.' , .

Matelov . Joseph A. USAF - Laos, EC47Q, Baron 52, believed to have
been captured according to analysts in
1973 based on NSA intelligence reports.

Mauterer . Oscar USAF - Laos> ejected and possibly captured.



(DZA analytical consents , 1979 rpt.)
- out of aircraft before crash.

(JTP-FA Survive Code X) 'Vi.'; *
•

believed to have successfully got out of
.

..
•
“ hif ftircraft Md was alive on the'

ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

/ 1991 list)
:

:
V.

v/'
"

McCartti Jaaes Lx USAF - good chute observed by SAR. (See

: jaekson J044 , Marshall,M168, Hanton and

McDouall debriefs) - F4D 6/24/72 v

HcClearv. George C. BSAF - p5*,1?te£P°8iJ
i
!
#ly

1969 in XMAS photo. (POW returnee

Charles C141 and McNish M126 debriefs

)

McCrary. Jack USAF - radio contact (DIA 1979 report)

McDonald. Joseph W. PSMC - identified a. MH hold »t Ha to Jprieon

-~in-good physical condition according-,,

to first hand contact by POW returnee

Rayford RO49 debrief).
- •possibly captured* according to DZA

' v v./
;

: 1919 -

McDonald . Kurt C. USAF - believed to have successfully got cnst of

his aircraft and eas alive on the

ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

1991 list)
;

McDonnell. John T. USX - last known alive (DoD April 1991 U*t)

McElvaln . James R. OSAF - Mam possibly heard on radio broadcast.

,;

f7r .
(Shunaker debrief 5097)

McSar . Brim X. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

H£lB£iS£. Scott M. OSAF

- possible POW according to NSA

correlation. Possible conflicting SAR

information.

McLean . Janes H. PSA -POW, capture confirmed by Vi«t. POWs,

according to 1979 Dii report.

- hostile captured f
DoD June 1973 list.

- listed as POW by DIA, *973.
_ ^

- lest known alive, DoD April 19.91 list.

McPherson . Everett A. USHC - Ham believed to have been .pascod oh
PCPft r*QI1

prisoner list in Cu Loc prison

according to POW returnee Morris

Charles debrief .



waller . Fredric M. USAF - voice contact, uninjured.

Melton . Todd M. USAF - Uo» r BC47Q, Banm 52, believed to have

been captured according to analysts in—
“IS73 based; inUUigence^repoiter ~

Mlllus . Paul L. USM - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

; 7 . (JTP-FA Survive Code 2)

Millner. Michael PSA * last known alive (Pop April 19$l U«t)
;

Mims /George 1 USAF - believed to have successfully gotten out of

his aJicraft before crash and was alive on

the ground (DoD April 1991 list)

Mitchell ; Harry E. USM - possibly seen (1979 DIA report)

Mlvataki . Ronald X. USAF - survival possible from crash, but no

sign * (according to analytical coemtnts

Moreland . Janes L. USA - last seen alive and unvounded on the
7" ’

-ground according to POH Returnee
v- Shospsoh debrief. 7'-\V

;v

Mpman. Jams S. OSkF - beligvad to have raccMcfully got oot of

hi, aircraft and oat *1I»* on the ffcoond.

taat b»ow aliw; (DoD April 1991 li»t)

Morris . George W. Xjsaf - Good chute, Possible voice contact.

(Xientsler debrief, DIA 1979 report)

. believed to^have successfully got out of

hie aircraft Jad was alive on the - -

ground. Last known alive. {DoD April

1991 list)

Morrissey . Robert D. USAF - Laos/NVH, Captured alive according to

same day intelligence report
indicating capture jof pilot (s) of a

low flying aircraft’ in same location

..and' giving orders to “conceal
_

the

accomplishment.* (Ho other
shootdowns correlate to this report.

)

Intelligence report one week later

requested special Vietnamese team
to transport the hulk of an F-lll.

HSA analyst recalls Brown on list of

POWs moved to Sam Heua for movent
to USSR. HVH defector states intact

portion (possibly tha ajmetion
capsule) of F-ill sent to China same

month a* Morrissey/Broim ahootdown,

HVH photographers not allowed to keep

photos of the F-lll.



Morrow , Larrv K. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Mossman . Harry S . USN -..orders given by enemy„to_capture .both ,

pilots, from this incident according to
NSA intercept correlation,

Mullen , william F. USKC - Laos , out of aircraft before crash.

•{JTPP-PA Survive Code 1

)

Mullins

.

Harold E. USAF - Laos, no trace of crew, wreckage sited.

Mundt. Henrv G. USAF * Laos, ont of aircraft before crash.

(JTP-PA Survive Code 1)

' believed. to have successfully got oat

of his aircraft and was alive on the

ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
’ 1991 list)

Netherland . Roger M. USN • believed to have successfully got out

of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

newton . Charles V. USA * last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Newton. Donald S . USA * last known alive (Dob April 1991; list)

Nichols . Hubert C. USAF * name "Kickoles " seen on prison wall at

Heartbreak and too prisons in November,

^ 1972. (See POM returnee debriefs Toung
_ 1008; luberbuhler *009 and; Brunson

B190) Possible correlation to either

Hubert Hichols or POW returnee Aubrey

Nichols.
'

Hidds . Daniel R. USA - last known alive (Dop April 1991 list)

o*Gmdv . John . Pi. USAF - ejected (DIA 1979 report)
captured (MVN sources, 1991)

Osborne. Rodney t. USA - possibly captured alive eccording to USA

intercept correlation (intercept - three

out of five from OT21A incident alive

and captured.).

Parker. Noodrow H. USAF - PON at Citadel and Country Club

prisons, indirect contact (wall

tapping) reported by PON Returnee

Overly (debrief 0025).

Partlev . Edward M. USAF - Reported as possible POW ‘name

familiar* (Coffee debrief C088.)



Ronald P. USA - pulled alive oat of aircraft by
crawnanber prior to explosion. •

Crewmember subsequently captured
albneT^Ro^n^er^del^irs^lmowiK— r

(Astorga debrief)

Ha^ssasa./ James Kelly USN -. Alive on ground (4 days)
(Russell debrief R045),

• - -probably captured with broken leg-
according to D1A analytical coaaent,
1979.

- hostile captured,* DoD June 1973 list
- listed as POW by DIA in 1973.
- eneny captors told crewmember PGW
returnee McDaniel that Patterson had

•

; V
-' v -

.
been injured but was . better now.

ZS3&SL, Orland J. USN - Possible POW # name heard by returnee

Perrlne. Elton L. USAF - believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

,y : 1991 list) ~
i

$!££32 * Randolph A. USAF - Possibly heard on Voice of Vietnam "or
1 camp radio.

(Risnery Rivers debriefs)
r Haae alto reported by POW returnees

• Rutledge and Shumaker.

£££££££&/ Delbert R. USAF - believed to have successfully got-out
:

'of.'his- aircraft 'and • was alive on 'the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

^

Ifiissssa, Hark A. USAF - Good chute r Possible voice contact.
(Kientsler debrief/ DIA 1979 report)

- believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD AprU
1991 list)

- reported as captured according to HSA
intercept correlation.

1 Daniel R. USA - last seen alive and unwounded during
ground fighting by returnee Dennis
Thompson.

f-hUUPgr Robert P. USA - hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
- listed as POW by DIA, 1973.
-last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

frifrffPB/ William C . USA - POW according to prison communications
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and hearsay nan* on note pasted in
prison; (Charles and Mulligan POW
Returnee debriefs.)

Pike. Dennis S. USN - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 2)

Plttmann . Allan D. - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

Plassaever . Bernard H. USMC - believed to have successfully got
out of the aircraft and was alive
on the ground. Last known alive.
(DoD April 1991 list)

Platt. Robert L. USA - lest known alive. (DoD April 1991 list)

Pluaadore. Kenneth L. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991i.rtwn^rAy.
.

, Umt
)

'•

' ' — -V. V -

1

-/
- captured by PAVN forces (JTF-PA

•

;

Narrative,)
...

•

Pogreba . Dean A. USAF - Believed shot down and captured in China.
-v (Thorsneas debrief ¥03)

deposition points toward shoot-down and

:
possible capture of Pogreba in China.

- Several additional returned POHs reported
that Pogreba was believed to have been

" X shot down over China-

Preston . Janes A. USAF - Laos, name heafd by several returned _

POHs over Voice of Vietnam or Camp
Radio. (Hyatt, Risner, Rivers, Rutledge,

Shumaker.)

Prevedel . Charles F. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Price . Bunyan D. USA - Seen alive evading. JSSA list.
Helicopter found, no trace of subject.

(DIA analytical consent, 1979)
- hostile captured, DoD June 1973 list.

- listed as POW by DIA, 1973.
- last known alive, DoD April 1991 list.

Pridemore , Dallas R. USA - kidnapped from girlfriend's house.

South Vietnam (DIA 1979 report)
- hostile captured, DoD June 1973 list.

- listed as POW by DIA; 1973.

.

- last known alive, DoD April 1991 list.

Pruett . William D. USAF - Beeper heatd for short period.

Puentes. Manuel F. USA - Last seen moving, wounded in ambush.
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Pugh . Dennis C. USAF Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

- known captured according to NSA intercept
^correlation

Ransbottorc , Frederick J. USA - POW according to information
provided by. POW returnee Julius
Long. Long had first-hand

v
;

‘ observation of Ransbottom.

Raymond . Paul D. USAF - name heard in prison communication
according-to • POW returnee James • Mulligan- •

H131. •; ;; '-V, v; :
'

;

.?;
'

peed . James W. USAF » Laos , known to have parachuted from
aircraft, orders given by enemy to capture
the individual according to MSA intercept

.. correlation. ;

*
' -.•/

Rehe . Richard R . USA - observed"wounded at~HPOAIri&
in 19.68 by POW Returnee Daly.

- listed as POW by DIA (31 Jan . 92 dep.)

Richardson . Dale W. USA - no trace of subject, helicopter found.

> Richardson got out of aircraft alive
after it was downed and evaded. ^

: (Ma6lowski,Young, crowson debriefs)

Robertson. John L. USAF - believed to have successfully got out
of _his aircraft and was alive on the

• ground. Last known alive. (DoD Aptil

- positively identified by family members
in alleged post-capture photograph

.

jtoe, Jerry L. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Rose . Luther L. USAF - Laos, no trace of crew, wreckage found.

Ross . Jospeh S. USAF - Last name seen bn prison wall at
heartbreak prison according to Young,
Zuberbuhler, and Brunson debriefs.

;
(see .Thompson)'

Rowlev. Charles S. USAF - Laos, positively identified as a POW by
returnee Lawrence Stark from "either
propaganda picture or group of Laos
POWs viewing film shown at Hanoi Hilton
with stark in February, 1973. (Stark

./• debrief)
- Additional information obtained from
Select Committee deposition of US



Enbaisy official from Laos during war

.

Roto; Janas Milan USA - hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
•:,-rr“w. 1973.

- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Russell. Peter J. USA - last blown alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Scharf . Charles J. USAF - -last known alive (one of the two
crewmembers were known to have been
last known alive — see Massucci,

:

!

i.-.'P*! .

Schmidt. Walter R. USMC - Landed alive* NVA approaching.
(DZA 1979 analytical comment)

• Captured alive, JSSA.
- Possibly shot, JSSA.
• listed as POM by DIA, 1973.

" • hostile Captured (DoD June 1973 list

)

• last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Schultz; Sheldon D. USA • Laos, no sign of crew,,’;'.

Schumann . John R • USA -
. PON ;last known alive working on a rice
sill, heaver manual, labor, chopping wood,

•••’ 40push-ups,developed congested lungs
according to POM returnee Douglas Ramsey.

Scull. Gary B. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
- MSA correlation 03/13/70.

SSES&i -Henry M. USAFV possibly^survived as prisoner of war. ^

(information under Committee evaluation)
- one person from crew known captured
according to KSA intercept correlation.

Seymour . Leo E. USA - Laos, last known alive (DoD April 1991
;• list) ;

Shafer. Phillip R. USA - listed ai POW by DIA, 1973.
- last biovn alive, (DoD April 1991 list)
- possible propaganda broadcast Bade by
Shafer while in captivity.

Shark. Earl E. USA - listed as PON by DoD PW/KIA Task Group,
1975 .

Shelton. Charles. USAF - captured by P.L. forces, voice contact.

.SU&Rr William C. USAF - beeper heard for short period.

Shrlver. Jerzy k. USA - POW according to POW returnee Morris
Charles. -"Charles seems positive this
man is a PW* (USAF 1973 comment.)



Slcrafoos . Walter H . USAF - Laos, possibly captured According to
NSA intercept correlation (F4D twor

»—Tr"'
^"^~~'"''~^^:^"~"

"'T':
''''~~8eater>--,orie7-captttredy--one~found7dead)--r

singleton , Daniel L. USAF - Laos, possibly captured according .to

NSA intercept correlation (F4E - two,

, seater - one captured)
- ?6w early: Jfetnrnee (1969)

; Rwnble listed a "Larcy Singleton* on
a list of hearsay names that he Was

' givenvto :'«enorite.:
-

"Daniel.

Singleton was shot down in January,
V 196^ 7:.;, f. : .

O'-;.- •

. ;

Slttner . Ronald K. USAF - TWo good chutes seen. One of the two
crewmembers (unidentified) was known to
have been alive oh the ground according

: .

p'
• . to carrigan debrief C07B . v

Skinner , Owen G. USAF Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Small. Burt C. USA - Captured with wounded leg. DIA 1979 xpt.

.
- hostile captured, DoD June 1973 list;

,

• last known alive, DoD April 1991 list.

Smith . Harding E. USAF - Laos, no trace of crew, wreckage found.

Smith , Warren F. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
- _ . (JTF-FA“Survival Code

1)J.
_ __ -

Sovland . David F. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Sparks . Donald L. USA - Sent letter home as FOW. Last seen with
wounded foot. (JSSA list, DIA 1979.

)

- listed as FOW by DIA, 1973.
- hostile captured (DoD June 1973 list)
- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)
- known to have been captured according to
several returnees.

- first hand observation claimed by FOW
returnee CArroll Flora on March 5, 1973
at HaLo, Vegas, Hanoi Hilton prisons.

Sparks . Jon M. USA - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(
JTF-FA Survive Code 1) .

Spinelli . Donenlck A. USN - possible FOW. Hama referenced by FOW
returnee Richard George Tangeman.
Spinelli subject of subsequent post-
war live-sighting information.
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possibly alive when found (Young debrief)

Ijirrv j. DSH - Laos, alleged post-capture photograph
.

* R
-

n& f

positively identified by family members.

Stewart . Peter J. USAF - alleged post-capture photograph
* s 9

positively identified by family

member .
••

Stewart , Virgil G. USAF Laos, out of aircraft before crash.

(JTF-FA Survive Code 1)

Strait , Douglas F. USA - believed to have successfully got out

.

y
of the aircraft (0H6A) and was alive on

the ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

^ yi 1991 list) yr: •y..Y‘y r. >y

Stravn , John T. USA - possibly captured alive according to N?A
^ —three

r out of five ftom JU21A incident alive

and captured.): 'y-'y

Strohlein , Madison A. USA - last ^Joiown alive (DoD April 1991

Sutton . William C . USAF V beeper heard for short period

.

Tatum , Lawrence B. USAF - believed to have successfully got^out

. ^ of his aircraft and was alive on the

7„ ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

V; r;:;-: ./ .• 1*91 list)

Tavl6r ,~ Fred USA*- last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Thompson , William J. USAF - POW according to second hand report

of wall-tapping (Vohden debrief.)

- Second hand info from CIA captive

Weaver, (see Ross)

Tloner . Lee M. USAF - possibly captured according to NSA
.

intercept correlation (one pilot captured

,
.from '.two' seater aircraft)

Townsend. Francis K. USAF - listed as POT by D», 1973.

.

:

- last known alive (DoD April 1991

- known to have ejected from aircraft

(POW Returnee Gauntt debrief)

Trent. Alan R. DSAF - Cambodia, -
USA intercept correlation (F4D two seater

one pilot captured)

Tromp. William L. US» - hostile captured (Dop June 1973 11st)



- listed as POW by DIA, 1973*
- last known alive (DoD J^pril 1991 list.) /

SilS^/Russel-K. USAF-”LaosyposBiblycaptufedaccordingtoNSA
intercept correlation (F4E two seater,
one captured). •.

Walker / Bruce C. USAF - believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the :

..

. list )aiowh alive. (DoD April
•;

:
'

;;
;

.1991 list) ; , \//. .. •

,

r known to have evaded for 11 days,
maintaining radio contact, (DIA 1979
analytical comment) Setter aircraft
subsequently: reported Walker was
surrounded by 40 NVN troops.

correlation.

- Military ID card found in Hanoi military
museum (January, 1992)

H&lfcSIr Llbyd F/ DSAF rt*^ :'iur«^
(DIA 1979 analytical comments

)

Walker . Samuel F. DSAF- Laos, one parachute observed, mid-air
collision. (DIA analytical comment 197?)

Walton . Lewis C. PSA - radio interception indicated Walton
*- ~ and Ehtrican had bem captured and was to

r/T ha moved north to Hanoi according to POW
returnee (see returnee debrief Jon
Cavaiani C139). Notes DIA suspects
Entrican was captured by hostile forces.
Bntrican and Walton were together.

Warren . Ervin DSAF - Laos, no trace of crew, wreckage found
(DIA analytical comment, 1979)

Warren . Gray D. DSAF - Laos/ one pilot parachuted and probably
captured according to HSA intercept
correlation. (F4D-Two seater)

Wheeler . Eugene X. DSMC - voice contact, last known alive (DoD
April 1991 list)

White . Charles E. - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Wilkins. George H. DSN - identified alive by Thai returnees.

willing . Robert J. USA - POW reportedly seen in Vietnamese
magazine photograph, JSSA.



Williamson , James D. USA - Laos , P0W according to hearsay
information, JSSA.
no sigh of crew, DIA,

-:-:-''~‘"“'^':-j^ii-eved
rr
^''POW;raturn

:

eas~Frieseand
and Uyeyama to have signed propaganda
statement.

Winters . David M. USA - last known alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Worth. James F. USMC - last taown alive (DoD April 1991 list)

wood , boh C. USAF Laos, identified in Pathet Lao film, possibly
captnred. (DIA> 1979) '.;/

: • believed to have successfully got out
of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April

•.
.

•• .;v .

. J-; ' 1991 list) •

r

wood, William C. USAF - Laos, out of aircraft before crash.
JTF-FA Survive' Code 1)

Wrloht . David I. USAF - possibly captured according to USA
•

'

:

•
:••

••
? •

' ihtercept • correlation (one ; captured from
.

• crew of two)
'

r

Wrloht . Thomas T. USAF - Laos, believed to have successfully got
out of his aircraft and was alive on the
ground. Last known alive. (DoD April
1991 list)

:

Wrobleski

.

Walter F. USA - last known-alive (DoD April 1991 list)

Zich , Larry A. USA - POW seen alive in early 1973 according to
POW returnee Lawrence Stark. Zich was

;

believed to be among a group of POWs viewing
a propaganda film in late February/early
March according to Stark, or had been seen
in a propaganda photograph.
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Straff -32iJSgMgBIME fiftSK

L&08
, H. Debruin

(0018)

Swf!??5
0Bber 5

i
' 40 *** ^®w:ica Gr47 transport on which Hr.

tostile^mi fire
Savaxuakhst Province, v Xt crashed approziAatsly twokiloneters northeast of Huang Phine, Eugene Debruin and four non-
U.?. crewaen parachute out and were captin^^'; to theP^t Lao , ,the regaining two toericah civilian crewmen who were

Tee**®??*®! i?
bailed out died in the crash. On Hay 31

,

*&***• Soth Phetxasy,con£ijmd that Hr. Debruin was alive and in captivity.

Information from an American escapee and a Thai captured with Hr.

" a
oncbronology1

'

.

.

.
*9$*/ the last time they knew Hr. Debruin to healive with then in Khaaeotwne Province. Accounts of the prisonescape include information that four of the seven prison guardswere killed during the escape attempt. One Thai wfanhscapeTand*m'.recaptured was not killed alter recapture.

A photopa^ of JCt. Debruin was latar obtained Taj Air America in

t?*0** ** captivity circa 19S5. A credit
2??,,“? cone«r®1®Sl tie dead pilot was laterobtained through private sources .

?“5,
*?:

<Jf
ber_25* 1982, Pathet Lao Colonel Kbaala Aeuphithoane told

a jialtinj Rational League of Pamilles delegation that
Dabruin was killed attesting to eacape from captivity. •

Infoasation has snrfacad from American POP hunters throughout the

rasident. m
8
°3 1Ml ' “ "eU “ txoml** and Thai

residents of Thailand, which asserts that Hr. Debruin is still
alive in Laos and living freely with a Lao wife and children in£aaaonane *”"*«»» Th*

t
D-sJ^l c?*# A* «11 town in the private

POW/M1A community due to extensive efforts and informational

h^
f
ittL^!d

r
i
bUt®<1 ** D?bruAn

' B brother who for many years
has attempted to recover his brother. She Joiat Task Force PullAccounting has received information regarding Mr. Debruin's grave
site and is emiantiy plshni to excavate it.

APPSDIZ 2 - SHOT 324
;
- Page 1
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South Vietnam Sort C. McDonald
Edward jU' Dodge

- V: ly.- (0051) .

-

See S^sa£l3L Discrepancy Cages for case summary.

north Vietnam '

. 01 Edward A. Dickson ;11.

;.y; : ;
(0053) .1 • -

'.V: - \
;

On February 7 # 1965 /Lieutenant Dickson was the pilot of an A-4 on

a combat mission over Bo trach District# Quany Binh Province. Bis

aircraft was hit by hostile ground fire and he headed out to sea.,

He was observed by other D.S. aircraft crew to eject from his

aircraft but his parachute was not seen to deploy. He was declared

dead/body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of death.

.-ftnlWurch . ix
f
~~i9SB . an.,issue..Of:-ths. JVietnam..„Courier. Jcsrried_._s..^

photograph of a beach grave site reportedly containing the remai ns

of Lieutenant Dickson.
;
A wartime Associated Press wirephoto

depicted a body reportedly of Lieutenant Dickson and listed

personal artifacts of his which had been recovered. A number of

D.S.._POWsreturftin^
Horth Vietnamese movie they had been shown which contained a
sequence reportedly showing the recovery of Lieutenant Dickson's

remains from the water and the grave site where his remains were

interred. .

In August 1985

.

Vietnam turned over Lieutenant Dickson's Geneva

Convention Card and Identity Card. In January 1991 , a D.S. team in

Vietnam examined a document listing the wartime caabat operations

in* Bo Trach District “which referred to~ the downing of a V.S.

aircraft with one airman on February 7, 1965.

In January and July 1991, a U.$. team obtained substantially

similar information from the People's Amy of Vietnam Military

Region IV museum.

South Vietnam James H. McLean
(0054)

.yeaseir 135 Discrepancv_Cagea for case sumoary.

APPEHDU 2 - SMITH 324 - Page 2
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• *408 .;-, • Arthur b. Baker
•
•• James W. Lewis •

7> 1965, Baker and Janes were crewmen on a B-57B> one is
a flight of four aircraft on an interdiction mission launched from
Bien Hoa Air Base, South Vietnam and with its target in Xiang
Khouang Province , Laosr The crew was last seen descending""through
thin overcast toward the target area and it never reappeared

.

Extensive search and rescue; effo^ 12th failed to
locate either the aircraft or its crew. >

;

On April 14 > 1965, the New China News Agency reported the shoot
down of a ; B-57 approximately three miles north-northeast of the
town of Bhang Khay. This was described as the first B-57 shoot
down of an aircraft launched from South Vietnam.

Vietnam while on a classified sd*sioh. Their loss location was
later changed to Laos\ share was limited wartime reporting about
U.S., aircraft losses in the general area the crewmen were last
reported but they could not be correlated to this specific

- incident .:rU;*S* intelligence'continues:to receive"informationwhich
may correlate to this shoot down but provides no positive
information on the fate of the 'crewmen..-

In January 1974 Major Baker's nert-of-kin requested his case review
go forward and he was declared killed in action, body not
recovered, in January 1974. Lewis was declared dead/body not
recovered, in April 1982 . Returning P0W8 were unable to provide
any information on the fate of these two servicemen ^ ... • -v , •

•

**08 Charles E. Shelton
/.:> ;:: (0079)

On April 29, 1965, Captain Shelton was the leader in a flight of
two reconnaissance aircraft over Laos. Due to bad weather in their
primary target area. Captain Shelton turned to the next target near
Sam Neua City, Sam Neua Province. His aircraft was hit by hostile
fire while at 3000 feet and lining up on his target. He ejected
with a good chute and the other aircraft overhead was in contact
with him by radio; Inclement weather delayed any possible recovery
attempt until Hay 1. Search and rescue efforts . on 2-3 May were
negative. A U.S. controlled team was inserted into the area on May
3 and learned from local villagers that Captain Shelton was last
seen hanging in a tree . Similar teams continued to search for him
through February 1966 but with negative results.

After his shoot down, Pathet Lao ralliers reported hearing about
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the capture of an American correlating to the capture of Captain
Shelton. Be reportedly died in .'a cave in Vieng Zai, east of Sam
Reua town, and near anothef PpW, Captain Hrdlicka,

In September 1982 a Pathet Lao security official , Colonel Khamla

,

stated that Captain Shelton died in captivity in 1968 and was
burled near his place of imprisonment. His grave was described as
obliterated by a U.S. air strike.

The Joint. Task /Force investigated the purported grave site in April
1992 and was unable to locate any remains

•

Colonel Shelton is still carried in a POW status

.

Laos David L. Brdlicka
(0084)

On May 18 , 1965, Captain BcdUciica was piloting ^e lead aircraft in
a flight of four F-105D on an ihterdiction/bombing mission in Houa
Phan Province, Laos , previously known as Sam Neua Province. His
aircraft was hit by hostile fire and he was seen to bail out, land
safely and was later..i^ortedJby; villagers Uvihg near his landing
pointinthe^ AMay24
Pathet Lao radio broadcast announced his capture* A. July 26
broadcast by Pathet Lao radio broadcast a post-capture tape
recording made by Captain Hrdlicka.

Captain Hrdlicka was listed by the Department of Defense as a POW
at the time of the Haris Peace Accords but was later declared to
have died^in captivity,- body not recovered. Wartime reports from
Pathet Lao defectors placed Captain Hrdlicka in a cave injthe Vipng
Zai area of Sam Neua Province through at least 1966.

On September 25, 1982, Hational League of POW/KXA Families visitors
were told by a Lao security official; Colonel Khamla , that Captain
Hrdlicka had died in 1968 of natural causes exacerbated by
malnutrition and while imprisoned in a cave in Sam Heua. Colonel
Khamla stated he was buried nearby but his grave was destroyed by
U.S. bombing. Photocopied personal documents belonging to Captain
Hrdlicka were passed to the U.S. by the Lao in February 1988. A
private citizen visiting Laos in September 1989 was provided the
photocopy of a document which apparently also belonged to Captain
Hrdlicka. A photograph of Captain Hrdlicka after capture is in the
Lao museum.

Captain Hrdlicka # s purported grave site was investigated by the
Joint Task Force Full Accounting in April 1992. Witnesses were
interviewed who described Captain Hrdlicka f s burial there in 1968.
Mo remains were located. . Efforts continue to locate Captain
Hrdlicka '8 remains.
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South Vietnam Charles A. Dale
David S. Detnaon

• y
~ ^

( 0094) v,.,'

See Vessev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

South Vietnam Walter L. . Ball' . .

Bruce C. Johnson
‘.

j
:

=•• Bred X. tinea >.'
'

'

:

:

'CaarlM'

Donald R. Saogaert
Joseph J. Coepa, Jr ; .

Craig L. Hagen
(0096)

See Vessev 135 piscgeoancy_Cases for case summary.

South Vietnam John R. Schumann

On June 16, 1965/ Chptain Schumann was serving as "the advisor to
the Cai Be District Chief , Dinh Tuong Province when he was seen
captured by Viet Cong forces. In July 1965, elements of the South
Vietnamese Army' 6 7th Infantry Division captured Viet Cong
documents in Dinh Tuong Province which included a photograph of
Captain Schumann in captivity. In December 1965 , three American
POWs released; by the Viet Coftg confirmed Captain Schumann was in
“captivity and was still alive; In October 1$6T, a^photograph of
Captain Schumahh in captivity appeared inthe Soviet "Red Army"
newspaper in.Moscow.

Based on information from American POWs released during Operation
Homecoming at the town of Loc Wish in South Vietnam, Captain
Schumann was taken to Tay Hinh Province and held with other
Americans. In 1966 he became very ill# suffering from pneumonia
and with malfunctioning kidneys. He was with other American POWs
idlea he died at 1330 hours early in July 1966. His body was
removed and buried at an unknown location.

;
:

Captain Schumann was declared dead/body not recovered, in Harch
1967 . He was listed by the Provisional Revolutionary Government a6
having died in captivity on July 6, 1966. His remains have not yet
been recovered. .V.

During October-Hovember 1992, D.S. investigators with a joint
D. S. /Vietnamese team in Vietnam located and interviewed a former
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guard and interpreter at the People ' 8 toy of Vietnam B-2 Theater

of Operations B-20 prison camp Which had confined U .S . PONs . Both

sources described ^pt^n -Schimiahn's death at- prison :
can^> B-2 0. -

The investigators determined the prison camp was leveled and

converted into farm land after April 1975 with the result that any

facility locations and burial sites can no longer be located.

South Vietnam Richard C. Bram
' John F. Dingwall

(0108)

Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

South VI '-i :

' F*ed Taylor '•••-'

Henry J. Gallant

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

North Vietnam Walter Xosko

On July 27,-1?65 i Captain Xosko was the pilot of an P-105D, one in

a flight of four aircraft from Takhli Air Base, Thailand, on a

bombing mission over Shu Tho Province , North Vietnam. ^ There’ was

directed at the iUghti . F

explosion near his aircraft, captain Xosko reported he was hit and

there was smoke in his cockpit; He later ejected and other flight

menibers observed a fully deployed chute and survival gear. :

There was no beeper or voice contact with him after his ejection.

Captain Ko$ko was Sedh to land in the Black River. A search of the

river disclosed an inflated, life raft which was empty and no

evidence of the pilot . On July 27th and 28th, Radio Hanoi reported

eight U.S. aircraft shot down on July 27, 1965 and stated that

pilots had been taken into custody from shoot downs in Ha Tay

Province. Captain Xosko landed on the border of Ha Tay and Vinh

Phu. '

••• .

Captain Xosko was initially declared missing. Returning U.S. POHs

were unable to provide any information concerning his fate, in

November 1977 he was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a

presumptive finding of death. ;

.

U.S. investigators in Vietnam in 1988 and 1990 visited the area of

Captain Xosko' s loss. Vietnamese officials stated that Captain
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Kosko's life raft was recovered during the war. One witness stated
it was used as a fishing boat in the local river until it
deteriorated and was discarded. U.S. investigators were told

-Captain- Kosko -had-indeed^laad«d^"itt~the^Blacfc~RlTO
reappeared after going under water, and they believed he drowned in

• 1*1 vfti* • *
•

North Vietnam ; ^Fredrlclfc’ifenor
'

••

'V ','

:

{y J .-.v" ;

\

On August 13, 1965, Captain Mellor was the pilot of an RF-101 and
the flight leader in a flight of two aircraft over Son La Province.
His aircraft was hit by hostile ground fire, his radio became
inoperative and the second aircraft could see a fire in the nose of
Captain Heilor' fi aircraft but he maintained control of it. With
the second aircraft now in the lead, Captain Meilor suddenly

1 disappeared, from sight. y :- y-;
; y ;

. y

Another aircraft arrived on the scene, an RP-101, and the new
aircraft was able to establish radio and beeper contact with
Captain Heilor who had parachuted out and was alive on the ground.

...

Re?c?
1® .were called but„when jthey arrived later they

were unable to establish cghtact with and locate Captain Heilor.

Captain Mellor was reported missing and in December 1977 was
declared dead/body not recovered. Returning U.S. POWs were unable
to provide any information on his precise fate;

In February 1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam interviewed
witnesses /to the downing of a U.S. aircraft corresponding to the-
1??b incident of . Captain Heilor • The 'Witnesses stated that the
pilot ejected safely and was able to evade for half a day. Late on
the afternoon he was located by local militia, the pilot opened
fire on them and tdiey returned the. fire, wounding the pilot. He
was captured but later died, apparently of blood loss. No remains
could be located by the U.S. investigators. 7

North Vietnam .'James Branch
Sugene X. Jewell

,
r

. yyy '
.

(0135)

On September 4, 1965 Captain Branch and Pirst Lieutenant Jewell
were the crew in an P-4C aircraft on a strafing mission in Nghe An
Province. They had just completed a strike on the target when
another air crew observed a secondary explosion but later
determined it was Captain Branch's aircraft which had crashed. Ho
survivors were seen, no parachutes were seen and no beepers were
heard. Returning U.S. POWs heard the pilot was killed when he flew
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into a MU, ;Hi8 wingman believed no possibility of survival.

Both airman were initially declared missing. After Operation
Homecoming they were declared dead/body hot recovered*

North Vietnam Charles J. Scharf
Martin J. Kassucci

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case Bmmarv.

North Vietnam Dean A. Pogreba

•

(0162) ~
. 7

V "
'.:;

On October 5, 1965/ Major Pogreba was the pilot of an P-105D, the
lead in a flight of -fonr^airdraft- on a strike mission over-North
Vietnam . There was heavy anti-aircraft fire oyer the target area
in Lang Son Province and rain showers in the target area
intermittently obscured it.

Jtft« .conpleting^'..-his-.bombing mission .through, dense: cloud cow
Major Pogreba was last Seen rolling off the target# still an area
of heavy anti-aircraft fire and from which three surface to air
missiles were launched. Be radioed he was departing the airea on
the prebriefed exit route. The members of the flight also used the
prebriefed exit route and maintained radio silence until reaching
the coast . Major Pogreba never arrived and was declared missing.
Visual and -electronic search failed to disclose airy evidence “of
either him or his aircraft.

-

7

Returning U.S. PONs were unable to provide any infdzmation bn Major
Pogreba # s precise fete. However, one returnee offered his view
that while in prison in North Vietnam, "it was thought that Major
Pogreba was down in China" but no one knew the origin of this
story. Major Pogreba was not identified alive in captivity by any
returning U.S. PON and in November 1977 he was declared killed in
action, body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding Of
death.

'

In February 1991, retired U.S. General Tom Lacy told Major
Pogreba ' & next of kin that he h*d spoken with Major Pogreba and
knew where he was . General Lacy said Major Pogreba was downed over
China and he , General Lacy, had made two failed attempts to rescue
him.

According to a next of kin, the People's Republic of China stated
that an P-105 had strayed into Chinese air space. The available
record documents that on October 6 , 1965, Radios Hanoi and Beijing
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reported U.S . aircraft; were shot down in certain areas of North
Vietnam and pilots captured on October 5th. No names of any
captured pilots were given and the areas in which aircraft were
reported shot down „did not..correlate to an.area where Ma jor Pogreba
was operating when declared missing. .

•

On October 5/ 1965 r the People's Republic of China announced that
four D.S. aircraft had intruded into Chinese air space over Hwangs!
Province on that date and one had been shot down. There was no
mention of the type of aircraft involved. Although Pogreba was
last known to be approximately 40 nautical miles from Hwangs!
Province and was lost oh that date /: tvo other^
shot down on October 5th, crashed inside North Vietnam and
approximately 30 miles from China, and in the general area where
Pogreba was lost which was not known to be in Chinese air space.

In 1985, China acknowledged it had deployed over 300,000 of its
forces in northern Vietnam during the war years, many of idiom were
in the northern tier of provinces which included the area where
Pogreba was -lost Chinese -units - included various anti-aircraft

'

.• forces. .

•

-North -Vietnam-- •--•--
:---George*Cv--M^

(0183)

On November 5, 1965, lieutenant Colonel HcCleary was the pilot of
an P-105, the flight leader of a flight of four aircraft on a SAH
suppression mission over North Vietnam. A surface to air missile
was launched and exploded approximately 20 feet from his aircraft.
His Aircraft burst into flames pitched nose up, and began shedding
pieces. The_canopy was observed to sepazatm. before, the aircraft
disappeared into overcast tail first but his wingman couldn't
determine if he was able to eject from the aircraft. No search and
rescue mission was possible due to the extremely hostile ground
environment and Colonel HcCleary was declared missing in action

.

In 1968 a People's Army of Vietnam soldier provided information on
D.S . POWs at a Hanoi prison correlating to Boa lo Prison/ also
called the Hanoi Hilton. He identified a photograph of Colonel
HcCleary as similar to that of an American at Hoa bo Prison. In
1977 the Defense Intelligence Agency reversed its previous
correlation and concluded the soldier's report was erroneous.

In August 1972, DIA received a report about an F-105 shot down by
a KIG-17 circa October 1966* Ont good parachute was seen. This
report was, placed in Colonel HcCleary' s file.

Two returnees identified IOC HcCleary as one of the men in a
photograph of D.S. POWs at the 1969 Christmas event staged for D.S.
POWs. DIA later positively identified everyone at the event and
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S£afi?a9tio^"'* conclu*i0M *»••«*«

recovered, based on a presumptive finding of death. In July 1988,Vietnam turned over remains at Hanoi which it stated were those of
Colonel McCleary. In May 1991 they were identified as his.

North Vietnam George I. Mims, jr .

(0213)

Cases for ease summary.

Don C. Mood

(
0233) V:

; '

; \ /V-.,.. V .

On January 10, 1966, Captain Wood was one of a flight of five F^l05
aircraft on a mLssion over Xieng Khouang Province, Laos . Captain
wood was the pilot of an F-105D on a photo reconnaissance mission

.

While over the target and with fU^t maabers receiving 37mm
antiaircraft fire on their passes over the target. Caotain llood's
flighty leader determined: Captain Wood was jiotpresentMirLth the
remainder of tdie flight. The flight members starched a thirty mile
radius from their target and were unable to locate either him or
his crash site. Searches for him continued for the next three
months and were unsuccessful . Be was initially declared missing in
action. r— •. vj-

On -January 18, 196 4, Radio Beijing announced that a U.5. aircraft
was shot down over Laos on January 16, 1966. A Pathet Lao radio
broadcast also mentioned the shoot down of an aircraft and reported
an airmen was seen parachuting down.;

.

A Pathet Lao source interrogated in Laos in 1974 described the
recovery of a D.S* airman who fell from an aircraft hit by
antiaircraft fire from the area from the area of the Pathet Lao
Regional Headquarters at Phou Bout. The aizaan reportedly died
shortly after capture. This incident was placed in Captain Wood's
file as possibly correlating to him due to the loss location. A
Lao propaganda film obtained in January 1977 showed the identity
card of Captain Wood together with blood chits, revolvers, helmets
and other items which appeared undamaged.

Jn March 1980, Captain Wood was declared dead/body not recovered.
His remains have-not been repatriated. Be was never reported by
returning P.S. POWs to be alive in tbs Lao or Vietnamese prison
system.
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South Vietnam Janas T. Egan
•

-

v

r.'.
••

: ,VX : (0235)

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Vietnam Cecil J. Hodgson
. Frank H.Badolati
Ronald V. Terry

•

.

<0242)

See vessev DiscxePangV-Cages for case summary:

South Vietnam Janes L. Carter
Wilbur R. Broun
Edward M. Parsley

. . . T1iegmahi»..^^lec-^^~-^ >

;
(0248)

On Pebruary 3 , 1966, a C-123 with a four man crew departed the Khe

Sanh Special Forces camp on a twenty five minute supply shuttle
..flight .JPriJhwv^^
also have been on the aircraft. The aircraft never reached its

destination and thftre Was ho; radio contact with either it pr its

crew. A search b£ the area failed to result in any evidence of

either the crew or the aircraft. Local intelligence assets were
used in an attempt, to obtain informatibn but nothing was learned.

A total of 25 sorties lasting 74 hours over mountainous -jungle,

including the use of phbto missions, failed to locate any evidence
of the aircraft.

,
-r*‘. J-’ t

The four ainoen were declared hissing. Returning U.5. POWs had no
information on their precise fate ; The crewmen were declared
dead/body not recovered, on different dates between June 1874 and
January 1978 , ahd based on a presumptive finding of death.

Laos Russell P. Hunter, Jr.
Ernest Kiefel, Jr.

(0250) .

On February 10 , 1966, Captains Hunter and Kiefel were the crew of

a B-57B escorting a C-130 flareship on a night strike mission over
Laos. While in the target area eight miles east southeast of

Tchepone, Captain Hunter radioed he was hit and would eject after
his canopy went . No ejection was seen. Three minutes later the C-

130 pilot reported a white glare on the ground and later a ten
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second beeper in the area of ''tlui'^cdiraaft
:

Another
beepsr Was heard later blit it could not be correlated to a member
of this downed crew; Search and rescue aircraft located the

- aircraft-wreckage-but- found-no“si^~of“the^erewr^
-^

Both initially were reported Biasing and declared killed in action,
body not recovered, in January 1979/ Neither individual was ever
seen in the northern Vietnamese prison system and their remains

;

have., not;. been repatriated

I^os Oscar Mauterer

( 0253 )

;

On February 15, 1966 , Major Mauterer was the pilot of an A1E in a
flight of aircraft providing cover for an 01E aircraft operating
south of the

,
Hu 6ia Pass over Khammouane Province , Laos . During

^Strikes. ,pn„the./target ,: HajorjMauterer radioed he was on fire and
bailing out . A good chute was seen and there was voice contact
with him on the ground. Forward air controllers drew heavy ground
fire while flying over his position. Search and rescue aircraft
were unable to see him an hour later when they arrived to effect
his rescue and there were signals other than: his beeper on the
emergency cdonnM •' ;

r""'~

A 0.5, controlled ground teas inserted into the area reported on
February 20th having heard from villagers that an American,
correlated to Major Mauterer, was captured by elements of the
People's Army Of Vietnam^ Another wartime report indicated Lao
^villagers had carried him from the area on orders of the Vietnam
People's Army;.< V;''; ...

'
-

'

Major Mauterer was not seen alive in the northern Vietnamese prison
system and his remains have not been repatriated. He was initially
declared missing and was declared killed in action, body not
recovered in December 1977.

South Vietnam Donald S. Newton
(0258)

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.
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South Vietnam William K. Collins
Delbert R. Peterson
Roberts. Poster' /

r^-02:
6
7-p-~^~;-:-

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary;

Worth Vietnam Peter J. Stewart
Martin R; Scott

. ;

•

v
( 0274 )

On March 15 , 1966 , Lieutenant Colonel Stewart and Captain Scott
were the crew in an F-4C* one in a flight of two over Lai Chau
Province. Approaching the target area, their flight leader spotted
two trucks. Fifteen seconds later there was a large orange
explosion on the ground and ' their was no response from Colonel
Stewart \ u-aircrhft . An aerial search of the area failed to locate
any survivors and there were no parachute or beepers. However, a
red double star flare was seen approximately two minutes after the
crash but the wingman was unable to investigate it thoroughly due
to extremely hostile ground fire. No SAR mission was possible due
„to: .the^extremely, hostile condition ;ih_
airmen were declared missing in action.

Returning U. S . POWs had no information on lie precise fate of the
two aixmeh . Colonel Stewart and Captain Scott were declared killed
in action, body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of
death in January 1980 and January 1979, respectively.

Laos David H. Holmes

v., (0275)

On March 15, 1966, Captain Holmes was the pilot of an 01E flying
from Khe Sanh, South Vietnam on a forward air control mission over
Highway 9 in Savannakhet Province, Laos. He radioed he was hit by
hostile ground fire and made what appeared to be a controlled
landing not far from Tchepone and within one mile of a hostile
antiaircraft battery. Another forward air controller flying
overhead reported seeing Captain Holmes' body motionless in the
cockpit for 30 minutes after the crash and reported the aircraft
completely intact. Search and rescue arriving on the scone after
the departure of the FAC reported finding an aircraft which had
been totally destroyed to the extent that it could not be
identified as to aircraft type. U.S. air strikes later destroyed
the antiaircraft battery near Captain Holmes crash site.

A ground search of the crash site on March 16 located his aircraft
but no evidence of Captain Holmes • Emergency radio signals were
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£^e
0? ‘k** 2®^1 coming from the type of radio used CaptainHolnt98 .but^the absence of proper radio procedures suggested hisradio had been captured and was being used by his cantors . One

- hearsay-report receivedTin^^ 1974 ^ indicating e oilot ms
during the mr might have referred iTc££«3n yg«*
Captain Holmes was not seen alive in the northern Vietnamese orisonsystem and his remains have not been repatriated . He was initiallydecl“^»i«8j^aad was declared killed in action, body notrecovered in November 1978. 7

North Vietnam Everett A. McPherson
Brent B. Davis

(0279)

9°.yf’?
h Iiioutananta HoPharaon and Davie ware the.crew on J>pard_.an..EF«10Br^one in a -fUght-of -two -aircraft on an

counter-measures, mission in support of an air strike
10 niles *est of ; Thanh Hoa City, Thanh Boa Province,aeir flight received 85mi anti-aircraft fire during the mission.

os
0
}-* ^ an explosion in their aircraft while at an altitude of

;;2S'J?0fJeet. ;j^ghbprihg„j^
downed by enemy surface to airmissile . A SAR mission over the area produced negative results

.

^hS
ner
L'?

re ^^aily declared missing in action. Returning
TJ.S. POWs had no information on their fate.: Both airmen were

finding^rdeath^
aot rec0vered » based on a presumptive

5 °f£iCiSlS #{*no,,led9e ***** knowledge

Laos James ff. Gates
John N. Lafayette

(0297)

? Captains Gates and Lafayette departed Phu Bai,
South Vietnam in an 071 . in a flight of two aircraft for a
reconnaissance mission over Laos. A -Mayday- was heard from both
2
71 a^raft/ and wreckage was found 30 kilometers inside Laos nearRoute 922^ in Saravan Province. A forward air controller reported

seeing, all ^fpur alive on the ground and
,
both aircrews reported they

were all right. The PAC described the area of their shoot down as
containing track vehicle marks, trucks and engineer equipment. :<

Radio contact was lost with Captains Gates and Lafayette after they
reported Vietnamese communist forces closing in on them. The other
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crew was' rescued.

_toptains.J&te6_and_Lafayette_were.not- seen, alive/in,-the .northern.
Vietnamese prison system and their remains have not been
repatriated* They were initially declared missing and declared,
killed in action/ body not recovered in ^October 1977 .

China William A. Glasson, Jr.
Larry M. Jordan
Reuben B. Harris

(0299) /

On April 12# 1966# there were four crewman on board a KA*38 bn a
700 mile over water flight from Cubi Point, Republic of the
Philippines to the U.S.S. Kitty Hawk in the Gulf of Tonkin * The
flight duration was to be one hour and fifty minutes • The aircraft
never reached-itb-destination^ahd the crew were'declared' missingr-
A search and rescue mission failed to locate any evidence of either
the aircraft or its crew. Returning U.S. military detainees
captured during the war and held by China had ho information that

' any of the crew survived into ..captivity.’

The 7th Air Force received an intelligence report that People's
Republic of China forces had shot down ah aircraft at 1345 hours on
the day the four KA-38 crewmen were lost. U.S. Naval intelligence
obtained a copy of a television film broadcast by Beijing
Television which showed the wreckage of a D .8. aircraft and the
helmet of the boonbardier/navigator. Lieutenant J6 Jordan was. the
bcmbafdier/navigdtor . -The aircraft reportedly crashed on the
Leichow peninsula in Guangdong Province.

On April 12# 1975# the People's Republic of China acknowledged it
had the remains of one of the crewmen, PR2 Kenneth W. Pugh but no
information about the other crewmen. China returned two sets of
remains to American Red Cross representatives in Bong Kong oh April
15, 1975 s One set of remains was identified as Kenneth W. £ugh.
in March 1976, the Joint Casualty Resolution Center took action
leading to a change in loss location from over water to lost over
China. • ;

;

In a June 1980 letter to Congressman Ben Gillman# the People'

s

Republic of China stated that Harris and Jordan had died but
Harris' remains were lost at sea and Chinese officials were unable
to locate Jordan's remains. The Chinese had no information on
Glasson' s fate.
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North Vietnam Willies R. Troop
(0304)

kses for case summary.

North Vietnam Lee A. Adams
:;Tv

i
;-y(.Q307j^:;*

?2e5
pri3’ 1

?
/ lS

Sf/ U*utanant Adams was the pilot of an p-
^

50, one in a flight of four on a combat mission over Quang Binh
Province . Lieutenant Adams was cleared to attack two trucks on aroad and made a strafing pass in a 25 degree diye angle as he fired

crash iu the area and the aircraft was completely destroyed on
iroact.. There was no chute or beeper and no search effort was
launched.

•

^
..

In Jane 1966, lieutenant Adams was declared killed In action, body
not recovered. Returning U.S. PO»s bad no information on hie

•, precise fate •

.

-U.S.-inveBtigatow^
listing wmime air defense operations in Quang Binh Province. The

^ District recorded the reported shoot down of an
P
:
105

if ^ ^ *P*iL 18, 1966. There were no
aircraft losses in the area on thi*> date but thih report was
believed related to another entry on April 19th where neighboring
Cu.llam militia also claimed shooting down an P-105 aircraft. These

;

reports ^wea»
;
toUeyed^to

;

;correiat* ;to_ this loss’ ;ihcid(w^fc. :-‘^.
"

’

-

In November 1992, U.S. investigators obtained accsiss to wartime
photographs relating to U.S. air operations in Vietnam. Including
in the photographs is one identified by Vietnam as a photograph of
a body identified as that of Lieutenant Adams together with
aircraft wreckage.

Laos William p. Wallen
. ; (0323)

Oh April 29 , 1966, an A-4E attack bomber piloted by Captain Wallen
was one in a flight of three aircraft over Xhsmmoufihe province on
a mission in the Steel Tiger mission area.

His aircraft was observed by his flight leader and another flight
airman being hit by a burst of anti-aircraft fire while in an area
of dense high cyclic rata of anti-aircraft fire which struck his
aircraft in the aft of center line. A forward air controller last
observed him 4-5 miles north of the target area flying into cloud
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cover in the area of Route 9128 while continuing on '.S northern
-heading^and-enitting;:«noke;.-;^---^^.--:r..™-^^—

During one of the 26 search and rescue sorties# a search aircraft
received a strong beeper signal five nautical miles northeast of
the target area . there was no reply from search aircraft attests
to have the source of the beeper signal respond, the signal was
then lost but one hour later started again at . five minute
intervals . When the SAR force approached the ground area of the
signals/ they were hit by hostile ground fire on each pass over the
area frost which the signal was eaanating. there were no signals in
the axes oh J^ril 29th. the loss location was initially reported
as classified and in September 1973 was recorded as Laos.

Mullen whs initially reported as missing in action. Returning U . S

.

POWs were unable to provide any information on his precise fate,
in May 1976 he was declared deed/body not recovered, based on a
pMsuii^ti^ finding of death. \7v.~ 77V 7.'~~"r

~T:7 : v"
:

•

South Vietnam Jimey M. Malone

South Vietnam Bennie Lee Dexter
(0333) ,

Labs Lavem 6. Reilly
George Jensen

Marshall L. Tapp ,

•" ' Janes A. Preston

.

. George W. Thompson
Joins K. Williams
lexmeth D. McKtaney
William L. Madison

(0339)
;v ,

;

On May 15, 1966, Major Lavem Reilly was an observer on. an AC-47D
aircraft, one of eight crewmen bn an axaed/visual reconnaissance
mission in the Steel tiger operational area of Savannakhet
Province, Laos. It failed to return from its mission.; A search
and rescue on May 16, 1966, was negative.

On June 7, 1966, a Pathet Lao radio broadcast described TJ.S.
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aircraft shot down over Central or South Laos and included in its
list a reference to a. C*47 which had been shot down oh May IS with
-eitfit^^ricaiis-icilled ,i-—

—

None of those on the aircraft were ever reported in the northern
Vietnamese or Pathet Lao prison system* All were initially
declared mission and after the end of the war were declared
dead/body not recovered. None of their remains have been
repatriated. • •'

•

‘

'1 •

Laos Ralph C. Balcom
(0340)

On May 15, 1966, Captain Balcom was the pilot of an F-105D, one in
a flight of three aircraft on an armed reconnaissance mission over

.North Vietnam . .The flight was unable, to strike, their„ primary ,

target due to cloud cover and they dropped their ordnance on Route
1A.; Captain Balcom radioed after dropping his ordnance that he was
heading for home and was last seen climbing through cloud cover and
heading west in the direction of Laos. Be was never seen again. ,

Captain; Balcom was reported missing In action

.

A search of the area failed to produce any evidence of either him
or his aircraft. One flight member reported hearing a beeper for
a short time but search and rescue aircraft did not hear it.

Pathet Lao radio reported downing an F-105 on May 15, 1966^
Captain Baleom^ s aircraft was the only F-105 loss on that date and
the Pathet Lao'report-.was tentatively correlated to him.

Captain Balcom was initially reported lost over North Vietnam.
Returning PONs had no infosnation on his precise fate. After
Operation Homecoming, a Joint Casualty Resolution Center
review of Captain Balcom's flight led to a correction in his
country of loss to be Laos. Part of the basis for this conclusion
was due to the Pathet Lao broadcast. In December 1977 Captain
Balcom was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a presumptive
finding of death.

South Vietnam Louis Buckley, Jr.

(P3M)

See Vessev Dlscrroancv Casas for case sumnary.
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Korth Vietnam Martin V. Steen
(0349) •

On Hay 31, 1966, Captain Steen was the pilot of an F-105D, one in
a flight of four aircraft on an armed reconnaissance mission over
Van Chan District, Nghia Lo province. He radioed he'd been hit by
hostile fire while over the target , was unable to: control his
aircraft and was going to eject. Other flight members observed his
canopy separate, saw him eject, there was ^a good chute, and he
apparently landed in mountainous terrain along; a 3000 foot ridge
line-.

Search and rescue forces were alerted and a pararescue specialist
lowered to the area where Captain Steen's aircraft had touched
down, found it snagged in the trees with the harness approximately
30 feet off the ground, with no trace of Captain Steen, and with
the pararescue specialist unable to determine if the parachute
reached the ground ; Captain Steen was declared missing in action .

In December 1969, a People's Army of Vietnam soldier reported a
U. S. pilot had been oaptured near Highway 6 in Son La Province and
the soldier had escorted the pilot to Son La City. Shis report
related;to an incident which occurred in a neighboring province but
was thought to possibly correlate to Steen for reasons which are
unclear'.. 4 V'-

;

~ ;
; ‘4 4. ~ •- ••

In February 1973, a returning O.S. POW described how, after his own
capture, he'd been shown an ejection sheet and a sketch of a pilot
with the name "Pheebee" followed by a five digit number. The
Vietnamese captor indicated through sign language the pilot had
been killed on impact. - Since the eyes in the drawing were open,
the returnee speculated the individual might be alive and the
picture' resembled' Captain; Steen. ...

No returning PONs had any information on Captain Steen's precise
fate. In January 1974 he was declared dead/body not recovered,
based on a presumptive finding of death.

in December 1983, Vietnamese officials returned the military
identity card of Captain Steen. Later, a next of kin became aware
that a pistol and watch was available for purchase through private
channels and these were believed to have belonged to Captain Steen.

In December 1990, a joint D.S. /Vietnamese team visited Yen Bai Town
and gained access to a Nghia Lo Province document which criticised
local militia for not capturing the pilot of a downed aircraft.
The location and date of the incident correlated to the loss
incident of Captain Steen. Investigators interviewed witnesses who
stated that two aircraft were downed on Hay 31st over Van Chan
District and described one incident which correlated to the loss of
Captain Steen. The witnesses stated that the pilot had died on Hay
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31, 1966, but it was not until tour days later that they found a
decomposing body which was covered up with a parachute. The body

-was-bMied-in^a-remote-forested area-and-the-reaains-were-later
consumed by animals. *

l»aos Theodore E. Xxyssak
.

;

y Russell • D. Wartin
Harding K. Smith
Barold *• muIUm

Ervin warren
Lather L. Rose

(0354) >,;

On June: 19, 1968/ an AC-47 aircraft departed Ubon Air Base/
Thailand, on an armed reconnaissance mission over South Laos. At
2125 hours the ore? reported ^e^^ircraftiwas on fire and a fire
could betseeh; in the right' wing root7 7

r
Fire soon engulfed the

entire right side of the aircraft and burning pieces began to fall
away from it. The order was given to bail out and that was the
last transmission from the aircraft's crew.

The^ aircraft* stillran-^ fire/continued^
for approximately 5-10 seconds before turning hose oyer and
crashing in a high angle dive* impacting 30 miles northeast of
Tchepone. There wasno hostile ground fixe observed at the time.
There were no parachutes observed and no emergency beepers . An
airborne search and rescue force located the tail assembly of the
aircraft' but no evidence of the crew or- that any survived. The
crew was declaredjnissing in action.

On September 13 f 1968/ the Pathet Lao news service reporting that
Harding Eugene Smith was shot down on June 3, 1968 when his
aircraft was bombing a Pathet Lao controller area of Laos.

The crew was not accounted for by the Pathet Lao during Operation
Homecoming and returning tJ.S. POffs has no knowledge of %fr
eventual fate. The crew members were declared dead/body not
recovered/ based on

.
a presumptive finding of death on separate

dates between June 1974 and January 1979.

Laos Warren P. Smith
"

(0370) •

^

On June 22/ 1966, Captain Smith was the pilot of an 01F when his
aircraft was hit by heavy automatic weapons fire. Be radioed his
wingman, another 01F, that his aircraft was on fixe. His wingman
observed him land in what appeared to be a controlled landing at a
point 45 kilometers northwest of Tchepone and south of Route 911 in
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Savannakhet Province, Laos. Bis wingman overflew the crash site
and later recounted he saw Captain Smith slumped in the cockpit

.

Captain...Smith ...did., not...respond ...to.,repeated ...calls ..on ...the! _radio «... . C.One ~

hour later search and rescue forces arrived and determined that
Captain Smith was no longer in the aircraft . The SAR mission was
discontinued due to heavy enemy small arms fire from the area.

Captain Smith was initially declared missing. He was not reported
alive in the northern Vietnamese prison system and his remains have
not been repatriated. In January 1974 he was declared dead/body
not recovered.

South Vietnam William Ellis, Jr.

(0372)

s*e C
?
8es *°r caBe 8Taanary •

Over water Charles W. Marik
'

• \ > ,:v >:•; (0374) :j

On June 25 , 1966 , Lieutenant JG Marik and Lieutenant Commander
Richard M. Weber, pilot, were the crew of an A-6A from the U.S.S.
Constellation on a coanbat mission against the Hoi Thuong Barracks

,

a coastal target in northern Vietnam. Their aircraft was hit by
antiaircraft fire in the tail section during a bombing nm on the
target and the pilot found the aircraft was hot responding to
control. Both crewmen bailed out and the pilot was in contact with
Lieutenant Marik while descending but did not observe, him actually
land in the water. The pilot landed in the water approximately 3-5
miles from the beach in the South China Sea. After landing he
shouted for Lieutenant JG Marik and fired his weapon into the air
but never received a response . An airborne SAR force rescued
Commander Weber but was unable to locate any trace of Marik after
a four’ hour search.

Lieutenant JG Marik was declared missing in action . Returning TJ.S.
PGWs had no information on his precise fate. In May 1973 he was
declared killed in action, body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death.

South Vietnam Robert H. Gage
-

:

;S . :
.:••••

- (0381)

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary

.
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North Vietnam Roosevelt Beetle, Jr.
Charles B. Morgan

" <03jB6 |
• ;

v"

v Cases, for case summary.

North Vietnam George H. Wilkins
(0391)

On .July 11, 1966, Meutenant^Commander Wilkins was the pilot of an

2
n
?,

£
ifsht

l«ad«r la a flight of two aircraft from tha D.S.S.
Constellation on a mission over Nghe An Province* Hiswingm&n
later reported Commander Wilkins had fired 20mm cannon fire during
his target run beneath flares;j^

f

an area of heavy 37mm anti-
aircraft fire* His. aircraft crashed into an area 25 kilometers
north of the port city of Vinh, exploding into a large fireball

.

:r̂
*^j!^,®.^_!^WeMjrgf^aay_sutyiTOr andJio electronic! beepfir. —He

If
4® declared killed in action, body not recovered, in Julyl966.

Returning U.S* PONs had no information on his precise fate*

In December 1988 , Vietnamese officials acknowledged having some
knowledge about Commander Wilkins. in December 1992/U.S.
investigatorsinViet^ defense operations
** ^ f*??1**? Army of Vietnam Military Region 4V Entry 300
recorded, the shoot down of an AD-4 on July 11 , 1966 by elements of
the 15th and 21st Battalions. One crewman died. The Joint Task
Force concluded this entry may correlate to Commander Wilkins ' s
loss incident. .

-

North Vietnam Bernard Conklin
Robert E. Hoskinson
Galileo F. Bossio

Vincent A. Chiarello
John K. Mamiya

Herbert A. Smith
James S. HaU

(0407)

29,_ 1966, ah RC-47D with seven men on board and associated
with the 630th Combat Support Group at Morn Air Base, Thailand/
was on an operational mission under the code name Project Dogpatch.
The aircrew radioed that it was under attack by hostile aircraft
and was being forced down. It was believed last located 10-20
miles south of Sam Neua City, Sam Neua Province, Laos. An airborne
search effort to locate the missing aircraft and crew proved
negative and they were declared missing in action.

At the direction of the tJ.S. Ambassador in Vientiane, Laos, there
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was no report made of the full details cm this mission and the
evidence it : was shot down by hostile MIG aircraft. At the
direction of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (International
Security: Affairs) , .basic:- mission inforsmtion^ , in:
^>ril 1972; In January 1576 the loss location of the aircraft was
changed from Laos to North Vietnam based an a reanalysis of the
aircraft's flight path and all available intelligence information.

In February 1971 , ; a for>^ ^misiabi» ^ of the Vietnam People ?* Army
reported that MIG jet aircraft had shot down a U.S. aircraft over
Mai Chau District, Hoa Binh Province, in June or July 1967 . He
described seeing two good parachutes and saw the pilots whom he
later heard had committed suicide • U.S intelligence concluded this
report: might correlate to the missing RC-47D and its crew. In a
later intelligence report,; a source r^rted KIG-17 jet aircraft
shot down an unidentified jet aircraft in Hoc Chau District, Son La
Province. One crew member, the pilot, reportedly bailed out and
died the next day. Bodies of five others were located and buried.
This-report was-placed in the file of-those associated rwith^ this
loss incident. •.

Returning U.S. PONs had no information on the eventual fate of the
crew. After Operation Homecoming, they were declared dead body not
recovered based on a presusptive finding of deaths

On March 2, 1988, Vietnam turned over identity cards of five of the
missing crewmen; Bossio, Hoslciasdn, Conklin, DiTamasso,^ and
Chiarello. Remains were also turned over and Vietnam linked the
remains to the those whose identity cards were teamed over. U.S.
pathologists examined the remains and confirmed the remains
returned were those of James S. Ball, Bernard Conklin, Vincent A.
^iarello; Jcfon M. Mamiya, and Herbert A. Smith.; In November 1988,
a joint U.S;/Vietnamese team visited the area of the crash site
near Route 6 in Thanh Hoa Province. Witnesses testified about
bodies found in the area after tie incident. One survivor
suffering second degree burns was reportedly located and taken to
Mai.Chau district hospital where he died the following day. No
evidence could be located of the crash site itself . One witness
also stated five bodies of crewmen from this incident had been
recovered by the Ministry of Defense five years earlier.

1?orth Vietnam David J. Allinson
:

(0425)

On August 12, 1966, Captain Allinson was the pilot of the lead P-
105D in a flight of four aircraft on an armed reconnaissance
mission over Ten Bai Province . After striking a petroleum storage
area the flight leader led the flight: against ground targets of
opportunity on a road in the area of the strike target. During
this mission Captain Allinson 's aircraft was hit by hostile ground
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fire. He ejected from his damaged aircraft and his vingman saw him
land in trees . However, there was no beeper and no voice contact
with him and a 40 minute search of the area failed to locate *

*

f

.

Captain Allinson was initially declared missing ih action

.

Returning U. S . Rows had no information that he was seen alive in
captivity and were unable to describe his precise fate . in
November 1974 he was declared killed in action, body not recovered,
based on a presumptive finding of death

.

In November 1969 , a People's Army of Vietnam defector selected a
photograph of Captain Allinson as one of four individuals who
resembled one of two American PONs brought to the Hanoi anti-
aircraft headquarters.

;
One of the individuals he identified Was

correlated by DIA to an American POW who returned alive. This led
to identification of the second individual as an American POW who
was also repatriated and neither individual was Captain Allinson.

,

• In November 1985 , Vietnam provided evidence about Captain Allinson.
During an April' 1991 Congressional delegation to Vietnam headed by
Senator John Kerry, the delegation received information about a
wartime shoot down which might correlate to Captain Allinson 1 s loss
incident.'

South Vietnam Robert L.
Dennis r; Carter
Robert C. Horton

John X,. Bodenschatz
:

(0439)
. _ ,

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary

.

North Vietnam Hubert C. Nichole,Jr.

. v. (0443)

On September 1/ 1966, Nichols was scrambled from Thailand on a
search and rescue mission over Bo Trach District, Quang Binh, the
flight leader in a flight of two aircraft. While over the target
area he began to receive hostile antiaircraft fire. His wingman
was hit and turned back. He never saw Nichols after that point.

A Navy pilot later reported observing a crashed and burning
aircraft in the area Nichols was believed lost. A search and
rescue mission was launched but was unable to locate any sighs of
life or any beeper. There was heavy antiaircraft in the area.

On September 6, 1966/ Radio Hanoi announced the shoot down of a
number of aircraft on September 1, 1966. Only two aircraft were
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lost on that date. Major Nichols' aircraft and Major Norman
Schmidt's aircraft. Major Schmidt vas captured and died in
captivity. His remains were repatriated in March 1974 . Major
Schmidt-had - been the -object -of Major Nichols search and rescue ~

mission.

Major Nichols was initially declared missing in action. In March
1978 he was declared dead/body not recovered. Be was not confirmed
alive in the northern Vietnamese Prison system.

A U.S. team in Vietnam recently reviewed documents which recorded
the shoot down of an aircraft and the apparent death of the pilot.

The date and location appear to correlate to this incident.

South Vietnam Lawrence B. Tatum
'

. (0453)

North Vietnam J6hn L. Robertson

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case sumnaty .

North Vietnam Clifton B. Cushman ^
- .

~
- (0471) „ . .

- "

;

On September 25, 1966, Captain Cushman was the pilot of an >-105 in
a flight of three aircraft on a mission over North Vietnam. Bis
aircraft was hit by hostile fire and broke into pieces. Bis
ejection seat appeared to com out of the debris and a beeper was
heard but no chute was seen. .'’

.

In April 1972 a U.S. Air Force interrogator debriefed a former
member of the Vietnam Peopled Army who stated that he saw a pilot
land in the area where Cushman was reported ft> have landed* The
airman was bleeding heavily from a head wound. Be later died and
his body was buried by villagers. This report was initially
correlated bjr the Defense Intelligence Agency to a different
incident but in August 1981 was reevaluated and correlated to a
sighting of captain Cushman. Information was received by the U.S.
Government that a French news agency had specifically referenced
Cushman by name as having been killed bat no news article with such
information could ever be located.

Captain Cushman was initially reported missing in artion and later
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declared dead/body not recovered. He was not teen alive in the
northern Vietnamese prison system by returning U » $ . POWs

.

~In . Hovember 1989 VietnSnese officials stated that Cushman died in
the crash of his aircraft. In April 1992 the Joint Casualty
Resolution Center heard from witnesses in Lang Son Province that
Cushman died of a bullet wound after landing. His remains were
buried and the burial site was later washed away.

north Vietnam William R. Andrews
(0482) ;

'

On October 5, 1966, Major Andrews and Pirst Lieutenant Edward W.
Garland were the crew of an P-IC# one in a flight of four P-4
providing escort to two RB-66 • Their flight received warning of
hostile MIG aircraft. Thirty seconds after a second such alert
their aircraft was hit by hostile fire, there was a violent
'expl6si6hTin their tail, ahd their £ire i**fnA ftqnights lit . Both
crewmen ejected and two good chutes were seen" prior to the
aircraft's crash in Huong La District, Son Im Province. >

'

Search and rescue forces located Major Andrews standing beside his
parachute on their first^paes over the area—On
another aircraft he

:

could not be located. major Garland
established radio contact with the search end rescue forces but his
last transmission was "I'm hit, I *m losing consciousness."

The search and rescue forces located Lieutenant Garland and he was
rescued. During his post-recovery debriefing he stated he was in
contact on the ground with Kajor_ Andrews but didn't know his
precise location; At one point, he heard voices and the sound of
small arms fire but didn't see anyone.

PolloWing the shobt down, a People's Arhy of Vietnam unit reported
two crewmen had bailed one and one more had been captured. In a
later report, a unit stated that the captured pilot had not yet
recovered and in a later report ai unit stated "the pilot died."
Another report on October 9th apparently referred to U.S. aircraft
attacked but there was seeming confusion about how many had been
captured and the condition of their health.

In July 1972, Secretary of Defense Laird referred to the case of
Captain Andrews as of one 14 cases where the Defense Department
knew he had been captured end Worth Vietnam had refused to provide
'any 'information; 'about him.

U.S. POWs repatriated during Operation Homecoming were unable to
provide any information about his precise fate. After Operation
Homecoming he was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death.
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In August 1965/ Vietnamese officials turned oyer Major Andrews'
identity card to U. S . officials in Vietnam. In March 1990, a joint
t7. S ./Vietnamese-team^in-Son^La Proyince investigated -Major-Andrews
loss incident. They received information that the pilot was killed
during a rescue attempt and documents about the incident were at
the Son La Museum. In December 1990, Vietham repatriated remains
said to be of Major Andrews . They were returned to the U.S. and
identified as his remains .

•

Over water James A. Beene
' (6483)

On October 5, 1966, Lieutenant J6 Beene was the flight leader and
pilot of an A-l section aircraft from the V. 5. 5. Qrlskany on an
armed reconnaissance mission over the coastal area of North Vietnam
between Cape Mui Ron and Thanh Boa While in an area 15 miles
south of Hon "Mat" Island/ Lieutenant Beene entered the base of thick
cumulus clouds and never emerged. An oil slick was later sighted
on the ocean which might have come from submerged leaking fuel
tanks but no aircraft debris was located. '•/

A SAR effort was unable to locate any specific trace of Lieutenant
Beene, and he was declared missing. Bis name was provided to
Vietnamese officials in Paris in October 1971 , but ho information
was received in return.';

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any information about
his -precise fate. Jin February: 1976 he was declared killed in
action, body not recovered.

“

Over water Stephen H. Adams
.
Ralph B. Angstadt
Lawrence Clark

" John H. S. Lang .

Robert L. Hill
. Inrar W. Backley, Jr.

John R. Shoneck
(0496)

On October 18 , 1966 , a H0-16B aircraft disappeared while on a
search and rescue patrol north of the Demilitarised Zone. It was

* last known returning to its home base at Da Nang while located 35
miles off the coast of North Vietnam. It never arrived at Da Nang

,

and the crew was declared missing. In October 1975 this case was
concluded to be a non-recbverable case and the crew was declared
dead, body not recoverable.
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Michael i. Burke
Leonard J. lewandowski, Jr.

Richard.*. Kiehnk
(0497)

19 ' H.B. Marine Corps privates Burke, lewandowski.
S« the ocean at the mouth of a river atthe Cua Viet estuary, they were gone from their unit for tLSehours, never returned, and were declared aissW “ for three.

Returning O.S. POHs had no information on their precise fate and

r«eoLral
er

5!i
i
»2

Hon8Comin9 they were declared* dead/body notrecovered, based on a presumptive finding of death
y

North Vietnam Harry S . Edwards
: ,(0500)

October 29, 1966, Lieutenant JG Edvards vas the pilot of an juir
whence vas^hit by hostile antiaircraftlirelwd his atorlf?crashed southwest of Ham Dinh City, Ha Ham Hinh Province?Tha£ewas no chute sighted and no beeper heard.' He was initiallydeclared missing, in action.-r -He'' ms declared dSdA “ hb&recovered, in April 1974.

wau/oooy not

Wartime information was received about a crash in this area fromwhi di remains were removed to Vu Ban District A Vietnam PeoniesAaiy defector reported hearing from a woman with an antiaircraftunit St the Chuoi Bridge. She described that in February 1967 an*S. aircraft was • shot down and crashed. They ware only able to

similar to the loss of Lieutenant Edvards; f
;

In November 1988, Vietnam repatriated renal t-w it asserted w»r»™°t^USW‘at ^to-KlM/those reSSfproven to be those of Cogmander Charles B. Barrett.

Laos Allan D» Pittmans
(0524)

On Hovember 16, 1966, Airman Second Class Allan Pittmann was apassenger on an A1G aircraft flight from Hha frang, South Vietnam,to Odorn Air Base, Thailand. The aircraft was hit by hostileground fire, its engine lost power and the aircraft washed inSavannakhet Province, Laos. Zhe pilot and co-pilot both bailed out
fS ,*«• »*«ed 90 minutes later. During

P
theirm*t^reoovervw1

?
1 ^."P^rted that Airman Pittmann had also bailed out andthey last observed him alive on the ground s
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Royal Lao Amy and U.S. led irregular forces mounted a, svfcep on the
area. on_Ngyajnb^ 18 in .a^directed effort
to recover Airman Pittmamw They located an enemy dispensary in
the general area of his disappearance. A villager just escaped
from Lao communist captivity contacted friendly forces on November
22 and stated that he mas told by a Pathet Lao battalion commander
than an individual correlating to Pittanann was captured on the 17th
and was shot to death by the -/VC."

Airman Pittmann was not reported alive in the northern Vietnamese
prison system and his remains have not yet been repatriated. Be
was initially reported missing in action. He was declared
dead/body not recovered, in April 1978.

Horth Vietnam Burris H. Begley

On December 5, 1966, Major Begley was the pilot of an P-105 r one in
a flight of four aircraft on a

:
combat mission over North Vietnam

.

Their flight was attacked by hostile MIG-17 aircraft while an route
tothetargetsandMajorBegley'saircraftwashitbyhostilefire.
Another flight member observed his aircraft apparently hit in the
tail: debris and his drag chute were seen falling away from his F-

iv-V-I

V

iV\;- -'HV:'
1

'

: '-VV
:

;

Major Begley reported he was losing power and altitude and would be
heading across the Red River.

-

He later reported Jie would be
ejecting, but aerial combat between the P-105 and KIG-17 aircraft
prevented U.S pilots from tracking Major Begley. - His aircraft
crashed in Phu Tho .Province, south of the Red River, 'tad
approximately 15 miles from the river town of Yen Bai. There was
no chute observed and no radio or beeper signals.

Major Begley whs declared missing in action. Returning U.S. POW

s

had no information on Mb precise fate. In April 1978 he was
declared killed in action, body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death.

In November 1974,, U.S. intelligence received a report from a
People's Army of Vietnam defector describing the shoot down of a
U.S. aircraft and the landing and capture of a pilot in Phu Minh
District circa January 1967. DIA concluded that this report might
correlate to one of three U.S . airmen lost in this area, one of
idiom was Major Begley. Another report from a former People's Army
soldier described the downing of a U.S. jet in Phu Tho Province
circa Hovember 1966 and the source reported human remains at the
crash site. This report was also placed on Majdr Begley's file.

In November 1986, Vietnam repatriated remains it asserted were
those of Major Begley. U.S. officials determined that there were
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insufficient remains for biological identification and they could
not be correlated to Major Begley

i

Laoi '. '..Hoy R. Xubley
Lloyd P. Halmer
Harvey Mblhaitiier

' Howard L. Barden
.

*.-•
y.

•

: (0587)
v

,

On January 31/ 1967y a BC-123B with a crew of five was engaged in
a defoliation mission over Laos, the lead in a flight of three C-
123 escorted by two A-1B aircraft. She C-123. was hit by hostile
groundfire, flipped inverted and crashed approximately 13
kilometers south of the town of Tchepone , Savannakhet Province

.

There .was no evidence ..of any iSuryivorS; after „ the crash. vln_
February 1967 the UC-123B crew was declared killed in action/ body
not recovered.

In August 26> 1992, a joint D.S. /Lao team surveyed the aircraft's
reported crash Site. Witnesses and wreckage appeared to correlate
:the ^"Site lass -incident btt ~tha^^
personal effects discovered. One witness reported having seen
burned bone fragments on the scene but none were found during the
joint team's visit.

NorthVietnam JOlan P. Collaaoxe _
Donald E. Thompson

,

'

. (0590)

On the night of February 4, 1967, Lieutenants Collaaore and
Thompson were the crew of an F-48 launched from the U.S.S. Kitty
Hawk on a pitch black night assigned a mission against coastal
targets of opportunity in Ham Ha Province, North Vietnam. While
Over the coastal strip, the other F-4B aircraft in their flight
dropped flares over moving light on a road but the flares failed to
ignite; The P-4B turned, made another flare drop, reported "flares
away," and this was acknowledged by Lieutenant Collamore's crew.

These flaxes also failed to ignite as the F-4B turned east and out

over the coast. Approximately one minute later came an explosion
on the ground in the area of the moving ground lights and efforts
to raise Lieutenant ' s Collamore and Thompson were unsuccessful. No
parachutes were seen due to the darkness, and no electronic beepers
were detected during the Search and rescue effort over the loss

area. •'•'v ' \ /
/.’/' : V' v

Both airmen were initially reported missing in action. Returning

U.S. POWs had no information on their precise fate. Several years
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after Operation Homecoming they were declared dead/bpdy not
recovered,

;

;,

: v ...

In Febaniary 1973 a People's Army, of Vietnam soldier reported that
in February 1967 he saw an aircraft crash in his native village in
Hal Hau District and close to the coast. Remains of two crewmen
were reportedly buried at the crash site. In October 1977 the
Defense Intelligence Agency reevaluated this report to be a
possible correlation to this loss incident ; After 1975 a refugee
frdm Vietnam reported being told by a People's Army soldier in 1977
of two graves with TJ.S. remains in Hinh Province . This report Was
placed in the files of those involved in this loss incident;
Another refugee from Vietnam reported being told of a remains
burial side in Phat Diem District f Bam Ha Province / associated with
a June 1967 loss incident and this report was also plated in those
involved in loss incidents in this general area.

Laos Ralph L. Carlock
' (0606

)

On March 4, 1967, Major Carlock departed Takhli Royal Thai Air
Force Baseinan F*105Donanaxmed-recoxmai»sancemissionover
Laos. While attacking a truck, the flight leader saw Major
Carlock' • aircraft hit by enaey fixe in the lower center of the
fuselage and began to burn. The flight leader radioed Major
Carlock to bail but but did not receive a response. The aircraft
crashed in the area of Hong Bet, Xieng Khouang Province, just
inside Laos from Hghe An Province, Morth Vietnam, and with ho
evidence Major Carlotk had parachuted from the aircraftj>rior to
the crash. Forty minutes Uter there was a weak beeper from the
vicinity of the crash site hut it was believed to be a result of
fire at the crash site and was not pilot activated. Major Carlock
was declared missing in action.

On March 5, 1967, the prp-dtMnminist Patriotic neutralist radio
station news service reported its forces in Long Met District,
Vientiane Province, had shot down a TJ.S> 7-105 aircraft and
captured the pilot. 0.S. intelligence concluded at the time that
this report may have been partially derived from the loss of Major
Carlock' s aircraft which crashed in Xiang Khouang Province and not
in Vientiane Province and the report was not believed to represent
a truthful statement that the pilot had been captured.

Returning U.S. POWs had no inforsation on the precise fate of Major
Carlock. After Operation Homecoming Major Carlock was declared
dead/body not recovered, based pa a presiaptive finding of death.

In June 1986 , the Joint Casualty Resolution Center received
information from a source Who described the crash of an aircraft
similar to an F/105 in Zieng Khouang Province which had occurred in
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either 1971 of 1972. Two airmen reportedly died in the crash. In
September 1988> JCRC received another report from another source
.de8.crlhing-a_jwaxtiii»_P-105__ crash „near^_Hon9_Het.: The_.pilot_
reportedly bailed out at low altitude and died when he hit the
ground. The body was buried by local villagers accompanied by
Vietnamese advisory personnel. These reports were placed in Major
Carlock's file due to the correlation to his loss location and the
possibility they may have correlated to his loss incident.

In October 1990> JCRC received another, report from another source
describing the October 1967 shoot down of a U.S. aircraft near Kong
Bet. The pilot bailed out and the source was told the pilot was
captured by North Vietnamese Army forces. Due to a number of U.8.
aircraft losses in the area of this reported shoot down/ seme of
which involved unaccounted for airmen, no specific correlation
could be made to a particular missing airman and the report was
placed in the filer of., airman unaccounted for in the None Bet area.

South Vietnam Burt C. Small
(0607)

North Vietnam James E. Plowean
John C. Ellison

,_v -;^W9i^ .v' ;

On March 24 , 1967 , Commander Bllison and Lieutenant"JG plowman were
the number three aircraft in a flight of four on a combat strike
mission against the Bac Clang Thermal Power Plant.
Nothing further was heard from them after they reported "bombs
away.” Two hostile surface to air missile launches were reported
in the area before radio and radar contact was lost while they were
exiting the strike area and flying low between the mountains. Both
crewmen were declared missing in action when they failed to rejoin
their flight.

On March 26, 1967, Radio Beijing reported in its English language
program with a March 26th Banoi dateline that one American aircraft
had been shot down on March 24th over Ha Bac Province. tl.S. Naval
intelligence received, a report believed associated with this loss
incident in which it placed "low confidence” that one or two were
killed. In May 1968, another report was received which referenced
two Americans seen outside Tran Phu Prison in Bat Phong City in
mid-1967 • The similarity in the physical description of the two
captives and that of the two airmen lost in this incident led to
this report being placed in both their file for reference purposes.

One of Lieutenant Plowman's next of kin believed Plowman was one of
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those teen near Tran Phu Prison* After Operation Bemoaning DIA

determined this report correlated to DyS. PCWs who vere repatriated

i&ymy -

r
. -y; ..X——

neither cwmman was accounted; for during Operation Homecoming.

However, one returnee reported having been shown a picture of 10 or

12 TJ.S. POWs ,
being paraded and was positive that lieutenant

Commander Ellison was in the front , row of the tJ;S. PORs . DXA later

determined the scene described by the 0 *S yPQH returnee, referred to

a notorious July 6, 1966, public exhibition of UiS. POWs marched

through Hanoi streets an incident wfci^
of commander Ellison/ and those forced to march in this spectacle

were all identified. During the war, Coroander Bllison's hert-of-

kin reviewed then as pet unidentified photographs of U.S . POWs and

believed one was of her husband. It was later; confirmed to be a

photograph of Major Berg who returned aliye. £ x*1*&m*

also reported learning of the name Bust Ellison while in the north

Vietnamese prison system but returnees during Operation Homecoming

had no taowledge-he-was-aUve-in-c^^ This- was one^-of ;

approximately 350 names the early releasee provided based on names

wtitten on toilet paper without any context for these names . In

another report, a returnee stated he had seen Commander Ellison'S

name etched into a tree near a wartime prison referred to by TJ.S.

•POHS;ns;rDogpatch.--^rr~'^^ “V------

In March 1992, Commander Ellison's personal effects and metal items

were repatriated by Vietnam

.

North Vietnam John F. O'Grady
;

•

v;:/
:

^ XiOMl) ;r

On April 10, 1967, Major O'Grady whs the pilot of ah F-105D, one in

a flight of four P-105s on an armed reconnaissance mission over the

Hn Gia Pass, north Vietnam. He was apparently hit by hostile

ground fire and radioed he was preparing to exit the aircraft. His

parachute was seen in the ; air and on the ground. There was no

beeper and no radio contact after ejection. His aircraft impact

point was not observed. Major O'Grady was initially declared

missing in action.

On April 11, 1967, Radio Hanoi broadcast a reference to the shoot

down of a H. S. aircraft in Quang Binh Province on April 10, 1967.

Major 0 'Grady's aircraft was the only one lost on that day. Mrs*

O'Grady later traveled to Paris and spoke with North Vietnamese

representatives who informed her that her husband %*as- not a

prisoner of war..:

in January 1991 a TJ.S. field team examinsd Vietnamese archives

which indicated an American P-105 was Shot down on April 10, 1967,

by elements of tke 280th Mr Defense Regiiant in the area there

Major O'Grady was downed. The information provided stated the body
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of the pilot was recovered and buried along Route 12. The U.S.
field team interviewed five witnesses three of whom provided
hearsay information concerning the shoot down and the death of the
piiot-shortly:after capture .~-:Two"other witnesseB~provided" first"
hand accounts of his capture in Tuyen HOa District> Quang Binh
Province, his turnover to a Vietnam People ' e Army engineer unit and
hearsay that he later died . His death was said to have occurred on
April 11th which was at variance with the documents which said
death occurred on April 10th; An eiamination of a. possible burial
site proved negative .

'

In February l992, U.S. investigators located the identity card,
Geneva Convention Card and Restricted Area Access Badge belonging
to Major 0 fGrady. They were alio able to interview a former senior
officer from the 280th Air Defense Regiment. Prom available
information Major 0 'Grady was wounded when captured by local
village militia and died four hours later.

Horth Vietnam John 6. Hamilton
• (0644) .

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary

.

South Vietnam Thomas A. Xangino
Paul A. Hasanbeck

- David X. Winters
1. Daniel A. Kidds

(0646) •

See V.«sev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

South Vietnam Roger D. Hamilton
(0(47)

Se. Ve.sev Discrepancy Cases lor csss salary

.

north Vietnam . llchael J. Kstocin
(0(5()

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for ease summary.
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North Vietnam Roger X. Motherland
(0677)

•

See Ytaggy ,PtgQg»»9V,.CttgOP for case summary.

South Vietnam Carlos Ashlock
r--

;
"
r

-- ^ -

See y^e^J^g£y^<y,Cft^eg for case summary.

Cambodia Joe L. Delong
N (0689)

North Vietnam James K. Patterson

On May 19, 1967, Lieutenant Patterson and Z«ieutenant Commander
Eugene B. McDaniel sere the crew of an A-6A, one in a flight of six
aircraft on a combat mission against the Van Dien repair facility
five miles south of Hanoi. There was a warning of a missile launch
and ah explosion near their aircraft. Both crewmen ejected and two
_good chutes were seen. Voice contact was established with both on
the ground and Lieutenant Patterson reported^he had a badly broken
leg. A rescue mission was not possible due to the high hostile
threat in the area.

"

Contact with those on the ground continued until May 22nd when it
was lost. Both were believed to have been captured. Commander
McDaniel returned alive during Operation Homecoming.

Commander McDaniel believed that Lieutenant Patterson had been
captured. He heard from an interrogator that Patterson had been
injured but was all right. Patterson's name was heard in the
prison communications system according to one returnee but he was
not confirmed alive in the prison system. His identity card was
reported in a newspaper in 1967.

Lieutenant Patterson was not accounted for during Operation
Homecoming. In April 1974 he was declared dead/body not recovered.

In December 1985 Vietnam returned the identity and Geneva
Convention cards of Lieutenant Patterson. In December 1990, a D.S

.
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field tMB in Vietnam located documents and interviewed witnesses
associated with this loss . One pilot 1was described captured the
woming after their aircraft was shot down. That accurately
describes ^e tiaM of~0aptiare~of-Canunder^l!CDanier;~ The~twaB^Wa8'
also told that the second airman was shot to death by militia on
the fourth day after the shoot down and was buried nearby. Bis
remains were said to have been dug up by animals .

The team did not excavate any purported grave site.

South Vietnam Walter F. Wrobleski
(0703)

See Vessev Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Worth Vietnam Kenneth F. Backns
Blton L. Panina

Sfe fey?* Discrapanc^cfo^
^^

South Vietnam Brian K. HcGar
Joseph X; Fitzgerald

John X. Jakof&c

:/:/;=• j.t0715).
•

... _

See Vfess_ey_13S Discrepancy Cases for base summary.

South Vietnam Di Reyes Ibanez
(0723) ;

See Vessey. 135 Discrepancy TCases for case summary;

South Vietnam Robert L. Platt, Jr.
covaB)^'.; -.

.

..
.

;

See vessev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.
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"Laos' Leo S. Swymour
; (P750

)

"On^Juiy~lr~l967^ ~was~;team^I^^
Texas, a joint 0.S. /Vietnamese patrol on a covert cross border
mission into Attopeu Province * .Laos, opposite Kontum Province

,

South Vietnam. They were discovered and engaged by a People's Army
of Vietnam force. The team split up bat when it was reassembled,
SS6 Seymour could not be fpand.,.:D.S. searoh and rescue aircraft
supporting the recovery of the team's survivors reported seeing one
man who was to the rear of the team/ was wearing green fatigue
clothing and raised his weapon at them. He was shot and killed by
the rescue aircraft idio concluded he was a Horth Vietnamese

.

In April 1970: a North Vietnamese Army prisoner reported having seen
a tJ.S. PON at way station .20. in Quang Binh Province. The American
was ,& fluent Vietnamese linguist. U.S. intelligence files contain
this report as conceivably correlating to SSG Seymour? however,
this correlates with the time vhw former U.S. Marine Corps Private
Robert Garwood, fluent in Vietnamese, could have transversed the
area after being taken from South Vietnam to North Vietnam.

SSG Seymour was initially declared missing. He was not; reported
alive in the northern Vietnamese prison:sysjOT.a^
not been repatriated. In April 1976 he was declared dead/body not
recovered. .\.y:

:

r. -r

North Vietnam Ronald H . Sittner
. (0804) - :

Charles Lane, Jr.

; ;

‘
• (0805)

:
;

South Vietnam Ronald L. Holtxman
Kenneth Goff

'

Richard Schell
1

Richard X. Allard
(0811)

.

•

On August 24, 1967, a helicopter from the 119th Assault Helicopter
Company, 52nd Combat Aviation Battalion, 4th Infantry Division,
with nine men on board was returning on low level flight to the
Division's base. While flying down the Dak Bla River at an
altitude of thirty feet, the helicopter began to turn around to
check out a sighting of unidentified persons along the river bank
but was apparently caught in a downdraft and crashed into the
river. Pour on board were rescued and the body of another solider
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was recovered later.

Specialist Ponrth-CiaBsHoltzmanwaB^
after the crash but was swept away in the swift moving ten foot
deep river and was later declared dead/body not recovered. The
remaining three were declared missing. The area the men were
declared missing was searched by Special Forces personnel from
Forward Operating Base 2 but without success. A later search of
the area on December 26/ 1969; found the river ten feet higher than
when the aircraft first ' crashed', into the river. /;

In 1970 Sergeant Allard's next of kin advised the U.S. Army ihat a
CBS film showing U . S. POWs included one individual 'she believed to
be her son . Still photographs from the film, wefce of poor quality
and could neither prove nor disprove her stoteaents.

Early in 1972 Sergeant Allard's next of kin advised; the U.S. Army
she^ had received a telephone cat! shortly ^after her„ bou'jb:
disappearance and" only one word"was spoken buit the next of kin
believed it was Sergeant Allard calling from Phncm Penh,; Cambodia.
She visited Phnom Penh and Vientiane, Laos in late January-early
February 1972 and upon her return to the U.S. stated she had seen
her son at a Viet Cong prison in Phnom Penh, insisting her son's
istatiMrheiT.chen^

The U.S . Army ' S investigation of the next of Icin' s allegations led
to a determination that the underground prison at the pagoda which
was the site Of the alleged sighting was at the historical center
of Phnom Penh, open to the public and tourists, and the site of
various cultural and religious events . Based on this and other
inconsistencies and irqplausibilities, the U.S. Army concluded the
sighting had not taken case as alleged; by the next of kin: The
next of kin's allegations, sparked by assistance from Rev.
Iiindstrom of the Save The Pueblo Committee, received national news
in the New Hampshire Sunday Hews; Hew York Times

.

the HBC Today
Show, Reader's Digest * and other media . An individual that the
next-of-kin asserted could verify her story was located in Costa
Rica and that individual denied having seen any POWs.

In March 1974, Sergeant Allard was declared dead/body not recovered
based on a presumptive finding of death.

Forth Vietnam William 6. Barnett
(0625) • ;;;

On September 2, 1967 , Major Bennett was the pilot of an F-105D
aircraft in a flight of four F-105 aircraft on a combat mission
over Quang Binh Province. He crashed while pulling up from a
strafing run and his aircraft exploded upon impact. The crash site
is in a remote area approximately 40 kilometers west of Dong Hoi in
Bo Trach District. His aircraft was seen to impact onto the
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•astern slope of a steep karst in a pocket between two such
formations. Other flight members observing, the crash made several
passes over the crash site without seeing any survivor. There was
no-chute-seenrand an extensive electronic-search failed to detect :

any electronic beeper'.'

Major Bennett was initially declared missing in action. Be was
declared dead/body not recovered, in May 1973. Returning tJ.S. POWs
did not report observing him alive in the Vietnamese prison system
and had no information on his fate.

North Vietnam Donald W. Downing
Paul D. Raymond

r-.'.
;

(0829)

On September 5, 1967, Captain Downing and Pirst Lieutenant Raymond
were the crew in an F-4C> one of a flight of two aircraft on a
night armed reconnaissance mission •

'
fThe other aircraft observed a

fireball descending toward the ground into an area 45 kilometers
south-southeast of Dong Hoi, Quang Binh Province. There whs no
response to radio calls . An orbit "of the area failed to disclose
an^ parachutes or beepers. The crew was declared missing in

U.S* intelligence received a report from an ethnic Khmer in
December 1971 of the sighting of a U.S. POT in Hovember 1970 at a
prison on the northern edge of Ha Dong City, Ha Dong Province, also
described as near Ba Vi Mountain. Be identified one of the POWs as
similar to Captain Downing.

Captain-Downing was declared dead/body not recovered, in Hovember
1973. Neither airman was reported alive by returning U.S. POWs.

Laos John W. Armstrong
(0833)

'

On Hovember 9 , 1967, Lieutenant Colonel Armstrong and Lieutenant
Lance P. Sijam were the crew on board a camouflaged F-4C, one in a
flight of two aircraft on a combat operation over Khammouane

,

Province. On their second pass over the target area, a ford in the
area of Ban Laboy, their aircraft went through, an estimated 60.

rounds of 37am antiaircraft barrage fire. Their aircraft hurst
into flames, climbed to approximately 9000 feet and then began to
descend on a 15-20 second controlled flight before it crashed
approximately one kilometer from Route 912. There was burning
throughout the night from the wreckage which landed in a sparsely
populated karst area. There were no chute or beepers seen hut
something appeared to fall from the aircraft.

'
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On Hovember 11, 1967, SAR forces established contact with
Lieutenant Sijan Who was alive on the ground/ had a broken leg. and
had not had any contact with Colonel Armstrong. Lieutenant Sijan
-was-never-rescued-but^succesiB£ully-evaded“£or"*46~day8“beldrirbeing"
captured by People's Amy of Vietnam forces . He was taken to Hanoi
where he died in captivity oh January 22/1968. While in captivity
he related his belief that one of their bomba and exploded
immediately upon release and this was the reason for their crash.
Also, he believed Colonel Armstrong was killed prior to ejection
from the explosion of his aircraft's boob. Lieutenant Sijan was
listed as having died in captivity and his remains were repatriated
in March 1974 . •

Colonel Armstrong was not accounted for during Operation Homecoming
and returning U.S. POWs had no information on his precise fate, in
June 1974 he was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death;

In.February ,1978 ,.~the^Joint Casualty Resolution-Center in~Thailand
received a report from a refugee in Thailand about four U.S. POWs
captured in Sam Heua, Laos, and last seen alive in 1977. The
source supplied Colonel Armstrong's name and stated he was one of
the POWs. The individual was removed from the refugee camp by Thai
authorities and JCRC was unable to reestablish contact with the
“dqiSce/r'v

'

in October 1983, a U.S. citizen reported he had obtained personal
effects of Lieutenant Sijan from a former Lao Army colonel
operating with a self•claimed Lao resistance force from the area of
Hakhon Phanom, Thailand. In Hovember 1984 another U,S. citizen and
POW/MIA hunter.provided the U.S. government with information about
Case 0833 and the recovery of a personal ring which was allegedly
passed to. the National Security Council officer responsible for the
POW/MIA Issue. In Hovember 1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam
obtained access to an 84 page listing of U.S. aircraft losses in
People's Army Military Region 4. Page 48 contained an aircraft
shoot down correlating to this incident.

South Vietnam Kenneth L. Plumadore
(0839)

See Vftssyf 135 PiPCsupMSyiCWg for case summary.

Laos Richard D. Applehans
George W; Clarke, Jr.

(0862)

Clarke and Applehans were reported lost in an me while on a
reconnaissance mission which was planned for the area of the
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Demilitarised Zone separating Vinh Link Special Zone, Borth Vietnam

and Quang Tri Province, South Vietnam, They checked in prior to
receiving clearance to attack their assigned target. This vas the

last :contact -with the -crev iddch-njever-retaixhed^froa- itsr«ission-
and was reported lost over Qoang Binh Province, North Vietnam . The
aircraft's wreckage was not located and there was no beeper . In

May 1975 it was determined that the aircraft had crashed in Laos.

In 196 8 Clarke' s status was changed to POM based on information

from a U.S . PQW repa.triated on Pebrnary l6v l96S which indicated

Clarke was alive and in captivity* During Operation Hamacdming it

was determined that thid
information which was a misidentification. Clarke was declared

killed in action, body not recovered, in November 1973> Applehans

was declared killed in action, body not recovered, in April 1978.

Other than the one misidentification^ there is no evidence that

either individual was seen alive in the northern Vietnamese prison

system:and„their remains have; not yet been repatriated. vv "_i-

South Vietnam Paul L. Fitzgerald, Jr.
Olin Hargrove

ri'-’"*':-
j ^

see vessev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

North Vietnam James 8«~ Dooley
“

. :_y. “'V': - (0872f .

\
: .'i : /

On October 22, 1967, Dooley was “the pilot of On *-48 on a combat

mission over Hai Phong. Be was hit by hostile fire while pulling

off from an attack on the Bai Phong railroad yard. Witnesses

observed the aircraft begin a gradual descent and crash into the

water about a mile offshore. Search and rescue aircraft could not

locate any sign of a survivor. Be was initially reported missing

in action. After Operation Homecoming he was declared dead,

remains not recoverable.

Returning U.S. POtte reported either seeing Dooley's name on a wall

or heard he was a prisoner. Returning U .S. POWs were unable to

report having seen him alive in prison.

North Vietnam Richard cL Clark

(0873 )
:

•

;

'

On October 24, 1967; Lieutenant JG Clark, radar intercept ^ operator,
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and the pilot, Commander Charles R. Gillespie, were the crew in an
F-4B from the U.S.S; Coral Sea on ’ a MIGCAP mission over North
Vietnam, Their aircraft was hit by an SA-2 Surface to air mltslle
while approximately

.
15 miles west. of Hanoi, both aircraft engines

were set on fire and there was a fire below this radar interceptor
operator's cockpit. Coamnander Gillespie ejected and was captured.
He was repatriated during Operation Homecoming and stated that he
never saw Lieutenant Clark eject and had no knowledge that Clark
survived their ehi^^doim.^ •

One beeper was heard and one individual was seen on the ground by
SIR aircraft in the area ... However, two Americans reached the
ground alive, Commander Gillespie and Lieutenant Irishman, a crew,

member of another aircraft downed and idiom Commander Gillespie
believed he saw coming down in a parachute at the same time he was
landing. •

. :.v’ ;

:

^V;. .•/

.

On October 24, 1967, the Vietnam Hews Agency reported that eight
OkS.-aircraft w^-shot-dowh that day in-the Hanoi, Hai Phong, Vinh
Phuc area. She report did not say which specific aircraft were
shot doim and;whether anyone; had bean captured.

Returning H.S. POf?s were unable to provide any information about
Lieutenant Clark's precise fate. ln.Hovember l973-he was declared
killed in action, body not recovered based on a presumptive finding
of death.

'

In Septsanber 1988^ a U.S. team in Vietnam traveled to Tam Dao
mountain and interviewed witnesses concerning this loss incident
and the capture of an unidentified pilot. Information provided to
the team, including the presence of People's Republic of China"
troops In the area, correlated to the capture of Major Gillespie

.

In December 1990 another team visited the area and located An P-4
crash site probably associatad with this incident . In January 1991
Vietnam repatriated remains it identified as those of Lieutenant
Clark, together with fragments of parachute rigging and aircraft
parts. The bone fragment could not be correlated to him.

north Vietnam James 8, Morgan
(0903)

Xelly I. Cook
• James A. Crew

(0904)

for case aumury.
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north Vietnam HerbertO.Brennan
Douglas C. Condlt

See 2fe&gg£jiLJa^ cage summary.

South Vietnam . Michael Mlllner
(0930)

See yfrgg.ffy. 13.^PlgVSWflKy Q*m for case aromary.

Laos Gary H. For®
<0947)

"On /Deceit ' jiidnpj^^
LaahXee Were the crewmen on an F«*4B in a flight of two aircraft
over Laos . tost having released their bombs daring a second pass
over the target, their aircraft was hit by hostile 37am
antiaircraft fire and crashed east of Route 99, eight idles inside
Saravan Province. TThsttew of the sbcond^airefaft reported Captain
Tors and Lieutenant Lashlee had ejected safely but no one had any
radio contact with him. Lieutenant Lashlee was rescued but Captain
Tors could not be located by search and rescue aircraft driven off
by extremely heavy ground fire. Lieutenant Lashlee reported he did
hot see captain Tors chute deploy and had no contact with him; Be
landed fifty meters from his aircraft's point of -impact. Be
believed Captain:;Tors had died in the aircraft's fireball.

During the war the nett of kin of Captain Tors identified him in a
north Vietnamese photograph. After Operation Bomeccning it was
determined this had been a aisidentification

.

Captain Tors was not seen alive in the northern Vietnamese prison
system and his remains have not been repatriated. Be was declared
missing at the time of his loss and in August 1980 was declared
killed in action, body not recovered.

Horth Vietnam Roger B. Innas
Leonard X Lee

(0952)

See VffSSffy I3?. PlWiypflnsy.,C4gnff. for case sdianazy.
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North Vietnam :'idwih iL Oabcuaie
Chari— P. Clacton
fiimid ft, TaoBomi

rr
T-

:

r
. ~ V-v \,^":;:T

:

DonaM^ •: . v, -

Gordon J • Banana
Frank C. Parker, III

•

’ Jack McCrary
. .

Wayne 1. Bckley
'

'
•'

Bdtmnd J. Darcy -

JSies B. Williams
’• Gean P. Clapper

(Q954)

In tha aarly norning hours of Dacanbar 29, 1967# a camouflaged Cr
130S departed on. a single aircraft flight for a classified
operational mission over Borth Vietnam. She last contact with the
aircraft was at 0430 hours when the aircraft was in extreme
northeastern north Vietnam over a mountainous an densely forested
area^l3-adrlesnOrtheestTof^ the town of iai CbaurrThe aixcraftdid
not return from its mission and bad weathm; in the area hampered
search efforts . A tvo veek search over the aircraft's flight path
failed; to disclose any eyidehce of the crew Of the aircraft and the
crew was declared missing.

'
7.

In Bovember 1970# the co-chair of a private group, Cora Weiss,
passed a letter to State Department officials from Vietnam which
stated that Osborne, McCrary and Darcy had never been detained in
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

Returning U.S. POHs had no information on the precise fate of any
of the -11 crewmen missing from the- C-130B. After Operation
Hmcoaaing they were declared killed in action, body not recovered,
based on a presumptive finding of death.

Laos Psania C. Hamilton
Sheldon D. Sdmlts

Bmest F. Briggs, Jr.
John T. Gallagher
James D. Williamson

(0967) " V; :

On January 5, 1968, a UH-ID with a four man crew from the 176th
Aviation Co., 14th Aviation Bn., Amaric&l Division, and one member
of the 5th Special Forces demand and Control Detachment was west
of Xhe Sank, South Vietnam, providing support to the insertion of
D.S. led cross-border forces into the Prairie Fire operational area
of Laos, While approaching a landing sons in Savannakhet Province,
the helicopter wns hit by 37m anti-aircraft fire. It began a nose
low vertical dive from an altitude of 4000 feet and no one was seen
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to eject before it impacted on the ground and burst into fire with
flames reaching a height of 20. feet. Share were ho radio
transmissions-or beepers ~from t&e^crew orr^ssenger aft^
and the five men on board the helicopter were' declared missing in
action. Intense groundfire precluded any entry into the crash site
until four days when a ground team was successfully inserted The
team was unable to locate any evidence of the. crew and no evidence
anyone had survived* .. .i,_

’ .

In December 1971 the CIA. forwarded a report to DIA about the
sighting of American PONs in Laos. One report described four
Americans said to have been captured in South Vietnam as passing
through a way-station on the Bo Chi Minh Trail in mid-1970, Commo-
Liaisoh Station 12, approximately 25 kilometers southwest of
Tehepone, Savannakhet Province. She source pointed out a
photograph of Williamson as resembling one of the four Americans.
Another report described two captured pilots at Commo-Liaison
Station - 12~ early .in ,1969 -approximately IS., kilometers northwest of ...

Huong Phine. These reports were placed in the file of those
assorted with this loss incident.

Williamson was considered by other returnees as a *no Show” in the
northern Vietnai&ese prison returned during
“Op^atidh Homecoming*.$SSS’iSo
into Captivity; However, one returnee reported having seen a
statement with the name Williamson on it. " After Operation
Homecoming the five men in this incident were declared dead/body
hot recovered, based os a presumptive finding of dehth^

In -1974, a report was received about the sighting of aircraft
wreckage in Laos. She report was placed in the files of this and
one other incident in the same general area. In another rej^rt, a
Vietnamese refugee stated that two bodies were burned up is the-
crash of a Cobra helicopter and that report was also placed in the
files of those associated with the two loss incidents in this
general area. ••

Worth Vietnam Balph E. Foulhs, Jr.

v"v.' " (0968)
'

On January 5, 1968, Lieutenant Foulks was in one of two aircraft in
a flight on a night strike mission' over Hinh Binh Province, North
Vietnam. His aircraft disappeared while on this mission and there
was no known crash site, . no radio transmission , no beeper and no
parachute. He was initially reported missing in action and in
November 1973 was declared dead/body not recovered.

During the war there were various reports of D.S. aircraft downed
in this area, often with reports of multiple crews or reports of

sightings correlated to other known incidents .
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*“8jLn8 w*r“ repatriated by Vi.tnan onDecenber

.44S^sstajssaissssj^-tssja?!®-

South Vietnam Derri Sykes
Richard R. Rahe

(0976)

On .January 9, 1968, Privates First Glass Rehe and Svkes varaBwbers- of the 3rd Battalion, 19Sth light toftSSryteio^
toerical Division, searching for aisclng unit personnel in Ouano

^tiahad by Peopie^toajr of Vietnam

®”J *£.i
ority of Division serviceman captured on January 8th

811,1 •**re eracoated to a People ’ a Jam Military ReaionS pok
c®»plately debilitated,- was left'behind

"

in a village tm tha nlght of Jannary 9th and waa n«ran»M^iU% aorriring pows. PPC Sykes was left behind in a banker on

; onSweblo^

^^.r^rspsre-s. £^«ss
“SSff°^

ly^ & fact survived into captivity buthever reached^the Military Region 5 POW camp. toe return^sLtedkjjj*8 to
J
d ** on®

- Of: bis captors that PPG Rehe and Sykes had both
<

J
an'^y 9/ 1968 . After Operation Homecoming they were

death***
dead/body not recPv®*®d# based on a presumptive: finding of

Joint 0.S. /Vietnamese investigations in Vietnam located and
vitVknowledge of the fate of members^fthe Americal Division captured, on January 8-9, 1968* Interviews

,

SePtettber
,
1592 o£ former Military Region 5 prison camp

officials provided information on the fate of those whosurvivedMbo
reach the prison. Witnesses testified that the precise location ofail graves wb recorded after January 1973 and that 21 sets of

S2™S
8
»2

£ Pri80n were recovered washed, andbagged at the end of 1978 or early 1979 and then sent to •higherheadquarters.” Included in these remains were those of a WestGwacnjan and woman who died in captlyit^iSSS.VtSSacaptiawi at the same time as PPC's Rahe and Sykes who reached theprison camp alive, Mere repatriated in August 1985.
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South Vietnam

710

Hichasd W* • Fischer

-afm 135 Dlnerapanev Caaea for case aunrmaxy.

Laos « D. Cohron
(0984)

Cta January 12 , 19S8, Staff Sergeant Cohron mi a mamba?: of ^
Indiana, a U*S. lad covert cross border reconnaissance team on a

mission inside Laos at a point along the border betwen SavannaXhet

and Saravan Provinces. She team was shushed. . After the

engagement SSG Gohron and two Vietnamese team members could not be

located and sere declared missing. One of the tvoVietnaaesewec

later located and rescued alive but he could not shed any light on

the fSte!of“IsaGohipn^g
Pe on January 15# 1968# located the area where SSG Cohron mas last

seen but there was no sign of bin.
.

SSG Cohron was initially jfepoi^ adssihg at a classJii^ location,

"'later^‘
;

hctoowled'gad^'as"r'Xmos.T^“"
:He^'-ws ;“:notrr®^rfced-aliye

:
2in ;“-the : '-

northern ViatiMBtaaa prison ayitan^
repatriated. SSG Cohron was declared dead/body not recovered, in

July 1978.
.

;

Ihe Defense Intelligence igenct has determined that the ambush of

Team Indiana appears to correlate to a combat action of the

People'sArmyof Viet Ham Dong Hai Heglasent . -The Regiamt oaptured

*&- JWeric^ who was interrogated hy an intwpreter frtm the

people's Any of Vietnam 304th Infantry Division. DIA has

concluded that this information indicates. SSG Cohron was probably

captured alive. So further information has been obtained

concerning SSG Cohron' s fate.

South Vietnam D. Johnson
(0997)

See asggg. 135 Diecrepancv Cates, for case summary.

Horth Vietnam 'James A. letterer
Tilden S. Holley

(0998)

to Jaimary 20, 1968, Captain BolUy
the etw la an P-4C, on* of a flight of two aircraft over
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Quang Khe , Quang Bixh Province . Their aircraft was hit by hostile—n to eject hnt
a electronic beacon was heard for several seconds after the
crash. Both, crewmen were initially declared missing in action.

0
V?

report** hearing the name "Holley- on Hanoi
Radio while at the Hanoi Hilton. Another returning U.S.POW stated
5? J'Hbily^on a list orpeople confined dt
the prison in late 1972 or early 1973. There was no reference to

fuJffH: ^turning D.S. POH reported seeing either
alive in the Vietnamese prison system.

Captain Holley was declared dead/body not recovered in June 1978.

North Vietnam Hidhael Dmm
BormanK.Eidsmoe

(1004)

for case summary.

Cambodia Charles 1. White

.

;•
(ioo6) -v

On January 29 f 1968# Sergeant First Class Hhite was a member of a
covert cross border operations reconnaissance team from Forward
Base 2 1. ( FOB 2.) in South Vietnam. His team Was inserted into
Ratanakiri Prov^ northeastern Cambodia and three-
kilometers inside Cambodia from Attopen Province, ~IiaosV His team
engaged ho»til« forcw. Will, being extracted br helicopter,
Sergeant White fell from a rope harness approximately 200 feet into
“ ^

M*00 thick.1:. A ground tMn searching th« ana on January
31, 1968, found what appeared to be evidence of Where he landed and
the area appeared to have been searched by hostile forces. There
was no sign of Sergeant Shite and no grave. He was initially
declared missing in action in the Republic of Vietnam. On Fabruary
23, 1968, his commanding officer wrote to his Sergeant
White became missing whilt

J

under heavy hostile fixe near Khe sanh
in South Vietnam although his circumstances of loss were falsified
until they were declassified in 1973.

Returning U.S. POWs were not able tb provide any information
concerning his fate and he was not reported alive in the Vietnamese
or Cambodian prison system. His case mas others passed to
Khmer representatives at the United Nations in December 1975. The
representative stated there were no American prisoners in Cambodia
and the Cambodian govemmant had ho information about any missing
Americans. On April 6, 1978, Sergeant White was declared dead/body
.not.•recovered..- "•
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South Vietnam Vernon Z« Johns

(1028)

3. 1968, Private First Class Johns was ani armored

personnel carrier comnaader with the 25th lafaatxy

Mecbanized Battalion, 23rd Infantry,when WBaiLit <ag

hostile forces in Binh Duong Ptwince. He *»s last seen aanning a

.50 calibre heavy naehine gun whileJ»der
• 25S

' orenada firs He was last, seen jumping

s! His Mlt broke contact vith the hostile

erroneous. '•

: .v\ ,\ r.:-;.

tn 1969 , UeS. intelligence received a report of the sighting of_ a

ti s FOW who appeared
1

to resenble RPC Johns • .. Other r^^rts

wcei^aSut^^
FFCJohnswas -last known whenhisunit was in combat,

—

r.r

Returning O.S. POKs had no infoaaation regarding

fSteT^to July 1978 he vaa declared, killed in action^ body not

recovered, based on a presusptive finding of death.

lopft n e investicators in. Vietnam interviewed Withesses who

mt2SVt lklSSS SnSllhd in battle and Mid
Anw vitnesB stated his remains had been recovered in 1987 and the

^e^^se Of^ce for Seeing Hissing Americans hadtakenrostodyof

hislrmainh. On April 27, 1989, Vietnam repatriated rtmaiM

identified as those of RFC Johns and they were subsequently

. identified as his, •.

South Vietnam Harvey G. Btande :

««mi«Hi • «wnu
Jcaes «. Bolt

Charles W. llndnsld, Jr.

nes L. Moreland
wihm e. natuacr, Jr.

Daniel *. Phillips

(1040 ) ;

Onrehmary 1,

|"v“^p^'r^f^.7^s^t^i«rf bm.b^
Sound and vas in a state of shock idten last seen.

Af eiaht missino men, R. Thospson, was captured _and

^r4d tl b. «l!2on^^ «orth Vi^It March 1373. Burin,
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his debriefing he related that Thompson, Holt, and Phillips were
last known alive at Lang Vei before he lost contact with then.
Neither hernor-any other retm»ee was able to provide infomation
on the eventual fate of the seven Biasing servicemen and they were
not known to have survived into cap^vity.

The seven missing Special Forces dan were initially declared
missing. After Operation Homecoming they were all declared
dead/body hot recovered, based on a presuaiptivs finding of death*

Alan V. Gann
Wads L. Groth
Harry W. Brown
Jerzy L Roe

(1046)

leases for case summary.

North Vietnam Robert X. Elliott

On February 14, 1968 , Captain Elliott 'S aircraft was hit by an
enemy surface to surface missile while conducting a boobing mission
against a railroad bridge in the area of Hanoi Municipality. There
was no beeper and there was the sighting of a possible parachute?
However, there was haze in the target-area and visibility-was poor.

During the war a People's Army of Vietnam soldier described “toe
shoot down of an American aircraft over Ha Tay, a suburb of Hanoi,
The shoot down location compared favorably to the loss incident of
captain Elliott. One airman was reportedly: captured. C a p t a i n
Elliott was initially reported as missing in action. In June 1979
he was declared dead/body not recovered.

Captain Elliott's identity card was turned over to H.S. officials
on April 6, 1988 together with a small quantity of skeletal
remains , . also reportedly belonging to Captain Hlliott. The remains
were insufficient for positive identification and correlation to
Captain Elliott.

Laos John F. Bartzhelm
Paul Lloyd Hilius

y- V; (1062)

bn February 27, 1968, Commander Hilius was the pilot pf ah 0P-2E
aircraft on an armed reconnaissance flight over the Steel Tiger
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nnAVAtionAl area in the viciiity of the Baa Kara! Piss leading from

MorthVietnan^intQlKhamottJ^
bv an exploding projectile. Five. crewnenjacited the .xmiOfi

Jg*
Surviving crew members reported ; Connand6r ^ilius#

although* wounded; was last seen flying lAe aircraft

noBe°section iji flames, but they believe he was able to bail put.

Another crew member, SSSaft
bv survivors as either dying or dead- at the.,time .wit,,

Crashed in Khammouane Province. A search effort on Prtrnaiy 29th,

Operation Texas Crest, failed to locate Commander Milius.

Tf. i Qfifi - people's Army of Vietnam defector in South VietnamSd l«SilKfiSi«ms unit captured a O.S. colonel

^^inrvival“aSioT^ ffirarorcxiaately time of the capture ws
March 1968 but the precise location

.
was not pinpointed • : ®*i® •

report exists in Commander Milius # file as possibly correlating to

him *
,

' '

;
• I

' •

.
:-r/;

3sf§|i|Sgl*^
repatriated^ Both have been declared dead/body not recovered.

In January 1985 a Lao refugee turned oyer a hmm l^e ^ ot^
eaterialfrom an Sircnift crash site in laps ittleh nay have related

S'Se crash site of commander Hilius ' aircraft. The remains were

det^iSd to be hMan^thffnrther identification -as possible

.

In Decraber 1986 another lao refugee offered remains and a dog tag

allegedly belonging to Petty Officer Bartrheia. ;/

Horth Vietnam Gilbert S. Palmer, Jr.

Thomas Te Wright
(1063)

On February 27, 1968, Major Palmer and Captain Krig^it ««** **““?*

in an BF-4C launched from Worn Air Base, Thailand, ^on
,

aircraft photo miseion over Quang

There were routine communications in routs ana tne xasu coowitu

S^t^aTStSey were given tar^t elearance TherejaB no

further contact with the two crewmen they were declared mitslnq

in action.

,070 dia received a report about the sitting of an American in

a jeep at the Hanoi Public Security Office. This report

?,r££tain Wridrt's file. In July 1971, a report was received from

^people's Ansy of Vietnam dA8?.^,? ^powl^Mabe to

view that he believed the story. DU felt at^the^t^ wau ««

report might correlate to Captain Wright. DU reevaluate the
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jeport in 1978 and ^bwed on infoairation then available concludedthe report did not pertain to Captain Wright, One returnee^Ported seeing a black Anerlcan ln Jungle fatignes * temporary
Pf^®on caro in QuangBiihProvince in late May or early Jun?i968T
JULs sighting; of ^the individual was for approximately*30 seconds.
The returnee selected a photograph of Captain Wright as onToi
several possible correlations.

Returning. y.S. POWivere unable to describe the final fate of the
,
crewmen

.

a*ter Operation Homecoming they were
declared . killed in action; body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death.

South Vietnam '

See

Robert W. Hunt
(1065)

South Vietnam

See Veseev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Laos D. Bastard
Aubrey E. Stowers, Jr.

(llOO)

On March 21, 1968, Pirst Lieutenant Besfond and First Lieutenant
Stowers were the crewmen in an F-4D, one of a flight of two
aircraft on a night strike mission over Laos, k forward air
controller illuminated three trucks on a road and a second forward
air controller made passes in the target area# drawing heavv
automatic weapons fire. •

¥ # ^
the crew radioed they were "rolling in" and that was their last
transmission. Other aircraft observed 37m anti-aircraft fire and
then a large explosion and fireball. A search of the area failed
to. locate any survivors . There were no Chutes and no beepers.
Bott aizwn .wz. initial, declare

On Sq>taabar 17, 1968, th. Pathat Lao spakanan ia Viantiana, inos;
Both Phatra#,, statwl that Liwttmst BMfpid had bMm capCnswd.

Lieutenant Heaford vaa declared dead/body not recovered, in June
1979. Lieutenant Stowara vaa declared dead/body not recovered, In
October 1979. neither Individual vat identified alive in the Lao
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or Vietnamese/prison system.

In~JterIl"i9897 U^Sr intelligence receiv^a^
of ^amains with dog tag iSforoation Msociated with Lieutenant

Stowers. No remains were actually provided.

'jjg[os
Huston .

George R. Brown
Alan L. Boyer

i'-/.
(1108 j

On March 28/ 1968, Sergeants Huston, Brown and Boyer were leading

Team Asp, a covert cross border reconnaissance patrol operating

from Forward Base (FOB) 4, an element of the 5tdl Special Forces

Group Command and Control Detachment based in South Vietnam* They

were' on amission-in an area„ttroty^MlPi«t®3^
town of Tchepone, Savannakhet Province, Laos, when they can»

heavy enemy ^ire and called for an extraction. The helicopter

withdrew under heavy fire and was unable to recover Sergeants Brown

and Huston* ; Sergeant Boyer was the last recovered and while

holding onto a tope ladder and it together with its mount broke

away from the recovery helicopier andhefell to the

A around search of the area on April 1, 1968, failed to show aw
sign of the three missing patrol members. They wea^ declared

missing it a classified location which was. later acknowledged to be

Laos. Hone of these individuals was reported alive in thejiorthern

Vietnamese raison system and none of their remains has been

repatriated. All three were initially reported missing and later

declared dead/body not recovered . /:

In August 1984 a Lao refugee reported three Americans were killed

in A People's Army of Vietnam ambush in the area of Teem Asp s

engagement* The bodies were reportedly buried in the area.

South Vietnam Halter A. Cichon
(1112) f,.

See v.ssbv 135 Discrepancy Caws fox case summary.

South Vietnam John tr. Held
(1131)

See Veeaev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.
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South Vietnam Philip R. Shafer
Arthur J. Lord

_ •• Charles W. .Willard
.

• :
'"T

-
••• •

. Michael R. Werdahoff .

^
-T‘

.

(1132);
On April' 19, 1968

,

j Specialist 4th Class Shafer was crew chief on a
p-54 helicopter carrying a bulldoser to Landing Zone Tiger located
in the A. Shau Valley, Thua Thien Province, South Vietnanu Other
crew numbers Included Captain' Lord ( aircraft commander ) , CW3
Allard

l

(pilot)*?; Specialist 6th- Class Werdehoff r/fliSt
engineer). Approximately 1,5 kilometers from the landing zone
eyewitnesses reported an explosion in the cockpit of the helicopter
which caught fire and crashed at the base of a cliff, exploding.
There were no signs of survivors.

. .
.

The crew was initially reported missing in action and after the war
was declared dead/body not recovered. Returning U.S. POWs were

^unable,to-provideanyinformationontheir-fate.

—

North Vietnam Jeffrey L. Harris

Woodrow w. Parker, II
.

(H41)

On April 24, 1968, Lieutenant Colonel Vinson and First Lieutenant
Parker were the crewmen in an. P-4D, one of two p-4 on a combat
mission over Bo Trach District, Quang Binh Province. They were
preparing to drop flares while the other aircraft remained above
them. They were last known descending to a lower altitude when a
large fireball was observed on the ground. There were no
parachutes seen and neither beepers or other communications from
the crew. Both crewmen were initially reported as missing in
action, '

.

^

'

In December 1972 a former member of the Vietnam People's Amy
reported an American P-4, one of two dropping flares over Quang
Binh Province, was hit by anti-aircraft fixe and crashed. Both
crewmen were reportedly killed in their aircraft. Their bodies
were recovered from the crash site and buried nearby.

A JCRC field investigation in Vietnam during April 1990 located
witnesses who described the crash of a U.S. jet aircraft and the
recovery of human remains from the crash site which appeared to
correlate to this case. A document provided by Vietnamese
officials to the Joint Casualty Resolution Center during a field
investigation in Vietnam during January-Pebruary 1991 described the
shoot down of. an aircraft and death of the crewmen which appeared
to correlate to this loss incident.
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North Vietnam Robert D. Avery
Thomas D. Clem—

On May 3, 1968, Avety and Clem were the crew in an A-6A cm an armed
reconnaissance mission over North Vietnam providing support to B;S.

hit Force operations along Route Package 1. Radar contact ms lost

With the aircraft when it Has appwMimately 10 kilometers northwest

of the coastal toim of Dong Hoi and sir kilometers southeast of the

district seat of Bo Traeh in Quang Blah Province. SAR forces sere

unable to locate any sigh of the crew which was declared missing.

Returning U,S. POWs Were unable to provide any information on the
eventual fate of the crew. After Operation Homecoming they were
declared killed in ' action/ body not recovered, based on a

presunptive finding of death.

;In January 1991, a O.S.. team in.Vietna* visited Bo Track District

and reviewed archival documents, ^ docusisnt listed the downing

of an A-6A on May 3, 1968 in which both crewmen died. In July

1991, 0.8. researchers at the Military Region IV museum in Vinh

City obtained access to an archival list of gravesiies of Americans

who died there during the war. One entry listed Robert D. Avery as

buried^ in X5i“
1968. In January 1992, a Region IV air defense record listed an A*

6A downed on May 3/ 1968 with both crewmen dead. In December 1992

i

a copy of the list of burial sites was turned over by Vietnam to

Senator John Kerry, Chairman of the Senate Select Comnittee on

POW/HIA Affairs. _

- South Vietnam Frederick J. Rnimbottow

:VV
(Un):

On May 12, 1988, Lieutenant Ransbottom was a member of the Aaerical

Division amd was last seen at an observation post at the Khan Due

Special Forces camp and engaging hostile forces . He last reported

shooting at hostile forces as they ware entering his bunker. The

KKap Due post was eventually overrun and eight individuals at

Observation Post 2 could not be located following the withdrawal.

The remains of six others were located later. Ransbottom and

others at Observation Post 2 were declaied missing.

Ransbottom was not accounted for during Operation Haoiecoming and

returning D.S. POWs were unable to provide any information about

his fate. In May 1979, Ransbottom was declared dead/body not

recovered.



719

North Vietnam Joseph 8. Davies
Glen D. McCubbin

On May 19 , 1968/ Captain Davies and First Lieutenant MoGubbin were
the crew in an F-4B from Ubon Air Base, Thailand and leader of a
flight of^tm aircsrafl: on a night armed reconnaissance mission over
Bo Trach District^ Quang Binh Province; The number two aircraft in
the flight expended its ordnance and departed to return to Ubon;^e number two aircraft's crew reported seeing three explosions on
the ground and believed Captain Davies? aircraft had dropped its
ordnance and would be joining them on the return flight toDbon*
Captain Davies' aircraft never returned from the mission and the
crew was declared missing in action. A beeper and voice
transmission from the general area of a search for them mas later
determine not to be either Captain Davies or Lieutenant McCubbin
but: someone; else.,-,

Returning u .8. PONs were—unible^tb ~ provide "any information
concMning the specific fate of Captain Davies and Lieutenant
McCubbin . After Operation Homecoming both crewmen were declared
dead/body not recovered, based on a preemptive finding of death.

In .December. . 1988 , aljoint U. 8 ./Vietnamese team-visited Bo Trach

2tf?
ict ^^iwd ^tnesses ewncerning this incident,

witnesses described the crash of an aircraft correlating to this
incident which included the wartime recovery of human remains from
the crash site. One witness described the recovery of two dog tags
of Davies, - v .• • .?.•••• • • :•

;

•

In August 1991 the crash site/ was excavated and biologic evidence
was recovered and returned to therrD.S. for Analysis . in October
-4.991;, U.S., investigators forwarded information from Bo Trach
District combat records recording the downing of an F-4C on May 18,
1968, and the death of two crewmen. This record was believed
associated with this loss incident.

Laos • John Q. ldam
.

Jerzy L. Chambers
Calvin c. Glower

William H. Mason
William T. McPhail
Thomas B. Mitchell

Gary Pate
Melvin D. Sash ;

^
;

(1187)

On May 22, 1968, a camouflaged C-130 departed Dbon with a crew of
eight and one passenger from Nafchon Phanom Air Base on a routine
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night flare mission over Saravan Province. The last contact with

the aircraft .was a 2055. Pifteen minutes later another aircraft's

crew-observ^ a-large fire-on the ^und in:a -Bcmntainous~area~with ~

heavy jungle foliage but were driven off by hostile anti-aircraft

fire. Airborne search aircraft and night photography could not

confirm the fire to he associated with an aircraft crash site but

were of the view the circular fire resembled that of a crashed

aircraft. The crew was declared missing. There was no evidence of

‘any. ’parachutes"' or hypers'.'and "no''mayday calls.
' ’

'

Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any information about

the eventual fate of the crew. After Operation Homecoming they

were declared hilled in action,
,
body not recovered, based on a

presuu^tive finding of death.

in June 1989 , -k source turned in the drawing of ah identity card

and restricted area access card with the name of Gary Pate.

In hugusti.1989 , jl Vietnanese_ source provided dog tag information

from a member of ah ethnic minority residing in South Iaos together

with a photograph reportedly showing human remains at an unknown

location. la May 1991 a source in Thailand reported dog tag

information associated with Pate. fflie source stated he had

received the information from a central Vietnamese who located the

dog" tag^whiiar looking-for ^ incense -wood-near Hue^Wty#: 6^
Vietnam, and had Instructed the source to. .provide the, information

to the U.S. government upon his arrival in Bangkok, in October

1991, U.S. investigators in Vietnam were provided dog tag

information and a bone fragment reportedly of Gary Pate. The

Vietnam resident turning over the material to U.S. investigators

stated he was an intermediary acting for others.

South Vietnam Halter R. Schmidt, Jr.

(
1205 )

See Veasev 13S Discrepancy Cases for case stannary.

north Vietnam Retard R. Silver
•

... Bonce B. Lawrence
.

. (
1222 )

On July 5, i960, Major Silver and First Lieutenant Lawrence were

the crew of an P-4C on a night armed reconnaissance mission over

north Vietnam. Their aircraft was hit by hostile anti-aircraft

fire. Their wingman observed their aircraft turn into a large

fireball with streaks of fire trailing out of the bottom, followed

by a second smaller explosion. There were no parachutes observed

and no beepers heard. Intense hostile fire prevented a daylight

search of the area. Both airman were declared missing in action.
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a Owning POW reported •Ming a^ch included the showing of a body in a flight

Mo returning U.S.POW was able to report either of the missing

52
th w'er* later declared killed inaction*

oody not recovered, bated on a presumptive finding of death

.

: Worth Vietnam David S. Greiling
(1234)

On^July 24, 1$68, Lieutenant Commander Greiling vas the pilot of an

S' ^ Jdaeloh over Morth Vietnam. Hie wingman
^ into & mountain and taw hit aircraft explode on

'SSSzL JS*?,"** *° Ppedhdte teen . Other aircraft in the
S7ff

ioa“bo®bed
^
rthe-iite;^ of"the^craehrthinking" it^

"

;tttanthiS"tar^7~

iater
5^* fiadinG disintegrated remains several days

During the war, a photograph of Commander Greiling'* identity card
‘ ^ SMOBUif- CXnJb '•dLsi 4;B&L »LX*bon9~dJi

9

S9 -?

**d *° hit eventual reclassification from missing to POW.

Returning TJ.5U POfte were unable to provide any information on
Commander toeiling's eventual fate; in September 1973 he was
declared billed in action, body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death. :

;

^

V recent joint U. S/Vietnamese investigation of jiajor Greiling's
crash site led to the recovery of evidence of an A-7A crash. The

fw
007

??
6
? *&?****' including parts of the ejection seat, indicated

the pilot did not eject prior to the crash

.

Morth Vietnam William J. Thompson
Joseph S. Ross

:

to August i, 1968, Major Thompson and First Lieutenant Ross were
the crew of an P-4D, one in a flight of two aircraft from Da Nang
Air Base, South Vietnam. Their wingman observed the flight leader
5*?? Mhich illuminated a group of trucks on the ground and
Major Thompson rolled in on the target. She wingman next observed
wv explosion on the ground within 100 feet of the target and it was
evident that .Major..Thompson'?! ..aircraft' had impacted and exploded in

?*** aPP«MdJ»ately 47 kilometers southwest of the coastal city
of Dong Hoi and 1500 maters northeast of the village of Bah Katoi.
There were no chutes or beepers noted in the ten minutes the
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vingman orbited the burning wreckage . Both crewmen were, declared

missing in action. v a
. }.:; y

:

\

"Ross" written on a wall at the "Heartbreak" POH camp iji Hanoi . In

1978 f a U.S. Air ?orce compendium of names providing by returning

U.S. POWs correlated the name "Ross " to Pirst lieutenant Josephs.

Ross . However, the source 61 the names had its meaning was never

determined , no returning U.S: POWs had any knowledge of the fate of

the two crewmen; and they were never reported alive in the northern

Vietnamese prison system. After Operation Homecoming , both airm^
were declared dead/body not recovered, based on a presumptive

finding of death. >.Vv' .'V': •

In January 1992 r the Defense Department provided a preliminary

analysis of Vietnamese list bf combat air defense operations ^in

Quang Binh Province. ; Included in the list was a reference to the

shoot down on August 1, 1968, of an.F-4 aircraft.

South Vietnam Donald R. Fowler
Steven M. Hastings
Peter J; Russell

See v.g.ev 135 Discrsoancv Cmh for case stamuy..

North Vietnam Terrln D. Hicks

_ (1248)

On August 15, 1968, Captain* Terrin D. Hide* and Jwieph P. Shanahan

departed Odom Royal Thai Air Tore® Base in an W-4C on a solo

photo reconnaissance mission over Forth Vietnam. About 0805 hours,

the last radar contact vas made with Capt Hick* ' aircraft. The

plane was hit by aneay ground fire and lost ia^sn “•?
approximately 12 kilometers southwest of Qoaag Khe, Qoeng Blah

Province. Captains Hicks and Shanahan ejected successfully and

descended by parachute bat were not recovered. Both eimen were

declared missing in action.

Captain Shanahan was captured and incarcerated in ®Prtii .Vietnam.

During his Homecoming debriefing/ he related he saw toptaia Hicks

parachute on the ground and heard Captain Hicks aaJce a .-Hayday"

call on his survival r£dib, Captain Hicks was alive on the qtentiid

at this time . Captain Shanahan landed in the backyard of a village

hut and was innaediately captured. As Captain^ Shanahw war led

away, he heard continuous small arms fire from the directionjAere

Captain Hicks had landed. Approximately 10 minutes la^. Captain

Shanahan was given Captain Hicks V boots to wears as his. boots had
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“^f^rogtortold

th. mu^£uSr^th
<^:r

i}68
Wa,

to4
t
SflStT^^lH^

11*58 ^
capturad imediately, tha^oliariiaa to^ufthihSi*)!! £“.“<.?!2

buried near where ha fall. Xha taaa survayadH^KgW^^s-'srrili-
fesSS^'** “~^“«sss
reported botial site and they were unable to- locate th* •;+.*

ffi&SKKSSS:*'1* £.»«<£ ss,

South Vietnam

S*e 2M«wr 135 Piaeranancg r.«.
1 for cat* «ternary.

bcoeta-Bosaxio
(1258) ,

South Vietnam Belles R. Prldesore
(X274)

S— Igflg 135 Dlacrananer Can— for case summary.
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South Vietnam'
,

: Earl E. , Shark •
•

•••.
:

:

On 12 September 1968 f Sergeant Shark was serving as the point nan
for the 1st Squad, 3rd Platoon, C Company, 1st Battalion, 28th
Infantry, 1st Infantry Division. As the platoon advanced up a hill
approximately 6 kilometers northeast of the. town of Loc Hinh, Song
Be (formerly Binh Long) Province, his unit came under intense enemy
fife, the radio operator with Sergeant Shark radioed that they had
both been hity The platoon leader, and- his radio, operator crawled
to within 5-10 meters of Sergeant Shark. They could see no
movement,heard no noise, and saw no visible sign of life. As the
contact continued, the Platoon leader through a hand grenade at an
enemy soldier in a bunker in front of Sergeant Shark. The grenade
fell short and exploded closer to Sergeant Shark than the enemy

.

The fragmentation from tin platoon leader's grenade was close
enough to Sergeant Shark to set off the smoke grenades attached to
Sergeant ^ Shark's - web“ gear" but- Sergeant ^Shark- still:-made^no
voluntary movement. Due to heavy enemy fire, the platoon leader
and his radio operator were forced to withdraw without retrieving
Sergeant Shark.-'

On September 15 , 1968 , the unit was able to reach the area where
Sgt Shark was last seen. However, he ' could not be located by

.
ground or air search..

''

Although seriously wounded, Sergeant Shark apparently was alive and
survived for several days . His name and date of death appeared on
the Died in Captivity list provided by the Provisional
Revolutionary government of South Vietnam on January 27, 1973^
Sergeant_Shark's date of death was given as September 1968. -

,

Intelligence reports that have been correlated to Sergeant Shark
indicate that Sergeant Shark died of his wounds and complications
following the amputation of one of his legs about five days after
his capture. He apparently died at K101 Dispensary in Cambodia and
was reportedly buried west of the hospital. His remains have not
yet been recovered and repatriated.

Laos Leighton L. Paul
Edgar F. Davis

(1279)
:

;7' v

On September 17, 1968 , Paul and Davis were the crew in *an RP-4C
which took off from Odorn Air Base, Thailand on a single aircraft
reconnaissance mission over Laos. Their aircraft was hit by
hostile anti-aircraft fire in an area southeast of Tchepone,
Savannakhet Province. Their aircraft began to break up and Paul,
the pilot , ordered Davis to eject ; than ejecting himself . The type
of ejection system employed on the aircraft automatically ejected

'
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the navigator after the pilot's ejection.

mi, the aircraft's piiot> ejected safely. He Bade contact with
SAR forces and was rescued. There was no contact with Captain
Davie and he was declared missing in action. A second electronic

at the tine could not be pinpointed due to the
overriding beeper signal from the pilot

Returning U. S . POWs has np information on Captain Davis's fate, in
March 1979 he was declared killed in action; body not recovered,
based on a presumptive finding of death.

In December 1984, the Joint Casualty Resolution Center staff in
Thailand interviewed a Lao source who had been incarcerated at the
Tchepone reeducation camp after 1975. The source reported wreckage
of a 0. S . jet aircraft in the area which was said to have been shot
down in 1967 . ,

There were two crewmen who failed out from the
aiyCxeft and one was rescued.". People's- Jto of Vietnam forces
.W’lJjd the other aiaairwhose body was buried in the area by local
civilians . JCRC concluded this report possibly correlated to this
loss incident.

Rorth Vietnam Dcmenick A. Spinelli
(1294)

On 30 September 1968 , Lieutenant JG Larry J. VanRenselaar and
Lieutenant- Domenick A. Spinelli were the crew of an A-6A aircraft
which departed the. 0.S.S Constellation in' a flight of three
aircraft. The flight was assigned to acquire and destafr moving
targets just south of 19 degrees North Latitude over North Vietnam.
Two hostile surface to air missiles, one high and one law, were
observed by other flight members to explode hear Spinelli # s
aircraft. About 20 seconds later a third explosion was observed
and it lit up the horitpn. At this point the flight was
approximately nine kilometers southwest of Phu Dien Chau. Nghe Tinh
(Pormerly Nghe An ) Province.

No parachutes were Sighted and no distress beepers were heard* All
subseguent search and rescue efforts were futile. A Radio Hanoi
broadcast on October 1, 1968, stated than an A~6 aircraft had been
shot down over Nghe An Province • Lieutenant Spinelli 9 s A-6

A

aircraft was the only one shot down on September 10, 1968/ over
Nghe An Province. Both airmen were declared missing in action.

During Operation Homecoming, a returnee, Lieutenant Tangeman,
stated that he knew the name Spinelli but he did not know him as a
POW. In the late 1970s, Tangeman was visited by Spinelli 's next of
kin. During that visit, he finally recalled why he recognised the
name;both he and Lieutenant Spinelli bald been at the same naval air
training facility before going to Vietnam. Lieutehant Spinelli 's
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family alleged the existence of a photo depicting Spinelli in
captivity. The Defense Intelligence Agency has no knowledge of

such ar photo- but did -provide^the - family- a^photo~of -a ~POW> Major-
Gideon/ shown riding in an ox cart. This photo is on sale at the

military museum in Hanoi and may have been confused by family
members with being a photograph of Ueutenant Spinelli.

Returning U*$. POWs were unable to provide any infonnation on

either crewman's eventual fate; After Operation Homecoming both:

were declared killed in action , body not recovered, based on a

presumptive finding of death.

On July 31, 1989 , Vietnam repatriated remains it identified as

those of Lieutenant VanRehselaar. On June 22, 1990 the Armed
Forces Identification Review Board approved the identification of

these remains as Lieutenant VanRenselaar.

South Vietnam Dickie F. Finley
• (1308)

Set Vagfiev 135 Dlgerecaney Ca.es for ca»e Bunmaxy.

South Vietnam Donald L. Harrison
Steven H. Besold

;•• •/
*.

;

-/./v \
;

;
{X3i4i;>

v

:
;

.••••;;•

::

v;/"/-
•

":/

On October 29, 1968, Lieutenants Donald L. Harrison and Steven H.

Besold were flyidg^ in an 0-1G observation aircraft in a flightj)f .

two aircraft. The aircraft was hit by antiaircraft fire and

crashed in an area approximately 34 kilometers northwest of Quang

Tti City and six kilometers northwest of Con Thien, Quang Tri

Province. Ho parachute was seen and no electronic beacon signals
were heard.

; ,

• •//rv'/

;

The next morning, search and rescue personnel located the crash
site but received intense anti-aircraft file from the surrounding
area. At one point, weak electronic beacon signals were heard,

but could not be pinpointed. Search and rescue forded noted that
the plane hit flat. The left wind was twisted back and up at ah 90

degree angle. The right wing was ripped off of the fuselage near
the tail section. Horisonal and vortical stabilisers were intact

and the fuselage was Intact. Ho bodies were observed in or near
the wreckage. Antiaircraft fire, brush, and trees precluded a
closer look. However, the searchers noted that the wreckage had

been moved and saw vehicle tracks leading from the aircraft*

Both flyers were declared missing in action. Returning D;S. PONs

were unable to provide any information on their precise fate.
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th-y weredeclared killedin action,gooy not recovered, baaed on a greeuagtiye finding of doa*-),;
^

North Vietnam Bradley s. Cnthbert
-Mark; j, tabling ;

•

L:,:'
: i T:, (132? ) ..

7-. ;:•>

;

**** 135 Biscrepaney Cagey fm* case snnmary*

North Vietnam San 2>« Francisco
Joseph C* Morrison
V • U329)

;

Sw» £wm »5 Piffcmromcv £amfarcane

Laos Hassell D, Galbraith
:X1L 1:(I33

On December 11, 1968, Captains Galbraith and Harlan j DKtwrv wr*-

:5gj^

- Captain Drew* vas declared missing in action, tetumino n s wwT
00 fat*, togSSl!?” h.^

deathf**
re“V*red, based on a presnnptive finding of

**0B '

.

Francis J* McGouldrick
®»as W. Dugan

-.V
:

-

y-:- .

John S. llhright, ix
'

• Joseph; Po vanning "/
, ftid L* dsdn
Morgan j. DonaJme

Sumat t. talker, Or.^ (13*0)

?J *i:12? (<*»• 1340) collided in aid-airwitha B-57E (Cane 13*1 ) . the aircraft wreckage crashed into m area
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approximately 47, kilometers northwest Of the town of Tebepone,
Savannakhet Province, three kilometers east of Route 411 and in the

area-of-Ban-Kok Hakir -The C-123-pilot, First-Ueutenant -«iomas H*~
Turner, exited through the cockpit window after finding the co-

pilot's seat empty and fire coming into the cockpit from the
fuselage. Be later reported that there had been an explosion in

the aft section of the aircraft and the C-123X had gone out of

control. After parachuting from the cockpit window# lieutenant

Turner noted that there was another parachute below his and he

believed it might have belonged to a member of the two-man B*57B

crew. Lieutenant Turner was rescued on December 13th and all other

crewmen from the two aircrews were declared missing.

Returning U.S . POWs had no information on the fate of the two

aircrews. After Operation Bomecoming they were eventually declared

killed, body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of

death. .

•

' ::•>
^ ;

•

, \ v ;

:

unsuccessfully to obtain information about him from Lao communist

officials. Reward notices were circulated in Thailand in the late

1970s which promised money and resettlement into the U.S. for

information about Lieutenant Donahue. During 1980, information
attributed to formit Royal"Lao ^ toayrRegiw
Vang Pao asserted that U.S. POWs had been moved from Horth Vietnam
to Sam Neua, Laos, and then to the area of Xbam Kent, Xhammouane *

Province. These and other repofts in vs similar eywitu^ly
leading to assertions that Morgan Jeffarson Donahue was still alive

and simultaneously a prisoner in either Xhammouane Province or Boua

Phan Province, Laos and Binh Tri Thien Province, Vietnam, were

determined by DIA to be fabrications. - _ -

In 1980 the DU~ Director, Lieutenant General Eugene Tighe,

initiated an effort which prevented the release of all POW/HIA
intelligence reports received at that agency after August 1979.

While due in part to a concern that the release of such reports

might hazzard any U.S. POWs still alive in Southeast, this policy
coincided with efforts by some next of kin to have POW/MIA reports

released so they could be entered Into military service casualty

board case reviews underway, including that of Captain Donahue.

The Defense Department agreed to permit DIA to act as both initial
and appellate review authority over such reports, effectively
denying their release. Lieutenant Donahue was declared killed in

action, body not recovered, in February 1981.

However, these earliest accounts led by 1981 to either funding by

the U.S. Army's intelligence and Security Command and Rational

League of Families senior officials for, or involvement by senior
Defense Department officials in, covert cross border forays by

elements of the so-called Lao resistance operating from Thailand

into Laos and may also have involved the so-called Vietnamese

resistance. Such reports of live Americans in Xhammouane and
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alsswhsrs wsrsdetsrmined by DU, by 1987 to have bm tbe xesutt of
an active measures diainfonnation program by the state, security
apparatuaofLaosand-Viataanvhichachievedvariousobjectives,
including manipulation of the POW/HXA issue. Such hostile
intelligence efforts had

; directly targeted the : Lao’ neutralist
faction as a conduit for the disinfoaiation. DI& determined it was
the neutralist groups and others in Chailand who had been, and

continue to be, conduits for hostile intelligence managed
disinfoaiation vhich eventually reaches private POW/MIA hunters end
next of kin.

* *ource reported infozaation about a wartime crash of a
C-130 in the area of this loss incident. Human remains sere
reportedly recovered and buried during the war. - In 1986 the
wreckage was located and the tail number determined to l>e that of
the C-123K (Case 1340) , in March 1990, Lao. officials repotted that
civilians had recovered human remains from a B-57/C-123 crash site
located on a karst in the area of this loss incident. ;

Laos IttchaelBocchard
(»«s

) .

.

•

_

On December 19, 1968, Lieutenant ftumiiar. Bouchard t.<witiwait
Robert^. Colyar were the crew in an A-SA launched from the U.S.S.
Constellation for: a. night visual boohing run in Laos and under the
’Sfhtrpt; of ;

a forward air controller . Their aircraft received a
dirget hit from' anti>aircraft>fira idiile flying at an altitude of
7000 feet . An explosion and flash of fire evept the cockpit area^ .^..-aircraft' griudMd, several small erplosions occurring on
boa^ pri^jto ^^imMtet in ah tina approalmataly^ fiOO matera wait±
of Route ,92 and 55 kilometers southeast of Tchepone, Savaxmakhet
Province,

;

'

v.v

Plates dropped in the area disclosed one good parachute and beepers
eere heard. However, Lieutenant Colyar's beeper signal overrode
the second probable beeper signal * The last information from
Commander Bouchard was that he was injured and had second degree
bgrns . Contact was established with Lieutenant Colyar who was all
right on the ground and was later rescued but did hot know if
Commander Bouchard had ejected.

The suspected crash site was surveyed in Hay 1990 and personal
artifacts and aircraft parts were located* A witness described
having seen skeletal remains at the sight seme years ago. In
September 1990 the aircraft parts were confirmed to have come from

A-f* A July 1991 crash site survey failed to locate any
roains. Howevervwitnesses were located who described the crash,
the aircraft braking in half with half of it falling into a river.
One body was found at the time and reportedly buried . Although the
survey led to a conclusion that thsy had located the wreckage of an

• WBlbzz 2 -
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A-6 r it was not possible to detennine if the crash site parUin^d

tb this incident or that of another aircraft lost in this sane

During Operation Homecoming, a returnee, CW2 Miller, reported

having learned through POW botes that Michael Boucher was a Mavy

Lieutenant at Hoa Lo Prison as late as March 1, 1973 . This was the

only such report vith this name and there was no D,S. POW br H1A by

that nane. to Force ahalysisih 1978asserted

this correlated to Michael Bouchard being alive in Boa Lo Prison on
1 Pin gevioir of the Air Force report concluded the Air

Force incorrectly consisted the nans Michael Boucher to Michael

Bouchard when it correctly correlated to Lieutenant Jack M. Butcher

who was at Hoa Prison from December 1972 until released in March

1973. V,;-::
•' :

-

1ios
•:‘:r

.

'

“ 7 Charlw D. King •

‘

_rT .7

;; (1348)
'

Charles R. Brownlee
(1347)

^December :

:24T:19687 Major Brownlee uas therpilbfc of

one in a flight of four on a strike mission near the Hu Gia Pass

between Xhammouaiie Province and North Vietnam. Bis aircraft was

hit by hostile fire during a strike on a truck and Major Brownlee

reported "fire and smoke in cockpit. . .bad. ..“ followed by a garbled

transmission. The SAR force described seeing rjunk in the air*

when Major Brownlee ' s aircraft apparently suffered an explosion ,at

about the time he ejected from his aircraft. His parachute landed

in trees within 200 meters of his aircraft's crash site in double

canopy dense jungle and aircraft on the scene began receiving

hostile ground fire. Then was no radio contact with or beeper

from Major Brownlee after his ejection.

On the morning of December 25th , rotor wash from a SAR helicopter

attempting to recover Major Brownlee from the trees caused his

parachute to dislodge and fall 70 feet to the ground. Paramedic

First Class King was lowered from a SAR helicopter and he

reported back he'd found the pilot inert in the parachute. Airman
King cut the pilot loose from his parachute harness and hooked his

body to a cable which was intended to drag him through brush and

under a fallen tree for a distance of over 20 feet to reach an open

area from which to lift Major Brownlee's body from the crash site.

With the body of Major Brownlee ready to be hoisted from^the

ground. Airman King reported receiving enemy fire, then radioed he

had beat hit by hostile fire and directed the SAR helicopter to

pull up with enemy forces within 30 feet of him. While being

hoisted up, the penetrator cable and hoist broke loose and Airman

Xing and Major Brownlee fell ten feet to the ground below as the

SAR aircraft was receiving hostile automatic weapons fire from the
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ground below . There was a two second emergency beeper ten minutes
later but its precise location could not be fired • Further efforts
to locate both individuals were not successful* ' V

On December 24th a Vietnam People's Aimy unit radioed it had shot
down an aircraft and the pilot had bailed out . Ground forces later
reported seeing the pilot balling out of a reconnaissance aircraft.
In another report/ a People's Army unit described a rescue attempt
on, December 25th in which a helicopter with someone on a ladder was
also shot down and there was a report that an attempt would be made
to capture the pilot With no indication if he'd been captured.
These reports, associated with Xhamnouane Province/ were placed in

the KIAs files •

“

Both individuals were declared missing- Returning U.S. PONs were
not aware of their precise fate. Several years after Operation
Homecoming both were declared dead/body not recovered, based on a
presumptive finding of death.

Laos ' Robert F. Coady
(136$)

TMid-irr^g ofJanuary
A-1H, the number two aircraft in a flight of four on a combat
support mission approximately five miles 8outh~southeast of

Tchepone, Savannakhet Province. His aircraft made a shallow dive
on a,target, was hit by hostile fire during the dive, and crashed

with wings level into a wooded hillside within ten meters of the

source of the ground fire,- exploding on impact. He was not

-observed to parachute from the aircraft and no beeper was heard.

A SAR effort located no evidence of him. "v.’

In 1971, Captain Coady s sister viewed a film depicting U.S. PONs

in North Vietnam during Christmas 1969. She also believed she'd
seen his picture in a photo album the U.S. Navy had provided her.

DIA has deteasihed that all those in the 1969 film have been
positively identified and Captain Coady is not in either the film
or photos prepared of individuals depicted in the movie.

Upon his early release from prison in 1969, one U.S. PON reported

having heard of a PON named either Bill Cody or Cote but never saw

an individual with that name and could provide no other informatipn

about the individual. Ih 1976 the U.S. Air Force correlated this

to Robert T. Coady but there ie no basis for such a correlation and

no other returnee from North Vietnam ever provided such a name . In

July 1974 he was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a

presumptive finding of death.

In July 1992 Captain Coady s crash site was investigated by a joint

U.S. /Vietnamese team and the team interviewed witnesses concerning
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the circumstances of the crash. One source described having
recovered Coady'e dog tag and other personal artifacts in 1990
while- scavenging for- aetal-at-the~crash-:Site Ihiring-July-1992-
personal artifacts and surface wreckage recovered permitted a
tentative correlation of the site to Captain Coady' s aircraft crash
site. The recovered material also suggested Captain Coady did not
emit his aircraft before it crashed

.

.- Laos
.

Snssell K. Utley
Daniel B. Singleton r-v;-:

v^; (13(66)
. :v.

On January 26, 1969; Major Utley and Pirst Lieutenant Singleton
were the crew in an F-4E, the lead aircraft in a flight of four on
a Strike mission over Savannafchet Province . At 0017 hours ,there
was an explosion bn the ground during ai strike on ground targets
and it was evident thatPMajor Utley's aircraft had crashed. There
were no parachutes or beepers, and efforts to contact the crew by
radio were unsuccessful. Both airmen were declared missing.

Shortly after the crash , a People's Army of Vietnam unit reported
that an aircraft had been~shot-down on~ January 26th and a pilot
captured . Later, a People's Army unit became more specific when it
reported that it one of its elements had hit an P-4 on the night of
the 25th . They found the pilot's collar (sic), the pilot was dead,
and the aircraft had burned completely. Major Utleyfs loss
incident: was the only incident on January 26th and both People's
Army of Vietnam reports appeared to describe the same incident*
Returning U.S>'POWs did not report the missing airmenTln Captivity •

After Operation Homecoming, they were declared dead/body not
recovered.

Laos • Larry J. Stevens

On February 14, 1969, Lieutenant JG Stevens was the pilot of an A-
4C on a night strike mission over Laos. Bis aircraft was hit by
hostile anti-aircraft fire at an altitude of 10,000 feet. His
wingman's aircraft was also damaged but he managed to fly his
aircraft out over the coast, eject, and was rescued.

U.S. aircrews reported two explosions at the time Lieutenant
Steven re aircraft was hit and a

;
forwarded air controller observed

his aircraft impact with no parachute observed and no beeper.

Returning U.S. PONs were unable to provide any information on the
eventual fate of Lieutenant Stevens who was declared killed in
action, body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of
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. death.
.

: In;J.9 waB provided .to .next. ‘of_kin through private
POW/MIA activist channels asserting that Lieutenant Stevens was
alive and in Cambodia. A photograph allegedly showing Lieutenant
Stevens with two other American MIAs, Lundy and Robertson, was
produced together with opinions of a pathologist and next of kin
that the three in the photograph were indeed the missing American
servicemen. The photograph* was liter determined by 0£A to be a
hoax.

'

North Vietnam John X; Brucher
(1388) •

See Vessev. Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Laos Cristos C. Bogiages, Jr.
• S V : :

C^) C '

V

On March 2,-1969,: Major Bogiages was the pilot Of an P-105D, one in
a flight of two on a strike mission over Laos , Bnroute to the
target area he was diverted to work with a forward air controller
on another target. After dropping his bombs oh storage buildings
and wooden crates outside them in Xieng Khouang Province, Hajor
Bogiages made strafing passes on the same target. Major Bogiages
made «r -normal recovery from his second strafing pass but then
entered into a steep right hand turn and crashed on a small ridge
approximately, one mbinetirs south of the target , , The- burning
wreckage was

-
widely spread over a 500 meter area and the aircraft's

drag chute was Ideated 600 feet from the wreckage. Those on the
scene did not believe the pilot had survived the crash. Hajor
Bogiages was not seen to eject prior to the crash and there was no
beeper; The forward air controller was hit by hostile ground fire
while flying over the area.

On October 27, 1969, a ground search party entered the site and
recovered a piece of material and left boot but no remains or
survival gear. The material showed evidence of being subjected to
high temperature based oh fused portions of nylon which was also
cut in several places. The boot was cut in the back, all laces
were gone and the boot tongue was cut full length by a sharp
object. It was believed the items were removed from a badly
injured aviator. The material was initially believed to be a
portion of the pilot ' s 6-suit but was later found to be a portion
of a deployment bag.

Ha jor Bogiages name was passed to North Vietnamese officials late
1970 and U.S. officials were told through a private activist group,
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COLIAPAM, that Major Bogiages had never been detained in Vietnam.

He was initially listed as missing in action. After Operation

Homecoming he Was declared dead/body not recovered, based on a

^presdii#ttt^f ;

. r

In November 1982 a hearsay report Was received about a 7-105 Crash

near Phone Savan in which the pilot was killed and buried nearby.

In April 1986 another report was received about a JUne 1969 crash

of an P-105 . The Pathet Lao ordered local villagers to bury the

badly burned body of an American ididr fill out of the aircraft

before it crashed. In August 1988, a report was received about a

May 1969 brash of an P-105, one of two bombing a target. The

aircraft crashed while pulling off the target. One badly burned

body was seen in the wreckage. In January 1989, additional hearsay

information about a wartime crash in which two crewmen reportedly

died. These reports ^ might have pertained to one of several

incidents and were placed in the files of each loss. In April 1991

a U.S. citizen faxed a list of MIA to JCRC which had been

originated byaresidentiofJfcailand,_
the list but the meaning of the list was unclear.

V .

'

•

'

,

*

South Vietnam John T. McDonnell,
•;

‘

'

.

i vessev i3S PiscrepancviCaaes for case snnmary.
;

Laos
• '

- Carter lima j

On March 10, 1969, Lieutenant Colonel Luna and Captain Aldis P.

Rutyna were in one of a flight of two F-4D aircraft on a combat

mission over Laos • Their aircraft was hit by hostile ground fire

while over the Route 9112/9116 road junction. The JCRC currently

carries them as lost over Savanhakhet Province and the Defense

Intelligence Agency carries them as lost over Khammouane province

.

Both crewmen ejected and landed safely. Both were in voice contact

with search and rescue aircraft and reporting enemy ground fire

close to their position. Communications was lost with Lieutenant

Colonel Luna one hour later . The two crewmen landed on top of

enemy forces and for the nert two hours, Captain Rutpna served as

a forward air controller calling in airstrikes on surrounding

hostile forces. Captain Rntyna was rescued at that point, three

hours after his shoot down.

Lieutenant Colonel Luna was not seen alive in the northern

Vietnamese prison system. Be was initially declared missing and in

August 1975 was declared dead/body not recovsred.
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Laos David Dinan

ta~HarchTny-i969rPirst'^
105, one of two aircraft in a flight on a strike mission over xienq
Xhouang Province in northern Laos. On his second staffing run over
the target , Lieutenant Dinan radioed he believed he was hit and his
cockpit was filling with smoke. Be was able to eject from his

and the orewman.:of another aircraft on the scene reported
Lieutenant Dinan had waved to him from his parachute, A forward
air controller observed his parachute enter the jungle and heard a
beeper but was unable to establish either voice contact or a visual
sighting of him once he had landed.

Approximately one hour later his parachute was located in tall
trees i A pararescue specialist was lowered and reported Lieutenant
Dinan was killed;the parachute had shredded when it went into the
tall trees on a hillside slope and the pilots body had been
dismembered

. ^Lieutenant Dinan is body-cpuld not be recovered due to
darkness and the hazardous location of his landing area. In March
1969 Lieutenant Dinan was declared dead/body not recovered.

Xn Hay 1983, the Joint Casualty Resolution Center received a report
...J^®5.-._^®^J^^?.?..;.JBrash;,,;0f...;a.,;..p„*:S.v;;;iaircraft.„;..in.i.

r
the.-,'area-:..irtiere..-

Lieutenant Dinan was lost. The pilot was reportedly captured after
landing. This report Was placed in Lieutenant Dinar's file due to
the coincidence of time and location in the report.

^ ^ _ Frederick W. Bess

On Harch 29,. 1969, First Lieutenant Hess and Captain William J,
Popendorf were the crew is an F-4D on ah herbicidal spray mission
in the Ban Laboy area of Khammouane Province. At an altitude of
200 feet and at: a possible air speed of 500 knots there was ah
explosion in the left rear of the aircraft. Their aircraft went
into a shallow climb and at 500-600 feet it began to roll to the
left and then crashed in the area of Route 915. There were no
chute or beepers . However, Captain Popendorf then radioed that he
was alive bn the ground with a broken aza and right leg. Be was
subsequently rescued.

Captain Popendorf reported that he heard Lieutenant Hess eject
prior to his own ejection from the aircraft. Captain Popendorf #s
parachute was not fully deployed when he landed but had been
snagged in a tree. Lieutenant Hess was declared missing in action.

In 1972 the Defense Attache Office in Vientiane, Laos, forwarded

:
;

.
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the results of the Exploitation Teen (Project 5310-03^B)
interrogation of a People's Army of Vietnam soldier describing the
April-or May-1970, shoot dowa-of.ah-F:4H:aircraft-Over_thejBinh-Tram
31 area of operation. There was a parachute and seat and in the
aircraft's wreckage. This report was placed in Lieutenant Hess

V

file due to the similarity in loss Ideation

.

Returning U.S. POWs had no infornation on Lieutenant Bess' precise
fate. In May 1979 he was declared killed in action; body not
recovered, based on a presumptive finding of death.

In February 1984, the Joint Casualty Resolution Center in Thailand
reported infornation from a private U.S. citizen in Thailand. The
source asserted that the Lao 'resistance' had recovered artifacts
from Seno District, Savannakhet Province, including a skull and
ring and associated this material with Lieutenant Bess

.

South Vietnam William C . Pierson, III
(1425)

On April 13, 1969 , Warrant Officer Pierson and Captain Xlvie J.

Ledford were crewmen-on an AB«1G aircraft ma3dng an attack run on
an enemy gun position in Quang Ham Province. While at ah
approximate altitude of 500 feet and in a 45 degree dive, ah
accompanying aircraft pilot saw their aircraft hit by hostile
ground fire. Be also described seeing the pilot's compartment
separate from the aircraft and disintegrate as it fell. Both
crewmen were initially reported missing in action . -

Captain Ledford fa remains, were recovered on April 20 , 1969.
Warrant Officer Pierson was declared dead/body not recovered, in
October 1978. U.S, POWs returned alive during Operation Bomecoming
were unable to provide any information on the fate of Warrant
Officer Pierson.

South Vietnam Charles V. Venrtoh

.Charles. P. Frevedel
Douglas B. Dahill

‘ ,V ;/
;.

( 1428 )

See Vessev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Cambodia Jerry it. Shriver
•

;

/ ,

:

:

,.-v.('x43i).^:

:

On April 24, 1969, Sergeant First Class Shriver was a member of the
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5th Special forces Group Cfimimd and Control South with a 25 nan
Vietnamese/U.S • reconnaissance control in a covert cross border
operation into Cambodia. While 23 kilometers southeast of llanot,

_Kaapong;Cham.ProvIhce*^ engaged hostile forces He^.was-
last seen running

.
into woods near his platoon's helicopter landing

sone • Vietnamese voices were later heard stated that one American
was in the process of being captured.; Be was initially declared
missing in action * The area of his loss was later struck by a B-52
strike.

:

>.v
;

. Vy :/
••./•'.> '

In June 1970 a recovery team landed at the site of the platoon
ambush and recovered the remains of two Vietnamese and another
American platoon member. Their remains were found lying on the
grou^:^ mot been • bwriwdU,

Sergeant Shriver was initially declared missing in action and after
the end of hostilities was declared dead/body not recovered.
Returning U.S. POWs were unable to provide any information on his
fate.

Laos William J. Brashear
Henry 6. Handt XI "

.

(1437^ - -

On May 8, 1969^ Major Brashear and lieutenant Mundt departed Cam
Ranh Bay, South Vietnam, in one of a flight of four F4C aircraft on
a mission over Laos. Their aircraft was hit by bostile fire while
over the target area near Chavane Airfield, Saravane Province. One
parachute was seen to have deployed and a second floated* A search
and rescue helicopter reported voice cpntactrwith one survivor but
could not identify him. The survivor reported he was badly burned 7

and"had an injured leg. One member of the SAR flight identified
the voice as that of Major Brashear.

Haither individual was identified alive in the northern Vietnamese
prison system and neither of their zeoaiiis have been repatriated.
Both individuals were initially declared missing. 1

Lieutenant Mundt
was declared dead/body not recovered, in February 1979* Major
Brashear was also declared dead/body not recovered.

In 1972 a People's Amy of Vietnam defector reported observing a
U.S. POW at the site where Major Brashear's aircraft was lost. He
also reported he heard the POW was an F-105 pilot and a major.

Laos Virgil 6. Stewart
:V.V.; (1444) : \

On May 17, 1969, First Lieutenant Stewart was the pilot of an F-4D
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in the area of the Hn Gia Pass, Khamaottane Province, Laos, when his
aircraft sustained battle damage. Be ejected from his aircraft and

-reported ^to-rescuers^tfaat hewas
and leg. Rescue forces had a visual sighting of him and short
beepers , A hostile gun position was located south of his position
ahd it was attacked by SAR forces ; A pararescue specialist later
landed in the area and found him dead. Hostile groundfire
prevented recovery of his body. Be was declared killed in action,
body not; recovered, In •Hay;' 1969.

In 1978# the Defense Intelligence Agency reevaluated a December
1972 report from the Defense Attache Office, Vientiane, prepared by
the Air Force member (Project 5800-09-05) of the Attache's
Exploitation Teas. One of the items reported bythesource of the'
report was that an F-4H had crashed circa May 1969 and it was
assumed the pilot had been rescued, This report was reevaluated to
be a possible correlation to one of several losses in the area of
the crash; one of which was Lieutenant Steward's loss incident.

Laos jamss W. Grace

(1455)
_ : ^ __

On June 14 , 1969, Captain Grace and First Lieutenant Wayne j. Karas
were the crew in an F-4D on a bomb damage assessment mission over
Savannakhet Province. Their aircraft was hit by hostile ground
fixe while assessing damage to a bridge and was able to fly 85
kilometers east-northeast before both crewmen were forced to eject.
They parachuted safely from their aircraft and search personnel
were in contact with them . The- two crewmen landed approximately
100 meters apart and wire s^
However , during their recovery, the rotor blade on the helicopter
recovering Captain Grace hit a tree and this caused Captain Grace
to fall from the jungle penetrator on which he was seated. Be fell
300-500 feet to the ground and efforts to locate him there vero
unsuccessful . Friendly units searched the area during August 1969-
June 1970 but found no evidence of him. Lieutenant Karas was
recovered safely.

Returning 0.S. POWs had no infomation on Captain Grace's precise
fat.. la Jon. 1976, Captain Grace was declared killed in action,
body not recovered.

South Vietnam Donald L. Sparks
(1456). (/:

See Vcssev 135 Piscreoancv Cases for case aamary.
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"Labi'; Patrick x. nillaa
(1463)

4^Z
4 ' Coioii*i

r
F»iiS» ««« the piiot oi «B tH <

«

«* • pri.o»t .^sa»?^S SSriiSS;.”*?,™ “• is™>

p^seas±isgiasHSW3S^>

Colon*1 ?allon ml observed surrounded hy kobtllatowaf
1

-w.

SSTiSSSfil?
111*^®* !&«&SuSSs- wSSSt5*i?

observed hostile infantry on the rldra ton

{SKlS*
b"** *“ „ !««, -

ga^’A^.y -

based on a presuaptive finding of death.
,Doar aot r*coverod '

Laos Peter X. Pike
Paul L.; Banaon

(1465)

On July 12, 1969, Hajor Bannon and First Lieutenant Pik® mra tu
ggaaggaaL^gga**^«m3S*%&
cloud* because their target area «, w£*Sbie duTto pooi ,&*«
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conditions and he was going to move to another area . Their radio
transmission suddenly stopped in taid-sentence at the same time
their radar signal disappeared; The area in which the crew was

-^flying -atthe-time-waB-ttount^ou8-terrainwith~mountain" tbt>s"'to
4500 feet and peaks in the area to 5830 feet. A limited aerial
search of the area failed to locate any evidence of the missing
crew*' •

r

•

''

.. V,

in December 1970 , the Swedish Government provided O.S. officials
with a list of 207 males of American PONs and MXAs. Major Bannon's
name was annotated that he was never captured in Horth Vietnam.

Returning D.S. PONs had no information on the ;

: eventual fate of the
crew. Lieutenant Pike and Major Bannon were declared killed in
action; body not recovered, ’based on a presumptive finding of
death, in May 19*4 and Janua^ 1979^« .

In late 1979; JCRC received information from an ethnic Lao resident
in Thailand involved in self described Lao resistance activities:.
He reported that his element had captured a Pathet Lao guard from
a cave prison in Khanaouane Province to which 18 0 •S • PONs had been
transferred from Xieng Khouang Province in March 1979 . The senior
prisoner was described as Colonel Paul who was said to have been
the pilot of a Porter aircraft shot down oyer the Plain of Jars in i
Zieng Khouang Province in 1971. In a separate letter to another
individual, the source identified the senior PON as Paul w.
Mercland. CIA was reportedly unable to corroborate the report,
believed associated with the claimed presence of UvS. PONs in the
area of Mhommarath in 1981. In June 1981, this incident was
briefed by the DIA Director and his staff to the House Sub-
Committee on Asian and Pacific Affairs which ^time the DIA said that
the Mhommarath report had developed into *s complex sensitive
matter. * • - < - - - -

In April 1986, the Joint Casualty Resolution received
information about aircraft wreckage on the ground in the area of
this loss incident. Other crash reports were deceived during
December 1988-Angust 1989 which might correlate to this loss
incident.' v-//;-./

;
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v. ••

( 1488 )
.

—Qn-S«pteBbTrll^l969rH»lid.a l and~f«liov^?-4D<n-ni»niifp p^Br~B7StMins departed Da Hang, South Vietnam, on a visual reconnaissance
flight over Savannakhet Province, Laos. After pullino low off
their target, fuel was observed to he streaming from the top andbottom of their aircraft •« wings . A small flash occurred cm the
left wing, and tieir aircraft rolled to the right and was almost
completely inverted whan it crashed into the ground in a stream bed
several hundred feet beyond the target, exploding into a fireball
on impact. The time - from pull out to crash was estimated to be
approximately five seponds, the canopy was seen still in place on
the aircraft when it crashed, and no parachutes deployed. The two
crewmen were declared missing.

® ^
Reports from others on the scene described part of a parachute in
a tree toside the wreckage, an apparently deflated life raft to the

Jt^^?treiim_bedi;_aod^otoer^badlyJtorn parachute -parts - 75
meters north of the wreckage* There was ho sign of any survivors.
There were intead.ttent beepers in the area for the next two hours,
but in.no apparent order to the signals, and there was no voice
transmission*

.

•

Returning u;sv:poWb bad"no^ «tart of Operation Homecoming they were declared
killed in action, body not recovered, • based on a presumptive
finding of death. ^

.

In October 1984 , the Joint Casualty Resolution Center received
-crash site information from a refugee in Thailand who provided the
tail number Of an P-4 aircraft which correlated td the P-4D* s tail
number involved- in this incident. ^In March 1989 the site was
surveyed by a joint team in May 1990 a data plate from the aircraft
was recovered together with an identity card and human remains of
Roger H. Steams. Roger Helwig remains unaccounted for.

Laos Gray Dm Warren
ail S. Bynum

(1505)

On October 25 , 1969 , First Lieutenant Bynum and Captain Warren were
the crew in ah F-4D on a forward air control mission over
Khammouane Province. A bulldozer was sighted in the target area
and they made two passes over the bulldoser. While on their third

angle pass on the doser, they hit the bulldozer with a
pod of high explosive: rockets and then their aircraft was observed
to impact on the ground and approximately 100 meters north of the
bulldoser, exploding into a large fireball* The wreckage of their
aircraft was spread over a 400 meter axe*. The area of is^act was
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rSUg&jt
recphiMdisance of their crash site.

dari*9 a ^ lw®*‘ visual

were
r
declared ^^/bb^

n
not

1

jS^^^ ** P*®01*® fate ; They
..and-.-.IS7.6 •: :

.•'
-

- '!;. : .ija/ 1973
. ;

South Vietnam Joint G» Graf
(1523)

On November 15/ 1959, CammandAr ^ i,
officer, was acccamanvinc n s « L ®. ^; 5 « Havy intelligence

crwmen parachuted to safety? wS* amS^L81^?^V100, 80411
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' ™P«*iateS
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to u.s. officials on April 1. 1973
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Laos Benjamin F. Danielson
(1535)

^Ptain Danielson was flying an P4C from Can
cm an interdiction mission over Laos. Bisaircraft was hit by hostile gronndfire while in a high angle Hrnbdelivery into an area of up through 75mm anti-aircraft fire in aheavily .defended area hear the Forth Vietnamese border* He and hisco^plloh ejected and landed close together in Shamouane Province,

Danielson and his co-pilot were separated bv astream but were in contact with one another until December 6 • On
Sjjj, ?*

te co-pilot heard the sound of excited voicesfrco a
^2^5 hcouring the area where Captain Danielson was

-located*'
;
3he-co-pi Aa^ theh~heard-wea$«n^ firingpa moMSTiram^ie

area where Captain Danielson was hiding andean silence. There
wasjao further radio transmission fromdaptain Danielson* Theco^
pilot was rescued the following day. ;

’
:

Captain Danielson’ was not report v<
was initially declared missing and was declared

dead/body not recovered in June 1976 .

Laos Bruce C. Fryur
(1542) -

On January 2, .1970# Captains Fryar and Bicholas 6, Brooks were thecrew of an a-6A from the u.S.S. Ranger, one in a flight of two on
a late afternoon strike mission over the Mu Gia Pas in Xhamouane
Province. A forward air controller saw an orange flash followed bv

4
0f ***** alrcraft - forward a2

W> deployed parachutes and
ejection seats. Two beepers were heard on guard frequency and
there was a weak voice transmission which was unintelligible.

A pararescue specialist was lowered to the site of one parachute
and found a^lifeless body he identified later through a photograph‘ *2^ ?**“' attempting to hook his bodyonto
a cable to remove it, the pararescue specialist reported Captain
Fryar s body was lisp, his head had turned 360 degrees as ifhis
neck^ was broken, and his legs were bent up behind his head.
Hostile ground fire forced the SAR force to withdraw and the effort

teoporarUy suspended. The SAR force returned on June 3, 1970
and Captain Fryar and his parachute were gone. There was aneiectj^c beeper that morning but no pattern to its transmission/
The SAR effort was continued until suspended January 7th.
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body not

identified.
19*2 CBptaln Btod“ Mala* were repatriated and

information Um*
6

rmalmf^H ???*“
zl?***-'** .i?^i95rtarse

essd^1 !5i! &&&*.

wn recovered .*** ?***•» of too crewman
craterrjaT^intteaniidiif!^*

*”» btriad in an adjacentTwS
ona flight siit atorther t,r0

J

*nrv^l tests,
ancayatndW beli.v t̂^^^^^, **

north Vietnam Holly 6. Bell
^J?MT L. toderacn
Williaa D.Profttt

.;, -.;•. Leonard C. Leaser • „. _
.. \.

-

j .:.a..
;

, wuiiaa c. shiim '.

.•'•'• WilliaaC.Sntton
(1552)

aix cxemen on board was in a
Ha Ting »»cna mission £e?
a HIG-21 aircraft ... , . .

- ® ® thi radio after vhlch
Xhera was a fireball ernloiflm ti^

*i«*ile which hit the HH-53B.
hundred* of piect^ a2»

' ^^turned the aircraft into
explosion but there wer0*n6 wnn<rhm.f^-*

,^nd titer the
covering the gap mffn.% i

ptfachotcg seen by other SAP n< rer«*e
ttilddL.^;£^-

ao?lS««| helicopter™ dtelaSd
O.s. tent had no infoiMtion^o^Sfr'p^ja^nto

9

/
0 ‘ ^turning

tod°1SS^
l9&T

iS' StMS!Kl WlllU“ Sutton'a identity card
identified as those of^KiliSn tottS

1
***!,

*9h* hmtoi it
to be of Bolly^Tbelir - Sutton. *h* remains were determined
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South Vietnaa Cary B. SeoU
(1572)

*" Saaaaz I3i-BiaaeBflagz^am for ease Bmmxy

*"• Dennis g. Pugh

Pugh ware "the m» «ad First lieutenant
Province; They war* hit by hhatUa oMJrffff1*

°Z*
r n»M«Maae

their aircraft In an aS« j^xe and ejeetad iron

with both of than on tho^onadtaTIlSl nS!??*
•“^^•d pontaet

to darknaas. she next day SMt fomm ^recover than due
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1
5rf^F®““,',*#fwithin tan

:

on hia position and ha thm^hald*!^? «S *<?
eea8 place ordnance^8vy§
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whi^ he loat^ radK^ conSct ' .1°°*^® after

SS^Sg
idautenant Pi^h.^a w» *«te of

i
r*cover®d * Oaaad pn ***

&S£^4 fron a source
rescued and one was taken DrlsmisV^^Sf^.

^ 1ffaicl1 °»« pilot was
possibly correlate to this loss incidJi^jTi f** Relieved; to
the SAP pilot, believed Lieuten^t%> tod SSd.

P **"* “d

os
Richardb.Ayers

.

Robert B. Rausch " '

-v ,y

O

M*i) :"V
:

.; ;•

;
^

,'•
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1
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aircraft weapons.
***

rewS:^
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^!!? 2?
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Laos Charles s* Rowley
(1600)

£ ®302 "**! «* the navigator on

One crewman was rescued aliv* jm»h +*•. JSSf??1 , crashed,
were reported SSg ^
reported for the t«i ^e.iS ’ rri^®*?8

„
0
^ keepers were

photograph was itot^

*

nt,lumt Colonel towley*.

la May 1991 O.S. iaSuS^^i^^S^i?^ *»'L“08 *

of identification aedia ccmJ5m^^££^^£L^V f!2TTSaccount nuaber of tic ChamST^ ST^af^ia^orf
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Cambodia Dale W. Richardson
Rodney D. Price, Jr.

Btmyon D. Price
RobertMr Young *r

(1610)

1973; 4jurtBg'vQperatioiy!^Se&Sn^
W
'Sti5S^wounded in the right side and left lee STm^wV^Tw 0 ,**?

ST iSSSfSJSSr'’^1 w» J?XXiS?tSt
sa-.,*^s£
during a helicopter crash in June 1976 Th«

§g3jgij?yf|saag^ sagas .ggsB
Si ^February 1975 . a Viet tom. d«e .?“ac0Bia® • **February 1975, £

. 22 described Captain Young ' s death and locatetThis
prison camp TB
burial site

***.&.m y«r. Duri^-ti^ «ifW 3S
-.SSrtSu Cl««-et‘SSo^;“Ih^WenUfS™ ^*«1“*i*ication of Prlce froa SSlnj J^ao^ 4 ^T 1 *

8peelali.it Griffin and Captain Richardson were last

th^ ottinf^aiS^ £fc
l0

k
10 ***• capture of Captain Touno aad*the

,S5rt£?Yrs? as Ir^ras
toiffin^li^lfSti^. TSlaSed*tocS2f&?beU^ £.SB3»*atMss&iS®S3 l

S:«“»*““• “ «•.«« Ut * katn. U«.«faS£S^
After tin end of hostilities, all unaccounted for ——eventually declared dead/body not recovered.

CrWB“"



South Vietnam tarcy G* Kier
Refugio t. Terran
-

;

•

.

,

(1613)

On Hay 6 , 1970 , Private First Class Kier and Private Pirst «...Terran were at a fire support base in Quang tj* PrwineT *h2£
attack and 20

HanaS tvem
va

-f
***, * socket propelled grenade.

2K£2 IS^'SgS^ lSF-Wl their positiSTwhich

iSst'SSr^^s:
SSSmS? w ~t

1991 f a Vietnam resident turned '.over the oarhialiv iM»itn/iidentity card belonging to Kier togethw
The bones vwe rejwrtedly recover* during 198?^ wwS^SA

South Vietnam Alan R. Trent
Eric Buberth

: (mm)

SisssSEt.uneir aircraft while in the target area. Their
observed to crash, into a ridge line during a dive7WtwUwr^ae ej«et; no paradmt^ ‘and teaM nfbSeer^toother F-4 on the scene and with a clear
reported the aircraft exploded to ^ &1 lo»? 2f

mSb^SL°
a ^ the resultant wreckage was spread over a 500

ySy
-

search and rescue efforton May 14th andistn, to include a ground team on the nth v-, 4. *SLJ • “

.

evidence that anyone tod^r^ ^i^itot.
n°c^ rmTLd^ initially reported missing in action. Returning
1973

Pwh h
f?

°° ontheir precise fate, in Hovenber

Jsysf-SuSSf
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South Vietnam Jamas M. Rozo
;.R6bert_Pi„JhULlip8

Joe P. Pederson
(1639)

for case summary*

Bloodeorth
James W. Read

(1650) ...

,Kiou*n5^Pro7;inM-to^^^Sr~*BeaE^W^^H:-^^*5SB{!in£"XiS3
gwwhlp located a twck on Rcmt? 7 J? 5f±19 *a**L*-

,
»•

£?a»^
U
w^i. ^? r ^70# a hostile unit in Laos radioed that ite

%££?«£.& JLr^E?2“^
;5SSSyv®^.?'« *“;SS4»

“1
JS

d
p“-S,

tS„%TS. «2*sa "'s ' **
recovered, based on a presumptive finding pt death;

a/Doay not

*** but «U#ttico4

crav^^mi^ “dl“1 **** that tv!

oceurtad in 1969 near Son, -TaS, ca^Shfit w inftUl^

W*n 2 - ams 324 - Page 86 >.
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Pertain to this loss incident, DIA reevaluatedit after deration Homecoming and concluded it might pertain to theloss incident of a retu»^7~ch^ :
¥" ' xa*

Ca»«alty Resolution Center received a reportabout a crash site in the vicinity of this loss incident Tn
1995' * joint JCRC/Lao team visited the area of this* lossincident and was told a Lao national had mains to turn over, shesource could not be located* at that time. Ih Julvl?7Ve

*
:

team investigate the site and inDecember 1991 another joint^team

Srn^.
te,l0C*tla5 «***»• “d ®P°rtionof parachute

Bernard H. Plassmsver
(1660)

South Vietnam

See yfessev .135

**<>* itedA. c«e—

^

David A. Davidson •.

7"‘ "

(1663)

ml * Joint U.S. /Vietnamese reconnaissance teamdesignate Team Per-de-Lance from the 5th Special Forces GronoComaand and Control north group engaged hbsU^f^s i^the^S
in Saravan Province. The Assistant JjeamLeader, Serveant-Gasraen^ radioed to an aircraft overhead that theTeam Leader hadbeenhit by hostile fire and fallen off a cliff

***•' f«^tEee«iSee,a&
SS?*J7

x
?r#iSTu®

n ??mnitiPn8 Zhe Assistant Team Leader 'thenradioed
.
I've been hit «• and in the worst Wav 1 s*vm] (mun*

*ere heard over the circuit and then the radlo wettt il^ut.
9*0***

Se dworibhd how (Staff ^Bersihmt Berldeco

£• tillSo
f£"* Bfter ’Aich Sergehat Swraen

*££«% wrayss;-.^ars^is
;2sa^.a?ss“fa^

lafldent the Sergeants Gaesnaa and Davidson cere declared

^.?f
iOa

wi
W'tn

^5i
B0

J
l

J
,S - *w#1“‘d *» Infoaation on their

dSd/Edv rJ££L °£raAion HOBeeoBin9 they were declaredaeaa/nody net recovered, based on a presumptive of death.
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Laos Joseph L; chestnut
, .

.. ^(1666)— :,: ; ;
?

•

:

; ^vT
;

rr~v

to October 14# 197p r a grouad search team entered tha jh**» #yf %#_ j •

£8883 ff£t
h
bui/n*

7 lpeated **»’ aircraft's wreckage and ffinrDnt there was no evidence of Major Chestnut* Shew

Returning U.S . POWs were enable to nrovlde iw 'i***i^+
111^ 1978 Kf^^redd2S?bSno

•

r*covered
' based on a presumptive finding of death; <

SSs^R!BMSR»jasaSS.'
later introduced “our£ irith he^saySfo’S^ftS^ tKaShf

South Vietnam Douglas F. strait
(1668).

886 SSSSSl 135 Plscren«.CT r»
Tfff tot case suuoary.

north Vietnam David I. Wright
W. Bancroft, Jr.
(1675)

SwST^i3
/ 1970 » Diantenant Bancroft and his pilot, Major^ reconnaissance niasion om B.

fire ra^a?uSSZt
feet’

suddealp erploded while approrinateiy 500

foiled by an all consueing explosion. there were no chutesor

Lieutenant Bancroft and Major Wright were initiaUy reported

amHDIX 2 - SHHS 324 - Page 8B



/*«**•* to killed in action,
recovered, prior to Operation Honecoming. Returning 0. S',

~*tt**rwlth~-other~ U7S
~ '

^PCWii“in' the”Vietnamese prison system.

I uw u
JPOHs did
northern

Laos Owen 6. fiHiwyy
Allen Duckett
(1683)

oV^oTc^idj? y7°' ?dl?lar Puckett departed Thailand in an
forward air control support to a B-57 aircraft

*ts
f
1Jc
2

0,1 tracJt8 la na area nine kilometerssout^eaet of Tchepone in Savannakhet Province, Laos . The aircraft
its wreckage was located in the

wee^^L^^IS wesj^o do-ned durina this nission but thecrewmen ware rescued. The crew of the b»57g r«Mrf«ri 4 +

JESS****** colimon^
0
^ :*&£g

16
*? *”_£?** h*«> tortile loas doe to.it being aMah“th

f
n*:*n»»t*i»tave ih the B»576 Creif etatenenteto

JSfwi?44 * Id**!* collision had ocenzred even though the B-57Gcrash side was near the 0t2 crash site.
’ ,to

r?cno *lrt»ift located the 0-2 eredcage onDecenber
*L“*d ®bservBd * Parachute hanging froa a tree tut the crash
?i
te * emergency^beeper was also heard in the area on Decanter

The rMcu«?fi
M ftl11 of h°stile ground forces.

"

to ;:«^<*«tbicme^

2ntSi?S
d,s\!™b ay* unable to confine the etev survived into®S|:

not^

a^S^ptsBber 1989 th. area of the 0-2 crash site was surveyed by^ R*,
.
oluti?n Center and there was no evidence of

eSgaSSTf.°i^£££$ The area was described ai t well

Laos Alhro L. Lundy, Jr.
(1685)

l570# txw*TW the lead A-IB aircraft in a
fu&LSL V^ght of three a^caX^vacuaSoS

»®davac Air America helicopters had made a pickup fra the Ban Ban Valley in eastern Xieng Xhouang Province.
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hi* engine was running rough ffraS?kf reported

W» an appgrently ri«rm.« i n.^.»h^
c
^i-,?,8aen to ***• and there

pilot reported sanadn^L^^e%e^*5^«n °“e Air A»eriM
but that could not be confirmed tar*w£S^a£5& lt

-

fl"t
. °?*,n!

d
of 1000 feet the narachu'fc!^^^f^*^_“?*v“' »t an altitude

*—«'W »«.

Over the past two years there hav» rmaw An -Lj.

countries to include Laos,
locations in different

specified, no hard e^Stoce^ShWrtaeedttat^5*1**$*. “location
his downing and was aliveafter »

**?*« lttn^r Wriwed
deoictinc ^ior^*4.^“t,ig,<t^g?lnt - * Photograph allegedly

1??0 ^et^L^T^to^^!** £«££

Laos
G. Banker
(1686)

Captain Bunker *** crashed!

ss‘v^r&sss^i fs
three ainut*. after uflSt ttfflssiS^S«e^iS|SS?

el7

gattase^j^ssaag*^

V® «» me crasn site reported by the source. In 1975, the

-J
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Exploitation Tean forwardsd information from a source describingwreckage and two skeletons in this nm araa* Anothtr l(nutu
-<boJ.d7byrtha^ Pathet-Lao“that oha Atterican~and

•'-^0^^1374^ ^

:#^Xl-;gLy±^ «ia;
v
g*twincl

la 1982, the Joint casualty Rasolution Center forward information
tram, sources^ about the crash of 0.S. aircraft in Zieng Souang

£}??•$J? ^.Captain Bunker's file due to the coincidence in crashsite
.
J!he last report^received in 1988 offered hearsay informationabout a^shoot down in 1968 or 1969 in which an Jtaarican and

had died and were buried nearby. *

Over water Donald Me
(1689)

^January 5,1971, Chief Warrant Officer Cramer and Specialist

Jj-

J

tot?g*-ftP>gt*d faw> the Hua/PhuBaiiirField to conduct a test of CWO eraser's 1B-1G Cobra helicooteratoaaft armament system. He had been cleared to test ids Mmw? * ***••"****'f®W.s**tb'BOUtae*st 6f tSxk Support b»«« MonandvHearns last reported la a coastal ana of ttua Thian PrWlnea
1

appreolaately 20 kilcaatan aast of the ait Maid.; Wylng nathorat the tin wag Judged to be poor end than w no radiocommunications with him after takeoff. Be did not ntnnfremthe
weapon's system test and both crewmsn wen d^^

^«
J
S?^r®'*v9n ' ^ o* Specialist Bogers wen located ont** baachln the general axis where the AB-lcTwas last known to be

• to entopey determined the eanse of his death me dm to

toSS*®
9
i?

,s
.' f°"“

ao %oaation abort the fate of CH2

ESfrt a^preSSpUn
3

&dSJ %’££*'*'** ®6t “CW*E*1 '

South Vietnam John *. stem
Bodney D. Osborne
Haxold L. Algaaxd
Hicbard J. Hants \

Michael v. Baxter
:ir- /;-

:C*W»

On March 4, 1971, a JO-211 with a crew of five departed South

nmiiiJ.2
1

“f
intelligence gathering mission in ttoaarea of the

lSrtwifchtt!? -IfBL *?f
tt?1

U
!

>
!

9
i

Horth “* South Vietnam. Contact waslost with the aircraft, it did not return from its mission, and the
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aircraft
7
and'cre!r faUwf’to t0 locat» the

Zona^wiioaflt todV*
t,T 01,14 ** U« uw gf

to air nlssilM and ted^tot d^ °»* of ita surface
bean tracking, it also »p<£tedtlS

“identified aircraft it had
thafivecresaan ontoSd^^« d«,^r

at
TT'>

e
?ircra£t ila<1 crashed and

the north Vietnamear»^rt«^»hm?'».h^‘
S
V
1Jlteili,enc® «“*ly«ie^)f

crash XocatioTliScatrt^a^Si^! aircraft 'a fUght p*S aSd
alias inside th^^ ^ approximately So
indicated tha *

<

t vug mhn+ Further analysis
transmission. to^on4e^if^^“^ ;m-2u'''l<»«t^Slo

disseminated ln> obtained a sire phot?
tri Province on lS«h

,
f^iS«

,rta9^“ft
,
,n:^*»»

-conjunction eith the alnaS^ 4
™—^^w^Ba was of a B-21aI^^^lV^^^,r

!f
<Ut^:ai,l«d the

sussing flight. Onidentif w«*age of the
photograph nap not have been vra*i%2 +?+** *u#* .indicate this
sass't asked for and w».,tt ^o.nert of kin because it

OjS.mwna^M team
District. Witness^ stee1^«i-2r?J* °^*h «ite in Gio itnh
the crash site dur&g^he +? to have visited
the site, ft. reaiaSisterrrSLlSM ^

4-5 remains at
crater and covered. Alreraf^^S^li

7
.* nearby bomb

site as sell as LtuuMrt£r^£ «s located at the crash
difrtrjnce. in first h2d and JwSS^accoS^S^ ,****• wn
the bodies but the sin at +hm frjfjjy f

CC0Bn^ of the locations of
had died and their remains buried i* tSS

*** that the individuals
IVll iCMUKtaq to*!

Laos
. Xudolcb J. ltd
Sheldop 3. Be—

-

(17M)
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ft transport mission over South Vietnam. The Aircraft mi Mt w**
hostUe awchlne gnn fire while at

l^B
th^.Hl0^tOrS £r?“ 8811 Houay sIHirfieW, sSv^^tProvince, Laos. After action reports indicate the aircraft

to reowsr O.S. to^l^eTitiSf ut^y

minr’t^fLu^y.' J“iW thecrash Bite repotted thatto leaving .the site, Warrant Officer Ard had both' -led*broken,
r,:

joverall bullet possibly*; a Pushed hi?Lieutenant Colonel Burnett was bleeding fron the head, neck arms
i
J
eoher«“t1y* The site was taking inccning' 155am

SmS^uSiLSS
££SSSraSST• *** i2^£=S£

SmTSS S!?*® i° *ocata ai9n of the tvo U. S • officers . Theyreported the entire area showed clear evidence of the extremelv

tte^to^L^
9 place la the area which wafwithi?tte Operation. Lamson 719 area of tactical operations* north

interviewed^ South Vleta^
Trail**™* fL?* escorted north along the Ho ChTWnhTrail but none could be correlated to these two missing officers.^ in the norths Vietnamese

were reported missing and in May1S79 were declared- dead/body not recovered.
y

South Vietnam Clive 6. Jeff8
(1723)

See 2fiSS.gg. 135 Discrepancy r>«fr far case summary•

Laos Barton S. Creed
(1724), .

On March 13, 1971, Lieutenant Creed was leading a flight of a-7E

laShhrt ZJZ** «*“*» to *cl»po» wSArt T.«thSProvJ*ce ' Baos, along road segment 99B. Pulling out
°fc£

®tr*f on a took his airaSSTvae hit iTthTniS-section by
. hostile ground fire and Lieutenant Creed a4ap*ah &

^°jyar^ controller saw a parachute deploy and soon established

^ ? broken ara, broken leg and w losing^scirasuss. Creed last reported that ‘they ara hare* end hisradio beeper went silent twenty seconds later; She jfiSC, receiving
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- fnrthar transmlssion froi
personnel observed someone had i

warc ”Mncce»efni and SAR
to a new location. gT ^"“tenant Creed's puachute
practice by hostile forces atSnmtw®*

aw
?
xe this was common

forces into a trap.
attesting to lure sewch and rescue

w *lM«e d«u*rt

srss.rs5

Laos
~Joh& Xr8pazbr

_ Metord M. Garcia
Frederick L. cttitHs

(1730)

S S^'b^i^^f^^Offlow Cristim^ hi, empire
the pick up of South

*” provide fire support dnwnj
Base Alpha in Savannakhet*J*^£!L

al
f
bc,En#J*0^ >tMre support

by heavy automatic weaDomi vj-i
11?*! I*0* 1 Their helicopter ms hit

landing/ 0^“thTS«**o^f

,

v
??

*ore* t°Win«£5aS~
pushed out of the ^ Lahgenaiir, ^v group of nearby we. hSetT^
th«;txbop8 that- the athn

t^^t
?S^ 0

i
*y«P»-. told by one of

headed away free the front «??!?*?»*. tho- aircraft and
Vietnamese forces . Spoclaliet^TjiwS^ ***,P®th °* *4?anclng North
with the Sonth Vietnamese soldltes^^

0? walked out of Laos

battalion engaged S^Tlitsnm kav^" ^factor reported his
Operation Laasoc taoiooedsctw
!*<>*»•^ to nearby’fuid if?

j,

SI^i‘*i
ie
?
ptw pil0

*

Other creenen from the OnmitSitiz •

B^7 where he later died.
bnried. me defector^ettStad a ^SSS!Sni!

m,
7 JSaad and

: r^^liag tdie- as

toeriSn
1

in ’Los.*“^5? badtaeSSd’S
•««** wported a live

correlates to a crewman froa tS^^cideat?
1* pu3^rt*d American

the northern Vietnamese nrlS 119X9 reported alive in
-is^ingin actCTd in^^T^B ^^Uy^portS
*«co*ered. ««wer 1978 were declared dead/body not
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South Vietnam
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Manuel R. Puentes
R D McDonnell

Richard J.: Rossano
(1736) \

On March 25 , 1971, Private First Class Puentes Staff Sergeant
McDonell, and Private First Class Rossano were members of a twelve
man patrol from the 23rd Infantry Division operating in Qoano Tri
Province, they had gone to check an area of hostile bankers when
they were ambushed. PPC Rossano was reportedly the first hit by ah
exploding grenade and he fell to the ground covered with blood.
PPC Puentes was also wounded and when last seen was attesting to
seek cover. Sergeant McDonell was apparently killed instantlywhen
a grenade exploded in his hand. - 1

.aabush/the three mien were not located and they were
_initially declared missing in actioh.-::In„Jttne_1971, Sergeant
McDonellahd PFCRossanowere declared killed in actibni bodynot
recovered.

^
In August 1978, PPC Puentas was declared killed in

action, body not recovered , based on a presumptive finding : of
death. Returning U.S. PCtfi had no information on theix^cecise
sate.

South Vietnam Isaako F. Malo
James m.

(1742)

?n April 23, 1971 f a six man radio relay team was inserted into a
ljndtog mo. in th. atm of tho oillag. of A Joel Is ooatorn ShnaTUm ProvlBoa. On twciu <mdar intana. hoatile ground fir.
and efforts *tr. oadato attract tho taan. Too holicoptw* mn
20t

..v!
m ™ •»*tllo ground fir. during th. retraction attopt.

lit. iMlicoptar ermaaan and radio ala, taaa Mahon all caae^mdarutrnaly haavy hoatila groond fir. and bacaaa wld.lv ditponad.
an board on.i of th. baUdo^on me. Mbora of t CcaBwTrtth
Runta Battalion, 101st Alrborao Dlriaisn, including rat Kalo and
PFv Champion.

PrejUlom laat aMn by survivor. on April 2<tb and waa voundod
ttnt^da, «*t« a clon-in air atriko by a V.S. Cobra haUcopur
wid» appanntly vouadad tvooftha survivon. PFC Cbanplonm
last ao«a on tit* aornlng of April 25th uhon h. loft to look for
oator. On. of tho survivon lator hoard aaall ozna firo froa tho
*^** '?*!*^ ^ firat gono* A groond soaxeh of tho
aroa daring April 25-30, 1971, failod to loeato oithor of tho

?i’**
i
fri^

l

K4?
r*' * P*ychol°9icl11 opwrationa

sircr&ft which conducted broadcasts over the early during April 25-
28 i calling onPPC's Malo and Champion to go to the landing sone
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*or pick-up. Paitta. soldier the 1*^
PFC Malo was capttu
North Vietnam. Ha
March
Champion in captit^

t hy Vietnam People's Assy forces ant! tj»vo*

^2^"^ 1088
*«»wwi f based on a 4*0?™' ** 1,01

°* **** B- Slgatcot, m
• Jeffrey c. i«a

;..,v
'

; -Y .•:..

v

:

;

Bfoyiaee, Leo*. tttlr escort -P*1

**. Saravan
their aircraft want ta^rttSSkUiT «“ «*
aircraft on the accna *r~°* “• taWt. Craw in another
crash bat dJSVTwS”* «plo«lon of thalr ao£ara£
®»ey flaw over tha araa of tt» nffj* uy parachutes,
several aaallar oaas with fi«M fSUtt .«* a large firs and
the s^r end sacSnc todrad; fast tote
radios of thsir c^sh^^fSii ,Mrch of a is ails
Wither beepers or survivors new* i , !?.

,

dl,cl°,
,

e W evidence of
action. - - "”*• Both airmen were declared missing in

"^aircraftM^bhve i Pietnaaeae-unit. reported too
gowu» were believed to pertain “ V *hoot
ib&maiaann Province which is mii w.?

0 **•* An
incident. A pilot was w^h of this loss
Vittnanesa lay ^1* captnred. A report froc aniterth
aircraft gnflMSd

1

SMd
0
L|

1

Ml?»?i ^V _
japortad that 37an anti^

portion of these two rJ”? ?!
” the pnot was dead, the F-4

Of thosa associai^«!^ads^5isP^wift?
to lat*U*«“c* *U*»

ia 1971. & p&^^^ * **&
Wiled and People's law orndSL h^ J

b^n "Portadly
the watches fw» tha two

soldiers said they recovered
possibly correlate to thf. "P”*.!** WHavad to

^ssasssraS^^^sass;
“• SSS^gsS; KfS-j
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prMtnptit* flading of doath.

U.S. TOW*
*£ Vietnam. The iadiyidqalw lntirvitvtd by th% y.s

Invwrtigatioaa i Tho individual stated

xiaaes of ««vt& of to* 19, on* of whoa was Certain jaff5*> Tmrm
* r^t vl«lt-t0 Vl«mB. O.SVlavMtlmtora bp*tHthflt thi twin : tmftff iwupbI' tin ' lfi>t «OTM n e _ _

-;_

.

declared doad in IS82 and believed the names ; he provided was takenpublicly available information for reasons which vere unclearTho source provided no other POff/KIA infoniAtlon.

South Vietnam Lewis c. Walton
•' Klaua T. Bingham

'

• VAl l ImttCtU *

'evil
7
.

1
.;

* ao"g **W» **s«umlaraaca patrol fan



South Vietnam Dwld p. Soyland
_i^i747K

s«« saasaz "irm. tor case summary.

'South, VirtwuiV:'.
•*

.*

Itafectenji'

:
(17*8)

^ aim 135 jaiBSjaaangLfiaBMfor ««••

South Vietnam

See Venev las
rLjUmi r , „

*adieon A. Strohlein

> (1756): .0

Binary.

Laos
Daniel -
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various Individuals to be Captain Donald Carr . Defense Departmentanalysis of the information lad to a conclusion that the photooraoh-and report that-Captain “Carr“ims^aliveTwas"ra^hoar7
i

7T~4’^^^^^^^ ~

South Vietnam John W. Kennedy
• - (1768)

16, 1971 f Second Lieutenant Kennedy was the pilot of an0-2 light observation aircraft which took off from Chu Lai air Basefor a visual reconnaissance over Tien Phuoc District. Quanc TinProvince. Be never returned from his mission and was declared
missingi Aeeaixh and rescue effort failed to locate either him or

over which Lieutenant Kennedy was flyingwas an area of known heavy enemy presence.

MtttBMd ^durlag- Operatlxm Ho^qi^a httd noinformtion on hi. precis./fat*. ^7*

* ®*s *^ offiear formrly assigned to Advisory

SSr
1
lh**fS!2 f***

o£. U*ut«mt Kennedy's disappearance wrote

abcrnt tlwr .xistance of a O.S. POT m Sian Phuoc District at thetine. Lieutenant Kennedy disappeared. Be also recalled that the
**°Plef * Arny of Vietnam 31st Keglaant mbs operating In the anawhera, and at the tlae, lieutenant Kennedy was lost. In Julyl978,

i”* ?*S
la
f?

d <toad/body not recovered, based ona presus^tive finding of death.

In December 1989, Tt.6. intelligence received a report about an
toerican KW naned -Jack Kara*- m *Bankqn5?r^ KaS^Bunkguee appeared to be a corruption for the name *Bun3cgueer."

:-S2 J*®*
°f a non-existent individual associated with fraudulentdog tag reporting emanating from Vietnam. This report was placed

-ft“.** *“

la April 1992, a joint Q.S. /Vietnamese team traveled to the area of

.
District where a light

W°ft^ly landed in 1970 or 1971. The
111 ^ iacldaat and his remains were buried

dtlg *5 private persons in Hovember 1991.
auivayed the crash site and a purported original burial

f
1
*®-

i *** lat<ir told the remains had disappeared from theindividual who possessed the recovered remains

_
ttnot

jj
r Joint team revisited the area andreceived hearsay information about a crash site in the area of

il^th!
0^ 1^i^fan£t^1(>t had reportedly died

In tbe crash and his bod, had beta recovered and buried.
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position was within son ySSS, iS
1
??^

A J2y anti-aircraft jn
PQilttons flred^aifggg?.

* *“* *»*•—B» thrSe

:' 2*“»*»g xr.«V HRs had no iafo^atinn n> 4.w .
:

'
i,vM

two crowoen. after nnm.fi irv?**1” on the pracisa fata of tha&£““ ~>^S~-.?'SS12 5°^?S*f2dSJ
1S

Laos
Scott ». Mcintire

(H82)

“Miwlor, Major
9 ^"war^iS*^ •“^Ws aircraft

aircraft-or a aission oaar the iy %<!!*? ^ «*' Ot twp P-1055
strike, -They expanded two kOi-45

>>

niM i fif
1

1

*®SPort of a B-52
radar_i*ich hadl^uired « *"«? Fan Song
4* anrfaca tT^sSaile tS^to J?*ir ai

fcraft “* then
of LTC Mcintire and of «ifViV/.n . i

”Plo,io» casing to the roar
f*JU> la front
BaUi ejectad both ^eU ^k^w 7̂ nncanacious. Major
rescued by search and-~Sl *P? jfentire. Major Belli was
located. Major Belli * •

^ X®C Mcintire could not be
in rescuing of the ettrene MtlSltZ
*~ci. . uss
Mcintire handing*1^ Li^Ka^naraamte'lji

ll*^i5?Pt*r located IOC•WW* oiTthe*irc3f“stoted*^ w*?Jf a 4811 tree. * flight
stated his prof “PP"^ lif.las. 2nd
position of the bodv AftZZ hleSJfL™* Editions of weather and the
I»TC Mcintire would h»vt died

for 20 hours indicated
«« probably dEjSn^3b£iL^r^L^ ^ hoar» ^
SAR aircraft before LTC KcintirT^ouldti oti *»•
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LTC Mclntire was not reported alive in the northern Vietnamese
prison system and his remains have not been recovered. He was
-initially declared -missing

;
andu in-May~1972 i«8-declared dead/body

not recovered.

North Vietnam Lawrence 6* Stole
"

t;.
'

;
'/ 7

. (1789)

On December 26 , 1971 , Captain Stole and First Lieutenant Noons
departed Ubon Air Base, Thailand, the mxmber three P-4D in a flight
of four on a strike mission against the Thanh Boa storage complex
in the area of Thanh Boa City, Thanh Boa Province. The flight
became separated In the target area and Captain Stole aircraft was
last seen pulling up into the overpast approximately 1^2 miles from
their target. They did not rejoin the flight. An aerial search
for this aircraft and its ore* failed to locate them and the crew
was declared missing.

On December 27 , 1971, the Vietnam News Agency reported that an F-4
had been shot down over Thanh Boa on December 27th. The. article
implied that both" crewmab had bacon* cast^ties^^
names and pictures of their burned identity cards . In November
1972 i photographs of their identity cards appeared in the North
Vietnamese published English language "Vietnam" magasine

.

During the Operation Homecoming debriefing of repatriated POWs, two
returnees described having seen their burned identity cards in a
North Vietnamese magazine and read that Captain Stolx was dead.
Several returnees also reported hearing the name "Boons" and saw
the name "Boons , ! bale" scratched into the wall at their POW camp.
DIA investigation determined the source of this was an American
civilian^ Bobby Joe Neese, for reasons which were unclear.

After Operation Homecoming they were declared killed in action,
body not recovered, based on a presumptive finding of death.

In March 1973, a former member of the People's Azsry of Vietnam
described two graves he'd seen in February 1972 in Thanh Hoa
Province. The pilots were reportedly shot down and died in
December 1971. The graves were in the general area of this loss

.

incident.
:

.

The remains of Dale F. Boons were repatriated by Vietnam in April
1988. •./.
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Over waiter Frederick L. Holmes
( 1793 )

£?
r
fr? B

v^^ &58VSSS
blown elMrof

6
^e niS*' iieUt??“t Burt<? w,winded,

successfully. Another 'aircraft
P*™*10** deployed

goodchutj deplo^ buTmJ ^ort ^

mmrn^mmwM
Lieutenant Commander Holmes' name^vas no^idoati^^^^nw^^

'

“^V returning fob recoU^d

lu’tffii «a snbmitted for e

deed/bSy“«^ec
t
o^d7

qna,,t 0f **- **' *****

South Vietnam- "
•

See SSS^y 135 Plscgeoeneg Pf.ftr jf6r case summary.

Janes P. Worth
( 1810 )

South Vietnan Hague L. Bolts
Anthony R. Giannaageli

Charles A. Lewis
Henry M. Secex

Hebin P. Gateood

^

( 1811 ) ,(/..

1972/
.

M HB-66 from torat Air Base; JChailand. was on anelectronic countermeasure' niMtnh ntrn.. • — - . « ... ,
' ™

.

***

approximately 0850 hours an P-ltooilSf<«*«? At

** 21 . The XB»66 was then seen to he traili«<r #1^. >, ,„.

vinga and crash into Quang Trl Province . santh^v*etnam , no
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one was seen to eject from the aircraft but a single beeper was

heard. ..-V:

Later, voice contact was established with Lieutenant Colonel Iceal

2 , Hanbleton , the lone survivor, and he was rescued 12 days later.

Be had no information that any other crewmen had survived. He

described how the surface to air missile stock below and behind

the navigator in the area of the aircraft's forward compartment.

He saw Hajor Bolte after the hit but did not know if he was able to

eject . All other crewmen were declared missing in action

.

After the loss of the RB-66 , a Vietnam People's Amy Wit reported

three missiles had been fired and “struck* a target. Orange

parachutes were reported; Cto ^ 1972, Vietnaaase radio

reported that the People's Army had fixed missiles ahd hit a, B-52

in the Vinh Linh Special Sone area and other aircraft had fled.

Another report from Hanoi in English on April 5th reported the

aircraft had burst into flames and exploded. _ I

Returning U.S. POffs had no information oh the precise fate of the

missiiig crewmen. After Operation Homecoming they were declared

killed in action, body not recovered, based on a presumptive

finding of death.

South Vietnam Ronald P. Paschall
Byron X. Inllaad
John W. Prink

(1812) ;
:

On April 2> 1972,^ a UH-1H helicopter from the 1st Signal Brigade

with four men on-board was on a direct combat support mission near

Qoang Tri City, Quang Tri Province. While searching for the crew

of a downed U.S. Air Porce aircraft, the helicopter was hit by

hostile small arms fire and crashed. An airborne SAP mission

failed to locate any survivors and the crew was declared missing in

action. •

.

1
•

In April 1972, a former People's Aray of Vietnam sergeant reported

the downing of a heUcopter on April 1, 1972, which crashed nyar an

anti-aircraft gun position in thfc vicinity of this loss incident.

The crew was believed to have been killed in the crash. In another

report, a former People's Axmy soldier reported sighting an

American POW in April 1972 who was being escorted by nurses near

the Ben Hai River in Qnmng Tri Province. The American was captured

from an aircraft shot down by People's Amy forces.

In March 1973, surviving crewman Jose m. Astorga was repatriated

alive during Operation Homecoming. He reported that hostile fixe

hit their helicopter's fuel cell which exploded, engulfing their

helicopter in flames. He believed all other crewmen died in the
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had any kncrtri«dge that 5y athar^Sn^ £*£*?*;”t,Ln^ *OWs
Iftar Operation 'Honeocanlng- theoi^^^J^il^1 captivity.

~JSreetionrhody hot^eSS^S
death.

no^ '^vered based on a jn»sumptiye finding of

South Vietnam Douglas x». Beil
AUenlTchriaUBmsan
Weard W. Williams

Lazxy A. sioh
(1®X4)

Tt^
A

heliccJrt»r w5SfS^0*®®11 wer0 0,1 board
City, Quanglr^ NrovLS^o^ **£**•? of &M«g *ti
returned from its misitiem

oroi^Vietnam. The aircraft never

missing in action. 7
** **** initially declared

£ugt«
7^^ «

.

this incident;however. «k«.* eight have correlated to

report was racoivui kSU^tw*** lo»*. IsJasoary 1980 anoth.r

a& oSS^ *2 ** f°"‘
«“* 0,2 ^ «r

hostilitiM all «« 1110 end 0£

North Vietnam.

®** »s atagaast fflaat for case summary.

S. Dunlop
(1816)

South Vietnam —r_ B* loll
Richard 6. Schott

( 1819 )

sr&s
ctt.d»d
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Aray. Both Sergeant Lull and Colonel Schott were Initially
reported Biasing in action. The French national with the Americans
was released shortly after capture. He was able to confirm
captivity of^thoseABericaitf"ldth^him^ but; wasrunable tp establish:
the fate of Sergeant Lull and Lt . Colonel Schott.

Returning U . S . PORs repatriated in February . 1.973 reported that
Lieutenant Colonel - Schott was last seen on April 7th and in
circumstances where hel appeared to be dead. Sergeant First Class
Lull was believed captured oh April 8th.

In February 1973 , a member of the South Vietnamese Army captured on
April 9th and repatriated in February 1973 reported that Sergeant
Lull evaded capture and reached a South Vietnamese Army post
approximately 13 kilometers to the south of where his team was
overrun . There he was reportedly : killed in ;a Viet Cong ambush.
The former commander of the South Vietnamese Army's 9th Infantry
Regiment stated that both Colonel Schott and Sergeant Lull died in
:their^frunkafc.~

r4^^^
In December 1988, DvS. intelligence personnel interviewed two
fozmsr South Vietnamese Army personnel who participated in the
lifting of the siege of An Loc * They described having been present
when An Loc was retaken and the bodies of those MLlled were
collectedandbur^^ grave . They stat^ the bodies
included the partially decomposed bodies of two Americans i a
Lieutenant Colonel and a non-commissioned officer/ possibly a
Sergeant First Class.

;

During the post hostilities review of the cases of those carried as
missing in action, sergeant Lull and Colonel Schott were declared
dead/body not recovered._ Neither individual was seen alive in
captivl4^ by other D.S. FOWs captured at An Loc.

South Vietnam Bruce C. Walker
Larry N. Potts

V (1820)

See VeBBey 135 Discrepancy Case, for ease sainaiy.

Laos Scott De Katchie
V> (1824)

On the evening of April 9, 1972, First Lieutenant Ketchie was the
Navigator in an A-fiA which took off from the U.S.S. Coral Sea for
a' strike mission over lines and communications and supply points in
the area of Tchepone, Savannakhet Province. After his second run
against a target of five trucks, he departed the target area and
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Lieutenant Jtetchie from the tike of the e-leet owW
ti»e the aircraft cra.had. *3?&^t3£!t
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Sooth Vietnan Robert W. Brownlee, Jr.
(1834 )

2® 24#.' 1972# Lieutenant Colonel Brownlee m with
*•*» 22 tog#ther with*the Scmth^itoBe^TEay's^t?Raoieiint

0
*?e base .designated Dak To 21 in itaSTSorS fS^MeltS^L!!

teM tomSi«?tS«i*f.
att

*f
t
SS*
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After successfully evading, Sergeant Chi reflated that he had
reached the south bank of the Poko River and heard People's Amy of
Vietnam^troopsicallout.inVietnanesrtab^^
Vietnamese Arny soldier approximately 100 meters away raise their
hands but had no personal knowledge Of the fate of Colonel

' Brownlee;.
j,

South Vietnamese personnel repatriated during Operation Homecoming
provided several hearsay accounts during 1973-1974 in an effort by
theDefense Attache Office, Saigon, to learn Colonel Brownlee's
fate, These accounts, all attributed to different South Vietnamese
Army prisoner sources, stated that Colonel Brownlee had committed
suicide prior to capture. Rone of these accounts could be
verified. .

••

One returning U.S. POW, Captain Reeder, knew Colonel Brownlee had
been at Dak To II and knew him to be the senior district advisor
but had no knowledge of his fate. Captain Reeder had Also heard an
accounr.tfaced to a'42nd:Regiment doctor that Colonel Brownlee was
dead, but Captain Reeder did not find the source to be reliable.

No returning U.S. POW was able to provide any information on
Colonel Brownlee's precise fate. Xn November 1978 he was declared
dead/body not-recovered, based bn a preiumptlve finding of death.—

In May 1995, the Joint Casualty ResoluUcm Cmter received a report
that a worker in the Oak To area had found human remains there.
This report was replaced In Colonel Brownlee's file.

North Vietnam Joseph V. McDonald
•

^

'

:

v

.; iiia) •

On May 3, 1972, Lieutenant McDonald and Captain David Williams were
the crewman in the second A-6A aircraft in a flight of two on a
mission over Dong Hoi, Quang Binh. Province. : Theiir last
transmission was that they expected to be over water in two
minutes. This was after they had already finished attacking their
target. Ifoeir IFF beacon transponder was located well out to sea
after an extensive search. The search was terminated on May 5,
1972 . There was no sighting of either the aircraft or crerw. Both
individuals were initially declared missing . Both were declared
dead/body not recovered, after Operation Homecoming.

In June 1989 Vietnam repatriated the remains which were approved as
those of David Williams.

A U.S. team in Vietnam located archival documents reporting the
shoot down of a U.S. aircraft on May 3, 1972 in which the ?Rir
pirates were torn apart.•• This incident is th* only aircraft loss
in the area on that date.
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North Vietnam Dannie X. wiDdaBan
Jeffrey L. Barrie
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:

toouatl978.
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North Vietnam William w. Bancroft, jr.
(1675)

nrnilir^^
19

7

°> Bano^tai^ pilot. Maior
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(1855)
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precluded ft" search of the crash site area.

-Both-aii^ were-dCclared missiUagTLn-^ Oae~ rettirneeHsftated
he heard the name Robert j. Williams in the PON cominications
syeten but Captain Williams was not seen or ri^ported alive by any
returning "PON. After Operation Homecoming the two crewmen were
declared killed in action, body not recovered, bated on a
pretumptiyej finding of; '.j;

;..TVv-

In September 1974 > the Joint daeualtgr Resolution Center reported a
crash tite associated with a 1972 aircraft downing. The remains if
a pilot were reportedly buried nearby. In 1983 and 1984, JCRC
received further reporting about aircraft wreckage associated with
remains in the area of their crash. In July 1987, a* source
reported dog-tag information associated with Robert J* Williams and
reported his remains were in Bo Trach District, Quang Binh
Province. - in Hay 1991 , another source previously incarcerated at
;tbejtog provided dog tag infozmation with
the name Robert Williams and asserted his remains were in Song Be
Province.,

.
yy

(1668)

South Vietnam >

•

' Larry J. Bewman
Stanley L. Ldhrke
Richard 8. Jtyfcot

.

Leon A. Boot
Jacob A. Mercer
Donald H. Hlinke

•/!
. Richard M. Cole

Murir a T Danielson
Gerald F. Ayers

Robert H. Harrison
,

Robert k. Wilson
Paul P. Gilbert

TV (1879)

On June 16, 1972, a C-130 escorted by three P-4 was over the A Shau
Valley, Thua Thien Province. On its second orbit over the target
it was hit by a shoulder fired SA-7 surface to air missile in the
number three engine, a small explosion occurred and the right wing
separated from the aircraft. There were another explosion and
three crewmen were blown dear of the aircraft. The aircraft, in
flames and with the fight wing and probably the tail missing,
crashed , exploded and burned on impact in the A Luoi area * The
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an at-1 ?* +*>*???
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. North Vietnam b I. McCarty
( 1382 )

«2j?2k^ ' 1972, First Lieutenants McCarty and Charles A JacksonJ»re_the crew of an P-4D which wi enga^ bTaiitoBe wer »*2to Province and ahot down by anair tonills^ile
*1°^?°^ <m2ST> “Vth® sround. The second aircraft
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,l

in
P
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inCe * *"
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t
i«#ir
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rirst
<
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captivity during Operation Homecoming etatSThe id'not^believe
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that Lieutenant McCarty had-ba^ able to ejecfc fx^
Following the shoot down, & People's lay of Vietnam unit radioed
that its MXG-21 aircraft had downed tab aircraft* 0.S.
intelligence analysts latar concluded that this report correctly
pertained to the shoot down of those involved in incident 1882 on
June 24th and thertmb crewmen Iron case l882 also shot dovn on June
24th and captured on June 25th. On June 29, 1972, the Vietnam News
Agency reported First Lieutenant Jackson had been captured alive in
Mghia Lo Province.

Lt> McCarty was not confiresd alive in captivity. After Operation
Bomacoming he was declared killed in action , body not recovered.

In Pecmafcer 1990, a joint P.S./Viatnaaase team conducted a search
of the crash site and recovered Sdata plate confjresd to be from
one of the F-4D*

s

jet engines associated with this loSs incident.
In the spring of 1991, a U.S. resident turned over a bone fragment
and dog tag type information said to cane from a resident of
Vietnam and pertaining to three purported XXAs said to be
associated^ with ah^ incident" on - bong : Dang ~Distri^
Province, ah area bordering the Peopled Republic Of China. One of
the names was James L. McCarty. A July 5, 1991 DIA analysis
concluded the report was not true and * ; • .part of a Vietnamese
government managed intelligence operation. . .

•

In -Bovtmber 1991, a joint U.sT/Vietnamase investigation gained
access

-
to ah: apparent

-
archival document describing the shoot down

of a U.S. aircraft by the People's Air Force on June 24, 1972 in
Phu Teh District, Mghia Lo Province. Charles Allen Jackson was
identified by hams as captured and partial body parts ware also
found. Material evidence of the air loss was recovered and turned
over to Hghia Lo Province military. Lieutenant Jackson escaped
from custody that night but was recaptured in the morning.

Morth Vietnam Frank C. Green, Jr.
^ (1895)

On July 10, 1972, an A-4F piloted by Commander Green was the lead
aircraft in a flight of two on an armed reconnaissance mission over
Thanh Boa Province • Commander Green "rolled in on his assigned
target and his wingmian saw his aircraft crash into the ground and
erupt into a large fire. Diving under overhead flare Illumination,
the wingman located the crash site with a large sustained fire on
the ground. There was no evidence that anyone had survived the
crash. Commander Green was declared missing in action.

During Operation Homecoming, a returning U.S. POM stated he was
told by a guard that the guard had Coamandar Green. However,
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ah explosion at an altitude of 11 , 000 feet. There was no farther
trace of either crewman or their aircraft.

;

RettLraJLng^JJ*S? ~PbRs
:

^hiid7‘
:Bor:li££o£^ e^“S6iij!xr'T'p£5cJji«

After Operation Homecoming they were declared hilled in action,
body not recovered, bated on a presumptive finding of death.

During 1983 the joint Casualty Resolution Center received reports
about the wartime crash of an aircraft in the area where Captain
Pitsen and Lieutenant Pender were lost. In December 1991/ a joint
U . S . /Vietnamese team in Vietnam visited : the crash site area

.

Witnesses stated that the site was associated with a 1972 shoot
down of a U.S. aircraft by a surface to air missile. Busan remains
and one skeleton were found after the crash. The remains were
turned over to a local team but were later stolen.

Worth Vietnam — ——r
•• Roderick >. Lester

'

(1912)

On August 20, 1972, Lieutenant Mossman and Lieutenant Lester were
-the crew bn boiard an A^SA On a night low level axas^ reconnaissance
mission in the area of ftbuts 193 and near the coastal town of Cam
Pha, east-northeast of the major port of Bai Phong. Their last
radio transmission was "Let's get the hell out of here." This
message was believed to refer to the crew aborting its flight plan
because of heavy hostile fire and did not indicate they were
ejecting from their aircraft at that time. Another airbrew in the
jvieinity later reported observing a flash under the thunderstorms
and overcast in the vicinity .of the A-6A*s flight 'path. . The
aircrew was soon determined to be missing, ahd a search mission
discovered an oil slick approximately 12 miles from the last plot
and below ceiling flash. The crew's last radar fix was over the
Gulf of Tonkin after exiting over the Worth Vietnam coast and in an
area east of Bai Phong. Electronic search failed to locate any

' evidence of the missing Crew.

During Operation Homecoming, a returning P0W reporting observing a
heavily bandaged and seriously injured person brought into Boa Lo
prison after the loss incident of this aircrew. There was evidence
of the individual at Boa Lo from September 1972 onward and it was
speculated that the wounded individual might be one of the missing
airmen from this incident. Available records fail to disclose the
identity of the wounded persba. ;

In the late 1970s the two missing airmen were declared dead/body
not recovered, based on a preemptive finding of death. Other U.S

.

POWs who returned from Worth Vietnam were unable to provide any
information on the precise fate of the two airmen.
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In late 1989, a photograph was provided the Defease Intellictae®-wisssps

si^iTiS^rrs^
Bail*r' lost 18 ** *» mm ^ ^asd

South Vietnam lia» J* Crockett
I^eM.tigiier

(1913)

A2 ^
iffner

,f?
d Lieutenant Crockett wereC

rT* °®® in a flight of four on * combat mission
ft

11*1*? Pgpvliice I South Vietnam, Their aircraft Was hit bvhostile ground fire in the right wing and the vino separatedthe aircraft, it ^ sailed JLTT I?0tt

°l^50il®ot*,8kipped
Province. Ho one was seen to eject from the aircraft 5+

Here declared killed in action, body not recovered.

52S
n^ni5?

ru
I?
?* *°**

;^^

:

h^'T

'‘no::''infdS'
v M

After aeration Homecoming they ..were "declared"' dead/body notrecovered, based on a presumptive finding of death.

.Arafy's- 500th Military Intelligence Groupforearded information from the South Vietnamese Azmv reoorti

h

oinformation that a *.S; jet aircrafthad^^ d^^Se^approximately too kilometers_west of Quang Tri City.- Remains of anAmerican, clothing and boots were observed in the wreckage;
1W

*®li*v«d
v
to possibly correlate to this loss incident?

^J!f^ WI
U.
fearched on July 26, 1974, and human remains Imre

.
®*e **•* revisited on November 6, 1974; and moreartifacts, human teeth, and aircraft parts were recovered.

^os Richard W. Herold
.V

:

: <:

'

(1917)
William C. Wood, Jr.
Robert R. Greenwood

,

(1918)

“*» “ **° forward observeraepartad Viantiue, Laos, is an O-IP to condsct visualreconnaissanc. and provide forward air control in .Sport of tare?-ttairoaft .trilcing tortile artiUer/pSsiticS iTn^BtoSig
1X1 0,18 of 'M aircraft ms Captain Hood indHajor
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While in the target area, an F-4 crew lost sight of Captain
Harold's aircraft but later observed a lhrge fireball in the area
where Captain-Wood's-aircraft-washiest seen: and ; aircraft;*feckage.
appeared to be falling to the ground in pieces ; One fully deployed
parachute was also seen and a second unidentified object was also
observed falling at the sane rate of speed. She parachute and
second object were not observed all the way to the ground. Other
debris was seen in the air and possibly two ejection seats
associated with the F-^ creifi ; After the incidentr there was no
contact with Captain Harold. His aircraft's wreckage was located
on the ground but there -was no evidence of any survivors but two
parachutes were located approximately one nils apart.

Those on the scene concluded that Captain Harold's aircraft had
collided with the F-4; The P-4's wreckage was located
approximately four kilometers froni the 0-1 wreckage and there were
fresh trails leading to a nearly parachute. Both F-4 crswnan were
declared hissing. One initial report of one blond haired American
alive oh the ground waS^fotmd’^ wheti the "blond
haired" individual turned out to be an Lao wearing a light colored
hat.

On September 26/ 1972, the Pathet Lao's news service reported than

an F-4 ^had been shot 1 down on Septenber 1st over the Plain of Jars
and it was believed by U.S. intelligence analysts that this
referred to ths loss of Captain Wood's aircraft.

Captain Berbld was declared missing in action. Returning U.S. PONs
had no information on the three airtsm involved in these two
related incidents. In January 1973 Captain Berold was declared
killed in action, body not recovered, based on a presumptive
finding of jdeath. Captain Wood was also declared killed :in action,
body not recovered, in August 1979.

In 1987 U.S. investigators located wreckage of the crash sites and
a propeller possibly associated with Captain Herold's aircraft.
Other wreckage appeared correlated to an F-4 .

Over water Donald L. Gerstel
(1920)

:

On September 8, 1972, Lieutenant Commander Gerstel was the pilot of

an A-7B and flight leader df a flight of two aircraft from the
U.S;S. Midway on a night surveillance mission against merchant
shipping in the area of the island of Hon Hieu of the coast of

central Vistnaa. Commander Gerstel 9 s IFF identification equipment
was not functioning and his wingnan's IFF maxkex was being used. to
monitor the flight as it was being vectored toward a Worth
Vietnamese boat anchorage at Bon Hieu.
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Comiandtt Gerstel descended lato the taroet area th r.-., , . ,i.

&^'asvs arlsJSSr

S@ assays2a
fate, Ih KovOnb^mete #

hSri'?
recovered, baaed on a pre,u»Al« of dMthf^

011
' ^ not

Over water Verne 6. Danelly
temeth R. Bnell :

Donelly and Lieutenant Contender

Province, The two enm ware declared nlseing iTi^on.
*“*

SS^'C* « H2
'a^ft

Ha"0i
T"

p0rt*1 **“* lt# fore*“ ** **

£SSaSl

S.JS?5S«?t'SS,‘“^p3sJEw^sS^S?-’

Laos Roger ». Carroll
Dwight D. Cook

(IMS)

On September 21, 1972, Carroll and Cook were tkaaer'«j»M .«F-4D on a coebat operation over the Plain of Jars area rfuJS
tiEHbsSS'lt'

•̂ :

k * ** «»t»ll??o5SSt2g^than Observed thee crash, apparently after being 3t byhSsUle
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antiaixcraft fire. He saw no parachutss prior to or after their
aircraft impacted and heard no beepers. Both airmen were declared
HpEeeiflg^-aCU^^r^ \ -rr:

First Lieutenant Cook's blood chit was reportedly recovered from
the crash site and sent to the Joint Personnel Recovery Center on
November 11, 1972 and there were human remains reportedly seen at
the crash site ' a* : .the ^ ^covered.;; j;

American PONs returning during Operation Homecoming were unable to
provide information on their precise fate . They were later
declared killed in action, body not recovered/ based on a
presumptive finding of death

.

In 1983/ the Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC) received
hearsay information of a crash site in the area of this loss
incident. In 1986 JCRC interviewed another Source in Thailand who
reported having been at „a_ crash site in Laos at the location of
this loss incident. The aircraft was scattered over a wide area.
The source reported seeing bones at the site and these were left in
place. JCRC received more reports in 1987 and 1988 describing a
crash site with human remains and artifacts • All these reports
were believed to correlate to this loss incident.

South Vietnam Daniel Borah
(1927)

See Vfrsfrsy .QleorepoiCT-gam for case summary.

North Vietnam Robert D. Anderson
(1334)

;

On October 6, 1972, Lieutenant Colonel Anderson, pilot, and his
weapons systems officer, Pirs,t Lieutenant Latella, were the crew of
an P-4R, one in a flight of four aircraft on a mission over North
Vietnam. A surface-to-air missile erplosion in their area led to
a decision to depart the area. Contact with the aircraft was lost
and later reestablished with both mw members who were descending
in their parachutes. Lieutenant Latella was injured but Colonel
Anderson was not and reported no hostile ground forces below him.

On October 6, 1972, a Hanoi news release claimed six aircraft were
shot down on October 6th and a number of airmen were captured*
There were no names given but one of the areas mentioned correlated
to this aircraft downing, in fact, the only aircraft lost oyer
North Vietnam on October 6th.

Lieutenant Latella was captured and repatriated during Operation
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j^d^Mi5t^^0l3,
n
£
t
eLlaildin9

ejection sequence to the

not^eiomte^for toJ^^^jitorBomBeoS^
111

a
j” *®tion “d was

unable to confirm hS al^iT S? SS^2« R£u
f
nln® *»« wore

^tea. He was later declered prison

WtDrtsssii*^^ ttaab.District,
the eepture of one of tibT«£ ?£“„&**• area in late 1S72,
in wreckage at the crash site JSf °* .^naan remains
reportedly recove^Y*^ ^h sL^£C

'7?nd,??LUctsindicate that at least one Lrson^wM^n^w' f* would
crashed. The case remains under investigation.

aircr^
Laos John L. Carroll

(1944)

56th^^ r'

S°ho^ife
Xieng Khouang Province. He radioed he tLSvUlt

e
?7

el
?
sd ridge in

receiving hostilTraall ami liS^ J^7i
Z?
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J?j

lot aw 5-7 enemy
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J
“ bodT under

appearances he was dead^Se b^ircL^ tn^^e^ ?
n

Carroll. Hostile forces within fnffS **?
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f Ma^or
up on the MR aircraft and it vas'L^Ii ^,
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^*5?ra6d 0-1 °Pan®d

this evidence, in November 1972 Maior
^^ithdrair* Based oh.

in action; body nnrwmnKi
2 ' “J?* Carroll was declared hilled

North Vietnam
.

obett D. Morrissey
Robert M. Brown

(W4S)

Mdl£o^^ i*n. Majors Morrissey

IS ^t ct^uK
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an attempt to establish contact with than at 0400 hours was
unsuccassful. Asaarch affort was launched ard^contlnnad until
Moveaber 20th without locating any evidence of tha era* or the
aircraft*

On Boveaber 8, 1972, tha Vietnam law Agency reported that
according to tha Ranter* haws Service, an F-lll was downed in Mghe
An Provinca and two airman were missing. Another report on that
date stated this was the third F-lll lost over Worth Viatnaa and
the F-111 was downed over Bgha An at 0400 hours.

On Boveaber 9, 1972, a People's Army of Viatnaa unit reported the
shoot down of an F-lll which was said to have bean dawned in Mghe
An Province bat actually had crashed ih Quang Bihh Provinca.
Another report transmitting inforaation about the reported downing
of an F*4 on Ndvaaber 7th stated the pilot had bean captured and
they ware to "conceal the accomplishment." this P-4 related report
was-plaeed-in the files -of these- two aissihg airn^
report on November 14th stated a special team was being sent to
recover the F-111A in Quang Blah and oversea novenaht of its hulk.

Bothairaenwereinitiallyraportadaissing. ReturnizigU.S.POWs
had no inforaation oh their precise fate. After Operation
Honecoeihg they were declared dead/body not recovered, based cm a
presumptive finding of death, Major Brown's nans was recently the
subject of a dog tag type report w^ch reached DZA.

In January 1992 tl.8. investigators in Vietnam reviewed a People's
Army report of air defense operations in Military Region 4. One
item-dated November 7/1972/ liated-the shoot down of a loir flying .

F-1U downed by the 359th Company, Quang Binh forces, with two
(crewmen) killed. In July 1992 TJ.S. investigators in Le Thuy
District, Quang Binh located an F-lll strut used as a fence post,
part of one ton of aircraft wreckage in the possession of a local
resident near the crash site associated with this incident, The
suspected crash site was near a mountain peak on a 45 degree slope.
A photo of Major Brown's identity card was located in the Quang
Binh Provincial museum together with an F-111A data plate. The
naterial referred to a "Major Robert" as "dead" in an 7-111A shoot
down over Quang Binh Province.

In October 1992 Major Brown's son visited Moscow and was told by
Russian officials of RGB officials who apparently had knowledge of
an F-lll transfer to the USSR in Jovtaber 1972.

Laos Donald C. Brener
(1947)

On November 20, 1972, Captain Brener and Captain Anderson were the
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crw on-board an P-4J, one in a flight of two aircraft on a combat
operation over Savannakhet Province, Laos, their aircraft was hit
-l^~-ttnti^ircraft--fire^and ^craahed -35—kilometers ^Boutheast^ of "

Tchepone and 300 metere from Route 90. This is in an area
southwest of the Demilitarised tone separating North and South
Vietnam. Captain Anderson parachuted safely from the aircraft, was
located by search and rescue forces, and was; recovered. He stated
he didn't see Captain Breuer parachute from their damaged aircraft
:/andv'did:not:'-hear ;a'7beeper '^from-him^''' v Captainfireuerwasdeclaxed
missing in action

.

After the crash , a North Vietnamese Army unit reported on November
20th that a pilot had landed but there Was no mention of the
specific type of aircwft iwl^ pilot's nationality was
not given . The report was associated with an incident occurring in
the general area of the Demilitarised Zone separating North and
South Vietnam. An intelligence comment on this report indicated a
tentative correlation of the report to this loss incident based on
"itbeingtheonlvretxtfted^

bn April 28, 1972; Pathet Lao radio news service reported three
U.S. aircraft were hit in Saravane ProvinceonNovember 18th and
l?th. Pilots were hilled in two P-4 and one T-28 air incident.
This report was placed in the files of these individuals becausO
the country of loss and date of incident.

Returning U.S. POWs during Operation Homecoming early in 1973 had
no information on Captain Brener's fate. After Operation
Homecoming Captain Breuer was declared killed in action, body not
recovered, based on a presumptive finding of death.

Jto April 1973, a Rorth Vietnamese soldier from Binh Tram 41, 473rd
Transportation Division, Groiq? 559, reported having seen an
American F-4 hit by antiaircraft fire and crash near the village of
Ban pong, Savannakhet Province, east of the border with Thua Thien
Province, South Vietnam and in the area in which his division was
operating* This is in an area west of the OSZ and in the general
area of Highway 9. He reported seeing two parachutes. One airman
landed and was rescued. Latmr, he observed a body of an American
airman which had been stripped nude and was told the other airman
had died. The area of the sighting was correlated to this loss
incident.

This loss incident crash site was visited by a joint U.S. /Lao team
in Huong Nong District, Savannakhet Province, during 28 October-!
November 1992* The team recovered artifacts said to have belonged
to the pilot who was rescued. There was no specific information on
the fate of the second crewman.
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South Vietnam Bobby X. Jones
: Jack R. Harvey

On Hovember 28, 1972, Captain Jones and Pint Lieutenant Barter
departed Ddorn Air Base, Thailand, to ferry an P-4D to Da Bang Air
Base, South Vietnam* The last contact with the crew was when they

,W?re apprwdjBiately 32 Jdloosters northwest
aircraft then disappeared frofi the radar screen* they did not
arrive at Da Hang and were declared missing* Search and rescue
aircraft in the area heard three "Hayddy* calls and beeper signals
but could not associate th«a vlth this missing crew* Subsequent to
their disappearance, aircraft wreckage was located an Bach Ha
mountain in Phh hoc District, Thua Thien Province and believed
associated with their crash sitev ; \

Returning U.S* POWs were unable to provide any information on the
^eventualj^fate^ iof ^the two , missing . airmen. ~ ^
declared, killed in action, body not recovered, based on a
presm^tive finding of death.

1

Borfch ;'Viethai"''.
'^

(1952)

On December 18, 1972, Major BcBlvain and Colonel Ronald Ward
departed Takhli Air Base, Thailand, in an P-I11A for a single ship
strike mission over Horth Vietnam. At 2100 hours they radit^d the
Joint Rescue Control Center that they'd attacked their assigned
target. 'At this point they were plotted to be approximately 26
miles east-southeast of thi^town of 'Jam Dinh lad at theiaoruth of

a

river along the Thai Binh/Bam Ha Province boundary *** advised they
had passed over the coastline. There was no further transmission
from them and their intended course was to be out over the Gulf of
Tonkin. At 2129 hours they did not make a communications check.
An extensive search along their intended flight path faUed to
disclose any evidence of either the aircraft or its crew and the
crew was declared miesing in action.

0n
«
D5?^r

i^..1972 ' ^ People's Any reported it had shot down
a B-52 the previous night and captured seven airmen. In another
repojrt, the seven captured;were described as coming two B-52 and
another aircraft not further identified, from which they'd captured
a Lieutenant Colonel and a Jajor from a two man aircrew. On the
same day another unit radioed that three of those captured were
from a downed B-52 crew. Ho names of any Americans were in these
reports.

. These reports were placed in the files of the these
missing airmen. '

• ••.

One returnee stated he might have heard JcBlvain's name oh a radio
broadcast. Bo other returnees heard the name and no regular



oniyringservice reportedhis name on any domestic of fmwim
their'airersft wTwn*1

? 2£
1,18 cr*eMa w«****l a roamtheir aircraft bad bean shot dgwnJ^_a_o,S._Bnyy„alrcraft.-

Upturning O.S. POHs had no information on the fate of the tvo

acS'boS ^ ^^ in

,

Rorth Vietnam ;

•

• Arthur V. KeLaa^lin '

V

.

John P.

Randolph A. Pwery
IxwlnS. Lunar

(1955 )

'

' a B-52 with a six man crew departed Utapao
Ha^ler

(

Th
?
1
.

land
r
f •W.;in. a cell of three B*52s who^wers partofaUarge^bo^ijig-foixeon-aja^tt^

houre and prior to reaching their*a
j3

e
*J ^5?

B~5* wa# Wt by a surface to air missile. Attempts to^ creir mere unsuccessful and darkness prOwted^the

fremthis aircraftdueto
aircr**t l0l|w and begpers from other downed crewmen.

Wter the-rtioot down, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam {DRVj
2* ctwTti Paul LV Granger and

a second, ayuan, Captain Thomas J, Klomaan, was listed ai a poh to
tha DOT list provided the O.S, in FarTb £

'““ “pti^ity/ Captain Granger stated that Msaircraft was attacked by i , JUG aircraft wh«m thav were
approximately 70 kilcMters from Hanoi. Then, shrfece^to airMtsiles ware launched » one struck the right wing of theiraircraft

“J
* •“®“d Sf* «^lodirf in front of the B-S2's cockpit. Shore

was a noticeable thoap which was either another exploding SKK or

nt*m
T
»iL??.

,

i-
C>?a

in nnn**?
8

*-
*j*cMng • Captain Granger ejected

fij®, al^tud* o£ 28»0°° *««t when ordered to do ao by Major«» -iwraft coamander. Heitbar Captain Granger nor
Captain Klomann had any information on tha evantnal fatnofothercnawnm. she remaining crewyn , aU daclarad miffing in action, at
the^tine, were declared killed in action, body not recovered, by

Frank 4. Gonld

.

' (1959)

On December 20, 1972, a B-52D on a niation over North Vietnam wasMt by a surface to air nissile wMle over Hanoi. She pilot
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followed his fecit route iron the area and

eon5Si
t
J^?f

t*d
Jft*"® P0**155 ntnntis lat*r and th*r« «n!

mnrSiu thf aircraft. Ih« ew»
procedures that night while at an altitude of 19 ooo #«*+

Ipt;2f

SSi5)^£.“U1
tS,-s^rbandages to the bleeding which had nearly steonnH

&!«£•££ *8S^ tto
Phan Province approximately in vj inaaeire ^
iwn. .tn^sansaa^B” sss^di^.^
« »-«. <r-*,A’^-fda^s^rsas

sura

HSfS SSSifira

i&ir ,s^r^,s2ss^1“^sai“£S
sa&&®2fW?ajy?a^!a?sMi«'
SSd iwfii, 5? g“2 ¥“"*<'**b*“^2*5Mj!c?tiEt£jw

of tte tom ol Baa Houay 8ai near th* bordat with ThaS^T

Laos Paul V.

(1967 )

XXI

jjil”*!1 **» 192?' Captain Jackson ms th* pilot of an 0-1••wing •• a formal air controller lor a fUflht o< loaf4°ro
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Plain of Jars, liana
***" •outharn portion of tits

collided with an^K?to*tZ
•

.
Optaio Jackson’s aircraft

' of rFonts "Si~The otier aircraft '?^n!Sf
aa
<^2j ^onetersTiSttr

parachuted from m? .i^SSr* * Captain Charles P. Reiss,
Vietnam forces , and was People's Army of
aircraft crashed 1500 yards

Vietnam. The two
exploded and burned m d Jackson's aircraft

CoptST* Reiss
h
^Ao

W
eItSbli8hed

th
TOlt2

e “d
.
thi* ?** Identified as

reporting a lea intei-w™
contact fran the around,

reclassified S i^POirafte? J2? *£5®*®® • 4* ;'action and

1973, during Oinr^S^aSg3/

XS^waVdJS^^ CaP^»
Jaauaryl973.-

Laos Jgm R. Vallerstedt
SterenB.Jolmsoa

(1977)

S *fl

1,

if^n
4

<L157^ r w»Uergtedt and Johnson were the cr*v

Se“^a“«s2^^1
.f

1,,
w
i,£.rw Se^ShTp^iST

outlrSSSli Swundfire and went

SS*2»S
a
c
1
SS‘tysSS,

S1f.7SS “
ss^ss&ssswxMfLapuain saiierstedt but did not establish contact with Captain

22-^rsKSSS"™
profusely fro. the nouk

WlS.
XS ,W1*““dt

,
c°«W detect no

5iis~£
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South Vietnam Richard A. Knutson
Hickey:A. Rilson

William A* Stinson
HanneTA. Lanterio

Elbert W. Bush
William L. Doan

• (1978) ^
On. January 8, 1973, a DH-1H heUcopter from the 62hd
AyieUon Dm^a^r with a crew of four and three panaengers from the
Military^ Assistance Command Army Advisory Group departed LamMtiq
Zone. Sally in Quang Tri Province en route to Quang Tri City, itwas later reported to have flown across the Thach Han River into
hostile territory and circled twice with its guns firing at an
anknowirground target . It was then fired on brthe People's Army
°f

Vietnam using SA-7 ground to air missiles. The first missile
®®cond hit the helicopter's boom. A third hit the

helicopter- propier--prior^to-its^ ~crasb%ln~

*lgpgg*!*. I*1**' *M Tu Combat Base. Multiple SA-7 launches drove
off SAR forces in the area of the helicopter shoot down. The seven
servicemen were declared missing in action.

Subsequent to their loss, CXI forwarded-hearsay infornation fron aVietnamese source reporting a heUcopter had been shot down onJanuary 8, 1973, in the area of
pilots were reportedly captured and the fate of two other bwwwmw
was untaown.; DIA later determined that CIA had terminated the
source due to possible fabrication of information*

piA In August 1973, DIA received tL hearsay report of a helicopter
crash site in tJie area of this loss incident • Two remains were

SrproHnce
11 *** 8it* ^ l**00 Vhong District, Quang

Returning U.S. POWs had no information on lAe precise fate of the
rvicenen . After Operation Homecoming , all were declared

dead/body not recovered, based on a preemptive finding of death.

South Vietnam Hark A. Peterson
George w. Morris, Jr.

(1981)

See SeS.sev 135 Discrepancy Cases for case summary.

Laos Arthur _p. Bollinger~
“ candeBburg
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Peter R. cmnan
Joseph 1. Matejov— — tocW *. Helton

6mrero J. Priiia, hi
Georye R.spitx

v..v;» t»«)
;

"V ^
Silas'S *iaet^?i*£?r? «"•* Sarnvan Province

5fart

?

nw iatexllgenca nlaalon. in airborne searcheffort lnter locatedthawreckage of the aircraft. Amonnd —archteam located three or four charred bodies and vas able to roeSS!-

-f °f3?/ renalna of Robert B. Bernhardt; In providing his
c®tc*®a^a9 the meaning of « vietnS

after the loBB°ofBai?- 5V an,U.S< Air Force communications analyst

S* « e
w

?f yessage indicated that several*?!the Baron 52 had been captured alive and were being moved to North

hooter in Thailand reported

t^°5f a declared Lao resistance leader that six ofthe Baron S2 rrev mere alive and he believed tbSy were being heldin Saravan Province* In June 1990. a DIB field eimiamt
™“* l*e*^v*^ infomation iron a source

f“erSin9 £ive of the crew next alive and living with ethnic
r£LJ?5B?g Brandenbhry, Spits* Prion,Cressnan.) A Lao resistance group asaertad it would take, action.DIA concluded this va« a -aiadlar to the earUer and fabricatedreport* •.

.!

'•

In tha fall of 1992, the Senate Select Caaittee received sworn

DeSta^
yD^d2X

d!MniS
r

<

P
?,/liIA

.

,lnal78t ' Robert Destatte'-; Ur.

ft**
11?! intonation on what wi known about the

disappearance of Baron 52 end the intercepted North Vietnamese
communications, noting that the report that so excited the C.S. AirForce analyst actually related to the movement of four airman to

rnd °*
Vlah

,
ia 'ti“. of North Vietnamend hundreds of .kilometers from the site of Baron 52's

disappearance.^ With such e message received only minutes after theU
?
B,

.
Dtt deluded thJ report correlatedto airmen other than those in Baron 52.

Chairman of the Senate Select committee on^r^.nY
f^ m

0”^
,

hl* recosnandation to thTi£
Governaant that ^piMaed craah aite iavaatigaUon of Baron 52

turn **#***
;; ft

***** 2< •»'»>>; • joint D.S./Lao
??

koa® Ptovlaee and to the crash site of Baron 52.®** team found the wreckage still there. Two witnesses were

BHPBHDIX 2 - SKITS 324 '- page 126
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J*° of the aircraft and thereeuitant fire. One witness described visiting the site the nextnoxning and finding a horned corpse which jwas_ recovered by SAR
advisors arrived, severafdays

t6an
f?

00701*1 °no °£ Joseph A. Matejov’s dog tags fraaths site _as veil as personal and military artifact*7 Including^•cm. of two flight . suits • : • Tho - toan 9 s recovery oimw^p+n+fl
parachute canopy releases indicated sene of the nissina crewenimr® undoubtedly still on board the aircraft at the-tind^f

South Vietnam Joeesh 6.
Clods McKinney

(2044)

197Vrbientenants Qreeraeaf^in^an P**4J y one in a flight of three over an area approzinately 25

foreMd**?r
,l

2S5lI!Ioi
0f QMPg :tei Province . A

^rjsontroller observed five rounds of antiaircraft firehit the cockpit area of their aircraft nidvay through a boobing nm
o£^^ IterthSSo^1 v^tn“fc * 2t was observed throughout the dive and inpaet bv

******* craffwith
dS2d ii.Si^iSicuS!

00 • Both crewwnwere

Ratnming o.s. POBs had no infomation on their'.-precise' fata.
****' **!* d

?
elM»d IcUlSTin action,Covered t based on a presumptive finding of . death*

?} 14, 1985, Vietnneese officials repatriated remainsidMtifiad ns Lieutenant KclUnney. O.s. officials were told thatLientenant jSreenleaf had diST'cna Viat, Quang Trilro£nc.7EbownUr 1972.
.

In Ingnst 1991, O.S. investigators in Vietnan
of the 280th Air Defense Regiment referencing thedewing ofvan Aircraft on April 14, 1972 end possihly associatedwith this loss incident. One shovel on displayed the wait enseoa

•J^wportedly recovered hy the 103thBattalion free the aircraft'*

unna i- SinB 324 - Page 127
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Lao* Kelvin A. Holland
Herbert A. Kirk

_
• •'

/ ___ _ j _ PBtxick Shannon
Henry 6. Giah
Rilli* R. anil

Clarence r. Blanton
Janaa H. Calfee
Jones R. Davis

- .Dave S» Price -

Donald K. Spring

(2052)

tachniciana

of People's ta^’of b2uu

POR. had no irio^ttoi'cS

jjf*««*£:•*»si*!S»SSriiSM^?£fS5’ "

:s!g»«^ f ««-gas^a.i’K
new Bite. »* *D*S f

8“r^^,

^
l

D
ur^?ft r1

«cr“^
and came Into U.S. 1^ lAo a"“^t«1 Site S5

?2hS*U? fel^d
,
a
a

Slf?iS!!Jf?‘Jr 1,1 1972 fro» * foa»r
Lao Headquarter* early in 19S& >Jj? 5?}

31® eecorted to the Pathet
correlated to those atldma Site£? f

0111*1 061 ^

a ^
S5, ®li8 report followed a January 1989 resort froma private O.S. citisen and POR/m hunter ofSg ^S^ttonSE

"™“* 2 - suns 324 - Page 128
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DIA ANALYSIS OF THE 324-NAME LIST
PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF SENATOR BOB SMITH

the offke of Senator Bob Smith released a document entitled
.J'fr

POj/HMs Who May Have Survived in Captivity." This document Included a

A f
_324 rtanes

; °f individuals who are alleged to be candidates for survivalbut In fact Include mainly persons who died during wartime.

Thv324-name list consists of a mix of cases that: Include Individuals whoseKUins have, been repatriated and identified; persons known to have died duringvartlme^or In captivity, persons for whom there is no analytic basis to Indicate
sU1

,
°^*rs whoC4n 64 considered potential candidates for having

suryfyed the loss Incident, capture and/or Captivity. The individuals among thelast group—those who can be considered potential candidates for live prisoners--
make up less than 50* of those oh the 324-list. All of these persons have
previously been identified by the Department of Defense as priority discrepancy

ef.
n
*
ted

B l
n c^e. e

?
ver sheet included viththe324-name Hst. the office of

Saitb baseKi its list on sewral factors, some of which are: indeed
valid indicators of possible survival, of the incident, capture, and captivity
Whersvhowever,arebasedon 1ncompTeterout-ofdate,dr 1haccijrateinformat 1 onor on daU Uken out of context. Oyer, 50* of tbe individuals were plated on this
list on the basis of this type of flawed data.

'

j** conducted a detailed and comprehensive all-source analysis of the
totality of Information available on all individuals on the 324-name list. This
21°I**?--

0" “"Prises wartime and postwar reporting and data collected during

^^^ ;iJ*“uhtryTinvestigations and from archival research. DIA has also drawnfnm loforMtion acdiri,nd;'.afttr
:.a11' returned POWs had been thoroughly debriefed

and their reporting had been cross cheeked and analyzed.

f***? J"
th8“u9h review of the entire range of all-source intelligence

available today, DIA has determined the following regarding the 324-name list:

The remains of five of the Individuals named on the list have been
returned to their families.

In over 5« of the listed eases, the individuals either died in their
incidents or there exists no analytic basis to indicate survival.

Lessthan 50* of the listed cases are among the priority discrepancy cases
in which .there exists an analytic basis to suggest the individuals might
reasonably be considered potential candidates for survival of the loss
Incident, capture, apd/or captivity. Many of the priority discrepancy
pases are not. identified on the 324-name list.

DIA has reviewed the cases of all Individuals unaccounted for in Indochina to
determine which persons could potentially have survived their incidents and
become captives. These have been identtf1 ed as pri ori ty di screpaney cases and
are the foeusrof joint investigations carried out by the ClHPAC Joint Task
Force - Full Accounting.
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OIA MWIYSIS OF THE 324-NAHE LIST
PREPARED 8Y THE OFFICE OF SENATOR JOB SMITH

..On.l December. 1992, the office of Snwtor lob Salih n1u<«< — j
U.S. KM/MIAs Who Nay Have Survived* ^
L*\°V?J ,“1

|
v1<,u*1* **o art alleged to be candidates for survivalbut In feet Include oalnly persons who died during wartlne. (See tab A.)

The 324-itaue. list consists of a aix of cases that Include Individuals what*

mrtiM P*p*®»* known to have died duringwrtj*®r In persons for whoa there Is no analytic basis to indieat*
*m '**• “» •» c«*«defed potential a^teslorhluiMsurvived the loss incident, capture and/or captivity. The Individual saoong thelast group—those who can be considered potential candidates for live —

*

«ate up less than 50* of those on thT32^
|"

(
*|
twly b**n 1dent,f,*d hy the Oep^rtoent of Defense as priority discrepancy

s5i^5
®??S°r 5» aril* based Its list on several factors, soaw of which are

DIA has conducted t . detailed and comprehensive all-snure* onsiucie ««

inforle?*
0
«

*

'

B" liable 0B hH (ndividuaIs on the 324-nane 1 1st This““PHses wartlae and postwar reporting and data collected durtno
jolntln-eountry Investigations and froo archival research. OIA has also drawn

,

2!r?
d had been thoroughly ddhrldftd^and their reporting had been cross' checked and analyzed. •

r «vt iei«u
.

Bas^ on this thorough review of the entire range of all-source Intel
available tod«y. OIA has detemined the following

9
^aHIng t^U^1?""

The mains of five of the Individuals naaed on the list hiw Dmi.
returned to their fannies, (See Tab 6.)

* list have been

!" ?J*T 50* pf the listed cases^ the Individuals either died In their

(SeeTabVj
th,r* •xUt* "° »««1yt1c basis to indicate survival.

of ^tj» listed eases are eoong the priority discrepancy casesIn which there exists an analytic basis to suggest the Individuals aright

2SSSV= •>* considered potential candidates for survival of the loss
• incident, capture, and/or captivity. (See Tab 0.) Many of the priority
discrepancy cases are not Identified on the 324-naae list.

' P
.

th* C*"* ^accounted for Inwermlne which persons could potentially have survived their Incidents and
becooe captives, .These have been identified as pr^i^dKaOw taseV and

Fd^ fSu te!oStlJlg!
nVeStl9,t<0nS 0Ut * th* CIMWcPj#<"t T«k

-
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TAB B

NAMES OF PERSONS WHOSE REMAINS HAVE BEEN REPATRIATED

~ BUT WHO APPEAR ON THE 324-NAME LIST

PRODUCED BY THE OFFICE OF SENATOR BOB SMITH



AMPREWS. WILLIAM R, REMAINS . REPATRIATED SEPTEMBER 1990

JOHNS... VERNQN Z. REMAINS REPATRIATED APRIL 1969.

KOONS., PALE Fi REMAINS REPATRIATED APRIL 1988.

MAMIYA. JOHN M. REMAINS REPATRIATED MARCH 1988.

HCLEARY GEORGF 0 REMAINS REPATRIATED JULY 1988.
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TAB C

'
'

:
NAMES OF PERSONS WHO DID NOT SURVIVE BUT

APPEAR ON THE 324-NAME LIST

» PRODUCED BV THE OFFICE OF SENATOR BOB SMITH
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SjBSSggggasisKvsA!

ifSSMiS®8l
gg?MSSSSSs
sraMraPt
mmmmrn
sa'sSISSsSaS
SSlSPJlMtis
CANDIDATES TO^VIVAL

™° $EC0H^- *“ SIX PERSONS ABOARD ARE POOR

CREWATE $1JAN, WO EVENTUALLY DIED IN CAPTIVITY IN

sSSS
ARNSTRONG SURVIVED, l£T AUME THAT HE HAOBEa INTOVIEMEdT

3 WICH IWM('ATES
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AMY. ROBERT (1156): DISAPPEARED FROM RADAR VIEW WHILE ON BOMBING MISSION A
CORRELATING ENTRY IS FOUND ON SRV MILITARY REGION IV SHOOTMWNLW INDICATING
SHOOTOWI AND DEATH OF TOO CREWMEN. EARLY RETURNEE NORRIS CHARLES? BASEDON A
n^IJ^^IZ®^I^CAPTIVEriDENTIFIED*AN“AIft'FORCEMAjORXVERYASBEIfWAPOW

ft

HE RECALLED LAST NAME ONLY, AND INITIALLY THIS WAS THOUGHT TO RELATE TO ROBERT
D. AVERY. RANK AND SERVICE ARE WRONG. HOWEVER, AND NO CORROBORATING INFO WAS
OBTAINED FROM ANY OTHER RETURNEE. CHARLES, WH LE A CAPTIVE?WAS CHARGIB WITH
KEEPING A "MEMORY LIST* OF FELLOW PRISONERS MOST OF HIS HAMS WERE VALIDATED-

-

:

Af;EEW.r INCLUDHIG:-THIS:ONEj;WERE'NOTvvr^rrf-'

AM?. RICHARD (1596); AIRCRAFT DISAPPEARED WHILE ON RECONNAISSANCE MISSION NEAR
Dffi ON LW/VN BORDER AREA. RADIO HANOI ANNOUNCED CORRELATING SHOOTDOWN, BUT DID
NOT INDICATE FATE OF CREW. RETURNEE HYATT RELATED HEARSAY THAT "AYERS" WAS A
PRISONER AT OJ LOC (THE 200) IN 1972; THIS WAS NOT CORROBORATED BY ANY OTHER
RETURNEE, fr-i

'

AYRES. 6ERAIP (1879): C-I30 AIRCRAFT HIT BY HISSILE DURING A NIGHTTIME
RECONNAISSANCE-HISSION. PIU)T-ORDEREO-BAILOUT,ASSECONDEXPLOSIONSEPARATED
RIGHT WING FROM AIRCRAFT. A LARGER EXPLOSION THEN BLEW THREE CREWMEN FROM THE
AIRCRAFT AS IT FELL TO THE GROUND, EXPLODED, AND BURNED. AYRES, THE ILLUMINATOR
OPERATOR, IS NOT A STRONG CANDIDATE FOR SURVIVAL. THOUGH THOUGHT BY ONE RETURNEE
TO HAVE BEEN HELD CAPTIVE IN HOA LO PRISON, THIS WAS NOT CORROBORATED BY ANY
OTHER RETURNEE:;

~ " —• -r ^—r

—

B&LCOH. . RALPH (0340): : AIRCRAFT DISAPPEARED WHILE CLIMBING UP THROUGH CLOUD
LAYER. SHORT BEEPER SIGNAL HEARD BY ONE WINGMAN, BUT SAR FORCES WERE UNABLE TO
HEAR OR LOCATE. THREE WEEKS LATER PATHET LAO RADIO ANNOUNCED SHOOTDOWN OF
AIRCRAFT WHICH CORRELATES TO BALCOM. LITTLE ELSE KNOWN OF THIS CASE; NO EVIDENCE
OF SURVIVAL.

'

•

BANCROFT. WILLIAM (1675): AIRCRAFT WAS HIT WHILE ON A LOW-LEVEL RECONNAISSANCE
MISSION. WINGMAN SAW INITIAL EXPLOSION IN THE AIR AND THEN AN "ALL-CONSUMING
EXPLOSION ON THE GROUNO." HE SAW NO CHUTES AND HEARD NO BEEPERS. BASED ON
WINGMAN'S REPORT, BOTH CREtMEN DECLARED KIA/BNR. THE SIGINT REPORT REFERRED TO
OOES NOT RELATE TO THIS CASE, BUT TO AN RLAF T*28 DOWN THE SAME DAY.

MBfi PAUL (1465): AIRCRAFT WAS ON VISUAL RECONNAISSANCE MISSION OVER LAOS.
WHILE CONVERSING WITH NAKHON PHANOM AIR BASE CONTROLLER; TRANSMISSION ABRUPTLY
STOPPED AND AIRCRAFT DISAPPEARED FROM CONTROLLER'S RADAR. CONSISTENT WITH THE
MISSING-IN-ACTION STATUS ASSIGNEO TO THIS CREW, THERE IS NO FIRM INDICATION AS
TO WHETHER OR NOT THEY SURVIVED THE CRASH OF THEIR AIRCRAFT. THE MENTION OF
MAJOR PAUL W. BANNON'S NAME DURING CLOSED-OOOR TESTIMONY IN 1981 RESULTED FROM
THE OBSERVATION OF SIMILARITY TO A REFUGEE'S MENTION OF A "IT COLONEL PAUL W.
MERKLAND" ALLEGED TO BE IN DETENTION. THIS CORRELATION APPEARS TO BE HIGHLY
SPECULATIVE, AND HAS NEVER BEEN CORROBORATED BY ARY OTHER EVIDENCE.

BARBER. HOWARD (0587); OBSERVERS OF THIS HELICOPTER INCIDENT INDICATED THAT NO
ONE COULD HAVE SURVIVED. NO EVIDENCE, THEN OR SINCE, HAS EVER BEEN ACQUIRED TO
CONTRADICT THE FINDING THAT ALL CREWMEN WERE KIA/BNR.
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®SSS-SH

mfflmmmsm
mg* : AIRCRAFT CRASH LANDED AFTER BEING SHOT DOWN nN pcrhu

SSI*™
HORIM T^cS5lls

rcLESS LVIM6m °0WHE0 AIRCRAFT- WNKER "wK!

» NEIt (1505):; AIRCRAFT HADE A STRAFING PASS AGAINST A ccm itm riDrrr
-'•sW

AGR “toKSSSS* FL00DING - W0 0FFICIALS **•

g?fe jOHH (19*4): AIRCRAFT SHOT DOWN AND CRA$H-LANDEO ON A RIDGE CARROLLSURVIVED THE CRASH, REPORTED HE WAS UNDER FIRE BY THF PNPMY riit TMTcuncn rn mav

".ra^KSwS'ir.SE
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CHAMPION. .HUES (1742): TEAM CAME UNDER FIRE AFTER BEING INSERTED INTO A hot
LANDING ZONE. UNDER SIEGE BY ENEMY FORCES, CHAMPION WAS LASTSEEN ON iNE SECOND
DAY WHEN HE MOVED FROM THE AREA TO SEEK WATER. ANOTHER AMERICAN CAPTURED nionSr

HIS «£L«se that hJTnô S&e ofWiSl******

LATER, ; FOUND AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE, BUT NO SIGN OF PILOT. SEARCH PARTY NOTED THAT
SEVERAL PIECES OF WRECKAGE WERE BOOBY-TRAPPED. WHILE SOME INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
WOULD. INDICATE THAT THE SRV SHOUU) HAVE KNOWL^ OF^IS ^Ttoe IS NO
CREDIBLE EVIDENCE OF CAPTURE, OR OF ANY SIGHTING OF CHESTNUT AFTER THEWAR.

CLARKE. FREP (1340): INCIDENT INVOLVED A MID-AIR COLLISION OF TWO AIRCRAFT THF

^ rescued shortly AFTER THE WCIONT hfrS that
DURIIR5 HIS OESCENT, HE SAW ANOTHER PARACHUTE BELOW HIM BUT HE DID WT KNOW FROM

MAYHAVE COIC. AIRANO GROUND SAR EFFORTS FOUND NO

nroSrr?^!SJjs™®^)»
: DOES~NOT-(ttET CRITERIA FOR-LAST-KNOWN- ALIVE.—RETURNEEoKSeM

m3?-ei

NO EVIDENCE TO INDICATE COUANORE SURVIVED INCIDENT.
RETURNEE REPORTED RECEIVING COLLAMORE'S NAME VIA TAP CODE IN HOA Lo PRISON NO
otherreturnee reported collamore as being in toe prioti systbl it tSb tS

COOK. DWIGHT THERE IS .NO SIGINT INTERCEPT THAT CORRELATES TO THIS

wwiraure ^ S^ AHfr CWLSrtEp; H0^^ePER;^|«

gwffiojasa. (1771): HO REPORT OF CORNWELL BY ANY RETURNEE. SAR TEAM LOCATED

PW REPORT0> THE NAME "CRAMER* AS PART OF A MEMORY

i«SSnoc ru SSlfu SfS!???* 0,1 CWMER - CRAMER'S CREWMEMBER'S BODY WASHED
IKDICATI^ the aircraft was downed at sea. while the

£r
A
5Em.i?

SS APE NOT ABSOLUTE. THERE IS NO SOUND ANALYTICAL
PgASON TO BELIEVE HE SURVIVED. EVEN THOUGH THE RETURNEE WAS CERTAIN THE SPELLING

SfruoiTEw ».SL5£
EIVB) BESWI «TH "C," THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THE NOTE WAS

SlsS
T

SYSTEM
BeED' GWAW>W* A RETURNEE, WAS HELD IN THE NORTH VIETNAM
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SJndinG^ZONE/ UNOER^SIEGE^BY**ENEMY TO^RCR
™ A™ BEING INSERTED INTO A HOT

JAY WHEN HE MOVED FROM-THE AREA^Ea^tPffi^T SEa ONWSECOW
THIS INCIDENT REPORTED UPON HIS RELEASE tuat

AMERICAN CAPTURED DURING
coNsisTENTWiTHTHEm
WHETHER CHAMPION SURVIVED THIS INCIDENT^

™ERE IS N.0 FIRM INDICATION AS TO

UNKNWN
T

CAUSK °ON TMCRESTOf'a WLL ''^RniiMr^MDT^
510^ AIRCRAFT CRASHED FROM

iATER, POUND AIRCRAFT S«E BUT no
^ SITE THREE DAYS

DURING HIS DESCENT, HE SAW ANOTHER PAWrHin-Pna^, IJJ
CIDENT - HE REPORTED THAT

WHICH AIRCRAFT THE CHUTEMwS HE 0ID NOT KNOW FROM- EVIOENCE OF SURVIVORS;
" -HAVE XOHE. AIR AND- GROUND SAR EFFORTS FOUND NO

^BILLTOTE^O?^IL^CODY" H«fi^ ^^EE
.
FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF' COADY IN THE PRIsOn^SYctcm

^

E
Jn

A
iVrucn

A
Brt'

0R A LIST - NO
'

incident
•

«r

T^Im'8UN0THER
16

PWIN FEB 72^ WWa” S^RF^TH^WH 0M N0TE PASSE0
"C

M
NOT WITH *'K

11 ANfiTHPD ml/ DcnnoTcr?^
^HE SPELLING HE RECEIVED BEGAN WITH

BANK, no other returnek^^ Ta;«T4LAcL^t of a «®o«^
ASHORE IN SOUTH VIETNAM INDICATING W ATPrpS

Mu^^PBER S B0DY WASHED
CIRCUMSTANCES OF CRAMER-S LOSS ARE NOTSm WiSco°c°™EB AT EEA - WHILE THE
REASON TO BELIEVE HrsURVIVED EVEN TMU$ wr N

,°„
S0UND ANALYTICAL

OF: “CRAMER" HE RECEIVE BEGANSKSf ^, ER
J«NJHE SPELLING

ACCURATELY RENDERED GAUWDKRJWra abctiS u.,
N
?,/

SSURANCE THE NOTE WAS
PRISON SYSTEM.

•

KRAMER, A RETURNEE, WAS HELD IN THE NORTH VIETNAM



CBKaWk- RgrEB
t
(19S3): THE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE ANALYZED BY THE SAR TEAM AT THEX™E;'WWHAFT SUFFERED A MASSIVE AND SUDDEN CATASTROPHIC

T0 ^ GR0UND IMMEDIATELY, 80UNCED ONCE AND LANDED
UPSIDE DOWN. THE SAR TEAM ALSO WITNESSED AT LEAST 3 BODIES AT THE SITE. A

THEFATE0F ADDITIONAL CREWNEN MAY SOON
— ®*^-®r-rgsI^IVEJNDICATIONS-OF-CREW-SURVIVAL.-AND-
THE PHYMCAL DATA COLLECTED AT THE CRASH SITE, THERE IS LITTLE REASON TO BELIEVE
THAT ANY OF THE CRB# SURVIVED THE* LOSS INCIDENT. RADIO INTERCEPTS, MISTAKENLY
THOUGHT BY SOME TO REFER TO THE BARON 52 INCIDENT, DO NOT PERTAIN,

CROCKETT. WILLIAM (1913): INFORMATION IN THE INTERCEPTED MESSAGE INDICATES THE

jjjBff AIRCRAFT lost wing, hit ground, skipped into river,
no PARACHUTES, NO BEEPERS.

flisim CLIFTON (0471): ONE RETURNEE REPORTS HEARSAY THAT CUSHMAN'S NAME SEEN
ON LIST OF ROWS EITHER SEEN, TALKED TO, OR LIVED WITH. ANOTHER RETURNEE
IDENTIFIED AS HAVING INFORMATION ON CUSHMAN REPORTS NO^KNOWLEDGE OF HIM. JOINT
INVESTIGATION OF INCIDENT INDICATES CUSHMAN WAS KILLED IN CRASH OF AIRCRAFT.

PWIES . (1182): HR4 SHOOTOOWN RECORD ENTRY LISTS DAVIES AND HIS CREWMEMBER

OBSERVED GROUND EXPLOSION. V

; DAVIDSON. DAVIP (1663); THIS 5IGINT DOES NOT CORRELATE TO THIS INCIDENT. TWO

AIRCRAFT IN THE AIR THAT THE OTHER AMERICAN HAD BEEN HIT
AND HAD FALLEN OFF A CLIFF. HE THEN REPORTED "I'VE BEEN HIT AND IN THE WORST
WAY." THERE WERE SEVERAL GROANS AND THEN THE RADIO WENT DEAD. TWO INDIGENOUS
TEAM HEraERS WHO EVADED CAPTURE CONFIRMED BOTH MEMBERS HAD BEEN SERIOUSLY,
PERHAPS MORTALLY, WOUNDED.

.

.
- ,v'.

PAVIS. EDGAR (1279): THE AIRCRAFT WAS STRUCK BY ENEMY GROUND FIRE AND BEGAN

?5^IN
^,r°PnJi

!D£IR- -™E PILOT WITIATEO -EJECTION AND WAS RESCUED A SHORT-TIME
,WER.

•

HE DID NOT KNOW IF DAVIS, THE NAVIGATOR, SURVIVED THE EJECTION. A BEEPER
“Af BWEFLY HEARD BY SAR FORCES, HOWEVER, NEITHER DAVIS NOR THE AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE

,
WAS LOCATED. THERE IS NO INDICATION THAT DAVIS SURVIVED THE CRASH.

: WARTIME PHOTO RECEIVED SHOWING DICKSON'S DEAD BODY BEINGDICKSON. EDWARD

PULLED FROM .THE SEA.

BIMAN . PAVIP (1408): SAR TEAM LOCATED DINAH'S DEAD BODY HANGING IN THE TREES;
UNABLE TO RECOVER DUE TO APPROACHING ENEMY. •

PPNAHUE. MORGAN (1340): NO EVIDENCE TO CONCLUDE DONAHUE SURVIVED MIDAIR

SS
LL

c.
S
JS!i’ ifln-

SISHJINS NEfORTS PURPORTED TO BE OONAHUE HAVE BEEN IN RESPONSE

« D REWARD 0FFERS POSTED BY THE FAMILY. NO REPORTS CONTAINED
.

SUFFICIENT INFORMATION SUBJECT TO INDEPENDENT CONFIRMATION.

PWLEYi JAMES (0372): RETURNEE MENTIONED AS HAVING FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE SAYS HE
DOES NOT. DOOLEY CRASHED IN COASTAL WATERS OFF NORTH VIETNAM. IMPROBABLE HE
SURVIVED INCIDENT.

EDWARDS, HARRY (0500): EDWARDS NO SHOW IN PRISON SYSTEM. ALL EVIDENCE INDICATES
EDWARDS DIED IN INCIDENT.
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(0629): DIA BELIEVES RETURNEE SAW PHOTO OF “HANOI PARADE" TN uuiru
HE CLAIMS TO HAVE SEEN ELLISON: ALL INDIVIDUALS FROM tUNni PARinciSc .rrJKJS
FOR. CHINESE GOVERNHENT QUESTIONED MO ^ ACCOIIMTEO

SS;.rWJ^): RETUrIeE REPORTED HEARSAY NAME "FOX " VIETNAMFSF
SIWTRIATED REMAINS ASSOCIATED WITH FOULKS. THE REMAINS INDICATE HIBHTmpaFt
CRASH. QUANTITY INSUFFICIENT TO CORRELATE TO .PCRIL^!** jS^ALYSIS^CONTINUIMG^^

EME . BRUCE (1542): PARARESCUEMAN REPORTED SEEING FRYAR'S DEAD BODY HANRTNn

GASSMAN. -EBffl (1663): THIS SIGINT DOES NOT CORRELATE TO THIS INCIDENT -runWPRF ON A .inTirr VTCnJiMCCC-lueDTrAU nr^m.1. A *

AMERICAN RADIOED TO:U .5. AIRCRAFT IN THE AI^T^tTi^ OOIB1 AHERIMN NADSEEN HIT

ffiKIEL_MJ3 (1920): AIRCRAFT HIT BY LIGHTNING OVERWATER. NO VISUAL RADIO

tnpItTrrti*?^^^
EVER HADE WITH AIRCRAFT. SIGINT CORRELATED TO THIS INCIDENT

1®2") :

v “ES NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE POW
RETURNEE PHILLIP SMITH CLAIMED TO HAVE HEARD ON PEKING RADIO AND READ IN a
PEKING BULLETIN, THAT AN A-3B HAD BEEN SHOT DOWN BETWEEN HAINAN*AND CHINA THP
CREW WAS- REPORTEDLY CAPTURED. UPON SMITH'S RELEASE HE OUESnONFD HTS mot™
ABOUT THE REPORT; TREY DENIED

_
ANY.KNO^mV^OT^THE INCKENT^^SMITH^SaD^NO •

ATsrD^u
K
n
N
T
0W
r^?

E 0F m CREWHEHBER- GENERALLY RELIABLE SOURCES
1

INDICATE
:

AIRCRAFT SHOT DOWN. HOWEVER, THE SOURCE DIO NOT MENTION FATE OF CRFW thrfp
CREWMEMBERS ARE MISSING AND ONE CREWMEMBER 1

S REMAINS WERE RETURNED BY CHINA.

(1959): GOULD’S NAME WAS NOT REPORTED ON ANY LIST BY A RFTURNFF
THE RETURNEE WHO MENTIONED GOULD'S NAME WAS INFORMED OF GOULD'S STATUS PRIOR TO
BEING SHOT DOWN HIMSELF, HE DID NOT HEAR ABOUT GOULO IN JHE PRISON. SYSTEM.

SAR EFFORTS, GRACE FELL OFF A JUNGLE PENETRATOR FROMA HEIGHT OF APPROXIMATELY 300 FEET INTO TRIPLE CANOPY JUNGLE NO FURTHER CONTACTW&WE • WITH. HIM. THE PHOTO, #77. CLAIMED TO BE GRACE BY HIS Wirt
POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED IN THE SUMMER 1990 AS BEING RETURNEE MARKHAM GARTLEY.

rc^c
'

cu^fn^95
?.; i,“

2S NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE. INTERCEPT

,:cwmm «»«

HARRIS. .JEFFREY (1848): DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE AIRCRAFT
WAS SHOT DOWN BY A MIG-19 AND CREW DID NOT RESPOND TO 1^10 CALLS NO PARACHUTK
SEEN OR BEEPERS HEARD. INTERCEPT CITED LIKELY CORRELATES TO DIFFERENT AIRCRAFT
SHOT DOWN ON THE SAME OAY; CREWMEMBER FROM THIS INCIDENT RETURNED TN 1973.



HARRIS. REUBEN (0299): DOES HOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE. ROW RETURNEE
PHILLIP SMITH CLAIMED TO HAVE HEARD ON PEKING RADIO, AND READ IN A PEKING
_BULLETIN,THALAN_A-3B^HAD.BEEN_SH0TD0WNBETWEENHAINAN-AND. CHINA THE-CREWWAS-
REPORTEDLY CAPTURED. UPON SMITH'S RELEASE, HE QUESTIONED HIS CAPTORS ABOUT THE
REPORT, THEY DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE INCIDENT. SMITH HAD NO FIRSTHAND
KNOWLEDGE OF ANY CREWMEMBER. GENERALLY RELIABLE SOURCES INDICATE AIRCRAFT SHOT
DOWN; HOWEVER, THE SOURCE DIO NOT MENTION FATE OF CREW. THREE CREWMEMBERS ARE
MISSING AND ONE CREWMEMBER'S REMAINS WERE RETURNED BY CHINA.

HARRISON. DONALD 113141; DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE.
' POW

RETURNEE WESLEY RUMBLE BELIEVED HARRISON NFI WAS IDENTIFIED TO HIM IN LATE 1967.
INCIDENT DATE FOR HARRISON, DONALD 1. IS 681029.

HELWIO. ROGER (1488): WITNESSES SAW AIRCRAFT HIT THE GROUND WITH THE CANOPY IN
PLACE; NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD OR PARACHUTES DEPLOYED. THIS IS CONSISTENT WITH THE
KILLED-IN-ACTION/BODY NOT RECOVERED STATUS ASSIGNED TO THIS CREWMAN. DOES NOT
MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE. NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO SUPPORT CREW ALIVE
'ONrGROUNDrr^TTT^^

HENT2. RICHARD (1715): INTERCEPTS OF VIETNAMESE RADIO TRANSMISSIONS INDICATE ALL
CREWMEMBERS IN THIS INCIDENT WERE KILLED. FIVE CREWMEMBERS ON NIGHTIME MISSION
OVER NORTH VIETNAM.. RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED EXPLOSION IN MIDAIR. NO SIGH OF
CRASHSITE OR CREW EVER DISCOVERED. TOW OF THREE MESSAGES INDICATE ALL
CREWMEMBERS KILLED. THIRD ICSSAGE DOES NOT CORRELATE TO THIS INCIDENT. HR4
SHOOTDOWN RECORD INDICATES ALL FIVE CREWMEMBERS KILLED.

HERPLP.-RICHARP (1917): BEFORE THE OIF IN THIS INCIDENT CRASHED OVER LAOS, ONE
PARACHUTE WAS SEEN DEPLOYED BUT NO ELECTRONIC BEACON SIGNALS WERE HEARD. THE
CRASH SITE WAS FOUND BUT THERE WERE NO TRACES OF CAPT. HEROLO. NO ANALYTICAL
BASIS TO CONFIRM SURVIVAL.

HESS. FREDERICK (1418): OTHER CREWMEMBER OF F4D SAW HESS EJECT BUT DID NOT SEE
ANOTHER PARACHUTE DEPLOY. HE WAS UNABLE TC MAKE ANY CONTACT WITH HESS BEFORE HE
WAS RECOVERED. SEARCH,AND RESCUE EFFORTS HAD TO BE SUPENDED BECAUSE OF HOSTILE
ACTIVITY IN AREA. /

HICKS. TERRIN (1248): COPILOT SHANAHAN SAW HICKS' PARACHUTE COLLAPSE AFTER
EJECTION BUT HE COULD NOT GET TO HIM OF HEAVY GROUND FIRE. MR4 HAS RECORD OF
SHOOTDOWN AND BURIAL OF HICKS' REMAINS,

HOLLEY. TILDEN (0998): OURING A NIGHT MISSION, HOLLEY WAS FLYING LEAD DROPPING
FLARES OVER TARGET. HIS WINGMAN SAW HIM DROP BACK TO CHECK THE FLARES, SAW A
"STREAK OF ORANGE GLOW AND HEARD A WEAK ELECTRONIC SIGNAL. WEATHER AND TIME OF
DAY PROHIBITED AN EXTENSIVE SEARCH. TWO RETURNEES REPORTED HEARING HOLLEY'S NAME
IN PW SYSTEM BUT THERE WAS NO FIRSTHAND CONTACT.

HOLMES. FREDERICK (1793): HOLMES AND HIS CO-PILOT WERE HIT BY ENEMY FIRE OVER
COASTAL NVN WATERS. BOTH MEN WERE SEEN BY SAR HELICOPTER IN THEIR PARACHUTES.
THE CO-PILOT WAS RESCUED. HOLMES' LIFE RAFT WAS LATER FOUND ATTACHED TO THE
EJECTION SEAT BUT HIS PARACHUTE WAS MISSING. NO EVIDENCE OF HOLMES WAS SEEN.
NO OTHER RETURNEES REPORTED HOLMES 'NAME IN THE PRISON COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM.
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INDICATION THAT PERSONNEL SURVIVED TOWWlbENT/
'***' ™ERE IS N0

ASSOCIATED REFNO 1968, A RETURNEE.

TO
gg[vrVIDUAL’ THEY evioenceto^

AM) HE WAS UNCONSCIOUS. PILOT COULD NOT FEEL AWPuSk WTFB 1SOTMrre«
PR
°2?S«

jMHESi BOBBY (1949): PASSENGER IN F4D SHOT 00WN NAME MENTTONPn by c«jc

tissgexrarassk •«*?«“ **s

ifflHffiS S''™*'
BULLETIN, THAT AN A-3B HAD BEEN SHOTDOWNBEmIeN HAINANANncHiNi^ tuiAdcuu*.
RffORTEDLYCAFTURED. UPON SNIThTiSe!tMOUBTiS

R

s (fcoSSSi
REPORT, THEY DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE INCIDENT SHITOHW iK 2?Mn
!22S

LEOSiSY GENERALLY RELIABtf SOURCESTStjURcSHSDOWN. HOWEVER, THE SOURCE DID NOT MENTION FATE OFCREW TORFF fBaMwococ Sc
MISSING AND ONE CREWMEMBER’S REMAINS WERE RETURNED W dm!!®

“M®8®S *“

apgg« ™™ra «* »™^ss"s?^s
Battm^ *“I

"l
r

r^l?GE ?NFIWS SHUTDOWN BUT PROVIDED NOiNrURnATION ON THE STATUS OF THE CREW. ASA ON STRIKE MISSION ni/eo t ine

mrHT?Hin
T
p^nren *S2

H
S»iS^

MS®SR' *** SAID HE COULD NOT VERIFY

EScrJlN^fSI^W^ IM WITH H« AFtS’hKTJS
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KIER. LARRY (1613): THERE IS HO ANALYTICAL EVIDENCE TO CONCLUDE THAT KIER
SURVIVED HIS LOSS INCIDENT. PFC KIER WAS LOST IN A GROUND INCIDENT WHEN HIS
POSITION LOCATED NEAR1AN-AMMO .DUMP_WAS-HII.WITH . AN RPG; - THE RESULTING EXPLOSION
TRIGGERED A SECOND EXPLOSION

.
AND A SUBSEQUENT; FIRE. A TWO DAY SEARCH OF THE AREA

DIO NOT PRODUCE ANY TRACE OF KIER.

KNUTSON. RICHARD (1978): KNUTSON WAS PART OF THE CREW OF A UH1H THAT WAS HIT BY
AAA AND 2 SA-7S. THE HELICOPTER- BROKE INTO TWO PIECES. BECAUSE OF HOSTILE
GROUND FIRE AN AERIAL SEARCH WAS CONOUCTED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. THERE WERE TWO
OTHER INDIVIDUALS NAMEO KNUTSEN/KNUTSON LISTED AS MISSING; ONE WAS DECLARED DEAD,

BODY NOT RECOVERED ANO ONE WAS A RETURNEE,

KRY5ZAK. THEODORE (0354): THE CREW WAS GIVEN OROERS TO BAIL OUT OF THE BURNING
AIRCRAFT, BUT NO PARACHUTES WERE SEEN BY OBSERVERS. NO INTELLIGENCE HAS EVER
BEEN ACQUIRED TO CLARIFY THE FATE OF THE MEN IN THIS CRASH OR TO SUGGEST ANY WERE
EVER CAPTURED. THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO INDICATE SURVIVAL.

KUBLEY: ROY (05871: OBSERVERS OF THIS- HELICOPTER INCIDENT INDICATED THAT NO ONE

COULD HAVE SURVIVED. NO EVIDENCE, THEN OR SINCE, HAS EVER BEEN ACQUIRED TO
CONTRADICT THE FINOING THAT ALL CREWMEN WERE KIA/BNR.

LAWRENCE. BRUCE (12221: LAWRENCE'S WINGHAN AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE SQUADRON SAW

HIS AIRCRAFT TAKE A DIRECT HIT WHICH WAS FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. THEWINGMAN
THEN ALL HE SAW WAS A FIREBALL. NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD AND NO PARACHUTES WERE
SEEN. ANOTHER F4 WAS SHOT DOWN THE SANE DAY IN THE SANE GENERAL AREA AND THE
PILOTS WERE CAPTURED WHICH MAY ACCOUNT FOR THE APPARENT DISCREPANCY IN THE
REPORTS. -

LEESER. LEONARD (1SS2): THE RESCUE HELICOPTER WAS SHOT DOWN BY A MIG WHILE IN

A HOLDING PATTERN AWAITING CLEARENCE TO iNITIATE THE RESCUE. THE HELD EXPLODED

IN THE AIR BEFORE PLUMNETING TO THE GROUND. NO CHUTES WERE SEEN, BUT A BEEPER

SIGNAL WAS HEARD FOR ABOUT TWO SECONDS. ALL SIX PERSONS ABOARD ARE POOR

CANDIDATES FOR SURVIVAL.

LEHON. JEFFREY (1743): PILOTS ON THE SAME MISSION SAW LEMON'S FA CRASH AND BURN.

THE INTERCEPT MESSAGE CITED DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO THIS INCIDENT. THEIR AIRCRAFT

CRASHEO AND A WINGHAN OBSERRVED THE BURNING WRECKAGE. NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD NOR

WERE ANY PARACHUTES SEEN.

LERNSR. IRWIN (1955): B-52 HIT BY SAM, BURST INTO FIREBALL AND CRASHED.

SURVIVOR HEARD EXPLOSION DOWNSTAIRS PRIOR TO HIS EJECTION. TWO OF THE

CREWMEMBERS WERE CAPTURED IMMEDIATELY, OTHER FOUR CREW WERE LISTEO AS MIA.

SURVIVING CREW ARE LIKELY SOURCES OF THE NAME WITHIN THE PW SYSTEM.

LESTER. RODERICK (1912): A6E WAS LOST OVER NORTH VIETNAM IN MIDST OF HEAVY AAA

AND BAD WEATHER. THE TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT DO NOT CORRESPOND

TO THE INFORMATION IN THE INTERCEPTED MESSAGE. NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO CONFIRM

SURVIVAL. ' V -
'

'

LEWANDQWSKi. LEONARD (0497): LEWANDOWSKI WENT SWIMMING WITH TWO OTHER MARINES

NEAR THE MOUTH OF THE CUA VIET RIVER. NONE OF THE BODIES WERE RECOVERED.
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MrnfWAl D. JOSEPH (1842): RETURNEE* $ IDENTIFICATION OF HCDONA14)" . DOES NOT

OTR^^D-TOJHISINDIVIDUAUJliEpHYSiCALDECRIPTlON^D MCKGIWWDINFOM1ATIOH

PROVIDED DO HOT HATCH JOSEPH MCDOHALD AT ALL. HO AHAlYTICAl BASIS TO CONFIRM

SURVIVAL y?

MfElUATH JAMES (1952): Fill LOST OVER WATER ACCORD1HS TO 7TH AIR FORCE RESCUE

COORDIHATlSTcEHTER. .
SAR EFFORTS DISCOHTIHUED AFTER 4 DAYS.

MCPHFRSON EVERETT (02791 : RETURNEE THOUGHT HE HEARD THIS HAHE BUT IT WAS HOT

HOTIO^ BY WOHE ELSE IH THE PRISOH 5YTEM. THERE IS HO AHALYTICAL BASIS TO

BELIEVE INDIVIDUAL WAS A PW.

MELTON TODD (1983): THE PHYSICAL EVIDEHCE ANALYZED BY THE SAR TEAM AT THE

CRASHSITE IWlIOffB THAT THE AIRCRAFT SUFFERED A MASSIVE AHD SUDDEN CATASTROPHIC

FAILURE in SfcRWHED TO THE GROUHD IMMEDIATELY, BOUNCING OHCE AND UNDED

UPSIDE DOWN THE SAR TEAM ALSO WITNESSED AT LEAST 3 BODIES AT THE SITE. A

recwtvtsittothe^te^ioiicatesthatthefate-of-additionalcrewmenhaysooh

BEDETERHINED. GIVEN TO AKBKEOF POSITIVE INDICATIONS OF CREW SURVIVAL, AND

mpHmcALWA c^craArrHE crash site, there is little reason to believe

THAT ANY OF THE CREW SURVIVED THE LOSS INCIDENT^ RADIO INTgCEPTS, MISTAKENLY

THOUGHT BY SOME TO REFER TO THE BARON 52 INCIDENT, DO NOT PERTAIN .

MTTTHFI I. HARRY (2053): DID NOT REPORT FOR DUTY ON SHIP DOCKED IN GULF OF TONKIN,

jgfe NEVER CLOSER TwTsNH TO SHORE. CLASSIFIED AS NONBATTLE CASUALTY.

NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO CONFIRM SURVIVAL.

i MTY47AKT RONALD f05871 : OBSERVERS OF THIS HELICOPTER INCIDENT INDICATED THAT

survived” W) EVIDENCE. THEN OR SINCE, HAS EVER BEEN ACQUIRED

: TO aWTRADICT THE FINDING THATTALL CREWMEN WERE WA/BNR.
; ^ 1

.

MORFLAHO. JAMES (1040): FOLLOWING MORTAR ATTACK ON A

WERE CAPTURED AND FIVE WERE LISTED AS HISSING. THE MISSING PERSONNEL WERE IN

SEPARATE FIGHTING POSITIONS AROUND THE BASE CAMP. CAPTURED PERSONNEL WERE

INTIALLY HELD SEPARATELY AND THEN BROUGHT TOGETHER FOR MOVEMENT TO NORTH VIETNAM.

NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO CONFIRM SURVIVAL OF HISSING PERSONNEL.

JQBB12EXJKBEBI (1945): AIRCRAFT DISAPPEARED EN ROUTE TO A NIGmiME BOWING

TARGET. V1SUALAND ELECTRONIC SEARCH WERE UNSUCCESSFUL. ^ MILITARY REGINA

SHOOTDCMN LOG CONTAINS ENTRY WHICH CORRELATES TO THIS INCIDENT AND INDICATES

CREWNEN KILLED ON-SITE INVESTIGATION BY JOINT TEAM HAS DEDUCED THAT CREW

CAPSULE DID NOT SEPARATE FROM AIRCRAFT PRIOR

ALLEGING CAPTURE DO NOT CORRELATE TO THIS INCIDENT. MORRISSEY IS A POOR

CANDIDATE FOR SURVIVAL.

MQSSMAN HARRY (1912): A6E WAS LOST OVER NORTH VIETNAM IN MIDST OF HEAVY AAAAND

BAD WEATHK THE TTO, DATE. ANO LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT DO NOT CORRESPOND TO

Se WfSmATIW IN THE INTERCEPTED MESSAGE. NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO CONFIRM

SURVIVAL.

Mil itns HAROLD (0354): THE CREW WAS GIVEN ORDERS TO BAIL OUT OF THE BURNING

AIRCRAFT BUT NO PmOflireS WERE SEEN BY OBSERVERS. NO INTELLIGENCE HAS EVER

BESASlRffiTOClKMFATEOF THE MEN IN THIS Cl^ OR TO SUGGEST ANY WERE

EVER CAPTURED. THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO INDICATE SURVIVAL.
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tlffii-DENNIS (1803): DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN AUVE. LAST
TRANSMISSION FROM HIM INDICATED HE WAS PUNNING TO EJECT. NOT OUT OF AIRCRAFT
ASSMITHLISTSUSGESTSV THTERCEPTEDENEMYRECAPOFSHOOTOOWNSWITHINFIVEOAYS
OF PIKE'S SHOOTDOWN OATE. MENTIONS THAT THE PILOT FROM ONE SHOOTDOWN INCIOeiT
PARACHUTED, BUT NO MENTION IS MADE OF HIS FATE. THE PILOT FROM ANOTHER SHOOTDOWN
INCIDENT WAS REPORTED TO HAVE NOT BEEN RESCUED BY NIGHTFALL.

PITTMANN. ALLAN (0524) : AIRCRAFT LOST SEVEN MILES OFFSHORE IN THE SOUTH CHINA
SEA. SAR EFFORTS UNSUCCESSFUL IN LOCATING WRECKAGE; NO BEEPERS HEARD: NO
PARACHUTES OBSERVEO.

*

POBREBA. DEAN (0162): ALL RETURNEES REPORT HEARSAY INFORMATION THAT POGREBA WAS
LOST OVER CHINA ANO MAY HAVE BEEN CAPTURED OR KILLED; NO FIRSTHAND INFORMATION
AVAILABLE. PEKING RADIO CLAIMED THEY SHOT DOWN AN AIRCRAFT ON THE DAY POGREBA* S
AIRCRAFT WAS LOST; NO INDICATION OF THE STATUS OF THE CREW. POGREBA'S FUGHT
PLAN WOULD HAVE TAKEN HIM NO CLOSER THAN 30NM OF THE CHINESE BORDER ON EGRESS.
NO ANALYTICAL EVIDENCE TO CONCLWE THAT POGREBA SURVIVED HIS -LOSS INCIOENT.DIA
HAS NOT HAD ACCESS TO ANY SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE DISPOSITIONS; NO KNOWLEDGE OF
REFERENCES TO POGREBA.

PRESTON. JAMES (0339): DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN AUVE. AIRCRAFT
DISAPPEARED OVER LAOS.- PATHET LAO RADIO BROADCAST NOTED SHOOTDOWN, IDENTIFYING
BOTH DATE AND TYPE OF AIRCRAFT. BROADCAST REPORTEO ALL CREWMEMBERS DEAD. NAME
WAS MENTIONED BY SEVERAL RETURNEES IN THEIR INITIAL OEBRIEFS. HYATT, RISNER,
RIVERS, RUTLEDGE, AND SHUMAKER SAID THEY HEARD THE NAME PHONETICALLY SPELLED ON
THE VOICE OF VIETNAM OR THE CAMP RADIO •

,

PRUETL WILLIAM (1552): A CREWMEMBER ON A SAR HELICOPTER WHICH CRASHED TO EARTH
AFTER BEING STRUCK BY A MISSILE FROM A MIG AIRCRAFT. AT THE TIME OF THE
INCIDENT, ALL REPORTING INDICATED NO BEEPER OR PARACHUTES WERE OBSERVED DR
INTERCEPTED. MULTIPLE EYEWITNESSES SAM THE INCIDENT IN BROAD DAYLIGHT AM) SAW
THE HELD FALL 7000 FEET. ONLY A 1976 PAPER INDICATES THAT A BEEPER WAS HEARD FOR
A FEW SECONDS. THERE IS NO INDICATION WHERE THAT INFORMATION CAME FROM OR OF ITS
ACCURACY. A BEEPER EVEN FROM ON THE .GROUND, WOULD NOT BE CONCLUSIVE PROOF OF
CAPTURE. ADDITIONALLY, THE VIETNAMESE TURNED OVER THE MR4 SHOOTDOWN OOCUMENT
WHICH INDICATES ALL FIVE PERSONNEL WERE DEAD AT THE TIME OF INCIDENT. OVERALL
THE INFORMATION STRONGLY SUGGESTS THAT ALL CREW MEMBERS PERISHED IN THE 1NCIO0IT.
SEE ALSO HOLLY, BILL/LEESER, LEONARO/PRUETT, WILUAM/ANOERSON, GREGORY/SUTTON,
WILLIAM.-;

.

PUENTES. HANUFI. (1736): PUENTES WAS ONE OF FOUR LEFT BEHIND WHEN HIS PATROL WAS
FORCED TO WITHDRAW FOLLOWING AN AMBUSH. HE WAS LAST SEEN WOUNDED BUT MOVING
UNDER HIS OWN POWER SEEKING COVER. HE WAS NEVER SEEN AGAIN. CONSISTENT WITH THE
MISSING-IN-ACTION STATUS ASSIGNED, THERE WAS NO FIRM INDICATION THAT PUENTES
SURVIVED THIS INCIDENT.

"

RANSBOTTOH. FREDFRICK M171V THF RETURNEE, JULIUS LONG, WHO NAMED RANSBOTTOM
SAID HE WAS ON AN OPERATION AT THE ADJACENT BASE. HE DID NOT INDICATE THAT
RANSBOTTOM WAS CAPTURED OR HELD WITH LONG, ADDITIONALLY, IN HIS DEBRIEF, LONG
GIVES NO INFORMATION INDICATING THAT RANSBOTTOH WAS AUVE AFTER THE LOSS
INCIDENT.
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BaHWD, P/Wi (0829); RAYMOND WAS IN AN FAD FLYING TRAIL IN A NIGHT RECONNAISAHCF
MISSION, wen the lead aircraft turned in on the target, the PIUT SWA LARGF

HE' WAS UNABLE TO MAKE ANY CONTACT WITH RAYMOND* $ PLANE. THE^ MING FOR THE DOWNED AIRCRAFT'BUT NO PARACHUTES WERE
BEEPERS M^E HEARD. RAYHONO'S NAME WAS HENTIONED IN THE PRISON

SYSTBi BUT NO ONE EVER REPORTED ANY DIRECT CONTACT WITH HIH.

£50
>vWIL£ OH AN ARMED, NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE MISSION, CAPT REED

RADIOED THAT HE HAD LOST SIGHT OF THE TARGET MARKERS ON HIS FIRST PASS AND
RESTED JO HAKE ANOTHER PASS. NO FURTHER RADIO TRANSMISSIONS FROM CAPT REED'S

M®E RECEIVED. OTHER FLIGHT AIRCRAFT REPORTED SEEING A LARGE
EXPLOSION NEAR THE TARGET. ALL ATTEMPTED RADIO CONTACT WAS UNSUCCESSFUL.

“NS151®1 WTHTHE MISSING-IN-ACTION STATUS ASSIGNED TO
]MESE CREWMEN, THERE IS NO FIRM INDICATION THEY SURVIVED THE CRASH OF THEIR

mSSSEL.
THE ORDER TO BAIL OUT OF THE BURNING AIRCRAFT WAS GIVEN, BUT NO

SEEN BY OBSERVERS. A PATHET LAO PROPAGANDA BROADCAST INDICATED
ACCESSED THE SITE-AND HAD IDENTIFICATION MEDIA OF ONE INDIVIDUAL.

MO JJPfLLIGENCE HAS EVER BEEN ACQUIRED TO CONFIRM THE FATE OF THE MEN IN THIS
CRASH OR TQ SUGGEST AMY WERE EVER CAPTUREO. /*

BOSS.; JOSEPH <1243): ROSS AND ONE, CREWMEMBER WERE ON A NIGHT ARMED
RECONNAISSANCE MISSION OVER NORTH VIETNAM. ANOTHER CREW SAW A LARGE FIREBALL ON
THE GROUND NEAR THE INTENDED TARGET, THEN COULD NOT RAISE THEM ON THE RADIO NO
PARACHUTES OR BEEPERS WERE NOTED. THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL BWIS TO CONCLUDE
fj™®,OREWMAN SURVIVED. THE NAME "ROSS," SEEN ON A WALL AT "HEARTBREAK" (HOA
|MSON) , LIKELY RELATES TO ROSS R. TERRY, WHO WAS CAPTURED IN 1966 AND HELD

EXTENSIVELY AT HOA U> BEFORE HIS RELEASE IN 1973.

gWj;g[,. CHARLES (1600): RETURNEE SHOWN PRE-CAPTURE PHOTO OF ROWLEY; STATED HE
BEING OF SOMEONE IN A GROUP PROPAMNDA

PHOTO. NO OTHER RETURNEE (IN THAT PHOTO) REPORTED THE PRESENCE OF ROWLEY IN THE
PRISON. SYSTEM, NO EVIDENCE THAT. ROWLEY SURVIVED INCIDENT.

jgffltjff. SHELWN (0967): HELICOPTER WITH CREW OF FOUR AND ONE PASSENGER WAS HIT
BY GROUND FIRE AT 3,000 FEET ELEVATION. THE AIRCRAFT ENTERED INTO A VERTICAL
MVE. CRASHED, AND BURST IWEDIATELY INTO 10-20 FOOT FLAMES. THERE WAS NO RADIO

£2£J$IJ
URING OR AFTER DESCENT, AND NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD. THE WRECKAGE WAS

DESCRIBED AS A MASS OF BURNED METAL. NO SIGN OF LIFE WAS SEEN IN THE AREA
THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL BASIS TO CONCLUDE ANY OF THE CREW SURVIVED THE CRASH.

SCHUMANN. JOHN 100991;,

POWS.

SEBEL. HENRY (1811): INFORMATION CITED WHICH INDICATES CAPTURE CORRELATES TO A
SEPARATE INCIDENT (REFNO 1812).

iHAEER, PHILLIP (1132): ONLY INDICATION OF CAPTURE IS, A
:

RADIO BROADCAST BY AN
AMERICAN WHO WAS ORIGINALLY BELIEVED TO BE SHAFER. SUBSEQUENT ANALYSIS COUPLED
WITH SUBSEQUENT BROADCASTS INOICATE THE BROADCASTS WERE MADE BY ANOTHER U.S. ROW
(KAVANAUGH-RR). AN INVESTIGATION IN JUN ;1992 OF THE CRASH SITE TURNED UP
-PERSONNEL AFFECTS BELONGING TO SHAFER. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE ORIGINAL
ANALYSIS EQUATING SHAFER WITH THE BROADCAST

, THERE IS NO INFORMATION TO SUPPORT
THAT SHAFER SURVIVED OR WAS CAPTUREO.

KNOWN DIED IN CAPTIVITY BASED ON REPORTING BY OTHER U.S

•
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SHARK. EARL (1277): LISTED ON THE OFFICIAL DRVOIED IN CAPTIVITY LIST. MULTIPLE
SOURCES DURING THE WAR PROVIDEO INFORMATION WHICH CORRELATED TO THIS CASE AND
INDICATED THAT SHARK DIED FROM HIS WOUNDS SHORTLY AFTER BEING CAPTURED AND CARED
FORAFIELDHOSPITAL^ADDITIONALLY.'EYEWITNESSESTOHtSLOSSINCIDENTINDICATH
A HIGH,! PROBABILITY THAT HE WAS : MORTALLY WOUNDED BECAUSE HE WAS SHOT AT LEAST
TWICE AFTER HIS INITIAL. INJURY AMD: THEN A FRAGMENTATION GRENADE TOSSED BY HIS
PLATOON LEADER ACCIDENTALLY LANDED NEAR HIM. THE GRENADE WENT OFF CLOSE ENOUGH
TO HIM TO SET OFF THE SMOKE GRENADES ON HIS WEB BUILT. THIS INDIVIDUAL DOES NOT
MEET THE CRITERIA FOR LAST KNOWN ALIVE. '7 ..

SHINN. WILLIAM f 15521; A CREWMEMBER ON A SAR HELICOPTER WHICH CRASHED TO EARTH
AFTER BEING STRUCK BY A MISSILE FROM A MIG AIRCRAFT, AT THE TIME OF THE
INCIDENT, ALL REPORTING INDICATED NO BEEPER OR PARACHUTES WERE OBSERVED OR
INTERCEPTED. MULTIPLE EYEWITNESSES SAW THE INCIDENT IN BROAD DAYLIGHT AND SAW
THE HELO FALL 7000 FEET. THE REPORT THAT A BEEPER HAY HAVE BEEN HEARD FOR A FEW
SECONDS CAME SEVERAL YEARS AFTER THE INCIDENT AND HAS NOT BEEN CORROBORATED BY
ANY OTHER SOURCE; A BEEPER EVEN FROM ON THE GROUND, WOULD NOT BE CONCLUSIVE
PROOF OF CAPTURE.- ADDITIONALLY; THE.'VIETNAMESE"TURNED OVER THE MR4 SHOOTDOWN
DOCUMENT WHICH INDICATES ALL FIVE PERSONNEL WERE DEAD AT THE TIME OF INCIDENT.
OVERALL THE INFORMATION.STRONGLY SUGGESTS THAT ALL CREW MEMBERS PERISHED IN THE
INCIDENT. SEE ALSO HOLLY, BILL/LEESER, LEONARD/PRUETT, WILLIAM/ANOERSON.
GREGORY/SUTTON, WILLIAM.

SIGAFOOS. WALTER (1743): THE OTHER PILOTS ON THIS MISSION SAW SIGAFOOS 1

F4D CRASH
AND BURN. NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD NOR WERE ANY PARACHUTES SEEN. THE INTERCEPT CITED
DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO THIS INCIDENT.

SINGLETON. DANIEL 113661: F4 AIRCRAFT WITH CREW OF TWO ON MISSION OVER IADS;
CRASHED FOUR SECONDr AFTER LAST RADIO TRANSMISSION. UNABLE TO ESTABLISH RADIO
CONTACT; NO, PARACHUTES, NO BEEPERS. SAR FOUND NO TRACE OF CREW. THE CITED
INTERCEPT, WHICH INDICATED A PILOT WAS CAPTURED, IS INDISTINCT AS TO DATE, TIME,
LOCATION, AND TYPE OF AIRCRAFT INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT AND CANNOT BE CORRELATED
TO ANY SPECIFIC INCIDENT; THE ONLY CERTAIN JUDGEMENT WHICH CAN BE MADE IS THAT
THE ITEM DOES M RELATE TO SINGLETON'S AIRCRAFT, IN THAT IT INVOLVED A NORTH
VIETNAMESE PROVINCIAL UNIT FAR REMOVED FROM THE SINGLETON LOSS IN LAOS. ANOTHER
INTERCEPT, WHICH DOES CLEARLY RELATE TO THIS AIRCRAFT, INDICATES ONE AVIATOR WAS
FOUND DEAD AT THE CRASHSITE. ENEMY FORCES REVEALS) NOTHING ABOUT THE SECOND
AVIATOR AND EVIDENTLY WERE UNAWARE A SECOND MAN WAS INVOLVED. THE PLANE WAS
DESCRIBED AS "BURNED COMPLETELY." THE MEMORIZED NAME "LARRY SINGLETON," BASED
ON HEARSAY INFORMATION TO AN EARLY RELEASEE "MEMORY BANK, » LIKELY RELATES TO
JERRY SINGLETON, A POW HELD IN THE NORTHERN PRISON SYSTEM. THERE IS NO ONE
MISSING NAMED LARRY SINGLETON. THERE IS NO BASIS TO RELATE THIS INFORMATION TO
DANIEL SINGLETON.

SMITH. HARDING (0354); CONSISTENT WITH THE MlSsiNG-IN-ACTlON STATUS ASSIGNED TO
THESE CREWMEN, THERE IS NO FIRM INDICATION THEY SURVIVED THE CRASH OF THEIR
AIRCRAFT. THE ORDER TO: BAIL OUT OF. THE BURNING AIRCRAFT WAS GIVEN, BUT NO
PARACHUTES WERE SEEN BY OBSERVERS. A PATHET LAO PROPAGANDA BROADCAST INDICATED
THEY HAD LATER ACCESSED THE SITE AND HAD IDENTIFICATION MEDIA OF ONE INDIVIDUAL.
NO INTELLIGENCE HAS EVER BEEN ACQUIRED TO CLARIFY THE FATE OF THE MEN IN THIS
CRASH OR TO SUGGEST ANY WERE EVER CAPTURED.
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TIGNER. LEE (1913): INFORMATION IN THE INTERCEPTED MESSAGE INDICATES THE CREW
DIED IN THIS INCIDENT. AIRCRAFT LOST A WING, HIT THE GROUND, AND SKIDDED INTO
RIVER, NO PARACHUTES WERE SEEN AND NO BEEPERS WERE HEARD. ; v;

TOWNSEND. FRANCIS (1908): BASED ON OPERATIONAL REPORTING FROM TOWNSEND'S

'

CREWMEMBER (RETURNEE), TOWNSEND WAS EJECTED FROM THE AIRCRAFT. HOWEVER, THE
RETURNEE REPORTED TOWNSENO SHOULD HAVE LANDED BEHIND HIM ON THE GROUND BUT HE OID
NOT. ADDITIONALLY, THE RETURNEE WAS TOLD BY A NVN CAPTOR THAT TOWNSEND DIED IN
THE AIRCRAFT. NO ANALYTICAL EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST TOWNSEND SURVIVED HIS INCIDENT.

TRENT. ALAN (1619): WINGMANSAW THE PLANE CRASH ON BOMBING MISSION AND WITNESSED
SECONDARY EXPLOSION. SAR TEAMS ON GROUND SAW WRECKAGE SPREAD OUT OVER 700
METERS. BASED ON REPORTS OF WINGMAN, ANO THE SAR TEAM, THERE IS NO INDICATION
THAT PERSONNEL SURVIVED THIS INCIDENT.

UTLEY. RUSSEL f 13661; F4 AIRCRAFT WITH CREW OF TWO ON MISSION OVER IADS; CRASHED
FOUR SECONDS AFTER LAST RADIO TRANSMISSION. UNABLE TO ESTABLISH RADIO CONTACT;

NO PARACHUTES, NO BEEPERS. SAR FOUND HO TRACE OF CREW. THE CITEDINTERCEPT,
WHICH INDICATED A PILOT WAS CAPTURED, IS INDISTINCT AS TO DATE, TIME, LOCATION,

AND TYPE OF AIRCRAFT INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT AND CANNOT BE CORRELATED TO ANY
SPECIFIC INCIDENT; THE ONLY CERTAIN JUDGEMENT WHICH CAN BE MADE IS THAT THE ITB4
DOES M RELATE TO UTLEY'S AIRCRAFT, IN THAT IT INVOLVED A NORTH VIETNAMESE*
PROVINCIAL UNIT FAR RBWVED' FROM THE UTLEY LOSS IN LAOS. ANOTHER : INTERCEPT,
WHICH DOES CLEARLY RELATE TO THIS AIRCRAFT, INDICATES ONE AVIATOR WAS FOUND DEAD
AT THE CRASHSITE. ENEMY FORCES REVEALED NOTHING ABOUT THE SECONO AVIATOR AND
WERE APPARENTLY UNAWARE A SECOND KAN WAS INVOLVED. THE PLANE MAS DESCRIBED AS
BURNED COMPLETELY.

'

WALKER. J.10YD (0587V: OBSERVERS OF THIS HELICOPTER INCIDENT INDICATE THAT NO
ONE COULD HAVE SURVIVED.; NO EVIDENCE, THEN OR SINCE; HAS BEEN ACQUIRED TO
CONTRADICT THE FINDING THAT ALL CREWMEN WERE KIA/BNR.

'

WALKER. SAMUEL (1340): INCIDENT INVOLVED A MID-AIR COLLISION OF TWO AIRCRAFT.
THE PILOT OF THE C123 WAS RESCUED SHORTLY AFTER THE INCIDENT. HE REPORTED THAT

DURING HIS DESCENT, HE SAW ANOTHER PARACHUTE BELOW HIM BUT HE DID NOT KNOW FROM

WHICH AIRCRAFT THE CHUTE MAY HAVE CONE. AIR AND GROUND SAR EFFORTS FOUND NO
EVIDENCE OF SURVIVORS.

WALTON. LEWIS (1745) : WALTON AND TWO OTHERS WERE MEMBERS OF A LONG RANGE RECON.

PATROL WHICH WAS INSERTED BY HELICOPTER IN WESTERN SOUTH VIETNAM AND NEVER SEEN
AGAIN. MARKER PANELS LATER SEEN BY RESCUE FORCES MAY HAVE BEEN PLACED BY ENEMY

FORCES AS A LURE. A RETURNEE PURPORTEDLY INDICATED IN AN EARLY POST-RELEASE
DEBRIEF THAT HE HAD HEARD ABOUT AN ARMY CAPTAIN NAMED "WATON" WHO WAS A POW.

SPECIFICALLY, HE WAS TOLD BY SOMEONE, NOT IDENTIFIED, THAT AN ENEMY MESSAGE ASKED

FOR INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING CAPTIVES WATON AND ENTRICAN, AND THAT THEY WERE IN

TURN TOLD TO TAKE THEM NORTH TO HANOI AND TO KILL ALL FUTURE CAPTIVES. THERE IS

NO MENTION OF THIS IN THE RELEASEE'S EXTENSIVE DEBRIEF AND IT EXISTS ONLY AS AN

ABRIDGED DATA-BASE ENTRY OF A PRELIMINARY DEBRIEF. THERE IS REASON TO SUSPECT
1

THAT ENTRICAN WAS CAPTURED BY HOSTILE FORCES; HE IS ON THE "LAST KNOWN ALIVE"

PRIORITY CASE LIST. THERE IS NO INDEPENDENT BASIS TO BELIEVE WALTON (A STAFF

SERGEANT, NOT A CAPTAIN) WAS CAPTURED BY HOSTILE FORCES.
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NAMES OF PERSONS INVOLVED ZN USG PRIORITY CASES

WHO APPEAR ON THE 324-NAME LIST

PRODUCED BY THE OFFICE OF SENATOR BOB SMITH



ACOSTA-nn^pjfl
ffiBBEgXfl d"n)

ifflERSON. ROBERT . ' :

'

ABD. M»mniW f| 71^
.

ASHLOCK. rfpUB fMMV
'

;v BABOU. tnacpi fpmi

BACKUS. ifFHHCTp

BA|tB| - **>thi
ht ream

:

BODENscmi? .whu fP1ffl

•BORAH. BMITCI
v:

v 'y
.

, ;

BORTOW. BOBCrt fm?)

V: fiMH. RICHARI) fflllffii
;<%:

BI^HEAR V

B8EHWAM. HPRbcdt fmi
BRMN. BBBBLIUBa

:

BROWN. HABRy
f|P1^

/

J

;

BBOWLEE. mip.pt
fifjn ••/ •

-'.r- v"V

;

-rJ;

BRUCHER. .WHij fl^pf

.

BUCKLEY . mitp

burhett. jumamaa
BARLDCK: MiWf^

.E*"*
'lrt^

;

ri

"BiciSir?
BAsa, OHJOIMT investigation, oeterhineo to have died in

PjBRLJBBMLflBBZl

mss rmi
COHDIT. nniKllt

COOK. KEIIV rnoM ^







HUNT*. ROBERT flPto)

HUNTER. RUSSELL fQ2SOI 'T7^;'
T7
~~ 77

HUSTON. CHARLES (11081

IBANEZ. PI REYES (07231 y ;̂

'

JAKOVAC^ JOHN (07151

JEFFS. CLIVE (17231

JOHNSON. BRUCE 100961 J7
JOHNSON. WILLIAM (09971

'kiefel. ebnest To25oy ••

;

•/
^

KOSKO. HALTER (01U1 BASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION, DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED IN

HIS INCIDENT.

r 777 77 77 7?.y:
:

UNE. CHARLES 108051

LUNA. CARTER (14051

MALONE. JI1HY (03261

MANGINQ. THOMAS f06461

HAUTERER. OSCAR 102581

MCCARTY. JAMES (18821 BASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION, DETERMINED TO HAVE OIED IN

HIS IHCIOEHT.

HCWHAIB. HURT (00521

MCOONNEU. JOHN (14021

HCBAR. BRIAN (07151

icintire. r

KLEMLJAhES fOQH)

MELLON. FREDERIC (01241 BASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION, OETERHIIKD TO HAVE OIED

IN HIS 1NCI0EHT.



HI LIUS. PAUL H062V

HIL1MER: MICHAEL (09301

HIBLjBEOBfiE f0213>

MORGAN. JAMES (0903V
;

'

^
'V';.;

MORRIS. GEORGE (19013

MORROW. LARRY f1868V

fflUPL.MmW.fM23]

BUHBT.,-HENRY .CM?7)

'

'<[

NETHERIAHD.- ROGER f0677V - r
. 1— 1_. “ - -

;

NEWTON. CHARLES (1428!

NEWTON. OOMAU) OI25B1 C'vy

N1PDS„.DWIIEL («46)

O'fiRADY. JOHN (06*11 BASED ON. JOINT INVESTIGATION, DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED IN

HIS INCIDENT.

PATTERSON. JAMES 106911 BASEDJM JOINT INVESTIGATION, DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED
IN HIS INCIDENT. - V .

,,;;V

EERPJNE.,.ELTON i070E)

PETERSON.-PEtfERT (0267)

:

PETERSON. MARK (19913
,

PHILLIPS. .ROBERT (1HS1

PLASSHEYER. BERNARD (1660V OASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION, DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED
IN HIS INCIDENT.

PLATT. ROBERT 107201

PLWWBR...KENNETP,.tOB?J

PREVEDEL. CHARLES (1«83
;

PRIDBORE. DALLAS (127*3

PUGH. DENNIS (1S733

REHE. RICHARD (09761 BASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION. DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED IN
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Ht$ INCIDENT. r-/

RICtWHBOH. MLE. fUSlQ)
.

"~"7" 7 ''
' ^

Robertson. john ro4s<n bass on joint investigation, determined to have died in
HIS INCIOBir.

nblMeiiaai
RUSSELL. PETER fI2Mi

SCHAIIF. CHARLES fMSRl A

SMfflff. HRLTB 11205) -k
; •

SOia. BABY fl57tt V'
--’'- ;-V

V
V;{

SEwauH LafB7say

SHELTONrcHABiFSfiinwv 4 ..,- -.,

SHRIVEN. JBBYmm

SITTNER. RONALD fMOST

shhher. «a men /

-

;

i; > i,

' :

snaIl. bmrt roton

aasumm aim
sorLANO. mwin mtn

SPARKS. OOMLD ifHSfiV

SPARKS. JON mam

STEEN. NARTTN (0310 BASED ON JOINT INVESTIGATION. DETERMINED TO HAVE DIED IN
HIS INCIDENT.

SIRMT. D0U6LAS fl«8)
'

'

STR0HLE1N. MAMSON M75ET

TAT1W. LAURENCE fOABST

JmOR. FREBf ffflWI

TROMP. WILLIAM fOMAT

MAUCER. BRUCE M5MT
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Prior Investigations

omissions of those pwioa?^nveltimti^^ Mm?

Sm«” *2TS^ ET” ££ £
-^«*2i?5F!s,?iusrsiaE- jpss, tn* *%%?“
witnesses which the; Committee wirte/ttfiatex^w.

id Ufyin9

Our investigation has had several distinct advantaoes t*xr*r r>r*«ri™«

i^JwfS? B0“thl»)
J
«“^ resources; ($2 million) to conduct ourlHV6Stigatlon • SOCOUd/ WC have had batter access to dnpmiuiwfc

***? ^classified, than any previous investigation*
eniOY®d the advantage of a changing international

-As^enfri^
1 i

®f^
a*®d the level of.cooperation from Southeast-Asia and the former Soviet Onion; Fourth, we have been able to

beS”au«5Tto
<

testSi tSSP*#**
froa

Deen caiiea to testify before Congress on this issne vifth w*

iSvestigiuM
67617 conc#ivable *si*ct of the POW/HIA iswt*S'our

Below is
.
a brief review of the scope, depth and general findinos or

Branch
“jor Previous CongressiSSl and taewtive

!
ti

2S
tiW“,or <

f
res**aht of POH/HIA matters. This brief

?&3SLSii&9‘' la*uirie8 skottld help distinguish Sis
poS/^^i««if»*

k
I
100 Coa9*essioaal involvement with the

;
Ace®*5aar1a5 eech investigation summary is acritique of its strengths and weaknesses as seen with the benefitof years of hindsight and the additional inforaSiOT^vSlabS Sor wider perspective obtained from, our own SvSSgSioa.
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BOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMKITTEB
Subcommittee on National Security Policy

and Scientific Developments

manures OH MtERICW PRISOHKRS of TOR XH SOTTTOhSI. ASIA. 1S69-73

During the later stages of the war in Vietnam, Congress

began taking an interest in the issue of American POWs in

Southeast Asia. This interest was due both to the high profile

the Nixon Administration gave the issue at that time and the

efforts of relatives and family members of many of the hundreds

of servicemen being held

.

The House Foreign Affairs committee specifically its
.

1

on National Security Policy and Scientific

Developments f which was chaired by Rep . Thomas E . Morgan (D-PA)

held a total of 22 days of hearings during the 1969-1973 time

period solely on the issue of American POWS from the Vietnam War

.

Over ,75 witnesses testified in person while many more submitted

statements for the record. The written record of these hearings

is contained ih seveh volihnesconta^^^ aboutT,500 pages of

oral and written testimony.

.

:

;

'

1969
;

•;*

-Hearings held on November 13 & 14, 1969, focused oh two
“

House Concurrent Resolutions concerning the inhumane treatment

American POWs were receiving at the hands of their North

Vietnamese captors . American Red Cross officals testified to

their unsuccessful efforts to secure decent treatment and

accounting for U.S. prisoners of war held in Southeast Asia.

Several Nixon Adminisration officials, including Charles E.

Havens from DoD, and Frank A. Sieverts and William H. Sullivan,

from the State Department, testified that North Vietnam was a

signatory of the Geneva Conference on the humane treatment of

prisoners of war.
.

v-
/’

The debate noted that there were 944 servicemen known to

have been taken prisoner by the North Koreans or Chinese during

the Korean war about which nothing was ever learned. 4 These

* American IttisonerE of War In Vietnam . Hearings before the

Subcommittee bn National Security Policy and Scientific
Developments of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, Ninety-First

Congress, First Session, November 13, 14, 1969, p.61.
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hearings resulted, In part, from the publicity genorated after

with the brutal treatment of O.S. FOHs by North Vietnam!1

- the time of the hearings there were 413 O.S. servicemen
believed captured in Southeast Asia (South Vietnam 70, North
Vietnam 341, laos 2) and 926 missing in action in the three
countries. J She Bouse and Senate eventually passed unanimously
House Concurrent Resolution 4S4, during the 91st Congress, Second
Session.

• im
J* the Subcommittee held hearings on April 29 and May

rJ^a^^f:*^S^^r-'®^-vp*^we^pep»ttnaat''"0££icials-:t^ii“£iad"“air7tx
the efforts the Mixon Administration to obtain htnimne treatment
for and the eventual release of American POHs. May l, 1970 was
designated as a Prisoner of War Day and a bipartisan
Congressional rally Was held at Constitution Hall; The family
*®®&^;™or*«TOral,^
iapact of not having any information on their loved Ones. a.
Ross Perot testified as to the importance of World opinion on the
Vietnamese and the pros and cons of issuing north Vietnam an
.ultimatum regarding accounting for and providing humane treatment
for TJ.S. POWs.

;

.

•;

The issue of Aether Americans captured in Laos-and Cambodia
veje.being tufned^oyer td northJietnam^was. raised and William H.
Sullivan, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of Bast
A*iah and Pacific Affairs, said he was aware of at least one such
case but stated that the evidence indicates that "most Americans
captured by Communist forces in Laos remain in Laos,* 4

'

' 1221

Hearings held by the Subcommittee in 1971 were far more
extensive than either of the previous two years. Between March
and September, eleven days of hearings were held with 51
.individuals testifying and dozens more submitting memorandums or

.

aApril 20, 1971, p. 392.

^ilbid; p.29. .

4April 29, May 1* 6, 1970 Hearings, p. 100.



statement* for the record. Several former prisoners of the North
Vietnamese testified as to the brutal nature of their

cdxifiimnent:^
v

:
7 ,- ';/

• / 7
. ;

.

On March 23rd officials of the National League of Families
of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia testified
regarding their efforts to secure the release of Americans. Col
Morris Overly a former PON in Vietnam testified about, his-brutal
treatment at the hands of the North Vietnamese. He testified
that the release of three PONs in February 1968, three more in

?

August 1969; and three more in August 1969 was an attempt by
Hanoi to improve its world image. * It was also noted that three
U.S . PONs were released by the Vietcong on January 1, 1969

following battlefield Meetings between U.S. and Viet Cong
representatives near Tay Ninh in South Vietnam. 1

On March 24th, officials of the American Red Cross testified
to the^standard-of~treateeat-prisohers~shpuld be accorded under ~

the Geneva Convention. On March 25th, 30th and April 1st;
several Congressmen expressed their outrage over the treatment of
American PONs and testified to the positive impact which demands
for humane treatment of PONs in the U.S ; and elsewhere were
having on the treatment of- PONs still held by. North-Vietnam. : . .

There was general agreement that world public opinion was the
greatest weapon the U.S. had in ensuring human#, treatment for the
POWs", as well as their ultimate release.

On March 31, several individuals who were against the war
in Vietnam testified as to their successful efforts to obtain

~

mail privilgas for PONs. Some who had bean able to -visit with-
PONs in Hanoi testified that they were receiving decent and
humane treatment by their captors. Oh April 20th, several
veterans of the Vietnam War testified regarding torture and
brutalities conitted by U.S. and AKVH forces against North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers .

The Administration witnesses, Frank A. Sieverts; William H.
Sullivan and Warren G. Nutter, testified on April 6th as to
developments in the area of mail privilgas, an accurate list of
PONs from Hanoi, and the linkage of the PON issue to the Paris
Peace' .talks.-;,

The number of missing and captured U.S. personnel as of
February 28, 1971 was listed in the appendix to the hearings by
service and year. Also listed was the number of U.S. personnel
North Vietnam, the Vietcong and Laos have admitted holding either

^March 23,1971, p. 24.

‘April 6, 1971, p.349.
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by permitting mail o* through propaganda broadcasts. 7

~
^'1971rsSullSil^^^miSfehf?

1* r
^^29th, -August -3rd-and September

hn«s#iy *..*£SLt2 S5; iSii!
0 viatM" t0 treat

brutaStS'ttlir^ tbthe "

feiees slloSd S^lStod & o£ °-s -

of ofJtaerican POWs. *,
1,134 were listed as j#issing?»

^ 1 U*t#d “ and

1222

h
*frin5* »«e held by the' Subcammitteeen

«> 1972. Witnesses included

11, 1972, the nS^ofSa »idce^tn^
Pa^tely

f
* 0f torch

2pia-s.^L^3-HS'Sir3!r
established in 197l.*V^

9 1 “* fl0D K"v®l* Action Task Group

’ibid. p. 528.

•ibid. , Part 2,p. iu.

'

;. ’Ibid. p. 89.

,
9xi>oner8, of Hex in Southeast Asia 1979Pobruaiy 3, 1972, pp. 27-28.

**“' 1972,

'

“ibid., p. 29.
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1973

In late May 1973, the Snbcomnittee held additional hearings

in light of the return of 591 American POHs in February and^ ,

torch; 1973. ht that tine theCoesiittee w*jitill «»c«rn|d with

the fata 1.284 aervicemtn Missing in action as of *ay^26 f

1973 •** there 'mere alto an .additional 1,100 or so nenvho ware

declared dead by their respectiveiarvices but.iihosr bodios had

not been laoovSad, A list of the naaesof 1*321 military

ptrsonnel unaccounted for in Southeast Asia as of 5 May 1973 was

snhaittad for tha rscord.u

Several returned PCMs testified on May ?3rt regarding^

ehether they thought any POMs had been held behind by tha Morth

Vietnamese. Most said probably not,

unlikely that those eho vara aaputees or who davalopad serious

mental problems mere ever going to be released alive.? A
cSSii^ath^f.7SSBBF
four Americans daring his ij^^isonaant that did not return at

Operation Homecoming These man had mantel and physical problems

as^rrssult of their, imprisanmant and ha was not surprised that

they never returned# He is not sure if they died or ware

'executed' or'nbatv15
" 7

1_ ~
7

On May 30, officials of the Mational League of Families .

presented several discrepancy cases share the
^

Vietnamese should

have definite knoeledga of the fata of a missing American. Dr.

Shields from DoD and Frank Sieverts from the State Department

testified on May Si regarding efforts^by <

the 0.

S

Vietnam** compliance with the tezms of .the Paris Peace Accords •

£ nfiTillii— ~‘*-f d BastoglngPeaca in

VietnLi mi sobelttadfor the record. 1* hlsosohsiltted for the

record «i in alphabetical listing o£ 1,321 *tUtary perMMel
who were oneccoonted for in Southeast Asia ee Of 5 Key 1973.

She Coaalttee took additional testisany on December 5, 1973

regarding the 1,300 taeficsn* still listed es aissing in action

Ujuerlcan Prisoners of liar and Hissing: in Action, 1973 Tart

4, hey 23, 1973, p. 59. -v
; .

“ibid. pp. 151-183.

“Ibid., p.9.

“Ibid., part 4, p.9.

“Ibid., Pert 4, p.141-150.

;
“ibid.,

:

Part 4, pp. 151-183.
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•nd oinetMn Bona. Resolutions which v*re introduced as a rmmit
Officii. of the »ational I*agu« of Paniliai,^^
CongrtSB/ and Siverts and Shields, from State and DoD, testifiedregard^g the efforts -to-implement the POW/MIA'accOm^

—

VXQvLbLoti of the Paris Peace Accords.
;

• /

w . .. A chronology of' ti . S. Efforts Through the Pour Party Joint^lia^ Team Toward Obtaining Ihfoisiation About Americans andCow^.^5>Mlg.m *re Listed as Docsased and Conmlatlno
irrangemente for Repatriation of Remains was submitted for the

oRjong^with d Chronology of U.S. Efforts Through the Four
Party Joint lttUtary Team Toward Obtaining: inforaatioh About
Americans and Third Country Nationals Unaccounted for in

V 1%M totmaiiAg that the additional 1,100KIA with body-not-recovered were not considered as m. Theywere addressed only in the hope that sense of their bodies couldme returned.
.

•

;

^^.“l^tionai:s*^^.,Polley_«u«»^citatific
oevelopBents of /the House Foreign Affairs Camittee was the
primary Congressional body conducting oversight of the POW/MIA
issue during the Vietnam War years of 1959-1973. The

helL^en#iv
? with dozens of witnesses

from the Mixon administration , former POWs, veterans groups,
family members* and anti-war groups, yet it was not an

^I!?^!5
tlv

!J
body «* •«»• Only offical policymakers

!

testified, and no closed sessions eere held to receive clessified
infornation or naterial. Bo independent investigative authority
existed to ravimrPOT/m classification policy or POT captivity
intelligence information. ^

'

•. Furthermore, although the committee was effective in
bringing attention to the POW/MIA isuue, much of the committee's
efforts during the war years was designed to ensure humane
treatment of

.U.S. POWs . Less attention was placed on accounting
for missing Americans until after the Paris Peace Accords in
early 1973 when the number of unaccounted for Americans became
clear. '

.

<
v

-

(

.

*
•

The Committee issued no interim or final report, and made no
conclusions or recommendations. The extensive hearings merely
served as a public forum for parties with a stake in the issue to
exprese their experiences and concerns.

“Hearings, December 5, 1973,



The Bouse Select Coamittee on Kissing Parsons In Southeast
Asia chaired by G.V. •Sonny* Montgomery was formed on September
U r 1975 pursuant to House Resolution 335 and tasked with
conducting*

a full and complete investigation and study of :(1 )
tha

problsm United States serviceman stHl identified as missing
in action/ as mall as those known dead whose bodies have not
bean recovered, as a result of military operations in Vorth
Vietnam, South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia and the psoblma of
United States civilians identified as missing or unaccounted
for, ais well as those known dead whose bodies have hot been
recovered in north Vietnam, South Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia; (2) the need for additional international
inspection taaim to .dataraine ,whether .there are serviesman
still held as prisoners of war or civilians held captive or
unwillingly detained in the aforaaantionad areaa.* 1

-

the (Remittee's investigation lasted fifteen (15) months and
resulted in a 266-page Final .Report issued on December 13, 1976;
Supporting the Final Report were five published volumes
containing the open testimony of witnesses called before the ~r

/Oemai^
.v.V

The Coamittee consisted of 10 mashers with a non-partisan
staff of four (4) professionals and three (3) administrative
personnel/ The Coaadttae fs Staff Director was J. Angus
MacDonald. The overall budget for the investigation was
$350,000.00 of which nearly one-half was returned unspent,
despite an unexpected extension of nearly four months in the
lifespan of the Committee.

The Committee viewed its primary objectives as (1)
identifying whether any missing Americans remain alive and
determining if their constitutional rights are fully protected.

(2) helping to create an international climate where meaningful
talks can be conducted with those ^ who can provide important
information on XZAs, (3) evaluating O.S. government treatment of
the POW/MZA issue daring and after tha Vietnam War, and (4)
establishing Fdm/MZA guidelines for future conflicts.2
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ssm m mbtoodolqcv

hearings before°the Select CcSittt in
sessions were held to receivB^SiSjw?^? Ĵ^ona* 20 executive

.
highrlevel direct talks Sere heS*£itb\i?

f Sec°hd,
from Vietnam and Uo^> antf^w fcay Hcvernment officials

;
officials; such -
and the United Rations Hinh pn«,i *J

Committee of the Red Cross
the Committee StSif^conScted^S^1?' Rat'*'*a ‘ Third,
contacting over ISO individuals

in
^?

8*i9atioh including
The Committee staff aliS sSSmitS2^t ®?ntribut« ^formation

9

information to the DeMrLSSri*^^®1 100 "?“«sts for
doubt as to the principle f®00 )- There was little
to the Committee's Final Report ton

8
T>i?^?»

ig#tiori
l According

seeking evidence to determine vdUthSr y88 piaced on
still being held, captive?**

wither any live Americans were :

including all th^cases^iSted^s'pOR an^a^ e*“ti”ed
other MIA cases. 3 She Cmmii.>o^

8
.*.

C«“d
,

a cross section" of
Broadcast Information SenS^n^im™^ reviewed 100 Foreign
downing of toerican pifneS SSd^ fL

1*50?^M;
tiohia9 the

in Southeast Asia. 4
^osmittee manih?£

CJS:n5
l
e S? American pilots

the Defense IntelligSto^^^ ,£aff viaited
for collecting intelligent SS

y
prw/S^

iM^a
ageac

? "sponsible
reviewed returned paw ®ie committee also
ResolutionCenter Src^*8 and vis^ed the Joint Casualty

~Comnittee*eembe»°»Mt ^e-pew/MlA issue
of State Dr. Henry XisiSnoet?£?~?

Ga
S
aM: Ford ' «ad Secretary

Committee, ineluSnc pour Benbers °f the
'

December 1975 for discu*einn!i J!?!*
3?1*17

' •*ravelad to Hanoi in
where the Committee members received

0
?*!!

111** Y^tnaa®*e officials
American pilots frttte^i.Sl^ of thraa

officials*ib%^Sws?teis^^ w^!th senior .

'Final Report p.5.

’Final Report, p.3, p.45.

*Pinal Report p.53.
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possible American POW/lOAs

.

-— —Four ^Committee-members ,—including - Chainnan -Montgomery , also ~

eat with Pathet Lao officials in Vientiane in December 1975 and
sir Committee members net with Lao officials in New York in
August 1976* She Committee also undertook a comprehensive
examination of the experiences of French POWs from the First
Indochina War and the experiences of American POWs in both World
War II and

Additionally , the Committee investigated the likelihood and
probability of injury or death resulting from ejection from
aircraft and parachute landing, as well as the difficulties of
infection, starvation# illness, climate and hostile forces if the
individual survived the ejection and parachute landing . The
Committee also investigated and analyzed the extensive network of
fabricators and hoaxes being perpetrated on POW/MIA families

.

Although the Committee did extensive research and contacted
numerousvaluable Bources’ofinfOrnmtiohiasin
investigation with time and resource limitations there were some
important areas that were not addressed and some sources of
information that were not accessed.

First, although the Committee was successful in arranging
discussions with Lao and Vietnamese officials, it had absolutely
no success whatsoever in contacting Cambodian officials despite
numerous and varied attempts

-
;
7

: Additionally, although the 7
Committee's extensive direct discussions and negotiations with
the Lao and the Vietnamese were well intentioned and even
effective in convincing the Indochinese governments of the
sincerity of the U.S. commitment to achieving an accounting for
our missing, it is clear from the record of those discussions
that the Vietnamese were far more concerned at that time with
obtaining from the U.S. the economic reconstruction aid

.

package
promised to them under Article 21 of the Paris Peace Accords and
cited in President Nixon's February 1, 1973 letter to premier
Pham Van Dong. 1 The disparity in negotiation objectives between
Committeee members and the Vietnamese is evident in the Final
Reports \

"That searching for information on missing Americans

7Final Report p. 15.

*The letter cited a figure of $3.25 billion in economic
reconstruction aid . Final Report p . 11

,
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would not have top priority for the Vietnamese is
understandable y they were rebuilding their country after a
war and laying plans for the reunification of Vietnam. «>

subsequent source of valuable information which the
Ccaanittee, as veil as the Department of Defense, was unable to
benefit from at the tine the; Committee conducted its
investigation was current refugee information. The dramatic
increase in^the flow of yietnarose refugees with potentially
valuable inforaation On ^ican pqw/^ in the months and yedrs
immediately after the Select Committee completed its work, has
provide a vast amount of valuable information but regrettably has
not resulted in the return of a single live American

.

10
;

1

:

Th® ®ost significant conclusion of the Committee read as
follows:

•That the results of the investigations and information
\..,.;;„_9U^0deid..during ...its: 15rmonth tenure, have .led- this committee

to the belief that no Americans are still being held alive
as prisoners in Indochina, or elsewhere, as a result of the
war in Indochina . " “

It must be noted that this statement applied to Americans held
alive as prisoners, an important semantic, distinction which is
Often overlooked in discussions about the Montgomery Report.

.

AlldioUgh the C6^ttee<s cot^
living POWs left has been pilloried by many since the return of
Marine PFC Robert Garwood from Vietnam in 1979, it must be noted
that the Committee clearly acknowledged the likelihood of non-POW
Americans still alive in Vietnam when it stated:

•[t]hat at least one deserter and one defector', the latter
currently listed as a POW, were alive, in Indochina in the
early 1970 ' s and may still be alive, and that a small number
of, other deserters and civilians may still reside in South

’Pinal Report p. 132

.

10Get statistics on the number of Vietnamese leaving Vietnam
since 1975. . ,

*

“Pinal Report p. vii.



Vietnam, i
1*

• V .

,.The..possibility;..of-.a...fewJ.iive-.Jtoeq:icans'.reinai.ning in..Vietnam or--.-
elsewhere in Southeast Asia voluntarily was not ruled out by the
Committee 's conclusion that no live prisoner's were still being
.held;."

‘

'
: /.v-V

:
;

V

v

.

.]';!
f:'-:.' ;>

After examining case files the Committee concluded that of
the 33 American servicemen still; listed as PON at the time of the
Commission/ 6 of those were improperly classified as- ROWS at the
time of their loss and no evidence of ever being taken prisoner
existed for an additional 16 individuals . As a result , there
were actually at least 11 confirmed American POWs who have not
been accounted for by the Vietnamese. 13

The Committee also concluded:

many Americans were lost in combat in Indochina/ a total
;

accounting by the Indochinese Governments is not possible
and should not be expected .

"

14

;Vu
r

i

(2) "That a partial- accounting by the Indochinese

—

Governments is possible, and that the Department of Defense
has the capability to assess, within reasonable limits, the
nature and extent of any accounting that may be

.
forthcoming. “ 15

3)
• "The Committee did not find any dereliction or

malfeasance of duty on the_part of Government officials as
• those duties relate to the POW/MIA issue. Instead, the
officials queried were knowledgeable and cooperative. nI(

4) "That the military security classification system
figured prominently in the difficulties experienced by some
MIA families and contributed to unnecessary confusion,
bitterness, and rancor.

•

17

llFinal Report, pp. 238-239.

wFinal Report p.238.

uFinal Report, p.vii.

^Final Report, p. vii. ..

^Fihal Report, p.104.

l7Final Report p. 241
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fiL,* i ?!
p4r?l>

?
t 9*J*t*>** •ommtiMn eooowM

i0*9 ***** during the 'iient mr ia UoiV and that
thia infozmation later ~ contributed to the aLltniit tortiiiid •

by toott^nart of kin* • . shoving next o£ Icin individualmein filM , , , *vas an important 'factor in itiiulatina
among MIA families * Differences vara evident

'

bftaaan service case files and thoia maintained by tha JCRC
oalag to the different purposes of thasa files."*?

llTW'^tioM •

Coiaattar*2. St,
,i9alfic“t “eo^nd»^1«» Propcad by tha

-J)j
lUtary . aacratarias ahouldl—adlataly bagln -

individual caaa zaviavu in tba nannac pcaacrlbad by public
•’ ilV*

J) that tha Dapaxtnant of Stata proaptly angaga tha
In dlract diacuaaiona alaad at

gaining tha fuXXaat poaaibXa accounting for aisaing
tetricans.* *

3) *that tha Honaa of Kapra.antatlua. Maintain a POH/ltm
waraight capability in tha XatasaatlonaX halations

S?!?
1.*? J?

*«itor anydiract talk* that any taka placa
with Indochinese governments , »?

~
.

r -

•.

t) ."that tha Department of Defense develop and promulgate
ragulatlona and instruction* for aora sapid declassification
of intelligence information as it pertains to casualty
information, to insure that such information is available as
soon as possible in original or extract form in the
individuals case file maintained by the parent service.**

5) the military services ensure that a realistic
assessment of the individual's case include a cd—unl< si tuii
to the family of the sUght probability of the individual's

if 1* **•*“•' and that no encouragement of
the belief that the missing man be made without a factual

“Final h»port pp.240-241.

"Final Report, p.vii.

"Final Report, p. 243 .



basis for that encouragwent.

;

Dissenting opinions and Crlti

V

^

Of the ten -com^^ / several or

additional views. Congressmen MoaXley filed an additional view

which were subsequently joined by Congressman totinger .
: ^

Congressman Moakley believed the Committee had no evidence to

reach a conclusion that there were ho Americans alive^in

Indochina. Be also objected strenuously to the Comittee s
.

recommendation that DoD conduct a status review of all case files

because such a recommendation clearly ezceeded
.

the Committee s

jurisdiction . Pihally he was PPUC^rnedifith the^inyocation_ of _
•emecuUveprivileges~regarding-therebrua»a^73;^
the Vietnamese government which promised the Vietnamese a

specific dollar amount in reparations.* /

Congressmen Gilman and Guyer filed -separate yie«- in which

they disagreed .
with jthejCowM£t^.f

*.«
-

governments of Indochina may be capable of returning the resins

of mbre^than 150 Americans" saying that such a statementjfith a

numerical limit implied was presature and unwarranted. They also

disagreed with the recommendation that the moratorium^on^ v

^
individual case reviews by the military secretaries ehcmldjje

lifted. To facilitate the transfer of information on POti/HIAs

from the Indochinese governments the p.S. should undertake swie

•constructive and positive: gesture .
" Finally they believed the

^
shoold not^a that all POW/MIAs were dead until the

g.S. has received as full and exhaustive an accounting as is

• possible.*
1

On February 18/ 1977 r The Bational League of Families of

American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia issued a 25-page

critique of the House Select Committee's Final Report, .

criticizing, among other things, the limited resources, and

circumscribed aethodolbgy of the Coanlttes. >t pages five and

six of their critique, the Itague claias that Congressaen Buyer

and Gilaan disagreed with the report's priaary concXnsi«m that

•no Americans are being hald aliye aa prisoners in Indochina.

In fact, what the two Congressaen said was that the Caaaittee

“Final Report, p.24«.

“Final Report, p.255.

“Final Report, pp. 257-2SB

.
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po..lhl..- ^i^„;ti“ff*??ri

«h««»ti7«
i

«n accounting u '

«llPow/iaj^ ^r>^Sc^i:^fMltoP0rtdl<lnot«aihtaiirr»h^-
Cosndttte concluded that a Swvi** *f5

t*0Md •arliar the
Southern^ b- Jllv in

reconstruction eld for lterth vStaL^^iii0
?

1,1^tl^of-^

_. o£ th* Final Deport of the House Select - :

on Biasing Persons in Soatheart v Conmittte
PanilieTSf Lengue of
February 18, 1977^.if.

Mi,,ij[l9 in Southern Asia,

“Uegue Report, p.16.
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Defense Intelllgeace Agency inspector General ' 6 office
- 24 -March.1983

In February 1983, the Defense Intelligence Agency's

Inspector General ' s (IG) Office conducted a review of the Special

Office lot POW/HIA. The ten-day investigation was parried out

between 15-25 February 1983, by a 5-person teas. The stated

purpose of the investigation was, •for the identification of

issues, situations, or circumstances which affect mission

performance, for the determination of the state of the economy,

efficiency, discipline, morale, and for compliance with-; various

DoD regulations and Executive Orders dealing with Intelligence

Activities. ^ — j -v
‘

J
•

The eight-page IG report, which is classified at the secret

level by DIA, outlined the receht history of the office,

highlighted several problem areas and made several

recommendations. The report concluded that the Office was

operatingunder the assumption that POW/KIAb might still-be alive

in Southeast Asia and .found *no evidence of illegal or improper

activities;** .
'

*

'

,

*

'

Several Cf the deficiencies and recommendations noted by the

IG Team were classified in the report. Among those unclassified

deficiencies noted were: a heavy backlog of unresolved POW/MIA

reports (1,050)
T
a high degree of analyst exposure to political

pressures, and a dire need, for additional manpower. Several

additional recommendations focused on DXA’s role in the

Interagency Group (IAG)

*

The IG # s memo requested a reply from the POW/HIA Office to

several -action items- mentioned in the report. The response, :

including corrective actions taken or exceptions noted, was due

by 22 April 1983. ["* to get a copy of thim rmplyj

In summary, the March 23, 1983 DIA IG inspection was

apparently the first formal inspection of the POW/MIA Office

.

Although they found no impropriety in the office they did observe

, several personnel and organ!national problems, which needed, to be

-addressed.
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AN-BIRMIKATION OF U.S. POLICY

U.S. SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
MINORITY STAFF

;
There was no evidence as to how long the investigation took

to complete. The only known: period of tine ascertainable is from
the hiring of the Chief Investigator by Senator Grassley sometime
in 1989 (p.221 of 11/15 hearing) to investigate the POW issue to
the publication of the Interim Report (October 29 , 1990) , and
finally to the publication of the Pinal Report (May 23, 1991).
The report itself consisted of 56 pages.

The investigative body was composed of three minority
“staffer oftheu.S. Scmate Cosmittee on Foreign Relations and
two designees of certain Republican senators, who helped the
effort.

The purpose of the investigation was to determine whether
the agencies of the U;Sr government responsible for
affairs were aggressively pursuing their mission of finding any
live POW/KIAs.

- The scope of the investigation did not include an intention
to search for individual' PON/KIAs . As originally proposed, the
investigation was to focus on the problem of PCW/HIAs from the
Vietnam War and what, specifically, was being done by the U.S.
government to account for these personnel.

As more information became available, however, it was felt
that the evidence was clearly pointing to our governmentfs being
more interested in manipulating and managing the issue than in
finding living PONs listed as missing. As stated in the report,
“[A]s the investigation proceeded, the weight of the evidence of
failure—a failure of the U.S. Government to meet its sacred
trust—became overpowering. "(p.i of Examination). Because the
actions of our government bore too great a similarity to its
actions in earlier wars of this century to be purely
coincidental, it was considered necessary to broaden the scope of
the Investigation to study historical precedents in our dealings
with the Communists in post-war situations. As a result, the
report examined the fate of U.S. FON/XUs in the hands of the
Bolshevik regime after World War I, the Soviet regime after World
War II, the Worth Korean regime after the Korean War, at well as

•

; v'v':' l
;

v-".;;
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the primary examination of the Vietnamese regime after the
Vietnam War* [ • V v ;

Tiiptta

The study is said to be based upon the examination of
hundreds of once-classified cables, instructions, and memoranda '

now in the National Archives and the files of the Various
agencies. The, report is surprisingly comprehensive in view .of.;,/;,,

the ! limited personnel finances, and time allotted to the task.

If a substantive weakness exists, it could well be in the area of

credibility. This is not to say that the conclusions reached in

the report , painting ah historical picture of Communist-t - •

intransigence in all matters relating to U . S . POW/MlAs, are
inaccurate . Rather, because of the instances of one-sided
reporting and omissions revealed by Senator McCain during his
questioning of the Chief Investigator of the report, a feeling
that the evidence was skewed , to compel the reader to reach

, certain conclusions persisted. ;

'

Select Committee on PCW/MIA Affairs,. Senator McCain asked the
Chief Investigator of the report questions relating to the case

of LCDR J«B. Dooley, USB, shot down in 1967, and that of LT. J.M.

Hickerson, USN, shot down in the same general area two months
later A North :Vietnamese refugee had recently-provided”? - ~

information indicating that he had witnessed the shoot down of

one of these pilots. DoD's evaluation was that the refugee had
witnessed the plight of Hickerson (p. 6-3 of Examination) . The
Chief Investigator brought up various reasons in the report why
the pilot more likely could have been Dooley and that DoD.refused
to see the, truth (p. 167-171? 187-196 of 11/15 hearing). Senator
XcCain addressed each detail of the report with the Chief ^

Investigator and implied that vthe latter' Bethinking was colored j
by his ‘attempt to find the government guilty of. being less, than
forthright in its handling of these two cases.

. Senator McCain also focused on that part of the report which
stated that a repatriated PON said he •saw Dooley's name written
on the wall of a prison cell in Hanoi. • The Senator knew the
facts surrounding this statement and submitted that the witness ' s

official statement was to the effect he had seen Dooley's name on
the prison wall or had heard tbe^ame from someone else fp. 165 of
11/15 hearing)/ The Chief Investigator had omitted a most
important and vital aspect of the evidence.

Last but not least, the report- stated that two Thai special
forces soldiers released. from North Vietnamese custody in 1973
identified Dooley's photograph as a fellow inmate (p. 6-3 of
Examination) • What was oodtted. vas the fact that these two
soldiers identified hundreds of other POW photographs, not only
that of Dooley, and that in many cases they were correct and in
numerous* others they may have been mistaken because nothing

; /’ ’
- 2 '/./ ' SV -V> v /
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Conclus^ rmc
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1991, hy way of SjRes“|“
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BACKGROUND

The Presidential Commission on Americans Missing and
Unaccounted for in Southeast Asia chaired by Mr. Leonard J

Woodcock, President of the United Auto Workers, was announced by
the Department of State on February 25, 1977. The other members
of the five member Commission included: former Senator Kike
Mansfield, former Ambassador Charles W. Yost,: Congressman G.V

.

Montgomery and Mrs. Marian Wright Edelman, Director of the
Childrens ' Defense Fund. 1

. The Commission lasted about one month and included a trip to
Vietnam and Laos March 16-20, 1977. The Commission prepared a
twenty-two page Report oh Trip to Vietnam and Laos March 16-20,
1977,and-briefed-PrefiidentCarter-tocmMarch.23,i
members of the Commission, Mr. Woodcock and Congressman
Montgomery, also testified on April 1 1977 before the United
States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations .

The Commission's goal was to* help the President obtain an
accountJjigof£dssing_Americans_in^ It.was..;... l-_

directed to go to Vietnam and Laos and meet with representatives
of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the Lao Peoples'
Democratic Republic to seek information on our missing personnel,
including; the return of recoverable remains. The Commission was
also instructed to receive these governments' views on matters
Affecting our mutual relations

.

2
-•

The Commission was npt a diplomatic mission in the usual
sense, as it was not empowered to negotiate- on behalf of the U.S.
Government oh matters involving relations between the U.S V and
Vietnam and Laos . It was , however, given authority to reach
agreement with. Vietnamese and Lao authorities on matters
pertaining to the question of our missing personnel in order to
obtain information and recover remains.

Report on Trip to Vietnam and Laos, p. 1.

*Report, p.l.

:
• :''v v'V: ‘ "

-V.
: ;Ai
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carefully to the concerns of these governments on other natters
of mutual interest. 9 hr. Woodcock was asked by President Carter
to deliver personal letters from him to Vietnamese Prime Minister
Pham Van Dong and to Lao President Souphanouvong. V

1

The following day, the commission flew to Hawaii, where it
nceived briefings by the Department of Defense; the Joint r '

7
Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC )

and the Central Identification
Laboratory: (GIL) . •

‘
: -V

The Coamaission departed Hawaii on March 13th for the
Philippines where they were briefed by U.S. Ambassador William H.

Sullivan, who gave Commission members advice based oh his many
years of experience in negotiating with the Vietnamese.

The Commission spent approximately 2, 172 days in Hanoi
(March 16-19) where they met with top Vietnamese government
officials including Prime Minister Pham Van Dong. The atmosphere
was cordial and there was no harsh rhetoric on the part of
Vietnamese^officials.

The highlight of the Commission's talks in Hanoi was the
SKV's formal undertaking to give the U.S. immediately all .

available information on our missing men and to return remains
as-thay-are- recovered- and; exhumed. - The- • S.-airmen
were turned over to the Commission. The Vietnamese stated that
all living U.S. military PCWs had been returned and all U.S.
civilians remaining in South Vietnam after April 30, 1975 , who
registered with the Vietnamese authorities had left the country; *

.The .Cammi8sion.was..informed that the .SPY .had. established'. a.

„

Specialised office to seek information on missing Americans and
to recover remains.* The Vietnamese said they would welcome

’

information, documents and materials; to assist in the search
.efforts.

In a brief meeting following the final dinner, the
Commission -was told that American citizen Tucket Gougleman , who
had stayed in Saigon after 1975, had died in Saigon in June' 1976#
and that; his remains would be returned as soon ds^'they;. couldjbe;

hygienically exhumed. 9

The Vietnamese made it clear that the subject of MIAs,
normalization and aid were interrelated , but that none of these
three points should be considered as pre-conditions to the other
two. Vietnamese officials also expressed a strong desire to move
toward normal relations with the U.S. and stated that they were
prepared to establish: diplomatic relations with us.

In meetings with the Commission, the Vietnamese emphasized
their strong interest in receiving aid from the United States,
This aid was expressed as an American “responsibility* and
“obligation* from the war. Aid was generally categorized as

Report, p. 3.
'

1

‘Report* p. 8 :
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the Bouse Select Committee on Kissing Persons in Southeast Asia
that completed its fifteen month investigation on December 13/
1976 . It should be noted that all Commission members thoroughly
read the final report of Montgomery's Committee Report

.

to a lack of^commmiicatibn between the U.S . and the
Caiebbodian Government/ and the apparent unsettled situation in
Phnom Penh, the Commission decided it was best not to try to go
to Cambodia. The Commission decided to attempt to arrange a
contact with an Ambassador of Cambodia at a location in Southeast
Asia • :i . A representative of ..the ,D »S • . Liaison Office in Beijing
delivered a formal request for such a meeting to the Cambodian
Embassy. On March 19 r Radio Phnom Penh carried the text of a
press commoj^que issued by the Cambbdiiu Foreigh Hinistiry
refusing the request and hurling back, invective at the U .s . The
Commission was unable to mast with any representatives of the
Cambodian government and therefore ho further information was
obtained about missing or killed Americans in that country.

—^ : —r-—= :—

The Commission concluded that it would be best to approach
the Vietnamese in a hiimanitarian spirit of mutual cooperation;
Iwl^itpjthe; future andlnot thnpastLwhichxsenn^
focus on war. The treatment of the Commission by the Vietnamese
leadership indicated the' importance they placed on the visit and
its genuine desire for a new and improved relationship with the
United States. Furthermore, the Vietnamese made it clear that
the issues of normalization of relations / aid and POW/HIA were
all "interrelated" but none of these three points should be
considered as a precondition to the other two . The Commission
also concluded from its visit to Laos that the Lao probably had
considerably less information on MIAs than the Vietnamese, and
were less able to develop additional information or locate
remains.*

The Commission's visit appeared to create a new and
favorable climate for improved relations with both Vietnam and
Laos.

The Commission specifically concluded:

1. There is no evidence to indicate that any American POWs
from the Indochina conflict remain alive.

2. Americans who stayed in Vietnam after April 30/
1975, who registered with the Foreign Ministry and
wished to leave have probably all been allowed to
depart the country.

*Report/ p. 15.
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Among the more significant recommendations proposed by the
Commission were that: .

1 . The Commission believes that resumption of talks in
Paris between representatives of the U.S. and
Vietnamese governments would be a most useful way
of continuing the dialogue begun during its mission
to Hanoi.

2 . The Commission believes that normalization of relations
affords the best prospect for obtaining a fuller
accounting for our missing personnel and recommends
that the normalization process be pursued vigorously

: : ,for
.
this • as.' well-as • other reasons .

3. The Codonission believes it most important to continue
the technical exchanges with the Vietnamese Agency on
Accounting for MIAs which were initiated in: Hanoi

.

4 . In addition to . talks in Paris, consideration should
be given to proposing: that a U.& representative
personally bring such information to Hanoi, and to
inviting Vietnamese representatives to visit the U.S.

^ Central -Identification Laboratory in-

5. in view of the Vietnamese statements that they could
be glad to receive material assistance to aid their
search for U.S. remains, the Commission recommends that
this subject be considered promptly^ irtthih the U.Sr
Government with a view to quickly providing whatever

.. assistance is appropriate*

6. Consideration should also be given to offering
technical advice and assistance on defusing unerploded
ordnahce, which the Commission understands continues to
be a serious problem in seme areas . An international
agency such as UNHCR could be helpful in arrangements
for providing such information.

7. Another possible action would be to encourage private
American groups to increase humanitarian aid programs
for Indochina, in such areas as food and medical
supplies, including prosthetic equipment. 11

^Report* pp. 21-22.



DISSENTING QPJffCT?

The report does not contain any dissenting opinions.

wa
?

heJd
i

April i| ;977 f before the SenateCommittee on Foreign Relations chaired by Senator John SbarfananHr
.
.Leonard Woodcock and Congressman G.V. Montgomery read

^ end^answered questions from various Senators

.

ia#ted one hour and eight minutes and produced a
P*?® report; It was a general discussion of the

s trip, .impressions, conclusions and recommendations.Mr.- Woodcock stated in response to Senator Griffin. "Thev sav no
held *&£.&** will* 1 add totSatgood common sense and the passage of time. Why would thev beholding taericans against their will?‘u •

“ y



In mid-January, 1986, a bipartisan delegation of the Senate

and Bouse of Representatives traveled to Thailand , Vietnam and

Laos to improve Congress ' knowledge of the status of America's
missing in action servicemen still unaccounted for more than
thirteen years after the Vietnam War . The members of the four

person delegation were: Senator Frank H. Murkowski, Senator
Dennis DeConcihi, Representative Sob McEwen and Representative
Michael Bilirakis . The trip lasted eight days, and a thirty- v

seven page report was publishedin July 1986 concerning^ the trip."

The delegation's report stated that an atmosphere conducive
to MIA discussions with the Vietnamese and Lao had not existed
until May 1981, when technical meetings between the United States

axid Vietnam began a productive -dialogue * The U.S .delegation
underlined the fact that the American people and the
administration gave the highest priority to resolution of the MIA
issue. Furthermore, the American people were concerned about
allegations of Americans remaining in Southeast Asia via reports
of live sightings and that the United States and Vietnam should

consider jointly following up on these reports

.

— Deputy Foreign Minister -Son commented that all American
prisoners of war had “been handed over and that Vietnam was not

holding any live prisoners . Son said if any Americans were
living in Vietnam, the Vietnamese Government had no knowledge of

them nor were they under Vietnamese control

.

1 Members of the
delegation asked Son if the Vietnamese would have any objections

to an independent, international organization, such as the Red
Cross , aiding in the investigation of live sightings . The U.S.

delegation stressed that such an organization, with free access

to the Vietnamese countryside would have credibility with many
countries. However, the Deputy Foreign Minister rejected this

proposal, stating that such an organization or any outside group

‘Report of the Congressional Delegation Visit to Southeast
Asia, p. 15.

1
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January, 1986, that there were no Americans undar their
government's control v tt was also indicated that the Vietnamese

_wanted^to.-resolve-this-aatter~within~teo~y»ars.--- "-t----—-:-- — ~ -

President Reagan, had declared that a resolution of this
issue is of the highest national priority.

"When this Nation assumes the responsibility of sending its
very best men into battle/itTBUstalso ' assume - the responsibility
of making every effort to bring then home again, If they have
fallen in battle and cannot be found, then the Government is ho
less obligated to provide to their families and fellow citizens
the fullest possible accounting for those lives given on behalf

. of America. /. \ ••

:

Ms. Ann Hills Griffiths , Executive Director; National League
of Families of American Prisoners and Kissing in Southeast Asia,
said that there had been an apathetic nbneffort for about eight
years* but-that now-e-serious 1 consciiintious effort' Was^being^
made. She said she knew there was no conspiracy or coverup.

Members of the national veterans group testified and urged
more de-classification of information for the public and the

,..faidly.;mambers

.

Major Mark Smith, U.S. Arsy (Ret.), SPC Melvin c. Mclntire,
0.$. Army (Ret.

) and Mr. Scott T. Barnes testified about living
Americans in Southeast Asia, the disinterest of U.S. governmental
officials in this issue, as well as the Col. Bo Grits mission to
rescue prisoners •

1 '/, v .

Mr, Richard F. Hebert, President of the Center for ROW/MIA
Accountability, Inc. said that therc were individuals of the
•Rambo" persuasion that pursue this matter for their own self-
serving interests . Most Often it is for personal financial
benefit at the expense of family members and a naive public , or
to gain recognition that Was somehow never earned. 4

Col. Bari P. Hopper, U.S. Army (Ret.), stated that American
prisoners of war were left behind in Southeast Asia knowingly by
the U.S. Government, and that some are still being held against
their will. He entered two CIA documents to support his point of
view. One great weakness was the failure of the U.S.
intelligence agencies to develop a covert, bn the ground, human
intelligence capability to locate our POWs.

Colonel Hopper testified that there was a history of

’Hearing, Vol. 1, p,3.

*Hearing, Vol. 1, p. 81.
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priority. 7

4~.w~..X»t....,Gen.^Laonard H—Perroots f~U . S .-Air-Force , Director^ *DUb~
jtatjd .that the DXA office that handles POW affairs has increased
fivefold in personnel since Lt, Gen. Tighe was Director of DXA.
There hate been many both internal and external investigations of
DXA concerning coverups and abuse of witnesses . These
investigations concluded that the allegations had no basis in
fact. He also refuted the, statenents of Major Smith and SPC
Mclhtize on DIA involvement with the Grits operations to rescue
prisoners and other statements .they made about intelligence they
gave DXA. He denied Mr. Scott Barnes'statement that his Mission
had U.S. government approval. There has not been any suppression
of infoanation by DIA, General Perxoots testified.

According ifco Gen. Perroots, netxiaB's reluctance to ailoir
international groups into their county Could be based on several
things. No one can underestimate the sovereign! concerns of the
yietnaaese. A history of Vietnaa-over the^last 1300 years would
indicate that nationalise Is the, thing; foremost on their mizul ai
all tines. There could also be a reluctance to show the world
imat has not .taken place in the sense of progress after the fall
of Saigon.

to DXA concerning live sightings are from refugees from Vietnam

.

Be said it was important to treat refugees correctly or a Most
valuable source will not be willing to talk. General perroots
said the abuse of Witnesses charges stem from a small number of
people who as dissatisfied with the results. v

,‘

jte. Troidbridge of DXA testified that pvt. Robert Garwood^s
appeal to the U.S . Supreme Court had been denied in December 1985
and that DIA had interviewed him one time, on February 26/ 1986.
The information provided was over ten years old.

Another witness/ Major General Moore had staff
responsibility for and cognisance of the Special Forces
Detachment Korea that Major Mark Smith had commanded. It was a
small detachment of nine personnel with a primary mission- of
supporting the ROK special forces by providing special
operations, technical and trade craft training. They did not
have a mission to do the kind of activities that Major Smith
described in his affidavits and testimony. Major Smith had no
mission^ given to him by Pacific Command with regard to POW/KIA
Activities in Thailand.*

Rearing, Vol. l, pi 156.

•Hearing, Vol. i, p. 231.
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*
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regard for world opinion. He could not think of any reason why
the Vietnamese Government might be holding prisoners against
their will; ..

• 'A

Lt. Col. Paul Mather f USAF of the JCRC liaison Office in
Bangkok, stated that he did not compromise, in January 1984, a
Thai intelligence source as claimed by Lt. Col. Howard in his
affidavit, and subsequent closed session testimony

.

The JCRC ' s most important and time-consujidng task is to
assist in collecting any and all information pertaining to the
POW/MIA issue. Their biggest source of hew information is the
stream of Indochinese refugees fleeing from Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia. He stated that interviews of these people resulted in
the submission of 900 reports containing an entire spectrum of
POW/KIA information* These reports were forwarded to JCRC
Headquarters in Hawaii and to DIA for review and analysis ., JCRC
also are involved with crash site survey and excavation
activities-in both~Vietham~aad-Labsr ^
remains.';;.;. -v :;.!V

Lt. Col. Mather has worked on this issue for over ten years.
Be has seen lots of photographs over the years, but they are
eitherjunidentitt
stated that the refugees can be easily intimidated and if JCRC
were to mistreat, harass or in Any way turn them off , our flow of
information would stop . Be said JCRC would never do anything to
prevent the information from flowing. Lt . Col . .. Mather stated he
had nothing to do with Bo Grittf rescue mission, had never given
Hr. Barnes a package, or ever made the statement , "It would be in
the best interest of the United States if no live POB came.back, ”

as Mr. Barnes had testified .
u~

Another hearing was held on June 25, 1986, and Senator -

Hurkowski said that even though the committee had; provided an
opportunity for people to come forward to offer information
relative to those missing in action, that idle committee had not
been provided indisputable evidence that Americans were being
held against their will in Southeast Asia/ The Chairman said the
evidence must be more than wishful thinking or speculation as the
committee needs hard facts that will satisfy the people who
really need to know, the truth, and those are the families of
those missing in. action.

Major Hark Smith was to appear before the Committee
according to his attorney's letter of June 20, 1986, but did not
show. Senator Murkowski asked the u.S. Marshals to locate and
serve the outstanding subpoena on Major Smith and Sergeant
Mclntire.

^Hearing, Vol. II, p. 33.
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“Hearing, Vol. n, p. io$.

“Hearing, Vol. II, p. 135.
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committee , but the most flagrant , the most venal* have not . They
remain in Thailand or elsewhere, ready to victimize those
_yulner;able„ w,ith

r
grie£_or_misguided-by.,zeal . “ .^He-would ~not~~ -

consider Mr. Gregson, a reliable source; furthermore , Hr . Gregson
is a

4
very persecuted individual . Coyne's problem with Major

Smith and S?C Mclntire was their methodology in arriving at their
conclusion regarding live Americans . Cople stated that he just
does not believe it. f > .'r- .-.•r

The last and final hearing was held August 12, 1986, before
the Committee, Mr Thomas Ashworth, a private citizen, who was a
Karine officer and helicopter pilot during Vietnam and was
released from active duty in 1971. Be claimed to have
information on live Americans but testified that DIA would not
talk with him when, he called -DIA'a Carol Bates with follow-up
information. Be claimed he had a friend named Pau Tung Her, who
told him that a friend had seen over a hundred Americans in Sam
Neim Province before he escaped. 17

>•'
. .
Mr i John. K. Kevin accused Dr. Henry Kissinger and Hr. Vemon

Walters of lying in testimony given to a Congressional committee
and Hr. Armitage and Hr. Wolfovitx of withholding information
from the committee.

: He claimed there was a coverup and said he
:«ad./reaas, of; .evidencej,t^
government.

'-.Mi \vfiui. j.ppltttaimctyodK^' '.cdaBUibisiBpi' '^iiaiibinni.* -r tilia
with much of the testimony was that it relied on second and third
hand;- stories, and not hard; concrete facts;

il Major Mark • Smith appeared again before the committee and
stated that seven u.S. Congressmen have reached the same
conclusion that American POWs remain captive in Southeast Asia.
He provided the committee with what he considered to be strong
circumstantial evidence that Americans may be alive and in
captivity in Southeast Asia. 11 Be tried to talk to one of the
individuals in the picture in 1981, but the man refused to talk.

V:-.;
Major Smith reguested Mr. Obassy to make a film in aid-1985

of mining and timber operations in Laos using slave labor, but
Obassy would not turn over the film to him. He has seen the

film and the weaponry displayed in it makes it post-1975. Hr.
Maple has seen one-third of the film twice. Arrangements for
$4.2 million in the Bank of America to obtain the film were
provided by Lt. Gen. Perroots of DIA.

“Hearing, Vol. II, p. 148

.

“Hearing, Vol. il, p. 175.

bearing, Vol. IX, p. 199.
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®j»ig. General Janies W. Shufelt, U.S. Atay f Deputy Director
of DIA, told the committee that the P0K/MXA shop had doubled to
-28- persoimel-fron-a-year agbr~DlA~had“axialy2ed“ t^e^aateriirs^
provided to the committee by Major Smith on July. 16, 1986, and
concluded that the entire package contained absolutely no proof
of live American prisoners being held in Southeast Asia. 19

Shufelt testified that the D.S. Government had stated repeatedly
it would not pay for information and that the U.S. Government vis
not providing $4.2 million for the film. There is no
intelligence from the three pictures as the location of where
they were taken can not be determined; There waT not a covsrup
at DIA. Intelligence is somewhat a subjective game and, whether
you are dealing with POWs or the number of T-80 tanks the Soviets
have and are producing, there are always going to be analytical
differences based with the information available between analysts
and between intelligence agencies that deal on the production of
intelligence

.

20 Be testified DIA had only received four photos
and no POHr names from Major Smith-SFC Mclntire* DIA had met with
Mr. Ashworth' and Mr.' MevinV'bbthTbf idicwi had been witnesses
before the Committeer and the problem was that DIA did not reach
the conclusion that they would like DIA to reach and that caused
conflict. :

;
There was ah interesting exchange of letters between Senator

Murkgwski and Congressman Hendon in the Appendix."

- - It is "interesting to note that at the first of the seven
hearings held, Senator Hurkowski stated that it was important- to
note at the start that the committee would not necessarily reach
any conclusions. The committee did not publish a final report,
so it appears that they, in fact, did not reach any conclusion or
have any recommendations on this most important subject matter.

The Committee received many mired signals from the various
witnesses . Several witnesses claimed to have proof that American
POWs were alive in Southeast Asia , but were unable throughout the
hearing to establish hard facts to support this conclusion. Some
of the witnesses contended that various government officials and
agencies had lied, withheld infonBatioh, or were involved in a
coverup. The agencies denied that there was a coverup and
disputed the testimony of those that leveled the allegations.

bearing, Vol. Ii, p. 225.

;
."Hearing, Voi. II, p. 230.: *

"Hearing, Vol. II, p. 251.
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The charges and denials are far apart
truth? ;

where or where is the

The Administration said that the resolution of Americans
missing in action was a matter of the highest national

lt has been over six years since these hearings were
concluded, and while seme progress has been made, this issue
lingers on and on and is the core of great frustration for the

:

;

familiea:M
;
;well^as;the :^

•' Vietnam ashed for two years to settle this issue, it has
now been six - how much longer will it take.

The Committee heard very dedicated witnesses who testified
concerning their particular beliefs with regard to the KXA/POW
issue and the allegations Of a coverup but in essence ended up
facing a catch-22 situation. The Committee pleaded for
individuals to come forward dr to meet with them individually to
•stabUsh~the plain” fact-that there wereAmerieansbeihg^^
Southeast Asia - but none, in the eyes of - the Committee, did so*

11
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Witnesses

ten Albrecht: Mr. Albrecht is the President of the National
Bw*att ' 11,6 •' * non-profit organisation that

h
®o«itor« otter charitable organisations. George

(196M1K
’ * 05 atM8^ “ ^ St4te

George Aldrich: Former legal advisor to the Department of Stateand was involved in the Paris Peace Accord negotiSons? Author of
^gpyetfl.Ucm of the Paris Peace

;

°*

Dolores^ Alfond: Mrs. Alfond is the National Chairperson of theNational Families Alliance. Her brother is Usted asmssing in

Rictard Aaitage. Poraer Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense in

Hr. Ashworth is a Marine Corps combat veteran of
Vietnam, an author and speaker, and an expert in thearchival resources pettaining to POWs and the missing frern Worldwar lx, Korea and Indochina.

Jack Bailey. Retired It. Col, US Air Force,
matters as the head.of Operation Rescue,

Involved in POW/HIA

Bomxd tekert Former senator and Majority Leader from Tennesseeand Chief of staff at the White Bouse under Pres. Reagan.

Gagnet* BeUi„ Special assistant for negotiations on POM/MIAs for

SmloOT^k ^3v*V *eatif*ed >>efore the Committee; in 11/91.Employed by JTF-PA. Currently stationed in Bangkok, ttailand.

Errol Bond: Mr . Bond was Vice-President of Support Our POW/MlAs ,

ttTSKn’SSS’.SS?
““ “* tt.«

IS®' SP’J p
?
BB8r W»rvi«or of the POW/MIA

p“l"hi ta^pte^wss! Hemorandumcriticalgf DIA

John Brown: John M. G. Brown is an infantry combat veteran of the

,•

'
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tor la Vietnan, an author and » researcher who has extensive
kaotfladga of tbs sources of information pertaining to American andMllad-POtoandglAB from World War I>KorldWar TI/Korsa andVietnan. Col., USAF, Dob Central Documentation Office.

tortmt Mr . Brown is the Public Charities Director for tie office
S CirftUiotf.'. HB is responsible*!”
nil public charities registration and compliance within the state

.

^ignitor Brsesinskii Hr. Brsesinekiwas a member of the StateDepartment's Policy Planning Connell (1956-68); Assistant to the
.,

f<sr ^HaUonal Security Affairs (1977-81), and a neibbr ofthe President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (1987.-91).

£32 «“• «• “•

SS’ciS.ttr
1 w*. «. »»«

Linda Canada: Ms. Canada is an account representative for Bberle
i Associates, a professional fundraising company. Ms. Canada was
responsible for the Jack Bailey/Qperat^ Aescue account;

^^5^^ format Bhite Bouse Chief of

Frank Carluecit
Adninistration.

tomex Secretary of Defense during Reagan

OT Cynthia A. Chambers: Captain Chambers is currently an
IntelUgencejJfficer, Special Office for Prisoners of War andHissing In Action, DIA. \

a^.%22£vx?i4
ffl£S’i<fi£.“uK.uSr"

* ““
HB George R. Christmas: Hajor General Christmas is the Director
for Operations, Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific command (1991-

. Present). .

.

.

v

if
J®“8 Clapper, Jr. t Lieutenant General Clapper hits served as

Director for Intelligence, Headquarters, U.S. Pacific Coamnand, and
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, Headquarters, U.S. Air
Force. Be is currently Director of the DIA.

Willlan Claaezxtsi
Defense (1973-76).

COL John Me Coles Colonel Cole is the Chief of the ffitnwv vaaira

; ,
2 ripsfen 4 ^ p^e 2

Hr. Clements served as Deputy Secretary of
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collert^formation oi^POHif^d H^'^^C^china
8

.

6 ni88ioa is t0

&X3*5,\ H?'
c°yaa .4 * reporter fornerly associated with

*? *“ spent many years in SoutheastAsia ^porting on POff/HIA developments and POK/KtA hunters.

DanlV
“ ' •* rr:- •'/"“•*>' - “ ‘

fiteva. Davis t Civilian employee of electric company that maintained
US military communication systems in Saigon in 1975.

LOT John R. Deane (DSA, Ret): General Deane
( USA, Ret, V is adistinguished airborne infantry offioer with' extensive confcat

was briefly the Director at the Defense Intelligence

Michael Denver: Special Assistant to President, 1981:

shotdo!2i held prisoner there. He escaped after months ofcaptivity and was rescued. ^ "vT •

DeStatte is a Senior Analyst with the Defense
Robert DeStatte: Hr;
Intelligence Agency.

Imcence Devlin: Former intelligence person in Laos , 1970-73.

Sabert Dassault: Joint Staff SERA, Pt.Jelvoir with informationregarding documentSrt^UQsmitted. to Committee. :

•

Lawrence S. Bagleburger: Ur. Bagleburger served as ExecutiveAssistant to the President for national Security Affairs (19691?Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Operation
(1973 ) , and Executive Assistant to

. the Secretary of state (1975-

Bruce Eberle: Hr. Eberle is the President of Eberle c Associates.

Si:

^

ofeM
i
enal fundraising company that prepared direct ™»n

SSi^le°^aS
e
xaUe«s;^— Operation *e#CM > «d other

ST^cSS pow activi8t “d tte Pre8ideat of

David Elder: Hr. Elder is Co-Director of American Friends ServiceConnittee, and is responsible for programs in Laos, Kampuchea, and

larry Feldman : Hr. Feldman was connected with the dissemination of

APPENDIX 9 - Page 3
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weapons for Vang Paov ^ £or *“ purchase of

John Fisher: Hr. Pisher is the Chairman of the *****

^ * Gea*e>1 Court Martial for*collaboration

MW/*SftT* Retired adUtary officer vith information related to

ji^^iagerr to. totsiager is an Accoont Representative for a
nSS-S*®*8* fi» Jmown as Infocision Management CorpT to

iSt“‘
** responsible for the Veteran of thHutam toi, -&

Jtuiy Gin: Translator dturing Garwood Trial *

?i969?S£? ®^i
Vt T‘ ^^ “wed *s B.S. Ambassador to Laos -

Etonian AfSjto™'
de*i9Mted Assiatant Secretary of State for

;

Officer eith

\PldStt tallies*® ^torett^ifSetrt^as
;a«tSy^S5VSi?- al8

° .?* °iviUan «toer of the

•Bo* Grits* LTC Grits is a highly decorated former Special
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Forces offimr sAo ran
;

;

Bagla . Mr . Grit* ran for iwsi.danf'ih'1992 «« tl» Populist tie*et>

GBR Alexander M. Haig, 3*. (OSA, Get,)i &aaxa3.Mtiq

Sanior Military Advisor to Dr. Henry Kissinger (1969-73), Djputy

Assistant toihe President for National SacnrityAffairs.White

House Chi«fofStaff(1973-74), and Secretary,of -St^m. {1981-82) .

i.:; A-
Trong Bleat A Vietnamese refugee from Horth Vietnam.

Richard Bolbcookas Hr. Holbrooke earTed a« Sta£ria«iptant to the

Raerican Ambassador to Saigon (1965-66 )

,

on the Rhlte. House Staff #

Office of the Assistant to the President for Vietnam ( 19$6-$7)

>

a aenber of - the 1 P.S. Delegation to the Parle Peace Talks ('^.68^

johnHoldridgei aiir'ii"
- toV'thrStai^ «f

Depntr Director and Director of the Office of Research and hnalyeie

for Bast Asia and the Pacific (1966-68) , and Assistant Secretary of

VStai»;fcfc;Ha<t:?j^~«^^
.Rngenir Hollist oif /JQfcvAtf :

;

:i974v0>;'.

Thach Bern: .

Ja Hugh: -f

Burt Hurlbutt Hr . oil emynitive that helped

raise money for Support Our POtf/HIAs f luc. t a tar-ereapt

organ! ration that laundered money that eent to support the Laotian

Resistance.

pat Hurt: Phaser -/lltt^.Pdw/iili.- -JHamlafet;# has information ..u^Hhc*-

Morrat. :

atm Bobby r. Inman (USH, Ret. )s Admiral toman served as^ Director

of Itovaf Intelligence, D^artaent of **“ ,"»S iJ}
97
J^

7
tVrert2

Director of the Defense intelligence Agency ( 1976-77), and Director

of the Rational Security Agency (1977-81)

.

Bobby, meant Retired Hnvy Adelmi , Former Deputy Director .CIA-

H. lehaet

Honjlra Jensen-Stevensani Mm. Stevenson is co—author of IttM till

Bovs Goodbye . The book, about Amsrican Pdf's in Vietnam, Grew out

of a story she prodnetd in 1985 for a television news shoe.

Stephen !, Johnson: Mr. Johnson bns served in the Department of

. 5 APPEHDH 4 - Page 5
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State as a Political Offleer in Saigon, Nha Txang, and Vlantiane,
as Vietnam Dask Officer, and as an Analyst for Indochina# Bureau of
Intelligance ahdResearch. " .'.••77';. '•.••T'; 7 -T •" r 7

Helen Johnsons Tomer Amy Security Crypto operator in 1974

.

Kelated to Lippert deposition.

Ivan Xallsters Hrv Kalister. is the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms agent that investigated John LeBoutillier's purchase of
ten handguns intended for export to Southeast Asia .

Oleg Kalugins Retired General of the KGB Who testified before the
Committee that certain KGB agents had interrogated 3 American POHs
afteu: 1973 in Vietnam* .

Kays A civilian employee of Air America who mas shot: down
over Laos in 1973 and was a POW for over a year*

Richard Thomas Kennedy* Hr. Kennedy served as Director, Staff
Planning and Coordination, NSC (1971-72) and Deputy Assistant to
the President for NSC Flawing (1973*75)

•

Patxick Khamvongsai A former menber of the Royal Lao Air Force who
has been active in the Lao resistance*

GEN Robert Kingston (USA, Ret«)s General Kingston is a
distinguished infantry and Special Forces officer Who served as the
Commander of the Joint Casualty Resolution Center (1973-74)

.

Dr. Henry A. Kissingers Dr* Kissinger served as National Security
Advisor to President Nixon (1969) , negotiating the Paris Peace
Accords settlement in January, 1973.7 He served as secretary of
State from 1973 to 1977. v

:;," - 7-v 7;;

Thomas Lacy* Retired Brigadier General with information on
PON/KIA.

Melvin i; Lairds Hr. Laird was a member of the U.S. Bouse of
Representatives before becoming Secretary of Defense (1969-73), and
Counsellor to the President for Domestic Affairs (1973-74).

Steve Llppertt Former Army Security Agency crypto operator with
information on intercepts in 1974.

Winston Ldrdlt Mr. Lord vat a member of the NSC staff (1969-73),
Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
(1970-73), and Director of the State Department's Policy Planning
Staff (1973-77). ;/

IT Paul K* Maguires Lieutenant Maguire currently serves as a
Multi-Sensor Fusion Analyst, Special Office for Prisoners of War
and Missing in Action, DXA.

6 APPENDIX 4 - Page 6
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C. Murphy Martin: Hr. Martin was President of United lie Stand and

travelled- tO“Vietaam-to-pnblici*e the

Murphy Martin: An employee of Boas Perot.?

Michael Martin: ;

:

-a
:

Bonald Martini Mr. Martin was helped to coordinate/ bat Inter
disassociated himself fran ‘the failed /Team Falcon" POW rescue

mission.

Bod Matthews: Lt. Col. in the U.S. Air Force attached to CDO with
information regarding documents transmitted to Committee.

Bud Matthews: Already discussed. Continuation of deposition.

0. Matthews: ••••••;••
• V;

‘

-;y ; \ j£ •.

Robert McFarland: Former Rational Security in aid-80s

.

fed MoGanyt Mr; McGarry coordinated the communications in the

United States for the failed "Team Falcon* POM rescue mission, and

was"responsible7foi~tbai;^welcome home"; when^^^ H
return.

Harry McKiilpp: An associate of Mr. Perot, Mr. MdXillop has

travelled to Vietnam on several occasions in ah affort to obtain

information regarding American POR/MZA* s •

John McMahon: Former DDO/CIA in the early 80s with information on

Sham Morxat. % ~

Edwin Meese: Former Attorney General of the United States under
President Ronald Reagan.

Shames Usurer: Mr. Meurer was President of United We Stand and has

travelled to Vietnam seeking information cin American POW/MIA's.

Paul Miles: Was a Major in Vietnam during the Four Party Joint

Commission.

Karen Miller: MS. Miller is the 1st cousin of MIA Donald Carr.

She is knowledgahle about the dissemination of the photographs of

Gunther Deitricfc which were held out to be Donald Carr.

Charles Mills: DoD Central Documentation Office civilian employee

with information regarding documents transmitted to Cosmittea;

Terry Minarcdn: Former army cryptoanalyst testified before the

Committee on message traffic that he allegedly saw in early 70s.

7 AFFEBDZZ 4 - Page 7
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Jaxry Mooneys Pomer Air Foxes cryptoanslymt curwntlv livino in
Xoatase testified before the CoeStt^liet he adhered
eeeageg of movement of US POWs In early 70s. '

AM BmobB MMcmr (OSH, Hat.
) i Admiral Hoorer served as CMef of

Stiff (1970-H)*
(19S7“70 > ** Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

^ItoRlitcisa. flhs ethnic Chinese Horth Vietnamese mho prepared
several. remains and testified before Congress that they weitratored

i» Atl“ta, GA and recently spent 2-3
days at CJX-HI looking over and trying to identify remains.

UK Daniel J. KnrphyflJSB, Set.): Adminl Knrphy served as Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence for Intelligence Community/
Central Intelligence (1976-77).

'

John D. segropcntei hr. Hegxoponte mas a member of the t.S.
Ia^c* (l96®“S9)'SW“Served-ohrtlie-HSC-r

M*Bia X. ilnmi President Mron served teo terms as Vice-
President under Eisenhower, and won presidential elections in 1968

...^.4?I?4-.-^--P?tfl^-J^,^^*ideney.Jin..Aag^,.^974;_„_-.'.'ir;;u,:',.

Mon.aptuslter

Idward O'Counort Retired hajor General. OS Army, whowas a Malor
during the Pour Party Joint ComaiBsion.

° “J°r

John T. Odellt Retired HSA SEA Group Chief. .^yCV

'

General , Former Director of POW/lCLA

Michael^ oiksenbugt Mr. oskenberg served as a mesiber of the
National Security Council Staff (1976-78)

•

Patricia Q'Gradyi Dr. O'Grady has sat on the Board of Directors of
the National League of Families and has written and researched
extensively on the POW/KIA subject. Her father is listed as
Prisoner of War,

H. Boss Perot: Mr. Perot worked for several years to improve the
treatment of American PON's held in North Vietnam. He has remained
very active in the POW/m issue, and has travelled to Southeast
Asia on several occasions.

X£ Leonard Pexzootss Lieutenant General Perroots was Director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency (1985-88).

Steven Pittwidrigh* Mr. Pittendrigh is a Vice President of a

8 APPBHDZZ 4 - Page 8
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telemarketing fim known as Infocision Management Corp. Bis
clients include Veterans of the Vietnam War, Inc. and John
LeBoutiliier/Skyhook

GEN Colin L. Powells General Powell served as Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs (1987*89) and as Senior
Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense. He is currently
serving his second term as -Chairman pf the Joint Chiefs of . Staff

.

Marilyn Prices Ms. Price . is President of a professional
fundraising company known as The Creative Advantage . Ms. Price's
clients include Veterans of the Vietnam Mar , Inc.

Mark S. Pratts Mr. Pratt served in the State Department as a
Political/ Military Officer in Vientiane and Laos (1963-68) r on the
Interagency Ad Hoc Group on Indochina ( 1968-73 ) , and as a member of
the U.S. delegation to the International Conference on Vietnam.

Richard Bands Consul of DS Embassy, Laos, 1973?

Elliot Richardson: Mr. Richardson served as Secretary of Defense
(January - May 1973) among other positions he held in the
government, such as Attorney General of the U.S.

John Robinsons Mr. Robinson is the General Manager of the
Washington Intelligence Bureau, a company which provides caging and
mailing services to fundraising organizations including Operation
Rescue and Veterans of the. Vietnam War, Inc.:

COL Laurence Robson (US1F, Ret.
) s Colonel Robson served as

Personnel Plans Officer for POW/KIA, Military Assistance Command
Vietnam, and as Deputy Chief, POW Subcommission, Four Party Joint
Military Commission.

Lawrence Robsons Retired Col., DS Air Force, was a Lt. Col. and
the Deputy US Delegate to the FW Subcommission of the Four Party
Joint Commi ssion. Was the individual who received the nine PONs
from Laos in Hanoi on March 28, 1973.

Jeff Rock:
'

Peter W. Rodman: Mr. Rodman was a member of the NSC staff (1969-
77) and special assistant to Dr. Henry Kissinger and then Brent
Scowcroft.

William P. Rogers: Mr. Rogers served as Secretary of State (1969-
1973)

Kenneth Rush: Mr. Rush served as Deputy Secretary of Defense
(1972-73) and Deputy Secretary of State (1973-74).

B.H. Rnssell': Retired Col., TO Army, head of Four Party joint

9 APPENDIX 4 - Page 9
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Commission, PW Bubcommission

.

MG Michael Ryan: Major General Ryan is Vice Director for Strategic
Wans and Policy of the Joint Staff (1991-Present). " vy

Joseph Salta: - ."Mr, Salta is President of Response Development
Corp. i a professional fundraising company / Mr. Salta' s clients
include John LeBoutillier/Skyhook Il:

*

Ted Saapleyi ; Hr l Saapley is : a: of the Vietnam war
who was the Deputy Coordinator of the National Vietnam Veterans
Coalition. He is currently Chairman of the Homecoming II Project.

Kong Sautey:

MAJ Jeannie H. Schiff s Major Schiff is Deputy Chief, Current
Operations Branch, Special Office for Prisoners of War and Hissing

7to~Actd;bn;r7)IAT^:,^^ •

•

Janes R. Schlesinger: Mr. Schlesinger has served as Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency (1973) and Secretary of Defense
(1973-74). ^

Janes Schlesinger* Former Director of CIA and Sec. of Defense.
1973-1975.

Schworz:

Brent Scowcroft:_
, Mr . Scowcroft served as_ Military Assistant to the

President (1973-75), and Assistant to the President for National-
Security Affairs

r
‘

! y

MS Richard V. Second (US&F, Ret. )i Major General Second served in
Vietnam (1962) and Laos (1966-69), spending much of the latter
period detailed to the CIA. Be later headed the Southeast Asia
Branch, Bast Asia and Pacific Region, OSD (1972).

Robert R. Sheets: Mn. Sheets is currently Chief of the DIA's
Special Office for Prisoners of War and Missing in Action.

Patricia Sheridan t Mrs. Sheridan is the Executive Director of the
Red River Valley Fighter Pilots Association in Derby, Kansas, a
non-profit organization that provides scholarships to children of
POW/KIA/KIA servicemen.

Michael Sherwood:

Roger B. Shields: Mr. Shields served in the Defense Department as
Deputy Assistant Director for International Economic and POW/MIA
Affairs (1971-77).

Roger Shields! Deputy AsBistnat Secretary of Defense for Sea

10
1

•
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Affairs, Employee of the Department of Defense who was in charge of

thn POW/MIA task force— office heavily involved with the POW/MIA
issue. '

v'-’’

A1 Shinkle: A retired USA* intelligence officer who has been

involved with POW/MIA Affairs and worked for John LaBoutier for

Skyhook II. Mr. Shinkle currently lives in Thailand. ,

ghanbang Sibounheuang : Mr . Sibounheuang, a Laotian American, is an

assistant to Judge Hamilton Gayden in Nashville, TJH. He has been

responsible for disseminating a great deal of erroneous POW/MIA

information in the U •S • He has ; also Served as an interpreter on

several failed POW/MIA rescue missions.

Frank Sieverts: Mr. Sieverts is lie Special Assistant for POW/MIA

Affairs, Department of State (1966-78). ••••

'

14^'Siever^ for the-Department of State with -PQW/HIA

public affairs.

Mark Smiths Former green beret who was involved in the circulation

of a tape purported to show live POWs,

John F. Sommer: Mr. Sommer is the Executive Director of the

Washington Offide, of The American Legion.

Harold Sprague: Dob Central Documentation Office employee with

information regarding documents transmitted to Committee.

John Stein: Retired former DDO/CIA in mid 80s.

Curtis Stern* Mr. Stern is an Account Representative for a

telemarketing firm known as Infocision Management Corp. Mr. Stem
is responsible for the John LeBoutillier/Skyhook II account.

William Stevenson: Correspondent and co-author of Kiss the Bovs

Goodbye, Mr. Stevenson won the release of a Canadian pilot from the

Chinese (1957) and discovered Prench prisoners in Indochina several

years after Dien Bien Phu

•

William H. Sullivan: Mr. Sullivan served as TJ.S. Ambassador to

Laos (1964-68), Chief of U.S. Mission to Laos (1968-69), and Deputy

Assistant Secretary of State for Bast Asian and. Pacific

Affairs (1969-73), .

Robert Sungenis: Mr. Sungenis is Chief of the Directorate of

Information, Operations and Reports, Office of the Secretary of

Defense (1973-92).

Robert Sungenis: A civil service employee of the Department of

Defense who was in charge of casualty records . Appeared before the

Committee, but barely testified.

11 1PPKBDXX 4 - Page 11
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®“T Sydow« Mr. Sydow is currently Chief of the Analysis Branch,
Special Office for Prisoners cf War and Miseinj ^ pu
caiarley IBylor. Mr. Saylor travelled to Thailand to coordinate the
caanunicatiohs for the failed "Teas Falcon* po» rescue mission.
LG Bugaoe Tighe: ; Lieutenant General Tighe was CXNCPAC Chief of
Intelligence (1972*73) , Director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency (1977-B1), and director of the casmission that produced the
critique of DIA's handling of the POH/MIA issue called •the tighe

:
Report." . '•

.•

...

toqmm Tighe: Retired Lt. General TJ.S. Air Force, and former
director of the DIA from 19(77-1981— has

^ testified before
Committee. Also headed up the Tighe Commission which issued the
.Tighe -report. •

'

Bui Tint; Colonel Tin took the surrender of the South Vietnamese
goverment-in“thepresidentiAlpalace(30J^il7l975)V“Hdlater
served as editor of the Comnmnist party newspaper

;

.»han Dan , but haB
since been expelled from the party for his criticism of the
government

.

- Amy enlisted person idio worked at the Air
Borne command post who allegedly saw certain messages on POTs in
Laos and also the transfer of US POWs to Bast Germany,

Hugh Tovar: Former Intelligence person in Laos.

Charles Trowbridge: Mr. Trowbridge is: Deputy Director of the

(1971-92

)

0ffit2e for -POW/HUi Affairs,; Defense Intelligence Agency

Charles Trowbridge : Retired Wavy Commander f for many years was
Deputy Director at the DIA in their POH/MIA branch. Has testified

. before the Committee.

Jerry Tuttle: Admiral who was Deputy Director of DIA under
General Tighe, 1979-1981.

*

Richard Upavong:

GEH John W. Vessey, Jr.: General Vessey served two terms as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: (1982-85). He is currently
the Presidential Emissary to Hanoi for POH/MIA Affairs (1987-
Present). • 1

•

Captain Raymond Vohdens A former Havy POfl wto was in charge of the
DoD POW/KIA branch in 1973.

Robert B. Wallace: Mr . Wallace served as Commander-in-Chief of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States (1991*92) .

Director of the CIA (1972-76)
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Vernon Walters * Retired Central r US Army. Attache to Paris who
arranged Or. Kissinger's secret meetings with the North Vietnamese,
FormerUSAmbassadorto^

Chock Wells: Legislative liaison for CDO with information
regarding documents transmitted to Committee.

diaries Mhitehonse : DCM to Ambassador Bunker in South Vietnam in
1972-73 < In late 1973> becanehabassador to Laos;

cm John A. Wickham, Jr. (USA Set.) * General WiCfcham was Deputy
Chief Negotiator of the U.S. Delegation to the Four Party Joint
Military Commission, Republic of Vietnam (1973), and Senior
Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (1973-76) and Chief
of Staff , united States Any.

General John At Wickami Retired Former Chief of Staff , US Army;
_The. Deputy .US Delegate to -the Four -Party-Joint^fti^ssi«m^“.~-:^

‘V
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1PBEHDIX S

Selected Documents

The Cosmdttee examined hundreds of thousands of documents during
its investigation . As the Ccsmittee requested of various Federal
agencies that documents pertaining to the subject of PON/MIAs be
provided, it received a massive volume of material. In addition,
the Ccamlttee generated hundreds of documents, primarily
transcribed deposition and hearing testimony.

Committee members and staff spent thousands of hours at the DIA,
CIA, USA, State Department, other agencies, and the Rational
Records Center to review classified and unclassified military
records stored there and reviewing materials and identifying
documents neededfortheCcsmdttee'siforkrTofill”theCommittee # B
blanket requests for materials# DoD established a Central
Documentation Office for the single point collection of material

. requested by the Committee,

Xuch of the material was classified when investi^tors received it^
and some of it remains classified. In compliance with Senate
procedures, all classified material mas delivered to the Office of
Senate Security ehere it mas logged in, worked on and stored. All
material still classified at the conclusion of the Committee's work
was transferred to the Bational Archives for permanent storage. The
material that was declassified, was redacted to protect the names
of sources-and the way the U.S. collects intelligence. Both
classified and unclassified versions were sent to the Archives .

At the urging of the Committee and in response to a unanimous
Resolution of the Senate, President Bush issued an Srecutive Order
requiring Executive Branch agencies to declassify almost all
material pertaining to the POff/KXA issue. The result was the
declassification of more than one million documents. At
publication time, these documents were being provided to the
Library of Congress for microfilming and indexing; they will be
available to the public for a nominal service fee.

To assist the public in understanding its work, the Committee was
assisted hy a specialist in archival indexing and storage. All
Ccamlttee documents will have been cross-indexed for Ideation of
subject matter and physical location of actual documents. Excerpts
from selected documents follow!

01/11/73 Kissinger to Bunker (ironclad guarantees)

Henry Kissinger sends a message to Abbassador Busdcer in Saigon.
**(Le Due) Tho and 1 met for six hours...we completed"the text of
the Agreement. We also collated the associated understandings.
Major ones include. . .iron clad guarantees on our prisoners in Laos

APPKHDIX 5 - Page 1
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and Cambodia.”

7̂ Pl/26/73

XM0«as''-'.dC:' SQW/lmk. Families telling
them •Understandings on Laos are absolutely clear concerning POW
releases in a tine frame sinilaz to that in Vietnam. ..They cannot
hold . pur . ®en for ransom. . .There cannot be aiiy blacJaaail by
them. . .In North Vietnam it is almost inconceivable that they will

_ hold' . any;; PONs .
;

• _ / '• v;.;:

01/27/73 Paris Peace Agreements

•The Agreement on Ending the Kar and Restoring Peace in Vietnam* is
v formally signed. • .in Paris by U.S. Secretary of State William P.
Rogers . . .The cease-fire goes into effect.

:

"A3dACijLiJ^r.^^*^r:•-^f^^e.rUh.^»tl^^States•V:1^i^^^’^oon'teibl^ltbe^
^

toi^TC.stlfar^•
reconstruction of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and throughout
Indochina*? ...

;•

Article BA - "The return of captured military personnel and foreign
civilians of the parties shall he carried out «jwmi »j>t^ffiy yjth
®hd completed . not later :• than the 'same 'day -as the • troop withdrawal •

mentioned in '"AEticlerN 1

;.- The/ parties:" shall exchange coopiate
lists... on the day of the signing of the Agreement.

•

Article. 8B - "The parties shall help each... to get information
about those-militaryjpersohnel. . .missing in action, . ..and to take
any„such.measures as may be required to get infozmation about those
still considered missing in action.* —
Article 22 - ...In a supplementary protocol/ it is provided that
P097S will be released in approximately equal installments at 15
day-intervals during a $0 day period. • •

At I2i5<> pj.m* BST# the U.S. is ^ from the
Vietnamese. . .containing 717 names of PONs, including 64. ..reported
as having died in captivity. .. .

. .. .
•

The lists from the Vietnamese contain U.S. PONs captured or held
in Laos.

.

01/27/73 Side Understandings

On the Phrase "of the particles” in Article 3 a) and b; of the
Agreement ;• "It is understood. . *that the phrase "of the particles"
in Article 8 (a) and (b)...covers all personnel of the parties and
from any other country.”

The Return of Vietnamese Civilian Personnel Captured and Detained
in South Vietnam - "The U.S. reaffirms the statement of Dr. Bfcnry
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A. Kissinger. ..that the United States will use its maximum
influence to secure the return of Vietnamese civilian personnel
captured and detained in .-Sottth:.^etnam.:.-.,JL

7
::...^-.:-. ^^11-.:^

Regarding Laos and Cambodia Message in the Name of the Prime

Minister of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

October 21, 1972. .
.
(b) . i .the Americans captured in Laos mill be

promptly released, before December 30, 1972. •
. (0) . . .She DRV side

: has been clearly informed tfhat there is no American captive in

Cambodia..."
^ _

"Message from the President of the United States to the Prime

Minister of the Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
. Dated October 22, 1972:

The President notes with appreciation the message from the Prime

Minister of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam which satisfies all

hiB points with respect to Laos and Cambodia as well as U. S ^

prisoners^" . -

v
T-

01/29/73 WASIG meeting (hoping for 40-41 PONs from Laos)

KASAG meeting . takes place at White House. Dr. Kissinger and
another NSC offidal -are-both advisedby-the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and the Defense Department that they are "hoping" for "40-41V
‘ American prisoners of war in Laos. •

.

02/01/73 Nixon's letter on war reparations

The NorthVietnamese provide a list. ..which is represented as the
‘ list of American_POWs captured in Laos. The -list is exchanged
simultaneously with: a private communication to North Vietmupese
Prism Minister Pham Van Dong from President Richard Nixon.

The letter from President Nixon reads:

"1 . The Government of the United States of America will contribute
to postwar reconstruction in North Vietnam without any political
conditions. 2. Preliminary U.S. studies indicate that the
appropriate programs for the U.S. contribution to postwar
reconstruction will fall in the range of 3.25 billion of grant aid
over 5 years. . . 3. The U.S. will propose to the DRV the formation
of a Joint Economic Commission. . . (4 . ) to develop programs for the
U . s . contribution to reconstruction of North Vietnam. . .

"

02/02/73 Mixon to North Vietnam PM (Laos list is unsatisfactory)

• . .the following message is delivered to the North Vietnamese Prime

Minister from President Nixon. • •

:

"The list of American prisoners held in Laos which was presented in
Paris on February 1st is unsatisfactory. U.S. record show...317

,
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American Military men unacoounted for in Laos and it ie
inconceivable that only ten of these men vould be held prisoner in
^P|.^vimpleaentationofanyAniericanunderta3cingiB-relatedtothe
satisfactory resolution of this problem. .TT^g related

•

™
02/01/73 >• pZA Analysis of Sassy Lists and List of 82

Kergrandum for the jOecretary of Defense.
1 .Wie^enclosure provides a suamary of the hixmber of u.S . orisdners

Olive'., and/or deceased* . .in terms of the Defense
vary slightlywith official Service casualty statistics .

j

2.Pigures provided are the result of analysis of brisoner files
"orth «* coig

g
OSW - 27* ratf - 22| BSMC - 3; Civilian - 14; Total 87.

02/06/73 DIB Wflao to Kissinger (talking points)

«r« a^oxlmt»ly 350 6.8. ailitary and civilians listed asaissiag or captured in Laos. Of this totil, approrinately 215Banwwejflst nndarjueh circunstances that theeieay probably hwinforeation regarding their fate,* .

•lja, PUFJisr ol 10 personnel captured la.Laos (provided by DRV 0a
l^ttenaty H73) .

;
.the list; consisted of personnel eactur^ hv »h«.

*ban^a Pathet Lao;v. ihcghPiigfr^^ »*
t
ii
tat

^
whether tties. aen sere dead or aUve/ Or whether thatare to he released. She HJ Uatiaincoaplete...-

^ere are apprtylaately 300 crash sites in Laos...Because of the

f£*“S£ B^^Jietaaa*8“ *?$*•' 11 e“ be reasonably aaauaed
ttat_tho north Vietaaaese wonld have sen. knowledge on the fate ofiasing/captured personnel la these areas.*

^m»JLs. widened that th* Pathet Lao have infoxoation oncaptored/nissiag D.S. parsonnsl and ahonld be able to provide aliat of alive U.B. PR's and infornation on the fate of aaqpothers.

*?£,

S

0**?.vietaa*"M* becana* of their presence la parts of Laos,
ialoaMti

1

on th“ provided to date on
captursd/missing D.S. personnti.. .

•

02/14/73 Joint poanm
fqua (mating joint aconoaic co—ission)

®it, Baited States and Horth Vietnam issue a joint coummigue tocraata a joint economic cooaiision to oversee rebuilding Vietnam
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with TJ.S. dollars. ..The connnahigne is a result of Dr. Kissinger's
'Hanoi visit. .. \.v •.

•

/'.

02/21/73 Peace Agreement witi. Laos

The -Agreement on Restoring Peace and Achieving National Concord in

Laos" is signed. . .Chapter II , Article 5.. .provides for the release
of "all persons, regardless of nationality, who haye been captured
and detained" * • ; "within 60* days after the setting hp bf the
Provisional National Union Government. . .After all those who were
captured have been returned/ each side has the duty to gather
information on those missing during the war and report the

information to the other side. V

03/13/73 TOSAG Minutes (Laos PON concerns)

WASAG Heating tabes place at White House;

^StHSTT ~"~You
are released?’ ,/

Kissinger: "Yes, that's right.

"

Defenses "How many are there in Laos?"
NSC Staff: "They've told us they hold more American prisoners than

ldieeight^bhthdrttst‘ve~rece^
Stater "We've had contact with the Pathet Lao several times. "

Kissinger: "And they have admitted they hold more?
State: "Yes."
Kissinger: "1 didn't loiow that. How many more?"
State: "They haven't said. They've been giving us the.ronaround
on the details . .> • V - •

03/14/73 Kiasihgtt Itemoy.tP.'Hdawo- Ireconiwndi tig bombing Daw)

On March 14th, President Ninon approves a request from Henry
Kissinger to plan "for a 2-3 day series of intensive TJ.S. air
strikes against the trail area of Southern Laos to be conducted
immediately after release of the third increment of POWs is

completed on March 16th" The purpose of the bombing is

described... as a "response to continued north Vietnamese
infiltration and logistics activity in the South."

03/21 and 03/22/73 DU to Mooter on PONs and Moorer Cables

• .. .The tJ.S. will complete the withdrawal of its military forces
. . .in accordance with the terms of the agreement, .with the released
Of all , repeat all American prisoners held throughout Indochina •

•

"Do hot commence withdrawal of the fourth increment until the
following two conditions are met: (1) TJ.S. has been provided with
a complete list Of all TJ.S. PR's including those held by the Pathet
LSo ? as well as the time and place of release . ..

" "If difficulties
arise during the process of release, then cease all withdrawals
until otherwise instructed."

•
•

•;
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object to the ffi*?*,”
8 ”*} *• do »ot

theT^es^d placeof 6a

03/22/73 GodleytoState (fisbassy believes ISl hold POSs)

L^SfU.^ t0 Sec**«y
more V. S . P0»s throi^ont taoe'thLi'thoae

0
.,.!^^*!^*.

Front hold*
the DRV Pebruary let Hat; MS^tSt^hbS^'^Sf^fw-should concentrate first on gettiad toe*9 POWs'

1^?r

north Vietnamese list .

* *•““» ww » mows back vho were on the

Q3/22/73 Embassy Danarche to Pathet tj"

rtaSSg*Sey
<1

2pe«
S
baS

t^2^^nV^"?* d««*ehe to Pathet Lao
•1st list.

^ 9XpBCt 1)ack ®ore U*S. PORs than those on the February

03/22/73 Tapes ••••'•, ;' •

'••
'_

•' ••"•
•

•

' •'•;•
•

1973, fro® 9 til to 10135 A.H,

iewDoint if thav 1

1

. •
from^ from the Vietnam

and the troops out (unintelligib^ef
^8, *** P**800®*6 ' »*««/ and,

’ Presidenti~(Unintelligible ) ..

: ^
;

r\ "'

.

~
’'

Haldeman tBetter wait and see (unintelligible)

President: The prisoners, oh, the prisoners (unintelligible) ..
.

- J
03/23/73 Baglotoorgar

unresolved.. ."
the Laos Hih question remaining

nrannigw. . «U. « /pi*
MMBMX S - Page 6



proper accounting of our men lost in Laos. «
.

;

'
•

.

A. "Alter the recovery of the last prisoners from HVN, Hanoi should
be advised unequivocally that we still hold them responsible for
the return of all PONs being held in Indochina.V."

B • " . • •a strong demarche should be made to the ranking LPP
representative in Visntaine. . .This initiative should plainly and
forcefully assert that the ;TJ.S . ivill no longer play games with the
POK issue in Zaos. . .iie demand their Ijnsediate release as well as an
accounting and infbastion on all these who may liave died.
Finally, the IFF should be advised that failure to provide a
satisfactory answer could result in appropriate United States
actions;.*" :

D . •Shortly after 28 Marche assuming the, MPF
:
have not responded

favorably , -intensive andobviouatactical air- reconnaissance- of
Borth and South Laos should commence . Additionally, the movement
of a new carrier task force into the waters off Vietnam should be
publicly announced* . •

: .the levidSnce indicates, thattheJ^
capture U*S« personnel since 1964, and the IFF have provided no
prisoner or casualty data at all other that the ten names listed on
1 Fdbniary;>** ; ..y

•

03/27/73 Use* Topes

Transcript of a recording of a meeting among the President, H*R.
Haldaman, John Shrlicfaman, and Ronald Siegler on Hatch 27, 1973
frtu 11s 10 A.X. to ls30 P*K*

"Hhrlicfamans This story and, uh, this one, uh, this, this Watergate
thing is potentially very debilitating around, but we have to
devote a large part of our time to keeping people busy in, uh. . •

Presidents I know***"
-

Presidents ..*1 don't believe that I should go out on national
television like tonight or tomorrow and go out on the Watergate
Commission and then come on the nest day on national television on
Vietnam* * *lty view would be to, get the Vietnam out of the way, and
maybe get this right if you could* X think that gives you time. • .

04/03/73 Richardson note to Rogers (questiocs, bat on to HXAsj

Secretary of Defense Richardson sends a note to Secretary of State
Rogers stating, "While there is still some question on whether any
of our men are still held, particularly in Laos, our attention most
now be focused primarily on the difficult task of accounting for
the missing in action." •'



-04/05/73™ GodleyCabletoRogert

tJ.S. AnbaMador. ..Godley, sends cable to Secretary of State Rogers
stating they wore relucmUy approaching the conclusion that the
Pathet Lao did not hold additional prisoners, and that it ms tine

e
*“Sare the focns to accounting for HXAz as opposed to searching

tor pows e.-
••

.

04/06/73 of Senator Brodke meeting with Both Pwtrwy

•senatorErooke's mjetingwith LPP rspres«itaUye8oth Phetraty on
April 6,i . latter formally stated that LPP holds no mors American
prieoners in Laos. Both said only prisoners LPP held ears the nine
who were returned to OSG in Banoi on Hazch 28. . .

04/12/73 Shields Pre«B Otmfaruxy
^

-v,'*
“

•.« 7*

The Defense Department sponsors a press conference. . .in wbich Roger
Shields states, "We have no indication at this nooent that there

awtochlas.'.f.Dr. Shields farther states
that with interviews of returning PONs almost caplets, none of the
HIAs have been changed to PON status.

- -
.

^

Ruaors that 0.8. servicemen were still held in Laos "do the
families a disservice,* says Shields.

Prior to the DoS news Conference, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Clements states to Dr. Shields, in reference to remaining PON/HIAs,
‘Tou didn't hear ne, they’re all dead. *

; h
“ _

04/14/73

they'

Bunker to State outlining priorities

U.S. Ambassador in Saigon, Ellsworth Bunker, sends message to
Secretary of State. ..Bunker references "informal Washington
instructions- that first priority will be recovery of remains of
those personnel listed as died in captivity on the 27 january 1973
list.:. Second priority is described as -seeking information from
the other side on sp^ific MIA persons Who, according to U.S.
recoyiB/ were believed captured alive.V, DXA has providedfolders
on 80 persons in this category. Bunker Usts the third priority as
negotiating a process for air and ground search of crash sites.

05/01/73 Richardson Homo (phasing out POS/HIA Task Fores)

Secretary of Defense Richardson signs the memorandum proposed by
ASD Bagleburger on April 25th to phase outthe POW/KIA TeskPorce.

05/23/73 Kissinger meeting with La Doc flip

Kissinger asks Le Due Tho to have an understanding with the U.S. to
•hot contradict* any U.S. public statements that article 81bV of
ths Baris accords applies to all of Indochina.

•
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Be then stated. .*Jtow ;-.we should still like a sentence from yon
which I don 't understand nhy. .yon^canft give as --which says that
tha DRY has been informed that there are no 0. S . prisoners being
held in Laos — that all the prisoners held in Laos have been
released. It would be vary important for ns i" Le Due Tho

:• responds, "I have acknowledged- to you that all of than have been
released. " Kissinger asks, "then why can't you write it down?" V‘

05/24/73 Shields to BUI *

•In a DoD sponsored press conferenceheld April 12 , 1973/ I made
the statement that DoD had no specific knowledge indicating that
any 0*8. personnel ears still alive and held prisoner in Southeast
Asia. . .It was a totally accurate and factual statenent at the tine
it was made; ••• y . 77y

'' '

'

,7
' .

'
'

'

"In light of mbre recent events, I believe that answer is no longer
7fdlly~TKatttfSdtory^*7^^

.•...it should be noted that only 10 persons, nine of whoa were U.s.
were released by the other side as Laos prisoners. Over 300 U.S.
'personnel renainunaccounted for in Laos.*

;
>.

•...I believe that the DoD position regarding the possibility of
nen still being held prisoner in SKA should be altered slightly. . .

"

06/13/73 Kissinger Press Conferenoe

;'_• . . .We are specifically concerned about the following points:

• One, the inadequate ^iaplsnsntatibn of .,thS^dease-fixe*7';7;7c j./
';

• Secondly, the continued infiltration into South Vidt-Ham and the
continued utilisation of Laos and Cambodia as corridors for that
infiltration.
• Three, we were concerned about the inadequate accounting for the
nissing in action.

.

- Fourth, we were concerned about the violations of the
demilitarised: tone. :

- Fifth, we were concerned about the inadequate cooperation with
the International Control Commission and the slow staffing of the
Two-Party Military Cosmission.
- Sixth, we were concerned about the violations of article 20
requiring the withdrawal of foreign troops from Laos and
Cambodia. •••"

,

.

" • . .Under the provisions for nissing in action, all sides have
pledged that they would sake major efforts to help each other to
account for the missing in action throughout Indochina, and this is
a matter which is of great concern to the United States. • •

”

06/05/73 Bill to Clements (status changes)

Assistant Secretary of Defense Robert Hill advises Deputy Secretary
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*«®-«i88lng in action to prisoner of War be ^ea^:by\ypu,
07/17/73 Clnnents on Status Dataninatian*.

I# ^.
C
^?!f?®

d ,?at-'0l®.proce',e for "Suitably determining statusjSpu^t Asia nayb« uSduly^af^e^ £aaotional factors rathar that tite law governing *uch determination*and the tacts bearing on aacfc lamvl<Sa^w . .V*?

°f “•*«•« if currently following guidance thatfinding in which an individual is presumed to be dead vili not h®

2SJ^ZTS«iS2Sl,.l

?uai,,s *'»• te “• :<ww!

XI*fa*f**» *0 cilange stdtus shodid not be unalterably tied tothe^inspect^ of e«bat sites, th* nr.overy of rSSnsv ^rtbeperscnaljte ;-<*» of frailly sobers. 51o decision should be based
*tn<^ °* <*• available information and a

those cases where it is warranted hy available ihfoxaatioxuv

09/07/73 Kissinger testimony to Senate on M30m

..for Secretary of

l^fft'wtLwo J*j^tor -Church the question of how na^oTthe1,300 HIAs-have been accounted for to date. - ....... ua«

-I do not believe any of then have been
*£ ttoguately, It has been one of the unsatisfactory

2*5!^ of *** >gre«aent. . dln Imos, actuallyrwon for concern, because the ration of prisoners to
Sir TS

tove reason to believe parachuted is snarer than it°ther part of this aha •..we are extremely dissatisfied
J“Pj«»taUon bf^t^part theagreoment/^and that is one of the reasons why we cannot proceed incertain other areas inch as economic aid negotiations. •

09/14/73 Laos Protocols signed

Protocols to the Laos February 21st Cease-Fire

fiS
ed

lu‘
A?icle i®

the Protocols states* "Within ** w uay*the d*te of the signing of this protocol* each sida will

irff^
>
rf

>

tho
am^Stn??w gion for **** Implementation of the

‘.JESS* tf the number of the persons captured and detained* and
oSS/iJlSLS1* aAtion

^if
ty Of each person,. . .as well as the listof the captured persons who died during the period of detention."
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05/08/76 State to Vietnam (begin new negotiations)

-fbe^Depirt^w^rb -sends- diplomatic- note-to-y^^
selective application of past agreements would not be
fruitful. ..the United States believes it would be more useful to
discuss issues affecting future relations between our two
countries , The humanitarian concern of a full accounting of our
missing men will be one of the primary issues of the united States
'ih'^such.'^ -.Until ‘ifc£g

v

iiiue”:ia''s^
there can be no real progress toward normalisation, of relations. •"

06/19/76 Vietnam to U.S. protest (linking aid to KXA resolution)

Vietnam responds with diplomatic note stating that the "unilateral
U.S* denunciation of the Paris agreement is aimed at evading the
pledges it has solemnly undertaken . • «On the other hand, the U.S.
demands that Vietnam implement Article 8(b) of the
agreement . . .Obviously it wants to renegejahJLts obligations under
the Paris agreement on Vietnam while dsiasding that the other side'
implement another article of the same agreement. • •

*

08/02/76 Habib letter to Montgomery (Kissinger denial of offer)

Under Secretary of State"fOr politiCdl Affaiifisy Shll^
a-', letter to the Jftontgomary Commission; ..Zn reference to the
February 1st Hiron letter to the North Vietnamese on reconstruction
aid...Habib states: "The President's message did not contain any
pledges of promises of Sid. . .the letter did not specifically pledge
to seek^ any particular sum of money. ^

11/13/76 Habib to Kissinger (Vietnam is linking aid to MXAs)

under Secretary of State Philip Habib reports to Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, on the November 12th meeting with the
Vietnamese. . . .he states that the core of the Vietnamese argument is
that Vietnam is "prepared to fulfill fully, and 1 repeat, fully,
our obligations" under the Paris Agreement to account for the KXAs,
but, that the U.S. should fulfill its "obligation to contribute to
binding up the wounds of war and the reconstruction of Vietnam and
to accomplish that which was agreed on in 1973 in the Joint
Economic Commission."

12/13/76 Jtantgamegy Commission Report (Vietnam is linking issues)

The Report of the House Select Committee on Kissing Persons is
filed. The major conclusion reads, "No Americans are still being
held alive as prisoners in Indochina , or elsewhere, as a result of
the was in Indochina. "..."lack of direct discussions".. • has
"prevented the closing of this chapter. ..The U.S. wishes and serves
an accounting for the missing. ..The U.S. insists on an accounting
as a precondition to normal relations. The Indochinese,
particularly the Vietnamese, state that reconstruction aid must

APPENDS 5 - Page 11



precede their accounting for our missing."

09/25/85BrookB Report
•' "~;T*' r

ln a memorandum to General Shufelt, Commodore Thomas Brooks wrote,

responsibility for the P08/MIA issue.: The deeper I looked/
professional the operation appeared...! found the

following to be particular problems*

a. Case files
unprofessional.

were incomplete, sloppy. •• and generally

b. There were no action logs in the cases or where there were
logs, entries had not been made in a long tine.

~c
*r;

;-y°liow-up4artibh»- had not been
^

pnr8ned;v^ob7iou8~follow-up
actions were called for but were never taken and years had passed.

d. There was no tickler system to ensure that we followed up on
our own tasking . . .

*

i* I an not persuaded that dnongh assets are being dedicated to
this.problen if it is the top priorityproblem ^s^laijiru^u

1

in
particular

jf I wonder is JCRC is adequately manned . . .

€ . I see the most Important thing we must do right now is to be
ceaenting relationships on the Hill., .it is clear that Congressnan
Hendon will be using our files to discredit us . . .He need to ensure

-

that we have formed .the necessary alliances...

afraid we axe in for some troubled times. . .we will not
withstand scrutiny very well...He mast make all preparations to
minimise the criticism this scrutiny will bring." •

03/18/86

>• to Director from Kimball Gaines, Chief, Director's FW/KIA Task
***• memo states, . . .the “Task Force Charter was to conduct

a hardnosed objective examination of W/m substantive issues and
procedures ,

' and > to . report findings
.

" and' : , recommendations
' to • the

'
'•

Director within thirty day»...Ihe Taek ?orcereviev mvmM
serious shortconisys u every lnportAut ere. • . .Findings ure ns
follows S

1

.

Unhealthy attitudes

.

2.

Almost total lack of management - working hard but not working
smart.

3.

Baphazard approach to problems and functions.

4.

Too much direct exposure of the working level analysts.
5. Inadequate planning, internal communication, and written
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guidance.
^$vData~basa"is"a“wiit«laadv

" ;

;;-y
- •——

—

7.

Working files unprofessional, sloppy, incomplete no standard
.procedures.
8

.

N0 disciplined, coherent, collection management effort.
9 .Too much detective work, not enough analysis

.

10 .Hot nearly enough administrative and intelligence technician
support, , v

• il,SigxM.fic«it ADP deficiencies.,

.

;
05/27/86 Tighe Report

Report from General Eugene Tighe to General Leonard Perroots,
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency. In the report summary,
General Tighe states* "We judge there is no cover-up by the D.S.
Government, the intelligence community, nor the Defense
Intelligence Agency. . ;There^J^~:^onBfttion^ even^-in-bur-iiaiited
sample,

. which establishes the strong possibility of American
prisoners of war being held in Laos and Vietnam. This judgement is
based a category of eyewitness reports . . .allegations bydefectors
and escapees . . . and "signals* in the refugee community probably
originating with the Vietnamese intelligence servicesv; .

"

•A longstanding lapse in diligeht intemgence work has produced
serious gaps in our knowledge about Vietnam'S and others' behavior
relative to prisoners of war."

He continues in his conclusions that, _

1
. "We have."found no evidence. of "cover-up" by DIA, ;

~
2.It is self-evident that a large number of HIAs may never be
properly accounted for. Therefore, false hope should not be
offered to those seeking a total accounting of PH/KlA's.
3*DIA holds information that established the strong possibility of
American prisoners of war being held in Laos and Vietnam...
5 ... .major isprovements in procedures and resources are required

D1A cwter to evaluate infoxaation properly. • «.

12 .The DIA PW/HIA center is organisationally misplaced and probably
will perform better directly under the Director, Defense
Intelligence Agency.
13*The JCRC forward field organisation is woefully undermanned,
14 .The government handling of the PW/HXA issue is constantly
harassed by phonies and profiteers.

•

03/23/87 Bush to Perot Letter

Letter from then Vice President George Bush to Ross Perot in
reference to Perot's decision to get out of the POtf/MIA issue and
turn over all materials and information he has to the
administration. Brcerpts includes "The President determined that
Howard Baker would call you the other day,.. .1 am sorry you feel
you have had less than full cooperation; but I do understand your
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... .-to 'get out of it" and convey whatever information yonfo^e to the new negotiator.
^

;>. -r
_ . ^___

1
.

’• • *®» administration...will continue to keep this issue on the
front burner. Be can do nd less. Ke owe it to those who served?"

04/08/87 Perot to Reagan Letter

: Ros.Jterot to then President, Donald Reagan regarding
the POW/MIA, i8suo. Be discusses his findings .

"
v

U.Ke left POWs behind at the end of the war in Vietnam.
2

.

We knew we were leaving sen behind.

3.

The men left behind were held in Laos

.

4 .The evidence that men were held in Laos is substantial*.

.

h ** APril/ 1973 r the Defense Department publicly declared -«
- that

£
ivl

SF
*“ricaM hold in Southeast^i*' • ^«le^*%'**tim8-i*ea-wB'knaw we'had-laft^mai ih lads

*

(and probably in Cambodia and Vietnam) . . .

SttVi. ttJtM.li.tic to attrnpt a military rescue of th.se — mn...
ll.Ihere i» only one MjUi.tic way to galn the relaas. of the —
men — throng^ negotiation.

j r^bbmznended .apppinting a Pre
negotiator...General Vessey is an excellent choice...

25- She principal obstacle in obtaining the release of tfcese men --
since the end of the war has been a lack of diligence and follow-
through by our government. Choosing a man of General Vessey'

s

stature/ giving him a broad mission, supporting his with whatever
resources he needs, end having his report directly to you-is the
strongest-possible approadi to gaining the release of these sen.

~

Chief^f^Stalf
Lieutenant General Wade, Air Force

AP personnel will be reported as killed if conclusive evidwice of
death exists, even though the remains are not recovered/ and
consist "

. of evidence so strong and so convincing as to overbear
any possibility of survival ... if no such overwhelming proof
exists, the member is reported as missing in action and is carried
in this status unless and until conclusive evidence of death
becomes available... if any possibility exists. ;. that a member
could have survived an accident, he must be reported as missing in
action.* ~

.

.
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Ufi. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POWMIAAFFAIRS

Tuesday, November 5, 1991 at 9:30 a.nt

Room 216, Hart Senate Building

PANEL 1: Paul Wolfowitz
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy

PANEL 2: Gen. John W. Vessey, U.S. Army (Retired)

Special Presidential Emissary to Vietnam for POW/MIA Mattere

PANELS:
'

Assistant-Defense Secretary for —r
-

-•
-

Command, Communications, Control, and Intelligence

PANEL 4: Ken Qninn
Chairman ofthe POW/MIA Interagency Group and

. 'i.j'/i;: . Deputy Assistant Secretary ofState for~ East Asian and Pacific Affaire y- • i y;v

PANEL 5: Carl W. Ford, Jr., Acting Assistant Secretary ofDefense for

. International Security Affairs .

Major General Michael E. Ryan, U.S. Air Force,

Vice Director, Strategic Plans and Policy (J*5), The Joint Staff

Major General GeorgelL Christmas, U&MaiineCorps,
Director of Operations (J-3), Pacific Command

PANEL 6: Dennis Nagy, Deputy Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

Bobert Sheets, Chief of the Special Office

for Prisoners ofWar and Missing in Action,
’

:

'

• Defense Intelligence Agency

CharlesF.Trowbridge, Jr., Deputy, Special Office

for Prisoners ofWar and Missing in Action,

Defense Intelligence Agency



UJB. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/MIA AFFAIRS

Wednesday, November 6, 1991 at 10 am.
Room 216, HaitSenate Building

PANEL 1: Operations on the Ground
;

Garnett E. Bell, Chief, U.S. Office for POW/MIA, Hanoi

William R. Gadoory, Jr., U.S. Joint Casualty Resolution •
.

CoL John Cole, Director, Stoney Beach, Thailand

Defense intelligence Agency

PANEL 2: Families? Perspectives

Ann Mine Griffiths, Executive Director,

National League ofFamilieB -r:

Dolores Apodaea Alfond, National Chairperson, _
/y.'- National Alliance ofFamilies

Dr. Patricia O’Grady and Robert Apodaea,
'

. Vessey Discrepancy Cases

;

PANELS: Veteran^ Perspectives

Robert E. Wallace, National Commander,

Veterans ofForeign Wars

John F. Sommer, Jr., Executive Director, ;

\}'< American Legion

Joeeph E. Andzy, former National Commander,

Disabled American Veterans

Bill Dakar, Chairman, POW/MIA Committee,

Vietnam Veterans ofAmerica

;
J. Thomas Bqrch, Chairman,

National Vietnam Veterans Coalition



Hearing: Critics’ ggEgRggtjvgs

Thursday, November 7, 1991 at 9i30 a,m,

Room 216, Hart Senate Building

PANEL 1: Bui Jin, Vietnamese Defector and

PANEL 2:

Report on U.S. Policy toward POWs and MIAs

PANEL 2: Gen. Eugene Tighe,U.S. Army (Retired) [tentative]

PANEL 3: Monica Jensen-Stevenson, author. Kiss the Bovs Goodbye

Nigel Cawthome. author. Bamhoo Cage

PANEL 4: JeffDonahue, author. POW/MIAlimelme ~

and MIA relative

Ted Salley, HomecomingD Prqject

UJ3. Veterans News

PANELS: Recently Publicized Photos

Jarir Bailey (Carr case)

Hamilton Gayden (Borah case)

Albro L Lundy HI, Barbara Bobertaont

PANEL 6: Administration response

the Administration will have an opportunity to respond to

Senators' questions. T
be led by Carl Ford].



Select Committee on

John F, Kerry. Masactaefe, CWrran
Bob Smith. New Hampshire. Vice Chairman

lomOMChiTSouihDikoe''

Harry Rad. Nevada

Charles Robb, Virginia

Bob, Kerrey, .NebraskaU^ W-Lj liTri-Lnrtrm
'

WuW v^sconsn

; Jotyt McCtfC'Arizdna .

Hank Brown. Colorado

Charles Grassley,

Nancy London Kassebaum, Kansas

Jesse Heims, North Carolina

Affairs a
JMnOMMOMVC

Uniicd Stales Senate Washmoion. DC 20510G500 (202) 224-2306

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 15, 1992

CONTACT: Deborah DeYoung
202/224-2075

WASHINGTON - The Select Committee on POW/MIA Affaire wil
hear charges that American POWs were held after the Vietnam War ended.
Chairman John F. Kerry, D-Mass., and Vice Chairman Bob Smith, R-NH,
announced today, v;: y ./

. iA
. Ay*

The hearing on Wednesday, Jan. 22 begins at 11:30 a.m. in

Room lOd, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Two former National Security Agency analysts will testify about
tracing American POWs in Southeast Asia - and possibly to the USSR ~
after the Vietnam War. The witnesses are Jerry Mooney, of Wolf Point,

Montana, and Terrell Mmarcin, of Tacoma, Washington.

The former KGB head of foreign counterespionage, Maj. Gen. Oleg
Kalugin, has said that Soviets interrogated American POWs in Vietnam as

late as 1978 - five years after the war ended. Kalugin will testify Tuesday,

Jan. 21 at 230 pom in Room 21$, Hart Senate Office BuUdihg.

At the Committee’s first round of hearings in November, Bui Tin, a
former top North Vietnamese officii testified that Soviets interrogated U.S.

servicemen in Vietnam during the war. The Pentagon contends that no
American POWs who returned at Operation Homecoming reported being

interrogated by Soviets. y ,



SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/MIA AFFAIRS

"
; June 24, 1992

- ••

Panel 1: An Overview of Wartime Casualty Accounting 1961-73

Robert Sui^ems, Chief

Directorate of Information, Operations and Reports,

Office of Secretary of Defense, 1973-1992

Charles Trowbridge, Deputy Director

Defense Intelligence Agency, Special Office

forPOW/MIAAffairs. 1971*1992

Senior Service Casualty Officers

CoL Michael Spinelk)
l U^Anny

Brig. Gen. Michael McGinty, US. Air Force

CoL AA Quebodeaux, US. Marine Corps

Representative, Joint Chiefs of Staff

Panel 2: Accounting Efforts During Operation Homecoming,
January- June, 1973

Directorate of Information, Operations and Reports,

Office of Secretary of Defense, 1973-1992

Charles Trowbridge, Deputy Director

Defense Intelligence Agency, Special Office

fu

Admiral ftiomas Moorer (USN, Ret), Oiaimmn
Joint Chiefs of Staff 1971-1975

Defense Intelligence Agency 1977-1981, and
Chief of Intelligence at ONCPAC, 1972-1973
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SENATE SELECT^ ON POW/MIA AFFAIRS

Panel i« •.*;

' ivV;.

Dr. Roger E
for Internationa] Economic and POW/MIA Affairs,

Defense Department 1971-1977

Robert Sungenis, Chief

Directorate of Infonnation, Operations and Reports,

Office of Secretary of Defense, 1973-1992

C^les Tro^ri^ Director

Defense fetdOgenGeAge^
for POW/MIA Affitirs, 1971-1992

....

Department of State, 1966-1978

Gen. Robert Kingston (USA Ret), Commander^

Joint Casualty Resolution Center, 1973-1974

•/. Michael Oksenberg, Staff ~ -
‘

National Security Council, 1976-1978

Panel 2: Status of Comnt Efforts to Account for POW/MI^

Gen. John Vessey, (USA Ret)

President's Special Emissary to Hanoi on POW/MIA Affairs;

and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 1982-1986 <

Maj. Gen. George R. Christmas (USMQ, D
of Operations, U.S. Pacific Command

'

Bob Sheetz, Chief

Defense Intelligence Agency,

Special Office for POW/MIA Affairs

Robert Sungenis, Chief

Directorate of Information, Operations and Reports,

Office of Secretary of Defense, 1973-1992

Senior Service Casualty Officers
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PANEL 1: y-^-. .... :
;

;;;
:

:
----H."Ross'Perpt .•

PANEL 2: Harry McKillop,

Perot Associate (1969-present)

'•

r
Murphy Martin,

Perot Associate (1969-1973)

Thomas Meurer,

Perot Associate (1969-1973)

PANEL 3: "
: McMuitie GOdley,

US Ambassador to Laos, 1969-1973

J .J. Jamesitapty,
Aide toAmbassador Godley

PANEL 4: Qosed Session

v- GA Station Chief in Laos

PANEL 1: LTC Leonard Peiroots,

DIA Director, 1985-1988

Natl Security Council

(Reagan Administration)

Richard Annitage,

Defense Department

(Reagan Administration)

PANEL 2: Sen. Howard Baker,

White House Chief of Staff 1987-1989

James Cannon,

Deputy to Baker 1987
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POW/M1A AFFAIRS

Panel l: Central Intelligence Agents Input

Junes R. Schlesinger

Director, Central Intelligence Agency, 1973

Secretary of Defense, 1973-1974

Panel 2: State and Defense Departments’ Input

Melvin E. Laird

4- Sedetary of Defense,

William P. Begets

Secretary of State, 1969-1973

Panel 3; U.S. Negotiating Team

•

.
Winston Lord 'V

National Scanty Comicil, 1969-1973

Special Assistant to National Security Adviser, 1970-1973

~ Director of Pb^: ^lanidaqg ar -'M^-1977;; ^

George H. Aldrich

Legal Adviser to State Department, 1965-1981

Peter W. Rodman
Staft National Security Council, 1969-1977

Vernon A. Walters

Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency, 1972-1976

William H. Sullivan

Ambamdor to Laos, 1964-1968

Chief ofUS Mission to Laos, 1968-1969

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, 1969-73

Panel 4: National Security Coundl/DdD Efforts through 1973

Gen. Alexander M. Haig, Jr. (USA, Ret) ;

Assistant to National Security Advker, 1969-1973

White House Chief of Sta$ 1973-1974



Paris Pexg Accords Negotiations for POW/MIAs
September« 1992 . 9:00 am.

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger

National Security Adviser, 1969-1975

Secretary of State,; 19734977. \ •

Bnwdrtops about POWs to Laos

and Qnesthws after Operation Homecomtnt

September 24. 1992 - 930 ajn.

Panel h Expectations about POWs in Laos

AdmiiallhomasMoom (UjSN, r
Chairman, Joint Qiiefe erf Staff 197Q»1974 .

G. McMnrtrie Godlqr , .V-

•

Ambassador to Laos, 1969-1973

John H. HoMridge

Assistant Secretary of State, East Asia and the Pacific 19_-1983

QiiM Speciaiist, State Departinentl948-1985 ' _

' Admiral Daniel J. Morphy (lUt, DSN) (Thursday, Panel 1)

Dep. Director for Intelligence Community, CIA, 1977-1980

Panel 2: Laos Questions

MaJ. Gen. Richard Secwd

Laos Chief of Air, Central Intelligence Agency. 1966-1968

Laos Desk Officer, Defense Department^ 1972-1975

ElliotL Richardson

Secretary of Defense, 1973

Panel 3; Four-Party Joint Military Commission;

Questions Remaining after Operation Homecoming

Got. William Clements

Deputy Secretary of Defense, 1973-1976

Dr. Roger E. Shields

Deputy Asst Secretary for Internatl Economic & POW/MIA Affairs,

Defense Department 1971-1977

CoL Lawrence Robson (USAF, Ret)
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Senate Sdect Committee on POW/MIA Affairs

November 10, 1992

Alan ptak

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

j^ ?OW/^

C^es Hartman:
-

;

Director, Office of Korean Affairs,

/ State Department

Lt CbL James Caswell

joint Staff; Defense Department

V.;’
’

'

;

r

Reseax^,^
panel Two

Lt Coi PMip Como (USA, Ret)

National Security Counca Staff,

Eise^ower AdmiziistratiQn

Setban Opricka

Fortner engineer in North Korea

Col Delk Simpson (USAF, Ret)

Fortner xniUtaxy attadminHongKong

Fortner Korean War POW held in China

PaneJL&ree

James Sanders and Mark Sauter

John M.^- «Brown

• -

Thomas Ashworth

Researcher

Richard Boylan

Ardrivist, National Ardnves



Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs

November 11,1992

PanelOne: Russan Delegation to the Joint Commission

Gen. Dimitri

Militaxy Adviser to President Boris Yeltsin

and Co-Chairman of the U.S>Russia Joint Commission

Panel Two: [Other members of the Russian delegation, if available]

Panel Three: U.S. Delegation to Joint Commission

4 ^---Richart;

Maj. Gen. Bdrhatd^^ ‘L~

Chief; Task Force Russia

A1 Graham
Select Committee Investigator

posted to Moscow since May

Panel Foan Family Members

Doiores Alfond

Bruce W. Sanderson

GregSkavinsld

Jane Remolds Howard



Senate Select Committee on POW/M3A Affairs

—v^-'Tpedaii^

Panel One: Internal Reviews of DIA

John R Wiand

Head of February 19©
Inspector General investigation

Ken deGraffenreid

NSC Staff, author of report on DIA to

National Security Adviser in 1983-84

Col Glenn F.
. Hargis;

Head of February 1985

Inspector General investigate

Dennis M. Nagy, > ./Vi •

Head of March 1985

Inspector General investigation

Cdr. Thomas Brooks,

Author of Sept 25, 1985 Memorandum

_ GoL Kimball Gaines,

Head of Gaines Task Force

(Report issued March 1986)

Gen. Eugene Tighe,

Head of Tighe Commission

(Report issued May 1986)

COL Millard Peck,

Author of January 1992 Letter

PaneLTwoiDIA^ Response to Critics

: A ' \ •

. Lt Gen. Leonard Penoots,

Director of DIA, 1985-88

Richard Childress,

National Securi^

(Reagan Admintoation)

Ronald J/Knecht

~ Defense Departed

—

Gen. James 'Williams,

former Director, DIA

Col Joseph Schlatter,

Member of Gaines Task Force;

Chief of Analysis Brandi, 1986-87; and

Chief POW/MIA Office at DIA, 1987-90

Gei James Clapper,' -
~

Director; DIA

Panel Three: Interagency Group

Ann Mills Griffiths,

National League of Families

Richard Childiress,

National Security CouncO

Kenneth Quinn,

State Department

Robert Sheetz,

Defense Department

Carl Ford, ;;

Assistant Secretary for Defense



Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs

December 2,1992

Panel One: Public Awareness Activities Panel Ibree: Regulation of Fundraising

Activities

: : Patty SheridflLiit ::

'"
f f .•

• V.- v-,-

River Rats (of Kansas) Ken Albrecht,

National Qiarities Information Bureau

Marty Eddy,
.

POW Committee of Michigan Charles Brown,

Charitable Tnats Division, NC .

JohnSommer,

American Legion Richard AUen,

Bill Duker,

Vietnam Veterans of America

JoAim Shaw,
-

Georgia POW Committee
;

Panel iW Fundraising Activities

Bruce Eberie and^
"• •

>JBruce;Eb^;&;Assodates.
;

“>;X
. \ ,;X:

Marilyn Price,

Qe&tiye Advantage

Joseph Saha,

Response Development

John Curtis,

Infiodsion Management



Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Af&irs

.

. .

. .
December 3, 1992 •

'

•

Admiral James and Sybil Stockdale

Carol Hrdlicka (CO)

John Kustigian (MA)

Pat Plumadore (KY)

David and Steve Morrissey (AZ)

Robert Brown (CA)

George Atkinson,

USAF Casualty Affairs

BJ. Andrews,

DoD Family Liaison

David Geraldson

Former Casualty Officer

Lt CoL Made Brooks;

US. Total Army Personnel Command
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Senate Select Committee on POW/MTA Affairs

' Decembw 4, 1992
r

Panel One '

;
V;'

•

General Jolm Vesst^i

:
Special Presidential Emissary to Vietnam

BmellVo •

^dmirdCto
Commander in Chief; Pacific Forces

~

~

Chief; Joint Task Force-Full Accounting (JTF-FA)

: ; Maj, Gen. Cfeoige Christmas,

QNCPACsDii^or of Operatic

Panel Three

AlanPtak,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for POW/MIA Affairs,

• _ Defend Department

Kenneth Quinn,

Department of State

panel Four .V.:];
;

'

.
Carl Ford,

Assistant Secretary for Defense

Col John Cole,

Defense Intelligence Agency

Robert Sheetz, Garnett Bell,

Defense Intelligence Agency Investigator, JTF-FA

Robert DeStatte, Wiliam Gadoury,

Defense Intelligence Agency Invdtigator, JTF-FA

Ted Schweitzer, MSGT Bill Deeter,

Researcher Investigator, JTF-FA
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Accounting -

Left Behind
Admiral
stockdale
12/03/92—

Chairman Kerry: Based on that
concept of morality that you have
.been_driven„by_.Md;the.jBntire^proce£s.j _

that you felt dirove ali of you, that,

you would come back together speaking

to us today, to a matter of moral
certainty in your heart and under
oath,, do you believe that you left

anybody behind or that anybody was.

alive?
.

Stockdale: No. No. I would not
have comeback..;

Accounting-.
Left Behind

Admiral
Stockdale
12/03/92

It was the Son ?ay Raid of November

1970 that prompted the North
Vietnamese to bring them all all

.

of these chickens out 'in the
satellite camps back, all back to

Hoala Prison, -where^in,January, 1971

,

every American prisoner -- with two

exceptions which I'll cover in a

minute -- where every American \

prisoner who had ever been sighted,

whispered to, tapped to by any other

American over the last 6 -1/2 years

were all locked up in a ring of
contiguous large cell blocks around

the largest west courtyard of Hoala

prison, and it* s half the prison.

Accounting
Left Behind

, 2

Admiral
Stockdale
12/03/92 -

Found in those dungeons • - all of

this activity found in those
dungeons, a meaning of life centered

on-being your brother’s keeper
emerged, keeping a memorialized
chronology of contacts and
acquaintances that could some day,

God willing, when papers and pencils

were available, allow you to present

to the world a history, in the. worst

case, of. who was last known to be
where.

APPENDIX 6.



Accounting Admiral And than there's a kind of an
Stockdale r unreal

:

•>: as we've come along in this
12/03/92 20th century, we've become

litigious.. . where we believe that
r— r--— somebody- owes-us- an-explanation-ande-

an apology and a payback if something
is not quite, right. And when you . .

start talking about warriors last
seen alive, never being •• that the
Government owes you a blow-by-blow

• description of what happened to them
to bring about either their demise or
their missingness, there’s never been
a war ' in history that any government
could do that.

•

To say that the Government owes us an
.

explanation for what happened to a
.
guy who was last seen alive out on
the battlefield; Can anybody see
that as a possiblei reality? At night
•or'-'in-storms7^people"g.et :-buried:-:under" ;

avalanches. There's any number of
things that have happened over
history. ..

• That's just an.unrealistic goal :
;

somebody has cooked up, and now it' is ,

• ••
' a demand.

Accounting Andry Hr. Chairman, let me say we don't
11/06/91 expect this conmittae to take on

mission inpossible by trying to
; .-V. account for every single pow or MIA.

But we do believe that every effort
.

•; r--
,

'v
;

J:.v . ;
should be made to determine why the -
Government has been unable' to do a
better job of accounting for these
soldiers. Furthermore, every effort ,

should be made to determine what
plans our Government has made to
prevent this intolerable situation

•
:

.

1 from happening again.

APPENDIX: 6
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Accounting Bell
12/04/92

.vie * re not talking about one man
being the only one privy to this
information/ we ' re talking About
-hundreds of thousands of analysts at -

the time of intercept having access
to the same information that Mr.
Mooney saw and that Mr. Minarsin saw.

,

And they have all reached the same
conclusion/ that just never happened,
that there is no indication that
people were singled out based on
their air crew status, based on their
technical capability or their
technical knowledge, as Moscow-bound,
and our review -• and this is, as l
said, the third time that it's been
reviewed to look for that
information - • supports that.

Accounting — ~ :

Left Behind.
-Beli—
11/06/91

-We had-information of -Americans being
held at that time (after Operation
Homecoming] ; sir, but it was not
correlated to any specific

,

individual. :

Accounting -

m/BNR
Brooks—
12/01/92

_I„;
; tooi -have wondered:why some cases

were left MIA when all good, in my
estimation, evidence suggested that
the person never survived the plane
crash, bailing out of the aircraft.
Whatever the situation happened to
be. '

:
:•

Accounting Cbaabers .

08/04/92 .

As X have explained, our analysis
sets an upper -limit on the number of
MIA8 who could possibly be POMs. It
does not suggest that there are POWs*
or that any POWs were in fact held
past the time of operation
Homecoming . what we are talking
about here are those mias who
potentially could have survived . we
do not know if they survived. I
cannot overemphasize this
distinction.

KBtWDPL 6



Accounting
KIA-BNR

Chambers V
,

.

08/04/92
The Defense Intelligence Agency, as
we were just discussing, reviewed all
2,266 cases to identify those people
Who had the best Chance for

.

•

.

•
•’

.

v •.

'

survival*. .However, our investigation
of the loss incidents revealed that
not all of the 1/171 were likely
candidates for survival.., we also
have cases where information on an
individual ' s fate is mixed, or
evidence of their fate is lacking . .

.

These are the most difficult cases,
because it is almost, impossible to
know where to begin an investigation
unless more information becomes
available, v;-;.-

.

In some of the 1,171 cases, we know
the individual didn ' t survive, even
though he wasn't declared killed in
action by„his_coir«aander>_and.l. think .

Mr. Sheets mentioned that there are
cases where all identifiable traces
of an individual were eliminated by
the sheer force of an explosion.
Finally, there are those who are
known to -have-died in captivity, .v-

Accounting -

KIA/BNR
Chambers
08/04/92

This leaves us with 100 to 125...
Sir, the 269 total are the
individuals who Were likely
candidates for survival and possible
captivity, but within that sub-
category there are' several groups.

Accounting -

KIA/BNR.
Chambers
08/04/92

The difficult task of Identifying who
might have survived, and remained a
prisoner after the war, began even
before prisoners were released during
Operation Homecoming in 1973 and
continues today... the total 2,266
unaccounted for Americans, 1,095 were
killed in action, leaving 1,171
Americans missing in. action.
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.

KIA/BNR
Chambers
08/04/92

As shown here, the 269 individuals
for priority investigation are drawn
from Vietnam,- Laos, and -Cambodia, -and

V

have been the focus of our. field
investigations that began in Vietnam
in September of 1988... However, not
all 269 individuals are likely
candidates for survival and, possible,
.captivity, Based- on our field •

activities in Vietnam, 61 of these
people are known to have died. An
additional 78 cannot be considered as
possible POW candidates for one of
the following reasons

:

They are known to have died but
happen to have been lost in the same
incident with a last-known-alive
’person. :

They ire known to have died in
captivity, but are incorporated as
priority cases because at one time
they were carried by their respective
services as a POW or they do not meet
the CTiteria for a iast known alive ',

:

designation but are included as
discrepancy cases because we believe
the Indochinese Governments are
withholding information concerning
their fate. vr;

And finally, there are remains still
under analysis at the Central
Identification Laboratory in Hawaii
that we expect will lower this number
further once they are identified.

There are also several cases where we
have information that points strongly
but not conclusively to death at the
time of loss, loss

.

Accounting Cheney
11/05/91

X feel we are closer than we have
ever been to a full accounting on
those who are still missing.
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Accounting '•
..

KlA/BNR
"

Clapper
08/04/92

.

...I need to make clear as well that ,

the determination of status as to ,

whether someone is or is not KIA is
not totally an intelligence call

.

There are- others, that play in this,
and obviously not all the families or
next-of rkin would necessarily accept
that categorization of 1,095 were
killed in action, body not recovered.

Chairman' Kerry: Well, I'm troubled,
you know, folks, if there isn't
sufficient evidence to put them on a .

KIA list,
;
they don' t belong on it. I

mean, this is part of what lends so
much controversy to this issue.
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"Accounting f“
Left Behind

“Clements-- -

-

09/24/92

JChairman - Kerry :--Let~me -ask- this——

—

question, Governor, in that second
paragraph that you were just reading,

this is a July document, correct? .

Governor Clements : July the 17th.

Chairman Kerry: And you said in that

document of this number, 67 are
officially listed as prisoner of war.

Governor Clements: They are

officially listed as .
prisoner of war

based on information that they
reached the ground safely and were
captured.

'

Chairman Kerry: Correct. That is

exactly the point I want to make.

. you have 67 people in July that you

have recorded as on the ground and

Governor Elements : That's rights

Chairman Kerry: Last known alive

captured, correct?

Governor Clements: That is correct.

Chairman Kerry: Seems' to me that is .

an indication you have people alive

in Southeast Asia.
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Accounting
Status Changes "*

Clements
09/24/92

Chairman Kerry: May I ask you what
the rationale was; and

, there may well
be a very good one; but what was the
rationale for taking this long-time
standing position of .the -Secretaries
of the Service and' changing it. Why
did you suddenly have to make these
reviews?

'

Governor Clements: This was most;
most delicate situation. There were
some very legitimate reasons and
cases for changing of Status. . .

Chairman Kerry: So if there was a
legitimate reason for somebody to be
made POW, why did you have to step in
and be the arbiter of ttat? ,

.

Governor Clements : What I am trying
to explain/, and I think it is a very
-understandable-situationv- there were -

all kinds of nuances to this
particular question.

APPEHDIX 6



Accounting* Clements Chairman Kerry: ...Approximately how

Status Changes 09/24/92 many cases , individual cases , do you
remember being brought to your

: ... :.attention^after„Homecoming>:„that„is.._„ .•

j-; . for reclassification?

Clements: Well, quite a few. And
for me to put a number on it would be
very difficult.

'

: Chairman. Kerry: :‘.Wais. it more of ' the."':

'magnitude of five or 100? Can you
give us some idea of how many cases
would have brought to your attention?
Not with any accuracy, was your
answer. Question: . X 1 11 understand
that it's just an approximation.
Answer: Over a four-year period
there could easily have been 50 or 75

cases that were investigated in-depth
that would have been-brought~to -my ~

. ...

.

attention.

So, the range was 5 to 100, you
picked 50 to 75.. Now that is a lot
of cases that potentially the service

t:"*"*:.”""1

‘secretary' 'sent
~

to reclassify this person as a P0«.

If it had been left to them, that
person would have been, it was not
left to them. You had taken over
that authority< The result was-none

'

,

'

'

'were.'
'

•

-
1

Accounting - elements " .. .There was never any discussion or

Shields
" “ 09/24/92 argument between us that statement in

Statement all likelihood probably was true.

Chairman Kerry: That they were all
dead.

;

Governor Clements: That they
probably and in all likelihood were

: : dead.

Chairman Kerry: Was that the
prevailing attitude at DoD?

Governor Clements: Absolutely...
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Accounting
Shields
Statement

Accounting
Status Changes

Clements
09/24/92

Clements
09/24/92

Accounting .*

status Changes
Clements
09/24/92

Governor Clements: i want to correct
one thing there . I did not take over
thit' authority7 and^my actiohs ih
this regard were strictly oh a review
basis...

•'

Chairman Kerry : You. used the word
review, but when the Deputy Secretary
of. Defense, and Acting Secretary at
some periods of time, says, Z want a
memo sent to all departments that any
reclassification from MIA to pow must'
first be cleared by me, that is a
clearance, MIA to KiA is OK within
each service. So it was OK to take
MIA and put them into KiA, kill them
off. But do not make them prisoners

.

I have got to see it. And nothing
happened.:„2Jobody was made a^^- ^ Ci-
'prisoner.. •*.:

I don't think there's any question
at all that I said not in those
exact words, but I said that in all
likelihood _ those .people. over there • - - .

are probably dead. . ;

V

Vice Chairman Smith: ...why did you,
Governor Clements, make a decision to
not allow your service secretaries,
which as far. as I know has never
happened before and has. not happened
since to not allow your service
secretaries to. upgrade an individual
from an MIA category to a POW
category? Why did you make that
decision?

•

Governor Clements: I don' t think
that I made such a decision.

Vice Chairman Smith : Governor, I
have got it in your own
handwriting... 'I want a memo sent to
all departments, services, ASD, DIA,

.

JCS, that any reclassification from
MIA to POW must first be cleared by

That is what you said.



Accounting
Status Changes

Clements __ Governor Clements

:

I have no .

09/24/92 recollection of making a decision of
that kind. Let me tell you
something, Senator, it is very* very
clear that only classification can be
changed within the services. And

. t .
...

let 's don't get that confused..

Vice Chairman Smith: •! request that
all actions which recommend v

:

reclassification of military *rr-

personnel from missing in action to
captured status be submitted to me
for approval . Proposed
reclassification action should be
first routed through the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for a
-preliminary- review: before referral to
me. 1 That was June 8th, 1973.
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Accounting Daschle
06/24/92" -

. . .you might as well have been in two
differenfcountrieB tryingrto^iooK

-"^’^

into this thing# for. as little
cooperation and coordination that

' there was . : >

Accounting -
,

Left Behind
Dole
09/24/92

Though without suggesting that it is
the intent^ of the coenittee/ there is
certainly a fact of life that the:
media is reporting your work as a
kind Of who shot Jbhh exercise. The
headlines are all full of finger-
pointing about/quote, who abandoned,
unquote, our PW/MIAS; about who is
to blame for the situation, where too
little was done for too long; and
trying to find out the truth about
the fate of our POWs and MIAs.

Accounting Duker
12/02/92

. ..1 don't know that i 1 11 ever be
totally satisfied that the resolution
is there personallyv I do believe a
beginning would be, though, to -- at
least for every American that was
lastknownalive orlastknownalive"
in captivity, if we could resolve
every one of those cases that would
at least be a beginning towards
coning to some kind of an accounting.

Accounting r

Left Behind
Ford
11/15/91 V

I have not seen anything that would
convince me that.'* there are not some

*

Americans still alive . . . how many,
I'm not sure, but -X think that the -

'

reports suggest that there was one

.

for sure, that the Vietnamese didn't
tell us about until much later. That
was one, but there are also some
reports suggesting that, people might
have been alive we didn %t know about

.

Me didn' t know where they were - - and
they probably died afterwards

.

...As we accumulate evidence and as
we go through that process, we are
able to begin to piece together a
little bit better what happened back
in 1972, or 1973, or 1975, and the
evidence, as we accumulate it, more
and more suggests that there are
probably some left alive in 1973.
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Accounting Godley This is an. inportaht distinction. .

:

.u',

09/24/92 -“7 The MlAs were men in aircraft,
.

principally, shot down. They Were
carried as MlAs until they were
either reported as pows or their
graves Were located, or a large
number of their wing, men. or, other,
aircraft in the air at that time
reported shot or downed in flames.

Accounting -

Nixon statement
Grassiey
06/25/92 .

Without this statement, that the
President made

.
and .of course those

attendant follow-on policy decisions,
there is absolutely no electrifying
conflict, people are incensed. I V;

don’t suppose people are incensed
with bureaucratic incompetence, they
have learned to handle that, but they
sre lncsneed bemuse of tie deception
around this issue, deception by our' .

own government .

Accounting

;

Grassiey
10/15/92

...the Paris Peace Accords hearings
gave;the.liye^
contact, a plausibility quotient. In
my view, we must: revisit this issue
before our Work is complete, and we
must certainly get a response on the
discrepancies.
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Accounting
Comptroller's •

Records

Grassier
09/24/92—'

Presently* there are 1,278 military
personnerwho are unaccounted" for as

^

a result of; the hostilities in
Southeast Asia. Of this number, 67
are officially listed as prisoner of
war based on information that they
reached the ground safely and were
captured. .,Now, that is from Clements
to President Nixon. And that is on,
I believe, the 17th of .July, 1973.
Now, the point that I want to raise
and that I would like to have you
respond to is r as I see it* the
bottom line is that we may not have
known with 100 percent certitude that
these men were prisoners. But it
seems to me that we sure as heck
belieyed .that to be the; case,^to_ the
point that we would list them as
current captured. We believed it to
the point that we had a list entitled
%
'Current captured." And, at the

least, it seems to me, this
information conflicted with/both the --

Nixon statement on March the 29th and
the Shields statement on April the
,14th.

Accounting -

Comptroller's
Records

Grassier
09/24/92.

X have got in front of me documents
that are entitled number of
casualties incurred by U.S. military
personnel in .,connection with the
conflict in Vietnam. . And the bottom,
line has a figure that is current
captured. And I do not. know whether
they, are daily or weekly reports , but
probably weekly reports. On March
the 31st, 1973; there are 81 listed;
7 April, 73, 80; 14 April, 73, and
that is the date that Shields made
his statement that there are not any
alive. We had 75. April 28th, 72.
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Accounting 7 .

^Status'Changes
Kerrey.
09/22/92

My own. belief
,

is that a full
"accounting of OUr'people will "not
occur until the Vietnamese Government
itself is accountable, to its own
people. This is a Government' that
has lied to its people ever since
they seized illegitimate power in
1975. They have continued : to lie and
misrepresent facts to their own
people.

Accounting Kerrey
09/24/92

It is very important for us to try to
figure out what we are going to do
today, not [just], what we should have
done 20 years ago. 1

Accounting -
.

Left Behind .

Xerry
06/25/92

So there is certainly that measure of
information that we have received.
-There- are other- acknowledgments-that -

*

1 think are not insignificant;
acknowledgements that we are not
really dealing with a universe of
2,266, [that] it is smaller.

•

:

S’v-

In' fact the cooiriittee,' through its T ”

exhaustive review, suggest that
somewhere in the vicinity, in 1973,
of 244 is a reasonable number, minus
those inmediately detcmdned to have
died in captivity; which leaves you
somewhere in the vicinity of 133,
which is close,-as Vessey said, to
the numbers he has come up with.

Accounting -

Shields
Statement

Kerry
’

09/22/92
Before Operation Homecoming, our
officials in the military, and you in
the executive, expressed the
conviction that POWs were about to be
left behind because, the Laos list was
incomplete. But After Operation
Homecoming, the statements seemed to
have shifted and. been calibrated more
towards putting people at ease, and
urging an acceptance or encouraging
the belief that the goal had been
achieved.
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.;Accowtin9_.j.._..;vi. Kerry
'

09/21792
Chairman Kerry: President Nixon won
in 1968 on a peace platform and
indeed/ no sooner was he elected than
he began withdrawing troops . Our
withdrawal.was forestalled in 1968.
For four more years the. war went on.

More prisoners were , created and
finally# we negotiated with the
recognition that the country was fed
up and South Vietnam was to either
stand alone or fall alone with
enormous military support , I might
add, from us..v; •

.

,

—

. . i • .•
• •

•

.

We are here 20 years later trying to
understand in the dynamics of where
we got to, whether or not we got our
prisoners -out -or not ... it was not us
who stated that we do not have all ,

our prisoners bach, that was in memos
that, your colleagues in Government
created. 7

^T7Tr™~'T The familiesrhowever/knew this and
for 20 years they have sought an
honest accounting from us, so we are
here today to do thit and I am sure
you are sympathetic to that.

Accounting -

Shields
Statement.

Kerry
06/25/92

Br. Shields, do you not. think that it

is a little disingenuous to stand up
before the Nation and have a policy
announced that says we have,no
indication that there are any
Americans alive when you know people
are carried as POW and have nothing
to suggest they are dead?

Why did you not say, "You know, we
have got 244 questions, we have got
people we list as POW, and we do not
know," instead of saying, "There are
no indications that anybody is
alive." Because the last thing you
knew was that they were alive.
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-Accounting—-—'
Left Behind

-Kerry—
09/24/92

-Evidence was“ available- to
J

American'

—

policy makers in 1973 that some POWs
might have been alive. Clearly,
there were people listed as POW who
did not return. That does not mean
that they were alive. It also does
not mean the: converse; that they were
dead.

Accounting Kerry
06/25/92

What toe did say unequivocally is that
there were a body, a group of people
listed as POW for whom there was a
reason they were listed as POW, about
whom we knew enough to call them POW.
And we did not get an accounting at
that time. And we had reason to
believe that many of them were alive.

Accounting «
.

Nixon Statement
Kerry
09/24/92

Well, 1 would say, Admiral iMoorer]

,

1 think your effort to explain it
that way is understandable and noble,
but the fact is: I read this morning a
series of statements made by the
President which did not refer to^ we
are getting back the people on the
list, it said all our prisoners are
home.

...Secondly, on May 24th, in a speech
to the POWs once they were all back,
he said' 1973 saw the return of all
our prisoners of war. He did hot say
to them, we are still concerned about
some of your friends j we are going to
pursue it. He said you are all back.

And in a speech on June 15th, he said
that for the first time in eight
years all of our prisoners are back,
all our prisoners are home here in
America. So X must say to you that
the evidence is overwhelming to the
committee that there is a gap between
the stated public policy and between
reality at that point in time.
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Accounting
Nixon Statement

Kerry
09/24/92

If there were a clearer way for the
Ccttoander-in* Chief "to send ^message—
to Hanoi/ or to the Pathet Lao« or to
the American public and to our

,

defense and intelligence officials
that the active search for a live

American prisoner was at an end* I do
hot: know vhat that might have been.

Nov* no guestion, there is reference
after reference in these documents to
our continued desire for a full
accounting for those listed as

missing* But nowhere is there a
reference to a belief in the
likelihood that live Americans might
still be held.

Accounting -

.'melds
7

.

Statement

Kerry
06/25/92

(Tape) Question: Do you think there
still rare PO»s alive and veil—
somewhere in either Laos or Cambodia?
Answer: We have no indications at

this time that there are any
Americans alive in Indochina. (End

..tapaV'v •••. ; :• ?*.,-•
.. ...

Chairman Kerry: That was your
statement at a press conference on
the 12th of April. 1973. we have no
indications at this time that there

are any Americans alive.

Now it is a fact, is it not, that as
of Fabruary of 1973 you personally
had information about an EC or ah BQ-

47 shot down in Laos, and you
believed that four member s of that
crew survived; did you not?
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Accounting -

Nixon Statement
Kerry v'l

09/24/92
So T frame that we have not got a
full accounting in the context of
having heard there is no evidence
ttat. anybody is still alive, and my
inoediate next thought is, OK, that
must mean we have got to find out who
is dead or how they died.

There is a huge differeace i
: '

X mean I
'

am in politics . X understand what it
means tp give a message .' x remember
those days too... z was riveted to the
television set the night the
President said all the prisoners are
coining home

.

. . I thought they were all
coming home too.;

I must tell you, and I thought I was
,P*etty..awareJ&ack ;.theh,~ x . never-knew

'

.

what Z am learning today., i never
knew you guys had a list of people
that you thought were still >

prisoners. I never heard of it.

Accounting^ Kerry.
. 2:1

11/15/91
I:am ijlittleldisappointed that -you ^i
folks do not have at your fingertips
those numbers and the ability to tell
me, Senator, here is how many went
down. Here is exactly how many were
unaccounted for.
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Accounting. .. Kerry If you have evidence to show that

06/25/92 somebody ohght to be on Oist, now
”

is the time to come forward. But it
is not sufficient for anybody to
simply say gee* it ought to be
bigger. .

We are dealing : With reality .
: And we

‘

have taken and put together lists
from every possible list we have been
able to .

find/ subpoena , summon,
.

locate, uncover in the. archives, and
there just . are not any other lists. ,v.

Moreover, there is a finite universe
of people who went to Vietnam and
either came back or did not. we know
their names and we kpow the locations
ahd~the .dates .and -times and weJhavel. .

records . And we are going to deal
with records, we are not going to

deal with hypothesis, theory,
supposition, fantasy* and ultimately
even hope, no matter how deep that

hope-may be * - we -have to base this on -
reality*, we all have hope, but we
are trying to figure out what is real
here*

How, I want to emphasize again that

the committee does not assert that

every one of -the names of the 133

were alive. We do not do that. We

cannot do that. Ho one could do
that.

:

;

V- v 1
Accounting
Nixon Statement

Kerry
09/24/92

Chairman Kerry: Well, does that
raise a question in your mind today

as to whether they were, in fact, all
home on; the March; • •

Admiral Murphy: well, yeah, if I'm

looking at a piece of paper that says
there are 67 of them left.
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.

Snield8-r-—
Statement

Kerry .

09/24/92- - - ;
. /.while there is truth to the
•statement- that I could" not‘say where^"
so-and-so was specifically on this
day/ we did have evidence that
individuals had been captured and
that individuals were not returning..
And I think that , is the centerpiece
of the quandary we find ourselves in
20 years later. That those families
know that, and now the country knows

.

that. 1 Those families knew that for
20 years . We also have evidence that
there were people within the
military, And in the State Department
and elsewhere, who believed that.

Accounting -

Nixon Statement
Kerry
09/21/92

The President mentioned the MIA issue
in conjunction with a number of
issues~that“vere^not meeting"with—

^

full compliance. ..he did not
personalise and raise the issue Of
noncompliance on POWs with the notion
that we believe there were people
that could be, accounted for who were
hot being accounted for. There was
just sort of this general sense of

,

well , KIAs are not being accounted
for, which is distinct from the
notion that you believe you have
prisoners that were held and they
have not returned . I think the

'

Americans would have reacted, _
obviously, very differently to the :

•

latter than the former

.

Secondly, his broader comment was
not, we have gotten back all the
prisoners that they have given us a
list of l . it was that all the
prisoners have come home; So, there
was a real distinction between what
we knew or thought we knew about
prisoners versus; MIA generically.
And that is, I think, something that
lingered

.
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'Accounting”,
Nixon Statement

Kerry ~
.

09/24/92
Chairman

:
KerryJ^You-wouldraffree^with"

me, Mr* Secretary, there is a
distinction between someone listed as
ROW and someone listed as MIA.

Richardson : .Definitely.

.

'

‘v

Chairman Kerry: And you would agree
with me, then, that the people

.

listed as MXA« some of them did not
come home, correct excuse me,

people listed as POW, some did not
come home, correct?

Richardson: Yes.

Chairman Kerry: Therefore, a
statement that all -rows are home is

also incorrect, is it not?

Richardson: Yes. This is a
colloquy. .. He could have
-rationalised it,- 1 suppose, -on the

basis that all the ones we know of

have' been' accounted for.' v'”-

Accounting - Kerry Chairman Kerry: You, in July, are

Comptroller's 09/24/92 still left with 67, by your own
Records account. Now, you have already taken

into account the people ifeo came back

and who died. Those ‘briefings are

.... ,U several-months prior;. You are
,

•

.

reporting to the President,
memorandum of the United States of

America on 17 July, you folks
yourselves are saying €7 are
officially listed as prisoner of war,

based on information that they
reached the ground safely and were
captured... 1 do not want this to be
contentious, but do you not see the

problem here? If you have 67 people

that the Secretary of Defense is

telling the President are prisoners
because they reached the ground and
they were captured? Do you not
understand why people say hey, wait a

minute, there is a prisoner of war
over there that we have not gotten

.

•

1

'back?
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Accounting -
;

.

-Nixon-Statement-
Kerry
09/24/92 “ 7

And they are on the list that Senator
GrSSSley ’ties provided of the 67 still

"

listed as captured, and you say by
March we had decided there were none
there, and yet people were still
listed as prisoners. So what was it
that allowed this decision to be made
that just sort of wiped it away*
What strikes me Is that there was
this group that we believed were POWs
that somehow slid off into a category
other than POW in people 1 s minds /
into a sort of MIA category without
really having been accounted for,
quote, as POWs.

Accounting •
.

;

Nixon Statement
Kerry
09/22/92

. . .we have found statements where the
President said we are still worried
about the full accounting , but it was
for MiAs. The problem is there was
this distinction drawn between MXAs
and those that we believed were POWs.
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Accounting
Status Changes

Accounting -

Left Behind

Accounting •

Left Behind

Accounting

Kerry :

09/24/92
Chairman Kerry- Ito: Clements] :~4towrl~
want to come to the next critical
point, Governor^ this was your
memorandum of 17 July, and you talk
about public Law 37 U.S.C. 561558,
where the Service Secretaries are
specifically charged, with the
responsibility for status changes

.

You say at that time this system has
been used effectively to make status
changes for missing in action, and
you send over to the President, for
some reason, a fact sheet discussing
the provisions of the law, which
raises in our minds the question of

why the President might have been
interested in the status changes , and
if he wa87 why then/ atapriortime;
had you made a decision personally,
in your own handwriting, to require
the Service Secretaries for the first

time to go through you in order to
change somebody?.;Now, X:understand i_ •.

there were 50 •> according to your
own deposition • there were seme 50

to 75 requests by the secretaries to

list somebody as POW, not as HIA, and

you did not approve any one of those,

correct?-

- Kingston
1 i

06/25/92

On 19 November 1975, I testified
before the House Select Committee y-.-Mr

Missing persons in Southeast Asia
Montgomery commission] ... I was also
asked, how many cases did you have of

men that were seen alive in captivity
but not heard from subsequent to that

time? I replied, I do not know
accurately, X was then asked, can
you estimate how many there were? I

replied, around 100. :

Kingston
06/25/92

sen. McCain: when you were head of

the JCRC, did you ever see any hard
evidence that Americans were alive?

Kingston: Not to my recall.

Kingston
06/25/92

I interpreted that my mission was to

search for, recover and identify dead

and missing U.S/ personnel.
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Accounting -

Nixon Statement-
Kissinger
09/22/92——

On March 29th, President Nixon
announced -that-all-of-our-American---
POWs are on their way home.

Accounting - •

Left Behind
Kissinger
09/22/92

If servicemen were kept by our
enemies , there is one villain and one
villain only; the cold-hearted rulers
in Hanoi. ...

Accounting -

Nixon. Statement
Kissinger
09/22/92 :

J:
Either people were known as
prisoners, or they were missing in
action, and therefore what President
Nixon conveyed was that those we knew
were prisoners were on their way
home, and he also said those who were
missing in action we ware not
satisfied with, and that was the
state of our classification at the
-•time.:,z:.... i - ; •

;

Accounting
Left Behind

Kissinger
09/22/92

Nor did any Administration know that
there were live Americans kept in
Indochina. -y.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Xissinger
09/22/92/

Fundamentally, I would have to say I
can find no rational reason*orthem
to hold prisoners. * v:v.

Accounting-
Left Behind

Kissinger :

09/22/92
Personally, I have no proof whether
Americans were kept behind by Hanoi.
My present gut feeling is that
probably no prisoners were left
behind in Vietnam. Possibly- some
-prisoners were left behind, were kept

;

behind in Laos, which has been my
feeling more or less since the middle
Seventies, but I*m not dogmatic about
this ... But l want to make clear;

:

they were left -- if so, they were
kept in violation of the agreement.
In total ignorance of the American
Government..
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Accounting *

Left Behind' :

Kis»inger
09722792'

Secretary SChlesinger was not exactly
shy in' expressing hie disagreements
with the views of the Administration.
I do not believe you can find one
memorandum, one phone conversation,
ope meeting, or one anything in which
he expressed at the time the views he
expressed yesterday . And I can •

assure you, if we had known, if we
had heard this, we would have acted
on it, because nobody was more
dissatisfied with the performance of
the Vietnamese than I. Nobody was
more eager to enforce the agreement.

Accounting •

Left Behind
Kissinger
09/22/92

Some prisoners may - I repeat may *•

have been kept behind by our
adversaries in violation of solemn

'h [

commitments : No prisoners were left
behind by the deliberate act or
negligent omission of American
officials.

Accounting •

Left Behind
Kissinger „

09/22/92
The committee also owes to the
Ainuria&h people a statement of this
simple truth; Some prisoners may —
I repeat, may •> • have been kept
behind by our adversaries in
violation of solemn commitments... No
prisoners were left behind by the
deliberate act or negligent omission ,

of American officials. Anyone
suggesting otherwise is playing a
heartless game with the families of
the Mias.

Accounting •

Left Behind -
Kissinger
09/22/92

I think it is possible that they were
held, and it would have been in total
violation of the agreement. Me did
not have any information at the time
that I was in Government that was
considered reliable.

Accounting Kissinger
09/22/92

The return of PONs and accounting of
the MXAs was an integral part of
•very American proposal and was
always declared as non-negotiable by
"US.

'
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Accounting Kissinger
09/22/92

. . .until October 8 , 1972 / the
VietnAmese-had-neveragreea-togive--
any accounting of anything. So the
issue that you ’ re addressing did not
arise until we were down to 25,000
[troops! .

:'7

Accounting -

Left Behind
Xissinger •

09/22/92
Healing those wounds preoccupied me
then, it has preoccupied me since, :

and it is one reason I, find this
inquiry so painful . Mr; Chainnah,
you have stated that this inquiry was
designed to heal the wounds of
Vietnam. X agree, but it cannot be
done by blaming American officials
for Vietnamese transgressions , nor by
innuendos ,. distortions and outright
falsehoods being leaked out of this
•inouiry#~oor-

So let us stop torturing ourselves

.

The United States kept faith with
those who served their country. No
administration knew that there were
live"Americans " kept inlndochina."
American prisoners may have been kept
in Vietnam by a treacherous enemy in

violation of agreements and human
decency, but no one was left there by
the deliberate act or negligent
omission of any" American official.

Accounting > -r ^

Left Behind

..

v.
;

Laird
r _

09/21/92 :

now, it was" a 50-50 Chance on that
situation that prisoners of war would
not be there, but I submit to you as

members of this committee that every
prisoner of war in North Vietnam and

also in the South knew about that
raid, and it gave them hope that we

cared about them and it was a

successful raid, and the idea from my
standpoint that it did show that we

in the united States cared about bur

POWs, and we did recognize them.
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Accounting Laird
09721792'““"

When I first became Secretary of
Defense'/ tie total numberof letters
that we hid received since January
1st of i960 to February of 1969, the
total number of letters we* d received
were 620. ’ After, we went public in
January of >72 the number of letters
had gone up to almost5,000 . i> d00
of those particular letter did come
through various peace activists.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Lord'-'

09/21/92 ,

Chairman Kerry: There is no question
in your mind, is there,., that those
represented legitimate questions of
people who .were held as a prisoner?

Lord: Absolutely. -

Chairman Kerry: So, in effect, when
we got out in January and the
prisoners started coining home and the
President said all the prisoners are
on their way home, you knew that
could 'Dot- be accurate"based oni -the - —;•

information you had seen.••
.

' V
Accounting •

:

Nixon Statement
Lord
09/21/92

Chairman Kerry: ; 1-tit 1b very hard
for the committee to understand that
if the United States Government is:

publicly saying we do not have any
indication of anybody alive, it would
kind of be meaningless to sit with
[the North Vietnamese] . and make real
your notion that you are worried
about discrepancies or that they have
to worry about it...
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What Mr. Mooney seems to have done
i8 ,_ih-eveiy._case^where..it-eifcher—1—
mentions a shoot, down , a parachute
being seen, a search, being conducted
for an individual/ he put that person
in a POW status/ and that just -•

that's a jump in logic that's not
supported by, the. other evidence.

The problem is that Mr . Mooney was
really restricted to a small body of

intelligence with which to make his
assessment/ and that body of
intelligence was the known U.S.
losses at the time of the report/

What we have information on is the
search and rescue efforts that
rhappened-after the'loss incidentv * f 7
We've had subsequent intelligence
reports from other sources and when
you put that all together, you can't
support .300 or more people ever even
being! captured through signals
"imports’:. - .

'tt— -

.

r
.

~r;~
So if he saw a report that said on
the 22nd May the 283rd AAA Battalion
shot down an P-4; he would go to a

list of P-4 losses on that day# and
any P-4 that, happened- to have a
person unaccounted for# he would put
that person into a POW status, :

totally disregarding any. other losses
where we may have rescued an
individual# and in many cases he
totally disregarded the losses of

anything other than U.S. aircraft.

...if both former Secretaries of

Defense knew or believed at the time

that there was Americans left in
Southeast Asia# then I think they
have a great deal of answering to do

as to why they did not do more#
•specially before the woodcock and
Montgomery Commissions# to bring
these concerns or their beliefs to
light.-... •, ••

;
•••,' "

•

'
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Accounting V
"Left Behind'

McCain .

~W!W
I to Moorer] Your message on March
22nd saysV the JCS message says/ "Do
not commence withdrawal of the fourth
increment until the following two'

•

conditions are met: the U.S. has
been provided with a complete /list of
all U;S. POWs , including those held
by the Pathet tao, -as well as the
time and place of release; and. the

.

first group -of POWs have been .v.v
physically transferred to U.S.
custody." That was the criteria on
.March 22nd.

Then; on March 23rd, a message was
sent/ and I know/ Mr. Chairman, this
is part of the record, both of these
messages ,-It--said s -V

.

/<-,

"Seek private meeting with North
Vietnamese representative . Our basic
concern is the release of the
prisoners ; as we do not obj ect to the
PLP playing- the central^ role" as long
as the men are returned tb us . We .

need precise information and / /

understanding on the times and place
of release of the prisoners on the
list provided by 1 February. Of
course we intend to pursue the
questioning of other U.S. personnel
captured or missing in Laos following
the release of "the men on the 1
Pebruary: list." ’-v-
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Accounting • McCain:
Nixon. Statement 09/22/92

X would like to, again# Tefer to the
full statement made by President
Nixon or March

-
29 thr~1973.—Ther

chairman and others continue to refer
to a statement where he says all of
our American POWs are on their way
home. I think it is important to add
that: he one sentence later saidV

'

"There are still some problem areas:
the provisions of the agreement

. .

requiring, .an accounting for,..ali:.^::.,

missing in action in Indochina, the
provisions with regard to Laos and
Cambodia# the provisions prohibiting
let cetera) have not been complied
With." •;

So the President of the United States

;did not just say_all„Americans are^on
their way home. He caveated it, and
very strongly. ; . So both Dr. :

Shields and the President of the
United States in 1973 stated
unequivocally that there were still
serious problems with the -full
accounting of the HiA/POWs.

Accounting •

Left Behind
McCain
09/24/92

One reading this would reach the
conclusion that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff dictated a certain policy:
suspend everything on one day, and
than the following day said go ahead
and move forward with the
.proceedings .

.

•

Accounting -

Nixon Statement
Mooney
01/22/92

Chairman Kerry: What did you do in
1973 , when you saw operation :

Homecoming? At that time you knew
that there was a discrepancy between
those coming home and those who most
readily, in your memory, were on the
list.

Mr. Mooney: Yes sir. X was not really
concerned, because we still had the
highest requirements on the book, and
we did not expect many of these
people to come home.
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Accounting -----

Nikon Statement
Mooney--
01/22/92

.WhenJPresideritjJSixCh^
statement that all the men are bach,

that wasn’t even taken seriously. . .

f [because] when Nixon made his

statement. .. . the highest tasking on

every, reporter’ s desk in, the field

was to continue to search for

,

identify, isolate, locate American

pows, particularly in Laos. And that

requirement stayed on the books.

Accounting
Nixon Statement

Moorer
09/24/92

Yes, could I make a comment please,

sir? X believe that you will find

that when the president made that

statement he was in Key Biscayne . He

made it through Ziegler, the public
• affairs officer, and l*m confident he
was-referring -to .siinply -the package^ ;

;

-

that we had ready to come out. And

all of those, 150 or so. that were

ready to come out except one that was

found a little later down in South

Vietnam, but they were on the way

-back . And l
;

think -that~is :probably- r
-

what be meant when be said all. He

meant all of the ones that we had ,

-'.scheduled.' ”.7
:

•y

There is another sentence in that

public announcement, I think, that

goes on to say but there are probably

others we've got to search for.

Sen. Gr&ssley: It is unfortunate,

but I believe the public then and now

has not read that statement any other

way, and I do not think there has

been any effort on the part of Nixon

to clarify it.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Moorer.
09/24/92 S8H
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Accounting '.V. Moorer ...the question arises non whether
LeftjBehind__. _ 09/24/92^ .yaLyouajJ>e.villing_toj4etain those

boys who : thought they were cdndng
hone while we went through another

.... long discussion and negotiation with
North Vietnam. So my position was,

let's get those we have hone and

/ 'V.
1

continue to press to find out whether
w. •' there are any more. »:'

.

;

Accounting •
.

Murphy !* ...in my personal view there were no
heft Behind 09/24/92 confirmed reports of live U.S.,, ;

military personnel left behind in
Vietnam or haos. Z do not recall
seeing any such reports, and X would
have been very upset, as you would
be, if you had to read such a report

•"
v-

•
' in that position.

Xccouhtihg - ^ Murphy 'It~wottld^ieett"t6~me7"somebody 'in tha™
Comptroller's 09/24/92 comptroller's office would have to

Records V testify to just how they were using
these numbers. I will admit that it
says current captured, is a real

• ; • number, going down to 67 _by, the. end of ;

.

• '

, . . this period. •• ,

Accounting -
. Nagy There certainly was a change in

heft Behind 12/01/92 attitude on the part of the Reagan
administration that was evident
during the 1980's. That certainly

' v
: let, and I "believe throughout the

- “ - _ -period of the seventies and eighties
•

~ '
; that it was basically a continuation

•

:

;

:"'7‘
inside of DXA, and that was that
there remained the possibility that
there were still live Americans
present in Southeast Asia remaining
after the departure of the United

;
, ,

,
States 'from that area.;

Accounting Oksenberg Sen. McCain: Did you see any hard

heft Behind 06/25/92 evidence or any evidence that
Americans'; were alive?

Mr. Oksenberg: Z saw no hard
evidence that Americans were alive.

Obviously, with the upsurge of
refugees came increasing reports of
live sightings.
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Accounting-*:.
Left Behind

-Oksenberg^
06/25/92

a-can-assure-you,- Senator,-- that -at ho-
point during my : time on the watch did
we come to the conclusion that there
were certainly no live Americans in
Indochina." v.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Otis
12/03/92

;
:

in spite of the high visibility of
Commander Dodge's case, the North
Vietnamese chose to deny any
knowledge of him. Commander Dodge
was not repatriated in 1973;.

I was extremely concerned about the
media; reports jthat proclaimed all
PONs returned. I received letters
from President Nixon, vice Admiral
David Bagley, Chief of Naval
Personnel ,^-and- Roger- Shields office -

of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, all assuring me of their
commitment to securing the fullest
.possible accounting.

The only letter":that" even mentioned: :rrr

live Americans was that of Dr.
shields , who stated, quote, there is
no specific knowledge of any live
Americans left, unquote. In other
words, fullest possible accounting
meant search for remains.

There was-no public challenge of the
Vietnamese by the United states that

.

captured servicemen were left behind.
There deemed to be a naivete that all
prisoners had been returned and that
remains would be forthcoming. I was
Shocked and bewildered, but I could
not believe that the missing were
already abandoned by our own
Government, press > and public.

,

• .v •
'

/

Accounting -

Shields
Statement

Perot
08/11/92

.. .Ithe Vietnamese] said, your own
Government declared these men dead in
1973 . Why should we think your
Government wants them back?
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Accounting -

Shields
statement™

Perot
'

08/11/92
I said Roger, I'm surprised that you
declared all the men dead in April
1973™.He: saidr I was“ordered"to~do—

-

it. And he said he was ordered to do
it by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, William Clements. Then he
said words to the effect that he
protested, because just two weeks
earlier these memos were going

:

; -

around.

Accounting •

Left Behind
Richardson
09/24/9$

Chairman Kerry : Looking through this

,

obviously retrospectively, but
looking at it as we're trying to look
at .it and looking at it as the
American people are looking at it 20
years later, unfortunately, would you
say that the record suggests that the
American people and certainly the
families were not’ leveled with”
respect to this?

Richardsons I would say that
information on the face of it waB
withheld from, them, and one would
have to use same rationale for doing
that -- that is, for withholding it.
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Accounting:.!:

Nixon Statement
Richardson
09/24/92

'

Nell# I tried to call attention to

the distihction^of t#e~degree~of~ r~
certainty with Which a given

proposition can be stated.: Por

purposes of our best estimates as to

the number of current captured# the

intelligence resources of the

Government would put together all the

bits and pieces they had and come up

with a number which represented the \

weight of that evidence, and I

suppose that is what this number

•reflects.

The President 's statement would

presumably be tilted in a direction

designed, as I suggested earlier * not
• to-xaise. false. hopes and so on,...

whatever may have been the
.

considerations. Somebody could

rationalize the distinction between

the basis for this number and the

basis for his statement.
..

l'
•

But how it actually came about, for

all I know he deliberately chose to

lie. But 1 don't - 1 try to give

him the benefit of the doubt, I would

say that he -- what he meant was that

every prisoner as to whom we have

definitive information.

Accounting -

KIA/BNR
S. Stockdale
12/03/92

¥ don* t think we* re ®r close to it as

some might like to believe, but 1

think that there will come a point in

time when you have to take the

responsibility to make the judgment

that some people are never — no

remains -- nothing is ever going to

be returned. And that's your job.
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Accounting S. Stockdale
12/03/92

I can see why they are that
convinced, because of the long
history 'of the; deception. And maybe
a lack of recognition that there are
always some people in war who are
lost. There will never, in my
opinion, be a satisfactory
accounting . In our League • s list of

obj ectives we said that we wanted to

get the fullest possible accounting.

when you lose a war, you don 1 t get to

go. in and account for your people.
Even if you win the war, you don't
find everybody.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Schiesinger
09/21/92

Chairman Kerry : • I think I want to

start by asking a very simple
question. In your view did we leave

men behind?

Schlesinger: I think that, as of now,

that I can come to no other
conclusion, Senator. That does not

.yfy . frhsfr there-are any alive today,

mind you. But in 1973,. some were
left behind.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Schleslager
09/21/92

Despite the Paris agreement, there

was no reason, in my judgement, to

assume that the North Vietnamese
would release everybody.

Accounting Scbweltxer
12/04/92

”
Why has it taken 19 years for us to

get to this Starting point, is
probably the most important of these

three Questions.. . First, the 0.S.

emphasis has been on live* sighting
reports, and much of the POW/MIA
community simply wasn ' t interested in

researching existing proof that these

men were dead. This lack of vision
has cost us years in the search for

answers;
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;Accouhtin^.“_u-™_
Left Behind

_Secord^;;_„,-i^

09/24/92
.Sen . „Kassebaum: . 11 ..seems ... to.me ,,6ne_.of ..

the major debates after operation
Homecoming was how to rate the.
intelligence . You made the conment
earlier that creditable evidence, I.

believe, led you to. argue that there
were Americans still

,
Laos . Is that ,

:

correct?

Secord: Yes , Senator, that ’ s right

i

Accounting
Left Behind :

Secord
09/24/92

Sen. Grassley: 1 would like to have
you describe for the committee how
confident you were in the data, and
how specific it was. And just give
us some examples. S.-/

.Secord I _think ..a- lotofthe -data .- ..™
was flaky, but there is a .

law of
.

large numbers that comes into play
here. And we had a lot of case
studies on each and every one of
these downings, or nearly every one
of " them. Some of ' them were just ~”

';
~

gone, and we had nothing, but many, ;

many hundreds of downings. we had
all kinds of operational data,
including some that I described
earlier •• everything from good
beeper, good chute, good beeper on
.the ground, transmitting on the
survival- radio. • -

. v

Accounting"-
Left Behind

Secord
09/24/92

Sen. Grassley: In your view, were
there prisoners left behind in Laos
after Homecoming?

.

Secord: Yes, sir.

Sen. Grassley: Were the number of .

prisoners significant enough to
warrant military action?

Secord: We believed so.
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Accounting Sheets
06/25/92

Sen. McCain: Why is it that it took
20 years to get one list, in your

—
:r

'

:r
;:

\j\-% .v

view? "
: .

Sheetz : * 20 years to get One list?
We always had access to the files of
the JCRC in paper files. What's been
difficult is every time a team goes
out into the field: in one. Of these
joint iterations we learn something
that we didnvt know before, and that
information causes you. to. then
reevaluate what you know about a
particular case, and our databases
are always sort, of chasing after one
other as new information comes in.
This is not these numbers are not
Static numbers, they are always in

Accounting >
KIA/BNR

Sheetz
08/04/92

. . •some of the m cases, the
descriptions that you read, are more
compelling than others, but having
reviewed each and every one of them,
we^do ndt. find .that there are fatal

:

flaws in the documentation and the
judgments that were reached by the
field commanders who were responsible
for reporting the status of their
lost men.
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Accounting Sheets
12/04/92

Chairman Kerxy: Let me understand.
You have 196 discrepancy cases?. ..

Sheets: Fate has been determined on
61 of those. So, when you subtract
that out , that gets you down to the
,135 figure. The 196 is the actual
cases that existed, and we've- been
able to get answers on the fate on 61
of those i So, 135 are still to be •;

determined; fate to be determined.

Chairman Kerry:. And 90 in Laos? How
many fate determined in Laos?

Sheets: None, sir. But 1 might add,
again, from jprior sessions we have

.

explained that 85 percent of the
losses that took place in Laos that
areT still unaccounted for took place
in the Eastern-most provinces, right
along the Ho Chi Minh Trail area, and
only 9 of those 90 discrepancy cases
are cases in which they took place
dearly: in: areas of -Pathat-too—^ -
control.

so, essentially, 80 to 81 of those
cases are in the border, Vietnamese

r

controlled areas where we are going
to be working in the tripartite arena
with the Vietnamese and the Lao to
try to get answers on those cases.

Xppshhx «



Accounting - :

KIA/BNR
Sheets
08/04/92

Chairman Kerry: . ; .And the person is
listed as KEA in that particular
categorybasedonfirst-handreports-
from people within a unit or
aircraft, or, whatever, is. that,
correct? ; . . So what I am saying is
that in. the case of almost 100
percent of those 1,095, there are
sufficient, multiple reports of the
incident to permit you to draw the
conclusion you*ve drawn, are there
'hot?';;.'

; -.'" •••••
v;

Sheets: Yes, sir.;. ,

Chairman Kerry: so I ash you again
the same question I ashed you a !

moment ago. Is it not fair to say,
and even more appropriate to say,

that there ought" to bey maybera~ n«*r~
category that in the case of those
1*095, while their body has not been
returned, in some cases based on the
report it is dear, is it not* that a
body will never be returned?

Sheets: That is true, sir...

1 '
....

Chairman Kerry: So that person is in
effect accounted for. The family has
accepted the accounting, Juid in point
of fact it does not belong one
PON/MIA list. It is -not POW, it is
not IOA7-it is KIA, body not
recoverable. /
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Accounting •

KIA/BNR
sheet*
08/04/92

Chairman Kerry i Now, if you are
saying that i, 095 Were TXk, well,

-wey nave -not been returned Are .

they not accounted for?

Mr . Sheets: The fullest possible
accounting has three levels of
evidence, if you will. [Level] 1,
the most ideal outcome would be* the :

return of a live American prisoner .

Level 2iwould be. . . recovering their
remains and repatriating those
remains to the united States. The
third level of outcome is for those
who perished, where! remains cannot be
recovered, to develop efficient
documentation as to confirm the fate
of the individual...

into the third category, correct?

Mr. Sheets: At the present time,
they do.'

•

AGCO****** i m-».

—

Nixon Statement
Shields
09/24/92

ChairmanKerryVl^
President of the United states stand
up and say, the prisoners are hot
back? Mhy did not the Secretary of
Defense ; say, I stood up a few months
ago and X had 14 people l said did
not come back and, by God, they are
still nob back, and why will
Americans not care about it?r ;

-
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Accounting
Shields
Statement-

Shields
09/24/92

Chairman Ketry; Now look at the

cause and effect. Here are the
papers coming off your press

conference. [Headline} "Pow unit

boss: no living GIs left in
Indochina." Here, [Headline]

t

"Rumors that there were hundreds of

U.S. servicemen still left in Laotian

prison camps do the families of the

missing a disservice." Headline:

•All U.S. POWs free Pentagon -

maintains;" Headline: "Onretumed

GIs are feared dead..."

.

Shields: 1 never said that the men

were all dead; I never said that.

I»ve never said that to this day; .

Chairman Kerry: No indication that

anyofth. niasing araalivein--™
Indochina. we went through this laat

time; there were indications .

Shields:. Senator, X don’t believe

that X could tell Mrs. Hrdlicka or

Hrs^ Vah' Dyke or the vanDykeparents

or anyone else that I bad indications

at that time that their loved ones

were alive*



vice Chairman Smith: But from March
*28th‘to^Aprir'12th^hec)c of-a-lot-of^:

things have happened here that

reversed ail information that we had
in the pipeline on prisoners of war,

in Laos especially:. And in 2 weeks
we vent from a memorandum to the

President of the Onited States via
the National Security Advisor from
the Secretary: of Defense saying there
are PONs in Laos. Not alleged, there
are PONs in Laos, and we bad better
do something in terms of getting them
out before we get out of here. Now
that is essentially what the
memorandum said. We went from that
to a press conference by the
president^^ejmi|ted^SjMiws;^he„
next day which says all POWs are
coming home. There are no more
living Americans in Indochina, you
then said on April 12th,



Shields Shields: Senator, there is a .

06/25/92 difference in saying people are alive•—“.r—— and' inr captivity^and saying we^don*
~

have indications now that they are.

Chairman Kerry: That is the
disingenuous piece of this.

Shields : it is not disingenuous

,

Senator. This was and still is a

very serious issue. I read in the
newspaper yesterday that your
committee has information that an
American was alive in Indochina in
captivity in 1989.

Chairman Kerry: No, no, no.
.

That is
wrong.

7
”

' ;
;

“
r

‘

'

"Melds: • it was .reported’ in the
paper, Senator.

Chairman Kerry: Let me just make it
very clear. Senator Smith has ah

~f ^--•
7
—“'^-- opinion personally as to that . t.:

—-
; .

• will tell, you I personally; do not
share a judgment on that or that
opinion, nor do I think has the rest
Of the committee come to any
conclusion whatsoever as to anyone in

. 1989, and X will tell you that this „•

coomittee has no evidence today of

any specific individual^ in any t .

specific place-being alive now.
.

Shields: And that's exactly what 1

said. Senator.

Chairman Kerry: But it* s not.

Shields : And the information you
have on an individual in 1989 is more
recent than a lot of the information
that l was dealing with, and that's
exactly why I did not say they were
all alive nor did I say they were all
dead. 1 did not know that. _____
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Accounting •
.

-Shields- - ...

Shields
06/25/92^1

. . .we really did not have proof
. positive, lat~that^time^of^current-, .. ~~
information that would allow us to go
back . I *m sure that had we known at
that time of the evidence of people,
had Senator McCain or some of his
comrades said, we left a man in this
camp. I'm sure we would have done,

something about it. There were three
foreign nationals and we did.

Statement

Accounting -
.

Shields
Statement

Shields
06/25/92

... we had no hard, specific current
information at that time. And Z think
we had done enough of our debriefings
at that time, because we had asked
men isnediately if they knew about
living Americans.

Accounting - - Shields Chairman Xerry: I am not challenging
Shields
Statement

09/24/92 your honor. I am trying to
r

determine
whether or not you do not see what
America saw out of your statement.
Not your fault, maybe, but what
America saw out of your statement
Were - the headlines that ,1 read. You
may not have willed that, but that is
what happened.

y/y.

Shields: ...I have given that
statement to innumerable people since
we met last time.

.
And they have

looked at this statement; no one has
come up with the impression that the
said all the men dead. ~ ;-v<

;

••••;::• *•-;

Chairman Kerry: But do you not see

that when you say that there is no
indication that anyone is alive* *

Vice Chairman Smith: What is the
difference between that and they are
all dead?

Chairman Kerry: You are basically
taking somebody in POW status , and
you wrote that, and saying we no
longer believe that person is a POW.
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Accounting -

Returned POWs
Shields
06/25/92

We hoped that our returnees would 1 be
able to provide us. with substantial .

relatively few cases were cleared up
on the basis of returnees
information.

Accounting •

Nixon Statement
Shields
06/25/92

Sen. McCain: How do you account for
the President of the United States

.

saying all POWs are home?

Dr. : Shields: Senator; 1 don't .

control the statements of the
President of the United States. I did
not at that time . I was as dismayed .

at that statement as anyone else was.

Accounting .

Left Behind
Shields
06/25/92

Shields; We did raise those issues;
and we raised them with a great; deal
of vigor.

'

'
.

'
:

•

’

"
I

Chairman Kerry: You recall that
*

being a sort of publicly perceived
grievance that was expressed, or you
raised them in private channels? I
do not recall this Nation being ~

turmoil over the . notion that we
thought Vietnam might be holding
people.

Shields: I think, Senator Kerry,
'

tbatr the Nation was probably ecstatic
that the conflict was over, and that
we were hot adding to those POW/MIA -

lists.
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Accounting *

Left Behind
Sbislds
06/25/92 :

You are aware of the efforts that
were expended on behalf of Chi chan
.Haznaby, :Lieutenant..Dodd,^and„ so
forth. They were men that you and
your comrades said had been left
behind. And even though they were
not Americans,; we left no stone
unturned to bring them home. And in
fact, they did; return home to .their
loved ones. In the case of Emmet
Kay, we knew he was a prisoner, and
we pursued that and he was returned

.

In the cases of Charles Dean and Neal
Shaman, we knew that they had been
captured . That was not a secret . we
made that evidence available to
anyone, and we acknowledged that. We
did not bring them home, we were not
-ablerto -do -that?^~^--~-

—

Accounting
Shields
Statement

Shields
06/25/92

Chairman Kerry: No one on the
committee is suggesting that the 1973
policy should have suggested that you
say yes, they are all alive.

Shields:. What is the difference
between saying they are alive and we
have no indications now that they are
alive?

Chairman Kerry: We did have
indications that some people were
alive. -We had absolute intelligence.
You in your own deposition, . . . you
agreed that recent information could
go back 6 months, 12 months. And we
had recent information 6 months and
12 months that so and so was seen
alive or so and so was alive.

Shields: I’m not aware of that.
Senator. Within 6 months? Recent
information specifically relating to
a man? I’m not aware of that
information.
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Shields
Statement

Shields
06/25/92

Shields : Senator, peopl<e were ashing
if ve knew whether we had left anyone
behind , and the answer was we do not
have indications -at - this time.

Chairman Kerry: That has been the
official line... But. the questions is

what did we know in 1973. and what did
we do?

Shields : we know that men bad been
alive in captivity at one time. . . And

those that returned did not know of

men who had been left.

Chairman Kerry: To say all prisoners
had returned as the President V.
announced on the 29th of March, a
week before your press conference

,

was wrong. He knew it was wrong, bet

:

;';V X'/'-'-:'.

me tell you
1

why. You recall going to

see Secretary of Defense william
Clements in his office in early
April, a week before your April
conference, correct?

Shields : That *s correct.

Chairman Kerry : And you heard him
:

tell you, all the American POWs are
dead. And you said to him, "You
cannot say that."

Shields : “That s correct . , 2-

Chairman Kerry: And he repeated to

you, "You did not hear me. They are
all dead."

Shields: That's essentially correct..

I
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Accounting -

Shields,
statement

Shields
06/25/92

At the termination of Homecoming we
had no current hard evidence that

v'.;;

Southeast Asia. .. None of those who
returned had any indication that
anyone had been left behind. We knew
that there was a possibility that
defectors were alive in enemy-

controlled areas, but had no firm
evidence to confirm this either.

Robert Garwood Was an example of an
American whom We felt might be alive
and in an enemy-controlled area; But
according to the returnees Who saw
him last, he was hot being held as a
prisoner.
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Accounting •

Shields
Statement

Shields
09/24/92

(Describing 1975 testimony] Then the
famous question, do you think that
there, are still Pdws alive and well
sbmewhere~in~ either~Laos~ of Cambodia *

And this is the statement with which
you have had such great trouble. We
have no indications at this time that;

there are any Americans alive in
Indochina i . What the people at the
hearing did not hear, and what was
never reported in the press were
these words , as I said, "we do not
consider the list of men that we
received from Laos, the recovery of
10 individuals, nine of whom were
American and seven military, to be a
complete accounting for all Americans
who were lost in Laos. Nor do we
consider it to be a complete
statement of our information known to

.
.. ;

••
•

the Pathet Lao in Laos . With regard
to Cambodia, we have a number of men
who are missing in action there,
some that we carried as captive.”
Again, the statement of people who
were carried as prisoner who did not -

return. "We intend to pursue that,
too... even'-' 'though' we have no •

indication that there are any
Americans still alive, we are going
to pursue our efforts in the process
of accounting for the missing. . . we
anticipate that if any Americans are
yet

,
alive. . . that we would be able to

ascertain that through this - ^ e

process..."

Accounting
Shields
Statement

Shields
06/25/92

Admiral McCain..; repeatedly asserted
that he felt a small number of
American were still alive in
Indochina. When asked bow many, he
opiped that perhaps 20 to 30 were
alive. When asked whether he had any
evidence at all that there is anybody
alive, he admitted he did not.

unman «



Accounting Shields .the practical impact of lists— 06/2S/92__ -relating. to_status-wa8~always-—:—

—

limited;., it had a mixed impact on
family members/ depending on what
status a man had. It appears also to
have had a limited impact on
prisoners and missing. Ronald

. Ridgeway was classified, as hilled in
action, but that did not prevent his
repatriation. Prank Cius was carried
as missing in action in Laos, but he
also returned home to his loved ones.

. David Demmon was carried as a
prisoner in South Vietnam, but to

‘ this day, he remains unaccounted for.

Accounting - Shields Chairman Kerry; ... we have uncovered
Shields 06/25/92 some 244 people. . . were carried by
statement —-~r~ DOD as-POW, prisoner of war.- You did

not know until after the debriefs
that 111 of them died in captivity.
When you made this statement, those
debriefs had not been completed, had

V; : . they? "V :/;/•.

Shields; Mo, they had not.

Accounting • Shields The only individuals whom hard, ; and
Left Behind 06/25/92 at that time current, information

indicated were in captivity and for
whom no accounting has yet been
received were two civilians; an
American, Charles Dean, and Neil

“ Sharman, an Australian, who jrere
captured in 1974 . They were
unquestionably in the hands of the
Pathet Lao when the events that led
to the fall of Saigon and Vientiane

,

x
in mid-year 1975 occurred. Our
intelligence capability and our
ability to track them in captivity
ended with the collapse of the •

friendly governments.
It is Unlikely, 1 believe, that an
accounting is obtainable now which
will resolve the doubts of many
families about the status of their
loved ones missing in Southeast Asia.
The record has become too convoluted
and distorted for that to happen.
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Accounting •

Shields
Shields
06/25/92

Sen. Robb: Why was not some effort
made, either institutionally or

dUCauBZlu • individually i ' to sayhey^we'have •.

information that is simply at odds,
at variance with the information that
you have just announced or
articulated through either policy
papers or official pronouncements,
whatever the case may be? Why was
there not some critical questioning
or skepticism that can be raised at
that time, and why was thefe a
passive acceptance?

Shields: Senator, there are
statements by General Walters at the
CIA. 1 don' t know him well, but my
understanding is he doesn't accept
much passively at all«». I don't
think that the united States
Government possessed the kind of
information that you are speaking of.

Accounting Shields
06/25/92

There has been some concern, 1
believe, over the fact that D1A
carried some man in classification,
in particular the prisoner category,
which differed from those of the
services. The reason for this is
simple, and 2 believe valid.

Accounting *
.
1

Status Changes
Shields
06/25/92

by law, only the service secretaries
have the legal authority to determine
an individual la status, and the law
was observed in this regard during my
tenure in the Department of Defense.

Accounting Shields
06/25/92

The facts regarding individual cases
were not in dispute. If a man listed
by the Navy as missing was carried by
D1A as captured and that led to
better correlation of intelligence
reports, then our own efforts were
improved. . .

'
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Accounting - Shields^

foi feiiifi
; -Q9/24/9X

Statement

Accounting - Shi«i*s^

Shields - 09/24/92

Statement

Accounting Shields
06/25/92

Ottirmankerry: [citing Shields' 1

cooments] ”We do not consider the
|

Vice Chairman Smith: I want you to

tell me about the Nixon meeting •
.

•.

That is where we are now, April 11th.

I want you to lead me into that

meeting. Did .anybody say anything to

you? I just want you to give me some

very specific answers, and I want a

long discourse.
:
Did anybody say

anything to you prior to that

meeting, at^any time, about what you

should or should not say to the

President of the United States, yes,

or no?

Shields: Absolutely nothing...

we understood long before we received

the DRV-PR6 list in Paris in January

1973 that Operation Homecoming would

only be one phase of our work. It was

evident that the process of

accounting for those who did not

return would be long, arduous# and

complicated under even the best of

circumstances . ••V-r •



Sen. McCaia: ... if Mr. Shields said
•• in his memorandum, he says boD had
ho specific knowledje, that is

~

different in my view than ho
indications . That is a very
different use of language. I think,
frankly , .that

.
in your memorandum no

specific knowledge is a defensible
position. NO indications, I think;
is not.

I think what I am trying to get at
here is what was the thrust of the
belief? Xs.it that the President of
the united States said there are no
more Americans

.
alive in Southeast

Asia and we closed the book until the
agitation on the part of families and
other. Americans brought -this -back -to •

the attention of the American people?
Or has there been a good-faith
effort? or is it somewhere in
between/ in the view of many of us,
that during the 1970's the issue was
ignored to a certain degree because 7

of the desire of the American people
and the American Government to put
this issue behind us, which could
have- led us to some failed
opportunities to return some
Americans who may have been held
alive.

I know that is very difficult, but I
think it is a. philosophical question
that is important to be cleared up,
and.maybe we could begin with you,
Mr.' sieverts. •'

Mr. sievertsi The root question is
whether there were any opportunities
to achieve the return of living
Americans. That's the sole question.
And no, I don't think there were
any. x don’t think we had any
indications of Americans in
captivity. Some of my testimony is
intended to bear on that question,
because of our past experience, of
the lengths to which Americans would
90 we're talking about POWs held



Accounting Y

Left Behind
Sieverts
06/25/92

The root question is whether there
were any opportunities to achieve the
-retuxn-oz^iiving^Ainericans. That's
the sole question. And no, 1 don't
think there were any. X don't think
we had any indications of Americans
in captivity. . . the lengths to which
Americans would go-- we're talking
about PONs held against their will in
captivity- - the lengths they would
go, one way or another, to let us
know of this, it bears on the
photographs, for example. The idea
of Americans cheerfully being
photographed and not using the,

opportunity to somehow convey who
they are and what the circumstances
are is beyond ny imagination.

But it's beyond my experience, more
iapomntly, of being responsible for
this subject during the long time
when we really did have Americans in
captivity and we did get indications
which were qui te solid;
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Accounting Sievwts
06/25/92

Sen. BtoGains Mr. sieverts, was that
the policy on your watch, that we did
not know whether they were alive or
dead? or was it that we assumed they
were all dead;-.

;
or ' what?' :

'
,

'

•

Sieyerts: ...Our approach during that
entire period was to present
information in : a positive'•«piHt''‘''

r
-

v^ v ’

H

through the channels' that were
available pursuant to the Paris ^ 1

agreement and, to the extent that it
was possible/ and it was not at all
easy, to do so in Laos, as 'well. At
eveiv opportunity, we would shade the
interpretation of cases and lists in
a favorable direction.;, in the
direction of saying we know you have
more information* Over-a-oeriod-of--

:• i. /

rh^'r;

tine/ we broadened those lists. We
added to them, we gave specific case
records, detailed case records.

The difficulty was that at the same
tine if you overstated that

™" " t r _

assumption for a domestic audience
you would create what was clearly
exaggerated and possibly an entirely
false hope among families

.
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Shields
.Statement

Smith
09/24/92

Dr.Shields , all !• am saying , to you
is based on the documents that I have
read -- not on my opinion, the
documents that I have readi the
depositions we have taken; the
witnesses ve have talked /to, the
information that I have been able to
glean from whatever I have been able
to see, that iB,not what went intoil ‘

:

the pipeline prior to March 28th; It
was not gilt feeling it was not
visceral, it was siaply • • it was so
factual end at least so definitive
that the Secretary of Defense made a
recommendation to resume the war and
risk, bringing home the last group of
American POMs. And that Changed/ that
changed.

So my : question^ to you^ is^idiat is therr
point of a press conference after the
President speaks and says all the
Ppws are home?; .You had a private
meetizig with the President of the
United States and you oome^out of
that meeting and you hold another
press conference. And you say, in
addition to what the President
already said, there are not any more
living Americans.

Accounting -

Mixon Statement J

Smith
06/25/92

"

•>:. .the point is that we continued
operations in a third country that we
were- not supposed to be at war with,
and we wars losing ^piibple while we ;

:

were bringing heme American PONs from
Vietnam. Me were still losing people
and still standing up saying that
there are no prisoners when we had no
idea what happened to them. And
somebody has to be accountable for
that/' V

.

•
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Accounting •
!

Nixon Statement
Smith
09/24/92

•••the document says on June 30th
that we are listing and
distinguishing between misBing ***

vV-V?.^

POWsr We now are listing 67 hostile
captured people as prisoners of war
on June 30th, when in fact the
official position as announced by the
President and others is that there
are not any more POWs Am 1 correct?

Sen. Grassley: Yes. President Nixon
made his statement on March the 29th,
and Dr. Shields made his statement on
April the 14th.
Vice Chairman Smith; And this is
June 30th, listing 67 people as
prisoners?

Sen. Grassley: Yes.
Accountingr • ' *

"

Nixon Statement 04/25/92
... on January 27th and 28th there
were lists exchanged and provided.
But we still were flying fissions
oyer Laos after those lists were
exchanged. We were losing Americans

haos in -a secret war;;rwwh«h’t'~^
you say on April 12th that you do hot
have any information on live
Americans , that is

:

simolv not true.
Accounting -

Nixon Statement
Smith
09/21/92

r""" t *

...Actually, there were two policies,
one right after the other, with the
same data base.. .the first policy w&s
full accountability. Then^there was-
Srstatement when- the President said
all the POWs are home.

The policy then changed to everybody
is home, all the POWs were home. But
the data base, the intelligence
information that you had, did hot
support that claim, as you have all
as you have all said.
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Accounting •
;

Nixon Statement
Smith
09/24/92

4 . - as to why this data base was
apparently looked at differently as
we came down to this period of March
28th through April 15th, in that
period of time when President. Nixon
made his statement, Mr. Shields made
his statement?

What happened differently? Was there
something

,
there that we are missing

that caused this change in analysis
of the intelligence? Or do you
believe that there were people there
after Operation Homecoming, based on
what you Jcnew?

General Secord: Well, yes, of course
i believe there were people after
-Operation Bomecoming •

• This -

memorandum was written '
’•

coJateaporaneously.

Accounting -

Nixon Statement
Smith
09/24/92

• ••I am just trying to say to you
that; you had a tabulation; it was a

TUT , umi ‘ ^• yi III ill MW |’*"*w wop -wwuuiiymuo JfWU 1

v.

by the week. Nothing changed in the
way it was reported, nothing changed
in the documents that want into the
pipeline, the infozmation that went
into the pipeline. Nothing changed.
On the contrary, it was reported to
the Secretary of Defense that it was
valid information. The only thing
that Changed is you guys made an
announcement, or the President made
an announcement on March 29th which

!

was totally at odds
,
with all of that

data*..

»Mnbix e



Accounting • Smith
Nixon Statement 09/24/92

Accounting Sungenis
06/25/92

Accounting
. Sungenis

06/24/92

Accounting sungenis
06/24/92

. . .ii A has provided D.s. delegation
folders with background information

^gut
.
B° Persons in the category

We? today, here is
a list that we have just received
from, the cozanittee received on the
20th of March, 1992, from Margaret R.
Munson, director, DoD, POW-MIA
Central Documentation Office, it
lists 50 people who are iin Category I
survival code in Laos.

I mean, there is just no way that any
reasonable person can conclude based
on tha documents and the information
that this connuttee has received,
that you could make the kind of
Statement that the President made and
**** that it was correct. And I will
.tell^you^to.speak~for~^
one Senator just does not accept it.

Sungenis? The, first casualty
reporting requirement from the
services was in 1963, and that was- a 1

In March of
1973 the requirement was made that
the services provide us with
^dividual casuaity reports. And

S
id was Prwide us

with-a DO form 1300 for each
individual and a punched card with
that information. Since that day we

But as you
kno., this was after when
we got into the business.

to th^best of ny knowledge, at no
time did this office engage or
participate in any policy
determination or jurisdictional
matter concerning the reporting

ustd *y respective
military lervices.

; 1

S
1®* official file was

transferred to the Archives, the
back*up materials, such is the hard
copy DO Forms 1300 and other
supporting documentation, we
discarded.; •

.
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Accounting r

Lef t Behind
Trowbridge

'

06/25/92
That we had no current: information at
the time where we could go and put :

our hands oh some ihdividual that was .

alive at that time. .

Accounting
Left Behind

Trowbridge
06/24/92

Some [names] were written on the
walls; No one ever saw these
individuals in a prison environment.

Accounting -

Left BeMnd
Trowbridge
06/24/92

Sen. Kerrey: Do you have any
recollection of ever having anybody
say to you during that period of time
in 1973 , after Operation Homecoming,
that we should just let this matter
•rest? ':; •

Trowbridge;' No sir.

Sen. Kerrey: Were you ever told by
somebody, thewar is”0verr let us not v

drag this our any further with energy
expanded in areas that are not apt to
be terribly useful?

Trowbridge: No sir, never.

Accounting -

Left Behind
Trowbridge
06/24/92

... the U.S. Government carried 97
individuals listed as prisoners of
war that did not return. This is at
the completion of Operation
Homecoming.

Accounting-
Left Behind

Trowbridge,
06/24/92

. . .When X said 97, or to use your
tent SO, actually at the-completion
of Operation- Homecoming our agency v

held 115 individuals in a prisoner
status who did not return home.
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Accounting >
Left Behind

Trowbridge
06/34/92

Sen. Kerrey: Do you not think it fair
to say there was an attitude in 1973.
that wft were indeed diad _

over and that we wanted very little
further discussion of anything in
regards to the war/ including the
status of our prisoners.

Trowbridge: Oh, 1 think that there-
nay have been sooe very well
individuals that thought that way/
but I think the noral fiber that runs
through the American citizen is a, we
don • t leave our unaccounted- for . we
go get them.

Accounting *

Left Behind
Trowbridge
06/24/92

We are left with slightly less/than
100 men who are Officially listed by
the service as POWs... in no instance
didwe have-ciirrMit ~ inm****

indicate that these men were
currently held in captivity.
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Accounting • >

Shields
Statement.

Trowbridge/
Shields
OS/25/92

Vice Chairman Smiths Is there
evidence or is there not evidence
that-Americans-renained-aliveias
prisoners of war, tailing out Garwood,
from 1973 to 1989? That is a single
yes or no question. Is there or is
there not, based on your opinion?

Trowbridge s Based: onmy opinion and
what I have seen, we have nothing
that would indicate that an American
prisoner •• confirmed information or
evidence, firm evidence, or
cozn^incizig evidence, that an American
prisoner was being held against his
win, .. -y,;..y:%.y •

vice Chairman smith: Do you agree
with that Dr. Shields?

Shields : Senator, the second
definition •• indications. We
certainly knew that people were alive
at one time. I do not have anything
,that would allow me toj&ake-the-
judgment, which you suggested is the
first definition, that would allow me
to make the judgment that those
Americans were still alive, and say
that to a family member, for exasple.
And say, I am confident that based on
the information I have your husband
is alive.

.: I could not have said
‘

that. . - •

' —
Accounting Trowbridge

06/24/92
That was our responsibility,
correlating information to somebody
who may be missing. But , until
somebody told us he was missing, he
was not oh our roll.
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Accounting Trowbridge
06/24/92

Trowbridge
06/24/92

Accounting

Trowbridge
06/24/92

Trowbridge
06/24/92; v

Accounting

Accounting Trowbridge
06/24/92

Accounting -

Returned pows
Ve**ey
11/05/91

In some cesee, we had very good
information that the individuals had

. u r

sany- other cases , there was no

;

information beyond the original loss
date. There were also a few cases
where the services listed men as
prisoners of war based on data which
they later learned was erroneous in
that it correlated to a different
aan. Much of this we learned through
debriefing all of the returnees, who
also told us of men who had died
before entering the prison systan.

,
:;

the war years within DIA, our
office was the focal point for
pow/mia information.

...the-agency*i^W . *52? 00 information that
individuals at that time were being
held against their will.

DIA thought it possible that a manws a PQM,
w
*y*t tba'seM -

•'*'

him as missing in action. The status
the service assigned was always their
legal status.

DXA did not and does not determine
the legal status of a serviceman.
That is the sole responsibility of
ea^i of the military service
secretaries^-

we had a very close relationship.
Our agency supported Dr. Shields with
intelligence information.

we know through extensive debriefings
and subsequent investigations that
all Americans seen by D.s. prisoners
of war who did return in the
Vietnamese prison system have been
accounted for as either returned PONs
are through the return for remains,
or having been reported as died in
captivity.
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Accounting •

Left Behind
Walters
09/21/92

8en. Grassley: . What happened in your
view to those .who we expected back -

i*o did not come back?
"

Walters: I think they killed them.
They're that kind of people.

Accounting?
Left Behind

Trowbridge .

06/24/92;
Until Homecoming , you expected them
to come home alive . When they did
not come heme alive, you ceased to
think they should to home alive.

Archives Admiral
Stockdale
12/03/92

...

Yes* they were just kind of the
bureaucratic, the group we were
dealing with, were the second-
generation ccnamists, the
bureaucratic dlite. They were
inveterate note-takers, and they
would have pockets full.

Archives Childress
12/01/92

Childress: They will be very
productive in Laos and continue to
be. Archival records will give you
fate. Unilateral Vietnamese action
willgto

Chairman Kerry: Weil, archival •

records are also going to give you
answers and oral histories are going

|

to giva you answars. We collacted
four of them in person, myself, four
answers. And they came through oral
history and archival information.

Archives _ Childress

;

12/01/92
Oialrman Kerry :

•
:

liallV‘ '^re' : are - now
getting access to a lot of those
shoot-down reports and to the
archival documents, obviously;

Childress : I've heard there' a sene
summary documents coming in..; from
what l saw, that I think it's the tip
of the iceberg and Z think e lot of
analysts feel that way as well.

unroot c
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Archives DeStatte
12/04/92

Vice Chairman Smith: What is your
sense of what we are getting? Is
there more in the archives?

^eftatte: It's too early to make any
definitive judgments on that right
hew# but some things we can say.
Some of the information that we need
to resolve# questions

,

concerning the
fate of our missing people# and
ultimately to recover the individuals
or their remains can be found
scattered in the files and archives
of individual units# local and
province commands# regional commands.

But it's also certain that elements
of the ministry of defense's general
political directorate compiled
lowros cm u.s. ruws# ana also on
many of our KlAs . Those are records
that were compiled at the central
level* ; ; if the Vietnamese political
leadership can persuade the general
political directorate to share the ^

informatibn' from those central
:

records with our joint research
' teams# then we can get the quickest
possible answers on the largest
number of people. And 1 think that's
what we should be pressing for.

Archives

•
. .•

' '4
;

Hrdlicka
12/03/92 -

Mow# could we take e reality break
here and apply-simple logic? if we
have these men# and in many cases we
teow they did, where are they? If
they kept as meticulous records of
shoot downs , subsequent capture and
internment# as we know they have
throughput history# as we have
witnessed first-hand in Senator
McCain's case# if they held our men
past the end of the war# as they
historically have in past conflicts
with other powers# where are they?
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Archives Schweitzer
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: Most people assert
and there is evidence, in fact, that
documents, "that . they/ kept pretty good
records of the prison system, of the
flow of information during the war.
Is there not an easy way to unlock
the key to what might have happened
to that particular flyer or to some
other person about whom ye have a:

1

question and to recover the remains?

Sdhweitzer: Well, the key word in
your question is, it ought to be,
yes . There were orders from Hanoi
throughout the war that any American
who was captured or any American who
was killed, there was to be a
cooplete report made and sent to
Hanoi.

But in the heat of battle in the war
years where most, I think most of the
soldiers --a lot of times these
reports just didn't get made;
Sometimes -they did- get • made and they

*

didn’ t arrive in Hanoi . One specific
qase I was told about..> a report was
made and then before the group talcing
the report back to Hanoi could get
there, they were all killed in a
bombing attack. So that report never
'made- it. - ..'•••• .•v-r

Archives
, ... Schweitzer

12/04/92
When I told. :them that the documents

-

and photos that they had in their
archives were precious, beck in 1989

,

they brought them to me by the
thousands . They singly never knew
what they bad. And, to quote
Benjamin Hoff , America took a thimble
to the fountain in Hanoi, and then
came home and complained that they
hadn't been given enough.
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...some people oay ask if all this
information is available in Vietnam.
„and_lf_Vletaamiso-bsdly-wants —

-

relations with the U.S., why don’t
they just give it all to us right •

now? Unfortunately for us, as well
as for the Vietnamese, it's just not
going to be that simple.

li all . this information were already
available, collected, and cataloged,
and in some warehouse in Hanoi, the
Vietnamese Government would like
nothing better than to turn it all
oyer to us, and then request a
lifting of the embargo and the
establishment of diplomatic ties.

However, while information on many
missing Americans is"avaiiabie in

~

Vietnam, it is not in official
Vietnamese Government hands . The
majority of this information is , in
the hands of retired People's Army

are
scattered all over Vietnam. There is
a mountain of information out there.

But. even with the fullest possible
cooperation from the Vietnamese
Government, it will take an enormous
amount of goodwill, time, and work to
locate these materials-; oollect them,
and thezncataiog them.

Bytn though 19 years have passed
since Operation in 1973,
we are just now beginning this
missive undertaking which lies before
us., nearly every day, cook* people
from ell over Vietnam come to av
offine in Hanoi with sdme^itenm of
jmsrican memorabilia from the war.
tns work of the dedicated American
analysts over there is just
beginning.
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Archives Schweitzer
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: Well; generically,
when people say the Vietnamese have

'

the answers . They have, all these <

documents, is. there, a central
depository of a whole lot of
documents that they could suddenly
take a key and unlock it and it will
answer all these questions?

Schweitzer: In the first place,
really# the Vietnamese don't know
exactly what they've got. It is not
a system# a computerized system with
an index to everything that 1 s held in
the central government ' s archive
files. There may be more information
there than we know of now. I think
there's a lot of information there.

Archives;^ 'Smith
12/03/92

Vice Ghainoah Smith:
:
So the answer

is that nothing came back to give you
a definitive time of death from the
Vietnamese?.

: 0^* 2 ; -.'.Mo. J ••••;.
;

V: :•
•'

•

\ ... •

; ’

- :

1

Vibe Chairman Smith: And certainly#
you would agree# that they must know,
if they are that meticulous# when he
died and how he died.

Otis: Of course they knew when he
died. They had him in captivity. As
you say, they kept great records . . . I
never realty felt one way or the
other whether be was alive or dead.
I just know I didn't know and it was
extremely frustrating because I knew
the Vietnamese knew and they didn' t
bring him back one. way or the other.

Vice Qiaizman smith: So you knew
nothing even at Homecoming. You had
not heard a thing# correct? Nothing?

Otis: No# I heard nothing.
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Archives Tin 11/07/91 Once a POW is put in jail, he then
had his own file in which detailed

:

;
;

'information was~kept, such as what he
had to eat, if he was sick, what
medicine he used. The cadre had to
report his behavior and thought
process. And, I believe that the files
are still in Vietnam.

China Mooney
01/22/92

. ..in the Vietnam War, the Chinese
had opportunity and motive to take
American pilots. They were losing
their Soviet connection for aircraft,
so they were developing their own
military‘industrial complex, .v why go
out and spend for research when you
can quantum leap with an individual?

There is very little intelligence
that we saw oh the Chinese. • . They
had the opportunity to shoot them
down. They were shooting down
American aircraft. They had motive.
They were losing their technological
base for aircraft.from the Soviet
Union and they had to start their own
industrial ccmple*. Pilots with
experience would represent a quantum
leap . So the only intelligence that
we had was opportunity and motive.

Classified Andrews
iO/iS/92

.

We have willingly made all of -our
documents available and we will
willingly answer all of your
questions . -If we can't answer them
in open session we will answer them
in closed. We just have to do so in
a responsible manner when dealing
with sensitive intelligence or escape
and evasion matters . If we divulge
their trade craft used in either area
it may cost American lives in future
conflicts.
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Classified Andrews
10/15/92

Much of what we have discussed in
closed meetings is based on current
intelligence sources and methods .

This is not, as some have charged, an
attempt to hide a perceived
Government failure to liberate our
POWs. Rather, it is the fulfillment
of our obligation to protect those
intelligence means and' methods vital
to our global responsibilities in the
defense of the Nation. :

•

Classified

*i v
’

.
'

;

*.

Bell
11/06/91

To be honest with you, sir, except
for the 105 live* sighting
investigations that are now still
active, I don't 6ee any reason to
classify any of the other
information... I thinX the only thing
that needs to be sanitized or
"declassified' "from those reports is
the

.

name of the individual who
provided the information.

Classified V Clements
jW/24/9^

. ^

At that time, those classifications
were held within, the services • . in
other words/ the Navy classified
their people , Army did theirs , end
the Air Porce did theirs. I want to
make that very clear because it's
important that your committee and the
public at large understand that the
office of the Secretary of Defense
and/or the State Department and/or
the National security council/ nor
the President had any control
whatsoever over classification. That
was strictly within the services.
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classified , Donahue"
11/07/91

You see, here the problem is but one
thing, it is secrecy. The war in Laos
was a secret war . The POHs in Laos

• V''’ .V;..

were secret . The POW and MIA
intelligence is a secret still
classified. And the roadmap is a
secret, highly classified. Everything
is a secret and is so only because of
one thing. And that is because some
people are hiding the truth. For : ;

them, the truth is too powerful for
this country, too destructive for the
morale of armed forces, and too
debilitating to our national honor
for it to be told;

Classified ;;r Ford
11/15/9

i

Our ability to continue to collect,
information for the families and for
other intelligence pipjacts requires
us to try to , keep our sources and
methods protected. We’ve used that

7

more times than I would like to admit
as an excuse; rather than as the real
answer. I'm just simply telling you
that that *• over. We 're going to find
a.way-to.do this.-ii; ^—

•Classified' Griffiths
12/01/92

The families voted against <

declassification of information under
ongoing investigation or information
that would jeopardise returning our
loved ones alive or dead. That
position still holds, and that is the
position I continue to reflect.
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Classified Kerry/
06/25/92
Smith

Chairman Kerry: v. .First of all,
there has never been an issue about
this committee seeking
declassification. . So there is a
vote that is set and We have a
process in place with Senator Robb
and Senator Grassley, who are
reporting to the ooauittee; I thinX a
letter is being drafted today. We
ari prObeeding in a responsible way
to try to figure out how to ash for
the declassification to get the
maximum declassification, but to
protect those who deserve privacy in
the process. All 12 Senators will
vote bn this issue, and the chair set
out that would be, an objective of
this committee the day that you and I
stood up together months ago and

there is no nee news in this call for
declassification, we are going to do
it# we have always been going to do
it, and it is going to happen.

Classified .1.';

.. ..
.* ;.\v

-Kerry..-

11/15/91
...l^mB^hasiteonbehaifof-the^^^-^
entire cocmittee, and we have just in
our own meeting with Senators
confirmed, our inclination to; proceed
efficiently and quietly to a certain
degree in these first months with a
significant number of depositions and
a significant number of private
meetings in order to gather facts,
and separate fact from fiction* and
do the best job that we can of trying
to lay out reality here

.

X will confirm that every Member
feels very strongly that no stone
should be unturned, but every Member
also feels very strongly that at the
appropriate moment, obviously it all
bas to be laid out in public, or we
become part of the problem and we do
not intend to let that happen.
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Classified Kerry
06/25/92

Now the Committee is going to vote
next week to declassify massively. I
will state as a guiding principle.
there is nothin the Ca*ittee^do4s
not want declassified, with the
exception of something that can be
legitimately shown to 12 Senators as
being in current national security
interest or something that protects:
sources and methods of the United
States Government. Beyond that, we
will have to have a strong showing of
cause for why it should not be made
public...

Classified Perroots
12/01/92 HH

Classified Seblesiafer
09/21/92 ;

...from time to time the restriction
on intelligence simply to protect
sources is such that many who might
benefit from having that intelligence
are denied that because it would
reveal certain sources.

r- ;-- Schleslnger
09/21/92 denied not simply to protect sources

but to hold that intelligence in a
oerrow circle; to deny it to those
who are outside of that circle either
for reasons of internal bargaining or
the;

- like.

Classified Sooner
11/06/91

Wa actually received more hard
inforaation from the Vietnamese than
we have from the Defense intelligence
Agency, the Department of Defense, or
any other American entity involved
with this issue.

}'
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Classified Wallace
11/06/91

frew pieces of information seem
insignificant enough to avoid the
-secrecy~stamp..~if~ve'are to believe-^
our government, we must also believe
that the Ppw information buried in
their classified files is so :

sensitive that its declassification
would have dire consequences and
perhaps even pose a clear and present
danger to the national security.
Otherwise, why would the government
continue to classify the overwhelming
majority of the information gathered
on this most important issue?

i do not believe the government can
regain credibility on this issue or
adequately defend itself so long as
the very information needed for
hOM*t •valuation 1b kept 'from public
view..1

. •

Committee Gncaley
06/24/92

. . . expecting calm and order on this
issue os like expecting cars and dogs
to live in perfect harmony. . . the
ChairmehTiiLl Vice~g£l*aiur^ -T'
Committee have done next to the
impossible in terms of keepi&9 this
Committee together, to keep it •

[
focused and conducting its oversight.

Committee Grassiey
11/15/91

The hearings have been, in my view,
quite successful and surprisingly so
to me because, Mr.-President, l must -

admit that at first i had -
reservations about the utility of the
committee's work starting with
hearings... for fear that precious
time would be diverted from the
investigation aspects of the
committee's work.
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Courttt..Committee Kerrey
09/24/92

This Committee could very easily
itself have moved in a direction
where it accomplished nothing. T
believe if we ended today/ which some
would argue we should - - if we ended
today# this connittee will already
have accomplished a great deal. Mr.
Chairman, I have undying admiration
and appreciation both for. you

. and for
Vice Chairman Smith for pursuing
this, and I Want to pay special
tribute to, again, Senator Grassley#
whose interest in declassification
was early, was active, was strong,
and X think has provided enormous
benefit to the American people.

Committee Kerry
11/06/91

. ..the time has come for these kinds
of allegations to be laid on the

and for the sourcep not to be
hidden from the Committee^ at least.
There is no way the Comnittee can
proceed without that kind of
information being put in front of it.
So X ask you and anyone else who has
thatkind of information - • and 'you -

can hold this Senator and Senator
Smith, accountable , and X am sure you
will if something happens . ... we rely
on your cooperation to make that
happen.

Comnittee Kerry
12/03/92 -

;

>

That process of finding answers is
what this^Comnittee is all about. I
can speak for every member of this
Connittee when I say that
determination will continue On an
individual level and with the other
standing coomittees of this Senate
even after this Comnittee itself has
opened the doors on this issue and
has ceased to exist.

Committee Kerry
01/22/92

I hope you also appreciate that when
X push you or when I push the line of
questioning, it is* without regard to
who is sitting in front of me. X am
going to

'

push both sides as much as
possible to be able to help the
Comnittee make its judgments.
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Committee Kerry
01/22/92

[Intelligence service employees] are
not permitted- to deny information to
this : committee on the basis of that
[secrecy] oath. . . we intend to put
them under oath and depose them, and
we will subpoena them if necessary;
So in terms of enticement, they are
invited today to come forward with an
undentending that if they do not
cone forward on their own, the
greater likelihood is that the
cogmittee is going to find an
Opportunity for them to have to
appear.

Committee Kerry
01/21/92

i want people to understand, again,
that the committee is not withholding
information or deep-sixing anything*
All of it will be made public. But
the Committee feels that when it is
given a name* as a matter of
investigative integrity it is
sometimes more important for the
Committee to be able to get :

investigators to the people before
they are publicly identified so that

i

there is -less - time or less capacity^-
for fabricatibnof a story, and so ;

that
,
the Coomittee has an opportunity

to determine whether there are any
outside pressures or other influences
that might be affecting that person f s
capacity to give us a straight story.

’7
V
'7;
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Committee Kerry
09/22/92

I know this is difficult, I wish
there was a way to make it easy,, and
It is not, and we &CVnawlfitig« -

.

:
’’

‘ r .

•

But we are not here seeking'to
:

re-fight the Vietnam War. We are not
trying to renegotiate the peace
agreement or to reopen wounds of that
era, as difficult as it is to avoid

‘

them; .. We also. are hot trying . to.
question dedication of patriotism or
cgeoitment to the task that existed
back in 1972.

-

All Americans of a certain age,
whether. Senators or former Government

.

officials, POW families , veterans, or .

just plain citizens, bring to any
discussion of Vietnam a set of :

emotions and memories, some of which
~B»y~be"am6ng' the; 'strongest^and^iiibst:

:

vivid of a lifetime. We cannot V
ignore or deny those memories , or
simply wish them out of existence,
but neither should we let them !

control;pr,influence.tbe.purpose.or
.
integrity of this committee* s work. .

.

We rexnaih
; in the process of gathering

information and insights and trying
to understand why certain things were
done, why certain things were not
done, what options were available to
those who had the tough task of
making decisions at one bf. the^
toughest “times in American history.
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Committee Kerry
09/24/92

...folks, this issue was not created
by the ttoiited

. States Congress 20
years later. This issue is an issue

.

*
• V ’

, ;V

*

of grassroots momentum. There is not
a place I have gone, in the last years
in this country where someone has not
come up to me and said, why are you
not doing anything on this? where
are the answers?. .. And . the families , .

particularly, have carried this with
them for these 20 years.

Now, at a time in our government when
American citizens feel that the
government has broken most bonds of
trust with eyery citizen, it is
hardly appropriate for us to just
turn our backs and say, this is not
relevant. I view these hearings not
justasanefforttogettothetruth'
of what happened. I view them also
as ah effort by elected officials to
try to prove that we can do our job,
and that we can reestablish that '

sense of credibility between,citizens
who expect us to ask tough question.

Caaaittee I hope We not limit our focus this
momlsg to the past. A big part of
this Committee's job is to translate
lessons learned and experiences that
have been felt into recoonendations
for.future action and-into our
understanding as a Committee so that
we can share that understanding with
the American people.
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Committee Kerry
11/15/91

l want to ensure all people who are
interested in the public aspect of
this, inquiry that the fact that we
are-not -having-a-puhlic-hearing-doeS""
not mean we are hiding anything , nor
does it mean that, we are not doing
anything, it beans we are going to
proceed to do our homework. There
clearly will be public sessions as we
proceed, and all data that we can
conceivably make available to the
public— with the exception of
coQproaising national security, as a
judgment made by 12 United States
Senators -- will be made public as we
proceed.

Consnittee Kerry
11/15/91

This Committee is not going to
tolerate fonts who want to use us as
some hind of. springboard or platform
for wild*eyedr coch -eyed"theories

"

that have no basis in fact
whatsoever, we are going to be tough
with respect to that, and we have a
process set up to try to do it -* but
we do not want at the end of this 1
process anybody who has legitimate
information to feel that this
cocinittee was not receptive to it

.

Coranittee McCain
09/24/92

•the fact is that you and Senator
Smith have conducted these hearings
in a fair and unbiased manner. . . -r

COcmittee Mooney
01/22/92

Most of tha_negotiations on this
issue have been by policy makers. :

They go there with a specific opinion
and they're not going to breach from
tlut. Por the first time, you're
going to have Senators going there;
You guys know how to wheel and deal.
You know how, to ccnprcmise. Maybe
this is the proper approach. . . Maybe
if you would go there with this
attitude of specific knowledge and
talk to these people and show than
respect and gain respect from them,
it might open doors.
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committee Kooney
01/22/92

...when this conmittee was formed#
and it wsi announced that this
coonittee would investigate the
KIA/POW issue# -i-had-doubts r:serious^
doubts. Because in six years# I had
not one success. All X had was
criticism and to be debunked. When I
was asked to visit with your
committee people last week, I was
eager to come because I had to find
out tor myself What this committee
was about, was it going to be another
dog and pony show, or. were you for
real?

I was deposed for a day and a half .

It was professional , it was thorough#
it was incisive# it was tough# and in
one particular case it was painful.
But it was the best deposition or
best i^estibnihg I've had to date.
Based on that# I am sitting here to
tell you# and to tell everybody who
is watching or listening# that you
Are for real. You will get to the
bottom ..of-this .issue . and I am - - . -
willing to pass the torch on to you.
I will kegp the matches just in case
I have to light up again# but the
torch now belongs in your hands;

That deposition-proved to me that you
will fulfill your promise to leave no
stone unturned, to find not my truth
or anybody else fs truth# but the
truth. I hope those listening who
have knowledge will believe that and
come forward.
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Conmittee. . „ Mooney
'

01/22/92
Over the years, I've had many people
call me from the business;: 99 percent
of them will not Identify themselves,

,

and they say one thin? consistently:

• v,\

"I will not come forward because I do
hot think you can win. . . ,

"They feel
they will not be believed, I think if

. this conmittee applies its mission
with honor, with dignity, and with
clear objectives, the people will
step forward. . . I hope they do,\
because it is that important. This is
our best chance and this is, in
Opinion, our last chance.

Committee Mooney
01/22/32

I'm just the tip of the Iceberg. .

.

You need more than people like me,
people who work in the field and who
have the first blush with
intelligence. You have to get beyond
us, you have to get up to where the
intelligence is interpreted and used
for policy and politics.

Committee Quinn
11/15/91

As a citizen, I sort of grieve over
the fact that we have this problem so
long after the: war... It still is a • •

sore that has not healed and has not
been dealt with. I think that what
you and the conmittee are doing is
going, a long direction in letting our
citizens know exactly what is
involved.

Committee
“

smith
09/21/92

Vice Chairman Smith: The -American
people, I believe, are a great
people, and 1 think they will accept
anything as long as they are told the
truth;.. There could be 500 people in
Vietnam and Laos. There could be
none. But the point is: the reason
why the Committee is in existence,
the reason why you are here, and the
reason why the debate is still raging
is because the American people do not
believe that their government has
told them the truth...
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Canal ttee Steadman
12/02/92

. . . Perhaps because the issue has been
so contentious over the years , maybe
Congress didn’t exercise its
oversight- role: as strongly as it
could have. And this panel, this
Committee, has, reversed that, and in
doing so you’ve brought the issue
squarely in front of the American
public and squarely on the doorstep
of the Southeast Asian governments.

Ybu’ye also brought , information
forward which allows the American
public now to make informed judgments
about this issue, and X think your
final report should state whether
Congress should continue its
investigation. You should make an
informed judgment on that, whether
investigation is ^required,, further J

;

S'-,;:'/".

investigation is required, further
oversight is required, or perhaps
both are required.

Carolttee Tighe
06/24/92

I believe that you are compiling the
largest . and most comprehensive body—
of evidence on the subject of missing
in military action that has ever been
assembled.

Carolttee Vessey
06/25/92

.•.more needs to be made public and I
commend the Committee. I think I saw
the broadcast; of your Southeast Asian
trip, those were superb. The dips
from . those, that 'trip; ’and the

,

'

American public desperately needs to
see the whole picture rather than” :

sensational tidbits that come out. So
I certainly contend the Committee for
its work end X think the Ccmmittee •s',

report eventually will turn out to be
one of the most important documents
we have in the Public record.
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Conspiracy. Andrews.
12/03/92 :

. e.l believe that neither this r -

Comnittee nor the American people can.
expect that the whispers of
conspiracy will ever go away. I am
convinced that no matter bow many
files are opened, ho matter how many
witnesses are interviewed, no matter
how many crash sites are sifted
through, there will always be those .

who will see it in their own selfish
interest to inject distrust into this
issue. The antidote to this is
openness w

'

-.-i

Conspiracy Baker
OS/12/92

1 cannot think of a single thing that
suggests to me that there was a
conspiracy of silence or any active .

conspiracy or any other kind of
conspiracy.. * :

Conspiracy Bell
11/06/91-

I don't think there's been a cover*
upr-iirrbut i' think it »s possible^"
that information was not acted upon.

Conspiracy Burch
11/06/91

conspiracy Christmas
06/25/92

.
' •!

Nf. Chairman, my experience is that
most people who become well -informed
on this issue have no. trouble
agreeing that the accounting for our
missing men means obtaining
information from Vietnam, Laos, -and
Cambodia. ^Those who maintain that
there is some secret set of files
being kept by misguided- ir.S.
Government personnel intent oh
maintaining some bizarre cover-up are
deluding themselves and the American
people.

The answers are in southeast Asia and
that is where the U.S. Government is,
correctly in my view, putting its
emphasis.
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Conspiracy . Clipper
12/01/92

To suggest that we are somehow part
of a conspiracy is certainly absurd,
if not insulting. I take it as a
personal insult that anyone would
suggest that i*ve'had" any"part in^a::

.

conspiracy.' :
;

i

Conspiracy Ford
11/15/91

There is no conspiracy to purge
records. The Department of Defense
does not maintain fingerprint
records . The PBI is the sole agency
with that responsibility.

Conspiracy Kawebuim
S/25/92

I am just not one who believes : in
conspiracy theories# but I think
unfortunately because we have been
such, a long time cooing to terms with
this and doing it in a way and being
as forthright as possible We have
created and added a; great deal of
sorrow and confusion to the process.

cbnspirac^ Kerry f
11/15/91

I db not# in God's name# know how you
can begin to do this process unless
we will trust some people on the

:

ground in Vietnam to build boom
relationships and make some judgments
about those- relations r Somewhere—

;

- i

along the line here# somebody has got
to begin to believe that not every
American working for the United
States Government is going to become
part of some process to hide
Americans in Vietnam.

V
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Conspiracy Kerry
.12/01/92

Chairman Kerry i . . .in any of your
ne^that-you^have-'*-

been in contact with this issue, did
you find any evidence whatsoever to
suggest to you that there, was a
conscious cover-up on this issue or

.

conspiracy to withhold it from proper
analysis and pursuit? Mr. Wiand?

Wiand: No...
|

•;

Hargis: Nq...

Nagy: NO..;

Brooks: Absolutely not. .

.

Gaines: Absolutely not...

Conspiracy Kissinger
09/22/92

What has happened to this country
that a Congressional committee could
be asked to inquire Aether any
American official of whatever
administration would fail to move -

V
:

•heaven^and^earth"t^igh^'fdr'the'-'*
1:"^'

release of American PCWs and for an
accounting of the missing? Can

‘

anyone seriously believe that any
honorable public official Would v
neglect America's servicemen, and
especially those who suffered so much
for their country or, even worse,
arrange for a conspiracy to obscure
the fate of the prisoners left
behind?

Personally. I have no proof whether
Americans, live Americans, were kept
behind by Hanoi. The Vietnamese are
certainly capable of such a cynical

.

act, and of lying about it. If any
prisoners were held back, however,
there can be only one guilty party.
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Conspiracy ;• Kissinger
09/22/92

There is no excuse, two decades after
the fact, for anyone to imply that
rthe-last five-presidents frcra both^^“
parties/ their white Bouse staffs.
Secretaries of State and Defense, and
career diplomatic and military
services either knowingly or
negligently failed to do everything
they could to recover and identify
all of our prisoners and MXAs

.

Conspiracy Lord
09/21/92

Chairman Kerry : . . .But as major
1

public policy makers of that period
and also public servants helping the
American public understand this and
looking at this can you understand
why still today there are people who
believe that they were misled, that
the government was in a conspiracy,
tbat-they were ;lied i»rand^that^thv^
have been led down the path over the
yean after those comments, given the
evidence, is it understandable?

Ip^;.ij:/.think. it?.s understandable. ~x .

think some of the terms you used are
unfair, but I can understand why
people might harbor these doubts.

^Conspiracy Lundy
11/06/91

...my father had top-secret security
clearance, nuclear, intelligence...
How could there not be fingerprints
in my father's file?. .. there is a
letter in his • file that' says

,

' attached are forms and fingerprint
cards on the above subject'... This
is a smoking-gun letter that there is
cover-up in our government.
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Conspiracy McCain
09/24/92

Sen . McCain: Do you believe that
there was any conspiracy to cover ud
the existence of any live Americans
either in Laos or anywhere in
Southeast Asia?

.

Secord: No, sir, I don't. l‘ve
never seen any evidence of that.

Sen... McCain:
.
Do you believe that it

would have been possible , without the
knowledge of a number of military
officers and enlisted people such as
yourself who were in. some way in the
loop?

Secord: No. There are so many
people in that loop that it would not
have been .possible, -in my- opinion. --—

Conspiracy Penroots
08/12/92

Sen. McCain: In order for a cover-up
to be successful as has been alleged,
it would have taken the active
participation of hundreds if not

ouuucl f ;

Perroots: Yes, sir.

Conspiracy Perroots
12/01/92

...most emphatically/ Mr. Chairman,
the allegation of a cover-up or a
conspiracy, [is] the most serious i
invalid, criticism.

Conspiracy Vr- Sievarts
08/25/92.

> . .a great many dedicated people.

.

.

worked on this subject -for many
years, and we are well aware that the
passage of time has not healed the
wounds or brought comfort to the
families whose hopes have been
repeatedly raised and dashed.
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conspiracy vessey
,

Sen. McCain: Hive you ever seen any—

.

1—U Jl6/25/92_;_._^ evidence of: any conspiracy, or cover-—
up?

Vessey: No; sir* I have not.

Sen. McCain: Did you when you were
* in your position as, chairman of the ,

Joint Chiefs of Staff?

Vessey:'. • No, sir."''::

Sen. McCain: or at any other tine in
your military career?

:

Vessey: No, sir. ,

Conspiracy \> vessey Sen* McCain: in order for there to
.06/25/93 r ~ bea.conspiracy- or a cover-up of this

issue; do you agree with me that it
.

would have required the active
participation of hundreds of members

.
• pf the military?

vesseyirr*iy^
an improbable sort of thing. American
soldiers* sailors, airmen and Marines
are not conspirators. It ( s hard to
keep military secrets long enough to
get the operation going along without

~ - the enemy knowing what 1 s going bn.
Bvan at the time when we were at low
ebb* wr still; had lM-and-scme-odd ."".v

people involved;: and those rotated;
Many of then rotated every two or
three years. So I’d say the prospect
or probability of a conspiracy being
kept without it being blown wide open— is almost aero.

Cooperation Azmitage Just to sum up clearly* the
08/12/92 governments of Vietnam, Laos* and

what passes for a government in
Cambodia* have to open up and give
full and complete access to Americans
upon request* with no waiting
periods, et cetera, before we can
begin to put it at rest.
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Bell
11/06/91

Cooperation Bell: : ...I think the Vietnamese right
jm_tpda^are„j.us.t^as.„£araiong:in„„_^
this issue as they choose to be.

Chairman Kerry: Does that mean they
could choose to be further along?

•'
•

.. .
•

••

' ' ' Bell? Yes, siri

Cooperation Bell to resolve these cases, as wqll as
11/06/91 ,4 the live-sighting reports, we need to

meet with cadre who were involved in
the detention of American POWs and
also to have access to Vietnam's
wartime historical archives. We have
had access to some records and
witnesses’ testimony which has
matched that obtained from witnesses

1^. LX .np^longer.underjrietnamese^controli--^^.
This is a good sign, but it is
readily apparent to me, ay fellow
investigators, and our intelligence
analysts that the Vietnamese can do

; : more. V :

• •••

Ccoperatibh Chaney Vietnamese cooperation on these joint
11/05/91 investigations has improved, but

despite these improvements, we are
still not satisfied with Vietnam's
performance. . . Too often, our office
finds that public pronouncements of

- increased cooperation by Hanoi do not
• -X 7 • r produce satisfactory arrangements on

the ground. Promises to cooperate on
live sightings, improved helicopter
transportation, and complete access
to historical records remain only
partially fulfilled... if we ever,
hope to achieve the fullest possible
accounting in a reasonable period of
time, Vietnamese unilateral efforts,
as well as their participation in
joint activities, will' have to
dramatically inprove.

Cooperation Childress : ; .when I left# our estimate was that
08/12/92 the Vietnamese could account for

hundreds of cases easily.
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Cooperation. Childress
12/01/82

Chairman Kerry: . I think on the enemy
proselytizing materials, we do hot
'heVe-evidence 'that"that”actuaiiy

; '

still exists, we know they had it,
but we do not know it exists today.
IS that not accurate?

r

.\

Mr. Childress: The original stories
Hanoi said was that they had no

~

records at all, they were eaten with
termites,, they were .the rest. Now,
as X said in my original testimony
before this conmi ttee , Vietnamese
dialogue with you is not evil, but
it*8 certainly not in the western
sense.'.;.

Chairman Kerry: Oh, absolutely.

Cooperation Childress—
08/12/92

^..Now, when“ isayresolve' easily
hundreds of cases, I mean either you
either have a live prisoner; remains

,

or an explanation why neither is
possible through arrival research or
the rest And ..in ,those .categories ;«•

there are many hundreds of cases they
can resolve for us.

Cooperation Childress
12/01/92

Chairman Kerry: tot me say to you
that there is no naivete on the part
of the committee about this process
and it* past, you know.

Childress: Right. And we've had ^
many denials.

"

Chairman, Kerry: Information has been
withheld. We have not always been
told the truth. We understand that
and we go into that with open eves ...
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Cooperation Childress
12/01/92.

Chairman Kerry: Imagine that when
..the 'ministry „of foreign. affairs in ,. _

Vietnam saysV oh, yeSr we are going
to get this stuff and we want to be
helpful, but you have a lot of gnomes
Within the ministry of defense who
only remember fighting us and are
still, fighting us and. do., not Want to ;

'

Change, that those documents are not
forthcoming There are difficulties
in that process also, X am sure you
wiil agree.

.

Childress : X absolutely acknowledge
those and I think we're on the right
track in this sense, that the
Vietnamese agreed that they would
pursue unilateral efforts . Most of
-the progress;'we «ve-had

J

'in"terms -of
‘ ~ :

resolving cases have not come from
joint efforts, have come from
unilateral Vietnamese decisions. And
to. the extent the Vietnamese mean
this and we should encourage it; we
should alto be prepared to underwrite
It if seeded. ,

Ill:
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..Cooperation
'•

.Christoas.„™,_
06/25/92

The-key element of informatioh-is
missing: the current location of
the person of his remains. This is
why we need Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia to share whatever records
they possess on American prisoners
and

v
the missing, and, make available

for interview former members of their
military units.

Cooperation Christmas
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: So I take it, it is
your judgment that we are moving down
the ' road . . .

•

Christmas: It* 8 certainly my
judgment, sir. If you remember, we
talked before about the agreements
that wArA marie betweAn Irf* Mai - and
then Assistant Secretary Solomon
five agreements : ;

expanded
operations, live sighting mechanism,
archival research, and so forth. Of
at least three of those, we have had
substantial movement and substantial: -

progress from the Pebruary ; of this
year when those agreements were made

.

So there has been progress, and what
we need to do, as the Admiral has
said, is just keep pressing.

Cooperation Cbristnas
•11/05/91 :

The Pacific Coonand, in conjunction
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
the -Department of Defense , has roved- ^

quickly to capitalize on the
favorable climate of cooperation in
Vietnam, we plan to execute a
comprehensive casualty resolution
campaign on a scale which the
Department of Defense has wanted to
carry but since the signing of the
Paris Accords in 1973, but could not
because of Vietnam’s intransigence.

Cooperation Clapper
12/01/92

If we are to have true resolution pf
these cases that so consume so many
Americans, it is in the hands of the
Vietnamese. •
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Cooperation nestatte
12/04/92 :

Chairman Kerry: Are we on the road
to resolving this? ;

DeStatte: Yes, sir. l*m quite
confident .' As I said earlier, I
think ve 1 re getting the kind of
cooperation •- 1 think that Vietnam's
top leaders have made the decision to
try to solve this issue . I think
they issued the instruction to their
bureaucracy to do so, and, ! believe
that at the working level, where we
are, at least the people that I've
been working with, 2 believe we're
getting the kind of cooperation,
we're getting good cooperation.

I do 4 however, believe that there's
soo£ distance to go,„ and X think_that
if there's an obstacle, that obstacle
is at the aid-level. And I believe
that Vietnam's leaders can solve that
problem. I think that's the proper
solution.

Coop^tion':'

:

12/04/92
...the fact is that in many cases
it'sdear that the Vietnamese don't
always know what they have there and
that they've got a lot Of valuable
information. We know it's valuable,
but it wash • t necessarily valuable .to
them or they weren' t quite sure what
it.was.'

• , \y..

Allowing us access into that is
extremely important . . . we are just
now getting into these archives and
all of us are wanting to rove forward
as rapidly as we can.

Cooperation Ford
12/01/92

I frankly, in looking at that period,
I think that I give the most credit
to the Vietnamese. I think they
sought Us out .
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Cooperation Gadoury
11/06/91

Cooperation Grassley
11/06/91

Cooperation Griffiths
12/01/92

I would argue that the reason that

w™ wt^v^J1
!
8 or bein® £»ir «*'

firm Kith the Vietnamese.
. And when

they produce results, we have
delivered, State has delivered.
Defense has delivered, NSiC has
delivered. We have no; history that
if we give something to the
Vietnamese for nothing, that we get

- reciprocal benefit fr«B it, ,

progress has, up to this point,
npwwer, been^ther disappointing in
terms of -results * Despite Vietnamese
Claims of, total freedom of travel to
{Kjjjue first-hand live sightings,
both captive and living free, our
investigator has not yet been

-WtW^Tvidfee aTti^eT
outside Hanoi to ooojplete his

„ investigations. ^Vy

• • •I think they [the Vietnamese
ttatiw -iru,;

»nd would not hold
UwB at 411 if

there was a dramatic change of
practice on the part of the
Vietnamese Government for total
cooperation along the lines of our
people could po any Mace that they
want to go.

5?.^® Vietnamese
. Government came upwith an American there who they

previously said was not there, thatee would not look at it as an
f
?
r WttWvii action

against the Vietnamese Government,
!* wad look at itaTah

opportunity for a further opening of
relations and normalization of
relations.

It was quite difficult in earlier
years, and it evolved and got more
effective and the priority began tohe understood in the far reaches ofthe government. But it was not

|

really an easy process i ,- especially
Lyhen you were building from sera.
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Cooperation Kerry
12/04/92 a dobble^team

JS9p here between General vessey,
^ r^-XOUr-efforts. But'thedistinction is that at that point in

^T^\^°lithuxo and the decisionshad not been made.

r sat with the General Secretary of—$ *** first Oaited
States citizen to meet with the
leading official of Vietnam -• and it

a y^r “d a half ago -
at which ppint he turns to me, and

Wi I was' stunned
and^the people with me were stunned,

i???
U8e

-u
lie 001114 not understand in

A?* 1!
^hat this issue meanti why itwas real, or if we were serious.

^ tor^ ah^
1 4° aot understand this;

*n 1978 for normalization,
nobody raised this issue, with us.

sense that this was anything but anAmerican trick in the 1960s and. '90sto sort of find a different way to
prosecute the war against vi^Lm?
So I went through this long
explanation to him of whatT happened

HAS*
problaQS Of -Jinny Carter » s —

happed in toe

ofmownr^*?*
' the 8en*e of lackor power in the country, and alona^ Ronaid Reagan and he made Sis a

£?
sue

*

t0 *** cr®dit, and raisedthe consciousness
, and then movies

SSff
ra^ ^ booJcB appeared and sly

a °*lt' <md of£ «e
Y

went, . and it entered the American
consciousness and body politic. .

;

jjljj!®* t*8®3 * whole lot of
5
?
at t?em information

‘
'?T" of tte

So finally they say; hcv . you know;





Cooperation Perroota
08/12/92

Chairman Kerry: General, can you
speak now to the issue of the level
"ofrcooperatTbh“tha't yw receive?7'

: ^ r

Where are we? What kind of judgment
can the coonittee make* based on your
experience now, over this year, in
Vietnam?

Needham: Sir, in my opinion) in the
last year the cooperation in Vietnam
has been steadily improving since 1
assumed my position in January.

I Recently. .. there have been some
dramatic improvements.

I think the Vietnamese could still do
more, but right now we see
cooperation getting better and better
.every^dayLat-the central-level —in

—

the field level, cooperation is
mixed... in the provinces, it's
mixed.

Chairman Kerry: . * .You have provinces
in~Vietnam that- were very heavily

—

—

boobed, and their support to the
tmited States is less than others...

Sir, X think it is going to produce
results . x think we're starting to
see a little bit in Hanoi. I; think
it's too early to tell exactly how
much we'rt going to gat, but I
believe we're off to a positive start
and I'm hoping that we can -• by the
information requests that Hr.
Oesutte has given them, that we can
lead this archival research program a
little bit more to the way we went to
go, which is looking at supporting
the work plan and supporting casw
that we went to get earners to rather
than just getting information for the
sake of getting information.

Vietnam can easily account for
hundreds of Americans that have not
yet exercised their requisite will to
do so .
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Cooperation Quinn
12/01/92.

Mr. Chairman/ the vastly improved
level, of cooperation is a clear
'indication that bur policy of both
sides taking a. series of commensurate
steps is working.

Cooperation Schweitzer
12/04/92

Following years of distrust among
many of the parties trying to resolve
this MIA , issue/ there have however
now been new approaches which have

.

taken place in. Hanoi over the past
few weeks and cooperation, has reached
a new level. 1 But there still appear
to me to be three basic questions
which have remained unanswered up to
this point.

the first question concerns just how
mubh information we

;
can hope to learn

-rr:

about the Americans still unaccounted
for in Vietnam.

The. second remaining question
involves the source of this
information. The- third question
concerns, it has taken 19 years for
the U.S. and Vietnam to cone to this
starting point in addressing these
questions.

\.
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Cooperation Schweitzer
12/04/92

Well, the central government. has made
it clear to me that the key element
in getting that material brought to

"r'
'

v - vv
:
'

Hanoi is iiriJ.S. hands, not in their
hands. They
had •* the leadership of Vietnam
cannot simply order 70 million ,

Vietnamese citizens to bring this
.mountain of material to Hanoi,*

it has; to be something that the
'

Vietnamese, the common Vietnamese
citizen, feels in his heart he wants
to do for America, if he has a
souvenir, war memorabilia, something
that he picked up from a crash or a
war site in the highlands in *67 or
from a crash. up in the mountains
someplace, say a piece of an airplane
-that he ? s been using-as-a-side of-his
house or a little package of things
he picked up somehow, maybe the man
who picked it up is even dead and his
children have it and have no idea
what it. is even.

w
-V-

But they’re not going to make •- the
common person of Vietnam just, isn * t
going to come forward with all that
mountain of information unless they
really have the feeling in the heart
that they want to do this for
America: it can’t be dictated from
on high that you will bring forward
everything that you possess on
America, it just won’t happen that
way.

'
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Cooperation Schweitzer Schweitzer: ...with the steps that
12/04/92 have been taken so far, especially

rr— -tie-last-one-lnvolvin9"AT*T^people;
“

are coming forward with -more;
materials than they’ve ever come
'forward with before. I 'brought- 'two

'•

examples with me.

• - :

:

Chainnan: Kerry j
; • You: see a

significant shift now suddenly in the
: ,1 ... production of some of these,

documents?

Schweitzer: I certainly do. And the
more steps the United States takes to

• ease the hardships on Vietnam, the
more warmth the conaon Vietnamese
citizens will feel towards us and
will come-i forward ^dth materials. I-. .,-.,

Cooperation Sheets Mr. Sheets: I'd like to underscore.
06/25/92 There’s something that Senator Smith

and Senator Kerry, you could both, 1
think, help us with, 1 recognize
you.'.ll prtibahly, be. making another
trip to southeast Asia before your
committee conpletes its work. If you
do, or if another opportunity
presents itself •• I wish you would

.
underscore to both the Laos,m
Government and the Vietnamese
Government the need for unfettered
access on-conducting live sighting

: investigationsr Basically, not:
- frustrating our officers when they're

out there in the field trying to
facilitate the process. We're making
progress, it's getting better, but
it's got to get a lot better before
I'm ooino to be hanoy. And if
there's anything this committee could
do to underscore with those two— '

,
1

... ' gcrvemaents. - •. . ''

„

'

Cooperation Sheridan :..To my way of thinking, the answers
12/02/92 are in Hanoi and in Vientiane and in

Cambodia, and it could be, over with
in a very short period of time if
those governments would be
forthcoming with the information that
they have. • '

;

•
;
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cooperation . Vessey However, when we look at the issue of
12/04/92 Vietnamese cooperation, it would be a

-mistake to: forget^the-progress -in' -
reuniting several hundred thousand
separated Vietnamese family members,
getting over 60,000 Amerasian
children and family members out of
Vietnam and getting the former South
Vietnamese officers and Government
officials out of the re-education
camps and getting ;them and their
families out of Vietnam if they
wanted to go.
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Cooperation Vessey
06/25/92

My first instructions came from
President Rugan in 1987..; PresidentReagan forh fn— -

rr1
-

bring more focus to this issue.
Negotiations had been underway for

19Mr, in late 1986 , and I was asked
tjer take on the jbb in early 1987.

I was instructed by the President to
conduct negotiations with the
Vietnamese Government to attenpt to
get cooperation on a number of
humanitarian issues > and the
specifics goals were as follows:

The first goal, aid the number one
priority, was to get the cooperation
required to achieve the fullest
possihle accounting for alOtaaaricans
missing from the war in Vietnam.

Within that goal of fullest possible
accounting, as the first priority,

L?f**„.tp_go^af.ter....theLbusiness -of - — r
whether or not live American
prisoners wire continuing to be held
by the Vietnamese Government. And if
there Were live Americans either in

i
lvi“9 frMly< t0 Melt

their immediate return.

Then the third point was to get
Vietnamese cooperation and an
expanded effort in the return of
remains that bad already been
recovered, and in searching for and
recovering and return those remains

APPENDIX*





Cooperation Vessey
06/25/92

Declassifiestio Grassley
a 06/24/92

Declassificatio Kerrey
n 09/21/92

In the area of POW/MIA, a lot of work
has been done but the resolution of
-individualcases-hasbeenslowaha''
plodding... We’ve had some
preliminary talks trying to get
investigations underway for cases of
individuals lost

, in the border areas
of

.
Cambodia and Laos, that were then

under the control of Vietnamese v

forces. In 1988 we agreed to joint
field, investigations, in Vietnam with
American and Vietnamese investigators
participating. We are entering now
into our 18th set of joint field
investigations.

Until these documents become
declassified and tell the story
themselves without the debunkers,
without the conspirators , and. the V
spin doctors, it is incumbent upon

>

us, those of us on this coumittee
and, of course, the media as well, to
counter the misrepresentations that

.

there is no avldaiv?e, •

•
•

•
.

- •

'

1

•'. •As said, it does hot surprise me
that ; the north Vietnamese would
either lie to their people and to us,
or withhold information from their
people or from us.

But it seems to me that it is
JJWnabie to conclude that-i v
should have a Mgher standard for our
own government. And thus, the
release of the information, redacted
and carefully examined - - the
decision by President Bush to release
that

^
information, pressured by this

ccnmittee to do so, I think has
performed a very valuable service
oven though we may never get, as I
said, to the bottom of it. ..i must
say that had that information been

in 1973 had we just said
to the Asiarican people, here are the

here is what. we know and what
we do not know, i think the outcome
alsp would have been much different
over the next 19 years.
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Deserters Trowbridge
06/24/92

Deserters are excluded from the
official DoD Southeast Asia casualty .

files.

Deserters Trowbridge
06/24/92

Chairman Kerry: Mr. Trowbridge# are
you saying that the Defense
Intelligence Agency carries only 15
people as deserters in country?

Trowbridge: Based on what we have
been able to obtain from the
services, that is correct, sir.

Chairman Kerry: can you tell me why,
then, this comdttee got a list from
the Defense Department, the National
Archives, which we were about to
submit to the PBI of 1,284 deserter
names last known with their units in
Vietnam?

:

Trowbridge; Sir, I cannot answer
that. As x said, we had an analyst
that went through the records
ourselves in 1988. Again, if you
have got-a- list • • you know, ! do -notr
know where these lists come and what
the criteria was to make these lists

.

Chairman Kerry: Does that not say
something to you? You are supposed
to be analyzing live sighting
reports. You have got a potential
base of some 1,200 people -who
supposedly deserted in country. l^am
not suggesting v this comnittee,
incidentally, is not focusing on
deserters. This committee is focused
on POW's, military people who had
been taken prisoner. But obviously
there is a possibility that someone
who is a deserter could be the source
of a live sighting report.

Trowbridge: That is absolutely
correct. .

V;
;

;

:Tv
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Deserters Vessey
11/05/91

It is my understanding that none were
.
classified as deserters. Now, there

' is- some~evidehce~in- some -very few':"
- '

cases that some might have been there
under their own free will. Later on
there was some evidence that came up,
but the evidence is pretty scanty.. ..

I would not want to accuse any of
these guys of being deserters. v.
there is just not evidence to do
that.

.

DIA Clusters

.

Brooks
12/01/92

Sen. McCain: ...General Perroots has
previously testified that they did,
•And have used, this so-called cluster
theory in part of their analysis on
many occasions . Are you aware pf
that, Admiral?

Brooks: ' No, I was not awake,
'

senator. '?

DIA - Critics Brooks
12/01/92

'

. i'

-

'

'

'

"

'

'

V

" *

'

i

.

'•••:•
..

r was disappointed with the lack of
rigor in the analytic process, I was
disappointed, for example, with the
way'in which files were kept/ I was
disappointed with the lack of
disciplined , analytic techniques which
I would anticipate to be used in any
analytic process...

DIA - Critics Brooks
12/01/92

Senator, i would ccement that when I -

first arrived there ••• I was there
-•'

for a period of almost four months, •"

from June of 1985 until September of
1985, perhaps the beginning of
October of 1985 • • I was surprised to
see how few people were dedicated to
analysis of the POW/MIA issue;..

* Critics ': Brooks
.

12/01/92
There was not adequate management of
the analytic process to assure that
the mindset to debunk did not color
potentially valid reports as well as
those which, were apparently invalid.
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DIA - Critics Brooks
.12/01/92

...a certain degree of cynicism/ I
think, crept into our intelligence

'V;

We had been confronted with so many
reports that were either deliberate
fabrications or were grossly
inaccurate that I think the analyst
becomes cynical..! there also is a
category of people at work
surrounding the POW/MIA issue which I
will categorize as professional
predators. ..

DIA - critics Brooks
12/01/92

Bureaucratic ineptitude certainly
characterized the situation in 1985.

DIA - Critics Brooks
12/01/92

• :•>; . yes, indeed; there were cases that
,
I thought should have been reopened
and should have been looked into in
much, more- depth! J

DIA •Critics Brooks
12/61/92

I think probably the desire to
believe that we had accounted for the
POWs perhaps accounted for some of
the attitude. Also, of course, the
fact that the returned POWs did- in ^-

,

L **

fact state that all of the POWs known
to be in

;
captivity to them, to them

known to be in the official prison
system, were accounted for perhaps
led; to the mindset that this was not
as important a problem as it should,
have been...

,

The case files had -not been -w.,

maintained properly, leads had not
been followed up, the normal things
that you would. . . do in trying to
maintain continuity on a problem had
not been done during that period 1973
to 1983.

DIA, Brooks
12/01/92

My own experience with the analysts
is that they were a Very dedicated
and very frustrated lot. There were
too few of them... your observation
about paucity of assets is accurate.
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D1A Critics Childress
12/01/92

. , .1 know exactly what you're doing,
you're really following it ud •• by

/v.V:

using such Words you give the
impression that you don’t believe
«;« the outset# alleged or
alleged with three other adjectives
and this sort of thing. I got the
impression in the period before the
Reagan Administration that there was
almost a fear to put in a report that
wasn’t hedged and guarded by enough
aiSjectiyes.

. >

What we were trying to bring
,
to them

is don’t fear it, say it objectively,
drop the kind of adjectives, and so
forth. Don't overdo it but be
objective and we'll handle it,
everybody^will-handleitwhen-they
get back.
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filA • Critics Childress
12/01/92

By the
,
time the Tighe Report had come

out, the Vietnamese had released the
-largest -number-of remains "in -1985" —

:

than at any time since the end of the
war, and, i think it was 26 at the
time . They had also agreed that they
wanted to work with us on a 2 -year
plan to try to resolve these major
core issues of the POW/MIA issue
within a 2 -year plan. And we were
had been negotiating and had several
high-level trips.

The Tighe Report popped in the middle
of this, and they were obviously not
up to date on negotiations, but that
wasn't why they were there anyway, it
was to look to DXA.; So they were
filling this document, up with
preaumpticms that 1 felt were years
old that they had brought to the
table. And I went over and briefed
them on policy and, you know, our l0-<
point plan and the rest, on one
occasion,, but that-was just to give
them background. So I felt that they
•• you know, they were good people
and well coonitted and had their
experience, but I wanted them to stay
with the knitting that they were
hired for.
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Critics Childress
12/01/92

DIA -
Chairman Kerry: Khat you iaid in
your letter, and let me quote you:
j,

Ttoet:e_are„8ev.eral-v£lat„untrutli8-in---
it,

;
many distortions and

inaccuracies, as abundance of
speculation with no basis in fact , an
obvious lack off understanding of the
overall issue and judgments or
perceptions of.the Vietnamese mystery
combined with popular mythology."

;

Did all off those criticisms get
addressed?

:

:•

Childress: Well, x was not in a
j

position to — I wasn’t on the ;

report. I was giving ny impressions
to General Perroots.

Oainaan Kerry: ! understand. But
uhea the-final report came' out," didr

-
':

you hold those same conclusions about
the report?

DZA

Childress: Not as strongly, but X
Still saw some popular sythologrinv

Critics Childress
12/01/92

Chairman Kerry:
. Mr. Childress, you

made seme criticisms of the Tighe
Report which were really very
strong...;

.
..

Childress: This wab a first draft
they had done and it was Tull of

policy things, not intelligence
~

things. So General Perroots sent it
oyer to me and said take a look at
this, they're making policy
recommendations . I was , needless to
say, from reading that outraged that
they were into policy things. And I
also took the opportunity to make
vhat I felt was the case that if
you're going to talk about live
prisoners, we're talking about last
known alive, that 's where I had put
ay focus. And a look of 16 or 18
reports, or 32 Case files could hot
lead to those kinds of conclusions
that I felt that they were heading
towards. •
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Clapper I have to sa/ one other thing#
12/01/92 Senator Kerry, in all due respects •

“ W talked about wH6~haiTbeeh -~r
responsible for this over the years.
The congress, in all fairness, bears
a certain amount of responsibility
for -this . Every year we , in

, .

‘ intelligence* and the director of DIA
\ 7 r as the manager of the General Defense

Intelligence. Program, gets very
specific and very intrusive guidance
from the Congress on what
authorizations we will have and for
what purpose . :

•••..:•• y-
1

Clapper ;. the criticisms arise from the
12/01/92 simple and abundant frustration at

our inability to resolve the ultimate
fate qfjhe PpW/MIAs . jAnd; the treason
la, and again Colonel Schlatter
alluded to it, is that because
intelligence, given its inherent
limitations, simply on its own cannot
resolve these Issues.

concerned about accounting for the
missing and will ensure that DIA 1 s
efforts to achieve the fullest
possible accounting will not waiver
during my tenure as
director. . .P0W7MIA intelligence
investigations, collection, and
analysis comprise one of DIA! s -7 .

highest priorities; . 7

The DIA analysts had no buffer
between themselves and anybody else.
In other words , ; they had no buffer
between themselves and’ra of
Congress. There is no buffer between
themselves and Outside interests..*
unofficial but powerful members,
personnel such as Ann Mills
Griffiths... had direct access, in
fact, had direct access not only to
files and intelligence information#
but was allowed to task the analysts
on her behest.

APPENDIX 6 .

Clapper
06/04/92

Gaines
12/01/92.
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DIA - Critics Gaines
12/01/92

They were beset by so many outside
tasks and so many outside similar-
“dissimilar; itf
constantly running from one crisis to
another > and they did not have time
to. do the kind of hard , pick and
spade work such as something like
this, studies oh, say, the prison

''-V

system....

DiA
r
, Grassley

10/15/92
Let 'me. conclude, Mr. Chaizman, by
stating that this, issue is too
important for us to rely on DIA*s
analysis exclusively for our
judgment. This may be the only
evidence that we find that possibly
points to specific men. We need an
independent assessment, not just a
DIA assessment. Five different .

reports have raised the issue of
DIA 1 s mind set to debunk. The public
is skeptical of DIA*s continued
debunking of evidence. No matter
what DIA says, we need an independent
•viluation of the evidftncft - - as -veil •-

These photos may, in fact; show
shadows . But I want an independent
analysis to tell me that, not just
DIA.

DIA • Critics Hargis
12/01/92

The conclusion or finding, DIA did
release names and addresses of
witnesses under the Freedom of-

1

Information.Act, ; but the information
released was mostly a coepilation of
documents which originated outside
DIA. Not one Of the names or
addresses released was of a person
who had had direct contact with DIA
or had requested confidentiality;
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DIA - Critics : ! Hargis !.

12/01/92
the Office of the Inspector General#
DIA# conducted an investigation in
the Office of the Prisoners of
War/Missihg in Action# PW/mCA
Division in the Directorate of
Collection Management, between 20
November 1984 and 2 February 1985# at
the direction of General Williams#
who was the Director of DIA at that

:t-?; yv-y-yrs

The next conclusion; these
allegations of mistreatment were
judged to be responses from
individuals who had attenpted to use
the pw/hia issue for their own
purposes... ‘V

There was ho indication that DIA
interviewers used any procedures that
intentionally downgraded# humiliated#
embarrassed or abused the: witness.

;

There Was no evidence to suggest that
any truly knowledgeable witness could
bediscouragedby'DXAmethbdsfor

"

making information known.liM
DIA - Critics Hargis

12/01/92
Next conclusion; there can be no
improvement to the worsening
situation until the policy and public
relations interface is inserted ~

between the DIA and the rest of the
world. :

•••

DIA - Critics HBirgls
*

12/01/92
We had one other finding.and one
other recommendation. There was
evidence that DIA had been and
continued to be manipulated on the
PW/mia issue by entities outside the
U.S. Government.
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DIA > Critics Hrdlicka
12/03/92

•Kerry:—
06/25/92

DIA - Critics Knecht
12/01/92

Knecht
12/01/92

DIA - Critics Knecht
12 /01/92

> i vl would add that if you want to
talk about fraud I would call the DIA

_ .bne^of^thebiggestparpetrators.—~l~~
have spent 2 years trying to get
answers out of those people on
specifics. 1 had a meeting in July
with Mr. Sheets and Mr. Gray and they
were going to get right back to me.
Well, I sit here today, . and they have
not gotten right back to me.

X file a Freedom Of Information;
reports that I have don't even come
through on the Freedom of
Information. Now you wan
fraud, I call that fraud, and I feel
like I'Ve been the person that's had
the fraud perpetrated on me. I can
appreciate these other scams , but I
•*havtr.tp^telI"yourthartfrbur-"^^^
Government had done their job in the
first place, I wouldn't be in the
situation where I could be a victim
or Carol Collins be a victim.

irvvon rd January ;of~W4V~ih rfact; r T
significant personnel reductions were
proposed to take place in the POW/MIA
section of DIA, And literally, the
personnel within that section had to
go to bat to explain to superiors why
they were important to the resolution
of the

4

accountability process.

In defense of“ the seinior management
of \DIA, I could not find any case
where somebody had said we need to do
this to fix this and they said don't
do that. •'

Mindset to debunk: everybody's
discussed it. I absolutely could not
find anything on it. I absolutely
disagree .with- it'..

I agree with Colonel Peck where he
criticised the fact that the special
office was being used for tasks that
were not appropriate for an
intelligence activity.
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D1A - Critics Knecht
12/01/92

1 an also saying that cplonel Peck,
basically recycled* .. the Gaines
-report to -usr- as-"if“there-had"beeh-nor-
intervening change. And then when
pressed for the details of those
criticisms that he made, I could not
find any specifics to support them.
When I looked at those specific
criticisms which ! was then aware of
in the intervening period, then I
could not find those.

DIA Clusters Maguire
08/04/92

9ehate investigators called Dak Chung
a cluster because of six hearsay
reports that recounted the same
story. ..But in depth analysis showed
that all the reports were similar
because one of the six sources had
told the same story to the other
five. What we ate: left with is not a
cluster of six, but a cluster of one.
And that one source admitted lying
about his original story, so now we
have no cluster... so DIA. has
concluded that Dak. Chung! is not-h ...

cluster, but we could only reach that
conclusion by carefully reading and
investigating each report. 1

DIA • Clusters Maguire
08/04/92

. . .there were some areas where the
reporting tends to be. heavier and
gives a clustered appearance. - Some
members of the Senate cpmmittee staff

of these areas prove that -a o.S. POH
was held past deration Homecoming.
Our understanding is that Senate
staffers used three criteria to reach
that conclusion.

'

These three criteria are shown here.
However, to reach these conclusions
about clusters , other types of
intelligence were ignored and only a
handful, of the over 1,500 source
reports were used.
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DXA - Cluster?
.

DIA - Critics

Nagy It was not with the process or the

.12/01/92_.i.: procedure^ofinapping„r,ep6^ting_.„JBbat

? process is underway in DIA# has been
underway in DIA, and is being used
today in support of General vessey
and his activities. So I certainly

cannot let . the comment lie that it is

not being done.: That is not ttue.

Nagy I was asked to address circumstances

12/01/92 - of- an-early 1995 internal DIA
examination of the analytic and

collection tasking activities of

DIA»S POW/MIA^ Office; The •

J :

examination was somewhat unusual in

that it was an analyst's critique of

other analysts' activities.





DiA • Critics Nagy Chairman Xerry: The themes are
-12/01/9.2_„ rapetitive^that^there^waa~a -diffusion

_

of the mission, there was a lack of
.

management, lack of guidance/ not a
- direction of effort , and so forth.
The politics that entered into it
from outside influences, the
.analysis, ...its.elf -/li.;

•

Nagy: it is my view that from 1973 •

until the issue frcm an : :

administration's standpoint was
revived in the early 1980* s, that for
all practical purposes you had three
organizations struggling in the dark,
without a great deal of policy
support, that were working this issue
for the Untied States Government.

^ «jost ^ were~the two~that’ were basedih-
Hawaii, the Joint Casualty Resolution
Center in CXLHX, and the office in
PIA...

DIA

DIA •

Perot
08/11/92

Critics Perroott
12/01/92

Beginning ln l983 ...DIA hag added
,

personnel to the effort, expanded the
effort of the office, expanded the
operations, as you are well aware, in
Southeast Asia that were under DIA's
direct control...

,
:

You need an organization who goes in
every morning and says, here is a new_
shred of evidence. Let's really_look
at“it objectively. Let's not try to
debunk it. Let's not discredit the
person who brought it in. Let's not
spend all of our energy discrediting
the person who brought it in.

Another criticism that I believe
invalid, at least during my tenure,
was that the DIA only responded to
sanitized or selected guerieis. . . I
remember coming under criticism from
circles that 1 was paying too much
attention to the Rambo faction. I
can tell you that I responded to any
query that was deemed appropriate.
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DIA • Critics Perroots
08/12/92

me to take on
General Tighe. It was solely and
wkWAUDAveiy ny -iaea-tor good and
nonorable reasons . . . now, as to what
influence i had over Ithe Tighe
CowaisBion Report] conclusions and
recommendations. Well, tire answer is
absolutely none.

DXA: • Critic* Perroots'
12/01/92

Another valid criticism was the lack
of adequate and follow up effort
within the intelligence comnuhity.

^Nationai eollection Priority for
POW/MIA prior to 1985 ranged from
priority 7 to priority 3. we raised
it to priority 1.. .

DIA - Critics Perroots
12/01/92

Chairman Kerry: i. e there is just
ample evidence of occasions where the
.Governmentsjust itwahi +n av*r
in kind of defensiveness or
inefficiency or something which
has •« i think you would agree -•

significantly contributed to people's
anger and frustration.

, Is that
wwtAOwuT : ;

~ TC •

^
—

•

ParrootS: Therein lies the problem.
DIA - Critics Perroots

08/12/92
I. repeatedly asked General Tighe and
the review group if they were getting
the support they needed and never
received anything but a positive
answer.

.

'! \

DIA - Critics Perroots
08/12/92

Never, never did he or any task force
member mention that; they had even a
suspicion of any bugging of their
facility.. .Also the statement by
General Tighe that it was unaniaoug
conclusion of all the task force
members that the, room was bugged is
false...All of the comments
implicitly accept the allegation that
there was a bugging. Gentlemen, X do
not believe there was. There is no
evidence there was.
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m - Critics Perroots
12/01/92

'

r
•

DIA - Critics Perroots
12/01/92

01* • Critics Perroots
12/01/92

DU^-Critics— Perroots—-
12/01/92

v';
;

'

DIA - Critics Perroots
12/01/92

DIA - Critics Perroots
’

12/01/92
’

•••''
' 7 •

'(

.

.

'

V 1

Another valid criticism, in my
judgment, is that we not always
.aidequatelylconducted finely- follow-up

-

of reports.

I believe we implemented virtually
all of the 30 or more recommendations
of the Gaines Report And virtually
all of the reconmendations of the
Tighe Report; save for one, as I
recall, or perhaps two.

Another valid criticism that we :

ultimately fixed was the criticism
that there was insufficient
coordination among the intelligence
agencies to ensure an effective
database and integrated collection
and analysis effort

.

Of-courser a major criticism^that for"
the most part was invalid, from my
view, was the alleged mindset to
debunk. .

•

• V
It is very easy for me to say that
there was very little to debunk.

. u
there was ho debunking. There was no
calculated effort to debunk. I took
whatever steps possible; to make sure
that there could be no debunking, as
much as you can humanly possibly do
that. . . We did that by establishing
'review .boards

;

In retrospect Kr; Chairman, IIdon ? t ;
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DIA -Critics Schlatter In the case of the Tighe Report, we
inplemented-every -one-of -those -that—-
we could implement . v. There were
certain of the Tighe recommendations
that simply really did not apply to
DIA..;

DIA - Critics, Schlatter
12/01/92

v. . I do not believe the mindset to
debunk exists. .. in terms of the
Gaines Report, we adopted virtually
every one of the recommendations .

DIA -Critics Schlatter.
12/01/92

I was to fipd, and it took me a year
to wake up and realize this/

, that the
answers are. simply, not that simple
and the answers were not that
available...

DIA -Critics Schlatter Another problem 1 found was one of
12/01/92 r confusion of management and analytic '

resources.'

DIA - critics Schlatter
12/01/92;

There are, two criticisms that I
consider particularly invalid... I
came into that office feeling that,
humber one / what we had ^&s

" """
:-;

r ~

essentially an intelligence analytic
problem. .

dia ':r
v

‘

Sheetz
12/84/92

. ..we at DIA recognize that the
answers to the haunting questions
surrounding our Unaccounted for men
are to be found in Southeast Asia.
We clearly understand that our duty
as. intelligence officers is to
provide timely support to those
assigned the POW/MXA operational
mission in Southeast Asia.

DIA Sheetz
12/04/92

. . .DIA and the entire intelligence
community recently collaborated in
the development of a collection
posture statement and overall
collection strategy for the POW/MIA
issue. This effort was a major
undertaking which We believe goes a
long way toward ensuring that all
appropriate capabilities of the U.S.
intelligence system continue to be
brought to bear.
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Shields
06/25/92

Trowbridge
06/24/92

DIA as an intelligence gathering and.
interpreting body should be free and
unconstrained In its own internal
efforts to develop; information about
missing and captured Americans. I .

believe that [standard] provided a
more effective and complete
intelligence effort : than forcing DIA
to conform to service decisions about
what happened to a man

.

Sen. Robb: In reviewing your
testimony/ I do not recall seeing any
reference to any coordination with
the CIA during the course of your
testimony or analysis. I'm just
curious , was there any that related
to this particular matter, the whole ^
question of rows and miab? > ;;

Shields: Well* there was. Senator.
Most of that coordination was
accomplished through the DIA and the
intelligence areas . We asked that
the CIA-be included and they were -

included

Trowbridge's people were besieged
with the political, .. the pressure to
examine, the challenges to reports,
and so forth. And it became an
almost impossible task and.,. I think
I probably would have given up a long

. time before this. ;

Vice Chairman Smith: bid you. ever
have any indication that your work
space was bugged during your work?

Tighe: It was the conclusion,!
believe unanimous conclusion, of each
of our members that our room was
bugged through the telephone system.

During the War, DlA's efforts were
focused almost exclusively on trying
to determine who was being held
prisoner and where they were likely
being held.
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DU Trowbridge
06/24/52 _

cu monitored and focused the
worldwide POW/MU- intelligence—-

—

efforts and expedited cocnunication
With the policy makers.

DU Trowbridge
OS/24/92

Today, the POW/MU issue is looked at
through the lens of 1992, which is a

; lot different than what they were in
1973. We've learned an awful lot

, since then. '

,

,
.

.

DU '•

Trowbridge
06/24/92

. . .intelligence analysis is not an
exact science. . . We have to make the
best judgement we can based on the
information we have, and that is what
we did.

DU - Critics Trowbridge
06/24/92

...we might find that report would
correlate to several incidents.
Duplicates of the source 1 s debrief
report would then be put in each
man 1 # file in the hope that
subsequent information would then
become available. ;

Trowbridge
""

06/24/92
Hanoi »s June 1966 announcement that

'

our captured airman would be tried
for war crimes drastically focused
intelligence community attention on
this issue. .

DU Troidiridge
11/06/91

Sen. Grassley: ...if you or any one
of your colleagues in the
organization has ever made evexr one-
mistake in analyzingvlive-sighting *’•.

reports , it could mean that we have
left someone over there against his
will. . . . .

Trowbridge : I think about it every
day, sir.

,
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DIA - Critics wiand '

12/01/92
It was the general finding of the IG
:Cl5^.Ptdr_Genertl)_teaBi_t±at^the--„
PW/MIA office was performing a unique
function in the United States :

Government which was likely to
continue for many years to come. The
function was assessed as being V ./

overexposed to outside pressures and
organized in a fashion that did allow
for. Efficient operation.
Intelligence analysis and morale
suffered as a result.
There was no evidence of illegal or
improper activities. V

r'-
; ..v

DIA. -Critics Wiand
12/01/92

However, as documented in a report at
the time of inspection, analytical
work in the PW/MIA office was being

,
conducted on^the. assumptionj that some

.

Americans were still held captive in
Southeast Asia.

DIA • Critics wiand '

12/01/92
It ii my recollection that the
Pebruary *83 POW/MIA inspection was
.routinely.,scheduled ;as: part of ithe. _

overall 1983 inspection' schedule.

DIA - Critics
:
Williams

’

12/01/92
. :;.i don't choose to think that
people were inept, but there was
certainly a lot of bureaucratic
fumbling around trying to figure out
what next to do.

DIA \ , Williams
12/01/92 -

;

: :

-—as a former military officer
having served in Vietnam and 31 year
service, 28 years of those in
intelligence, there was no mindset to
debunk consciously and there was
certainly no effort to cover up... we
ere darn sure going to pursue every
lead as though it were a viable
active lead.

DIA*. Hargis
12/01/92

My charter was to investigate these
allegations to determine if
inappropriate procedures were being
Used by personnel in the DIA PW/MIA
office, when dealing with individuals
coming forward with information
concerning pows and missing in
action.
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DIA-
:

'K

'

;‘v‘ Schlatter .

:

12/01/92
• • . the answers lie in Hanoi.

SlA'
,

..

•'

Schlatter
12/01/92

we found that while the office had
fairly conprehensive collection

, requirements, they were not really
being actively managed and
upgraded... the special office [for
POW/MXA] was too exposed to outside
influences ... there were hot
sufficient resources in the office to
acconplish its mission. rv^

DIA' Wiand
12/01/92

The inspection findings were treated
seriously and the senior management
of DIA focused on the problems
documented and on taking corrective
actions*.

•

DoD Usry
11/15/91;^”

X am confident that the
:Administration7r.^realiy^ wants*to~6crr
the right thing. I do not necessarily
believe they want to do the right
thing because that is where their
heart is . I believe they want to do
the. .right ,thing iicw .because .it;is a . l
public issue and there is a committee
here that is going to look at them
and perform oversight to ensure that
they are going to do the right
thing...

I do not believe that everything the
Defense Department did was wrong. X
believe in many instances they did
good work, but in those instances
when they were wrong, we are dealing
with human life, or the possibility
of a human life... the point of
departure if I were looking at this
would be the day these hearings
started and everything before that
should be reviewed.
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Vice Chairman Smith: Did you ever
see or hear of any live -sighting
reports -on your husband?—

Collins: Never, but I know that
there are some now.

Vice Chairman Smith: There are some,
and I don't know anything about the
validity of them, so I don't mean to,
you know, mislead you in that regard,
but there are live- sighting reports,
and you have not seen those. These
are during the war. . .

Collins: During that time, no, I did
not. I saw seme in 1991. . I was sent
them from Hawaii./

Vice • Chairman ' isaith :
“ There ib"a~T“~rr

live-sighting report, one that I know
Of* This is during the war, not
after, in which he was allegedly
captured in Laos by North Vietnamese

' regulars c • '

'•

_
'

'•

•; „

i

Again, X think this - - I bring this
up because it’s another example of
the problem and the reason why the
committee's here, and the reason why
sometimes information that — if this
information were put out in the
public domain, the opportunity for
fraud would be less , i believe,
because you could simply go to the^
documents, but when the documents are
held secret and kept in secret files
for reasons other than national
security, in my opinion, that —
therein, you know, lies the problem.

If your husband was the subject of a
live-sighting report, you should have
been told that, and you were not, and
yet, even today, if you bring the
witnesses up here tomorrow; they'll
say— the Government witnesses,
they'll say, well the families are
provided all information* Here's an
example right here. You have not.



Families Bardsley
11/06/91

;i feel like in my five days in
Vietnam that I found out more about

'' M- ny father's case than I've learned
from the Government in 25 years.

Pamilies Carr Collins
12/03/92

; , .you become obsessed . You cannot
sleep, eat, work, because you would
waltz with the devil to bring one man
home* 7'7 77 :

-\

Sen, McCain: There is no possible
way that 1 can express the synpathy
that I and the people of this country
feel for what you have been subjected
to. I can only tell you that we will

continue to honor Donald Carr's
mesmry and appreciate his service and

sacrifice to this Nation and to the

cause of freedom.

Families Carr Collins
12/03/92

After the analysis had come out from

Lob Alamos and Dr. Chamey I began to

doubt my own view of the picture,

which was there was a slight
possibility there could be Don. X
mean t just '-vI "did not" know; ^ But' .

something that ny eon said to me sort

of turned me around. He said mother,

that picture is obviously an
American. X mean be looks like an

American to me. He said he's

somebody's father, he's somebody's
brother, husband, cousin. He said if

there1 s a chance in_a billion that
it's my dad/ I've"got7td 'doT-
something.

•

So with that, that's when 2 started.

Families Collins I, as an MIA wife/ was frustrated by

12/03/92 knowing little, being left out of the

loop; and it seemed at times being
treated as the enemy, more feared by
the administration and military
intelligence than the North
Vietnamese whom we should have been
.unified against,

This was typical of the attitude of

the government in thbse years.
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Families Collins
12/03/92

POW rescue based on nothing more than
questionable and circumstantial
information at best, such as
unverified photos, live sightings,
and anonymous reports. , if it sounds

and mystic, it probably is, and
it almost always plays a very cruel
hoax on the families by raising false
hopes. .. • •--,•••

l am very pleased to know this
committee will take up these issues
and. problems in the near future, and
hope this will eliminate once and for.
all the con artists, and clear the
way for those who are credible and
knowledgeable to-resolve -the long- -

standing tragedy of our. MlAs,

The closed-door attitude of the
government, which stared and became
ingrained in the early war years, has
contributed"greatly to"making“ the
families vulnerable and prey for the
antiwar activists on the left and the
con artists and mystics on the right.
If ™ government was silent to their
questions, then where were they to go

i

for information and help? some
elements of both groups meant well,
but their impact has Seen cruel to

*

the families.
'

• v

appendix s



Families '.
/ Collins

12/03/92
Had they brought us into the. loop; .

telling us the things that we had a •
.

>• •

right to know from the onset , we
would never find ourselves in this
position today.

Had they trusted us, brought us in
the loop, talked. to us, told us these
things and said, hey, we need --we
are going to tell you this, but .

this
is for family only. See, what they
did was , they said you don' t need to
know this. Now, you, know, if you
were to let this out, this could
cause his death. Now, you wouldn't
want, to do that, would you? I love
that old hang that guilt trip on
them.

, . .

families Collins
;

12/03/92
• . . the old oiiitazy cliche that wives
and families should be told nothing
and should know nothing was , and I
presume to some degree is still the
rule. This is an overxeaction to .

-legitimate military -security- needs , —

~

and has probably resulted in more
inadvertent leaks through ignorance ,

than if the spouses and. families had
been brought into the network in
matters that concerned them.

Families Collins
112/03/92 :

I hope that never again Will families
of the missing will have to literally
take to the street . This is an
additional burden on them in this
time of grief and hardship which
should not be necessary . The MIA
families have had to keep up this
effort even until today.

Pamilies
'

•
i

Flecken-
stein
11/06/91

• . .that isn't all of it either,
because when I was looking to get
fingerprints, I vent to the Hall of
Records in downtown Los Angeles . They
had. no birth certificate on my son,

but they have on the other two of my
sons. I went to Sacramento, they have
no birth certificate on my son. DMV,
the hospital records, there are no
fingerprints to be had anywhere*
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Paulines';
.

. .

•

Ford
11/15/91

Senator the current practice/ or the
practice certainly in the past, has

;

;

: ;V-
:

information that has been correlated
specifically with, their loved ones
as opposed to all the information
that happened in that year, or that
area in which their loved one was
lost. . Part of that was privacy
concerns •• of giving information out
about other families' cases, and
partly it was Iprot'ecting) sources
and methods.

I think that over the years, the
families have grown dissatisfied with
that. They understand that there is
more information that certainly is
not associated directly With their

V'.';.'

loved one, but they would like to be
able to look at it and see if we miss
something.... Quite frankly, we've got
to find a way to satisfy that
requirement; We have got to find a
^y.:.tPigive;;,

rthe..:f.iudiies...more-.
confidence that they » re seeing

1 everything that we've got.:
"

If there
,
are some things that are so

highly classified and sensitive that
we can't show it to them directly,
that they can have the committee or
someone with a security clearance
check it for them;> v We're going to
find in the very short term some sort
of ah answer for information for the
families.
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Pamilies Ford
12/04/92

. ..we didn't lose our credibility

toerican people overnight and we're
not going to gain that credibility
bade overnight. And I can sit here
aad I can tell you about what we* re
going to do and I can talk about it.

Tbe only thing that is going to
:T

porsuads people i« our actions and
our results, and to prove over time
that we are serious, that we do mean
what we say, and that despite
occasional setbacks, despite
occasional human errors, we're going
to demonstrate over the next months
and weeks, years, that we can do it
better than we have done it in the
paste—And- tfiat ' s-ouronly

—

cesnitmtoe, to try. tod if there are
problems that this committee
uncovers, we'll try to fix them.

J.
hepe that also when you find good

things, particularly about the people
in the field who, far from the
limelight, far frcsi the axcitenent of
Washington, are on a daily basis out
there slugging it out, oftentimes in
very primitive conditions. And I
hope that your visits to the region,
your discussion with these people,
you can also say some good things

r

ab«it;'-thaii :

-

™

Families Griffiths
11/06/91

majority of the pom/ku
families are realistic. Ns don't
«*pect miracles . Me ’.expect
seriousness by w»r own government.
Executive and legislative branches,
nthw than spontaneous reaction to
the squeaky wheel or ths latest
editorial. Va aspect adherance to
established policy end i£iSSnStion

,with integrity, not mwtt from
unumad senior officials which
dismiss tacts and principle in the
parcaiyed interest of political or
economic advantage.

APPENDIX 6
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Families Hrdlieka •

1

12/03/92 J5;}
97V the Air Force Casualty

Office contacted me and advised me
that they were going to review r\"
David '8 case, and unless r had any
new evidence that he was alive, they

, were Going to declare him dead. I
then stated that I had no evidence
since I was not allowed access to
intelligence.

Why is it that the burden of proof is
always on the families?

Families Hrdlieka
12/03/92

;

If these men are not alive today,
It s because they were either
starved, executed, mistreated, or
simply died of broken hearts in the
last 20 years it has taken to go
looking for them. They know where my
husband is * , I know this , Hy family
will not rest until we find the fate
of David. ••

,

Families
1 Kerry
11/15/91

I think one of the most important
things that could cone out of the
early days“6f ^ is a new
structure, and a new relationship
process with the families.

Families O' Grady.
11/06/91

Hundreds of families have stories
just like mine, yet there is not
enough time for each of them to come
forward and Speak. Evan when we
appear before you, we must prove oux
loved ones are alive by a standard
not required of the united States
Government to prove them dead

.

Families * pfod Oksenberg
06/25/92

The reclassification process had no
impact upon our resolve to pursue
this issue.
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Families » PFOD Oksenbarg Squally moving was a meeting with the
~~L

;

:—«— *06/25/92— -1 :Wi£tofamissingAmericanpilot -~-r
whose plane had been shot down over

•'

'North Vietnam. She told me she was - •
•

desperate. She explained that she had
lived in suspended animation for I
think six or seven years. She wanted
to know whether the United states •

Government thought her husband was

v :iiliye'...br,dead.
,•

She could ask the Pentagon what was
known about her husband's fate which
might lead to his being reclassified
from being missing to being dead, but
she told me that she was
psychologically incapable of

„• _ J*itiaUngjfu^. a^reyiew.„she^felt„
' that in lobe sense her request 'for a :

.

review would be an abandonment of her
loved one. She wanted to remain
faithful to her husband as long as
there was any hope and she would do

-~f — nothing to destroy-that f hope w -But if-
the Government informed her that her
lowed one were dead, she would then
reluctantly seek to rebuild her life.
That is what her husband would have
wanted her to do especially for the
sake of their son.

- - •_ She felt that the Government owed. her
its best judgment about her husband's
fate without her having to do
anything to ascertain what that
judgment was. She requested that the
Government change its policy and
inplement an automatic review of all
cases Including that of her husband.
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Families - ppod Oksenbero
06/25/92

The Government owed it to the Mew
Jersey soldier and others like him. ;

'V.'

as well as to their families and
friends , to persist in a search for
them as long as a 'straw of hope of
their survival existed and to recover
their remains if all hope had
vanished. •; \.:v

But we also had a responsibility not
to arouse false hopes and unjustified
expectations. :

•

Families Otis
12/03/92

Sen. Reid: What more do you think we
as a coenittee could do that we have
not done?

Otis: If you could even just •• what
I've been wanting is for the nubile
to really care. And X know it's been
really too long, but the Government
and the media didn' t press this in
the beginning. They just assumed
everybody was dead. And we felt so
abandoned because hot only did bur
Government or the media care, but the
public didn't sen to care.

Families Otis
12/03/92

Mor are we any longer in limbo, as
are the families of the missing and
of those known to have been alive in
captivity. Ron Dodge finally came
home# and credit goes in large part
to the wives and parents and siblings
who founded the National League of
Families and to the families and
concerned citizens who are still
prodding and pleading and
Questioning.

Families Otis
12/03/92

Commander Dodge* s status change
hearing was in February 1979 . The
next of kin had to prove the missing
serviceman alive. The Government*
with all of their resources* did not
have to prove him dead.

moon e



Families Quest W

.

11/06/91

R. Smith
12/04/92

£_?H2j ?e*n,
pr®®i8ed *t a very high

flle
W
hnf

V
SL?

C
S
eS8 t0 m f»ther•!

XIlfii-,butdanied,acce88bytlioBe —
S^?t£9^ve

T
te®tifi®d before this

fnk
1 £?£ to see the :m asl5ing

' what is the policy

Sf SjS
squally runs the show for

the POW policy?

By- the late Seventies, remainingmunder President carter ' s

.

SSa
iS
S!

t
i2L

wer
S.

8lfflply glared
io?t fS! SP*™1*® dated Ray 26,

Bj?*etaxy of Defense,
stated • that, in the long run

1

continuing to carry these personnel
‘“ “[“^ ia action woma iorca usto maxe concessions toBanoi.

j

? ^J?l»_t^t^there.cah
guidelines set that, if, in fact,
sonething like this happens again, We

baye this on-going personal
calamity in the lives oraWeryone

SmaM.llr f
0®**** that is shot

X was invited to talk about the
fmily liaison with the PW/BS
ajenciei. siapiy put, the agencies

KT>°?fJ!f
V
5
rnBent r®*Ponsible for the!“ “S provide us, of their

71? T®, “On and in e tioely manner,

£ “i* *** ^d abouty fathw'a fate, despite thair
oftan-repeated proulse to do just
tnat. 'i
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Families S. Stockdala
12/03/92

: i5
e
?hf

U
n<
N
J
t}®?il*

Leagu® incorporatedin the District of Columbia, one of
f r; g??r

s VJ8
:
t0 achieve "the ~T

fullest possible accounting of our
men idio were missing

.in action, and
here^you are, 27 years after that
briefing for Carrier. Air Group ie
wives, trying to untwist that braid
of lies and deceptions that have
indeed emotionally involved the

^ve brought
shame and disgrace on our country.

J^ill ‘»
5
»lck to point out we

are not alone in our history of lies

S3 ^?i0
?

ab
?
ut PriBOne» of war&&&&** *ction - xt seen*

«at the one consistent thing
the Jorth Vietnamese have done for.
all 27 years is lie about our
American prisoners and mi*«i no.

•••

Families S. Stockdale
12/03/92 2" of “* ^ves knew we

were being fed a steady diet of lies

denounce our Government
^hilj it was engaged in war would be

the, hands of the enemy
and dishonor the very men for whom we
.•ought humane treatment

.

Families
; S. Stockdale

12/03/92
to put your findings

into context, it's important that you
-understand the extent to which we

werd Ued ti and
patronized by our own Government.
The Johnson Administration gave us nohelp whatsoever when we wanted toSB1**. juraelves. And it was in
spite^of them that we were able to
have 2,000 telegrams on President
Mixon's desk the day after his
inauguration in January 196

9
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Pamilies S. Morrissey
12/03/92

I was 16 years old when my dad was
shot down i Dad was 42* He was a: big

V;'

man with a good senae 'of humor 'and a
~

big appetite for life. He liked
sports cars, bagpipe music, Irish
\Whiskey; he fished, he rode broncos
in the Rodeo; he loved New Mexico and
the Air Porce. :

;

I remember him vividly, and miss him
terribly*. Nonetheless , I have long
been resigned to the fact that he's
almost certainly dead, and resigned
to the fact that i will probably
never know what happened to him, but
that does, not relieve me or you of
the Obligation to try to find out
«hat did happen to him.

I don't expect the Impossible, only
the confidence that the Government
that ordered my father into combat is
doing all that it can to determine
his fate and that my family knows all
-that- this Government knows r

Pamilies Schlesinger
09/21/92

I have spent a large part of my life
and put a lot of emotion into this;
Shields said. It was such an
enormous issue and we were dealing
with human beings. I knew their
wives, I knew their sisters, I knew
their brothers. Though he is years
away.from direct involvement, . Mr.
Shields said he is still invited to
weddings and the other family events
by relatives of the missing.

APPENDIX t



Vice Chairman Smith: When did you
know, when were you told by the
Vietnamese~that'your~husbahdwas"":

"“

alive? How long was he a prisoner
before you knew? •

Collins: To® was missing four years

,

two months, and two weeks, and I
received a letter from him in
ttristmas of *59. Mow, I knew before
then, but not through anything the
Government did. X found on my own
that Tom was seen alive in Hanoi in
1966

.

Vice Chairman Smith: How did you
find that out?

CtolU^ you.,that ,.l —
sir. /.

Vice-Chairman Smith: All right, that
is. fine. •<

Ctollinss--•-1- cannot testify in an open
hearing as to how I found this, sir.
X was more fortunate most family
members. I had friends in high
places.

;

Vice Chairman Smith: Do you have any
reason to believe that anybody-in the~
united States Government knew he was
alive and did not tell .you? - v

Collins: Oh, yes, I'm certain that
they did. See, here we come back to
the beginning.

vice Chairman Smith: so people in
the United States Government knew
your husband was alive and they did
not tell you.

.

Collins: Yes.

• • • there also Is a category of people
at work surrounding the POW/mxa issue
which X will categorize as
professional predators..

.
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Fraud Kerry
12/02/92

Sane people have seen fit to
literally^fabricate photographs and

Cii'.

to distribute those photographs
alleging that they represent the
loved ones of families in this
country. The hopes of families have
been unfairly torn and tattered as a
consequence of those actions. That
is a predatory action. It is a
disgrace. People who do it, I think,
rank as lor. on the scale of
measurement of human behavior as you
can get. There are just no words
strong enough to condemn the
activities of people who will

‘

knowingly distribute a photograph
alleging that they are today held
when they know that photograph is a
fabrication.. •

Praud;'/ ;

McCain
12/02/92

• X . and other members of this
committee have urged the Justice
Department to investigate allegations
of POW/KXA fraud. X certainly hope
such anj. investigation is by now. well .

.

under way; T Wlnfor^ti^whi^thh^
conmittee's investigation yields
should be: of valuable assistance to
the Justice Department in its efforts
to prosecute those people that have
used this issue to-intentionally
deceive decent people.

• I/-../ 7.-0..
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Fraud McCain .

12/02/92
It will also come as no Surprise to
toy colleagues that I am somewhat
disappointed by the limits of time
and scope placed on this hearing in
our investigation. And this is not a
criticism of you# Mr. Chairman. . . Nor
is it a criticism of codmittee
investigators* who in my view have
done an exesplary job in a short
amount of time and under difficult
circumstances -

l understand the coomittee had a
great many subjects to address in the
span of 1 year and not all subjects
could receive the attention they,
deserved.*.

My.,disappointment. iSimitigated, •

*

however* by the knowledge that
standing coonittees of Congress will
again have jurisdiction over all
Questions concerning our POW/MIAs
after the Select Comnittee finishes
its workr And thanks to this"

-

"

conmittee* Congress 'awareness of
this issue and its responsibilities
to continue the work of this
conaittee has been greatly
heightened.

I
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Fraud Sheet*
12/01/92

lteCai,is nuch of th« effort
la _««» oeen • now much of your assets

dnm JSf
5?_be to tracking

toSeS?
b°,US ?ictures «ad the :

!$???*•,' j* time*. Senator, I would
t
^
lat ttot Process hasUtoMlly precluded us from doing

ajfthing else. . Because the political
prMsure has been so intense^nd tto

«mong the people in the
oovernmant, this committee, the

Kbllc* t° law what is the
truth on those cases...It's an
opportunity cost argument.

What you're doing is®opp^ the. work, that would .probabiv. -

&* «>» Payoff to chasn?tS^ y

^s^erS^^ tu“ be

Fraud Sheridan
12/02/92

dollars . Somehow, those people have

dealt 5* they have to be
dealt with. And they cannot be^to get back out on the streetMd,to thi* the next time an issue

Sttot' Ifeel very strongly
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Albrecht
12/02/92

Fundraising Albrecht
12/02/92

Fundraising Albrecht
12/02/9r

Albrecht
12/02/92

Sen. Reid: That is important. You
say . that 90 percent of the

„ Solicitations
.

: v
;

•

Albrecht s Of this group that We have
evaluated, better than 90 percent
probably are spending • • •.

Sen. Reid: Meet the 60 percent 1-

Standard?... ' -

Albrecht
: #

That is : significant/and i
think it is important that we bear in
mind that there is a lot that is
right and good that is going on in
this field, although we still are
just as concerned, as we should 1

always be, about misleading
solicitations, about creative
accounting, and about ineffective '

governance.

:§I first need to emphasize that
these practices are far from
universal, though they are spreading
at a disturbing rite; in factr 76-‘
percent of all the national charities
reviewed and evaluated by KCIB meet
all nine of our standards, including
those having to do with fundraising

There is a problem with creative
accounting, in the field, exactly,
tad. there is a certain amount of it
that goes on. •

• ••
•

•

Vice Chairman Smith: On 100-percent
of expenses, what is the acceptable
figure for fundraising expenses . out
of that 100-percent? Didany of you
say? You might have said it, and I
may have missed it.

Kr. Albrecht:
. We've taken a close

look at 30 percent. By that we
we get more information, is the
percentage going up? is it
down? Are they in an acquisition
campaign? Are they a new
organization?



Fundraising Allen
12/02/92

Fundraising Canada
12/02/92

Eberle
12/02/92

JJ
•' Wnd of like a consumer -bewara

aBked°for
0^0n

; 5
nd P**1® being

to be very

... .1 think everyone wants to make it

the
e
nSblir

a
J
ing

>,

fiel<i
i wheretae public can have the trust that ithas long held in this sector.

' of ieder»li«B, i think itwould be unrealistic to think of ag«e«lrole that would take care of

j

*
time i think , personally ,there is a role for the Federal

Government, and probably a larger
that could include

prosecutions by the Department of
D * s> Attorneys more

„pi®xu^wly_than,we:now see-based -on-*-
-. larceny and based oh-W-

"

one of these ideas are
techniques f senator. Techniques to

the prospective donor what
^^^^Jaileykadalready^isti^to
us. Techniques used in direct mail

faiainj to raise money for our
client go that they go ahead and 1

- continue their programs.
I

JS; fail tosee how that differs from when you
Iff? a »Peech^inserted in the
Cor^ressionai Record and then it is"printed in the Congressional Record

fifil
ySLg?va mspeech on the '

,^loor, how it's any different. '

ga^Mn. Keiyi ft is totremely
different. Because all of our wordswe w responsible for here^m^ody understands that, tad thespeech does not purport to be
•aythtag other thenthe epeecih.

SKrnv“ b, “““u«»““



Fundraising Eberle
12/02/92 v /;

^hairnan Kerry: You cannot say,

’?i^Kfi.'J5
Ctt8^ *** ^Gwritihg, but I

ISs he?
Writing at a ^eshift desk,

Hr. Eberler/ No;.v
:

-

•

f

!V ':

Fundraising Eberle
12/02/92

?5« !£*??* '**»“oevar end i have no

:

idea why there are quotes around
there.- I'b sort of reBlaaid of that
coBaeat^SU^beth Barrett Browning
Wien she was asked, why did she write

ttin® in * y««e and she
said, when I wrote that only God and
I knew and now only tod knows.

Fundraising Kerry
12/02/92

1 • • .you sit here and say to us, gee, I
only got <100 . 000 . hut that is r«n»-

/ • v-o

disingenuous, because the total fee
*

Wibh Iwiefit, you

5;JHf *««Jly or partners is
significantly nore than that.

.SOlyOU^,Eit^hlf>-»B^^EEtftowivsii>1« i

T ‘
'• "

• #
” .*‘V'

"r/ ^ **«* «« nsy you omy got
ttis^Mount of money when in fact the
^{rity# quote# winds, up with V: . ,

v

?
2
S?' J°5k

a^t $1,9 million raised!
x find that unconscionable and
extraordinary,;

,
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Fundraising Kerry
12/02/92

Jteat Pm laying to you is, there is a
body or evidence out there that fcais
never been in the public domain. It
should-have-been-in-the public””^"

—

—
domain, and now that . it is in the
public domain, I think if you read
itv and those in the, press take the
time to read it, you will find that
there^is a basis of evidence, a basis
of information that provides a
rationale or a reason for documents
like that, being written, as was the
league document being written.

.

.

***** is i body of information like
this throughout this government and
some of, it has never been disproved, v
Much of .it has not much of it is
???• Aiot of it is bunk.; A lot of
it is garbage and it has been proven
•o. But a lot of it has not been;
disproved. •• .

But, there iis a distinction between
that and a letter that goes out for
six years saying, p. S. , scoeofour -

captive Americans are in failing
bwith* Mow I guess they knew that

Jj.J
98** 1®«7 . MM. 1989, 1990,

1991, 1992, um letter. P.S., they
'are in failing health.

Fundraising Kerry
12/02/92 y *1 must tell you, I mean we have

just found seme bold-faced,
non-accurate statements*

; Each of you -

suggest this is the information you
are given and you had no reason to
believe otherwise. I have no way of
saying otherwise, obviously, so l
accept that* But it . leaves us in a
terrible quandary. And you know
what? It leaves a lot of families
and a lot of American citizens
sickened, sadden, victimized as a
consequence. And we should not allow
that to happen in this country.

APPENDIX 6



Kerry
12/02/92

enteU £fcent rebate™ he*? ste

Y^. .And I would just
fSiL?00 * -P°*tion of that

Ss'2E-S2S“A
existence nor the details of mu«

be eiat

»r h»vf^ta*5!f!?*v?
f the -Vietnam

to MwciJSS fSrfi?*^0” t0 vi«to»«
POKs^Duiw *** release of ourrws. During these meetinas inVietnam, the Vietnamese leaders toiAour representatives ttot taericJWW* are still alive in southed

jStters^S^jKMmm’w^11*1

«c=iSti^iS?“!TED ? ::

than soe» of the sttfi JhirwThi™gone over today.
c i^e have
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Fundraising R«id
12/02/92

...the point that I waS making is
that we have your fees plus all these
subsidiary companies , of which you
~said~you don’ t receive remuneration
fiat those/ but your family does. I
think it pretty well speaks for
itself;

Fundraising Salta
12/02/92

To advocate a cause; to seek to
disseminate information to thS
public, are important in a
democratic, pluralistic society such
as ours. That is why Congress has
steadfastly provided for a relatively
low-cost universal nail delivery
system.

.

nonetheless, soneone has to pay the
postage, the printing, the paper, the
envelopes, the copywriters, the
graphic artists , the data processors,
list owners, and other vendors that
it takes to produce and nail a direct
nail package. Plus/ there needs to
he sane money left over for the
.eharitable„cause....Hot_every-.cau8e
can find a sufficient number of
citlsens out there to foot the total
hill.

Fundraising Salta
12/02/92

Mr a LeBoutillier being, again; a
credible nan, the advisoxy board that
he had. sene of the more distinguished
military people on it McDaniel,
Graham, Colonel Hopper, Major General
J6hn X. Singlaub, nany celebrities.
Me had to believe that information
that Nr. LeBoutillier was giving us
was correct and accurate.

Fundraising Salta
12/02/92

Fundraising Salta''
12/02/92

As best we can detexmine at this late
date, my Company was paid
approximately 1100,000 during the 6

years that we worked for Operation
Rescue. This amounted to 10 percent
of the total amount of funds raised.
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fundraising.

am,n
,•

tnere it says this miv To iT7?f
r 5

dmLiS® Mrte^out^Sfr su^ivefaete brSLn^ lilTl“e but'with a
*-**-wx*«*

G«ttino r.rJ??
5 out ' ln contact.

v correct, .*t£i 18 •

1 oraaolMtibn alSt’tow
11600*

ISS&A?* **»SS;

toeriejns came oat, w eddiS^

out”
~

I^t eieeriy ii 4n lawud’SSSwf :

1
on*' ifc *®y* renoiAier,

!S?
4
°* captive toeriMaTarrii

I health* Did you avar »cv
:

; T no-r Uhw kfiiw »S2^,f S«r ^ 7
j

Aaerlceiu were In felling hmth?
I **r. Salta i so, i did not.

:rKr- I^BoutUller
claimed that they gufftrod «
'tog' in.*&?igS**^ you :

l“if ” JW ** of the allegation*

SmWoSS^k,
*m "V of then ever
700 ** decw#d **. to

—r——LMr. SelU: By «B nereonaliv? lm.

’

-vs. ;
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Pundraising Stem Hr. stem: With due. respect; Senator
12/02/92 Kerry, the highlighted

statement -- what is the gross

Qialrman Kerry: I read it to you,
that as many as 650 of our men are

.
still currently being held. And the
inference that the Select Committee

•••• provided that information is a very
clear writer* s tride. You do not
have to be a genius to understand

’
'

'

: wtot is -happening &ere. :;

V'/-
:

.

.

Garwood Knecht The final area concerns the Garwood
12/01/92 case.

He had in his initial debriefings
reported that he had not seen any
Americans. But then in later
interviews that were in the press and
in ::ihterviews- of-DlA, he-said-thatrhe-
had these sightings. DIA could not
find the locations that would
physically map where some of these
things took place.

vfcriwbod-— ~ Shields-- - MhiieCongressman Montgomeryvu-ia—
06/25/92 Hanoi being assured that no Americans

ware being held captive in Vietnam,
Arlo Gay was being held at Son Tay
prison and Tucker Gougelmann was
being held in Chi Boa prison in
Saigon. Gay was later released but
Gouglemann died in prison and only

~
.

~ his remains returned home.

Garwood Sieverts San. Brown: Are there other names .

06/25/92 like Garwood where we submitted and
asked and they simply would not make

. a response?

Sieverts: A great many. JUst about
everybody. . • we provided them with
the entire MIA list. And then,
shortly thereafter, the entire MIA
and BMR lists . . . the MIAs and BMKs
would singly be listed alphabetically
without that faintly adverse
indication that one is killed, BHR,
the other is MIA.
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Vessey
06/25/92

Government
Policies and
Actions

Government
Policies and
Actions

Burch
,

11/06/91

Cheney
11/05/91

fSVw!85 Ma m. Nation, durino

MV mr»- ever specifically

if they held Bobby Garvood?

Hr. Sievertsi The answer to that is,

;V their

Si*verts: no response at all.

wm ‘ *id not say that he

SJpSd?
UeW ' they simply did not

_ jgr . Sieverts : That « g correct

.

M73 that there li no indication that“ anyona mi alive would iiaciy be
—

*

inaccurate, vould it not?

aav*» *ey yea , You couid
*®,bav* no firm evidence or

liht that, but-certainly.
^^•“JJPency ease* ve have we .

clearly discrepancies that were
Jganiwered at

^ wc

lateragency Group is said
charge of coordinating a

SSJx^k
011 ^ Mflliitat national

priority. Bhat is remarkable about
*! *** absentees.

Jaither the Central Intelligence

^J004! SacurityAgency.
®n£prcament Agency ha?neabershlp on that connittee.

1

l think the reaction of the
^apartment tT!.

§«t *V ae and by my presencebare today, i think that rhave
indicated to everybody who works forw?ut

r
W1 tmke this matter very^ ^ «la«iS^is toc^te with the conmittee. to

SSwfivf
100 ^taver^ guidance andowsight you care to give us, that



Government
Policies and
Actions

Cheney
’

11/05/91
Senator, I Would be happy to see to
it to the extent that I am able from
the standpoint of the Department of
Defense that there is no retribution
against anyone who would provide
information that is useful to the
Committee . and daring the course of
your inquiry.

Government
Policies and
Actions :vl.

Cheney.

:

11/05/91
With respect to how the Department
operated in previous administrations
over the years that set a tone or a
stage where families of POWs and MIAS
in Southeast Asia believe the
Department was less than truthful, I
am simply not responsible for [that) i

that was not on my watch.

Government
Policies and

Grassley
06/34/92

...the amount of stonewalling that :

went on, what a contrast to have a
fqrmercomnunistope^
their government to members of our
.Government.

Actions

Government
Policies and
:Actions.'r~:;

":

Kerry
U/15^1 -

1.' i .

It is no fun, as a foreign officer,
having your bona tides questioned.
The 'committee is not questioning them :

in a way that I think Some are. The
Conmittee is trying to sort out who
knows what... you are public
officials and the system has come to
a grinding gridlock of lack of
credibility and we have got a
requirement here to/sweat it out. You
understand thatr but X just want you: :

to know that I think there are a lot
of extraordinarily dedicated people
who are committed to this issue who
are working day and night to try to
find out if somebody is alive and to
bring them borne. Regrettably, we are
where we are because there is a then
and a now to this issue... To the .•

degree we can sort out what happened
in the past and understand it, we are
going to help to understand this
.issue today. .
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Government ,

Policies end
Actions

Sheridan
12/02/92

Southeast Asia was a very ...

Thousands upon hundreds of

hr««
n
2 Mttle or waiting at

Jff?; V2»- could take each one of

oet*a i?fi
viduils “d you 're going to

war mo»nh
f
>
ren

J
Perspective of, that

time°fr*™
t0 ' U¥B* depending on the

wh2? &“Lor the “ilitary Service orwhat the person was doing at home.

4*e to think that ourGovernment has done everything that

fr5n ??
aee*®<* to dOi but we hear

ISS ^2 -5S £*?? that *»y. Pot be theewe. we do believe that the^™ent
o
Should be very >

Government
Policies and

" Actions

"•
• V‘..

Smith
.06/24 /92-.

' *“«' *e iave seen :

of i^LL*?lou? but Jwlous guarding

tea£*
hy t?e executive

*

lot
0
MiJIr.

1
f«
,w

y
li

*
be Me >»ck of a

Branch w™ii
£ ' 10 £act ' tbe Executive
cooperate with the

- hranch and get the * truthout to the American people totaliv

tor . That is what the Americanpeople want.. , we would not have a
j2^?*|i®*tion today on any of this ifS^on“tion h®3 been put out togiven to tbe American people. So i

^•C
far°h??

r
f
tl0a' *5* cooperation _Hjf ASS 6M& good.! Hu* if* hi* •

Pot be«i total and^has Jot heen^eesy getting all of the information-

union c



Larson
12/04/92

Sen. Daschles Let me just stop you.
Did you say. live sightings are number

.Larson:;: .Live sightings.

Sen. Daschle: Discrepancy cases

,

number two.

Larson: Discrepancy cases.

Sen. Daschle: And then surrounding
cases that may be related to
discrepancy, number three?

Larson: Yes, sir.

Chairman Kerry: ...Are you confident
that you are, in fact, making
progress- and that-you-think-that -if -*

we continue down this road we can get
answers, or do you feel there is a
significant something missing that
the coomittee ought to know about and
articulate so that we canohange it?

Larson: Mr, Chairman, I'm absolutely
convinced that we have the proper
command structure, organization,
people, priorities , and approach in
place to do the fullest possible
accounting, i think the key to it is
what will the Vietnamese -do and what
will the three countries over there
dor, particularly, the two’ countries
of Laos and Vietnam.

I think our system that's in place
will allow us to evaluate that. I
think for the first time I've got the
resources to continue to push and to
continue to press and to make them
produce in the things they promised
to produce and to evaluate what they
give us. So I think the system is
there, fiut I think the key to
success is on the other side and what
they are willing to do for us as this
system goes forward.



jft-pa Larson '

12/04/92 sfSSr

J“wa^
;
. . .My original estimate was

-••

About tore y^s, that at*the two-year

to^heSe?
h
S"

1
“?I8 * '*?*^ «w "DecOfir W6 COUld continue or hnw

*t*rt into the geographic^
I.would say bv newt- -iiMmt wen i v “ ,fly oy next

orShi^mi1 ^ve a Pretty good idea
as we look at thegjgwghle surveys through the

JPT-PA
. Smith

12/04/92
the information that we are “

SS'J^9 2®^ work has beta
“

ud_some of «*a cable traffic Md ,0
etou?

h*s
,
bMn «onei*at critical^tw«*elvM , as wen as the"

1

to ypur last field effort

tLS
8^.^16 lea

?
t ^ccwaful interw of^Aqonparison with others.,^ vi®tMaese have
of a *«rious effort
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JTF-FA ; Andrews
12/03/92

Chairman Kerry: What is it in the
structure, that we can anticipate,
that you believe is going to
eliminate the problems that have
existed?- ^Didn't :you-say~this-was^ a~~:~

• a*W operation.

Secretary Cheney came in. We are
gratified for his early testimony.
Be said we are going to change this .

A lot of changes have been
inplsmented, to his credit. Be has
followed through, he has put new
people in, he has committed
resources. Just a night and day
difference between what tills

administration has done in the last
year and where we have been the last
20 years.

But what do we look for structurally,
as a consequence of those decisions

,

that will change this?

Andrews: Well, I think you've
certainly made the point of having
allVthese documents in one-place
where, so even if there is a
turnover, certainly someone can come
and see everything in their file. I
think this is something that
certainly CDO is working towards
achieving. _

I do think the more that we get into
thi business of JTF-PA and dia and
the other agencies, not seeing
families hut continuing to do what
their job is and ensuring that that
information gets to the casualty
officers, we're going to eliminate
seme of the prbblems that we've had.

APFgNDXX 6
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, techniques
, Vietnamesewartime records, and graves

reqistmicn speciaiirts
y
Jre engagedIn e day in and day out effort^

ir?^»4?
u
fi
Haw

?ii
'b«,*<1 search teams

^ttneive 30-day
P^ofinvastigation. and remains
“S?*!**nf

Pf
c
t
tto

^
t ‘ B«tween thesePeriods of intensive field

detachment staff »ndVietnamese officials
number of tasks essentiaFfSf thejuccess of theae field opeStiffT

w* uwbOAuea iron villagers
fragmentary remains believed to be
freer seven loss incidSti^aSd

t0
\

Individuals. ,?Prom theother last known alive individuals

S?i j°
v*»tlgated,wefound

intwviewed witnesses to the death

mama «
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JTP-PA tarry ...

11/15/91
...you are, la a sense, under siege
here. You are going to have to cone
back with, the Desert storm mentality
on this one in order to deal with
that . 1 think you are beginning to
see that and recognize that this is
not, as l said. at the outset of the
hearing, something that anyone of us
wished upon any one of us, or this
committee,, or the United States
Senate, it exists because it has this
tenacious life of its own, and the
only way this committee can avoid
becoming tarred by this process is to
guarantee that we are opening it
up... ’••• fj'-

'

JTP-FA. Kerry .

11/06/91
Chairman Kerry: The public has no
sense of what it's like to be out in
the boonies. sometimes, as you are#
with a rucksack and living in pretty
rough circumstances, day in and day
out. I know what a pleasure it is to
get back to Hanoi to be able to get a
shower or something. And Hanoi is
pretty rudimentary, so you are
really ,-all-of -you« in -Laos • in- the

;;

r
';

jungle or wherever it is that you go,
it is often at enormous risk and at
continuous discomfort. X just want
you to know that we are deeply
appreciative of those efforts and
very, very respectful of them. We
wish you well as you continue this
difficult quest. Thank you very, very,
much, gentlemen.

Gadoury: Sir, 1 would submit that the
risk we take is certainly not greater
than the risk that the people that
we* re looking for took at one time.

Chairman Kerry: We appreciate that,
and we appreciate your recognition of
that also.

AFFSNDIZ «
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Kerry
11/06/91

Kerry
n/05/91

etory is. an important oart nf

inaividwi. have nade tothiTi„ue

iivoMSlS.
6
?
beli

f»« that tn.s.
are heroes la the bestW«y.of the *>rld. 1 think that
t0^ hw iaany years

b^ve been out there in the
,0Oft ®^ty dangerous,

sweaty circunatences, junjping on
bbet most of us would

vietiun in tht last yaar, seven inLaos t-end four in

t£Ja°iTtt2 S!3
t
J
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?
out

fiali investigations . we have

5lt2
y^a49 C

J**
h sites or*grava
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JTF-PA Needham
12/04/92

One of ny policies is that ire be ^
tfulyopen. We do not classify any
documents, and we allow our people to
^ive_usia_candid„assessn^t.._.„

JTP-FA

JTP-FA

JTP-FA

JTF-FA

Sheets
11/06/91

smith
06/25/92

vessey
06/25/92

Vessey
12/04/92

We knew that we were having trouble
with one of the teams in Vietnam last
time, we brought it to the
Vietnamese attention about half :way
through the joint field activity.
This was one of the ones I referred,
kind of mixed cooperation, and in
fact; we did not accomplish all the
cases in that area that we had hoped
to last time.-

;

•.

;

•••./'

> , .tiie Defense Department plans to
investigate on the ground in Vietnam
each and every lost • • every missing,
unaccounted-for-individuals

vice Chairman smith: General .

Christmas, on the 6th of May there
was an AP report quoting both ypu and
General Needham. General Needham
said^ithis-is.what he is attributed -
as having said: There still is no
reason to believe any missing
Americans is alive in Vietnam,
Canbodia or Laos, but every live
sighting has to be checked out."

I believe that the organizational and
procedural framework is now in £lace
to achieve our. goalvof: fullest V
possible accounting.

To take advantage of the increases in
Vietnamese cooperation, the United
States made some significant
Organizational changes in the pow/mxa
area in the past two weeks. The
Secretary of Defense established that
task force subordinate to the
Commander in Chief Pacific... And the
Secretary also established the office
of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
POW/MXA Affairs. X think there's :

plenty for both of those outfits to
do.

•'
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Vessel
11/05/91

Admiral
Stockdale fS: M

f
c
!
ta! **. you have :

—

"

you cannot be so certain.

sss's^ta-
;;

ass*do not thint w • vBtty youw t“t “ybody was left

:
'^a

:

Stockdale: Yea,



Laos' - Admiral •. \:: v
Stockdale
12/03/Q2

Nell# we know that# you know,, it ' s
strange that only nine military men
~who~are~ now^in-freedom -that-were-shot-
down in Laos • - and I asked Brace#
what did they have in conmon? He
said# well# there's only r- he
laughed at my ignorance*.’

.

He said#, we were all captured by , -

North Vietnamese soldiers and they
brought us to Hanoi ; . . 2 think of the
Laotian people as kind of placidTT

'.T--

peasants .and North Vietnamese
soldiers as ferocious.

But in this case# the only way ypu
got to freedom was to get captured by
the more organized army* which is
North Vietnam*.’. • v.

Laos Bell T""

12/04/92
Vice Chairman smith: Let me ask you
straight up* Anybody alive in Laos
after Operation Homecoming in 1973,
.American PQWs?.

Bellrrue had~some xeporth~there:
"

The reports that i think are most
worthy of consideration in Laos are
those in the 1972 ‘ time frame.

Laos ‘v^’ Brooks
12/01/92

Hy recollection is there were
approximately a dozen, roughly a .

dozen names that- either were put out
on a Pathet-Lao list at one time of
people in captivity or names~of.-
people that we had reason to believe
were alive when they fell into

.

Laotian hands*. I do not think, it was
more than a dozen* maybe 15.

.

.
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Laos
. Brown

12/03/92
We- had very frank discussions with
them and pushed them very hard on
what_ happened to our aviators. And

-V

finally at one point with the deputy
foreign, minister we simply said

'

flatly , look, we know there were a
large number of American aviators
shot down over yout region of Laos.
We know that, a significant number of
them were alive When they hit ground,
we have reason to believe a
significant number of them were alive 1

when your forces took them into
custody. We have no accounting for
them? what happened to them?

And after sane pressure the
government spokesman sinply said
look, .we did not appreciate at the
time _how. important this -cuestion -

would be and some of them were
milled.
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Laos •- JTP-PA
Operations ;

.r
;

-
:

Gadoury
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: What have you
gleaned from, those 6 years of living
out in jungle, you know, and putting
up with the heat, and the shakes, and
the insectsr and the leeches / and" the
difficulties and so forth? What
would you share with this conmittee
about the possibility of 200 people
or 50 people being held in one place
in Laos?

))y
;'

Gadouxy s Well; as I said earlier, i
have talked to hundreds and prbbably
thousands of refugees, Lao refugees
predominately, in the camps and they
include low land refugees, among,
hill tribes people from all over
Laos, from worth to south. I have
.W;.^i^; :aw':«redible reports of
live Americans after 1973 with the

V

of oiar , field activities with our,
teams is to go out and conduct
excavations, but at the same time use
that, as the suiting point, the
jumping point/, to get -out and do

T.yrr>UQBQ"UICaBiUCK - v

J**es. ^ way they break down
in Laos is, and what we*re working on
a priority basis, are three cases.
There are three cases of people who
were, at one time, POW. they’re at
the very top of our priority list.

And then there's 44 cases below
that: 41 additional cues/ priority
cases/ where the person was last
or the people involved in that
incident were last known alive. And
then there's a number of other
discrepancy cases where we feel that
the Lao should or could have some
information. So, we're addressing
those on a priority basis.

ACTBDIX 6



Laos - JTF-PA
,

Operations
Gadoury
10/15/92

Since 1985, when I started aakinc
regular trips to refugee camps and
ZiiiJ

9®8 al
?
n^ the; Thai border in

”

which many Lao live, I've encountered
thousands of Lao; And of

unaccounted for Americana , mostly in

Laos > JTP-PA
Operations

Gadoury
12/04/92

Vice chairman Smith: Mr. Gadourv.
you have been involved in the issue

*^le
j
a Laos . What is your

feeling, what is your assessment of
the cooperation with the Lao? Are

Obviously, they are
not all that serious. What do we

' 2? J°.
iaprov® situation

there? Mhat do we need to do?

r 22??™ w you know
I work on the field level with the
Jteams .that go out in^tha
'diet I see in the field I think is a
reflection of some of the changes or
the considerations that are aiven at
tte policy iwel in candor

“
bilateral O.S.-Lao relation...
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Laos • JTP*PA
Operations

Gadoury
12/04/92

But When you 90 out there with the
tern, we're llvins out there in the

1

' ’’

rations; we've got our cots ', we've
got our mosquito nets, and we have
our team doctor to take cart of us if
#e get sick. Even under those
conditions, it's very difficult;

Scrotifflese laying^ sy cot there at
aight, I wonder, if i didn't have the
cot, if I didn't have the mosquito

^military; rations and ail
the things that we have out there,
how long I could last

i

villagers who live out
there. The average life span inS areas is hot such over 40
irears old. You don't see a lot of
old people. Sometimes it makes you
stopband think what you'd be able to
ao if, you were out there in a
situation where you didn't have a lot
of control-.over.where vou ~warn i jv^nn
and where you're going.
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Laos • JTP-PA
Operations

Gadoury
12/04/92

.. .in February of 1986 we went on ourUwt excavation in Savannakhet
Province. And our w«nt’ into

: '
:

• .v'

savannakhet, the town of Savannakhet,

So
t0

j
overnight because

the. landing sight wasn’t prepared.
He were put up in a hotel . Sey put
JiMd guards outside the door and
th^advised us not to go walking -

"
. .7 .

'"•••

j-

S2!°5
ly °“ ?* operation I just

cane back, from a few weeks ago, we
••re given pretty much unlimited
access in the area of Savannakbet

STiSS®J° <** cases that we

J?™*
4 Won before going out to

the field. The Lao were very

J* fict ' was a
draaatic departure on thislasttrip|«^Whing that ve bad experienced

;

- V; -

tens of
Vlth 106111 officials . :

!

wnding their representatives with
our excavation team, preparing
witnesses or locating witnesses and

#2^2? ,eeeM *itb local officials
then sending

officials out with us to do the
actual investigations and surveys.

Laos - JTP-PA
Operations 'J

-
Gadoury
12/04/92 iiisEL

1?® bbat .i have been -
in toos,; and atarting in

W85, I personally have seen a
dramatic change in the level of

SS?S
X
?
t
iSf^ g#t ** the field.

Jjhich 1 think is a reflection of this
higher level of cooperation.

APPENDS S
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Laos Godley
09/24/92

After January, I think, of *73; if i
remember-itT^-I'ws-frequeatlyoettino"
instructions to tell Souvannah
Phouma, who was the Prime Minister of
Laos — a gallant, honest man -- tell
him to do this or do that; ask him to
do this or that, and give him,
assurances that we will resume

’

bombing^ We will do this and that if
the Worth Vietnamese or the Pathet
Lao do hot agree. We knew dam well
*+ could not resume the bombing, but
I had to tell him that. It vasnrt
pleasant.

L&08 •• Godley
09/24/92

We were concerned, but
.
there Were no

Americans held by the Pathet Lao, and
were convinced that all Americans who
feLl-into eneay hands in Laos”were

'

under Worth vietneiwite control.
Laos Godley

09/24/92
toe of the great problems that
thoughtful Americans had in Vientiane
V members of the staff - was that
we were“sacrificing iittle imo to
protect our men in South Vietnam;
that sure, we would tell them dam
near anything just to keep them
fighting, it may not have been
totally honorable, but we felt that
was^ the role of American diplomats or
military leaders, at that time.
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Laos Godley
09/24/92

Godley- Really, I think the point we
ware Baking here was the bird in the^

5f?
d^SW?rtl1 bushr^Let^s"

iato^t
nillevmm baek/ and then look

firman Kerry: Let me assume that« true and not even second-guess it.
tte next question ,i£ you believed
there were more, is that, correct?

todiey: Again, sir, later on, i
think it was March 29 when we said we
did not think there were any
Ptiwoers still in Laos. That, i
think, reflects the further
consideration and consultation with
all elements of the American team in

It's a blatant contradiction,
recognise that.

Laos Godley
08/11/92

You recoBnend .a specific diplomatic
txart to. g#1n. accounting of - tte men
held/missing, and you point out that
we should hold them accountable for
all POWs being held in Indochina, and
you assert the followings •This
initiative should forcefully and
plainly assert that the O.s. will no
longer play games with the pow issue
in Laos . The lpp should: be told that
we know they hold O.S. prisoners and
we demand their inmediate release, as
weil^as an accounting and information
on all those who may have died. *

Sir, we had proof, as much as you
can, that Americans were taken
prisoner., where they were held, and
by whom they were held, there was a
good deal of question. 1 personally
was convinced that there were no
Americans held by the Pathet Lao, and
the Americans that were prisoners
were prisoners of the North
Vietnamese units in Laos or had been
taken back to Morth Vietnam.
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Laos Godley
09/24/92

Sen. Kerrey s Did you have #
'

•ysMMtl^Bethod for debriefiny c tieHoiop^ Did you discuss some sort ofdevelopment - - the development of asystp that would have enabled you to
debrief the Hnon, about data

G^iey: The case officers with theHnon? would do what they could. Wehad no system for .doing that.

Wy, if it whs a top
?£f

0r^,t^a
?
a^n ' they were our bestsource of intelligence?

Godley: Senator, if you were in my
shoes, what system would you •

establish to question?

.52; f5*T?
3r! 1 *“west to you, sir,
"*8 ay

.
top priority I

,would at least consider the
development of a System.

Laos Godley .Anything
:that.Le Due Tho .mm 09/24/92 Laos ypuid be law in Laos in the

PaUiet Lao areas i The North
Vietnamese domination of everything
Lao was complete.

*

Hi The only reliable sources we had
about ms or POWs were, of course,
Air Force reports as to losses over
Laos and Air America, ... ~

Laos Godley
09/24/92' rv^?L?cce t̂e<^ A® iron-clad any

Communist agreement. .. Conniunists in
Indochina were well trained liars andtheir word was noi-*4^

a
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Laos ‘ V
::

Godley
09/24/92 h^

1 * would your estimate^ve been. o£~^>>o rv\pc; j k{ i 4*.v ni: —

_

•
* '

WinlmP “d aChievl"9 a f«*

Sodley: They were our friends, but I
never regarded the military
operations in northern Laos as

TJfSE- •**£,m11* « sideshow of

i? ^ ^«nam,, ve pursued“ "iUl
?u i

n our power because I
text - I and my associates felt that

three first-me
Uorth Vietnamese divisions, some
artillery, even some armor. And
those men were in Northern Laos , and
they were not down in the Delta or
South Vietnam. But I never saw a

It??1* “ . . My;sense of 7£t was
I'd do ny best to keep it from
occurring;

..•ye did what we could vis-a-vis the
Pathet Lao to obtain informationm concerning Americans ;captured or : 7 •

deceased in Laos. The discussions
with

.
the Pathet . Lao representatives

in Vientiane were fruitless and
inconclusive.

Laos Godley
09/24/92 :

Chairman Kerry: Ambassador Godley,
what,priority for intelligence
collection did you attach to the

~
collection of information on POWs and
MlAs in Laos? .

Godleyj Top.
'

Appamn e
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Laos Haig
.09/21/92.__u

Vice Chairman smith: I can
imderstand Watergate, - politicai-" ^-^"

pressures/ protests* Congress voting
to cut off the money So* the
President might say,

.
let. us sign it,

let us cut, and maybe, this other
agreement will be signed. We will
get the prisoners back from Laos. v

Privately there Was reference to
prisoners in Laos, but publicly there
was not.'. And, I think, families were
aisled by that. Maybe not
deliberately, but I think they Were
mislead by it.

,

And that is ay point,

Haig: Well, you know, I can't act as
an apologist for statements that were
made after January 4 and 1 won* t
attempt to^dcf that, but 1 will make .

some observations. The first is, 1
don’t believe Dr. Kissinger, or
President Nixon, or anyone involved
in these negotiations ever took a
position., that in their .intellectual
anguish they did not believe was
going to improve the prospects of
getting our prisoners out rather than
iopede that process

.

Laos Kerrey
09/24/92

What Z have seen that is available to
the committee thus far does not seem,
to me to represent a very systematic
effort [to gather information about

~

Laos] . Nor does It riflict the
declaration that it was a top, number
one priority of the embassy at the
time. It just does not seem to
connect.

:

'

Laos Kerrey
09/24/92

We had to accept an assurance that
really was worthless. Accepting an
offer by the North Vietnamese to do
all they could was hardly an
iron-clad guarantee, and made it
difficult for us to truly get an
accounting for our missing.
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Laos : Kerrey
09/21/92

Sen. Kerrey: Mr. Secretary, let me

fj*
•

pf *ail
;
d«al your rassertion ~

tliat. we, perhaps, are not being
°ur regard to the

North Vietnamese •- today, the
Vietnamese Government. I have never
suffered the delusion that they would
tell ,the. truth. X have never
suffered under the illusion that, in
fact, current negotiations with the
Vietnamese Government would be
tetribly productive in getting a full
accounting of remaining POWs and
»OAs. I have never suffered under
the illusion.

? eo rather Surprised, in
looking at the negotiations that
occurred at the" time, that a

~ r
.

representation made by the north
Vietnamese • • do not worry, we will
take care of Laos •• was all that was
required to get the Americans to say,
OK, we will accent your
representation that full accounting
in Ups will occur as a side
agreement. -

Laos Kerry
09/24/92

If you are saying, we have an
agreement that gets all of our
prisoners bade and we have got
iron-clad guarantees , but all of a
sudden in the middle of this thing
you-ere poised with the pwblembf
explaining, gee, we do not hive than
all back, you have to explain that
you do not have iron-clad guarantees
end you; also have to explain
something different to the American
people, do you not? i

APMHD1X 6





Kerry
09/24/92

Kissinger
09/22/92

Kissinger
09 /22/92 _

Kissinger
01/22/92

Kissinger
09/22/92

V«*Y important that in

Wgh expectations, . i

tteu
?
llt ther* "ere hundreds,butthat you had six known prisoners

B^?o5^f^r teda^ of
i

^oS?i«
r
Sit ‘thMe ^iaMSh were
a«t Sam Neua . . , whenwe confronted the Prime Minister

JJ}*®*'
on this-: subject of non -

^ 90t the same Wnd
j

®£ *J
8 history; this was part I

^ past; terrible things

•J?W the very kind of . cements

given them to us more directly*
saying Idowned pilots] ' vere Wlied

r

;

,

Kissinger: I was surprised, and
shocked even, by the small number of
prisoners from Labs.Zf that is

t then we never - received -
any prisoner that was captured by the

dSS
e
ihif

1

D

hJ
nd
r2J?r tosily have

*** P*w«nta9e of“• ni»»ing unaccounted for in Laoswas tar smaller than in vi«»n»».

prisoners held in Laos they told
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LaOS Kissinger
09/22/92

I used these figures in my
preparatory ..talks in Hanoi. -and t - ~~
might point out here that all of thefigures in the Eagieburger“and

“•uoranda were familiar tous and had been raised with Hanoibefore ve received the meaorandum onW February visit in Hanoi.
Labs Kissinger

09/22/92 2SH S3& 1° har
?
wu are innay witn Le Due Tho saying not nhat

^>ppaned John Sparks, or what
t0

J°
wani“8o» we need an

accounting, but saying, give us a
•ntenee that says tEKNobodymve,in uos, it will be helpful to

^ihTs«t^c«
U ^ve beel1 satisfied

SSS?’
Tr£z ***,**m,-t"SStoof pressure left;

I

Laos . Uird
09/21/92 information either froo the civ or .tte Dia on your watch that there werel^iSoners in Uos and/or Vietnam, didyoufeelrea8onably certain that

information was accurate?

I4iird: l felt fairly reasonably
the Horn was

concerned, ..; ! felt very good about
the South. I had a better feSSS
about Cambodia, i did not have aatrong feeling that the intelligence
coming out of Uos was outstanding.
®*j^'ja* aun by the State Departmentand the Cty, and we did not have Our2* assets there, but I did quit the
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Larson
I 12/04/92.;

Laos -JTP-PA
Operations

Larson
12/04/92

Laos - Perot Kartin
Trip^ 08/11/92

Meurer
08/11/92

Chairtan Kerrys We haven' t talked a— lOt about Laos . What is thelevelof
cooperation in Laos?

Larson: Mr. Chairman/ I'd sav the
1
?
ve

l
of cooperation in Laos is

mixed. It's sometimes a case of a
step forward, two steps backward, two
steps forward a step backwards , and
in my honest assessment after being
there and having some

. conversations
and looking, I have great difficulty
telling tow much of it is
bureaucratic ineptness and lack of
cooperation in a very primitive
government and how much of it is
policy driven in that there's some
resistance to cooperation.

Chairman Kerry: seme people have. ./
asserted to us that all you need to
do is put the pressure on Vietnam and
that will solve Laos, they control
them. Do you agree with that?

Larson: That's not my assessment,
from what I've seen. I think it's
much more complex than that.

The Chairman: And was there any
question in your mind that these were
prisoners who were alive and being
held at that time that-you were
there, or had they been tracked

• earlier?

Martin: No question in wy mind.

Chairman Kerry: They were alive at
the time you were there.

Martin: They Were alive at that
time.

<V.a lot of Americans, towards the
end • - especially towards the end of
the war, if they were caught, they
were summarily executed and put in
shallow graves... it was not Laotian
policy, 1 recall. Senator. It was
the villagers, individual
villagers..

.
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Laos • Perot
Trip

Meurer /

08/11/92
Hr. Meurer remembers

n
r“WBb

*f
s 25, but tie

’

•

•_ v -,.

memory of both of you is "Specific
aid-20 '.s of American prisoners of

war being held in the sam Neua area
in caves, is that accurate?

Martin: That is correct

.

Meurer: Yes.
. ..Laos .• Hoorer -

09/34/92
During the course of this period, the
numbers were always shifting; back and

^ found out. that a certain
|aSJ

v
J?

a
f' 2*5 ?

Md or a c«rtain
individual had been released. There
were * * the lists we had and the
lists that were given by the North
Vietnamese didn't exactly match. And
l-rwllrcui'traniswer yoBr question
as to why I had " Where i got
irrefutable evidence that there were
40 people in Laos.

Hoorer
09/24/92 - •

There is no doubt that the Pathet Lao
was under the grip of the North^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Vietnamese army. :

Hoorer
09/24/92

Ihe decisions to send the message,
the decision to cancel the message,
were all generated by an overall
management of the plan we had to
coordinate the withdrawal of the few
troops we had left with the
withdrawal of the prisoners we had
left. ' .V V.

Laos Moorer
09/24/92

Chairman Kerry: Did we have any
photographs or evidence that showed
that there were Americans in those
caves? 1

; • /

Mooter i l don't recall ever having
seen it.
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Laos Moorer
09/24/92

^ywomided PaUwt hao telephone» prlsoaer^oMtaS and”
“5f.f

ribed » cave conplex in Sam Neua
SX* reportedly had contained o.sPOHs^at an earlier time. This
]£*••• fi.ss.fc Patbet Lao prisoner or

info^Jr"— •Wi.tp-tate.hard
*** Neua t0 arrive in

2??tiaae since 1971. He suggestedttnt several D.s. POWs were still at

existld^Jv^
*** 0lder that

£f
n
!Lv?

>era^ona isto San Neua due tothe «nKassv*c
,

- -Laos

*re -to avoid the

—

possible ccnpranise that such a
operation would have on thei^act of the cease-fire. SowT

ShaST
9^ i® there afterwards to

Hoorer'"“
;“r”

09/24/92

;

tcitiw Hoorer deposition) Question:
"? «oplete our trooT

insisting the

SS?6
v“°

ffiv* 1,8 our prisoners
back? your answers When this

‘th# **** cane bach and soonr .there was a vexy euphoric
reception and the -President gave a •

Pmr on the wdte *ousr*b£ds andall the wives of POWs cane andso^nAnd press release after press releasejanrthat ee were withdrawing 2etroc^s at that point. No President
Java said whoops, we are notgoing to withdraw the troops beSuse

ttosvpoople will not agree with us.They are not carrying out their part.

^that point in history, we did not
8tooa^ for doing what you

APPENDS (



Laos Moorar
09/24/92

And when an effort was made by
General Woodard to get the General

• '

• •

Hoa, Who was a North Vietnamese rep,
to do something about the Laos pows,
his reply was that Laos did not t

participate in the negotiations and
did not sign the agreement.

Laos "r:;-; . i .when l was Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, hot .one message that
involved movement of troops or
aircraft attacks or anything of a
military nature was originated by me.
In every case* X had it initialed by
the Secretary of Defense/ or in many
cases 1 had direct telephone calls —

•

from the President.

Laos Moorar
*0$/24/92—

-

Mow; in answer to your specific
questiony^of course; that was“ "

—

r
"t*

supposed to be taken up with further
negotiations with North Vietnam. Xn
my opinion, and I don' t know whether
the Ambassador agrees with this, the
North Vietnamese had an iron grip on
the Pathet LaoV And the Pathet: Lao
did exactly what the North Vietnamese
told them to. So, the pressure had
to be put on the North Vietnamese.
But, as X repeat, the only way you
could verify these photographs and
these DXA lists and so on! is to go to
Laos with an armed force and find
out . • And < then of course we just; lost
all of our leverage. And,
consequently, what happened was that
we very quickly, by 1975, we had lost
not only South Vietnam, but also
Cambodia.
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taos- Perot Perot
Trlp

08/11/92

SSbSVlfX; *> *?“ ««U the

i»« bii33'to"tS! 5?1m‘,SSS

; I do not recall that number.

,5S5?
! & mind 18 in one

55? w. whether
or not...

•S®i aaijmati Smithr . When you ' vote'i^ere in 1970 and you had this
-the-station -«^ef-«nd^ ^

Sb2v*5j
typ®® of ^^oations did

£°w ^pacifically about

%

^

basically indicated r

»Ji 5^4 r*dip: - latewepts. They

around. They knew where the
prisoners were being held. The
reason they hed not^trieS to rescue

r*ei£
r
wl°

ner8 is 0x6 risk-reward
ratio was not good. I certainly
agreed with that. They probably •

' -
would have gotten more people killedi* a rescue* than they rescued.

But: they seemed to have a orut
of knowledge about who they were

or £j?JT "“**“• maSruatofspecific cases off San Meua
jjovlnce, which ties in with General

late?
1* tftBtiaony 8ev*r»i years

j
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M*iaSL
...our people at the Paris Peace
.Conference

. were~aekedwhat~about~ the

;

people In Laos. And our people
relied, oh, weMl

:
get them back

through Hanoi. Very quickly the
Pathet Lao said Oh, no, you will have
to deal directly with us . . ,we
nuuoned the people out of Hanoi. We
rahsooed our prisoners out of Hanoi .

Senator Mccain is able to sit right
here today because we ransomed him
out of Hanoi , but we never wrote the
Check. And that's what caused the
people to be left in Laos.

Sen. Dasdhle? well, what rationale
did you have amongst the negotiators
with. regard to the justification for
signiM.aniagreementthatdoesnot—-
include the MZAs in Laos and
ttabodia? how could we rationalise
that, knowing that they were there?

Rodman: Well we thought we had a
conaltment from the Worth Vietnamese

~~

in two of three different respects
with respect to Uos. (hie was that we
4id^expect to get a list, through
their good offices , of the prisoners
in Laos. They promised to try to get
n -- help us get a cease-fire in Laos
within a short period,of time. So we
were -dealing

, with the- party which
clearly did call "the shots to a great
extent, and they were making some
commitments to us which were not as
formal as other commitments they
made. . . So we thought that given that
this was a Vietnam agreement, we
thought we had achieved something of
•ome nlue with respect to Laos and
Ca^odia.

. . .there ere no coepelling reason to
believe that a substantial nusfeer of
aviators were captured and retained
by the Pathet Lao. The bottom line
ie that Laos is not the IdA/POW black
hole it bee been depicted to be.



:SS3ip--a £̂$*$?

^S^th^bSS^ IS*.*®*1*

gntroxied by

^^*waiS«i"Si3PaSo?,j
n *T8M of

SfJ&Wtaff-Ht: Mould bivTbiooL ^
%s^«a.2av:iSi»^&gi»aas £." p~_ I
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Laos Schiff Chairman Kerry: .. .is there not a
groupof-aviatorsbelievedtohave-
been unaccounted for the Laos at the
tine of Operation Homecoming?

Schiff : Yes, sir, there is. They
are among the priority cases...

Sheets: There are right now still 64
discrepancy cases for 246s. . .

Chairman Kerry: So there are 64
question marks pertaining to Laos
which would have been the body of
that group about whom we had ;

legitimate questions at the end of
the war.

Sheets: Yes,: airr—7T~ ••

.

—

Chairman Kerry: so when you say it
is not a black hole you are saying
that notions that of the 500 plus
airmen.lost over Laos* the notion.. .

that many more than the 64 that we
have questions about is linprobable/
is that accurate?

Sheets: Yes, sir...

APFKNDXX «
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Laos
' Schiff

,

12/04/92
Another thing that I bad looked at
.is*-v:how^inany_Pat^etiLaolpr:i8bhersVcah„_..

we confirm? At this point's talcing

confirmation very strictly, and
, j

saying that I can confirm a prisoner
if , I have a photograph of that .

' ,

individual; of I have a report from a

U. S . • individual who was. held with
r ._.

that person, then if those prisoners
are confirmed, I have 16 confirmed
prisoners captured by the Pathet
Lao. ,, V V_.

:

There were 16 that were captured by
the Pathet Lao. One of those was
turned over to the NVA, and he Was
released during Operation Homecoming.
The others were not released during
Operatito-Homeccddng^but-*
them were released. There were six
that were released.

}$

Laos schiff
12/04/92

SChiff: But of the is wto were
captured and held by the Pathet Lao,

isix^ofj'tdibie"W0re-releaBed* ;-“twd“^;*-~.r“’''‘'

escaped, and the rest are still
.unacoouhted 'fbr^

;

Chairman Kerry: so of. all the
•

,

information so far on the black hole
of Laos, there is only information as

to 16 captured by the Pathet Lao.

Schiff “Only confirmation. .

Laos Schlesinger
09/21/92

It is evident, I think, that the
Laotians gave ho true accounting of
the Americans that had been in Labs

.

’

.

Laos Schlesinger
09/21/92

When overflights ceased, of course,
our ability to gather information
diminished, but up until the time of
the ceasing of overflights we were
able to stay in touch with a number
of those who had been downed in Laos
and that's what led to the
disappointment with, regard to the
brevity of the list.
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Laos Schieslnger
09/21/92

• • .while the CIA was running the v&r
in Laos, it was running the wax# as

'f •••.

It were, with military assets^
provided from the Department of
Defense.

The United States government was not
directly involved in Laos.

, it was a
CIA-directed operation, but the
assets that were being directed were
assets of the Department of Defense.
The agency itself, aside from the
operations in the West, had a very
limited, number of personnel in the
country as compared to the Department
of Defense.

it was the responsibility, as it
were , . of- the Director^ of - central—— -

Intelligence, yet the assets and most
of the knowledge came from dod. I
hope that clarifies that.

Laos Schlesinger
09/21/92

I have a high probability assessment
that people -were left behind -in Laos -

-

and a medium probability assessment
with regard to Vietnam. I think that
of the various parties, the Worth
Vietnamese had the strongest
incentive on the other side to be
forthcoming, but I doubt that applied
to the provisional government of
Vietnam,'and even the North
Vietnamese were not enormously .'•'-•••vr-

forthcoming.

Laos.. Schlesinger
09/21/92

We had been in communication after
flights were knocked down over Laos
with the people on the ground, and
those people did not appear on the
lists. So one must assume, either
that the other side engaged in
executions, or alternatively that the
list was incomplete.
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Secord
09/24/92

*
Vice Chairman Smith: without casting

anyaspersions on-anyoner-let-me Tjust— --

ask the question this ways In your

professional assessment as an

intelligence officer in 1973; were

live American POWs remaining in Laos,

for whatever reasons remaining in

Laos aftei: the Paris Peace Accords

were signed, and after the American^

POWs , the last group of American POWs

came on March 28th.

General Secord: I was an operational

staff officer; But the answer to

that question, obviously# is

affirmative. x mean # that's why we

drafted the memo we've been talking

about here for some time.

Laos Secord
09/24/92

When you Say POWs in Laos , a number#

you are obviously referring to a ,

larger number than the nine. And did

all of those people come home that

you were tracking? , .

Secord: None of them, that I know

of , have been located or even heard

of since the Paris Accords. But we

did know to, X think, a reasonable

level of certitude, that there were

mor4* , hence the memorandum.

./ Laos - EC-47 shields
06/25/92

The MIA category is Specifically

appropriate to cases where you do not

know whether men are alive or dead.

That is case of those men in the EC-

47 in my own mind. I did not know.

Laos Shield
09/24/

B

n
1 think that the small number of men

which returned, and the number of men

which are missing would indicate that

we should receive more information

concerning our men in Laos. And I

think it is foolish to try and Say

anything more than that.
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Laos Shields
09/24/92

Shields: in the memorandum which was
written in .May— - which you had-in
your possession; which discussed the
EC-47, which DIA has discussed and
Burnet Kaye? s capture -• I said at the
bottom of that page: With your
concurrence, we will continue the
position that we don't know “Whether
men are prisoner or missing.
Chairman Kerry: I know what you said
at the bottom of the page. But let
me just say what you said at the top
of the page. At the top of the page
you said: In a DoD-sponsored press
conference held April 12th, 1973, I
made the statement that DoD had no
specific knowledge indicating that
any D.S. personnel were still alive
and held prisoner-in-Southeast -Asiav^r
This statement has been the basis for
all subsequent answers from DoD to
Questions concerning the possibility
that Americans may still be held
prisoner in southeast Asia. You are
saying it became c^ernmeht poll®/.

* “

Laos Smith
06/24/92

Laos is a black hole, we so not have
any idea, with the exception of sbout
13 individuals, what happened to the
people in Laos.

Laos Smith
-09/24/92 -

;

We had information to conclude, even
if not totally conclusive, but at
least to assume, that people were U
alive in Laos and that we had this
information. And that is my point.
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Laos smith
09/24/92

what happened to those people?
Nobody, has-explained -that— We are
talking about huge references to
prisoners here. And this is
intelligence data that you folks had.
And nothing changed ,: as far as the
testimony that we have received
before this; cosmittee. . Not a damn
thing has changed that would indicate
what happened to those people.
Nobody said they were executed.
Nobody said they were released. And
nobody said they came hone . So what
happened to them, and do you folks
have any information on that?

Godley: I do not.

Laos - smith • „
09/24/92

CZA has- said-ih . this memorandum,
*

'We
studied other information to access
activity in Houa Phan Province in
general; and the Sam Neua area in
particular, and we reached the
following conclusions. An historical
precedent exists- for suggesting the -

presence of American POWs in the. San
Neua area. Photographs taken by a

reconnaissance aircraft in October
1969 show what may be as many as 20
non-Asians , accompanied by Pathet Lao
guards, hear caves at Ban Nakai Tua,
20 kilometers east of the Sam Neua
markings. •:<* • •••

Laos Stockdale
12/03/92

Sen. Reid: But the only people that
you know of that survived being shot
down over Laos were people that were
shot down and then captured by North
Vietnamese military?

Admiral Stockdale: Yes...
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'Laos. Trowbridge
06/25/92 over the years.

;•••! .
*•
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U
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!
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/Laos/ Vessey
TO /fXA /ftO

But secondly, there's another reason*
ciui v cne accouncmg wiii not ne as 1

, .
• .

good from Laos as it was or as it is
likely to be from Vietnam. You 've
flown over the area.,; it's very
rugged terrain.

Leaks Kerry' V
09/24/92

as Chairman# Ifeel very* very.,
strongly that £ do not want this
Ccosaittee's efforts to be sullied by
personal agenda; or by people whd
want to be reckless with partial
•facts*'- .•

Leaks- ; Kissinger
09/22/92

Mr. Chairman* this is the record.
Yet leaks from this inquiry have been
suggesting: That those who had
refused to abandon America's
Vietnamese. allies* supposedly . . ..

abandoned American prisoners ; that
those who struggled to husband the
leverage necessary to bring about the
release of American prisoners were
insufficiently attentive to the fates
or remaining klasr ana tnac caose wno
were prepared to use force to compel
Hanoi ' s compliance were guilty of not
doing enough to enforce the
agreements.

Leaks
.

'

Smith'

09/24/92
After reading the column and
communicating with Senator Kerry* X
wondered whether X was at the same ,

'meeting.: ..

.

•

Left Behind -

Shields
Statement

Kerry
09/24/92

Lieutenant Commander Vincent D.
Monroe, downed in He On Province*
North Vietnam* May 18th* 1968 f

Emergency radio signals were received
from Lieutenant Commander Monroe end
his: crew amber* whose status as a
prisoner has been acknowledged by
North Vietnam. Radio Hanoi announced
the capture of two pilots at the time
and the place of Lieutenant Commander
Monroe's loss. Now you called him a
prisoner. They acknowledged his Us a
prisoner. You stood up and said he
was a prisoner. He did not come home,
end then you say there are no
indications anybody is alive.
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Left •Behind’;.; .;i Sieverts
continued
06/25/92

against their will in captivity - •

tje lengths they would go, one way of
.another,-to-let* us-knowrof-thist~~it~~
bears on the photographs, for
example. The idea of Americans
cheerfully being photographed and not
using that opportunity to somehow
convey who they are and what the
circumstances are is beyond mv
imagination.

; .V 'i.V.
v;"

Lists,
, Terxy.\

09/21/92
Getting the list before the Tr. • -
agreement. , .the idea would be compare
the. lists and! make some detailed man-
by-man attempt to determine whether
or not their list tracked with our
list. That was not done. . .it was
agreed in 1971 that it would: not be
done. And all of the testimony that
we heard earlier from Secretary Laird :

saying I was at Henry all the time
trying to get him to make sure it did
not happen, that deal was cut in
1971. There was no effort,
apparently, from the meeting in 1972,

Vietnamese, this is unacceptable, it
was accepted as a condition because
it bad been prenegotiated in 1971 .
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Lists Kissinger Chairman Kerry: Your response to that

:

’’ r

09/22/92; —
prisoners that we hold and then start

exchanging prisoners and not haggle

about who is or is not a prisoner.

Kissinger: so this phrase of not

haggling was -- had only to do with

the technical • problem. Do we present

our list first and wait/ or do we see

what they give us and then complain

about it.

Chairnan Kerry: ...in effect, you

moved the haggling. Instead of -

haggling name for name before the

signing, you left yourself haggling
n»twtt for name unti120 years later

and we are haggling name for name

today. /

Kissinger: Senator, we would have

been delighted to get their lists

before the signing. That was

somathing that they were never

prepared to do r and we, therefore,

had to nake the best airangenent
,

possible. .

Lists laira
09/21/92

Chairman Kerry: it was your gut

feeling that the lists were not

complete, is that what you are

saying?_ .

laird: It was my out feeing that

there were more. When I left, I

think that we felt at that time - - I

think the last figures that we had

were that the list of POWs probably

would contain quite a few more names

than that. We were disappointed with

the list because t hoped that there

would be more on the list.

:
Lists. Laird

09/21/92

we weren't -• by the way; I wasn' t

being critical of the Kennedy list or

the Cora Weiss list. We were glad to

get that information, but it was not

complete information and we knew of

the existence of other POWs when

those lists were delivered to us...
.
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Lists

Lists

Laird
09/21/92

We were not getting much information
from the Vietnamese at that
particuiar“time.' Therviethamese,7 of

"

course, made the Kennedy list, the ,

North Vietnamese. The source of that
list was the North Vietnamese and the
Cora Weiss list was also from the
North Vietnamese. And they were
confirmations of pows .

'

'

Laird
09/21/92

Lord
09/21/92

we had several lists .given to us
There was the early list that Was
given by Cora Weiss, which I think
you are familiar with, who was. a
peace activist. Then the Kennedy
list came, and there was a
discrepancy between the Cora Weiss
list and the Kennedy list. It was
about five difference in those two ;

-lists. ^rfelt that those lists were
inadequate. We had firm letter
confirmations of at least 26 or 27
people that we knew of confirmed by
letters that were alive at that
particular..time.:,:.

Chairman Kerry:
^ ...it appears to

ma... that We had agreed on the 16th
of August 1971 that there was only,
in regard to POW, going to be an
exchange of lists at the moment that
we all signed the agreements. And
the question that l_have got is were
you aware that the secretary of 2
Defaase and others in the defense
agencies Were arguing that we should
get a preliminary release, and if so.
Why was it not more forcefully
presented at this meeting?

Lord; V. .we did whittle down our
positions, no question about it. X
didn't recall the precise date and
masting until I read this document.
As X say, I do hot recall others
pressing us to get the lists ahead of
time, but it would be a natural
objective that you would to have
certainly be better than getting it
the toy of the agreement.
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Lists , Mooney
01/22/92

My testimony, sir, is that I bed a
list of Americans who were captured

,

'alive in enemy hands- with our- •

knowledge of the specific units of
those enemies down to battalion,
division or regiment, or up to
division or higher than division, and
that the last information was that
they were alive and well- in enemy
hands. . .there were approximately 305
on the list. At Homecoming I,: about
five percent of those were returned.
That brought the list down to about
293, 294 . Now, what I have recovered
of the names that were on that
original list is approximately 140 or
maybe 120 names...

Lists Mooney
01/22/92— -

...looking back on it./, we should
have known-betters and maybe "if^we
would have pushed a little harder
when we had the power and authority,
we might have been able to do
something . But in * 73 , we should have
at least insisted on getting that
origihal liit of 15 or 16 names up in
print, which we had flagged kiddingly
as the- Kissinger list.

Lists Mooney
01/22/92

• 4 , the political requirements of
the Vietnamese were highet' than the
tactical and strategic. They wanted -

warm bodies to jack up the numbers to
appease Kissinger. - _

Lists Mooney
01/22/92

Hy boss... told me to my face... that
if you * re going to put it on a list,
we want to be able to sign it, and we
want to be able for the. policy-makers
to be able to do something with it.
So keep it tight... If X beta* t kept
it tight, per his instruction, my
list could probably have been another
60 to 70 names.

'Lists Shields ••

06/25/92
Another significant list is the one
passed by the DRV to representatives
of the Q.S. Government in Paris in
January, 1973 as required by the
Paris Peace Accords.
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Lists Shields
06/25/92

This list was not accepted by us as a
coaplete accounting for those held
prisoner or for those who died in
^PAiyity^Pirst,_thatilist,did-not-.-
include the names of those prisoners
missing in Laos. It also omitted the
names of men we knew to have been in
captivity at one time.

Lists Shields
06/25/92

We knew inmediately upon receiving
this list of those said to have died
in captivity, that men whom we knew
had, vat one time, been alive and in
captivity were omitted from the list
altogether. After briefing those who
returned, we knew also that the names
of seme men who may have died in
captivity were also not on the lists.

Lists Smith
09/24/92

for several weeks before the signing
of the accords^ in January,of 1973,
General Eugene :ti^e^-,was

rr
aiilted by"

the Joint Chiefs to make a list of
American POWs that we could
reasonably expect to be repatriated .

both from Laos and Vietnam. The list
contained some 900 to .1, 000 names-—
yet... •

. .

Lists Tighe
06/24/92

I certainly remember the shock and
sadness at the paucity of the lists
of names we received versus what we
expected.

Lists Walters
09/21/52-

;

Sen. Grassleyr General waiters, do
you ever recall it being discussed
that we should exchange lists prior
to the signing of any agreement?

Walters: Yes, I believe there was a
discussion to that. . . But it seems to
me that was discussed and they, of
course, knew this is one of the
principal leverages they had with us.
They knew that our desire to get
those prisoners of war back was
inordinate compared to theirs... but
what l suspected is that they
wouldn't have carried out the
agreement and my suspicions were hot
totally ill-founded.

:
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Live Americans Andrews
10/15/92

I acknowledge that there have been
isolated reports pOWs being held in
some areas in Laos* including Sam
Neua. But after. giving these
reports s most of Which come from
refugee sources, a full and complete
evaluation,; the Department has been
unable to develop convincing evidence
that O.S. POWs are being held in Sam
Neua today, nor do we have shy
evidence that they were being held
'there in 1988. •

Live Americans Atmitage
08/12/92

I think what I'd say is I believe
there are Americans in Indochina.

Live Sighting Bell
12/04/92

Bell: Sir, could I make one point on
the underground facility there?

Chairman Kerry: Yes, sir.

Bell: The Bai- Nim conference~Hall-
sits across from the Nausolaum as you
know from being there. And they have
the meetings there of the Politburo
and the Central Codmittee. Also the
Party Congress is held there. And
you have high level dignitaries
there. They would have to have some
type of underground facility in the
area to contain all of those people
in the event of an emergency...

Live Americans Brooks
12/01/92

...I found no compelling evidence of
alive POWs held.in the official
prison system of the North
Vietnamese . . ; I was persuaded "that
there was, indeed, compelling
evidence that in 1973 .. • to cause me
to believe that there probably were
people alive in 1973 in Laos.

Live Americans Cawthorse
11/07/91

X think if one looks at the evidence,
piece by piece, one doesn' t get
anywhere. You don't see the wood for
the trees... it's a seamless, carpet
of evidence that comes from during
the war and beyond.
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Live Americans Chagnon
10/15/92

"
];

’•

Live Americans Childress
08/12/92

|

Chairman Kerry: At any rate, in your
[

years# no. one has ever come to you
with a secret key and offered or
whispered to you that up here there

—

are some Americans^ you have never
hear that. Nobody has ever

Chagnon: Only the incidents that
Roger Utumpf] mentioned in Vientiane#
which were very much second-hand

'

stories and which we turned over all
information to the O.s. tobassy. And
those did not prove to be valid.

• .4 believe there* s a possibility of
Americans in Southeast Asia in some
category that is not defined.
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Live Americans Christinas
OS/25/92

Sen. Reid: : Do any of you know of any
American servicemen in Southeast
Asia, like Garwood; who are still
taerer •

.

• >

... ,
. :

j

Sheets: Z do not. And when I met
with Vietnamese officials last simmer
I asked the same question, as does
Vessey, as does Christmas, and I'll
'let- him "speak for himself . 7

Christmas: 1-have no personal
knowledge, sir, that we have any
'.there.-;".:

:

Sen . Reid: You have no personal
knowledge . Do you have any reports,
any hearsay information that they are
there?

. ..

'

Christmas i Sir, we have live-
sighting reports that we continue to
pursue. But we have, at this time,
no sufficient information to say that
we have a live American in Vietnam or
j>T>yplice «

•

' -
~

However, and X would be the first to
tell you this, we don’t have
sufficient information yet to say
that; there isn’t; , and that’s why we
will pursue any continue to pursue
these live-sighting investigations,,
the last known discrepancy cases and
through our efforts expand throughout
those three countries.
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Live Americans Christmas
06/25/92

Vice Chaiiman Smith : . . . with the job
that you have to do and the
.irmrtr* jin'rfi . nf _«*ho

to do, it seems to me to be somewhat
like going to a baseball player and
saying now, Smith, you are going out
and you are going to play first base
•* which I used to do -- and you will
be batting third. Now Smith goes out
and plays first base. He does not
bring his glove because he is not
going to get any ground bails and he
does not take his bat up to the plate
because he is not going to get a
pitch;...

X think the, fact that there are live-
sighting reports out there, whether
you believe them or not, but the fact
that they are there indicates that v~
they have to be pursued. ..

Christmas: It does not mean that X
don't believe that live-sighting
report , and„we pursue ..each , and . every . ,

one of those live-sighting reports.
Unfortunately, all of them to this
point in time have shown that -- at
this time, we have not been able to
determine that there have been live

('Americans... :

Live Americans . Christmas
11/05/91

Xf we find oUt the location of
Captain Carr or anybody else, there
is ho doubt in my mind . . .we ' 11 go
get him. Xf he can't get out, we'll
go get him.

Christmas
12/04/92

X would echo that; sir. X would also
state, however, that as you've
indicated, senator, we pursue every
lead. He do not leave any stone
unturned, and ve have in position the
operational plans to recover
Americans if, in fact, we should find
one.
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Live Americans Destatte, Chairman Kerry: Mr. Gadoury, as to
Deeter, Bell Laos. Do you currently operate with
42 /04/92-~— ^any - intelligence or evaluation -that - ~

suggests to you that someone is
alive? Is there any credible
evidence that says so?

• Oadoury: Not that 1 have seen, sir.

/
Chairman Kerry: " As to Indochina?

.

•

•'

Destatte:..' That' s correct, sir.

Chairman Kerry: And you say no.

Destatte: No.

Chairman Kerry: Mr. Deeter, Sergeant
Deeter?

Deeter: No, sir.

Chairman Kerry: Mr. Bell?

Bell: : No. sir. ^.xr..A::

Live Americans CStatte
06/05/92

we shouldn't forget that those 300-

plus sources who accurately described
Robert Garwood, encounters with
Robert Garwood there, also said that
they had no knowledge, pettanal or
hearsay, of any other Americans
living or being detained in that
area, “and if these folks were
acknowledged reporting accurate on
that, why should we question their
accuracy on the other?

Live Americans Gadoury After eight years of searching
10/15/92 neither x, nor... personnel from

various other military units... have
found proof that any of our missing
survived after the' prisoner release
from Hanoi in 1973.

Yet, as long as the possibility
exists that there could have been or
could still be, we must continue the

.

~

• „ . search.:- "
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Live Americans Grassley
06/24/92

Evidence exists, and the next time
that someone in the Administration
says that there in no evidence that
we 'left people behind, ~it is clear
that he or she is not reading the
same documents that the members of’
this Conmittee and our respective
staffs are readino.

Live Americans Jensen- ,

Stevenson
11/07/91

There -is. an amazing amount of
credible evidence, (that Americans
are alive in Southeast Asia]

.

Live Americans The evidence, to me/ is still as
likely that there might be fraud as
that there is evidence of a prisoner.

Live Americans Kingston
06/25/92

The JCRC work did not include
investigating the possibility that
live Americans remaining ip captivity
sgainat^their^will in Southeast Asia
after Operation Homecoming.

Live Americans Kissinger
09/22/92 •

. . v why they would hold prisoners
that they don 1

1 acknowledge, for that
rhave great difficulty understanding

Live Americans Kissinger
09/22/92

X think it’s improbable that any are
alive today. X honestly did not
think there were any alive in Vietnam
when the war ended. X have always
kept open the possibility in my mind
that there were some -- that there
were some in-Laos. .

Live, Americans v Larson ...x;--:-.-

12/04/92
Hr; Chairinan> X have seen no piece- of
evidence at this point that would .

indicate anyone is alive from any of
our researches , investigations

,

surveys, or any of the data that we
have available.
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Live Americans Larson
,

12/04/92
Admiral Larson: in this last year,
we have resolved 143 live-sighting
.cases-.':

‘

-/

"

Chairman Kerry: Has any one of those
live sighting cases given an
indication of either a live American,
or t&at there was a live American
there?

' *''•
:

}

'Larson: No, sir.-.-.

Live Americans Maguire
08/04/92

We conclude with the following
assessments After years of post-war
searching, thousands of reports

:

evaluated, and every available means
of intelligence collection employed,
no single report or combination pf
reports has ever been able to confirm;
that American prisoners of war
remained in captivity after Operation
Homecoming in 1973

.

Live Americans Needham
12/04/92

Sir, I agree. I would add, it is our
number. 1 mission

,

' looking for live 1
Sightings in support of the oza

:
effort. We react to every single one
of •thSm.-'':';v-';

:'

V' 1
-''' -7-

Live America^ Runpf/
Chagnon
10/15/92

Chairman Kerry: ...what do you
believe is the possibility that
somebody is being held? -

Kr. Runpf : v. .if they“were living as--

local people were living, life would
be very difficult...A 10 -year period
would be very difficult.

Chairman Kerry: Do you agree with
tiiat* Ns. Chagnon?

Ns. Chagnon: Yes...

APPENDS S



Live Americans Rumpf
• 10/15/92.

Live Americans SClliff

08/04/92

Live Americans Schlatter
12/01/92

Mr. Rumpf: I talked to a very few
people about the issue of live pows
being-heidwby^the“Governinentr^~Andl:in
each occasion people said there were
no Americans being held in Laos . But
it was not an issue, that came up
regularly. People did not raise the

Vhtir late in our stay there in
1989 and *90 when people started
coming to our house in Vientiane
claiming they had tapes/
fingerprints! * bringing us sometimes
those kinds of materials, expecting
some money in return. And that's the
only time people really came up to
us. .

Chairman Kerry: Did they ask you for
noney, jpecifically?

, ,

Hr* Runpf: . Yeah, it was implied in
tha discussion that they expected
something from it. we only said we'

d

take it and give it to the u.s.
Massy.

-,,the 0.8. Government position is,
while thera is no information to
confirm that Americans are still
detained in Southeast Asia, the
possibility cannot be ruled but.
Because the U.$» Government cannot
rule out the possibility, the -
Department of Defense continues to
aggressively investigate this
issue.*.

Sir, the evidence that I saw over,
again, the period of time I worked in
the office leads me to two
conclusions. X think the evidence
supports the contention that if you
were an American prisoner of war and
you were alive in the spring of 1973,
the time of Operation Homecoming, you
cehe home. The second conclusion I
have to reach is that only the
Vietnamese know for sure.
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Live Americans Semeslager
09/21/92

,

X believe those prospects would be
very slims Mr. Chairman, as of now.
But it* s conceivable thatoneortwo ~

may have survived/ One or two, or a
handful.'

Live Americans Schweitzer
12/04/92 ;

Chairman Kerry:; But we do have
people come to people, x mean, we
have the reports^ we have got them
lhid out. These guys spend hours
analyzing them. They go through
them, you are aware of that,
correct?

Schweitzer: ires, and that has to be
done. That is a valuable process,
and for the American people that must
be done. And it is the work of the
analysts and the investigators, and
it~is a valuable process that aust be
gone through. And X do not in any
way want to detract from the
dedication and the hard work all of
these men do.

ChairmahKeriyr WeII,~wi^
come to that judgment? What is sort
of the basis of your judgment ndbody
is alive?

Schweitzer: Well, X have never seen
any evidence or heard any evidence

1 that anyone is alive in Vietnam.

appesdxx (
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Live. Americans Schweitzer
12/04/93

Chairman Kerry: ;..you are speaking
from, archival experience, anda^

:r
‘-

;
.

-fv

reality base that a lot of people do
not have. ... you have drawn a
conclusion here that is pretty solid
in your mind, and you have laid it
out to the committee that you Y^nY
this concept of focus on live people
is a waste of time, in your

^

estimation.' \

Hhat gives you this basis that you
draw this notion that nobody is
alive? is that a fair statement of
your notion? You think this concent
of anybody being alive is wrong, is
that correct?

:
.8chwei.t*er.: '„ Sir,:; live seen do—
evidence that there are live
Americans in vieenan.

Live Americans Sheets
08/04/92

Chiitman Kerry: Do you interpret any
of the live-sighting reports that you
haye in front of you .today as

’\’V-

evidence that an American’ is aliva
inside Southeast Asia today?

Nr. Sheets : That kind of clear-cut
statsment I cannot make, end i don't
think there's a Member on this
comnittee who can make such a -
«t»tement._ Me have 11o reports, it>.
was 109 when Z last briefed you and
there’s been a nevone coma in. Me
have 110 reports right now that are
in active inventory, and as we go
into the areas where those 110
reports are located, we take a look
at other reporting that's in that
same geographic area.

Until we run those to ground, i can't
tell you# That's not a cop-out. I
cannot tell you...

4FHNDIX (



Live Americans Smith I might say in some respectful .

disagreement with the Chairman, there

the committee on specific
individuals. The question is, is
that information valid, and that is
what we are trying to determine.

Live Americans Smith
10/15/52

in view of the information put
forwatd at our September bearings ,

that we had expected more pows/KXAs
to come home in 1973, it: is incumbent
upon the Committee to treat the
information before us todays I
believe, with the assumption that
American pilots from the war could
still be alive and held against their
win somewhere in communist hands In
Laos and Vietnam.

Live. Americans Sydow
08/05/92

Chairman Xerry: • . .Out of those
several thousand, apart from Bob
Garwood and apart from the Caucasians
who were not American PONs, are there
reports in which you place
credibility of-American-PONs being
held?

Hr. Sydow: No sir. There is no
evidence of POWs being held in this
system.

APPENDIX I





Live Americans
-•Offers,^----—-—

Vessey
,

-06/25/92—

—

Sen. McCain: You have never beard of
any offer onTthe~part;^of~anyohe^in ;~ J

authority in Vietnam to return •

Americans in return for money or
assistance? :,

•

Vessey: Absolutely not. in fact,
just-the contrary. The Vietnamese
officials with whom i've dealt have .

said we cannot so it, whatever you
were to offer. We cannot do it
because we do not have any .

[Americans].

Live-Sighting :

Reports
Bell
12/04/92

vice; Chairman Smith: Are you not
talking about the area around the
Mausoleum, Mr. Bell?

BeliiT l’o talking about-the Bai Nim

'

Conference Ball , right across, the
street from the Mausoleum, sir.

Chairman Kerry: It is actually about
500 yards away,, is it not?

.
it is not;

right across the street. There is a
huge expanse.



Live -sighting
Reports

Bell
12/04/92

The two morticians or technical
specialists; that the ambassador
referred to, I believe in early lastyear was reduced down to one person.
He resided in the house across from
the^Mausoleum on the corner of ChumaHo Street next to the confound orthe
Soviet gru. • •

“

in Hay of 1991, this gentleman was
011 the streets • '

of Hanoi and burned to death. And
the only facility or information

facility that 1 have heard
was that it was built on the same
order of Lenin's Tomb, and there is an
«l«v«tpr that go., tom ona nLr

“
beneath the mausoleum. And the
Jdvisort^that came there , they used ~
the same plan to construct ho chi
Hinh's mausoleum.

06nctrning any tunnels in the citadel
area or the military Confound,
previous reporting indicates that

' r ~
there was or probably still is a
tunnel which want from Cua hum street
under Iy Nam De and inside of the Iy
Nam De compound. And this tunnel was
constructed back during the French
era. • .
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Live- Sighting
Reports

'Chambers
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: OK . Row many of
these are firsthand uo here? How

; ; .•
,

V(

many of those flags are first-hand
~r

,

[reports! ?..* what you have is 920 V-
928 minus about 200 that you say are
fabrications. That leaves you 726

.

You have 225 that are first-hand*,
leaving you with about 500 that are
hearsay. 225 firsthand.

Chambers And the hearsay is
probably where the heart of this
issue is at . And the reason that
there is what we find is a problm
with this is that in addition to the
use of

Chairman Kerry: 700 hearsay total.
iflK: m . .. .

Chambers: *• Some basic geographic
flaws in the map where some of the
reports were plotted in the wrong
area* and I think we went through
thisinclosedsessionandagainin"
open session earlier.

There's a misunderstanding about the
nature and the use of hearsay
reporting. Hearsay reporting goes
from accurate renditions of what

;

actually happened that someone told -
their brother or their sister and -

they- repeated and it 1 s very accurate
to something that you heard* someone
else said it to someone* and by the
time it is repeated to one of the
investigators you can't figure out
what it is that they were really
talking about . And it ' s marketplace
trivia that people pass back aihd
forth amongst themselves

.

APPENDIX (



Live-sighting
Reports

Destatte
12/04/92

There ' s one other point that I • a uxe

released here on the 1st December,
there : was a quote of the Russian
ambassador, and I quote from that one
December statement: "We have also
heardjrom the Russian ambassador
that there is a restricted
underground area beneath the Ho chi
Minh Mausoleum. *

This .quotation is : taken out of its
original context. The original

transcript of a

Si®!
1
??

by Russian ambassador Rashid
Camadolin to two journalists in Hanoion 15 August, 1992. The follwinTis
an accurate text of the ambassador's
statement -in- -context

•ttere is^sn underground area beneath
the mausoleum. It is restricted.

J
ot of equipment, a

me put in a triple generator system
• .in case of en electricity black-out.*.

Jjp^'
- the ambassador also: stated that

Ruaeian experts helped build the
Mausoleum, and that two Russian
axperts are at the Mausoleum at the
request of the Vietnamese Government

'&STM

M

CW Minh?:.He said these Russian experts would •

if anya.s.POWsvere
detained at the Mausoleum.

The ambassador said he's never heard
of any prisoners at the Mausoleum.
In fact, he scoffed at the idea^hat
anyone could imagine Vietnam could

5Sil?
ri
?S?

er8 ****' said he has
spleen with- many Americans about this
'Subjects,and he noted# and I quote#
those who are serious , who are not

Playing politics, who art not playingon the emotions of the families, theytag* these stories are not tm». _ »
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Live -Sighting *•'

Reports
Destatte
12/04/92

•v.a BBC radio interview with
Ambassador Camadolin in which the
amhiiepador^statedihe~vaB i-qnote sure -

there is no so-called underground
prison here in the center of the
city, and above allv beneath the
Mausoleum, close guote.

Live-Sighting
.Reports’"

Sadoiiry
10/15/92-

Chairman Kerry: And have any of them ....

given you a lead that you have been
able to follow that you have
considered real or found to be real
with respect to an American being
alive?.

Mr, Gadoury: in my recollection. in
all the people that I talked to,
there were three people who provided
information, first-hand live sighting
information, ofwbatthey-saidwere
American prisoners or people being
held against their will, in tuo of
those cases, I participated in follow
up interviews and even polygraph

:

exams, and neither of the first two
individuals wera detexmin^
presenting truthful information, in
fact, there was indications of --

...Deception in each case. In the
third case, the Stony Beach office
followed up, and I understand that in
thet case it was deterged that
there was no substance to the
individual's report.

APPENDIX •



Uv« -Sighting Haig
Reports 09/21/)2

:
Sitting

. Maguire -
~

Report* 08/04/92

Uve-sighting Maguire
Reports 08/04/92

Vies Oiainun smith: ...we «t inen:
’^M^l^Uens^-haxa-g^tae^
and Iron-clad evidence, and
evidence. we have got hundreds of
live-sighting reports that have not
been all debunked. We have got some

of intelligence which wewiLlbe getting; into in a couple of

• 1* the proof that the men we
did know were alive are dead? where

J*
that Pjoof? Why do you not puttt^sa« burden on that?... whe?e are

Haigj Well, the sane suspicion I
£**’ ** that

11 "tha—tnenv that we^foughr ::
—

cared nothing about the lives ofnmn beings, including their own.
** L!*w At °n tba battlefield, as
you. did. •

. .

. * • 8o far; the largest body of oost^
war intelligence about visaing
Americans is refugae source
reporting, ..Over 15,000 source
fWrts have been received since
1975, and that number grows every
day...To date, we have received* r

alaost 1,600 first-hand reports. dia*
evaluates these report! and our

—

results are reviewed byW :
•

"

independent made up of
f^t^fatatives from other u.s.
.intelligence agencies.

of
.
today* over 100 reports are

still under active investigation, *«
we've just discussed. . .in Vietnam,
hearsay reports account for about
half of all live-sighting reports,
and they tend to echo the details aid
descriptions of actual firsthand
reports. However, in Laos, hearsay
reporu account for almost 80 percent
of the live-sighting reports, and in
nany instances they art vague in
detail.



tive-Sighting ;

Reports
Mooney
.01/22/92

Sighting reports , stand-alone
..sighting^wpprtsjjir.e^essjentiAiXiL^^L^
worthless unless they are cumulative.
They beggar more questions and you .

can argue about them all day long.

Dive-Sighting
Reports

Schiff
08/04/92

• ••In i979« we received information
from a source who said he saw 50 D.S.
prisoners of •: war between 1973 and

—

» 78 » while he was held in Quyet Tien
re-education caxqp hear the Chinese
border.

Reports like this one/ where sources
describe seeing POWs with their own
eyes, are categorised as first-hand
live sightings. They receive our
highest priority for investigation*
.Neilttsed.nii*souzee.:analy8

>
is:vto„.^^l^

V;. VOy':'

investigate this report. Me looked
at photography to locate the canp in
the area the source described, and we
found it i

'

t

;-

:
v- .v

'

However, the photography showed that ~

during the time the source said he
saw D.S. PONs in this camp,: the gates
were wide open. ...

.

However, to he certain that ho POWs
had ever been held in this camp, we
located some former inmates to ask if
they knew of any Americans held J
there. - These people all deinied that
say Americans had ever been held in •

this camp;..

i

APPENDIX i
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Live-sighting
...... Reports

schiff
08/04/92 -- ;• S?&^^l0TOer 'i^tes -that-we --i-had located

, from the camp provided“«“» sketches, one*of E/ousee here*
> in fact/ the only person

whose sketch of the camp ms to”
accurate was the Original source who

oWi^e^: °*S -

The moral of the story is this.
Relying only one source of
information would have led us tobelieve that there were d.s.
prisoners of war in the camp. *rakino

us"SJt
P
^i f

WCe WW^convinced
this was obviously not the

- Live-Sighting -

.

Reports

Live -sighting
. Reports

-Schiff-

08/04/92

Schiff
08/04/92

J*
•
:

P

1* ?• ® • Government • s intelligence
collection capability on the feow/MIA.issue is continually being imnw^

:

;

r
V-V;;'

routinely study the handling of all
pr

^f ia order to gaininsight on how u.s
. prisoners of wartti^t be^handled. . . The point here is^ ** weeks Sf th<mme t^erner showed up in a maximum

* ta«w
.

l Live-Sighting -

Reports
~

•

''
'•

:

Schlatter
12/01/92.

• ••judgments of a source' are a
fundamental part of intelligence
analysis. And the fact that some

S
?****1 «* found Sitingis not an indictment of the analytic

5

process or of the analyst: ibis**fact of life. • - iC 18 8

Live-Sighting
Reports

Schlatter
12/01/52

lt'8 a fact of lif* that you
•"Winter people who wither stale, ud a

APPENDIX 6
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Live-Sighting Schlatter The charge is made that we believe
Reports-,-———12/01792——"- ^everybody~is~lyingT~:We-do"Hot~;~“^- —

Demonstrably; seven out of 10 or more
of the people who talk to us are
telling us the truth.

I found a lot of frustration. I was.

;

.... frustrated every day 1 went into that
office' and every day X left, and I am

: stili:;frustrated 2 :i/2: ydarsiout cpf ,

it* But to then take the leap from
frustration to saying you knowingly;

,

and willingly turned your back on a.

valid report of a; man that you could
have rescued is absurd* And that is
why 1 am so hard over on denying or
declaring the invalidity of . the

j .•• - : •••'•;.
1

•. mindset to debunk Because that is -y

. • where I found that argument to lead.

Live-Sighting Schweitzer chairman Kerry: Well, what do you
Reports 12/04/92 say to the live-sighting report

process? Here we are. We get live-
'

••V'-
- a..

;
: Sighting,xj^rts;^

,

Already j;

say, I saw an American. What do we
:

•
;

.".V
- •

' do? v-".,',-
'

• v
'

'•• •;
\. .

•

Schweitzer : I've never heard one;
.Sir;;

Chairman Kerry : You have never had
l- somebody come to you?- •

Schweitzer: No, sir.

APPENDIX i
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Live-Sighting
Reports

.

ShMtt
.08/04/92 .

...because the initial contact with
th&t source - • our field collector
was not privy to all the information
have about a particular geographic
area in Vietnam, may not be aware of
all the subtleties surrounding that
report, we've got to go back to the
source in some circumstances to
sharpenup the original reporting.
We do that through what we call a
source-directed requirement, or SDR.
•It takes a couple of months for that
process to work.;

. . .

I guess we balance off! the need for
thoroughness and completeness and 6
accuracy against the risk that we

^in« off half-cocked
withhalf-developedorpoorly

—

.•"•re-

developed information in a live-
sighting report.

APPENDIX £
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Live-Sighting
.Reports' : ~

Sheetz
12/04/92-—-

Chairman Kerry: But as b ready pool

boat people. These are people who
hated the government. They risked
th$ir lives, they got into boats,
they went out into the south China
Sea, they were escaping communism,
escaping the country, they had Sv':

!

reason to hate it and foul it up.
And yet thousands upon thousands of
them said they had never seen
anything* is that correct?

Sheets: Yes, sir.

Otalznas Kerry: Now, is that as
relevant as a counterbalance in terms
of proving a negative, if we are :

• -7.

working with statistics, as people
who say they did see sanething as a
hearsay?

Sheets: In fact. , . one of the
techniques we use when we deal with -

;

this bogus reporting coming out of
reeducation caiqps . When we’ve got
200 and 300 inmates who were there
who said that they never saw any
Americans and then suddenly somebody
appears who was there at the same
time that says, you know, there were
50 Americans in this facility.

So you have: to -- it's not enough
just to take individual reports and
throw them. up on the map. You've got
to look at them in the context of all
that you know. This, is . another way
of talking about doing all-source
analysis. You know, evaluating each
report in terms of what you know
about the area and how that report
fits in. • ••

'

Live-Sighting
Reports

Sheetz
12/01/92

Things are on track, things are
moving ahead with regard to those
investigations . But the results are
not all in yet.

APPENDIX 6
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Live-sighting
Reports

Sheet*
08/04/82/

a
?2?

8
? ^ Vietnam, that a live-

?oo?
ting

,
repoirt re&dered in the year1991 or 1992 would be the highest ^

resolved
pr
iori^ «“0 the fastest

unresolved? .

^^t2V . . .before we send tiose cases
2J*P*3V** to get rveiy

e

^ck, thorough analysis of the caseKgMt » vith whatever data
e#

files# present the livesighting investigator with a completePackage to.go our into 'the ‘ field *.».

«ay information an the* •

4 Kitb

^A
Si5?

•l9hti0’' but «» we're
7

also sending wt* along with thatsighting package, all other
liw-aighting

1

£*?2** “d tearaay reports Sat are
J^jLhat„saae^isnediate tTioomuti < ..

~~
*

. • ... 1
.

area'
wopgrapnic.'

We ' re continually refining the
Process, 2, too, am desirous of

Sort
0
?*.

11.*?®4 up ' we can only

iSSLm !£'£•** A* *e can get the
7

h?e* them, and
'

get. them back; out.
Live- Sighting
Reports

Sheets • v..'-5'

11/15/91

.

• \

a*1 along that the
rjport of the mortician that he saw

were identifiedto him by another person as probablybeing Americans - that reoort
•tends, there is validity^ that
*R2-‘ ;

1 •» unaware of any
firm, credible evidence that

'

he
}
4 against theirwill after oparation Homecoming.
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Live - sighting
. Reports ^ ...

Sbaetz
12/04/92- - Wtat I think ye were raally refarrinj

-toi8-the-notion“thatyes7“there^is~a"
foundation for that rather large
structure. And embedded in that
foundation, it now turns out there's
a couple of generators and some other
equipment that's related to the
facility, is that a prison? ;i think
not... .

Live -sighting
Reports

Sheet?
06/25/92

Sen. Reid: Gentlemen, what is the
latest live-sighting report that any
of you know of?
MT4 Sheet?: We receive them all the
.time. The inventory of -

;

*

Sen. Reid: When you say all of the
time, it would not be unusual to

7.V

receive 1 a^couple a :Week?
-

Mr. Sheet?: Many weeks we could
receive two or three or four or more.
Me have generally an aggressive

.

'•

wm;jmrm, .investigating.:..,.
Between 80 to 12S« and about every 3
months, we hold a review board where
representatives of the entire
intelligence conmmity plus the state
Department and the Joint Staff and
OSD come in and listen to our
analysts describe what we have been
able to do to resolve or otherwise
investigate the case. ;

~ 1

And cases get closed out at that
point, and the inventory drops down
to maybe 75 or 80, and then over the
next couple of months it will build
back up. And we will bold another
review board. So it's a very fluid
figure.

AFPBBXX 6
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Live-Sighting
Reports. ;

Sieverts
06/25/92

[Investigating live-sighting reportsi
remained an active

f
if nat primary

then secondary, mission of all the
American intelligence agencies to ny
Knowledge right into the T
mid-Seventies and even to this dav
The problem is that the kinds of

.

i^onaatipn that
.
began arriving after

!73 were qualitatively different from
what was coming in before * 73 . it's
not a question of attitude by
analysts, but rather sinply the
information itself, and it»s for that
reason that I drew attention to what
is*, to me, a significant difference*

The absence of that kind of verifying^ aane or sotte
'•v«*i.'"fcjiaV* wouia let you

kno» that this ms ml. ^
I have sometimes said that the very
.ato®, number of. sightings themselves
£•**•? incredulity. There could not
“f'Kbesn ••iw;Asiri^
!!,

tt
?v

llve‘*1,lhtin9 r*POfts suggest
were there.

APPENDS $
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Live-Sighting
Reports.

Sieverts
-.06/25/92 "

The very large number of these
reportB-ahbwid havn triggered . •

'

•v
.

,•

cautions since it was clearly
improbable that there were ever
enough prisoners to correlate with
all the alleged sightings, it is
noteworthy that in most of these
reports no information, was provided
on the name or names of the people
reportedly seen.

• •

While the war was underway, we
received reports on captured
Americans which often had names
associated with them. This was so
even if the reports came from
indigenous p illiterate people who
would render an American name

;;

..... :
\' '

,

’
•

'

phonetically. . ;t it"was the way of"
validating ; that information. Among
American prisoners we learned so
clearly over the years that the
exchange of names was the highest
priority;

:

Live-Sighting
Reports

sieverts

.

06/25/92
My work with refugees has made me
deeply aware of the desperation that
these people face and feel.

Live-Sighting
Reports

Tighe
06/24/92

. . .the only jfay you're going to prove
all of these things is to go over
there at the point that is under
discussion, so you cah query the
local people even or examine the
sight of a crash.

Live- Sighting
Reports

#

Tighe
06/24/92

[In] 70 percent of those reports,
analysis that was done in our office
said that those individuals told us
the truth. .
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Remains Childress .i. Vietnam could solve the live
|

08/12/92 prisoner issue by returning their
|

remains.-: So the key question is, if
[

they're hot alive, why is Vietnam. not
J

' solving it? •
•

.

' |

Remains Christmas
11/05/91 '

I think that it 1 s unfair to our
people In the field to suggest that
their primary focus is on remains
recovery. We go where the facts lead
us as we identify each case and try

to follow it through for the fullest
possible accounting. If, in fact, the

facts lead us to the notion that we
can either recover the remains or
that we think the Vietnamese or
Laotians have those remains, we think
it's important as our accounting to

the families that we can give them
information. . . . They want them to
walk out of the jungle and come home,

but they will tell you very quickly
that if that can't be the case/
please-end the uncertainty for me.—r

Give me something that I can,put this

to rest, I've been with it so long.

APPENDIX «
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Remains DeStatte
12/04/92 :

Mr. DeStstte: First, i doubt that
nore than a few remains, if any, are •

rin the hands- of private citizens in
Vietnam. It Would be culturally
antithetical / as well as illegal.

Chairman Kerry: Well, let me just
ask you something. You know, there
is intelligence that- - - i mean, some
people within your own house assert
that there are remains being held.

Mr. DeStatte: Yes, sir, I understand
that. .

Oaiiman Kerry: You disagree with
that completely?

Mr. DeStatte: That's correct. I 'V"
acknowledje tbat thire may be some
instances where private citizens may
have retains, but I thin! that that's
rare. X think that \*e should avoid
setting up a mechanism that
ultimately is simply ja disguised "

means of paying incentive rewards to
private citizens.

I think what we should be doing is
providing Vietnam's official organs,
such as. we are doing with the
museums, means by which they can help
us find the answers we're looking for
and the return of -the remains , and'-'
rely on and. also articulate, for
Vietnamese leaders, problems as we
understend those problems , and rely
on Vietnam and Vietnam's leaders to
resolve the internal problems Of
recovering remains; to resolve the
internal problems of recovering
information and sharing that with us.AW I think that's the appropriate
approach, myself.
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Remains .Larson
12/04/92

There are remains somewhere,
because we have photographs of bodies
that they had at one time that we do
not have remains for. So there are'

.

some that once were available that we
do not have, and we don't know where
they are.

Remains Needham
12/04/92

Sir,, the one. area that I don' t know -

vhat to tell you is the answer to the
remains. 1 can give you a scenario
that Morrissey was buried in ah area
and maybe they lost the records.
However, we are working with them and
we have

. presented those cases to
them, we're going to talk to them
more about it next week.

X believe, as Admiral Larson said,
they'are trying tb findVway to^get
themselves out of this situation,
because they are concerned about the
laws. They're also concerned about
taking remains from individuals and
convincing,.^ no .

chance of getting any money somewhere
•down the road.
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Remains Schweitzer Sen. McCain: Mr. Schweitzer, X asked
.../ 1

,

;. ;12/04/92_„_ <toeral.jyessey-Jdris_moniing^
issue of the allegation of the
warehousing of remains* One t have
you seen any evidence of warehousing
of remains? And,: two, what is your
opinion about that theory that there

..... •
. may! be several! hundred American

,

-

' regains kept somewhere
;

in Hanoi, or..
•

somewhere ^ Vietnam? •

Mr. Schweitzer: There is no such
warehouse, sir. If, at one point in
the ' 70 ‘s or early 'SO's, if there
were some remains somewhere in Hanoi,
those remains have by now, as the
officials retired who were in the
program, as they went hack to their—rTS~4^T provinces, various memorabilia, maybe
even mains, have gone back with
thmn. And while there may have been
some remains at some point — z don't
know that, but if there were, they

;
arenow ia private hands.- '•

'

Sen. McCain: You are absolutely
convinced there is no warehouse for
the large number of U.S . remains

... somewhere in Hanoi?

Mr. Schweitzer: Yes, sir. There is -•

.

'
. •

' no such warehouse;
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Remains
• • " "

;

Ford
12/04/92

...I am struck by the fact that the
cases that bother me# that gnaw away
at me on this issue# is the cases
that they should know the' most about:
the ones where

,

we have the
photographs of people on the ground
dead in Vietnamese control# the last
known alive cases that we've /
investigated that they had custody of
them, based on our joint
investigations., .

Those are the ones that are hot
showing up. Now/ I can understand,
as some have said# that they've lost
the coordinates# a boob vent off and
when they went back to get them they
didn't find them# somebody took them
home when they .retired as a gold bar* ,

they were going to sell thenfback to
somebody at some time in the future

.

I can understand that for, give me a
number*, 25 percent# 40 percent# but
not-all- of the most likely cases" *•- t
where we know they had control over
an American that was dead on the
ground . They don * t lose them all

.

'
:

-r.’
:/

'Remains Pord
12/04/92

Mr. Pord: ;..I remember being told
two years ago in Hanoi: There are no
archives ; we have no archives? why
would we not give them to you if we:
had them? > They have been eaten up.;

:

Chairman Kerry: I remember that,
vessey spoke to that, though.

Mr. Pord: But why is that different
than the remains?
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Remains Ford,
-12/04/92

IJii is one that i have a nightmare
aboutr and^that s-thar'sooething Carl-
Ford will say or do to his superiors
will give the Vietnamese the •

impression that .they don 1 1 have to
give us those remains and they
destroy them, they get rid of them.

I shuddered when all of the people
told: the. truth as they saw it today,
because if the message ever gets to
the Vietnamese that the U.S.
Government believes they doh't have
remains we aren't going to get any.
And X just can* t for the life Of me •

• I will err . on the side of trying to
provide the answers for the families
as long as x can, Thatj*:«y bias. •

Rtmains Ford
12/01/92

The fact is that every piece of
-evidence that we have gotten in the
breakthrough suggests that they do
have far more information than they
have provided, thus far, that they, in
fact, have to explain to us if they
do not have the remains, why not.

V
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Remains • Gadoury Chairman Kerry : what did you. pull
Excavations 12/04/9.2 V out of this crash site? .

-

Gadoury: The: aircraft. involved was
an AV/OV-2; which crashed into the
side of a mountain. It’s scattered
over a large area. . The exact
dimensions were '•* I don't recall; the
-exact- dimensions,- but it was over 100
meters wide, and probably about the
same distance going from the bottom
of the slope up a 6 0 degree slope to •

.

the top. And there was a wide
distribution, of wreckage.

As we started going, meticulously
following the Identification
Laboratory's excavation procedures

' from the bottom to the top f
'

^

Chairman Kerry: so, you literally v

begin to sift through soil, right?

Gadoury: Right.

Chairman Kerry: You would sift
through soil, and you would clean it
out, and you .would find fragments of
bone; you would find fragments of

;

•

'

-teeth.
:

Gadoury: ’ On this last situation, we
_ _ _ were not able to finish the site, but

,
we found over 300 bone fragments, and~
a number of teeth

-
, and quite a few

personal effects and personal .

• _ v~ • '

:.. . .. equipment. ••••••'
.= • •

.

•

•' •'
:

.

Remains Larson General Needham said that ~ and I do
12/04/92 not want to misquote him, but the

impression I had is that be believes
that there are remains, that are known
to exist being held by individuals,
as well as perhaps local government
officials. There is some
expectation, of course, that some
bounty would be paid for remains. We
have made it clear that that is not
the policy of the Dnited States.
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Remains

Remains

Schweitzer
12/04/92

However, this does not mean that,
remains , or even partial remains may
be found for most of these cases*
The majority-of -the-remaining-Mia--—

~

cases in Vietnam may eventually be
resolved by means of other factors.
These will include photos , documents,
aircraft wreckage, memorabilia, and
personal stories told: by a farmer, a
People's Army Vietnam soldiers, and --

civilians;

vessey
11/05/91

r

"

r

* : 0. S; analysts have coobinid :

these facts to build a case which
suggests that the Vietnamese
government could be holding as many
as several hundred sets of remains.

VMsey
12/04/92

• ;.for .example, if there were ah air
crash they were to find — the local
people..were-.to^findthecrash,_fiJid^
the pilot if he were alive, capture
him; if he wasn't alive, find the
reaiains then bury them on the stop
and then report the location of those
• • of the grave to the' central
authorities. ^to^lto:theTcahtacei“r
authorities clearly had a system for
recovering those remains at a later/
date, one, two, or five years later,:

and then sending those remains to
central storage.
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. Remains Vessey
06/25/92

In the past five years we've received
332 sets of remains... of those,. 125
have been identified
their families. Another 107 might be
those of Americans, but have not yet
been identified, and the remaining

‘

100 sets are not remains of missing
Americans.

In the 119 discrepancy cases yhici
have been, the focus of our joint
field investigations, 22 have been
resolved through recovery, return and
identification of remains. In 39
other sets ye and the Vietnamese have
agreed that the individuals . involved
are dead which confirms an earlier
presumptive finding of death, in four
of those cases we agree that we will .

uwc oe uflie to recover remains

For the other 35 of those cases we
believe that there still may be an
opportunity to recover the remains . . v
The other 58 cases continue to be
inves tigated. .They ail"have 'been 7 :.77T

.

investigated atleast once and most
several times. .. none of the hew
evidence gathered. . < points toward
any of the individuals being alive.

Remains vessey
11/05/91

.. *U.S. analysts have combined these
facts to build .a case which suggests
that the Vietnamese government could
be holding as many as several hundred
sets of remains.

Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92

...we did not want to create the
impression of ransom and reparations

.
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Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92

The North Vietnamese , in what turned
into a constant pattern, immediately
began to violate the agreement,
especially with respect to a full
'accounting' of mias;:"They
hand over the POT list for Laos as
required on January ,27th.

Xn response, we delayed deliveries to
then of the confidential presidential
letter on recommending; to 'Congress
reconstruction assistance after peace
had been established. The letter was
kept confidential only to prevent a
linkage between the agreement and
what we presented as a unilateral
American act. A Presidential report
to the Congress in February 1972 had
affirmed this undertaking, and have a
figure of $2.5 billion. It was again
rapeated.inlthe ^presidential speech .

of Nay 8, 1972. Mr.. Chairman, some
Suggestions have been made, including
this morning, that the North
Vietnamese may have withheld some
American prisoners in ah effort to
get this -ecooomic-aidv-r 1-find this - •

-

reasoning difficult to understand.

Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92 MBiM

Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92

I certainly told them innumerable
times that we were' not paying ransom,
we were not paying reparations, and
they have never used it. They never
said, you owe us economic aid, and
tharafore we are holding prisoners.
If they had done it, X wouldn't have
been astonished.
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Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92

Reparations Kissinger
09/22/92

To encourage compliance with these
commitments we held out the
-inducement-firstof fered'by'Presrdeht"
Johnson in 1965# and frequently
reiterated since, at least three
times by, President Nixon in. 1972/ of
economic aid to. North Vietnam.

Pinaliy,
. it is. curious that Americans

would make such an argument when the
North Vietnamese did not. As- the
bipartisan* House Select Cdnnittee
reported in 1976, not once in all
their discussions with the North
Vietnamese, did they cite the
American failure to provide economic
aid as an excuse for their failure to
provide a con^lete accounting. They
have never denied their obligations.
They have only denied that“they have ”,

prisoners. •

Why should Americans now put forward
an alibi for Hanoi Which even Hanoi
has never asserted? ’•

'

Robson
09/24/92

vice Chairman Smith; . ..Dr. Kissinger
was very clear about that— no
linkage. Now, why would they bail
out if they did not feel there was
linkage?

Colonel Robson: I know there was not
supposed to be any linkage, Senator,
put in fact there was. They were
constantly trying to link things...

Vice chairman Smith: is Dr.
Kissinger wrong in that perception?

Colonel Robson s i know that he had
the agreement, the understanding that
there would be no linkage . But what .

happens in Washington and what
happens in that little dusty roan in
Saigon is two different things.
Senator.
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V

Reparations Smith
09/22/92

[Habib] said in one of the first
lists of negotiating points put
forward by the North Vietnamese, "The
cocmunist side bracketed the release:

'-y^'A A.

of prisoners with what they described
as U.S. responsibility for war damage
in Vietnam in a single nunbered
point. I know of no instance in
which an adversary so openly treated
this humanitarian problem in. this
way. we recognized from an early
date what ire were up against. 11

Reparations Walters
09/21/92

...My understanding was this is what
they really wanted from us, the
postwar reconstruction aid and
Obviously they knew what we really
wanted from them short of surrender
was the prisoners.
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Retuined POWs Ford
!

12/01/92

Returned Rows

Soviet union Kalugin
01/21/92

Vice .Chairman Smith: X think one
area that could be very helpful - and,
frankly, it has been a real problem,

: _iO^e„P0W_debriefs.._Not-regarding _
anything in there other than the
names of individuals that they saw.
X have only— we are restricted to
the: Chairman and myself . There are;
590 of them, and it is impossible to
get through those with the two of us
doing it.v.

•

Ford:, Is there any possibility that
as a compromise, Senator Smith, that
you .might allow us to go through that
and do this work ourselves ? I mean
part of this is a contract that we
have. It's not a legal' Contract, but
it's certainly a contract in
principle, not only to the past POWs

- ~but-any-future--POHs-r^'~^^r— -r-

That when we talk to them after they
cone back, we know that they've been
through hell, we don't expect them
to be anything other than but
we vantto know, we heed tb ^
happened to them. And we've always
made it clear in that

:
process that

these would be guarded as sort of
nuclear weapons secrets or something,
and that's the reason that we've done
that.

X know of no prisoners that came home
that said , I saw ain individual that
was alive that we left behind,
without other information that may
have supported the fact that he died.

• • iu 1990.. I i broke with the KGB
and went public azid denounced the
organization as cruel, repressive and
inhuman... What l am doing now is
simply a continuation of my old
story, for which I was sued. . . and
deprived of my rank and pension and
everything else. So X am not doing
anything new...
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Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

Chairman Kerry : . ; .can you. help us
to understand why Mr. Neehiporenko
allegedly said one thing to you at
one-acoent-and straignt-out-denies-
that he talked to anybody
subsequently? do you have an
explanation for that?

Qeneral Kalugin: explanation
is that he had consulted his foner
superiors and they would tell him,
just ; say. one. •V 1 think that 1 s a
premeditated lie on the part of the
former intelligence organization, and
1 know the reason. .. Vietnam remains
to be probably one of the last
listening posts in the Par Bast, and
to lose a relationship with them. .

.

would probably be a major setback for
the Soviet intelligence* so why not
keep a story which was coordinated :

with the Vietnamese?

Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

• • • I do care about people at home*
I'm not a defector. I'm a citizen of
my jcauntry. I love, my country. I want
to stay in that ooimtzy . I want to
change that country and transform it
into something far better than we
have today or we had in the last 70
years. And the United States, as I
know it, is a country which I always
fSit. friendly for and I wiU do my
best to get both countries closer
together and get Russia out 61 this
mess and standing on its feet as a
proud nation, a prosperous nation.
That's ay only desire.

Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

• • *to take any American against Ms
will to the USSR would require a
major political decision by the
Politburo and Brezhnev personally. .

.

They would never risk [the damage to
Soviet/American relations... It makes

|

no practical sense, no political or
military sense. They could have been
interviewed on the spot and that made
sense indeed.
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Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92 L*5 h

»T
e 4 lot ot obligations

[regarding confidentiality],,
according-to tlie old rules,' but I
tninx it 1 s time to set new rules.

Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

The (»0 is an autonomous organization
and the KGB's role in regard to the
military intelligence is to protect
this agency from foreign intelligence
agencies • penetration, and second, to

J^eir .

political health, so to
That 11118 major role of the

KOB.- Otherwise, they would act
autonomously, do their things without
the KGB « s knowledge .

-

Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

At least for us , for [American ppws]
to go would be the best thing,
because we Would have probably some
potential- 8ources.-~~To keep them in

—

Vietnam, it's a loss of everything,
it's a complete failure as an
intelligence operation.

Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

Tw
?J

yea
ff .

a
?
0 ' or about that time, i

said publicly that the KGB"w a

:

—
state within a state which would do
everything to disrupt the process of
democratization in ay country. I was
denounced as a liar, as a mental jerb
or something, ,and I was stripped of

honors and everything, but one-
and-a*half years later, Mr.
Gorbachev,- after-^his return from the
Crimea, said the saioe : - the KGB was
a state within a state and he
confimed what I has said previously.
•

• :
everything that I have said so

far found at a later tine
confirmation. .

Soviet Onion Kalugin
Cl/21/92 J

am sure ttot [Soviet military
interrogation of u.s- POWs] happened,
because they did have a major
interest in American know-how, in
weaponry, details, instructions. This
would,be a ,natural thing to expect,
but this is my assumption. 1 do not
say that this really happened.
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Soviet Onion Kalugin
01/21/92

X would rej ect the idee of American
P0W6 taken to the Soviet Onion. We
don’t-havetotaXethem-to-theSoviet
Onion; They could have been
interrogated in Viethanu The
Vietnamese wanted us to interrogate
them... to take any American against
his will to the OSSR would require a
major political decision by ;the >

Politburo and Brezhnev personally. .

.

They would never risk# because Of one
or a handful of Americans ; to be
taken inside to damage the
Soviet/American relations. .. It makes
no practical sense, no political or
military sense. They could have been
interviewed on the spot and that made
sense, indeed.

^

; v

Soviet Onion -

^

Kalugin -

01/21/92
-Stt. Reids-Why couldn't your story be J

a continuation of the intrigue#
deceit and lies and destroying
records that you were involved in for
,sdne"32;years?'

•" -W.

General Kilugin::

"

sense. X am 57 and I've lived a very ;

interesting life. Today I want to
live a different life, just an honest
and simple lonely You may believe
it -- as X say, take it or leave it.
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Soviet Union Kerry General Kalugin 1 8 startling account
01/21/92 has been disputed by the Government

of Vietnam, discounted by the CIA and
daxaed-outright-by-the-XOB-agent-who-
allegedly carried out the interviews.
This conflict between statement and
denial is precisely the type of

• situation the Committee expects to
,

run into time and time again. Our
intent is to build as complete a -

record as we can, to take neither
allegations nor denials at face

,

r
value, to contact original sources
whenever possible, and to locate '

.

contemporaneous documentation
wherever it exists. We cannot, in
this way, be sure of arriving at the
truth, hut we can be certain that we
have ..left no avenue- unexplored in our
pursuit of the truth;

Soviet Union - lOhl •: What happens in 41 years that we do
11/15/91 not go back and re*inquire and ask

whether or not there is scorn
information that would be useful? .

.

- We inquired about many, many people
"T: >.“• .‘7r";"r*r in the Soviet Uniai about wh^wer^'''-'^

were concerned r- Soviet Jewry,
rightfully so, Raoul Wallenberg and
many others. Why were we not at the
same time asking consistently about
KNs and missing POWs in the Soviet
union that we did not have any
information on, or inadequate

•-
• ~

1 — information on? ^

Soviet union Mooney \ The interest in Moscow Bound is
01/22/92 totally surprising to me.*. It's an

intelligence given. . . The Soviets do
take our people... unlike World Warn and Korea, the Soviets did not
need e bunch of people for labor.
They were after the minds... They
were not stealing them by the
hundreds. They were few and rare.

,

Soviet Union Shields Some early releases came home from
06/25/92 Vietnam via Moscow, but we never had

any indication that prisoners were
transferred to the soviet Union and
detained there.'
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Soviet Union Smith
01/21/92

General Kalugin 1 * cbmnents have
produced admissions from the CIA, the
KGB, and even Vietnam, that •at least
one American POW was interrogated by
the Soviets. For seven years, I was
told just the opposite.

Soviet Onion vessey
06/25/92

Vessey: And. Colonel Nechiporenko who
was Kalugin • s source, said: that isn* t

what 2 told Kalugin. I told him I

interviewed one person in 1973 . . .. The .

Vietnamese say yes, that* s what
happened. . . Now, surely the Soviets
gave questions to the Vietnamese.
There are al sorts of information
that the Soviets desperately wanted
from our people, and surely they had
worked out some aort of arrangement
to try to get that information from
our people, as far as We know, from
debriefing the prisoners returned,
none of them reported having been
interrogated by the Soviets. There
were some Cubans involved, but none
were interrogated byrS6viets

.

Senator Kassebaum: Any Chinese?

Vessey: And so far as I know, none
by the Chinese.

J
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Andrews
10/15/92

:
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:
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Symbols Andrews ",

10/15/92
:

•••
> ,;V; ;V.-

;

'

Symbols Andrews
10/15/92

"'•rV;.-:;

Sen. Grassley: Mr. Andrew, I want
to ask about Morse code X; dia
-deternined-mt~taie“Dong“|^“^”"
facility was a re- education center#
yet the CIA analysis shows it to be
one prtbe^oost security, facilities
that they have seen, and we have had
reference to that in the CIA memo
Can you back • up your assessaeht ahd
indicate to us why. the CIA's analysis
is wrong? ::::

Mr. Andrews: Sanatory as I said in
ay statement and in subsequent
questions already, that initial
analysis was their best estimate at
the time. This was mad prior to the
extensive intexviews we have had of
^R.tes_or the^ facility. where we -got -,

a lot more information on the .

security and the nature of the
facility, That's our best judgment

.

The USA and possible X remain
ojejPjained Respite extensive tasking
of information collection activities
of the intelligence CGamunity. Mo
correlation to a know, unaccounted
for individual •• to a known,
unaccounted for individual •

• has
been made. And unless an unexpected
lead develops, there is little more
that can be done other than

~
continuing to monitor the situation.

Vice Chairman Smithr Mow that, to
•ay the least, is pretty outrageous,
based on this Senator's opinion. You
teach people to coomunicate, you
tiach them bow to communicate, you

Mr. Andrews: Absolutely.



Symbols’

Symbols

Andrews Every image that I am aware of that
10/15792 we have tiUcen, we've analyzed and the

committee has been made aware of; and
we 've talked about today . . .

Andrews •

10/15/92 /
'...of all the millions, of square
kilometers of . territory in Southeast
Asia that we've examined over the
years, we really only have two
unexplained sets of symbols which
were clearly intended to communicate
something to an observer from above.
And that '8 the 19 or 1573 TH and the
USA with the possible K.

Andrews:
1

10/15/92
Vice Chairman Smith: ...let us
assume that a number appears, on a
photograph. Let us assume that you 7

cannot make any determination any .

way, shape, or form, that thing was
Created by a natural object. Your
analysts say there is nothing that we
can find anywhere in any of the ;

imagery.: in any~way we analyze this ,

.

that in any way that this number that
we see was made by natural objects . ;

You then see that number.; What is
going to be your recoomendation if
you cannot determine for sure that it
was a man-made object? What is going
to be your recoomendation? What are
you going, to do? . . . 7

;
^

Mr. Andrews: Sir, I will offer you a
personal opinion . We always , when we
have reason to believe that something
may be an indicator, we follow up, as
Mr,. Erickson says or as Mr. Dussault
said. The first thing you do is go
collect more information. So that ' s
exactly what we Would do. Until we
could resolve it, we would follow up.
And that's what we've done with these
others.
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symbols Andrews
10/15/92

Z think that it's — it's very hard
when you're trying to go back a
nunber of years to^try to put tt~~'
yourself in the place of an imagery
analyst or an analyst in that time
frame tho know why he concluded what
he concluded. We've done the best we
could, at the committees request, to
reexamine all this imagery and bring
in multiple people to look at it.
And what we looked at, we saw a ;

possible 52 that we believed we could
explain.

.

symbols Andrews..''.

10/15/92
Nr. Andrews: If there was a number
on the ground that an escaped
prisoner made and we detected it, we
would not dismiss it until we had
done everything we could to resolve
what the case .was ;

“

Vice Chairman Smith: Nell, you may
not be able to;

Nr , Andrews»ii.;Jieil;.
1
^,:and;.:ttot|8u 1burL^

problem. 8o we keep it unexplained.
It would immediately go on my
unexplained list. Senator Smith.

Vice Chairman Smith: Nell, it sits
on the unexplained list, what happens
to the poor guy down there that is

"

making the number?*

Nr. Andrews: Senator, we do
everything we can with the resources
available to us to follow up on these
various nuabers .
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Symbols Andrews Viewing a poor-quality print with a

-•

*10/15/92 '

magnifying glass ~is* just nor how
imagery exploitation should be
done. . .when the JSSA personnel viewed

,
the original quality imagery of the
printed photography on a light table
using high resolution optics the .

.

nature of all the supposed evader
symbols became clear. •

!

They were simply vegetation, shadows;
or artifacts of the photography
production process . Some possible
symbols were even in the tops, of 200
foot tall tress , an unlikely place
for an evading POW to leave a signal. :

When shown photographs of
,
other

locations •• and I^think^thislis very.:,:

significant - - other locations in
Africa and one in Utah, the JSSA
personnel also saw the same kinds of
symbols, symbols which again
disappeared on the light table.

synto^ todrews
10/15/92

No one • - not DIA, not OCA, and not

;

the JSSA r- can correlate the USA and
possible K symbols to an unaccounted-
for ..individual.

Symbols Andrews
10/15/92 r

Vice Chairman Smith: - . . .in spite of
all that information, in spite of the
fact that they; were taught to provide
identifying information to

.
imagery

.

from above, we do not have the list
of those identifier numbers to find
them if they signal. Is that
correct?...

Mr. Dussault: Yes, sir. As fat as I
know right now, yes, sir.

Symbols

(|

Vice Chairman Smith: 2 think the
laws of probability would indicate to
you that if there are a series of
numbers that identify with an

.

individual or individuals who are
missing in action in Southeast Asia
and those numbers correlate with
individuals, the laws of probability
would tell you that it is a very high
probability that those people are, in
fact, identified with those numbers.
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.'symbols.-...'...: Anteew
10/15/92

vice Chairman smith:. Is it your
position that these symbols are -r

well, to use the term, is , it your
position that what you say on the
imagery is valid until proven
otherwise? •

Mr. Andrews: Yes, sir. ' V-.:

Vice Chairman smiths Is it your i ;

:

;

position, as well?

Mr. Dussault: Yes, sir.

Symbols Andrews
10/15/92

.. .the other point that Senator Smith
made that I would like to respond to

regarding circling the wagons and
directed that everybody get in
line... .. :y

\

Hone" of tie'blaymr ah^
deposed them on this particular
subject, none of the players were
asked or directed or forced in anyway
to change their minds;;.

> •

ire simply brought them together so
that we could better serve the
committee, we're not circling the
wagons. We want to get the
information to you. We believe
there's a good story to tell if we
get the accurate information and not
the incomplete information on the

• table. '• .- ;4—
/•
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Symbols • Andrews Vie® Chai < rmnn th: . . .nobody 6&ld
10/15/92 to this Committee when we showed you

this [information on symbols]; thank
you... we will take a look at that.
Maybe we missed something. That is
not what we heard.

What we heard was immediately
circling the wagons, pulling
everybody together, saying we will

.

have one position on this. No oiie is

to talk to the committee; We will
.

have one position to the consoittee,
and we are telling you how that .

;

position is that those are hot
symbols and those people are not
missing . - And X find It Outrageous
that- is - the way-this ‘issue^is -being :~ -

treated...

Andrews : senator, if .1 could, first
of all, we do take them very
seriously. When the TJSA came to our •

•

’
1 ’’ '

attention, we had ah analyst on ah
airplane within a couple of days to
Southeast Asia to try to follow-up on
actions that we could take to .

determine what was there. We
collected additional intelligence-
information and continued that
procfess. ~

Symbols >
:

: Chagnon
10/15/92

Ms. Chagnon: ' The gentleman here
before us said that here was one
possibility of these being written by
POWs, one being that it was a ruse by
resistance people. Those letters
could be Lao letters . ,

Vice Chairman Smith: What would it
say in Lao? Does it say anything?

Ms. Chagnon t ;
...it could be ba ra

hoi, which means don't wait. It
could be the abbreviation for those
three words. > . X have a Lao friend
staying with us. . .I said what would
these letters stand for if you saw
them anywhere, and she immediately
picked out ba ra hoi... .
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Symbols CHECK QUOTE He also stated under oath, that
although Conmittee investigators
**m**t*&M&*&°t JSSA to become! ^
educated in the distress symbol
program* he did hot arrange for such
a briefing until June; page 21.

Symbols Clapper
12/01/92

The Joint investigation team
travelled to Sam Nuea Province on 29
November '92* located the rice field
where the USX symbol . was made*
interviewed it's owner* and
discovered that the owner 1 s eldest
son made the USA symbol by copying it
from an envelope because he liked the
shape of the letters.

Symbols Dassault
10/15/92

Sen. Grassley: Mr. Dussault, did you
also think that you saw a
faintly scratched in the field?

Mr. Dussault: Yes; sir;

Sen. Grassley: Without telling us ;

the name, did you try to match it
with the names on the missing list?. :„r:

Mr. Dussault: About three days '

•
j:.’ ’.

later* yes, sir. At first I didn't
realise it was a name.

Sen. Grassley; Did it match any
names? -

•;
.

\

'

Mr; Dussault: To my recollection; it
did.

Symbols Dassault
10/15/92

And in this case* in my mind* it's a
possibility that the individual may
have tried over the last 15 years
various signals. None of those got
any attention* so he's going to go
with a blatant USA.
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Symbols

•’

' i'

Dussault
10/15/92 - — Chairman Kerry: And it has the

walking-appearance^whatever-that—
extra - - I don' t want to get into any
Classified area. Do you believe it's
distinctly a K?

.

Mr. .Dussault: it to me looks like a
K, and that ' s how I think we ought to
consider it . .

. And I 've said that in
writing, I think, and I've really
done that for a reason. My position
is. . .Give the benefit of the doubt to
the operator. That's always been my
concern.

Symbols Dussault
10/15/92

Sen. Grassley: Did you see, 72 TA
88?

Mr.Dussault:-Yes,~sir. Tomy^
recollection that 1 8 what I saw.

Sen. Grassley: How did you interpret
that?.'

Mr. Dussault^ my first
interpretation of that is • - 72 was
the year -the guy went down. TZ was
his B&E code letters. And SB could
have been the year he arrived there
or the year he left. And that was my

.

interpretation. I don't know if
that's even dose. That's just
speculation. . r:;

Symbols
~

Dussault
10/15/92

Sen. Grassley: When you saw 72 TA
88, did it match a person that was
missing?

Mr. Dussault: Sir, again, we are
talking a year, two letters, TA - •

and those are E&E code letters that:
applied during 1972 .

Sen. Grassley: when you found the
name , though, did it match when that
person vent down? .

Mr. Dussault: Yes, sir.
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Symbols Dutsault
10/15/92

Vice Chairman Smith: .. .we cannot
assume. that J.s made while„the person
li in captivity, can We? The person

’

could have escaped, is that not :

correct?

Hr. pussault: Yes, sir, that is
correct. -

J-

Vice Chairman Smith: And made it
while he was escaping? •

Mr. Dassault: Yes, that's one of the
possibilities. Be could be an
escapee hiding out in that area, made
a X, went back into hiding, for a
couple of weeks, stayed dose by,
within a kilometer, which is his

- and- then gees back -and-

-

the DSXl Again, maybe even at night,
under a moonlit ni^t, or something
like that, he gets out there and
works for three hours.

.SyntOlSr---r :

rr-'--
:
-:-' Dassault/

Erickson
10/15/92

Vice Chainan
agency that teaches pilots escape and
evasion procedures and identifying or
authanticating numbers in order to
locate than. Those people who taught
that were not sent any imagery until
at laast, at the minimal, 1995; most
of it was saen after this cosmittae
showed it to them in 1992 . Is that
correct? - :

/ *; -vrr:

Mr. Dussault: Yes, sir.

Mr. Erickson: Yes,

Symbols Elder
10/15/92 .

Vice Chairman Smith: • . .If you could
remove yourself from what you heard
hare this morning, did you ever hear
any information from anybody
regarding that, any indigenous person
in Laos or anybody else who was in
Laos regarding the USA?

Nr. Elder: X did not.
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Symbols Erickson
10/15/92 .

Chairman Kerry: Now, we have
discussed this previously, and this ••

is not classified. But how long
would it take a person to dig out a.

USA of that size?.

Mr. Erickson: At least and hour per
letter for one individual.

Chairman Kerry: So, three hours of
Work?;. • : V-

Hr. Erickson: At least.

Symbols Erickson
10/15/92

Chairman Kerry: Now, with respect to
the K up there, it has been referred
to occasionally as a walking K.
Without getting into great details
about walking, does that appear to be i

a walking X?

Mr. Erickson: To me, it does.

Symbols \ Godley We had one very peculiar incident.
.Some,jandco ..aerial..photography, ;.

happened to tike a picture of a rice
paddy or some cultivated area, and we
thought we saw USAP spelled out in
this field, even with an arrow. We
got very excited about it/ and we
sent an intelligence team of local
American irregulars these were
Hmpng. They went there and they said
there; was absolutely no. evidence of
any American or any other prisoners
in that area.

Symbols . Grassley
10/15/92

On October 2 and 5, the Coomittee
received a full court debunking from
DOD on the pilot code numbers in two
closed sessions . They said that
numerous sets of numbers seen in a
photo and which match code numbers of
know MiAs were shadows and
vegetation. They made the numbers
disappear, presto, just like that, by
some sort of high-technology
equipment.
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Symbols Gray.

12/04/92
Vice.; Chairman Smith: Mr. Gray/ i !

.have no/ reason-to .doubt, what the •'

l

individual told you. On the other
hand/ Z do sot have any reason to

I

believe him either. So let me just
ask you a tough question. Was he
Igiven a polygraph test]?

|

Gray:. He was not [given a polygraph
test].

’ Symbols':.;'.. Gray
12/04/92

Vice Chairman Smith: Now do you have
proof that he made this?

Mr. Gray: Dp we have proof that he
went out and burned a symbol into the
field? We have his word.

-Vice, Chairman Smith:, Wel-l-see-the

—

point 1 am making -- I am not'
doubting what you say, I am really
not. I am just trying to make a
point here that we make these quantum
leaps when it relates that is not 1

live Americans .
~ we draw~the"

conclusion the man is telling the
truth. He may be, X do not know;

But I guess what frustrates me in
trying to get to the bottom of the
issue.> .is that when we get live-
sighting reports, which are [given
Polygraph tests] and pass some, we do
not: believe them.: And-we do not have
any evidence to contradict it in some
cases. In many cases we do, but in
some cases we do not, and we do not
believe those reports.

So I mean I guess I get concerned
about/-- DIA and intelligence people
are supposed to be strict and tough
on methodology.

Symbols Santora
10/15/92

...when you 1 re not looking at the
original imagery and you're trying to
detect something on anything else,
any other form or copy of that
-imagery, then all bets are off on
what you might see or might not see.
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Symbols Shields Sen. Robb: Let me jUst go back to

, il-j.-,.

"OC/25/92" the question that I think has
troubled the; panel. . . it has to do
with the whole question of
cojrpartmentalization of information
during a critical period and what
appeared to be the lack of sharing of
information and/or critical questions,
being directed to those who might
have been able to help in that
reconciliation process

.

General Tighe observed during his
testimony yesterday that when policy
makers in the early 1970's made
statements about no Americans being
left behind/ that the intelligence
analysts-tended-to^believe^them,.

x

. .

despite contradictions with most
current intelligence, simply because
they felt that the policy makers had
access to compartmentalized
information hot available to them.

Shields : Senator , to my knowledge;
all of the intelligence agencies,
including the USA, were part of our
process . That information was fed
isu . . into the DZA.

Symbols aiith.

'10/5,5/92

. . . it would be ay position;. . that if
information like this was-provided.to,
me, X would want to take the position
that these symbols should be treated '

as valid until proven as otherwise.
But that is not the position that has
been taken here. The position that
has been taken here is that these
symbols are hot valid.

Symbols Smith
10/15/92

. . .wh&t do we need this agency for?
If we have signals and we are
training people to do is, and then
when we get the signals but we do not
have the capability to determine
whether it is a signal, it does not
make any sense to me.
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Symbols smith
10/15/92

[to Andrews] • . .But basically, what
;

you are saying bare is that the
analysis on 52 r by your early
analysis , is incorrect, or may have
been incorrect. Therefore your
analysis today very well may also be
incorrect. And yet you are taking

.

the emphatic position that you are
correct. .7

v"

~

r
^;'V

Synibois i.:!;'.' Sadtli

09/24/92
if we are talking: about negotiating
an end to a war and accounting fully
for all of our prisoners of war, and
we have photographs like that - - if
somebody has presented you an
analysis of those photographs and
they say they are not true, they are
not accurate, they are not Caucasian,
„they are .something else or somebody ;
else, line. But your testimony is
not that you got that testimony.
Your testimony is that you never saw
the photographs, and that very well
may be the case. But the point is,
it -shows-there-is-a
breakdown somewhere; in terms of •

information that we had on FCWs.

Symbols Saltli

10/15/92
Second, if a pilot were to attempt to
communicate by ground signal, letter
or whatever means , by using his
authenticator number, the U.S.
government will be unable to identify
the individual if- his number happened
to he among" those

-

numbers DXA can' t

.

account for. this could be
potentially tragic.:.^ <•.

Vessey Cases Ford
11/15/91

The way we define a discrepancy case
is, a case about which the united
States Government has convincing
evidence that the Governments of
Vietnam, Laos, or Cambodia should
have specific knowledge. The term
discrepancy case* includesnot only
individuals who were last fcnbvn
alive, but also individuals who we
are not certain of their fate, or who
were known dead but for whom the
Indochinese Government should be able
to provide information or remains.
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vessey Cases

Vessey Cases

Vessey Cases vessey
11/05/91

. . .the 97 who were listed as prisoner
-that have^iiot^subsequehtly'be^^—

“

accounted for.. They have made their
way into the General Vessey list as
priority cases. And those are the
cases that are the core of the search
efforts that are ongoing right now.

it whs - not to mean . that';- We weren' t
going to investigate the other cases .

We were goihV to investigate all the
cases# but these were the priority
cases because they appeared to be the
cases of those people had the best
chance of being : alive. . Ik

> ^ . ny approach With the! Vietnamese
is that we are hot trying to
reconstruct- the-past^or-ooom-uprWith^ ; -

war crimes trials or any such thing
as that. Wei want to know what
happened to our people. First, we
want to know, are there any live
Americans there? we are not going to
ask the^guistierabbutwhat youTsaid

"
:

in the past , that you said there were
not any, and how there are. Pine, if
there are some, let us have them and
we ere just going to ignore the past
Statements, if people have been
killed under circumstances that are
embarrassing, we are not going to
make an issue out o£ that . What we

!

want to know is where are bur people,
what happened to them?
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Vessey cases Vessey '

06/25/92
So la early 1989 I asked DIA and jcrc
to work together ; to rafine the list

:.'-7 7

wid include all cases where the
evidence showed that the person
involved was alive When he last knew
of him and we had evidence that’ he
likely cane under Vietnamese control
or Was captured and for whom we had
not yet had an acfcouhting.;

I also asked that the border areas be
searched for the same sort of cases.
And as a result of that effort we
added 39 people lost in Vietnam and
cane up with 49 so-called discrepancy
cases in the border area.

Vessey Cases Vessey
06/25/92

X wanted to be able to confront that
assertion that they had held no live
prisoners with the sort of glaring
examples that led Americans to
believt that there may well have live
American prisoners held. So at that

th® Dafenss Intelligence Agency
officials gavrme a list -of-about -70

'

n ti

cases ; . . thsy were the cases for
those individuals for whom the
Vietnamese should have been able to
account readily, some of tow were
not cases of people we thought had
bean reported to have died in
captivity, but the rmsains had opt
been returned and we believed that
toe viatnasmse government should be
able to account for tow.

.

were in fact people who
toe u.s. believed we had the evidence
to show that they were alive when we
last sew them, they were captured or
about to become captured.

Vessey cases vessey
11/05/91

paople who are missing are my
comrades, as they were comrades of
many of the people on this cosmittee.
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- ••Watergate—^-™--- K«rr«y—

;

09/22/92
The-question today for-tbia-caoadttee- -

is bow could this have happened?
Several witnesses who were appointed
policymakers in 1973 have identified
Watergate as the culprit* They
believe the United States would have
forced North Vietnam to abide by the
terms of the peace treaty had !

President Nixon not been Weakened and
distracted by the scandal of
Watergate. Perhaps this is true.

It also seems likely to me their
attitude towards informing the
public* coupled with their obsessive
desire and need for secrecy, led to
information about our missing being
withheld from the American people.
While they were trying to keep
information about Watergate secret,
they were also trying to keep
information about our missing in
.action secret. - The faulty judgment
which resulted in one tragedy also
produced a second.

'

Watergate It is clear also that paramount among
the pressures of that time, when the
agreement was signed and
implementation began7 was the energy
and attention* sapping saga of
Watergate.

Watergate Kissinger
09/22/92

Now on the impact of Watergate, I

think it is only fair to point out
that the opposition to using any kind
of military force strongly antedated
Watergate. If you read the media of
February and March when the
Administration was repeatedly saying
that it preserved the right to
enforce the agreement * we were
constantly told that we had no right
to enforce a cease-fire. And it was
something we always objected to on
the ground that under those
conditions any time America ends a
war and makes a cease -fire , it has

.

in effect, surrendered because it
cannot enforce what it has fought
for.

'
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• Watergate Kissinger
09/22/92

•••it is quite possible that
President Nixon did not have the sane
strength to resist that pressure as
he sdght have had without Watergate.
Be never said that to me. x think
the position he took, which was that
he wanted one acre negotiation before
considering military operations, was
a perfectly reasonable position. I
had a somewhat different view, but I
had always a somsMhat more
professorial view and he bed /a
soMMhat nore understanding of the
political situation; that's why he
was President. v

Watergate Rodoan
09/21/92

I think knowing ell the risks that we
were heading into as 1913 began, none
of ua anticipated Watergate and how
it would explode and totally wipe out
Nixon's political leverage, and 2
think our analysis was that sone of
the crucial votes in the Congress
that we used to defeat wars lost this
tins juid : it was .probably because of -

J^;V'

the demoralisation of the President 's
supporters, so this mi an
unanticipated factor;

t

But t agree with what Kinston said
•arlier, and it's very important. We
signed this agrssment believing that
if we did ths right thing we had a
good Chance to maintain it, and that
there was a Chance that the South
Vietnamese - • that the struggle
within Vietnam would turn into some
kind of political competition. There
was a chance for this agremmnt to
survive, and a lot depended on what
'we did.

Chairman Kerry: Well, I accept that/
and X said earlier, and I'm convinced
from all the reading that X have been
doing, that Watergate looms far
larger in this than X had ever
imagined...

'
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Secord
09/24/92

Nbat I think happened was we evolved
through-the“ Watergate" «ra~on- this-—

™

issue, and it just dragged oh and on,
and it was just kind of pushed off to
one side, and it became less
important in people's minds. And to
our discredit, Z think, it kind of
left the consciousness of nearly
everyone. But Z think those of us who
knew the truth, or what we thought to
oe truth, were always bothered by
this. X don't know what else X can
say,,../
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Live -Sighting
Reports-

Trowbridge
06/25/92-

“

Sen. Brown: My understanding is that
wehavehundreds'ofstatesments'Ulat
are sworn statements, where people
have passed a polygraph test,
indicating

.
there are Americans being

held as POWs... That indicates
Americans are being held. Now, how do
we reconcile, that? .

Trowbridge: There is information that

.

individuals have indicated that there
are prisoners being held, of that
information, we don't have convincing
information, or we have none that we
have confirmed.

Live'Sighting
Reports

Trowbridge
06/24/92

Right now we have, I believe, 40
unresolved reports that talk about
Americans living freely in Vietnam. 7?.

We do not know who they are.

Normalization Ford
12/01/92

...1 happen to believe that it's very
much in U.S. interests ‘to normalize
our relationship with Vietnam. 1
spent yiaw^

“

•very reason to know that country and
the horror of that war, but I think
it ' s something we need to put behind
us, both in a political sense and in
an emotional sense, and I think
economic and whatever

I

think it _
makes a lot of sense to move forward;

Normalisation Griffiths
12/01/92

once we do that, I think that the
United States should move forward
just as rapidly as Vietnam acts in
the context of the roadmap.
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Normalization Kerry .;.if you read what is in Phase TWo,
12/04/92 let us say you were to do the

-r-
1-,-—r-r'--— -business rpieee~that-involved—

; permitting tJ.S. firms to sign a
contract, but they cannot execute on
it, they cannot execute., .you are
whetting the Vietnamese appetite.

Put Phase ^wo specifically says
continue the rapid repatriation.

' Vietnam, in. phase, two. is . not';/

alleviated of any responsibility.
Vietnam specifically is required to
continue the rapid repatriation of
American remains readily available to

•/ •• .Vietnam,,.. v ./

Vice Chairman Smith: if they become
•

' available after Phase One, true.

\ Chairman Kerry: So they oust
: continue the process . : we have an
expectation of the continuation of
remains in Phase Two. The roadmap
Clearly- contemplated it ,- and it~ ... .1

. leverages it.

Now, let us say a couple of companies
, move in. Let us say you chose to

;

only let it be certain kinds of
companies 4 whatever . They go in.

- The Vietnamese start to get excited:
•;

.
v... u-.' ' , ;

-
--V . Hey, this is working. * But you do not

- get more of those remains. They
cannot execute on the contracts.
Everybody is going to get angry:
Hey, how come you are not able to
move forward? Gee, we thought we
would be! able to make this a real
business thing, but where are those
remains?

All of a sudden yoii have increased
your capacity to get them, You lose
no leverage. You increase, the

I 1 leverage. Phase Two contemplates it.
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Normalisation Kerry
12/03/92

Now some of us may feel, just as
policy people all over the agencies

•T”

nay feel, that one step or another
nay serve better to get some of those
answers . But hone of us feels that
We should give up leverage . None of
us feels that we should move to an
actual connercial product-moving
relationship; Every: conhent that we
have suggested in terns of the
roadnap suggests that those who have
advocated sons step are sinply
saying, we thin* we can get nore
infonaation and still maintain
.leverage;...:

Normalization Ouisn
12/04/92

...2 think it's inportant to
emphasise that we do have a policy in
place to deal with vietnan, the
roadnap policy. And it *s premised oh
two underlying pillars. One, that we
should speak clearly and
authoritatively to the Vietnamese,
and so we gave then our policy in
.writing.and we told then that it-was .

approved by the President, by all of
the relevant secretaries

.

Secondly, the roadnap was premised on
both parties taking steps,
concomitant steps, to address the
concerns of the others . That policy,
plus the work of General vessey, -
General Needham, all of the people
fron DOD who have been up here, has
produced results and I outlined those
in sp testimony the other day in
terns of offices and prisons access,
live-sighting investigation, remains
that have been returned.
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Normalization Qulm
12/04/92

.•.the question now is how to keep it
going. I believe the record
demonstrates [Vietnamese cooperation]^
that the philosophy underlying our
roadmap - that whan each side is
taking steps that ve 1 re able to move
ahead, but that whenever we stop
taking those steps that we run the
risk of bringing the whole process to
a halt. I think it should be that
philosophy which continues to guide
us in the future. ;

Normalization Quinn
12/04/92

Vt .If I cotild just; say, X think the
explanation you gave of how these
steps were supposed to work is
exactly right and exactly what was in
our minds when we laid them out.

It was intended that as you took them
~

to increase your leverage and too, as
you draw nearer to what in our view
is what the Vietnamese want from us

,

that that would iapel them to do all
the more that they could to respond
to

APPSNDXX 6 ;



Normalization

Offers

Smith.
. . . .1 think ws lose all of : the

12/04/92 leverage „thatjwe;rhayeJby„moYing. to. !_:1

Phase Two at this point, and let me
:

explain Very simply why.

Ne gpt the information that we
received from Mr. Schweitzer when we

.
indicated to the Vietnamese that we
knew that they had it. So they
provided it to us. Ohderstandable.

'r ’ Now, if we were to go at this point v
"

and accept the premise that they have
no more remains and move on to Phase
Two or accept the premise that all
live-sighting reports are resolved
and move to Phase Two, not only is
there not an incentive for them to
provide thsm to us; there is a
disincentiverbecause if we move into
Phase Two and there is a cache of
rwains somewhere or a group of
Americans somewhere still alive, to
bring that information forth would
immediately stop the process of the77 roadmap.

‘

McCain Sen. McCain: Ut me ask, at any
09/24/92 time, did you receive or know whether

the vice President or the President
of the United States received
information of an offer of Americans

• for money?

Murphy: z doubt very much that could
have happened, it's something that
he would probably have discussed with
me If he had gotten it separate from
me, Be never did. X can only assume
that it never happened.



offers Ptrroott

.

12/01/92
Perrooti: . . .let me tell you, they
turned into being inquisitions. And
when X found that /out I took steps to
alter it. But I was probably to
blame. This was part of the whole
atmosphere that we generated to stake
sure that we were responding to
virtually every critic, to sake sure
that nobody could sake; the suggestion
that we were hiding anything.

we trailed that film, it was in
Billy Hendon's office that he said he
had the names of the people on that
film that refused — it is a two-way
street; You have got to have
cooperation with the agency
responsible for the identification of

inconsistencies in the way the
Congressman operated that resulted in
our terminating that kind of
activity.

.

• .V7
•

' •

Sen; McCain: it i* worthy of note;
Mr. Chairman, and 1 was going to wait
until the hearing tomorrow, that
former Congressman Hendon has also
refused to cooperate with a committee
request concerning our investigation
of fraud and fundraising, and X think
that is interesting, particularly
coming from people who are demanding
full disclosure of all other
information..;



Schlatter: ...the episodes that we.\'
underwent wee that we would be called
to cos* to this member's office* and
“in supportoftis legisldtioa he

’

would have sene of his colleagues
there. . And he would say all right# I
want you to read this report, Nell,
we would take; the report Out and we
would read the report. Nell/ atop
right there. Read that again. so we
would read tiiis one sentence again.
Mow# Colonel or sister or whomever he
was talking to# what do you sake of
that report? Nell, we would lay out
our investigation and our analytic
findings.

Ne would then be subjected to
considerable degree of criticism for
cur^invastigations or-our-finAings. ^
The end result was that we chased
ourselves round in circles.

;
The ease

reports

>

;wen reviewed tine and time
again# the same questions asked and

;

the sane answers given. At ohe
point , the saaber ordiwred an analyst 7

"

to go stand in the corner after...

Sen. McCain: He told an analyst to
go stand in the corner?

Schlatter: Tes, sir... :

APPENDIX <
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offers
'

vessey
'

12/04/92
Chairman Kerry: You have had the
opportunity to raise this issue in
the most personal way on behalf of
the President~of:'thh~wahia~St^t^y”

Vessey: I have.

Chairman Kerry: Rave you, in the
course of those meetings , confronted
the Vietnamese repeatedly with the
question of live Americans in their

. country?- ; • -
.

v .•
,s

\ /

Vessey: I have.

Chairman Kerry: And what have they
responded to you each time?

Vessey: We hold ho live American*.

Vj-V-; ••

Chairman Kerry: Has money been
offered to them, deals been offered
to them?

Vessey: No. I have not offered
money but-I- ve made- it clear-that it
is the fundamental basis on which we
can move forward in any fashion.

Offers

.

vessey
12/04/92

Sen. McCain: Do you believe that
would be a good idea to say to the
Vietnamese that we will give you a
couple of billion dollars if you will
give us any live Americans?

Vessey: I think it's a bad idWh.

Sen. McCain: Why do you think that
would be a bad idea?

vessey: Well, there are -- there are
rules of international warfare.
There's the Geneva Accords. And I
believe that we should promote
civilized behavior among nations and
that we all 'ought to respect the
dead* the captured in warfare
according to those rules, and that we
should expect nations to abide by
those rules.
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Oral Histories Bell
12/04/92

Chairman Kerry: ...I want to ask you

«

in your judgment, on the oral :

-histories,.:do»ybu think-that

r

of a .gold mine, so to speak ^ and
something we ought to pursue
significantly?

Mr. Bell : I think the oral ‘history
program is. not only important from
the standpoint of the interviews with
the individuals for verbal testimony,
I think it vs also important in that
they can identify areas where records
are stored or areas where records
were stored at one time. And also, a
lot of the personnel -• in fact, most
of the personnel who participated in
the war kept personal diaries , and
they retained those as much as
possible-and-they stilliiave -those4-—-
around today.

Oral Histories DeStatte
12/04/92

1 agree that what we have referred to
as the oral history program is very
important. As a matter of fact, this
is^ecmetdiingl've^bean-discussing
with ny counterpart and the people at
the museum. Having a record that
documents the fate of the missing
person is really only one step in the
accounting process. The final step
should be, wherever possible, to
return the prisoner's remains. And .

to do that, in many cases, it's going
to-reguire the help of witnesses, ^

eyewitnesses.

Oral Histories Schweitzer
12/04/92

220 million Americans and 70 million
Vietnamese couldn't do this; And yet
Colonel Dai and x got together and
these things just started coming out.
And it was just so natural and so
easy for us. There was nothing to
it. But, when you look at it is
seams mysterious, and X don't think
it is. X just think it was the time
and it just happened, and it's going
to continue happening, it's just the
beginning, and X think all the rest
is coming.

AJPBBIX r



Peace Talks Daschle
09/21/92 .

Mr. Aldrich, on the 24th of January
of 1973 Dr. Kissinger stated at his

;
V, >* ..iV-

•

; :;
;i

secret understandings in the sense of
secret commitments. He said . that
there were statements by each side of
its intentions or interpretations of
the agreement on which the other side
might : or. might not choose to
rely...That is very important public
pronouncement, probably equal in
consequence, in many respects, to the
pronouncement of the President a
couple of months later. . . .Dr.
Kissinger announced on the 24th that
there were no secret agreements, and
that was left unchallenged. No one
came forth on his staff, in the
administration, by the President, to
clarify^a fundairnmtai-mistruthr—

Peace Talks V
\Implementation

Godley
09/24/92

The Symington Amendment Was the final
blow. That amendment, as I recall
it, limited the dollar value of our
military expenses in Laos to $300
million a year.—This was- to~ cover -

anuniticn, aircraft sorties, boobs,. ,

food, end to pay indigenous
•personnel; /

1 don' t believe that in the history
of warfare there has ever been a
military commander operating under
such budgetary restrictions . We were -
beaten; not by the man in the field,

4

but by public opinion at home, and v

were negotiating from a position of
abject weakness...

Peace Talks •

Implementation
Godley
09/24/92

Any efforts to obtain a full
accounting of PCsr/HZAs were doomed to
failure unless the North Vietnamese
could see some advantage in acceding
to our request.

Peace Talks •

Implementation
Grassley
09/22/92

[quoting General Waiter's Testimony]
"Something like half the prisoners
that were known to have been captured
alive never came back to Prance after
they reached a deal with the North
Vietnamese." ,/
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Peace Talks Haig
09/21/92,

... the bombing halted and the
negotiations began at a time when

Congress# the American people and the
American psyche no longer had the
stomach to do what it had to do.

Peace Talks Haig'
'

'

09/21/92
What I’m saying is be sure ybu know
the constraints that existed, because
it’s my personal judgment, maybe
wrong, maybe naive, that Henry
Kissinger and Richard Mixon never
made a decision that they didn't

,

think (with some probably minor
exception) was not dedicated to the
proposition that we want to get pur
prisoners out, all of them, as
quickly as possible. And I believe
that. So that! s ay contribution to
-your , deliberation : r-;-r

Peace Talks •

Implementation
Kercy
09/24/92

I enlisted in 1965, was cofanisSioned
in 1966 , went over in 1968 twice,
came back in 1969, and volunteered,
volunteered to go over, volunteered
to go -down ' to the

. southern' part where

—

we were fighting in the Navy, and
went over to win. But I came back in
1969 convinced that what was going to
happen in 1975 was going to happen.
And the notion of trying to fight a
war with these crazy restrictions
that we were trying to fight it with
just convinged me that you cannot
fight a ; war - that way. :

; • •

Peace Talks :

Implementation
Kerry
09/22/92

There is nothing in the record that
suggests you asked the Congress of
the United States for the right to
bomb bec&hse they were holding
prisoners that they would not give
back. Nothing.

Peace Talks Kerry
09/21/92

I do not want this to be
confrontational. It is not meant to
be; no member wants it to be. But 20
years later, folks, you know as well
as I do that we are here because, for
better or worse, the intentions we
sought in 1973 have yet to be
fulfilled, we donot have a full
accounting.

wprabxr t
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Ptade Talk*
implementation

tarry
•''•

09/21/92
...The debate is about what happened
in this country in our attaints to
get our prisoners^back and^ware"^^”^

1

families dealt with honestly, were
the American people dealt with
honestly. . .we are not here. . to rehash
the war, to renegotiate the
agreement, we want to know what
decisions were available to us and
how we might have made choices to get
them back. ; v.;.

.

•

Mow, you said We did not get a full
accounting. All we are trying to do
is understand why we were not able to
get that full accounting. Was there
anything disingenuous in that process

2
f
“°S getting it? were we lied to?

Were families not told the truth? :

;

~r7“-7^-r:;

Was it inadvertent, was it si^ly .

iapossiblt as a consequence of the
circumstances you have described?

Mow# X have taken up more than ay
timehari,butXwouldask-youwhat
it was that prevented us, once we
knew that did not have a full
accounting, from going to the
American people and raising their
consciousness around that reality?
Would people not have coalesced
wound the notion that they were not
getting back Americans who ware
rappoMd to ccm Ikm?

Peace talk* lerry
09/22/92

X lot has bsen said and written about
tbs man the coamittee will heat from
today, but tha one thing that has
never been said about him is that he
was out of the loop.

.
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'Peace Talks Kexiy
09/22/82

Hie pressures on our negotiators
during those critical years were real
and unavoidable. We had a President
elected in 1968 who took office in

.

1969 on a pledge to end tJ.Sw :

participation in the war. We had a
public hungry for that moment,
anxious for the goal to be achieved.
Afidwe hadaccoiplexsetof political
aind military objectives throughout
Indochina that were at risk, we had
a very determined and skillful
adversary , and we had tantalising hut
imperfect information about the
number and status of prisoners in
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos.

Peace Talks *

Implementation
Kerry
09/22/92

[citing Kissinger’s memoirs) But what
is very Wear, .we were .willing to

.V".;

move heaven and earth to support
President Thieu, we were willing to
move heaven and earth to enforce the
bombing on the violations for
infiltration, but we never talked
about-moving heaven -and earth to have -
that full accounting and never did
the American people learn, never did
this come to the Congress. And X
think it would have been one of the
great levers that you had, but it was
not there.

Peace Talks -

Implementation
Kissinger -It did not matter whether we could

have added one or another clause to
the agreement. The provisions with
respect to the missing in action were
perfectly plain. They just didn't
carry them out.

Peace Talks -

Implementation
Kissinger
09/22/92

Most commantators - - X would say all
cementstors, Congressional or madia
- opposed any effort to stand up to
Hanoi, arguing that the united States
had no right to retaliate at all
against the Worth 1 s blatant
violations . . . . By the middle of
April, Hanoi's violations were
overwhelming.

WFBBXX i



Peace Talks -

Implementation
Kissinjir
09/22/92

Unfortunately , it was also no secret
that these efforts to pin Hanoi down

r.r. -

amounted -to firing emptywcannons7 lo'“"
theory we had three sources of
leverage available: bashing the
ilorth, offering economic aid to Hanoi
and giving military and econasic aid
to Saigon to deprive Hanoi of the
hope of military victory

The Congress .took allrthree ,levers
away, denying us both the carrot and
the stick « When the Congress
eliminated our leverage, we were
trapped in the classic nightmare of
every statesman, we bad nothing to
back up our tough words , but sore
tough words.

Peace Talks —

~

-Eissiager:"-^r-

09/22/92
. . *Hanoi sensed our leverage was
rapidly eroding, a host of
congressional resolutions made it
deer that we would have no support
for military action.

Peace Talks. • - -

Implementation
KiMingw -

09/22/92 •.

It is totally iaappropriata for thoie

;

Whp prevented any sort of military
action to blame those of us who
wanted to enforce the agreement
because they can find this or that
document that gave one or other

rreason;

APPENDIX 6
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Peace Talks Kissinger Monday-morning quarterbacks can argue
09/22/92 ^ r -that-the-Paris-PeaceAccordsverenot-

perfect. I agree, to me, the ideal - •""

outcome would have been an American
,

victory.
-

But; Mr. chairman/ We had
to* deal with the war in. the specific

;

f
' circumstances we faced.

Even with the perspective of 20
years, I am convinced that in those
circumstances, no better agreement
was obtainable. Por example, just as
X was leaving for the final
negotiations in January 1973; the
Bouse and Senate Democratic caucuses
each passed, by very large margins

,

resolutions calling for
. legislation

to cutm off ell_fundsjto* the_iwar._
...since Congress removed 'both

rr;
:

"•

incentives and penalties for Banoi's
coopliance, how exactly would any
achievable amendment have changed
Hanoi's behavior?

Peace Talks •

Implementation
Kissinger Theprobleow^ pafisX^r^
09/22/92 was not with the words, but with

their isplsmentation by North
Vietnam. ...the u.S. Congress even
more vigorously, and successfully,
undercut our ability to enforce those

‘

, .

Tr
: accords.

1

,
.

.

.

Kissinger We have had many disagreements on
09/22/92

7
: policy, and honorable people will

differ about this. But on the fate
Of our prisoners, Mr. Chairman, there
can be no division. Me had all an
equal concern.
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Kissinger
09/22/92

Peace ‘Talks
'

Peace Talks *

Implementation

Kissinger
09/22/92

Kissinger
09/22/92

There were also numerous
„ J^M£es8i0Ml!_resolutions,.-_Most.were-

Congress resolutions which were not
binding. But whether they passed or
not, they were all known to the
Vietnamese and weakened our
negotiating position. 35 of these
resolutions were introduced in 1972
alone.

_

•••

. i iDuring this period many political
leaders, including Senator McGovern
and 30 other U.s. Senators/ were
calling for unconditional ,

: unilateral
withdrawal of American forces from
Vietnam, without any formal North
Vietnamese cannitment or the
concurrent or even subsequent return
of- our-MIAs-and-POWs>-*br accounting -:

—

for the missing in action. . .

At the Same time members of the
American peace movement were
spreading the word that they had been
told by the"i»i^

:

:yiet^
setting e deadline for our withdrawal
would create favorable conditions for
the subsequent release of American
prisoners of war.

Privately, you see, the problem was
they were counting a great deal on
bur domestic opposition, so they were
going extremely slowly in the -

negotiations.

Oh, it’s a fair question, Mr.
Chairman, and the answer to it is
that this body prevented the
enforcement of the agreement. When
we spoke of iron-clad guarantees we
never thought we were dealing with a:
hunch of Lord Pauntleroys whom we
could hand a document to . We thought
we had the right to enforce the
agreement, which was then taken away
from us. '



Peace Talks Kissinger
09/22/92 _

••

' :

•

Prco the day ve entered office, we
-had-no more-consistent-goal-than ~the~ :

release of the brave Americans . held
prisoner throughout Indochina and a
full accounting of their missing
colleagues . The negotiating record
makes clear that this matter was
insistently raised with the worth
Vietnamese. There v&s no issue on

1

which American: officials,; from the
President on down, were more adamant.
Yet here we are 20 years later being
pilloried in leaks without a shred of
evidence, with the unforgivable libel
that we knowingly abandoned the very
group whose suffering was the biggest
single incentive for our exertions.

Peace Talks ..

Implementation
Kissinger

—

09/22/92
pr^l®a"wit^t^e~paris~accbrds^: ^

was not with the words, but with
their implementatioh by Vietnam. Prom
the very start, Hanoi began violating
the accords. The record shows
clearly that while the executive
branch tried 'strattu^siy to bring^^'

" ’

pressure on Hanoiv iu particular
those relating to FOWs and MlAs, the
0.8. Congress even more vigorously, .

and successfully, undercut our
ability to enforce those accords

.

Peace Talks -

implementation
Kissinger
09/22/92

if the; Vietnamese violated these
provisions it was uuot because of any
omission by the responsible o.s;

'

officials but because we had been
stripped of the weapons we might have
used to enforce that commitment.

Peace Tsilks Kissinger
09/22/92

We^had, in meetings with many groups,
said forever that if ve got the terms
ve asked for we would end the war.
That ve were not pursuing the war and
that ve were not making these
proposals as oinmicks; we meant it.

Peace Talks -

Implementation
Kissinger
09/22/92

Despite all these obstacles,
strenuous negotiations resulted in a
joint communique o& June 13th,
reaffirming and strengthening all the
P0W provisions, .. .We made no secret
of our outrage with Hanoi's
violation.

: juremboc t



Pdace Talks « Kissinger
implementation 09/22/92

Peace Talks Kissinger
09/22/92

Kissinger
09/22/92

Peace talks Kissinger
09/22/92

Peace Talks - Kissinger
Implementation 09/22/92

J
«anot accept, Senator

*9° .was Knowingly
kept from the American public

.

Nobody had a monopoly of anguish in
that period. Nobody had any
conceivable interest in deceiving the
American people

.

In response to my presentations; Le
Due Tho disdainfully read me
editorials from the American press
and speeches from the Congressional
Record. • y.?7\ -

. .

[quoting from his 1973 statement]
"...as for us at home it should be
clear by now that no one in this war
has had a monopoly, of .anguish and
that no. one in these debates has had

- a -monopoly of“a»rai -ihsightT ™And -how^
that at last we have achieved an
agreement in which the united States
did not prescribe the political
future to its allies# an agreement
which would preserve the dignity, and .

"self-rts^t bf all ^rties , together
with healing the wounds in Indochina
we can begin to heal the woundTin
America."

If Saigon collapsed,, the residual
American force would become ^hostage.
The number of our prisoners would
increase exponentially, in the end,
we achieved the terms we set out to
obtain, and which our critics had
repeatedly told us were unattainable

.

In the process, we dramatically
improved the conditions for the
return of American forces, we
demanded and Obtained release of all
prisoners., /.v,-. .

•
'•

Only when our leverage was in the
process of being dismantled, while
the Saigon Government was
disintegrating, in the absence of a
cease-fire, would we be permitted to
talk about our prisoners under
conditions of unspeakable chaos

.
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Peace Talks -

Implementation,
Kissinger
09/22/92

Nobody ever Questioned that the
accbunting-for-the-missingwas—

—

unsatisfactory. We raised it at
least 60 times during 1973. The only
difference is that we did not know of
confirmed prisoners . And. had we
known it, we would have taken the
most drastic steps. As 1 will say in
my statement,, but it is better
clearly understood now/ x advocated
the resumption of military operations
to enforce the agreement starting in
the middle of March, 1973

.

Peace Talks, - 1

isplementation
Kissinger'
09/22/92

.we never accepted that They're all
dead; and continued to express our
dissatisfaction with Hanoi ' s failure
to account for the MXAs.

Pwce" Talks"
”

laird
09/21/92

1 knew about the secret negotiations
probably as soon as Ambassador
Harriman went over theire. i was a
mwber of the • - we had, at that
time, a smaller connittee in the
House-of ’ Representatives':that handled -

highly classified operations . As a
mnber of the Defense Appropriations
Coomittee, X was informed of those
negotiations as they went forward in
*ari«. And I was kept infonaed
regularly, of course* as Secretary of
Defense..''..
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Peace Talks Lord
09/21/92

I believe .the final agreement was the
best possible one at the time, given
-the

:mood-in-Americaand^therpressures
~

on the D;S. side. It was a far
better deal than almost anyone on the
American scene thought possible, and
that almost all of Congress and the
media and certainly the demonstrators
were calling for.

wtfair, retrospectively, to
forget the atmosphere of the times in
evaluating the agreement today, it
is unfair to examine our maxiwn«n
positions during the course of the

.
negotiations and complain that they
were not all realised in the end. By
definition, any agreement had to be a
compromise and reflect the realities
of both the battlefield and American
domestic support.

it Moorar
09/24/92

Hie country was in a itate of near
anarchy,... ..

Peace _Talks.-.-.:
Inplamentation

Moorar —<.~-

09/24/92 laanii
Peace Talks -

Implementation
Richardson
09/24/92

The question is one of what the
public Will support, what Congress
would support in the circumstances,
what the international political
costa -are of a new use of force.
And, indeed, I don't know exactly
when the vote taken by Congress was,
but it was not long after that
Congress specifically prohibited the
use of force for this or any other
purpose having to do with Vietnam-

APPENDIX C



peace talks f 0 SeblMlagtr
09/21/S2 .

••

. . .but one oust assume that we tad ',

.

'

•

.concluded^that .the bargaining
position of the United'states in.
dealing with Vietnam, North Vietnam,
Was taite weak, we were anxious to
get our troops out/ and that ve were
not going to roil the waters if that
could be avoided . ..That would be .ay
judgement. !

'

Peace . talks .

implementation
S«cord . .V

09/24/92
Sen/ Broirn: But faced with the cutoff
of funds, what would you have
recoonanded? what should we have
done?

;
What should the Administration

have done faced with the cutoff of
funds for Bdlitazy alternatives?

Secord: If the Congress totally tied
our hands^with. respect, to-abilityUoC-
wage another. Offense, another bombing
campaign, then what X alluded to
earlier seems to be the only option.
That would be to mount an intensive
intelligence operation using all of
our itaelligehce-cconnmity and -really "

putting some dollars bahind it.

..
'

,

'•*

t

'

,

• .

.

' i
r
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ttoBj of us here inWashington and in
tne Government >• when you and your

-fellow-prisoners of war returned^!
was a tremendously, to me, moving and
exciting moment, i had the -
opportunity then to talk, with many of
you; and it was an indelible
experience/; •

And 1 think, that this feeling, very
broadly shared, may have had
something to do with the whole
feeling that peace had been achieved,
^prisoners were home, it was over.
It had been truly a nightmare.

All I can say is that it would have
been a very tough call, when the
Morth Vietnamese in affect abrogated
thr whDle *avrwment by re-invading or

~

invading South Vietnam. Then surely
??Utical had it been

politically feasible, boobing and, I
think, other military responses

I

should have been initiated.:...^./-',:. J
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Peace Talks -

Implementation"
-

Robson
09yf2«/92T“/“

Chairman Kerry : After that initial
"fio-'day ^ricd~h^
January to the end of March, what
happened in terms of your effort to
gain accounting for those people?
Can you describe that for us?

;;v

Mr. Robson: Yes, sir. Me had that
series of folders, as 1 said,
approximately .80 . I don 1 1 remember
the exact number. But we also •

developed some more information. I
say we, the services , jcrc, and the
intelligence agencies developed more
information which was fed to JCRC in
Thailand, which in turn was passed
back to . us , and we ended up with a
total, of.:10l4 :_folder* ...with- information
on people that the enemy should be
able to tell us about with any great :

amount of difficulty. And I
personally passed that list and stuff
to them, I believe, on the 17th of

Chairman Kerty : What kind of
response did ypu get?

Mr. Robson: Nothing.

APPEHDXX
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Peace Talks
...anplementation.^

Robson
.09/24/92

Chairman Kerry : . . .when we deposed
Colonel Hernia -Russell-,; Who -is -

.

Vice Chairman Smith: The d.S. head
of the Pour-Party Joint Military
Team, he said otherwise. He stated
that in early May the Vietnamese were
linking D.S. aid commitments to - :

cooperation with the MlAs. And when
the vote came, or when the word was
passed down to the Vietnamese, or
passed to the Vietnamese that there
was no aid forthcoming, or at least • .!:

not in the iamediate future, that
they stopped cooperating. .

Colonel Robson: There is no
contradiction there, sir. That *s
exactly what happened. V ' r

Vice Chairman Smith: what?

Colonel Robson: When they got the
word
just r- ’

.

vice Chairman smith: : Bailed out.;

Colonel Robson: Just started bailing
out. I mean, they 1 d sit and talk to
you. .

Peace Talks -

Implementation ;

Robson •

09/24/92 -
Chairman Kerry : When you say
nothing, '"they just.' -y -Ypr.

Mr. Robson: They took it and they
said we will study it. The same thing
they told Dr. Kissinger in Hanoi

.

Chairman Kerry: So in effect, the
process that was put in place to get
the accounting was truly not working
almost from the beginning.

APPDJDXX 6
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Peace Talks -

Implementation
Shield

s

06/25/92

rChairman -Kerry But-you did-choose
14 that you did know were prisoner.

Dr.' Shields : No, we did not - - :

Senator, we did not know they were
prisoner. We knew that they could
have been prisoners ... we never had
any intelligence that they actually
'.entered the prison.

Chairman Kerry: That 1 s not what you
said, on . that • day.

.

'

Dr. Shields: I don't know the press
conference transcript.

Chairman Kerry : t will show you.
"These- 14 -individuals''wereat"one^"~"
time identified by the DRV as having
been captured, but were not listed on
the so-called complete list provided
on 22 December," we carried them as

Wf’ believed_they wete POW. we _
held a press conference saying they
are'POW.

Shields : I believe we failed to get
as complete an accounting as we could
have gotten at that time, yes, I do.
There is no question about it. In
mind, had Article SB been
implemented*- we would have had the
accounting that we desired. : ;

Chairman Kerry: And your
interpretation of why it was not
implemented is?

Shields : We never had access to the
areas where we needed to 90 . we
needed to go into the areas where our
men were lost. We needed to begin
with the incident of loss and track
down what happened to them from that -

point . ... in the area of Laos , we did
not have access. We were not allowed
to go. The government was hostile.
The same was true of North Vietnam.
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Peace Talks -

Implementation
Shields
06/25/92 .

The record of our efforts to
inplementiArticle $ (fc) have bconwell

.

documented . without cooperation from
the other side, the jCRC sent teams
into the field to investigate crash
and suspected grave sites. An
extensive and sophisticated
underwater search effort was made off
the cost of south Vietnam at
wspected crash site locations

The last U.S. military man to die
from hostile fire in Vietnam in a
U.S. initiated action was killed in
December, 1973. fie was a member of a
JCRC field team, and with, the ambush
of that team and his death, our
field efforts ceased, •

A.

APPENDIX 6
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Implementation
Shields
06/25/92

Shieldss _How, the families had all
*o£..tiierinfpnnati6n 'Whichvwe-had -

available. The. family of Richard Van
pyke, now living I think in salt Lake
City, knew about his case

1

. They knew
about what the men in the

. prison can®
had to bay about him. They knew
about Coomander Ford . so this
information was passed onto, families.
It was not information that anyone
tried tobide.'-

Chairman Kerry- But the point ia, f
obviously, that here we are 20 years
later, with a list called, discrepancy
cases . And General John vessey who
will testify later, who is an
extraordinary public servant, who has
devotad his~time :goin^ over there,
has a list of people that 20 years
later we are saying to the

! Vietnamese, hey, wait a minute, we
thought these' folks were alive. How,

JO years later .we are -doingthat , ~:
it just occurs to me that 20 years
ago the_ presumption, the information,
the probability, the expectation, . ..
were a hell of a lot higher, and the
moment was riper.

Shields: Certainly, senator. He had
at the- time of the Paris Peace
Accords ah Article SB which, as Mr.
Sieverts has pointed out, contained
aU of the authorities we needed for
an accounting.

Chiixmin Kerry : So there was a real
failure to pull off the Accord itself
and get the accounting?

Shields: Absolutely.

APfBDXX i
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Implementation
Shields
06/25/92

Peace Talks -

implementation
Sieverts
06/25/92

Peace Talks Sieverts
06/25/92

Even though we were not having the
.
.cooperation; that we needed, we made
•CVertufes “to the Vietnamese time and
time again, a Presidential
emission went to Hanoi and to

.yi!
n£“?i I?0*' ;i“ aupbintea by

the President, manned by
distinguished Americans, specifically
for this purpose of accounting for

;
the.idssing- ^:: :

had a coaplete set Of
-hearings , and numerous hearings :

within the Congress on this issue,
and the Department of Defense spoke
out and maintained contact with
families, and let the families know
exactly where this issue was. so if
there was not a hue and cry in the

, it was not for want of
effort ..on our part. - •—

—

We pinned our hopes on article 8 (b) V
we negotiated, we staffed the fpjmt
in the field. We had the JCRC in the
field... We did not have access to
haos .„.we did /not; have ^iccess-to 1—^
Worth Vietnam. We did hot have
access to most of the
Vietnam where we thought we could go.
The man who was

; killed j Captain
Reese, was killed in an; area which we
felt was under friendly control; as
it turned out, of course, it was not.

te wre coixld not go imto the f^
were limited to negotiations, a part ..

of a treaty which was never observed,
and never isplemented. We faced
extraordinary difficulties in those
days. ;

' '

••

'J

.• . .pur overriding objective during

* .the January, 1973 Paris Agreement



Peace Talks
•'

Smith
Inpleaentatioh 09/22/92 with the Vietnamese but what happened

is they did hot . conply with those
iron-clad agreements.:

Peace Talks Smith I think it is important to Understand
we politics of the times, people in
the streets protesting the war, 300
men dying every week. And those were
“•-times that you entered onto the
political scene with the President,
and there was a great amount of
political pressure to end the war,
trying to end the war in an honorable
way. And you proceeded into
negotiations to try to do that, since
there did not seem to be the
political will-to win it-militarilyv-
So these were difficult times, and
you insistad on many matters
concerning PONs and MZAs in those
negotiations.

**"tax amraacertted;T^
is did the Vietnamese and the Uo
respond to what vou insisted on?

Peace Talks •

Implementation
Vessey
06/25/92

Chairman Kerry: Do you share a
feeling that climate of 1973 may have
contributed to. . . and attitudinal
approach that accepted a sort of
willingness to, perhaps, ask seme
tough questions and deal with sotae
realities?

vessey: ... there were many people
interested in this issue at the time.
There were unanswered questions at
the time.

At the same time, the country seemed
to be desperate to get out of Vietnam
and be separated from that issue. And
I think that people made the
decisions that they thought were the
best decisions at the time* baaed on
the information that they had.

APPENDIX
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Walters
09/21/92—™

I think it was Ambassador Lord who
said,~you~knowj we cannot second
guess every aspect of it . * . 1 am here
to talk about POW/mia, end what we
knew about that and how that issue
figured into these negotiations, and
perhaps some larger issues about the
negotiations and how they mayhave .

impacted our ability to get the full
accounting that we sought.

Perot Childrus .

08/12/M
it is my opinion*, .that Mr. Perot's
trip was counterproductive to u.s.
efforts.

Perot Kerry
08/11/92

We may leave seme questions out there
because we are not capable, as
humans, of resolving all of this 20
years, later.. But. the. record will be
more complete* And the evidence will
be greater and I think the effort
ora significant •- thanks, in part,
to your participatiwi and
contribution.

':Pem‘r
^”'''v“'‘“'7rr ’

‘Perot
'

08/11/92
Nr. Perot: . • .The POW project had to
he a coopletaly private project,
otherwise it would have had ho
credibility with the Vietnamese, and
these were the people we were trying
to impact.

•

Chairman Kerry: But that was your
suggestion

v
that it be kept private?

Mr. Perot: ...Ho, i think that was
actually Or. Kissinger and/or Colonel
Haig said this has to be done
privately...;

Perot Perroou
08/12/92

Mr. Perot’s activities during my
tenure had no adverse affect on ay
mission. I considered his efforts to
he a reflection of his patriotism and
sincere concern over the issue and
that still applies. Be made no
mention of any enumeration nor any
offer by the Government for any
payback.

^ appehdii 6
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'

Perroots
08/12/92

Soliciting Nr. Perot* s support as a
member of my advisory board and
authorizing Him access Was my idea.

.PerOt Perroots ,

08/12/92
The White House had acknowledged Mr.
Perot's efforts in support of the :

POW/MXA issue and coonended him for
his efforts.

in view of his past activities, I
made a decision to provide him access
and to keep him personally involved
for our mutual benefit.

/

' "•
)'

APPENDIX
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Photos Gray
12/04792

Mr. Gray: We talked to the sources

•
.

'
•>, '•

..

individual that sent them out said he
was never told that these were
American prisoners . He was told
simply by the source. of the photo to
find out who these Americans are.
But eh route, to the American embassy
in Bangkok the story became that .

these jure American prisoners

>

Sen. McCain: You do not know who put
the names on them.

Mr . Gray: Well, we asked the source
who said ** the ceramic merchant in
Khoepong Chang, Cambodia, why did
they the photos that came forward
as those of American^prisoners. He

" "

said, well, if the Vietnamese who
gave him the photos Were looking into
these photos, then they had to be
American prisoners , but he was never
told they were prisoners.

Now, the names were not associated
when he sent those photos forward.
None of the names were associated.
The only names associated with the
photos were actually the ones written
on the photos, Chester Winner and
others, names which were.not of
Americans whb were missing. v so not
until later in the year of 1990 were
names associated with the photo.

We determined that the names
Robertson and Stevens actually came
from a handbill that had been out in
Southeast Asia since 1987. And it
said across the top $1 million dollar
reward being offered for American
prisoners and the two photos across
the bottom were Robertson and
Stevens.

APPENDIX «
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Photos.'". Kerry
'

,12/04/92.—

-

[to Chambers) I think an interesting
'example •• of*-that was your
explanation of what happened on the
Lundy,-Robertson -Stevens photo where
it went from one person as a photo of
Americans and by the time it got out
of the car it was a photo of : .

prisoners 4 and by the time it got
somewhere else it had names of
people, and,by the time it got to •

•

America it was on the - front page of
Newsweek with three people, startling
new evidence, and so forth.

Photos Sheets
12/04/92

The photographic experts who used the
computer-enhanced techniques at the
U.S. National Labs to determine if
the alleged Robertson-Stevens -Lundy

that the handwritten sign
. that the

Senator is referencing was not on the
original photograph, that was a
paste-on, and then the photograph was
re-shot. There was no question about .

that.

Priority Apodaca
11/06/91 ;

Earlier this year, I was actively
involved in a highest national
priority. Operation Desert Storm. . . i
don* t know if this is a good
comparison, but if the POW/MIA issue
has the highest national priority,
why are hundreds of remains still in
Vietnam today? why are agencies
allowed; to not follow through on
reports? Why can’t we find the
fingerprint records for aln»st 25
percent of those, still missing?

I would not be so upset if the
Government had called this a high
national priority, but they didn * t

.

For years it has been the highest
national priority, and for years I've
wondered. .

Childress
12/01/92

. . . in January of '82 .... .in the
intelligence area, manpower and
priorities were at an all-time low
and I believe the POW branch had only
nine personnel assigned.

APPENDIX
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Priority Childress
12/01/92 ^•^gje^the LoSif?

C^ve
; ^

?ni? i
ty ' we wer«referring to not

lrx rZ
6
l~TCe* F“t the director ofDIA or someone in the Pentagon could

Drlor?h?
he problem bas^n thT

£»m™H*5 ** *^r* ffiviag them in thenatirael document*. There's a“^•rence between in^iementation of
wMch Sows thffl

“
S J?

n'a*a
°F

tells them how areyou doing, moving forward, and saying

people**^
' ** didn’t have enough

Priority

!

Gaines
12/01/92

; * ,gi
Te ^ your sense

1

criteria. ..had the

Str
io^“JiSTi*

11^our-fadiihter^ :
lhst 10 or 15 years? colonel Gaines?

Colonel Gaines : i would like to

one^
***** lack of Priority as the

APPENDIX $
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Priority Kerry
12/01/92“;-

It is herd for me to believed I
»ean, :if you have got 70 people
responding to this coemittee's
requests, we have got a staff of 15
or 20 people working bn it. We have
got 58 people in Vietnam. This, is
1992. Here you are with files that,
by your own admission, were not
organized. Are you saying to me you
could not find people to organize the
files? You could not put people to
the task of collecting the lists?
You could not. bring all the documents
into one house?

I have to tell you, as X sit here, it
just strikes me that this is one of
..those Government^euphemisms .that
and X do not blame, you guys. X do
not think any of you made this
policy. . .you were not the
policymakers , you were carrying it
out. But X think. a lot of you folks
were left-dangling~in~the dark.Sooe -

people paid lip service to the notion
this was the highest priority, but in
fact, as you just said, it was not
resourced, and that is the way you
get things done, is resources. It
does not do you any good to have a
policy up here, and then you do not
have the resources. ..

Priority Kerry
12/01/92

Chairman Kerry : Xn all of your
reviews , did you find that this was
indeed treated as and resourced as a
nation’s highest priority?

Mr. wiand: No, Senator, I did not.

Colonel Hargis: ...no, X do not... •
.

Mr. Nagy: No. . > ..
...

Admiral Brooks: Most assuredly
not...

Colonel Gaines: No...

APPENDIX
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Kagy

Perot
08/11/92

II point out that

y^M^!f
f2
rt last wrf two

^5B increasingly been

XS*?*!*' the Bush

Dafenel**^*?
1 4114 the Department of

Defense and Secretary Cheney have put«?aey^and personnel where they have
1*

put their stated priorities. And
***£.*•.,®W. boast greater attention

S?K
t
?f

s
..

i*8Ue greater effort tb
HJJ £*• to rest than at any time, r

*
in *** Matory of this issue.

that, 1 thin*,ve are achieving and we are doing itoa a good scheduiA: TT .U,
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Priority Williams
12/01/92

Chairman Kerry: And the fact is I
just have a sense that there was a

> .

kind of disregard/ is a polite way to
put it; for the real relevance of
this, for what some of that evidence
might really have meant. And it was
kind of a convenient political
highest priority but not really the
highest priority. The highest
priority was figuring but what the
Russians were doing with missiles; :

the highest priority was responding
to Grenada, Panama, a lot of other
priorities. But this just was not
there. That is my sense. Much more
there today in 1992 than it ever has
been at any proceeding time in
history since 1973.

;

General williams: I think that is a
fair statement . 1 wold also say,
though,' that it was not until
probably 1982 that the Reagan
administration had a chance to

: J. :

r

-r -Jr

reversethelongdeclinein
intelligence manpower. The agency*
PXA, had gone from •• had about a 35
or a 40 percent reduction, and you do
not just reverse that . in the program
and budget cycle immediately. But
you are absolutely right.

Chairman Kerry: And also, with the
dmniseof our position in Southeast
Asia we lost our oh-the-ground
assets, we were basically shut out
for the 4 years after Saigon fall in
1975. Thera are dear things that ad
into this that we need to take into
account. And X acknowledge all of
those.

General Williams: And you are
correct about your inpression.

APtSUDlX
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Private Groups DukMr ,

12/02/92
tlaw than not it can't be

•••• O'

ZZZt .
"°;we Mv«-to pass it on asthat. This is an article that came

iT-???
tt8 “•‘ w could not Verify

f®
varniIlent .jancies as tomether it was authentic or not.

That? a how we pass it on. we
T®0 t *-mm won't say it's authentic
if ye cannot prove that it is
authentic.

Private Groups Dutnir

12/02/92
8o it puts us in a position of what
is the truth and what isn't, where
else do we have to go to get
information but the Government. Inaan that's where the answers em < #•Um within your co&SSHt &s
within tha Departtsnt of Defmia. the

*Oifiui -lotilliotnci

-

. . • • • •
wmhtm mouyy » THat 18

the sources that we have. That*

s

wpere we have to go to try to verifv
the information that ws get, the

the speculation, and so
forth.

'

Priv*te<arbups“ 'Doktr

12/02/92
...there are just absolutely
thousands of pieces of information
out there that cannot be verified,

it does make our position
difficult in terms of our mnfcership
because at times I think they may
ttink we ere not pvrsuing it as
actively as we should, but we are.
But again, we .will not pass oh
information that we can't verifv.

APPENDIX 6
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12/02/92

. . . the Prisoner of war coraittee of

Michigan operates as a nonprofit#
hotipri;i8an"P0W/MlXrpubXio^awareness-~-
organization. The coraittee* s

primary source of income comes from

the sale of public awareness
merchandise. . Por example# bracelets#

pins# T-shirts; and flags# mostly
through maiI"orderr:r-The- most:,:-;z rr-'r

expensive item we have available for

sale are a lined Mindbteaker jacket

and a 3 by 5 WW/MXA flag, each
priced at $30. The least expensive

is a small bumper sticker priced at

25 cents. apiece... •

•

In addition to the sale of public
awareness merchandise# the coraittee
occasionally receives donations from

veterans 1 organizations # concerned

citizens, and others who support the

work and the objectives of the group.

Private Groups Ford ..

11/15/91 -

...the people ttat rally «et hurt by

this are the families who have these

people coming around
uncertainties and their concerns

about their loved ones , and it ought

to stop'. That's one reason we think

that this committee is one of the

best ideas going# because hopefully

we will get to the bottom of this.

Private Groups .'Ford.

11/15/91
If I have ever seen a coyer-up# this

is It; The fact
covered up# for whatever reason# is

that jack Bailey went to southeast

Asia with our assistance, with our

hopes, with our prayers# and came up

eraty. •

Private Groups Gadoury
10/15/92

...in addition to our own governments

efforts to search for information

about potential American POWs and

uziaccouhted for' Americans, there were

a number of private American

individuals and organizations who
were engaged in similar activities#

some more extensively and in a more
organized fashion than others.

APPENDIX
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Private Groups Cadouxy
10/15/92

While we work for a full accounting
of our missing and unaccounted for;
we should also demand * full

...1

accounting from those who have
engaged in fabricating information to
further their personal or
organisational financial goals, and
at the same time falsely raising
topes of the

. American people, ;.\

especially the families of our
missing and unaccounted for. V

PrivateGroups Quinn .

12/01/92
.. .1 think the need for some sort of
better mechanism to reach out to
other organizations, be they
veteran’s organizations, other
POW/KIA, other family organizations,
who have often expressed to me and
raised the question about why they
are so fair; oh the outside when oth*n?
are on the inside.

Private Groups Saapley
11/07/91

The pattern has continued. Rather
than focus all available resources on
resolving the problem of our missing .

Vietnam veterans , rnudLof the effort
has been directed toward destroying
*&• credibility and/or reputation of
.the -critics.'

Amwa s



The scholarship program that was
established in 1970 has become one of

Jhejnos.t important activities of the
organization.

;
It provides

scholarship assistance to the
dependents of those uniformed
servicemen listed as missing in
action or killed in action who were
associated with the war in Southeast
Asia, as well as those uniformed •

servicemen missing or . killed in
action associated with armed conflict
through Operation Desert Storm.

Since 1971, when the first three
$1,000 grants were given, 613
scholarships totalling over $760,000
have been awarded. This year, 26
students alone were awarded
-scholarships ;toitaiiing-$100r000.

The Red River Valley Tighter Pilots
Association has tax exempt status
under section 501 (c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. He are
eligihle for contributions froo the ^ :

Combined Federal Caspaigh under, the
umbrella of the independent Charities
of America. Other funds are derived
through annual membership dues,
contributions from the private
sector, local Chapter fundraising
activities, and the generosity of the

American public.

He have never used the services of a

professional fundraiser.
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I provided
; this committee with a

.cau^nologiMl-Buara
efforts at influencing the Government

?? S48 iBB^‘ I'd like to just
highlight a few of our major efforts;

Pirst# vpw has consistently urged
accelerating government - to-government
contact with Southeast Asian
countries in pursuit of the fullest
possible accounting. Second, we have
consistently held that it was a
legitimate function of our Government
and its. duty to the families to:
provid[e this accounting. Third/ the
VPW has consistently maintained that
maximum economic and diplomatic
pressure should he exerted on the
^toeast Asian wernments to Obtain
their full cooperation in resolving
the fate of our missing men.

Since 1987 the VPW consistently
supported public release of more

'

information aboiut ^ PW/HiAs and' :rr
'

•T

since then vs have consistently
called on the Government to increase
its efforts to recover our missing
men from the Korean War as well.
Finally, with the revelations of
Senator Belms and Senator Grassley
over a year ago and Colonel Peck's
allegations, we have supported a
public investigation of the ;

Government's handling of this
issue...

Concerning finances, we do not
solicit any funds for ourselves or
any other organization on the basis
Qf the POW/MIA issue, nor do we use
professional consultants as
fundraising organizations to do it
for us. The 7PW supply department
sells POW/mia flags and emblem
devices, but the monies derived are
GUite small in comparison to our
overall' .sales. :





Remains Bell
12/04/92

Sen. Mecaini i think what you said
is a very Important point here, and
if any of the other witnesses —
disagree with that* that there is ho
longer, in the view of the witnesses,
a warehouse of remains, but there is
in the view of the witnesses remains
that still heed to be recovered, and
that 1 s the job of the7 previous ’x
witnesses, CIHCPAC and you. Hr. hell.
Xe that accurate? i’y

Mr. Belli Yes, sir.

I
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